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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT IN YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of " The Century Dictionary
" in-

cludes three things : the construction of a

general dictionary of the English language
which shall be serviceable for every literary
and practical use

;
a more complete collection

of the technical terms of the various sciences,

arts, trades, and professions than has yet been

attempted ;
and the addition to the definitions

proper of such related encyclopedic matter,
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute

a convenient book of general reference.

About 200,000 words will be defined. The
Dictionary will be a practically complete record
of all the noteworthy words which have been
in use since English literaturehas existed, espe-

cially of all that wealth of new words and of

applications of old words which has sprung
from the development of the thought and life

of the nineteenth century. It will record not

merely the written language, but the spoken
language as well (that is, all important provin-
cial and colloquial words), and it will include

(in the one alphabetical order of the Diction-

ary) abbreviations and such foreign words and

phrases as have become a familiar part of

English speech.

THE ETYMOLOGIES.
The etymologies have been written anew on

a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es-

tablished principles of comparative philology.
It has been possible in many cases, by means
of the fresh material at the disposal of the

etymologists, to clear up doubts or difficulties

hitherto resting upon the history of particular
words, to decide definitely in favor of one of

several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-
merous current errors, and to give for the first

time the history of many words of which the

etymologies were previously unknown or erro-

neously stated. Beginning with the current

accepted form of spelling, each important word
has been traced back through earlier forms to

its remotestknown origin. The various prefixes
and suffixes useful in the formation of English
words are treated very fully in separate articles.

HOMONYMS.
Words of various origin and meaning but

of the same spelling, have been distinguished

by small superior figures (1,
2

,
3

, etc.). In

numbering these homonyms the rule has been
to give precedence to the oldest or the most

familiar, or to that one which is most nearly

English in origin. The superior numbers ap-

ply not so much to the individual word as to

the group or root to which it belongs, hence
the different grammatical uses of the same

homonym are numbered alike when they are

separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a

verb and a noun of the same origin and the

same present spelling receive the same superior
number. But when two words of the same form
and of the same radical origin now differ con-

siderably in meaning, so as to be used as dif-

ferent words, they are separately numbered.

THE ORTHOGRAPHY.
Of the great body of words constituting the

familiar language the spelling is determined

by well-established usage, and, however ac-

cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it

may be, it is not the office of a dictionary like

this to propose improvements, or to adopt those
which have been proposed and have not yet
won some degree of acceptance and use. But
there are also considerable classes as to which

usage is wavering, more than one form being
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in

this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa-

miliar examples are words ending in or or our

(as labor, labour), in er or re (as center, centre),
in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ; those having a

single or double consonant after an unaccented
vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or
with CE or ce (as hemorrhage, hatmorrhage) ; and
so on. In such cases both forms are given,
with an expressed preference for the briefer
one or the one more accordant with native

analogies.
THE PRONUNCIATION.

No attempt has been made to record all the
varieties of popular or even educated utter-

ance, or to report the determinations made by
different recognized authorities. It has been
necessary rather to make a selection of words
to which alternative pronunciations should be
accorded, and to give preference among these

according to the circumstances of each particu-
lar case, in view of the general analogies and
tendencies of English utterance. The scheme
by which the pronunciation is indicated is quite
simple, avoiding over-refinement in the dis-

crimination of sounds, and being designed to

be readily understood and used. (See Key to

Pronunciation on back cover.)

DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS.
In the preparation of the definitions of com-

mon words, there has been at hand, besides
the material generally accessible to students
of the language, a special collection of quota-
tions selected for this work from English books
of all kinds and of all periods of the language,
which is probably much larger than any which
has hitherto been made for the use of an English
dictionary, excerpt

that accumulated for the

Philological Society of London. Thousands of
non-technical words, many of them occurring
in the classics of the language, and thousands
of meanings, many of them familiar, which
have not hitherto been noticed by the diction-

aries, have in this way been obtained. The
arrangement of the definitions historically, in

the order in which the senses defined have en-

tered the language, has been adopted wher-
ever possible.

THE QUOTATIONS.
These form a very large collection (about

200,000), representing all periods and
branches of English literature. The classics

of the language have been drawn upon, and
valuable citations have been made from less

famous authors in all departments of litera-

ture. American writers especially are repre-
sented in greater fullness than in any similar
work. A list of authors and works (and edi-

tions) cited will be published with the con-

cluding part of the Dictionary.

DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS.
Much space has been devoted to the special

terms of the various sciences, fine arts, me-
chanical arts, professions, and trades, and
much care has been bestowed upon their treat-

ment. They have been collectedby an extended
search through all branches of literature, with
the design of providing a very complete and

many-sided technical dictionary. Many thou-

sands of words have thus been gathered which
have never before been recorded in a general
dictionary, or even in special glossaries. To
the biological sciences a degree of promi-
nence has been given corresponding to the re-

markable recent increase in their vocabulary.
The new material in the departments of biology
and zoology includes not less than five thou-

sand words and senses not recorded even in

special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy-
sical and mathematical sciences, of the mechan-

ical arts and trades, and of the philological

sciences, an equally broad method has been

adopted. In the definition of theological and
ecclesiastical terms, the aim of the Dictionary
has been to present all the special doctrines of

the different divisions of the Church in such a
manner as to convey to the reader the actual

intent of those who accept them. In defining

legal terms the design has been to offer all the
information that is needed by the general
reader, and also to aid the professional reader

by giving in a concise form all the important
technical words and meanings. Special atten-

tion has also been paid to the definitions of

the principal terms of painting, etching, en-

graving, and various other art-processes ;
of

architecture, sculpture, archeology, decorative

art, ceramics, etc.
;
of musical terms, nautical

and military terms, etc.

ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES.
The inclusion of so extensive and varied a

vocabulary, the introduction of special phrases,
and the full description of things often found
essential to an intelligible definition of their

names, would alone have given to this Diction-

ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,

however, been deemed desirable to go some-
what further in this direction than these con-
ditions render strictly necessary.

Accordingly, not only have many technical

matters been treated with unusual fullness,
but much practical information ofa kind which
dictionaries have hitherto excluded has been
added. The result is that "The Century
Dictionary

" covers to a great extent the field

of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this princi-

pal difference that the information given is

for the most part distributed under the indi-

vidual words and phrases with which it is con-

nected, instead of being collected under a few

general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
ical and geographical, are of course omitted, ex-

cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as

Darwinian from Darwin, or Indian from India.

The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-

pedic matter under a large number of words

will, it is believed, be found to be particularly

helpful in the search for those details which
are generally looked for in works of reference.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

The pictorial illustrations have been so se-

lected and executed as to be subordinate to the

text, while possessing a considerable degree of

independent suggestiveness and artistic value.

To secure technical accuracy, the illustrations

have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists
in charge of the various departments, and have
in all cases been examined by them in proofs.
The cuts number about six thousand.

MODE OF ISSUE, PRICE, ETC.
" The Century Dictionary" will be comprised

in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is published
by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-

umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-

tions will be issued about once a month. The

price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no

subscriptions are taken except for the entire

work.
The plan of the Dictionary is more fully de-

scribed in the preface (of which the above is in

part a condensation), which accompanies the

first section, and to which reference is made.
A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-

mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun-
ciations and to signs used in the etymologies,
will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., 33 EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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PREFACE.

HE plan of THE CENTURY DICTIONARY includes three things: the construction of a

general dictionary of the English language which shall be serviceable for every literary

and practical use; a more complete collection of the technical terms of the various

sciences, arts, trades, and professions than has yet been attempted ;
and the addition to

the definitions proper of such related encyclopedic matter, with pictorial illustrations,

as shall constitute a convenient book of general reference. The attempt to accomplish these ends, and

at the same time to produce a harmonious whole, has determined both the general character of the

work and its details. This design originated early in 1882 in a proposal to adapt The Imperial

Dictionary to American needs, made by Mr. Roswell Smith, President of The Century Co., who has

supported with unfailing faith and the largest liberality the plans of the editors as they have gradually

extended far beyond the original limits.

The vocabulary.

Obsolete words.

The most obvious result of this plan is a very large addition to the vocabulary of preceding

dictionaries, about two hundred thousand words being here denned. The first duty of a comprehensive

dictionary is collection, not selection. When a full account of the language is sought, every omis-

sion of a genuine English form, even when practically necessary, is so far a defect
;
and

it is therefore better to err on the side of broad inclusiveness than of narrow exclusive-

ness. This is the attitude of THE CENTURY DICTIONARY. It is designed to be a practically complete

record of the main body of English speech, from the time of the mingling of the Old French and

Anglo-Saxon to the present day, with such of its offshoots as possess historical, etymological, literary,

scientific, or practical value. The execution of this design demands that more space be given to obso-

lete words and forms than has hitherto been the rule in dictionaries. This is especially

true of Middle English words (and particularly of the vocabulary of Chaucer), which

represent a stage of the language that is not only of high interest in itself, but is also intimately con-

nected, etymologically and otherwise, with living speech. Only a few of these words are contained in

existing dictionaries. This is the case also, to a great degree, with the language of much later

times. The literature of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the formative period of modern

English, abounds in words and idioms hitherto unrecorded by lexicographers. Not to include all of these

terms which from their etymological connections, intrinsic literary value, or availability

for modern use. are worthy of record, is to make, not a dictionary of English, but Dialectal and pro-
vincial words.

merely a dictionary of modern and selected English. A similar reason has led to the

admission of an unusually large number of dialectal and provincial words. Until about the time of

the Reformation the language existed chiefly in the form of dialects
;
and while the common literary

tongue was establishing itself, and after it became established, its relations with dialectal and provincial

forms were most intimate. Many
"
literary

" words sank to the position of provincialisms, and on the

other hand provincialisms rose to literary rank a process which has been continuous to the present

day. Thus both historically and with regard to present usage it is impossible to draw a hard and fast
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line between these two sides of the language, either with respect to words or to their individual senses.

This dictionary, therefore, includes words of dialectal form or provincial use which appear to be an

important part of the history of the language. Within the sphere of mere colloquialism, slang, and

cant, a much narrower rule of inclusion has, of course, been followed; but colloquialism and even

slang must be noticed by the lexicographer who desires to portray the language in its

Colloquialism and natural and full outlines, and these phases of English have therefore been treated with

liberality. Americanisms, especially, have received the recognition natufally to be

expected from an American dictionary, many being recorded for the first time
;
on the

other hand, many words and uses heretofore regarded as peculiar to this country have been found to

be survivals of older or provincial English, or to have gained a foothold in broader English use.

Another notable increase in the vocabulary is that due to the admission of the many terms which have

come into existence during the present century especially during the last twenty years in connection

with the advance in all departments of knowledge and labor, scientific, artistic, professional, mechanical,

and practical. This increase is nowhere more conspicuous than in the language of the
ech'

physical sciences, and of those departments of study, such as archaeology, which are con-

cerned with the life and customs of the past. Not only have English words been coined in

astonishing numbers, but many words of foreign origin or form, especially New Latin and French, have

been imported for real or imaginary needs. To consign these terms to special glossaries is unduly to

restrict the dictionary at the point at which it comes into the closest contact with what is vital and

interesting in contemporary thought and life
;

it is also practically impossible, for this technical language

is, in numberless instances, too closely interwoven with common speech to be dissevered from it. A
similar increase is noticeable in the language of the mechanical arts and trades. The progress of inven-

tion has brought nearly as great a flood of new words and senses as has the progress of science. To

exclude this language of the shop and the market from a general English dictionary is as undesirable

as to exclude that of science, and for similar reasons. Both these lines of development have therefore

been recorded with great fullness. There is also a considerable number of foreign words Latin,

French, and other not in technical use, which have been admitted because they either have become

established in English literature or stand for noteworthy things that have no English names. Lastly,

the individual words have been supplemented by the insertion of idiomatical phrases that are not fully

explained by the definitions of their component parts alone, and have in use the force of single words
;

and of the numerous phrase-names used in the arts and sciences. The number of these phrases here

defined is very large.

No English dictionary, however, can well include every word or every form of a word that has

been used by any English writer or speaker. There is a very large number of words and forms dis-

coverable in the literature of all periods of the language, in the various dialects, and in colloquial

use, which have no practical claim upon the notice of the lexicographer. A large
words that must

group not meriting inclusion consists of words used only for the nonce by writers of
be excluded.

all periods and of all degrees of authority, and especially by recent writers in news-

papers and other ephemeral publications ;
of words intended by their inventors for wider use in popular

or technical speech, but which have not been accepted; and of many special names of things, as of

many chemical compounds, of many inventions, of patented commercial articles, and the like. Yet

another group is composed of many substantive uses of adjectives, adjective uses of substantives

(as of nouns of material), participial adjectives, verbal nouns ending in -ing, abstract nouns ending
in -ness, adverbs ending in -ly from adjectives, adjectives ending in -ish, regular compounds, etc.,

which can be used at will in accordance with the established principles of the language, but which

are too obvious, both in meaning and formation, and often too occasional in use, to need separate

definition. So also dialectal, provincial, or colloquial words must be excluded, so far as they stand

out of vital relation to the main body of the language which it is the object of a general dic-

tionary to explain. The special limitations of the technical and scientific vocabulary will be men-

tioned later.
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None of these considerations is of the nature of a definite rule that can be used with precision

in all cases. On the contrary, the question whether a word shall be included, even in a dictionary

so comprehensive as this, must often be decided by the special circumstances of the case.

The sources of the English vocabulary thus presented are extremely various. No other tongue,

ancient or modern, has appeared in so many and so different phases; and no other people of high
civilization has so completely disregarded the barriers of race and circumstance and adopted into its

speech so great a number of unnative words and notions. The making of the

English language began, it may be said, with the introduction of Eoman rule and

Roman speech among the barbarous Celts of Britain. The Latin language, as the vehicle of civil-

ization, affected strongly the Celtic, and also the speech of the Teutonic peoples, Saxons, Angles,

and Jutes, who in the fifth century obtained a footing on the island. This Teutonic tongue, while

assimilating something both of the native Celtic idiom, and of Latin in a Celtic guise, in time

became the dominant language. The speech thus formed (called Anglo-Saxon or, as some now

prefer, Old English) was raised almost to classic rank by the labors of Alfred and of the numerous

priests and scholars who sought to convey to their countrymen in their native language the treasures

of Latin learning and the precepts of the Latin Church. Though uniting in the ninth century with an

influx of Scandinavian speech, and in the eleventh century, through the Norman conquest, with the

stream which flowed through France from Rome, it remained the chief fountain of English. From these

two elements, the Teutonic and the Latin (the latter both in its original form and as modified in the

Romance tongues), our language has been constructed; though materials more or less important have

been borrowed from almost every known speech.

The details of this history are exhibited in the etymologies. They have been written anew, on a

uniform plan, and in accordance with the established principles of comparative philology. The best

works in English etymology, as well as in etymology and philology in general, have been regularly

consulted, the most helpful being those of Prof. Skeat and Eduard Miiller, and the "New English

Dictionary on Historical Principles," edited by Dr. J. A. H. Murray (which, however, could be con-

sulted in revising the proofs of A and of part of B only) ;
but the conclusions reached are independent.

It has been possible, by means of the fresh material at the disposal of the etymologist, to clear up

in many cases doubts or difficulties hitherto resting upon the history of particular words, to decide

definitely in favor of one of several suggested etymologies, to discard numerous current errors, and

to give for the first time the history of many words of which the etymologies were previously

unknown or erroneously stated. Noteworthy features of the etymologies will be found

to be the method followed in stating the ascertained facts of the history of each

word, and the extensive collation of cognate or allied words. Beginning with the

current accepted form or spelling, each important word has been traced back through earlier forms

to its remotest known origin. Middle English forms are given, in important cases in numerous

variants for the four centuries included in that period, and are traced to the Anglo-Saxon (in which

are given the typical forms, with the important variants and the oldest glosses) or, as the case may

be, to the Old French, including in special instances the Old French as developed in England, or

Anglo-French. The derivation of the Anglo-Saxon or French form is then given. When an Anglo-

Saxon or other Teutonic form is mentioned, the cognate forms are given from the Old Saxon, the

Old Friesic, the Dutch, Low German, High German, and Icelandic in their several periods, the Swedish

(and often the Norwegian), the Danish, and the Gothic. The same form of statement is used with

the Romance and other groups of forms the Old French and modern French, the Provencal, the

Spanish, the Portuguese, the Italian, and sometimes in special instances the Wallachian and other

Romance forms, being given in a regular order, and derived together from their Latin or other source.

With the Latin are mentioned the Greek cognates, if any such existed, the Slavic forms, if concerned,

and the Sanskrit, Persian, etc. If the Arabic or Hebrew is reached, other Semitic forms are sometimes
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stated. The rule has been to deduce from a comparison of all the principal forms the primitive sense

or form, and also to make the process of inference clear to the consulter of the dictionary. Of course,

in a search through so vast a field, in which the paths of words have been in many instances effectu-

ally obliterated or confused, many points of uncertainty remain
;

but from the evidence at hand

various degrees of approximation to certainty can be established, and these it has been sought clearly

to indicate by terms of qualification. The various prefixes and suffixes used in the formation of English

words are treated very fully in separate articles.

There are thus two distinct groups of forms in the etymologies: those in the line of derivation or

direct descent, and those in the lines of cognation or collateral descent. A Greek word, for example,

may occur not only in Anglo-Saxon (and English), but also in other Teutonic and in Romance and

other tongues, and the full account of the English form requires the mention of the

most important of these other forms as "
parallel with " or "

equal to " the Anglo-

Saxon and English. To separate these groups more plainly to thought and to the eye, and to

save the space which would be taken up by the frequent repetition of the words "from," "parallel

with," and "
whence," distinctive symbols are used. For " from " is used the sign < , denoting that the

form without the angle is derived from the form within it
;

for "
whence," the sign > ,

with a similar

significance ;
for

"
parallel with " or "

equal to " or "
cognate with," the familiar sign of equality, = ;

for

the word "root," the ordinary algebraic symbol \/. An asterisk * is prefixed uniformly to all forms

which are cited either as probable or as theoretical, or as merely alleged ;
it indicates in all cases that

the form so marked has not been found by the etymologist in the records of the language concerned,

or in its dictionaries. But in some cases words are marked with the asterisk which are found in certain

dictionaries, but have not been verified in the actual literature. Special care has been taken with the

Anglo-Saxon words, unverified forms of which exist in the current dictionaries, some of them probably

genuine, though not found in any of the accessible texts, and others due to early errors of editors and

dictionary-makers.

Words of various origin and meaning, but of the same spelling (homonyms), have been distinguished

by small superior figures (\
2
,

3
, etc.). Such words abound in English. They ai-e mostly common

monosyllables, and much confusion exists not only in the explanation of them but also in their use,

words of diverse origin having been, in many cases, regarded as one, with consequent

entanglement or complete merging of meanings. In numbering these homonyms, the

rule has been to give precedence to the oldest or the most familiar, or to that one which is most nearly

English in origin. The superior numbers apply not so much to the individual word as to the group or

root to which it belongs ;
hence the different grammatical uses of the same homonym are numbered alike

when they are separately entered in the dictionary. Thus verbs and nouns of the same origin and the

same present spelling receive the same superior number. But when two words of the same form, and of

the same radical origin, now differ considerably in meaning, so as to be used as different words, they are

separately numbered.

The etymologies have been written by Dr. Charles P. G. Scott, with the assistance, in the later

parts of the work, of contributions from Prof. James A. Harrison, Prof. William M. Baskervill,

Prof. Francis A. March, Jr., and others. In ascertaining the particular facts with regard to the

origin of technical terms, much aid has been given by the specialists in charge of the various

departments.

Of the great body of words constituting the familiar language the spelling is determined by well-

established usage, and, however accidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it may be, and however

much of sympathy and well-willing may be due to the efforts now making to introduce a reform, it is

not the office of a dictionary like this to propose improvements, or to adopt those which have been

proposed, and have not yet won some degree of acceptance and use. But there are also considerable

classes as to which usage is wavering, more than one form being sanctioned by excellent authorities,
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cither in this country or in Great Britain, or in both. Familiar examples are words ending in -w
or -our (as la-bor, labour), in -cr or -re (as center, centre), in -'use or -inc. (as ni-Hiz<; rirHisr);

having a single or double consonant after an unaccented vowel (as traveler, traveller; irorsliifte

shipped), or spelt with e or with or ; (as hemorrhage, diarrhea; lift'iimrrlitif/e, ilinr-

rhcea); and so on. In such cases, both forms are given, with an expressed preference for

the briefer one, or the one more accordant with native analogies. The language is struggling toward

a more consistent and phonetic spelling, and it is proper, in disputed and doubtful cases, to cast the

influence of the dictionary in favor of this movement, both by its own usage in the body of the text,

and at the head of articles by the order of forms, or the selection of the form under which the word

shall be treated. Technical words not in general use, and words introduced from other languages,

have also their varieties of orthographic form : the former, in part, because of the ignorance or care-

lessness of those who have made adaptations from Latin or Greek
;
the latter, because of the different

styles of transliteration or imitation adopted. In such cases, slight variants are here sometimes dis-

regarded, the more correct form being given alone, or with mere mention of others
;
in other cases, the

different forms are given, with cross references to the preferred one, under which the word is treated.

Finally, the obsolete words which have no accepted spelling, but occur only in the variety of forms

characteristic of the pei'iods from which they come, are treated regularly under that form which is

nearest to, or most analogous with, present English, and the quotations, of whatever form, are as a

rule presented there; side-forms are entered as liberally as seemed in any measure desirable, with

references to the one preferred. All citations, however, are given in the orthography (though not

always with the punctuation) of the texts from which they are taken.

Still greater than the variation in the orthography, even the accepted orthography, of English

words, is the variation in the pronunciation. And here the same general principles must govern the

usage of the dictionary. No attempt is made to record all the varieties of popular, or even of educated,

utterance, or to report the determinations made by different recognized authorities.

It has been necessary, rather, to make a selection of words to which alternative pro-

nunciations should be accorded, and to give preference among these according to the circumstances

of each particular case, in view of the general analogies and tendencies of English utterance. A

large number of scientific names and terms words that are written rather than uttered, even by

those who use them most are here entered and have a pronunciation noted for the first time.

For such words no prescriptive usage can be claimed to exist
;

the pronunciation must be deter-

mined by the analogies of words more properly English, or by those governing kindred and more

common words from the same sources. With respect to many foreign words, more or less used as

English, it is often questionable how far usage has given them an English pronunciation, or has

modified in the direction of English the sound belonging to them where they are vernacular. In

not a few instances a twofold pronunciation is indicated for them, one Anglicized and the other

original. Words of present provincial use are for the most part pronounced according to literary

analogies, without regard to the varieties of their local utterance. The principal exceptions are

Scotch words having a certain literary standing (owing to their use especially by Scott and Burns) ;

these are more carefully marked for their provincial pronunciation. Wholly obsolete words are left

unmarked.

There are certain difficult points in varying English utterance, the treatment of which by the

dictionary calls for special explanation. One is the so-called "long w" (as in ttse, muse, cure), repre-

sented here, as almost everywhere, by u. In its full pronunciation, this is as precisely yoo (yd) as if

written with the two characters. But there has long existed a tendency to lessen or remove the

y-element of the combination in certain situations unfavorable to its production. After an r, this

tendency has worked itself fully out
;

the pronunciation oo (6) has taken the place of M in that situa-

tion so generally as to be alone accepted by all recent authorities (although some speakers still show
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plain traces of the older utterance). The same has happened, in a less degree, after
/, and some of the

latest authorities (even in England) prescribe always loo (16) instead of /M,- so radical a change has

not been ventured upon in this work, in which 6 is written only after an I that is preceded by
another consonant : cultivated pronunciation is much less uniform here than in the

General variations of preceding case. But further, after the other so-called dental consonants
/, d, n, s, z,

of'rertai vowels.

"

except in syllables immediately following an accent, the usage of the majority of

good speakers tends to reduce the y-elemeut to a lighter and less noticeable form,

while many omit it altogether, pronouncing oo (6). Of this class of discordances no account is

taken in the re-spellings for pronunciation ; usage is in too fluid and vacillating a condition to

be successfully represented. After the sounds ch, j, sh, zh, however, only d is acknowledged. Another

case is that of the r. Besides local differences in regard to the point of production in the mouth,

and to the presence, or degree, of trilling in its utterance, a very large number, including some

of the sections of most authoritative usage, on both sides of the Atlantic, do not really utter the

r-sound at all unless it be immediately followed by a vowel (in the same or a succeeding word), but

either silence it altogether or convert it into a neutral-vowel sound (that of hut or hurt). The muti-

lation thus described is not acknowledged in this dictionary, but r is everywhere written where it

has till recently been pronounced by all; and it is left for the future to determine which party of the

speakers of the language shall win the upper hand. The distinction of the two shades of neutral-

vowel sound in hut and hurt, which many authorities, especially in England, ignore or neglect, is, as

a matter of course, made in this work. The latter, or -hurt-sound, is found in English words only

befoi'e r in the same syllable ;
but it is also a better correspondent to the French eu and " mute e "

sounds than is the former, or hut-sound. In like manner, the air-sound is distinguished (as a) from the

ordinary e- or a-sounds. Further, the two sounds written with o in sot and song are held apart through-

out, the latter (marked with 6) being admitted not only before r (as in nor), but in many other situations,

where common good usage puts it. But as there is a growing tendency in the language to turn o into

6, the line between the two sounds is a variable one, and the 6 (on this account distinguished from d,

with which from a phonetic point of view it is practically identical) must be taken as marking an

o-sound which in a part of good usage is simple o. A similar character belongs to the so-called
"
inter-

mediate a " of ask, can't, command, and their like, which with many good speakers has the full a-sound

(of far, etc.), and also by many is flattened quite to the " short a " of fat, etc. This is signified by a,

which, as applied to English words, should be regarded rather as pointing out the varying utterance

here described than as imperatively prescribing any shade of it.

On the side of consonant utterance, there is a very large class of cases where it can be made a

question whether a pure t or d or s or z is pronounced with an i- or ?/-sound after it before another vowel,

or whether the consonant is fused together with the i or y into the sounds ch, j, sh, or zh respectively

for example, whether we say nature or nachur, gradual or grajoal, sure or shor, vizual

The pronunciation or vizhoal. There are many such words in which accepted usage has fully ranged
of certain conso- .

nants. itselt on the side of the tused pronunciation : for example, vizhon, not v^z^on, for

vision; azhur, not azure, for azure; but with regard to the great majority usage is less

decided, or else the one pronunciation is given in ordinary easy utterance and the other when speaking
with deliberation or labored plainness, or else the fused pronunciation is used without the fact being

acknowledged. For such cases is introduced here a special mark under the consonant thus, t, d, s, z

which is intended to signify that in elaborate or strained utterance the consonant has its own proper

value, but in ordinary styles of speaking combines with the following ^-element into the fused sound.

The mark is not used unless the fused sound is admissible in good common speech.

This same device, of a mark added beneath to indicate a familiar utterance different from an

elaborate or forced one, is introduced by this dictionary on a very large scale in marking the sounds of

the vowels. One of the most peculiar characteristics of English pronunciation is the way in which it

slights the vowels of most unaccented syllables, not merely lightening them in point of quantity and

stress, but changing their quality of sound. To write (as systems of re-spelling for pronunciation, and
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even systems of phonetic spelling, generally do) the vowels of unaccented syllables as it' they were

accented, is a distortion, and to pronounce them as so written would be a caricature of English speech.
There are two degrees of this transformation. In the first, the general vowel quality of a long vowel

remains, but is modified toward or to the corresponding (natural) short: thus, a

and r> lose their usual vanish (of e and 6 respectively), and become, the one e (even in voweu in un-
, . cented syllitlilos.

some final syllables, the yet thinner i), the other the true short o (which, in accented

syllables, occurs only provincially, as in the New England pronunciation of home, whole, etc.) ;
e and o

(of food) become i and u (of good); a or 6 become (more rarely) o. This first degree of change is

marked by a single dot under the vowel: thus, a, e, o, u, o, 6. In the second degree, the vowel loses

its specific quality altogether, and is reduced to a neutral sound, the slightly uttered u (of hut) or k

(of hurt). This change occurs mainly in short vowels (especially a, o, less often e, but i chiefly in the

ending -%) ;
but also sometimes in long vowels (especially u and a). This second degree of alteration

is marked by a double dot under the vowel: thus, , e, p, i, (i,
u. Accordingly, the dots show that

while in very elaborate utterance the vowel is sounded as marked without them, in the various degrees
of inferior elaborateness it ranges down to the shortened or to the neutralized vowel respectively ;

and

it is intended that the dots shall mark, not a careless and slovenly, but only an ordinary and idiomatic

utterance not that of hasty conversation, but that of plain speaking, or of reading aloud with dis-

tinctness. In careless talk there is a yet wider reduction to the neutral sound. It must be clearly

understood and borne in mind that these changes are the accompaniment and effect of a lightening

and slighting of utterance
;

to pronounce with any stress the syllables thus marked would be just as

gi'eat a caricature as to pronounce them with stress as marked above the letter.

In the preparation of the definitions of common words there has been at hand, besides the material

generally accessible to students of the language, a special collection of quotations selected for this work

from English books of all kinds and of all periods of the language, which is probably much larger

than any that has hitherto been made for the use of an English dictionary, except

that accumulated for the Philological Society of London. From this source much Definitions of com-

mon words.

fresh lexicographical matter has been obtained, which appears not only in hitherto

unrecorded words and senses, but also, it is believed, in the greater conformity of the definitions

as a whole to the facts of the language. In general, the attempt has been made to portray the language

as it actually is, separating more or less sharply those senses of each word which are really distinct,

but avoiding that over-refinement of analysis which tends rather to confusion than to clearness. Special

scientific and "technical uses of words have, however, often been separately numbered, for practical

reasons, even when they do not constitute logically distinct definitions. The various senses of words

have also been classified with reference to the limitations of their use, those not found in current

literary English being described as obsolete, local, provincial, colloquial, or technical (legal, botanical,

etc.). The arrangement of the definitions historically, in the order in which the senses defined have

entered the language, is the most desii-able one, and it has been adopted whenever, from the etymo-

logical and other data accessible, the historical order could be inferred with a considerable degree of

certainty; it has not, however, been possible to employ it in every case. The general definitions have

also been supplemented by discussions of synonyms treating of about 7000 words, contributed by
Prof. Henry M. Whitney, which will be found convenient as bringing together statements made in

the definitions in various parts of the dictionary, and also as touching in a free way upon many literary

aspects of words.

Many of the exti-acts mentioned above, together with some contained in the Impn'inl l)ict/<Hir//

and in other earlier or special works, have been employed to illustrate the meanings of words,

or merely to establish the fact of use. They form a large collection (about 200,000) representing all

periods ;ind branches of English literature. In many cases they will be found useful from a his-

torical point of view, though, as was intimated above, they do not furnish a complete historical
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record. All have been verified from the works from which they have been taken, and are furnished

with exact references, except a few obtained from the Imperial Dictionary, which could not readily

be traced to their sources, but were of sufficient value to justify their insertion on the authority of

that work. Their dates can be ascertained approximately from the list of authors

and works (and editions) cited, which will be published with the concluding part of

the dictionary. These quotations have been used freely wherever they have seemed to be helpful ;
but

it has not been possible thus to illustrate every word or every meaning of each word without an

undue increase in the bulk of the book. The omissions affect chiefly technical and obvious senses.

In denning this common English vocabulary, important aid has been received from Mr. Benjamin E.

Smith, who has also had, under the editor-in-chief, the special direction and revision of the work on all

parts of the dictionary, with the charge of putting the book through the press; from Mr. Francis A.

Teall, who has also aided in criticizing the proofs; from Mr. Robert Lilley, in the preliminary working-

up of the literary material as well as in the final revision of it; from Dr. Charles P. G. Scott, who
has also had special charge of the older English, and of provincial English ;

from Prof. Thomas R.

Lounsbury, who has contributed to the dictionary the results of a systematic reading of Chaucer; from

Dr. John W. Palmer, who has aided in revising the manuscript prepared for the press, and has also

contributed much special literary matter; from Prof. Henry M. Whitney, who has given assistance in

preparing the definitions of common words in certain later divisions of the work and has also examined

the proofs; from Mr. Thomas W. Ludlow; from Mr. Franklin H. Hooper; from Mr. Leighton Hoskins,
who has also contributed material for the definitions of most of the terms in prosody ;

from Miss

Katharine B. Wood, who has superintended the collecting of new words and the selection and verifi-

cation of the quotations ;
from Miss Mary L. Avery ;

and from many others who have helped at special

points, or by criticisms and suggestions, particularly Prof. Charles S. Peirce and Prof. Josiah D. Whitney.

Much space has been devoted to the special terms of the various sciences, fine arts, mechanical

arts, professions, and trades, and much care has been bestowed upon their treatment. They have

been collected by an extended search through all branches of technical literature, with the design of

providing a very complete and many-sided technical dictionary. Many thousands of

ricarte

S

3

fteCh words nave tnus been gathered which have never before been recorded in a gen-
eral dictionary, or even in special glossaries. Their definitions are intended to be so

precise as to be of service to the specialist, and, also, to be simple and "popular" enough to be

intelligible to the layman. It is obvious, however, that the attempt to reconcile these aims must

impose certain limitations upon each. On the one hand, strictly technical forms of statement must
in many cases be simplified to suit the capacity and requirements of those who are not technically

trained; and, on the other, whenever (as often, for example, in mathematics, biology, and anatomy)
a true definition is possible only in technical language, or the definition concerned is of interest only
to a specialist, the question of immediate intelligibility to a layman cannot be regarded as of prime

importance. In general, however, whenever purely technical interests and the demands of popular
use obviously clash, preference has been given to the latter so far as has been possible without sacrifice

of accuracy. In many instances, to a technical definition has been added a popular explanation or

amplification. It is also clear that the completeness with which the lexicographic material of interest to

the specialist can be given must vary greatly with the different subjects. Those (as metaphysics,

theology, law, the fine arts, etc.) the vocabulary of which consists mainly of abstract terms which are

distinctly English in form, of common English words used in special senses, or of fully naturalized

foreign words, may be presented much more fully than those (as zoology, botany, chemistry,

mineralogy, etc.) which employ great numbers of artificial names, many of them Latin.

The technical material has been contributed by the gentlemen whose names are given in the list of

collaborators, with the assistance at special points of many others; and all their work, after editorial

revision, has been submitted to them in one or more proofs for correction. This method of obtaining
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both accuracy and homogeneity has, perhaps, never before been so fully adopted and faithfully applied
in a dictionary. A few special explanations are necessary with regard to the work in several of the

technical departments.

To the biological sciences a degree of prominence has been given corresponding to the remarkable

recent increase in their vocabulary. During the last quarter of a century there has been an extensive

reorganization and variation of the former systems of classification, from which have come thousands

of new names of genera, families, etc.; and also a profound modification of biological

conceptions, which has led both to new definitions of old words and to the coinage of many The bi
_

1< i < 1

new words. All these terms that are English in form, and for any reason worthy of record,

have been included, and also as many of the New Latin names of classificatory groups as are essential

to a serviceable presentation of zoology and botany. The selection of the New Latin names in zoology
has been liberal as regards the higher groups, as families, orders, etc., whether now current or merely

forming a part of the history of the science
;
but of generic names' only a relatively small number have

been entered. Probably about 100,000 names of zoological genera exist, 60,000 at least having a definite

scientific standing ;
but the whole of them cannot, of course, be admitted into any dictionary. The

general rule adopted for the inclusion of such names is to admit those on which are founded the names

of higher groups, especially of families, or which are important for some other special reason, as popular

use, an established position in works of reference, the existence of species which have popular English

names, etc. A similar rule has been adopted with regard to botanical names. The common or ver-

nacular names of animals and plants have been freely admitted
; many naturalized and unnaturalized

foreign names, also, which have no English equivalents and are noteworthy for special literary, com-

mercial, or other reasons, have been included. The definitions that have a purely scientific interest

have been written from a technical point of view, the more popular information being given under

those technical names that are in familiar use or under common names. In the zoological department
is properly included anatomy in its widest sense (embracing embryology and morphology), as the science

of animal structure, external and internal, normal and abnormal. Its vocabulary necessarily includes

many Latin, or New Latin, words and phrases which have no English technical equivalents.

The definitions of that part of general biological science which in any way relates to animal life

or structure, including systematic zoology, have been written by Dr. Elliott Coues, who has been assisted

in ichthyology and conchology by Prof. Theodore N. Gill, in entomology by Mr. Leland O. Howard

and Mr. Herbert L. Smith, and in human anatomy by Prof. James K. Thacher. Special aid has also

been received from other naturalists, particularly from Prof. Charles V. Riley, who has furnished a

number of definitions accompanying a valuable series of entomological cuts obtained from him. Prof.

Thacher has also defined all terms relating to medicine and surgery. The botanical work was under-

taken by Dr. Sereno Watson, with assistance, in cryptogamic botany, from Mr. Arthur B. Seymour, and

has been conducted by him through the letter G
;

at that point, on account of practical considerations

connected with his official duties, he transferred it to Dr. Lester F. Ward. Mr. Seymour also withdrew,

his work passing, under Dr. Ward's editorship, to Prof. Frank H. Knowlton. All the definitions of the

terms of fossil botany have been written by Prof. J. D. Whitney.

In the treatment of the physical and mathematical sciences an equally broad method has been adopted.

While their growth has, perhaps, not been so great, from a lexicographical point of view, as has that of

biology, it is certainly almost as remarkable. The remodeling and readjustment of former ideas, and

the consequent modification of the senses of old terms and the coinage of new, have

been hardly less marked; while one department, at least that of chemistry has kept The physical and

pace in the invention of names (of chemical compounds) with zoology and botany. To
sciences,

this must be added the almost numberless practical applications of the principles and

results of physical science. The department of electrotechnics is a marked example of the formation

within a comparatively few years of a large technical vocabulary, both scientific and mechanical. The

adequate definition of all the lexicographical matter thus furnished involves a very complete presenta-

tion of the present status of human knowledge of these sciences. The definitions in physics have been
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written by Prof. Edward S. Dana, with the collaboration, in electrotechnics, of Prof. Thomas C.

Mendenhall, and in many special points, particularly those touching upon mathematical theory, of

Prof. Charles S. Peirce. Professor Dana has also contributed the definitions of mineralogical terms,

including the names of all distinct species and also of all important varieties. He has been assisted in

denning the names of gems and the special terms employed in lapidary work by Mr. George F. Kunz.

The lithological definitions, as also all those relating to geology, mining, metallurgy, and physical geog-

raphy, have been contributed by Prof. J. D. Whitney. Professor Peirce has written the definitions of

terms in mechanics, mathematics, astronomy, and astrology, of weights and measures, and of the various

names of colors. In the mathematical work the aim has been to define all the older English terms, and

all the modern ones that can be considered to be in general use, or are really used by a number of

English mathematical writers, but not all the numerous terms that may be found only in special

memoirs. All English names of weights and measures, as well as many foreign names, have been

entered, but, as a rule, those of the latter that are at once obsolete and not of considerable importance
have been omitted. As regards chemistry, it has of course been impossible to include names of com-

pounds other than those that have a special technical and practical importance. The chemical definitions

have been written by Dr. Edward H. Jenkins, with assistance from Dr. Isaac W. Drummond in defining

the coal-tar colors, the various pigments, dyes, etc., and the mechanical processes of painting and dyeing.

The definitions comprehended under the head of general technology (including all branches of the

mechanical arts) have been contributed by Prof. Robert H. Thurston, with the collaboration, in defining

the names of many tools and machines, of Mr. Charles Barnard, and, in various mechanical matters which

are closely related to the special sciences, of the gentlemen who have been named
The mechanical above as of Prof. Mendenhall in describing electrical machines and appliances, of
arts and trades.

Prof. Dana and Prof. Peirce in describing physical and mathematical apparatus, of

Prof. J. D. Whitney in describing mining-tools and processes, etc. The terms used in printing and

proof-reading have been explained by Mr. F. A. Teall, with the aid of valuable contributions of material

from Mr. Theodore L. De Vinne. Special assistance in collecting technological material has been received

from Mr. F. T. Thurston, and, at particular points, from many others.

The terms of the philosophical sciences have been exhibited very completely, with special reference

to their history from the time of Plato and Aristotle, through the period of scholasticism, to the present

day, though it has not been possible to state all the conflicting definitions of different philosophers

and schools. The philosophical wealth of the English language has, it is believed, never
The philosophical been so fully presented in any dictionary. Both the oldest philosophical uses of English

words and the most recent additions to the vocabulary of psychology, psycho-physics,

sociology, etc., have been given. The definitions of many common words, also, have been prepared

with a distinct reference to their possible philosophical or theological applications. The logical and

metaphysical, and many psychological definitions have been written by Prof. Peirce. The same method

of treatment has also been applied to ethical terms, and to those peculiar to the various sociological

sciences. In political economy special assistance has been received from Prof. Albert S. Bolles, Mr.

Austin Abbott, and others. Prof. Bolles has also contributed material relating to financial and com-

mercial matters.

In the department of doctiinal theology considerable difficulty has naturally been experienced in

giving definitions of the opinions held by the various denominations which shall be free from partisan-

ship. The aim of the dictionary has been to present all the special doctrines of the different divisions

of the Church in such a manner as to convey to the reader the actual intent of those

Theological and ec- who accept them. To this end the Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott, to whom this branch
clesiastical terms.

of the work has been intrusted, has consulted at critical points learned divines of

the various churches
; though, of course, the ultimate responsibility for the statements made in the

dictionary on these and other theological matters rests with him and with the editor-in-chief. Aid

has been obtained in this manner from the Right Rev. Thomas S. Preston, the Rev. Dr. William

R. Huntiugton, the Rev. Dr. Daniel Curry, the Rev. Dr. Frederick W. Conrad, and others. Besides the
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purely theological definitions, others, very numerous and elaborate, have been given of terms desig-

nating vestments, ornaments, rites, and ceremonies, of words relating to church architecture, church

music, etc., etc. Systems of religion other than the Christian, as Mohammedanism, Confucianism,

etc., are treated with considerable detail, as are also the more simple and barbarous forms of religious

thought, and the many related topics of anthropology. Church history is given under the names
of the various sects, etc. Assistance in matters relating to liturgies, and particularly to the ritual of

the Greek Church, has been received from Mi-. Leighton Hoskins.

In defining legal terms, the design has been to offer all the information that is needed by the

general reader, and also to aid the professional reader by giving, in a concise form, all the important
technical words and meanings. Professional terms now in common use have been defined in their

general and accepted sense as used to-day in the highest courts and legislative bodies, not excluding,

however, the different senses or modes of use prevalent at an earlier day. Particular attention has

also been given to the definitions of common words which are not technically used in law, but upon
the definition of which as given in the dictionaries matters of practical importance often depend.

Statutory definitions, as for example of crimes, are not as a rule given, since they vary greatly in

detail in the statutes of the different States, and are fuh
1

of inconsistencies. Definitions are also given

of all established technical phrases which cannot be completely understood from the definitions of

their separate words, and of words and phrases from the Latin and from modern foreign languages

(especially of Mexican and French-Canadian law) which have become established as parts of our

technical speech, or are frequently used without explanation in English books. The definitions have

been written by Mr. Austin Abbott.

The definitions of the principal terms of painting, etching, and engraving, and of various other

art-processes, were prepared by Mr. Charles C. Perkins some time before his death. They have

been supplemented by the work of Mr. Thomas W. Ludlow, who has also had special charge of

architecture, sculpture, and Greek and Roman archaeology; and of Mr. Russell Sturgis,

who has furnished the material relating to decorative art in general, ceramics, medieval

archaeology, heraldry, armor, costumes, furniture, etc., etc. Special aid has also been received from

many architects, artists, and others. The musical terms have been defined by Prof. Waldo S. Pratt,

who has had the use of a large collection of such definitions made by Mr. W. M. Ferriss. Many
definitions of names of coins have been contributed by Mr. Warwick Wroth, F. S. A., of the Depart-

ment of Coins of the British Museum.

A very full list of nautical terms and definitions has been contributed by Commander Francis M.

Green, and of military terms by Captain David A. Lyle.

The inclusion of so extensive and varied a vocabulary, the introduction of special phrases, and

the full description of things often found essential to an intelligible definition of their names, would

alone have given to this dictionary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has, however, been deemed

desirable to go somewhat further in this direction than these conditions render strictly

necessary. Accordingly, not only have many technical matters been treated with unusual

fullness, but much practical information of a kind which dictionaries have hitherto

excluded has been added. The result is that THE CENTUKY DICTIONARY covers to a great extent the

field of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this principal difference that the information given is for

the most part distributed under the individual words and phrases with which it is connected, instead

of being collected under a few general topics. Proper names, both biographical and geographical, are

of course omitted except as they appear in derivative adjectives, as Darwinian from Danvin, or Indian

from India. The alphabetical distribution of the encyclopedic matter under a large number of words

will, it is believed, be found to be particularly helpful in the search for those details which are

generally looked for in works of reference; while the inevitable discontinuity of treatment which such

a method entails has been reduced to a minimum by a somewhat extended explanation of central words
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(as, for example, elrrtriciti/), and by cross references. Such an encyclopedic method, though unusual

in dictionaries, needs no defense in a work which has been constructed throughout from the point of

view of practical utility. In the compilation of the historical matter given, assistance has been received

from the gentlemen mentioned above whenever their special departments have been concerned, from

Prof. J. Franklin Jameson in .the history of the United States, from Mr. F. A. Teall, and from others.

Special aid in verifying dates and other historical matters has been rendered by Mr. Edmund K. Aldeu.

The pictorial illustrations have been so selected and executed as to be subordinate to the text,

while possessing a considerable degree of independent suggestiveness and artistic value. Cuts of a <li>-

tinctly explanatory kind have been freely given as valuable aids to the definitions, often of large

groups of words, and have been made available for this use by cross references; many
familiar objects, also, and many unfamiliar and rare ones, have been pictured. To

secure technical accuracy, the illustrations have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists in charge

of the various departments, and have in all cases been examined by them in proofs. The work

presented is very largely original, cuts having been obtained by purchase only when no better ones

could be made at first hand. The general direction of this artistic work has been intrusted to Mr.

W. Lewis Fraser, manager of the Art Department of The Century Co. Special help in procuring

necessary material has been given by Mr. Graston L. Feuardent, by Prof. William R. Ware, by the

Smithsonian Institution, by the American Museum of Natural History in New York, and by the

Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia.

In the choice of the typographical style the desire has been to provide a page in which the matter

should be at once condensed and legible, and it is believed that this aim has been attained in an

unusual degree. In the proof-reading nearly all persons engaged upon the dictionary have assisted,

particularly those in charge of technical matters (to nearly all of whom the entire proof has been

sent) ;
most efficient help has also been given by special proof-readers, both by those who have worked

in the office of The Century Co., and by those connected with The De Vinne Press.

Finally, acknowledgment is due to the many friends of the dictionary in this and other lands

who have contributed material, often most valuable, for the use of its editors. The list of authorities

used, and other acknowledgments and explanations that may be needed, will be given on the comple-

tion of the work. It should be stated here, however, that by arrangement with its publishers, considerable

xise has also been made of Knight's American Mechanical Dictionary.

WILLIAM DWK1HT WHITNEY.
NEW HAVEN, May 1st, 1889.



ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a.. adj adjective.

abl)r abbreviation.

abl ablative.

ace accusative.

acconi accommodated, accom-

modution.

act active.

adv adverb.

AF Anglo-French.

agri agriculture.

AL Anglo-Latin.

alg algebra.

Amer American.

anat anatomy.
anc ancient.

antiq antiquity.

aor aorist.

ajroar. apparently.

Ar Arabic.

aroh architecture.

archeeol. archaeology.

arith arithmetic.

art article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
aatrol astrology.

astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beug Bengali.

biol biology.

Bohem Bohemian.

hot botany.

Braz. Brazilian.

Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.

Bulg Bulgarian.

carp carpentry.

Cat Catalan.

Cath .- .Catholic.

caus causative.

ceram ceramics.

cf L. confer, compare.

ch church.

Chal Chaldee.

rl L, 1 1 , chemical, chemistry.

Chin Chinese.

chron chronology.

colloq colloquial, colloquially.

com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp composition, com-

pound.

compar comparative.

conch conchology.

conj conjunction.

contr contracted, contrac-

tion.

Corn Cornish.

craniol craniology.

craniom craniometry.

crystal crystallography.

D Dutch.

Dan Danish.

dat dative.

def definite, definition.

derlv derivative, derivation.

dial dialect, dialectal.

did different.

dim diminutive.

distrib distributive.

dram dramatic.

ilynam dynamics.
E East.

E EngIish(M:fiiaMi/iyje<m-

i,i<n in uiern English).

eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.

econ economy.
e. g L. exempt* gratia, for

example.

Egypt Egyptian.

E. Ind East Indian.

elect electricity.

embryo! embryology.

Eng English.

engin engineering.

entom entomology.

Epis Episcopal.

equiv equiviikmt

esp especially.

Eth Ethiopic.

ethnog ethnography.

ethnol ethnology.

etym etymology.
Eur European.
exclam exclamation.

f., fern feminine.

F French (usually mean-

ing modern French).

Fleni Flemish.

fort fortification.

freq frequentative.

Fries Friesic.

fut future.

G Qerm&n(usitaUymean-

ing New High Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.

gen genitive.

geog geography.

geol geology.

geom geometry.

Goth Gothic (Mcesogothic).

Gr Greek.

gram grammar.

gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.

her heraldry.

herpet herpetology.

Hind Hindustani.

hist history.

horol horology.

hort horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.

hydraul hydraulics.

hydros hydrostatics.

Icel Icelandic (uxualli/

meaning Old Ice-

landic, otherwise catt-

ed Old Norse).

ichth ichthyology.

i. e L. id est, that is.

impers impersonal.

impf imperfect.

impv imperative.

improp improperly.

Ind Indian.

ind indicative.

Indo-Eur Indo-European.

indef indefinite.

inf infinitive.

instr instrumental.

interj interjection.

intr., ii it MI us intransitive.

Ir Irish.

irreg irregular, irregularly.

It Italian.

Jap Japanese.

L. Latin (umally -mean-

ing classical Latin).

Lett Lettish.

LG Low German.

lichenol lichenology.

lit literal, literally.

lit literature.

Lith Lithuanian.

lithog lithography.

lithol lithology.

LL Late Latin.

m., masc masculine.

M. Middle.

mach machinery.

mammal mammalogy.
mannf manufacturing.

math mathematics.

MD Middle Dutch.

ME Middle English (other

>itled Old Eng-

lish).

inech mechanics, mechani-

cal.

med. medicine.

mensur mensuration.

metal metallurgy.

metaph metaphysics.
meteor meteorology.
Mex Mexican.

MGr. Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.

MHO Middle High German.
millt military.

mineral mineralogy.
ML Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.

MLG Middle Low German.
mod modem.

mycol mycology.

myth mythology.
n noun.

n., neut. neuter.

N New.
N North.

N. Amer North America.

nat natural.

naut nautical.

nav navigation.

NGr New Greek, modern

Greek.

NHG New High German
(iimnil/i/ simply G.,

German).
NL. New Latin, modern

Latin.

nom nominative.

Norm Norman.

north northern.

Norw Norwegian.
i inn i is numismatics.

Old.

obs obsolete.

obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (other-

wise called Church

Slavonic, Old Slavic,

Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.

OD Old Dutch.

ODan Old Danish.

odontog odontography.

odontol odontology.

OF Old French.

OFlem Old Flemish.

OGael Old Gaelic.

OHG Old High German.

Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL Old Latin.

OLG Old Low German.

ONorth Old Northumbrian

OPruss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.

i mi ill i ornithology.

OS Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.

osteol osteology.

OSw Old Swedish.

OTeut Old Teutonic.

p. a. participial adjective.

paleon paleontology.

part. participle.

pass passive.

pathol pathology.

pert perfect.

Pers Persian.

pers person.

persp perspective.

Peruv Peruvian.

petrog petrography.

Pg Portuguese.

phar pharmacy.
I'ben Phenician.

philol philology.

philos philosophy.

phonog phonography.

Ih"toK photography.

phren phrenology.

phys physical.

phyitiol physiology.

pl.,plur plural.

poet poetii-.il

polit political.

Pol Polish.

poss possessive.

pp past participle.

ppr present participle.

Pr Provencal (usually

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).

pref prefix.

prep preposition.

pres. present.

pret preterit.

priv privative.

prob probably, probable.

pron pronoun.

pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop properly.

pros prosody.

Prot Protestant

prov provincial.

psychol psychology.

q. v L. quod (or pi. qt*a>)

vide, which see.

refl reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.

repr representing.

rhet rhetoric.

Rom Roman.

Rom Romanic, Romance

(languages).

Russ Russian.

8 South.

S. Amer South American.

sc L. scilicet, understand,

supply.

Sc. Scotch.

ftcand Scandinavian.

Scrip Scripture.

sculp sculpture.

Serv Servian.

sing singular.

Skt Sanskrit.

Slav Slavic, Slavonic

Sp. Spanish.

subj subjunctive.

superl superlative.

surg surgery.

surv sun-eying.

Sw Swedish.

syn synonymy.

Syr Syriac.

techno] technology.

teleg telegraphy.

teratoL teratology.

term termination.

Teut Teutonic.

theat theatrical.

theoL theology.

therap therapeutics.

toxlcol toxicology.

tr., trans transitive.

trigon. trigonometry.

Turk Turkish.

typog typography.

ult ultimate, ultimately.

v verb.

var. variant.

yet veterinary.

v. i. intransitive verb.

v. t. transitive verb.

W Welsh.

Wall Walloon.

Wallach Wallachlan.

W. Ind West Indian.

zoogeog .zoogeography.

zool zoology.

zoot zootomy.
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KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang,

a us in fate, inane, dale.

a as in far, father, guard.

& as in fall, talk, naught,

a as in ask, fast, ant.

a as in fare, hair, bear,

e :ia in met, pen, bless,

e as in mete, meet, meat.

e as in her, fern, heard.

1 as In pin, it, biscuit.

I aa in pine, fight, file.

. as in not, on, frog,

o n& in note, poke, floor.

6 as in move, spoon, room,

6 as in nor, song, off.

u as in tub, son, blood,

u as in mute, acute, few (also* new,

tube, duty : see Preface, pp. ix, x).

u as in pull, book, could,

li Genuan ii, French u.

<>i SIB in oil, joint, boy.

ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an un-

accented syllable indicates its abbre-

viation and lightening, without abso-

lute loss of its distinctive quality. See

Preface, p. xi. Thus:

;.i as in prelate, courage, captain.

$ aa in ablegate, episcopal.

$ as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.

U as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an

unaccented syllable indicates that,

even in the mouths of the best speak-

ers, its sound is variable to, and in or-

dinary utterance actually becomes,
the short w-sound (of but, pun, etc.).

See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

ft as hi errant, republican.

g as in prudent, difference.

A as in charity, density.

o aa In valor, actor, idiot,

a as in Persia, peninsula.

as in the book.

as in nature, feature.

A mark (^) under the consonants

t, d, *, z indicates that they in like

manner are variable to ch, j, sh, zh.

Thus :

t sis in nature, adventure,

d as in arduous, education.

s as in leisure.

7. as In seizure.

th as in thin.

en as in then.

ch as in German aeh. Scotch loch.

n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French wortls) French liquid

(mouffle) 1.

'

denotes a primary,
" a secondary

accent. (A secondary accent is not

marked if at ita regular interval of

two syllables from the primary, or

from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read /ran; I. e., derived from.

> read whence; I, e., from which is derived.

+ read and; i. e., compounded with, or with suffix.

= read cognate irith; i. e., etymologically parallel with.

y read root.

* read theoretical or alleged; i. e., theoretically assumed, or asserted but unverified, form.

t read obsolete.

SPECIAL EXPLANATIONS.

A superior figure placed after a title-word indicates that

the word so marked is distinct etymologically from other

words, following or preceding it, spelled in the same man-

ner and marked with different numbers. Thus :

back1 (bak), . The posterior part, etc.

back 1 (bak), a. Lying or being behind, etc.

back 1 (bak), v. To furnish with a back, etc.

back 1
(bak), adv. Behind, etc.

backSf (bak), n. The earlier form of bat*.

backs (bak), n. A large flat-bottomed boat, etc.

Various abbreviations have been used in the credits to

the quotations, as " No." for number, "st." for stanza, "p."
for page, "1." for line, U for paragraph, "fol." tot folio.

The method used in indicating the subdivisions of books

will be understood by reference to the following plan :

Section only 5 s.

Chapter only xiv.

Canto only riv.

Book only ill.

Book and chapter "\

Part and chapter
Book and line.. .

Book and page >-

Act and scene I

Chapter and verse

No. and page /
Volume and page
Volume and chapter

Part, book, and chapter

Fart, canto, and stanza

Chapter and section or IT

Volume, part, and section or U
Book, chapter, and section or If . . . .

ill. 10.

11.34.

IV. iv.

II. iv. 12.

II. iv. 12.

vii. 8 or 1 3.

I. I. 8 or f 6.

I. I. 8 or H .

Different grammatical phases of the same word are

grouped under one head, and distinguished by the Bo-

man numerals I., II., III., etc. This applies to transitive

and intransitive uses of the same verb, to adjectives used

also as nouns, to nouns used also as adjectives, to adverbs

used also as prepositions or conjunctions, etc.

The capitalizing and italicizing of certain or all of the

words in a synonym-list indicates that the words so distin-

guished are discriminated in the text immediately follow-

ing, or under the title referred to.

The figures by which the synonym-lists are sometimes

divided Indicate the senses or definitions with which they

are connected.

The title-words begin with a small (lower-case) letter,

or with a capital, according to usage. When usage dif-

fers, in this matter, with the different senses of a word,
the abbreviations [cap.] for "capital

"
and [1. c.Jfor

" lower-

case
"
are used to indicate this variation.

The difference observed in regard to the capitalizing of

the second element in zoological and botanical terms is in

accordance with the existing usage in the two sciences.

Thus, in zoology, in a scientific name consisting of two

words the second of which is derived from a proper name,

only the first would be capitalized. But a name of simi-

lar derivation in botany would have the second element

also capitalized.

The names of zoological and botanical classes, orders,

families, genera, etc., have been uniformly italicized, in ac-

cordance with the present usage of scientific writers.
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1. The first letter in the

English alphabet, as also

generally in the other al-

phabets which, like the

English, come ultimately
from the Phenieian. Our
letters are the same as
those used by the Ro-
mans; the Roman or Latin

alphabet is one of several
Italian alphabets derived from the Greek

;
and

the Greek alphabet is, with a few adaptations
and additions, formed from the Phenieian.
As to the origin of the Phenieian alphabet,
opinions are by no means agreed ;

but the
view now most widely current is that put
forth and supported a few years ago by the
French scholar De Roug6 : namely, that the
Pheniciau characters are derived from early
Egyptian hieratic characters, or abbreviated
forms of written hieroglyphs. Under each
letter will be given in this work the Phe-
nieian character from which it comes, along
with an early form or two of the Greek and
Latin derived characters (especially intended
to show the change of direction of the let-

ter consequent upon the change of direction
of writing, since the Phenieian was always
written from right to left); and to these will

be added the hieratic and hieroglyphic char-
acters from which the Pheuician is held to

originate, according to De Rough's theory. It

is to be noticed that our ordinary capitals are
the original forms of our letters ; the lower-

case, Italic, and written letters are all derived
from the capitals. Our A corresponds to the
Phenieian letter called aleph; and this name,
signifying

"
ox," is also the original of the

Greek name of the same letter, alpha. The
comparative scheme for A is as follows :

k ^ A A
Egyptian. Pheni- Early

Hieroglyphic. Hieratic. cian. Greek and Latin.

The Pheniciau aleph was not a proper vowel-

sign, but rather a quasi-consonantal one, to
which an initial vowel-sound, of whatever
kind, attached itself

;
since the fundamental

plan of that alphabet assumed that every syl-
lable should begin with a consonant. But the

Greeks, in adapting the borrowed alphabet to
theirown use, made the sign represent a single
vowel-sound : that, namely, which we usually
call the " Italian " or " Continental " a (a), as
heai'd in far, father. This was its value
in the Latin also, and in the various alphabets
founded on the Latin, including that of our
own ancestors, the speakers and writers of
earliest English or Anglo-Saxon; and it is

mainly retained to the present time in the

languages of continental Europe. In conse-

quence, however, of the gradual and per-
vading change of utterance of English words,
without corresponding change in the mode
of writing thorn, it has come to have in our
use a variety of values. The sound of a in

far is the purest and most fundamental of

vowel-sounds, being that which is naturally
sent forth by the human, organs of utterance
when the mouth and throat are widely opened,
and the tone from the larynx suffered to come

out with least modifying interference by the

parts of the mouth. On the other hand, in

the production of the i-sound of machine or

pique and the -sound of rule (or double o of

pool), the organs are brought quite nearly
together: in the case of

i,
the flat of the tongue

and the roof of the mouth; in the case of

K, the rounded lips. Hence these vowels ap-
proach a consonantal character, and pass witli

little or no alteration into y and w respec-
tively. Then e and o (as in they and note) are
intermediate respectively between a (a) and i

and a (a) and u; and the sounds infat and. fall
are still less removed in either direction from a
(a). The pure or original sound of a (far) is

more prevalent in earlier stages of language,
and is constantly being weakened or closened
into the other vowel-sounds, which are to a great
extent derived from it; and this process has

gone on in English on a larger scale than in

almost any other known language. Hence the
a-sound (as in far) is very rare with us (less
than half of one per cent, of our whole utter-

ance, or not a tenth part as frequent as the
sound of i in pit or as that of u in but) ;

its short sound has been so generally flattened
into that in fat, and its long sound into that
in fate, that we now call these sounds respec-
tively "short a" and "long a"; and, on the
other hand, it has in many words been broad-
ened or rounded into the sound heard in all

and fall. Thus the most usual sounds of Eng-
lish written a are now, in the order of their

frequency, those infat, fate, fall,far; there are
also a few cases like the a in what and was (after
a w-sound, nearly a corresponding short to the
a of all), many (a "short c"), and others yet
more sporadic. In syllables of least stress

and distinctness, too, as in the first and third

syllables of abundant and abundance, it is uni-

Tersally uttered with the ' ' short u " sound of

but. The "
long a " of fate is not strictly one

sound, but ends with a vanishing sound of

"longe": i. e., it is a slide from the e-sound
of they down to the -sound of pique. From
this vanish the a of fare and bare and their

like is free, while it has also an opener
sound, and is even, in the mouths of many
speakers, indistinguishable in quality from the
"short a" of fat; hence the o-sound of fare is

in the respellings of this work written with a,

to distinguish it from the sound in fate. There
is also a class of words, like ask, fast, ant, in

which some pronounce the vowel simply as
" short a," while some give it the full open
sound of a in far, and yet others make it

something intermediate between the two : such
an a is represented in this work by a. A occurs
as final only in a very few proper English
words

;
and it is never doubled in such words.

2. As a symbol, a denotes the first of an actual

or possible series. Specifically (a) In nmnii:

the name of the sixth note of the natural
diatonic scale of C, or the first note of the
relative minor scale ;

the la of Italian, French,
and Spanish musicians. It is the note sounded by
the open second string of the violin, and to it as given by
a fixed-toned instrument (as the oboe or organ) all the

instruments of an orchestra are tuned,
(ft) In the

mnemonic words of logic, the universal affirma-

tive proposition, as, all men are mortal, simi

larly, f stands for the particular affirmative, as, some
men are mortal ; E for the universal negative, as, no men
are mortal ; for the particular negative, as, some

men are not mortal. The use of these symbols dates
from the thirteenth century ; they appear to be arbitrary
applications of the vowels a, 0, V, o, but are usually
supposed to have been taken from the Latin Afflrmo,
I affirm, and nEgO, I deny. But some authorities main-
tain that their use in Greek is much older, (c) In
math.: In algebra, a, b, c. etc., the first letters

of the alphabet, stand for known quantities,
while x, y, z, the last letters, stand for un-
known quantities; in geometry, A, B, C, etc.,
are used to name points, lines, and figures.

(d) In abstract reasoning, suppositions, etc.,

A, S, C, etc., denote each a particular person
or thing in relation to the others of a scries or

group, (e) In writing and prin ting, a, b, c, etc.,
are used instead of or in addition to the Arabic

figures in marking paragraphs or other divi-

sions, or in making references. (/) In naut.

lang., Al, A2, etc., are symbols used in the
Record of American and Foreign Shipping,
and in Lloyd's Register of British and Foreign
Shipping, to denote the relative rating of mer-
chant vessels. In the former, the character assigned to
vessels by the surveyors is expressed by the numbers
from 1 to 3, Al standing for the highest and A3 for the
lowest grade. The numbers U, 1J, 2, 2J express interme-
diate degrees of seaworthiness. Vessels classed as Al or

A1J are regarded as fit for the carriage of. all kinds of

cargoes on all kinds of voyages for a specified term of

years ; those classed as Alj or A2, for all cargoes on
Atlantic voyages, and in exceptional cases on long voy-

ages, and for such cargoes as oil, sugar, molasses, etc.,

on any voyage ;
those classed as A2J or A3, for coasting

voyages only, with wood or coal. In Lloyd's Register, the
letters A, A (in red), M, and E are used to denote various

degrees of excellence in the hulls of ships, the figure 1

l>eing added to express excellence of equipment, such as

masts and rigging in sailing-ships, or boilers and engines
in steamers. The broad A in the British Lloyd's indicates

a ship built of iron. In the American Register, the an-

nexed figures do not refer to the equipment. Hence, in

commerce, Al is used to denote the highest mercantile

credit; and colloquially Al, or in the United States A
No. 1, is an adjective of commendation, like Jirat-clase,

Jiritt-rate: as, an Al speaker.

"He must be a first-rater," said Sam. "A I," replied
Mr. Roker. Dickeiix, Pickwick Papers.

An A number one cook, and no mistake.
Mrs. Stmct, Dred.

3. As an abbreviation, a stands, according to

context, for acre, acting, adjective, answer, arc

(in the metric system), argent (in her.), anal

(anal fin, in ichth.), anechinoplacid (in echi-

noderms), etc.
;
in com., for approved, for ac-

cepted, and for Latin ad (commonly written ),
" at " or " to "

: as, 500 shares L. I. preferred
<

&H; 25 30 cents per yard. 4. Attrib., hav-

ing the form of the capital A, as a tent.

The common or A tent, for the use of enlisted men.
Wilhdm, Mil. Diet.

a2 (a or a), indef. art. [< ME. a (before con-

sonants), earlier an, orig. with long vowel,
< AS. an, one, an: see an1 .] The form of an
used before consonants and words beginning
with a consonant-sound: as, a man, a woman,
a year, a union, a eulogy, a oneness, a hope.
An, however, was formerly often used before

the sounds of h and initial long u and eu.

even in accented syllables (as, an hospital, an

union), and is still retained by some before

those sounds in unaccented syllables (as, an

historian, aw united whole, an euphonious
sound). The forma first appeared about the beginning
of the thirteenth century. It is placed before noun* of the

singular number, and also before plural nouns when/Mr or

n\nt Him/His interposed, (Fi'iowas oriuinalh' singular*!

'well as plant, and the article was singular (ME. a) or

plural (ME. !/.) t<> igm with it. In the phrase a yreat

///,///. the artiel.' lgiw> with iiiiiiiii. which is properly a

noon (AS. nmfev: see maiiyi, .); the following plural



iiiiun, as in the phrase a ffreat many books, is really a

partitive genitive.)

a3 (a or a), prep. [< ME. and late AS. a, re-

duced form of an, on, on, in : see on. ] A reduced
form of the preposition on, formerly common
in all the uses or on, but now restricted to cer-

tain constructions in which the preposition is

more or less disguised, being usually written as
one word with the following noun, (a) Of place :

On, in, upon, unto, into
;
the preposition and

the following noun being usually written as one

word, sometimes with, but commonly without,
a hyphen, and regarded as an adverb or a predi-
cate adjective, but best treated as a preposi-
tional phrase. In HUC!I phrases a denotes (1) Posi-
tion : as, to lie abed; to be ({foot ; to ride ahorseback; to
stand a-tiptoe. (2) Motion: as, to ao ashore ; "how jocund
did they drive their team a-fteld. Gray. (3) Direction :

as, to go ahead ; to turn aside ; to draw aback (modern,
to draw back). (4) Partition : as, to take apart ; to burst
asunder. Similarly (ft) Of state: On, in, etc.:

as, to be alire [AS. on life] ;
to be asleep

[AS. on slcepe]; to set afire; to be afloat; to
set adrift. In this use now applicable to any verb (but
chiefly to monosyllables and dissyllables) taken as a noun :

as, to be aglow with excitement ; to be a-xirim ; to be all

a-iremble. (p) Of time : On, in, at, by, etc., re-

maining in some colloquial expressions : as, to

stay out a nights (often written o' nights) ;
to

go fishing a Sunday ;
now a days (generally

written nowadays). Common with adverbs of repe-
tition: as, twice a day [< ME. tivifsadai, <AS. tn';,/>u

on dceg], once a week [OIE. anex a Kfike, < AS. cene on
wucan], three times a year [cf. ME. thre rithes a yer
< AS. thritn. ttitlnnn on tfcdre], etc. : day being a reduced
form of on day (cf. to-day), equivalent to F. par jour, L.

per dieiti ; a year, of on year, equivalent to F. par an, L.

per annum, etc. But in this construction the preposition
is now usually regarded as the indefinite article (vary-

ing to an before a vowel), "four miles an hour," "ten
cents a yard," etc., being explained as elliptical for

" four
miles in an hour," "ten cents for a yard," etc. (d) Of
process : In course of, with a verbal noun in -ing,
taken passively: as, the house is a building;
"while the ark was a preparing" (1 Pet. iii. 20);
while these things were a doing. The prepo-
sitional use is clearly seen in the alterna-
tive construction with in: as, "Forty and six

years was this temple in building," John ii. 20.
In modern use the preposition is omitted, and the verbal
noun is treated as a present participle taken passively :

as, the house i* building. But none of these forms of

expression has become thoroughly popular, the popular
instinct being shown in the recent development of the
desired

"
progressive passive participle ": as, the house in

being built, the work is being done, etc. This construction,
though condemned by logicians and purists, is well estab-
lished in popular speech, and will probably pass into
correct literary usage. (e ) Of action : In, to, into ;

with a verbal noun in -ing, taken actively.
(1) With be : as, to be a coming ; to be a doing ; to be a
fighting. Now only colloquial or provincial, literary
usage omitting the preposition, and treating the verbal
noun as a present participle : as, to be coming ; to be
doing. (2) With verbs of motion : as, to go a fishing ; to

go a wooing ;
to go a begging ; to fall a crying ; to set

a going. The preposition is often joined to the noun
by a hyphen, as, to go a-flshing, or sometimes omitted,
as, to go fishing, to set going, etc. For other examples of
the uses of o3, prep., see the prepositional phrases abed,
aboard, ahead, etc., or the simple nouns.

a*. [Another spelling of o, now written o', a re-

duced form of of, the / being dropped before a

consonant, and the vowel obscured. Cf. a7
,

a-3
,
a-4.] A reduced form of of, now generally

written o', as in man-o'-war, six o'clock, etc.

The name of John o Gaunt. Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

It's sixe a clocke.
B. Joinon, Every Man in his Humor, i. 4.

a5 (&), pron. [E. dial., corruption of I, being
the first element, obscured, of the diphthong
ai.] A modern provincial corruption of the
pronoun /.

a6 (a), pron. [E. dial., <ME. dial, a, corruptly
for lie, he, lieo, she, he, it, heo, hi, they.] An
old (and modern provincial) corruption of all

genders and both numbers of the third per-
sonal pronoun, he, she, it, they. So quotha,
that is, quoth he.

A babbled of green fields. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 3.

a7 (a), v. [E. dial., < ME. a, ha, reduced form
of have, the v being dropped as in a4 or o' for

f (ov)0 An old (and modern provincial)
corruption of have as an auxiliary verb, un-
accented, and formerly also as a principal
verb.
I had not thought my body could a, yielded. Beau, and Fl.

a8 (a). [So., usually written a', = E. all, like
Sc. ca' = E. call, fa'=fall, ha'= hall, ete.]
All.

For o' that, an' a' that,
His riband, star, an' a' that,

The man o' independent mind,
He looks an' laughs at a' that.

Burns, For A' That.

a9 (a or a), interj. [See all and 0.] The early
form of ah, preserved, archaically, before a
leader's or chieftain's name, as a war-cry (but
now treated and pronounced as the indefinite

article).

The Border slogan rent the sky,
A Home ! a Gordon ! was the cry.

Scott, Marmion

a10
. [L. a, the usual form of aft, from, of, before

consonants : see ab-.] A Latin preposition,
meaning of, off, away from, etc. It occurs in cer-
tain phrases: as, a priori', a posteriori, a mensaetthoro, etc. ;

also in certain personal names of medieval or modern
origin : as, Thomas ct Kempis, that is, Thomas of Kempen,
the school-name given to Thomas Hammerken, born at

Kempen near Dusseldorf ; Abraham a Sancta Clara, that
is, Abraham of St. Clare, the name assumed by Ulrich

Megerle. The true name of Thomas a Becket (written
also A' Becket, and, in un-English fashion, n Becket, .i

Becket) was simply Thomas Becket or Beket ;
the a appeal's

to be a later insertion, though supported by such late
Middle English names as Wydo del Beck't, John de Beckote,
William atte Beck, etc., that Is, of or at the brook [>becket,
not found as a common noun, being appar. a dim. of beck,
a brook, or perhaps^ OF. becquet, bequet, a pike (fish), dim.
of bee, beak].

a-. A prefix or an initial and generally insepara-
ble particle. It is a relic of various Teutonic
and classical particles, as follows :

a- 1
. [< ME. a-, < AS. a- (= OS. a- =OHG. ar-, ir-,

ur-, MHO. ir-, er-, G. er- = Goth. *-, before a
vowel z-, before r ur-), a common unaccented
prefix of verbs, meaning

'

away, out, up, on,' of-

ten merely intensive, inmod. E. usually without

assignable force. It appears as an independent
prep, in OHG. nr, Goth, us, out, and as an ac-
cented prefix of nouns and adjectives in OHG.
MHG. G. ur-, D. oor-, AS. or-, E. or- in ordeal
and art, q. v. In nouns from verbs in AS. a- the
accent fell upon the prefix, which then re-

tained its length, and has in one word, namely,
E. oakum, < AS. d-cumba, entered mod. E. with
the reg. change of AS. a- under accent, losing
all semblance of a prefix.] An unaccented
inseparable prefix of verbs, and of nouns and
adjectives thence derived, originally implying
motion away, but in earlier English merely
intensive, or, as in modern English, without
assignable force, as in abide, abode, arise,

awake, ago = ayone, etc. The difference between
abide, ariose, awake, etc., and the simple verbs bide, rise,

make, etc., is chiefly syllabic or rhythmic. In a few verbs
this prefix has taken in spelling a Latin semblance, as in

accurie, a/right, allay, for a-curse, a-friyht, a-lay.

a-2 . [< ME. a-, usually and prop, written sepa-
rately, a, < late AS. a, a reduced form of ME.
and AS. aw, OH : see a3

, prep., and ow.] An
apparent prefix, properly a preposition, the
same as a3

, prep. When used before a substantive it

forms what is really a prepositional phrase, which is now
generally written as one word, with or without a hyphen,
and regarded as an adverb or as a predicate adjective :

as, to lie abed, to be asleep, to be all a-tremble, etc. With
verbal nouns in -ing it forms what is regarded as a present
participle, either active, as, they are a-coming (colloq.), or

passive, as, the house was a-buUdinii. In the latter uses
the a is usually, and in all it would be properly, written
separately, as a preposition. See a-**, prep., where the uses
are explained.

a-3 . [< ME. a-, or separately, , < AS. a (only in

adun, ddiiiie, a reduced form of of dune), a re-

duced form of of, E.
of, off: see of. off, and

cf. a-*.] A prefix, being a reduced form of

Anglo-Saxon of, prep., English off, from, as
in adown (which see), or of later English of, as
in anetc, afresh, akin, etc. (which see).

a-4 . [< ME. a-, a reduced form of of-, < AS. of-,
an intensive prefix, orig. the same as of, prep.:
see a-3 and of.} A prefix, being a reduced form
of Anglo-Saxon of-, an intensive prefix, as in

athirst, ahungered (which see).
a-5 . [< ME. a-, a reduced form of and-, q. v.]
A prefix, being a reduced form of and- (which
see), as in alongl (which see).

a-6 . [< ME. a-, var. of t-, y-, e-, reduced forms
of ge, AS. ge-: see '-.] A prefix, being one of
the reduced forms of the Anglo-Saxon prefix
ge- (see i-), as in along

1*
[< AS. gelang], aware

[< AS. ge-icarr], aford, now spelled afford, sim-

ulating the Latin prefix /- [
*
AS. ge-forthian],

among [< AS. ge-mang, mixed with on-ge-mang
and on-mang], etc. The same prefix is other-
wise spelled in enough, iwis, yclept, etc.

a-7 . [< ME. a-, reduced form of at-, < AS. (et-

in tet-foran, mixed in later E. with on-foran,
afore : see afore.'} A prefix, being a reduced
form of at-, mixed with a- for on-, in afore
(which see).

a-8 . [< ME. a-, a reduced form of at in north.

E., after Icel. at, to, as a sign of the infin., like
E. to : see at.] A prefix, in ado, originally
at do, northern English infinitive, equivalent to

English to do. See ado.

-a

a-9 . [A mere syllable.] A quasi-prefix, a mere
opening syllable, in the interjection* n/in. tilni.
In alia, and as well in ahoy, it may be con-
sidered as ah.

a-10 . [A reduced form of D. houd. Cf. r<-9.] A
quasi-prefix, a mere opening syllable, in avast,
where a-, however, represents historically
Dutch houd in the original Dutch expression
houd rast = English hold fast.

a-11 . [< ME. a-, OF. a-, < L. ad-, or assimi-
lated ab-, ac-, af-, etc.: see ad-.} A prefix,
being a reduced form of the Latin prefix ad-.
In Old French anil Middle English regularly a-, and so
properly in modern French and English, as in avouch
[ult. < L. advocare], amount [ult. <L. ad montem], ava-
lanche [ult. <L. ad mllem], abet, ameliorate, etc.; but in
later Old French and Middle English a- took in spell-
ing a Latin semblance, ad-, ac-, af-, etc., and so in mod-
ern English, as in address, account, affect, ar/^rieiv, etc.,
where the doubled consonant is unetymologieal. See ad-.

a-12 . [< L. a-, a later and parallel form of ad-
before sc-, gp-, st-, and </-.] A prefix, being
a reduced form (in Latin, and so in English,
etc.) of the Latin prefix ad- before sc-, gp-, st-,

and gn-, as in ascend, aspire, asprrt, astringent,

agnate, etc.

a-1 3 . [<ME. a-, < OF. a-, < L. ab-: see ab-.}
A prefix, being a reduced form (in Middle
English, etc.) of Latin ab-, as in abate (which
see). In a few verbs this a- has taken a Latin
semblance, as in abs-tain (treated as ab-gtain),
as-soil. See these words.

a- 14 . [< L. a- for ab- before v : see ab-.] A
prefix, being a reduced form (in Latin, and so
in English, etc.) of the Latin prefix ab-, from,
as in avert (which see).

a-18 . [< ME. -, < OF. a- for reg. OF. e-, es-,
< L. etc-, out : see e- and ex-.] A prefix, being
an altered form of e-, reduced form of Latin

ex-, as in amend, abash, etc., aforce, afray (now
afforce, affray), etc. (which see).

a-*8 . [< ME. a-, reduced form of aw- for en-, < OF.
en- : see en-1.] A prefix, being a reduced form
of an- for en-, in some words now obsolete or

spelled in semblance of the Latin, or restored,
as in acloy, acumber, apair, etc., later accloy,

accumber, modern encumber, impair, etc.

a-17 . [Ult. <L. a7), interj.] A
quasi-prefix, rep-

resenting original Latin ah, inter;;., in alnx

(which see).
a-18 . [< Gr. a-, before a vowel av-, inseparable
negative prefix, known as alpha privative (Gr.
a- areptjriKov), = L. in- = Goth. AS. E., etc., un-:
see Hii-1.] A prefix of Greek origin, called al-

pha privative, the same as English un-, mean-
ing not, without, -less, used not only in words
taken directly or through Latin from the

Greek, as abyss, adamant, acatalectic, etc., but
also as a naturalized English prefix in new
formations, as achromatic, asexual, etc., espe-
cially in scientific terms, English or New Latin,
as Apteryx, Asiphonata, etc.

a-19 . [<Gr. a- copulative (a- affpourrucAv), com-
monly without, but sometimes and prop, with,
the aspirate, d-, orig. *oa- = Skt. sa-, sam-. Cf.
Gr. aua, together, = E. same, q. v.] A prefix of
Greek origin, occurring unfelt in English acolyte,

adelphous, etc.

a-20 . [< Gr. d- intensive (d- fmraTtKov), prob. orig.
the same as a- copulative : see o-19.] A prefix
of Greek origin, occurring unfelt in atlas,

amaurosis, etc.

a-21 . [Ult. < Ar. al, the.] A prefix of Arabic

origin, occurring unfelt in apricot, azimuth,
hazard (for *azard), etc., commonly in the full

form al-. See aZ-2 .

-a1
. [L. -a (pi. -as), It. -n (pi. -e), Sp. Pg. -a,

(pi. -as), Gr. -a, -j/ (pi. -ai, L. spelling -a;), = AS.
-u, -e

}
or lost

;
in E. lost, or represented unfelt

by silent final e.] A suffix characteristic of
feminine nouns and adjectives of Greek or
Latin origin or semblance, many of which
have been adopted in English without change.
Examples are: (a) Greek (first declension in Latin

spelling), idea, coina, basilica, mania, etc. ; (&) Latin (first

declension), area, arena,formula, copula, nebula, vertebra,
etc., whence (c), in Italian, opera, piazza, stanza, etc. ;

(d) Spanish, arinada, flotilla, mantilla, etc. ; (e) Portu-

guese, madeira; (/) New Latin, chiefly in scientific terms,
alumina, goda, silica, etc. ; dahlia, .fuchsia, camellia,
wistaria, etc., amceba, Branta, etc. ; common in geo-
graphical names derived from or formed according to
Latin or Greek, as Atria, A.frica, America, Polynesia,
Arabia, Florida, etc. In English this sufllx niaAs sex

only in personal names, as in Cornelia, Julia, Maria,
Anna, etc. (some having a corresponding masculine, as

Corneliuit, Julius, etc.), and in a few feminine terms from
the Italian, Spanish, etc., having a corresponding mascu
line, as donna, dona, duenna, gifjnora, senora, sultana,
inamorata, etc., corresponding to masculine don, xignor,
senor, gultan, inamorato, etc.

-a2 . [L. -a, pi. to -um, = Gr. -n, pi. to -ov, 2d
declension

;
L. -a, -i-a, pi. to -um, -e, = Gr. -a,



-a

nent. pi., 3d declension
;
lost in AS. and K., as

in lii'/i/l, ili-ir, xhrep, etc., pi., without suffix. J

A suflix, I he nominative neuter plural ending of
nouns and adjectives of tlie second and tliird

declensions in Greek or Latin, some of which
have been adopted in English without change
of ending. Kxamples are : (a) in Greek, pheiuim.-im.
plurill of /'ItriK'ini'lHiii, ti/ifi*iitlltn, plural <pf miaxmay-),
etc. : (/*) in Liilin, xtrata. plural of xtnttuni. iluta, plural
<t ,l,//ni,i, iK'ui'i-ii

, jilural of 'K'liun, etc. SOUR- of these
words have also an Knjrlish plural, as aitt<nnatnn

t
cri-

trriim*. ilniiiii'tx, ii,'-iii<ii'if inlii in*, in* <li u a/*, besides the
(Jrcek or Latin plurals, aiitniualn, r,-it.',-in, ilinimntn,
iKt'iuni'ioidii , uii'tlin, ete. This siilli\ is common in New
Latin names ol classes of animals, as in Mammalia, Am-
philiiii, fnixtdfi-it, /VO/ICIKI. etc., these beini; properly
adjeetives, agreeing with aitiinatiit understood.

-a3 . [Sometimes written, and treated in dic-

tionaries, as a separate syllable, but prop.
written as a suffix, being prob. a relic of the
ME. inflexive -e, which in poetry was pro-
nounced (e. g., ME. xtil-e, mil-c: see quot. )

whenever the meter required it, long after it

had c.eased to be pronounced in prose.] An
unmeaning syllable, used in old ballads and
songs to fill out a line.

.!i>li on, jog on, the footpath way,
And merrily hent the stile-a ;

A merry heart goes all the day,
Yiur sail tires in a mile-rt.

Quoted by Ska/c., W. T., iv. 2.

aam (am), H. [< 1). aam, a liquid measure,
= G. akin, also ohm (see ohm), = Icel. dma,
< ML. ama, a tub, tierce, < L. hama, ama, < Gr.

ii/uii a water-bucket, pail.] A measure of

liquids used, especially for wine and oil,

in Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Livonia,
Esthonia, Denmark, and Sweden: a tierce.
Its value differs in different localities : thus, in Amsterdam
an aam of wine= 41 gallons, and an aam of oil = 37| gal-
lons ; while in Brunswick an aam of oil = 39J gallons.
Also written aum, aume, aiem, awme.

Aardvark (Otycttropus cafensis}.

aardvark (ard'vark), n. [D., < aardc, = K.

earth, + rark, used only in dim. form varkeu,
a pig, = E. farrow* and E. tiork, q. v.] The
ground-hog or earth-pig of South Africa. See

Aaronitic (ar-on-it'ik), n. [(Annum, f- -,y.]
Of or pertaining to the Aaronites.
The assumption that the representations in iv-:in! t<.

I!M origin of the A'ti-in/irif ]i icsthood arc essentially false
i annot well he sustained, unless it can hi- pruvrd that
III bivw literatureilid ii"t arise until about Ilir ciahth cen-

tury n. c., as the critics claim.

Sclmf-lle.rzi*i, Bncyc., p. lll-ii.

Aaron's-beard (ar'pnz- or a'ronz-berd), n.

[See Ps. cxxxiii. 2.] 1. A dwarf evergreen
shrub, HyjirriciiHi ni/i/ciiiiun, with large flowers

(the largest of the genus) and numerous
stamens, a native of southeastern Europe,
and sometimes found in cultivation

;
St.-Jolm's-

wort: so called from the conspicuous hair-like

stamens. 2. The smoke-tree, Rhus Cotinus.

3. A species of saxifrage (Saxifraga sarmeit-

tosu) found in cultivation; Chinese saxifrage.
Aaron's-rod (ar'onz- or a'ronz-rod), w. [See
Ex. vii. 10; Num. xvii. 8.] 1. In arch., an orna-
ment consisting of a straight rod from which

pointed leaves sprout on either side. The term
is also applied to an ornament consisting of a rod with
one serpent entwined ahout it, as distinguished from a

caduceux, which has two serpents.
2. A popular name of several plants with tall

flowering stems, as the goldenrod, the hag-ta-
per, etc.

Ab(ab), . [Heb. Cf. Heb. eft, verdure. ] The
eleventh month of the Jewish civil year, and
the fifth of the ecclesiastical year, answering
to a part of July and a part of August. In the

Syriac calendar Ab is the last summer month.
ab-. [L. ab-, prep, ab, older form ap = Etrur.
av = Gr. air6= Skt. aj>a = Goth. o/= OHG. aba,
MHG. G. ab = AS. of (rarely, as a prefix, of-),
E. of, off: see of, off, apo, and -l3, a-1*.] A
prefix of Latin origin, denoting disjunction,
separation, or departure, off, from, away, ete.,
as in abduct, abjure, etc. Before c and (, ab becomes
(in Latin, and so in English, etc.) abn, as in abtcoiid, ab-

stain, etc. ; before and m, it becomes a, as in avert,

attviitw, etc. In abbacinat? and abbreviate, the prefix
(reduced to - in abridge, which see) is rather an assimi-
lation of ad-,

A. B. 1. An abbreviation of the Middle and
New Latin Artium Jiaccalaureus, Bachelor of

Arts. In England it is more commonly written
B. A. See bachelor. 2. An abbreviation of

able-bodied, placed after the name of a seaman
on a ship's papers.
aba1 (ab a), n. [< Ar. 'aba.] 1. A coarse woolen

stuff, woven of goats' or camels' or other hair or

wool in Syria, Arabia, and neighboring coun-
tries. It is generally striped, sometimes in plain bars of

black and white or bine and white, sometimes in more
elaborate patterns.

2. (a) An outer garment made of the above,

very simple in form, worn by the Arabs of the

desert. The illustration shows such an aba, made of

two breadths of stuff sewed together to make an oblong
about four by nine feet. This is then folded at the lines

a It. a h, the top edges are sewed together at a c, a c, and
armholes are cut at a /, a /. A little simple embroidery in

&

Aardwolf (Prattles lalandi).

[D., < aarde, = E.
The earth-wolf of

aardwolf (ard'wiilf), n.

> urtli, + icolf=E. wolf.]
South Africa. See I'roteles.

aaron (ar'on or a'rou), . [A corrupt spelling
of aron (Gr. a/xn>), a form of Arum, in simula-

tion of Aaron, a proper name.] The plant
Arum macitlatiiin. See Arum.

Aaronic(a-ron'ik), . [<LL. Aaron, <Gr. 'Aap&v,
< Heb. 'Aharon, perhaps, says Gesenius, the same
with lii'iron, a mountaineer, < liaram, be high.]
1. Pertaining to Aaron, the brother of Moses,
or to the Jewish priestly order, of which he
was the first high priest: as, the Aaronic priest-
hood ;

Aarouic vestments. 2. In the Mormon
hierarchy, of or pertaining to the second or

lesser order of priests. Sec /ii'ii-xtliooit and
Mormon.

Aaronical (a-ron'i-kal), a. [<Arin>iiic + -al.]

Pertaining to or resembling the Aaronu-

priesthood.
Aaronite (ar'on-it or a'ron-it), n. [< Aaron +
-itel.] A descendant of Aaron, the brother of

Moses. The Aaronites were hereditary priests in the

Jewish church, and next to the high priest in dignity.

colored wool on the two sides of the breast completes the

garment. A e is the seam between the two breadths of

stuff, and this is covered by a piece of colored material.

(6) A garment of similar shape worn in the

towns, made of finer material.

Over the Kamis is thrown a long-skirted ami short-

sleeved cloak of camel's hair, called an Aba. It is made
in many patterns, and of all materials, from pure silk to

coarse sheep's wool. R. F. Burton, El-.Medfoah, p. 150.

Also spelled ablm.

aba2 (ab'ii), . [From the name of the in-

ventor.] An altazimuth instrument, designed

by Antoine d'Abbadie, for determining latitude

on land without the use of an artificial hori-

zon. 2f. E. D.

abaca (ab'a-ka), H. The native Philippine name
of the plant '.!/./ ii-stillx, which yields manila

hemp. Also spelled abtika.

abacay (ab'a-ka), . [Native name.] A kind

of white parrot ;
a calangay.

abacus

abacinate, abacination. s>
Inn-nitl li<ni .

abaciscus cib-H-sis'kus . .: pi. <///<-i.vn <-] .

[ML., <(!). i -mall stone for inlay
inc;, dim. of u/faf : sec iiliiifiix.'} In <//</<., a di-

minutive of iiluinix in its various senses. Also
called iiliiii-iilii.i.

abacist (ali'a-8ist),n. [=It. itltni-liixtii, an aritli

tactician. OIL. ntiin-inln. < L. iihnriix : see ului-

(*. _.] One who uses an abacus in casting
accounts ; a calculator.

aback 1 (a-bak'), adr. [< ME. abak, u link, mi link,
< AS. o Ixfc, on or to the back, backward. =
Icel. bki, aback : see and back1

.] 1. To-
ward the back or rear

;
backward

; rearward ;

regressively.

They drewe almrti; as halfc with shame ( found.

,s>'v. Shop. Cal. (June).

2. On or at the back
;
behind

;
from behind.

His gallic . . . being set upon both before and ntim-lo-.

Kiinllr*, Hist, of Turks, fol. 879 A.

3. Away; aloof. [Scotch.]
Oh, would they stay abnrlc frae court*,
And please themsel's wi' country sporU.

Buriu, The Twa Dogs.

4. Ago: as, "eight days aback," BOSK. [Prov.
Eng.] 5. Naut., in or into the condition of re-

ceiving the wind from ahead
j
with the wind

acting on the forward side : said of a ship or of
her sails Laid aback <<.), said of sails (or of

vessels) when they are placed in the same position as when
taken aback, in oriler to effect an immediate retreat, or
to give the ship sternway, so as to avoid some danger dis-

covered before her. Taken aback, (a) Xattt., said of a
vessel's sails when caught by the wind in such a way as
to press them aft against the mast. Hence (6) Figura-
tively, suddenly or unexpectedly checked, confounded, or

disappointed: as, he was quite taken aback when he was
refused admittance. To brace aback (;ia(.), to swing
(the yards) round by means of the braces, so that the
sails may he aback, in order to check a ship's progress or

give her sternway.

aback2t (ab'ak), i. [<L. abacus: see abacus. ]

An abacus, or something resembling one, as a

flat, square stone, or a square compartment.
abacot (ab'a-kot), . Like abocock, etc., an erro-

neous book-form of bycocket (which see).
abactinal (ab-ak'ti-nal), a. [< L. ab, from,+ E.

actinal.] In zoiil., remote from the actinal or
oral area; hence, devoid of rays; aboral. The
abactinal surface may be either the upper or lower surface,
according to the position of the mouth.

abactinally (ab-ak'ti-nal-i), adv. In an abac-
tinal direction or position.
The ambulacral plates have the IMH-CH directly super-

posed abactiiHillft. /'. M, lltincan, (leol. Mag., II. 492.

abactio (ab-ak'shi-6), . [NL., < L. abigere,
drive away : see abactor.] In med., an abor-
tion produced by art.

abaction (ab-ak'shon), w. [<NL. al>actio(n-) :

see abactio.] In law, the stealing of a number
of cattle at one time.

abactor(ab-ak'tpr), n. [L.,< abactim, pp. of abi-

gere, drive off, < ab, off,+ agere, drive.] In lair,

one who feloniously drives away or steals a
herd or numbers of cattle at once, in distinction

from one who steals a single beast or a few.

abaculus(ab-ak'u-lus), .; pi. almculi (-11). [L..
dim. of 6ffc.s'. i Literally, a small abacus.
Specifically, one of the little cubes or slabs of colored

glass, enamel, stone, or other material employed in mo-
saic work or in marquetry. Also called ahacitcug.

abacus (ab'a-kus), ii.
; pi. abaci (-si). [L., a

sideboard, counting-table, etc., < L. abax, < Gr.

a/faf, a reckoning-board, sideboard, etc.
;
said

to be from Phen. abak, sand strewn on a sur-

face for writing, because the ancients used
tables covered with sand on which to make
figures and diagrams.] 1. A tray strewn with
dust or sand, used
in ancient times for

|

calculating. 2. A
contrivance for cal-

culating, consisting
of beads or balls

strung on wires or
rods set in a frame.
The abacus Was Used, With Chinese Abacus, for calculating:.

some variations in form,
by the Greeks and Romans, and i still in every-day ue in

many eastern countries, from Russia to Japan, for even

the most complex calculations. The sand-strewn tray U
supposed to have been introduced from Babylon into

(Jivi-ce by Pythagoras, who taught both arithmetic and

jlcotnetry upon it; hence this form is sometimes railed

aiWMI PyUO^orimu, In the form with movable balls,

these are' used simply as counters to record the suc-

cessive stages of a mental operation. The sum shown
in the annexed cm:r:ivmi: of a Chinese abacus (called

tn^niftan, or "reckoning board") is 5,196,301.

3. In arch.: (a) The slab or plinth which
forms the upper member of the capital of a

column or pillar, and upon which rests, in



abacas

classic styles, the lower surface of the archi-

trave. In the Greek Doric it is thick and square, with-
out sculptured decoration ;

in the Ionic order it is thinner,
and ornamented with mold-

ings on the sides; in the
Corinthian also it is orna-

mented, and has concave
sides and truncated cor-

ners. In medieval archi-

tecture the entablature was
abandoned and the arch

placed directly on the col-

umn or pillar ; the abacus,
however, was retained until

Capital of the Parthenon. the decline of the style. In
A abacus. Byzantine work it is often

a deep block affiliated with
classic examples. In western styles every variety of size,

shape, and ornamentation occurs. The general use of
a polygonal or round abacus, as more consonant with

neighboring forms than the square shape, is one of the
distinctive features of perfected Pointed architecture.

(b) Any rectangular slab or piece ; especially,
a stone or marble tablet serving as a side-

board, shell, or credence. 4. In Rom. antiq.,
a board divided into compartments, for use in a

game of the nature of draughts, etc. 5. The
mystic staff carried by the grand master of the

Templars. Abacus harmonious, (a) In anc. intwic,
a diagram of the notes with their names. (6) The struc-
ture and arrangement of the keys or pedals of a musical
instrument. Abacus major, a trough in which gold is

washed. E. D.~ Abacus Pythagoricus. See 2, above.

Abaddon (a-bad'on), . [L. Abaddon, < Gr.

'A/iaSouv, < Heb. dbaddon, destruction, < abad,
be lost or destroyed.] 1. The destroyer or

angel of the bottomless pit; Apollyon (which
see). Rev. ix. 11. 2. The place of destruc-
tion

;
the depth of hell.

In all her gates Abaddon rues

Thy bold attempt. Milton, f. R., iv. 624.

tened ledge or columella, and a subspiral row
of perforations extending from the apex to the

abadevine, n. Same as aberdevine.

abadir (ab'a-der), n. Among the Phenicians,
a meteoric stone worshiped as divine. See
bteti/lus.

abaft (a-baff), adi: and prep. [< ME. "abaft,

obaft,,dn baft : seeoSandoa/J1
.] Naut., behind;

aft
;
in or at the back or hind part of a ship,

or the parts which lie toward the stern : op-
posed to forward ; relatively, further aft, or
toward the stern : as, abaft the mainmast
(astern).
The crew stood aba^ft the windlass and hauled the jib

down. R. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 32.

Abaft the beam (naut.), behind a line drawn through
the middle of a ship at right angles to the keel.

abaisancet (a-ba'sans), n. [<OF. abaissance,
abasement, humility (see abase) ;

in E. use con-
fused with obeisance.] Same as obeisance : as,
"to make a low abaissance," Skinner, Etymol.
Ling. Ang.
abaiser (a-ba'ser), n. [Origin not ascertained.]
Ivory-black or animal charcoal. Weale ; Sim-
monds.
abaiss6 (a-ba-sa'),^). a. [F., pp. of abaisser, de-

press, lower : see abase.] In her., depressed.
Applied to the fesse or any other bearing having a definite

place in the shield when it is depressed, or situated below
its usual place; also applied to the wings of an eagle
when represented as open, but lower than when dis-

played (which see). Also abased.

abaissed (a-basf), p. a. Same as abaisse.

abaistt, />'.' [ME.; one of numerous forms of the

pp. of abassen: see abash."] Abashed. Chaucer.

abaka, . See abaca.

abalienate (ab-a'lyen-at), t\ t.; pret. and pp.
abalienated, ppr. abalienatlng. [< L. abaliena-

tus, pp. of abalienare, separate, transfer the

ownership of, estrange, < ab, from, + alienare,

separate, alienate: see alienate.'] 1. In civil

law, to transfer the title of from one to another
;

make over to another, as goods. 2f. To es-

trange or wholly withdraw.
So to bewitch them, so abalienate their minds.

Abp. Sandys, Sermons, fol. 132b.

abalienated (ab-a'lyen-a-ted), p. a. \_<aba-
lienate.~\ 1. Estranged; transferred, as prop-
erty. 2. In med. : (a) So decayed or injured
as to require extirpation, as a part of the body.
(b) Deranged, as the mind, (c) Corrupted;
mortified.

abalienation (ab-a-lyen-a'shon), n. [< L. ab-

alienatio(n-), transfer of property: see abalien-

ate.'] 1. The act of transferring or making
over the title to property to another; the state
of being abalienated

; transfer ; estrangement.
2. In med., derangement; corruption.

abalone (ab-a-16'ne), . [A Sp. form, of un-
known origin. Cf. Sp. abalorios, bugles, glass
beads.] A general name on the Pacific coast
of the United States for marine shells of the

family Haliotidts (which see), having an oval
form with a very wide aperture, a narrow, flat-

Abalone, or Ear-shell ( Haliotis tubfrcHlata ).

distal margin of the shell. They are used for or-

namental purposes, such as inlaying, and for the manu-
facture of buttons and other articles. Also called ear-

shell, and by the Japanese aimbi (which see). Abalone-
ineat, the dried animal of the abalone. It is exported
from California in large quantities.

abamuTUB (ab-a-mu'rus),n. [ML., < aba- (OF.
a bas, down, below) + L. munis, wall.] A but-

tress, or a second wall added to strengthen an-
other. Weale.

abant (a-ban'), v. t. [<a-i + ban 1
, r., after

ME. abanne(n), < AS. dbannan, summon by
proclamation. ] To ban

;
anathematize. See

oani, v.

How durst the Bishops in this present council of Trident
so solemnly to abanne and accurse all them that dared to
lind fault with the same? Bp. Jewell, Works, II. 697.

abandt (a-band'), r. '. [Short for abandon.]
1. To abandon (which see).

And Vortiger enforst the kingdome to aband.

Spenser, V. Q., II. x. 66.

2. To exile
; expel.

"I'is better far the enemies to aband
Quite from thy borders. Mir. for Mags., p. 119.

abandon (a-ban'don), v. t. [< ME. abandonen,
abandouneii, < OF", abanduner, abandoner (F.
abandonner = It. abandonnarc ), abandon, equiv.
to mettre a bandon, put under any one's juris-

diction, leave to any one's discretion or mercy,
etc., < bandon, in ME. as an adv. abandon,
abandoun, under one's jurisdiction, in one's dis-

cretion or power: a (< L. ad), at, to; bandon,
a proclamation, decree, order, jurisdiction, =
Pr. bandon, < ML. "bando(n-), extended form of

bandum, more correctly bannum, a proclama-
tion, decree, ban: see ftoni, n.] 1. To detach
or withdraw one's self from; leave, (a) To de-
sert ; forsake utterly : as, to abandon one's home ; to aban-
don duty.

Abandon fear ; to strength and counsel join'd
Think nothing hard, much less to be despair'd.

Milton, P. L., vi. 494.

(6) To give up ; cease to occupy one's self with ; cease to

use, follow, etc.; as, to abandon an enterprise; this cus-
tom was long ago abandoned, (c) To resign, forego, or re-

nounce ; relinquish all concern in : as, to abandon the
cares of empire.

To understand him, and to be charitable to him, we
should remember that he abandons the vantage-ground
of authorship, and allows his readers to see him without
any decorous disguise or show of dignity.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 167.

(d) To relinquish the control of ; yield up without re-

straint : as, he abandoned the city to the conqueror.

2f. To outlaw ; banish
;
drive out or away.

Being all this time abandon'd from your bed.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind.,2.

3f. To reject or renounce.
Blessed shall ye be when men shall hate you and aban-

don your name as evil. Bheims A'. T., Luke vi. 22.

4. In com., to relinquish to the underwriters
all claim to, as to ships or goods insured, as
a preliminary toward recovering for a total

loss. See abandonment. To abandon one's

self, to yield one's self up without attempt at control or
self-restraint : as, to abandon one's self to grief. = Syn. 1.

Forsake, Desert, Abandon, etc. (see forsake), forego, sur-

render, leave, evacuate (a place), desist from, forswear,
divest one's self of, throw away. (See list under abdicate.)

abandont (a-ban'don), B.I [< abandon, v.] The
act of giving up or relinquishing ;

abandon-
ment.
These heavy exactions have occasioned an abandon of

all mines but what are of the richer sort. Lord Kames.

abandon (a-bon-don'), .
2 [F., < abandonner,

give up: see abandon, v.] Abandonment to
naturalness of action or manner

;
freedom from

constraint or conventionality; dash.

I love abandon only when natures are capable of the
extreme reverse.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 228.

abandoned (a-ban'dond), p. a. [Pp. of aban-

don, v.
;
in imitation of F. abandonne in same

senses, pp. of abandonner.] 1 . Deserted
; utterly

abannition

forsaken ; left to destruction: as, an abandoned
ship.

If ... we had no hopes of a better state after this,
... we Christians should he the most abandoned and
wretched creatures. Att.'rhm'ii. un 1 Cor. xv. 19.

2. Given up, as to vice, especially to the indul-

gence of vicious appetites or passions ;
shame-

lessly and recklessly wicked
; profligate.

Where our abandoned youth she sees,
Shipwrecked in luxury and lost in ease. Prior, Ode.

Syn. 1. Forsaken, deserted, given up, relinquished,
discarded, rejected, destitute, forlorn. 2. Profligate,
Abandoned, Reprobate, depraved, corrupt, vicious,
wicked, unprincipled, hardened, dead to honor, incor-
rigible, irreclaimable. Profligate, abandoned, reprobate
i-\|iress extreme wickedness that has cast off moral re
straint. 1'rujtiyate is applied to one who throws away
means and character in the pursuit of vice, and especially
denotes depravity exhibited outwardly and conspicuously
in conduct

; hence it may be used to characterize political
conduct : as, a proflijiate administration. Abandoned is

applied to one who has given himself wholly up to the
gratification of vicious propensities ; it is stronger than
profligate and weaker than reprobate. Reprobate is applied
to one who has become insensible to reproof and is past
hope ; from its use in the Bible it has become the theo-

logical term for hopeless alienation from virtue or piety.
(For comparison with depraved, etc., see criminal, a.)

Next age will see
A race more profligate than we. Roscommon.

To be negligent of what any one thinks of you, does not
only show you arrogant but abandoned. J. Hughes.

In works they deny him, being abominable, and disobe-
dient, and unto every good work reprobate. Tit. i. 16.

abandonedly (a-ban'dond-li), ndr. Ill an
abandoned manner

; without moral restraint.

abandonee (a-ban-do-ne'), n. [(abandon, v.,+ -ee1
,
as if <F. abandonne: see abandoned]

In laic, one to whom anything is abandoned,
abandoner (a-ban'don-er), n. [< abandon, v.,+ -erl.] One who abandons.

Alxindnntr of revells, mute, contemplatiue.
Beau, and Fl., Two Noble Kinsmen.

abandonment (a-ban'don -ment), n. [<F.
abandonneient,< abandonner. give up (see aban-
don, v.), + -ment.] 1. The act of abandoning,
or the state of being abandoned

; absolute re-

linquishment ;
total desertion.

The ablest men in the Christian community vied with
one another in inculcating as the highest form of duty the
abandonment of social ties and the mortification of domes-
tic affections. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 140.

2. Abandon
; enthusiasm ;

freedom from con-
straint.

There can be no greatness without abandonment.
Emerson, Works and Days.

In eloquence the great triumphs of the art are, when
the orator is lifted above himself. . . . Hence the term
abandonment, to describe the self-surrender of the orator.

Emerson, Art.

3. In law : (a) The relinquishment of a pos-
session, privilege, or claim, (b) The voluntary
leaving of a person to whom one is bound by
a relationship of obligation, as a wife, husband,
or child; desertion. 4. In maritime late, the
surrender of a ship and freight by the owner
to one who has become his creditor through
contracts made by the latter with the master
of the ship. In effect such an abandonment
may release the owner from further responsi-
bility. 5. In marine insurance, the relinquish-
ing to underwriters of all the property saved
from loss by shipwreck, capture, or other peril
provided against in the policy, in order that the
insured may be entitled to indemnification for
a total loss. 6. In the customs, the giving up of
an article by the importer to avoid payment of
the duty. Abandonment for wrongs, in civil law,
the relinquishment of a slave or an animal that had com-
mitted a trespass to the person injured, in discharge of
the owner's liability for the trespass. Abandonment of
railways, in Eng. lav, the title of a statute under which
any scheme for making a railway may be abandoned and
the company dissolved by warrant of the Board of Trade
and consent of three fifths of the stock. Abandonment
Of an action, in Scots law, the act by which the pursuer
abandons the cause. When this is done, the pursuer must
pay costs, but may bring a new action. Abandonment of
the action is equivalent to the English discontinuance,
noiumit

,
or nolle prosegui. Abandonment to the sec-

ular arm, in old eccles. laic, the handing over of an
offender by the church to the civil authorities for punish-
ment such as could not be administered by the ecclesi-
astical tribunals.

abandumt (a-ban'dum), n. [ML., also aban-
donum and abandonniiim, formed in imitation
of F. abandon : see abandon.] In old law, any-
thing forfeited or confiscated.

abanet (ab'a-net), n. See abm-l.

abanga (a-bang'ga), . [Native name.] The
fruit of a species of palm found in the island
of St. Thomas,West Indies, which is said to be
useful in pulmonary diseases.

abannitiont, abanriationt (ab-a-nish'on, -na'-

shpn), n. [< ML. abannitio(n-), abannatio(n-), <

"abannire, -are, after E. aban(ne) or ban, F. ban-



abannition

mr, banish: see abttn.] In old law, banishment
for a year, as a penalty for manslaughter,

abaptiston(a-bap-tis'ton), .; pl.abaptista(-t&).
[ML., < Gr. afJairrun-ov, neut. of afldirTiarof, tnat
will not sink, < a- priv. + /fanrifttv, dip, sink :

see baptize. ] In sury. ,
an old form of trepan, the

crown of which was made conical, or provided
with a ring, collar, or other contrivance, to pre-
vent it from penetrating the cranium too far.

abarthrosis (ab-ar-thro'sis), n. [NL., < L. ab,
away, from, + NL. arthrosis, q. v.] Same as
iliartltrosis.

abarticulation (ab-ar-tik-ii-la'shon), . [<L.
ab, from,+ articulatio(n-) ,

a jointing.] In anat.,
a term sometimes used for diarthrosis, and also
for synarthrosis. Also called dearticulation.

abas, . See abbas, 1.

a bas (a ba'). [F., down : a (< L. ad), to
; Ms,

low: see base*. ] A French phrase, down! down
with! as, a bas les aristocrates! down with the
aristocrats : opposed to vive, live, in vive le roi .'

long live the king, and similar phrases.
abase (a-bas'), v. t.; pret. and pp. abased, ppr.
abasing. [< ME. abesse (Gower), < OF. abais-

sier, etc. (F. abaisser) , < ML. abassare, < L. ad
+ ML. bassare, lower, < LL. ba,tsus, low : see
base1 and bass1 . The ME. aba^en, abaisen, with
its many variants, appears always to have the
sense of abash, q. v.] 1. To lower or depress,
as a thing; bringdown. [Bare.]

When suddeinly that Warriour gan abace
His threatned speare. Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 26.

And will she yet abase her eyes on me?
Shak., Rich. III., i. 2.

2. To reduce or lower, as in rank, estimation,
office, and the like; depress; humble; degrade.= Syn. 2. Abase, Debase, Degrade, Humiliate, Humble,
Disgrace, depress, bring low, dishonor, cast down. Abase,
to bring down in feelings or condition ; it is less often
used than humiliate or humble. Debase, to lower morally
or in quality : as, a debased nature ; debased coinage. De-
grade, literally, to bring down a step, to lower in rank,
often used as an official or military term, but figuratively
used of lowering morally : as, intemperance degrades its
victims ;

a degrading employment. Humiliate, to reduce
in the estimation ofone's self or of others ; it includes abase-
ment of feeling or loss of self-respect. Humble, to abase,
generally without ignominy ; Induce humility in ; reflex-

ively, to become humble, restrain one's pride, act humbly.
Disgrace, literally, to put out of favor, but always witli

ignominy ; bring shame upon.
Those that walk in pride he is able to abase. Dan. iv. 37.

It is a kind of taking of God's name in vain to debase
religion with such frivolous disputes. Hooker.

Every one is degraded, whether aware of it or not, when
other people, without consulting him, take upon them-
selves unlimited power to regulate his destiny.

J. S. Mill, Rep. Govt., viii.

Me they seized and me they tortured, me they lash'd and
humiliated. Tennyson, Boadicea.

He that humbleth himself shall be exalted. Luke xiv. 11.

Do not disgrace the throne of thy glory. Jer. xiv. 21.

abased (a-basf), p. a. In her., the same as
abaisse'.

abasement (a-bas'ment), n. [(abase + -ment,
after F. abaissem&nt, lowering, depression, hu-
miliation.] The act of abasing, humbling, or

bringing low
;
a state of depression, degrada-

tion, or humiliation.

abash (a-bash' ), . [< ME. abashen, abassett, aba-

sen, abaisen, etc., < AF. abaiss-, OF. eba(h)iss-,
extended stem of aba(h)ir, eba(h)ir, earlier
esbahir (>F. s'cbaliir), be astonished (= Wal-
loon esbawi = It. sbaire, be astonished), < es-

(< L. ex, out : see ex-) + bahir, bair, express
astonishment, prob. < bah, interjection express-
ing astonishment. The D. verbazen, astonish,
may be a derivative of OF. esbahir.] I. trans.
To confuse or confound, as by suddenly ex-

citing a consciousness of guilt, error, inferi-

ority, etc.
; destroy the self-possession of

;

make ashamed or dispirited; put to confu-
sion. = Syn. Abash, Confuse, Confound, discompose, dis-

concert, put out of countenance, daunt, overawe, (See
list under confuse.) Abash is a stronger word than con-

fuse, but not so strong as confound. We are abashed in
the presence of superiors or when detected in vice or
misconduct. When v ;uv fnnfiixed we lose in some
degree the control of our faculties, the speech falters,
and the thoughts lose their coherence. When we are
confounded the reason is overpowered a condition
produced by the force of argument, testimony, or detec-
tion, or by disastrous or awe-inspiring events.

Abashed the devil stood,
And felt how awful goodness is. Milton, P. L., iv. 846.

Sudden he view'd, in spite of all her art,
An earthly lover lurking at her heart.

Amazed, confused, he found his power expired.
Pope, R. of L, iii. 145.

Confounded, that her Maker's eyes
Should look so near upon her foul deformities.

Milton, Nativity, ii. 43.

Il.t reflex, and intrans. To stand or be con-
founded

; lose self-possession.

5

Abashe you not for thys derkenes.
Caxton, Paris and Vienne, p. B2.

For she . . . never abashed.

Holinshed, Chron., III. 1098.

abashment (a-bash'ment), . [<ME. abashe-
ment, after OF. abaissement : see abash.]The act of abashing, or the state of being
abashed

; confusion from shame
; consterna-

tion; fear.

Whieh manner of abashment became her not ill.

Skelton, (Win,.
And all her senses with abashment quite were quayld

Spenser, F. Q., III. viii. :.

abasset, ' !. Obsolete form of abash. Chaucer.
abassi, abassis (a-bas'i, -is), n. See abbasi.
abastardizet (a-bas'tar-diz), v. t. [<OF. abas-
tardir (> F. abdtard'ir), < a- (< L. ad, to) +
bastard: see bastard and bastardize.] To bas-
tardize

;
render illegitimate or base.

Being ourselves
Corrupted and abastardized thus.

Daniel, Queen's Arcadia.

Abastor (a-bas'tor), n. [NL. (Gray, 1849).] A
North American genus of ordinary harmless
serpents of the family Colubrida. A. erythm-

abatis

"th bis hind feet to the ground at once, anil observes
the same exactness of time in all the ini>tii.n~.

N'O iHiti-i.
.gyp. 1. To Mau, .<'..,./.. fefcraft, d,-

i Tease, dei -line, diminish, lessen, wane, ebb, fall away mod
n ale, calm. Abate, to diminish in force or intensity: as the
-i.irm abated; "my wonder abated," Addi, ,

ment of the people subsided. Abate is not 'so complete
in its effect as subside. Intermit, to abate, subside or
cease for a time.

Nor will the raging fever's Ore abate.
With golden canopies and beds of state.

Dryden, tr. of Lucretius, ii. 38.

A slight temporary fermentation allowed to subside, we
should see crystallizations more pure and of more various
beauty. Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 37.

A spring which intermits as often as every three min-
ute8 - Nichols, Fireside Science, p. 11.

abatet (a-baf), n. [< abate, v.] Abatement or
decrease.
The abate of scruples or dragmes. Sir T. Browne.

abate (a-ba'te), n. See abbate.
abated (a-ba'ted), p. a. [< abate, v.] In
decorative art, lowered, beaten down, or cut

abatable (a-ba'ta-bl), a. [< abate + -able. ] Ca-
pable of being abated : as, an abatable writ or
nuisance.

abatamentumt (ab"a-ta-men'tum), n. [ML.,
after abatement, q. v.J In old Eng. law, the
ouster or disseizin of an heir, effected by the
wrongful entry of a stranger after the ances-
tor's death and before the heir had taken pos-
session.

abate (a-baf), v.
; pret. and pp. abated, ppr.

abating. [< ME. abaten, < OF. abatre (F. abat-

tre), < ML. abbatere, < L. ab + batere, popular
form of batuere, beat. In the legal sense, abate
had orig. a diff. prefix, en-, OF. enbatre, thrust
(one's self) into, < en, in, + batre, beat. See
batter^, v., and bate 1

.] I. trans. If. To beat
down

; pull or batter down.
The king of Scots . . . sore abated the walls [of the

castle of Norham]. Hall, Chronicles, Hen. VIII., an. 5.

2. To deduct
;
subtract

; withdraw from con-
sideration.

Nine thousand parishes, abating the odd hundreds.
Fuller.

3. To lessen
; diminish

;
moderate : as, to

abate a demand or a tax.

Tully was the first who observed that friendship im-
proves happiness and abates misery, by the doubling of
our joy and dividing of our grief.

Addison, Spectator, No. 68.

4f. To deject ; depress.
For miserie doth bravest mindes abate.

Spenter, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 266.

5. To deprive ; curtail.

She hath abated me of half my train. Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

6f. To deprive of
;
take away from.

I would abate her nothing. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 5.

7. In law : (a) To cause to fail
; extinguish :

as, a cause of action for damages for a per-
sonal tort is abated by the death of either

party, (b) To suspend or stop the progress
of : as, where the cause of action survives the
death of a party, the action may be abated until
an executor or administrator can be appointed
and substituted, (c) To reduce : as, a legacy is

abated if the assets, after satisfying the debts,
are not sufficient to pay it in full, (d) To de-

stroy or remove
; put an end to (a nuisance).

A nuisance may be abated either by a public officer pursu-
ant to the judgment of a court, or by an aggrieved person
exercising his common-law right.

8. In metal., to reduce to a lower temper.
9. To steep in an alkaline solution : usually
shortened to bate. See bate5 . Abated arms,
weapons whose edge or point is blunted for the tourna-
ment. Abating process, a process by which skins
are rendered soft and porous by putting them into a weak
solution of ammoniacal salt.

II. intrttns. 1. To decrease or become less

the

on dark, and the ground is therefore worked out with the
graving-tool and left rough or hatched in lines

abatement (a-bat'ment), n. [< OF. abatement,
< abatre, beat down: see abate, v.] 1. The
act of abating, or the state of being abated

;

diminution, decrease, reduction, or mitigation :

as, abatement of grief or pain.
The spirit of accumulation . . . requires abatement

rather than increase. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. xiii. $ 2.

Such sad abatement in the goal attained.

Lowell, Voyage to V inland.

2. The amount, quantity, or sum by which any-
thing is abated or reduced; deduction; de-
crease. Specifically, a discount allowed for the prompt
payment of a debt, for damage, for overcharge, or for any
similar reason

; rebate.

Would the Council of Regency consent to an abate-
ment of three thousand pounds ?

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxii.

3. In her., a mark annexed to coat-armor, in
order to denote some dishonorable act of the
person bearing the coat of arms, or his illegiti-
mate descent. Nine marks for the former purpose
are mentioned by heralds, but no instance of their actual
use is on record. The bendletorbaton sinister (which see),
a mark of illegitimacy, is of the nature of an abatement
but the paternal shield, although charged with the baton
sinister, would generally be the most honorable bearing
within reach of the illegitimate gon. Abatements gener-
ally must be regarded as false heraldry, and are very
modern in their origin. The word is also used to denote
the turning upside down of the whole shield, which was
common in the degrading of a knight. Also called rebate-
inent.

Throwing down the stars [the nobles and senators] to
the ground ; putting dishonourable abatements into the
fairest coats of arms. J. Spencer, Righteous Ruler.

4. In law : (a) Bemoval or destruction, as of
a nuisance. (6) Failure ; premature end

;
sus-

pension or diminution, as of an action or of a
legacy. See abate, (c) The act of intruding
on a freehold vacated by the death of its for-
mer owner, and not yet entered on by the heir
or devisee, (d) In revenue laic : (1) A deduction
from or refunding of duties on goods damaged
during importation or in store. (2) A deduc-
tion from the amount of a tax. The mode of
abatement is prescribed by statute. 5f. In
carp., the waste of a piece of stuff caused by
working it into shape.- piea m abatement, in
law, a defense on some ground that serves to suspend
or defeat the particular action, and thus distinguished
from a plea in bar, which goes to the merits of the
claim. Tims, a plea that the defendant is now insane
would be only &plea in abatement, because, if sustained,
it would at most only suspend the action while hia

insanity continued ; but a plea that he was insane at the
time of the transactions alleged would be a plea in bar,
as showing that he never incurred any liability what-
ever. = Syn. 1. Decrease, decline, diminution, subsidence,
intermission, waning, ebb. 2. Rebate, allowance, deduc-

The very mind which admits your evidence to be unan-
swerable will swing back to its old position the instant
that the pressure of evidence abates.

O. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. 6.

2. In law : (a) To fail
;
come to a premature

end ; stop progress or diminish : as, an ac-
tion or cause of action may abate by the death
or marriage of a party. (6) To enter into a free-

hold after the death of the last possessor, and
before the heir or devisee takes possession,
lackstone.3. In the manege, to perform well

a downward motion. A horse is said to abate, or
tukf down his curvets, when, working upon curvets, he

or that which abates. See abator.
n -L n 4.i~-t< / rt v/_ *,,> mrr v* * ALabatlS1

! (ab a-tlS), n. [ML. ; lit., of. the mea-
sures : Li. d, fin, from, of

;
LL. batus, < Gr. parac,

< Heb. bath, a liquid measure : see bath?.] In
the middle ages, an officer of the stables who
had the care of measuring out the provender ;

an avenor.
abatis2 , abattis (a-ba-te' or ab'a-tis), n. [ < F.

abatis, demolition, felling, < OF. abateis, <ML.
"abbaticius, < abbatere, beat down, fell : see
abate. t\] 1. In fort., a barricade made of
felled trees denuded of their smaller branches,
with the butt-ends of the trunks embedded



abatis

in the earth or secured by pickets, and the

sharpened ends of the branches directed up-
ward and outward toward an advancing en-

emy, for the purpose of obstructing his pro-

gress. In field-fortifications the abatis is usually con-

structed in front of the ditch. See fortification.

2. In eoal-miniii;/, walls of cord-wood piled up
crosswise to keep the underground roads open
so as to secure ventilation. [Leicestershire,

Eug.]
abatised, abattised (ab'a-tist), p. a. Provided
with an abatis.

abat-jour (a-ba'zhor), n. [F. , any contrivance
or apparatus to admit light, or to throw it in a
desired direction, as a lamp-shade ;

< abattre,
throw down (see abate), +joitr, day, daylight :

see journal.] 1. A skylight, or any beveled ap-
erture made in the wall of an apartment or in

a roof, for the better admission of light from
above. 2. A sloping, box-like structure, flar-

ing upward and open at the top, attached to a
window on the outside, to prevent those within
from seeing objects below, or for the purpose
of directing light downward into the window.
abater (a-ba'tor), . [Also abater; < abate +
-erl

, -or%.] One who or that which abates.
Specifically, in la-w: (a) A person who without right
enters into a freehold, on the death of the last possessor,
before the heir or devisee. (6) An agent or cause by which
an abatement is procured, (c) One who removes a nui-

sance. See abate, abatement.

abattis, n. See abatis^.

abattoir (a-bat-wor'), n. [F., < abatt-re,.knock

down, slaughter, + -oir (< L. -orium), indicating
place.] A public slaughter-house. In Europe
and in the United States abattoirs of great size have been
erected and provided with elaborate machinery for the

humane and rapid slaughter of

large numbers of animals, and
for the proper commercial and
sanitary disposal of the waste
material.

a battuta (a bat-to'ta).

[It.: see bate\ batter^.]
With the beat. In music, a
direction to resume strict time
after the free declamation of a

singer: chiefly used in recita

tives. It is equivalent to a
tempo. Grove.

abature (ab'a-tur), n. [<
OF. abatture, a throwing
down, pi. abattures, un-
derbrusn trampled down,
< abatre, beat down: see

abate, v.] The mark or
track of a beast of the
chase on the grass; foil-

ing.
abat-vent (a-ba'von), 11.

[F., < abattre, throw down (see abate), + vent,
wind : see vent.] 1. A vertical series of slop-

iug roofs or broad slats, inclined outward and

downward, forming
the filling of a belfry-

light, and designed to

admit ventilation to

the timber frame
while protecting the
interior from rain
and wind, and to di-

rect downward the
sound of the bells.

2. A sloping roof, as
that of a penthouse :

so named because the

slope neutralizes the
force of the wind.
3. Any contrivance

designed to act as a
shelter or protection
from the wind. Specifi-

eally, a revolving metal-
lic cap carrying a vane,
attached to the top of a

chimney to keep the wind
from blowing directly
down its throat.

Abat-vent, 13111 century.

, Aba,.voix
, pulpit of Trinity Church,

M. [F., < abattre (see New York.

abate,v. )+ voix,voice :

see voice.] A sounding-board over a pulpit
or rostrum, designed to reflect the speaker's

C

voice downward toward the audience, or in

any desired direction.

abawet, v. t. [< ME. abatceii, abauen, < OF. abau-

bir, astonish, < a- + baitbir, baubirr, stammer,
< L. balbutire, stammer, < balbus (OF. baube),

stammering: see booby mid balbuties. The ME.
form and sense seem to have been affected by
OF. abahir, ebahir, cxbahir, be astonished, for

which see abash.] To abash; dazzle; astonish.

I was abawed for raarveile. Roin. of Rose, 1. 364*5.

abaxial (ab-ak'si-al), . Same as dbatile.

abaxile (ab-ak'sil), a. [<L. aft, away from,
+ ajcin: see axile.] Not in the axis, specifically,
in trot., applied to an embryo placed out of the axis of
the seed. Another form is abaxial.

abb (ab), n. [< ME. abbe,<. AS. 06, short for uiceb,

woof, < awefan (= OHG. arweban, G. eneeben),
weave. < a- + wefan, weave: see -l and tceave,
web. From another form of aweb, namely,
oweb, owef, comes E. woof, q. v.] 1. Yarn for
the warp in weaving. 2. In wool-sorting, one
of two qualities of wool known as coarse abb
and fine abb respectively.
abba'1 (ab'a), n. [L., < Gr. a/i/id, < Syriac abba
and abbo = Chal. abba = Heb. ao, father. See

abbot.] Father. It is used in the New Testament
three times (Mark xiv. 36, Rom. viii. 15, Gal. iv. 6), in each
instance accompanied by its translation,

"
Abba, Father,"

as an invocation of the Deity, expressing close filial rela-

tion. Either through its liturgical use in the Judeo-
Christian church or through its employment by the Syriac
monks, it has passed into general ecclesiastical language
in the modified form of abbot or abbot (which see).

abba2
,

. See a&a1
.

abbacinate (a-bas'i-nat), . t.
; pret. and pp.

abbacinated, ppr. abbacinating. [<ML. abaci-

natus, pp. of abacinare (It. abbacinare = OF.
abaciner), < a- for ad-, to, + baciniix, basin :

see basin.'] To deprive of sight by placing a

red-hot copper basin close to the eyes: a
mode of punishment employed in the middle
ages. Also spelled abacinate.

abbacination (a-bas-i-na'shon), n. [<abbati-
nate.] The act or process of blinding a per-
son by placing a red-hot copper basin close to

the eyes. Also spelled abacination.

abbacy (ab'a-si), .
; pi. abbacies (-siz). [Earlier

abbatie, < LiL. abbatia: see abbey
1
.'] 1. The

office of an abbot
;
an abbot's dignity, rights,

privileges, and jurisdiction.

According to Felinus, an abbacy is the dignity itself,

since abbot is a term or word of dignity, and not of office.

AylijTe, Parergon.

Owing to the vast wealth of the church, the chief offices

in it, and especially the bishoprics and the great abbaciejt,
had become positions of great worldly power and dignity.

StilU, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 286.

2. An abbatial establishment ;
an abbey with

all that pertains to it.

The abbot was elected by the monks of the monastery,
at least in the greater part of abbacies.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, v. 1.

Also called abbotcy.

abbandonatamente(ab-ban-d6-na-ta-men'te),
adv. [It., < abbandonata, fern. pp. of abban-
donare (see abandon), + adv. suffix -mente, orig.
L. mente, abl. of mens, mind: see mental. ] In

music, with abandonment
;
so aa to make the

time subordinate to the expression.
abbast, . [Pers.] 1. An Eastern weight for

pearls, said to be 2J grains troy. Also spelled
abas. 2. Same as abbasi, 1.

abbasi (a-bas'i), n. [Said to be named from the
Persian ruler Shah Abbas II.] 1. The name
of a silver coin formerly current in Persia.
It is not certain to what particular coin the term was ap-
plied ; according to Marsden, various pieces coined in

1684, 1700, and 1701, and weighing about 4 dwt. 17 gr., are

abbasis, and are worth about 29 cents.

2. The 20-copeck silver piece circulating in

Russia, weighing about 61 grains, .500 fine,
and worth about 8J cents.

Also written abas.fi, abatisis.

abbatt (ab'at), n. Same as abbot.

abbate (ab-ba'te), n.
; pi. abbati (-ti). [It., also

abate, <L. abbatem, ace. of abbas: see abbot.']
A title of honor, now given to ecclesiastics
in Italy not otherwise designated, but formerly
applied to all in any way connected with cler-

ical affairs, tribunals, etc., and wearing the ec-

clesiastical dress. Also spelled abate.

An old Abate meek and mild,
My friend and teacher when a child.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, 3d Inter.

abbatesset, See abbotess.

abbatial (a-ba'shial), a. [< ML. abbatialis, <

LL. abbatia : see abbacy.'] Pertaining to an
abbot or abbey : as, an abbatial benediction

;

abbatial lands.

abbaticalt (a-bat'i-kal), . Same as abbatial.

abbey
Middle English forms ofabbayt, abbayet,

abbry
1

.

They carried him into the next tiM'iin.

Chaucer, "Prior's Tale.

They would rend this aUmii,'* massy nave.
Hfi'tt. L. of L. M., ii. 14.

abbe (a-ba'), . [F.,< L. abltatem, ace. of abba* :

see abbot.] In France, an abbot, (o) More gen-
erally, and especially before the Kmich revolution : (1)

Any secular person, whether ecclesiastic or layman, hold-

ing an abbey in <-i,nu< n'litin, that is. enjoying a portion,
generally about one third, of its revenues, with ccrtainhon-
ors, but, except by privilege from the pope, having no ju-
risdiction over the monks, and not bound to residence.
Such persons were styled fc(

: wmmtndttalm, and were
required to be in orders, though a dispensation from this

requirement was not uncommonly obtained. (2) A title

assumed, either in the hope of obtaining an abbey or for

the sake of distinction, by a numerous class of men who
had studied theology, practised celibacy, and adopted a

peculiar dress, but who had only a formal connection with
the church, and were for the most part employed as tu-

tors in the families of the nobility, or engaged in liternry

pursuits. (6) In recent usage, a title assumed, like th>-

Italian title abbate (which see), by a class of unbeneficed
secular clerks.

abbess (ab'es), n. [< ME. abbesse, abbes, < OF.
abbesse, abesse = Pr. abadessa, < L. abbtitixxa.

fern, of abbati : see abbot, and cf . abbotess.] 1. A
female superior of a convent of nuns, regularly
in the same religious orders in which the monks
are governed by an abbot

; also, a superior of
canonesses. An abbess is, in general, elected by the

nuns, and is subject to the bishop of the diocese, by whom
she is invested according to a special rite called the bene-

dii-tittn of an abbexg. She must be at least forty years of

age, and must have been for eight years a nun in the
same monastery. She has the government of the convent,
with the administration of the goods of the Community,
but cannot, on account of her sex, exercise any of the

spiritual functions pertaining to the priesthood. Some-
times civil or feudal rights have been attached to the
office of abbess, as also jurisdiction over other subordinate
convents.

2. A title retained in Hanover, Wurtemberg,
Brunswick, and Schleswig-Holstein by the

lady superiors of the Protestant seminaries and
sisterhoods to which the property of certain

convents was transferred at the Reformation.

abbey1 (ab'e), . [< ME. abbeye, abbaye, etc.,
< OF. abeie, abaie, < LL. abbatia, an abbey, < L.

abbas, an abbot: see abbot.] 1. A monastery
or convent of

persons of either

sex devoted to

religion and cel-

ibacy, and gov-
erned by an
abbot or abbess
(which see).
Jityal and imperial
abbeys were depen-
dent on the supreme
civil authority in

their temporal ad-
ministration ; others
were episcopal, etc.

In exempt abbeys,
the abbot or abbess
is subject not to the

bishop of the dio-

cese, but directly to
the pope.
2. The build-

ings of a mon-Plan of the Abbey of St. Germain-des-Pres,
Paris, in the I3th century.

A, church; B, cloister ; C,
country yate, or

~cloister ; C, city gate ;

Porte Papale ; E, chapi
nitories aoove ; F, Cha

D,
astery or con-
vent ;

some-
house.'wTth dormitories above; F, Chapel +; ImJ1 . ITI
of the Virgin ; G, refectory ; H. cellars and l *.? *V"

"" "

presses; 17 abbotfs lodging ; K, ditches ; L. mar, the llOUSC
gardens ; M, various dependencies. ge(

.

apart fOJ. tt(J

residence of the abbot or abbess. After the sup-

pression of the English monasteries by Henry VIII. many
of the abbatial buildings were converted into private
dwellings, to which the name abbey is still applied, as, for

example, Newstead Abbey, the residence of Lord Byron.

3. A church now or formerly attached to a

monastery or convent: as, Westminster Abbey.
4. In Scotland, the sanctuary formerly af-

forded by the abbey of Holyrood Palace, as

having been a royal residence,

abbey* (ab'e), . [Prob. a modification of

abele, q. v., in simulation of abbei/1 .] A name
sometimes given to the white poplar, Populus
alba. [Eng.]

Obverse. Reverse.

Abbey-counter, in the British Museum.



abbey-counter

abbey-counter (ab'e-koun'ter), . [<<(/</ 1/1

+ counter^.] A kind of medal, stamped with
sacred emblems, the arms of an abbey, or
other device, given to a pilgrim as a token of

his having visited the shrine
;
a kind of pil-

grim's sign (which see, under pilgrim).
abbey-laird (ab'e-lard), . [< dbbryl (in ref.

to the abbey of Holyrood) + laird, proprietor. ]

In Scotland, a name humorously applied to an
insolvent debtor who escaped his creditors by
taking refuge within the legal sanctuary for-

merly constituted by the precincts of Holy-
rood Abbey.
abbey-land (ab'e-land), n. [<. abbey1 + laud.]
An estate in land annexed to an abbey.
abbey-lubber (ab'e-lub'er), . [< abbey1 +
lubber. ] An old term of contempt for an able-

bodied idler who grew sleek and fat upon the

charity of religious houses : also sometimes

applied to monks.
This is no huge, overgrown abbey-lubber.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, iii. 3.

abbot (ab'ot), . [<ME. abbot, abbod, < AS.

abbot, usually abbod, abbud, < L. abbdtem, ace.

of abbas, an abbot, < L. abba, father : see

abba1
.'] 1. Literally, father: a title originally

given to any monk, but afterward limited to

the head or superior of a monastery, it was
formerly especially used in the order of St. Benedict,
rector being employed by the Jesuits, gua-rdiamut by the

Franciscans, prior by the Dominicans, and archimandrite
or heaownenos by the Greek and Oriental churches, to

designate the same office. Originally the abbots, like the

monks, were usually laymen ;
later they were required to

be in holy orders. They were at first subject to the bishop
of the diocese ; but in the contentions between the bishops
and abbots the latter in many cases gradually acquired
exemption from jurisdiction of the bishops and became
subject to the pope directly, or to an abbot-general, or

archabbot, who exercised a supervision over several asso-

ciated abbeys. As the influence of the religious orders

increased, the power, dignity, and wealth of the abbots
increased proportionally ; many of them held rank as tem-

poral lords, and, as mitered abbots, exercised certain epis-

copal functions in the territory surrounding their monas-
teries. In the reign of Henry VIII. twenty -six abbots sat

in the House of Lords. Until the sixth century abbots
were chosen from the monks by the bishop ; since that

time they have been generally elected by the monks them-

selves, ordinarily for life. In some instances, where the
administration of the revenues of an abbey fell under the

civil authority, the conferring of the benefice, and there-

fore the nomination of the abbot, came into the hands of

the temporal sovereign, a practice variously regulated by
concordats with the different countries. The right of

confirmation varies ; the solemn benediction of an abbot

ordinarily belongs to the bishop of the diocese, occasion-

ally to the head abbot, or to a special bishop chosen by
the abbot elect. In some instances of exempt abbeys it

has been conferred by the pope in person.

2. In later usage, loosely applied to the holder
of one of certain non-monastic offices, (a) The

principal of a body of parochial clergy, as an Episcopal
rector, (b) A cathedral officer at Toledo, Spain, (c) In
the middle ages, the head of various guilds, associations,
and popular assemblages : as, abbot of bell-ringers ; the

abbot of misrule.

3. A title retained in Hanover, Wurtemberg,
Brunswick, and Schleswig-Holstein by the

heads of certain Protestant institutions to

which the property of various abbeys was
transferred at the Reformation. See abbess,

2. Abbot of abbots, a title formerly conferred upon
the abbot of the original Benedictine monastery of Monte
Cassino. Abbot of misrule (in England), abbot of un-
reason (in Scotland), the personage who took the principal

part in the Christmas revels of the populace before the Ref-

ormation. Abbot of the people (abbas populi). (a)

From 1270 to 1339, the nominal chief magistrate of the

republic of Genoa, (b) The chief magistrate of the Geno-
ese in Galata. Abbot of yellow-beaks, or freshmen,
a mock title at the University of Paris. Cardinal ab-
bot a title borne by the abbots of Cluny and Vendflme,
who wereexofficio cardinals. Mitered abbot, an abbot
who has the privilege of using the insignia and exercising
certain of the functions of a bishop. Regular abbot,
an abbot duly elected and confirmed, and exercising
the functions of the office. Secular abbot, a person
who is not a monk, but holds an abbacy as an ecclesi-

astical benefice with the title and some of the revenues
and honors of the office. See def. 3, above. Titular ab-

bot, a person possessing the title but not exercising the

functions of an abbot, as when an abbey had been con-

fiscated or given in commetutam. See abb^. Triennial

abbot, an abbot appointed for three years instead of, as

ordinarily, for life. =Syn. Abbot, Prior. See prior.

abbotcy (ab'ot-si), w. [< abbot + -cy.] Same as

abbacy. [Rare.]

abbotesst, . [\ME. abbatesse, -*,< AS. ab-

bodesse, -isse, abbadisse, abbudfese, < ML. abba-

dissa, prop, abbatissa (> ult. abbess, q. v.),

<. abbas (abbat-) + iem. -issa.] An abbess. Also

written abbatesse.

Abbots, Abbotegses, Presbyters, and Deacons. Selden.

And at length became abbatesse there.

Holinxhed, Chron.

abbot-general (ab'pt-jen"e-ral), n. The head

of a congregation of monasteries,

abbotsnip (ab'qt-ship), n. [<abbot + -ship.]

The state or office of an abbot.

abbozZO (ab-bot'so), . [It., also abbn?znt<>,
ukf.ti.il nutlitio < nhhif-iii-i' tnukr.ti-li ili.lim.

,cn, outline, ^nooo^aie, to sKetcn, anil <-

ate, also boseare, < bozza, blotch, rough draft,, , , , g a, ,,,,,,, ,, the other hand -ionof
= Pr. boSSa (>F. boSSe), swelling, < OHG. boZO, certain letters nr sylluhlfH fi""i tin' body of the word,

'

abdest

syllable, taken f..r the wh.,lr. with no indiratiiin ..f there-
Piminiim portion : :is, .-I . l>. for .!/... /)./, ,iini ; (1* n. for

itk.tornaU....... tut, 4fe*. for

,,,,,,, ,, the other hand -ionof

a bundle: see boss1 and beat.'] The dead or
first coloring laid on a picture after toe sketch
has been blocked m. Mrs. Merrijield, Ancient
Practice of Painting (1849), I. ccc.

abbr. A common abbreviation of abbreviated
and ahbrfriatiiiti.

abbreuyoir, n. See abreuvoir.

abbreviate (a-bre'vi-at), .
; pret. and pp. ab-

breviated, ppr. abbreviating. K LL. abbreviates,

pp. of abbreviare, shorten, < ad-, to, + brevis,

but in such a manner as to indin.u the whole word: a,

*&gf
^

'"^ 1^
usage, however, this ,ii,tin..-ti,,n is not always observed.

abbreviatio placitorum (a-bre-vi-a'shi-6 plas-
i-to'rum). [ML.] Literally, an abridgment
of the pleas ;

a brief report of law-cases
; spe-

ciflcally, notes of cases decided in the reign of

King John, which constitute the earliest Eng-
lish law-reports, and embody the germs and
early developments of the common Taw.

short. The same L. verb, through the P., has abbreviator (a-bre'vi-a-tor), n. [< ML. a&-

breriator, < LL. abbreviare: see abbreviate, v.]
1. One who abbreviates, abridges, or reduces
to a smaller compass ; specifically, one who
abridges what has been written by another.

become E. abridge: see abridge and brief.]

I. trans. 1 . To make briefer
; abridge ;

make
shorter by contraction or omission of a part :

as, to abbreviate a writing or a word. 2. In
math. , to reduce to the lowest terms, as frac-

tious. = Syn. 1. To shorten, curtail, abridge, epitomize,
reduce, compress, condense, cut down.

II. intrans. To practise or use abbreviation.

It is one thing to abbreriate by contracting, another by
cutting off. Bacon, Essays, xxvi.

abbreviate (a-bre'vi-at), a. and n. [< LL. abbre-

viatus : see abbreviate, v.] I. a. Abbreviated.
II. n. An abridgment ;

an abstract.

The Speaker, taking the Bill in his hand, reads the Ab-
breviate or Abstract of the said bill.

Chamberlayue, State of Great Britain.

abbreviately (a-bre'vi-at-li), adv. Briefly.

[Rare.]
The sweete smacke that Yarmouth findes in it ...

abbreviatly and meetely according to my old Sarum plaine-

song I have harpt upon.
Nathe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 162).

abbreviation (a-bre-vi-a'shon), n. [= P. abre-

Neither the archbishop nor his abbreviiitur.

Sir W. Hamilton, Logic.

2. One of a number of secretaries in the chan-

cery of the pope who abbreviate petitions ac-

cording to certain established and technical

rules, and draw up the minutes of the apostolic
letters. They formerly numbered 72, ofwhom the 12 prin-
cipal were styled de majori parco (literally, of the greater
parquet, from the parquet in the chancery where they
wrote) and 22 others de mmari parco (of the lesser par-

quet), the remainder being of lower rank. The number iii

now reduced to 11, all de majori parco. They sign the

apostolic bulls in the name of the cardinal vice-chancellor.

The abbrfitiator of the curia is a prelate not belonging to

the above college, but attached to the office of the apos-
tolic datary (seeiiataryV); he expedites bulls relating to

pontifical laws and constitutions, aa for the canonization
of saints, and the like.

abbreviatory (a-bre'vi-a-to-ri), a. [< abbre-

viate + -ory.] "Abbreviating or tending to

abbreviate
; shortening ; contracting.

+ -tire.] 1. A letter or character used as an
abbreviation.

The hand of Providence writes often by abbreviature!,

hieroglyphics, or short characters.
Sir T. Brownie, Christ. Mor., 25.

2. An abridgment ;
a compendium.

This is an excellent abbreviature of the whole duty of a
Christian. Jer. Taylor, Guide to Devotion.

viation, < LL. dbbreviatio(n-), < abbreviare : see abbreviaturet (a-bre'vi-a-tur), n. [(abbreviate
abbreviate, v.] 1. The act of abbreviating,
shortening, or contracting ;

the state of being
abbreviated; abridgment.
This book, as graver authors say, was called Liber

Domus Dei, and, by abbreviation, Domesday Book.
Sir W. Temple, Introd. to Hist, of Eng.

2. A shortened or contracted form; a part
used for the whole. Specifically, a part of a word,
phrase, or title so used ; a syllable, generally the initial a i.iVPn/,i1Tn< 1tt la hroch'mpnf^ C< ML abro-
syllable, used for the whole word

;
a letter, or a series of aDDrOCnmentt (.a-Bi 11 ment), n i M. aoro-

letters, standing for a word or words : as, Eq. toTesquire camentum, appar. formed from stem of ii,. brok-

A. D. for Anno Domini; F. K. S. tot Fellow of the Royal age, brok-er, etc.] The act of forestalling the
Society. market or monopolizing goods. Erroneously
3. In math., a reduction of fractions to the low- spelled abroachment.
est terms. 4. In music, a method of notation abb-WOOl (ab'wul), H. 1. Wool for the abb or

by means of which certain repeated notes, warp of a web. 2. A variety of wool of a

chords, or passages are indicated without be- certain fineness. See abb.

ing written out in full. There are various forms a-b-C (a-be-ce). [ME. abc ; as a word, spelled
of abbreviation, the most common of which are here variousiy abece, apece, apecy, apsie, apcie, absee,

absie, absey, abeesee
} etc., especially for a primer

or spelling-book ;
in comp.,a6*ejr-6oofc, etc. Cf.

abecedarian and alphabet.] 1. The first three

letters of the alphabet ; hence, the alphabet.
2. An a-b-c book; a primer.- A-b-c book, a

primer for teaching the alphabet.

Abd (abd). [Ar. 'abd, a slave, servant.] A
common element in Arabic names of persons,

meaning servant: as, Abdallah, servant of

God ; Abd-el-Kader, servant of the Mighty One ;

Abd-itl-Latif (commonly written Abdullatif or

Abdallatif), servant of the Gracious One.

abdalavi, abdelavi (ab-da-, ab-de-la've), n.

[Ar.] The native name of the hairy melon of

Egypt, a variety of the muskmelon, Cuciimi.t

Melo.
Abderian (ab-de'ri-an), a. [<L. Abdera, <Gr.

"A(36i/pa, a town in Thrace, birthplace of De-

mocritus, called the laughing philosopher.]
Pertaining to the town of Abdera or its inhabi-

tants ; resembling or recalling in some way
the philosopher Democritus of Abdera (see

Abderite); hence, given to incessant or con-

tinued laughter.
Abderite (ab'de-rit), . [<L. Abderita, also

Abderites, < Gr. 'A(3o>ipirr/f, < "AfiSiipa, L. Ab-

dera. ] 1 . An inhabitant of Abdera, an ancient

maritime town in Thrace. 2. A stupid per-

son, the inhabitants of Abdera having been

proverbial for their stupidity The Abderite.
Democritus of Abdera, born about 460 B. c., and the most

learned of the Greek philosophers prior to Aristotle. He
was, with Leucippus, the founder of the atomic or atomis-

tic philosophy (see atomic), the first attempt at a complete
mechanical interpretation of physical and psychical phe-
nomena. The tradition that Democritus always laughed
at the follies of mankind gained for him the title of the

laughing philosopher. Fragments of some of hts numer-

ous works have been preserved.

abdest (ab'dest), . [Per. abdast, < ab, water,

,, . + dast, hand. ] Purification or ablution before
Svn 2 tbvrffnotwn Contraction. Anaooreviatu>noi& - r

J. ,

word is strictly a part of it, generally the first letter or prayer : a Mohammedan rite.



Abdevenham

Abdevenham (ub-dev'n-ham), ii. Ill aistrol..

the head of the twelfth house in a scheme of
the heavens,
abdicable (ab'di-ka-bl), a. [<L. as if 'ahdi-

cabilis, < abdicare : see abdicate. ] Capable of

being abdicated.

abdicant (ab'di-kant), a. and . [<L. abdi-

can(t-)s, ppr. of abdicare : see abdicate. ] I, a.

Abdicating ; renouncing. [Bare.]
Monks abdifattt of their onlrrs.

WhitltK-k. Manners of Eng. People, p. 93.

II. . One who abdicates.

abdicate (ab'di-kat), )'.
; pret. and pp. abdi-

cated, ppr. abdicating. [<L. abdicatus, pp. of

abdicare, renounce, lit. proclaim as not belong-
ing to one, < ab, from, + dicdre, proclaim, de-

clare, akin to dicerc, say.] I. trans. 1. To give
up, renounce, abandon, lay down, or withdraw
from, as a right or claim, office^ duties, dignity,

authority, and the like, especially in a volun-

tary, public, or formal manner.
The cross-bearers abdicated their service.

Gibbon, D. and f., Ixvii.

He [Charles II. ] was utterly without ambition. He de-
tested business, and would sooner have abdicated his

crown than have undergone the trouble of really direct-

ing the administration. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

2. To discard
;
cast away ;

take leave of : as,
to abdicate one's mental faculties. 3. In ciril

law, to disclaim and expel from a family, as a
child

;
disinherit during lifetime : with a per-

sonal subject, as father, parent.
The father will disinherit or abdicate his child, quite

cashier him.

Burton, Anat. of Mel. (To the Reader), I. 86.

4f. To put away or expel ;
banish

;
renounce

the authority of
;
dethrone

; degrade.
Scaliger would needs turn down Homer, and abdicate

him after the possession of three thousand years.
Dryden, Pref. to Third Misc.

=Syn. 1. To resign, renounce, give up, quit, vacate, re-

linquish, lay down, abandon, desert. (Hee list under aban-
don, v.)

II. intrans. To renounce or give up some-
thing; abandon some claim; relinquish a right,

power, or trust.

He cannot abdicate for his children, otherwise than by
his own consent in form to a bill from the two houses.

Swift, Sent, of Ch. of Eng. Man.
Don John is represented ... to have voluntarily re-

stored the throne to his father, who had once abdicated in
his favor. Ticknor, .Span. Lit., II. 221.

abdicated (ab'di-ka-ted), p. a. Self-deposed ;

in the state of one who has renounced or given
up a right, etc. : as,

" the abdicated Emperor
of Austria, Howellx, Venetian Life, xxi.

abdication (ab-di-ka'shon), i. [<L. abdica-

tio(n-), < abdicare : see abdwate.~] The act of

abdicating; the giving up of an office, power or

authority, right or trust, etc.
;
renunciation

;
es-

pecially, the layingdown of a sovereignty hith-
erto inherent in the person or in the blood.

The consequences drawn from these facts [were] that
they amounted to an abdication of the government, which
abdication did not only affect the person of the king him-
self, but also of all his heirs, and rendered the throne
absolutely and completely vacant. Blackgtone, Com., I. iii.

Each new mind we approach seems to require an abdi-
cation of all our present and past possessions.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 311.

abdicative (ab'di-ka-tiv), a. [<abdic<ite + -ice;
in form like L. abdicatints, negative, < abdi-

care.~] Causing or implying abdication. [Bare.]
abdicator (ab'di-ka-tqr), n. [<L. abdicare:
see abdicate.~] One wh'o abdicates.
abditive (ab'di-tiv), a. [<L. abditivus, re-
moved or separated from, < abditits, pp. of
abdere. put away, < ab, from, away, + -dare (iu
comp.), put.] Having the power or quality of

hiding. [Bare. ]

abditory (ab'di-to-ri), n. [<ML. abditorium,
< L. abdere : see abditive.'] A concealed reposi-
tory; a place for hiding or preserving valu-

ables, as goods, money, relics, etc. [Bare.]
abdomen (ab-do'men or ab'do-men), n. [L.,
of uncertain origin ; perhaps irreg. < abdere,
put away, hide, conceal : see abditifc.~] 1. The
belly ;

that part of the body of a mammal which
lies between the thorax and the pelvis ;

the
perivisceral cavity containing most of the di-

gestive and some of the urogenital organs and
associated structures. It is Iwunded above by the
diaphragm, which separates it from the thoracic cavity ;

below by the brim of the pelvic cavity, with which it is

continuous; behind by the vertebral column and the
psoas and quadratus lumborum muscles ; in front and
laterally by several lower ribs, the iliac bones, and the
abdominal muscles proper. The walls of the abdomen
are lined with the serous membrane called peritoneum,
and are externally invested with common integument.
Its external surface is arbitrarily divided into certain

8

definite regions, called abdominal regions (see abdominal).
The principal contents of the abdomen, in man and other
mammals, are the end of the esophagus, the stomach, tin-

small and most of the large intestine, the liver, pancreas,
and spleen, the kidneys, suprarenal capsules, ureters,
bladder (in part), uterus (during pregnancy at least), and
sometimes the testicles, with the associated nervous, vas-

cular, and serous structures. The apertures in the ab-
dominal walls are, usually, several through the diaphragm,
for the passage of the esophagus, nerves, blood-vessels,
and lymphatics ; in the groin, for the passage of the fem-
oral vessels and nerves and the spermatic cord, or the
round ligament of the uterus ; and at the navel, in the

fetus, for the passage of the umbilical vessels.

2. In vertebrates below mammals, in which
there is no diaphragm, and the abdomen con-

sequently is not separated from the thorax, a

region of the body corresponding to but not co-
incident with the human abdomen, and varying

in extent according to

the configuration of
the body. Thus, the ab-
domen of a serpent is coex-
tensive with the under side
of the body from head to
tail ; and in descriptive
ornithology "pectus is re-

stricted to the swelling an-
terior part of the gastneuin,
which we call belly or ab-
domen us soon as it begins to

straighten out ami flatten."

Couet, N. A. Birds, p. 96.

3. In entom., the hind

body, the posterior one
of the three parts of a

t (/- Per^ec* insect, united
with the thorax by
a slender connecting

portion, and containing the greater part of the

digestive apparatus. It is divided into a numlwr of

rings or segments, typically eleven (or ten, as in llvnieii-

u/itera and Lepidoptera), on the sides of which are small
respiratory stigmata, or spiracles.

4. In Arthropoda other than insects, the cor-

responding hinder part of the body, however
distinguished from the thorax, as the tail of u
lobster or the apron of a crab. 6. In ascid-
iang (Tunicate), a special posterior portion
of the body, situated behind the great pharyn-
geal cavity, and containing most of the ali-

mentary canal.

In ... most of the compound Ascidiaus, the greater
part of the alimentary canal lies altogether beyond the
branchial sac, in a backward prolongation of the body
which has been termed the abdomen, and is often longer
than all the rest of the body.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 517.

abdominal (ab-dom'i-nal), . and n. [< NL. ab-

duminaliii, < L. abdomen: see abdomen.] I. a.

1. Pertaining to
the abdome'n or

belly ;
situated

in or on the
abdomen : as,
abdominal ven-

- tralfins. 2. In

ichtli., having
ventral fins un-
der the abdomen

abdominous

dominal regions, in human anat., certain
which the aliduiiirn is arbitrarily divided fir

rc^ii'iis into
the purpose

of mapping its surface with
reference to the viscera
which lie beneath these re-

gkmarespectively. Twoimri
/ontal parallel lines ln-in-

ilrawn around the body, one
(a ") rn^sin- the ciirti!:iu*- "I

the ninth rib, the other (bb)
crossing the highest point ot
the iliac bone, tile abdominal
surface is divided into three

zones, an upper, a middle,
and a lower, n >prrii\,-]\
called t'j/Iffitffi'ir, umbtlico*,
and liiii><><ntttri<\ Each of

these is subdivided into three

parts }fy two vertical linea

(c c), each drawn through the
middle of I'onpartV liga-
ment. The central part of
the epigastric zone (1) re-

tains the name of epigastric ;

its lateral portions (4 4) are
the right and /.;// fiifjmcfnui
driac regions; the middle
part of the umbilical (2) is

a a. horizontal line through the called the 'umbilical region.
cartilage of the ninth rib; * #, while its lateral portions (fi f>)

S^ffiX"fi?5f^ are. then,,/,,
,! ,,.,/ / ..... tar

vertical lines drawn through the regions ; the Mlllldle portion
middle of Poupart's ligament, of the hyponastrir zone (:l) is

on cither side; i, epigastric re- called thellilpu(iantrie region,

nZialtric^on; TTh^ 1>
.
llt sometimes' the y,Mc re-

cnondriac regions ; 5 5. lumbar K'"", While its lateral por-
regions ; 6 6, tions (6 6) are called the ri<ili I

and Irft iliac (or iii<i><i/iii/ 1"
efold

, Abdomen of an 1

loma hortift).

Abdominal Fish, with ventral behind pec- and about the
middle of the

body : as, an abdominal fish. See Abdominales.
Abdominal aorta, in man ami other mammals, that

portion of the aorta between its passage through the dia-

phragm and its bifurcation into tin- iliac arteries. Ab-
dominal apertures. See ab-

domen, i. Abdominal fins, in

ichth., ventral flns when situated
behind the pectoral flns. Ab-
dominal legs, in entom., false

legs or prop-legs of the abdomen of
insects. In hexapodoua insects

they are soft, fleshy, inarticulate,
and deciduous. There may in- as

many as eight pairs, or only a single
pair, or none. The spinnerets of

spiders, though abdominal in posi-
tion, are regarded as homologous
with the jointed legs of higher
insects. Abdominal line, in
human anat.: (a) The white line

(linea alba) or lengthwise mid-line
of union of the abdominal muscles
along the front of the belly, and
one of several cross-lines inter-

secting the course of the rectus
muscle. The exaggeration of these
lines in art gives the " checker-board

"
appearance of the

abdomen in statuary. (6) pi. Certain imaginary lines
drawn to divide the surface of the abdomen into regions,
as given below. Abdominal pore, in some fishes, an
aperture iu the belly connected with the sexual function.

This [the ovarium], in some few fishes, sheds its ova, as
soon as they are ripened, into the peritoneal cavity,
whence they escape by abdominal pores, which place that

cavity in direct communication with the exterior.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 95.

Abdominal reflex, a superficial reflex consisting of a
contraction in the abdominal muscles when tin- skin over
the abdomen iu the mammary line is stimulated. Ab-

Torso Belvedere, showing
checker-board" appear-
nee.

regions. The adjoining region of the tlu'gh, lielow the f

of the groin, is properly excluded. Abdominal respi-
ration, that type of respiration in which the action of the

diaphragm, and consequently the movement of the abdo-
men, is most marked : contrasted with thoracic or costal

respiration. Abdominal ribs, in herpet., a series of
transverse ossifications in the wall of the abdomen of
some reptiles, as dinosaurs and crocodiles ; in the latter
the series consists of seven on each side, Kin- superficial
to the recti muscles. They are quite distinct frc mi true

ribs, and considered hy some to be derma] ossification*.

Abdominal dermal ribx are developed in some species
|<>f Dinosauriaj, if not in all. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. -'7.

Abdominal ling, in aitat. : (a) Inte.rnal, an oval open
ing in the fascia of the transversalis abdominis (trans-
verse muscle of the abdomen), about midway between tlic

superior iliac spine und the pubic spine, and half an inch
above Poupart's ligament, (b) External, a similar oblong
opening in the fascia of the obliquus externus abdominis
(extenial ohlique muscle of the abdomen), further down
and nearer the mid-line of the body. These rings are

respectively the inlet und outlet of the inguinal canal.
Also called inguinal rings. Abdominal SCUtella, in

herpet., the short, wide, imbricated scales which lie along
the belly of a serpent from chin to anus.- Abdominal
segments, in entom., etc., the individual somites or rings
of which the abdomen of an insect, a crustacean, etc., is

or may he composed. Abdominal vertebrae, in idith.,
ull the vertebras l)hind the head which have ribs or rib-

like processes arching over the visceral cavity. Abdom-
inal Viscera, those organs, collectively considered, which
are situated ill the abdomen, being especially those of the

digestive system. See abdomen, 1.

U. n. One of the Abdominales (which see).

Abdominales (ab-dom-i-na'lez), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of abdominalis : see abdominal.'] 1. A
name introduced into the ichthyological sys-
tem of Linnseus. and variously applied : (a) by
Linmeus, as an ordinal name for all osseous flshes with
abdominal veutrals ; (b) by Cuvier, as a subordimil name
for all those malacopterygian osseous fishes which have
abdominal ventrals ; (c) by J. Mu'ller, as a suhordinal
name for those malacopterygian fishes which have abdom-
inal ventrals and also a pneumatic duct between the
air-bladder and intestinal canal. The name has also been
applied to other groups varying more or less from the

preceding. The salmonids and the clupeids or herring fam-
ily are typical representatives in all the above divisions.

2. A section of the coleopterous family
Carabida; proposed by Latreille for beetles
with the abdomen enlarged in proportion to
the thorax.

Abdominalia (ab-dom-i-na'li-a), n. pi. [NL.
(sc. animalia, animals), neut. pi. of abdomi-
nalis : see abdominal.'] An order of cirriped
crustaceans, having a segmented body, three

pairs of abdominal limbs, no thoracic limbs, a

flask-shaped carapace, an extensive mouth,
two eyes, and the sexes distinct. The members
of the order all burrow in shells. Two families are recog-
nized, Cryptophialidce and Alrippidce.
The whole family of the Abdotniniiliti, a niiine proposed

by Darwin, if I am not mistaken, have the sexes separate.
Beneden, An. Parasites. (A. E. V.)

abdominally (ab-dom'i-nal-i), adi: On or in

the abdomen
;
toward the abdomen,

abdominoscopy (ab-dom-i-nos'ko-pi), . [< L.
abdomen (-min-) + Gr. -aiumta, < anoireiv, look at,

view.] In med., examination of the abdomen
for the detection of disease.

abdominous (ab-dom'i-nus), a. [(iibiloiiii'ii

(-min-) + -OHS.] 1. Of or pertaining to the

abdomen; abdominal. 2. Having a large

belly; pot-bellied. [Rare.]
Corgunius siU iib<l<'tfiiui>n* and wan,
Like a fat squab upon u Chinese fan.

Coii-jjei; Prog, of Err.



abduce

abduce (ab-dus'), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

ppr. abtlucimj. [<L. aMucrre, < ab, away,+ diieere, lead: see </MfH/r.] 1). To draw or
lead away by persuasion or argument. 2. To
lead away or carry off by improper means;
abduct. [Rare.] 3f. To draw away or aside,
as by the action of an abductor muscle.

If we aliilm-,' the eye unto either corner, the object will
not duplicate. XiV T. />Viy/rm-, Vtilg. Err., iii. '.ill.

abducens (ab-du'senz), .
; pi. abducentes

(-sen'tez). [L. : see abducent, a.] In anat.,
one of the sixth pair of cranial nerves: so
called because it is the motor nerve of the
rectus externus (external straight) muscle of
the eye, which turns the eyeball outward.
abducent (ab-du'sent), . and . [< L. abdu-
ce( -)*, ppr. of abducvre, draw away: see ab-

duce.'] 1. u. Drawing away; pulling aside, in
anat., specifically applied (a) to those muscles which
draw certain parts of the body away from the axial line
of the trunk or of a limb, in contradistinction to the ad-
ducent intmcleit or adductor*; (6) to motor nerves which
effect this action. Abducent nerves, the sixth pair of
cranial nerves ; the abducentes.

U. . That which abducts
; an abducens.

abduct (ab-dukf), v. t. [<L. abductim, pp. of

abducere, lead away : see abduce. ] 1. To lead

away or carry off surreptitiously or by force
;

kidnap.
The thing is self-evident, that his Majesty has been

abducted or spirited away, "enleve," by some person or
persons unknown. Carlyle, French Rev., II. iv. 4.

2. In jihysiol., to move or draw away (a limb)
from the axis of the body, or (a digit) from the
axis of the limb : opposed to adduct.

abduction (ab-duk'shon), n. [< L. abductio(n-),
< abducere: see abduce.] 1. The act of abdu-

cing or abducting. () In law, the act of illegally
leading away or carrying off a person ; more especially,
the taking or carrying away of a wife, a child, a ward, or
a voter by fraud, persuasion, or open violence. (6) In
phyitiol., the action of the muscles in drawing a limb or
other part of the body away from the axis of the body or
of the limb, as when the arm is lifted from the side, or the
thumb is bent away from the axis of the arm or the
middle line of the hand,

(c)
In mrg. ,

the receding from
each other of the extremities of a fractured Iwne.

2. [< NL. abdnctio, a word used by Giulio Pacio

(1550-1635), in translating avayuyii in the 25th

chapter of the second book of Aristotle's Prior

Analytics, in place of deductio and reductio,
previously employed.] In logic, a syllogism of
which the major premise is evident or known,
while the minor, though not evident, is as cred-
ible as or more credible than the conclusion.
The term is hardly used except in translations from the

passage referred to.

After adverting to another variety of ratiocinative pro-
cedure, which he calls Apagoge or Abduction (where the
minor is hardly more evident than the conclusion, and
might sometimes conveniently become a conclusion first

to be proved), Aristotle goes on to treat of objection
generally. Grote, Aristotle, vi.

abductor (ab-duk' tor), n. [NL., <L. abducere :

see abduce. ] One who or that which abducts.
Specifically, in anat. [pi. abductaret (ab-duk-to'rez)J, a
muscle which moves certain parts from the axis of the

body or of a limb : as, the abductor pollicis, a muscle which
pulls the thumb outward : opposed to adductor. The
abductor muscles of the human body are the abductor
pollicis (abductor of the thumb) and abductor minimi
digiti (abductor of the least digit) of the hand and foot

respectively. The first dorsal interosseous muscle of the
human hand is sometimes called the abductor indicis

(abductor of the forefinger). The abductor tertii inter-
i n n I i i secundi digiti (abductor of the third internode of the
second digit) is a peculiar muscle of both hand and foot
of the gibbons (Hylobatet), arising from the second meta-
carpal or metatarsal bone, and inserted by a long tendon
into the preaxial side of the lingual internode of the second
digit. The abductor metacarpi quinti (abductor of the fifth

metacarpal) is a muscle of the hand in certain lizards.
For the abductors in human anatomy, see cut under musclf..

abe (a-be'), v. i. [For be; prefix unmeaning,
or as in ado.] Used in the same sense as be.

Also spelled abee To let abe, to let be ; let alone.

Hence, tet-abe is used in the substantive sense of forbear-
ance or connivance, as in the phrase Ift-abe for let-abe,
one act of forbearance in return for another, mutual for-

bearance.

I am for let-abe far let-abe. Scott, Pirate, II. xvii.

Let abe, let alone
; not to mention ; far less : as, he

couldna sit, let abf stand. (Scotch.)

abeam (a-bem'), pre/>. phr. as adr. or a. [< a3,

prep., on, + beam. ] Naut., in or into a direc-

tion at right angles to the keel of a ship ;

directly opposite the middle
part

of a ship's

side, and in line with its mam-beam : as, we
had the wind abeam.
The wind was hauling round to the westward, and we

could not take the sea abeam.
Kaw, Sec. Orinn. Exp., II. 257.

The sea went down toward night, and the wind hauled
ubniiii. R. 11. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 347.

abear (a-bar'), r. '. [< ME. a&eren, < AS. abernii,

< <(- + beran, bear : see a-1 and bear1 . ] If. To
bear; behave.

So diil the Faerie Knight him.sclt'c /..

>>-/iwr, F. ((., V. \ii. in.

2. To suffer or tolerate. [Provincial or vulgar.]
Hut if I mnn doy I mun doy, for I couldn nhfur to see it.

'/'./,(/,-,,, Northern Farmer.

abearancet (a-bar'ans), . [< abrar + -iiin-c :

substituted for nln'/iriinj, ME. uliiriiii/.] Be-
liavior

;
demeanor.

The other species of recognizances with sureties is for
the good itl'<-iifitiu

l

i' or good behaviour.

Illaekxtintr, Com., IV. .\viii.

abearingt (a-bar'ing), . [ME. aberin;/, verbal
n. of abtirt-n, abear.] Behavior

; demeanor.
abecedaria, . Plural of abvcedarinm.

abecedarian (a"be-se-da'ri-an), a. and n. [Cf . F.

abecedaire; <
OiLi.abecedarius(psalmiabecetliirii,

alphabetical psalms), < a + be + ce + de, the
first four letters of the alphabet (cf. alphabet),
+ -arius : see -arian.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or
formed by the letters of the alphabet. 2.

Pertaining to the learning of the alphabet, or
to one engaged in learning it

; hence, relat-

ing to the first steps in learning.
There is an Abecedarian ignorance that precedes know-

ledge, and a Doctoral ignorance that comes after it.

Cotton, tr. of Montaigne, I. GOO.

Another form is abecedary.
Abecedarian psalms, hymns, etc., psalms, hymns, etc.

(as the lliHh psalm), in which the verses of successive
distinct portions are arranged in alphabetical order.

II. n. 1. One who teaches or learns the let-

ters of the alphabet. 2. [.cap.] A follower of
Nicolas Storch, an Anabaptist of Germany, in

the sixteenth century. The Abecedarians are said
to have been so called because Storch taught that study
or even a knowledge of the letters was unnecessary, since
the Holy Spirit would impart directly a sufficient under-
standing of the Scriptures.

abecedarium (a"be-se-da'ri-um), n.
; pi. abe-

cedaria (-a). [Neut. of LL. abecedarius : see

abecedarian.] An a-b-c book.
It appears therefore that all the Italic alphabets were

developed on Italian soil out of a single primitive type, of
which the abecedaria exhibit a comparatively late survival.

IOM Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 131.

Logical abecedarium, a table of all possible combina-
tions of any finite number of logical terms. Jevons.

abecedary (a-be-se'da-ri), a. and n. [<L. abece-

darius: see abecedarian.] I. a. Same as abe-

cedarian.

II. n. 1. An a-b-c book; a primer. Hence
2. A first principle or element

;
rudiment : as," such rudiments or abecedaries," Fuller, Ch.

Hist., VIII. iii. 2.

abechet, c. t. [ME., < OF. abecher (ML. abbe-

care), < a, to,+ bee, beak: see fteafc1.] To feed,
as a parent bird feeds its young.

Yet should I somdele ben abeched,
And for the time well refreshed.

Gower, Conf. Amant., v.

abed (a-bed'), adv. [< ME. a bedde, < AS. on
bedde ." prep, on, and dat. of bedd, bed : see 3

andficrf. ] 1. In bed.

Not to be abed after midnight is to be up betimes.

Shale., T. N., ii. 3.

2. To bed.
Her mother dream'd before she was deliver'd

That she was brought abed of a buzzard.
Beau, and Fl., False One, iv. 3.

abee (a-be'), . [A native term.] A woven
fabric of cotton and wool, made in Aleppo.
Simmonds.

abegget, '. t. An old form of abyl.
There dorste no wight hond upon him legge,
That he ne swore he shuld anon abegge.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 18.

abeigh (a-bech'), ode. [A variant of ME. abey,

abai, etc. : see bay5, n.] Aloof
;
at a shy dis-

tance. [Scotch.] TO stand abeign, to keep aloof.

Maggie coost her head t'n high,
Look'd asklent an' unco skeigh,
Gart poor Duncan stand abeigh

Ha, ha, the wooing o't. Burns, Duncan Gray.

abele (a-beT), n. [Formerly abeele,abeal, etc.,

< D. abeel, in comp. abeel-boom, < OF. abel, ear-

lier aitbel, < ML. albellus, applied to the white

poplar, prop. dim. of L. albus, white.] The
white poplar, Populus alba : so called from the

white color of its twigs and leaves. See poplar.
Also called abel-tree, and sometimes abbey.
Six abelex i' the kirkyurd grow, on the north side hi a row.

Mrs. Browning, Duchess May.

Abelian 1
(a-bel'i-an), n. [< Abel + -ian; also

Abelite, < LL. Ab'elita:, pi., < Abel: see -i>i.]

A member of a religious sect which arose in

northern Africa in the fourth century. The
Abelians married, but lived in continence, after the man-
ner, as they maintained, of Abel, and attempted to keep

up the sect by adopting the children of others. They are

known only from the report of St. Augustine, written after

t)u > had lieeonicextinet. Alsocalled.-lOeVite alld Abeltrniitn.

aberrancy

Abelian2
(ft-beri-an;, </. Of or pertaining to

tin- Norm ^'ijn mathematician Niels H.-nrik
Alirl ( Isii^-lK-J!)). Abelian equation, an invducihi.-
:tl^<-l H'air nj nation, one .if \vlm,r tu.it- I- r\]ii r-Mhle U ft

rational function of a >econd, anil Miown by Abe] to be
solvable by the solution of a sec ..... 1 equation of a lower
||'-"-e. Abelian function, in nmi/,.. a h } pel-elliptic
function ;

a symmetric function of inverses of Aln:liuli
integrals. The name has been used in slightly diltcnnt
senses by different authors, but it istn-st applied to a ratio
of double theta functions. Abelian Integral, one of a
class of ultraelliptic integrals first investigated by Aln-1;

any integral of an algebraic function not reducible to

elliptic functions.

Abelite, Abelonian (a'bel-lt, a-bel-6'ni-au), .

Same as Abelian 1
.

Abelmoschus (a-bel-mos'kus), . [ML., < Ar.
nhu'l-Hinxl;, -niixk, father (source) of musk: abu.

father; al, the; un>.tk, misl;, musk: see abba 1 and
musk.] A generic name formerly applied to
some species of plants now referred to Hibis-

cus, including A. moschatux or //. Alielmosehun,
the abelmosk or muskmallow of India and
Egypt, producing the musksecd used in per-
fumes, and A. or H. esculentus, the okra. See
Hibiscus.

abelmosk (a'bel-mosk). . [< ML. Abelmos-

chuK.~\ A plant of the former genus Abelmon-
cltm. Also spelled abelmusk.
abel-tree (a'bel-tre), n. Same as abele.

abelwhacketst, . See ablewhacketn.
a bene placito (a ba'ne pla'che-to). [It. : a,

at; bene (<L. bene), well; placito' (<. t,. placi-
tum), pleasure: see please and plea.] In

music, at pleasure ;
in the way the performer

likes best.

Abeona (ab-e-6'na), . [LL. Abeona, the god-
dess of departing, < L. abire, go away, abeo, I

go away, < ab, away, + ire, go, eo, I go.] 1. In
HIIM. myth., the goddess who presided over

departure, as of travelers. 2. [NL. (Chas.
Girard, 1854).] In ichth., a genus of viviparous
embiotocoid fishes of the family Jfolconotidte,

represented by such surf-fishes as A. troic-

bridgi, of the Califomian coast. 3. In en torn.,
a genus of hemipterous insects. St&l, 1876.

aber (ab'er), . [Gael, abar = W. aber, a con-
fluence of waters, the mouth of a river. Cf.

Gael. inbMr, with same senses, = W. ynfer, in-

flux: see inver-.] A Celtic word used as a pre-
fix to many place-names in Great Britain, and
signifying a confluence of waters, either of
two rivers or of a river with the sea : as, Aber-
deen. Aberdour, Abergaeenny, Aberysttrith.

aberdavine, n. See aberdevine. Latham.
aberdeen (ab'er-den), n. [Etym. uncertain.
Cf. aberdevine.] In ornith., a name of the knot
(which see), Tringa canutus.

aberdevine (ab*er-de-v!n'), n. [Etym. un-
known: see below. ] The siskin, Clirysomitrix

spinus, a well-known European bird of the
finch family (Fringillidce), 7iearly related to the

goldfinch, and somewhat resembling the green
variety of the canary-bird. See siskin. Also

spelled aberdavine, abaderine. [Local, Eng.]
About London, the siskin is called the aberdevine by

bird-catchers. Rennie, ed. of Montagu's Diet., 1831, p. 2.

[The word (aberdevine) is not now in use, if it ever was.
I believe it was first published by Albin (17:i7), awl that
it was a bird-catchers' or bird-dealers' name about Lon-
don ; but I suspect it may have originated in a single
bird-dealer, who coined it to give fictitious value to a
common bird for which he wanted to get a good price.
Book-writers have gone on repeating Albin's statement
without adding any new information, and I have never
met with any one who called the siskin or any other bird

by this name. No suggestion as to its etymology seems

possible. Prof. A. Xeietmi, letter.]

aberr (ab-er'), r. '. [<L. aberrare: see aber-

rate.] To wander ; err. [Rare.]
Divers were out in their account, aberrinff several ways

from the true and just compute, and calling that one year,
which perhaps might be another.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

aberrance (ab-er'ans), n. Same as aberrancy.

aberrancy (ab-er'an-si), .
; pi. a6emi<-/<-.

(-siz). [<L. as if "aberrantia, < aberran(t-)s :

see aberrant.] A wandering or deviating from
the right way; especially, a deviation from
truth or rectitude. Another form is aberrance.

[Rare.]

They do not only swarm with errours, but vices depend-
ing thereon. Thus they commonly affect no man any

farther than he deserts his reason, or
_ A complies with their abrrranciet.

Sir T. Broit-nt, Vulg. Err., L 3.

Aberrancy ofcurvature, in <(*..
the angle between the normal to a
curve at any point and the line

from that point to the middle point

Aberrancy of Curvature, of the infinitesimal chord parallel
the angle a * r. to the tangent



aberrant

aberrant (ab-er'ant), a. [< L. abeiran(t-)x,
ppr. of aberrare : see aberrate.'] 1. Wander-
ing ; straying from the right or usual course.

An aberrant berg appears about three hundred miles
west-south-west of Ireland, in latitude 51, longitude 18
west. Science, III. 343.

2. In 2007. and bot., differing in some of its

characters from the group in which it is

placed : said of an individual, a species, a

genus, etc.

In certain aberrant Rotalines the shell is commonly . . .

of a rich crimson hue. IT. B. Carpenter, Micros.
,

459.

The more aberrant any form is, the greater must have
been the number of connecting forms which have been
exterminated or utterly lost.

Darunn, Origin of Species, p. 387.

Aberrant duct of the testis, in (., a slender tube
or diverticulum from the lower part of the canal of the

epididymis, or from the beginning of the excretory duct
of the testis (vas deferens). It varies from 2 to 14 inches
in length, is coiled up into a fusiform mass extending up
the spermatic cord 2 or 3 inches, and terminates blindly.
Two or more such tubes are occasionally found together,
but they are sometimes entirely wanting. See testw. Also
called vas aberrant!, vaxctthiw aberrant.

aberrate (ab-er'at), v. .
; pret. and pp. aber-

rated, ppr. aberrating. [<L. aberratm, pp. of

aberrare, stray from, < ab, from, + errare, to

stray: see err.'] To wander or deviate from
the right way; diverge. [Rare.]
The product of their defective and aberrating vision.

Df- Quiix'fii.

aberration (ab-e-ra'shon), n. [<L. aberra-

tio(u-), < aberrare : see aberrate.] 1. The act
of wandering away ;

deviation
; especially,

in a figurative sense, the act of wandering
from the right way or course

; hence, deviation
from truth or moral rectitude.

So then we draw near to God, when, repenting us of our
former aberrations from him, we renew our covenants
with him. Bp. Hall, Sermon on James iv. 8.

The neighbouring churches, both by petitions and mes-
sengers, took such happy pains with the church of Salem,
as presently recovered that holy flock to a sense of his

[Roger Williams's] aberration*.
C. Mather, Mag. Chris., vli. 1.

2. In pathol. : (a) A wandering of the intel-
lect

;
mental derangement. (6) Vicarious hem-

orrhage, (c) Diapedesis of blood-corpuscles.
(d) Congenital malformation. 3. In zool. and
bot., deviation from the type ; abnormal struc-
ture or development.
In whichever light, therefore, insect aberration is viewed

by us, ... we affirm that it does . . . exist.

Wollaiiton, Var. of Species, p. 2.

4. In optics, a deviation in the rays of light
when unequally refracted by a lens or reflected

by a mirror, so that they do not converge and
meet in a point or focus, but separate, form-
ing an indistinct image of the object, or an
indistinct image with prismatically colored

edg^es. It is called spherical when, as in the former case,
the imperfection or blurring arises from the form of curva-
ture of the lens or reflector, and chromatic when, as in the
latter case, there is a prismatic coloring of the image aris-

ing from the different refrangibility of the rays compos-
ing white light, and the consequent fact that the loci for
the different colors do not coincide. Thus, in fig. 1, the
rays passing through the lens L L near its edge have a
focus at A, while those which pass near the axis have a
focus at B; hence, an image formed on a screen placed
at m m would appear more or less distorted or indistinct.

Fig. I, diagram illustrating the spherical aberration of a lens. Fig. 2,
diagram illustrating the chromatic aberration.

In flg. 2 the violet rays ( D) have a focus at V, while the
less refrangible red rays (r r) come to a focus at R. A
spot of light with a red border would be observed on a
screen placed at a a, and one with a blue border on a
screen at b b. In the eye the iris and crystalline lens par-
tially eliminate these aberrations. Optical instruments
corrected for chromatic aberration are called achromatic.
5. In astron., the apparent displacement of a
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heavenly body due to the joint effect of the
motion of the rays of light proceeding from
it and the motion of the earth. Thus, when the
light from a star that is not directly in the line of the
earth's motion is made to fall centrally into a telescope,
the telescope is in reality inclined slightly away from the
true direction of the star toward that in which the
earth is moving ; just as one running under a vertically
falling shower of rain, and holding in his hand a long-
necked flask, must incline its mouth forward if he does
not wish the sides of the neck to be wetted. This phe-
nomenon, discovered and explained by Bradley (1728), is

termed the aberration of light, and its effect in displacing
a star is called the aberration of the star. The ami mil

aberration, due to the motion of the earth in its orbit,
amounts to 20".4 in the maximum ; the diurnal aberration,
due to the rotation of the earth, is only 0".3 at most.
See planetary aberration, below. Circle of aberration,
the circle ol colored light observed in experiments with
convex lenses between the point where the violet rays
meet and that where the red rays meet. Constant of
aberration. See constant. Crown of aberration, a
luminous circle surrounding the disk of the sun, depend-
ing on the aberration of its rays, by which its apparent
diameter is enlarged. Planetary aberration (see 5,

above), better called the equation of light, an apparent
displacement ol a moving body, as a planet, owing to its
not being in the same position at the moment the light
reaches the earth that it was when the light left it. = Syn.
1. Deviation, divergence, departure. 2. (u) Derangement,
hallucination, illusion, delusion, eccentricity, mania.

aberrational (ab-e-ra'shon-al), a. Character-
ized by aberration

;
erratic.

abenmcatet (ab-e-rung'kat), f. t.
; pret. and

pp. aberiincated, ppr. aberuncating. [An erro-
neous form of averruncate, as
if < L. *aberuncare, < ab, from,
+ e for ex, out, + runcare,

uprootj weed
; hence the un-

authorized sense given by
Bailey. See arerruncate.] To
pull up by the roots

; extir-

pate utterly. Johnson.

Aberuncated, pulled up by the
roots, weeded. Bailey.

aberuncationt (ab-e-rung-ka'-
shon), . [< abernncate.]
Eradication

; extirpation ;
re-

moval.
aberuncator (ab-e-rung'ka-
tor), M. [< abemncate. Cf. L. Aberuncators.

rimcator, a weeder.] 1. An
implement for extirpating weeds

; a weeder
or weeding-machine. 2. An instrument for

pruning trees when their branches are beyond
easy reach of the hand. There are various forms of
these implements, but they all consist ol two blades, similar
to those of stout shears, one of which is fixed rigidly to a
long handle, while the other lorms one arm ol a lever, to
which a cord passing over a pulley is attached. Also writ-

ten, more properly, avrmtncator.

abet (a-bef), v. t.
; pret. and pp. abetted, ppr.

abetting. [< ME. abetten, < OF. abetter, abeter,

instigate, deceive, < a- (< L. ad-), to, + beter,

bait, as a bear, < Icel. beita, bait, cause to bite :

see bait, r.; also bet1
,
a shortened form of

abet.] 1. To encourage by aid or approval:
used with a personal object, and chiefly in a
bad sense.

They abetted both parties in the civil war, and always
furnished supplies to the weaker side, lest there should
be an end put to these fatal divisions.

Addition, Freeholder, No. 28.

Note, too, how lor having abetted those who wronged the
native Irish, England has to pay a penalty.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 487.

2f. To maintain
; support ; uphold.

" Then shall I soone," quoth he,
" so God me grace,

Abett that virgins cause disconsolate."

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 64.

3. In law, to encourage, counsel, incite, or as-
sist in a criminal act implying, in the case
of felony, personal presence. Thus, in militani
law, it is a grave crime to aid or abet a mutiny or sedi-

tion, or excite resistance against lawful orders. In Scots

law, a person is said to be abetting though he may only
protect a criminal, conceal him from justice, or aid him
in making his escape.
Hence 4. To lead to or encourage the com-
mission of.

Would not the fool abet the stealth
Who rashly thus exposed his wealth?

Gay, Fables, ii. 12.

=Syn. To support, encourage, second, countenance, aid,

assist, back, connive at, stand by, further.

abett (a-bef), n. [< ME. abet, instigation, < OF.
abet, instigation, deceit (ML. abettum), < abeter :

see abet, ?.] The act of aiding or encouraging,
especially in a crime. Chaucer.
abetment (a-bet'ment), n. [< abet + -m#nt.]
The act of abetting; that which serves to abet
or encourage,
abettal (a-bet'al), . [< abet + -al.] The act of

abetting'; aid. Bailey. [Rare.]
abetter, abettor (a-bet'er, -or, or -or), 11.

[Formerly abettour; < abet + -er1
,

-or2.] 1.

abhor

One who abets or incites
;
one who aids or en-

courages another to commit a crime
;
a sup-

porter or encourager of something bad. Abet-
tor is the form used in law.

But let th
1

ahfltnr of the Panther's crime
Learn to make fairer wars another time.

Ih-ildeti, Hind and Panther, 1. 1647.

In law, an abettor, as distinguished from an accessory, is

more especially one who, being present, gives aid or en-

couragement.

2. One who aids, supports, or encourages : in
a good sense.

It has been the occasion of making me friends and open
abettors of several gentlemen of known sense and wit.

Pope, Letters, June 16, 1711.

Syn. 1. Abettor, Accessory, Accomplice. See accomplice.

abevacuation (ab-e-vak-u-a'shon), . [< NL.
abevacuatio(n-) : see ab- and eracuatioii .] In
med., variously used to signify a morbid evacu-
ation, whether excessive or deficient.

ab extra (ab eks'tra). [L.] From without:
opposed to 06 intra (which see).
Those who are so fortunate as to occupy the philosophi-

cal position of spectators ab extra are very lew in auy
generation. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 140.

abeyance (a-ba'ans), . [< OF. abeiance, abey-
ance, <o- (<L. ad-), to, at, + beance (*beiance),
expectation, desire, < beant, expecting, think-

ing, ppr. of beer, baer (F. bayer), gape, gaze
at, expect anxiously, < ML. badare, gape.]
1 . In law, a state of expectation or contempla-
tion. Thus, the lee simple or inheritance of lands and
tenements is in abeyance when there is 110 person in being
in whom it can vest, so that it is in a state of expectancy
or waiting until a proper person shall appear. So also
where one man holds land for life, with remainder to the
heirs ol another, and the latter is yet alive, the remainder
is in abeyance, since no man can have an heir until his
death. Titles ol honor and dignities are said to be in

abeyance when it is uncertain who shall enjoy them.
Thus, in Eng. law, when a nobleman holding a dignity
descendible to his heirs general dies leaving daughters,
the king by his prerogative may grant the dignity to auy
one ol the daughters he pleases, or to the male issue ol
one ol such daughters. While the title to the dignity is

thus in suspension it is said to be in abeyance.
2. A state of suspended action or existence, or

temporary inactivity.
Upon awaking from slumber, I could never gain, at

once, thorough possession of my senses
; . . . the mental

faculties in general, but the memory in especial, being in
a condition ol absolute abeyance. Poe, Tales, I. 333.

abeyancy (a-ba'an-si), n. The state or con-
dition of being in abeyance. Hawthorne.
abeyant (a-ba'ant), a. [Inferred from abey-
ance: see -ance and -ant1

.] In law, being in

abeyance.
abgregatet (ab'gre-gat), r. t. [< L. abgregatns,
pp. of abgregare, lead away from the flock,
< ab, from, + grex (greg-), flock. Cf. congre-
gate, segregate.] To separate from a flock.

Cockeram, 1612.

abgregationt (ab-gre-ga'shon), n. [< ML. ab-

</regatio(n-), < L. abgregare: see abgregate.]
The act of separating from a flock. Bailey.
abhal (ab'hal), n. A name given in the East
Indies to the berries of the common juniper,
Juniperm commimis. Also spelled abhel and
abhtil.

abhel, . See abhal.

abhominable (ab-hom'i-na-bl), a. An old
mode of spelling abominable, on the supposi-
tion that it was derived from ab homine, from
or repugnant to man. ridiculed as pedantic by
Shakspere in the character of the pedant
Holofernes.

This is abhoininable (which he would call abominable)
Shalt., L. L. L, v. 1.

{Abhominable occurs in the Promptorium Parvulorum
(c. 1440), and in Gower

; abhominacyoun is in Wycltf'sNew Testament, abhominacioun in Chaucer, and abhomy-
nacimin in Mandeville. Fuller has abhominal, a form
made to suit the false etymology.]

abhor (ab-hor'), c.; pret. and pp. abhorred, ppr.
abhorring. [< L. abhorrere, shrink from, \ ab,

from, + horrere, bristle (with fear) : see hor-

rid.] I. trans. 1. Literally, to shrink back
from with horror or dread

; hence, to regard
with repugnance ;

hate extremely orwith loath-

ing; loathe, detest, or abominate : as, to abhor
evil

;
to abhor intrigue.

Thou didst not abhor the virgin's womb. Te Deum.
Nature abhors the old, and old age seems the only dis-

ease. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 289.

2t. To fill with horror and loathing; horrify.
He [Alexander] caused the women that were captive to

sing before him such songes as abhorred the ears of the
Macedons not accustomed to such things.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, vi.

How abhorred my imagination is ; my gorge rises at it.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

= Syn. 1. Hate, Abhor, Detest, etc. See hate.



abhor

II. iiitrait*. If. To shrink back with disgust,
or with fear and shudderings.
To abhorre from those vices.

1'ilall, KrasuillM, St. Jumes. iv.

2. To be antagonistic ;
be averse or of oppo-

site character : with /row.
\\ hii-li is utterly ablinrrinii/nui the end of all law.

Milttm, Divorce, II. vii. 711.

abhorrence (ab-hor'ens), . [< abhorrent: see
-an ft.'] 1. The act of abhorring ;

a feeling of
extreme aversion or detestation

; strong hatred.
One man thinks justice consists in paying debts, and has

no measure in his abhorrence of another who is very re-
miss in this duty. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 280.

2f. An expression of abhorrence. Specifically,
an address presented in 1880 to Charles II. of England,
expressing abhorrence of the Addressers (which see).

3. That which excites repugnance or loathing:
as, servility is my abhorrence. = gyn. i. Horror,
hatred, detestation, repugnance, disgust, loathing, shrink-
ing, antipathy, aversion.

abhorrencyt (ab-hor'en-si), n. The quality of

being abhorrent, or the state of regarding any-
thing with horror or loathing.
The first tendency to any injustice . . . must be sup-

pressed with a show of wonder and abhorrencj/ in the
parents. Locke, Education, II 110.

abhorrent (ab-hor'ent), a. [< L. abhorren(t-)s,
ppr. of abhorrere: see abhor.'] 1. Hating; de-

testing ;
struck with abhorrence.

The arts of pleasure in despotic courts
I spurn abhorrent. Glover, Leonidas, x.

2. Exciting horror or abhorrence
; very repul-

sive
;

detestable: as, abhorrent scenes; an
abhorrent criminal or course of conduct. 3.

Contrary; utterly repugnant; causing aver-
sion: formerly with from, now with to.

And yet it is so abhorrent from the vulgar.
Glaneille, Seep. Sci.

Christianity turns from these scenes of strife, as abhor-
rent to her highest injunctions. Sumner, Aug. 27, 1846.

abhorrently (ab-hor'ent-li), adv. With abhor-
rence

;
in an abhorrent manner.

abhqrrer (ab-hor'er), . One who abhors.
Specifically (with or without a capital letter), in the reign
of Charles II. of England, a member of the court party,
afterward called Tories. They derived their name from
their professed abhorrence of the principles of the Ad-
dressers, who endeavored to restrict the royal prerogative.
See addresser.

Scarce a day passed but some abhorrer was dragged
before them [the House of Commons] and committed to
the custody of the sergeant-at-arms, at the pleasure of the
house. Roger North, Examen, p. 661.

abhorrible (ab-hor'i-bl), a. [< abhor + -iblf,
after horrible.] Worthy or deserving to be ab-
horred. [Bare.]
abhorring (ab-h6r'ing), n. 1. A feeling of ab-
horrence

; loathing.
I find no abhorring in my appetite. Donne, Devotion.

2t- An object of abhorrence.

They shall be an abhorring unto all flesh. Isa. Ixvi. 24.

abhul, n. See abhal.

Abia(a'bi-a), n. AgenusotHymenoptera. Leach.
Abib (a'bib), n. [Heb. dbib, an ear of corn,
< dbab, produce early fruit, < db, swelling.]
The time of newly ripe grain ;

the first month
of the Jewish ecclesiastical year, beginning
with the new moon of March. Abib seems to have
been the designation of a season rather than the name of
a month. After the Babylonish captivity it was also
called Nisan (Neh. ii. 1).

abidance (a-bi'dans), . [< abidel + -ance.]
The act of abiding or continuing; abode; stay.
Fuller. [Rare.]
And then, moreover, there is His personal abidance in

our churches, raising earthly service into a foretaste of
heaven. J. ff. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 475.

abide1
(a-bid'), v.

; pret. and pp. abode, ppr.
abiding. [< ME. abiden (pret. sing, abod, pi.

abiden, pp. abiden), < AS. dbidan (pret. sing.
dbdd, pi. dbidon, pp. abiden) (=Goth. mbeidan,
expect). < a- + bidan, bide: see bide. The ME.
and AS. forms are trans, and intrans.] I.
trans. 1 . To wait for

; especially, to stand one's

ground against.
Abide me if thou dar'st. Shak., M. N. D., ill. 2.

Howbeit we abide our day ! M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

2. To await
;
be in store for.

Bonds and afflictions abide me. Acts xx. 23.

3. To endure or sustain
; remain firm under.

Who may abide the day of his coming? Mai. iii. 2.

Greatness does not need plenty, and can very well abide
its loss. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. ati

4. To put up with
;
tolerate. [In this collo-

quial sense approaching afci'rie2.]
I cannot abide the smell of hot meat.

Uha/f., M. W. of W., i. 3.
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As for disappointing them, I shouldn't so much mind,
lint I can't nliiili- tn disappoint myself.

(joldmnith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 1.

5f. To encounter; undergo: in a jocular
sense, [f]

I wil give hym the alder-beste
uifte, that ever he abode hys lyve.

Chaiifer, Dethe of Blaunche, 1. 247.

II. intrans. 1. To have one's abode
; dwell;

reside.

In the noiseless air and light that flowed
Round your fair brows, eternal Peace alunle.

Jlri/aiit, To the Apennines.
2. To remain

;
continue to stay.

Kxcept these abide in the ship, ye cannot be saved.
Acts xxvii. 31.

Here no mau can abide, except he be ready with all his
heart to humble himself for the love of God.

Thomas a Kempu, Int. of Christ, i. 17.

3. To continue in a certain condition
;
remain

steadfast or faithful.

But she is happier if she so alridr [in widowhood],
1 Cor. vii. 40.

4f. To wait
; stop ; delay.

He hasteth wel that wysly kali abydr.
Chaucer, Troilus, i 949.

5. To inhere
; belong as an attribute or qual-

ity ; have its seat.

Though far more cause, yet much less spirit to curse
Abides in me. Shot., Rich. III., iv. 4.

To abide by. (n) To remain at rest beside : as, "abide
by thy crib,' Job xxxix. 9. (b) To adhere to ; maintain

;

defend ; stand to : as, to abide by a friend. Specifically,
in Scots law, to adhere to as true and genuine : said of
the party who relies upon a deed or writing which the
other party desires to have reduced or declared null and
void, on the ground of forgery or falsehood, (c) To await
or accept the consequences of ; rest satisfied with : as, to
abide by the event or issue. = SyTL 1 and 2. Abide,
Sojourn, Continue, Dwell, Reiride, Live, remain, stay,
stop, lodge, settle, settle down, tarry, linger. Line is the
most general word : to pass one's life, without indicating
p_lace, time, or manner. Abide, sojourn, to stay for a
time length of stay being associated in the mind with
the former, and briefness or shortness of stay with the
latter. Continue, to stay on, without interval of absence.
Dwell, to be domiciled. Reside, to have one's home ; dwell.

And if these pleasures may thee move,
Then live with me and be my love.

Marlowe, Shepherd to his Love.
Thou who changest not, abide with me ! Lyte.

A certain man of Beth-lehem-judah went to sojourn in
the country of Moab, he, and his wife, and his two sons.
. . . And they came into the country of Moab, and con-
tinued there. Ruth i, 1, 2.

And Moses was content to dwell with the man.
Exod. ii. 21.

There, at the moated grange, resides this dejected Ma-
riana. Shak., M. for M., iii. 1.

abide2 (a-bid'), . t. [This word in the sense
of ' suffer for ' does not occur much earlier than
Shakspere's time. It is a corruption of ME.
abyeii, pay for, due to confusion with abidel,
wait for (as if that sense were equivalent to

'endure'): see further under aby1
, and cf.

abide1
,
v. t., 4.] To pay the price or penalty

of
;
suffer for.

If it be found so, some will dear abide it.

Shak., 3. C., iii. 2.

Ah me ! they little know
How dearly I abide that boast so vain.

Milton, P. L., iv. 86.

abident. Old perfect participle of abide1 .

abider (a-bi'der), n. [<abidel + -!.] One
who dwells or continues

;
one who lives or

resides.

abiding (a-bi'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of abide*.]

Continuing ; permanent ; steadfast : as, an
abiding faith.

Here thou hast no abiding city.
Thomas a Kempis, Im. of Christ, ii. 1.

1 do not think that Pope's verse anywhere sings, but it

should seem that the abiding presence of fancy in his best
work forbids his exclusion from the rank of poet.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 432.

abidingly (a-bl'ding-li), adv. In an abiding
manner; enduringly; lastingly; permanently,

abiding-place (a-bi'ding-plas), . [< abiding,
verbal n. of abide1

,
+ place.] A place where

one abides
;
a permanent dwelling-place ; hence,

a place of rest
;
a resting-place.

A very charming little abiding-place.
H. Jamei, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 41.

Many of these plants . . . found suitable abiding-
places at the South. Science, III. 369.

Abies (ab'i-ez), n. [L. abies (abiet-), the silver

fir; origin unknown.] A genus of trees, the
firs, of the suborder Abietineai, natural order

Conifero!, some of which are valuable for their
timber. It differs from Pinm in its solitary leaves and
in the thin scales of its cones, which ripen the first year.
From the allied genera Picea, Tsuga, etc., with which
it has sometimes been united, it is distinguished by its

Hiisrly sessile leaves, by the bracts of the female aments
being much larger than the scales, and by having erect
i-oni's with deciduous scales. It includes 16 or 18 species.

ability
confined to tin- northern hemisphere. ;nnl i -iinully divided
bttweeu the nld ami in-w worlds. To it lieloliK t]

ver llrof central Europe (.4. i*ftn,:it'i\, the lialsam-flr of
eastern North America (A. balsainea), the red and white
firs of western America (.1 gran and nubia*),
the saereil ttr of Mexieo < .1

abietene (ab'i-e-ten). n. [< L. abies (obttt-),
the fir,

+ -ene.] A hydrocarbon obtained by
distillation from the resin of the nut-pine
of California, I'liius tiiibiiiiiiitii. it eoimuu almost
wholly of normal heptane. I'7H 19 ,

and is a nearly color
less mobile liquid, having a strong aromatic smell, highly
intkimmahlc, and burning with a white, smokeless flame

abietic (ab-i-et'ik), n. [< L. abies (abiet-), the
fir, + -ic.] Of or pertaining to trees of the

genus Abies; derived from the fir. Abietic
acid, CfnH*oO an acid obtained from the resin of some
species of pine, larch, and fir. These resins are anhydrids
of abietic acid or mixtures containing it.

abietin (ab'i-e-tin), . [< L. abies (abiet-), the
fir, H- -in2.] A tasteless, inodorous resin, de-
rived from the turpentine obtained from some
species of the genus Abies.
Abietineae (ab*i-e-tin'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < L.
abies (abiet-), the'fir, +' --.] A suborder of
the natural order ('oniferce, distinguished by
bearing strobiles (cones) with two inverted
ovules at the base of each scale, which become
winged samaroid seeds. The leaves are linear or
needle-shaped, and never two-
ranked. It includes many of
the most valuable kinds of tim-

ber-trees, viz., pine (Pin us).
true cedar (Cedrus), spruce (J'i-

cea), hemlock-spruce (Tsuga),
Douglas'sspruce(/"*(!do<t(^(i),
fir (Abies), and larch (Larix).

abietinic (ab'i-e-tin'ik),
a. Pertaining to or de-
rived from abietin: as,
abietinic acid.

abietite (ab'i-e-tit), .

[< L. abies (abiet-), the fir,

T -te2.] A sugar, C6H8O3,

obtained from the needles
of the European silver fir,

Abies pectinata.
Abietites (ab'i-e-ti'tez),
n. [NL., pi. (sc. plantce),
< L. abies (abiet-), the fir.] A genus of fossil

plants, natural order Conifers, occurring in the
Wealden and Lower Greensand strata.

Abigail (ab'i-gal), n^ [< Abigail, the "waiting

, ) Stamiaateaad (3) pistil-
late inflorescence of the pine ;

(3) a pistillate scale, and (4)
the same showing a longitudi-
nal section of the ovules.

gentlewoman" in Beaumont and Fletcher's

play of "The Scornful Lady" so named,
perhaps, in allusion to the expression "thine
handmaid," applied to herself by Abigail, the
wife of Nabal, when carrying provisions to
David : see 1 Sam. xxv. 2-41.] A general name
for a waiting-woman or lady's-maid. [Colloq.]
Sometimes written as a common noun, with-
out a capital.
The Abigail, by immemorial custom, being a deodand,

and belonging to holy Church.
Reply to Ladift and Bachelors Petition, 1694

(Harl. Misc., IV. 440).

I myself have seen one of these male Abigails tripping
about the room with a looking-glass in his hand and
combing his lady's hair a whole morning together.

Spectator.

abigeat (ab-ij'e-at), n. [< OF. abigeat, < L.

abigeatus. cattle-stealing, < abigeus, a cattle-

stealer, < abigere, drive away : see abactor.
For the second sense (6), cf. L. abiga, a plant
which has the power of producing abortion,
< abigere, as above.] In law : (a) The crime
of stealing or driving off cattle in droves, (b)
A miscarriage procured by art.

abiliatet (a-biri-at), v. t. [For abilitate; or

irreg. formed from able, L. habilis, ML. (h)abi-
Ks.l To enable. Bacon. [Bare.]

abilimentt (a-bil'i-ment), n. [Var. of habili-

ment, q. v.] "Ability:" as, "abilimentto steer a

kingdom," Ford, Broken Heart, v. 2.

abilimentst, pi- Same as habiliments.

abilitatet (a-bil'i-tat). r. t. [<ML. habilitatus,

pp. of habititare (> OF. habileter, liabiliter), ren-
der able, < habilis, able : see able 1

.] To assist.

\icholas Ferrar.

ability (a-bil'i-ti), n. [< ME. abilite (four syl-

lables), '<: OF." habilite (ME. also ablete, < OF.
ablete), < L. habilita(t-)s, ML. abiUta(t-)s, apt-
ness, < habilis, apt, able : see able 1

.] 1. The
state or condition of being able

; power or

capacity to do or act in any relation
; compe-

tence in any occupation or field of action, from
the possession of capacity, skill, means, or

other qualification.

They gave after their ability unto the treasure of the
work. Ezra ii. 69.

Alas ! what poor
Ability's iu me to do him good?

Shot.. M. for U., i. 5.



ability

To the close of the Republic, the law was the sole flehl

for all ability except the special talent ot a capacity fur

generalship. Maine, Village Communities, p. 380.

We must regard the colloidal compounds of which or-

ganisms are liuilt as having, by their physical nature, the

ability to separate colloids from crystalloids.
//. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., $ 7.

2. pi. In a concrete sense, talents
;
mental

gifts or endowments.
Natural ttltilitiex are like natural plants, that need prun-

ing by study. Bacon, Studies, Essay 50.

He had good abilities, a genial temper, and no vices.

Ktnerson, Soc. and Sol.

3. The condition of being able to pay or to

meet pecuniary obligations ; possession of

means : called distinctively financial or pecn-

niary ability.

Out of my lean and low abilitu

111 lend you something. Shak., T. N., HI. 4.

A draft upon my neighbour was to me the same as

money ;
for I was sufficiently convinced of his ability.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xiv.

4. That which is within one's power to do;
best endeavor.

Be thou assur'd, good Cassio, I will do
All my abilities in thy behalf. Shak., Oth., iii. 3.

= Syn. 1. Ability, Cajtacity, power, strength, skill, dex-

terity; faculty, capability, qualification, efficiency. Ability
denotes active power or power to perform, and is used
with regard to power of any kind. Cajtacity conveys the
idea of reeeptiveness, of the possession of resources ; it is

potential rather than actual, and may be no more than

undeveloped ability. Abilitu is manifested in action, while

capacity does not imply action, aa when we speak of ca-

pacity for virtue. Capacity is the gift of nature ; ability
is partly the result of education or opportunity.

What is a power, but the ability or faculty of doing a

thing? What is the ability to do a thing, but the power
of employing the means necessary to its execution '(

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 33.

Capacity is requisite to devise, and ability to execute, a

great enterprise. U. Taylor.

2. Abilities, Talents, Part*, etc. (see yeniits), gifts, fac-

ulty, aptitude, accomplishments.

-ability. See -able, -biliti/, -ibilita.

abilliamentst (a-bil'i-a-rnents), n. pi. [< OF.
habillement, armor, war equipments (mod. F.,

clothing) ;
the E. spelling -Hi- imitates the

sound of F. U, as in billiards, q. v. See habili-

ment.] Same as habiliments, but applied more
especially to armor and warlike stores.

And now the temple of Janus being shut, warlike abillia-

menti grew rusty. Arth. Wilson, Hist. James I.

abimet, abismet, [< OF. abime, earlier abisme :

see abysm.] An abysm.
Column and base upbering from abiine.

Ballad in Cotnwendacioun ofOure Ladie, 1. 129.

Feel such a care, as one whom some Abisme
In the deep Ocean kept had all his Time.

Drummond of Hawthornden, Works, p. 59.

ab initio (ab i-nish'i-6). [L. : ab, from
; iiiitio,

abl. of initium, beginning : see initial.] From
the beginning.
abintestate (ab-in-tes'tat), a. [<LL. abintes-

tatus, < L. ab, from,+ intestatun : see intestate.]

Inheriting or devolving from one who died in-

testate.

ab intra (ab in'trfi). [L. : see aft- and intra-.]
From within : opposed to ab extra.

abiogenesis (ab"i-o-jen'e-sis), n. [NL. (Huxley,
1870), < Gr. a- priv. -t- /3/of, life, -t- yiveetc, gen-
eration.] In biol., the production of living
things otherwise than through the growth and
development of detached portions of a parent
organism ; spontaneous generation. Abiogenesis
was formerly supposed to prevail quite widejy even among
comparatively complex forms of life. It is now proved
that it occurs, if at all, only in the simplest microscopic
organisms, and the weight of evidence is adverse to the
claim that it has been directly demonstrated there. The
tendency of recent biological discussion, however, is to-

ward the assumption of a process of natural conversion
of non-living into living matter at the dawn of life on
this earth. Also called abioyeny. See biogenesis and het-

erogene&is.

At the present moment there is not a shadow of trust-

worthy direct evidence that abiogenesis does take place,
or has taken place within the period during which the
existence of life on the globe is recorded.

JInxley, Anat. Invert., p. 40.

abiogenesist (ab'i-o-jen'e-sist), n. [< abiogene-
sis + -ist.] Same as abiogenist.

abiogenetic (ab*i-6-je-net'ik), a. [See abio-

genesis and genetic.'] Of or pertaining to abio-

genesis.

abiogenetically (ab"i-o-je-net'i-kal-i), adv. In
an abiogenetic manner ; by spontaneous gener-
ation

;
as regards abiogenesis.

abiogenist (ab-i-oj'e-nist), . [< abiogeny +
-ist.] A believer in the doctrine of abiogenesis.
Also called abiogenesist.

abiogenous (ab-i-oj'e-nus), a. Produced by
spontaneous generation.
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abiogeny (ab-i-oj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. a- priv. + j3io(,

life, + -xeMfr, -born : see abiogenesis and -gen,]
Same as obiootnetu.

abiological (ab'i-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< Gr. a- priv.
+ E. biological.] Not biological ;

not pertain-
ing to biology.
The biological sciences are sharply marked off from the

abioloffical, or those which treat of the phenomena muni-
fested by not-living matter. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 1.

abiologically (ab"i-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. Not bio-

logically ;
in an abiological manner.

abirritant (ab-ir'i-tant), n. [< L. ab, from,
+ E. irritant.] In 'med., a soothing drug or

application.
abirritate (ab-ir'i-tat), v. t.; pret. and pp. abir-

ritated, ppr. abirritating. [< L. ab, from, + E.

irritate.] In med., to deaden or lessen irrita-

tion in; soothe by removing or diminishing
irritability.
abirritation (ab-ir-i-ta'shon), M. [< L. ab, away,
from, + E. irritation.] Inpathol., the removal
or diminution of irritation or irritability in the
various tissues.

abirritative (ab-ir'i-ta-tiv), a. Tending to ab-
irritate

;
due to abirritation.

abismet, See abime.

abitt. Third person sing. pres. of abidel.

abitt, Obsolete form of iiabit.

abitaclet, . Obsolete form of habitacle.

abitet, '. '. [ME. abitan, < AS. abitan, bite, eat,

devour, < a- + bitan, bite.] To bite
;
eat

;
de-

vour.

abitiont (ab-ish'on), . [< L. abitio(n-), < abire,

go away, < ab, away, + ire, go.] The act of

departing ; death.

abject (ab'jekt), a. and . [< ME. abject, < L.

abjectwi, downcast, low, mean, pp. of abicere,
also

spelled abiicere, < ab, away, + jacere, throw,
= Gr. lairrctv, throw: see iambic.] I. a. If. Cast
aside

;
cast away ; abjected.

So thick bestrewn,
Abject and lost, lay these, covering the flood,
Under amazement of their hideous change.

Milton, f. L., i. 312.

2. Low in condition or in estimation ; utterly

humiliating or disheartening ;
so low as to be

hopeless : as. abject poverty, disgrace, or ser-

vitude. 3. Low in kind or character
; mean;

despicable ;
servile

; groveling.
Or in this abject posture have ye sworn
To adore the conqueror? Milton, P. L., i. 322.

=Syn. 3. Abject, Low, Mean, Groveling, debased, despi-
cable, degraded, degenerate, wretched, menial, worthless,
beggarly. (See list under low.) Abject, low, and mean may
have essentially the same meaning, but /<"' is more often
used with respect to nature, condition, or rank ; mean,
to character or conduct ; abject, to spirit. Groveling has
the vividness of figurative use ; it represents natural dis-

position toward what is low and base. Low is generally
stronger than mean, conformably to the original senses of

the two words.

Never debase yourself by treacherous ways,
Nor by such abject methods seek for praise.

Dryden, Art of Poetry, iv. 976.

An abject man he [Wolsey] was, in spite of his pride ; for

being overtaken riding out of that place towards Esher by
one of the King's chamberlains, who brought him a kind

message and a ring, he alighted from his mule, took off

his cap, and kneeled down in the dirt.

Dickens, Child's Hist. Eng., xxvii.

What in me is dark
Illumine, what is low raise and support.

MM, P. L., i. 23.

There is hardly a spirit upon earth so mean and con-
tracted as to centre all regards on its own interests.

Bp. Berkeley.
This vice of intemperance is the arch-abomination of

our natures, tending ... to drag down the soul to the

slavery of grovelling lusts. Everett, Orations, I. 374.

Il.t n. A person who is abjectly base, ser-

vile, or dependent ;
a caitiff or menial.

Yea, the abjects gathered themselves together against
me, and I knew it not. Ps. xxxv. 15.

We are the queen's abjects, and must obey.
Shak., Rich. III., i. 2.

abjectt (ab-jekf), v. t. [< L. abjectus, pp. : see
the adj.] 1. To throw away; cast off or out.

For that offence only Almighty God abjected Saul, that
he should no more reign over Israel.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i.

2. To make abject ;
humiliate

; degrade.
It abjected his spirit to that degree that he fell danger-

ously sick. Strype, Memorials, i. 15.

What is it that can make this gallant so stoop and ab-

ject himself so basely ? Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 48.

abjectednesst (ab-jek'ted-nes), n. The state
or condition of being abject ; abjectness ;

hu-
miliation.

Our Saviour sunk himself to the bottom of abjectedness
to exalt our condition to the contrary extreme. Boyle.

abjection (ab-jek'shon), . [< ME. abjeccioun,
< OF. abjection, < L. abjeetio(n-), act of casting
away, < abicere, abjicere ; see abject, a.] If. The

abjurer

act of casting away or down
;
the act of hum-

bling or abasing ; abasement.
The audacite and bolde speche of Daniel siguifyeth the

abjection of the kynge and his realme.

Joye, Exp. of Daniel, ch. v.

2. The state of being cast down or away ;

hence, a low state ;
meanness of spirit ;

base-
ness

; groveling humility ; abjectness.
That this should be termed baseness, abjection of mind,

or servility, is it credible? Hooker, Eccl. Pol., v. 47.

Contempt for his abjection at the foul feet of the Church.
S/rinbitriie, Shakespeare, p. 80.

3. Rejection; expulsion.
Calvin understands by Christ's descending into hell,

that he suffered in his soul ... all the torments of hell,
even to abjection from God's presence.

Heiilin, Hist, of Presbyterians, p. 350.

abjective (ab-jek'tiv), . [< abject + -4ve.]

Tending to abase
; demoralizing : as, abjective

influence. Pall Mall Gazette.

abjectly (ab'jekt-li), adv. In an abject, mean,
or servile manner.
See the statue which I create. It is abjectly servile to

my will, and has no capacity whatever to gainsay it.

//. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 40.

abjectness (ab'jekt-ues), M. The state or

quality of being abject, mean-spirited, or de-

graded ;
abasement ; servility.

When a wild animal is subdued to abjectness, all its in-

terest is gone. lliyginson, Oldport Days, p. 37.

abjudge (ab-juj'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. abjudged,

ppr. abjudgiitg. [< ab- +
judge, after abjudicate,

q. v.] To take away by judicial decision
;
rule

out. [Rare.]
abjudicatet (ab-jo'di-kat), c. t. [< lt..abjudi-

catua, pp. of abjudicare, < ab, away, +judicare.
judge: see judge.] 1. To take away by judicial
sentence. Ash. 2. To judge to be illegal or

erroneous; reject as wrong: as, to abjudicate
a contract.

abjudication (ab-jo-di-ka'shon), n. [< abjudi-

cate.] Deprivation by judgment of a court;
a divesting by judicial decree. Specifically, a
legal decision by which the real estate of a debtor is ad-

judged to his creditor.

abjugatet (ab'jo-gat), v. t. [< L. abjiigatus,

pp. of abjuyare, unyoke, < ab, from, + jugum
= E. yoke.] To unyoke. Bailey.

abjunctive (ab-jungk'tiv), a. [< L. abjunctus,

pp. of abjungere, unyoke, separate, < ab, from.
+ jungere, join. Cf. conjunctive and mtbjiinctire,}
Isolated ; exceptional. [Bare.]

It is this power which leads on ... from the accidental
and abjunctice to the universal. /. Taylor, Sat. Eve., xxi.

abjuration (ab-jo-ra'shon), . [< L. abjura-

tio(n-), < abjurare: see abjure.] The act of

abjuring ;
a renunciation upon oath, or with

great solemnity or strong asseveration : as, to
take an oath of abjuration; an abjuration of

heresy. The oath of abjuration is the negative part of
the oath of allegiance. In the United States, foreigners
seeking naturalization must on oath renounce all alle-

giance to every foreign sovereignty, as well as swear
allegiance to the constitution and government of the
United States. Formerly, in England, public officers were

required to take an oath of abjuration, in which they
renounced allegiance to the house of Stuart and acknow-
ledged the title of the house of Hanover,

abjuratory (ab-jo'ra-to-ri), a. Pertaining to or

expressing abjuration. Abjuratory anathema.
See anathema.

abjure (ab-jor'), r.; pret. and pp. abjured, ppr.
abjuring. [< F. abjurer, < L. abjurare, deny on
oath, < ab, from, + jurare, swear, <jus (jur-),
law. right. Cf. adjure, conjure, perjure.] \.trana.
1. To renounce upon oath; forswear; with-
draw formally from : as, to abjure allegiance to

a prince. 2. To renounce or repudiate ;
aban-

don
;

retract
; especially, to renounce or re-

tract with solemnity : as, to abjure one's errors

or wrong practices.
I put myself to thy direction, and
Unspeak mine own detraction ; here abjure
The taints and blames I laid upon myself.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

Not a few impecunious zealots abjured the use of

money (unless earned by other people), professing to live

on the internal revenues of the spirit.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 194.

To abjure the realm, formerly, in England, to swear
to leave the country and never return : an oath by which
felons taking refuge in a church might in some cases
save their lives. = Syn. To Kenounce, Recant, Abjure, etc.

(see renounce), relinquish, abandon, disavow, take back,
disclaim, repudiate, unsay.

II. intrans. To take an oath of abjuration.
One Thomas Harding, . . . who had abjured in the year

1508. Bp. Burnet, Hist, of Ref., i. 166.

abjurementt (ab-jor'ment), . The act of ab-

juring ;
renunciation. J. Hall.

abjurer (ab-jo'rer), n. [< abjure + -er*.] One
who abjures or forswears.



abjuror

abjuror (ab-jo'ror), n. Sec nhjiirrr.

abkar I ab'kar), . [Hind. Pers. abkar, a distil-

ler, < Hind. Pers. 6, Skt. tip, water, + kdr, Skt.

ki'ira, making, < Skt. i/ kar, make : see abkuri.
\

In India, one who makes or sells spirituous
liquors; one who pays abkari.

abkari, abkary (ab-ka'ri), . [< Hind. Pers.

dbkari, the liquor-business, a distillery, < abkar,
a distiller: sec abkar.] Literally, the manu-
facture and sale of spirituous liquors ; hence,
specifically, in British India, the government
excise upon such liquors; the licensing of deal-
ers in strong drink. The method of obtaining revenue
from this source, called the aliknri *;III'IH, is hy farming
out the privilege to contractors, who supply the rctiiil

<lf;ik'l-H. Also spelled itbfiiiri-f, ntthkaitrii. rtr.

Abkhasian (ab-ka'zian). n. and . I. a. Of
or belonging to a Caucasian tribe occupying
the Russian territory of Abkhasia on the north-
east coast of the Black Sea.

II. n. A member of this tribe.

Also written Abkasian, Abchattiun, Abasian.

abl. An abbreviation of ablative.

ablactate (ab-lak'tat), r. 1.
; pret. and pp.

ablactated, ppr. ablaetating. [< L. ablactnliis,

pp. of ablactare, wean, < ab, from, + lactare, P'<

give suck : see Jactation.] To wean from the "

breast. [ Rare. ]

ablactation (ab-lak-ta'shon), . [< L. ablacia-

tio(n-), weaning, < ablactare, wean : see ablae-

tate.~\ 1. The weauing of a child from the
breast. 2. In hort., same as inarching. See
inarch.

ablaquet, ablackt (ab'lak), n. A sort of stuff

used in the middle ages, supposed to have been
made from the silk of a mollusk, the pinna,
and probably similar to that still made on the
shores of the Mediterranean from the same
material.

ablaqueatet (ab-lak'we-at), v. t. [<L. abla-

queatits, pp. of ablaqueare, turn up the earth
around a tree, prop, disentangle, loosen, <afe,

from, + laquens, a noose: see lace.] To lay
bare in cultivation, as the roots of trees.

ablaqueationt (ab-lak-we-a'shon), . [< L. ab-

laqueatio(n-), <. ablaqueare : see ablaqiieate. ] A
laying bare of the roots of trees to expose
them to the air and water. Evelyn.
ablastemic (a-blas-tem'ik), a. JX Gr. a~

priv.
+ E. blastemic.] Not blastemic; non-germinal.

ablastoUS (a-blas'tus), a. [< Gr. a/3^aarof, not

budding, barren, < a- priv. + ftAamof, a bud,
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languages of the Indo-European family, and
has been retained by some of them, as Latin,
Sanskrit, and Zend, while in some it is lost, or

merged in another case, as in the genitive in

Greek. It is primarily the /row-case. 3. Per-

taining to or of the nature of the ablative case :

as, an ablative construction.

II. n. In i/ram., short for ablative mxt; See
ablntirr, n.'l. Often abbreviated to abl.- Abla-
tive absolute, in Lirtin v'"'"-. the name given to a noun
with a participle or some other attributive or qualifying
wnnl, either expressed or understood, in the ablatin otte,
which i.s not dependent upon any other word in the sen-
tence.

ablaut (ab'lout ;
G. pron. ap'lout), n. [G.,<6,

off, noting substitution, + laut, n., sound, < Inut,

a., loud: see loud.] In philol., a substitution of
one vowel for another in the body of the root of
a word, accompanying a modification of use or

meaning: as, bind, band, bound, bond, German
tin ml; more especially, the change of a vowel to

indicate tense-change in strong verbs, instead
of the addition of a syllable (-ed\ as in weak
verbs : as, get, gat, got; sink, sank, sunk.

ablaze (a-bl'az'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3
,

<'!>., on, + blaze*-, q. v.] 1. On fire
;
in a

aze; burning briskly : as, the bonfire is ablaze.

2. Figuratively, in a state of excitement or

eager desire.

The young Cambridge democrats were all ablaze to as-

sist Torrijos. Carlyle.

This was Emerson's method, ... to write the perfect
line, to set the imagination ablaze with a single verse.

The Century, XXVII. 930.

germ.] Without germ or bud.
ablaablatet (ab-laf), v. t. [< L. ablatus, taken away :

see ablative.] To take away; remove. Boorde.

ablation (ab-la'shon), n. [< L. ablatio(n-), a

taking away, < abla tun, taken away : see ablate

&ndablative, a.] 1. A carrying or taking away ;

removal
; suppression.

Prohibition extends to all injustice, whether done by
force or fraud ; whether it be by ablation or prevention or

detaining of rights. Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, 37.

Complete ablation of the functions of the nervous sys-
tem in death. Jour, of Ment. Sci., XXII. 15.

2. In med., the taking from the body by me-
chanical means of anything hurtful, as a
diseased limb, a tumor, a foreign body, pus,
or excrement. 3. In chem., the removal of

whatever is finished or no longer necessary.
4. In geol., the wearing away or waste of a

glacier by melting or evaporation.
ablatitious (ab-la-tish'us), a. [<L. ablatus,
taken away, + -iiius, -icius, E. -itious, as in ad-

dititioiis, adscititious, etc.] Having the quality
or character of ablation Ablatitious force, in

astron., that force which diminishes the gravitation of a
satellite toward its planet, and especially of the moon to-

ward the earth. N. E. D.

ablatival (ab-la-ti'val), a. [(ablative + -al.]
In gram., pertaining or similar to the ablative
case. See ablative.

The ablatival uses of the genitive.
Trans. Amcr. Philol. Ass., XV. 5.

ablative (ab'la-tiv),a. and w. [<L. ablativus,t\ie
name of a case, orig. denoting that from which
something is taken away, < ablatus, pp. asso-
ciated with auferre, take away, < ab, = E. off, +
ferre= E. bear1

,
with which are associated the

pp. latus and supine latum, OL. flatus, tlatum,
\f*tla =Gr. T)..qvat, bear, akin to OL. tulere, L.

tollere, lift, and E. thole?, q. v.] I. a. 1. Taking
or tending to take away ; tending to remove ;

pertaining to ablation. [Rare.]
Where the heart is forestalled with mis-opinion, ablatire

directions are found needfull to unteach error, ere we can
learne truth. Rp. Hall, Sermons, Deceit of Appeanttir- .

2. In gram., noting removal or separation:
applied to a case which forms part of the origi-
nal declension of nouns and pronouns in the

3. Gleaming ; brilliantly lighted up : as, ablaze
with jewelry.

able1
(a'bl), a. [< ME. able, abel, etc., < OF. able,

hable = Pr. Sp. Pg. habil, It. abile, < L. habilis,
ace. habilem, apt, expert, < tiabere, have, hold :

see liabit.] 1. Having power or means suffi-

cient ; qualified ; competent : as, a man able to

perform military service
;
a child is not able

to reason on abstract subjects.

Every man shall give as he is able. Deut. xvi. 17.

To be conscious of free-will must mean to be conscious,
before I have decided, that I am able to decide either

way. J. S. Mill.

The memory may be disciplined to such a point as to be
able to perform very extraordinary feats.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

2. Legally entitled or authorized
; having the

requisite legal qualification : as, an illegitimate
son is not able to take by inheritance. 3. In
an absolute sense : (a) Vigorous; active.

His highness comes post from Marseilles, of as able body
as when he numbered thirty. Shak., All's Well, iv. 5.

(6) Having strong or unusual powers of mind,
or intellectual qualifications : as, an able min-
ister.

Provide out of all the people able men. Ex. xviii. '21.

With the assassination of Count Rossi, the ablest of the
Roman patriots, there vanished a last hope of any other
than a violent solution of the Papal question.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 97.

Able for is now regarded as a Scotticism, though Shak-

spere has
" Be able for thine enemy rather in power than use."

All's Well, i. 1.

His soldiers, worn out with fatigue, were hardly able for
such a march. Pnitcipal Robertson.

Able seaman, a seaman who is competent to perform
any work which may be required of him on board ship,
such as fitting and placing rigging, making and mending
sails, in addition to the ability to "

hand, reef, and steer."

Syn. 1 and 3. Capable, competent, qualified, fitted,

adequate, efficient ; strong, sturdy, powerful, vigorous ;

talented, accomplished, clever.

ableM (a'bl), '. t. [< ME. ablen. abilen, ena-

ble, < ME. able, abil, able.] 1. To enable.

And life by this death abled shall controll

Death, whom thy death slew. Donne, Resurrection.

2. To warrant or answer for.

None does offend, none, I say none ; I'll able 'em.

Shalr., Lear, iv. 6.

|" For some time the verb able was not uncommon.
Bishop Bale uses it often ; Bishop Latimer, Shakespeare,
Dr. Donne, Chapman, etc., have it too." F. Hall.]

able'2 (a'bl), n. [F. : see ablet.] Same as ablet.

-able, -ible. [(a) ME. -able, < OF. -able, mod.
F. -able = Sp. -able = Pg. -avel = It. -abile, < L.

-abilis, ace. -dbilem ; (b) ME. -ible, < OF. -ible,

ablet

</mnv-/r, shudder; (<) ild-ibli (negative, ;-
ilflible, conformed t preceding), < L. deltbiiix,
<tlrlf~-ri; destroy. From adjectives in -ble are
formed nouns in -<. (-hit -<), or, from or
after the L., in -bilitu, which in some cases is a
restored form of ME. and OF. -blctf, < L. -luli-

tas, ace. -bili-i<it-tm. See -lilt; -lii/ity, -ity, -ty.]A common termination of English adjectives,
especially of those based on verbs. To the base to
which it i.s attached it generally iutils tlir not inn i,f capable
iff, worthy nf, alul soMii-tilnr.> full of. railMMi,' : a>. >,t,t<ii,/

able, capable of being obtained ;
'"/. i v/-/.

,
< apable of being

lH>rne ; latHlablr, worthy of praise ; fre<tibl<; that may be
believed, or worthy of belief ; fitrrililr. full of force ; hor-
</,, i,Trililf, full of or causing horror, terror. Many of
these adjectives, such as toleraMe, emliM,-, ?../;,, have
been borrowed directly from the Latin or the French, and
are in a somewbat different position from those formed by
adding the termination to an already existing English
word, as in the ease of obtaiiuMe. Adjectives of this

kind, with a passive signification, are the most numerous,
and the base may be Anglo-Saxon or Latin

; eatable, bear-

able, readable, be.lievablr, etc., are of the former kind. Of
those in -able with an active signification we may mention
delectable, tntitaltle, capable. Of a neuter signification are
durable, equable, conformable. All these are from verbal
bases, but there are others derived from nouns, such as

actionable, objectionable, peaceable, salable, serviceable.
As to when -able and when -ible is to be used, Mr. Fitzed-
ward Hall remarks: "

Generally, the termination ia -Me,
if the base is the essentially uncorrupted stem of a Latin
infinitive or supine of any conjugation hut the first. . . .

To the rule given above, however, there are many excep-
tions. ... To all verbs, then, from the Anglo-Saxon, to
all based on the uncorrupted infinitival stems of Latin
verbs of the first conjugation, and to all substantives,
whencesoever sprung, we annex -able only." See his work
"On English Adjectives in -Able, with Special Reference
to Reliable," pp. 45-47.

able-bodied (a'bl-bod'id), a. [< ofttei + body
+ -ed?. ] Having a sound, strong body ; having
strength sufficient for physical work : as, a
dozen able-bodied men

;
an able-bodied sailor.

In a ship's papers abbreviated to A. B.
Feeding high, and living soft,

flrew plump and able-bodied.

Tennyson, The Goose.

ablegatet (ab'le-gat), v. t. [<L. ablegatus, pp.
of aolegare, send away, < ab, off, away, + legare,
send as ambassador: see legate.] To send

^abroad.
ablegate (ab'le-gat), . [< L. ablegatus, pp. :

see ablegate, v.] A papal envoy who carries

insignia or presents of honor to newly ap-
pointed cardinals or civil dignitaries. Apostolic
ablegates are of higher rank than those desig-
nated pontifical.

allegation (ab-le-ga'shon), . [< L. ablega-
tio(u-), < ablegarc : see abletjate, v.] The act
of ablegating, or sending abroad or away ; the
act of sending out.

An arbitrarious ableoation of the spirits into this or that
determinate part of the body.

Dr. II. More, Antid. against Atheism, I. ii. 7.

ablen (ab'len), n. A dialectal form of ablet.

ablenesst (a'bl-nes), n. [< ME. abulnesse, < abul,

abel, able, + -nesse, -ness. ] Ability ; power.
I wist well thine ablenens my service to further.

Testament of Lore.

Ablephari (a-blef'a-ri), n. pi. A group of rep-
tiles taking name from the genus Ablepharus.

Ablepharns (a-blef'a-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. /??./-

, without eyelids, < a- priv., without, + /&f-

, eyelid, < ffleireiv, see. Cf. ablepsia.] A

.

-eble, mod. F. -ible = Sp. -ible= Pg. -irel =
-ihilc, < L. -ibilis, ace. -ibilem; (c) rarely -eble,

< L. -ebilis, ace. -ebilem, etc.
; being -ble. L.

-hi/is, suffixed in Latin to a verb-stem ending,
or made to end, in a vowel, a, i, e, etc. : see

-fete. Examples are: (a) ami-able, < MK. aimi-

ulile, < OF. aimable, < L. amicabilis, friendly,
< arnica-re, make friendly; (b) horr-ible, < ME.
horrible, orrible, < OF. orrible, < L. hoiribilis,

Ablepharus.

genus of harmless lizards, family Scincidce,
with five-toed feet and only rudimentary eye-
lids.

ablepsia (a-blep'si-a), n. [LL.. <Gr. d/S^Hz,
blindness, < <i- priv., not, + /3/teirTof, < fftiirtiv,

see.] Want of sight ;
blindness. [Rare.]

ablepsy (a-blep'si), w. Same as ablepsia.

ableptically (a-blep'ti-kal-i), adr. [< ablepsia

(ablrpt-) + -ic + -al + -ly'
2
.] Blindly ;

unob-

servingly; inadvertently.
ablet (ab'let), . [< F. ablctte, dim. of able, <

ML. abula, for albula, a bleak, dim. of L. albug,
white : see alb.] A local English (Westmore-
land) name of the bleak. See bleak2

,
n. Also

called ablen and able, ,



ablewhackets

ablewhackets (a'bl-whak-ets), . [< able (un-

certain, perhaps alluding to able seamuti)
+ whack.} A game of cards played by sailors,

in which the loser receives a whack or blow
with a knotted handkerchief for every game
he loses. Also spelled abelichackets.

abligatet (ab'li-gat), -. t. [< L. ab, from, +
Ugatus, pp. of ligare, tie : see lien and obli-

gate.'] To tie up so as to hinder. Bailey.

abligationt (ab-li-ga'shon), . The act of tying

up so as to hinder. Smart.

abligurition (ab-lig-u-rish'on), . [< L. ab-

liffiiritio(n-), also written abligurritio(n-), a

consuming in feasting, < abligurrire, consume
in feasting, lit. lick away, < ab, away, + ligur-

rire, lick, be dainty, akin to lingers, lick, and
E. lick, q. v. ] Excess

; prodigal expense for

food. [Bare.]
ablins, adv. See aiblins.

ablocate (ab'lo-kat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. ablo-

cated, ppr. ablocating. [< L. ablocatus, pp. of

ablocare, let out on hire, < ab. from, + locare,
let out, place : see locate.'] To let out

;
lease.

ablocation (ab-lo-ka'shon), n. A letting for

hire
;
lease.

abloom (a-blom'), prep. }>hr. as adv. or a. [< a3,

prep., + bloom1 .] In a blooming state; in

blossom.
abludet (ab-16d'),

'

j pret. and pp. abhided,

ppr. abluding. [< L. abludere, be different from,
< ab, from, + ludere, play. Cf. Gr. tm^iuv, sing
out of tune, dissent, < av6 (= L. ab), from,
+ pieiv, sing.] To be unlike

;
differ

;
be out

of harmony. [Bare.]
The wise advice of our Seneca not much abluding from

the counsel of that blessed apostle.
Bp. Hall, Balm of Gilead, vii. 1.

abluent (ab'l<J-ent), a. and n. [< L. abluen(t-)s,

ppr. of abluere,[wash off, cleanse, < ab, off, +
lucre = Gr. toiietv, wash.] I. a. Washing;
cleansing; purifying.

II. n. In med. : (a) That which purifies the

blood, or carries off impurities from the system,
especially from the stomach and intestines

;
a

detergent. (6) That which removes filth or

viscid matter from ulcers or from the skin.

ablution (ab-lo'shon), . [< ME. ablution, ab-

lucioun, < OF. ablution. < L. ablutio(n-), < ab-

luere, wash off: see abluent, a."] 1. In a gen-
eral sense, the act of washing ;

a cleansing
or purification by water. 2. Any ceremonial

washing, (a) Among the Oriental races, a washing of the

person or of parts of it, as the hands and face, and among
the Hebrews also of garments and vessels, as a religious

duty on certain occasions, or in preparation for some
religious act, as a sign of moral purification, and sometimes
in token of innocence of, or absence of responsibility for,

some particular crime or charge (whence the expression
"to wash one's hands of anything"). The Mohammedan
law requires ablution before each of the five daily prayers,
and permits it to be performed with sand when water can-

not be procured, as in the desert.

There is a natural analogy between the ablution of the

body and the purification of the soul.

Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant.

(6) In the Rom. Cath. Ch.: (1) The washing of the feet of

the poor (John xiii. 14) on Maundy or Holy Thursday,
called inandatum. (2) The washing of the celebrant's

hands before and after communion, (c) In the Eastern

Church, the purification of the newly baptized on the

eighth day after baptism.

3. In the Rom. Cath. Ch., the wine and water
which after communion are separately poured
into the chalice over the thumb and index-

finger of the officiating priest, who drinks this

ablution before going on with the closing

prayers. 4t. In chem., the purification of

bodies by the affusion of a proper liquor, as

water to dissolve salts. 5. In med., the wash-

ing of the body externally, as by baths, or

internally, by diluent fluids. 6. The water
used in cleansing.
Wash'd by the briny wave, the pious train

Are cleansed, and cast the ablutions in the main.

Pope, Iliad, i. 413.

ablutionary (ab-lb'shon-a-ri), a. Pertaining
to ablution.

abluvion (ab-16'vi-on), n. [< ML. abluvio(n-),
a changed form of L. abluvium, a flood or del-

uge, < abluere, wash off : see abluent, a."] If. A
flood. 2. That which is washed off or away.
Dwight. [Bare.]
ably (a'bli), adv. [< ME. abeliche, < abel, able,
+ -liche, -ly

2
.] In an able manner; with

ability.

-ably. [< -able +
-ly?,

ME. abel-liclie; so -bly,

-ibly.] The termination of adverbs from adjec-
tives in -able.

abnegate (ab'ne-gat), v. t.: pret. and pp. abne-

gated, ppr. abnegating. [\ L. abnegatus, pp. of
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, refuse, deny, < ab, off, + nrgrtre, deny :

see negation,'] To deny (anything) to one's

self
;
renounce

; give up or surrender.

The government which . . . could not, without abiir-

nn'itvj its own very nature, take the lead in making rebel-

lion an excuse for revolution.

Loit'ell, Study Windows, p. 167.

abnegation (ab-ne-ga'shon), . [< L. abnega-
tio(n-), denial, < abnegare,Aeny : see abnegate. ]

The act of abnegating ;
a renunciation.

With aknryatinti of God, of his honour, and of religion,

they may retain the friendship of the cnurt.

Knox, Letter to Queen Eeg. of Scot.

Judicious confirmation, judicious *<.;"'""'
Carlyle, The Diamond Necklace.

abnegative (ab'ne-ga-tiv or ab-neg'a-tiv), a.

Denying; negative. Clarke. [Bare.]
abnegator (ab'ne-ga-tor)j

n. [L., a denier.]
One who abnegates, denies, renounces, or op-

poses. Sir E. Sandys.
abnerval (ab-ner'val), a. [< L. ab, from, +
nerriis, nerve.

]
From or away from the nerve.

Applied to electrical currents passing in a muscular fiber

from the point of application of a nerve-fiber toward the
extremities of the muscular fiber.

abnet (ab'net), n. [< Heb. abnetj
a belt.] 1.

In Jewish antiq., a girdle of fine linen worn by
priests. Also called abanet.

A long array of priests, in their plain white garments
overwrapped by abntts of many folds and gorgeous colors.

/,. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 530.

2. In surg.. a bandage resembling a Jewish

priest's girdle.
abnodatet (ab'no-dat), r. t. [< L. abnodatus, pp.
of abnodare, cut off knots, < ab (= E. off) +
nodare, fill with knots, < nodus = E. knot: see
node and knot.'] To cut knots from, as trees.

Blount.

abnodationt (ab-no-da'shon), n. The act of

cutting away the knots of trees.

abnormal (ab-nor'mal), a. [< L. abnormis,
deviating from a fixed rule, irregular, < ab,

from, + norma, a rule : see norm and normal.
Earlier anormal, q. v.] Not conformed or

conforming to rule
; deviating from a type or

standard
; contrary to system or law

; irregu-

lar; unnatural.

An argument is, that the above-specified breeds, though
agreeing generally in constitution, habits, voice, colour-

ing. and in most parts of their structure, with the wild
rock pigeon, yet are certainly highly abnormal in other

parts of their structure. Darwin, Origin of Species, i.

Abnormal dispersion. See dupenion.

Abnormales (ab-nor-ma'lez), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of abnormalis : see abnormal.'] In ornith.,
in Garrod's and Forbes's arrangement of I'as-

geres, a division of the Oscines or Acrouiyodi
established for the Australian genera Meuura
and Atrichia. the lyre-bird and scrub-bird, on
account of the abnormal construction of the

syrinx. See Atrichiida and Menurida>.

abnormality (ab-n6r-mal'i-ti), n. [(abnormal
+ -ity.] 1. The state or quality of being ab-
normal

;
deviation from a standard, rule, or

type ; irregularity ; abnormity.
The recognition of the abnormality of his state was in

this case, at any rate, assured. Mind, IX. 112.

2. That which is abnormal
;
that which is

characterized by deviation from a standard,
rule, or type ;

an abnormal feature.

The word [vice], in its true and original meaning, signi-
fies a fault, an abnormality. Pop. Sci. .Wo., XXVI. 234.

A single [human] body presented the extraordinary
number of twenty-five distinct abnormalities.

Darwin, Descent of Man, I. 106.

abnormally (ab-n6r'mal-i), adv. In an ab-
normal manner.

Impressions made on the retina abnormally from within,
by the mind or imagination, are also sometimes projected
outward, and become the delusive signs of external ob-

jects having no existence. Le Conte, Sight, p. 72.

abnormity (ab-nor'mj-ti), n. [< abnormous
+ -ity, on type of enormity, < enormous.'] Irreg-
ularity ; deformity ; abnormality.
Blonde and whitish hair being, properly speaking, an

abnormity. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 67.

The faradaic current which cures some deep-seated ab-

normity of nutrition. J. Finite, Cos. Phil., I. 302.

abnormous (ab-nor'mus), a. [< L. abnormis,
with suffix -ous, like enormous, < L. enormis :

see abnormal.] Abnormal
; misshapen.

The general structure of the couplet through the 17th

century may be called abnormous.
Hallam, Lit. Hist., IV. 251.

aboard1 (a-bord'), prep.phr. as adi: a,nd prep.
[< ME. on borde, < AS. on borde (dat.), on bord

(ace.): prep, on, on; bord, plank, side of a ship:
see board. Cf. F. oiler a bord, go aboard

;

D. aan board gaan, go aboard. The F. a bord

aboil

has merged in the E. phrase. Cf. aboard^.]
1. ndr. 1. On the deck or in the hold of a ship
or vessel

;
into or upon a vessel. [In the U. S.

used also of railroad-cars and other vehicles.]
He lowdly cald to such as were abord.

>> /.x,v. K. (.)., II. vt 4.

2. Alongside ; by the side
;
on one side.

He was desirous of keeping the coast of America aboard.

Cook, Voyages.

Aboard main tack! (naut.), an order to haul one of

the lower comers of the mainsail down to the chess-
tivr. All aboard! the order to go on board or enter,

upon the starting of a vessel or (I'. S.) railroad-train.

To fall aboard of, to come or strike against : said of a

ship which strikes against another broadside on or at an
obtuse angle. Such a collision is distinctively called an

abordatje. To get aboard, to get fwul of, as a ship.
To go aboard, to enter a ship ; embark. To haul
aboard (naut.), to haul down the weather-clew of the fore

or main course by the tack to the bnmkin or deck. To
keep the land or coast aboard (<mO, to keep within

sight of land while sailing along it.

We sailed leisurely down the coast before a light fair

wind, keeping the land well aboard.
R. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 124.

To lay aboard (navt.), to run alongside of, as an enemy's
ship, for the purpose of fighting.

U. prep. 1 . On board
;
into.

We left this place, and were again conveyed aboard our

ship. Fielding, Voyage to Lisbon.

2. Upon; across; athwart. [Bare.]
Nor iron bands aboard

The Pontic sea by their huge navy cast.

Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, 1. 46.

aboard2! (a-bord'), [< F- abord, approach,
< aborder, approach the shore, land, approach,
accost (cf. a bord, on board), < a (< L. ad), to,
+ bord, edge, margin, shore. < D. board, edge,

brim, bank, board (of a ship): see aboard*.]
Approach. Also spelled abord.

He would, ... at the first aboard of a stranger, . . .

frame a right apprehension of him.
Sir K. Digby, Nat. of Bodies, p. 253.

abocockt, abocockedt, Corrupt forms of by-
cocket. Compare abaeot.

abodancet (a-bo'dans), w. [< abode3 + -ante.']
An omen.
Verbum valde ominatum, an ill abodanee.

T. Jackson, Works, II. 636.

abode 1 (a-bod'), [< ME. abood, abod, ear-

lier abad, continuance, stay, delay, < ME. abiden

(pret. abod, earlier abad), abide: see abide1 ."]

1. Stay; continuance in a place ; residence for

a time.

I was once in Italy myself, but I thank God my abode
there was only nine days.

.{."/in iii. quoted by Lowell, Study Windows, p. 406.

2. A place of continuance ;
a dwelling ;

a habi-
tation.

But I know thy abotle, and thy going out, and thy com-
ing in. 2 Ki. x!x. 27.

St. Delay : as,
" fled away without abode,"

Spenser.-io make abode, to dwell or reside. = gyn.
2. Residence, dwelling, habitation, domicile, home, house,
lodging, quarters, homestead.

abode2 (a-bod'). Preterit of abidel.

abode3* (a-bod'), n. [< ME. abode, < abeden (pp.

aboden), ? AS. abeodan : see a-1 and opde
2
.] An

omen
;
a prognostication ;

a foreboding.

Astrologicall and other like vaine predictions and abodes.

Lydgate.

High-thund'ring Juno's husband stirs my spirit with true
abodes. Chapman, Iliad, xiii. 146.

abodest (a-bod' ),. [<abode&, .] I. trans. To
foreshow

; prognosticate ;
forebode.

This tempest,
Dashing the garment of this peace, abodetl

The sudden breach on't. Skak., Hen. VIII., i. i.

U. intrans. To be an omen ; forebode : as,
" this abodes sadly," Dr. H. More, Decay of
Christian Piety.
abodementt (a-bod'ment), n. [< abode3 +
-ment.~\ Foreboding ; prognostication ; omen.

Tush, man : abodementg must not now affright us.

Shak., S Hen. VI., iv. 7.

abodingt (a-bo'ding), n. [Verbal n. of abode3 .

Cf. boding.'] Presentiment; prognostication;
foreboding: as,

"
strange ominous abodings and

fears," Bp. Bull, Works, II. 489.

abogado (a-bo-ga'do), n. [Sp., <L. advocaius :

see advocate.] An advocate
;
a counselor :

used in parts of the United States settled by
Spaniards.
aboideau, aboiteau (a-boi-do', -to'), . [Of
uncertain F. origin.] A dam to prevent the
tide from overflowing a marsh. [New Bruns-
wick. ]

aboil (a-boil'), prep. phr. as adr. or a. [< 3
,

prep., 4- boil-.~] In or into a boiling state.



abolete

aboletet (ab'o-let), <t.
[
< L. 'iibnli'tim. pp.

lescere, decay, < abolere, destroy: see abolixh.
]

Old; obsolete.

abolish (a-bol'ish), v. t. [< late ME. uboli/xxltrit,

< OF. ab'oliw-, extended stem of abolir, < L.

abolere, destroy, abolish, < nb, from, + "olere,

in comp., grow.] To do away with
; put an end

to ; destroy ;
efface or obliterate ; annihilate :

as, to abolish customs or institutions ; to abolish

slavery ; to rtbolish idols (Isa. ii. 18) ;

death (2 Tim. i. 10).

Or wilt thoii thyself
Abolish thy creation, anil unmake
HVr him, what for thy glory thou hast made?

Milton, V. I,., iii. 163.

Congress can, liy edict, . . . abolish slavery, and pay
f.,r sui'h sbves ;is -i- ouislit to pay for.

r'int'1-fion, Misc., p. 285.

His ((nick, instinctive hand
Caught at the hilt, as to abolish him.

Tennyson, Geraint.

= Svn. To Abolish, Repeal, Rescind, Recall, Revoke, Abro-

gate, A mini, Cancel, end, destroy, do away with, set aside,

'nullify, annihilate, quash, vaeate, make void, extirpate,

eradicate, suppress, uproot, erase, expunge. Abolish is a

strong word, and signifies a complete removal, generally
but not always by a summary act. It is the word specially
used in connection with things that have been long estab-

lished or deeply rooted, as an institution or a custom : as,

to abolish slavery or polygamy. Repeal is generally used
of the formal rescinding of a legislative act. Abrogate,
to abolish summarily, more often as the act of a ruler, but
sometimes of a representative body. Annul, literally to

bring to nothing, to deprive of all force or obligation, as a

law or contract. Rescind (literally, to cut short) is coex-

tensive in meaning with both repeal and annul. Recall,
revoke (see renounce). Cancel is not used of laws, but

of deeds, bonds, contracts, etc., and figuratively of what-

ever may be thought of as crossed out. [In legal parlance,
rescind is never applied to a statute ; it is the common ex-

pression for the act of a party in justly repudiating a con-

tract. Repeal is never applied to a contract ; it is the

common expression for the termination of the existence

of a statute by a later statute. Annul is the common ex-

pression for the judicial act of a court in terminating the

existence of any obligation or conveyance. Cancel is used

when the instrument is obliterated actually or in legal

contemplation ; the other words when the obligation is

annihilated irrespective of whether the instrument is left

intact or not.)

I have never doubted the constitutional authority of

Congress to abolish slavery in this District [of Columbia].
Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 184.

Leaving out amended acts and enumerating only acts

entirely repealed, the result is that in the last three

sessions there have been repealed ... 660 acts belonging
to the present reign. H. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 6.

The king also rescinded the order by which the Bishop
of London had been suspended from the exercise of his

functions. Buckle.

Whose laws, like those of the Medes and Persians, they
cannot alter or abrogate. Burke.

Your promises are sins of iuconsideration at best ; and

you are bound to repent and annul them. Swift,

I here forget all former griefs,
Cancel all grudge. Shak., T. G. of V., v. 4.

abolishable (a-bol'ish-a-bl). a. [< abolish +
-able. .Cf. F. abolissable.] Capable of being
abolished or annulled, as a law, rite, custom,
etc. ;

that may be set aside or destroyed.
And yet . . . hope is but deferred ; not abolished, not

abolishable. Carlyle, French Rev., I. ii. 8.

abolisher (a-bol'ish-er), n. [< abolish + -er1 .]
One who or that which abolishes.

abolishment (a-bol'ish-ment), n. [<abolish +
-ment. Cf. F. dbolissement.]' The act of abolish-

ing or of putting an end to
; abrogation ;

de-

struction; abolition. [Now rare.]
He should think the abolishment of Episcopacy among

us would prove a mighty scandal.

Swift, Sent, of a Ch. of Eng. Man.

abolition (ab-6-lish'ou), n. [< F. abolition,
< L. abolitio(n-), < abolere, annul, abolish : see

abolish.] 1. The act of abolishing, or the state

of being abolished
;
annulment ; abrogation ;

utter destruction: as, the abolition of laws,

decrees, ordinances, rites, customs, debts, etc.
;

the abolition of slavery. The most frequent use of

the word in recent times has been in connection with the
effort to put an end to the system of slavery, which was
finally accomplished in the United States in 1865 by the
thirteenth amendment to the Constitution.

For the amalgamation of races, and for the abolition of

villenage, she [Britain) is chiefly indebted to the influence
which the priesthood in the middle ages exercised over
the laity. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

2f. In Inn- : (a) Permission to desist from
further prosecution. (6) Remission of pun-
ishment ;

condonation. [In the civil, French, and
German law, abolition is used nearly synonymously with

pardon, remission, tfrace. Grace is the generic term ;

pardon, by those laws, is the clemency extended by the

prince to a participant in crime who is not a principal or

accomplice ; remission is granted in cases of involuntary
homicide and self-defense. Abolition is used when the
crime cannot be remitted. The prince by letters of aboli-

tion may remit the punishment, but the infamy remains
unless letters of abolition have been obtained before sen-
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tence has t>een rendered. /Jm/j;j>r.J - Syn. Overthrow,
annulment, obliteration, extirpation, suppression.

abolitional (ab-o-lish'on-al), a. Pertaining or

relating to abolition.

abolitionary (ab-o-lish'on-a-ri), a. Destructive ;

abolitional.

abolitionism (ab-o-Hsh'on-izm), n. [<abt>Htii>n
+ -ism.'] Belief in the 'principle of abolition,
as of slavery ;

devotion to or advocacy of the

opinions of abolitionists.

abolitionist (ab-o-lish'on-ist), n. [< abolition

+ -ist ; = F. abolitionniste."] A person who
favors the abolition of some law, institution,
Or custom. Specifically, one of those who favored
and sought to effect the abolition of slavery in the United
States. Before 1830 these persons generally advocated
gradual and voluntary emancipation. After that time

many began to insist on immediate abolition, without

regard to the wishes of the slaveholders. A portion of

the abolitionists formed the Liberty party, which after-

ward acted with the Free-soil and Republican parties, and
finally became merged in the latter. See abolition, 1.

abolitionize (ab-o-lish'on-iz), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. abplitionized,

'

ppr. abolitionizing. To im-
bue with the doctrines or principles of aboli-

tionists.

abolla (a-bol'a), n.
; pi. abolla; (-e). [L., < Gr.

a/tfloM/, contracted form of dfa/io/b/, a cloak,
< avafiaUeiv, throw back, < avd, back, + /3dAten>,

throw. The Gr. form a/3o/lAa was in turn bor-

rowed from the Latin.] In Bom. antiq., a loose

woolen cloak. Its precise form is not known ; it dif-

fered from the toga, and was worn especially by soldiers ;

perhaps on this account, it was adopted by Stoic philoso-

phers, who affected great austerity of life, whence Juve-
nal's expression facinus majoris abollc?, a crime of a deep
philosopher.

aboma (a-bo'ma), n. [< Pg. aboma.~\ The name
in Guiana of some very large boa or anaconda of

the family Pythonidte or Boidai, of the warmer

parts of America. The species is not determined, and
the name is probably of general applicability to the huge
tree-snakes of the American tropics. As a book-name,
aboma is identified with the Jipicrates cenchris, usually

misspelled Epicratis cenchria, after the Penny Cyc., 1836.

This is a species called by Sclater the thick-necked tree-

boa. A Venezuelan species is known as the brown aboma,
Epicrates mttnnu. Some such serpent is also called the

ringed boa, Boa aboma. In any case, the aboma is a near
relative of the anaconda, Eunectex murinus, and of the

common boa, Boa constrictor. Compare boa and bom.

The tamacuilla huilia or aboma appears to be the ser-

pent worshipped by the ancient Mexicans. It is of gigan-
tic size. S. 0. Goodrich, Johnson's Nat. Hist., II. 406.

abomasum (ab-o-ma'sum), .; pi. abomasa

(-sa). [NL., < L'. ab, from, + omasum.'} The
fourth or true stomach of ruminating animals,

lying next to the omasum or third stomach,
and opening through the pylorus into the duo-
denum. See cut under ruminant.

abomasus (ab-o-ma'sus), .; pi. abomasi (-si).

Same as abomasum.
abominable (a-bom'i-na-bl), a. [< ME. abomi-

nable, abhominable, < OF. abominable = Pr. ab-

homenable = Sp. abominable = Pg. abonmeavel

= It. abominabilf, < L. abomiiiabilis, deserving

abhorrence, < abominari, abhor, deprecate as

an ill omen : see abominate. For the old spell-

ing abhominable, see that form.] Deserving or

liable to be abominated; detestable; loath-

some
;
odious to the mind

;
offensive to the

senses. In colloquial language especially, abominable
often means little more than excessive, extreme, very dis-

agreeable : as, his self-conceit is abominable.

This infernal pit

Abominable, accursed, the house of woe.

Milton, P. L., x. 464.

The captain was convicted of the murder of a cabin-boy,
after a long course of abominable ill-treatment.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 54.

=Syn. Execrable, Horrible, etc. (see nefarious), detest-

able, loathsome, hateful, shocking, horrid, revolting, in-

tolerable. See list under detestable.

abominableness (a-bom'i-na-bl-nes), n. The

quality or state of being abominable, detest-

able, or odious.

abominably (a-bom'i-na-bli), adv. In an abomi-
nable manner or degree ; execrably ; detestably ;

sinfully. Sometimes equivalent in colloquial speech to

excessively or disagreeably : as, he is abominably vain.

abominate (a-bom'i-nat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

abominated, ppr. abominating. [< L. abomina-

tus, pp. of abominari, abhor, deprecate as an

ill omen, < ab, from, + omindri, regard as an

omen, forebode, < omen (omin-), an omen : see

omen.] To hate extremely ;
abhor

;
detest.

You will abominate the use of all unfair arts.

C. Mather, Essays to Do Good.

= Syn. Abhor, Detest, etc. See hate.

abominate (a-bom'i-nat), a. [< L. abominatus,

pp. : see above.] Detested
;
held in abomi-

nation.

abomination (a-bom-i-na'shon), n. [<ME.
abominacion, dbhominatioun, abhominacyon, <

Who have uothinu' in sn

hold for heretics.

aboriginal

OF. HlMHHIIIilriOH, < L. lllliiiHilKltllt(ll-), < III"

iniri, abhor: set' iiboiiiiimtr, .] 1. The act of

abominating or the state of being abominated ;

the highest degree of aversion ; detestation.

/iit,, t ,,;,iti,n, as those they
*" (rt

2. That which is abominated or abominable ;

an object greatly disliked or abhorred
; hence,

hateful or shameful vice.

Every shepherd is an abi,nmit<"i> unto the Egyptians.
Gen. xlvi. 34.

Ashtoreth, the <th<:,,,nition of the Zidomans.
2 Ki. xxiii. IX.

The adulterous Antony, most large
In his abominations. Shak., A. and ('., iii. 6.

3. Iii the Bible, often, that which is ceremo-

nially impure ; ceremonial impurity ;
defile-

ment ; that which defiles. = Syn. 1. Detestation,
loathing, disgust, abhorrence, repugnance, horror, aver-
sion. 2. Filthiness, foulness, impurity, grossness.

abominator (a-bom'i-na-tor), re. One who
abominates or detests.

abominet (a-bom'in), v. t. [<F. aba/miner, < L.

abominari : see abominate, v.} To abominate :

as,
" I abomine 'em," Ifirift.

aboon (a-bon'), prep, and adr. [8c., also abune,
< ME. abuven : see above.} Above. [North.
English and Scotch.]

And thou shalt bathe thee in the stream
That rolls its whitening foam aboon.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, xxxii.

aborad (ab-6'rad), adv. [< ab- + orad. Cf. ab-

oral.] In anat., away from the mouth : the op-
posite of orad.

Thacher has employed orad both as adjective and ad-

verb, but the correlative aborad, which might have been
expected, has not been observed by us in his papers.

Wilder and Gaoe, Anat. Tech., p. 23.

aboral (ab-6'ral), a. [< L. ab, from, + os (or-),
mouth: see oral.] In anat., pertaining to or
situated at the opposite extremity from the
mouth : opposed to adoral.

If we imagine the Astrophyton with its mouth turned
upward and its amis brought near together, and the
aboral region furnished with a long, jointed, and flexible

stem, we shall have a form not very unlike the Pentaeri-

nus caput-medusse of the West Indies.

POJI. Sci. Mo., XIII. 324.

aborally (ab-6'ral-i), adv. In an aboral man-
ner or place ; at, near, or in the direction of

the aboral end
;
aborad : as, situated aborally.

abordj
t (a-bord'), n. [Same as aboard?, q. v. :

see also border.] 1. Arrival; approach. 2.

Manner of accosting ;
address ; salutation.

Your abord, I must tell you, was too cold and uniform.

Chesterfield.

abord1
! (a-bord'), v. t. [< F. aborder, ap-

proach : see aboard?.] To approach ; accost.

abord2t (a-bord'), adv. At a loss. [Rare.]
Used in the'following extract probably for abroad, in the
sense of adrift.

That how t' acquit themselves unto the Lord

They were in doubt, and flatly set abord.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, I. 324.

abordage (a-b&r'daj), . [F., < aborder, board :

see abord1 .} 1. The act of boarding a vessel,
as in a sea-fight. 2. A collision. See fall
aboard of, under aboard*.

aborigen, aborigin (ab-or'i-jen, -jin), . [Sing.,
from L. pi. aborigines.} Same as aborigine.

[Rare.]
aboriginal (ab-o-rij'i-nal), a. and n. [< L. pi.

aborigines, the first inhabitants ; specifically, the

primeval Romans : see aborigines. Cf. original,

and L. aborigineus, aboriginal.] I. . 1. Exist-

ing from the origin or beginning ; hence, first
;

original ; primitive : as, aboriginal people are

the first inhabitants of a country known to

history.
It was soon made manifest . . . that a people inferior

to none existing in the world had been formed by the

mixture of three branches of the great Teutonic family
with each other, and with the aboriginal Britons.

Macaulay.

2. Pertaining to aborigines; hence, primitive ;

simple ; unsophisticated : as, aboriginal cus-

toms
; aboriginal apathy.

There are doubtless many aboriginal minds by which no
other conclusion is conceivable.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol.

3. In geol. and hot., native ; indigenous ; au-

tochthonous. = Syn. Indigenous, etc. See orii/mnl.

See also primary.

II. n. 1. An original inhabitant ;
one of the

people living in a country at the period of the

earliest historical knowledge of it
;
an autoch-

thon. 2. A species of animals or plants which

originated within a given area.

It may well be doubted whether this frog is an aborigi-

nal f these islands. Dartrin, Voyage of Beagle, xvii.



aboriginality

aboriginality (ab-o-rij-i-nal'i-ti), n. Tim

quality
or state of being aboriginal. .Y. /.'. l>.

aboriginally (ab-o-rij'i-nal-i), adv. In an ab-

original manner; originally: from tho very
first.

There are hardly any domestic races . . . which have
not been ranked . . . us tin- dcscrndauts <if ,iln,i-i,,:niillii

distinct species. Darn-in, origin uf sp.virs. p. lii.

aboriginary (ab-o-rij'i-na-ri), n. An aborigi-
nal inhabitant. X. K. I).

ab origine (ab 6-rij'i-nc). [L. : iih, from; ori-

i/iiie,
abl. of origo, origin.] From the origin,

beginning, or start.

aborigine (ab-o-rij'i-ne), n. [Sing, from L. pi.

aborigines, as if the latter were an E. word.]
One of the aborigines (which see) ;

an aborigi-
nal. Also called aborigen, alnirii/iii.

aborigines (ab-o-rij'i-nez), n. pi. [L., pi., the
first Inhabitants, applied especially to the ab-

original inhabitants of Latium, the ancestors
of the Roman people, < (lit, from, + origo (ori-

gin-), origin, beginning.] 1. The primitive
inhabitants of a country ;

the people living
in a country at the earliest period of which

anything is known. 2. The original fauna
and flora of a given geographical area.

aborsementt (a-bors'meut), . [< L. ubornug,

brought forth prematurely (collateral form of

abortus: see abort, v.), + -ment.] Abortion.

Bp. Hall.

aborsivet (a-bor'siv), a. [< L. aborsus, collat-

eral form of abortus (see abort, r.), + E. -ire.]

Abortive
; premature. Fuller.

abort (a-borf), *' [< L. abortnre, miscarry,
< abortus, pp. of aboriri, miscarry, fail, < ab,

from, away, + oriri, arise, grow.] 1. To mis-

carry in giving birth. 2. To become aborted
or abortive

; appear or remain in a rudimen-

tary or undeveloped state : as, organs liable to

abort.

In the pelagic Pliyllirhoe, the foot abort*, as well as the

mantle, and the body has the form of an elongated sac.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 438.

The temperature now falls, and the disease [smallpox]
in some cases will abort at this stage [at the end of forty-

eight hours]. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 1442.

abortt (a-bort')i H. [< L. nbortiiK, an abor-

tion, miscarriage, < abortus, pp. of aboriri :

see abort, v.] An abortion. liiirton.

aborted (a-bor'ted), f).
a. 1. Brought forth

before its time. 2. Imperfectly developed;
incapable of discharging its functions

;
not

having acquired its functions.

Although the eyes of the Cirripeds are more or less

aborted in their mature state, they retain sufficient sus-

ceptibility of light to excite retraction of the cirri.

Ouvn, Comp. Anat., xiii.

aborticide (a-bor'ti-sid), . [< L. abortus (see

abort, n.) T -cidiiim (as in homicidiitm, homi-
cide 1

), < caiaere, kill.] In obstet., the destruc-
tion of a fetus in the uterus ; feticide.

abortient (a-bor'shient), n. [< LL. abortien(t-)s,

ppr. of abortire, miscarry, equiv. to abortare :

see abortj c.] In bot., sterile
;
barren.

abortifacient (a-bor-ti-fa'shient), a. and .

[< L. abortus (see abort, H.) + facien(t-)s, ppr.
of facere, make.] I. a. Producing abortion :

said of drugs and operative procedures.
II. . In med., whatever is or may be used

to produce abortion.

The almost universal keeping of aborti/acientx by drug-
gists, despite statutes to the contrary.

N. Y. Jnaepf.nde.nl, July 24, 1873.

abortion (a-bor'shon), n. [< L. abortio(n-),

miscarriage, < aboriri, miscarry : see abort,

v.] 1. Miscarriage ;
the expulsion of the fetus

before it is viable that is, in women, be-
fore about the 28th week of gestation. Expul-
sion of the fetus occurring later than this, but before the
normal time, is called (when not procured by art, as by a

surgical operation) premature labor. A somewhat use-

less distinction has been sometimes drawn between abor-

tion and im$carriaye , by which the former is made to
refer to the tirst four months of pregnancy and the latter

to the following three months. Criminal abortion is pre-
meditated or intentional abortion procured, at any period
of pregnancy, by artificial means, and solely for the pur-
pose of preventing the birth of a living child ; feticide.

At common law the criminality depended on the abortion

being caused after quickening. Some modern statutes

provide otherwise.

In the penitential discipline of the Church, abortion was
placed in the same category as infanticide, and the stern
sentences to which the guilty person was subject imprint-
ed on the minds of Christians, more deeply than any mere
exhortations, a sense of the enormity of the crime.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 24.

2. The product of untimely birth
; hence, a

misshapen being ;
a monster. 3. Any fruit

or product that does not come to maturity ;

hence, frequently, in a figurative sense, any-
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thing which fails in its progress before it is

matured or perfected, as a design or project.
4. In bot. and rod/., the arrested development
of an organ at a more or less early stage.

In the complete abortion of the rostellum (of Csjihalan-
fti'-rti <trandijlora] we have evidence <>f degradation.

Dartrin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 80.

He [Mr. Bates] claims for that family |
the //<7/. .

the highest position, chiefly because of the ini|>erfect
structure of the fore legs, which is then' runii'il to an r\

treme degree of abortion.

A. R. Wallace, Nat. Si-h-i-.. p. m.
abortional (a-bor'shon-al), . Of the nature of
an abortion

; characterized by failure.

The treaty . . . proved abortional, and never came to

fulfilment. Cnrli/le, Frederick the Great, VI. xv. 22.

abortionist (a-bdr'shon-ist), n. [< abortion +
-ist.] One who produces or aims to produce
a criminal abortion

; especially, one who makes
a practice of so doing.
He (Dr. Robb] urged the necessity of physicians using

all their influence to discountenance the work of './-

tionutt. N. y. Med. Jour., XL. 580.

abortive (a-b&r'tiv), <(. and . [< L. abortirim.
born prematurely, causing abortion, < abortus,

pp. of aboriri, miscarry : see abort, v.] I. a. 1.

Brought forth in an imperfect condition
;
im-

perfectly formed or inadequately developed, as
an animal or vegetable production ;

rudimen-

tary. 2. Suppressed; kept imperfect; re-

maining rudimentary, or not advancing to per-
fection in form or function : a frequent use of
the term in zoology. Compare vestigial.

The toes [of seals] are completely united by strong webs,
and the straight nails are sometimes reduced in number,
or even altogether abortive. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 359.

The power of voluntarily uncovering the canine [tooth]
on one side of the face being thus often wholly lost, indi-

cates that it is a rarely used and almost abortire action.

Daririn, Express, of Emot., p. 253.

Hence 3. Not brought to completion or to a
successful issue

; failing ; miscarrying ;
com-

ing to nought : as, an abortiee scheme.
Abortive as the first-born bloom of spring,
Nipp'd with the lagging rear of winter's frost.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1676.

He made a salutation, or, to speak nearer the truth, an

ill-defined, abortive attempt at courtesy.
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

4. In bot., defective ;
barren. A. Gray. 5. Pro-

ducing nothing ;
chaotic

;
ineffectual.

The void profound
Of unessential Night receives him next,
Wide-gaping ; and with utter loss of being
Threatens him, plunged in that abortiee gulf.

Milton, P. 1.., ii. 438.

6. In med., producing or intended to produce
abortion

;
abortifacient : as, abortire drugs.

7. Deformed
;
monstrous. [Rare.]

Thou elvish-mark'd, abortive, rooting hog !

Thou that wast seal'd in thy nativity
The slave of nature and the son of hell !

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3.

Abortive vellum, vellum made from the skin of a still-

born calf.

II. n. [< L. abortirum, an abortion, abortive
medicine

;
neut. of abortirus, a. : see the adj.]

1. That which is produced prematurely; an
abortion

;
a monstrous birth.

Abortive*, presages, and tongues of heaven.

Shak., K. John, iii. 4.

2. A drug causing abortion; an abortifacient.

abortive! (a-bor'tiv), r. I. trans. To cause to

fail or miscarry.
He wrought to abortiee the bill before it came to the

birth. Bp. Uacket, Abp. Williams, i. 148.

II. intrans. To fail
; perish ;

come to nought.
Thus one of your bold thunders may abortiee,
And cause that birth miscarry.

Toinki* (?), Albumazar, i. 3.

When peace came so near to the birth, how it abortived,
and by whose fault, come now to be remembered.

Bp. Socket, Abp. Williams, it 147.

abortively (a-bor'tiv-li), adv. In an abortive
or untimely manner ; prematurely ; imperfect-
ly ; ineffectually ;

as an abortion.

If abortively poor man must die,
Nor reach what reach he might, why die in dread ?

Young, Night Thoughts, vii.

The enterprise in Ireland, as elsewhere, terminated abor-

tiri'lii. Froude, Hist. Eng., IV. 94.

abortiveness (a-bor'tiv-nes), n. The quality
or state of being, or of tending to become,
abortive

;
a failure to reach perfection or ma-

turity ;
want of success or accomplishment.

abortmentt (a-bort'ment), n. [< abort, *',+
-ment, = F. avortement, Sp. abortamiento, Pg.
abortamento.] An untimely birth

;
an abortion.

The earth, in whose womb those deserted mineral riches
must ever lie buried as lost abortmentt.

Bacon, Phys. and Med. Remains.

about

abortus (a-bor'tus), .; pi. abortus. [L., an
abortion: see abort, n.] In med., the fruit of
an abortion

;
a child born before the proper

time
;
an abortion.

Abothrophera (a-both-rof'e-ra), . pi. [NL.,
prop, 'alxitlini/ilinra, < Gr. a- priv. + /3<%>or, a

pit, + -<t>6/iof, < 0<Y)m> = E. bear*.] A group of
old-world solenoglyph venomous serpents, cor-

responding to the family f'iperida: So called be-
cause of tin- ahst-nce of a pit between the eyes and nose,
r'Hitrasliii^ in tliis ivsp< -rt with tilt- Botknjpufn.

aboughtt, pret. of aby. [See abi/.] Endured;
atoned for

; paid dearly for.

The vcngfans of thilke yre
That Athrotl nlm/ni/iti- trrttvh.

Chaurrr, Knight's Tale, 1. 144ft.

aboulia, aboulomania, . Same as abulia.

abound (a-bound'), r. i. [< ME. abounden,
abiiiiilrii, sometimes spelled habinideii, < OF.
alxnidcr, Jiabondrr, . iiboiidcr = Sp. Pg. abun-
dar = U. abltondare, < L. iibitmlarr, overflow,
< ab, from, away, + uitdare, rise in waves, over-

flow, < uiida, a wave: see undulate. Cf. redound,
surround.] 1. To be in great plenty ;

be very
prevalent.
Where sin abmntdea, grace did much more abound.

Rom. v. 20.

In every political party, in the Cabinet itself, duplicity
and perfidy abounded. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

2. To be unstinted in possession or supply (of

anything) ; be copiously provided or furnished

(with anything), (a) To be rich or affluent (in), as
that which is a special property or characteristic, or con-
stitutes an individual distinction : as, he abound* in
wealth or in charity.

Nature aboundu in wits of every kind,
And for each author can a talent find.

Dryden, Art of Poetry, i. 13.

(6) To teem or be replete (ifith), as that which is furnished
or supplied, or is an intrinsic characteristic : as, the coun-

try abtnindg trith wealth, or irith fine scenery.

The faithful man shall abound irith blessings.
Prov. xxvlii. 20.

To abound In or with one's own sense*, to be at

liberty to hold or follow one's own opinion or judgment.
I meddle not with Mr. Ross, but leave him to abound

in his ovm sense. Bramhall, ii. 632.

Moreover, as every one is said to abound with his own
tetixe, and that among the race of man-kind, Opinions
and Fancies are found to be as various as the severall

Faces and Voyces ; so in each individual man there is a

differing facultie of Observation, of Judgement, of Appli-
cation. Hoicell, Forreine Travel!, i.

aboundancet (a-boun'dans), n. An old form of
abundance. Time's Storehouse, ii.

abounding (a-boun'ding), n. [Verbal n. of

abound.] The state of being abundant
;
abun-

dance: increase. South, Sermons, II. 220.

abounding (a-boun'ding), p. a. Overflowing;
plentiful ;

abundant : as, abounding wealth.
about (a-bouf), adr. and prep. [<ME. about,

aboute, earlier abouten, abtite, abuten,<.AS. abft-

tan (= OFries. dbuta), about, around, < a- for
on (the AS. form onbutan also occurs, with
an equiv. ymbutan, round about, < ymbe, ymb,
around, about, = G. um = Gr. a/ifi : see am-

]>hi-) + bfitan, outside, < be, by, + utan, out-

side, from without, < fit, prep, and adv., out:
see on, hi/, 6e-2

,
and out.] I. adr. 1. Around;

in circuit
; circularly ;

round and round ; on

every side
;
in every direction

;
all around.

Prithee, do not turn me about ; my stomach is not con-

stant. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

Algiers . . . measures barely one league about.
J. Morgan, Hist. Algiers.

2. Circuitously ;
in a roundabout course.

God led the people about through the way of the wilder-
ness. Ex. xiii. 18.

To wheel three or four miles about. Shak., Cor., i. 6.

3. Hither and thither
;

to and fro
; up and

down
;
here and there.

He that goeth about as a tale-bearer. Prov. xx. 19.

Wandering about from house to house. 1 Tim. v. 13.

We followed the guide about among the tombs for a
while. C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, xii.

4. Near in time, number, quantity, quality, or

degree; nearly; approximately; almost.

He went out about the third hour. Mat. xx. 3.

Light travels about 186,000 miles a second.
J. y. Lockyer, Elem. Astron.

The first two are about the nicest girls in all London.

Hawley Smart, Social Sinners, I. 182.

[In contracts made on the New York Stock Exchange, the
term about means "not more than three days" when
applied to time, and "not more than 10 per cent." when
used with reference to a number of shares. ]

5. In readiness; intending; going: after the

verb to be.

The house which I am about to build. 2 Chron. ii. 9.

As the shipmeu were about to flee out of the ship.
Acts xxvii. 30.



about

6. At work
; astir; begin in earnest : used with

the force of an imperative.
Ainu/1, my bruin ! Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

To be about, tu be astir ; he on the move ;
he attending

to one's usual duties. TO bring abOUt, to cause or, !!, -i-t :

as, to lu-lii'i nhiiiit a reconcDlauon. To come about, tu

come tci pass; happen. To go about, (a) Literally, to

take a circuitous route ; hence, to devise roundaboot or

sccn-t met h. ids of accomplishing anything; contrive ; pre

pare ; seek the means.

Why go ye about to kill me ? John vii. 1.

If we look into the eyes of the youngest person, we

sometimes ilisn.vtT that here is one who knows already
what you would

.</
<t>>nt with much pains to tench him.

A'lN'T.S-0/l, Old Age.

(b) Xaitt., to take a different direction, as a vessel intack-

hi" - Much about, very nearly : as, his health is much
about the same as yesterday. Put about, annoyed;
distnrhecl ; provoked : as, he was much /;( iilamt liy the

Dem. Ready about ! About ship ! orders to a crew
to prepare I'm- tin-kind. Right about! Left about!
(mini.), rommanils to faee or turn round half n circle, by
the right or left, as the ease may he, so as to faee in the

opposite direction. Tnm about, week about, etc., in

rotation or succession ; alternately ; on each alternate oc-

casion, week, etc.

A woman or two, and three or four undertaker's men,
had charge of the remains, which they watched turn

,,h,ut. Thackeray.

II. prep. 1. On the outside or outer surface

of
; surrounding ;

around ;
all around.

Bind them about thy neck. Prov. iii. 3.

About her commeth all the world tohegge.
Sir T. More, To them that trust in Fortune.

Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

2. Near to in place ;
close to

;
at : as, about

the door. See the adv., 4. 3. Over or upon
different parts ;

here and there
;
backward and

forward ;
in various directions.

Where lies thy pain ? All about the breast?

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3.

4. Near or on one's person ;
with

;
at hand.
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Aliinv. is often used elllptically as a noun, meaning : (1)

Heaven: as, "Every good gift ... is from W.-," ,his.

1. 17. ("2) 1'reeediiii: statement, remarks, or the like : as,

from the {(/>mv you will learn my ohject. It h:is the force

of iiu adjective iii such phrases us tin- nlxin' particulars, in

whieh <-it''il or iiu'iiti<nn-<l is understood.

II. pri-p. 1. In or to a higher place than.

Anil fowl that may fly above the earth. lieu. i. a P.

2. Superior to in any respect : often in the

sense of too high for, as too high in dignity or

fancied importance ;
too elevated in charac-

ter : as, this man is abore his business, above

mean actions.

Doubtless, in man there is a nature found,
Beside the senses, and above them far.

Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul, ii.

Seneca wrote largely on natural philosophy . . . solely
because it tended to raise the mind above low cares.

Macaulay, Lord Hyron.

3. More in quantity or number than : as, the

weight is abore a ton.

He was seen of above live hundred brethren at once.
1 Cor. xv. 6.

Abraham-man
listir word used in incantations. When writ-

ten in a manner similar to that shown in the

;ii'"<iii>|iiinyiiig diagram, so as to be read in dif-
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feront directions, and worn as an amulet, it was

supposed to cure certain ailments.

Mr. Banester salth that he healed -_'ii in one year of an

ague by hanging abracadabra about their necks, and
would stanch blood, or heal the toothake, although the

partyes were 10 myle of. US. 111 ISrit. St*fwn.

Hence 2. Any word-charm or empty jingle
of words.
abracalam (a-brak'a-lam), . [Cf. nbriica-

charm4. More in degree than; in a greater degree
"

dabra.] A cabalistic word used as a
than

; beyond ;
in excess of. among the Jews.

Thou [the serpent] art cursed above all cattle. abrachia (a-bra'ki-a), n. [NL., < Gr. a- priv.
+ L. braehivm, arm.] In soot., absence of

anterior limbs.
ii.

; pi. abrachii (-1).

In teratol., a monster

Gen. iii. 14.

will not suffer you to be tempted above that
1 Cor. x. 13. aforacluUS (a-bra'ki-us),'

God . . .

ye are able.

Above the bounds of reason.

I heard a knocking for above an hour.

Swift, Gull. Trav., i. 1.

Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 7. see abrachia.']
in which the anterior limbs are absent, while

tne posterior aro well developed.
Above all, above or before everything else ; before every abradant (ab-ra'dant), (I, and W. [< OF. abrn-

,

other consideration ; in preference to all other things. scrape, scraping, < L. abra-

' Book of Riddles
"

You have not the .

yoll
9 Shak., M. W. of W., L 1.

5. In relation to
; respecting; in regard to; on

account of.

He is very courageous mad about his throwing into the

water. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 1.

The onestion is not about what is there, hut about what

I 8ee. W. K. CK/ord, Lectures, I. 266.

what people say. (b) Holding a secure position in life ; I. a. Abrading;
having one's fortune made. of scraping.
With such an income as that he should he above the JJ. n. A material used for grinding, such as

world, as the saying is. A. Trollope. emery, sand, powdered glass, etc.

= Syn. Over, Above. See over. abrade (ab-rad'), r. t. ; pret. and pp. abraded,
aboveboard (a-buv'bord),j>ren. phr. as adv. or

ppr- abrading. [< L. abradere, scrape or rub

n, < ab, off, + radere, scrape : see raze.'] Toa. [< above +"board. "Afigurative expression, o

6. Concerned in
; engaged in : as, what is he

about f

if w' HT borrowed from gamesters, who, when they put riib or wear away ;
rub or scrape off

;
detach

their hands under the table, are changing their
particles from the surface of by friction : as,

cards." Johnson.] In open sight; without tricks
glaciers abrade the rocks over which they pass ;

to abrade the prominences of a surface.

Dusty red walls and abraded towers.

Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 132.

A termination is the abraded relic of an originally dis-

tinct qualifying word. J. Fiske, Cos. Phil., I. 66.

_ vs --
'?, f

" = Syn. Scratch, Chafe, etc. See scrape, v. t.

fS^J^SSiS^^SSK^S^JSifffn
multitude, orig. 'Abrdm, lit. father of height.]

or disguise : as, an honest man deals above-

board; his actions are open and aboveboard.

Lovers in this age have too much honour to do anything
underhand ; they do all aboveboard.

Vanbrugh, Relapse, n. 1.

S"^Se"i: above-deck (a-buv'dek), prep. phr. as ad,: or

a. 1.

2. Figurat_ -
,

as, his dealings are all above-deck. [Colloq.]

I must be about my Father's business. Luke ii. 49. above-gTOUnd (a-buv'ground), prep. phr. as
QfTr pertaining to the patriarch Abraham': as,

To go set about, to become occupied with; engage ado. or a. Alive; not buried.
the jirafcnwte Covenant.

I'll have 'em, an they he above-ffromid. AKraliamiila. CS-brn-ham'i-de
1

). n. pi. [NL.,
in ;

undertake ; begin : as, go about your business ; he set

about the performance of his task.

about-sledge (a-bout'slej),w. [< 6o (in refer- ab OVQ (ab
-

v6) . [L .

ence to its being swung around) + sledye
i
.] from - ovo abl. of ovum, e

from the egg:
,
ovum: see

ab.

j * o '
.

j iroiii i utu. aui. ui wunt, ' :^:^, WTIM*< o* .*.j

The largest hammer used by blacksmiths. 1

Literally, from the egg; hence, from the very
is grasped at the end of the handle with both beginning ) generally with allusion to the Roman
hands and swung at arm's length.

above (a-buv'), adv. and prep. [< ME. above,

aboren,abuvc, abuven, abufenC) E. dial, and Sc.

aboon, abune, q. v.), < AS. dbtifan, above, < a-

for on + bufan (full form betifan = OS. biobhan

= D. boven), above, < be-, by, + ufan, from

above, above. = OS. obhana, from above, obhan,

custom of beginning a meal with eggs. In

case it is the first part of the phrase ab ovo usque adm
i this

j phrase ab ovo 'iwque ad mala,
that is, from beginning to end ;

is to the poet who began the Abranamite
history of the Trojan war with the story of the egg from

which Helen was fabled to have heen born.

Chances. Abrahamidse (a-bra-ham'i-de),
< Abraham + -i*r.] The descendants of Abra-

ham
;
the Hebrews.

This [Biblical] revelation of origins . . . was a whole

system of religion pure and elevating, . . . placing the

Abrahamidce, who' for ages seem alone to have held to it,

on a plane of spiritual vantage immeasurably above that

of other nations. Damon, Orig. of World, p. 71.

(a'bra-ham-It or a'bram-it), n.

..mite, "pi."; as Abraliam + -tte2.]

1. One of a Christian sect named from its

By way of tracing the whole theme [the Homeric con- founder, Abraham of Antioch (ninth century),
above, above, = OS. obhana, trom above, oohan, troversv] ab suppose we begin by stating the chrono- an(j charged with Paulician (Gnostic) errors.

above, = OHG. opana, obanii, MHtr. (i. often, logical bearings of the principal objects . . . connected _ ^ & gec(
. Qj Tjeists jn Bohemia, who

a base appearing in

MHG.
with the Iliad. De Quincey, Homer, i. 2. One of a sect of Deists in Bohemia, who

came into prominence about 1782, and were

banished to Hungary by the Emperor Joseph II.

for nonconformity. They seem to have professed

the religion of Abraham before his circumcision, to have

believed in God, the immortality of the soul, and a future

state of rewards and punishments, but to have rejected

baptism and the doctrine of the Trinity, and to have ac-

knowledged no scripture but the decalogue and the Lords

prayer.

Abrahamitical (a'bra-ham-it'i-kal or a-bram-

it'i-kal), . Relating to Abraham or to the

Abranamites.
Abraham-man (a'bra-ham- or a'bram-man),
n. 1. Originally, a mendicant lunatic from

Bethlehem Hospital, London. The wards in the

ancient Bedlam (Bethlehem) bore distinctive names, as of

some saint or patriarch. That named after Abraham
was devoted to a class of lunatics who on certain days

were permitted to go out begging. They bore a badge,

and were known as Abraham-men, Many, however, as-

sumed the badge without right, and begged, feigning

o- VTCU., T- ix/*-.j .Lium.., in v.i ..vv, *,~ Vva,w.. lunacy. Hence the more received meaning came to be

as, from what has been said above. 5. Be- of the yards of a vessel when the head-sails are 2. An impostor who
wandered^ M>ut^

the

sides : in the expression orcr and abore.

And stand indebted, over and above,
In love and service to you evermore.

N/mA-., M. of V., iv. 1

[Shakspere has more above in the same sense.

This, in obedience, hath my daughter showed me ;

And tuorr. nlmw, bath his solicitings . . .

All given to mine ear. Hamlet, n. -l.\

1

= Icel. ofan; all from
Goth, nf, prep., under, OHG. opa, aba,

obe, ob, adv. and prep., over, Icel. of, prep.,

over, for. A different form of the same base

appears in up, q. v. See also orer.] I. adv.

1. In or to a higher place ;
overhead ; often,

in a special sense : (a) In or to the celestial

regions ; in heaven.

Your praise the birds shall chant in every grove,
And winds shall waft it to the powers above.

Pope, Summer, 1. 80.

(6) Upstairs.
My maid's aunt . . . has a gown above.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. I.

2. On the upper side (opposed to beneath) ;

toward the top (opposed to below) : as, leaves

green aboi'e, glaucous beneath ; stems smooth

abore, hairy below. 3. Higher in rank or

power: as, the courts above. 4. Before in

Bnrk with Yards Abox.

p ,
. . aox (a-boks'), prep. phr. as adr. or a. [< a3

,

rank or order, especially in a book or writ-ing :

prep., 4- box2.} Naut., in or into the position

laid aback: applied to the head-yards only, the country seeking alms, under pretense of lu-

Other sails being kept full. nacy. Hence the phrase to sham Abraham, to feign

abD A contraction of archbishop. sickness.

S^^SV-i;,^ K?rSS5lr; ;;;i!HE'
(J. Screnus Sammonious. ID the second een- Aa,n had been very distinctly audible.

tury; mere jargon. Cf. ahnn-alam.'] 1. Acaba- Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxni.



Abraham's-balm

Abraham's-balmt (a'bra-hamz- or a'bramz-

bam), n. An old name of ail Italian willow

supposed to be a charm for the preservation of

chastity. See agnus castus, under aijiiiid.

Abraham's-eyet (a'bra-hamz- or a'bramz-i), n.

A magical charm supposed to have power to

deprive of eyesight a thief who refused to con-

fess his guilt.

abraidt (a-brad'), v. [< ME. abraiden, abrei-

den, start up, awake, move, reproach, < AS.

abregdan, contr. dbredan (a strong verb), move

quickly: see braid 1 and upbraid.] I. trans. To
rouse

;
awake

; upbraid.

How now, base brat ! what ! are thy wits thine own,
That thou dar'st thus abraide me in my land ?

Greene, Alphonsus, ii.

II. intrans. To awake
;
start.

And if that he out of his sleepe abraide,
He might don us bathe a vilanie.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 270.

Abramidina (aVra-mi-di'nfi,), n. pi. [NL.,
< Abramis (Abramid-) + -ina.] In Gunther's

classification of fishes, the twelfth subfamily
of Cyprinidai, having the anal fin elongate and
the abdomen, or part of it, compressed. It in-

cludes the genus Abramis and similar fresh-

water fishes related to the bream.
abramidine (ab-rani'i-din), n. One of the Abra-
midina.

Abramis (ab'ra-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. a/3pa/i/f

(afjpafud-), the name of a fish found in the Nile

and the Mediterranean, perhaps the bream,
but not etym. related to bream.] A genus
of fishes of the family Cyprinidee, typified by
the common fresh-water bream of Europe, A.
brama. The name has been adopted with various modi-
fications by different ichthyologists, being restricted by
some to old-world forms closely allied to the bream, and
extended by others to include certain American fishes

less nearly related to it, such as the common American
shiner, etc. G. Cuvier, 1817. See bream*.

Abranchia (a-brang'ki-a), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of abranchius: see abranchious.] A name
given to several different groups of animals
which have no gills : (n) To a group of vertebrates,

comprising mammals, birds, and reptiles (or Mammalia
and Sauropsida), whose young never possess gills. The
group is thus contrasted with Batrachia and Puces col-

lectively. In this sense the term has no exact classiflca-

tory signification. (6) To a group of gastropodous mol-

lusks, variously rated by naturalists as a suborder, an or-

der, or a subclass ; the Apiieusta or Dermatopnoa of some,
related to the Nudibrat\ehiata, having no branchiae, the up-
per surface of the body ciliated, and no shell except when in

the larval state. This group includes the families Lima-

pontidte, Phyllirhoidcf, and Elysiulce. (c) To an order of

Anttelida, the OKgochteta, which are without branchiae,
and respire by the surface of the body. There are several

families, among them the Lmnbricidai, to which the com-
mon earthworm belongs. They are mostly hermaphrodite,
and undergo no metamorphosis. They have no feet, but
the body is provided with bristles (seta;). The mouth is

rudimentary, not suctorial, as in the related order Him-
dinea (leeches). The species are mostly land or fresh-

water worms, (d) In Cuvier's system of classification, to

the third family of the order Annelides, containing the

earthworms (Abrauchia setigera) and the leeches ; thus

approximately corresponding to the two modern orders

Oligockceta and Hirudinea. It included, however, some
heterogeneous elements, as the gordians. Sometimes
called Abranchiata and also Abranchial. It it is advisable

to apply the term to any group of animals, it is probably to

be retained in the second of the senses above noted.]

abranchial! (a-brang'ki-an), n. One of the
Abranchia.
Abranchiata (a-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of abranchiatus : see abranchiate.'] A
term sometimes used as synonymous with
Abranchia.
abranchiate (a-'brang'ki-at). a. [< NL. abran-

chiatus: see abranchious and -ofcf] Devoid of

gills ;
of or pertaining to the Abranchia.

abranchious (a-brang'ki-us), a. [< NL. abran-

chius, < Gr. a- priv. + flpayxta, gills.] Same as

abranchiate. [Bare.]
The second family of the abranchious Annelides, or, the

Abranchia without bristles.

Q. Cuvier, Regne Anlm. (tr. of 1849), p. 398.

Abrasax (ab'ra-saks), n. Same as Abraxas, 1, 2.

abraset (ab-raz'), t. [< L. abrasus, pp. of

dbradere, rub off : see abrade.'] Same as abrade.

abraset (ab-raz'), a. [< L. abrasus, pp. : seethe

verb.] Made clean or clear of marks by rubbing.
A nymph as pure and simple as the soule or as an abraite

table. B. Jmuon, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

abrasion (ab-ra'zhou), n. [< L. abra$io(n~),
<abradere: see abrade.'] 1. The act of abrad-

ing ;
the act of wearing or rubbing off or away

by friction or attrition. Common examples of abra-

sion are : (a) The wearing or rubbing away of rocks by ice-

bergs or glaciers, by currents of water laden with sand,

shingle, etc., by blown sand, or by other means. (6) The
natural wasting, or wear and tear, to which coins are sub-

jected in course of circulation, as opposed to intentional

or accidental defacement.

18

It is one of the most curious phenomena of language,
that words are as subject as coin to defacement and
abrasion. Q. P. Marsh, Lect. on Eng. Lang., Int., p. 16.

2. The result of rubbing or abrading; an
abraded spot or place : applied chiefly to a

fretting or excoriation of the skin by which the

underlying tissues are exposed. 3. InpathoL,
a superficial excoriation of the mucous mem-
brane of the intestines, accompanied by loss

of substance in the form of small shreds. 4.
The substance worn away by abrading or at-

trition. Berkeley.
abrasive (ab-ra'siv), a. and n. [< L. as if

"abrasii'MS, < abrasus, pp. of abradere : see ab-

rade.] I. a. Tending to produce abrasion ;

having the property of abrading ;
abradant.

The . . . abrasive materials used in the treatment of

metallic surfaces.
C. P. B. Shelley, Workshop Appliances, p. 108.

H. n. Any material having abrading quali-
ties

;
an abradant.

The amateur is most strenuously counselled to polish
the tool upon the oil-stone, or other fine abrasive em-
ployed for setting the edge.

0. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 17.

abraum (ab'ram ;
G. pron. ap'roum), w. [G.; lit.,

what has to be cleared away to get at some-
thing valuable beneath ; the worthless upper
portion of a vein or ore-deposit; the earth

covering the rock in a quarry ;
< abraumen, clear

away, take from the room or place, < ab- (= E.

off), from, + raum, place, = E. room, q. v.]
Red ocher, used by cabinet-makers to give a
red color to new mahogany Abraum salts [G.

abrautnsalze], a mixture of salts of potash, soda, magnesia,
etc., overlying the rock-salt deposit at Stassfurt, Prussia,
and vicinity, the value of which was not immediately rec-

ognized when these deposits were opened, but which is

now the chief source of supply of potassic salts in the world.

Abraxas (ab-
rak'sas), n.

[See
"

def . 2,
and cf. abra-

cadabra.] 1.

In iiii/ii/.. a
Gnostic amu-

Abnas, collection of the British Museum. le* Consisting
of an engraved

gem, often bearing a mystical figure (which
generally combines human and brute forms)
and an unintelligible legend, but sometimes
inscribed with the word Abraxas, either alone
or accompanying a figure or a word connected
with Hebrew or Egyptian
religion, as lao, Sabaoth,
Osiris. 2. A mystical
word used by the Gnostic
followers of Basilides to

denote the Supreme Being,
or, perhaps, its 365 emana-
tions collectively, or the

365 orders of spirits oc-

cupying the 365 heavens.
Later it was commonly applied to

any syml>olical representation of

Onostic ideas. It is said to have
been coined by Basilides in the Abraxas, f Both examples are

second century, from the sum of of the Basilidian type.)

the Greek numeral letters ex-

Fressing

the number 365 ; thus : a = 1, /3
= 2, p = 100, a = 1,

= 60, a = 1, c = 200 ; total, 365.

Also written Abrasax.

3. A genus of lepidopterous insects, of the

family Geometrida, containing the large mag-
pie-moth, Abraxas grossulariata. The larvae are

very destructive to gooseberry- and currant-bushes in

Europe, consuming their leaves as soon as they appear.

abrayt (a-bra'), v. i. [A false pres. form,
made from ME. pret. abrayde, abraide, taken

for a weak verb, with pret. ending -de (= E.

-ed), whereas the verb is strong, with pret.

abrayde, abraide, properly abraid, abreid (< AS.

abr&gd), similar in form to pres. abrayde,

abraide, < AS. dbregde, inf. abregdan: see

abraid.] To awake.

But, whenas I did out of sleep abray,
I found her not where I left her whyleare.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 36.

abrazite (ab'ra-zlt), . [< Gr. a- priv., not, +
fipa&iv, boil, ferment, + -tie2.] A mineral
found at Capo di Bove, near Rome, probably
the same as that named zeagonite and later

gismondine (which see).
abrazitic (ab-ra-zit'ik), a. Not effervescing, as

in acids or when heated before the blowpipe :

said of certain minerals. [Bare.]

abread, abreed (a-bred'), preji. phr. as adv.

[Sc., < ME. abrede, on brede, in breadth : a, on,

prep. ; brede, < AS. braidu, breadth, < brad,
broad: see a3 and breadth, and cf. abroad.]
Abroad. Burns. Also spelled abraid. [Scotch.]

abridger

abreast (a-bresf ). prrp. />lir. as adv. or a. [< a3 ,

/iri'/i., im. + liri-iint.] 1. Bide by side, with breasts
in a line : as,

" the riders rode iibrnixt," Jtryrlrii.

It (the wall of riiuster] has f\ > >> lim . however, a
rugged outer parapet and a broad hollow flagging, wi<l<-

enough for two strollers ab,; i

H. Jaiim, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 9.

2. Naut.: (a) Lying or moving side by side, with
stems equally advanced. (i)When used to indi-

cate the situation of a vessel in regard to an-
other object, opposite ;

over against ; lying so

that the object is on a line with the beam : in

this sense with of.
The Bellona . . . kept too close to the starboard shoal,

and grounded abreast of the outer ship of the enemy.
Southey, Nelson, II. 121.

3. Figuratively, up to the sanfe pitch or level :

used with of or with : as, to keep abreast of the
times in science, etc. 4f. At the same time

;

simultaneously.
Abreast therewith began a convocation. Fuller.

Line abreast, a formation of a squadron in which the

ships are abreast of one another,

abredet, prq>. phr. as adv. A Middle English
form of abread. Rom. of tin' Hose.

abregget, v. t. A Middle English form of

abridge. Chaucer.

abrenouncet (ab-re-nouns'), v. t. [< L. <il>,

from (here intensive), + E. renounce, after LL.
abrenuntidre, < L. ab + renuntidre, renounce :

see renounce.] To renounce absolutely.
Under pain of the pope's curse . . . either to abrenmincc

their wives or their livings.

foxe, Book of Martyrs, Acts and Deeds, fol. 159.

abrenunciationt (ab-re-nun-si-a'shon), n.

[< ML. abrenuntiatio(n-), <L. abrenuntidre: see

abrenounce.] Renunciation ;
absolute denial.

An abrenunciatiim of that truth which he so long had
professed. Hurt uf Sedition, iii. b.

abreptiont (ab-rep'shon), n. [< L. as if *a&-

reptio(n-), < abripcre, pp. abreptus, snatch away,
< ab, away, + rapere, seize : see rapt and rav-

ish.'] The state of being carried away or forci-

bly separated; separation.
abreuvoir (a-bre-vwor'), n. [F., a drinking-
place, horse-trough, < abreuver, give to drink,
earlier abrerer, < OF. abetrcr = Sp. abrevar=
It. abbeverare, < ML. abeverare, orig. "adbibc-

rare, < ad, to, + "biberare, < L. bibere, drink :

see W61 and beverage.'] 1. A watering-place
for animals; a horse-trough. 2. In masonry,
a joint or interstice between stones, to be filled

up with mortar or cement. Gtrilt.

Also spelled abbreuvoir.

abricockt, abricott, Same as apricot.
abrid (a'brid), n. [Uncertain; perhaps due
to Sp. "abrido, for irreg. abierto. pp. of abrir,

open, unlock, < L. aperire, open.] A bushing-
plate around a hole in which a pintle moves.
E. H. Knight.
abridge (a-brij'), r. t.

; pret. and pp. abridged,

ppr. abridging. [< ME. abregen, abreggen, abrig-

gen, etc., < OF. abrigier, abridgier, abbregier,
abrei-ier=fr. abrevjar, < L. abbreriare, shorten,
< arf.to,+ brevis, short : see abbreviate and brief.]

1. To make snorter; curtail: as, "abridged
cloaks," Scott, Ivanhoe, xiv. 2. To shorten

by condensation or omission, or both
;
rewrite

or reconstruct on a smaller scale
; put the

main or essential parts of into less space : used
of writings : as, Justin abridged the history of

Trogus Pompeius.
The antiquities of Richliorough and Reculver, abridynl

from the Latin of Mr. Archdeacon Battely.
X. and Q., 6th ser., X. 143.

3. To lessen
;
diminish : as, to abridge labor.

Power controlled or abridged is almost always the rival

and enemy of that power by which it is controlled or

abridged. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 15.

4. To deprive ;
cut off : followed by of, and

formerly also by from : as, to abridge one of
rights or enjoyments.

Nor do I now make moan to be abridged
From snch a noble rate. Shak., M. of V., i. 1.

5. In alg., to reduce, as a compound quantity
or equation, to a more simple form. = Syn. 2.

To cut down, prune. Sec abbreviate. 4. To dispossess,

divest, strip, despoil.

abridgedly (a-brij'ed-li), adv. In a concise or

shortened form.

abridger (a-brij'er), H. One who or that

which abridges, by curtailing, shortening, or

condensing.
Criticks have been represented as the great abritlgen of

the native liberty of genius. //. Blair, Lectures, iii.

Abridgers are a kind of literary men to whom the indo-

lence of modern readers . . . give[s] ample employment.
/. D'lsradi. I'lirins. of Lit., II. 67.



abridgment

abridgment (a-brij'ment), . [< late ME.

abrygement,<.OF. abrigcment, abregement: see

abridge and -mcnt.] 1. The act of abridging, or

the state of being abridged ;
diminution ; con-

traction ; reduction ;
curtailment

;
restriction :

as, an abridgment of expenses; "abridgment
of liberty," Locke.

Persons employed in the mechanic arts are those whom
the abridgment of commerce would immediately anci't.

A. Hamilton, Works, II. 15.

It was his sin and folly which brought him under that

abrifti/iii'-iit. South.

2. A condensation, as of a book
;
a reduction

within a smaller space ;
a reproduction of any-

thing in reduced or condensed form.

A genuine abridgment is a reproduction of the matter
or substance of a larger work in a condensed form, and in

language which is not a mere transcript of that of the

original. Drone, Copyright, p. 158.

Here lies David Oarrick, describe him who can,
An abridgment of all that was pleasant in man.

Goldsmith, Retaliation.

3. That which abridges or cuts short. [Bare.]

Look, where my abridi/menls come [namely, the players
who cut me short in my speech. Compare, however,
meaning 4J. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

4. That which shortens anything, as time, or

makes it appear short; hence, a pastime.

[Bare.]
Say, what abridgment have you for this evening 1

What mask, what music? Shak., M. N. D., v. 1.

Also spelled abridgement.
= Syn. 2. Abridgment, Compendium, Epitome, Abstract,

Conspectus, Synopsis. Summary, Syllabus, Brief, Di/jest.

An abridgment is a work shortened by condensation of

statement, or by omitting the less essential parts. A com-

pendium, or compend, is a concise but comprehensive view
of a subject ; in general it does not imply, as abridgment
does, the existence of a larger or previous work. An
epitome contains only the most important points of a work
or subject, expressed in the smallest compass. An abstract

is a bare statement or outline of facts, heads, or leading
features in a book, lecture, subject, etc. Conspectus and

synopsis are, literally, condensed views the substance of

any matter so arranged as to be taken in at a glance ;

syiwpsis implies orderly arrangement under heads and

particulars. A summary is a brief statement of the main

points in a work or treatise, less methodical than an ab-

stract or a synopsis; it may be a recapitulation. A sylla-

bus is commonly a synopsis printed for the convenience
of those hearing lectures ; but the term is also applied to

certain papal documents. (See syllabus.) Brief is generally
confined to its technical legal meanings. (See brief.) A
digest is a methodical arrangement of the material of a

subject, as under heads or titles ;
it may include the

whole of the matter concerned : as, a digest of laws.

There may be an abridgment of a dictionary, a compend
or compendium of literature, an epitome of a political

situation, an abstract of a sermon, a conspectus or si/nopsis

of a book, a summary of the arguments in a debate, a

rfiV/wrf of opinions on some moot point.

abrigget, ". * A Middle English form of

abridge. Chaucer.

abrin (a'brin), n. [< Abrus + -in2.] A name
given to a poisonous principle obtained from
Abrus precatorius.
abroach (a-broch'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<

ME. abroche, in the phrase sette(n) abroche, set

abroach, < a& for on + broche, a spit, spigot,

pin : see brooch and broach.] Broached
; letting

out or yielding liquor, or in a position for letting
out : as, the cask is abroach.

If the full tun of vengeance be abroach,
Fill out and swill until you burst again.

Webster (?), Weakest Ooeth to the Wall, i. 2.

To set abroach, (a) To set running ; cause to flow or

let out liquor, as a cask or barrel.

Barrels of ale set abroach in different places of the road
had kept the populace in perfect love and loyalty towards
the Queen and her favourite. Scott, Kenilworth, II. xi.

(b) Figuratively, to give rise to ; spread abroad ; dissemi-

nate ; propagate.
What mischiefs he might set abroach.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. i

abroacht (a-broch'), v. t. [< ME. abrochen,

broach, tap, < OF. brocher, brochier, broach,
with prefix a-, due to adv. abroche : see abroach,

prep. phr., and broach.] To open, as a cask, for

the purpose of letting out liquor ; tap; broach.

Thilke tonne that I schal abroche.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath, Prol., 1. 177.

abroad (a-brad'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<
ME. abroad, abrod, < a3

, prep., on, + brood, brod,
broad: see broad.] 1. Broadly; widely; ex-

pansively ;
outward on all or on both sides.

The love of God is shed abroad in our hearts. Rom. v. 5.

Her winges bothe abrod she spradde. GOK'I'I-.

Look now abroad another race has filled

These populous burden. Bryant, The Ages, st. 32.

2. Out of or beyond certain limits, (a) Beyond
the walls of a house or the bounds of any inclosure : as,

to walk abroad.

Where as he lay
So sick alway,

He myght not come abrade.
Sir T. More, A -Merry Jest.
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\\ ' arc for the most part more lonely when we go
l,,-',irrl unions men than when we stay in our chambers.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 147.

I nited States used most commonly with reference to

At home the soldier learned how to value bis rights,

abrttad how to defend them.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

others, still, are introduced from abroad by fashion, or

are borrowed thence for their usefulness.
F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 153.

3. Absent; gone away, especially to a consider-
able distance : as, the head of the firm is abroad.

4. In an active state; astir; in circulation :

as, there are thieves abroad; rumors of disaster

are abroad.
There's villainy abroad : this letter wilt tell yon more.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 1.

To be all abroad, (a) To be wide of the mark, in a

figurative sense ; be far wrong in one's guess or estimate,

(fe) To be at a loss ; be puzzled, perplexed, bewildered,

nonplussed ;
be all or quite at sea. The schoolmaster

is abroad, education is diffused among the people : often
used ironically or punningly, implying that the school-

master is absent. See schoolmaster.

Abrocoma (ab-rok'o-ma), n. Same as ffabro-

coma.
abrocome (ab'ro-kom), . Same as habrocomc.

abrogable (ab'ro-ga-bl), a. [< L. as if *ab-

rogabilis, < aftrw/arej abrogate : see abrogate, v.,

and -ble.] Capable of being abrogated.
abrogate (ab'ro-gat), v. t.

; pret. and pp.

abrogated, ppr. abrogating. [< L. abrogatus,

pp. of abrogare, annul, repeal, < ab, from, +
rogare, ask, propose a law: see rogation.] 1.

To abolish summarily ;
annul by an authorita-

tive act
; repeal. Applied specifically to the repeal

of laws, customs, etc., whether expressly or by establish-

ing something inconsistent therewith. See abrogation.

The supremacy of mind abrogated ceremonies.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., II. 346.

Since I revoke, annul, and abrogate
All his decrees in all kinds : they are void !

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 170.

2t. To keep clear of
;
avoid.

abscession

iinrunti, V.oitronc.] A Europeim speeii-H of

.Irtt-iitixiti, .1. .llimltniiini, frequent InCultivation
under the nut 1' southernwood.
Abrothrix (ab'ro-thriks), . Same as Habro-
thrix.

abrupt (a-brupf), a. and . [< L. abruptus,
steep, disconnected, abrupt, pp. of abrumperc,
break off, < ab, off, 4- rumpere, break : see rup-
ture.] I. a. 1. Broken or appearing as if bro-

ken away or off
;
marked by or showing a sud-

den breach or change of continuity ; wanting
continuation or completion : as, the path or the
discourse came to an abrupt termination

;
an

abrupt turn, in a road. Hence 2. Steep; pre-

cipitous : as, an abrupt cliff ; an abrupt descent.

The abrupt mountain breaks,
And seems with its accumulated crags
To overhang the world. Shelley, Alastor.

3. Figuratively, sudden ;
without notice to pre-

pare the mind for the event
;
unceremonious :

as, an abrupt entrance or address.

Abrupt death
A period puts, and stops his impious breath.

Oldham, Satires on Jesuits.

4. Lacking in continuity ; having sudden tran-

sitions from one subject to another: as, an

abrupt style. 5. In bot., terminating sud-

denly : as, an abrupt point : sometimes used in

the sense of truncate : as, an abrupt leaf.

Abrupt-pinnate. Same as abruptly pinnate. See abrupt-
Ill. Syn. 2. Precipitous, perpendicular, sheer, steep. 3.

Sudden, unexpected, hasty, hurried, rough, rude, brusk,

blunt, curt, precipitate, short, summary, vehement. 4.

Broken, disconnected.

II. n. [<L. abruptum, a steep ascent or de-

scent, prop. neut. of abruptus, broken off: see

the adj.] An abrupt place; a precipice or
chasm. [Bare and poetical.]

Or spread his aery flight,

Upborne with indefatigable wings,
Over the vast abrupt. Milton, P. L., ii. 409.

abruptt (a-brupf), v. t. To break off; inter-

rupt ;
disturb.

Insecurity . . . abrupteth our tranquillities.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 112.

abrogate! (ab'ro-ga't), a. [< L. abrogates, an- abruption (ab-rup'shon), n.
__

nulled, pp. of abrogare : see abrogate, v.] An- a breaking off, < abrumperc : see abrupt, a.] A
[< L. abruptio(n-),

u see abrupt, a.] A
sudden breaking off ;

a sudden termination
;
a

violent separation of bodies.
nulled; abolished.

abrogation (ab-ro-ga'shon), n. [< L. abro-

gatio(n-), a repeal, < abrogare, repeal : see By this abruption posterity lost more instruction than

abrogate, v. ] The act of abrogating. Specifl- delight.

cally, the annulling of a law by legislative action or by abruptly (a-brupt'li), adv. 1. Brokenly; by
usage. See derogation. Abrogation is

.expressed^
when brea\iug ^ be ing broken off suddenly : as, the

path or the discourse endedpronounced by the new law in general or particular
terms ;

it is implied when the new law contains provisions

positively contrary to the former law.

There are no such institutions here ; no law that can
abide one moment when popular opinion demands its

abrogation. W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 47.

abrogative (ab'ro-ga-tiv), a. Abrogating or an-

nulling: as, an abrogative law.

abrogator (ab'ro-ga-tor), n. One who abro-

gates or repeals.
Abruptly Pinnate Leaf.

abruptly. 2. Precipitously,
or with a very steep slope :

as, the rocks rise abruptly
from the water's edge. 3.

Suddenly, without giving no-

tice, or without the usual
forms: as, the minister left

France abruptly. 4. With

ern United States. The showy and sometimes fragrant
flowers are borne in umbels, much resembling the garden
verbena in appearance, but very different in structure.

Two or three species are found in cultivation.

abroodt (a-brod')t prep. phr. as adv. [< ME.
abrode, < <J3, prep., on, + brode, E. brood.] In

or as if in the act of brooding.
The Spirit of God sat abroad upon the whole rude mass. AbFUS (a bi IS), n.

Abp. Sancroft, Sermons, p. 135.

abrookt (a-bruk'), v. t. [< o-l (expletive) +
ftroofc2 .] To brook ; endure. See ftroofc2 .

Ill can thy noble mind abroofc

The abject people, gazing in thy face.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 4.

Abrornis (ab-ror'nis), n. Same as Habrornis.

abrotanoid (ab-rot'a-noid), n. [< Gr. ajiporovov,

an aromatic plant, "prob. southernwood (ML.

ity of being abrupt, (a) The state or quality of being
broken off, steep, or craggy ; sudden breach of continuity ;

precipitousness. (6) Suddenness ; unceremonious haste or

vehemence, (c) Any want of continuity or smoothness.

Some other languages, for their soft and melting fluency,
as having no abruptness of consonants, have some advan-

tage of the English. Hovxll, Forreiue Travel), p. 168.

[NL., prop. *Habrus, < Gr.

d/lp6f, graceful, elegant, delicate.] A small

genus of leguminous plants. A. precatoritis, or

Indian licorice, is a woody twiner, indigenous to India,

but now found in all tropical countries, where its root is

often used as a substitute for licorice. Its polished, party-
colored seeds, of the size of a small pea, called crabs'-

eiies, jumble-beads, and jequirity or John Crow beans, are

employed for rosaries, necklaces, etc., and as a remedy in

diseases of the conjunctiva. They have given their native

name of retti [Hind, ratti, rati] to a weight (2.1875 grains)
used by Hindu jewelers and druggists. See retti-u-eighu.

abrotanum), ( eMof ,
form : see idol.] A species abs-. A prefix of Latin origin; a form of ab-,

of sclerodermatous East Indian reef-coral, Ma- used (as in Latin) before c, q, t, as in abscond,

drepora abrotanoida. abstain, absterge, abstract, etc.

abrotanum (ab-rot'a-num), . [<ML. abrota- abscess (ab'ses), n. [<~L. abscessus, a goingaway,
num and aprotanum, prop. L. abrotonuni (also in medical language an abscess, <.abscedere, go

abrotonus), < Gr. afiporovov (also ajiporovoi; ), an away, < abs, lengthened form of ab, away, +
aromatic plant, prob. southernwood (Artemisia cedere, go : see cede.] In med., a collection of

Abrotanum), = Skt. mrdtana, a plant, Cyperus pus in the tissues of any part of the body.

rotundus; less prob. for "aftpArovov, < <i/3poc, deli- abscessed (ab'sest), p. a. Diseased with an

cate, + rovof, a cord, taken in the sense of fila- abscess or with abscesses,

ment or fiber. The L. form gave rise to AS. abscessiont (ab-sesh'on), n. [< L. abscessio(n-),

aprotane, ambrotena, prutene, and other corrupt < abscedcre, go away: see abscess.] 1. De-

forms, and to It. Sp. Pg. abrotano, OF. abrone, parture.



abscession

Neither justly excommunicated out of that particular
church to which he was orderly joyned, nor excommuni-
cating himself hy voluntary Schisme, declared abscession,

separation, or apostasie.
Bp. Gavden, Tears of the Church, p. 37.

2. In mcd., an abscess.

abscess-root (ab'ses-rot), n. A popular name
of the plant I'olemonium reptans.
abscind (ab-sind'), f. i. [< L. abscindere, cut

off, tear off, < ab, off, + scindere, cut, = Or.

ajfV^uv, cut, separate : gee scission and schism.]
To cut off. [Rare.]

Two syllables abscinded from the rest.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 90.

abscise (ab-siz'), r. t .
; pret. and pp. abscised,

ppr. abscising. [< L. ubscisus, pp. of abscidere,
cut off, < abs for ab, off, away, + ccedere, cut.

Cf. excise, incise, .,
and precise, a.] To cut off

or away.
abscissa (ab-sis'a), n.

; pi. abscissae or abscissas

(-e, -az). [L. (tr.'of Gr. cmorla/iflavofitvTi), abbre-
viation of recta ex diametro abscissa, line cut
off from the diameter; fern, of abscissas, cut

off, pp. of abscindere: see abscind.'} In math.:

(a) In the conic sections, that part of a trans-

verse axis which lies between its vertex and
a perpendicular ordinate to it from a given
point of the conic. Thus (fig. 1), in the parabola PAC,
AM, the part of the axis AB cut off by the ordinate

PM, is the abscissa of the point, P.
(ft) In the system
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of Cartesian coordinates, a certain line used
in determining the position of a point in a

plane. Thus (fig. 2), let two fixed intersecting lines (axes)
OYand OX be taken, and certain directions on them (as
from toward X and from O toward Y) be assumed as posi-
tive. From any point, as P, let a line be drawn parallel
to OY and cutting OX in M. Then will the two quantities
OM and MP, with the proper algebraic sign, determine
the position of the point P. OM, or its value, is called the
abscissa of the point, and the fixed line X'X is called the
rt.rw of abscissas. See coordinate, n., 2.

abscissio infiniti (ab-sish'i-6 in-fi-ni'ti). [L. ;

lit., a cutting off of an infinite (number) : see
abscission and infinite.'] In logic, a series of

arguments which exclude, one after another,
various assertions which might be made with

regard to the subject under discussion, thus

gradually diminishing the number of possible
assumptions.
abscission (ab-sizh'on), n. [< L. abscissio(n-),
< abscindere, cut off: see abscind.] 1. The act
of cutting off

;
severance

;
removal.

Not to he cured without the abscission of a member.
Jer. Taylor.

2f. The act of putting an end to
;
the act of

annulling or abolishing. Sir T. Browne. 3.
Retrenchment. [Rare.] 4. The sudden ter-

mination of a disease by death. Hooper,
Med. Diet. 5. In rhet., a figure of speech con-

sisting in a sudden reticence, as if the words
already spoken made sufficiently clear what
the speaker would say if he were to finish

the sentence: as, "He is a man of so much
honor and candor, and such generosity but
I need say no more." 6. In astro!., the cutting
off or preventing of anything shown by one
aspect by means of another. Abscission of the
cornea, in mrg., a specific cutting operation performed
upon the eye for the removal of a staphyloma of the cor-
nea.

absconce (ab-skons'), n. [<ML. absconsa, a
dark lantern, fern, of L. absconsus, for abscondi-

tus, pp. of abscondere, hide : see abscond and
mxMM)A.] Eccles., a dark lantern holding a wax-
light, used in the choir in reading the absolu-
tion and benediction at matins, and the chap-
ters and prayers at lauds.
abscond (ab-skond'), v. [< L. abscondere, hide,
put away, < abs, away, + condere, put, lay up,
< con-, for cum, together, + -dere, in comp., a
weakened form of "dare, put, = E. do.] I.
intrans. 1 . To retire from public view, or from
the place in which one resides or is ordinarily
to be found

; depart in a sudden and secret
manner

;
take one's self off

; decamp ; espe-
cially, to go out of the way in order to avoid a

legal process.
He must, for reasons which nobody could divine, have

absconded. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 150.
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2. To hide, withdraw, or lie concealed: as,
"the marmot absconds in winter," Say, Works
of Creation.
A fish that flushes his freckled side in the sun and as

suddenly absconds in the dark and dreamy waters again.
l.if'-U, Study Windows, p. 377.

= Syn. Escape, retreat, flee, run away, make off.

Il.t trans. To conceal.

Nothing discoverable in the lunar surface is ever cov-

ered and absconded from us by the interposition of any
clouds or mists but such as rise from our own globe.

lii'iitln/. Sermons, viii.

abscondedt (ab-skon'ded), p. a. Hidden
;
se-

cret : recondite. In l,er., said of a bearing which is

completely covered by a superimposed charge. Thus, if a
shield has three mullets in pale, the middle one of the
three would he completely hidden or abwm/f</ by a shield
of pretense or inescutcheon.

I am now obliged to go far in the pursuit of beauty
which lies very absconded and deep.

Shaftesbury, Moralists, p. 3.

abscondedlyt (ab-skon'ded-li), adv. In con-
cealment or hiding.
An old Roman priest that then lived abscondedly in

Oxon. Wood, Athena; Oxon., I. 631.

abscondencet (ab-skon'dens), n. Concealment ;

seclusion.

absconder (ab-skon'der), . One who ab-
sconds.
absconsio (ab-skon'shi-6), n.

; pi. absconsiones

(ab-skon-shi-6'nez). [NL., < L. abscondere,
hide: see abscond.] In anat. and sura., a cav-

ity or sinus.

absence (ab'sens), n. [< ME. absence, < OF. ab-

sence, ausence. F. absence = Sp. Pg. ausencta =
It. assenza, < L. absentia, absence, < absen (t-)s,

absent: see absent, a.] 1. The state of being
absent ; the state of being away or not present :

as, speak no ill of one in his absence.

Say, is not absence death to those who love ?

Pope, Autumn.
We see on the lip of our companion the presence or

absence of the great masters of thought and poetry to his
mind. Emerson, Domestic Life.

2. The period of being away or absent : as, an
absence of several weeks or years. 3. The
state of being wanting ;

non-existence at the

place and time spoken of; want; lack: as,
the absence of evidence.
In the absence of conventional law. Chancellor Kent.

4. Absent-mindedness
;
inattention to things

present : a shortened form of absence of mind.
To conquer that abstraction which is called absence.

Landor.
For two or three days I continued subject to frequent

involuntary fits of absence, which made me insensible, for

the time, to all that was passing around me.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 147.

Absence Of mind, habitual or temporary forgetfulness
of, or inattention to, one's immediate surroundings.
Decree in absence, in Scot* law, a decree pronounced
against a defendant who has not appeared and pleaded on
the merits of the cause. Leave Of absence, permission
from a superior to be absent. In the I'nited States army
an officer is entitled to 30 days' leave in each year on full

pay. He may permit this time to accumulate for a period
not exceeding four years. Wtthelm, Mil. Diet.

absent (ab'sent), a. and n. [< ME. absent, <

OF. absent, diluent, F. absent = Sp. Pg. ausente
= It. assente, <L. absen(t-)s, being away (ppr.
of abesse, be away), < ab, away, + *sen(t-)s,

ppr. (= Gr. uv (UVT-), = Skt. sant, being, = E.

moth, true : see sooth), < inf. ease, be : see es-

sence, am, is, and at. present.] I. a. 1. Not in a
certain place at a given time

;
not in conscious-

ness or thought at a certain time
; away : op-

posed to present.
With this she fell distract,

And, her attendants absent, swallow'd fire.

Skalc., J. C., iv. 3.

The picture or visual image in your mind when the
orange is present to the senses is almost exactly repro-
duced when it is absent. J. Finite, Idea of God, p. 140.

2. Not existing ; wanting ;
not forming a part

or attribute of: as, among them refinement
is absent ; revenge is entirely absent from his
mind. 3. Absent-minded (which see).
From this passage we may gather not only that Chaucer

was . . . small of stature and slender, but that he was ac-

customed to be twitted on account of the abstracted or
abtent look which so often tempts children of the world to
offer its wearer a penny for his thoughts.

A. W. Ward, Life of Chaucer, iii.

Absent with leave (milit.), said of officers permitted to
absent themselve's from their posts, and of enlisted men
on furlough. Absent without leave (milit.), said of
officers and soldiers (sometimes of deserters) who have
absented themselves from their posts without permission ;

they are so reported in order to bring their offense under
the cognizance of a court martial. In the United States

army, an officer absent without leave for three months
may be dropped from the rolls of the army by the Presi-

dent, and is not eligible to reappointment. Wilhelm, Mil.
Diet. = Syn. 3. Absent., rnattentive, Abstracted, Preoccu-

pied, Diverted, Distracted. An absent man is one whose
mind wanders unconsciously from his immediate sur-

absinthe

^ui^u.
these cases he is or becomes intittriitiri'. />i*trarted(Ut
erally, dragged apart) is .sometimes ust-d for tlircrtcd, bu
ilrnutrs more properly a state of perplexity or mental un
caxincss! sometimes approaching frenzy.

Il.t n. One who is not present ;
an absentee.

f>et us enjoy the right of Christian absents, to pray for
one another. Bp. Mm-ton, To Abp. Usher.

absent (ab-senf), v. t. [< F. absenter = Sp. Pg.
/ii/xi iitar = It. assentare, < L. absentare, cause
to be away, be away, < absen(t-)a, absent: see

absent, a.] To make absent
;
take orkeep away:

now used only reflexively, but formerly some-
times otherwise, as by Milton: as, to absent
one's self from home ; he absented himself from
the meeting.

If thou didst ever hold me in thy heart,
Absent thee from felicity awhile.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

What change
Absents thee, or what chance detains?

Milton, P. L., x. 108.

absentaneoust (ab-sen-ta'ne-us), a. [< ML. ab-

sentaneiin, < L. absen(t-)s, absent : see absent, a.]

Relating to absence
;
absent. Bailey.

absentation (ab-sen-ta'shon), n. [< ML. absen-

tatio(n-), < L. absentare, make absent : see ab-

sent, v.] The act of absenting one's self, or
the state of being absent. [Rare.]
His absentation at that juncture becomes significant.

Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, p. 229.

absentee (ab-sen-te'), n. 1. One who is ab-
sent ; more narrowly, one who withdraws from
his country, office, estate, post, duty, or the like.

Specifically applied, generally hy way of reproach, to
landlords and capitalists who derive their income from
one country, but spend it in another in which they reside.

2. In Jaw, one who is without the jurisdiction
of a particular court or judge.
absenteeism (ab-sen-te'izm), n. The practice
or habit of being an absentee

;
the practice of

absenting one's self from one's country, station,

estate, etc. Absenteeism in France, under the old re-

gime, was one of the greatest evils, and a prominent cause
of the first revolution ; and in Ireland it lias been a cause
of much popular discontent.

Partly from the prevailing absenteeism among the land-

lords, . . . these peasants of the north [of Russia] are
more energetic, more intelligent, more independent, and
consequently less docile and pliable, than those of the
fertile central provinces. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 109.

absenteeship (ab-sen-te'ship), . Same as ab-
senteeism.

absenter (ab-sen'ter), n. One who absents him-
self.

He [Judge Foster] has fined all the absenters 20 apiece.
Lord Thurlow, Sir M. Foster.

absente reo (ab-sen'te re'6). [L. : absente,
abl. of absen(t-)s, absent; reo, abl. of reus, a

defendant, < res, an action : see res.] The de-
fendant being absent : a law phrase.
absently (ab'sent-li), adv. In an absent or in-

attentive manner
;
with absence of mind.

absentment (ab-sent'ment), n. [< absent, v.,

+ -ment.] The act of absenting one's self, or
the state of being absent. Harrow. [Rare.]
absent-minded (ab'sent-min^ded), a. Charac-
terized by absence of mind (see absence) ;

inat-

tentive to or forgetful of one's immediate sur-

roundings.
absent-mindedness (ab'sent-min'

<

'ded-nes), n.

The quality, state, or habit of being absent-
minded.
absentness (ab'sent-nes), n. The quality of

being absent, inattentive, or absent-minded
;

absent-mindedness.

absey-bookt (ab'se-buk), n. [That is, a-b~c

book : see a-b-c.] A primer, which sometimes
included a catechism.

And then comes answer like an Absejj-book.

Shak., K. John, i. 1.

absidiole (ab-sid'i-61), n. Same as apsidiole.
absinth (ab'sinth), n. [< F. absinthe, < L. absin-

thium : see absinthium] 1. Wormwood. See
absinthium. 2. Absinthe (which see).

absinthate (ab-sin'that), n. A salt formed by
a combination of absinthic acid with a base.

absinthe (ab'sinth; F. pron. ab-sant'), n. [F.,
<L. absinthium: see absinthium.] The com-
mon name of a highly aromatic liqueur of an

opaline-green color and bitter taste
;
an abbre-

viation of extrait d'absinthe, extract of absin-

thium. It is prepared by steeping in alcohol or strong
spirit hitter herbs, the chief of which are Artemisia Ab-
sintliiuni. A. miiti'llina, A. spicata ; besides which some
recipes mention plants that are not of this genus, and



absinthe

ran be intended only to modify the bitter of the worm-
woods; tin- Mi|nnr so llavorcd is then redistilled. It is

considered tonii.- and stomachic. Its excessive use pro-
duces a morbid condition differing somewhat from ordi-

nary alcoliolism. Vertigo and epileptifonn convulsions
arc marked symptoms, and hallucination! occur without
other symptoms of delirium tremens. The use of it pre-
vailed at one time among the French soldiers in Algiers,
hut it is now forbidden throughout the French army.
The most common way of preparing it for drinking is by
pouring it into water drop by drop or allowing it to trickle

through a funnel with a minute opening; so prepared, it

is called /'( li<i*nril<>, and is common in the cafes of France,
Italy, and Switzerland.

absinthial (ab-sin'thi-al), a. Of or pertaining
to wormwood; hence, bitter. N. E. D.
absinthian (ab-sin'thi-an), a. Pertaining to or

of the nature of wormwood.
Tempering absinthian bitterness with sweets.

Randolph, Poems (t52), p. 00.

absinthiate (ab-sin'thi-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

iibxinlliiiitcd, ppr. absinthiuting. [< L. absinllii-

atus, pp. adj., containing wormwood, < absin-

thium: see absinth! urn.'] 1. To impregnate with
wormwood. 2. To saturate with absinthe.

Latinised English and absinthiated barrack-room mo-
rality. The Spectator, No. 3035, p. 1154.

absinthic (ab-sin'thik), . Of or pertaining to

absinthium orwormwood Absinthic acid, an acid
derived from wormwood, probably identical with succiuic
acid.

absinthin (ab-sin'thin), w. The crystalline bit-

ter principle (C^oI^gO,^ of wormwood, Arte-
m ixia Absinth i u in .

absinthine (ab-sin'thin). a. Having the qualities
of absinth or wormwood

; absinthic. Carlyle.
absinthism (ab-sin'thizm), n. The cachectic
state produced by the use of absinthe (which
see).
absinthium (ab-sin'thi-um), n. [L., <Gr. atyiv-

diav, also aifiivBot; and atyivtiia., wormwood, of

Pers. origin.] The common
wormwood, Artemisia, Ab-

sinthium, a European spe-
cies, much cultivated for its

bitter qualities. It contains a
volatile oil which is the principal
ingredient in the French liqueur
absinthe.

absinthol (ab-sin'thol), n.

The chief constituent of oil

of wormwood, CjoHigO.
absis (ab'sis), . Same as

apsis.

absistt(ab-sist'), c. i. [<L.
absistere, withdraw, \ ab,

off, + sistcrc, stand, a re-

duplicated form of stare, to
stand: see state, stand.] To
desist.

absistencet (ab-sis'tens), .

A standing off; a refrain-

Aricmisia Absinthium, ing or holding back.
Leafandflowermebranch. abgjt (ab' Sit), 11. [L. ;

third

pers. pres. subj. of abessc,
be away.] In colleges, a leave of absence from
commons.
absit omen (ab'sit 6'meu). [L. ; lit., may the
omen be away : absit, third pers. pres. subj. of

abesse, be away ; omen, an omen : see absent
and omen.'] May it not be ominous ! May the
omen fail!

absolute (ab'so-lut), a. and . [< ME. absolut,
< OF. absolut, <J L. absolutus, complete, unre-

stricted, absolute, pp. of absolverc, loosen from :

see absolve.] I. a. 1. Free from every restric-

tion
j
unconditional: as, the only absolute ne-

cessity is logical necessity; absolute skepticism;
absolute proof. 2. Perfect; complete; entire;
possessed as a quality in the highest degree,
or possessing the essential characteristics of the
attribute named in the highest degree: as, ab-
solute purity ; absolute liberty.
What philosophical inquiry aims at is, to discover a

proof, by subjective analysis, of a greater certainty in tin

law, of an inviolable uniformity in nature, of what may
properly be called an absolute uniformity, if only the word
absolute is used as opposed to incomplete or partial, and
not as opposed to relative or phenomenal.

S. Hodgson, Phil, of Reflection, II. iv. 1.

Hence 3. Perfect; free from imperfection:
sometimes applied to persons.

May seem as shy, as grave, as jnst, ;is n!^>,hit,-

As Angelo. Shale., II. for M., v. 1.

So absolute she seems,
And in herself complete. Mi/tun, I'. I... viii. 547.

4. Fixed
;
determined

;
not merely provisional ;

irrevocable.

O, pass not, Lord, an absolute deei er.

Nor bind thy sentence unconditional.

Dryden, Annus \lii-abilis.

6. Viewed independently of other similar
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things; not considered with reference to other
similar things as standards

; not comparative
merely: opposed to relative: as, absolute posi-
tion; fthwhitc velocity (see below). [Careful
writers, without an explanation, or unless the context
makes the meaning clear, do imt use the won! in this sense ;

so that, though it has always belonged to the word, it is

ci'iisiiliTod as secondary-^

Such it codi- is that here called Absolute Ethics as dis-

tinguished from Relative. Etliies a code the injunctions
of which are alone to he considered as absolutely right, in
contrast with those that are relatively right or least

wrong; and which, as a system of ideal conduct, is to
serve as a standard for our guidance in solving, as well as
we can, the problems of real conduct.

//. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 104.

6. Unlimited in certain essential respects;
arbitrary ; despotic : applied especially to a
svstem of government in which the will of
the sovereign is comparatively unhampered
by laws or usage: as, an absolute monarchy.

As Lord Chamberlain, I know, you are absolute by your
office, in all that belongs to the decency and good man-
ners of the stage. Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

All absolute governments, of whatever form, concen-
trate power in one uncontrolled and irresponsible individ-
ual or body, whose will is regarded as the sense of the
community. Calhoitn, -Works, I. 37.

7. Certain; infallible.

The colour of my hair he cannot tell,
Or answers "dark," at random, while, be sure,
He's absolute on the figure, five or ten,
Of my last subscription.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, hi.

8. Domineering; peremptory; exacting strict

obedience.

Tapped on her head
With absolute forefinger. Mrs. Browning.

9. Ultimate
;
not derived from anything else :

as, an absolute principle. 10. Immeasurable;
not definable by measurement

;
not led up to

by insensible gradations: as, the distinction
between right and wrong is absolute.

The opposition is no longer of the rigid or absolute
nature which it was before. A. Setk.

11. In gram. t standing out of the usual syntac-
tical relation or construction: applied to the
case of a noun and an adjunct in no relation
of dependence upon the rest of the sentence,
and defining the time or circumstances of an
action: as, the genitive absolute in Greek, the
ablative absolute in Latin, the locative absolute in

Sanskrit, and the nominative absolute in English.
Absolute alcohol. See alcohol. Absolute atmo-

sphere, an absolute unit of pressure, equal to one million

grams per centimeter-second square ; that is, one million
times the pressure produced on a square centimeter by a
force of one gram accelerated every second by a velocity
of one centimeter per second. Absolute ego, in met-

aph. t the non-individual, pure ego, neither subject nor
object, which, according to the German metaphysician
J. G. Fichte, posits the world. Absolute electrometer.
See electrometer. Absolute equation, in astron., the
sum of the optic and eccentric equations, the former
being the apparent inequality of a planet's motion in its

orbit due to its unequal distance from the earth at dif-

ferent times, an effect which would subsist even if the

planet's real motion were uniform, and the latter being
the inequality due to a real lack of uniformity in the plan-
et's motion. Absolute estate, in law, an unqualified,
unconditional estate, entitling the owner to immediate
and unlimited possession, and dominion. Absolute form.
Seeform. Absolute identity, the metaphysical doctrine
that mind and matter are phenomenal modifications of the
same substance. Absolute instrument, :m instrument

designed to measure electrical or other physical quantities
in terms of absolute units. See unit. Absolute in-

variant, in alg., an invariant entirely unchanged by a
linear transformation of thequantic. Absolute magni-
tude, magnitude without regard to sign, as plutmr minuti ;

opposed to algebraical magnitude. Absolute measure,
that which is based simply on the fundamental units of

time, space, and mass, and does not involve a comparison
with any other arbitrary quantity, especially not any gravi-
tation-unit, whose value varies with the latitude and ele-

vation above the sea. Thus, the absolute measure of a
force is that of the velocity it would impart to the unit-
mass in a unit of time. The units so derived are called ab-

solute units; for example, the poundal or dyne. See unit.

Absolute position, position in absolute space. Al>
SOlute pressure, (a) That measure of pressure which
includes atmospheric pressure. (6) Pressure expressed
in absolute measure, commonly in absolute atmospheres
(which see). Absolute problem, a qualitative problem
in which it is sought to discover whether an object pos-
sesses a given character, but not to compare different

objects. Absolute proposition, in logic t
a categorical

proposition. Absolute reality, in RMtopA., reality not
as it is conceived, but as it exists independently of all

thought altout it. -Absolute reciprocant. See recipru-
cant. Absolute space, space considered as the recep-
tacle of things, ami not as relative to the objects in it:

opposed to spatial extftvtton. Absolute temperature,
temperature measured from the absolute zero of tem-
perature (see below) on the absolute or thermodynamic
scale of temperature, which is defined by the condition
that the area included between two fixed adiabatic lines

and any two isothermal lines is proportional to the differ-

ence of temperatures for those lines on this scale. This
absolute srjile of temperature differs by very small quan-
tities, usually negligible, from that of an air-thermometer,
and by the absolute temperature is often meant the tem-
perature on the latter scale above the absolute zero.

absolutely
Absolute term. () In lijit, a general class-name, as
man, as opposed to a relative or ronnotative terra, (b)
In "/,'/-. that term nf ;m equation or quantic in which tin

Unknown quantity does not appear, or, if it appears, has
the exponent 0. Thus, in the equation 2 + I2a: 24=;0,
which may also be written x? + 1'ir term
written 24 in the first form and 24rr<> in the second
form is called the abxolttte term. Absolute time, time
regarded as a quasi -substance independent of the events
it brings into relationship, that is, which occur in it.

Absolute, true, and mathematical tin\\ in itself and its
own nature out of relation to anything out of itself, flows
equably, and is otherwise called duration: relative, ap-
parent, and vulgar time is any sensible and external
measure of duration by motion (whether accurate or in-

equable) which the vulgar use in place of true time, as ait

hour, a day, a month, a year.
Sir /. Newton, Principia (trans.), Def. 8, Scholium.

Absolute velocity, the velocity of a body with refer-
ence not to other moving bodies, but to something im-
movable.

We know nothing about abnolutc velocities in space, for
we have no standard of comparison.

A, Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 15.

Absolute zero of temperature, the lowest possible
temperature which the nature of heat admits; the tem-
perature at which the particles whose motion constitutes
heat would be at rest; that temperature at which, if it

were maintained in the refrigerator of a perfect thermo-
dynamic engine, the engine would convert all the heat
it should receive from its source into work. This tem-
perature has been proved to be 273.7 degrees below the
zero of the centigrade scale. See absolute temperature.= Syn. 1. Unconditional, independent. 2. Finished,
perfect, rounded, consummate, complete. 6. Arbitrary,
autocratic, unrestricted, irresponsible.- 7. Positive, de-
cided, certain, sure. 8. Peremptory, imperative, dicta-
torial. 9. Immediate, direct, self-existent.

II. n. 1. In metaph. ; (a) That which is free
from any restriction, or is unconditioned;
hence, the ultimate ground of all things ;

God :

as, it is absurd to place a limit to the power
of the Absolute.

Being itself, and the types which follow, as well as those
of logic in general, may be looked upon as definitions of
the Absolute, or metaphysical definitions of God : at least
the first and third typical form in every triad may.

Uegel, Logic, tr. by Wallace, 85.

The contention of those who declare the Absolute to
be unknowable is, that beyond the sphere of knowable

phenomena there is an Existent, which partially appears
in the phenomena, but is something wholly removed from
them, and in no way cognizable by us.

G. If. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 430.

(6) That which is perfect or complete : as, its

beauty approaches the absolute, (c) That which
is independent of some or all relations ; the
non-relative.
The term absolute is of a twofold . . . ambiguity, corre-

sponding to the double . . . signification of the word in
Latin. Absolutum means what is freed or loosed ;

in
which sense the absolitte will be what is aloof from rela-

tion, comparison, limitation, condition, dependence, etc.
In this meaning, the absolute is not opposed to the infi-

nite. Abxolutum means finished, perfected, completed ;

in which sense the absolute will be what is out of rela-

tion, etc., as finished, perfect, complete, total. ... In
this acceptation and it is that in which for myself I

exclusively use it the absolute is diametrically opposed
to, is contradictory of, the infinite.

Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions (3d ed.), p. 13, foot-note.

Whatever can be known or conceived out of all relation,
that is to say, without any correlative being necessarily
known or conceived along with it, is the known Absolute.

Ferrier, Institutes of Metaph., prop. xx.

2. In math., a locus whose protective relation
to any two elements may be considered as con-

stituting the metrical relation of these elements
to One another. All measurement is made by succes-
sive superpositions of a unit upon parts of the quantity to
be measured. Now, in all shiftings of the standard of mea-
surement, if this be supposed to be rigidly connected with
an unlimited continuum superposed upon that in which
lies the measured quantity, there will be a certain locus
which will always continue unmoved, and to which, there-

fore, the scale of measurement can never be applied. This
is the absolute. In order to establish a system of mea-
surement along a line, we first put a scale of numbers on
the line in such a manner that to every point of the line

corresponds one number, and to every number one point.
If then we take any second scale of numbers related in this

manner to the points of the line, to any number, x, of the
first scale, will correspond just one number, y, of the sec-

ond. If this correspondence extends to imaginary points,
* and // will be connected by an equation linear in x and
linear in ?/, which maybe written thus: xy + ax -+ by+
c = 0. The scale will thus be shifted from a; = 0toy = 0or
x = c/a. In this shifting, two points of the scale re-

main unmoved, namely, those which satisfy the equation
#2 + (a+ b)x + c = 0. This pair of points, which may be
really distinct, coincident, or imaginary, constitute the
absolute. For a plane, the absolute is a curve of the sec-

ond order and second class. For three-dimensional space
it is a qiiadric surface. For the ordinary system of mea-
surement in space, producing the Euclidean geometry, the
:ii '--"iui I- consists of two coincident planes joined along an
imaginary circle, which circle is itself usually termed the
absolute. See *tistance and anharimmic ratio. Philoso-
phies of the absolute, certain systems of metaphysics
founded on Kant's Critique of Reason most prominently
those of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel which, departing
from the principles of Kant, maintain that the absolute
is cogni/uM.'.

absolutely (ab'so-lut -li), u<lr. Completely ;

wholly ; independently ;
without restriction,



absolutely

limitation, or qualification ; unconditionally ;

positively ; peremptorily.
Command me absolutely not to go.

Milton, I'. I.., ix. 115C.

Absolutely we cannot discommend, we cannot absolutely
approve, either willingness to live or forwardness to die.

Ilimkrr, Eccl. Pol., V.

As a matter of fact, absolutely puiv water is never found
in the economy of nature. Huxley, Physiog., p. llii.

absoluteness (ab'sq-lut-nes), n. The state of

being absolute
; independence ; completeness ;

the state of being subject to no extraneous
restriction or control

; positiveness ; perfection.
If you have lived about, as the phrase is, you have lost

that sense of the obMlutonMt and the sanctity of the hab-
its of your fellow-patriots which once made yon so happy
in the midst of them.

II. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 75.

absolution (ab-so-lu'shon), n. [< ME. absolu-

ciun, -non, -cioun, < L. absolutio(n-), < absolrere,
loosen from : see absolve.] 1 . The act of ab-

solving, or the state of being absolved
; release

from consequences, obligations, or penalties;
specifically, release from the penal conse-

quences of sin.

God's absolution of men is his releasing of them from
the bands of sin with which they were tied and bound.

Trench, Study of Words, p. 240.

(a) According to Jiom. Cath. theol., a remission of sin,
which the priest, on the ground of authority received
from Christ, makes in the sacrament of penance (which
see).

"
It is not a mere announcement of the gospel, or a

bare declaration that God will pardon the sins of those
who repent, but, as the Council of Trent defines it, is

a judicial act by which a priest as judge passes a sen-
tence on the penitent." Cath. Diet. (6) According to Prot.
theol., asacerdotal declaration assuring the penitent of di-
vine forgiveness on the ground of his repentance and faith.
In the Roman Catholic Church the priest pronounces the
absolution in his own name :

"
I absolve thee." In Prot-

estant communions that use a form of absolution, and in
the Greek Church, it is pronounced in the name of God
and as a prayer :

" God [or Christ] absolve thee."

By absolution [in the Augsburg Confession] is meant the
official declaration of the clergyman to the penitent that
his sins are forgiven him upon finding or believing that he
is exercising a godly sorrow, and is trusting in the blood
of Christ. Shedd, Hist, of Christ. Doct.

2f. Abolition
; abolishment.

But grant it true (that the Liturgy ordered too many
ceremonies], not a total absolutism, but a reformation
thereof, may hence be inferred. Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. x. 8.

3. In civil
laiVj

a sentence declaring an accused
person to be innocent of the crime laid to his

charge Absolution from censures (eccles.), the re-
moval of penalties imposed by the church. Absolution
for the dead (eccles.), a short form of prayer for the re-

pose of the soul, said after a funeral mass. Absolutions
in the breviary (eccles.), certain short prayers said be-
fore the lessons in matins, and before the chapter at the
end of prime. = Syn. 1. Remission, etc. See pardon, n.

absolutism (ab'so-lu-tizm), , [< absolute+ -ism,
after F. absolutisme= Pg. absolutismo."] 1 . The
state of being absolute. Specifically, in political sci-

ence, that practice or system of government in which the
power of the sovereign is unrestricted ; a state so gov-
erned

; despotism.

The province of absolutism is not to dispose of the
national life, but to maintain it without those checks on
the exercise of power which exist elsewhere.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 99.

From the time of its first conversion Germany has never
taken kindly to the claims of absolutism, either of author-
ity or of belief, so strongly put forward by the Church.

6. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 310.

2. The principle of absolute individual power
in government ;

belief in the unrestricted right
of determination or disposal in a sovereign.
3. The theological doctrine of predestination
or absolute decrees. 4. The metaphysical
doctrines of the absolutists. = Syn. 1. Tyranny,
Autocracy, Absolutism, etc. See despotism.

absolutist (ab'sp-lu-tist), n. and a. [< absolute
+ -ist, after F. dbsolutiste."] I. n. 1. An advo-
cate of despotism, or of absolute government.
2. In metaph., one who maintains that there is
an absolute or non-relative existence, and that
it is possible to know or conceive it.

Hence the necessity which compelled Schelling and the
absolutists to place the absolute in the indifference of sub-
ject and object, of knowledge and existence.

Sir W. Hamilton.

II. a. Of or pertaining to absolutism
;
des-

potic ; absolutistic.

Socialism would introduce, indeed, the most vexatious
and all-encompassing absolutist government ever invented.

Rae, Cont. Socialism, p. 386.

All these things were odious to the old governing classes
of France

;
their spirit was absolutist, ecclesiastical and

military. John Morley.

absolutistic (ab"so-lu-tis'tik), a. Of, pertain-
ing to, or characterized by absolutism

;
charac-

teristic of absolutists or absolutism.
But the spirit of the Roman empire was too absolutistic

to abandon the prerogative of a supervision of public wor-
ship. Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, III. 2.
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absolutory (ab-sol'u-to-ri), a. [< ML. absoluto-
riiis. <L. absolutiis: see absolute.'] Giving ab-

solution; capable of absolving: as, "an ab-

solutory sentence," Ayliffe, Parergon.
absolvable (ab-sol'va-bl), a. Capable of being
absolved

; deserving of or entitled to absolution.

absolvatory (ab-sol'va-to-ri), a. [Irreg. < ab-
sulrc + -atory ; prop, absolutory, q. v.] Confer-

ring absolution, pardon, or release
; having

power to absolve.
absolve (ab-solv'), v. (.

; pret. and pp. absolved,

ppr. absolving. [< L. absolvere, loosen from,
< 06, from, + solvere, loosen : see solve, and cf.

assail."] 1. To set free or release, as from some
duty, obligation, or responsibility.
No amount of erudition or technical skill or critical

power can absolve the mind from the necessity of creating,
if it would grow. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 104.

2. To free from the consequences or penalties
attaching to actions

; acquit ; specifically, in
eccles. language, to forgive or grant remission
of sins

; pronounce forgiveness of sins to.

The felon's latest breath
Absolves the innocent man who bears his crime.

Bryant, Hymn to Death.

I am just absolved,
Purged of the past, the foul in me, washed fair.

Broirniiig, Ring and Book, II. 18.

3t. To accomplish ;
finish.

The work begun, how soon
Absolved. Milton, P. L., vii. 94.

4f. To solve
; resolve

; explain.
We shall not absolve the doubt.

Sir T. Bromie, Vulg. Err., vi. 10.

= 8yiL 1. To free, release, excuse, lilierate, exempt. 2.
To acquit, excuse, clear, pardon, forgive, justify. See
acquit.

absolver (ab-sol'ver), n. One who absolves;
one who remits sin, or pronounces it to be re-
mitted.

absolvitor (ab-sol'vi-tor), n. [Irreg. < L. ab-
solrere : see absolve."] In law, a decree of
absolution Decree of absolvitor, in Scots law, a
decree in favor of the defendant in an action. A decree
in favor of the pursuer or plaintiff is called a decree con-
detnnator.

absolvitory (ab-sol'vi-to-ri), a. [See absolva-

tory. ] Absolutory; absolvatory.
absonant (ab'so-nant), a. [< L. ab + sonan( t-)s :

see sonant, and cf. absonous."] Wide from the

purpose; contrary; discordant: opposed to
consonant: as, "absonant to nature,'' Quarles,
The Mourner. [Now rare.]
absonatet (ab'so-nat), >. t. [For "absoniate, <

ML. absoniatus, pp. of absoniare, avoid, lit. be
discordant: see absonous.] To avoid; detest.
Asli.

absonoust (ab'so-nus), a. [< L. absonus, dis-

cordant, < ab, from,+ sonus, sound : see sound5
."}

1. Unmusical. 2. Figuratively, discordant;
opposed; contrary: as, "absonous to our rea-

son," Glanville, Seep. Sci., iv.

absorb (ab-sorV), v. t. [< L. absorbere, swallow
down anything, < ab, away, + sorbere, suck up,= Gr.

fm^e'tv, sup up.] 1. To drink in; suck

up ; imbibe, as a sponge ; take in by absorp-
tion, as the lacteals of the body ; hence, to take

up or receive in, as by chemical or molecular

action, as when charcoal absorbs gases.
It is manifest, too, that there cannot be great self-

mobility unless the absorbed materials are efficiently dis-
tributed to the organs which transform insensible motion
into sensible motion. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 2.

Every gas and every vapor absorbs exactly those kinds
of rays which it emits when in the glowing condition,
whilst it permits all other kinds of rays to traverse it with
undiminished intensity. Lommel, Nature of Light, p. 164.

2t. To swallow up; engulf; overwhelm: as, the
sea absorbed the wreck.

And dark oblivion soon absorbs them all.

Cowper, On Names in Biog. Brit.

3. To swallow up the identity or individuality
of; draw in as a constituent part ; incorporate :

as, the empire absorbed all the small states.

A clear stream flowing with a muddy one,
Till in its onward current it absorbs . . .

The vexed eddies of its wayward brother.

Tennyson, Isabel.

4 . To engross or engage wholly.
When a tremendous sound or an astounding spectacle

absorbs the attention, it is next to impossible to think of

anything else. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 98.

The confirmed invalid is in danger of becoming ab-
sorbed in self. Whately, On Bacon's Ess. of Adversity.

5t. In med., to counteract or neutralize: as,

magnesia absorbs acidity in the stomach. Ab-
sorbing-well, a vertical excavation or shaft sunk in the
earth to enable the surface-water to reach a permeable
bed which is not saturated with water, and can therefore
take up or absorb and carry off the water which has access

absorption
to it from above. Such wells are sometimes called nega-
tir,' H-i'lls, iraxti'-trfllt, and drain-wells; also, in the south
of England, dead n-ells. The geological conditions favoring
their use are rare ; but they have occasionally been found
practicable and convenient in connection with manufactur-
ing establishments. = Syn. 4. To Absorb, Engross, Swal-
Inii- up, Engutf, engage, arrest, rivet, fix. (See engross.)
Abxnrii anil engross denote the engagement of one's whole
iittrntion and energies by some object or occupation ; but
absorb commonly has connected with it the idea of mental
passivity. ,;i, ,,.-.. that of mental activity. Thus, one is

absorbed in a novel, but rngrossed in business. The words,
however, are sometimes used interchangeably. Su<allmr up
:md i-n'iiilf 1m ! ;i much stronger figurative sense

; engulf
Kt'nerally expresses misfortune.

absorbability (ab-sor-ba-bil'i-ti), . The state
or quality of being absorbable.
absorbable (ab-sor'ba-bl), a. .Capable of being
absorbed or imbibed.'

absorbed (ab-sorbd'), p. a. 1. Drawn in or
sucked up. Specifically applied to the coloring in paint-
ings when the oil has sunk into the canvas, leaving the
ci'lur flat and the touches dead or indistinct: nearly sy-
nonymous with sunk in.

2. Engrossed : as, an absorbed look.

absorbedly (ab-sor'bed-li), adv. In an ab-
sorbed manner.
absorbedness (ab-sor'bed-nes), n. The state
of being absorbed, or of having the attention

fully occupied.
absorbefacient (ab-s6r-be-fa'shient), a. and .

[< L. absorbere, absorb, -(- faden(t-)s, ppr. of

facere, make.] I. a. Causing absorption.
II. n. Any substance causing absorption, as

of a swelling. H. C. Wood, Therap.
absorbency (ab-sor'ben-si), . Absorptiveness.
absorbent (ab-sor'bent), a. and n. [< L. ab-

sorben(t-)s, ppr. of absorbere: see absorb.'] I. a.

Absorbing or capable of absorbing ; imbibing ;

swallowing; performing the function of ab-

sorption: as, absorbent vessels; the absorbent

system.
"Absorption-bands" [In the spectrum] . . . indicate

what kind of light has been stopped and extinguished by
the absorbent object. A. Danitll, Prin. of Physics, p. 460.

Absorbent cotton. See cotton*. Absorbent gland.
See gland.-Absorbent grounds, in painting, picture-
grounds prepared, either on board or on canvas, so as to
have the power of absorbing the redundant oil from the
colors, for the sake of quickness in drying, or to increase
the brilliancy of the colors. Absorbent-strata water-
power, a hydraulic device for utilizing the power of water
passing through an absorbing-well. See absorbing-well,
under absorb.

II. n. Anything which absorbs. Specifically
(a) In anat. and physiol., a vessel which imbibes or takes
nutritive matters into the system; specifically, in the
vertebrates, a lymphatic vessel (which see, under lym-
phatic), (b) In therapeutics: (1) any substance used to
absorb a morbid or excessive discharge ; (2) an alkali used
to neutralize acids in the stomach, (c) In chem. : (1) any-
thing that takes up into itself a gas or liquid, as a sub-
stance which withdraws moisture from the air ; (2) a sub-

stance, such as magnesia, lime, etc.
,
which neutralizes acids.

absorber (ab-s6r'ber), n. One who or that
which absorbs.

Let us study the effect of using sodium vapour as the
medium not as a source of light, but as an absorber.

J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 39.

Schlosing has investigated the action of the ocean-water
as an absorber and regulator of the carbonic acid gas in
the atmosphere. Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 266.

absorbing (ab-s6r'bing), p. a. 1. Soaking up ;

imbibing; taking up.
If either light or radiant heat be absorbed, the absorb-

ing body is warmed. Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 76.

2. Engrossing; enchanting: as, the spectacle
was most absorbing.
The total aspect of the place, its sepulchral stillness,

its absorbing perfume of evanescence and decay and mor-
tality, confounds the distinctions and blurs the details.

//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 334.

absorbingly (ab-s6r'bing-li), adv. In an ab-

sorbing manner ; engrossingly.
absorbitiont (ab-s6r-bish'on), n. [Irreg. < ab-
sorb + -ition.] Absorption.
absorptt (ab-sorpf), a. [< L. absorptus, pp. of
absorbere: see absorb."] Absorbed.

Circe in vain invites the feast to share,
Absent I wander and absorpt in care.

Pope, Odyssey, iv.

absorptiometer (ab-sorp-shi-om'e-ter), n. [< L.

absorptio, absorption, + Gr. uirpov, a measure :

see meter2.] An instrument invented by Pro-
fessor Bunsen to determine the amount of gas
absorbed by a unit-volume of a liquid, it is a

graduated tube in which a certain quantity of the gas and
liquid is agitated over mercury. The amount of absorp-
tion is measured on the scale by the height to which the

mercury presses up the liquid in the tube.

absorption (ab-sorp'shpn), n. [< l,.absorptio(n-),
a drinking, <f absorbere ": see absorb."] The act

or process of absorbing, or the state of being
absorbed, in all the senses of the verb: as
(n } The act or process of imbibing, swallowing, or engulfing
mechanically, (b) The condition of having one's atten-



absorption
tion entirely occupied with something, (c) In o/icwi, and
phys., a. taking in or reception by molecular or chemical
action : as, absorjttion of gases, light, heat. See below.

We know the redness of the sun at evening arises, not
from absorption by the ether, but from absorption by a

great thickness of our atmosphere.
J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal. , p. :).

('/) In phyxiol., the process of taking up into the vascular

system (venous or lymphatic) either food from the ali-

mentary canal or inflammatory products and other sub-
stances from the various tissues. Plants absorb moisture
and nutritive juices principally by their roots, but some-
times by their general surfaces, as in seaweeds, and car-

bonic acid by their leaves. Absorption of organic matter
by leaves takes place in several insectivorous plants.

Absorption-bands, in K^rfi-inn. aiu^jwfa, dark bands
in the spectrum more or less broad and in general not

sharply denned. They are seen when the light has passed
through a body not necessarily incandescent, and which
may be a solid (as a salt of dittymium), a liquid (as a solu-
tion of blood), or a vapor (jus the rain-band caused by the

aqueous vapor in the terrestrial atmosphere). See absorp-
tiuii-liin s and si>ectmm.~ Absorption of color, the phe-
nomenon observed when certain colors are retained or pre-
vented from passing through certain transparent bodies.

Thus, pieces of colored glass are almost opaque to some
parts of the spectrum, while allowing other colors to pass
through freely. This is merely a special case of the ab-

sorption of light. Absorption of gases, the action of
some solids and liquids in taking up or absorbing gases.

Thus, a porous body like charcoal (that is, one presenting
a large surface) has the ability to take in, or condense on
its surface, a large quantity of some gases through the mo-
lecular attraction exerted between its surface and the mol-
ecules of the gas, boxwood charcoal, for example, being
able to absorb 90 times its volume of ammonia-gas. On
account of this property, charcoal is used as a disinfectant
to absorb noxious gases. (See occlusion.) Liquids also have
the power to absorb or dissolve gases, the quantity ab-
sorbed varying with the nature of the liquid and the gas ;

it is also proportional to the pressure, and increases as the

temperature is lowered. For example, at the ordinary
temperature and pressure water absorbs its own volume
of carbon dioxid ; at a pressure of two atmospheres, two
volumes are absorbed, and so on. If this additional press-
ure is relieved, the excess over one volume is liberated with

effervescence, as in soda-water. Absorption Of heat, the
action performed in varying degrees in different bodies

solids, liquids, and gases of stopping radiant heat, as
a result of which their own temperature is more or less

raised. For example, rock-salt and carbon disulphid ab-
sorb but little radiant heat, that is, are nearly diatherma-
nous. On the other hand, alum and water arrest a large

portion of it, that is, are comparatively athermanous.

The waves of ether once generated may so strike against
the molecules of a body exposed to their action as to

yield up their motion to the latter ; and in this transfer
of the motion from the ether to the molecules consists

the absorption of radiant heat. Tyndall, Radiation, 2.

Absorption Of light, that action of an imperfectly trans-

parent or opaque T>ody by which some portion of an in-

cident pencil of light is stopped within the body, while
the rest is either transmitted through it or reflected from
it. It is owing to this action that, for example, a certain
thickness of pure water shows a greenish color, of glass a
bluish-green color, etc. Absorption-lines, in spectrum
analysis, dark lines produced in an otherwise continuous

Part of Solar Spectrum, showing Absorption-lines.

spectrum by the absorption of relatively cool vapors
through which the light has passed. The absorption takes

place in accordance with the principle that a body, when
exposed to radiation from a source hotter than itself, ab-
sorbs the same rays which it emits when incandescent
Thus, the radiation from a lime light passed through an
alcohol name colored with sodium vapor yields a continu-
ous spectrum, interrupted, however, by a dark line in the

place of the bright line afforded by the sodium vapor
alone. The solar spectrum shows a multitude of dark
lines, due to the absorption of the solar atmosphere, and in

part also to that of the earth. Absorption-spectrum, a

spectrum with absorption -lines or -bands. Cutaneous or
external absorption, in med., the process by which cer-
tain substances, when placed in contact with a living sur-

face, produce the same effects upon the system as when
taken into the stomach or injected into the veins, only in
a less degree. Thus, arsenic, when applied to an external
wound, will sometimes affect the system as rapidly as when
introduced into the stomach ; and mercury, applied ex-

ternally, excites salivation. Interstitial absorption.
See interstitial.

absorptive (ab-sorp'tiv), a. [< F. absorptif.
< L. as if "aosorpiivug, <absorbere : see absorb.]
Having power to absorb or imbibe

; causing
absorption ;

absorbent.
The absorptive power of a substance may not be so ex-

tensive as to enable it to absorb and extinguish light-rays
or heat-rays of all kinds ; it may arrest some only.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 449.

absorptiveness (ab-sorp'tiv-nes), n. The
quality of being absorptive ; absorptivity.
absorptivity (ab-sorp-tiv'i-ti), n. The power
or capacity of absorption. [Rare.]
The absorptivity inherent in organic beings. J. D. Daiia.

absquatulate (ab-skwot'u-lat), v. i.
; pret. and

pp. absquatulated, ppr. absquatulating. [A
feigned word, of American origin, simulating
a L. derivation. Cf. abscond, ambulate.] To
run away ;

abscond ;
make off. [Slang.]
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absque hoc (abz'kwe hok). [L., without this

(or that) : absque, without, < abs, off, from, with

generalizing suffix -qua ; hoc, abl. of hie, this,

that.] Without this or that : specifically used,
in laic, in traversing what has been alleged and
is repeated.
absque tali causa (abz'kwe ta'li ka'zii). [L. :

absque, without
; tali, abl. of talis, such

; causa,
abl. of causa, cause.] Without such cause : a

phrase used in law.

abs. re. In law, an abbreviation of Latin ab-
sente reo (which see), the defendant being ab-
sent.

abstain (ab-stau'), . [< ME. abstainen, ab-

steineii, abstenen, < OF. abstener, abstenir, as-

tenir, F. abstenir, refl., <L. abstinere, abstain,
< abs, off, + tenere, hold : see tenable. Cf. con-

tain, attain, detain, pertain, retain, sustain,]
1. intrans. To forbear or refrain voluntarily,

especially from what gratifies the passions or

appetites : used with from : as, to abstain from
the use of ardent spirits ;

to abstain from lux-

uries.

Abstainfrom meats offered to idols. Acts xv. 29.

To walk well, it is not enough that a man abstains from
dancing. De Quincey, Herodotus.

Il.t trans. To hinder
;

obstruct
;

debar
;

cause to keep away from: as, "abstain men
from marrying," Milton.

abstainer (ab-sta'ner), n. One who abstains;
specifically, one who abstains from the use of

intoxicating liquors ;
a teetotaler.

abstainment (ab-stan'ment), n. The act of ab-

staining; abstention.

abstemious (ab-ste'mi-us), a. [<L. abstemius,
< abs, from, + a supposed "temum, strong drink,
> temetum, strong drink, and temulentus, drunk-

en.] 1. Sparing in diet
;
moderate in the use

of food and drink
; temperate ; abstinent.

Under his special eye
Abstemious I grew up, and thriv'd amain.

Milton, S. A., 1. 637.

Instances of longevity are chiefly among the abstemious.

Arbutnnot, Nat. and Choice of Aliments.

Abstemious, refusing luxuries, not sourly and reproach-
fully, but simply as unfit for his habit.

Emerson, Misc., p. 201.

2. Restricted; very moderate and plain ; very
sparing; spare: opposed to luxurious or rich :

as, an abstemious diet. 3. Devoted to or spent
in abstemiousness or abstinence: as, an ab-
stemious life.

Till yonder sun descend, O let me pay
To grief and anguish one abstemious day.

Pope, Iliad, xix. 328.

4. Promoting or favoring abstemiousness
;
as-

sociated with temperance. [Bare.]
Such is the virtue of th' abstemious well.

Dryden, Fables.

abstemiously (ab-ste'mi-us-li), adv. In an
abstemious manner

; temperately ;
with a

sparing
use of meat or drink.

abstemiousness (ab-ste'mi-us-nes), n. The
quality or habit of being temperate, especially
in the use of food and drink. = Syn. Abstemious-
ness, Abstinence, Temperance, Sobriety, soberness, modera-
tion, temperateness. (See sobriety.) The italicized words
denote voluntary abstention from objects of desire, most
commonly abstention from food or drink, regarded either
as an act or as an element in character. Abstemiousness,
by derivation and earlier use, suggests abstinence from
wine ; but it has lost this special sense, and now generally
signifies habitual moderation in the gratification of the ap-
petites and desires ; abstinence is simply the refraining
from gratification, and may be applied to a single act.

They both suggest self-denial, while temperance and so-

briety suggest wisdom, balance of mind, and propriety.
Temperance suggests self-control, the measure of absten-
tion being proportioned to the individual's idea of what is

best in that respect. Hence, abstinence and temperance
often stand in popular use for total abstinence from intoxi-

cating drink.

Knowing the abstemiousness of Italians everywhere,
and seeing the hungry fashion in which the islanders
clutched our gifts and devoured them, it was our doubt
whether any of them had ever experienced perfect re-

pletion. Howetts, Venetian Life, xii.

If twenty came and sat in my house, there was nothing
said about dinner, . . . but we naturally practised ab-
stinence. Thoreau, Walden, p. 154.

The rule of " not too much," by temperance taught.
Milton, P. L., xi. 631.

abstention (ab-sten'shon), TO. [< L. absten-

tio(n-), < abstinere : see abstain.] A holding off

or refraining ;
abstinence from action

; neglect
or refusal to do something.
As may well be supposed, this

abstention of our light
cavalry was observed by the Russians with surprise and
thankfulness. Kinglake.

Thus the act [of nursing] is one that is to both exclu-

sively pleasurable, while abstention entails pain on both.
H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 102.

ger,

Ha

abstinency

abstentionist (ab-sten'shon-ist), n. One who
practises or is in favor of abstention, as from
the act of voting, from eating flesh, et< -

.

abstentions (ab-sten'shus), a. [< abstention +
-OHX. Cf. contentious, etc.] Characterized by
abstention. Farrar.

abstert (ab-ster'), t'. t. [<L. absterrere, frighten
from, < abs, from, + terrere, frighten : see trrri-

ble.~\ To frighten off
;
deter

; hinder.
So this In like manner should abster and fear me and

mine from doing evil. Becoii, Christmas Banquet.

absterge (ab-sterj') , v. t,: pret. and pp. absterged,
ppr. absterging. [< L. abstergere, wipe off, < abs,

off, + tergere, wipe : see terse.] 1. To wipe,
or make clean by wiping ;

wash away.
Baths are used to absterge, belike, that fulsomeness of

sweat to which they are there subject.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 286.

2. In med. : (a) To cleanse by lotions, as awound
or ulcer, (b) To purge. See deterge.

abstergent (ab-ster'jeut), a. and n. [<L. abster-

<en(t-)s, ppr. of abstergere: see absterge.'] I. a.

"aving cleansing or purgative properties.
II. n. 1. Anything that aids in scouring or

cleansing, as soap or fuller's earth. 2. In

med., a lotion or other application for cleans-

ing a sore : in this sense nearly superseded by
detergent.

abstergifyt, v. t. or i. [Improp. < L. abstergere
(see absterge) + E. -fy.~] To cleanse

; perform
one's ablutions.

Specially when wee would absterffijie.

Beneenuto, Passengers' Dialogues.

absterse (ab-sters'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. ab-

stersed, ppr. abstersing. [< L. abstersus, pp. of

abstergere : see absterge.] To absterge ;
cleanse ;

purify. Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]
abstersion (ab-ster'shon), n. [< L. *abstersio(n-~),

(.abstergere, pp. abstersus: see absterge.] 1.

The act of wiping clean: as, "ablution and
abstersion," Scott, Waverley, xx. 2. In med.,
a cleansing by substances which remove foul-

ness from about sores, or humors or obstruc-
tions from the system.

Abstersion is plainly a scouring off or incision of the
more viscous humours, and making the humours more
fluid ; and cutting between them and the part.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 42.

abstersive (ab-ster'siv), a. and n. [= F. ab-

stersif, < L. *abstersivus, < abstergere, pp. abster-

sus: see absterge.] I. n. Cleansing; having the

quality of removing foulness. See detersive.

The seats with purple clothe in order due,
And let the abstersive sponge the board renew.

Pope, Odyssey, xx. 189.

A tablet stood of that abstersive tree
Where ^f.thiop's swarthy bird did build her nest.

Sir J. Denham, Chess.

II. n. That which effects abstersion
;

that
which purifies.

Abstersive* are fuller's earth, soap, linseed-oil, and ox-

gall. Pftty, in Sprat's Hist. Royal Soc., p. 295.

abstersiveness (ab-ster'siv-nes), . The qual-
ity of being abstersive or abstergent.
A caustick or a healing faculty, abstersiveness, and the

like. Boyle, Works, II. 117.

abstinence (ab'sti-nens), n. [< ME. abstinence,
< OF. abstinence, asiinenee, astenance, < L. ab-

stinentia, < abstinen(t-)s, ppr. of abstinere : see

abstinent.] 1. In general, the act or practice
of voluntarily refraining from the use of some-

thing or from some action
; abnegation.

Since materials are destroyed as such by being once

used, the whole of the labour required for their production,
as well as the abstinence of the persons who supplied the
means for carrying it on, must be remunerated.

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ.

More specifically 2. The refraining from
indulgence in the pleasures of the table, or
from customary gratifications of the senses or
the intellect, either partially or wholly.

Against diseases here the strongest fence
Is the defensive virtue abstinence. Herrick.

Men flew to frivolous amusements and to criminal

pleasures with the greediness which long and enforced
abstinence naturally produces. Macaulay.

3. In a still narrower sense (a) Forbearance
from the use of alcoholic liquors as a beverage :

in this sense usually preceded by the adjective
total, (b) Eccles., the refraining from certain

kinds of food or drink on certain days, as from
flesh on Fridays. Day of abstinence, in the Rom.
Cath. Ch., a day on which it is forbidden to eat flesh-meat.

A fastina-day limits to one full meal, and commonly in-

cludes abstinence. Syn. Abstemiousness, Abstinence.

'1'i'ni/wrance, etc. See abstemiousness.

abstinency (ab'sti-nen-si), . The habit or

practice of abstaining or refraining, especially
from food. [Rare.]
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abstinent (ab'sti-nent), fl. and n. [< ME. absti-

nent, < OF. abstinent, astinent, astenant, < L.

abstinen(t-)s, ppr. of abstinere, abstain: see ab-

stain.] I. .. Refraining from undue indul-

gence, especially in the use of food and drink
;

characterized by moderation
;
abstemious.

II. . 1. One who abstains or is abstinent;
an abstainer.

Very few public men, for instance, care to order a bottle
of wine at a public table. It is not because they are
total abstinents. Harper's Mag., LXV. 633.

2. leap."] One of a sect which appeared in
France and Spain in the third century. The Ab.
stinents opposed marriage, condemned the eating of flesh,
and placed the Holy Spirit in the class of created beings.

abstinently (ab'sti-nent-li), adv. In an ab-
stinent manner

;
with abstinence.

abstortedt (ab-stor'ted), p. a. [< L. abs, away,+ tvrtus, pp. of torquere, twist : see tort and
torture."] Forced away. Phillips, 1662.

abstract (ab-strakf), v. [< L. abstractus, pp.
of abstrahere, draw away, < abs, away, + tra-

liere, draw: see track, tract."] I. trans. 1. To
draw away ; take away ;

withdraw or remove,
whether to hold or to get rid of the object with-
drawn : as, to abstract one's attention

;
to 06-

stract a watch from a person's pocket, or money
from a bank. [In the latter use, a euphemism
for steal or purloin.]

Thy furniture of radiant dye
Abstracts and ravishes the curious eye.

King, Kuflnus, 1. 257.

Abstract what others feel, what others think,
All pleasures sicken, and all glories sink.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 45.

In truth the object and the sensation are the same
thing, and cannot therefore be abstracted from each other.

Berkeley, Prin. of Human Knowl. (1710), i. lj 5.

2. To consider as a form apart from matter
;

attend to as a general object, to the neglect of

special circumstances; derive as a general
idea from the contemplation of particular in-
stances

; separate and hold in thought, as a part
of a complex idea, while letting the rest go.
This meaning of the Latin abstrahere, with the corre-
sponding meaning of abstractio, first appears toward the
end of the great dispute between the nominalists and
realists in the twelfth century. The invention of these
terms may be said to embody the upshot of the contro-
versy. They are unquestionably translations of the Greek
atjxupcip and atfraipfvis, though we cannot say how these
Greek terms became known in the West so early. The
earliest passage is the following :

" We say those thoughts
(intellectus) are by abstraction (per abstrattionem), which
either contemplate the nature of any form in itself with-
out regard to the subject matter, or think any nature in-

differently (indi/erenter), apart, that is, from the difference
of its individuals. ... On the other hand, we may speak
of subtraction, when any one endeavors to contemplate the
nature of any subject essence apart from all form. Either
thought, however, the abstracting as well as the subtract-
ing, seems to conceive the thing otherwise than it exists."
De Intellections, in Cousin's Fragments Philosophiques
(2d ed.), p. 481. This old literature having been long for-

gotten, an erroneous idea of the origin of the term arose." Abstraction means etymplogically the active withdrawal
of attention from one thing in order to flx it on another
thing." Sully. [This plausible but false notion gave rise
to the phrase to abstract (intrans.)/ro>. See below.]
3. To derive or obtain the idea of.

And thus from divers accidents and acts
Which do within her observation fall

The goddesses and powers divine abstracts,
As Nature, Fortune, and the Virtues all.

Sir J. Da vies.

4. To select or separate the substance of, as a
book or writing ; epitomize or reduce to a sum-
mary.

The great world in a little world of fancy
Is here abstracted.

Ford, Fancies Chaste and Noble, ii. 2.

Let us abstract them into brief compends.
Watts, Imp. of Mind.

5f. To extract : as, to abstract spirit. Soyle.
= Syn. 2. To disengage, isolate, detach. 4. See abridge.

II. intrans. To form abstractions
; separate

ideas; distinguish between the attribute and
the subject in which it exists : as,

" brutes ab-
stract not," Locke.

Thus the common consciousness lives in abstraction,
though it has never abstracted. E. Caird, Hegel, p. 159.

To abstract from, to withdraw the attention from, as
part of a complex idea, in order to concentrate it upon
the rest.

I noticed the improper use of the term abstraction by
many philosophers, in applying it to that on which the
attention is converged. This we may indeed be said to
prescind, but not to abstract. Thus, let A, B, C be three
qualities of an object. We prescind A, in abstracting
.from B and C, but we cannot without impropriety say that
we abstract A. Hamilton, Lectures on Metaph., xxxv.

[This is all founded on a false notion of the origin of the
term. See above.]

Abstract (ab'strakt), a. and n. [< L. abstractus,
pp. of abstrahere : see abstract, v. As a philo-
sophical term, it is a translation of Gr. ra tf

f."] I. a. 1. Conceived apart from
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matter and from special cases : as, an abstract

number, a number as conceived in arithmetic,
not a number of things of any kind. Originally
applied to geometrical forms (the inetaphur being that
of a statue hewn from a stone), and down to the twelfth
century restricted exclusively to mathematical forms and
quantities. (Isidorus, about A. I). 800, defines abstract
number.) It is now applied to anything of a general nature
which is considered apart from special circumstances :

thus, abttraci right is what ought to be done indepen-
dently of instituted law. [The phrase in the abstract is

preferable to the adjective in this sense.]

Abstract natures are as the alphabet or simple letters
whereof the variety of things consisteth ; or as the colours
mingled in the painter's shell, wherewith he is able to
make infinite variety of faces and shapes.

Eaton, Valerius Maximns, xiii.

Abstract calculations, in questions of finance are not
to be relied on. A. Hamilton, Works, I. 129.

Consider the positive science of Crystallography, and
presently it appears that the mineralogist is studying the
abstract Crystal, its geometrical laws and its physical
properties.

abstraction
He hath an abstract for the remembrance of such places

and ,i;c>es to them by his note. Slink., M. \V. of W., iv. 2.

5. In gram., an abstract term or noun.
The concrete "like" lias its ,ii,xtniet "likeness"; the

concretes "father "and "son" have, or might have, the
abstracts "paternity" and "flliety" or "filiation

"

J. S. Mill.

Abstract of title, in law, an epitome or a short state-
ment of the successive title-deeds or other evidences of
ownerahipof an estate, and of the encumbrances there-
on. In the abstract |L. in ofatraeto], conceived apart
from matter or special circumstances ; without reference
to particular applications; in its general principles or
meanings.
Were all things red, the conception of colour in the ab-

stract could not exist. //. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 46.

Be the system of absolute religious equality good or
bad, pious or profane, in the abstract, Neither churchmen
nor statesmen can afford to ignore the question, How
will it work? //. .V. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 401.

= Syn. 1. Abridgment, Compendium, Epitome, Abstract,
etc. See abrtdffnatt.

0. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 61. abstracted (ab-strak'ted), p. a. 1. Refined;
2. In gram, (since the thirteenth century), exalted: as, "abstracted spiritual love," Donne.
applied specially to that class of nouns which 2. Difficult; abstruse; abstract. Johnson.
are formed from adjectives and denote char- 3. Absent in mind

;
absorbed

; inattentive to
acter, as goodness, audacity, and more gen- immediate surroundings.

And now no more the abstracted ear attends
The water's murmuring lapse.

T. Warton, Melancholy, v. 179.

erally to all nouns that do not name concrete
things. Abstract in this sense is a prominent term in
the logic of Occam and of the English nominalists.
Of the name of the thing itself, by a little change or

wresting, we make a name for that accident which we
Thy dark vague eyes, and soft abstracted air.

M. Arnold, Scholar-Gipsy.

"mo a" " ' "
f t" "i i"

u'e "! f r = Syn. 3. Absent, Inattentive, Abstracted, etc. Seeabsent

"length'"; and the like: and 'all such nanVes areTh'e abstractedly (ab-strak'ted-li), adv. 1. In an
names of the accidents and properties by which one mat- abstracted or absent manner. 2. In the ab-
ter and body is distinguished from another. These are stract

;
in a separated state, or in contempla-

called" names abstract," because severed, not from matter, tion only.but from the account of matter. Hobbes, Leviathan, i. 4!

A mark is needed to shew when the connotation is

dropped. A slight mark put upon the connotative term
answers the purpose ; and shews when it is not meant that
anything should be connoted. In regard to the word

tion only.
It may indeed be difficult for those who have but little

faith in the invisible ... to give up their own power of
judging what seems best, from the belief that that only is

best which is abstractedly right.
. .^.B . vu , nvcu //. Silencer, Social Statics, p. 57.

black, for example, we merely annex to it the syllable v * 4. j / v.
ness ; and it is immediately indicated that all connotation abstractedness (ab-strak ted-nes), n. The
is dropped : so in sweetness, hardness, dryness, lightness, state of being abstracted

; abstractness : as,The new words, so formed, are the words which have been '.' the abstractedness of these speculations "
denominated abstract; as the connotative terms from TJume Human TTnilprqtanHino. * 1which they are formed have been denominated concrete ' rstanding, $ I.

and as these terms are in frequent use, it is necessary that
the meaning of them should be well remembered. It is
now also manifest what is the real nature of abstract
terms ; a subject which has in general presented such an
appearance of mystery. They are simply the concrete
terms with the connotation dropped.

Why not say at once that the
of the attribute ? J. S. Mill.

3f. Having the mind drawn away from present
objects, as in ecstasy and trance

;
abstracted :

Advance in representativeness of thought makes pos-
sible advance in abstractedness: particular properties and
particular relations become thinkable apart from the
things displaying them.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 493.
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abstracter (ab-strak'ter), n. 1. One who ab-

abstract name is the name
St

,
ra

,
CtS

.

Or take8 away.- 2. One who makes an
abstract or summary.
The London Chemical Society, a few years ago, issued to

nc asrace : *
as, "abstract as m a trance," Milton. P. L.. ._,
viii. 462. 4. Produced by the mental process

abstraction (ab-strak shon), n. [<LL. abstrac-

of abstraction : as, an abstract idea. Under this
f
r
L(>(>'->, <} abstrahere : see abstract, i:^ 1.

head belong two meanings of abstract which can hardly be i ne act taking away or separating ; the act

tory sense : as, the abstraction (dishonest removal, larceny)
of goods from a warehouse.

A hermit wishes to be praised for his abstraction [that
is, his withdrawal from society]. Pope, Letters.

The sensation of cold is really due to an abstraction of
heat from our own bodies.

W. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature, p. 41.

Wordsworth's better utterances have the bare sincerity,
ic absolute abstraction from time and place, the im-

munity from decay, that belong to the grand simplicities
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 246.

L^^HV;,, . VWVBVU. ,,-
; of abstracting or concentrating the

plied' logic and mathematics. 7. Separated
attention on a part of a complex idea and neg-

from material elements
; ethereal ; ideal. I? ! 8 * * res

j
; Sr.supposing it away ; especially,

that variety of this procedure bywhich we pass
from a more to a less determinate concept, from
the particular to the general ;

the act or process

English would greatly confuse our historical terminology.
(b) Resulting from analytical thought ; severed from its
connections ; falsified by the neglect of important con-
siderations. This is the Hegelian meaning of the word, car-

rying with it a tacit condemnation of the method of ana-
lytical mechanics and of all application of mathematics.
6. Demanding a high degree of mental abstrac-
tion

;
difficult

; profound ; abstruse : as, highly _ ,jt
abstract conceptions; very abstract specula- -he absolute abstraction from time and place, the im-

tipns. 6. Applied to a science which deals
""""''" trnm w" 1' *h- t h-1""" *" th" "">"< ' 11-ui~

with its object in the abstract : as, abstract

logic ; abstract mathematics : opposed to an-
,,?. .7 1 I _ J _ _ J.1- . _ J. . i. n . ^

of refining or sublimating.
The mind makes the particular ideas, received from par-

Love's not so pure and abstract as they use
To say, which have no mistress but their muse.

Donne, Poems, p. 27.

Abstract arithmetic. See arithmetic, 2.

H. n. 1. That which concentrates in itself , r_
the essential qualities of anything more exten- ticular objects, to become general ; which is done by con-

sive or more general, or of several things ; the 8iderin8 t-iem a
?,
tne

_
y are

."
the mind 8uch appearances,

psspTioB cnooifioo separate from all other existences, and the circumstances
isence, specifically, a summary or epitome of real existence, as time, place, or any other concomitant

containing the substance, a general view, or ideas. This is called abstraction, whereby ideas, taken
the principal heads of a writing, discourse, from particular beings, become general representatives of

series of events, or the like.
" of the same k

,
ind

: .

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xi. 9.

To be plain, I own myself able to abstract in one sense,
as when I consider some particular parts or qualities sep-
arated from others, with which, though they are united in
some object, yet it is possible they may really exist with-
out them. But I deny that I can abstract one from an-

other, or conceive separately, those qualities which it is

impossible should exist so separated ; or that I can frame
a general notion by abstracting from particulars in the
manner aforesaid. Which two hist are the proper accep-
tations of abstraction.

Berkeley, Prin. of Human Knowl., Int., *![ 10.

The active mental process by which concepts are formed
is commonly said to fall into three stages, comparison,
abstraction, and generalization. . . . When things are

widely unlike one another, as for example different fruits,
as a strawberry, a peach, and so on, we must, in order to
note the resemblance, turn the mind away from the differ*

You shall find there
A man who is the abstract of all faults
That all men follow. Shall., A. and C., i. 4.

This is but a faint abstract of the things which have
happened since. I). Webster, Bunker Hill Monument.

2. That portion of a bill of quantities, an esti-

mate, or an account which contains the sum-
mary of the various detailed articles. 3. In
pltar., a dry powder prepared from a drug by
digesting it with suitable solvents, and evap-
orating the solution so obtained to complete
dryness at a low temperature (122 F.). it is

twice as strong as the drug or the fluid extract, and
about ten times as strong as the tincture.

4. A catalogue ;
an inventory. [Bare.]



abstraction

ences of form, colour, etc. This is the dillicnlt part of the

operation. Crcal ditlercnci ^ are apt to impress tin; mind,
;iinl it requires a special ell'oi't to tin-it aside from tliem

and to keep the mind directed to the underlyingsimilarity.
This clt'ort is known us ,ibxtn<ftii,u.

N','//'/. Outlines of 1'syclinlnuy. i\.

This was an a:-:e ol' vision aini inyste]
1

} ; anil every work
was believed to contain il double or secondary meaning.
Nothing escaped tliis eccentric spirit of relinemeiit and
abstraction. '/'. Wnrlon, Hist. Kn.u. Poetry.

3. A concept which is tho product of an ab-

stracting process; a metaphysical concept;

hence, often, an idea which cannot lead to any
practical result; a theoretical, impracticable
notion; a formality; a fiction of metaphysics.

Ariel, delicate us an iiMrtirtwii. of the dawn anil (Wiper
sunlight, flies around the shipwrecked men to console
them. A. II. Welsh, Eng. Lit., I. 388.

Tangents, sines, and cosines are not things found iso-

lated in Nature, but, because they are abstraction* from

realities, they are applicable to Nature.
V. II. Lewee, Profos. of Life and Mind, I. i. 71.

The arid abstractions of the schoolmen were succeeded

liy the fanciful visions of the occult philosophers.
/. It' Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 285.

4. Inattention to present objects ;
the state of

being engrossed with any matter to the exclu-

sion of everything else
;
absence of mind : as,

a fit of abstraction.

Keep your hoods about the face ;

They do so that affect abstraction here.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

The tank was nearly five feet deep, and on several occa-

sions I narrowly escaped an involuntary bath as I entered

my room in moments of abstraction.
0'Donovan, Merv, xi.

5. In distillation, the separation of volatile

parts from those which are fixed, it is chiefly
used with relation to a fluid that is repeatedly poured
upon any substance in a retort and distilled off, to change
its state or the nature of its composition. Abstraction
from singulars but not from matter, in the Scotist

logic, the degree of abstraction required to form such
a concept as that of a white man, where we cease to

think of the individual man, but yet continue to attend
to the color, which is a material passion. Concrete
abstraction, Sameas partial abstraction. Divisive ab-
straction. Same as negative abstraction. Formal ab-
straction the mental act of abstraction, as distinguished
from the resulting concept. Intentional abstraction,
mental abstraction ; separation in thought. Logical ab-
straction, that process of abstractive thought which pro-
duces a general concept. Mathematical abstraction,
the act of thinking away color, etc., so as to gain pure ge-
ometrical conceptions. Metaphysical abstraction, a

process of abstraction carried further than the mathemati-
cal. Minor abstraction, a kind of abstraction involved
in sensuous perception, according to the Thomists. Neg-
ative abstraction, separation of one concept from an-

other in the sense of denying one of the other. Objec-
tive abstraction, the concept produced by the act of ab-

stracting. Partial abstraction, the imagining of some
sensible thing deprived of some extensive part, as a man
without a head. Physical abstraction, abstraction
from singulars; that grade of abstraction required in

physics. Precislve abstraction, the thinking of a part
of a complex idea to the neglect of the rest, but without

denying in thought those predicates not thought of.

Real abstraction, the real separation of one thing from

another, as the (supposed) abstraction of the soul from the

body in ecstasy.

abstractional (ab-strak'shon-al), a. Pertain-

ing to abstraction. H. Huxlmell.

abstractionist (ab-strak'shon-ist), n. One who
occupies himself with abstractions ;

an ideal-

ist
;
a dreamer.

The studious class are their own victims : . . . they are

abstraetionixts, and spend their days and nights in dream-

ing some dream. Emerson, Montaigne.

abstractitiOUSt (ab-strak-tish'us), a. [< L. as

if "abstractitius : see abstract, .] Abstracted
or drawn from other substances, particularly
from vegetables, without fermentation. Bailey,

abstractive (ab-strak'tiv), a. [= F. abstractif,

< L. as if
*
abstracting, < abstractus, pp. : see

abstract, v.] 1. Pertaining to abstraction;

having the power or quality of abstracting.
2. Pertaining to or of the nature of an abstract,

epitome, or summary. St. Abstractitious.
Abstractive cognition, cognition of an object not as

present.

The names given in the schools to the immediate and
mediate cognitions were intuitive and abstractive, meaning
by the latter term, not merely what we with them call

abstract knowledge, but also the representations of con-

crete objects in the imagination and memory.
Sir ('. Hamilton, Lectures on Metaph., xxiii.

abstractively (ab-strak'tiv-li), adv. In an ab-

stractive manner ;
in or by itself

; abstractly.

[Rare or obsolete.]

That life which afatnti'tirfiiils good, by accidents and
adherences may become unfortunate.

l-',-ltli<il. Kcsolves, ii. ISC..

abstractiveness (ab-strak'tiv-nes), n. The

property or quality of being abstractive.

[Rare.]
abstractly (ab'strakt-li), adr. In an abstract

manner or state ; absolutely ;
in a state or man-
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ner unconnected with anything else
;
in or by

itself: as, matter abstractly considered.

abstractness (ali'strakt-ncs), >i. Tho state or

quality of being abstract; a state of being in

contemplation only, or not connected with any
object : as,

" the aostractnest of the ideas them-
selves." l.iii-l.-i; Human Understanding.
abstrahent (ab'stra-hent), a. [<L. abx/ra-

ln'ii(t-)s, ppr. of iibxtnihcri; draw away: see

iibxtruct, .] Abstract, as concepts ; abstract-

ing from unessential elements.

abstrich (ab'strik ;
G. pron. ap'strich), . [G.,

< (tbatrcielien, wipe off : see w^'aiid strike.] Lit-

erally, that which is cleaned or scraped off.

Technically, in int'tal., the dark-brown material which

appears on the surface of lead in a cupcling-fnrnace, and
becomes pure litharge as the process goes on. Attain is a

nearly equivalent term.

abstrictedt (ab-strik'ted), a. [< L. as if *ab-

xtrivtus, pp. of "abstringere : see abstringe and
strict.] Unbound; loosened, liailcy.

abstraction (ab-strik'shon), n. [< L. as if *ab-

strictio(n-), < "abstrictus, pp. : see abstricted.]

1. The act of unbinding or loosening. [Obso-
lete and rare.] 2. In hot., a method of cell-

formation in some of the lower cryptogams,
differing from ordinary cell-division in the oc-

currence of a decided constriction of the walls

at the place of division.

abstringet (ab-strinj'), v. t. [< L. as if *ab-

stringcre, < abs, from. + stringerc, bind : see

stringent.] To unbind.
abstrude (ab-strod'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. ab-

struded, ppr. abstriuling. [< L. abstrudere, throw

away, conceal, < abs, away, + trudere, thrust,

push (= E. threaten, q. v.), remotely akin to E.

thrust, q. v. : see also abstruse.] To thrust

away. Bailey; Jolmson.

abstruse (ab-stros'), a. [< L. abstrusus, hid-

den, concealed, pp. of abstrudere, conceal,
thrust away : see abstrude.] If. 'Withdrawn
from view

;
out of the way ;

concealed.

Hidden in the most abstruse dungeons of Barbary.
Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, I. iv. 15.

2. Remote from comprehension; difficult to

be apprehended or understood
; profound ;

oc-

cult
;
esoteric : opposed to obvious.

It must be still confessed that there are some mys-
teries in religion, both natural and revealed, as well as

some abstruse jwints in philosophy, wherein the wise as

well as the unwise must be content with obscure ideas.

Watts, Logic, Hi. 4.

The higher heathen religions, like the Egyptian religion,

Brahmanism, and Buddhism, are essentially abstruse, and

only capable of being intelligently apprehended by specu-
lative intellects. Faitlw of the World, p. 349.

abstrusely (ab-stros'li), adv. In an abstruse

or recondite manner; in a manner not to be

easily understood.
abstruseness (ab-stros'nes), n. The state or

quality of being abstruse, or difficult to be un-

derstood; difficulty of apprehension.
abstrusion (ab-stro'zhon), n. [<L. abstrusio(n-),
a removing, a concealing, < abstrudere : see ab-

strude.] The act of thrusting away. [Rare.]

abstrusity (ab-stro'si-ti), n.; pi. abstrusities

(-tiz). [< abstruse + -Ity.] Abstruseness; that

which is abstruse. [Rare.]
Matters of difficulty and such which were not without

abstrusities. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., vii. 13.

absumet (ab-sum'), v. t. [<L. absumere, take

away, diminish, consume, destroy, < ab, away,
+ sumcre, take : see assume.] To bring to an
end by a gradual waste; consume; destroy;
cause to disappear. Boyle.

absumptiont (ab-sump'shgn),
n. [< L. absump-

tio(n-), a consuming, < absumere, pp. absumptus,
consume : see absume.] Decline

; disappear-

ance; destruction.

The total defect or abfumption of religion.

Bp. Gailden, Eccl. Ang. Susp.

absurd (ab-serd'), a. and n. [=F. absurds =
Sp. Pg. absurdo = It. assurdo, < L. absurdus,

harsh-sounding, inharmonious, absurd
;
a word

of disputed origin: either (1) 'put of tune,' < fib,

away, from, + "surdus, sounding, from a root

found in Skt. */ si'ar, sound, and in E. (Gr.)

siren, q. v.
;
or (2) < ab- (intensive) + surdus, in-

distinct, dull, deaf, > E. surd, q. v.] I. a. 1.

Being or acting contrary to common sense or

sound judgment; inconsistent with common
sense; ridiculous; nonsensical: as, an absurd

statement
;
absurd conduct ;

an absurd fellow.

There was created in the minds of many of these en-

thusiasts a pernicious anil absurd association between
intellectual power and moral depravity.

Macaulait, Moore's Byron.

Specifically 2. In lot/iu or pliilos., inconsis-

tent with reason; logically contradictory ; im-

abthanage

possible: as, that tho whole is less than the
sum of its parts is an nlixurtl proposition; an
absurd hypothesis.

It would be absurd to measure with a variable stan-
dard. //.

.S'/
</' -"i ial Statics, p. 44.

- SyH. AlfSIII-'l, Xi/llf, /<Vy//s//, ,S'/ i/l'i'l, I n-'ltiiKKl!
, I'n

,-<'<i*<nuilil>', /'. Iiirntiifiti'fl. ridiculous, non-

sensical, senseless, incongruous, unwise, ill-judged, ill-

advised. (See/owuA.) OToJM, otewd, and /

imply a contradiction of common sense, rising in d

from foolish, which is commonly applied where tin u

tradictiun is small or trivial. That which is foolish is

charaetcri/,ed by weakness of mind, ami provokes our
contempt. That which is silly is still weaker, and more
contemptible in its lack of sense; silly is tile extreme in

that direction. That which is absurd does not directly

suggest weakness of mind, but it is glaringly opposed to

common sense and reason ; as, that a thing should be un-

equal to itself is absurd. That which is preposterous is

the height of absurdity, an absurdity as conspicuous as

getting a thing wrong side before ; it excites amazement
thatany one should be capable of such an extreme of foolish-

ness. That which is irratinnal is contrary to reason, but
not especially to common sense. Unreasonable is more
often used of the relation of men to each other ; it implies
less discredit to the understanding, but more to the will,

indicating an unwillingness to conform to reason. Irra-

tional ideas, conclusions ; unreasonable demands, assump-
tions, people. An infatuated person is so possessed by a

misleading idea or passion that his thoughts and conduct
are controlled by it and turned into folly. He who is

stupid appears to have little intelligence ; that which is

stupid is that which would be natural in a person whose

powers of reasoning are defective or suspended.

'Tis a fault to heaven,
A fault against the dead, a fault to nature,
To reason most absurd. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

I'rom most silly novels we can at least extract a laugh ;

but those of the modern-antique school have a ponderous,
a leaden kind of fatuity, under which we groan.

Oeorije Eliot, Silly Novels.

How wayward is this foolith love ! Shak.,1. G. of V., i. 2.

A man who cannot write with wit on a proper subject
is dull and stupid. Addition, Spectator, No. 291.

The brave man is not he who feels no fear,
For that were stupid and irrational.

Joanna Baillie, Basil.

She entertained many unreasonable prejudices against

him, before she was acquainted with his personal worth.
Addison.

Though the error be easily fallen into, it is manifestly
preposterous. Ii. Taylor.
~
The people are so infatuated that, if a cow falls sick, it

is ten to one but an old woman is clapt up in prison for it.

Addison, Travels in Italy.

II. n. An unreasonable person or thing; one
who or that which is characterized by unrea-
sonableness

;
an absurdity. [Rare.]

This arch absurd, that wit and fool delights.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 221.

absurdity (ab-ser'di-ti), .
; pi. absurdities (-iiz).

[=F. absufdite= Sp. absurdidad= Pg. absurdi-

dade = It. assurditu, < L. absurdita(t-)s, absur-

dity, < absurdus: see absurd.] 1. The state or

quality of being absurd or inconsistent with
obvious truth, reason, or sound judgment ;

want
of rationality or common sense : as, the absur-

dity of superstition ; absurdity of conduct.

The absurdity involved in exacting an inexorable con-

cealment from 'those who had nothing to reveal.
De Quituey, Essenes, ii.

2. That which is absurd ;
an absurd action,

statement, argument, custom, etc.: as, the

absurdities of men; your explanation involves

a gross absurdity.
And this absurdity for such it really is we see every

day people attending to the difficult science of matters

where the plain practice they quite let slip.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, xii.

= Syn. 1. Absurdness, silliness, unreasonableness, aelf-

contradiction, preposterousness, inconsistency. See/oUy.

absurdly (ab-serd'li), adv. In an absurd man-

ner; in a manner inconsistent with reason or

obvious propriety.
absurdness (ab-serd'nes), n. Same as absurdity.

abterminal (ab-ter'mi-nal). a. [< L. ab, from,
4- terminus, end.] From the terminus or end :

applied to electric currents which pass in a
muscular fiber from its extremities toward its

center.

abthain, abthane (ab'than), . [Sc. ; formerly
also spelled abtliein, abthen, abtlian, abbathaiu,
etc. ; < ML. abtliania, an abbacy, < Gael, ab-

dliaine, an abbacy. The origin of ML. abthania

not being known, it came to be regarded as

the office or dignity of an imaginary itbthnnus,

a word invented by Fordun, and explained as
'

superior thaue,' as if < L. abbas, father (see

abbot), + ML. thamis, E. thane.] 1. An abbacy
(in the early Scottish church). 2. Errone-

ously, a superior thane.

abthainry, abthanrie (ab'than-ri), . [Sc.,

<,ilitlniiii, abt/Kine, +-ry.] 1. The territory and

jurisdiction of an abbot; an abbacy. 2. Erro-

neously, the jurisdiction of the supposed ab-

thain. See abthain, 2.

abthanage (ab'tha-naj), n. Same as abthainry.



abucco

abucCO (a-buk'ko), n. [A native term.] A
weight nearly equal to half a pound avoirdu-

pois, used in Burma.
abulia (a-bo'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. afjov'/.ia, ill-

advisedness, thoughtlessness, < aflov'Aof, ill-ad-

vised, thoughtless, < a- priv. + /iovA/i, advice,
counsel.] A form of mental derangement in

which volition is impaired or lost. Also written
aboulia.

abulomania (a-bo-lo-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

afiov'/.of, ill-advised, thoughtless, + uavia, mad-
ness.] Same as abulia. Also written aboulo-
mania.
abumbral (ab-um'bral), a. Same as ii/niiii-

brellar.

abumbrellar (ab-um-brel'ar), a. [<L. fc.from,
+ NL. umbrella, the disk of acalephs.] Turned
away from the umbrella or disk : applied to

the surface of the velum or marginal ridge of

medusse or sea-blubbers, and opposed to inliiiii-

brellar (which see).
abuna (a-bo'na), n. [Ethiopic and Ar. abu-iiti,

our father. Of. abba.] The head of the Chris-
tian church in Abyssinia. See Abyssinian.
abundance (a-bun'dans), it. [< ME", abundance,
luibiiiidannce',' aboittidance (see aboundance),
<OF. abondana; < L. abundantia, abundance,
< abundare, abound : see abound."] 1 . A copious
supply or quantity ; overflowing plenteousness ;

unrestricted sufficiency : strictly applicable to

quantity only, but sometimes used of number :

as, an abundance of corn, or of people ;
to have

money in great abundance.

By reason of the abundance of his horses their dust
shall cover thee. Kzek. xxvi. lu.

2. Overflowing fullness or affluence; repletion;
amplitude of means or resources.

Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh.
Mat. xii. 34.

The abundance [of Chaucer] is a continual fulness within
the fixed limits of good taste ; that of Langland is squan-
dered in overflow. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 260.

= Syn. Exuberance, Prufiijitin, etc. (see plenty) ; plen-
teousness, plentifulness, plenitude, sufficiency, copious-
ness, ampleiicss, luxuriance, supply. Hee affluence.

abundancyt (a-bun'dan-si), . The state or

quality of being abundant.
abundant (a-bun'dant), a. [< ME. abundant,
habundunt, aboundant, < OF. abundant, habon-

dant, < L. abundan(1-), ppr. of abundare, over-
flow : see abound.] 1. Plentiful

; present in

great quantity ; fully sufficient : as, an abun-
dant supply.

Thy abundant goodness shall excuse
This deadly Mot in thy digressing son.

SJiak., Eich. II., v. 3.

The history of our species is a history of the evils that
have flowed from a source as tainteil as it is abundant.

Brougham.
2. Possessing in great quantity ; copiously sup-
plied ; having great plenty ; abounding : fol-

lowed by in.

The Lord, . . . abundant in goodness and truth.
Ex. xxxiv. (i.

Abundant definition. See definition.
- Abundant num-

ber, in arith., a number the sum of whose aliquot parts
exceeds the number itself. Thus, 12 is ail abundant
number, for the sum of its aliquot parts (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 6)
is 16. It is thus distinguished from a perfect number,
which is equal to the sum of all its aliquot parts, as
6 = 1 + 2 + 3; and from a deficient number, which is

greater than the sum of all its aliquot parts, as 14, which
is greater than 1 + 2 + 7. = Syn. Plentiful, plenteous, co-

pious, ample, exuberant, lavish, overflowing, rich, large,
great, bountiful, teeming. See ample.

abundantly (a-bun'dant-li), adr. In a plentiful
or sufficient degree ; fully ; amply ; plentifully.
abune (a-bon'; Scotch pron. a-biin'), adv. and
prep. [Contr. < ME. abuven, aboven (pron.
a-bo'ven), < AS. dbufan : see above.] Above

;

beyond ;
in a great-

er or higher degree.
Also written aboon.

[Scotch.]
ab urbe condita (ab
er'be kon'di-ta).
[L. ; lit., from tlie

city founded : 06,

from; urbe, abl. of

urbs, city; condita,
fern. pp. of condere,

put together, estab-

lish.] From the

founding of the city,
that is, of Rome, B. c.

753, the beginning of
the Roman era. Usu-

ally abbreviated to

A. U. C. (which see).
Aburria (a-bur'i-ii), . [NL. ;

of S. Amer.
origin.] A genus of guans, of which the type

Atrurria farunculata.
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is the wattled guan, Penelope abnrri or Aburria

rariincttlata, of South America. IMchenbach,
1853.

aburton (a-ber'ton), prep. phr. as adv. or a.

[< as + burton : see burton.] Naut., placed
athwartships in the hold : said of casks.

abusable (a-bu'za-bl), a. [< abuse + -M<.]
Capable of being abused.

abusaget (a-bu'zaj), n. Same as abuse.

abuse (a-buz'), v. t.; pret. and pp. abused, ppr.
iiliiixini/. [< ME. abusen, < OF. abuser (F. abu-

ser), < ML. abusari, freq. of L. abuti, pp. abusus,
use up, consume, misuse, abuse, < ab. from,
mis-, + uti, use : see use, v.] 1 . To use ill

;
mis-

use
; put to a wrong or bad use

;
divert from

the proper use
; misapply : as, to abuse rights

or privileges; to abuse words.

They that use this world as not abutting It. 1 Cor. vii. 31.

The highest proof of virtue Is to possess boundless

power without abutting it. Macaulay, Addison.

2. To do wrong to
;
act injuriously toward

;
in-

jure ; disgrace ;
dishonor.

I swear, 'tis better to he much abuu'd
Than but to know't a little. Shat., Othello, ill. 3.

Poor soul, thy face is much abutted with tears.

Shot., R. and J., iv. 1.

3. To violate; ravish; defile. 4. To attack
with contumelious language; revile. 5. To
deceive

; impose on
;
mislead.

You are a great deal abutted in too bold a persuasion.
Sltak., <\ i M !" I in.-. I. 5.

Nor be with all these tempting words abttsed.

Pope, tr. of Ovid, Sappho to Phaon, 1. 67.

It concerns all who think it worth while to be in ear-

nest with their immortal souls not to abuse themselves
with a false confidence, a thing so easily taken up, and
so hardly laid down. South.

Syn. 1. To Abuse, Mitntse, misapply, misemploy, per-
vert, profane. Abtute and misuse are closely synonymous
terms, but minute conveys more particularly the idea of

using inappropriately, abuse that of treating injuriously.
In general, abuse is the stronger word.

So a fool is one that hath lost his wisdom, . . . not one
that wants reason, but abutes his reason.

Charnoct, Attributes.

From out the purple grape
Crushed the sweet poison of misiised wine.

Milton, < 'i nuns. 1. 47.

2. To maltreat, ill-use, injure. 4. To revile, reproach,
vilify, rate, berate, vituperate, rail at.

abuse (a-bus')> [= F. abus = 8p. Pg. It.

abuxo, \ L. abusus, a using up, < abuti, pp. abusus,
use up, misuse: see abuse, '.] 1. Ill use;
improper treatment or employment ; applica-
tion to a wrong purpose ; improper use or

application : as, an abuse of our natural powers ;

an abuse of civil rights, or of religious privi-

leges ;
abuse of advantages ;

abuse of words.
Perverts Itest things

To worst abuse, or to their meanest use.

Milton, P. L., iv. 204.

And thus he bore without abuse
The grand old name of gentleman.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, ex.

A daring abuse of the liberty of conscience.

Irving, Knickerbocker.

2. Ill treatment of a person ; injury ;
insult

;

dishonor
; especially, ill treatment in words ;

contumelious language.
I, dark in light, exposed

To daily fraud, contempt, abuse
,
and wrong.
Milton, S. A., 1. 76.

3. A corrupt practice or custom
;
an offense

;

a crime
;

a fault : as, the abuses of govern-
ment.
The poor abuses of the time want countenance.

Skat., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2.

If abuses be not remedied, they will certainly increase.

Sutift, Adv. of Relig.

4. Violation
;
defilement : as, self-afc*e. 5t.

Deception.
This is a strange abuse. Let's see thy face.

Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

Is it some abuse, or no such thing? Shak., Ham., iv. 7.

Abuse of distress, in /"". use of an animal or chattel

distrained, which makes the distrainer liable to prosecu-
tion as for wrongful appropriation. Abuse of process,
in law. (a) Intentional irregularity for the purpose of gain-

ing an advantage over one's opponent. (6) More com-

monly, the use of legal process (it may be in a manner
formally regular) for an illegal purpose ; a perversion of the
forms of law, as making a criminal complaint merely to

coerce payment of a debt, or wantonly selling very valua-
ble property on execution in order to collect a trifling sum.

-Syn. 1. Misuse, perversion, profanation, prostitution.
3. Abuse, Invective, maltreatment, outrage ; vituperation,
contumely, scolding, reviling, aspersion, slander, obloquy.
(See invective.) "Abuse as compared with invective is

more personal and coarse, being conveyed in harsh and
unseemly terms, and dictated by angry feeling and bitter

temper. Invective is more commonly aimed at character
or conduct, and may be conveyed in writing and in re-

fined language, and dictated by indignation against what
is in itself blameworthy. It often, however, means public

abut
abuse under such restraints as are imposed by position
and education." C. J. Smith.

abuseful (a-bus'ful), a. Using or practising
abuse

;
abusive. [Rare or obsolete.]

The abHseful names of hereticks and schismatic-ks.

/;//. llarloir, Kemains, p. 397.

abuser (a-bu'zer), H. 1. One who abuses, in

speech or behavior
;
one who deceives.

Next tin MIT th' abuser of thy prince's ear.

Sir J. Denhain, Sophy.
2. A ravisher.

That vile abuser of young maidens.
Fletcher, Faithful Shep., v. 1.

abusipnt (a-bu'zhon), . [<ME. ablution, < OF.
abusion = Pr. abuzio = Sp. abusion = Pg. abus&o
= It. abusione, < L. abu#io(n-), misuse, in rhet.

catachresis, < abuti, pp. abusus, misuse : see

abuse, v.] 1. Misuse
;
evil or corrupt usage ;

violation of right or propriety.
Redress the ablutions and exactions.

Act of Part. No. xxxiii. (23 Hen. VIII.).

Shame light on him, that through so false illusion,
Doth tume the name of Souldiers to abusion.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 220.

2. Reproachful or contumelious language ;
in-

sult. 3. Deceit; illusion.

They speken of magic and aouswn.
Chaucer, Mali of Law's Tale, 1. 116.

abusive (a-bu'siv), a. [= F. abusif= Sp. Pg.
It. ubusivo, < L. abusivus, misapplied, improper,
< abuti, pp. abusus, misuse : see abuse, v.] 1.

Practising abuse; using harsh words or ill

treatment : as, an abusive author
;
an abusive fel-

low. 2. Characterized by or containing abuse ;

marked by contumely or ill use; harsh; ill-

natured; injurious.
An abusive, scurrilous style passes for satire, and a dull

scheme of party notions is called fine writing.
Addison, Spectator, No. 125.

One from all Grub-street will my fame defend,
And, more abuttive, calls himself my friend.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 112.

3. Marked by or full of abuses; corrupt: as,
an abusive exercise of power.
A very extensive and zealous party was formed [in

France], which acquired the appellation of the Patriotic!

party, who, sensible of the abusive government under
which they lived, sighed for occasions of reforming it.

Jefferson, Autobiog., p. 6<(.

4f. Misleading, or tending to mislead
; employed

by misuse
; improper.

In describing these battles, I am, for distinction sake,
necessitated to use the word Parliament improperly, ac-

cording to the abuttive acception thereof for these latter

years. Fuller, Worthies, I. xviii.

-

Syn. 1 and 2. Insolent, insulting, offensive, scurrilous,
ribald, reproachful, opprobrious, reviling.

abusively (a-bu'siv-li), adv. 1. In an abusive

manner; rudely; reproachfully. 2f. Improp-
erly; by misuse.

Words being carelessly and abutriuely admitted, and a*

inconstantly retained. Glanrille, Van. of Dogmat., xvii.

abusiveness (a-bu'siv-nes), n. The quality of

being abusive
;
rudeness of language, or vio-

lence to the person ;
ill usage.

abut (a-buf), t.
; pret. and pp. abutted, ppr.

abutting. [< ME. abutten, abouten, < OF. abou-

ter, abater, abut (P. abouter, join end to end), <

a, to, + bout, but, end; cf. OF. boter, F. bouter,

thrust, push, butt : see butft. The mod. F. abou-

tir, arrive at, tend to, end in, depends in most
of its senses upon bout, an end, though strictly
it represents the OF. abouter, in the sense of
'thrust toward.'] I. intrans. 1. To touch at
the end ; be contiguous ; join at a border or

boundary; terminate; rest: with on, upon, or

against before the object : as, his land abuts

upon mine
;
the building abuts on the highway ;

the bridge abuts against the solid rock.

Whose high upreared and abutting fronts
The perilous, narrow ocean parts asunder.

Shalt., Hen. V., i. (cho.).

Steam is constantly issuing in jets from the bottom of a
small ravine-like hollow, which has no exit, and which
abut* against a range of tracbytic mountains.

Danrin, Geol. Observations, i. 2.

In the last resort all these questions of physical specu-
lation abut upon a metaphysical question.

IT. K. Cliford, Lectures, I. -24:i.

The lustrous splendor of the walls abutting upon the
Grand Canal. D. G. Mitehell, Bound Together, ii.

2. In ship-building, same as butt1 , 3. Abutting
owner, an owner of land which abuts or joins. Thus,
the owner of land bounded by a highway or river, or by a
tract of land belonging to another person, is said in refer-

ence to the latter to be an abutting owner. The term

usually implies that the relative parts actually adjoin,
but is sometimes loosely used without implying more
than close proximity. Abutting power (in an active

sense), the ability of an abutment to resist the thrust or
strain of the arch, gas, fluid, etc., pressing or reacting
against it. Abutting joint. See abutment, 2 (6) (2).



abut

H. trims. To cause to terminate against or

in contiguity with
; project, or cause to im-

pinge upon.
Sometimes shortened to hit/.

27
I'.ut nought that wanteth rest can long aby.

f<l:i'ii.ifr, K. 1)., ill. vii. 3.

Abyla (ab'i-lii), n. [NL. ; prob. after Abyla
(Gr. 'A.fti-'fai), a promontory in Africa opposite the
Rock of Gibraltar.] A genus of calycophoran
oceanic hydrozoans of the family Dijriiyida:

',""'.'/ ""'' (laiiniinl. Also called Abylug.
'

See
cut under dij>liy:ooid.

Abutilon (a-bu'ti-lon), n. [NL., < Ar. aubutilun.
a name given by Avicenna to this or an allied

genus.] A genus of polypetalous plants, nat-

ural order Malvaeeie, including over 70 species _

distributed through the wanner regions of the abymet, . Same as abysm.

globe. They are often very ornamental, and several abysmt (a-bizm'), n. l<OF.abisme(\&teTabime :

species (A. utriniinii, mimtitiu. iimii/uf, etc.) are frequent
]

in gardens and ^rt-cnbouses. Some Indian species fur-

nish filler for ropes, anil in Brazil the flowers of A.emi-
lentwn are used as a vegt'tulile.

abutment (a-but'ment), . [< abut + -ment."\ \.

V. iibiiiii') = Pr. abixme = Sp. Pg. abismo, <

ML. *nbiiu<iuiii.i, a superl. form of ML. abin- A. 0.
xim, < L. iibyioiun, an abyss: see abyss. The
spelling iibi/Kin (with i/

instead of ) is sophisti-

acacio

dwelling among the oaks: .(</(// or .1.

also Oakley [<AS. .idea], literally, oak-lea.

ac-. A prefix, assimilated form of ml- before c

ami
i[, as in ntfiili, na/iiirf, etc.; also an ac-

commodated form of other prefixes, as in </<-

fiirxi', iifflni/, iiffi/inlier, etc. See these words.
-ac. [= F. -<i<iut', <Ij. -III--IIS, Gr. -a/tof : see -if.

\

An adjective-suffix of Greek or Latin origin, as
in cnriKac, maniac, iliac, etc. It is always pre-
ceded by -'- and, like -ic, may take the addi-
tional suffix -al.

An abbreviation of (1) Latin unti- Chris-

tum, before Christ, used in chronology in the
same sense as B. C.

; (2) i

The state or condition' of abutting. 2. That cated
>
to bring it nearer the Greek ] A gulf ; acacia (a-ka'shia), n. [= Sp. Pg. It. D. aeaeia

i 'i _i___j _ __ 1 an tt nva SIH "trip finii&m nr hAll " Sh/il: A_ n ,,,.,,,.;,, /T. ,,,,.,,.;,, / d-*. ,*. ., *l, ,.,....an abyss: as,
and C., iii. 11.

the abysm of hell," Shak., A.which abuts or borders on some-

thing else; the part abutting or
.

abutted upon or against. Spe- abysmal (a-biz'mal), fl,
(< abysm + -al; = Sp

ciflcally
-

(a) Any Ixidy or surface de- Pg. abimnal.] 1 . Pertaining to an abyss ;
bot-

tomless
; profound ;

fathomless
;
immeasurable.

Let me hear thy voice through this deep and black

Abymnal night. Whittier, My Soul and I.

The . . . Jews were struck dumb with abysmal terror.

iferivale, Hist. Rom., V. 410.

rimad'to resist the thrust or reaction
of any material structure, vapor, gas,
or liquid that may press upon it ; par-

I ticularly, in arch., the portion of a pier
r or other structure that receives the

Ab tment thrust of an arch or vault ; a stationary

A, A, arch'-abut- wedge, block, or surface against which
menis ; B, B, current- water, gas, or steam may react, as in a
or ice-abutments. rotary pump or engine ; the lower part

of a dock or bridge-pier designed to

resist ice or currents in a stream, etc. See bridge, and

Specifically 2. Pertaining to great depths in

the ocean: thus, species of plants found only
at great depths are called abysmal species, and
also abyssal (which see).

impost, (b) In carp. : (1) The shoulder of a joiner's plane -i....,'!-!.., / hi7'mnl n nrfr TTnfatiinmblv
between which and the plane-bit the wedge is driven. E. aDysmaiiy (,a-Diz mal-i;, aav. unratnomaDiy.
//. Knight. (2) Two pieces of wood placed together with Iweorge Ahpt.
the grain of each at a right angle with the other. Their abyss (a-bis'), n. [<L. abyssus, ML. a6sss(>
meeting forms an abutting joint. _ Pg. It. 6i*so), a bottomless gulf,< Gr. d/3wji70v,

without bottom, < d-priv. + ffvaofy, depth, akin
to /3vd6( and /3d0of, depth, < paOvc, deep: see

bathos.] 1 . A bottomless gulf ; any deep, im-
measurable space ; anything profound and un-

fathomable, whether literally or figuratively;

specifically, hell
;
the bottomless pit.

Some laboured to fathom the abysses of metaphysical

= G. acacie, < L. acacia, < Gr. d/tax/a, a thorny
Egyptian tree, the acacia, appar. reduplicated
from *y an, seen in d/uf, a point, thorn, a*//, a

point, L. acutus, sharp, acus, needle, etc. : see

acute.] 1. [cap."] A genus of shrubby or arbore-
ous plants, natural order Leguminosa; suborder

Mimoseai, natives of the warm regions of both

hemispheres, especially of Australia and Africa.
It numbers about 430 species, and is the largest genus of

the order, excepting Astragalus. It is distinguished by
small regular flowers in globose heads or cylindrical

spikes, and very numerous free stamens. The leaves are

bipinnate, or in very many of the Australian species are
reduced to phyllodia, with their edges always vertical.

Several species are valuable for the gum which they

Sometimes shortened to butment.

abutment - crane (a-but'ment-kran), . [<
abutment + cram; 2^] A hoisting-crane or der-

rick used in

building piers,

towers, chim-

neys, etc. It

stands at the edge
of a platform rest-

ing on the top of

the work, and
may be gradually
raised as the work
proceeds.

abuttal (a-

but'al), n.

That part of a

piece of land
which abuts
On Or is COn- Abutment-crane.

tiguous to an-

theology. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

2. In her., the center of an escutcheon
;
the

fesse-point.

abyss (a-bis'), t. [< abyss, .] To engulf.

The drooping sea-weed hears, in night abyased,
Far anil more far the wave's receding shocks.

Lowell, Sea-weed.

abyssal (a-bis'al), a. 1. Relating to or like an

abyss; aliysmal. 2. Inhabiting or belonging
to the depths of the ocean : as, an abyssal mol-
lusk.

Both classes of animals, the pelagic and the abyssal, . . .

possess the feature of phosphorescence.
The American, V. 286.

Abyssal zone, in phm. geog., the lowest of eight biolog-
ical zones into which Professor E. Forbes divided the

bottom of the JKgean sea when describing its plants and
animals ; the zone furthest from the shore, and more than
105 fathoms deep.

other; a boundary; a line of contact: used

mostly in the plural,
abutter (a-but'er), . One whose property
abuts: as, the abutters on the street.

abutua (a-bu'tu-a), n. The native Brazilian
name of the "root of a tall woody menisper-
maceous climber, Chondrodendron tomentosum,

Abyssinet a . and . [Also Abissine, Abassine;known in commerce under the Portuguese *s a noun, usually in pi. J6vssJes, etc., = F.
name of paretra bravo, (which see). Also called

butua.

abuyt (a-bi'), r. t. [A more consistent spelling
of aby*, which is composed of a-* and btiy.]
To pay the penalty of.

When a holy man abtiyx so dearly such a slight frailty,
of a credulous mistaking, what shall become of our hei-

nous and presumptuous sins ?

Bp. Hall, Seduced Prophet (Ord. MS.).

abuzz, abUZ (a-buz'), prep. phr. as adv. or a.

[<a3, prep., cmj+ buzz, n.~] Buzzing; filled with

buzzing sounds.

The court was all astir and alruzz.

as a noun, usually in pi. Abyssines, etc,,

Abyssins = Sp. Abisinios = Pg. Abexins; < ML.
Abissini, Abassini, Abyssinians (> Abissinia,

Abassinia, Abyssinia), < Abassia, < Ar. Habasha,
, .

' V, i A i_ J A 1- BUtJCieS lOnilS Hie UUIieVlIU Ul i unum I i i M.IMI .-.JHI n .^

Abyssinia, Habasli, an Abyssinian, said to have fuTO jsh excellent timber, and many others are cultivated

reference to the mixed composition of the peo- for ornament A. Farnesiana both for ornament and for

pie, < habasii, mixture. The natives call them- the perfume of its flowers,

selves Itiopyavan, their country Itiopia, i. e.,
2. Aplant of the genus AcacM. 3.

Ethiopia.] Same as Abyssinian. lar name of several plants of otlu,. 6
ATviraaitiiaTl (sCh i sin'i nnl a and K Abll<s- The !>reen-barlted acacia of Arizona is Parkinsm
Abyssinian (.a D-l i-an;, o. ana n. |> Jimjs- a ,IM /,;, and f*M(ord acacia are names sol

sine (Abyssima) + -ian.\ I. a. Belonging to
applied to the locust-tree, Robinia Pseudacacia.

'

Abyssinia, a country of eastern Africa, lying or bristly acacia is Robinia hispida. The nam

to the south of Nubia, or to its inhabitants. thmwsd acacia is sometimes given to the honey-loci

?Ta,e of Two Cities, ix.
H- "g^X-8 ^^0^1^ 4^~ the inspissated juice of several

. -. , > r/T ,,

*. AHU tvoys
gpecies of Acacia popularly known as gum ara-

i-u-ashon), H [<L,. ab, smian Church.
_
This churchjvas organized about the J w,., , 'der ,2f_5. A name riven

exude. The bark and pods are frequently used in tan-

ning, and the aqueous extract of the wood of some Indian

species forms the catechu of commerce. Many species

abvacuationt (ab-vak- .

from, + vacuatio(n-) : see abevacuation.] Same
as abevacuation.

abvolation (ab-vo-la'shon), n. [See avolation.]
The act of flying from or away. [Rare.]
abyH (a-bi'), . t.

; pret. and pp. abought or

abied, ppr. abying. [< ME. abi/en, abien, abyg-

f/en, abuggen, etc. (pret. aboughte), <AS. dbyc-

i/nii, pay for, buy off, < - + bycgan, buy: see crucmxes. ronuus niaie is accoumeu uy mem saim

a-1 and buy.] To give or pay an equivalent because he washed his hands of innocent blood. The

for
; pay the penalty of

;
atone for

;
suffer for.

Also spelled abye and abuy.
Ye shul it deere abeye.. Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 100.

Whoso bardie hand on her doth lay,
It dearely shall aby, and death for handsell pay.

Spenxer, F. Q., VI. xi. 15.

middle of the fourth century by Frumentius, a missionary
from Alexandria. In doctrine it is Monophysite (which
see). It observes the Jewish Sabbath together with the

Christian Sunday, forbids eating the flesh of unclean

beasts, retains as an object of worship the model of a sa-

cred ark called the ark of Zion, practises a form of cir-

cumcision, and celebrates a yearly feast of lustration, at

which all the people are rebaptized. The Abyssinians Acacian (a-ka snian), n.

honor saints and pictures, but not images ; crosses, but not
crucifixes. Pontius Pilate is accounted by them a saint

because he washed his hands of innocent blood. The
priests may be married men, but may not marry after or-

dination. The abuna, or head of the Abyssinian Church,
is appointed by the patriarch of Alexandria.

abzug (ab'z6g; G. pron. ap'tsoch), n. [G., <

abzielien, draw off, < ab-, = E. off, + ziehen, re-

bic (which see, under gnim
2
). 5. A name given

by antiquaries to an object resembling a roll

of cloth, seen in the hands of consuls and em-

perors of the Lower Empire as represented on
medals. It is supposed to have been unfurled by them
at festivals as a signal for the games to begin.

cacian (a-ka'shian), n. [The proper name
Acacius, Gr. 'Axdmof, is equiv. to Innocent, < Gr.

dxo/cof, innocent, guileless : see acacy. ] In eccles.

hist., a member of a sect or school of moderate
Arians of the fourth century, named Acacians
from their leader, Acacius, bishop of Ca?sarea.
Some of the Acacians maintained that the Son, though
similar to the Father, was not the same ; others, that he

was both distinct and dissimilar. As a body they finally



acacy

acacyt (ak'a-si), n. [< L. as if
'acacia, < Gr.

IIKIIKIU, giiilclcssiu'SSj^aica/cof, innocent, < a- priv.
+ KIIKUIJ, bad.] Freedom from malice. Hti/li

//.

Academe (ak'a-dem), . [<L. academia : see

academy.] 1. The grove and gymnasium near
Athens where Plato taught ; the Academy ; fig-

uratively, any place of similar character.

The softer Adams of your Academe.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Hence 2. [i.e.] An academy; a place for phil-

osophic and literary intercourse or instruction.

Nor hath fair Europe her vast bounds throughout
An academe of note I found not out. //<>, /'.

academial (ak-a-de'mi-al), a. Pertaining to an
academy ; academical. Johnson. [Rare.]
academiant (ak-a-de'mi-an), n. Amember of an
academy ;

a student in a university or college.
That new-discarded academian.

Marxton, Scourge of Vill., ii. G.

academic (ak-a-dem'ik), a. and n. [=F. aca-

demique = Sp. Pg. acnrfemico = It. accadvwim,
< L. acadenicus, < Gr. 'AKadypeiKoc, pertaining to
the 'A/tadr/peta : see academy.'] I. a. 1. [cap.]

Pertaining to the Academy of Athens, or to

Plato and his followers, from his having taught
there : as, the Academic groves ;

the Academic
school or philosophy. 2. Pertaining to an ad-
vanced institution of learning, as a college, a

university, or an academy; relating to or con-
nected with higher education : in this and the

following senses often, and in the third gener-
ally, written academical : as, academic studies

;

an academical degree.
These products of dreaming indolence ... no more

constituted a literature than a succession of academic
studies from the pupils of a royal institution can consti-
tute a school of fine arts. De Quincey, Style, iii.

3. Pertaining to that department of a college
or university which is concerned with classi-

cal, mathematical, and general literary studies,
as distinguished from the professional and sci-

entific departments; designed for general as

opposed to special instruction. [U. S.] 4. Of
or pertaining to an academy or association of

adepts ;
marked by or belonging to the char-

acter or methods of such an academy; hence,
conforming to set rules and traditions

; specu-
lative; formal; conventional: as, academical

proceedings; an academical controversy ;
anac-

ademic figure (in art).

The tone of Lord Chesterfield has always been the tone
of our old aristocracy ;

a tone of elegance and propriety,
above all things free from the stiffness of pedantry or aca-
demic rigor. De Qitincey, Style, i.

For the question is no longer the academic one :

"
Is it

wise to give every man the ballot?" but rather the prac-
tical one :

"
Is it prudent to deprive whole classes of it

any longer?" Louvll, Democracy.

Figure of academic proportions, in paiutiiuj, a figure
of a little less than hall the natural size, such as it is the
custom for pupils to draw from the antique and from life ;

also, a figure in an attitude resembling those chosen by
instructors in studies from life, for the purpose of display-
ing muscular action, form, and color to the best advan-
tage ; hence, an academic figure, composition, etc., is one
whicli appears conventional or unspoutaneous, and smacks
of practice-work or adherence to formulas and traditions.

II. n. 1. [cop.] One who professed to adhere
to the philosophy of Plato. 2. A student in a

college or university: as, "a young academic,"
Watts, Imp. of Mind.

academical (ak-a-dem'i-kal), a. and re. I. a.

Same as academic, but very rare in sense 1.

II. n. 1. A member of an academy. 2. pi.
In Great Britain, the cap and gowii worn by
the officers and students of a school or college.
At first he caught up his cap and gown, as though he

were going out. . . . On second thoughts, however, he
threw his academical* back on to the sofa.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, xix.

academically (ak-a-dem'i-kal-i), adv. In an
academical manner

;
as an academic.

academician (a-kad-e-mish'an), n. [< F. acade-

micien, < NL. "academicianus, < L. academicus :

see academic.] A member of an academy or a

society for promoting arts and sciences. Par-
ticularly (a) A member of the British Royal Academy of
Arts: commonly called Ruijal Academician, and abbrevi-
ated R. A. (b) A member of the French Academy, (c) A
full member of the National Academy of Design of New
York, (d) A member of the National Academy of Sciences.

[U. S.] See anKuciate, 4, and academy, 3.

academicism (ak-a-dem'i-sizm), n. The mode
of teaching or of procedure in an academy; an
academical mannerism, as of painting.
Academics (ak-a-dem'iks), n. [PI. of academic.']
The Platonic philosophy ;

Platonism.
Academism (a-kad'e-mizm), . The doctrines
of the Academic philosophers; Platonism.
academist (a-kad'e-mist), . [< academy + -tat;
= F. acadeiiiiste, academist, = It. aceademista =
Pg. academista, a pupil in a riding-school.] 1.
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[cap.] An Academic philosopher. 2. Amem-
ber of or a student in an academy.
academy (a-kad'e-mi), .

; jil. ncadfiiiicx (-miz).

[< F. academic = Sp. Pg. ttcaili'mia = It. in-i-n-

ilrmia, < L. academia, sometimes acadt'iuia, < Gr.

'Anad^fteia, less properly 'Anafr/^ia, a plot of

ground in the suburbs of Athens, < 'AKaSt//u>f,
L. Acadennis, a reputed hero (&<%).] 1. [cap.]
Originally, a public pleasure-ground of Athens,
consecrated to Athene and other deities, con-

taining a grove and gymnasium, where Plato
and his followers held their philosophical con-
ferences

; hence, Plato and his followers col-

lectively; the members of the school of Plato.
Tile Academy, which lasted from Plato to Cicero, consisted
of several distinct schools. Their number is variously
given. Cicero recognized only two, the old and the new
Academies, and this division has been generally adopted ;

others, however, distinguish as many as five Academics.

Had the poor vulgar rout only been abused into such
idolatrous superstitions, as to adore a marble or a golden
deity, it might not so much be wondered at ; but for the

Academy to own such a paradox, this was without ex-
cuse. South, Sermons, II. 245.

2. A superior school or institution of learning.
Specifically (o) A school for instruction in a particular
art or science : as, a military or naval academy. (6) In
the United States, a school or seminary holding a rank
between a university or college and an elementary school.

3. An association of adepts for the promotion
of literature, science, or art, established some-
times by government, and sometimes by the

voluntaryunion of private individuals. The mem-
1 iers (academicians), who are usually divided into ordinary,
honorary, and corresponding members, either select their
own departments or follow those prescribed by the consti-
tution of the society, and at regular meetings communicate
the results of their labors in papers, of which the more im-

portant are afterward printed. Among the most noted in-

stitutions of this name are the five academies composing
the National Institute of France (the French Academy, the
Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres, the Academy
of the Fine Arts, the Academy of Moral and Political Sci-

ences, and the Academy of Sciences), the Royal Academy of
Arts in London, the Academy of Sciences of Berlin, the Im-
l>erial Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg, the National
Academy of Sciences in Washington, etc. The chief object
of the French Academy, as also of the celebrated Italian

Academy della Crusca and of the Spanish Academy, is to

regulate and purify the vernacular tongue. Academy
board, a paper board, the surface of which is prepared
for drawing or painting. Academy figure, academy
study, an academic study ;

a drawing or painting of
the human figure, especially of the nude, made for prac-
tice only. See figure of academic projiortions, under aca-
demic.

acadialite (a-ka'di-al-it), n. [< Acadia (see Aca-

dian) -f- -lite for -litn, < Gr. />./(tof, stone.] In min-

eral., a variety of chabazite (which see), usually
of a reddish color, found in Nova Scotia.

Acadian (a-ka'di-an), a. and . [< Acadia, Lat-
inized form of Acadie, the F. name of Nova
Scotia.] I. a. Pertaining or relating to Acadia
or Nova Scotia Acadian fauna, in zoijgeoii., the as-

semblage of animals or the sum of the animal life of the
coast-waters of North America from Labrador to Cape Cod.

U. n . A native or an inhabitant of Acadia
or Nova Scotia

; specifically, one of the original
French settlers of Acadia, or of the descendants
of those who were expelled, in a body by the

English in 1755, many of whom formed com-
munities in Louisiana, then a French colony,
and have retained the name.
acajou1

(ak'a-zho), . [< F. acajou, It. acagiu,
Pg. acaju, Sp. acayoiba, also caoba, caobana, ma-
hogany ; prob. S. Amer.] A kind of mahogany,
the wood of Ccdrela fissilis : also applied to the
true mahogany and other similar woods. See
mahogany.
acajou2 (ak'a-zho), . [Cf. F. noix (Tacajou,
the cashew-nut, acajou a pommes, the cashew-
tree; confused with acajou^, but a different

word, E. prop, cashew: see casheu-1.] 1. The
fruit of the tree Anacardium occidentale. See
cashew-nut, cashew-tree. 2. A gum or resin ex-
tracted from the bark of Anacardium occiden-
tals.

acaleph (ak'a-lef), n. One of the Acaleplue or
sea-nettles. Also spelled acaleplii .

Acalephs.
i, Rhixostoma cuvieri. 3, Medusa pellncens,

Acalepha (ak-a-le'fa), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

"iicalepltus, adj., <Gr. aKa^.i/ifai, a nettle, a sea-
nettle. Cf. Acalepha;.] In Cuvier's system of

classification, the third class of Badiata, a

acanthaceous

heterogeneous group now broken up or retained
in a much modified and restricted sense. See
Afidcplid'. The leading genera of ruvk-rian afak'phs
wen Medusa, Cyanea, i;!<i;:ii'tiut, A^fnnt. ];>-m t

;
. and

(''xtllin. ciitupusilm thr A<'nfi'i>fiu xi in [>ln-;<i . \\ ith l'l,i/xtilia,

l'li/l.i/*l/t-n. ami IH/Jiff,-*. ronstitlltini; thi' At-tili-plta lui-

dmtattea.

Acalephae (ak-a-16'fe), n. pi. [NL. (sing. IK-II-

l<t>lui),<.Grr. anakiifyri, a nettle, also a mollusk
(Urtica marina) which stings like a nettle.]
A name given to a large number of marine
animals included in the subkingdom Ccelente-

rata, and represented chiefly by the Medusidte
and their allies, in popular language known as
sea-nettles, sea-blubbers, jelly-fish, etc. other
forms once included under it are the Ducitjihura and Luctr-
narida (both in class llydrozoa), and the Ctenophora (in
class Actinozoa). The most typical of the Acalepha>, the
MeduMo!, arc gelatinous, free-swimming animals, consist-

ing of an umbrella-shaped disk containing canalsi which ra-
diate from the center, whence hangs the digestive cavity.
All have thread-cells or urticating organs (see ntatatepltan)
which discharge minute barbed structures, irritating the
skin like the sting of a nettle ; hence the name of the group.

acalephan (ak-a-le'fan), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to the Acalep'ha;.

II. n. An acaleph.
acalephe (ak'a-lef), n. See acaleph.
acalephoid (ak-a-le'foid), a. [<Gr. aKoMtyri, a

sea-nettle, + Ewfcf, form.] Like an acaleph or
a medusa. [Less common than mcdusoid]
acalycal (a-kal'i-kal), a. [< Gr. a- priv. + /tdAtf,

calyx, + -al.] In bot., inserted on the recep-
tacle without adhesion to the calyx : said of
stamens.

acalycine (a-kal'i-sin), a. [<Gr. a-priv.-f K.aXv%,
L. calyx, a cup, + -ine1 : see calyx.] In bot.,
without a calyx.
acalycinous (ak-a-lis'i-nus), a. Same as acaly-
cine.

acalyculate (ak-a-lik'u-lat), a. [< Gr. a- priv.+ NL. calyculus '+ -ate1.] In bot., having no
calyculus or accessory calyx. N. E. D.

Acalyptratae (ak'a-lip-tra'te), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. o- priv. + NL. CalyptraUe, q. v.] A sec-
tion of dipterous insects or flies, of the family
Muscido', which, with the exception of the

Anthomyida; are characterized by the absence
or rudimentary condition of the tegulai or
membranous scales above the halteres or pois-
ing-wings, whence the name : contrasted with

Calyptratie.

acampsia (a-kamp'si-a), it. [NL., < Gr. ana^ia,
inflexibility, < axa/OTrof, unbent, rigid, < a- priv.
-f- /ca/rr<5f, bent.] Inflexibility of a joint. See
ankylosis.

acampsy (a-kamp'si), w. Same as acampsia.
acanaceous (ak-a-na'shius), a. [< L. acan-os,
< Gr. anav-of, a prickly shrub (< ani;, a point;
cf . aicit, a point, prickle), + -aceous.] In bot.,
armed with prickles : said of some rigid prickly
plants, as the pineapple.
a candelliere (a kan - del - 1 i - a '

re ) . [It. : a, to,
with

; candelliere = E. chandelier.] In the style
of a candlestick: said of arabesques of sym-
metrical form, having an upright central stem
or shaft.

Acanonia (ak-a-no'ni-a), n. [NL. ;
a fuller fonn

Aeaiialonia occurs
;
formation uncertain.] The

typical {*enus of the subfamily Acanoniida.
Acanoniida (ak'a-no-ni'i-da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Acanonia + -ida.] In entont., one of the thir-

teen subfamilies into which the family Fulyuri-
Aae (which see) has been divided. [The regular
form of the word as a subfamily-name would
be Acanoniina:.]
acantha (a-kan'tha), .; pi. acanthai (-the).

[NL., < Gr. anavBa, a prickle, thorn, spine, a

prickly plant, a thorny tree, the spine (of fish,

serpents, men), one of the spinous processes
of the vertebra, < iuaj, a point. Cf. Acanthus.]
1. In bot., a prickle. 2. In zool., a spine or

pricklyfin. 3. Inanaf.: (a)One of the spinous
processes of the vertebra. (6) The vertebral
column as a whole. 4. [efljj.] In entom., a
genus of coleopterous insects.

acanthabole, acanthabolus (a-kan'tha-bol,
ak-an-thab'o-lus), n.

; pi. acanthaboles, acantha-
boli (-bolz, -Ii). Same as acanthobolus.
Acanthacese (ak-an-tha'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Acanthus + -acea;.] A large natural order
of gamopetalous plants, allied to the Scrophu-
tariacea!. They are herbaceous or shrubby, with oppo-
site leaves, irregular flowers, and two or four stamens, and
are of little economic value. Several genera (Jutticitt.

Aphelandra, Thvnberyia, etc.) are very ornamental and
are frequent in cultivation.

acanthaceous (ak-an-tha'shius), a. [< NL. ac-

anthaeeus: seeooanttaaBd-aoaoiM.] 1. Armed
with prickles, as a plant. 2. Belonging to the
order Acanthacea; ; of the type of the acanthus.



acanthcB

acanthcB, . Plural of acantha.

Acantharia (ak-an-tha'ri-a), n. i>l. [NL., <Gr.

iiKai'lla, a thorn, spine.] An order of radiolii-

rians. See BaMolaria.
acantharian (ak-an-tha'ri-an), a. and . I. ft.

Of or pertaining to the Ai-iiii/lnirin.

II. . One of the Ai-iinlliiiria.

Acanthia (a-kan'thi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. i"iKav6a, a

spine, thorn.] A genus of heteropterous he-

mipterous insects. Fabrinntt. The name is used by
some as synonymous with ,SWM, by others with Ciiin'j:.

Aeanthias (a-kan'tlu-as), H. [NL.,<Gr. aKav-

tliaf, a kind of shark, prob. flquiilus aeanthias,
< anavQa, a thorn, prickle.] A genus of sharks,

containing such as the dogfish, A. vtdgaris, type
of the family Ac<nilliiiil/r.

acanthichttiyosis (ak-an-thik-thi-o'sis), n.

[NL., <Gr. uKavda, thorn, spine, + ixOif, a fish,

+ -osis.] In jiiitliul., spinous fish-skin disease.

See ichtliiitixia.

Acanthiidae 1
(ak-an-thi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Acant/tin + -iilir.] In entom., a family of het-

eropterous insects, taking name from the genus
Acanthia. Also written Acanthida;.

Acanthiidae2 (ak-an-thi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Aeanthias + -ida;.] In ichth., a family of sela-

chians, taking name from the genus Aeanthias.
Also written Acanthida:, Acantkiadai.

acanthine (a-kan'thin), a. and n. [<L. acan-

thinus, < Gr. aKavffivof, thorny, made of acan-

tha-wood, < (i/cavflof, brankursine, < anavda, a
thorn: see acantha, Acanthus.] I. a. 1. Per-

taining to or resembling plants of the genus
Acanthus. 2. Inarch., ornamented with acan-
thus-leaves.

II. n. In arch., a fillet or other molding orna-
mented with the acanthus-leaf. Buchanan,
Diet. Sci. See cut under Acanthus.

Acanthis (a-kan'this), n. [NL., < Gr. anavQ'u;,

the goldfinch or the linnet, < aaavBa, a thorn, a

thistle.] 1. A genus of fringilline birds, con-

taining the linnets or siskins, the goldfinches,
and also the redpolls. liechstein, 1803. [Now
little used.] 2. A genus of bivalve mollusks.
Serres. 1816.

Acanthisittidae(a-kan-thi-sit'i-de), n.pl._ [NL.,
(.Acantltisitta, the typical genus (<Gr. aKavdif,
the goldfinch or the linnet, + aim/, the nut-

hatch, Sitta europa;a), + -ida;.] Same as Xeni-
cidce.

acanthite (a-kan'thit), n. [< Gr. anavSa, a thorn,
+ -i'te2 .] A mineral, a sulphid of silver hav-

ing the same composition as argentite, but dif-

fering in crystalline form : found at Freiberg,
Saxony.

acantho-. The combining form of Greek uKavOa,
thorn, meaning "thorn" or "thorny."
acanthobolus (ak-an-thob'o-lus), n.

; pi. acan-
thoboli (-11). [NL., less correctly acantltabolus,
contr. acanthalm; also in E. and F. form acan-

thobole, less correctly acanthabole; <Gr. aKavdo-

/3oAof, a surgical instrument for extracting
bones, also lit., as adj., shooting thorns, prick-
ing, < &Kav6a, a thorn, spine, -f- J3a/U<v, throw.]
An instrument used for extracting splinters
from a wound. Formerly called volsella.

Acanthohranchiata(a-kan*'th6-brang-ki-a'ta),
n.pl. [NL., < Gr. aKavSa, thorn, spine,+ fipayxla,
L. Itranchiai, gills, + -ate.] A suborder of nu-
dibranchiate gas-
tropods with spi-
cules in the bases
of the branchial
tentacles. It in-

cludes the fami-
lies Doridida;
and Polyceridai
(which see). M.
Sars.

acanthocarpous
(a-kan-tho-kar'-
pus), a. [< Gr.

anavffa, a thorn, +
Kopirof, fruit.] In

bot., having the
fruit covered
with spines.

: *_ _ i _

Echinorhynchus of the Flounder, iltustrat-

.-/, diagrammatic representation of the
structure : a, proboscis ; t>, its stem ; c, an-
terior enlargement of the body;y, neck, or
constriction between the foregoing and d,
the rest of the body ; e, posterior funnel ;

p, lemniscus ; h. superior oblique tubular
bands; *, inferior muscles of proboscis; /,

ft, genitalia ; 0, penis or vulva. B, lower
extremity of stem of the proboscis: a, gan-
glion ; *, vascular space ; c, inner wall; d,
outer coat; e, tubular band, with the nerve;
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have neither mouth nor alimentary canal, but
have recurved hooks on a retractile proboscis
at the anterior end of the body, by which they
attach themselves to the tissues of animals.
T!u-.sr rlito/niUls belong to tin- class X I'liHttt'lnnullut . The
embryos are gregarliu-llke, and become eiirysti-il us in <'<-

(orfa, in whicll state they are swallowed by various ani-

mals, in the bodies of which they are ik-velopt'd. A spe-
cies occurs in the liver of the cat, ami another in the ali-

mentary canal of the hog. There are about 100 species,
all referable to the family Echitwrhym-ltiilir.

The Acrin!hiH'i'{ili(ilfi undoubtedly present certain resem-
blances to the NematoMea, and more particularly to the

Gordiacea, but the fundamental differences in the struc-
ture of the muscular and nervous systems, and in that of

the reproductive organs, are so great that it is impossible
to regard them as Nematoids which have undergone a re-

trogressive metamorphosis.
Huxley, Aunt. Invert., p. 558.

acanthocephalan(a-kan-th6-sef'a-lan), n. One
of the Aefinthocc2>ltala.

Acanthocephali (a-kan-tho-sef 'a-H), n. pi.
Same as Aeanthocephdla.

Acanthpcephalina (a-kan-tho-sef-a-li'na), n.

pi. [NL., < Acanthocephalus + -ind.'] A divi-

sion of hemipterous insects, of the superfamily
Corcoidea.

acanthocephalous (a-kan-tho-sef 'a-lus), a.

[<NL. aeaiithocephalns, < Gr. anavSa, a spine,+
Ke^aA)?, the head.] 1. Having spines on the
head. 2. Pertaining to the Acanthocephala.
Acanthocephalus (a-kan-tho-sef 'a-lus), n.

[NL. : see acanthocephalous.^ In entom., the

typical genus of the Acanthocephalina (which
see). A. declimtt is a large bug of the extreme southern
United States ; A. arcuata is another example of this

genus.

acanthocladous (ak-an-thok'la-dus), a. [< Gr.

anavSa, a spine, + KAdcSof, a shoot, branch.] In

bot., having spiny branches.
acanthoclinid (ak-an-thok'li-nid), n. [< Acan-
thocUmda;

."]
One of the Acanthoclinidai.

Acanthoclinidae (a-kan-tho-klin'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Acanthoclinus + -idee.] In Giinther's

system of classification, a family of blenniiform

acanthopterygian fishes, having numerous anal

Spines. Only one genus, AcantJioclinus, is known ; it is

peculiar to the Pacific ocean, the typical species, A. lit-

toreufi, being found in New Zealand.

Acanthoclinus (a-kan-tho-kli'nus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. anavtia, a spine, + NL. clinus, a blennioid
fish : see CZWMM.] A genus of fishes represent-
ing the family Acanthoclinidai (which see).

Jcnyns, 1842.

(a-kan-tho-sef '-

Q lii't 11 rt] rNTT,
a-la;, n.pl. [IM-i.,

nCUt. pi. Of OCan-
, 17
tllOCeplialUS : See

acanthoccplia-
, -,.-*,
lOUS.J An Order
nf wn-pm lib-o irt01 WOrm-llke in-

tei'lial parasites
or entozoa, which

Acanthoclinus littoreus. (From
"
Zoology of the Beagle.")

acanthodean (ak-an-tho'de-an), a. Having the
character of or pertaining to Acanthodes: as,
the acanthodean family of fishes; acanthodean
scales. Egerton, 1861.

Acanthodei (ak-an-tho'de-I), n.pl. [NL. : see

Acanthodes.] The name originally given by
Agassiz to the family Acantliodida; (which see).
Acanthodes (ak-an-tho'dez), n. [NL., < Gr.

aKavftj(%, thorny, spinous, < uxavfla, thorn,
spine, + elSog, form.] 1. The representative
genus of the family Acanthodidce. Agassiz,
1833. 2. A genus of crustaceans. 3. A genus
of coleopterous insects. 4. A genus of zoan-
tharian polyps. Dybowski, 1873.

Acanthodidae (ak-an-thod'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
i. Acanthodes + -?'rf<e.] A family of extinct
fishes of the order Acanthodoidea, typified by
the genus Acanthodes. They had a compressed
(flaviform body, posterior dorsal fins nearly opposite to
the anus, prolonged upper tail-lobe, and well-developed
spines in front of the fins. The only species known are
from the Devonian and Carboniferous formations. Also
used by Huxley as a subordinal name for the Acantho-
doidea.

Acanthodini (a-kan-tho-di'ni), n. pi. [NL.,
< Acanthodes + -ini.~\ An order of fossil ganoids
of the Devonian and Carboniferous periods,
connecting the ganoids and selachians, having
a cartilaginous skeleton, heterocercal tail, small
rhomboidal scales, and a fulcrum before each
fin. It includes such genera as Acanthodes,
Chiracanthufi, IHplacanthus, etc.

Acanthodoidea (a-kan-tho-doi'de-a), n. pi.
[NL., <.Aeontkodes + -oidca."] An order of ex-
tinct fishes of the ganoid series, with a cartilagi-
nous skeleton, heterocercal caudal fin, shagreen-
like scales, no opercular bones, and the external

acanthophorous

rays of the pectoral and ventral fins developed
as spines. The chief family is Amnthodiittr.

Acanthoganoidei (a-kan"th6-ga-noi'de-i), ii.

l>l. [NL., < Gr. iinavtia, spine, + jfiwr, luster,
+ eMof, form: see ,/minitl.'] A snperorder of
extinct paleo/.nie lishes, consisting only of the
order Acatli<itloitlrit.

Acanthoglossus (a-kan-tho-glos'us), H. [NL.,
<Gr. anavHa, a thorn, + y/tdxrtra, a tongue.] A
genus of aculeated monotrematous ant-eaters
of the family Tachyf/losida;. It differs from Tachy-
<//.v*/i.v iii the vertebral formula (whicll is cervical 7, dorsal

17, lumbar 4, sacral :i, caudal 12), in having lingual pha-
langes and claw.s only on the three middle digits of each
foot, in the much-lengthened and decurved snout, and in
the spatulate tongue with three rows of recurved spines.
The type and only species is A. bruijni, lately discovered
in New Guinea. The generic name is antedated by Za-
ii/nxKitH of Gill. GereoM, 1877.

acanthoid (a-kan'thoid), a. [< acantha, spine,
+ -oid. Cf. Acanthodes.] Spiny; spinous.

Acanthoidea (ak-an-thoi'de-a), n. pi. [NL. :

see acanthoid and Acanthodes.] In conch., regu-
lar Chitonida', with insertion-plates sharp and
grooved externally, eaves furrowed beneath,
and mucro posteriorly extended. Dall.

acanthological (a-~kan-tho-loj'i-kal), a. [<

*acanthology, < Gr. aKavfla, thorn, spine, 4- Xoym:
see -ology.] Of or pertaining to the study of

spines.

acantholysis (ak-an-thpri-sis), n. [NL.. < Gr.

aKavtia, thorn, spine, + /.iaif, dissolution, < Uiuv,
loose.] In pathol., atrophy of the stratum spi-
nosuni (prickle-cells) of the epidermis.
acanthoma (a-kan-tho'ma), n.

; pi. acanthoma-
ta (-ma-ta). [NL.,< Gr. SnavSa, thorn, spine, +
-oma. Cf. acanthois.] Inpathol., a neoplasm
or tumor of the stratum spinosum of the epider-
mis, which invades the corium

;
a skin-cancer.

Acanthometra (a-kan-tho-met'ra), n. [NL.,
fem. of acanthometrus : see acanthometrous.]
1. The typical genus of the Acanthometrida;.

Miiller, 1855. 2. A genus of dipterous insects.

Acanthometraa (a-kau-tho-met're), n.pl. [NL.,
pi. of Acanthometra.] A suborder of acantha-
rian radiolarians, whose skeleton is composed
merely of radial spicules, and does not form a.

fenestrated shell. Haeckel.
Acanthometrida (a-kan-tho-met'ri-da), n. pi.

[NL., <. Acanthometra + -ida.] In Mivart's sys-
tem of classification, a division of radiolarians

having a well-developed radial skeleton, the

rays meeting in the center of the capsule, and
no test or shell-covering.
Acanthometridae (a-kan-tho-met'ri-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Acanthometra + -ula;.] A family of
acantharians having the skeleton composed of
20 radial spicules, regularly arranged accord-

ing to J. Mailer's law in 5 zones, each contain-

ing 4 spicules. It consists of a group of genera
of deep-sea forms. Haeckel.

acanthometrous (a-kaii-tho-met'rus), a. [<NL.
acanthometrits, < Gr. anavOa, a thorn, spine,+ /te-

rpov, measure.] Pertainingtothe^cai/oe<rE.
Acanthomys (a-kan'tho-mis), n. [NL., <Gr.

aKavda, spine, + fiitf = E. mouse.] A genus of
African murine rodents, having the fur mixed
with spines. R. P. Lesson.

Acanthophis (a-kan'tho-fis), n. [NL., < Gr.

anavSa, a thorn,+ o<j>if,
a serpent : see ophidian.]

A genus of venomous serpents, of the family
Elapidai. They are of small size, live on dry land, and
feed upon frogs, lizards, and other small animals. The

Death-adder of Australia (Acanthophis antarctica).

tail is furnished with a horny spur at the end, whence
the generic name. A. antarctiea, the death-adder of Aus-

tralia, has long immovable fangs, and is considered the
most venomous reptile of that country.

acanthophorous (ak-an-thof'o-rus), a. [< Gr.

anav0o<t>6pn, bearing spines or prickles, < aKavSa,
a spine or prickle, + -^opof, < ijtepetv = E. bcarl.]

Having or producing spines or prickles. Also

spelled acanthopherous.



Acanthophractae

Acanthophractae (a-kan-tho-frak'te), n. pi.

[NL., <Gr. anavda, a thorn,+ QpaKTof, included,
verbal adj. of ejpdaaeiv, fence in, inclose.] A
suborder of acantharian radiolarians, having a
skeleton of 20 radial spicules regularly grouped
according to J. Muller's law, and a fenestrated
or solid shell around the central capsule formed
by connected transverse processes.
acanthopod (a-kan'thp-pod), a. and n. [< Acan-

thoftpdaT]
I. a. Having spiny feet.

II. n. An animal with spiny feet
;
one of the

Acanthopoda.
Acanthopoda (ak-an-thop'o-da), n.pl. [NL.,
<Gr. anavSa, a spine, + ireef (nod-) = E.foot]
In Latreille's system of classification, a group
of clavicorn beetles, the first tribe of the second
section of Clavicorncs, with broad flattened feet
beset outside with spines, short 4-jointed tarsi,

depressed body, dilated prosternuin, and curved
11-jointed antennae longer than the head. The
group corresponds to the genus Heterocerwi of Bose.
These insects burrow in the ground near water.

acanthoptere (ak-an-thop'ter), n. [See Acan-

thopteri] One of the Acanthopteri.
Acanthopteri (ak-an-thop'te-ri), n.pl. [NL.,
pLolaeanthopteriui: see acanihopteroug.] 8ame
as Acanthopterygii (b).

acanthopterous (ak-an-thop'te-rus), a. [<NL.
acanthoptems, < Gr. aitavOa, a spine, + irrep6v, a

wing, = E. feather.] 1. Spiny-winged, as the

cassowary. 2. Having spiny fins; of the nature
of the Acanthopteri or Acanthopterygii ; acan-

thopterygious. 3. Having spines : as, anacan-
thopterous fin.

acanthopterygian (a-kan*thop-te-rij'i-an), a.

and n. I. a. Of or pertaining to the Acan-
thopterygii; having the characters of the Acan-
thopterygii.

II. n. One of the Acanthopterygii ; a fish

with spiny fins.

Acanthopterygii (a-kan'thop-te-rij'i-i), n. pi.
[NL., pi. of acanthopterygius : see acanthopte-
rygious.] A large group of fishes to which vari-
ous limits and values have been assigned. The
name was introduced into systematic ichthyology by Wil-
Inghby and Ray, adopted by Artedi, and largely used by
subsequent naturalists, (a) In Cuvier's system of classifi-

cation, the first order of fishes, characterized by hard spiny
rays in the dorsal tins, as the common perch, bags, and
mackerel ; the spiny-nnned fishes, (b) In Gunther's system
of classification, an order of teleosts with part of the rays
of the dorsal, anal, and ventral fins spiny, and the lower
pharyngeals separate. The last character eliminates the
labrids and several other families retained by Olivier, but
by Giinther referred to a special order Pharyntjottnathi.
(c) In Gill's system of classification, a suborder of Teleo-

cephali with ventrals thoracic or jugular (sometimes sup-
pressed), spines generally in the anterior portion of the
dorsal and anal fins and to the outer edges of the ventrals,
normal symmetrical head, and pharyngeal tones either
separate or united. The pediculate, hemibranchiate, and
opisthomotis fishes are excluded as different orders, and
the Percesoces, Rherjno/iteri, Discocephali, Taeniosmni, and
Xenopteryr/ii as special suborders. Even thus limited, it

comprises more species than any other suborder or order
of fishes. The perch, bass, porgy, mackerel, and swordfish
are examples.

acanthopterygious (a-kan^thop-te-rij'i-us), a.

[< NL. acanilioptcryglus, < Gr. aaaviia, a thorn, a

spine,+ TTTtp'vytov, the fin of a fish, dim. of vrkpv^,
a wing, a fin, < vrepAv, a wing, = E. feather,]
Having the characters of the Acanthopterygii or

spiny-finned fishes
; belonging to the Acantho-

pterygii ; acanthopterygian.
Acanthorhini (a-kan-tho-ri'nl), n. pi. [< Gr.

anavOa, a spine, + pic, piv, nose.] An ordinal
name suggested by Bonaparte, 1831, as a sub-
stitute for Holocephala (which see).

Acanthorhynchus (a-kan-tho-ring'kus), n.

[NL.,<Gr. anavOa, a thorn,+ p'vyxos, snout.] 1.

A genus of Australian birds, of the family
Meliphagidce and subfamily Myzomelinas: so
called from their slender acute bill. The spe-
cies are A. tenuirostrig and A. superciliosus. J.

Gould, 1837. 2. Agenus of helminths. Diesing,
1850.

acanthosis (ak-an-tho'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. O.KOV-

t)a, spine, + -osis.] A name applied to any dis-
ease affecting primarily the stratum spinosum
(prickle-cells) of the epidermis.
Acanthoteuthis (a-kan-tho-tu'this), n. [NL.,
< Gr. anav6a, a thorn,+ revOic, a squid.] A genus
of fossil cephalopoda, of the family Belemnitidee,
characterized by the almost rudimentary con-
dition of the rostrum and the large pen-like
form of the proostracum. It occurs in the Triassic

rocks, and is notable as the oldest known cephalopod of
the dibranchiate or acetabuliferous order.

Acanthotheca (a-kan-tho-the'ka), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. axavOa, a thorn, + Bqiai, a case.] Same as
Pentastomidea. Also written Acanthotheci.
acanthoUS (a-kan'thus), a. [<Gr. aitavBa, a

spine : see acantha and -ous.] Spinous.

Leaf of Acanthus
spinosus.

acanthurid (ak-an-thu'rid), M. A fish of the

family Acanthurieke.

Acanthuridae (ak-an-thu'ri-de), M. pi. [NL.,
< Acaitthiirus + -idw] A family of acantho-

pterygian fishes typified by the

genus Acanthurus, to which va-

rious limitshave been ascribed .

See Ti-ulliididir.

Acanthurus (ak-an-thu'rus),
. r_NL., < Gr. iucavOa, spine,
+ ovpa, tail.] 1. The repre-
sentative genus of the fami-

ly Acanthurid(E, characterized

by spines on
the sides
of the tail,
whence the
name. The
species are nu-
merous in the

tropical seas,
and are popularly known as doc-

tors, surgeons, surgeon-fishes, bar-

ters, etc. Synonymous with Teu-
this.

2. A genus of reptiles. Dau-
din. 3. A genus of coleop-
terous insects. Kirby, 1827.

Acanthus (a-kan'thus), n.

[L. (> Sp. It. aeanto = Pg.
acantho = F. acanthe), < Gr.

anavOoc,, brankursine, also a

thorny Egyptian tree, < d/cov-

Oa, a thorn : see acantha.]
1. In hot., a genus of tall

herbaceous plants of south-
ern Europe and Africa, nat-
ural Order AcanthacecB. They Acanthus. Inflorescence,
have large spinosely toothed leaves,
and are sometimes cultivated for the sake of their beauti-
ful foliage.

2. [I. c.] The common name of plants of this

genus. 3. In zool., a genus of crustaceans.
4. [I.e.] Inarch.,
a characteristic
ornament derived
from or resem-

bling the conven-
tionalized foliage
or leaves of the

acanthus, used in

capitals of the Corinthian and Composite or-

ders, and in Roman, Byzantine, medieval, and
Renaissance architecture generally, as upon
friezes, cornices, modillions, etc.

AcanthylllS (ak-an-thil'is), n. [< L. acanthijl-

lis, < Gr. axavOv^Aif, the pendulous titmouse,
dim. of amvOic,, the goldfinch or linnet, < anavda,
a thorn: see acantha] A genus of American,
Indian, and Australian birds of the swift family,
Cypselidai; the spine-tailed swifts, now usually
referred to the genus Chaitura. Usually written

Acanthylis. Boie, 1826.

acanticone, acanticon (a-kan'ti-kon, -kon), n.

[< Gr. aur], a point, + avri, against, + niJvof, a

cone.] A variety of epidote ; arendalite (which
see).
a cappella, alia cappella (a oral'la ka-pel'la).

[It. : a (L. ad), to, according to
;
alia (= a la),

to the
; cappella, church, chapel, church musi-

cians: see chapel] In the style of church or

chapel music. Applied to compositions sung without
instrumental accompaniment, or with an accompaniment
in unison with the vocal part : as, a mass a cappeUa.

acapsular (a-kap'su-lar), a. [< Gr. a- priv. +
capsule.] Without a capsule.
acardia (a-kar'di-a), . [NL.: see acardius.]
In teratol., absence of a heart.

acardiac (a-kar'di-ak). a. [< NL. acardiacus,
adj.,< Gr. a- priv. + napoiaK6f,<. napdia, the heart:
see a-18 and cardiac] Without a heart.

acardiacus (ak-ar-di'a-kus), .; pi. acardiaci

(-si). [NL. : see acardiac.] In teratol., that

parasitic part of a double monster in which the
heart is absent or rudimentary. Acardiacus amar-
phus is a shapeless mass covered with skin. Acardiacus
aconnus has a head.lwhile the thorax and abdomen are ru-

dimentary. In acardiacus acephalus the head is lacking,
the thorax rudimentary, and the pelvis and posterior limbs
well developed. Acardiacus ancfps has a well-developed
trunk and rudimentary head, limbs, and heart.

acardius (a-kar'di-us), n.
; pi. acardii (-i).

[NL., < Gr. anapSiof, without a heart, < a- priv.
+ Kap6ia="E. heart.] Same as acardiacus.

acarian (a-ka'ri-an), a. [(.Acarus, q. v.] Of or

pertaining to the order Acarida ; belonging to

or resembling the genus Acarus.

In some cases of acne, an acarian parasite, called by
Owen theDemodex folliculorum, is present in the affected
follicle. T. W. Richardson, Prevent. Sled., p. 261.

Acanthus in Roman Architecture.

acatalectic

acariasis (ak-a-ri'a-sis), n. [NL., < Acarus +
-iasis.] A skin-disease caused by an acarian

parasite.
acaricide (a-kiir'i-sid), w. [< Acarus + L. -ruin,
a killer, < cwdere, kill. Cf . lioniiridr, parricide,
matricide.] A substance that destroys mites.

acarid (ak'a-rid), n. [< Acarida] One of the

Aciirida; a mite.

Acarida (a-kar'i-da), n. pi. [NL., < Acarus
+ -ida.] An order of the class Arnrhnida, in-

cluding those insects, as the mites, ticks, itch-

insects, etc., which are without a definite line
of demarkatiou between the unsegmented ab-
domen and the cephalothorax, the head, thorax,
and abdomen appearing united in one. They
are with or without eyes ; the mouth is either suctorial or
masticatory ;

the respiration is eitheft trachea! or dermal ;

and the legs are 8 in number in the adult and in the

young, being in some cases terminated by suckers, in
others by set. There are several families of Amriila.
with numerous genera and species, mostly oviparous and
generally parasitic, but many are found in excrementi-
tious or decaying animal matter, or on plants, while some
are marine and others live in fresh water. Those which
live on plants are often very injurious to vegetation^ and
frequently form a kind of gall, sometimes resembling a

fungus or a bird's nest, as the "witch-knot" of the birch,
caused by members of the genus Phytoptun. The garden-
mites (TYewnWdidoO, including the harvest-tick (Leptvn
autumnal^), the spider-mites (Gamwndon), and the wood-
mites (Oribatidoe) live mostly upon vegetation. The true
ticks (Ixodidce) attach themselves to the bodies of various
animals ; the water-mites

(Hydrarachtiida?) are, at o ^

least in part, parasitic up-
on animals, such as aqua-
tic insects, mollusks, and
even mammals. The
cheese-mite, Acarus do-

mftticus, is typical of the
family Acarida; and of the
whole order. The mange-
mite, Veitwdex follixulo-
rHm, type of the family
DemodicidtK, is found in
the sebaceous follicles of

man, as well as in the dog.
The itch-mite, which bur-
rows into the skin, is the

Sarcopteg scabiei, type of
the family Sarcoptida.
The mites and ticks are
also called collectively
Acaridea, acaridans,
Acarina, and Mmwtneru-
ttoinata. See cuts under
flour-mite, itch-mite, and
narcert-oug.

Acaridae (a-kar'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Acarus
+ -i<la>.] A family of the order Acarida (which
see), including the true mites, as the cheese-

mite, Acarus domesticus. See Acarus and
cheese-mite.

acaiidan (a-kar'i-dan), a. and n. I. a. Of or

belonging to the Acarida or Acaridce.

H. n. One of the Acarida.
Acaridea (ak-a-rid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Acarus
+-id-ea.] Same as Acarida.
Acarina (ak-a-ri'na), n. pi. [NL., < Acarus +
-ina.] Same as Acarida.
acarinosis (a-kar-i-no'sis), n. [NL., < Acarina
+ -osis] A disease, as scabies, produced by
the presence of a parasite belonging to the

Acarida, or mites.

acaroid (ak'a-roid), a. and n. [< NL. Acarus,
q. v., + -aid] I. a. Of or pertaining to the

Acarida; resembling the mites; mite-like.
Acaroid gum, a red resin that exudes from the trunks of
the Australian grass-tree, Xaitthorrhata hastiiis, and other
species. Also called Botany Bay resin. Acaroid resin.
Same as acaroid yum.

II. n. One of the Acarida; a mite.

acarpelous (a-kar'pe-lus), a. [< Gr. a- priv.
+ carpel + -ous.] In bot., having no carpels.
Syd. Hoc. Lex.

acarpous (a-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. ikaproc, with-
out fruit, < a- priv. + /tapmif, fruit : see carpel.]
In bot., not producing fruit

;
sterile

;
barren.

Acarus (ak'a-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. aicapi, a kind
of mite bred in wax, < dxap^c, short, small, tiny ;

prop, of hair, too short to be cut, < o- priv.+ Keipeiv, cut, orig. "aKtipuv= E. shear, q. v.]
1. The typical genus of the family Acarida;, or
true mites. 2. [I. c] A tick or mite, without

regard to its genus. [In this sense it may
have a plural form, acari (ak'a-ri).]
The acanis (Myobia coarctata) of the mouse.

Huxley, Auat. Invert., p. 331.

acastt (a-kasf), '. *. [< ME. acasten, akasten,

pp. acast, akast, throw away, cast down, < a- 1

+ casten, cast : see cast1
.] To cast down; cast

off; cast away.
acatalectic (a-kat-a-lek'tik), a. and n. [< L.

acatalecticus, also dcatalectus, < Gr. aK

not stopping, < a- priv. + "/cora^/croc, K

/if, leaving off, stopping: see catalectic.] I. a.

In pros., not halting short: complete; having

A Tick (fxo&j fiffmts, female), il-

lustrating structure of Acarida.
a, nuindibular booklets ; c. hook-

lets of sternal surface of proboscis ;

b, d, f. fourth, third, antl second joints
of the palp ; /, base of the suctorial

proboscis ; g, stigma ; h, genital
aperture ; t, anal valves.



acatalectic

the complete number of syllables in the last
foot : as, an acatalectic verse.

II. A verse which has the complete num-
ber of syllables in the last foot.

acatalepsy (a-kiit'a-lep-si), . [<Gr. aKarafyijiia,

incomprehensibility, < anaTafaiirrot, incompre-
hensible, < <i- priv. 4- KarahfiTTOf, comprehensi-
ble, comprehended, seized: see catalepsy.] 1.

Incomprehensibility. A word much used (in its

Greek form) by the later Academics and Skeptics (Camea-
des, Arcesilaus, etc.), who held that human knowledge
never amounts to certainty, but only to probability, and
who advocated a suspension of judgment upon all ques-
tions, even upon the doctrine of acatalepsy itself.

2. In med., uncertainty in the diagnosis or

prognosis of diseases.

acataleptic (a-kat-a-lep'tik), a. and n, [<Gr.
n/caTril^TrTof , incomprehensible : see

acatalepsy.]
1. a. Incomprehensible ;

not to be known with

certainty.
II. . One who believes that we can know

nothing with certainty. See acatalepsy.
All Skeptics and Pyrrhonians were called Acataleptict.

Fleming.

apataphasia (a-kat-a-fa'zi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
<i- priv. + narfujidvai',' say yes, < Kara, here in-

tensive, + <t>a-vai = L. fa-ri, say, speak.] In

pathol., faultiness of syntax resulting from dis-

ease, as contrasted with the faulty use of indi-

vidual words. See apJtasia.

acataposis (a-ka-tap'o-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. a-

priv. + Kardvoaif, a gulping down, deglutition,
< naTcnriveiv, gulp down, < Kara, down, + iriveiv,

drink, n-oo-ff ,
a drink.] In pathol., difficulty of

swallowing; dysphagia.
acatet (a-kaf), n. [< ME. acate, acat, achate,

achat, < OF. acat, assibilated achat, purchase,
mod. F. achat (ML. acaptum, *accaptum), < OF.
acater, achater, mod. F. acheter, buy, purchase,
< ML. accaptare, buy, acquire, < L. ad, to, +
capture, take, seize. Cf. accept, of the same
origin. Later shortened to cafe, cates.] 1. A
buying, purchasing, or purchase. Chaucer.

2. [Usually in pi.] Things purchased ; espe-
cially, purchased viands or provisions, as op-
posed to those of home production ; hence,
especially, dainties, delicacies. Later, cates.

Tout entat eat viande aux oers, all states are wormes
acatex. Cotyrave (under Ver).

Setting before him variety of acates, and those excel-

lently dressed. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, I. Iv. 23.

acatert (a-ka'ter), n. [< ME. acatour, achatour,

-or, < OF. acateor, later achatour, mod. F. ache-

teur, buyer, < ML. accaptator, buyer, < accaptare,

buy : see acate. Later shortened to cater : see

cater, n.] A purveyor; a caterer: as, "Robin
Hood's bailiff or acattr," B. Jonson, Sad Shep-
herd (dram. pers.). Also written acator, ac-

cator, achator, achatour, etc.

A manciple there was of the temple
Of which achatars might take ensample. Chaucer.

[The keeper] dressed for him [a prisoner in the Tower
of London], from time to time, such pigeons as his accator
the cat provided. U. Dixon, Her Majesty's Tower.

acateryt, acatryt (a-ka'ter-i, -tri), . [<ME.
'acatri/, (tcluitry ; < acater + -y; later, eatery.']

1. Acates in general; provisions purchased.
2. The room or place allotted to the keep-

ing of all such provision as the purveyors pur-
chased for the king.
acatharsiat (ak-a-thar'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

aKa.9a.paia, uncleanness, < aKaoaprof, uncleansed,

unpurged, < a- priv. + *Ka6apr6r, cleansed. Cf .

Ka&apTiKof, fit for cleansing : see cathartic.] In
mcd. : (a) The filth or sordes proceeding from
a wound; impurity of blood. (6) Failure to

use a purgative ;
lack of purging.

acatharsyt (ak'a-thar-si),. Same as acatharsia.

acathistus (ak-a-this'tus), n. [ML., < Gr. d-

priv. + Ka0('Ci>, 'sit down, < Kara, down, + I&LV
= E. sit.] In the Gr. Ch., an office in honor of
the Virgin, consisting in a long canon or hymn
sung by all standing (whence the name) on the

Saturday of the fifth week in Lent, in com-
memoration of the repulse of the Avars and
other barbarians who attacked Constantinople
under Heraclius, A. D. 625.

acatort. . See acater.

acaudal (a-ka'dal), a. [< Gr. d- priv., a-18
,
+

I'lindal.] Tailless; anurous. Hi/d. Soc. Lex.
acaudate (a-ka'dat), a. [< Gr. a- priv., a-18, +
emulate.] Tailless; acaudal; ecaudate.
acaules (a-ka'lez), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. a- priv.+ L. caulis, a stem: see caulis] Plants which
have either a very indistinct stalk or none at

all, as lichens, fungi, algse, etc.

acaulescence (ak-a-les'ens), n. [< acaulescent.]
In hot., an arrested growth of the main axis,
the internodes being so slightly developed that
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the leaves are crowded into a radial tuft or

rosette, as in the dandelion. Also called aran-
luxiil.

acaulescent (ak-a-les'ent), a. [< Gr. d- priv.,
a-18, + caulescent.] In bot., stemless. Applied
to a plant in which the stem is apparently absent. Other
forms are oaattttM. acauloge, and acaulouts.

acauline (a-ka'lin), a. [<NL. acaulis (see
acaules) + -te j

.] Same as acaulescent.
acaulosia (ak-a-16'zi-a), n. [NL., < aeaulosc :

see acaulous.] Same as acaulescence.

acaulous, acaulose (a-ka'lus, -16s), a. [< NL.
acaulis (\ Gr. axati/lflf, without stalk, < d- priv.+ KavUf = L. caulis : see caulis, and cf .

acaules) + -ous, -ose] Same as acaulescent.

acc. An abbreviation (a) of according and ac-

cordiiii/ to; (b) of accusative.

acca (ak'a), n. [Perhaps from Akka (Acre) in

Syria, as the seaport whence it was obtained.]
A rich figured silk stuff, decorated with gold,
used in the fourteenth century.

accablet (a-ka'bl), v. t. [< F. accabler, over-

whelm, crush; earlier, in pass, sense, be
crushed; <OF. a-, ac- (< L. ad), to, + caable,

cadable, < ML. cadabula, a catapult, < Gr. KO.TO.-

/)o2.r/, a throwing down, < KaraftcM^m, throw
down, < /card, down, + /3dAtev, to throw : see
cablish and catapult.] To overwhelm; oppress;
overburden.
Honours have no burden but thankfulness, which doth

rather raise men's spirits than taxable them or press them
down. Bacon, vi. 272. {Latham.)

Accad (ak'ad), n. 1. A member of one of the

primitive races of Babylonia. The Accads are be-
lieved to have been of non-Semitic origin, and to have
been the dominant race at the earliest time of which there
are contemporaneous records.

The Accadai, or Accads, were " the Highlanders," who
had descended from the mountainous region of Elam on
the east, and it was to them that the Assyrians ascribed
the origin of Chaldean civilization and writing.

A. H. Sayce.

2. The language of this race
;
Accadian.

Also spelled AkJcad.

Accadian (a-ka'di-an), a. and n. I. a. Belong-
ing to the Accads, the primitive inhabitants of

Babylonia.
II. n. 1. An Accad. 2. The language of the

Accads, anon-Semitic and perhaps Ural-Altaic

language spoken in ancient Babylonia previ-
ously to the later and better-known Semitic
dialect of the cuneiform inscriptions. A kindred
dialect, the Sumerian, seems to have been in use at the
same time in Babylonia.
Also spelled Akkadian.

accapitum (a-kap'i-tum), n. [ML., < L. ad,

to, T caput, head.] In feudal law, money paid
by a vassal upon his admission to a feud

;
the

relief due to the chief lord.

accatort, n. See acater.

accedas ad curiam (ak-se'das ad ku'ri-am).
[L., go thou to the court: see accede, ad-,

curia.] In law, a writ directed to the sheriff
for the purpose of removing a cause from a
lower to a higher court.

accede (ak-sed'), r. j.
; pret. and pp. acceded,

ppr. acceding. [=F. acceder = Sp. Pg. acceder
= It. accedere, < L. accedere, earlier adcedere,
move toward, < ad, to, + cedere, go, move : see

cede] 1 . To come, as into union or possession ;

become adjoined or entitled
;
attain by approach

or succession : now used chiefly of attainment
to a possession, office, or dignity : as, he acceded
to the estate on his majority; the house of
Hanover acceded to the English throne in 1714.

And vaill were courage, learning ; all,
Till power accede. Shenstone, Ruined Abbey.

2. To come by assent or agreement ; give ad-

hesion; yield; give in: as, to accede to one's
terms or request.
This obvious reflection convinced me of the absurdity

of the treaty of Hanover, in 1725, between France and
England, to which the Dutch afterwards acceded.

Chesterfield, Letters, 1B2.

There are many who would accede without the faintest
reluctance to a barbarous custom, but would be quite in-

capable of an equally barbarous aet which custom had not
consecrated. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 305.

= Syn. 1. To succeed, come (to), attain. 2. To agree,
assent, yield, consent, comply.
accedence (ak-se'dens), n. [< F. accedence,
< acceder : see accede and -encc.] The aet or ac-
tion of acceding ;

the act of assenting or agree-
ing. [Bare.]
accedencet, n. An error for accidence1

. Milton.
acceder (ak-se'der), n. One who accedes; one
who attains to a possession, an office, or a dig-
nity ;

one who yields or assents.

accelerando (at-cha-le-ran'do), adv. [It., ppr.
of accelcrare, < L. accelerare, hasten : see accele-

rate.] With gradual increase of speed: a di-

accelerator

rection in music, indicating that a passage is

to be played with increasing rapidity,
accelerate (ak-sel'e-rat), v.

; pret. and pp. ac-

i'i/,'i-(iti(l, ppr. accelerating. [< L. awli-ratux,
pp. of accelerare, hasten, make haste, < ad, to,+ celerare, hasten, < eeler, quick.] I. trans.
1. To make quicker; cause to move or advance
faster ;

hasten
; add to the velocity of

; give a
higher rate of progress to: as, to accelerate
motion or the rate of motion

; to accelerate the
transmission of intelligence ; to accelerate the

growth of a plant, or the progress of know-
ledge.

Leave to the diamond its ayes to grow, nor expect to
accelerate the births of the eternal.

Kiii>-i-wn, Essays, Istser., p. 191.

2. To bring nearer in time; bring about, or

help to bring about, more speedily than would
otherwise have been the case : as, to accelrrati:

the ruin of a government; to accelerate death.
Accelerated motion, in meeh., that motion which con-

tinually receives fresh accessions of velocity. See accelera-
(ion. Accelerating force, the force which produces
an accelerated motion, as gravity. Accelerating gun,
a cannon having supplementary powder-chambers, de-

signed to be fired in turn, immediately after the main ex-

plosion, to accelerate the speed of the shot ; an accelerator.
-
Syn. See list under quicken, 3.

II. intrans. To become faster; increase in

speed.
acceleratedly (ak-sel'e-ra-ted-li), adv. In an
accelerated or accelerating manner; with ac-
celeration or gradual increase of speed.
acceleration (ak-sel-e-ra'shpn), n. [< L. accele-

ratio(n-), a hastening, < accelerare, hasten : see

accelerate.] The act of accelerating, or the state
of being accelerated: as (a) A gradual increase
of velocity.

At the present time, and for several thousand years in
the future, the variation in the moon's motion has been
and will be an acceleration.

Thommn and Tail, Nat. Phil., I. II 830.

(6) In mech., the rate of change of the velocity of a moving
body ; that is, the increment of velocity (in any direction)
in the unit of time which would result were the rate of

change to continue uniform for that length of time. The
acceleration is said to be uniform if the body gains the
same velocity in any constant direction in equal successive
portions of time, no matter how small these portions may
be taken. A constant force produces uniform acceleration
in Jill cases ; hut it is sometimes convenient to substitute
for some of the forces fictitious "constraints." Thus,
gravity (which near the earth's surface is sensibly a con-
stant force) gives a falling body uniformly accelerated
motion when the effect of the atmospheric resistance is

eliminated ; in this case the incitement of velocity in each
second, which is a little more than 32 feet, is called the
acceleration of gravity, and in mechanical formulas is de-
noted by the letter <j. When the velocity of a moving body
continually diminishes, the acceleration is termed minus
or negative, and the motion is said to be retarded ; this
is illustrated by the case of a ball thrown upward, the
upward component of the velocity of which diminishes at
the rate of 32 feet a second. Similarly, the force of friction
which resists the motion of a sliding body is said to give
it minwi or negative acceleration.

Acceleration, like position and velocity, is a relative term,
and cannot be interpreted absolutely.

Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, art. xxxv.

(e) The shortening of the time between the present and
the happening of any future event

; specifically, in taw,
the shortening of the time before the vesting of a person
with the possession of an expected interest, (d) In phytriol.
and pathol. , increased activity of the functions of the body,
particularly of the circulation of the fluids. Acceleration
Of tile moon, the increase of the moon's mean angular
velocity about the earth, the moon now moving rather
faster than in ancient times. This phenomenon has not
been fully explained, but it is known to be partly owing to
the slow diminution of the eccentricity of the earth's orbit,
from which there results a slight diminution of the sun's
influence on the moon's motions. Acceleration and
retardation of the tides, certain deviations between the
time of the actual occurrence of high water at any place
and what its time would be if it occurred after the lapse of
a uniform mean interval. In spring and neap tides the
sun's action does not alter the time of high water, as in
the former case the solar and lunar tides are synchronous,
while in the latter the time of actual or lunar low water
and that of solar high water are the same. But in the first

and third quarters of themoon there is acceleration or prim-
ing of high water, as the solar wave is to the west of the
lunar ; and in the second and fourth quarters there is

retardations lagging, for an analogous reason. Diurnal
acceleration of the nxed stars, the excess of the appa-
rent diurnal motion of the stars over that of the sun, aris-

ing from the fact that the sun's apparent yearly motion
takes place in a direction contrary to that of its apparent
daily motion. The stars thus seem each day to anticipate
the sun by nearly 3 minutes and 56 seconds of mean time.

accelerative (ak-sel'e-ra-tiv), a. [< accelerate
+ -ive] Tending to accelerate ; adding to ve-

locity; quickening progression.
accelerator (ak-sel'e-ra-tor), n. [NL., etc.,
< accelerate] One wno or that which accele-

rates; a hastener. Hence (a) In England, a post-
office van. (b) In anat., a muscle, the accelerator urinte,
which expedites the discharge of urine, (c) In photag. :

(1) Any substance or device which shortens the time of

exposure of a sensitized plate or paper to the light, in
either the camera or the printing-frame. (2) Any chem-
ical which may lie added to the developing solution to
shorten the time necessary for development, or, byincreas-



accelerator

Ing the normal efficiency of the developer, to lessen the
requisite time of exposure, (d) An accelerating nun. See
acri'lr,-!!/' .

acceleratory (ak-sel'e-ra-to-ri), a. Accelerat-

ing or tending to accelerate; quickening mo-
tion.

accendt Oik-send'), r. t. [< L. acccndvrr, set on
fire, burn, < ad, to, + "candvrc, burn, found only
in comp. (see incense, r.), allied to canderc,
glow: see candid.] To set on fire; kindle;
inflame.
Our devotion, if sufficiently accended, would burn up

innumerable books of this sort.

Dr. //. Mare, Decay of Christ. Piety.

accendent (ak-sen'dent), n. [<L. accenden(t-)s,
ppr. of acccndvre: see aecend.'] Same as ac-
ccnsor.

accendibility (ak-sen-di-bil'i-ti), H. [< aoccndi-
blc : see -bility."] The quality of being accendi-
ble

; inflammability.
accendible (ak-sen'di-bl), a. [< aecend + -iblc.

Cf . L. accensibilis, that may be burned, burning.]
Capable of being inflamed or kindled.
accendite (ak-sen'di-te), . [L. accendite, 2d

pers. pi. impv. of accende'rc, light, kindle : see

aecend.'] A short antiphon formerly chanted
in the Roman Catholic Church on lighting the

tapers for any special service.

accension (ak-sen'shon), . [=Pg. acceiuSo
= It. acccnsione, < L. as if *accensio(n-), < ae-

census, pp. of acccndtre : see accend.~\ The act
of kindling or setting on fire

;
the state of being

kindled; inflammation; heat. [Rare.]
Comets, . . . besides the light that they may have from

the sun, seem to shine with a light that is nothing else
but an accension, which they receive from the sun.

Locke, Elem. of Nat. Phil., it

accensor (ak-sen'sor), n. [<ML. accensor, a

lamplighter, < L. accenderc, pp. accensus : seeoc-

cend.] One who sets on fire or kindles. [Rare.]
accent (ak'sent), n. [< F. accent= Sp. acen-
to = Pg. It. accento, < L. aecentus, accent, tone,
LL. also a blast, signal, fig. intensity, < acci-

nere, sing to (see accentor), < L. ad, to, + ca-

nere, sing: see cant2 and chant.'] 1. A spe-
cial effort of utterance by which, in a word
of two or more syllables, one syllable is made
more prominent than the rest. This prominence
is given in part by a raised pitch, in part by increased
force or stress of voice, and in part (as a consequence of

these) by a fuller pronunciation of the constituents of
the syllable. These elements are variously combined in
different languages. In English, elevation of pitch is con-

spicuous when a word is spoken or read by itself as a
word, without any reference to a sentence of which it

forms or should form a part ;
but in connected speech the

tone and modulation of the sentence dominate those of
the individual words composing it, and the change of pitch
may be absent, or even reversed, the other elements giving
without its aid the required prominence. By the native
grammarians of tile classical languages of our family
(Greek, Latin, and Sanskrit), change of pitch was the recog-
nized constituent of accent. They called a syllable acute
if its tone was sharpened or raised, grave if it remained
at the general level of utterance, and circumflex if it be-

gan at acute pitch and ended at grave. A word of three
or more syllables often has in our language, besides its

principal accent, another and lighter or secondary one, or
even also a third ; such secondary accents are denoted in
this work by a double accent-mark ; thus, val"e-tu-di-

na'ri-an, an"te-pe-mu"ti-mate. The vowels of wholly un-
accented syllables in English are much modified, being
either made briefer and lighter, or else reduced even to
the sound of the so-called neutral vowel, the " short M"
of but. These two effects are marked in this work by
writing respectively a single or a double dot under the
vowel, in the respelling for pronunciation. Emphasis
differs from accent in being expended upon a word which
is to be made prominent in the sentence.

2. A mark or character used in writing to
direct the stress of the voice in pronunciation,
or to mark a particular tone, length of vowel-
sound, or the like. There is commonly only one such
sign (

'

) used to mark the stress or accent in English, except
in works on elocution, in which are employed the three
Greek accents, namely, the acute ('), thegraveO, and the
circumflex (~ or

"
). In elocution the first shows when the

voice is to be raised, and is called the rising inflection ;

the second, when it is to le depressed, and is called the
falling inflection ; and the third, when the vowel is to be
uttered with an undulating sound, and is called the com-
pound or waving inflection. An accent over the e. in -ed
is sometimes used in English poetry to denote that it is

to be pronounced as a distinct syllable : as, lovtd or laved.

3. In printing, an accented or marked letter;
a type bearing an accentual or diacritical mark.
The accents most generally used in English type (chiefly
for foreign words), and regularly furnished in a full font,
are the vowels bearing the acute ('), grave ('), and cir-

cumflex (") accents, and the dieresis ("), and also the
cedilla or Trench c (c) and the Spanish n (ft). Accents for
occasional use are the vowels marked long (") and short
(" ), and other marked letters required for technical works
or peculiar to certain languages.
4. Manner of utterance

; peculiarity of pronun-
ciation, emphasis, or expression. Specifically, a pe-
culiar modulation of the voice or manner of pronunciation,
marked by subtle differences of elocution, characteristic of
the spoken language of a given district or a particular
rank in society, and especially of each distinct nationality.

32
Your accent is something finer than yon could purchase

in so removed a dwelling. Shale., As you Like it, iii. _'.

Mild wai liis urn-ill, and bis action free.

l)r>t<!'-n, Tales from Cham vr. lloo.l Parson, 1. 16.

5. Words, or tones and modulations of the
voice, expressive of some emotion or passion :

as, the accents of prayer; the accent of reproof.
S!lort-\Vilhie<l '/<r< ,''- "I 1lr\V Ill-niU.

Shalt., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1.

The tender accent* of a woman's cry. /VM*/-.

6. pi. Words, language, or expressions in gen-
eral.

Winds ; on your wings to heaven her accents bear,
Such words as heaven alone is fit to hear.

Dryden, Virgil's Eclogues, iii.

Deep on their souls the mighty accents fall.
Like lead that pierces through the walla of clay.

June* Very, Poems, p. 77.

7. In eccles. chanting, one of the seven forms
of modulation used in parts sung by the officiat-

ing priest or his assistants, viz., the immutable,
medium, grave, acute, niixli'rate, interrogutin-.

final. 8. In music: (a) A stress or emphasis
given to certain notes or parts of bars in a com-
position. It is divided into two kinds, gnunmatirnl
and rhetorical or esthetic. The flrst is perfectly regular in
its occurrence, always falling on the flrst part of a bar ;

the esthetic accent is irregular, and depends on taste and
feeling, (ft) A mark placed after the letter

rep-
resenting a note to indicate the octave in
which it is found. Thus, if C is in the great octave
(see octane), c is an octave above, c' an octave above that,
c" in the next, and so on.

9. In math, and mech. : (a) In all literal nota-

tion, a mark like an acute accent placed after a
letter in order that it may, without confusion,
be used to represent different quantities. In
this way a be, a' Re1

,
a" b"c", etc., may stand for magni-

tudes as different in value as those which, but for the use
of the accents, must be represented by different letters.

Letters so marked are read thus : a prime or first (a'), a
second (a"), a third (a"'), etc. (6) In geom . and trigon .,

a mark at the right hand of a number indicat-

ing minutes of a degree, two such marks indi-

cating seconds : as, 20 10' 30" = 20 degrees, 10

minutes, 30 seconds, (c) In tnensur. and engin.,
a mark at the right hand of a number used to
denote feet, inches, and lines; thus, 3' 6" 7'"

= 3 feet, 6 inches, 7 lines, (d) In plans and
drawings, a mark similarly used after repeated
letters or figures, to indicate related or corre-

sponding parts, and read as in algebra. See
above, (). =Syn. See emphaxi* and inflection.

accent (ak-senf), '' t. [<F. ccenter = It. ac-
centare ; from the noun. Cf . accentuate.'] 1. To
express the accent of

; pronounce or utter with
a particular stress or modulation of the voice :

as, to accent a word properly. 2. To give ex-

pression to
;
utter.

Congeal'd with grief, can scarce implore
Strength to accent, Here my Albertus lies. W. Wotton.

3. To mark with a written accent or accents :

as, to accent a word in order to indicate its pro-
nunciation. 4. To emphasize; dwell upon;
accentuate (which see) Accented letter, in

printing, a letter marked with an accent. See accent, n.,
3. Accented parts of a bar, in mwric, those parts of
the bar on which the stress falls, as the first and third

parts of the bar in common time.

accentor (ak-seu'tor), n. [iiL., one who sings
with another, < accinere, sing to or with, < L.

Hedge-sparrow (Accentor modularity.

ad, to, + canere, sing.] 1. In music, one who
sings the leading part. 2. [F. accenteur.~\ In
ornith. : (a) [cap.'] A genus of passerine birds,

family Sylviidai, subfamily Accentorinai. A. mod-
nlaris is the European hedge-sparrow, hedge-warbler,
shuffle-wing, or dunnock. Iierh*tei, I80i See hedye-
sparrou'. (j) A name sometimes applied to the

golden-crowned thrush or oven-bird, Siiiru-i

auricapillus, a well-known passerine bird of
the United States, of the family Sylvicolidce.
Cones.

accept

Accentorinae (ak-sen-to-rl'ne), n. pi [NL.,
<.-It-oil /in- + -iini:"] A subfamily of birds, of
the order /Vf.v.wmi and family Sylviidce, includ-

ing the genus Accentor (which see). G. R.
dm

ii, 1840.

accentual (ak-son'tu-al), a. and . [= It. acccn-

hin/i; < I;, as it' "aeeen'tiinlix, < IIITI-I/IIIH, accent.]
I. n. Pertaining to accent

; rhythmical.
Diderol s rhoire of prose was dictated and justified by

the accentual poverty of bis mother-tongue,
Loirell, Among my Books, 1st scr., p. 342.

The term flgnrate which we now employ to distin-

guish florid from simple melody was useil tn denote that
which was simply rhythmical or accentual.

W. Maxon, Essay on Church Music, p. 28.

Accentual feet.meters, etc., those in which the rhythmi-
cal I ii 'itl 01- i. 'ins roinciiics with the syllabic accent or stress,
as in modern poetry: opposed to quantitative feet, meter*,
etc.. in which the ictus falls upon syllables literally long
or prolonged in time, as in ancientGreek and Latin poetry.
.See (jiiiintitt/.

II. n. An accent-mark.

accentuality (ak-sen-tu-al'i-ti), n. The qual-
ity of being accentual.

accentually (ak-sen'tu-al-i), adv. In an ac-
centual manner

;
with regard to accent.

accentuate (ak-sen'tu-at), n. t.; pret. and pp.
/!<<> n tiuiti-d, ppr. accentuating. [<LL. accen-

tiintiix, pp. of accentuare (>F. accentuer= Sp.
acentuar= Pg. accentuar = It. accentuare), < L.

aecentus, accent : see accent, .] 1. To mark or

pronounce with an accent or with accents;
place an accent or accents on. 2. To lay stress

upon; emphasize; give prominence to; mark
as of importance : as, he accentuated the views
of the party on this question.

Still more toatetntuate this effusive welcome to a Turk-
ish official in Turkish waters.

Fortnightly Rev., Oct. 13, 1883, p. 60.

accentuated (ak-sen'tu-a-ted), p. a. Strongly
marked

; strong ; prominent ; very distinct :

as, accentuated features; an accentuated fault
of manner.
The diagnostic value of an accentuated cardiac second

sound. Edln. Med. Jour., June, 1883.

accentuation (ak-sen-tu-a'shon), n. [< LL. ac-

centiuitio(n-), < accentuare: see accentuate.'] 1.
The act of accentuating or of marking accent
or stress in speech or writing ;

the state of be-

ing accented or accentuated. 2. The mode of

indicating accent ; accentual notation. 3. The
act of emphasizing or laying stress ; a bring-
ing into prominence.
A perpetual straining after the abstract idea or law of

change, the constant accentuation, as it is called, of prin-
ciple in historical writing, invariably marks a narrow view
of truth, a want of mastery over details, and a bias towards
foregone conclusions. Stubbs, Const. Hist., III. 518.

There is no accentuation of the distinctively feminine
charms [of Athena in the Parthenon frieze] ; nay, from one
aspect the head is almost boyish in character.

The Century, XXVII. 179.

aecentus (ak-sen'tus), n. [ML. : see accent.]
In ancient church music, that part of the service
which is sung or recited by the priest and his
assistants at the altar, in contradistinction to

concentun, the part sung by the whole choir.

accept (ak-sept'), v. t. [<ME. accepten, <OF.
accepter, acepter, F. accepter= Pr. acceptor=
Sp. aceptar = Pg. aceitar= It. accettare, < L. ac-

ceptare, receive, a freq. of accipere, pp. ac-

ceptus, receive, < ad, to, + capere, take : see cap-
tion.'] 1. To take or receive (somethingoffered);
receive with approbation or favor: as, he made
an offer which was accepted.

Bless, Lord, his substance, and accept the work of his
hands. Deut. xxxiii. 11.

If you accept them, then their worth is great.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1.

2. To take (what presents itself or what befalls

one); accommodate one's self to: as, to accept
the situation.

They carry it off well, these fair moving mountains, and
like all French women accept frankly their natural for-

tunes. Fratscr'* Mag.

3. To listen favorably to ; grant.
Sweet prince, accept their suit. Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7.

4. To receive or admit and agree to ; accede or
assent to: as, to accept a treaty, a proposal, an
amendment, an excuse : often followed by of:
as, I accept of the terms.

He [Wordsworth] accepted the code of freedom and
brotherhood as he would have accepted the proclamation
of a new and noble kinj? . . . whose reign was to bring in

the golden age.
Mrs. Oliphant, Lit. Hist, of 19th Cent., I. vi.

5. To receive in a particular sense; understand:

as, how is this phrase to be accepted? 6. In

com., to acknowledge, by signature, as calling
for payment, and thus to promise to pay: as,



accept

to accept a bill of exchange, that is, to acknow-
ledge the obligation to pay it when due. See ac-

ceptance. 7. In a deliberative body, to receive-

as a sufficient performance of the duty with
which an officer or a committee has been
charged ;

receive for further action : as, the

report of the committee was accepted. = Syn. 1.

Take, etc. See recrin:

acceptt (ak-sepf), p. a. [< ME. accept, < L. ac-

ccptus, pp. of accipere, accept: see accept, v.']

Accepted.
In tyme accept, or wel plesynge, I haue herd thee.

tt'yctif, 2 Cor. vi. 2.

We will suddenly
Pass our accept and peremptory answer.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

[In the latter passage the word has been taken to mean
acceptance. ]

acceptability (ak-sep-ta-bil'i-ti), . [< accept-
able: see -biliti/.] The quality of being accept-
able or agreeable ; acceptableness.
acceptable (ak-sep'ta-bl, formerly ak'sep-ta-

bl), a. [< ME. acceptable, < L. acceptabilis, wor-

thy of acceptance, < acceptare, receive: see

accept.] Capable, worthy, or sure of being
accepted or received with pleasure; hence,
pleasing to the receiver

; gratifying; agreeable;
welcome : as, an acceptable present.

What acceptable audit canst thou leave 1

Shak., Sonnets, iv.

This woman, whom thon niad'st to be my help, . . .

So fit, so acceptable, so divine. Milton, P. L., x. 139.

acceptableness (ak-sep'ta-bl-nes), . Same as

acceptability.

acceptably (ak-sep'ta-bli), adv. In an accept-
able manner; in a manner to please or give
satisfaction.

Let us have grace, whereby we may serve God accept-

ably. Heb. xii. 28.

acceptance (ak-sep'tans), n. [< OF. acceptance :

see acccptant.] 1. The act of accepting, or the

fact of being accepted, (a) The act of taking or

receiving anything offered ; a receiving with approbation
or satisfaction ;

favorable reception.

They shall come up with acceptance on mine altar.

Isa. Ix. 7.

. Such with him finds no acceptance. Milton, P. L.
,
v. 530.

(6) The act of receiving and assenting to something stated
or propounded, as a theory, etc. (c) The act of agreeing
to terms or proposals, and thereby becoming bound. Spe-
cifically (1) In (aw, an agreeing to the offer or contract of
another by some act which binds the person in law. Thus,
if a person receiving an estate in remainder takes rent on
a lease made by his predecessor, this is an acceptance of the
terms of the lease, and binds the party receiving to abide
by the terms of the lease. (2) In com., an engagement, by the

person on whom a bill of exchange is drawn, to pay the
bill: usually made by the person writing the word "Ac-
cepted" across the bill and signing his name, or simply
writing his name across or at the end of the bill. Ac-
ceptances are of three principal kinds : general or un-
qualified, when no limiting or qualifying words are added

;

special, when expressed as payable at some particular
bank ; and qualified, when expressed to be for a less sum
than that for which the bill was originally drawn, or when
some variation in the time or mode of payment is intro-
duced. Acceptaiice supra protest, or for honor, is accept-
ance by some third pel-son, after protest for non-accept-
ance by the drawee, with the view of saving the honor of
the drawer or of some particular indorser.

2. A bill of exchange that has been accepted,
or the sum contained in it. 3t. The sense in
which a word or expression is understood

;

signification ; meaning ; acceptation.
An assertion . . . under the common acceptance of it

not only false but odious. South.

Acceptance with God, in theol., forgiveness of sins and
reception into God's favor. = Syn. Acceptance, Accept-
ancy, Acceptation. See acceptation.

acceptancy (ak-sep'tan-si), n. The act of ac-

cepting ; acceptance ; willingness to receive or

accept.
Here's a proof of gift,

But here's no proof, sir, of acceptancy.
Mrs. llniirning, Aurora Leigh, ii. 1057.

=
Syn. Acceptancy, Acceptance, Acceptation. See accep-

tation.

acceptant (ak-sep'tant), ((. and n. [< F. ac-

ccptant, < L. accepta'n(t-)s, ppr. of acceptare:
see accept.'] I. a. Receptive. N. E. D.

II. n. 1. One who accepts; an accepter.
Specifically 2. [cap.'] One of the French bish-

ops and clergy who accepted the bull Unigeni-
tus, issued in 1713 by Pope Clement XI. against
the Jansenists.

acceptation (ak-sep-ta'shon), . [=Sp. acep-
ciow= Pg. aceitac

i

u'o= It. accettazione, < L. as
if *

acceptation-), < acceptare, receive: see ac-

cept.'] If. The act of accepting or receiving;
reception ; acceptance : as, the acceptation of a
trust.

All are rewarded with like coldness of accepffiti<t.
Sir 1'. Hianeii.

3
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2. The state of being accepted or acceptable;
favorable regard; hence, credence

;
belief.

This is a faithful saying, and worthy of all tt>-f''i>ttitiun,

that Christ Jesus came into tile world to save sinners.
1 Tim. i. If,.

Si inic things . . . are notwithstanding of so great dig-

nity and aeetptatim with Clod. Hooker, Eccles. Pol., ii.

[Riclmnl Cromwell) spake also with general urci'iitiitinn
:unl ;ip|,l:iuse \\ hen lie made his speech before the 1'arlia-

UK 'ill . even fur lieyond the Lord Kynes.
',)"<./<// '/// L"/r,'/t, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 261.

3. The meaning or sense in which a word or
statement is taken or understood : as, this term
is to be understood in its usual acceptation.
Genius is a word which, in common acceptation, extends

much further than to the objects of taste. //. Blair, Lect.
= Syn. Acceptance, Acceptancy, Acceptation. These
words have been used interchangeably, but there is a
marked tendency to use acceptance for the act of accept-
ing, and acceptation for the state of being accepted, accept-

ancy having become rare, or being restricted to poetic use.

It is in vain to stand out against the full acceptance of
a word which is supported by so much and so respectable
authority. Whitney, Lang, and Study of Lang., p. 41.

To reanimate this drooping but Divine truth of human
regeneration, by lifting it out of its almost wholly lapsed
and lifeless because merely ritual private acceptation,
and giving it a grander public application.

//. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 154.

accepted (ak-sep'ted), p. a. 1. Acceptable;
chosen; appointed.
Behold, now is the accepted time ; behold, now is the

day of salvation. 2 Cor. vi. 2.

2. In com., received or acknowledged as bind-

ing: often abbreviated to a. or A. See accept-
ance, 1 (c) (2).

accepter (ak-sep'ter), n. 1. A person who ac-

cepts. Specifically, in cam., the person who accepts a
bill of exchange so as to bind himself to pay the sum speci-
fied in it. [In this specific sense most frequently written

acceptor (which see).]

2f. One who favors unduly ;
a respecter.

God is no accepter of persons ; neither riches nor poverty
are a means to procure his favour.

Chillinyworth, Sermons, iii. 33.

acceptilate (ak-sep'ti-lat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

acceptilated, ppr. acceptilating. [< acceptila-

tion.] To discharge (a debt) by acceptila-
tion.

acceptilation (ak-sep-ti-la'shon), n. [< L. ac-

ceptilatio(n-), also written separately accepti
latio(n-), a formal discharging from a debt, lit.

a bearing of a receipt : accepti, gen. of accep-
tum, a receipt, pp. neut. of accipere, receive

(see accept, v.); latio(n-), a bearing, < latus, pp.,
associated with /erre= E. bear1

: see ablative,
and of. legislation.'] 1. In civil and Scots law,
the verbal extinction of a verbal contract,
with a declaration that the debt has been paid
when it has not, or the acceptance of some-
thing merely imaginary in satisfaction of a ver-
bal contract. Wharton. Hence 2f. In theol.,
the free forgiveness of sins by God, for Christ's

sake. The word (acceptilatio) was used by Duns Scotus,
in whose writings it first appears as a theological term, to

signify the doctrine that God accepts the sufferings of
Christ as a satisfaction to justice, though in strictness

they are not so, as opposed to the notion that Christ's

sufferings were infinite, and therefore a full and actual
satisfaction for the sins of mankind.

Our justification which comes by Christ is by imputa-
tion and acceptilation, by grace and favour.

Jar. Taylor, Ans. to Bp. of Rochester.

acceptiont (ak-sep'shon), n. [< ME. accepciown,
<OF. acception= Sp.. acepcion = Pg. accepyao,
< L. acceptio(n-), < accipere, receive : see accept.]
1. Acceptation.
The diverse acceptions of words which the schoolmen

call suppositions effect no homonymy.
Burnersdiciun, trans, by a Gentleman, I. xxvi. 12.

That this hath been esteemed the due and proper de-

ception of this word, I shall testify.

Hammond, Fundamentals.

2. The act of favoring unequally ; preference.
For accepciouns of persoones, that is, to putte oon bi-

fore another withoute desert, is not anentis God.
Wyclif, Rom. ii. 11.

Ready to accept.
The people generally are very acceptive and apt to ap-

plaud any meritable work.
B. Jomon, Case is Altered, ii. 7.

acceptor (ak-sep'tor or -ter), n. [After L. ac-

ceptor, one who receives, < accipere, receive :

see accept, v.~] Same as accepter, but more
frequent in commercial and legal use Acceptor
supra protest, a person, not a party to a bill of exchange
winch lias been protested, who accepts it for the honor of
the drawer or of an indorser, thereby agreeing to pay it if

the drawee does not.

acceptress (ak-sep'tres), . A female acceptor.
[Rare.]

accerset (ak-sers'), r. t. [<L. accersere, com-
monly itrfi-x.ifiT (prefix ar-, < ad-, to), summon,
cause to come, < accedere, come : see accede.]

acceptivet (ak-sep'tiv), a.

accession

To call out or forth; summon, as an army.
Hull. [Rare.]

access (ak'ses, formerly ak-ses'), . [< ME.
iii-/'i's, aknis, uses (nearly always in sense 5),
< OF. acces (also spelled aces, acex, aches, axces),

approach, attack, F. acce*= Sp. acceso = Pg.
It. itccesso, <L. accessits, approach, passage, in-

crease, < accedere, go to: see accerfe.] 1. A
coming to

;
near approach ;

admittance
;
admis-

sion : as, to gain access to a prince.
We are denied accent unto his person.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

2. Means of approach or admission; way of
entrance or passage to anything : as, the access
is through a massive door or a long corridor, or

by a neck of land.

All access was throng'd. Hilton, P. L., i. 781.

Then closed her access to the wealthier farms.

Tennymn, Aylmer's Field.

3. Admission to sexual intercourse.

During coverture access of the husband shall be pre-
sumed, unless the contrary be shown. Hlackstone.

4. Addition; increase; accession.

I, from the influence of thy looks, receive
Access in every virtue. Milton, P. L., ix. 310.

5. The attack or return of a fit or paroxysm of

disease, as of a fever
;
accession.

Every wight gan waxen for accesse
A leche anon. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1578.

The first access looked like an apoplexy.
Up. Burnet, Hist, of Own Times.

The most efficient and certain means for stimulating the
cerebral cortex, in order to provoke an epileptic access,
is electrization. Alien, and Neurol., VI. 8.

6. The approach of the priest to the altar for
the purpose of celebrating the eucharist. 7.
In canon law, a right to a certain benefice at
some future time, now in abeyance through
lack of required age or some other conditions :

if in abeyance through actual possession of
another, it is equivalent to the right of succes-
sion. See coadjutor. Ingress is a right, in virtue of
some previous stipulation, to a benefice resigned before
entered upon ; regress, to a benefice actually renounced.
The Council of Trent and succeeding popes abolished
such titles, as tending to make benefices hereditary ; since
then they have existed in Koman Catholic countries only
in particular instances and by a special pontifical privilege.

Prayer Of humble access, a prayer said by the cele-
brant in his own behalf and in that of the people before

communicating. In the Koman Catholic and Greek litur-

gies it is used shortly before the communion of the priest.
In the present Book of Common Prayer it precedes the
Consecration.

accessarily, accessariness, etc. See accesso-

rili/, accessor! ness, etc.

accessary (ak-ses'a-ri or ak'ses-a-ri), n. [< L.
as if *accessarius, Haccessxs, access: see access.

Now mixed with accessor;/, a. and n. Strictly
the noun (a person) should be accessary, the

adj. (and noun, a thing) accessory; but the dis-

tinction is too fine to be maintained. See -ary,
-on/.] Same as accessor//.

accessibility (ak-ses-i-b'il'i-ti), n. [=F. ac-
ccssibilite = It. accessibility, < LL. accessibili-

t<i(t-)s, < accessibilis, accessible: see accessible.]
The condition or quality of being accessible, or
of admitting approach.
accessible (ak-ses'i-bl), a. [=F. accessible =
Sp. accesible = Pg. accessivel = It. accessibile,
< LL. accessibilis, accessible, < L. accessus, pp. of

accedere, go to, approach : see accede. ] Capa-
ble of being approached or reached

; easy of
access

; approachable ;
attainable : as, an ac-

cessible town or mountain
;
the place is accessi-

ble by a concealed path.
Most tmnkly accessible, most affable, . . . most sociable.

Barrow, Works, I. 260.

Proofs accessible to all the world.

Buckle, Hist. Civilization, I. i.

accessibly (ak-ses'i-bli), adv. In an accessi-
ble manner

;
so as to be accessible.

accession (ak-sesh'on), n. [= F. accession, < OF.
accessioun = Sp. dccesion = Pg. accessSo = It.

accessione, < L. accessio(n-\ a going to, an ap-
proach, attack, increase, < accessits, pp. of ac-

cedere, go to: see accede."] 1. A coming, as
into the possession of a right or station

;
attain-

ment; entrance; induction: as, the accession
of the people to political power, or to the ballot

;

accession to an estate, or to the throne.
The king, at his accession, takes an oath to maintain all

the rights, liberties, franchises, and customs, written or
unwritten. J. Adams, Works, IV. 370.

2. The act of acceding, as by assent or agree-
ment

;
consent

; junction ;
adhesion : as, acccs-

siun to a demand or proposal ;
their accession

to the party or confederacy was a great gain.
Drrlaring their acquiescence in. and accession to the

determination made by Congress.
S. William*, Hist. Vermont, p. 283. (JV. E. D.)



accession

3. Increase by something added
;
that which

is added; augmentation; addition: as, an ac-

cession of wealth, territory, or numbers.
The only accession which the Roman Empire received

was the province of Britain. Gibbon.

The yule log drew an unusually large accession of guests
around the Christmas hearth.

Barhatn, Ini;oldsby Legends, I. 17.

The ship brought hut twenty passengers, and quenched
all hope of immediate atw,v.vMm\.

llitiirnift, Hist. U. S., I. 285.

4. In law, a mode of acquiring property, by
which the owner of a corporeal substance
which receives an addition by growth or by the

application of labor has a right to the thing
added or to the improvement, as an addition
to a house made by a tenant under an ordinary
lease. 5. In med., the attack, approach, or

commencement of a disease; access. 6. In
the election of a pope, the transference of votes
from one candidate to another, when the scru-

tiny has not resulted in a choice. The oppor-
tunity of doing this is called an accessit (which
Bee). Deed Of accession, in Scots law, a deed executed

by the creditors of a bankrupt, by which they approve of

a trust given by their debtor for the general behoof, and
bind themselves to concur in the plans proposed for extri-

cating his affairs. = Syn. 2. Consent, compliance, assent,

acquiescence. 3. Increase, addition, increment, exten-

sion, augmentation.
accessional (ak-sesh'on-al), a. [=Pg. acces-

sional, < L. as if "acce'ssionalis : see accession.]

Consisting in or due to accession; giving in-

crease or enlargement ;
additional.

The specific and accesttional perfections which the hu-
man understanding derives from it. Coleridye.

I regard that, rather, as a superinduced, collateral, ac-

ci'xxinmd fame, a necessity of greatness.
R. Choate, Addresses, p. 522.

accessit (ak-ses'it), n. [L., he has come near,
3d pers. sing, perf . ind. of aecedere, to come to or

near: see accede.] 1. In English and other col-

leges, a certificate or prize awarded to a stu-

dent of second (or lower) merit: as, second

accessit, third, fourth, etc., aceessit. 2. In the
election of a pope, an opportunity given the
members of the conclave, after each ballot, to

revise their votes.

Every morning a ballot is cast, followed in the evening
by an " accessit" ; that is, if the morning ballot has led to

no result, any of the electors is allowed to transfer his

vote to that one of the candidates whom he can expect
thereby to get elected. Schaff-Herzon, Encyc., I. 521.

accessivet (ak-ses'iv), a. [< ML. accessivus

(rare, and special sense uncertain, but lit.
' ad-

ditional'), < L. acccssus, addition: see access.']
Additional

; contributory.
God "

opened the eyes of one that was born blind
"
and

had increased this creeity by his own accessioe and exces-
sive wickedness. Rev. T. Adam*, Works, II. 379.

accessorial (ak-se-so'ri-al), a. Pertaining to

an accessory : as, accessorial agency.
Alere accessorial guilt was not enough to convict him.

R. Choate, Addresses, p. 265.

accessorily (ak-ses'o-ri-li or ak'se-so-ri-li), adv.
In the manner of an accessory; not as princi-

pal, but as a subordinate agent. Also written

accessarily.
accessoriness (ak-ses'o-ri-nes or ak'se-so-ri-

nes), n. The state of being accessory, or of

being or acting as an accessory. Also written
accessariness.

accessorius (ak-se-so'ri-us), a. and n.
; pi. acces-

sorii (-1). [ML. : see accessory.] In anat., ac-

cessory, or an accessory. Applied (a) To several
muscles : as, musculus accessorius ad sacro-lumbalem,
the accessory muscle of the sacro-Iumbalis, passing, in

man, by successive slips, from the six lower to the six

upper ribs ; accessorii orbicularis superiores, accessorii
orbicularis inferiores, certain superior and inferior addi-
tional or accessory muscular fibers of the orbicularis oris
muscle of man ; flexor accessorius, the accessory flexor of
the sole of the foot of man, arising by two heads from the
os calcis or heel-bone, and inserted into the tendon of
the long flexor of the toes (flexor longus digitorum). (b)
To the eleventh pair of cranial nerves, also called the
spinal accessory nerves. They give filaments to the vagus,
and innervate the sterno-mastoid and trapezius muscles.

accessory (ak-ses'o-ri or ak'se-so-ri), a. and n.

[= F. accessoire = Sp. accesorio = Pg. It. acces-

sorio, < ML. accessories, < L. accessus,r>p. of ac-
cedere: see accede,.and of . accessary.] I. a, l.(Of
persons.) Acceding; contributing; aiding in

producing some effect, or acting in subordina-
tion to the principal agent: usually in a bad
sense : as, accessory to a felony. Technically,
in law, it implies aiding without being present
at the act. 2. (Of things.) (a) Contributing to
a general effect

; aiding in certain acts or effects
in a secondary manner; belonging to something
else as principal ; accompanying: as, accessory
sounds in music

; accessory muscles. (6) Ad-
ditional, or of the nature of an appendage ; as,
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accessory buds are developed by the side of or

above the normal axillary bud. Accessory action,
in Scots laic, an action in some decree subservient or an-

cillary to another action. Accessory contract, one
made for the purpose of assuring the performance of a

prior contract, either by the same parties or by others,
such us a suretyship, a mortgage, or a pledge. Bouvter.

Accessory disk, the thin, slightly dim, and anisotropous
disk seen near the intermediate disk in certain forms
and conditions of striated inusrlr liU-i^. Accessory
fruits, those fruits a considerable portion of whose sub-
stance is distinct from the seed-vessel and formed of the
accrescent ami succulent calyx, or torus, or receptacle,
bracts, etc. Accessory muscles. See accessorius. Ac-
cessory obligation, an obligation incidental or subor-
dinate to another obligation. Thus, an obligation for the
regular payment of interest is accenson/ to the obligation
to pay the principal ; a mortgage to secure payment of
a bond is accessory to the bond. Accessory valves, in

Written. Played.

a stroke drawn through the chord under the note to
which it belongs. It is now used only in organ-music.

(&) More frequently, a short appoggiatura. See

<i/>/i(/giatura.

accidence1
(ak'si-dens), n. [A misspelling of

accidents, pi., or an accom. of L. accidentia,
neut. pi., as accidence^ of L. accidentia, fern,

sing. : see accident, 6.] 1. That part of gram-
mar which treats of the accidents or inflection

of words
;
a small book containing the rudi-

ments of grammar.
I ... never yet did learn mine accidence.

John Taylor (the Water-Poet).

Pholas chitocnsis, showing Accessory Valves (a a).

zoiil., small additional valves, as those placed near the
umhunes of the genus Pholas among moflusks. Spinal
accessory nerves, in anat., the eleventh pair of cranial
nerves. See accessorial.

II. n.
; pi. accessories (-riz). 1. In toir

;
one

who is guilty of a felony, not by committing
the offense in person or as a principal, nor by
being present at its commission, but by being
in some other way concerned therein, as by ad-

vising or inciting another to commit the crime,
or by concealing the offender or in any way
helping him to escape punishment. An accessory
before, the fact is one who counsels or incites another to
commit a felony, and who is not present when the act is

done ; after the fact, one who receives and conceals, or in

any way assists, the offender, knowing him to have com-
mitted a felony. In high treason and misdemeanor, by
English law, there are no accessories, all implicated being
treated as principals. See abetter.

An accessory is one who participates in a felony too re-

motely to be deemed a principal. Bishop.

In that state [Massachusetts], too, the aider and abettor,
who at common law would have been but a mere acces-

sory, may be indicted and convicted of a substantive

felony, without any regard to the Indictment or conviction
of the principal. Am. Cyc., I. 58.

The prevailing rule of the criminal law, that there may
be principals and accessories to a crime, has no applica-
tion whatever to treason. Am. Cyc., XV. 851.

2. That which accedes or belongs to some-

thing else as its principal ;
a subordinate part

or object ;
an accompaniment.

The wealth of both Indies seems in great part but an
accessary to the command of the sea. Bacon, Essays, xxix.

The aspect and accessories of a den of banditti. Carlyle.

3. Inthe^wenrte, an object represented which
is not a main motive or center of interest, but
is introduced to balance the composition or in

some way enhance its artistic effectiveness.
In a portrait, for example, everything but the figure is an

accessory.

In painting the picture of an Oriental, the pipe and the

coffee-cup are indispensable accessories.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 178.

[In all uses interchangeable with accessary, but

accessory is more common.] = Syn. 1. Abetter, ac-

complice. See the definitions of these words,

acciaccatura (at-chak-ka-to'ra), n. [It.; lit., the
effect of crushing, < acciaccarc, bruise, crush,
< acciare, mince, hash, < accia, an ax, < L. ascia,
an ax : see axl.] In music : (a) A grace-note
one half step below a principal note, struck at

the same time with the principal note and im-

mediately left, while the latter is held. Before a

single note it is indicated in the same manner as the short

appoggiatura ; before a note of a chord it is indicated by

accidental

We carried an accidence, or a grammar, for form.
Lit m''. rhrist's Hospital.

Hence 2. The rudiments of any subject.
The puets who were just then learning the accidence

of their art. Lutci'U, Amun^ my llouks. -Jil ser., p. 162.

accidence2! (ak'si-dens), n. [< ME. c<-i<i<-nr<;

< OF. in-fidrni'i; < L. accidentia, a chance, a
casual event, < acciden(t-)s, ppr. of urcidere,

happen : see accident.] A fortuitous circum-

slunee; an accident.

accident (ak'si-dent), n. [< ME. accident, < OF.
uri'iili'iit, F. iicriden t = Sp. Pg. It. accidente, <

L. accide>i(t-)s, an accident, chance, misfor-

tune, prop. ppr. of accidere, fall upon, befall,

happen, chance, < ad, to, upon, + cadere, fall :

see cadence, easel, anj chance^ 1. In general,
anything that happens or begins to be without

design, or as an unforeseen effect
;
that which

falls out by chance
;
a fortuitous event or cir-

cumstance.
The story of my life,

And the particular accidents gone by,
Since I came to this isle. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

Whenever words tumble out under the blindest acci-

dentg of the moment, those are the words retained.
De Quincey, Style, i.

2. Specifically, an undesirable or unfortunate

happening ;
an undesigned harm or injury ;

a

casualty or mishap. In legal use, an accident is: (a)
An event happening without the concurrence of the will
of the person by whose agency it was caused. It differs

from mistake, in that the latter always supposes the

operation of the will of the agent in producing the event,
although that will is caused by erroneous impressions on
the mind. Kdw. Livint/ston. See mistake, (b) Sometimes,
in a loose sense, any event that takes place without one's

foresight or expectation, (c) Specifically, in equity prac-
tice, an event which is not the result of personal negli-
gence or misconduct.

3. The operation of chance
;
an undesigned

contingency ;
a happening without intentional

causation
;
chance

;
fortune : as, it was the re-

sult of accident; I was there by accident.

Prizes of accident as oft as merit.

Shale., T. and C., iii. 3.

All of them, in his opinion, owe their )>eing to fate, acci-

dent, or the blind action of stupid matter. IhmgM.

4f. That which exists or occurs abnormally ;

something unusual or phenomenal ;
an uncom-

mon occurrence or appearance.
Noon accident for noon adversitee
Was seyn in her. Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 607.

The accident was loud, and here before thee
With rueful cry. Milton, S. A., 1. 1552.

5. Irregularity ;
unevenness

; abruptness, (a)

Any chance, unexpected, or unusual quality or circum-
stance.

The happy accidents of old English houses.
H. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 262.

(b) An irregularity of surface ; an undulation : as, the

enemy was favored by the accidents of the ground.

6. A non-essential. In logic (translation of Gr. avfi.-

p07)K6f) : (a) Any predicate, mark, character, or whatever
is in a subject or inheres in a substance : in this sense

opposed to substance, (b) A character which may be

present in or absent from a member of a natural class : in

this sense it is one of the five predicables, viz., genus, dif-

ference, species, property, accident. Accidents are divided
into separable and inseparable. The distinction between
an inseparable accident and a property is not clear.

If two or three hundred men are to be found who can-
not live out of Madeira, that inability would still be an
accident and a peculiarity of each of them.

J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 83.

7. In gram., a variation or inflection of a word,
not essential to its primary signification, but

marking a modification of its relation, as gen-
der, number, and case. See accidence!.

[In Malay) the noun has no accidents.

R. N. Ctut, Mod. Langs. E. Ind., p. 134.

Chapter of accidents. See chapter. Conversion by
accident. See coneenion. Efficient cause by acci-
dent. See cause. Fallacy Of accident. See fallacy.
= Syn. 1. Chance, mischance, hap, mishap, fortune, mis-

fortune, luck, bad luck, casualty, calamity, disaster. 6.

Property, Attribute, etc. See quality.

accidental (ak-si-den'tal), a. and n. [=F.
accidental = Pr. Sp. Pg. accidental = It. acci-

dentale, < ML. accidentals, < L. acciden(t-)s, an
accident, chance: see accident.] I. a. 1. Hap-
pening by chance or accident, or unexpectedly;
taking place not according to the usual course
of things; casual; fortuitous; unintentional:

as, an accidental meeting. 2. Non-essential;
not necessarily belonging to the subject ;

ad-

ventitious: as, songs are accidental to a play.
Of your philosophy you make no use,
If you give place to accidental evils.

Shak., J. C., iv. 3.

Accidental being. See beiny. Accidental colors,
in d/rfiV*, prismatic complementary colors seen when the

eye is turned suddenly to a white or Ugnt-oolored surface,
after it has been fixed for a time on a bright-colored ob-

ject. If the object is blue, the accidental color is yellow ;

if red, green, etc. Thus, if we look fixedly at a red wafer on a

piece of white paper, and then turn the eye to another part
of the paper, a green spot is seen. Accidental deflni-



accidental

priiury \vhk-h is thr nutiiral atmnsplRTe of such reckless
souls. 3//-.S. 'ffijjttmt, Slieridun, p. r..

accidentaryt (ak-si-den'ta-ri), a. [= Sp. Pg.
ai-i-idriiliti'io, < L. as if *accidi-Htariiin, < acci-

dcn(t-)x: see accident.] Accidental. Holland.
line drawn from the Vy< ;

pai -ulicl to' another given right accidented (ak'si-den-ted ), l>. (I. Characterized

by accidents or irregularities of surface
;
undu-

lating.
I can only compare our progress to a headlong steeple-

chase over a violently accidented ploughed field.

O'Donovan, Merv, i.

The Brazilian plateau consists in great part of table-

lands, which, from the deep excavation of the innumer-
able river-valleys, have become very much accidented, s<

liainfin't, a secondary light which is not aecounttd~"for by
the prevalent etIVrt, sm-b as the rays of tile sun darting
through a cloud, or between the leaves of a thicket, or
the eltVrts of moonlight, candle-light, or burning bodies, in

a scene which dues not owe its chief light to such a source.

Accidental point, in /" / v 1 -. 'bat point in which u right"
1 to another given right

liin
1 nits the picture or

plane. Thus, suppose
Ali to be the line given
in perspective, CFE the

perspective plane,D the

eye, DC the line parallel
to AB ; then is C the ac-
cidental point. = Syn.
1. Accidental, Chance,

", Fu/-t"ifii<
:
It,.

Accidentil Point.

*"

acclimatement
But in my deske what was there t. .

So ravenous and vast an appetite .'

B. Joiuon, On Vulcan.

(a-klam'), r. [In imitation of i-lnim,

< L. aoolamwe, cry out at, shout at, either in a
hostile or a friendly manner, < ail, to, + rlti-

mare, shout: see claim, (.] I. trann. 1. To ap-
plaud; treat with words or sounds of joy or

approval. [Rare.]
How gladly did they spend their breath in acclaim/mi

thee ! llji. llatt, Contemplation, iv. 25.

2. To declare or salute by acclamation.
While the shouting crowd

Acclaims thee king of traitors. Smollett, Regicide, v. 8.

II. intraim. To make acclamation
;
shout ap-

plause.

_. [<L. acciden-
tia (see accidence2 ) + -a/.J Accidental.
The substantial! use of them might remain, when their

accidental abuse was removed.
Fuller, Injured Innocence, i. 09.

i-lili'iittil. f'<u/lii/<H'iit. The first four are the words most
romniiinly used to express occurrence without expectation accidentialt (ak-si-den'shal), a.
or design. AeetdattM is the most common, and expresses
that which happens outside of the regular course of events.
C'haiicr has utmtit the sjune force as accidental, but it is not
used predicatively. There is a tendency to desynonymize
accul>'ntul and fttxttal, so as to make the former apply to
events that are of more consequence : as, an accidental
fall ; a casual remark. As to actual connection with the
main course of events, casual is the word most opposed to
incidental ; the connection of what is incidental is real and
necessary, but secondary : as, an incidental benefit or evil.

AnAufdMtatnoiaffc is a real part of a discussion; a casual
remark is not. Fortuitous is rather a learned word, not
applicable in many cases where accidental or even casual

a mountainous aspect. Science, V. r:i. acclaim (a-klam'), n. [< acclaim, i\] A shout
acclamation.

The herald ends : the vaulted firmament
With loud acclaims and vast applause is rent.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1801.

And the roofs were starred with banners,
And the steeples rang acclaim. Whittier, Sycamores.

acclamatet (ak'la-mat), r. t. [<L. acclamatus,
v.] To applaud.

Imoweth as well as you.
Bp. Morton, Discharge of Imput., p. 186.

acclamation (ak-la-ma'shon), n.

tio(n-), a shouting, either m app

could be used ; perhaps through its resemblance to fortu- ... I-TVTEI /-nn -7
nate, it is rarely if ever used when speaking of that which aCClOiet, - [MJi., = (JK . aceide = bp. Pg. act-

. if
is unfavorable or undcsired ; thus, it would not be proper rfa= It. accidia, < ML. accidia, slothfulness, joy, hearty assent, approbation, or good will.

to speak of & fortuitous shipwreck. It is chiefly used with indolence; also, and better, spelled acedia, q.
the more abstract words: as, fortuitous events ; zfortui- -i ci nt ),

. nfwliirpn Winlnr>e f'Jimifer
torn resemblance. That which is contingent is dependent 7'J .

' tn
' negligence ,

indolence. Lliaueer.

upon something else for its happening : as his recovery is AcClpenser. etc. bee Acipenser, etc.

coittiiiiient upon the continuance of mild weather. See accipiter (ak-sip'i-ter), n.
; pi. accipitres (-trez).

[L., a general name for birds of prey, espe-
cially the common hawk (Falco palumbarius)
and the sparrow-hawk (F. nisus), an appar.
(irreg.) deriv. of accipere, take (hence the rare
form acceptor, lit. the taker, seizer), but prob.
for "dcipiter, < *dci-, *dcu- (= Gr. UKVC, ), swift,
+ "petrum (= Gr. imp6v = E. feather), wing. Cf.

Gr. uKi'>irTc/>of, swift-winged, applied to a hawk
(Homer, II., xiii. 62).] 1. In ornitli.: (a) A
bird of the order Accipitres or Raptores; an ac-

cipitrine or raptorial bird. (6) [cap."] A genus

occasional.

Thy sin's not accidental, but a trade.

Shak., M. forM.,iii. 1.

But let it not be such as that
You set before chance-comers.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.
No casual mistress, but a wife.

Tennyson, In Memoriam.
Fortuitous coincidences of sound, ... in words of

wholly independent derivation.

Whitney, Lang, and Study of Lang., p. 387.

By some persons religious duties appear to be regarded
as an incidental business. J. Rogers.

With an infinite being nothing can be contingent.

Paley.

II. n. 1. Anything happening, occurring, or

appearing accidentally, or as if accidentally;
a casualty. Specifically (a) In muJtic, a sign occurring
in the course of a piece of music and altering the pitch of
the note before which it is placed from the pitch indicated
by the signature, or restoring it to the latter after it has
undergone such alteration. There are five such signs : tin

sharp (J), dou"
' ........

ural(fl).
~

[< L. acclama-
L approval or in dis-

approval, < acclamare : see acclaim.] 1 . A shout
or other demonstration of applause, indicating

Acclamations are expressed by hurrahs, by clapping of

hands, and often by repeating such cries as Long live the

queen ! Vive I'empereur 1 Er lebe Itoch ! etc.

The hands
Of a great multitude are upward flung
In acclamation. Bryant, Hymn of the Sea.

2. In deliberative assemblies, the spontaneous
approval or adoption of a resolution or mea-
sure by a unanimous viva voce vote, in distinc-
tion from a formal division or ballot.

When they [the Anglo-Saxons] consented to anything,
it was rather in the way of acclamation than by the exer-
cise of a deliberate voice. Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist, ii.

In the Mom. Catli. Ch., a method of papal erection, said
to be by inspiration (per inspirationem), because "all the
cardinals, with a sudden and harmonious consent, as
though breathed on by the Divine Spirit, proclaim some

HIM \|(p A ics MM MMUI IUUI *"P, UleUOUOle J 1 - - r 4 1

sharp a whole step ; the flat lowers the pitch a half step, character of a bird of prey ; hawk-like.

>- . .
.,

. _ TT , -j -i . mougu meui/iieu on oy me nivme opint, proclaim some
of birds of the family lalcomda;, embracing person pontiff with one voice, without any previous can-

short-winged, long-tailed hawks, such as the vassiiig or negotiation whence fraud or insidious sugges-

sparrow-hawk of Europe, Accipiter nisus, and tion could be surmii<ed." Vecchiotti,

the sharp-shinned hawk of North America, A.
fiiseus, with many other congeneric species.
Brisson, 1760. See Raptores. 2. In surg., a

bandage applied over the nose : so called from
its resemblance to the claw of a hawk.

Of or pertaining
IT; having the

Of temper most accipitral, hawkish, aquiline, not to say
vulturish. Carlyle, Misc., IV. 245.

That they [Hawthorne's eyes] were sometimes accipitral
we can readily believe. Harper's Mag., LXII. 271.

the double flat a whole step ; the natural annuls the effect
of a previous sharp or flat occurring either in the signature
or as an accidental. The effect of an accidental is usually
limited to the bar in which it occurs. (6) In med., tissue

resulting from morbid action : chiefly employed in this
sense by French writers, but adopted by some English , . .. ,

authors, (c) In painting, a fortuitous or chance effect re- aCClpltraryt (ak-sip 1-tra-ri), n. [< ML. accipt-
sulting from the incidence of luminous rays or accidental trarius, a falconer, < L. accipiter : see accipiter.']
lights upon certain objects, whereby the latter are brought A. falconer. Nathan Drake.

adjunct or Accipitresi (ak-sip'i-trez) . pi. [L., pi. of ac-

cipiter'.] Birds of prey; the accipitnne or rap-

. should sink
Fuller.

much as you can of the essentials of any . . ... , , . ..-..,
you consider its accidentals. Watts, Logic. Accipltrin* (ak-sip-i-tn^ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ac-

circumstance.

He conceived it just that accidentals
with the substance of the accusation.

Conceive as

subject, before

accidentalism (ak-si-den'tal-izm), n. 1. The
condition or quality of being accidental

;
acci-

dental character. 2. That which is acciden-
tal

; accidental effect
; specifically, in painting,

the effect produced by accidental rays of light.
Buskin. See accidental, n., 1 (c), and acciden-
tal light, under accidental, a. 3. In med., the

hypothesis by which disease is regarded as an

torial birds regarded as an order, now more fre-

quently named Raptores (which see). Linnams,
1735.

guch ^ as Accipitr and Atur _ (b) ni
classification

3. Something expressing praise or joy. Applied
specifically (a) To forms of praise, thanksgiving, or feli-

citation at the close of ecclesiastical gatherings. (4) To
certain short inscriptions
in the form of a wish or in-

junction, found mostly on
tombs, (c) To the responses
of the congregation in an-

tiphonal singing. (<<) In
Itom. antia., to represen-
tations in works of art, es-

pecially on coins or med-
als, of popular assent or

approval, as of several

figures (standing for the
whole people, or a class, or
a military division, etc.)
greeting an official or ben-
efactor.

acclamatort (ak'la-
ma-tor), n. [< L. as
if *acclamator, < ac-

clamare : see acclaim.] One who expresses joy
or applause by acclamation. [Bare.]
Acclamators who had flll'd . . . the aire with " Vive

le Roy !

"
Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 7, 1651.

Lcclamatory (a-klam'a-to-ri), a. [< L. as if

*acclamatorius.] Expressing joy or applause by
acclamation.

Acclamation.

Bronze Coin of Hadrian, British
Museum. (Size of the original.)

trim.

[<NL. Accipitri-
na!, < L. accipiter : see accipiter.] Of or per-
taining to (a) the Accipitres or raptorial birds,

as 4rrin cmain.
Other acclearmentt (a-kler'ment) * [Irreg. < ac- +

r + -ment : see clear.] A clearing; ashow-
* P** m exculpation. [Bar*.]

The acclearment is fair, and the proof nothing.~
. Hacket, Life of Abp. Williams, i. 148.

i ii frt i at -,,-, K j n -r-
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accidental modification of health, byd. *oc. Lex. Or(fc) the hawks proper, of the subfamily ^m>- acclimatation (a-kli-ma-ta'shon), n. [< F. oc-

accidentalist(ak-si-den tal-ist),i. In med., one itrina;
. hawk-likeT^ rapacious : as, the accimtrine climatation, < acclimate,; acclimate: see accli-

who tavors accidentalism. 8yd. Soc. Lex. order of birds mate.] Acclimatization: chiefly used in tran-

accidentality (ak"si-den-tari-ti), n. The state s,ppiHmlla /..I, si^'miisl TNT, < fir h
or quality of being accidental'; accidental char- ^K"fon of indifference, Joyless,

:

acter.

I wish in short to connect by a moral copula natural
history with political history, or, in other words, to make
history scientific, and science historical to take from
history its accidentality, and from science its fatalism

<!< riilye, Table-Talk.

accidentally (ak-si-den'tal-i), adv. In an acci-
dental manner; by chance; casually; fortui-

tously; not essentially or intrinsically.

I conelucle choler accidentally bitter and acrimonious,
but not in itsrlf. Harvey, Consumpti.ii:.

Despite the comparatively lukcwanu piety of the age,
the M(MT;UI pil^rimaiif is rdi-iuns essentially. <u'ci<ti'i<f<i//>i

an affair of c<mniu-iv<-. Ji. /'. Hitrton, El-Medinah, p. 40i

mate.] Acclimatization: chiefly i

scription from the French : as, the Acclimata-
tion Society of Nantes.

affect indifference, <amu, a bugbear.] Tnrlict' acclimate (a-Wmat), v . t. pret. and pp. oc-

climated, ppr. acclimating. [< F. acclimatcr, ac-

climate, < ac- (L. ad, to) + climat, climate; cf.

Pg. acclimar, acclimate, < a-c- + clima, climate :

a feigned refusal; an ironical dissimulation.
Smart.

accitet (ak-sif), v. t. [<L. aceitus, pp. of acci-.ccitet (,aK-sit ;, v. t. \\ L>. accirux, im. ot acct- * e- * ""'
> ";

re, summon, <ad, to, + cire, orig. go (=Gr.icietv,
see

cZimate..]
To habituate to a foreign ch-

go), but mixed with its causative eiere, cause
to go, summon : see cite and excite.] 1 . To call

;

cite; summon.
He by the senate is accited home.

Shak., Tit. And., i. 1.

2. To excite; prompt; move.
What ficcftesyour most worshipful thought to think so?

mate
; acclimatize : more especially (of per-

sons), to adapt to new climates: as, to accli-

mate settlers; to acclimate one's self.

The native inhabitants and acclimated Europeans.
J. Crawfurd, Commixture of Races.

acclimatement (a-kli'mat-ment), n. [< F. <-

cliniatenicMt, acclimation, < a'cclimater : see ac-

Shak., > Hen. IV., ii. 2. climate,"] Acclimation. [Rare.]
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acclimation (ak-li-ma'shgn), n. [< acclimate + accoastt (a-kost'), v. i. [A diff. spelling of
-ion. Cf.Pg.accliniii<l-(iii,<.(icclimar,&cclim&te.] urcoxt in its orig. sense 'come alongside of;
The process of acclimating, or the state of being OF. acoster, touch, graze : see accost and coast. ]

To fly near the earth. [Rare.]
N'e is there hauke which mantleth her on pearch,
Whether high towi-ing or (ti'dxtxli/i't low.

Speiuer, if. Q., VI. ii. 32.

accoilt (a-koil'), r. /. [< OF. acoillir, gather,
assemble (F. accueillir, receive), < ML. <<///-

gere, < L. ad, to, + colligerc, gather : see coil 1
,

cuin, and collect.] To gather together ;
crowd.

About the caudron many Cookes aceayld.
Spenser, f. Q., II. IK. 30.

accoil (a-koil'), . [<OF. acoil, F. accta-il ;

from the verb.] Welcome; reception. Southcy.
(3T. E. D.)

accolt (a-kol'), v. t. [< ME. acolen, < OF. acolcr

(F. accoler), embrace, = Sp. acolar, arrange
two coats of arms under the same crown,
shield, etc., = It. accollare, embrace, mod.
join, yoke, < ML. *accollare, embrace, < L. ad,
to, + cotlum (>OF. col, F. c0w = OSp. collo, Sp.
cucllo = It. collo), neck : see collar.'] To em-
brace round the neck. Surrey.
accolade (ak-o-lad' or -lad'), n. [< F. accolade,

acclimated ;
acclimatization.

acclimatisation, acclimatise, etc. See accli-

matization, etc.

acclimatizable (a-kli'ma-ti-za-bl), a. Capable
of being acclimatized

; suitable for acclimatiz-

ing: as, aeclimuti:ublc animals. Also spelled
ncrlimatisablc.

acclimatization (a-kli*ma-ti-za'shon), n. The
act or process of acclimatizing, or state of be-

ing acclimatized; the modification of physical
constitution which enables a race or an in-

dividual to live in health in a foreign climate.
Some writers use this word with regard to hrute animals
and plants only, using acclimation when speaking of man.
Also spelled acclimatisation.

Acclimatisation is the process of adaptation by which
animals and plants are gradually rendered capable of sur-

viving and nourishing in countries remote from their ori-

ginal habitats, or under meteorological conditions different
from those which they have usually to endure, and which
are at first injurious to them.

A. R. Wallace, Encyc. Brit., I. 84.

acclimatize (a-kli'ma-tiz), f. t. ; pret. and pp.
acclimatized, ppr. acclimatizing. [< ac- (< L. ad,
to) -t- climate + -ize ; after acclimate from F.j
To accustom or habituate to a foreign climate

;

adapt for existence in a foreign climate :

especially used of adapting a race or stock for

permanent existence and propagation : as, to
acclimatize plants or animals. Also spelled
acclimatise.

Young soldiers, not yet acclimatized, die rapidly here.
London Time*.

A domesticated animal or a cultivated plant need not
necessarily be acclimatized ; that is, it need not be capa-
ble of enduring the severity of the seasons without pro-
tection. The canary-bird is domesticated but not accli-

matised, and many of our most extensively cultivated

plants are in the same category.
A. R. Wallace, Encyc. Brit., I. 84.

acclimatizer (a-kli'ma-tl-zer), n. One who in-

troduces and acclimatizes foreign species. Also
spelled acclimatise!:

Some of these [birds] . . . cannot fail to become per-
manent settlers equally with those for the transportation
of which the would-be acclimatize might find themselves
excused. Encyc. Brit., III. 736.

acclimature (a-kll'ma-tur), . The act of ac-

climating, or the state of being acclimated.

[Rare.]
acclinal (a-kli'nal), a. [<L. acctinis, leaning
on or against ;

(A. acclindre, lean ou or against,
< ad, to, upon, + "clinare = E. lean'i : see in-

cline."] In geol. , leaning against, as one stratum
of rock against another, both being turned up
at an angle: nearly equivalent to overlying.
[Rare.]
acclinate (ak'li-nat), a. [<L. acclinatus, pp.
of acclinarc (see acclinal')'. on the model of de-
clinate: see decline.'] In zool., bending or

sloping upward : the opposite of declinate.

accliyet (a-kliv'), a. [=Pg. It. aecKve, <L.
acclivis, also less frequently acclivus, steep,
< ad, to, + clivus, a hill, prop, sloping, from
same root as "clinarc = E. leanl : see acclinal.]

Rising; steep. [Rare.]
The way easily ascending, hardly so acclice &s a desk.

Aubrey, Letters, II. 231.

acclivitous (a-kliv'i-tus), a. Rising with a
slope ; acclivous. Is. Taylor.
acclivity (a-kliv'i-ti), n.

; pi. acclivities (-tiz).

[< L. acclivita(t-)s, an acclivity, < acclivis, slop-
ing: see decline.] 1. An upward slope or in-

clination of the earth, as the side of a nill : op-
posed to declivity, or a slope considered as de-

scending.
Far up the green acclivity I met a man and two young

'own.
<. Century, XXVII. 420.

an embrace, a kiss (after It. accollata, prop,
fern. pp. of accollare, embrace), < accoler, OF.
acoler : see accolt] 1 . A ceremony used in con-

ferring knighthood, anciently consisting in an
embrace, afterward in giving the candidate a
blow upon the shoulder with the flat of a sword,
the latter being the present method; hence,
the blow itself.

We felt our shoulders tingle with the accolade, and
heard the clink of golden spurs at our heels.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 58.

2. In music, a brace or couplet connecting

women making their way slowly down.
The.T

2. Specifically, in fort., the talus of a rampart.
acclivous (a-kli'vus), a. [< L. acclivus, less

frequent form of acclivis, sloping: see acclitc.]

Rising, as the slope of a hill : the opposite of
declivous.

accloyt (a-kloi'), v. t. [< ME. admen, acloyen,
var. of encloyen, < OF. encloyer, earlier encloer

(F. enclotter), < ML. inclavare, drive in a nail,
< L. in, in, T clavare, nail, < clavus, a nail : see

cloyl and clove*.'] 1. To prick with a nail in

shoeing: used by farriers. Skeat. 2. To in-

jure; harm; impair.
And whoso doth, ful fonle hymself acloyith.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 517.

3. To cloy ;
encumber

; embarrass with super-
fluity; obstruct.

[Filth] with uncomely weedes the gentle wave accloyes.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vu. 15.

Accolade, early i6th century (France).

several staves. 3. In arch., an ornament
composed of two ogee curves meeting in the

middle, each concave toward its outer extrem-

ity and convex toward the point at which it

meets the other. Such accolades are either plain or
adorned with rich moldings, and are a frequent motive
of decoration on the lintels of doors and windows of the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, especially in secular
architecture. Viollet-le-Duc.

4. In Roman and early monastic MSS., the
curved stroke made by the copyist around a
final word written below the line to which it

belonged, in order to avoid carrying it on to
the next.

accolated (ak'o-la-ted), p. a. [< ML. accol(l)atus,

pp. of accol(l)are, embrace : see accol.] In

numis., containing two or
more profile heads so ar-

ranged that one partially
overlaps the next : as, an
accolated shilling.
accol!6 (ak-ol-a'), p. a.

[<AF. accotti, F. aceoU,
pp. of accoler = It. accol-

lare, > accollata, > F. and
E. accolade : see accolade

__s _ and accol.] In her. : (a)
iamiii. and"Mary!" (size of Gorged; collared: ap-

plied to animals with col-

lars, etc., about their necks. (6) Touching by
their corners, as lozenges or fusils on a shield,

(c) Placed side by side, as two shields, (d)
Surrounded by the collar of an order, as the
shield of a knight of that order. Also spelled
acolle.T6tes accolUes, or accolU heads, in decora-
tine art, profile heads shown in relief, one behind and
partly concealed by another, as often in cameos and on
medallions or coins where a sovereign and his wife are
shown together. See cut under accolated.

accombination (a-kom-bi-na'shon), n. The act
of combining together. Quarterly Her.
accommodable (a-kom'o-da-bl), a. [<F. ac-
c<iimndaljle= Sp. acomodable = Pg. accon/iiio-

davel = It. aceomodabile, < L. as if *acconimo-

Accolated Shilling of Will-

accommodation

dfibilix, < iiccdiiinioiliire, accommodate : see ac-

commodate, r.] Capable of being accommo-
dated, or made suitable

; adaptable. [Rare.]
Uulfs (!<-<-iuuin>"liti>le tn all this vari.-ty.

H'n'ttn, Logic, v. 64.

accommodableness (ii-kom'o-da-bl-nes), . The
state or condition of being accommodable.
'/'odd. [Rare.]

accommodate (a-kom'o-dat), v.
; pret. and pp.

accommodated, ppr. accommodating. [< L. ac-

commodates, pp. of accommodare, < ad, to, +
commodore, fit, < commodus, fit : see commodious
and mode1

.] I. trim*. 1. To make suitable,
correspondent, or consistent

;
fit

; adapt : as, to
accommodate ourselves to circumstances; to
accommodate the choice of subjects to the oc-
casion

;
to accommodate a Latin word, in form

or use, to English analogies.
'Twas his misfortune to light upon an hypothesis that

could not he accommodated to the nature of things and
human affairs. Locke.

Undoubtedly the highest function of statesmanship is

by degrees to accommodate the conduct of communities to
ethical laws, and to subordinate the conflicting interests
of the day to higher and more permanent concerns.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 165.

2. To show fitness or agreement in
; reconcile,

as things which are at variance or which seem
inconsistent

; bring into harmony or concord :

as, to accommodate prophecy to events.
Part know how to accommodate St. James and St. Paul

better than some late reconcilers. Korrijt.

3. To adjust; settle: as, to accommodate dif-

ferences.
sir Lucius shall explain himself and I dare say mat-

ters may be accommodated. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 3.

4. To supply or furnish
; provide with certain

conveniences; give accommodation to: as,
my house can accommodate a large number of

guests : followed by u-ith when what is supplied
is expressly mentioned : as, to accommodate a
man icitli apartments ;

to accommodate a friend
with money.

Better accommodated! it is good; yea, indeed, is it:

good phrases are surely, and ever were, very eommend-
able. Accommodated! it comes of accotnmodo: very
good ; a good phrase. Shalt., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

5. To suit
;
serve

; convenience
; oblige ; do a

kindness or favor to : as. he is always delighted
to accommodate a friend.

The Indians were much given to long talks, and the
Dutch to long silence in this particular, therefore, they
accommodated each other completely.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 101.

= Syn. 1. To suit, adapt, flt, conform, adjust, reconcile.
4. To furnish, supply, provide for. 5. To serve, oblige,
assist, aid.

II. intrans. To be conformable
; specifically,

in pltygiol., to be in or come to adjustment.
See accommodation, 4 (6).
Their motor seem regulated by their retinal functions,

so that, according to Ludwig, if the retinte are extirpated,
the eyes often cease to rotate, then to accommodate, then
to wink together. J/i<(, IX. 94.

accommodate (a-kom'o-dat), a. [<L. accom-

modatus, pp., adapted: see accommodate, p.]
Suitable

;
fit

; adapted ; accommodated.
Means accommodate to the end. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Accommodate distribution, in logic, the acceptation
of a term to include everything it naturally denotes except
the subject of the sentence : as, Samson was stronger than
any man (that is, than any other man).
accommodated (a-kom'o-da-ted), p. a. Made
fit ; made suitable

; adapted ; modified.
We sometimes use the term [religion] in an accommodated

sense, i. e., to express the spiritual results with which reli-

gion is fraught, rather than the mere carnal embodiment
it first of all offers to such results.

//. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 5.

accommodatelyt (a-kom'o-dat-li), adv. Suit-

ably; fitly.

Of all these [causes] Moses . . . held flt to give an ac-
count aceomiHotlately to the capacity of the people.

Dr. II. More, Def. of Lit. Cabbala, p. 3.

accommodatenesst (a-kom'o-dat-nes), . Fit-
ness.

Aptness and accommodateness to the great purpose of
men's salvation. IlaUywell, Saving of Souls, p. 80.

accommodating (a-kom'o-da-ting), p. a. Oblig-
ing ; yielding to the desires of others

; disposed
to comply and to oblige another : as, an accom-

modating man; an accommodating disposition.

accommodatingly (a-kom'o-da-ting-li), adv.
In an accommodating manner

; obligingly.
accommodation (a-kom-o-da'shon), . [< L.

accommodatio(n-), < accommodare, adapt: see

accommodate, r.] 1. The act of accommodating:
as (a) Adjustment ; adaptation ; especially, the adapta-
tion or application of one thing to another by analogy,
as the words of a prophecy to a subsequent event.

The law of adaptation which we thus discern and trace
alike in every instance of organic development and fuuc-



accommodation
tion, we discern anil trace also in tin- ii<'rr>niinrl(tHon of
the individual to his social surroundings and in the con-

sequent modification of his character.
Ma minify, Body and Will, ]>. !M>.

Many of these quotations were probably intended as

nothing more than accommodations. Palcy.

(b) Adjustment of differences
; reconciliation, as of parties

in dispute.

The conformity and analogy of which I speak . . . has
a strong tendency to facilitate accommodation, and to pro-
duce a generous oblivion of the rancour of their quarrels.

l',ini,c. On a Kcuicide Peace, i.

To come to terms of accommodation.. Macaulay.

(c) Convenience ; the supplying of a want ;
aid.

.St. James's Church had recently been opened for the
accommodation of the inhabitants of this new quai'ter.

Macaulay, Hist. Kng., iii.

2. The state of being accommodated ; fitness
;

state of adaptation : followed by to, sometimes
by with.

The organization of the body with accommodation to its

functions. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 53.

Socinus' main design . . . was to bring all the mysteries
of Christianity to a full accommodation until the general
notions of man's reason. South, Works, V. iii.

3. Anything which supplies a want, as in re-

spect of ease, refreshment, and the like
; any-

thing furnished for use
;
a convenience : chiefly

applied to lodgings: as, accommodation for man
and beast : often used in the plural.
They probably thought of the coach with some contempt,

as an accommodation for people who had not their own
gigs. George Eliot, Felix Holt, iv.

Outside of the larger cities on the Continent you can
get as wretched accommodation* as you couid desire for
an enemy. T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 65.

Specifically 4. (a) In com., pecuniary aid in

an emergency ;
a loan of money, either directly

or by becoming security for the repayment of a
sum advanced by another, as by a banker. (6)

Inphysiol., the automatic adjustment of the eye,
or its power of adjusting itself to distinct vision
at different distances, or of the ear to higher or
lower tones. In the eye accommodation is effected by
an alteration of the convexity of the crystalline lens (which
see), and in the ear by an increased tension of the tympanic
membrane for higher tones. Accommodation bill or

note, paper, or indorsement, a bill of exchange or
note, etc., drawn, accepted, or indorsed by one or more
parties to enable another or others to obtain credit by
or raise money on it, and not given like business paper in

payment of a debt, but merely intended to accommodate
the drawer : colloquially called in Scotland a wind-bill,
and in England a kite. Accommodation cramp. See
cramp. Accommodation ladder, a stairway fixed on

Accommodation Ladder.

the outside of a ship at the gangway, to facilitate ascending
from or descending to boats. Accommodation lands
or land. (<t) Lands bought by a builder or speculator, who
erects houses upon them and then leases portions of them
upon an improved ground-rent. [Eng. ] (d) Land acquired
for the purpose of being added to other land for its im-
provement. Rapalje and Lawrence. Accommodation
road, a road constructed to give access to a particular piece
of laud. Jiapalje and Lawrence. [Eng. ] Accommodation
train, a railway-train which stops at all or nearly all the
stations on the road : called in Great Britain a parliamen-
tary train: opposed to expresi-train. Accommodation
works, works which an English railway company is re-

quired by 8 and 9 Viet. xx. to make and maintain for the
accommodation of the owners and occupiers of land ad-
joining the railway, as gates, bridges, culverts, fences, etc.

accommodative (a-kom'o-da-tiv), a. [(ac-
commodate + -ice ; "= It. accomodativo.] Dis-
posed or tending to accommodate, or to be
accommodating ; adaptive.
The strength of the infective qualities of these organ-

isms may be greatly increased by an accommodative cvi}-
tare. Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 425.

accommodativeness (a-kom'o-da-tiv-nes), n.
The quality of being accommodative.
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accommodator (a-kom'o-da-tor), . [=Sp.
iimiiiorltiilof, < L. as if

*aecommotlator : see ac-

I'oiiniiodalc, c. ] One who or that which accom-
modates or adjusts.
accommodet (ak-o-mod'), r. t. [< F. accom-
moder = It. accomodare, < L. accommodare : see

acconii<Hlitte.~\ To accommodate. [Bare.]
accompanablet (a-kum'pa-na-bl), a. [Also ac-

i'oniiHiiii(tl)lc ; < F. acconijHif/nftble, "sociable,
easie to be conversed with" (Cotgrave), < ac-

fomjHKjiicr + -able : see accompany.] Sociable.
Nir P. Sidney.

accompanier (a-kum'pa-ni-er), . One who or
that which accompanies. [Bare.]

Dear, cracked spinnet of dearer Louisa ! Without men-
tion of mine, be dumb, thou thin accompanier of her thin-
ner warble! Lamb, Elia.

accompaniment (a-kum'pa-ni-ment), . [< ac-

company, q. v., + -meiit; after F. accompagnc-
ment, OF. acompaignement = Sp. acompaila-
miento = Pg. acompanhamento = It. accompa-
gnamento."] Something that attends another
as a circumstance; something incidental or
added to the principal thing as a concomitant,
by way of ornament, for the sake of symmetry,
or the like.

Elaboration of some one organ may be a necessary ac-

companiment of Degeneration in all the others.

E. R. Lankester, Degeneration, p. 32.

Specifically (a) In music, the subordinate part or parts
added to a solo or concerted composition to enhance the

effect, and also, if it be a vocal composition, to sustain
the voices and keep them true to the pitch. The accom-
paniment may be given to one or more instruments, or to
a chorus of voices. Instead of writing accompaniments
in full, as is now done, the older composers were accus-
tomed merely to indicate the harmonies to be employed
by means of a figured bass, which could be performed in
a great variety of ways, more or less elaborate, according
to the musical knowledge, taste, and skill of the execu-
tant. (It) In painting, an object accessory to the principal
object, and serving for its ornament or illustration : gen-
erally termed .an accessory (which see), (c) In her., any-
thing added to a shield by way of ornament, as the belt,

mantling, supporters, etc. Accompaniment of the
scale, in music, the harmony assigned to the series of
notes forming the diatonic scale, ascending and descend-
ing. Additional accompaniments, parts of a musical
composition not written by the original composer, but
added by another: as, Mozart's additional accompani-
ments to Handel's "Messiah." Such additions are justified
in most cases on the ground that some instruments have
become obsolete, others have been invented, and the con-
stitution of the orchestra has been much changed since
the time of the original composer.

accompanist (a-kum'pa-nist), n. In music, one
who plays an accompaniment.
accompany (a-kum'pa-ni), v.

; pret. and pp. ac-

companied, ppr. accompanying. [<OF. acom-
paignier, acompaigner (F. accompagner = Sp.
acompailar= Pg. acompanliar = It. accompa-
gnare), associate with, < a- (L. ad), to, with, +
compaignier, campaigner, aompagner, associate,
(compaignie, cumpanie, company : see company.']
1. trans. 1 . To be or exist in company with

;

be joined in association or combination
;
con-

stitute an adjunct or concomitant to : as, thun-
der accompanies lightning; an insult accom-
panied by or with a blow

;
the President's mes-

sage and accompanying documents.

The still night . . . with black air

Accompanied, with damps and dreadful gloom.
Milton, P. L., x. 848.

There is reason to believe that different diseases can so

accompany each other as to be united in the same indi-
vidual. Buckle, Hist. Civilization, II. 569.

2. To keep company with; be associated in

intimacy or companionship ;
act as companion

to. [Now rare or obsolete.]
Harry, I do not only marvel where thou spendest thy

time, but also how thou art accompanied.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

Although alone,
Best with thyself accompanied.

Milton, P. L.,viii. 428.

3. To go along or in company with; attend or
join in movement or action : as, to accompany
a friend on a walk or journey; men-of-war
formerly accompanied fleets of merchant ships ;

he was everywhere accompanied by (not with)
his dog.
They accompanied him unto the ship. Acts xx. 38.

4. To put in company (with) ;
cause to be or

go along (with) ; combine
;
associate : as, to ac-

company a remark with (not by) a bow
;
he ac-

companied his speech with rapid gestures. 5.
In music, to play or sing an accompaniment to
or for: as, he accompanied her on the piano.
6f. To cohabit with.

The phasma . . . accompanies her, at least as she
imagines. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 374.

= Syn. To attend, escort, wait on, go with, convoy, be
associated with, coexist.

accomplish

II. intrans. If. To be a companion or asso-
ciate: as, to accompany witli others. 2. To
cohabit. [Rare.]
The king . . . loved her, and accompanied with her only,

till he married Klfrida. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

3. In music, to perform the accompaniment
in a composition ; especially, to perform the in-

strumental part of a mixed vocal and instru-
mental piece.
accompanyist (a-kum'pa-ni-ist), n. An accom-
panist. [Bare.]
From which post he soon advanced to that of accom-

panyixt at the same theatre. Grove, Diet. Music, I. 28.

accorupasst (a-kum'pas), v. t. To achieve;
effect

; bring about.
The remotion of two such impediments is not commonly

accompass'd by one head-piece.
Dp. Hacket, Life of Abp. Williams, i. 42.

accompletive (a-kom'ple-tiv), a. Disposed or

tending to accomplish or fulfil. [Bare.]
accomplice (a-kom'plis), w. [An extension
(due perhaps to a supposed connection with ac-

complish or accompany), by prefixing ac-, of the
older form complice, in same sense, < F. com-

plice, an associate, particularly in crime, < L.

complicem, ace. of complex, adj., confederate,
participant, < complicate, fold together, < com-,
together, + plicare, fold : see complex and com-

plicate.] 1. A partner or cooperator : not in
a bad sense.

Success nnto our valiant general,
And happiness to his accomplices I

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 2.

One fellow standing at the beginning of a century, and
stretching out his hand as an accomplice towards another
fellow standing at the end of it, without either having
known of the other's existence.

DC Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

More commonly 2. An associate in a crime
;

a partner or partaker in guilt. Technically, in law,
any participator in an offense, whether as principal or as

accessory : sometimes used of accessories only, in contra-
distinction to principals. It is followed by of or unth be-
fore a person, and in or of before the crime : as, A was
an accomplice with B in the murder of C.

Thou, the cursed accomplice of his treason.

Johnson, Irene, v. 1.

He is ... an accomplice if he is intimately bound up in
the project and responsibility of the schemes as a prime
mover. C. J. Smith, Synonyms, p. 7.

Sometimes used with to before a thing.

We free-statesmen, as accomplices to the guilt [of slavery,
are] ever in the power of the grand offender.

Emerson, Misc., p. 245.

= Syn. Abettor, accessory (see the definitions of these
words), coadjutor, assistant, ally, confederate, associate.

accompliceship (a-kom'plis-ship), n. Accom-
plicity. Sir M. Taylor. [Bare.]
accomplicity (ak-om-plis'i-ti), n. [< accomplice+ -ity, after complicity.'] The state of being
an accomplice ;

criminal assistance. Quarterly
Rev. [Bare.]
accomplish (a-kom'plish), v. t. [< ME. acom-
plissen, < OF. acompliss-, stem of certain parts
of acomplir, F. accomplir, complete) < a- (L.
ad), to, + complir, < L. complere, complete : see

complete, v."] 1. To complete; finish; reach
the end of

; bring to pass ; actually do : as, he
works hard, but accomplishes nothing.
And while she [Nature] does accomplish all the spring,
Birds to her secret operations sing. Sir W. Davenant.
To accomplish anything excellent, the will must work

for catholic and universal ends. Emerson, Civilization.

2. To bring about by performance or realiza-
tion

;
execute

; carry out
;
fulfil : as, to accom-

plish a vow, promise, purpose, or prophecy.
Thus will I accomplish my fury upon them. Ezek. vi. 12.

This that is written must yet be accomplished in me.
Luke xxii. 37.

Hence 3f. To gain ;
obtain as the result of

exertion.
To accomplish twenty golden crowns.

SA*.,3Hen. VI., iii. 2.

4. To make complete by furnishing what is

wanting : as (a\) To equip or provide with
material things.

The armourers, accomplishing the knights.
Shak., Hen. V., iv. (cho.).

It [the moon] is fully accomplished for all those ends to
which Providence did appoint it.

Bp. mUcitu, Math. Works, i.

(b) To equip or furnish mentally; fit by educa-
tion or training.

His lady is open, chatty, fond of her children, and anx-
ious to accomplish them. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, vi. 202.

I can still less pause . . . even to enumerate the suc-
cession of influences . . . which had . . . accomplished
them for their great work there and here.

7(. Choate, Addresses, p. 82.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Krecnte, Achieve, etc. (see perform), com-
plete, finish, consummate, succeed in, work out, fulfil,

realize, bring to pass, end.



accomplishable

accomplishable (a-kom'plish-a-bl), a. Capable
of being accomplished,
accomplished (a-kom'plisht), p. a. 1. Com-

Eleted
;
effected : as, an accomplished fact.

. Perfected
;
finished

;
consummate : used in

either a good or a bad sense : as, an accom-
jcholar

;
an accomplished villain.

Know you not the Egyptian Zabda.s? the mirror of

accomplished knighthood the pillar of the state the
Aurelian of the East? W. Ware, /.nu.liia, I. 69.

3. Possessing accomplishments; having the
attainments and graces of cultivated or fashion-
able society.
An accomplished and beautiful young lady.

Thackeray, Newcomes.

accomplisher (a-kom'plish-er), n. One who ac-

complishes or fulfils.

The Fates, after all, are the acconiplixhvrit of our hopes.
Thore.au, Letters, p. 26.

accomplishing (a-kom'plish-ing), n. That
which is accomplished or completed. [Bare.]

I shall simply enumerate, as ends, all that a university
should accomplish, although these OMOMIpfUWMV may,
strictly considered, often partake more of the character
of means. Sir W. Hamilton.

accomplishment (a-kom'plish-ment), . [(ac-
complish + -ment, after F. accomplissemeiit.]
1. The act of accomplishing or carrying into

effect
;

fulfilment ; achievement : as, the ac-

complishment of a prophecy; the accomplish-
ment of our desires or ends.

I once had faith and force enough to form generous
hopes of the world's destiny . . . and to do what in me
lay for their accomplishment.

llaiethorne, Blithedale Romance, ii.

2. An acquirement ;
an attainment, especially

such as belongs to cultivated or fashionable

society : generally in the plural.
I was then young enough, and silly enough, to think

gaming was one of their MBMtfiMMMfe
Chesterfield, Letters.

Yet wanting the accomplishment of verse.

Wordsworth.
= Syn. 1. Completion, fulfilment, perfection, perform-
ance, execution, achievement. 2. Acquirement*, Acqui-
sitions, Attainment*, etc. (see acquirement), qualifications,
skill, graces.

accomptt, accomptablet, accomptantt. See
account, etc. [The spellings acaimpt, accomptable, etc.,
are artificial forms used, not prevailingly, in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. They are now obsolete, or

nearly so, though accoinpt and accomptant may still be
used in the formal or legal style. The pronunciation has
always conformed to the regular spelling, accoutit, account-
able, etc.]

accoraget, v. t. See accourage. Spenser.
accord (a-kord'), v. [<ME. acorden (less fre-

quently accorden), agree, be in harmony, trans,

bring into agreement, < OF. acorder, agree (F.
accorder = Sp. Pr. Pg. acordar = It. accordare),
< ML. accordare, agree, < L. ad, to, + cor (cord-)
= E. heart. Cf. concord and discord.] I. in-

trans. 1. To agree; be in correspondence or

harmony.
My heart accordeth with my tongue.

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

That mind and soul, according well,
May make one music as before.

Tennynon, In Memoriam (Int.).

Their minds accorded into one strain, and made delight-
ful music. Hawthorne, Snow Image, p. 68.

2. To make an agreement ;
come to an under-

standing.
We accorded before dinner. Scott, Waverley, II. xix.

II. trans. 1. To make to agree or corre-

spond; adapt, as one thing to another. [Rare.]
Her hands accorded the lute's music to the voice.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

2. To bring to an agreement or a settlement
;

settle, adjust, or compose ;
reconcile : as, to

accord controversies.

Hulling much a-doe to accord differing Writers, and to

pick trueth out of partiality.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Is there no way left open to accord this difference,
But you must make one with your swords ?

Longfellow, Spanish Student, ii. 6.

3. To grant ; give ;
concede : as, to accord due

praise to any one.
His hands were thrust into his pockets ; he was whistling

thoughtfully, and walking to and fro, a small space having
been accorded him by the crowd, in deference to his tem-
porary importance. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 23.

accord (a-kord'), . [< ME. acord (less fre-

quently accord), < OF. acorde, usually acort,

agreement (F. accord= Sp. acorde = Pg. acor-

do, aecordo), verbal n. of acorder, agree: see

accord, v.~\ 1. Agreement; harmony of minds ;

consent or concurrence of opinions or wills
;

assent.
These all continued with one accord in prayer and sup-

plication. Acts i. 14.
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You must buy that peace

With full accord to all our just demands.
Shale., Hen. V., v. 2.

2. A union of different sounds which is agree-
able to the ear

;
concord

; harmony.
Those sweet accords are even the angels' lays.

Sir J. Dane*, Immortal, of Soul, ii. 1.

3. Agreement ; just correspondence of things ;

harmony of relation : as, the accord of light and
shade in painting.
Beauty is nothing else but a just accord and mutual

harmony of the members, animated by a healthful consti-
tution. Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Fainting, Pref.

4. Will
; voluntary or spontaneous impulse or

act
;
unaided action or operation : preceded by

own.

Being more forward, of his oum accord he went unto
you. 2 Cor. viii. 17.

Now of my ouil accord such other trial

I mean to show you of my strength.
Hilton, 8. A., 1. 1643.

5. Adjustment of a difference
;
reconciliation :

as, the mediator of an accord.

If both are satisfied with this accord,
Swear by the laws of knighthood on my sword.

Dryden, Fables.

Specifically, in /"". an agreement which is made between
parties for the settlement of a liability or controversy, and
which, when executed, that is, carried into effect, is

termed an accord and satisfaction, and bars or terminates
a suit ; a private extra-judicial agreement or arrangement.
6. In music, same as chord. 7. Milit., the con-
ditions under which a fortress or command of

troops is surrendered. TO be at accord, to be in

agreement. Chaucer. To fall Of accord t, to come into

agreement. Chaucer.

accordablet (a-kor'da-bl), a. [<ME. acordable,
<OF. *acordable. F. accordable, <OF. acorder:
see accord. Cf. Sp.acordablemente, adv.] Capa-
ble of being harmonized or reconciled

; conso-

nant; agreeable.
accordance (a-kdr'dans), ii. [< ME. acordance,
acordaunce, ^ OF. acordance, later accordance

(= Pr. acordansa), < acordant, etc.: see accor-

dant.] 1. The state of being in accord
; agree-

ment with a person ; conformity to a thing ;

harmony.
Their voices are in admirable accordance with the tran-

quil solitude of a summer afternoon.

Htafthome, Old Manse.

There is a remarkable accordance in the power of diges-
tion between the gastric juice of animals with its pepsin
and hydrochloric acid, and the secretion of Drosera with
its ferment and acid belonging to the acetic series.

Dancin, Insectiv. IMants, vi.

2. The act of according, granting, or giving.
= Syn. 1. Harmony, unison, coincidence,

accordancy (a-kor'dan-si), . Same as accor-

dance, but less used."
accordant (a-kor'daut), a. [<ME. acordant,
acordaunt, <OF. acordant, F. accordant, agree-
ing with, < ML. accordan(t-)s, ppr. of accordare,

agree : see accord, v.] Corresponding ;
con-

formable
;
consonant ; agreeable ; of the same

mind
;
harmonious : sometimes followed by to,

but more commonly by with : as, this was not
accordant to his tastes, or with his principles.

If he found her accordant. Sliak., Much Ado, i. 2.

Music and meaning floated together, accordant as swan
and shadow. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 32t>.

In the neighboring hall a strain of music, proceedingFrom the accordant strings of Michael's melodious fiddle.

Longfellote, Evangeline, ii. ::.

accordantly (a-k6r'dant-li), adv. In an accor-
dant manner; in accordance or agreement.
accorder (a-kor'der), . One who accords or

agrees ;
one who grants or bestows. [Rare.]

according (a-kor'ding), p. a. 1. Agreeing;
harmonious.

Th' according music of a well-mixed state.

Pope, Essay on Man, iii. 294.

2. Suitable
; agreeable ;

in accordance ; in pro-
portion : followed by to.

Our zeal should be according to knowledge. Up. Sprat.

according (a-kor'ding), adv. In accordance

(with) ; agreeably (to) : used with to : as, he
acted according to his judgment : often ap-
plied to persons, but referring elliptically to

their statements or opinions. Often abbrevi-
ated to ace.

According to him, every person was to be bought.
Macaulay, Hist. Kiu.. i.

For no delicious morsel pass'd her throat
;

According to her cloth she cut her coat.

Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 20.

According as, agreeably, conformably, or proportionately
as.

A man may, with prudence and a good conscience, ap-
prove of the professed principles of one party more than
the other, according as he thinks they best promote the

good of church and state.

Swi,ft, Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng. Man, i.

account

accordingly (a-kur'ding-li), adv. 1. Agreeably;
suitably; in a manner conformable : as, those
who live in faith and good works will be re-
warded accordingly.
Whenever you are to do a thing, tlmugh it ran m v, r !

known but to yourself, ask yourself how you would act
were all the world looking at you, and act .<<. /,,;///.

Je/mun, Correspondent, l.'isii.

2. 'In assent or compliance ; acquiescently.
rpmi tills tilt- Sultan was directed to place himself by a

huge tub of water; which he did n.vi inl'mnlii.

Addition, Spectator, No. 94.

= Syn. 2. Therefore, Wherefore, Aecordimjly, etc. See
tl/rfi'tnl'i'.

accordion (a-kor'di-on), n. [Also spelled ac-

cordeon, < F. accordcon, < accorder, be in har-

mony, accord.] A small keyed wind-instru-

ment, opening and shutting like a bellows, and
having its tones generated by the play of wind
thus produced upon metallic reeds. It is con-
structed on the same principle as the concertina and the

harmonium, but is much inferior to them.

accordionist (a-kor'di-on-ist), n. A player on
the accordion.

accorporatet (a-kor'po-rat), v. t. [<L. accor-

poratus, pp. of accorporare, < ad, to, + corpo-
rare, form into a body: see corporate.] To
incorporate; unite.

Custom, being but a mere face, as echo is a mere voice,
rest* not in her unaccomplishment, until by secretinclina-
tion she accorporate herself with errour.

Milton, Pref. to Doct. of Divorce,

accorporationt (a-kor-po-ra'shon), n. Incor-

poration.
accost (a-kosf),

'

[<F. accoster, <OF. acos-

ter, come alongside of, approach, touch, = Sp.
Pg. acostar^lt. accostare, < ML. accostare, set
one's self alongside of, < L. ad, to, + costa, a

rib, a side : see coast, accoast, and costal.] I.
trans. If. To come side by side or face to face
with

;
draw near

; approach ;
make up to.

Accost (her), Sir Andrew, accost. What's that? Accost
is, front her, board her, woo her, assail her.

Shak., T. N., i. 3.

2. To speak to
;
address.

With taunts the distant giant I accost.

Pope, Odyssey, x.

Being shown into the common room, I was accosted by
a very well-dressed gentleman. Goldsmith, Vicar, xviii.

3f. To border on
; adjoin.

Lapland hath since been often surrounded (so much as
accosts the sea) by the English.

Fuller, Worthies, Derbyshire.

H.t in trans. To adjoin; be adjacent.
The shores which to the sea accoste.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 42.

accost (a-kosf), . The act of accosting ;
ad-

dress; salutation.
He revealed himself in his accost.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continent*, p. 101.

accostable (a-kos'ta-bl), a. [<F. accostablc,
< accoster, approach: see accost, r.] Capable
of being accosted

; easy of access
;
affable.

The French are a free, dcbonnair, accostable people.
Howell, Letters, ii. 12.

accosted (a-kos'ted), /;.. In 7i?r. : (a) Placed
on either or on each side of a principal charge :

as, a bend accosted by two
bendlets. (6) Placed side by
side, as two beasts, whether
facing in the same direction
or not.

accouche (a-kosh'), v. i. [< F.

accoucher, tr. deliver, intr. be
delivered, give birth, < OF.
acoucher, lay one's self down
in bed

>
<
?- (L - rf)> to

>
+ -

cher, earlier colcher, colder, F.

coucher, lay one's self down, lie down: see

couch, t'.] To act as an accoucheur or a mid-
wife. N. E. D.
accouchement (a-kosh'mori), . [P., < accou-
cher: see accouche.] Delivery in childbed

; par-
turition.

accoucheur (a-ko-sher'), n. [F., a man-midwife,
< accoucher: see accouche.] A man-midwife;
a medical practitioner who attends women in
childbirth. Accoucheur-toad. See nurse-frog.

accoucheuse (a-ko-shez'), n. [F., fern, of ac-

coucheur.] A midwife.
account (a-kounf), '. [< ME. acounten, acun-

ten, < OF. acunter, aconter = Pr. OSp. OPg.
acontar = It. accontare (later OF. also acornli-

ter, mod. F. accomptcr, late ME. acompten, mod.
E. accompt, q. v., after L.), < ML. "accomputare,
< L. ad, to, + computare, count, compute : see

count1 and compute. "\ I. trans. 1. To count or

reckon as; deem; consider; think; hold to be.

The opinion of more worlds than one has in ancient
times been accounted a herusv.

Sp. Wilkins, Math. Works, i.



account

I have been accounted a good stick in a country-dance.
Sh,;-i,lnn, The Rivals, iii. 4.

He fails obtain what he account* his right.

l>rn/ci<iti<i, Kin;; and Book, I. 189.

2+. To reckon or compute ;
count.

The motion of the sun whereby years are accunnlnl.
Sir T. Bromif, Vulg. Err.

3. To assign or impute ; give the credit of
;

reckon as belonging or attributable. [Bare.]
Even as Abraham believed God, and it was acctittnt^l

to him for righteousness. Gal. ii. 0.

You have all sorts of graces f<-<>iinti'<l to you.
Jerrold, Works, IV. 408.

4f. To give an account, reason, or explanation
of

; explain.
A way of accounting the solidity of ice. Glaneille.

5f. To take into consideration. Chaucer. 6f.
To recount; relate. Chaucer.

II. intrans. 1. To render an account or re-

lation of particulars ;
answer in a responsible

character : followed by with or to before a per-
son, and by for before a thing : as, an officer

must account with or to the treasurer for money
received.

They must account to me for these things, which I miss
so greatly. Lamb, Old Benchers.

2. To furnish or assign a reason or reasons;

give an explanation : with for : as, idleness ac-

counts for poverty.
You'll not let me speak I say the lady can account for

this much better than I can. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 2.

3f. To reckon
;
count.

Calendar months, ... by which months we still account.

Holder, On Time.

To account oft, to make account of
; esteem.

It [silver] was nothing accounted of in the days of

Solomon. 1 Ki. x. 21.

I account of her beauty. Shale., T. G. of V., ii. 1.

account (a-kounf), . [< ME. acount, acunt,

acont, < Off. acunt, acont (< a- + cont, < L. eom-

putum, a calculation), acunte, aconte (later OF.
and ME. acompt, acompte: see accompt), < OF.
aeunter, acontcr : see account, v.~\ 1. A reckon-

ing, an enumeration, or a computation ;
meth-

od of computing: as, the Julian account of time.
That . . .

I might in virtues, beauties, livings, friends,
Exceed account. Shak., M. of V., iii. 2.

2. A reckoning of money or business
;
a state-

ment or record of financial or pecuniary trans-

actions, with their debits and credits, or of

money received and paid and the balance on
hand or due : as, to keep accounts ; to make out
an account. 3. A course of business dealings
or relations requiring the keeping of records :

as, to have an account with the bank. 4. On
the stock exchange, that part of the transactions
between buyer and seller to be settled on the

fortnightly or monthly settling-day : as, I have
sold A. B. 500 shares for the account. 5. Nar-
rative

;
relation

;
statement of facts

;
a recital,

verbal or written, of particular transactions
and events: as, an account of the revolution in
France.
The account which Thucydides has given of the retreat

from Syracuse is among narratives what Vandyke's Lord
Stratford is among paintings. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.

6. A statement of reasons, causes, grounds,
etc., explanatory of some event: as, no satis-

factory account has yet been given of these

phenomena. 7. An explanatory statement or
vindication of one's conduct, such as i given
to a superior.

Give an account of thy stewardship. Luke xvi. 2.

8. Reason or consideration; ground: used
with on: as, on all accounts; on every account;
on account of.

He [Bacon] valued geometry chiefly, if not solely, on
account of those uses, which to Plato appeared so base.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

9. Estimation; esteem; distinction; dignity;
consequence or importance.
There never was a time when men wrote so much and so

well, and that without being of any great account them-
selves. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 293.

10. Profit; advantage : as, to find one's account
in a pursuit ;

to turn anything to account,

Why deprive us of a malady by which sucli numbers
find their account > Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 5.

11. Regard; behalf; sake: as, all this trouble
I have incurred on your account.
Sometimes spelled accompt.

Account current, open account, a course of business
dealings still continuing between two parties, oran account
not stated. Account rendered, a statement presented by
a creditorto his debtor, showing the charges of the former
against the latter. Account sales (an abbreviation of
account nf thr xalcti), a separate account rendered to his

principal by a factor or broker, showing the goods sold, the
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prices obtained, and the net n-sult after deduction of ex-

penses, etc. Account stated, an account or statement

showing the result of a course of transactions, for adjust-
ment between the parties. Sometimes called a Mate. Ac-
tion of account, or writ of account, in law, an action or
writ which the plaintiff brings, demanding that the defen-
dant shall render his just account, or show good cause to

tlic contrary. For account Of, on behalf of : as, sold /or
uri'niint of A. I!., that is, disposed of by sale, and to lie

accounted for to A. B. For the account, for settlement
on the regular settling-day, and not for cash or ready
money : used on the stock exchange. See above, 4. In
account with, having business dealings with (some one),

requiring the keeping of an account. Money Of ac-
count, a denomination of money used in reckoning, but
not curi'ent as coins: thus, in China, the tael or ounce-

weight of silver is a money of account. On or to ac-

count, as an instalment or interim payment. On one's
own account, for one's self ; for one's own interest and
at one's own risk : as, he has gone into business on his own
account. To go on the account*, to join a piratical ex-

pedition ; turn pirate : probably from the parties sharing
as in a commercial venture.

I hope it is no new thing for gentlemen of fortune who
are going on the account, to change a captain now and
.1,... .Vj.fittthen. Scott.

To make account *, to form an expectation ; judge ;

reckon.

This other part . . . makes account to find no slender

arguments for this assertion out of those very Scriptures
which are commonly urged against it. Milton.

They made no account but that the navy should be ab-

solutely master of the seas.

Bacon, Consid. of War with Spain.

To make account of, to hold in estimation or esteem ;

value : generally with an adjective of quantity, as much,
little, no, etc. : as, he makes no account of difficulties.

What is ... the son of man, that thou makest account

of him ! Ps. cxliv. 3.

We never make much account of objections [to war]
which merely respect the actual state of the world at this

moment, but which admit the general expediency and
permanent excellence of the project.

Emerson, Misc., p. 189.

To open an account with, to begin a course of dealings
with, requiring the keeping of an account. To take Into
account, to take into consideration ; make a part of the

reckoning orestimate. = Syn. 5. Account, Relation, Narra-
tion, Narrative, Recital, Description, Story, statement, re-

hearsal, chronicle, history, tale, report. These words agree
in denoting the rehearsal of an event or of a series of events.
Account directs attention to the facts related rather than to
the relater; it is the most general term. Relation is also

general in its meaning, but implies more directly a re-

later ; it is less used in this sense than the corresponding
verb relate. It holds a middle place between account and
narrative. Narration is the act of narrating ;

the mean-
ing

" the thing narrated
"
has by desynonyniization been

given up to narrative. A narrative sets forth a series of
incidents dependent upon each other for meaning and
value, and generally drawn from the personal knowledge
of the narrator. A recital is a narrative, usually of events
that peculiarly affect the interests or the feelings of the
reciter ; hence it is generally more detailed : as, the re-

cital of one's wrongs, griefs, troubles. A description is an
account addressed to the imagination, a picture in words.
A story is by derivation a short history, and by develop-
ment a narrative designed to interest and please. There
may be an account of a battle or a burglary ; a relation of
an adventure; a man of extraordinary powersofreamj(on,
so that his narrative is exact and vivid; a recital of one's

personal sufferings; a description of a scene or an inci-

dent ; a story of a life.

account! (a-kounf), PP- [Reduced from ac-

counted.] Accounted
;
reckoned.

Was with long use account no sin.

Shak., Pericles, i.,Gower.

[In older editions this is printed account'd.}

accountability (a-koun-ta-bil'i-ti), n. The
state of being accountable or answerable; re-

sponsibility
for the fulfilment of obligations ;

liability to account for conduct, meet or suffer

consequences, etc. : as, to hold a trustee to his

accountability ; the accountability of parents to-

ward their children, or of men toward God.
The awful idea of accountability. Ii. Hall.

accountable (a-koun'ta-bl), a. [< account +
-able. Cf. F. comptable, accountable, respon-
sible.] 1. Liable to be called to account; re-

sponsible, as for a trust or obligation ;
answer-

able, as for conduct : as, every man is account-
able to God for his conduct

;
a sheriff is account-

able as bailiff and receiver of goods.
Subjects therefore are accountable to superiors.

Dryden, Post, to Hist, of League.

2. Of which an account can be given; that
can be accounted for : in this use opposed to
unaccountable. [Rare.]
We can never frame any accountable relation to it [our

country], nor consequently assign any natural or proper
affection toward it. Shaftesbury, Misc., 3.

Accountable receipt, a written acknowledgment of the

receipt of money or goods to be accounted for by the
receiver. It differs from an ordinary receipt or acquittance
in that the latter imports merely that money has been
paid. Syn. 1. Amenable, answerable, responsible.

accountableness (a-koun'ta-bl-nes), n. The
state of being accountable ^accountability.
Tied to no creed and confessing no intellectual account-

ableness to any power less than the Eternal Reason.
Bellows, Introd. to Martineau's Materialism, p. 7.

accoutrement

accountably (a-kouu'tu-bli), adv. In an ac-
countable manner.

accountancy (a-koun'tan-si), n. The art or

jinict ice of an accountant. If. !'.. I).

accountant (a-koun'tant), n. and a. [Also
written accomptant, < F. accomptant (OF. HCIUI-

tant), ppr. of accompter: see account and -ant 1
.']

1. n. One who is skilled in or who keeps ac-
counts

;
one who makes the keeping or exami-

nation of accounts his profession ; an officer

in a public office who has charge of the ac-
counts. Also spelled accomptant.

II. t a. Giving account
;

accountable
;

re-

sponsible.
His offence is so, as it appears,

Accountant to the law upon that pain.
Shak., M. for M., ii. 4.

accountant-general (a-koun'tant-jen'e-ral), .

The principal or responsible accountant in

a public office or in a mercantile or banking
house or company ;

in England, formerly also
an officer in chancery who received all moneys
lodged in court and deposited the same in the
Bank of England.
accountantship (a-koun'tant-ship), n. The
office or employment of an accountant.
account-book (a-kount'buk), H. A book con-

taining accounts, especially one containing a
record of sales, purchases, and payments; a
ruled book for entering details of receipts and
expenditures.
account-day (a-kount'da), . A day set apart
once in each half month for the adjustment of

differences between brokers on the English
stock exchange. A similar practice prevails
in the Continental bourses.

accouplet (a-kup'l), v. t. [< F. accoupler, join,
< OF. acoupler, also acoubler= Sp. acoplar= It.

accoppiare, < ML. accopulare, < L. ad, to, +
copulare, couple : see couple, .] To join or
link together ;

unite
; couple.

The Englishmen accoupled themselves with the French-
men. Hall, Chronicles, Hen. VIII., an. 9.

accouplement (a-kup'1-ment), n. [<F. accou-

plement= lt. accoppiamenib : see accouple.'] 1.

The act of accoupling or connecting in pairs ;

union in couples ; marriage. [Rare.]
The son born of such an accouplement shall be most

untoward. Trial of Men's Wits, p. 308.

2. In carp. : (a) A tie or brace. (6) The entire

piece of work formed by a brace and the tim-
bers which it joins.

accouraget (a-kur'aj), v. t. [< OF. accourager,
earlier acorager, acoragier, inspire with cour-

age, < a- (L. ad), to, + corage, coraige, courage.
Cf. encourage.] To encourage.

But he endevored with speaches milde
Her to recomfort, and accourage bold.

Spenser, F. Q., III. viii. 34.

accourtt (a-kort'), v . t. [< ac- + court. Cf. OF.
accort, civil, polite, accortement, accortise, po-
liteness, courtesy, as if from a verb *accorter.~]
To entertain with courtesy.

Accourting each her friend with lavish fest.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ii. 16.

accoutre, accouter (a-ko'ter), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. accoutred, or accoutered, ppr. accoutring or

accoutering. [< F. accoutrer, earlier accoustrer,

acoustrer, acoutrer, clothe, dress, equip, ar-

range, = Pr. acotrar, acoutrar ; of uncertain

origin ; perhaps < OF. a- (L. ad) + cousteur,

coustre, coutre, the sexton of a church, one of

whose duties was to take care of the sacred

vestments, both of the priest and of the image
of the Virgin ; prob. < L. "custorem for custodem,
nom. custos, a guardian, keeper : see custo-

dian.] To dress, equip, or furnish; specifi-

cally, array in a military dress; put on or
furnish with accoutrements.

Upon the word,
Accoutred as I was, I plunged in.

Shak., J. C., I. 2.

He ungirds his horse, claps the whole equipage on his

own back, and, thus accoutred, marches on the next inn.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

Our globe, . . . accoutred with so noble a furniture of

air, light, and gravity. Derham, Physico-Theol., i. 5.

accoutrement, accouterment (a-ko'ter-ment),
n. 1. Personal vestment or clothing; equip-
ment or furnishing in general ; array ; apparel.
[Rare in the singular.]

And not alone in habit and device,
Exterior form, outward accoutreim-itt.

Shak., K. John, i. 1.

I profess requital to a hair's breadth ; not only, Mistress

Ford, in the simple office of love, but in all the accoutre-

ment, complement, and ceremony of it.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2.



accoutrement

2. pi. Dress in relation to its component parts ;

equipage; trappings; specifically, the equip-
ments of a soldier except arms and clothing ;

equipage for military service. See equipage.
In robes of peace, accotitrements of rest,
He was advanc'd a counsellor.

/'</*</, Fume's Memorial.

Among piled arms and rough accoutre >n< /<'<.

Trnnymn, The Princess, v.

accoyt (a-koi'), v. t. [< ME. acoien, < OF. acoicr,

2uiet,

< - (L. ad), to, + coi, quiet: see coy 1
.]

. To render quiet ;
soothe.

And with kind words accoyd, vowing great love to mee.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 69.

2. To dishearten
;
daunt

; subdue.
Then is your carelesse courage accoyed.

Spenser, Shep. Cal. (Feb.).

accraset, t
1

. ' See acraze.

accreaset (a-kreV), v. i. [Formerly also ac-

creace, accress, < ME. acresen, increase, < OF.
acreistre, later accroistre, mod. F. accroftre= Sp.
acrecer = It. accrescere, < L. accrescere, grow,
become larger by growth, increase: see ac-

cresce (a later form, after the L..), increase, de-

crease, etc., and der. accrue."] To increase.

Accrescere., to increase, to accreane, to add viito, ... to

accrew, to eeke. Florid.

Such as ask, why the sea doth never debord nor accreace
a whit. D. Person, Varieties, 1 8 0, 24. (A'. JS. D.)

accredit (a-kred'it), . t. [< F. accrediter, ear-

lier acrediter, accredit, < ac- (L. fid), to, + credit,

n., credit (see credit, .); =Sp. Pg. acreditar
= It. accreditare, accredit, similarly formed.]
1. To give credit or credence to

; repose confi-

dence in
;
trust

;
esteem.

Such were the principal terms of the surrender of Gra-

nada, as authenticated by the most accredited Castilian and
Arabic authorities. Pregcott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 15.

His party will . . . protect and accredit him, in spite of
conduct the most contradictory to their own principles.

Scott.

2. To confer credit or authority on; stamp with

authority.
With the best writers of our age, accredit is "invest with

credit or authority," to which may be added its diplo-
matic sense, "send with letters credential."

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 284.

I am better pleased indeed that he censures some things
than I should have been with unmixed commendation ;

for

his censure will . . . accredit his praises.

Vowper, Letters, xliii.

Hence, specifically 3. To send with cre-

dentials, as an envoy.
According to their rank, some agents of foreign govern-

ments are directly accredited to a sovereign, and others
to his minister of foreign affairs.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, | 91.

4. To believe
; accept as true.

He accredited and repeated stories of apparitions, and
witchcraft, and possession, so silly, as well as monstrous,
that they might have nauseated the coarsest appetite for

wonder. Southey, Life of Wesley, II. 198.

6. To ascribe or attribute to
;
invest with the

credit of : followed by with.

Mr. Bright himself was accredited with having said that
his own effort to arouse a reforming spirit . . . was like

flogging a dead horse. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, jcl.

accreditatet (a-kred'i-tat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

accreditated, ppr. aecreditating. [As accredit +
-ate2.] Same as accredit.

She bowed, kissing the Thracian's hands, who would not
resist it, to accreditate the beginnings of his Love to be of
estimation.
Sir A. Cokaine, tr. of Loredano, Dianea, IV. 3. (.v. E. D.)

accreditation! (a-kred-i-ta'shon), n. The act
of accrediting, or the state of being accredited.

Having received my instructions and letters of accredi-
tation from the Earl of Hillsborough on the 17th day of

April, 1780. Mem. of R. Cumberland, I. 417. (X. E. D.)

accrementitial (ak're-men-tish'al), a. [<L. as
if *accrementum (found once, but a false read-

. ing), addition (< accrescere, increase: see ac-

cresce, and cf. excrement, increment), + E. -itial.]
In pnysiol. ,

of or pertaining to the process of
accrementition.
accrementition (ak"re-men-tish'on), n. [< L.
as if "accrementum, on analogy of accrementi-

tial, q. v. The regular form would be *accre-

mentation.] Inphysiol., the production or de-

velopment of a new individual by the separa-
tion of a part of the parent ; gemmation.
accrescet (a-kres'), v. i. [Later form of accrease,
q. v., after orig. L. accrescere, increase, < ad,
to, + crescere, grow: see crescent, and cf. ac-

crue.'] 1. To increase; grow. [Rare.] 2.
To accrue. See accrue, v., 2.

accrescence (a-kres'ens), n. [(.accrescent; =
Sp. acrecencia = It. accrescenza, increase.] 1.

The act of increasing; gradual growth or in-

crease
;
accretion.
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The silent accrwencr of belief from the unwatched de-

positions of a general, never eoiitnidirtt-d, hearsay.
Coleridye, Statesman's .Manual (1839), App. K, p. 296.

2. That by which anything is increased
;
an

increment.
accrescent (a-kres'ent), a. [< L. accrescen(t-)s,

ppr. of accrescere," grow : see accresce.] In-

creasing; growing. Specifically, in Imt., applied to

parts connected with the llower which increase in size

after flowering, as frequently occurs with the calyx, invo-

lucre, etc.

accrescimento (iik-kresh-i-men'to), n. [It. : see

accresce.] In music, the increase of the dura-
tion of a sound by one half, indicated by a dot
after the note.

accrete (a-kref), r.
; pret. and pp. accreted,

ppr. accreting. [< L. accrctus, pp. of accrescere :

see accresce.] I. intrans. 1. To grow by ac-

cretion
; gather additions from without. [Rare.]

"We see everywhere wasted cliffs and denuded shores,
or accreted shingle-banks and sand-hills.

A", and y., 7th ser., II. 62.

2. To be added
;
adhere

;
become attached by a

process of accretion.

Centres about which thought has accreted, instead of

crystallizing into its own free forms.
G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 161.

H. trans. To cause to grow or unite.

accrete (a-kref), a. [<L. accretus, pp. of ac-

crescere : see accresce.] Grown together ;
formed

by accretion ; accreted.

accretion (a-kre'shon), n. [<L. accretio(n-),
< accretus, pp. of accrescere, grow : see accresce
and accrete.] 1. The act of accreting or accres-

cing ; a growing to
;
an increase by natural

growth ;
an addition

; specifically, an increase

by an accession of parts externally.
The phrase

"
living language," used with reference to

facts, must import perpetual excretion and accretion of

substance, involving or producing assimilation, develop-
ment, and renewal. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 18.

A mineral or unorganized body can undergo no change
save by the operation of mechanical or chemical forces

;

and any increase of its bulk is due to the addition of like

particles to its exterior : it augments not by growth but
by accretion. Owen, Comp. Anat., i.

2. Inpathol., thegrowing together of partsnor-
mally separate, as the fingers or toes. 3. The
thing added

;
an extraneous addition

;
an ac-

cession : commonly used in the plural, and re-

stricted to accessions made slowly and gradu-
ally by some external force.
He strove to pare away the accretions of age.

Merimle, Hist. Romans, V. 150.

4. In taw: (a) The increase or growth of prop-
erty by external accessions, as by alluvium

naturally added to land situated on the bank of

a river, or on the seashore. When the accretion
takes place by small and imperceptible degrees it belongs
to the owner of the land immediately behind, but if it

is sudden and considerable it may belong to the
state,

(ft) In Scots law, the completion of

an originally defective or imperfect right
by some subsequent act on the part of the

person from whom the right was derived.

accretive (a-kre'tiy), a. Of or pertain-
ing to accretion; increasing or adding
by growth; growing; accrescent: as,
"the accretive motion of plants," Glan-

rille, Seep. Sci., ix. 60.

accrewt, accrewet, and v. Obsolete

spellings of accrue. The spelling is retained in

the clipped form crew 1
(which see).

accriminatet (a-krim'i-nat), v. t. [< ac- + crim-

inate (cf. Sp. acriminar, exaggerate a crime,
accuse) : see criminate.'] To charge with a
crime.

accroacht (a-kroch'), i: t. [<ME. acrochen,
< OF. accrochcr, fix on a hook, hook up, < a- (L.

ad), to, + croc, a hook, a crook: see crook and
crochet. Cf. encroach.'] 1 . To hook, or draw to

one's self as with a hook. 2. In old laws, to

usurp : as, to accroach royal power to one's self.

accroachmentt (a-kroch'ment), . The act of

accroaching; encroachment; usurpation, as of

sovereign power.
accrual (a-kro'al), n. The act or process of ac-

cruing; accretion.

accrue (a-kro'), " [Also written accrew (now
obs.), < late ME. "acrcwe, found only in the

clipped form crewe(>K. crew), and in the verb

acrewe, accrue
;
< OF. acrewe, acreue, that which

grows up, to the profit of the owner, on the
earth or in a wood, later "

accreue, a growth, in-

crease, eeking, augmentation" (Cotgrave), orig.
fern, of acreu, "accreu, growne, increased"

(Cotgrave), (AF. acru), pp. of acreistre (AF.
acrestre), later accroistre, mod. F. accrottre, <

L. accrescere, grow, accrease, accresce, in-

crease : see accrease, accresce. Hence by abbr.

accumbent

rrue, crete: see crcw^, and cf. recruit."] If. An
accession

;
addition

;
reinforcement.

The towne of CalU and the forN tin rralinuts \vriv not

supplied with anie new accrnreg of soldiers.

Huliiifhi-d, Chron., III. 1135 1.

Should be able . . . to oppose the Fivnrh by tin- mvrm'uf
Scotland. M. <;,,:/,,-,i,i. Annals Hug., III. 283. (X.K.II.)

2. A loop or stitch forming an extra mesh in

network.
There are also accrues, false meshes, or quartering*,

which are loops inserted i" any given row, by which the
number of meshes is increased. En,-<i<-. Hi-it., XVII. ::.">'.'.

accrue (a-kro'), v. i.
; pret. and pp. accrued, ppr.

accruing. [Also written accrew (now obs.), <

ME. acrewe, v., < "acrewc, n. : see accrue, .]

If. To grow; increase; augment.
And, though powre faild, her courage did <<,, n

Spenser, F. Q., V. v. 7.

2. To happen or result as a natural growth;
come or fall as an addition or increment, as of

profit or loss, advantage or damage ;
arise in

due course : as, a profit accrues to government
from the coinage of copper; the natural in-

crease accrues to the common benefit.

To no one can any l>eneflt accrue from such aerial

speculations ... as crowd almost every book in our lan-

guage that we turn to. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., 1'ref.

That pleasure which accrues from good actions.

J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Relig., 11. 5.

3. In law, to become a present and enforcible

right or demand. Thus the right to set up the statute
of limitations against a claim accrues by lapse of time ; a
cause of action on a note does not accrue till the note
becomes payable.

accrued (a-krod'), p. a. In her., full-grown : an

epithet applied to trees.

accruement (a-kro 'ment), n. 1. Accrual.
2. That whicE accrues

;
an addition

;
incre-

ment.
accruer (a-kro'er), n. [< accrue + -er6, as in

user, trover, waiver, and other law terms, where
-er represents the F. inf. suffix.] In law, the

act or fact of accruing; accrual. Clause of ac-

cruer, a clause in a deed or bequest to several persons,
directing to whom, in case of the death of one or more,
his or their shares shall go or accrue.

acct. curt. In com., a contraction of account
current. Originally written /c, a symbol now
almost exclusively used for account.

accubation (ak-u-ba'shon), n. [<L. accuba-

tio(n-), < accubare, lie near. esp. recline at ta-

ble, <ad, to, + cubare, lie down. See incubate

and accumb.] 1. The act of lying down or re-

clining ; specifically, the ancient practice, de-

rived from the Orient, of eating meals in a re-

cumbent posture. Among the Greeks at the time of

the Homeric poems this practice had not yet been adopted ;

but in historical times it obtained in general among both
Greeks and Romans, and it is illustrated in early vase-paint-
ings. It was customary to eat reclining diagonally toward

Accubation. An ancient dinner.

the table, resting on couches, either flat on the breast
or supported on the left elbow in a semi-sitting position.
Cushions were provided to relieve the strain upon the el-

bow and the back. The table was usually a little lower
than the couches, for convenience in reaching the food.

See triclinium.

Which gesture . . . cannot be avoided in the laws of

aceubation. Sir T. Bromte, Vulg. Err., v. 6.

2. In med., lying-in; confinement; accouche-
ment. Syd. Soc. Lex.

accumbt (a-kumb'), v. i. [<L. accitmbere, lie

near, esp. recline at table, < ad, to, + "cutnbere

(in comp.), a nasalized form of citbare, lie

down. See accubation.] To recline, according
to the ancient fashion at table. See accuba-
litni. Bailey.

accumbencyt (a-kum'ben-si), n. [< accumbent :

see -cu.] The state of being accumbent or of

reclining.
accumbent (a-kum'bent), a. and n. [< L. accum-

ben(t-)s, ppr. of accitmbere : see

accumb."] I. a. 1. Leaning or

reclining, in the manner of the

ancients at their meals. See
accubation.

The Roman recumbent (or more
Accumbent Ovule properly accinnttent) posture in eating
(Thlatfi arvtnst). was introduced after the first Punic

war. Arbltthnot, Anc. Coins, p. 134.

2. In bot., lying against: applied to the cotyle-



accumbent

dons of an embryo when their edges lie against
or are opposed to the radicle.

II. t One who reclines, as at meals
;
one

at table, whether reclining or sitting.

A penance must be done by every accumbent in sitting
out the passage through all these dishes.

Bp. Hall, Occas. Med., No. 81.

accumbert (a-kum'ber), v. t. [< ME. acumbren,
(U'omhri-n, for earlier cncunibrcn, aicombrcn : see

cucumber, and -1(* and en-1.] To encumber;
clog.

And lette his sheep acombred in the mire.

Chaucer, Prol. Parson's Tale.

Accumbred with carriage of women and children.

Campion, Hist. Ireland, p. 28.

accumulate (a-ku'mu-lat), v.', pret. and pp.

accumulated, ppr. accumulating. [<L. acciiniu-

latus, pp. of accumulare, heap up, < ad, to, +
cumulare, heap, (cumulus, a heap: see cumu-
late and cumulus.'} I. trans. 1. To heap up;
collect or bring together; make a pile, mass,
or aggregation of: as, to accumulate earth or

stones; to accumulate money or sorrows.

Never pray more ;
abandon all remorse ;

On horror's head horrors accumulate.
Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

2. To form by heaping up or collecting the

parts or elements of; obtain by gathering in;

amass: as, to accumulate wealth. [Rare in the

physical sense, as in the first extract.]
Soon the young captive prince shall roll in fire,

And all his race aecuin ulate the pyre.
J. Barlow, Columbiad, iii. 362. (N. E. D.)

In the seventeenth century a statesman who was at the

head of affairs might easily, and without giving scandal,
accumulate in no long time an estate amply sufficient to

support a dukedom. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

A weak mind does not accumulate force enough to hurt
itself. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, ii.

II. intrans. 1. To grow in size, number, or

quantity ; go on increasing by successive addi-

tions : as, public evils accumulate.

Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates, and men decay.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 52.

We are the heirs to an inheritance of truth, grandly ac-

cumulating from generation to generation.
Sumner, Orations, I. 51.

2. To take degrees by accumulation, as in some

English universities. See accumulation.

accumulatet (a-ku'mu-lat), j>. a. [< L. accmnu-

latus, pp. : see accumulate, v.~\ Collected into

a mass or quantity ;
increased

;
intensified.

A more accumulate degree of felicity.

South, Sermons, viii. 147.

Haply made sweeter by the accumulate thrill.

Lowell, Cathedral.

accumulation (a-ku-mu-la'shon), n. [< L. accu-

nml<itio(n-),<.accumulare: see accumulate, v. ] 1.

The act of accumulating, or state of being accu-
mulated ; an amassing ;

a collecting together.
It is essential to the idea of wealth to be susceptible of

accumulation ; things which cannot, after being produced,
be kept for some time before being used are never, I think,

regarded as wealth. J. S. Mill.

2. Growth by continuous additions, as the ad-

dition of interest to principal. Specifically, in law:

(a) The adding of the interest or income of a fund to the

principal, pursuant to the provisions of a will or deed pre-

venting its being expended. The law imposes restrictions

on the power of a testator or creator of a trust to prohibit
thus the present beneficial enjoyment of a fund in order to

increase it for a future generation, (b) The concurrence
of several titles to the same thing, or of several circum-
stances to the same proof : more correctly, cumulation.

3. That which is accumulated
;
a heap, mass,

or aggregation : as, a great accumulation of sand
at the mouth of a river.

Our days become considerable, like petty sums by minute
accumulations. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, v.

Accumulation of degrees, in some of the English uni-

versities, the taking of a higher and a lower degree to-

gether, or at shorter intervals than is usual or is gener-
ally allowed by the rules. Accumulation of power,
that amount of force or capacity for motion which some
machines possess at the end of intervals of time, during
which the velocity of the moving body has been constantly
accelerated.

accumulative (a-ku'mu-la-tiv), a. [< accumu-
late + -ive; = Sp! acmmilaiivo (in adv. acumula-

tiramentc) =Pg. accumulative.] Tending to or

arising from accumulation
;
cumulative Accu-

mulative Judgment, in law, a second judgment against
a person, the effect of which is to begin after the first has

expired.

accumulatively (a-ku'mu-la-tiv-li), adv. In an
accumulative manner

; by heaping ;
in heaps.

accumulativeness (a-kii'mu-la-tiv-nes), n.

The quality of being accumulative
; tendency

to accumulate.
accumulator ( a-ku'mu-la-tor), n . [< L. accumu-

lator, < accumulare, accumulate.] 1. One who
or that which gathers, accumulates, or amasses.

2, One who takes university degrees by ac-
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cumulation (which see). 3. Anything used
for collecting and storing energy, etc. Specifi-

cally, in niech. : (a) An india-rubber spring serving for the

itorage of energy to be utilized for lifting and other pur-

poses, (b) An elastic section of a dredge-line, so placed
as to prevent a sudden break-

ing strain. (<r) An apparatus
used principally in connec-
tion with hydraulic machines
as an equalizer of pressure, or
for the accumulation of ener-

gy to be expended intermit-

tently, as in hydraulic cranes,

elevators, riveters, etc. It

consists of a cylinder fitted

with a plunger, having at its

upper end a cross-head or

cap, to which are secured the

weights necessary for the de-

sired pressure. The water
forced into the cylinder raises

the plunger, whose weight, re-

acting upon the water, trans-

mits this pressure to the op-
erating machinery. The total

force, less friction, which can
be expended is measured by
the product of the weight of

the plunger and its load into

the distance traversed by it.

The joint capacity of the

force-pumps which supply the

cylinder is such as will, by
continuous running, accumu-
late in the cylinder during
periods of inaction an amount
equal to that expended during
a maximum effort. In an-

other form, called the hydro-
pneumatic accumulator, the

water within the cylinder compresses air, which reacts

upon it, thus serving as a substitute for the weights.

Hydraulic Accumulator.

a, cylinder; b, plunger; c,

eland ; d, weight-case ; e, cross-

nead ; f, bolt ; g, framework ;

h, i, pipes.

By availing ourselves of the hydrostatic pressure of

water stored at high elevations, or by storing it under

pressure artificially produced by means of an accumulator,
we can utilise sources of power which without storage
would be quite insufficient for a given purpose.

C. P. B. Shelley, Workshop Appliances, p. 313.

(d) In elect. : (1)A condenser (which see). (2) A storage bat-

tery (which see, under battery). Hydro-pneumatic ac-

cumulator, an apparatus intended to be used with hydro-
static lifts and presses, and employing compressed air as

the source of power. See above, 3 (c).

accuracy (ak'u-ra-si), . [< accura(te) + -cy,

as if < L. "accuratia. The sense is that of the

rare L. accuratio.'] The condition or quality
of being accurate

;
extreme precision or exact-

ness ;
exact conformity to truth, or to a rule or

model
;
correctness : as, the value of testimony

depends on its accuracy ; copies of legal instru-

ments should be taken with accuracy.
The schoolmen tried to reason mathematically about

things which had not been, and perhaps could not be, de-

fined with mathematical accuracy.
Macaulay, Utilitarian Theory of Government.

= Syn. Accurateness, exactness, exactitude, precision,

carefulness, care, niceness, nicety.

accurate (ak'u-rat), a. [ = Pg. accurado = It.

accurato, < L. 'ac'curatus, prepared with care,

exact, pp. of accurare, prepare with care, < ad,

to, + curare, take care, < cura, care, pains:
see cure.] 1. Characterized by extreme care

;

hence, in exact conformity to truth, or to a
standard or rule, or to a model; free from
error or defect

;
exact : as, an accurate ac-

count
;
accurate measure

;
an accurate expres-

sion
;
an accurate calculator or observer.

Our American character is marked by a more than aver-

age delight in accurate perception, which is shown by the

currency of the byword, "No mistake."

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 207.

2f. Determinate
; precisely fixed.

Those conceive the celestial bodies have more accurate
influences upon these things below. Bacon.

= Syn. 1. Accurate, Correct, Exact, Precise, Nice, care-

ful, particular, true, faithful, strict, painstaking, unerr-

ing. Of these words correct is the feeblest
;

it is barely
more than not faulty, as tested by some standard or rule.

Accurate implies careful and successful endeavor to be
correct : as, an accurate accountant, and, by extension of

the meaning, accurate accounts; an accurate likeness.

Exact is stronger, carrying the accuracy down to minute
details : as, an exact likeness. It is more commonly used
of things, while precise is used of persons : as, the exact
truth ; he is very precise in his ways. Precise may repre-
sent an excess of nicety, but exact and accurate rarely do
so : as, she is prim and precise. As applied more specifi-

cally to the processes and results of thought and investi-

gation, exact means absolutely true ; accurate, up to a
limited standard of truth ; precise, as closely true as the
utmost care will secure. Thus, the exact ratio of the cir-

cumference to the diameter cannot be stated, but the
value 3.14159205 is accurate to eight places of decimals,
which is sufficiently precise for the most refined measure-
ments. Nice emphasizes the attention paid to minute and
delicate points, often in a disparaging sense : as, he is

more nice than wise.

What is told in the fullest and most accurate annals
bears an infinitely small proportion to that which is sup-
pressed. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.

l!ut we all know that speech, correct speech, is not thus

easily and readily acquired.
R. G. White, Every-day English, p. 130.

accusative

It [the map] presents nu scene to the imagination ; but
it gives us i-xa<;t information as to the hearings of the
various points. M<i>-'n<tu>t, Hailum's Const. Hist.

A winning wave, deserving note,
In the tempestuous petticoat,
A careless shoe-string, in whose tie

I see a wild civility,
Do more bewitch me, than when art

Is more precise in every part. Herrick.

He is fastidiously niw in his choice of language, and a
fondness for dainty and delicate epithets too often gives to

his style an appearance of prettiness.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 82.

accurately (ak'u-rat-li), adv. In an accurato
manner

;
with precision ;

without error or de-

fect; exactly: as, a writing accurately copied.
Nature lays the ground-plan of each creature accurately
sternly fit for all his functions; then veils it scrupu-

lously. Kni/'i-xon, Success.

For no two seconds together does any possible ellipse

accurately represent the orbit [of a planet].
W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 78.

accurateness (ak'u-rat-nes), n. The state or

quality of being accurate; accuracy; exact-

ness; nicety; precision.
accurse (a-kers'), v. t.; pret. and pp. accursed,

ppr. accursing. [A wrong spelling, in imita-

tion of L. words with prefix ac-, of acurse, <

ME. acursien, acorsien,( a-1 (< AS. a-) + cursien,

corsien,<. AS. cursian, curse: see curse, v.] To im-

precate misery or evil upon ;
call down curses

on; curse. [Now hardly used except in the

past participle as an adjective : see below.]
Hildebrand accursed and cast down from his throne

Henry IV. llaleigh, Essays.

accursed, accurst (a-kersf or a-ker'sed, a-

kerst'), p. a. [< ME. acursed, akursed, acorsed,

pp.: see accurst.'} 1. Subject to a curse
;

doomed to harm or misfortune ;
blasted

;
ruined.

The city shall be accursed. Josh. vi. 17.

Thro' you my life will be accurst.

Tennyson, The Letters, v.

2. Worthy of curses or execrations
;

detest-

able; execrable; cursed: as, "deeds accursed,"
Collins, Ode to Fear.

Thus cursed steel, and more accursed gold.
Gave mischief birth, and made that mischief bold.

Dryden, Ovid's Metamorph., i. 179.

accursedly (a-ker'sed-li), adv. In an accursed
manner.
accursedness (a-ker'sed-nes), n. The state or

quality of being accursed.

accusable (a-ku'za-bl), a. [=F. accusable =
Sp. acusablc = Pg. accusavel = It. accusabile

(in E. sense), < L. accusabilis (found once
in Cicero), blameworthy, < accusare, accuse,
blame : see accuse,] Liable to be accused or
censured

; chargeable ;
blamable : as, accusable

of a crime.
Nature's improvision were justly accusable, if animals,

so subject unto diseases from bilious causes, should want
a proper conveyance for choler.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 2.

accusal (a-ku'zal), n. Accusation. JV. E. D.
accusantt (a-ku'zant), n. [ = Pg. It. accuSante,
an accuser^ <L. accusa(t-)s, ppr. of accusare,
accuse : see accuse.] One who accuses

;
an ac-

cuser.

The accumnt must hold him to the proof of the charge.
Bp. Hall, Remains, Life, p. 531.

accusation (ak-u-za'shon), n. [<ME. accusa-

tion, -cioun, < Of. acusdtion, F. accusation = Sp.
acnsacion = Pg. accusayao= It. accusazione, < L.

accusatio(n-), an accusation, < accusare, accuse :

see accuse.] 1 . A charge of wrong-doing ;
a dec-

laration of the commission of crime or error
;

imputation of guilt or blame.
Wrote they unto him an accusation against the inhabi-

tants of Judah and Jerusalem. Ezra iv. 6.

The breath
Of accusation kills an innocent name.

Shelley, The Ceuci, iv. 4.

2. That which is imputed as a crime or wrong ;

the specific guilt or error charged, as in a state-

ment or indictment : as, what -is the accusation

against me ? the accusation is murder.
And set up over his head his accusation. Mat. xxvii. 37.

3. The act of accusing or charging ;
crimination.

Thus they in mutual accusation spent
The fruitless hours. Milton, P. L, ix. 1187.

= Syn, Charge, impeachment, arraignment, indictment,
crimination, imputation.

accusatival (a-ku-za-ti'val), a. Pertaining to

the accusative case. Jour, of Philology.
accusative (a-ku'za-tiv), a. and n. [=F. ac-

cusatif= Sp. acusativo = Pg. It. accusative, all in

the sense of accusative case, Pg. also in sense
of censuring, < L. accusative, prop, belonging
to an accusation, but used only in the gram-
matical sense (with or without casus, case),
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being a translation of Gr. airtartKt/ (sc. WTUOIC., accuset (a-kuz'), w. [=It. accusa, charge; from
casus), regarded as ' the case of accusing,' fern, the verb'.'] Accusation,
of airia-iKof, usually translated ' of or for accu- York

sation,' but rather '

(the ease) of the effect.' or By MHOMMM doth level at my life,

terminal cause of the action of the verb, < atria- Shak., -2 Hen. vi., iii. i.

r6v, effect, neut. of airmroc, effected, < aind- accusementt (a-kuz'ment), n. [< ME. <-
adai, allege as the cause, charge, accuse, < air/a, ment, < OF. *acusemcn/"ti<-<-ii.-UK-HI, < nciixrr, ac-
a cause, occasion, charge.] I. a. If. Producing cuse.] Accusation,
accusations

; accusatory. By forged accusements . . . were condemned.
This hath been a very acciixiitin' ;u,'r. llnlhix/n'il.

Sir E. Dering, Speeches, p. 112. aCCUSCr (a-ku'zer), n. [< ME. accuser, ac-
2. In gram., noting especially the direct object cusour, < AF. accusour, OF. acusor, acutteor, F.
of a verb, and to a considerable extent (and accusateur, < L. accusator, accuser, < accumre :

probably primarily) destination or goal of mo- see accuse, v.] One who accuses or blames
;

tion : applied to a case forming part of the specifically, a person who formally accuses an-

original Indo-European declension (as of the other of an offense before a magistrate o a
case-systems of other languages), and retained tribunal of any kind.
as a distinct form by the older languages of the accusingly (a-ku'zing-li), adv. In an accusing
family, and by some of the modern, in English

manner,
grammar it is usually called the objective case. Its abbre- accustom (a-kus'tom), r. [< late ME. acus-
viation is ace.

II. n. Short for accusative case. See I.. 2.

accusatively (a-ku'za-tiv-li), adv. If. In an
accusative manner; by way of accusation.
2. In gram., in the position or relation of the
accusative case.

accusatorial (a-ku-za-to'ri-al), a. [< L. accusa-
torius, < accusator, accuser: see accusatory.']
Of or pertaining to an accuser or a prosecutor:
as, accusatorial functions. [Rare.]
accusatorial^ (a-ku-za-to'ri-al-i), ode. In an
accusatorial manner.
accusatory (a-ku'za-to-ri), a. [< L. accusato-
rius, < accusator, accuser, < accusare : see ac-

cuse.] Accusing; containing an accusation:
as, an accusatory libel.

I would say a word now on two portions of his public
life, one of which has been the subject of accusatory, the
other of disparaging, criticism.

R. Choate, Addresses, p. 284.

accuse (a-kuz'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. accused, ppr.

accusing. [< ME. accusen, acusen, < OF. acuser,

tomc, acustume, < OF. acoustumer, acostumer
(F. accoutumer = Sp. acostumbrar = Pg. acos-
tumar=U. accostumare), < a (L. ad), to, + cous-
tume (F. eoutume), custom: see custom.] I.
trans. To familiarize by custom or use

;
habitu-

ate or inure : as, to accustom one's self to a
spare diet; time may accustom one to almost
anything ;

to be accustomed to hard work.
So accustomed to his freaks and follies, that she viewed

them all as matters of course.

Hawthorne, Twice-Told Tales, I. 176.
We are not accustomed to express our thoughts or emo-

tions by symbolical actions. Emerson, Misc., p. 24.

= Syn. To habituate, familiarize, inure, harden, train.

n.t intrans. 1. To be wont or habituated to
do anything.
A boat, over-freighted, sunk, and all drowned, saving one

woman, in her first popping up again, which most li\ in;,'

things accustom, got hold of the boat. Careic.

2. To consort or cohabit.
Much better do we Britons fulfil the work of nature than

you Romans; we, with the best men, accustom openly;T " ' LN "'
"2
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Acephala
rentine form of Gr. E!C (ace. eva), one, a unit

;

akin to L. scm-el and E. xaii/e : see same.] 1.
A unit; specifically, a single pip on a card or
die, or a card or die marked with a single pip.

2. A very small quantity; a particle; an
atom

;
a trifle : as, the creditor will not abate

an ace of his demand.
I'll not wag an ace farther. Dryden, Spanish Friar.

-ace. [< F. -ace, < It. -azzo, -accio, m., -n~;<t,

-accia, f., an aug. or depreciative suffix.] A
noun-suffix occurring in populace, pinnace, etc.

(which see). It is not used as an English for-
mative. In menace, grimace, and other words,
tin- suffix is of different origin.

-acea. [L., neut. pi. of -aceus: see -aceous.] A
suffix used in New Latin to'form names of
classes or orders of animals, as Cetacea, Crus-
tacea, etc., these names being properly adjec-
tives, agreeing with Latin animalia (animals)
understood.

-aceae. [L.. fern, pi. of -aceus: see -aceous.] A
suffix used in New Latin to form names of or-
ders or families of plants, as LUiacea; Kosaceie,
etc., these names being properly adjectives,
agreeing with Latinplan to (plants) understood.

-acean. [< L. -ace-us + -an.] A suffix of adjec-
tives, equivalent to -aceous (which see) ; also of
nouns to supply a singular to collective plurals
in -area, as cetacean, crustacean, etc.

acedia (a-se'di-a), n. [NL.,< Gr. aioiiia, collateral
form of anf/fata, indifference, heedlessness, in
eccl. use 'sloth,' < aur/ofa indifferent, heedless,
< a- priv. + Kijiof, care, distress, Ki/6ea0ai, be trou-
bled or distressed; in ML. corrupted to aecitlia,
> ME. accidie, q. v.] An abnormal mental con-
dition, characterized by carelessness, listless-

ness, fatigue, and want of interest in affairs.

A melancholy leading to desperation, and known to
theologians under the name of acedia, was not uncommon
in monasteries, and most of the recorded instances of
medieval suicides in Catholicism were by monks.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 56.

acedy (as'e-di), . Same as acedia.
Aceldama (a-sel'da-mii), n. [ME. (Wyclif)
Achildemali, Acheldemah"; < L. Aceldama, < Gr.

.
. A field said to have been situ-

ated Bouth of Jerusalem, the potter's field, pur-
Jud took forchased with the bribe

i\ mi:* mies acc-usiomaoiy pam. aacon, Alienations.

Accuse not nature ; she hath done her part.
aCCUStomancet (a-kus'tpm-ans), n. [< ME. acus-

Milton, p. L., viii. 661. tumauiice, accustomance, < OF. acoustumance (F.
The system of warfare . . . which had already converted

immense tracts into one universal Aceldama.

Sterne, Trii

The professors are accused of the ill

Addison.
The Romanists accuse the Protestants .for their indiffer-

ence. Southey, Quarterly Rev., I. 193.

2. To indicate ; evince; show; manifest; show
signs of. [A Gallicism, now rare.]
Amphialus answered . . . with such excusing himself

that more and more accused his love to Philoclea.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

= Syn. 1. Accuse, Charge, Indict, Arraign, Impeach, In-
criminate, criminate, inculpate, tax with, taunt with im-
pute to. Of these words charge is the most general, and
may be the weakest, being used of any sort of imputa-
tion, large or small, against persons or things formally or
informally, publicly or privately. Accuse commonly,
though not invariably, expresses something more formal
and grave than charge. Indict is a purely legal term, re-
stricted to the action of a grand jury when it makes a
formal complaint against a supposed offender, in order
that he may be brought to trial. Arraign has primarily
the same meaning with indict, but is freer in figurative
use : as, to arraign a political party at the bar of public
sentiment. Impeach is to bring to answer before some
legislative body for wrong-doing in a public office, and has
been so long associated with the peculiar dignity, solem-
nity, and impressivenessof such trials that it has been lifted
into corresponding importance in its figurative uses. In-
criminate is obsolescent except in the special meaning of
involving another with one's self : as, in his confession he
incriminated several persons hitherto unsuspected. To
charge with a fault ; to accuse of dishonesty ; to indict for
felony and arraign before the court ; to impeach a magis-
trate or one's motives or veracity ; to incriminate others
with one's self in a confession of guilt.

And from rebellion shall derive his name,
Though of rebellion others he accuse.

Milton, P. L, xii. 37.

Charging the Scripture with obscurity and imperfec-
tlon -

Stillingjleet.
It is held that the power of impeachment extends only

to such offenders as may afterward be indicted and puif-
ished according to law : that is, that the house can only
impeach, the senate remove, for indictable offenses.

Cyc. Pol. Sri., II. 481.

Day by day the men who guide public affairs are ar-
raigned before the judgment-seat of the race.

Bancroft, Hist. Const., I. 5.

Custom
; habitual use or practice.

Through accustomance and negligence. Boyle.

accustomarilyt (a-kus'tom-a-ri-li), adv. Ac-
cording to custom or common practice ; custom-
arily.

accustomaryt (a-kus'tom-a-ri), a. [< accustom
+ -an/. Cf . customary.] tlsual

; customary,
t'sual and acciuttomary swearing.

Dr. Featley, Dippers Dipt, p. 160.

accustomatet (a-kus'tom-at), a. [= OF. acos-
to/e' = It. accostumato =Pg. acostumado = Sp.
acostumbrado (in adv. acostumbradamente); ac-
custom + -ate1 . Cf. accustomed.] Customary,
f 'ard. Lainbridge.
accustomed (a-kus'tomd), p. a. [< ME. acs-
tomed; pp. of accustom.] 1. Often practised
or used

; customary ; habitual
;
made familiar

through use
;
usual

; wonted : as, in their ac-
customed manner.

It is an accustomed action with her. Shak,, Macb., v. 1.

My old accustomed corner here is,
The table still is in the nook ;

Ah ! vanished many a busy year is

This well-known chair since last I took.

Thackeray, Ballad of Bouillabaisse.

2f. Having custom or patronage ; frequented.
A we\l-accu*tom'd house, a handsome barkeeper, with

clean obliging drawers, soon get the master an estate.
Mrs. Centlivre, Bold Stroke, i. 1.

accustomedness (a-kus'tomd-nes), n. Famil-
iarity ; wontedness ; the quality of being accus-
tomed (to). [Bare.]
Accustomedness to sin hardens the heart.

Bp. Pearce, Sermons, p. 230.

Freedom from that bad accustomedness to evil and
wrong. The American, VII. 164.

ace (as), n. [< ME. as, aas, < OF. as, an ace, F.
as = Sp. as = Pg. a,z = It. asso = G. ass= D.
aas= Icel. ass = Sw. ess= Dan. es, < L. as (ace.
assem), a unit, a pound, a foot, usually but prob.
erroneously derived from or, said to be the Ta-

Acemetic (as--met'ik), a. [< Acemeti : see Accs-

metce.] Belonging to or resembling the Aceme-
to or Accemetw ; hence, sleepless.
That proposition (that one of the Trinity was made

flesh] . . . was impugned by the Acemetic monks alone.

Mullock, tr. of Liguori, p. 173.

acensuada (Sp. pron. a-then-so-a'da), M. [Sp.,
pp. of acensuar, to lease out for a certain rent,
< a- (< L. ad, to) + censo, rent: see censo.] In
Mexican law, property subject to the lien of a
censo (which see).
acentric (a-sen'trik). a. [<Gr. aKevrpoc, not
central, < a- priv. + nevrpav, center: see center.]
Not centric

; having no center.

-aceous. [Accom. of L. -ace-its, -a, -mn, a com-
pound adj. termination, as in herb-dceus, ros-

dceus, gallin-dceus, cret-dceus, test-dceus, etc.:
see the corresponding E. forms.] An adjective-
suffix, as in herbaceous, cretaceous, etc., used
especially in botany and zoology, forming Eng-
lish adjectives to accord with New Latin nouns
in -acea;, -acea (which see), as rosaceous, lilia-

ceous, cetaceous, crustaceous, etc.

acephal (as'e-fal), n. One of the AcepJtala.
Acephala (a-sef'a-la), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. aneQalM,
neut. pi. of aid-Qa)iof, headless: see acephalus.]
1 . A term introduced by Cuvier into systematic
zoology, and applied by him as a class name to
a combination of the conchiferouslamellibran-
chiate mollusks and the tunicates. Later writers
apply it to the lamellibrauchiate mollusks alone, which
constitute a natural class, distinguished by Lamarck as
the Conchifera. All the ordinary bivalves belong to this
class. The Acephala or Acephales of Cuvier were at first

(1789) the third order of Molhwca, and included cirripeds,
tunicates, and brachiopods with ordinary bivalve mollusks,
being thus equivalent to Cirriptdi'i. TunietOA, and Cnwhi-
Sera of Lamarck. In 1804 Cuvier excluded the cirripeds
and brachiopods, and made Acephala a class of Molluxca.
In the "Kegne Animal" (1817-1829) Acephala are Cuvier's
fourth class of Mollitsca, with twoonlers, Acephala testacea
or shelled acephals, the ordinary bivalve mollusks, and
Acephala nuda, or shell-less acephals, the tunicates.



Acephala

2. Same as Acrania. 3. In Latreille's system
of classification (1795), one of seven orders of

the Linuean Aptcra, containing the spiders, etc.,

corresponding to the Arachnides palpistes of

Lamarck, and synonymous with Arachnida.
4. In Haeckel's classification, a group of Mol-
litsca composed of the Kpirobranchia, or Brachi-

opoda, and the Lamcl/ibranchia.

Acephalsea (a-sef-a-le'a), n. pi. [NL., a mod-
ification of Acephala, after Or. MtA&OMf (neut.

pi. Kajm^aia), belonging to the head, < Ke<f>a^,

head : see Acephala.'] A modification by La-
marck of the name Acephala, given at first to

that group as aii ordinal name, and later to the
bivalve shells as a class name. In Lamarck's sys-
tem of classification of 1801 the Acephalcea were the sec-

ond order of Mollusca, the Acephala of Cuvier, 1789, in-

cluding cirripeds, tunicates, anil brachiopods with ordi-

nary bivalve mollusks. In 1809 Lamarck excluded the

cirripeds, and in 1812 he excluded the tunicates, making
Affphalcfa a class of Evtrtebrata, with two orders, Motio-

utifuritl and Diiiutaria. See Co>ich(fcra.

acephalan (a-sef'a-lan), a. and re. [(Acepha-
la.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Acephala or
to an acephal.

II. n. One of the Acephala; an acephal.

Acephali (a-sef'a-li), n. pi. [LL., pi. of acepha-
luis: see acephdlus.'] 1. Literally, those who
have no head or chief. In eccles. hist. : (a) Those
members of the Council of Ephesns who refused to follow
either St. Cyril or John of Antioch. (b) An Egyptian
Monophysite sect of the fifth and sixth centuries, composed
of those who refused to follow the patriarch of Alexandria
in subscribing the edict of union issued by the Emperor
Zeno. (c) Those who took part in the sessions of the General
Council of Basle that were not presided over by the papal
legates, (a) A name given to the Flagellants, because of

their separation from the authority of the Roman Church.

(e) Before the Council of Trent, a class of priests belonging
to no diocese.

2. A class of levelers, mentioned in the laws
of Henry I. of England, who would acknow-
ledge no head or superior. 3. A fabulous na-
tion in Africa, reported by ancient writers to

have no heads: identified by some with the

Blemmyes, a historical race.

acephalia (as-e-fa'li-a), re. [NL., <Gr. d/ce^a/lof,

headless: see acephalus.] In teratol., the ab-
sence of the head.

acephalistt (a-sef'a-list), n. [As Acephali +
-ist.~] One who acknowledges no head or su-

perior; specifically, in eccles. hist., one of the

Acephali.
These acephalixtx, who will endure no head but that

upon their own shoulders.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church (1659), p. 464.

Acephalite (a-sef'a-lit), re. [As AcephaK +
-4fel.] One of the Acephali, in any of the senses
of that word.

acephalobrachia (a-sef"a-16-bra'ki-a), n. [NL. :

see accphalobravhius.'] In teratol., absence of

both head and arms.

acephalobracMus (a-sef"a-16-bra'ki-us), .; pi.

acephalobrachii (-1). [NL., < Gr. dxe^aAof, with-
out a head, + ftpax'uw, L. brachium, arm.] In

teratol., a monster without head or arms.

acephalocardia (a-sef"a-16-kar'di-a), re. [NL. :

see acephalocardiux.'] In teratol., absence of

both head and heart.

acephalocardius (a-sef"a-16-kar'di-us), re.
; pi.

acephaloeardii (-1). [NL., < Gr. d/c%z/iof, with-
out a head, + KapAia = E. heart."] In teratol., a
monster without head and heart.

acephalochiria (a-sef" a-16-ld'ri-a), re. [NL. :

see aceplmlochirug."] In teratol., absence of both
head and hands. Also spelled acephalocheiria.

acephalochirus (a-sefa-lo-ki'rus), TO.; pi.

acephalocliiri (-ri). [NL., < Gr. d/c^afof, with-
out a head, + xc

'Pt hand.] In teratol., a mon-
ster without head and hands. Also spefled
acephalocheirus.

acephalocyst (a-sef'a-16-sist), re. [< NL. ace-

phalocystis, < Gr. dxt^a/lof, headless (see acepha-
lous)^ Kvarif, a bag: see cysfl-.] Ahydatidja
member of a supposed genus Accphalocystis, in-

stituted by Hunter for the hydatid or encysted
stage of Tienia echinococcus. See Tosnia.

acephalocystic (a-sef"a-lo-sis'tik), a. Pertain-

ing to acephalocysts ; having the character of
an acephalocyst.
acephalogaster (a-sef'a-lo-gas-ter), . [NL.,
< Grr. dfcf^aAof, without a head, + yaarfjp, belly.]
In teratol., a monster destitute of head, chest,
and superior parts of the belly.

acephalogasteria (a-sefa-lo-gas-te'ri-ii), n.

[NL., < aeephalogatter.'] In teratol., absence
of the head and superior parts of the trunk.

Acephalophora (a-sef-a-lof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. a- pnv. + Ke&aAi], liead, + -<t>6po, -bearing,
< (j>epeiv = E. beari.~\ A name proposed by De
Blainville, 1814, for the acephalous mollusks of
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Cuvier, including the lamellibranchiates and
tunicates toted licr with the brachiopods. in IK-

Blainville's system nf classification, the Ac>-i'hfil<i!<l"n'<i

were the thinl class uf .l/i/^/ncmr, divided into the or-

ders Palli'ttirtiiiftinitti, liittlixta, Laiiiellil'rftiirhiata, and
ll''t'-i-ohi-i!iii

:

f'iti ,- thus corresponding inexactly to ('uvirr s

Act'i/hala, and exactly to Lamarck's Acephalcea of IM'ii. <>i'

Lamarck's later Cunchifera and Tunicata together.

acephalophoran (a-sef-a-lof'o-ran), n. One of

the Aci'ph/ilitphora.

acephalopodia (a-sef"a-16-po'di-a), re. [NL. :

see aceplta/opodius.'] In teratol., absence of

head and feet.

acephalopodius (a-sef'a-lo-po'di-us), re.
; pi.

in-i jihalopodii (-i). [NL., < Gr. dKe^a/tof, without
a head, + irojf (JTO<!-)

= E. /oof.] In teratol., a
monster without head or feet.

acephalorachia (a-sef"a-16-ra'ki-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. d/rf^c/loc, without a head,+ pax'C, spine.] In

teratol., absence of head and vertebral column.

acephalostomia (a-sef"a-16-sto'mi-a), . [NL. :

see acephalostomus.~\ In"teratol., the absence of

the head with the presence of a mouth-like

opening.
acephalostomus (a-sef-a-los'to-mus). n.

; pi.

acephalostomi (-mi). [NL., < Gr. oKt^aAof, with-
out a head, + oro//a, mouth.] In teratol., a
monster without a head, but having in its su-

perior parts an aperture resembling a mouth.

acephalothoracia (a-sef"a-16-th6-ra'si-a), TO.

[NL. : see acephalothorns.'] In teratol., absence
of head and chest.

acephalothorus (a-sef"a-16-tho'rus), re.; pi. ace-

phalothori (-i). [NL., short for "acephalothora-
cius (see above), < Gr. d/ct^a/of, without a head,
+ dupai;, a breast-plate, the chest : see thorax.']

In teratol., a monster without head or chest.

acephalous (a-sef'a-lus), a. [< LL. acephalvs,
< Gr. d/tf^aAof, without a head,< a- priv. + xt^a/l?,

a head : see a-18 and cephalic."] 1. Without a

head; headless: applied (a) In zoiil., particularly
to the members of the class Acephala (which see) : opposed
to encephalous and cephalous. (b) In hot., to an ovary the

style of which springs from its base instead of its apex,

(c) In teratol., to a fetus having no head, (d) In pros., to

a verse whose scale differs from the regular scale of the

same meter by lacking the first syllable of the latter.

2. Without a leader or chief.

The tendency to division was strengthened by the aceph-
alous condition of the Courts. Stubbs, Const. Hist., II. 27.

3. Wanting a distinct beginning ;
indefinite in

subject.
A false or acephalous structure of sentence.

De Quinccy, Rhetoric.

acephalus (a-sef'a-lus), n.
; pi. acephali (-li).

[LL. (see Acephali and acephalous) and NL.]
1. An obsolete name of the taenia or tapeworm.

2. In teratol., a monster without a head. 3.

In pros., a verse defective at the beginning.
ace-point (as'point), n. The single spot on a
card or die

; also, the side of a die that has but
one spot.
acequia (Sp. pron. a-sa'ke-a), re. [Sp.] A
canal for irrigation.

Irrigating canals or acequias conduct the water of the
Oila over all this cultivated district.

Moinry, Arizona and Sonora, p. 188.

Acer (a'ser), re. [L., a maple-tree, prob. so

called from its pointed leaves, < V *ac, be sharp
orpointed, appearing in acerb, acetic, acid, acute,

Acrra 6lMa .

of the

Sugar-Maple (Acrrsaccharinum}. a, flowering branch
; ^.sterile

flower ; c, stamen ; d, fruit with one carpel cut open to show the seed.

(From Gray's
" General the Plants of the U. S.")

etc.] A genus of discifloral polypetalous trees

and shrubs, commonly known as maples, of the
natural order /Sapindacea, suborder Acerinece,

Acerininse

having opposite simple leaves and the fruit a

double-winged samara. It includes alwut 50 species,
ni' ii.nihrni temperate regions, many of them valiuilile

timl'LT trrcs or widely cultivated fbruttdt and orn:niii-iit,

Siiinir is obtained in America from the sap of .1. (.,///.

mint, the su^ai'-maiile. See ><!/,/.

Acera (as'e-ra), n. [NL., fern. sing, or neut.

pi. of Acenis, < Gr. dxEpoc, without liorns : see

Acerus and accrous2.] 1 . A genus of mollusks,
of the family Bullidce or Tornatellidte, belong-
ing to the tectibranchiate division

of opisthobranchiate gastropods.
These bubble-shells have a thin horny
shell, flattened and almost inclosed, with a
slit at the suture as in the olive-shells

;
the

head is long and without eyes. The genus
was instituted in this form by Lamarck,
1818. A. tin Until is an example. Originally

spelled Alcera. O. F. Midler, 1776.

2. Used as a pi. A group of apter-
ous insects without antennae. In
this sense, the word is now a mere
synonym of Arachnida (which see). 3. [Used
as a plural.] A group of gastropodous mollusks
without tentacles. [Disused.]
Aceraceae (as-e-ra'se-e), . pi. Same as Ace-
rin-ece.

Acerse (as'e-re), re. pi. [NL., fern, pi.: see

Acera.~] Same as Acera, 2 and 3.

aceran (as'e-ran), re. One of the Acera, in any
of the meanings of that word.
acerate (as'e-rat), . [< L. acer, maple,+ -ate1

."]

A salt of aceric acid.

aceratophorous (as"e-ra-tof'o-rus), a. [<Gr.
-
priv. + Ktpaf (fcepar-), horn, + -<p6pof,<. Qepeiv=

E. Sear1
.] Not bearing horns; hornless: as,

an aceratophorous ruminant. [Little used.]
acerb (a-serb'), o- [=F. acerbe= Sp. Pg. It.

acerbo, < L. acerbus, bitter, sour, < acer, sharp,
bitter : see acrid.'] Sour, bitter, and harsh to

the taste
; sour, with astringency or roughness;

hence, figuratively, sharp, harsh, etc.

We have a foible for Ritson with his oddities of spelling,
his acerb humor, . . . and his obstinate disbelief in Doc-
tor Percy's folio manuscript.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 359.

The dark, acerb, and caustic little professor.
Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xix.

acerbate (a-ser'bat or as'er-bat), v. t.; pret.
and pp. acerbated, ppr. acerbating. [< L. acer-

batus, pp. of acerbare, make bitter or sour, <

acerbus, bitter, sour : see acerb, and cf. exacer-

bate.'] To make sour, bitter, or harsh to the

taste; hence, to embitter orexasperate. [Rare.]
acerbate (a-ser'bat or as'er-bat), a. [< L. acer-

batus, pp.: see the verb.] Embittered; exas-

perated ;
severe. N. E. D.

acerbic (a-ser'bik), a. Of a harsh character.

.V. E. D.
acerbitude (a-ser'bi-tud), re. [< L. acerbitudo

(rare), equiv. in sense toacerbitas: see acerbity.']

Sourness; acerbity. Bailey. [Rare.]

acerbity (a-ser'bi-ti), TO.; pi. acerbities (-tiz).

[Earlier acerbitiej< F. acerbite = Sp. acerbidad
= It. acerbita, < L. acerbita(t-)s, sharpness, sour-

ness, harshness, < acerbus, sharp : see acerb.'] 1.

Sourness, with roughness or astringency of

taste. 2. Poignancy or severity.
It is ever a rule, that any over-great penalty, besides

the acerbity of it, deadens the execution of the law.

Bacon, Works, II. 542.

We may imagine what acerbity of pain must be endured

by our Lord. Barrow, Sermons, xxvi.

3. Harshness or severity, as of temper or ex-

pression.
The lectures of Hazlitt display more than his usual

strength, acuteness, and eloquence, with less than the
usual acerbities of his temper.

Whipjile, Ess. and Rev., II. 10.

acerdese (as'er-des), TO. [F.] Gray oxid of man-
ganese : a name given byBeudant to the mineral

manganite.
acere (as'er), re. A mollusk of the genus Acera.

'

aceric (a-ser'ik), a. [< L. acer (see Acer) + -ic.~]

Pertaining to the maple; obtained from the

maple. Aceric acid, an acid found in the juice of Acer

campestre, the common European maple.

Acerina (as-e-ri'na), n. [NL., as Acerus, q. v.,

+ -ina,~\ 1. A genus of crustaceans. Kaji-

nesqwe, 1814.- 2. A genus of percoid fishes, the

popes. Cuvier, 1817.

Acerineae (as-e-rin'e-e), re. pi. [< Acer + -ui- +
-em."] A suborder of the Sapindamce, distin-

guished from the rest of the order by its oppo-
site leaves and exalbuminous seeds. It includes

the maple (Acer), the box-elder (Ifetflindo), and a third

genus, I)vbinta,ot a single species, native of the Himalayas.

Acerininae (as"e-ri-ni'ne), re. pi. [< Acerina, 2,

+ -iHft'.] A name proposed as a subfamily des-

ignation for the genus Aeerina, including the

ruffe and related percoid fishes having a cav-

ernous head and a single dorsal fin.



Ancient Acerra.

acerose

acerose (as'e-ros), a. [< L. accrosus, chaffy.
< (icus (acer-)i = Gr. a^i'/iov, chaff; akin to E.

own, q. v., and also to L. acer, sharp, and acits,

a needle ;
from a root

*ac, be sharp. The
second sense seems
to rest upon L. acus

(itcit-), a needle; but
the form can be de-
rived only from acus

(acer-). chaff.] In
lot.: (a) Chaffy; re-

sembling chaff. [Very
rare.] (b) Straight,

slender, rigid, and
sharp-pointed, as the
leaves of the pine; Aceros<!LeavcS (pine) .

needle-shaped.
acerotet, a. Probably a misprint for acerose.

"Acerote bread, browne bread." Cockeram

(1612). "Acerote, browne bread, not ranged,
chaffebread, hungrie bread." Minsheu (1625).
acerous1

(as'e-rus), a. Same as acerose.

acerous2 (as'e-rus), a. [< Gr. drc/jof, collateral

form of ciKeparof, aufpuc,, without horns, < a- priv.
+ nepaf, a horn.] 1. Of or pertaining to the

Acera, 2. 2. Having minute or undeveloped
antenna, as an insect. 3. Having no horns;
aceratophorous.
acerra (a-ser'a), M. [L.] In. Rom. antiq. : (a)
A box or casket used to hold the incense which

was thrown upon the altar

during sacrifices, (b) A
small portable altar on
which incense was burned,
especially at funeral cere-

monies.

acertaint, r. t. An occa-

sional and more correct

form of ascertain (which
see).

Acerus (as'e-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. a/cepoy, with-
out horns: see acerotw2.] 1. In

ornith.j
a ge-

nus of hornbills, family Sucerotida;, having no

casque. A. nepalenais is the type and only spe-
cies. B. 11. Hodgson, 1832. Also spelled Aceros.

2. In entom., a genus of coleopterous insects.

Dejean 1833.

acerval (a-ser'val), a. [< L. acervalis, < acervus,
a heap, akin to acer, sharp, pointed, and per-

haps to acer, a maple-tree.] Pertaining to a

heap. [Rare.]
acervate (a-ser'vat), v.

t.j pret. and pp. acer-

rated, ppr. acerrating. [< L. acervatus, pp. of

acervare, heap up, < acervus, a heap : see acer-

val.'] To heap up. [Rare.]
acervate (a-ser'vat), a. [< L. acervatuSj pp. :

see the verb.] In bot., neaped; growing in

heaps, or in closely compacted clusters.

acervately (a-ser'vat-li), adv. In an acervate
manner ;

in heaps. [Rare.]
acervation (as-er-va'shon), n. [<L. acerva-

tio(n-), < acervare, heap up : see acervate, r.]

The act of heaping together. Bullokar, 1676.

acervative (a-ser'va-tiv), a. Heaped up ;
form-

ing a heap. [Rare.]
Piled together irregularly, or in an acervative manner.

W. B. Carpenter.

acervoset (a-ser'vos), a. [< L. as if "acervosus,
< acerrus, a heap.] Full of heaps. Bailey.
Acervulina (a-ser-vu-U'na), n. [NL., < acervu-

lus, q. v., + -ina.] A genus of foraminifers,
of the family NummulinidtB.
Acervulinae (a-ser-vu-li'ne), n. pi. [NL.,< acer-

vulus, q. v., + -fcwB.1 A group of foraminifer-
ous rhizopodous protozoans, in which the spiral
form of the shell is so obscured or effaced by
the irregular addition of new chambers that
the whole appears as if heaped together.
acervuline (a-ser'vu-lin), a. [< NL. acervulus,

q. v., + -inel.] 1. Having the form or appear-
ance of little heaps ; heaped up. [Rare.]

The latter . . . are often piled up in an irregular acer-
vuline manner. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 483.

2. Of or pertaining to the Aeervnlinai.

acervulus (a-ser'vu-lus), n.
; pi. acervuli (-li).

[NL., a little heap, dim. of L. acervus, a heap:
see aeerval."] In anat., a mass of calcareous

gritty particles, consisting principally of earthy
salts, found within and sometimes on the out-
side of the conarium or pineal body of the brain

;

brain-sand. Commonly called acervulus cerebri

(acervulus of the brain).
acescence (a-ses'ens), n. [<F. acescece= It.

acesccnza, < L. as if "acescentia, < acescen(t-)s,

ppr. of acescere, become sour: see acescent.}
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The act orprocess of becoming acescent or mod-
erately sour.

acescency (a-ses'en-si), n. [See aeescence.']
The state or quality of being moderately sour

;

mild acidity.
Nurses should never give suck after fasting ;

the milk

having an acescency very prejudicial to the . . . recipient.
W. Jones, Life of Up. Home, p. 350.

acescent (a-ses'eut), a. [< F. acescent = Pg.
(ivescente, < L. a'cescen(t-)s, ppr. of acescere, be-
come sour, < acere, be sour : see acid.] Turning
sour; becoming tart or acid by spontaneous
decomposition, as vegetable or animal juices
or infusions

; hence, slightly sour
;
acidulous

;

subacid.

The vinegar which is most esteemed for culinary pur-
poses is that prepared from wine, from the acencent varie-

ties of which it is extensively manufactured in France.
W. A. Miller, Elem. of Cllem., 1277.

Aceste (a-ses'te), . [NL., < (f) Or. d/c?<rr#, fem.
of d/cf(TT6V, curable, easily revived, < aKeio8at,

cure, heal.] A notable genus of spatangoid
sea-urchins. A. belluHfera Is a species having most of
the upper surface occupied by the deeply sunken, odd, an-
terior ambulacrum, with a narrow fasciole, and |arge flat-

tened spines incurved over the hollow, in which are a
number of great discoidal suckers.

Aceste may be regarded as a permanent form of the

young of Schizaster. Stand. A'(. Hint., I. 17(.

acetablet (as'e-ta-bl), n. [< OF. acetabitle, < L.
acetabulum: see acetabulum."] 1. An acetabu-
lum

;
a measure of about one eighth of a pint.

Holland. 2. ]nanat.,snmea8acetabulum, 2 (a).

acetabula, n. Plural of acetabulum.

acetabular (as-e-tab'u-lar), a. Belonging to

the acetabulum ;
of the nature of an acetabu-

lum
; cotyloid ; cup-like.

Acetabulifera (as-e-tab-u-lif'e-ra), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of acetabulifer: see acetabuliferous."]
A name introduced by D'Orbigny, 1834, as an
ordinal term for the cephalopods with suckers
on the inner faces of the arms, that is, the cuttle-

fishes, squids, and all other living cephalopods
except the Nautilida!. Same as Cryptodibran-
cliiata and DibrancMata (which see).
acetabuliferous (as-e-tab-u-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL.
acetabulifer, < L. aeetabulum, a sucker, + ferre
= E. bear1

.] 1. Having or bearing acetabula.
2. Pertaining to the Acetttbulifera ; having

rows of cup-like suckers, as the cuttlefish.

acetabuliform (as-e-tab'u-li-form), a. [< L. ace-

tabulum, a cup-shaped vessel,+ -formis,(.forma,
shape.] 1. In bo t., having the form of a shallow

cup or bowl. 2. Having the form of an ace-
tabulum

; sucker-shaped ; cup-like ; cotyloid.
acetabulum (as-e-tab'u-lum), n.

; pi. acetabula

(-la). [L. ,< acetum, vinegar: see aceturn."] 1. In
Bom. antiq.: (a) A vinegar-cup; a small wide-
mouthed vessel of earthenware
or metal, sometimes placed
on the larger food-dishes, in
which vinegar or other condi- sn.l^sslis^show^
ment was served, (b) A dry ^,,^'^f

on the

or liquid measure, .0677 of a
liter. Daremberg et Saglio. (c) A similar cup
or vessel used by jugglers in their feats. 2. In
anat. : (a) The cavity of the os innominatum,
or hip-bone, which receives the head of the
fernur

;
the cotyle, or cotyloid cavity, formed at

the junction of the ilium, ischium, and pubis.
See cuts under sacrarium, quarter, innominate,

(b) A cotyledon or lobe of the placenta of ru-

minating animals, (c) In insects, the socket of

the trunk in which the leg is inserted, (d) A
cup-like sucker, such as those with which the
arms of the cuttlefish and other dibranchiate

cephalopodous mollusks are provided. See
cut under Sepia, (e) A sessile or pedunculate
sucker-like organ on the ventral surface of cer-

tain entozoa. 3. In bot. : (a) The cup- or sau-
cer-like fructification ofmany lichens, (b) The
receptacle of certain fungi. 4. In music, an
ancient instrument, made either of earthen-
ware or of metal, used like a kettledrum or
struck against another acetabulum after the
manner of cymbals.
acetal (as'e-tal), n. [< acet-ic + al(cohol)."] A
colorless mobile liquid, C6Hi4O2, with an ether-
like odor, produced by the imperfect oxidation
of alcohol, under the influence of platinum
black.

acetamid, acetamide (a-set'a-mid or -mid, or

as'e-ta-mid or -mid), n. [< acet-atc + amid.']
A white crystalline solid, CH3CO.NH2, pro-
duced by distilling ammonium acetate, or by
heating ethyl acetate with strong aqueous am-
monia. It combines with both acids and metals
to form unstable compounds.

aceto-gelatin

acetart (as'o-tiir), it. [< L. acctaria : see aceta-

ry. ] A dish of raw_herbs with vinegar ;
a salad.

acetariOUS (as-e-ta'ri-us), a. [< L. *aceta>'iit.

adj., found only in neut. pi. acctaria, as noun:
see acetary.'] 1. Containing acetary, as certain
fruits. 2. Used in salads, as lettuce, mustard,
cress, endive, etc.

acetary (as'e-ta-ri), n. [< L. acetaria (sc.

holfi-a, herbs), herbs prepared with vinegar and
oil, salad, neut. pi. of *acetarius,<acetnni, vine-

gar: see acetum. Cf. It. aectario, a salad.] An
acid pulpy substance in certain fruits, as the

pear, inclosed in a congeries of small calculous
bodies toward the base of the fruit.

acetate (as'e-tat), . [=F. acetate = Sp. Pg.
acetato, < NL. acctatum,<. L. acfftum, vinegar: see
acetum and -ate 1

.] In diem., a salt formed by
the union of acetic acid with a base.

acetated (as'e-ta-ted), p.
a. [As if pp. of *ace-

tati', v.] Combined with acetic acid.

acetation (as-e-ta'shon), n. [As if < "acetate, v.]
Same as acetijication.
As though ... it had, by some magical process of aceta-

tion, been all at once turned into verjuice.
H. Royers, Life of J. Howe, I. 55. (jV. E. D.)

acetic (a-set'ik or a-se'tik), a. [= F. aeetique =
Sp. Pg. acetico, < NL. acetieus, < L. acetum, vine-

gar: see acetum.] Having the properties of vine-

gar; SOUT Acetic acid, t'II
:1CO.<>H, a colorless liquid

with a strongly acid and pungent smell and taste. In the
arts it is chiefly prepared by the oxidation of alcohol (ace-
tous fermentation) and by the dry distillation of wood. It

is present in vinegar in a dilute and impure form. In its

pure state, at temperatures below 62 V., it is a crystalline
solid, and is known as glacial or crystalline acetic acid.

,

Acetic anhydrid, (CHaOOW}, a colorless mobile liquid
with an odor like that of acetic acid, but more irritating.
On standing in contact with water it is gradually converted
into acetic acid. Also called acetic oxiil. Acetic ethers,
compounds consisting of acetates of alcohol radicals.

Common acetic ether is a limpid mobile liquid having a

penetrating, refreshing smell, and a pleasant burning taste.

It is used in medicine, and as a flavoring ingredient in the

poorer classes of wines. It is prepared by distilling a mix-
ture of alcohol, oil of vitriol, and sodium acetate. Acetic
ferment, a microscopic fungus (Myfodrrma aci'ti of Pas-

teur) belonging to the group of micro-bacteria, which is

the agent in the production of vinegar in wine, cider, etc.,

by the oxidation of alcohol.

acetidin (a-set'i-din), n. [< acet-ic + -id + -in.]

Same as diacetin.

acetincation (a-set*i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< acetify :

see -fication.] The act or process of acetifying
or becoming acetous

;
conversion into vinegar.

Chemical acetiflcation, the conversion of wine, beer,

cider, and other alcoholic fluids into vinegar. It has been
shown to depend upon the presence of a minute fungus
(Mycoderma aceti of Pasteur), which derives its food from
the albuminous and mineral matter present in the liquor ;

It is very rapidly developed, and, absorbing the oxygen of

the air, transmits it to the alcohol, which by oxidation is

transformed into vinegar. See fermentation.

acetifier (a-set'i-fl-er), n. An apparatus for

hastening the acetincation of fermented liquors

by the exposure of large surfaces to the air.

The liquor enters the top of a cask or vat containing
layers of shavings or brushwood, by which it is divided

and distributed, and, as it trickles downward, comes into

intimate contact with air which is admitted through per-
forations in the sides of the vat.

acetify (a-set'i-fi). v.
; pret. and pp. acetified,

ppr. acetifying. [< L. acetum, vinegar, 4- E. -fy,

make.] I. trans. To convert into vinegar;
make acetous.

II. intrans. To become acetous
;

be con-
verted into vinegar.
When wines are new, and somewhat saccharine or too

alcoholic, they acetify reluctantly. Vre, Diet., III. 1070.

acetimeter, acetometer (as-e-tim'e-ter, -tom'-

e-ter), n. [= F. acetimetrc = Pg. acetometro, <

L. acetum, vinegar, + Gr. /ierpov, a measure.]
An instrument for ascertaining the strength or

parity of vinegar or acetic acid.

acetimetrical (a-set-i-met'ri-kal), a. [< *ace-

timetric (< acetimeter) + -a/.] (3f or pertaining
to acetimetry.
The acetimetrical method employed by the Excise.

Ure, Diet., I. 16.

acetimetry (as-e-tim'e-tri), n. The act or pro-
cess of ascertaining the strength or purity of

vinegar or acetic acid.

acetin (as'e-tiu), . [< acet-ic + -in.] A com-

pound obtained by the union of one molecule
of glycerin with one, two, or three molecules
of acetic acid. The acetins may also be regarded as

glycerin in which one, two, or three atoms of hydrogen
are replaced by acetyl. They include monoacetin (C's

HioO4), diacetin or acetidiu (C7H laO5 ),
and triacetin

(C'c.H^Ou). Watt*.

aceto-. A prefix to names of chemical com-

pounds, signifying the presence of acetic acid

or acetyl radical.

aceto-gelatin (as"e-tp-jel'a-tin),
a. Containing

acetic acid and gelatin Aceto-gelatin emulsion.
an emulsiun tonned of pyroxylin, acetic acid, alcohol, and

gelatin : used for coating certain photographic plates.



acetometer

acetometer, . See acetimct* i:

acetone (as'e-tpn), . [<acet-ic + -one.'] 1.
A limpid mobile liquid, (CH3 )2CO, with an
agreeable odor and burning taste, produced by
the destructive distillation of acetates, it is

procured cm a large scale from the aqueous liquid >>-

alcoholic radicals united by the group CO, or as

aldehydes in which hydrogen of the group COH
has been replaced by an alcoholic radical,
acetonemia (as"e-to-ne'rni-a), n. [NL., < E.
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for gephyreans without sette, with a terminal
mouth, dorsal anus, and the anterior region of
the body retractile. It includes the families

SiptmouUdee and PrtapuUtke. 2. [Used as a
singular.] A genus of annelids. Vejdousky.
ichaetous (a-ke'tus), a. [< NL. achaitus, < Gr.
d- priv. + xal-r7

lj hair.] Having no setre; not
chffitiferous

; specifically, pertaining to the

(which see).
. [< achci + -age.'] The state

f having aches. [Bare.]
The Pope could dispense with his Cardinalate, and his

OMagt, and his breakage, if that were all.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, i. 1.

acetone + Gr. ai/ia, blood.] "In patliol., a dis-
eased condition characterized by the presence
of acetone in the blood, it results from various Achaian (a-ka'yan), a. and n. See Achean.
i'aiisc-i. and may be a symptom of various diseases. Also achane (a-ka'ne)', n. [< Gr.

acetonjc '(asTton'ik), a. Pertaining to or de- /^t Persian measure for grain,

rived from acetone.
acetose (as'e-tos), a. Same as acetous, 1.

acetosityt (as-e-tos'i-ti), . [=F. acetosite =
Sp. acetosidad = It. acelosita, < NL. as if *acc-

tosita(t~)s,< acetosits: see acetous and-%.] The
state or quality of being acetous or sour

;
acid-

ity ; sourness
; tartness.

The juice or pulpe of Tamarinds hath a great acetositu.

Woodall, Surgeon's Mate, p. 175.

acetous (as'e-tus or a-se'tus), a. [=F. ace-
teux = Sp. Pg. It. acetoso, < NL. acetosus, < L.
aeetum, vinegar : seeacctwm.] 1. Having a sour
taste

; vinegary. Boyle. Also written acetose.
2. Of or pertaining to vinegar ; causing or con-
nected with acetification. Acetous acid, a term
formerly applied to impure and dilute acetic aeid, under
the notion that it was composed of carbon and hydrogen in
the same proportions as in acetic acid, but with less oxy-
gen. It is now known that no such acid exists, so that this
term has fallen into disuse. Acetous fermentation
the process by which alcoholic lic|uors, as beer or wine'
yield acetic acid by oxidation. See fermtntatim.
acetum (a-se'tum), n. [L., vinegar, in form pp.
ueut. (acetum, so. vinum, soured wine) of acerc,
be sour, akin to acer, sharp, sour: see acid and
acrid. Hence (from acetum, not from neut. adj.
acidum) Goth, akeit = AS. aiced, eced = OS. ecid
= OD. edick, etick, D. eilik, eek = LG. etik =
OHG. czzih, MHG. ezzich,G. essig= O&n. eildike

(>Icel. erfi/,-) = Sw. attika, vinegar.] Vinegar
(which see).

acetyl (as'e-til), n. [< acet-ic + -yl, < Gr. fl/t?,

matter, substance.] A univalent radical sup-
posed to exist in acetic acid and its derivatives.
Aldehyde may be regarded as the hydrid, and acetic acid
as the hydrate, of acetyl.

acetylene (a-set'i-len or as'e-ti-len), n.

achenium
[The old pronunciation of the noun (ach, formerly ach)
led to a similar pronunciation "f the verb. In the fol-

lowing couplet aclu', v., is made to rime witli jxitrtt .

Or lie-Ilia wore a velvet mastic patch
Upon her temples when no tooth did .//

Bp. llall, Satires, vi. 1.

Thus pronounced, the plural of the noun and the third
person singular of the verb were dissyllabic :

A coining shower your shooting cnrns presage,
Old </* throb, your hollow tooth will rage.

Hiri.ft, City Shower.
This pronunciation has been used, on the stage at least,
even in the present century, being required by the meter
in such passages as the following :

I'll rack thee with old cramps;
Fill all thy bones with aches; make thee roar.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2.)

Syn. Seeprtm, n., and af/ony.

ache 1
, ake (ak), v. i.

; pret. and pp. ached, abed,
ppr. aching, aking. [In this pronunciation
prop, spelled ake, the spelling ache prop, rep-
resenting a different pronunciation (ach, for-

merly ach) in imitation of the noun : see ache,
n. ; < ME. aken, eken (never *achen), < AS. acan
(strong verb, pret. oc, pp. ac.cn ; like scacan, E.

shake, and tacan, E. take), ache, prob. cognate,
notwithstanding the wide divergence of mean-
ing, with Icel. aka (strong verb, pret. ok, pp.
ekinn), drive, move, = L. agere = Gr. ayeiv, drive :

see act, agent.'] To suffer pain; have or be in

pain, or in continued pain ;
be distressed physi-

cally : as, his whole body ached.
The sense aches at thee. Shah., Othello, iv. 2.

Those inmost and soul-piercing wounds, which are ever
achimj while uncured. Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 1.

An

acetyl + -ene.~] A colorless gas, C2H'2
'

which v '11
has a characteristic and very unpleasant odor,

Achatinella (a-kat-i-nel a),

and burns with a luminous smoky flame, in,,, f*?^ A
,
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urinating gas contains a small amount of it. It is formed
from its elements, carbon and hydrogen, when the electric
arc is passed between carbon-points in an atmosphere of
hydrogen ; also by the imperfect combustion of illuminat-
ing gas and other hydrocarbons. With certain metals
and metallic salts it forms explosive compounds.

achate1^ (ak'at)" n. [
achates : see agate.']

agate.
The ehristall, jacinth, arhate,

ruby red. John Taylor.

achate2t, [Assibilated
form of acate, q. v.] See
acate.

Achatina (ak-a-ti'nii), n.

[NL., < L. achates, agate :

see agate.'] A genus of

land-snails, of the family
Helicid<e. It is typified by the
large agate-shells of Africa, and
is distinguished by an iutorted and
abruptly truncate columella. The

species of this genus, which comprises some of the largest
terrestrial mollusks, live chiefly near water about trees

;

they are mostly African. The small species formerly
referred to Achatina are little related to the genus. La-
marck, 1799. Also Achatilim (Link, 1807) and Aijathina
(Detihai/es).

[NL., dim. of

various limits
for a genus of Helicidce, with shells of moder-
ately small size, resembling those of Achatina.
It has numerous representatives peculiar to the Sand-
wich Islands. W. Sicainsan, 1828. The genus has also

[< ME. ache, < OF. ache, "the
"

[< L.

or "pertaining to a peculiar dentition of the odontophore or achecn, n. In Ei

been named llelicteres.

The Achatinellinse (a-kat"i-ne-H'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Achatinella + ince.'] A subfamily name pro-
posed for Helicidce of the Achatinella type, with

acetylic (as-e-tii'ik), o. Of' or "pertaining to a peculiar dentition of the ode
'

acetyl. tongue, and with a turreted shell.

acetylization (as"e-til-i-za'shgn), w. [<acetyl+ Achatininas (a-kat-i-ni'ne), n. pi.
-4ze + -ation.'] In chem., the"process of com- Achatina + -inte.] A subfamily of land-snails, of

bining or causing to combine with the radical
**" * :'" "-'-~ J- J-~" U - J *--

acetyl or with acetic acid.
ach 1

1, n. Same as ache%.
ach2 (ach), . [Cf. Hind, ak, gigantic swallow-

s
____

/; ... ^,__ [NL., for
acharnina (?), < Acharnes', a genus of fishes, <

Gr. axapv/jf, hxapvot;, a^dpwzc, a sea-fish.] In
Gunther's classification of fishes, the third

subfamily group of his family Nandidce, hav-
ing hidden pseudobranchiaa or false gills, five
ventral rays, and teeth on the palate. It is con-
stituted for fresh-water fishes from tropical America
which properly belong to the genus Cichla of the family
Cichtidte.

acharnement(a-sharn'meut), n. [F.,<.acharner,
give a taste of flesh (to dogs, etc.), refl. s'achar-

ner, thirst for blood, < L. as if *adcarnarc, < ad,
to, + caro (earn-), flesh : see carnal.'] Blood-
thirstiness, as of wild beasts or of infuriated

men
; ferocity ; eagerness ache2

t (ach), n.
for slaughter. [Bare.] herb smallage; ache desjardins, parsley" (Cot-

grave), F. ache = Sp. It. apio, parsley, < L.
opium, parsley (usually referred to apis, a bee,
bees being said to be fond of it : see Apis), <
Gr. amov, a species of Euphorbia, perhaps the
sun-spurge (or parsley ?). Cf. smallage, i. e.,
small ache.~] A name of garden-parsley, Petro-
selinum satimim.

Achean, Achaean (a-ke'an), a. and n.

AcluEus, < Gr. 'Axaioc;, belonging to

Achaia, L. Achcea.} I. a. Pertaining to Achica
(Achaia) in the Peloponnesus, to the Acheans
(Achseans, Achsei, or Achaioi), or to the con-

federacy called the Achean League The Ache-
an League, originally, a confederation for religions obser-
vances formed by the cities of Achaia on the abolition of
monarchical government and the establishment of democ-
racy. The league was gradually broken up by the Mace-
donians, but was renewed by the Acheans on a purely
political basis about 280 B. c., when they threw off the
Macedonian yoke, constituted an enlightened and purely
federal republic, and for over a century stood as an ef-
ficient bulwark to the declining liberties of Greece.

II, n. An inhabitant of Acha>a (Achaia), or
one of the ancient Greek people (Achaioi) from
whom that country took its name. The name
Achaioi is in Homer used as a generic term for all the
Greeks, but was later applied to the most important tribes
of eastern Peloponnesus, and was finally restricted after
the Dorian conquest, to the inhabitants of the region on
the gulf of Corinth in the northwestern part of the Pelo-
ponnesus.
Also spelled Achaian, in closer imitation of

the Greek.

*gypt. antiq., a fabulous animal,
half lion, half bird, like the Grecian griffin.

[NL., < acheckt, . t. [ME. acheken (only in pp. acheked,
. . T ,

aalls
>
of in passage quoted below), < a-l (or a-6) + cheken:

the family Helicida;, distinguished from Helici- see check, .] To check; stop; hinder
n<c proper by the character of the lingual den- when they metten in that place,
tition, the usually sharp lip, truncate columella, They were acheked bothe two.
swollen body-whorl, and elongate spire. The _ Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 2093.

Agate-shell
(Achatina Tarieff

_ The

wort, a sprout of sugar-cane'.]" An East Indian Kr"P includes the largest known puln?onates,*some being Acheenese (ach-e-ues' or -nez'), a. and n. See
name of several species of plants of the rubia- to^^^Su^J'aS toown^SSiiSS?' sp?rnf

AcUnese.

ceous genus Morinda. under Achatina. acheilary, etc. See aehilc

Achaean, . and n. See Achean. achatOUTt, n. [Assibilated form of aca tour, aca- acheiria, etc. See achiria

Achaemenian (ak-e-me'ni-an), a. [< L. Achw- ter: see acater, .] Same as acater. acheket, v. t. See achoke.

menius, a., Achcemenes, n." < Gr. 'Ax<u/ievtK, a ache 1
, ake (ak), . [In this pronunciation prop,

acheless (ak
'

les), a. [< achel + -less.'] With-
f -i i ii., ,^-t . . i- f\f 4-lm t ..I,.,. ^.,J,., /^_ .,n,-,.rl */, / HifTT' ~7. . T L Jf l__ j Ollt. fl.f.llft rT t.ltTvVh

* /etc. See achilary, etc.

See achiria, etc.

Persian king, ancestor of the AchcemenitUe, Gr. spelled ake, < ME. ake ; but formerly two pro-
ou*

f
che '

'Axaifievifat.] Pertaining or relating to the nunciations existed, ak and ach (ak and ach),
achelort. A corrupt spelling of ashler.

AchsBmenida;, an ancient royal family of Per- the latter, prop, indicated by the spelling
achene (a-ken'), n. English form of achenium.

sia, historically beginning with Cvrus. about, ache, renresentino- MR. ark*. .lsn Hnpllorl f^, f Also spelled akcne.sia, historically beginning with Cyrus, about
558 B. c., and ending with the conquest of the
Persian empire by Alexander the Great, 330 B. c.

achasnium, . See acheniii,,,. 8 ^.,, na*^ ,

achaenocarp (a-ke no-karp), n. [In'eg. < Gr. o- *torcA,both< AS. stearc. The anomalous modern achenium (a-ke m-uin), n.
; pi. achenia (-a).

priv. + xcuveiv, gape, + ico/wof, fruit.] In lot.,

ache, representing ME. ache, also spelled eche, ,

<AS. ece.n^ ache (< acan, v.); the former repre- achenia, n. Plural of n

senting ME. ake, directly < aken, < AS. acan, achenial (a-ke'ni-al), a.

ache, a strong verb : see ache, v. Cf . stark and

akcne.
Plural of achenium.

Pertaining to an ache-

any dry indehiscent fruit.

Achsnodon (a-ke'no-dpn), n.

spelling ache, with ch pron. k, has been supposed
to rest upon the notion that the word is de-

[NL.l_< Gr. a- rived from the Gr. &xoc_, pain, distress
;
but"y **/! ft. Lii4^., x \jci. u- nvcia J.AUIII tllu Urr **XVSj paJU, UlalieSS ; OUTJ

priv. + xa'weiv, gape, + itdpi't (bSovr-)
= E. tooth.'] there is no connection between the two words,A genus of fossil carnivorous mammals of

North America, having a suilline type of denti-
tion, considered by Cope as referable to the
family .ii'c/iici/o/tiilit'. Then.- are several species; A.
///-vr,/r//.v, tlir t\ pr-species, wjis as large as a large bear K
D. Co;*., 1873.

Achaata (a-kS'ttt), w. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
acluutns: see achattous.] 1. An ordinal name

nor is there any with the interj. ah = L. ah = G.
acA= Dau. ah, afc.] Pain of some duration, in

opposition to sudden twinges or spasmodic pain ;

a continued dull or heavy pain, as in toothache
or earache.

Myself was lost,
Gone from me like- an <*<//<.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

[NL., also written achamium, irreg. (cf. Gr. ax
vT/f, not gaping) < d- priv. + xa'vetv, gape, akin

to E. yawn, q. v.] 1. In oot., a
small, dry and hard, one-celled,
one-seeded, indehiscent fruit:

strictly, a single and free car-

pel of this character, as in the

buttercup, avens, etc., but ex-
tended to all similar fruits re-

sulting from a compound ovary,
even when invested with an adnate calyx, as
in the order Composite. Also written achene,

Achenium.
Lettuce .mil Ranun-

culus.



achenium 46
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-o-c/<: see -oirf.] In io., a double aehenium,
such as is found in the order Umbettifera
Acheron (ak'e-rou), . [L. Acheron (-out-),
also Acheruns (-wit-), < Gr. 'Axcpwv (-OVT-), in
earliest use, one of the rivers of Hades (popu-
larly connected with hm, pain, distress, = E.
awe, q. v.), later the name of several rivers of
Greece and Italy, which, from their dismal or

savage surroundings, or from the fact that a
portion of their course is beneath the ground,
were believed to he enrrnnons rn tlm irifWnn

Sis 1 1 In Gr amiK 2 theregioiis.j i._in irr. na itom,.myth., tne name
ot a river in Hades, over which the souls of the
dead were.ferried by Charon; hence, a general
name for the lower world.

Get you gone,
And at the pit of Acheron
Meet me i' the morning. Shale., Macb., iii. 5.

2. [NL.] A genus of ueuropterous insects.

Acherontia (ak-e-ron'shi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

il^epoVrjof, pertaining to Acheron: see Acheron.]
A genus of nocturnal lepidopterous insects, of
the family >$/)/< "ifiwfrr. A. atropos is the death's-
head moth, or death's-head hawk-moth. See
tlifith's-head.

Acherontic (ak-e-ron'tik), a. l<L.Aclieronticus,
< .1,'hero,, : see Acheron.] Of or pertaining to
Acheron or the infernal regions ;

dark
; gloomy :

as, Acherontic mists.

achersett, . An error for a cherset. See cher-
set.

achesount, . Same as encheson.
Acheta (ak'e-ta), n. [NL., < L. aclieta. the male
cicada, < Doric Gr. axtra, axtraf, Gr. tX^K, the

oicada, prop, adj., chirping, < Gr. fae'iv, sound,
chirp, < rixhi a sound, akin to fab, a sound, an
echo: see echo.] The typical genus of the fam-
\\yAclietidce: equivalent to (jrulliui (which see)
Achetidae (a-ket'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Acheta +
-hla:] A family of saltatorial orthopterous in-

sects, embracing the crickets, etc., named from
the leading genus, Acheta. The name is now
little used, the family being generally called

Gryllidai (which see).
Achetina (ak-e-ti'ua), . pi. [NL < Acheta +
-ina.] A group of orthopterous insects, includ-

ing the crickets, as distinguished from the grass-
hoppers, etc.

/HW, Psalm of Life.

. [<P.achievement
'H<>'"> completion, < aeltever : see achieve and
-mnit.] 1. The act of achieving or performing;
an obtaining by exertion; accomplishment : as,
the achievemen t of one's object.
Capable of high urhieei-in,-nt MS it writer of romance.

'

_ _. .

A ">'-""'""'- * sxiT, p. 172.

" 1 "at wnlch ls achieved
;
a great or heroic

deed
> something accomplished by valor, bold-

"ess, or supenor ability.
How m >' afAievfiaentt mock me!

Shak., T. and C., iv. 2.

Tnustriousjudgeshayedeclared that Galileo's conception
Of the laws of Motion is his greatest achievement.

G. H. Lemt, Probs. of Life and Mind I i 43

3. In her., an escutcheon or armorial shield!
The proper expression is "achievement of amis," and rig.
nines a complete heraldic composition, whether the shield
al ne or the shield with crest, motto, and supporters, if

anv - Tne term achievement is applied especially to the

achorion

in
, pamlul.

2. />*/, />(, Exploit, etc. See/o<i.

achiever (a-che'ver), n. One who achieves or

accomplishes.
We are well accustomed to the sight of a fresh young

girl, a close student, a flue achiever, . . . sinking . . . into
n whims, ailing, moping

feature.*" S' Ph'lp"' quoted ln lSex and Educa
. P-

a
,
c,W!ary.

**> Mh)i .
[A achil-ous + -ary.]

VVithout a lip; specifically, in hot., noting the
absence of the labellum or lip in monstrous
flowers of the order Orchidacea:. Also spelled
'"'l' /

'.(

1
!'''!

1 -

AchiUda (a-kil i-da), n. pi. [NL., <Achihis+

:
>da-J A division of the great family of homop-
terous insects called tulgorida:, one of 13 so-
called subfamilies, taking name from the genus

.

Achlllea (ak-i-le'a), w. [L.. a plant supposed
to

.

be
.

the 8ame as tnat called in Latin achilleos,
milf il or yarrow, < Gr. 'A;r</LXOf, of Achilles,
from a behef that Achilles used this plant in

curing Telephus.] A large genus of perennial
herbaceous plants, natural order Composi tee, of
the northern hemisphere and mostly of the old

Tw species are common, the milfoil or yarrow,

1ec ,

But they have left an oeAwiff void
The world can never mi.

.. . '"<</<, <>i, 1L>y Hymns.
achingly (a kmg-h), adv. With aching; pain-

achiote (bp. pron. a-che-o'ta), n. [Sp., also
achote, fg. achuttt, < achiotl, the native Ameri-
can name of the

plant.] The vernacular namem Central America of the arnotto-tree, Jlixa
UnUana, See arnotto.

acnira (a-che ra), n. [Appar. a native name.]
The name on the western coast of South Amer-
;ca of fkR Cnnun eiiiiliv whne,. |.,,. t,,>>D .n'M

,
ea"'ts

>
wnos-e largo tuberous

a^unerior W/e^ained ki,

1

,',' of""large-grained kind of arrow-

VV\ / i -/
achlTia (a-ki n-a), n. [NL., less prop, acheiria,
< Gr. axeipia, < a^fipof or axeip, without hands
see '"'><] ^ *'< absence of hands.

'

achirite (ak'i-rit), . [<,/,-/> Mahmed, name
of a Bokharian merchant who furnished the
specimens that were taken in 1785 to St. Peters-
burg, + -!te2.] Emerald copper or dioptase.
achiroUS (a-ki'rus), a. [Less prop, aelieirons,
( NL. achirus. < Gr. &xeipo<; or a^eut, handless <
a- priv. + Xc'p, hand.] In teratol., handless;
without hands!
achirus (a-ki'rus), n. [NL. ,

< Gr. 4^-e/pof ,
with-

out hands: seeachirom.] 1. In teratol., a mon-
ster characterized by the absence of hands
Also spelled acheirus.2. [cap.] In zool., a
genus of heterosomatous fishes, of the family
Soleida:, having no pectoral fins, whence the
name. A. lineattu, is an American sole, commonly call-
ed 1,,,.,-cMer. LacipMe, 1802. See cut under ,lf,dte.

achlamydate (a-klam'i-dat), a. [< Gr. a-
riv - ("-

18
}\

+ chlamydate, q. v.] Not chlamy-
date; having no pallium or mantle : said of
mollusks.

I" U'e achlamydate forms [of branchiogastropods] true
n118 are U8uall>' "'""" n,alty , Anat. Invert., p. 437.

Achlamydeae (ak-la-mid'e-e), n. pi. [NL.,
fern. pi. of aclilamydetui : seeachlamydeous.] In
hot., a term proposed by Lindley for a group of

dicotyledonous orders in which both calyx and

fl

r lla are
.

wan
,t

ing. at least in the pistillate
fl?wera . as > willows and birches.

(ak " la " mid
'?' US) '

'

,

achia, achiar (ach'ia, ach'iar), n. [< Pg. aekia,
the confected Indian cane, acliar, any sort of

pickled roots, herbs, or fruits, < Hind. c*>,
pickles.] An East Indian name for the pickled

-
.

shoots of the young bamboo, Jiambusa anndi- '''"'"''. p > w<-ks, II. 101.

/(cc, used as a condiment. achilleic (ak-i-le'ik), a. Pertaining to or de-
achievable (a-che'va-bl), a. [< achieve + -able.]

rived from Achillea Mille-
Capable of being achieved or performed.
iS raise a dead ,nan to life doth nrt ino contradic-

e
i 'dtaad with ^Ir Landnr T h,i inf.r

book^ma^med tam^me SK
' ^cAittran wrath -an untamable petulance.''. p > w<-ks, II. 101.

,
. rta

rived from Achillea Millefolium.- ^ acld
,a acid found in the leaves and flowers of milfoil or yar

o conrac- Sr ^l"e J"^ 11"" ' proba"^ i"e tical wlth

tion,andistherefore,at,east,a^r;i
by
s0^ipot s Mlein .i.ig^), B . r< JcikWea + ^

( ^umm *

and whose flowers are consequently naked, or
destitute of a covering, it has also been applied to

i rriva- nv
nr

, green

achievement- as "his noble acts lr^x^^achieve (a-chev ) t..; pret. and pp.

5L?JW P rmer ? alS af"' '

aUievcn, <. Ob . achever, achiever, achevtr, aclnver

F Z,ir

C
'
T)

'l ^ '

f

6 P a
^
6 V r

?^
(F.jemr

a clief ), come to an end
;
OF ch tef (F.

chef), an end a head: see chief. Cf. chine.]
1..

tr, ) perform or execute; accom-
push, as some great enterprise; finish; carryon to a prosperous close.

Had been o"" ^

. _ (ak'lis), n. [NL./< Gr. d^Wr, a
Same as caligo.
achmite (ak'mit), n. Incorrect spelling of ac-

-,' . When used in medicine it

gen. of Achilles; tendo, tendon.] See tendon
/ ^ C'li^' Under tend0"-

achilous (a-ki'lus), a. [Less prop, acheilous,
< NL> achilas

'
< Gr- - Priv - +*** UP-] With-

out lips.
Achilus (a-ki'lus), . [NL. : see achilom.] A
genus of homopterous insects, of the family
Cijciidce, or giving name to a group Achilida
(which see). Xirby, 1818.

Achimenes (a-kim'e-nez), . [Perhaps from

. ,

aceoewn, choke, < o- + *ceoan: seecAofccl.] To
choke;s^ocat^^rse:re -

Tlte beste acA^S C/m^rOol Women 1 2008
Gif thou wi cArtra the ''"""yng o' nt" ith s,t

perfluities. Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 6.

acholia (a-kol'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aXoKa, < &Xo-
?of ,

without bile : see acholous.] In patkol.,
deficiency or want of bile.

acholithitet (a-kol'i-thit), n. [Corrupt spelling
of acolouthite, q. v.] Same as acotute,

To see a iLy, dumb admit*,.
Armed against a devout fly's

Premtt, Ferd and Isa,i 16

2. To gain or obtain, as the result of exertion;
bring about, as by effort
Show all the spoils by valiant kings achieved Prior
He will nrAiVwhi, .nv.t ^
ftis "t e Hu , ,Snl , led bnfS""' T^'

that earmake a! fit l.appines" f^^^nlan
^ """^^

Bushnett, Sermons for New Life, p. 214
= Syn. 1. Effect, Accomplish, etc. (see perform), bring
airout, work out.-2. To acquire, win, obtain, get.

U.. mtrans. If. lo come to an end. Chaucer,
4. l accomplish some enterprise; bring

t a result intended.

Fights dragon-like, and does achieve as soon

Shak., Cor., iv. 7.

A genus of ornamental herbs, natu-

?!
^
der G^eraceo;, belonging to tropical

America. They are frequent in greenhouses, and the

S"
mber of varie"es ha3 been Iargely i crea8ei1 by '"va-

.i1
'.

Afhinese (ach-i-nes' or -nez'), a. andn. I. .

Pertaining to Achin (also written Acheen Atch-

"'' and Atcheen), a territory in the northwest-
erSJPart of tlle island of Sumatra.

II. n. sing, and pi. 1. A native or an in-
habitant of Achin, or the people of Achin.
2. The language used by the Achinese, which
belongs to the Malayan family, and is written
with Arabic characters.
Also written Acheenese and Atchinese.

ile, gall : see
o 11 defi ent in bile.

. -, ?'
&
,
kQr) '

"'
* [L ''

< Gr' O;r<Jp' SCurf'

dandruff.] 1 . A name formerly given to eer-
tain scaly or crusty cutaneous affections of the
head and face in infants, particularly to cer-
tain forms of eczema.-S. An individual acumi-
nate pustule.
Achordata (ak-6r-da'ta), n. pi [NL., < Gr. a-

priv. + xP^I, chord: see n-18 and Chordata.]
A collective name of those animals which have
no notochord: opposed to ('liordutu.

achorion (a-ko'ri-on), .; pi. achoria (-a). [NL.,<
defter.] The name given to one of the three prin-
cipal dermatophytes, or epiphytes of the skin.



achorion

It is the constituent of the crusts of favus (achor), and
belongs to thi: group of fungoid plants denominated
Oidiuni. It consists of spores, sporidia or tubes tilled

with spores, and empty branched tubes or mycelium.
1'Jruxinxx HYAs-K//.

Achras (ak'ras), n. [L.,< Gr. axpaf, a kind of wild

pear-tree.] A genus of plants consisting of a

single species, A. tiapota, of the natural order

Saputacetc. It is an evergreen tree, with thick shining
leaves anil milky juice, a native of tropical America, and
is often cultivated for its edible fruit, the sapodilla or

sapodillaplum. Its bark (Jamaica bark) is astringent and
is used as a febrifuge ; the seeds are aperient and diuretic.

2. A genus of coleopterous insects. Water-

house, 1879.

achroiocythemia, achroiocythsemia (a-kroi"-

o-si-the'ini-a), . [NL., prop, achrasocythaimia,
< Gr. axi>oiu<;, same as a^poof, colorless (see
achroous), + /cwror, a cavity (< Kcetv, contain), +
alfia, blood.] In pathol., diminution of the nor-
mal amount of hemoglobin in the red blood-

corpuscles. Also called oligochromemia.
achroite (ak'ro-it), n. [< Gr. d;rpoof, colorless,
+ -ite2.] A colorless variety of tourmalin found
on the island of Elba.
achroma (a-kro'mii), H. [NL., < Gr. a- priv. +
Xpupa, color : see achromatic.] In pathol., lack
of pigment in the skin

j
achromasia.

achromasia (ak-ro-ma'zi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

d^poi/iarop, without color : see achromatic.] In

pathol., lack of pigment in the skin.

achromatic (ak-ro-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. d

without color (< a- priv., without, +
color), + -ic : see chromatic.] Destitute of

color ; free from coloration
; transmitting light

without decomposing it into its constituent
colors : as, an achromatic lens or telescope.
The human eye is not achromatic. It suffers from chro-

matic aberration as well as from spherical aberration.

Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 72.

Achromatic condenser, an achromatic lens placed be-

tween the mirror and the stage of a microscope to con-

centrate the light upon the object when the

light from the concave mirror is not sufficiently
intense. Achromatic lens, a lens sensibly
free from chromatic aberration. It is usually
composed of two lenses made of glass having
different refractive and dispersive powers (for

example, a double convex lens of crown-glass
[a a] and a concavo-convex lens of flint-glass

[b &]), the forms of which are so adjusted that
one lens very nearly corrects the dispersion of
the other without, however, destroying its re-

fraction. Achromatic telescope or micro-
scope, a telescope or microscope in which the
chromatic aberration is corrected, usually by Achromatic

means of an achromatic object-glass.

achromatically (ak-ro-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In an
achromatic manner.

achromaticity (a-kro-ma-tis'i-ti), n. [< achro-
matic + -ity.] The state or quality of being
achromatic

;
achromatism. See equation.

achromatin (a-kro'ma-tin), n. [< Gr. dxp&uaroc,
not colored,+ -Hi2.] 'In bot., that portion of the
basic substance of the nucleus of a vegetable-
cell which, under the action of staining agents,
becomes less highly colored than the rest.

achromatisation, achromatise, etc. See achro-

matization, achromatize, etc.

achromatism (a-kro'ma-tizm), n. [< achromat-
ic + -ism. Cf. F. achromatisme.] The state or

quality of being achromatic; absence of col-

oration : as, to secure perfect achromatism in a

telescope.
achromatization (a-krd"ma-ti-za'shon), n. The
act of achromatizing or depriving of color. Also
spelled achromatisation.

achromatize (a-kro'ma-tiz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

achromatized, ppr. achromatizing. [< achromat-

ic, as if < Gr. a- priv. + xpujiaTi&iv ,
to color, <

Xpu/ia(T-), color.] To render achromatic; de-

prive of color, or of the power of transmitting
colored light. Also spelled aehromatise.

For two kinds of light a flint-glass prism may be achro-
matized by a second prism of crown-glass.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 480.

achromatopsia (a-kro-ma-top'si-a), n. [<Gr.
a- priv. + ^pu//a(r-), color, + 6i/f, sight, < 6i//,

the eye, face : see optic.] Color-blindness, or

inability to see or distinguish colors. Also
called acritochromacy.
achromatopsy (a-kr'o'ma-top-si), n. Same as
achron/a topsia.
achromatosis (a-kro-ma-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

axpufiaro/;, without color, + -usi.f.] A name
applied to diseases characterized by a lack of

pigment in integumental structures, as albi-

nism, vitiligo, or canities.

achromatOUS (a-kro'ma-tus), a. [<Gr. axpufia-
rof, without color : see 'achromatic.] Without
color; of a lighter color than normal : as, achro-
matous spots.

47

achromophilous (a-kro-mof'i-lus), a. [< Gr. d-

priv. (fl-I8) + chromophilous.] In embryo!., not

chromophilous (which see). See extract.

The substance of the ovum [of Ascariv] is also remark-

ably differentiated, that of the ''polar disk" alone ex-

hibiting a vertical striation, and differentiating into two
layers, supertteial and subjacent (termed aclii-<i>uoi>lii{i>ii*

and chromophilous respectively). Em-tic. /J/-i(.,XX. 417.

achromous (a-kro'inus), a. [< Gr. d- priv. +
Xpufia, color.] Colorless; without coloring
matter.

achronic, achronical (a-kron'ik, -i-kal), a. An
eiToueous spelling of acronych, acronychal.
achroodextrine (ak"ro-6-deks'trin), . [< Gr.

axpoof, colorless (see achroous), + E. dextrine.]
Dextrine which is not colored by iodine : con-

trasted with erythrodextrine.
ach-root (ach'rot), n. [< ach% + root.] The
root of Morinda tinctoria, used in India as a

dye. See ach2 .

achroous (ak'ro-us), a. [< Gr. axpoof, also d^powc ,

colorless, < d- priv. + %p6a, xP L
"->

color. Cf .

achromatic.] Colorless; achromatic.

achylous (a-ki'lus), a. [<Gr. d^vAor, < d- priv.
+

^ti?.(!f, chyle.] Without chyle. Sijd. Soc.

Lex.

Achyrodon (a-ki'ro-don), n. [NL., < Gr. d^jjpov,

pi. axvpa, chaff, bran, husks, + bdo'vf (bdovr-) =
E. tooth.] A genus of fossil mammals from the
Purbeck beds of England, having teeth of the
insectivorous type, and more than eight molars
and premolars. Owen, 1877.

acicle (as'i-kl), n. Same as acicula, 2. Dana,
Crustacea, I. 434.

acicula (a-sik'u-la), n.
; pi. acicula; (-le). [L.,

a needle, a small pin, dim. of acus, a needle,
from same root as acer, sharp, acies, an edge,
acutus, sharp, etc.: see acid, acute, acerb.] 1.

A needle, pin, or bodkin, of wood or bone,
used by Roman women as a hair-pin. It was
not smaller than an acus (which see), but of in-

ferior material. 2. A spine or prickle of an
animal or plant. Also called acicle. 3. [cop.]
A name applied to several genera of gastropods,
and retained for the representative genus of the

family Aciculida;, inhabiting Europe. A.fusca
is the best-known form. 4. [cap.] A genus of

worms.
acicula, n. Plural of aciculum.

Aciculacea (a-sik-u-la'se-a), n. pi. [NL., (Aci-
cula + -acea.] A synonym of Aciculida! (which
see).
acicular (a-sik'u-lar), a. [< NL. acicularis, < L.

acicula, a needle : see acicula.] Having the

shape of a slender needle or stout bristle
;
hav-

Acicular Crystals, Stibnite.

ing a sharp point like a needle : as, an acicular

prism, like those of stibnite
;
an acicular bill,

as that of a humming-bird. Other forms are

aciculate, aciculated, aciculiform, and aciculine.

The silver salt crystallizes from its aqueous solution in
small acicular prisms.

E. Frankland, Exper. in Chem., p. 30.

Acicular bismuth. See aikinite.

acicularly (a-sik'u-lar-li), adv. In an acicu-
lar manner; in the manner of needles or

prickles.

aciculate, aciculated (a-sik'u-lat, -la-ted), p. a.

[< NL. aciculatus, < L. acicula: see acicula.]

Needle-shaped; acicular; aciculiform.

aciculi, n. Plural of aciculus.

aciculid (a-sik'u-lid), n. A gastropod of the

family Aciculida!.

Aciculidse (as-i-ku'li-de), . pi. [NL., < Acicula,

q. v.,+ -idee.] A family of operculate pulmonif-
erous mollusks, represented by the European
genus Acicula (which see) and the West Indian
Geomelania. They have very small turreted shells with
few whorls and a thin opereulum, the outer lip plain or

produced into a tongue, and the eyes on the back of the
head.

aciculiform (a-sik'u-li-form), a. [< L. acicula,

needle, + -formis, < forma, form.] Same as
acicular.

aciculine (a-sik'u-lin), a. [< NL. adculinus,
< L. acicula: see acicula.] Same as acicular.

aciculum (a-sik'u-lum), n.
; pi. acicula (-la).

[NL., a neut. form to acicida, q. v.] In tool.,
one of the slender sharp stylets which are em-

acidify

bedded in the parapodia of some annelids, as
the l'ol>Jch(Kta. The notopodial and the neuropodial
divisions of the paraimdia each carry one of these acicuhi.

aciculus (a-sik'ii-lus), n.
; pi. ncteuli (-11). [NL.,

a masc. form of acicula, q. v.] In hot., a strong
bristle.

acid (as'id), a. and n. [=F. <zcirfe= Sp. Pg.
It. acido, < L. acidus, sour, < acere, be sour

(>acetum, q. v.), akin to acer, sharp, acies,

edge, Gr. iiK.pi, E. acme, edge, etc., all from -^"ak,
be sharp, pierce.] I. a. Sour, sharp, or biting
to the taste

; tasting like vinegar : as, acid fruits
or liquors. - Acid rock. See acidic.

II. n. [< NL. aciditm, neut. of L. acidus, a.]

Originally, a substance possessing a sour taste
like that of vinegar ;

in modern chemical use, a
name given to a large number of compounds
which do not necessarily possess this property.
It does not appear that very great importance was at any
time attached to sourness as a characteristic of acids from
a chemical point of view. The following properties are
common to most acids: 1st, solubility in water; 2d, a
sour taste (in some acids, on account of their corrosive-

ness, this property ean be perceived only after dilution
with a large quantity of water); 3d, the power of turning
vegetable blues to red ; 4th, the power of decomposing
most carbonates, and displacing the carbonic acid with
effervescence ; 5th, the power of destroying more or less

completely the characteristic properties of alkalis, at the
same time losing their own distinguishing characters, form-
ing salts. In modern chemistry an acid may be termed
a salt of hydrogen, or it may be defined as a compound
containing one or more atoms of hydrogen which become
displaced by a metal, or by a radical possessing to a cer-
tain extent metallic functions. An acid containing one
such atom of hydrogen is said to be monobasic, one con-

taining two such atoms bibasic, etc. Acids of a greater
basicity than unity are frequently termed polybasic acids.
When an acid contains oxygen, its name is generally
formed by adding the terminal -ic either to the name of
the element with which the oxygen is united or to an ab-
breviation of that name. Thus, sulphurforms with oxygen
sulphuric acid; nitrogen, nitric acid; and phosphorus,
phosphoric acid. But it frequently happens that the same
element forms two acids with oxygen ;

and in this case
the acid that contains the larger amount of oxygen re-

ceives the terminal syllable -/e, while that containing less

oxygen is made to end in -ous. Thus, we have sulphurous,
nitrous, and phosphorous acid, each containing a smaller

proportion of oxygen than that necessary to form respec-
tively sulphuric, nitric, and phosphoric acid. In some
instances, however, the same element forms more than
two acids with oxygen, in which case the two Greek words
VJTO (hypo-), under, and inrtp (hyper-), over, are prefixed to
the name of the acid. Thus, an acid of sulphur contain-

ing less oxygen than sulphurous acid is termed hyposul-
phurous acid ; and another acid of the same element con-

taining, in proportion to sulphur, more oxygen than sul-

phurous acid and less than sulphuric, might be named
either hypersulphurous or hyposulphuric acid ; but the
latter term has been adopted. The prefix per- is frequently
substituted for hyper-. Acetic acid, fatty acid, nitric

acid, etc. See these adjectives. Nordnausen acid,
brown fuming sulphuric acid, a solution of sulphur trioxid
in sulphuric acid, used as a solvent of indigo, and at pres-
ent in the manufacture of artificial alizarin. It is named
from the place where it was first manufactured.

acid-green (as'id-gren'), ii. A coloring mat-
ter, a sulphonic acid of various sorts of benzal-

dehyde-greens. It is one of the coal-tar colors. It

dyes a brighter color than the so-called solid green. It is

also called Helvetia green, and light green S. Benedikt
and Knecht, Chem. of Coal-tar Colors, p. 84.

acidic (a-sid'ik), a. 1. Acid: in chem., applied
to the acid element, as silicon, in certain salts:

opposed to basic. 2. Containing a large amount
of the acid element: as, the acidic feldspars,
which contain 60 per cent, or more of silica.

Acidic (or acid) rock, a crystalline rock which contains a

relatively large amount of silica, through the presence of
an acidic feldspar, and sometimes also of free quartz, as a

prominent constituent. For example, trachyte is an acid
or acidic rock ; basalt, a 6ac rock.

acidiferous (as-i-dif'e-rus), a. [<NL. acidum,
acid,+ ii.ferre =E. bear1

,
+ -ous.] Bearing, pro-

ducing, or containing acids, or an acid Aci-
diferous mineral, a mineral which consists of an earth
combined with an acid, as calcium carbonate, aluminite,
etc.

acidifiable (a-sid'i-fl-a-bl), a. [< acidify +
-able;= F. acidifiable.] Capable of being acidi-

fied, or of being converted into an acid.

acidific (as-i-dif'ik), a. Producing acidity or
an acid

; acidifying. Said of the element (oxygen,
sulphur, etc.) which in a ternary compound is considered
as uniting the basic and acidic elements. Thus, in cal-

cium silicate, calcium is called the basic, silicon the acidic,
and oxygen the acidific element. Dana.

acidification (a-sid"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< acidify;= P. acidification= Sp. acidification = Pg. aci-

dificaqao.] The act or process of acidifying, or
of changing into an acid.

Acidification ... is intended to break up, corrode, or
carbonize the albuminiferous matters.

W. L. Carpenter, Soap, etc., p. 264,

acidifier (a-sid'i-fi-er), n. One who or that
which acidifies ; specifically, in chem., thatwhich
has the property of imparting an acid quality.

acidify (a-sid'i-fl), v. ; pret. and pp. acidified,

ppr. acidifying. [< acid + -fy ; = F. acidifier =
Pg. addificar.] I. trans. To make acid

;
con-



acidify

vert into an acid
;
render sour

; sour, literally or

figuratively.
Such are the plaints of Louvet, his thin existence all

acidified with rage ami preternatural insight of suspicion.

Carlyle, French Kcv., III. iii. 1x1.

H. intruns. To become acid or sour,

acidimeter (as-i-dim'e-ter), . [= Pg. acklime-

tro, < NL. acidiim, acid, + Gr. fiiTpov, a measure.]
An instrument for determining the purity or

strength of acids. See acidimetry.
acidimetrical (as'i-di-met'ri-kal), a. Of or per-

taining to acidimetry.
The acidimetrical process is in every way similar to

that practised in alkalimetry. Ure, Diet., I. 19.

acidimetry (as-i-dim'e-tri), . [= Pg. acidime-

tria; as acidimeter + -y.~\ The act or process
of measuring the strength of acids. Specifically,
the process of estimating the amount of acid in a liquid by
finding exactly how much of a standard alkaline solution
is required to neutralize a measured quantity of the given
solution.

acidity (a-sid'i-ti), . [= F. acidiU= It. acidita,
< L. acidita(t^)s, sourness, < acidus, sour: see

acid.] The quality of being acid or sour; sour-

ness
;
tartness

; sharpness to the taste.

acid-magenta (as'id-ma-jen'ta), n. A coal-tar

color, a green metallic-looking powder giving
a red color when dissolved in water, it is a mix-
ture of the mono- and disulphonic acids of rosanilin. Also
called viayenta 5. and ritbine S. Used for dyeing and for

coloring wines. Benedikt and Kiiecht, Chem. of Coal-tar

Colors, p. 96.

acidness (as'id-nes), . Sourness; acidity.
acidometer (as-i-dom'e-ter), n. [Cf. acidime-

ter.] A form of hydrometer used to measure
the degree of concentration of an acid.

acid-pump (as'id-pump), . A glass pump used
for drawing corrosive liquids from carboys and
other vessels. It has valves and joints, and is converti-
ble into a siphon. A vacuum is created in it -by means of
an elastic rubber bulb, which controls its action without

coining into contact with the acid.

acidulee (a-sid'u-le), n. pi. [L., fern. pi. (sc.

aqua;, waters) of acidulus : see acidulous."] A
name formerly given to springs of cold mineral

waters, from their sharp and pungent taste.

N. E. 1).

acidulate (a-sid'u-lat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
acidulated, ppr. acidulating. [<L. as if *acidu-

latus, pp. of *acidularc, < acidulus, somewhat
sour: see acidulous.] 1. To tincture with an
acid

;
render somewhat acid or sourish.

This bitter Mask is filled partly with mercury, and partly
with water acidulated with a tenth part of sulphuric acid.

Science, 111. 260.

2. Figuratively, to sour, as the mind
;
embit-

ter
; make cross or captious.

Persons . . . were especially liable to diabolical posses-
sion when their faculties were impaired by disease and their

tempers acidulated by suffering. Lecky, Rationalism, 1.106.

acidulcist (as-i-dul'sis), a. [Contr. of NL. "aci-

didulcis, < L. acidus, sour, acid, + dulcis, sweet:
see dulcc] Both sour and sweet,
acidulent (a-sid'u-lent), a. [< F. acidulant, ppr.
of aciduler, sour slightly, < acidule, slightly sour,
<L. acidulus: see acidulous.] Somewhat acid
or sour; tart; hence, peevish: as, "anxious
acidulent face," Carlyle, French Rev., I. i. 4.

acidulous (a-sid'u-lus), a. [< L. acidulus, slightly

sour, dim. of acidus, sour : see acid.] 1 . Slight-
ly sour

; subacid, as cream of tartar, oranges,
gooseberries, etc. 2. Figuratively, sour in

feeling or expression ; sharp ;
caustic

;
harsh.

Acidulous enough to produce effervescence with alkalies.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, ix.

It is beautiful, therefore, ... to find a woman, George
Eliot, departing utterly out of that mood of hate or even
of acidulous satire in which Thackeray so often worked.

S. Lanier, The Eng. Novel, p. 207.

acid-yellow (as'id-yel'6), n. A coal-tar color,

consisting of the sodium salts of the sulphonic
acids of amido-azobenzene or aniline yellow.
It is a yellow powder, easily soluble in water, and is used
for dyeing olive, moss-green, and browns. Also some-
times called fant yellow. Bemdikt and Knecht, Chem. of
Coal-tar Colors, p. 182.

acierage (as'i-e-raj), n. [< F. acierage, < acier
= Pr. acier= Sp. acero, steel, < ML. aciare, aci-

arium, steel, < L. acies, edge, sword-edge.] The
process of depositing a layer of iron on another

metal, by means of an electric battery, stereo-

type and copper plates are sometimes treated in this way,
thus increasing their durability without injury to their ar-

tistic character. When thus coated with iron they are
said to be "steel -faced."

acierate (as'i-e-rat), v. t. To convert into steel.

acieration (as''i-e-ra'shon), n. [<F. ', steel,
+ -ation] Conversion into steel: a word oc-

casionally used by writers on the metallurgy of
iron and steel.

Withdrawing trial pieces from time to time and break-

ing them so as to ascertain to what depth the ai-ii'i-utinn

has proceeded. Eiicyc. Brit., XIII. 34:2.
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aciform (as'i-f6rm), a. [<L. acua, a needle, +
forma, shape.] Shaped like a needle.

aciliate, aciliated (a-sil'i-at, -a-ted), a. [< (Jr. -

priv. (-l8) + ciliated: see cilia.'] Not ciliated;

having no cilia.

Acilius (a-sil'i-us), n. [NL., < L. Acilius, a Ro-
man name.] A genus of water-beetles of the

family Dytiscidw, containing species of mod-
erate size, with ciliated hind tarsi and round
tarsal disks in the male. A. milmtus is a European
species. A. fraternity is a common New England insect,

about f of an inch long, having the black portions of the

elytra closely punctured upon a yellow surface.

acinaceous (as-i-na'shius), o. [<L. acinus, a

berry, esp. a grape, a grape-stone or kernel, +
-accous] Consisting of or full of kernels.

acinaces (a-sin'a-sez), n. [L., <Gr. aiuvaKnf, a

short, straight sword, < Pers. dhenek ("dhanak),
a short sword, < alien, dhan, a sword, lit. iron,
+ dim. term, -ek, -ak, now applied only to ra-

tional objects (-che to irrational objects).] A
short, straight dagger, peculiar to the Modes
and Persians. It seems to have been worn on the right
side, but perhaps only when a longer weapon was worn on
the left. Modern writers have recognized the acinaces in
a dagger shown in sculptures at Persepolis, also ill the

dagger of the Mithra sacrificial groups.

acinacifolious (a-sin*a-si-f6'li-us), a. [<L.
acinaces, a short sword,+ folium, leaf.] Having
acinaciform leaves. N. E. D.
acinaciform (a-sin'a-si-form), a. [< L. acinaces,
a short, straight sword, taken to mean a

simitar, + -formis, < forma,
shape . ] In bo t.

, resembling
a simitar in shape: as, an

acinaciform leaf, one which
has one edge convex and

thin, the other straighter and thick, as in species
of Afesembryanthemum ; an acinaciform pod, as

of some beans.
acinarious (as-i-na'ri-us), a. [<L. acinaritis,

pertaining to the grape, < acinus, the grape : see

acinus] In bot., covered with little spherical
stalked vesicles resembling grape-seeds, as in

some algae.
acinesia (as-i-ne'sia), n. Same as akinesia.

Acineta (as-i-ne'ta), . [NL., <Gr. a/dvtrrot,

motionless, < a- priv. + mvelv, move. ] 1 . A
genus of noble epiphytal orchids, from Central

America, much prized as hothouse plants. 2.
A genus of suctorial infusorial protozoans. See
Acinctee and Acinetina. Ehrenberg.
Acinetae (as-i-ne'te), n. pi. [NL. : see Acineta]
An order of the class Infusoria (the Infusoria
tentaculifera or suctoria), the adult members of
which have no cilia and no proper mouth, and
are non-locomotive. The body, which is fixed and
stalked, is provided with radiating retractile suctorial

Acinacifbrm Leaf.

Acipeuser

Acinetina (as*i-ne-ti'na), n. pi. [NL., < Aci-
neta + -ina] A group of infusorians with a

single aperture, and elongate, non-vibratile

cilia, originally established by Ehrenberg in
1838 as a division of his I'olygastrica : equiva-
lent to Acineta; (which see).

acini,". Plural of acinus.

aciniform (as'i-ni-form), a. [< NL. riciniformis,
<L. acinus, grape (see acinus), + -formis, (.for-

ma, shape.] 1. Having the form of grapes, or

being in clusters like grapes; acinose. 2. In

anat., of a deep purplish tint; resembling a

grape in color: applied to one of the pigmen-

tary layers of the iris, technically called the
tunica aciniformis. See uvea.

acinose (as'i-nos), a. [< L. aciwsus, like grapes,
< acinus, a grape.] 1. Resembling a grape or a
bunch of grapes ; consisting of granular con-
cretions. 2. Specifically, inanat., consisting of
acini. Applied to glands in which the duct enlarges at
the distinctly glandular portion into a little spherical
vesicle (acinus), or into a little saccule (lobulus), beset
with small, round epithelial cysts (acini), or in which
the duct branches and ends in more or less numerous
lobuli, formed of acini. Acinone glands are distinguished
from tubular glands.

acinous (as'i-nus), a. Same as acinose.

acinus (as'i-nus), n.
; pi. acini (-nj). [L., a

berry, esp. a grape, also a grape-stone, kernel.]
1. In bot. : (a) One of the small drupelets or
berries of an aggregate baccate fruit, as the

blackberry, etc., or the contained stone or seed.
See cut under Rubin, (b) A grape-stone.
2. In anat. : (a) Formerly, the smallest lobule
of a gland, (b) Now, generally, the smallest sac-
cular subdivision of an acinose gland, several
of which subdivisions make up a lobule. Also
called alveolus, (c) A lobule of the liver.

-acious. [< L. -ad- (nom. -ax, ace. -deem, > It.

-ace, Sp. Pg. -az, F. -ace), a suffix added to verb-
stems to form adjectives expressing intensity
of physical or mental action, as aud-ai, daring,

cap-ax, holding much, fall-ax, deceitful, loqu-

ax, talking much, pugn-ax. inclined to fight,

etc., + E. -ous. Cf. -acy, 3.] A compound ad-

jective termination of Latin origin, forming,
from Latin verb-stems, adjectives expressing
intensity of physical or mental action, as in au-

dacious, daring, very bold, capacious, holding
much, fallacious, deceitful, loquacious, talking
much, pugnacious, inclined to fight, mendacious,
ready at lying, vivacious, very lively, voracious,

eating much, etc. Such adjectives are accom-
panied by nouns in -aci-ty, and the nouns rarely
by verbs in -aci-t-ate : as, capacious, capacity,

capacitate, etc.

Acipenser (as-i-pen'ser), n. [L., also spelled
aquipenser and acipensis (>Gr. aKKarf/aiof), the

sturgeon ; perhaps < *aci- (= Gr. o/cfcf), swift,
+ a form otpenna (OL. pesna), a wing, same as

pinna, a wing, a fin. Cf. accipiter and the ety-

mology there suggested.] The typical genus
of the family Acipenseridtt, including all the

processes, or tubular tentacles, having at their extremi-
ties a knob or disk-like sucker, through which nutrient
matter is imbibed.

The Acinetce multiply by several methods. One of
these . . . consists in the development of ciliated embryos
in the interior of the body. These embryos result from
a separation of a portion of the endoplast, and its con-
version into a globular or oval germ, which in some
species is wholly covered with vibratile cilia, while in
others the cilia are confined to a zone around the middle
of the embryo. The germ makes its escape by bursting
through the body-wall of its parent. After a short exist-

ence (sometimes limited to a few minutes) in the condition
of a free-swimming animalcule, provided with an endo-

plast and a contractile vacuole, but devoid of a mouth,
the characteristic knobbed radiating processes make their

appearance, the cilia vanish, and the animal passes into
the Acintta state. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 94.

acinetan (as-i-ne'tan), n. One of the Acinette;
a suctorial tentaculiferous infusorian.

Acinetidae (as-i-net'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Acineta
+ -ida'] A family constituting the order Aci-

nette. The leading genus is Acineta.

acinetiform (as-i-net'i-f6nn), a. and . [< NL.
Acineta + L. -formis, < forma, shape.] I. a.

Having the form of Acineta:; resembling an aci-

netan in form.

Balbiana . . . asserts that the acinetiform embryos ob-
served not only in Paramoecium, but in ... many other
ciliated Infusoria, are not embryos at all, but parasitic
Acinetfe. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 100.

II. n. An infusorian animalcule resembling
an acinetan, whether an embryonic stage of
some ciliate infusorian or a member of the
order Acineta;. Also written acineta-form.

Skull of Sturgeon (Acfffnstr), top and side views. .

Above, the cartilaginous cranium, shaded, is supposed to be seen

through the unshaded cranial bones.

Upper figure : a, ridge formed by spinous processes of vertebrae ;

b, tr, lateral wing-like processes ; c, rostrum ; AH, site of auditory
organ ; Na, of nasal sacs ; Or, of orbit. The membrane bones of the

upper surface are : A, analogue of supraoccipital ; B, B, of the epi-
otics ; E, of ethmoid ; G, G. of the postfrontals ; //. H, of the pre-
frontals ; C, C, of the parietals ; A D are the frontals. and F, F the

squamosals; A', anterior dermal scute; /,/, Z., A, dermal ossifications

connecting the pectoral arch with the skull. Lower figure : a, ros-

trum: *, nasal chamber; c, auditory region; (/.coalesced anterior

vertebra:; e, ribs;./", g-, h, suspensorium ; *, palato-maxillary appara-
tus ; Mn, mandible ; Or, orbit.

ordinary sturgeons (and with the shovel-nosed

sturgeons, Scapliirln/nchops, the only other ge-
nus, composing the family), characterized by
the flattened tapering snout, a spiracle over
each eye, and 5 distinct rows of bony plates.
The common sturgeon, A. tturio, is found both in Europe
and North America; it sometimes attains a length of 18
feet. The green sturgeon of the Pacific coast is A. m<-<li-

roKtris. The European sterlet is A. ntthenus. The largest
known species is the Russian sturgeon, the bielaga, huso,
or hausen, A. huso, sometimes attaining a length of 25

feet and a weight of 3000 pounds. A. j!tiltt<>tixtii<lti is a

fourth example, known as the osseter. Also often spelled
Accipenser.



Acipenseres

Acipenseres (as-i-pen'so-rex;, . /il. [NL., pi.
of Aeipenaer.} An ordinal term suggested by
Bonaparte, 1837, as a substitute for Sturiotuxor
Cliondrostei (which see).

acipenserid (as-i-pen'se-rid), n. One of the

Acipenseridce ; a sturgeon.
Acipenseridse (as"i-pen-ser'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< At-iprtixrr + -ida'.} The sturgeons, a family of
chondrosteous ganoid fishes, sometimes includ-

ing only the genus Acipenser, sometimes also
the genus 8capliirlii/>icln>px. The body is elongate
subc.vlindric, with 5 rows of bony bucklers ; the snout is

produced, subspatulate or conical, with the mouth on its

lou IT surface, small, transverse, protractile, and toothless ;

there are 4 barbels in a transverse series on the lower side
of the snout ; the ventral fins have a single series of fulcra
in front, ami the dorsal and anal fins approximate to the
raiidal, which is heterocereal. Sec Afif'ii^ ,.

Acipenserinae (as-i-pen-se-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Ai'ipi'itxcr + -i>ue.} A suBfamily of Acipenseri-
<>\ typified by the genus Acipenser. By older
ichthyologists it was made coequal with the family.
Lately it has been restricted to Acipenneridce with spira-
dcs, subcouic snout, and thick tail, and thus made to in-
clude only the true sturgeous.

acipenserine (as-i-pen'se-rin), . One of the
Al-il>rnxrrill/l'.

acipenseroid (as-i-pen'se-roid), a. and n. I. a.

Having the characters of the Acipenserida:
II. . A fish of the family Acipenseridce; an

acipenserid.
Acipenseroidae (as-i-pen-se-roi'de), n. pi. [NL.]
Same as Acipensertda;.

Acipenseroidei (as-i-peu-se-roi'de-i), . pi.
[< Acipenser + -oid-ei.} A name used by some
ichthyologists as a subordinal name in place
of Chondrostei.

aciurgyt (as'i-er-ji), 11. [< Gr. aisic, a point, +
-ovpyia (<-o-ep7z), in comp. , working, <l/ryeiv =
E. work: see demiurgy ana surgery.} Operative
surgery.
ackerH, . An obsolete form of acre (Middle
English akef, etc.).

acker2 (ak'er), . [E. dial. (Sc. aiker in sense
2), <ME. aker, flood-tide, a bore, an eager;
prob. a var. of eager%, q. v.] If. Flood-tide; a
bore

;
an eager.

Aki/r [var. ake.r} of the see flowyng, impetus inaru.

Prompt. Pare.

2. A ripple or furrow on the surface of water.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

acketont, See acton.

ackman (ak'man), n.
; pi. ackmen (-men). [<

ack-, of unknown origin, + man.} A sailors'
name for a fresh-water thief, or one who steals
on navigable rivers. Also called ack-pirate.
Sailors' Word-book.
acknowt (ak-no'), . 1. [<ME. aknowen, know,
acknowledge, < AS. oncndwan, perceive, know,
< on- for and-(= Gr. avri, against, back, = Goth.
anda-), + cnawan, know : see a-5 and know.} To
recognize ; acknowledge ; confess.

Yon will not be acknown, sir, why, 'tis wise :

Thus do all gamesters at all games dissemble.
B. Jomoii, Volpone, v. 6.

acknowledge (ak-nol'ej), . t.
; pret. and pp. ac-

knowledged, ppr. acknowledging. [< ME. knoic-

lechen, kitoulechen, cnawlechen, acknowledge, <

kiiotaleelie, knouleene, cnawleclte, knowledge : see
knowledge. The prefix ac-, for a-, is due to the
frequent ME. verb aknowen: see acknow.} 1.
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So great. n soldier as tin- old French Marshal Montluc

acknowledge* that he has often trembled with fear, and
rfloovored courage when he had said a prayer for th>
sion. Knterxi'ti. r ( ,ii)'a-r.

3. To own the genuineness of
; own as binding

or of legal force: as, to acknowledge a deed. aclis (ak'lis), .; pi. aclides (-li-dez). [< L.

Aclinic line, the name Kiveit by I'ntfo-nr Vu^nst (o an
Irregularcnrve kxxttedupon the rarfaoe .,t thr earth in the
neighborhood of the equator, where the magnetic needle
balances itself horizontally, having no dip. It has hi -. -n

also termed the m/f/'"''<''' <'<[imti>r.

4. To admit or certify the receipt of
; give infor-

mation of the arrival of: as, to acknowledge a let-

ter or a remittance To acknowledge a deed H-
other instrument), in law, to avow before a proper officer or
court that one has executed it, for the purpose of having a
certificate thereof appended which will qualify the instru-
ment to be admitted in evidence or to record, or both,
without further proof of genuineness. As often used, the
word implies not only the avowal of the party, but also
the procuring of the official certificate. Thus a deed is said

. . ,

a'80 aclys, a small javelin, said to be a corrup-
tion of Gr. aymi'/jc, a hook, barb, taken in the
sense of aynvfo/, a bend, twist, thong of a jave-
lin, the javelin itself, fern, of dy/ovuic, crooked,
bent, = L. niii/iiliix, angle: see aw/te3.] 1. In
Kom. antiq., a heavy missile weapon ;

an aclide.
2. [cap.} [NL.] The representative genus

of the family Aclida; (which see). Loven. 1846.
. pl-n-a f.iV'lisA n Sumo ,*,!;* 1

to have been acknowledged when it actually bears the cer- A
tiflcate. = Syn. Acknowledge, Admit, Confess, Own, Avow,

ACmsea (ak-me a), n. [NL., < (jr. a/c,uaior, at the
grant, concede, allow, assent to, profess, take cognizance height or prime, in full bloom, vigorous, < an/a'/,
of. To acknowledge is to state one's knowledge of ; it may

'

have a personal object: as, he acknoirle.dye.il her as his
wife ; as applied to acts, it often implies confession under
external pressure. Admit has a similar reference to so-
licited or forced assent: as, he admitted the charge; he

'
,

admitted that his opponent was a good man. CoiiJ'ejm
implies the admission of that which is not creditable, as

a point, the highest point : see acme.} A genus
of limpets, of the family Patellida;, or giving
name to a family AcmaHda;. A. tentudinali* is the
common limpet of the northern coast of the United States,
of large size and variegated color, being usually mottled
with brown, green, and white. Eschschottz, 1833.

wrong conduct, and belongs rather to specified things or acmffild (ak-me'id), ti. A limpet of the family
particular transactions. He acknowledged the author- 4 rma>i(ltr i false liTnr.pt
ship of the hook; he admitted the truth of the proposition; . ,j

'

, ,

lse
,f
lmPet -

he con/esi/ed that he was guilty of the theft. Confess is Acm33ia33 (ak-me i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Acmwa
the strongest of these words, being applied to actions of + -ida;.} A family of false or single-gilledmore moment than ackimcledge, admit, or own. To own limpets, or zygobranchiate gastropods having

a single cervical gill. Leading genera are Ac-
mcva, Lottia, and Scurria.

Acmaeodera (ak-me-od'e-ra), n. [NL.,<Gr.

, ,
.

is a less formal act ; there is a tendency, on account of its

brevity, to apply the word to anything that a man takes
home to himself. To avow is a bolder~act, generally per-
formed in spite of adverse influences, and does not ne- _

cessarily imply that the action or sentiment avowed is aK/Mwc, at "the height of prime/in full bloom!
blameworthy. loarArnoicfodr/e an error, admits fact, con- .^_ _._/./ i..../. . "_ s_i. : , . ,.,

"

fess a fault, own one's folly, arow a belief. vigorous ((.OK/iJj, a point: see acme), + (?) Sep,
skin

;
allusion not clear. ] A genus of buprestid

genius and learning. ilacaulay, Speech"on Copyright, black,"with yellow spots on the elytra.
Quotation confesses inferiority. acme (ak'me), . [< Gr. anp/, edge, point, the

Emerxon, Letters and Social Aims.

thrning her weakness and evil behaviour.

Hood, Bridge of Sighs.
The tempest of passion with which he [Othello] commits

his crnues, and the haughty fearlessness with which he
amwi them, give an extraordinary interest to his character.

Macaulay, Machiavelli.

acknowledgement, . See acknowledgment.
acknowledger (ak-nol'e-jer), . One who ac-

knowledges.
acknowledgment (ak-uol'ej-ment), n. 1. Aii
admission or profession of knowledge or appre-
hension

;
a recognition of the existence or truth

of anything : as, the acknowledgment of a sov-

ereign power, or of a debt.

Immediately upon the acknowledgment of the Christian
faith, the eunuch was baptized by Philip. Hooker.

2. An expression or manifestation of percep-
tion or appreciation; recognition, avowal, or
confession: as, an acknowledgment of kindness
or of one's wrong-doing.

With this acknowledgment,
That God fought for us. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 8.

highest point, the prime, crisis; akin to any,
point, aiiic, point, L. acus, needle, aeer, sharp,
etc. : see acid.} 1. The top or highest point;
the furthest point attained ; the utmost reach.

For beauty's acme hath a term as brief
As the wave's poise before it break in pearls.

Lowell, Cathedral.

The independence of the individual, the power to stand
alone as regards men and the gods, is the acme of stoical
attainment. G. I'. Fin/ier, Begin, of Christianity, p. 178.

2. The maturity or perfection of an animal.
3. In med. : (a) The height or crisis of a disease.

(6) Another, and probably the correct, form
of acne. 4. [.cap.} In :oo/., a genus of land-
shells. Hartnuinn, 1821.

acmite, akmite (ak'mit), . [< Gr. d/c/^, a
point, + -ite%. } A mineral of a brownish-black
or reddish-brown color, isomorphous with au-
gite, consisting of bisilicate of iron, sesquioxid
of iron, soda, and alumina : so called from the
form of its crystals. It is found in Norway, and
also in Transylvania. Also spelled achmite.

3. Something given or done in return for a acne (ak'ne), n. [NL., prob. orig. a misprint
favor. Smollett. 4. In law : (a) The certificate
of a public officer that an instrument was
acknowledged before him by the person who
executed it. (6) The act of so acknowledging
execution. 5. In com., a receipt.
Also spelled acknowledgement.

Acknowledgment money, in England, money paid ac-

cording to the customs of some manors by copyhold ten-
ants on the death of the lord of the manor. = Syn. 1. Ad-
mission, recognition, acceptance, indorsement, thanks.

(being a book-word) for acme, < Gr. aniiti, a
point: see acme.} An eruption occurring most
frequently on the face, and on the shoulders
and chest, about the period of puberty, it is a
follicular or perifollicular inflammation of the sebaceous
glands, resulting in the formation of comedo-bearing pap-
ules, which often pass into pustules. The so-called acne
roxacea is a hyperemia of the face combined with more or
less acne,

acnestis (ak-nes'tis), n.
; pi. acnestides (-ti-dez).

To admit or profess a knowledge of; avow to ack-pirate (ak'pi-rat), n.
'

[<<*-, of unknown [NL -> < Gr - *WTif, the spine or backbone of
be within one's knowledge or apprehension; origin, + pirate.} Same as ackman. quadrupeds, < d- priv. + tcvt/ardf, scratched, <
own to be real or true; recognize the exist- aclastic (a-klas'tik), a. [< Gr. aiAacrof, un- a", scratch, scrape.] That part of the spine
ence, truth, or fact of : as, to acknowledge God, broken (< d- priv. + K/Uzorof, verbal adj. of in quadrupeds which extends from between the
or the existence of or belief in a God

;
to acknow- "Metv, break), + -ic.} In nat. philos., not refract- shoulder-blades to the loins, and which the ani-

ledge the rights of a claimant. ing: applied to substances which do not refract ma ' cannot reach to scratch.

He that aclmowledgeth the Son hath the Father also tlie rav8 of ^gh* passing through them. N. E. D. acnodal (ak-no'dal), a. Of or pertaining to an
i John ii. 2i. acleidian (a-kll'di-an), a. See aclidian. acnode. Sahnmn.

The Komans that erected a temple to Fortune, ackmw- aclld (ak'lid), n. "A gastropod of the family acnode (ak'nod), n. [Irreg. < L. acus, a needle,
leiir/eil therein, though in a blinder way, somewhat of di- AclidcK. + nodus, a node.] In math., a double point

belonging to a curve, but
separated from other real

points of the curve.

AcocephalllS (ak-o-sef'a-
lus), n. [NL., < L. acii's,

vf ">ty. Sir T. Browne, Rel'igio Medici, i. 18.

The influence attributed to Cecrops . . . indicates that
Athens was acknowledged as the head of this confederacy.

Thirlwall, Hist. Greece, xi.

tropods typified by the genus Aclis, with a much-T ,
w a muc-

i express or manifest perception or appre- curved minute odontophore, densely hirsute,
i ot ive evidence ofciation of; give evidence of recognizing or

realizing
: as, to acknowledge an acquaintance

by bowing; to acknowledge a favor or one's
faults.

I acknowledged my sin unto thee.
confess my transgressions. Ps. xxxii

They his gifts acknowledged none.

.Milton, v. I,., xi. (ili

These were written with such submissions and profes-
sions of his patronage, as I had never seen any more ac-
Imoieltdn/itii. Erelyn, Diary, Aug. Is, lK7:i.

)
v 'th what queenly dignity . . . did the great Zenobia

acknowledge the greetings of her people !

IP. Ware, Zenobia, I. 87.

with simple uncinate teeth and a rimate tur-
reted shell. Two genera, Aclis and Hemiaclis,
are represented by four species in Norway.
aclide (ak'lid), n. [< L. aclis (aclid-), also

I said, I will spelled aclys : see aclis.} Same as aclis, 1.

aclides, . Plural of aclis.

aclidian (a-kli'di-an), a. [< Gr. d- priv. + K/ie/r
Acnodal mi

(K/l/rf-), a key, the clavicle.] In zool., deficient
in or characterized by the absence of clavicles.
Also spelled acleidian.

aclinic (a-klin'ik), a. [< Gr. an^ivr/f, not bend-
ing to either side, < d- priv. + Ktivtiv, incline,
lean, = E. lean'1 .] Having no inclination.

needle, +Gr./ci
A genus of homopterous
hemipterous insects, of
the family .Tassida; or Tet-

titftitida', having a boat-

shaped form, a coarse sur-

face, shovel-shaped vertex
with a thick, smooth mar-

gin, and thick wing-covers with strong veins.
.1. nereo*n is a pale-yellowish species, } of an inch long,
deckled with brown, and with angular whitish lines, In-

habiting Kin-ope and North America.

Acochlides (a-kpk' li-dez), n. pi. [NL. (F.
MOoMidM), ^ Gr. d- priv. + /o^X/f (ra^5-), dim.



Acochlides

of Ko^Aof, a shell-fish with a spiral shell, the
shell itself; akin to K&)XTI, a shell: see conch.']
In Latreille's system of classification, 1825, a

family of acetabuliferous cephalopods, without
a shell. It included most of the octopods.
acock (a-kok'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<o3 ,

on, + cocA;2 .] In a cocked manner: as, he set

his hat nciM-k.

a-cockbill (a-kok'bil), prep. phr. as adv. or a.

[< a3 , on, + cocfc2 (condition of being cocked or
turned upward : see cocfc2 ) + bill2

, point or end :

see bill?, 5.] Naut., with the ends pointing up-
ward. Applied (a) to an anchor when it hangs down by
its ring from the cathead, and (4) to the yards of a ship
when they are tipped up at an angle with the deck.
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acolle, p. a. See accolle.

acology (a-kol'o-ji), w. [<Gr. nof, remedy, +
-/wyia, < 'Myc'.v, speak : see -ology.] The doctrine
of remedies, surgical and medical.

Acoloithus (ak-o-loi'thus), . [NL., prop, aco-
I a tli

its, < Gr. andAovdof, a follower: see acolyth,

acolyte.! A genus of moths belonging to the

family Zygccnida-, founded by Clemens in 1 862.

Man-of-war with Yards a-cockbill.

It was now the close of Lent, and on Good Friday she
had all her yards a-cockbill, which is customary among
Catholic vessels. R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 147.

acocotl (ak'o-kot-1), n. [Mex.] A musical in-

strument used by the aborigines in Mexico : now
usually called clarin. It consists of a thin tube from
8 to 10 feet in length, made of the dry stalk of a plant of
the same name. The performer inhales the air through it.

S. A'. Handbook, Mus. Inst, p. 89.

Acoela (a-se'la), n. pi. [NL. : see acoelotis.] An
order of worms destitute of an alimentary
canal. The group consists of the family Conrolurtdcr,
which is usiiHlly placed in the order Tiirbellaria.

Acoelomata (as-e-lora'a-ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
a- nriv. + Koiiu/M, a hollow: see coiloma.] A
division of Protoccelomata, or sponges;

contain-

ing the Ascones: so called in allusion to its

pores and the absence of co3lomata.
acoelomate (a-se'lo-mat), a. Same as accelom-
atous.

accelomatous (as-e-lom'a-tus), a. [< Gr. a- priv.
+ Koihafia, a hollow : see -l8, ccetoma, and
cailomatous.] 1. In zoiil., having no body-cavity
or perivisceral space ; not coelomatous.

Although these acwlomatou* worms have no body-cavity,
no blood, no vascular system, they always have a kidney
system. Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 404.

2. Of or pertaining to the Aceelomi ; cestoid.

Equivalent forms are accelomate, acoeltimoiis.

Aceelomi (as-e-lo'mi), . pi. [NL., < Gr. a- priv.
+ KoiTiW/ia, a cavity.] Those worms which nave
no proper body-cavity and no intestinal cavity,
and which are also devoid of a blood-vascular

system ;
the cestoids or flat-worms, such as tape-

worms. See cuts under Cestoidea and T<enia.
Tlte name is nearly synonymous with Plathelminthes, but
comprehends not only the actual or existing plathelminths,
in a zoological sense, but also the hypothetical primitive
worms, Archelminthes, supposed to have possessed the
same or a similar type of structure. In Haeckel's classifi-

cation the Acaelomi form one of the classes or main divi-
sions of the animal kingdom. See Ccelomi.

accelomous (a-se'lo-mus), a. Same as accelom-
atous.

accelous (a-se'lus),a. [<NL. ca?Zus,<Gr. a/c<M/>.of,

not hollow, < a- priv. + Ko7/lor, hollow.] In zoiil.,

having no intestinal cavity; anenterous.

Accemeti, Acoemetse (a-sem'e-ti, -te), n. pi.

[LL., < Gr. anoifjr/Toi, masc., annt/ir/rat, fern., pi.
of (iKoi/ir/rof, -ra, sleepless, < a- priv. + noi/tav,

bring to sleep: see cemetery.] ATI order of
monks and nuns in Constantinople under the
Eastern Empire, so named because they divided
their communities into relays for keeping up
perpetual worship, in the sixth century the monks
embraced Nestoriamsm and the order became extinct.
The order of nuns, however, existed till the conquest of

Constantinople by the Turks in the fifteenth century.
Also spelled Acemeti, Acemetie.

acoiet, v. t- and i. A Middle Englishform of accoi/.

acoldt (a-kold'), a. [< ME. acold, acoled (< AS.
acoled), cold, lit. cooled, pp. of acolen, < AS.
acolian, become cool or cold, < a- + colian, be-
come cool or cold, < col, cool, cold : see cool.

The ME. form acold, acoled, would regularly be-
come E. "aeooled (akold) ;

the present 6 sound is

due to confusion with E. cold, < AS. ceald, which
is akin to col, and so, remotely, to aeold.] Cold.
Poor Tom's a-cold. Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

s amtricattlis,

a. larva ; *, pupa ; c, cocoon ; rf, moth ; t, moth with outstretched
wings.

They are small and delicate and of somber colors. The
larvse are somewhat hairy and feed gregariously, undergo-
ing transformation in some crevice, within tough oval co-
coons. They have a habit of following one another in
"Indian flic." A. aniericanui (now placed in Harrurina)
destroys grape-leaves.

acolouthitet, . [< Gr. ofoftoUtof, acolyth, +
-ite2 : see acolyte.] Same as acolyte.

acolyctin (ak-o-lik'tin), n. [< NL. Aco(nitum)
lyc(oc)t(onum), the plant from which it is de-
rived (see Aconitum), + -in2.] An alkaloid de-
rived from Aconitum lycoctonum, and identical
with napellin.

acolyte (ak'o-lit), n. [< ME. acolit, acolyt, < OF.
acolyte = Sp. acolito= Pg. acolyto = It. accolito,
< ML. acolytus, acolitus, acolythus (>E. acolyth),

acolfttus, prop, acoliithus, an acolyte, < Gr. a*6-

AovOof, a follower, an attendant, < d- copulative
+ /cfAfitfof ,

a way, a journey, from the same root
as neZeodai, set in motion, urge on, and nefavetv,

command.] 1. One who waits on a person;
an attendant

;
an assistant.

With such chiefs, ami with James and John as acolytes.

Motley.

2. Iii the Bom. Catli. Ch., one ordained to the
fourth and highest of the minor orders, ranking
immediately below the subdeacon. See orders.
His office is to serve those of the superior orders in the

ministry of the altar, light the candles, prepare the wine
and water, etc. The name is now commonly extended to
the boys who exercise these offices without ordination.

3. In astron., an attendant or accompanying
star or other heavenly body ;

a satellite.

But she [the nioon] is the earth's nearest neighbor, and
therefore conspicuous ; her constant acolyte, whose obse-

quious and rapid motions demand and compel attention.
New Princeton Rev., I. 47.

Sometimes written acolyth, and formerly also

acholithite, acolythe, acolythist, acolothist.

acolyth, acolythe (ak'6-lith, -lith), n. [<ML.
acolythus, for acoluthtis, the correct form of

acolytus: see acolyte.] See acolyte.

acolythate (a-kol''i-that), n. [< ncolyth + -ate^.]
The state, office, or orders of an acolyte.

acolythical (ak-o-lith'i-kal), a. [< "acolythic +
-al.] Belonging or pertaining to an acolyte.
acolythistt (a-kol'i-thist), n. Same as acolyte.

acombert, >' t. See accumber.

Acomys (ak'o-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. anf/, a sharp
point (or L. aeus, a needle), + ^uSf= E. mouse.]
A genus of rodents, of the family MuricUe and
subfamily ^furiniK, having sharp flattened

spines in the fur. The skull and teeth are as
in the genus Mus.

acon(a'kon), n. [<(?) Gr. O.KUV, a dart.] A boat
used for traveling over mud-beds. See extract.

Walton also invented the pousse-pied or aeon, a land of
boat which is still in use. The aeon is composed of a
plank of hard wood, which constitutes the bottom, and is

called the sole. This plank is bent in the fore part in such
a manner as to form a sort of prow. Three light planks,
which are nailed together at the sides and back, complete
this simple boat. E. P. Wriyht, Anim. Life, p. 558.

acondylous, acondylose (a-kon'di-lus, -Ips),
a.

[< Gr. kffam&Of. without knuckles or joints,
< a- priv. -I- ArovrfiMof , a knuckle, a joint : see a-1^
emtdi/lf, and -oils, -ose.] In bot., jointless.
aconella (ak-6-nel'a), n. [NL., < acon(itum) +
dim. -ella.] In client., an organic base obtained
from the root of Acomtum Napellus, closely re-

sembling if not identical with narcotin.

aconellin (ak-o-nel'in), . [< aconella + -i 2
.]

Same as aconella.

aconin, aconine (ak'o-nin), n. [< acon(itum) +
-in 2.] An organic base derived from aconitin,
and probably identical with napellin.

acontium

aconitate (a-kon'i-tat), n. [(aconite + -ate'1 .]
A salt formed by the union of aconitic acid
with a base.

aconite (ak'o-nlt), n. [= F. amnit = Sp. Pg.
It. aconito, < L. acnuituni : see Aconitum.] The
plant wolfs-bane or monk's-hood, Aconitum Na-
pellus. It is used in medicine, especially in cases of
fever and neuralyni. Srr .(,<;;/"//;. \-'f 1fif, iti-nnitf con-
sists of the rootsof A.ferox and probably other species indi-

genous in the Himalayas ;
it is also called bikh, bitth, and bisk.

\Viuti-r aconite is anuiunculucfms phiiit. l-'.nmlhi:- /n>-,i>

lis, a native of Italy, and one of the earliest spring flowers.

aconitia (ak-o-nish'ia), n. [NL.,< L. aconitum.]
Same as aconitin,

aconitic (ak-o-nit'ik), a. Of or pertaining to
aconite Aconitic acid, OgHgOg, a tribasic acid found
combined with lime in some spec-its of the genus Aconi-
tum, and in a few other plants. It is also obtained by the

dry distillation of citric acid. Also called equine-tie acid.
See achilleic acid, under achilleic.

aconitin, aconitine (a-kon'i-tin), n. [< aconite
+ -i 2

.] A highly poisonous narcotic alkaloid,

C3 H47NO7, obtained from the roots and leaves
or several species of Aconitum. it forms white
powdery grains, or a compact, vitreous, transparent mass ;

is bitter, acrid, and very soluble in alcohol. It is an im
portant remedy in neuralgia, especially of the fifth cranial
nerve. Also called aconitia and aconitina.

Aconitum (ak-o-ni'tum). n. [L. aconitum, a

poisonous plant, monk's-hood, wolfs-bane, <

Gr. antniiTov, also

Aconite (.A. .Vafellus).
a, flower; b, same, calyx removed.

a poi-
sonous plant, of
uncertain etym. ;

said by Pliny to
be so called be-
cause it grew iv

ai<6vaif, on sharp,
steep rocks (Gr.

anovii, a whet-

stone, < \/ *ak, be

sharp, pierce).
This is improba-
ble. The form is

the same as the
neut. of Gr. anfmi-

rof, without dust,
< a- priv. + KOVU;,

dust, but there
seems to be no
connection be-
tween the two
words.] A ge-
nus of poisonous
herbs, natural or-

der Banuncula-

cea;, including 20

species, natives of the mountains of the north-
ern hemisphere. They have very irregular, showy
flowers, and are often found in cultivation, as the common
monk's-hood (A. Xapellu/s) and wolf's-bane (A. lycocto-

num). The roots and leaves, chiefly of A. Napellux, are
used medicinally. See aconitin. The bikh of Nepal, used
in poisoning arrows and also as a source of aconitin, is

derived mainly from A. ferox.

acontia, . Plural of acontium.
Acontias (a-kon'ti-as), n. [L., < Gr. awnr/af, a

quick-darting serpent, a meteor, < &KUV, a jave-
lin, dart, < a.K.ii, a point.] The leading genus
of the family Acontiidce (which see).

acontiid (a-kon'ti-id), n. A lizard of the family
Acontiida;.

Acontiidae, Acontiadae (ak-on-ti'i-de, -a-de), n.

pi. [NL.,< Acontias + -id<p, or-adte.] A family
of saurian or lacertilian reptiles of the scincoid

group, related to the Anyuida:, the family to
whicn the well-known slow-worm of Europe
belongs. They are weak, timid, and perfectly harmless
lizards, resembling snakes in consequence of the apparent
absence of limbs. Acontias is the leading genus, giving
name to the family ; there are numerous species, inhabit-

ing chiefly the wanner or dryer parts of the old world.
Acontias meleagris is sometimes called the dart-snake,
from its manner of darting upon its prey.

acontium (a-kon'shium), n. ; pi. acontia (-shia).

[NL., < Gr. aKovTiav, a small dart, dim. of anuv

Figure with Acontium. (From
" Revue Arch^ologique." )

(OKOVT-), a javelin.] 1. In fir. antiq. : (a) A dart
or javelin, smaller and lighter than the paltos or

long spear, and thrown by means of a thong or

amentum. Hence (b) The game of hurling
the javelin, one of the five exercises of the .fa-

mous pentathlon (which see) at the Olympian,



acontium

Isthmian, and other games. 2. jil. In ..,.,
convoluted cords formed in the Actinia mid
furnished with tliread-cells. I'<W<H:

acopt (a-kop'), prr/i. phr. as adv. [<<j3, on, +
cop

1
, top.] At the top.

She \\vares a hood, but it stands arop.
B. Joiuon, Alchemist, ii. Ii.

Acopa (a-ko'pii), n. pi. [NL., <Gr. ii- priv. +
A-UJTV/, a handle, the handle of an oar, an oar.]
1. A prime division of the Tunieata or Axridiii,
in which the ascidians proper are distinguished
collectively from the Copelata or Apix-iidiciiln-
ria. See extract. Compare cuts under Am-i/li/i

and Appendicularia.
These two classes were formerly separated according to

whether they had or had not a propelling tail, as the
names of the classes showed. I have retained the nomen-
clature without giving an importance to this character
which does not belong to it; the larva; of many Acopa
have the directive organ. A much greater difference be-
tween the two divisions is to be found in the characters
of their spiracles. In the Copelata these open on to the
exterior. In the Acopa. they open into a cavity, which is
formed from a part of the rudimentary spiracle of the
Copelata. Qtgenbamr, Corny. Anat. (trans.), p. 889.

2. [*((/.] A genus of lepidopterous insects.

acopic (a-kop'ik), a. [< Gr. a/tmrof, removing
weariness, <a- priv. + KOTOC, weariness, toil,
orig. a striking, < nm-r-etv, strike.] In med.,
fitted to relieve weariness ; restorative. Bu-
chanan, Diet. Sci.

acor (a'kor), n. [L., a sour taste, < acere, be
sour: see acid.] Acidity, as of the stomach.

acorn (a'korn, often a'kern), n. [Early mod. E.
acorn, akorn, eykorn, acron, acquorn, akecorne,
oakern, okecorn, okehorne, etc.,< late ME. acorn,
akorn, accorne, acorun, ocorn, occorn, okecorne,
ackerne, akern, hakern, assibilated achorne, ach-
arne, atcherne, etc. The reg. mod. form would
be *

akern, in ME. akern (assibilated atcherne, im-
prop. aspirated hakern), the other forms being
due to the erroneous notion that the word is a
derivative of oak, or a compound of oak (ME.
ook, ok, oc, earlier ac, < AS. ac) and corn (ME.
and AS. corn), or horn (ME. and AS. horn). A
similar error has affected the spelling of the
word in other languages. ME. akern, < AS.
cecern, tecirn, an acorn, orig. any fruit of the
field, being prop, an adj. formed (like silvern
from silver) < aicer, a field, acre (see acre), +
-n (see -eift) ;

= D. alcer, an acorn, < akker, a
field (but now usually eikel, an acorn, < eik. an
oak) ;

= LG. ekker, an acorn, < akker, a field

(also ek, au acorn, < eke, an oak) ;
= G. ecker (after

LG.), an acorn, < acker, a field (also eichel, an
acorn, < eiche, an oak) ;

= Icel. akarn, an acorn,
< akr, a field (not from eik, an oak) ;

= Norw.
aakoni (also aakonn, aakodn, andakall),<aake>;
a field (not from eik, an oak) ;

cf. Sw. ekollon, an
acorn, < ek, oak, + ollon, an acorn

;
= Dan. agern,

an acorn, < ager, a field (not from eg, an oak) ;= Goth. akran, fruit in general, < dkrs, a field.
Thus acorn has nothing to do with either oak or
corn.] 1. The fruit of the oak; a one-celled,
one-seeded, coriaceous, rounded or elongated
nut, the base of which is surrounded by an in-
durated scaly cup. Acorns have been used for food
and are still eaten in various countries. The sweet acorn
s the fruit of the Quercus Ballota of northwestern Africa
and is quite palatable, as are also several American species'
All are excellent food for swine.
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Thei weren wont lyghtly to slaken hir hunger at euene
nth acornes of okes. Chaucer, Boethius, ii. meter 6.

Besides the gall which is his proper fruite, hee shootes
out nakfrns, i. e., ut nunc vocamus acornes and oakes ap-
ples and polypody and moss.

Sir T. Browne, Works, I. 203 (ed. Bohn).
2. Naut., a small ornamental piece of wood, of
a conical or globular shape, sometimes fixed
on the point of the spindle above the vane, on
a masthead, to keep the vane from beingblown off. 3. Any similar ornamental tip.
4. Same as acorn-shell, 2.

Acorn-moth (Holcoccra glanduUlla, Kilcy).
a larva within acorn; , acorn infested with the larval <-, headand thoracic scpnents of larva ; rf. one of the abdominal seimentsoflarva lateral

y.ew
; ,. one of the abdominal segments of larva, dorsal

in the T h
CrOSS S natuml size) ! Z< basal Jointof antenna

acorn-cup (a'k6rn-kup), . The hardened in-
volucre covering the base of an acorn, The
acorn-cups of the IJurrfnx ./>i7,,/,.,, under the nulne m-
luiiiii, have become au important article of commerce,
lame <|ii;mtitirs brin^ used in taimiim. Sec i;,l,,,nn

acorned (a'kornd), a. 1. Furnished or loaded
with acorns. Specifically, in her.

, said of an oak repre-
sented on a coat of arms as loaded with acorns.
2. Fed with acorns. Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 5.

acorn-moth (a'korn-moth), n. A guest-moth,
described as Holcocera glanduletta, but subse-
quently referred to the genus Blastobasis, be-
longing to the Tineidai. Its color is ash-gray, with
two distinct spots near the middle of the fore wings and
a transverse pale stripe across the basal third. Its larva is

grayish-white, with a light-brown head and cervical and
caudal shields, and is commonly met with in mast, feed-
ing chiefly on those acorns that have been occupied by
the acorn-weevil. See cut in preceding column.

acorn-Oil (a'korn-oil), n. A volatile oil, of but-

tery consistence and pungent odor, obtained
from the acorns of Quercux robur.
acorn-shell (a'k6rn-shel), n. 1. The shell of
the acorn. 2. One of the cirripeds of the
genus Balanus; a barnacle: called by this name
trom a supposed resemblance of some of the
species to acorns. See Balanus and Cirripedia.
acorn-weevil (a'korn-we'vl), . The popular
name for certain species of the curculionid ge-
nus Balaninus, as B. uniformis (Le Conte), Ii.

rectus (Say), and B. quercus (Horn), which live
in the larval state within acorns. The females
possess extremely long and slender beaks, by means of
which they pierce the rind of the acorn and push an egg
into the interior. The larva is a legless grub of elongate
curved shape, not differing essentially from other curcu-
lionid larva?. The affected acorn drops prematurely, and
the full-grown larva eats its way out to change to a puna
in the ground. See cut under Balamnus.
acorn-worm (a'k6rn-werm), n. A name given
to the Balanoglossus, the type and sole member
of the order Enteropneusta : so called from the
acorn-like shape of the anterior end of its body.
See Balanoglossus, Enteropneusta.
Acorns (ak'o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. a/copof, the
sweet-flag.] A genus of aromatic flag-like
plants, natural order Aracece, of two species.
A. Calamity, the Catamux aromaticux of druggists, is na-
tive or widely naturalized in northern temperate regions,and is known as sweet-flag or sioeet-rush. See sweet-flag

acpsmiat (a-koz'mi-S,), n. [NL., < Gr. aicoo/iia,

disorder, < aKocftoi;, without order, < a- priv. +
/too/for, order: see cosmos.'] 1. Irregularity in

disease, particularly in crises. 2. Ill health,
with loss of color in the face.
acosmism (a-koz'mizm), n. [< Gr. a- priv. +
K6a[ior, world,+ -ism. Cf. acosmia.] The denial
of the existence of an external world. Dean
Mansel.

acosmist (a-koz'mist), n. [As acosm-ism + -ist.]
One

who_ holds the doctrine of acosmism.
acosmistic (ak-oz-mis'tik), a. Pertaining to
the doctrine of acosmism.
acotyledon (a-kot-i-le'don), n.

; pi. acotyledones,
acotyledons (-le'do-nez, -donz). [=F. acotyle-
done, < NL. acotyledo(n-)" (so.

planta), a plant without seed-

lobes, < Gr. a- priv. + KOTv^r/dorv,

any cup-shaped cavity : see co-

tyledon.] A plant destitute of
a cotyledonous embryo. The
name Acatyledonei was proposed by the
younger Jnssieu for the class of plants
which have no proper seed or embryo,
now usually and more properly desig-
nated as Ciyftaffamta or cryptogams.

acotyledonous (a-kot-i-ie'do-
nus), a. Without cotyledons,
or seed-lobes, as the embryo
otLuscuta; more usually, with-
out embryo (and consequently ,M
without cotyledons), as crypto- ( Frora Sachs's"

acou-. For acu-. in words from Greek ammiv,
hear: an irregular spelling due to the French
spelling of acoustic, the first of these words in-
troduced into English. See acoustic.
acouchi-resin (a-ko'shi-rez^in), n. [Acouchi
(alouclii, ahichi, etc.), native name (in F. spell-
ing) in Guiana.] The inspissated juice of Pro-
tium Aracouchini (Idea heterophylla), of Guiana,
and other species of tropical South America.
It resembles the elemi-resin of the old world, and is appli-
cable to the same purposes. Also called alouchi-, aluchi-,
or aracoiiflii ui-i-,'.<ia

acquchy (a-kd'shi), . [< F. acouchi, agouehi,
said to be from the native Guiana name.] An
animal belonging to the genus Dasyprocta,
family Dasyproctidce, of the hystricine series of
the order /imlriiiiti ; the olive agouti or Surinam
rat, Datyprocta acouchi/, inhabiting Guiana and
some of the West India islands. It is related
to the cavies, or guinea-pig family. See </""''

acquaint
and

J>itxi/i>riM-/iil,i: Also
nci/c/ii.

ni-niii-lii and

Acouchy (Dasyprocta acoitchy).

acoumeter (a-ko"- or a-kou'me-ter), n. [Also
acouometei; irreg. < Gr"aKoi>eiv, hoar, + uirpov, a
measure.] An instrument for measuring the
power of the sense of hearing. Also called
acousimeter.

acoumetry (a-ko'- or a-kou'me-tri), . [Irreg. <
Gr.

(iKoiieiv, hear, + -ficrpia, < fierpov, a measure.]
The measuring of the power of hearing.
acousimeter (a-ko- or a-kou-sim'e-ter), n. [<
Gr. amvaif, a hearing (< aKoiieiv, hear), + iierpav,
a measure.] Same as acoumeter.
acousmatic (a-kos- or a-kous-mat'ik), a. and n.

[< Gr.
imoasfuerticdf, willing to hear (oi anowua-

TIKOI, the probationers of Pythagoras), < &KOVO-

fta(r-), a thing heard, < iuanmv, hear: see acous-
tic.] I. a. Hearing; listening: as, acousmatic
disciples.

II. n. A name given to such of the disciples
of the Greek philosopher Pythagoras as had
not completed their years of probation ; hence,
a professed hearer; a probationer.
An equivalent form is acoustic.

acoustic (a-kos'- or a-kous'tik), a. and n.

[Formerly acoustick, acoustique, < F. acoustique= Sp. Pg. It.
acustico^.

NL. acusticus, < Gr. O.KOV-

crriKof, relating to hearing, < movaruf, heard, au-
dible, < aKovuv, hear; cf. amt/, hearing, noelv,
perceive; root prob.*w, *KOF, *CTKOF=L. cavere,
heed, cautus, heedful (see caution), = Goth, us-

skawjan, take heed, = AS. scedwian, look at, E.
show, q. v. The regular E. form would be *acus-
tic: geeacott-.] I. a. 1 . Pertaining to the sense
or organs of hearing, or to the science of sound.

2. Same as acousmatic. -Acoustic color, the tim-
bre or quality of a musical note. See timbre. Acoustic
duct, in anat., the meatus auditorius externus, or external
passage of the ear. See auditory, and cut under earl.
Acoustic nerve, the auditory nerve. Acoustic spot,macula acustica. See macula. Acoustic telegraph'
an electric or mechanical apparatus for the reproduction
of sounds at a distance. Acoustic tubercle (translation
of luberculum aciuticum), in anat., a rounded elevation on
either side of the floor of the fourth ventricle of the brain
over which certain white lines, the stria; acustic, pass
Acoustic vessel, acoustic vase, a bell-shaped vessel of
bronze or pottery, of which a number, according to Vitru-
vius, were built in beneath the seats, or placed in chambers
prepared especially to receive them, in the auditorium of
ancient theaters, to give sonorousness to the voices of the
players. No such vessels have been recognized among the
ruins of either Oreek or Roman theaters ; but it is said that
similar vases were introduced for a like purpose in the
vault of the choir of the medieval church of the Domini-
cans at Strasburg.

II. n. If. In med., a remedy for deafness or
imperfect hearing. 2. Same as acousmatic.
acoustical (a-kos'- or a-kous'ti-kal), a. Of or
belonging to the science of acoustics

; acoustic.
Theacuteness of the blind in drawing conclusions from

slender acoustical premises. Science, VI. 195.

acoustically (a-kos'- or a-kous'ti-kal-i), adv.
In relation to acoustics or hearing.
acoustician (a-kos- or a-kous-tish'an), n. One
skilled in the science of sound; a student of
acoustics.

The transverse vibrations . . . were the only ones no-
ticed by the earlier antiixtiriinis.

Wheicell, Hist. Inductive Sciences, viii. 6.

acoustics (a-kos'- or a-kous'tiks), n. [PI. of
acoustic (see -ics) ;

= Fl acoustique = Sp. Pg. It.

acustica.] The science of sound; the study of
the cause, nature, and phenomena of the vibra-
tions of elastic bodies which affect the organ
of hearing. The manner in which sound is produced
its transmission through air and other media (sometimes
called ttiatmitlicx), the theory of reflected sound, or echoes
(sometimes called oodumutiu), the properties and effects
of different sounds, including musical sounds or notes, and
the structure and action of the organ of hearing, are all
included in acoustics. See ftound.

acq.ua (iik'wa), . [It.] See aqua.
acquaint (a-kwanf), a. [Sc. acquaint, acquent,
< ME. aquente, aqueynte, aqicynt, aquointe, <
OF. acoint, later accoint,

"
acquainted or famil-



E

acquaint

iar with; also neat, compt, fine, spruce in ap-

parel, or otherwise" (Cotgrave), < L. accognitua,

>p. of accognoscere, know or recognize perfect-

ly, < ad, to, + cognoscere, know, < co-, com-, to-

f
ether, + *

gno-scere, no-scere = E. know : see

now, and cognition, cognize. Cf. quaint. Ac-

quaint is now regarded as a clipped form of ac-

quainted, pp.] Acquainted; personally or mu-
tually known : as, we are not acquaint. [Scotch
and north. Eng.]

When we were first acquent.
Burns, John Anderson.

acquaint (a-kwant'),t> . [< ME. aqueinten,aqueyn-
ten, earlier acointen, akointen, < OF. acointer,

acointier, acouinter, acuintier, acoentier, aquin-

ter, later accointer, "to make acquainted; . . .

also to seek or affect the acquaintance of;
. . . s'accointer de, to wax acquainted, grow
familiar with, or to get or desire the acquain-
tance of" (Cotgrave), < ML. adcognitare, make
known, < L. accognitus, pp. of accognoscere,
know or recognize perfectly: see acquaint, a.]

1. trans. 1. To cause to have acquaintance or

be more or less familiar; make conversant: used
with with: as, to acquaint one's self, or make
one's self acquainted, with a subject ;

to make
persons (to be) acquainted with each other.

A man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief. 1 sa. liii. 3.

Misery acquaint* a man with strange bedfellows.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

We that acquaint ourselves with every zone.

Sir J. Davies, Int. to Immortal, of Soul.

Persons themselves acquaint us with the impersonal.
Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 262.

2. To furnish with knowledge or information

(about) ;
make conversant by notice or com-

munication: with with before the subject of

information, and formerly sometimes with of:

as, to acquaint a friend with one's proceedings.
But

;

for some other reasons, my grave sir,

Which 'tis not fit you know, I not acquaint
My father of this business. Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

Though you are so averse to my acquainting Lady Teazle
with your passion for Maria, I'm sure she's not your enemy
in the affair. Sheridmi, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

= Syn. 1. To acquaint (with), 'make known (to), familiar-

ize (with), introduce (to). 2. To inform (of), communicate
(to), apprise (of), mention (to), signify (to), intimate (to),

disclose (to), reveal (to), tell (to). See announce and in-

form.

Il.t intrans. To become acquainted.
The inanere

How they aqueynteden in fere.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 250.

acquaintablet (a-kwan'ta-bl), a. [< OF. acoiit-

taole, later accoin table,
"
acquaintable, easie to

be acquainted or familiar with" (Cotgrave),
< acointer, make known : see acquaint, v.] Easy
to be acquainted with; affable. Horn, of Rose.

acquaintance (a-kwan'tans), n. [< ME. aquayn-
tance, aqueyntance, intimacy, personal know-
ledge, friendship (not used in the concrete
sense of a person known), < OF. acointance,
later accointance, "acquaintance, conversation
or commerce with "

(Cotgrave), < acointer, make
known: see acquaint, p.] 1. The state of being
acquainted, or of being more or less intimately
conversant (used with reference to both per-
sons and things) ; knowledge of ; experience
in: used with irith, and formerly sometimes
with of.
Good Master Brook, I desire more acquaintance of you.

Shale., M. W. of W., ii. 2.

That general acquaintance with the mechanism and
working of the living system which all persons, even
moderately educated, should possess.

Huxley and Youmans, Physiol., 368.

I have a very general acquaintance here in New Eng-
land. Hawthorne, Old Manse, i.

2. A person known to one, especially a person
with whom one is not on terms of great inti-

macy : as, he is not a friend, only an acquain-
tance. [This is the only sense which admits of
a plural form.]
We see he is ashamed of his nearest acquaintance*.

C. Boyle, Bentley on Phalaris.

Mere acquaintance you have none; you have drawn
them all into a nearer line ; and they who have conversed
with you, are for ever after inviolably yours.

Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

3. The whole body of those with whom one is

acquainted: used as a plural, as if for acquain-
tances. See acquaintant.
Mine acquaintance are verily estranged from me.

Job xix. 13.

To cultivate one's acquaintance, to endeavor to be-
come intimate with one. =Syn. 1. Acquaintance, Famil-
iarity, Intimacy. Acquaintance, knowledge arising from
occasional intercourse

; familiarity, knowledge arising
from frequent or da-ily intercourse ; intimacy, unreserved
intercourse, intercourse of the closest possible kind.
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Nor was his acquaintance less with the famous poets of
his age, than with the noblemen and ladies. Drydrn.
The honour of Sheridan's familiarity or supposed fa-

,,:il,:ir;tii was better to my godfather than money.
Lamb, Sly first Play.

The intimacy between the father of Eugenio and Agres-
tis produced a tender friendship between his sister and
Amelia. Hawkemorth, Adventurer, No. 64.

acquaintanceship (a-kwan'tans-ship), n. The
state of having acquaintance"
acquaintantt (a-kwan'tant), n. [< acquaint
+ -anti, after OF. acointant, ppr. of aeoiiiti-r,

acquaint; prob. developed from acquaintance,
with which, in sense 3, the pi. acquaintants
would nearly coincide in pronunciation.] A
person with whom one is acquainted. See ac-

quaintance, 2.

An acquaintant and a friend of Edmund Spenser.
/. Walton.

He and his readers are become old acqnaintants.
Swift, Tale of a Till).

acquainted (a-kwan'ted), p.
a. [< acquaint +

-erf2 . Cf. acquaint, a.] 1. Having acquain-
tance ; informed

; having personal knowledge.
Fautk. What, is he much a&iuainted in the family?
Abe. 0, very intimate. Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

2f. Known
; familiarly known ;

not new.

Things acquainted and familiar to us.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 2.

acquaintedness (a-kwan'ted-nes), n. The
state of being acquainted. [Rare.]
acqn6reur (aia-rer'), n. [F., an acquirer, < ac-

querir, acquire: see acquire.] In French and
Canadian late, one who acquires title, particu-
larly to immovable property, by purchase.
acquest (a-kwesf), n. [< OF. acquest, F. ac-

r/in'1 =\i. acquisto (ML. acquistuin), an acquisi-
tion, purchase, < L. acqucesitum, usually acquisi-

tum, a thing acquired, neut. pp. of acquirere,

acquire : see acquire. Cf. conquest.] If. The
act of acquiring ; acquirement: as, "countries
of new acquest," Bacon. 2t. A thing gained;
an acquisition ;

a thing acquired by force : as," new acquests and encroachments," Woodward,
Nat. Hist. 3. In civil law: (a) Property ac-

quired in other ways than by succession. (6)

Property acquired during a marriage under the
rule of community of property. [In this sense

usually in the plural and spelled, as French, ac-

qufts.] See conquet.

acquetont, n. See acton.

acquiesce (ak-wi-es'), v. i.
', pret. and pp. acqui-

esced, ppr. acquiescing. [< F. acquiescer, to

yield or agree unto, come to agreement, be at

quiet, strive or stir no more "
(Cotgrave), = It.

acquiescere, < L. acquiescere, rest, repose in, find

rest in, < ad, to, + quiescere, rest, < quits, rest :

see quiesce and quiet.] If. To come to rest, or
remain at rest.

Which atoms are still hovering up and down, and never
rest till they meet with some pores proportionable and
cognate to their figures, where they acquiesce.

Howeil, Letters, iv. 60.

2. To agree ;
consent

; tacitly assent
; quietly

comply or submit : as, to acquiesce in an opin-
ion, argument, or arrangement.
Neauder sent his man with a letter to Theomachus,

who acquiesced to the proposal.
Gentleman Instructed, p. 123.

Presuming on the unshaken submission of Hippolita, he
flattered himself that she would . . . acquiesce with pa-
tience to a divorce. Walpole, Castle of Otranto, i.

Take the place and attitude which belong to you, and
all men acquiesce. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 136.

[In modern usage, acquiesce is generally followed by the

preposition in; formerly to, with, and from were in use.]

acquiescement (ak-wi-es'ment; F. pron. a-

kyes'moii), n. [< F. "acquiescement, quiet-

ness, also an agreement" (Cotgrave): see ac-

quiesce and -ment.] In French and Canadian
law, acquiescence ;

free consent.

acquiescence (ak-wi-es'ens), n. [= Sp. aquies-
cencia= It. acquiescenza, < L. as if *acquiescentia,
< acquiescen(t-)s, acquiescent: see acquiescent.]
1. The act of acquiescing or giving tacit as-

sent
;
a silent submission, or submission with

apparent consent. It is distinguished from avowed
consent on the one hand, and from opposition or open dis-

content on the other : as, an acquiescence in the decisions
of a court, or in the allotments of Providence.

With the inevitable acquiescence of all public servants,

[he] resumes his composure and goes on.

Hawthorne, Snow Image.

There is a certain grave acquiescence in ignorance, a

recognition of our impotence to solve momentous and
urgent questions, which has a satisfaction of its own.

.7. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 198.

2. In law, such neglect to take legal proceed-
ings in opposition to a matter as implies con-
sent thereto. = Syn. Ament, Content, Concurrence, etc.

(see assent), compliance, resignation.

acquiry

acquiescency (ak-wi-es'en-si), i. [See acqui-
esce and -cyT] The state of being acquiescent ;

a condition of silent submission or assent.

acquiescent (ak-wi-es 'ent), a. [< L. an/ ni

eseen(t-)s, ppr. of acquiescere : see acquiesce.]
Disposed to acquiesce or yield ; submissive ;

easy; unresisting.
A man nearly sixty, of acquiescent temper, miscellane

ous opinions, and uncertain vote.

George Eliot, Sliddlemarch, I. 11.

acquiescently (ak-wi-es'ent-li), adv. In an ac-

quiescent manner.

acquiescingly (ak-wi-es'ing-li), adv. In an ac-

quiescing manner; acquiescently.
acquiett (a-kwi'et), v. t. [< ML. acquietare,

quiet, settle: see acquit.] To render quiet;
compose ; set at rest.

.IcymVf his mind from stirring you.
Sir A. Shirley, Travels.

acquirability (a-kwir-a-bil'i-ti), . The quality
of being acquirable. Paley. [Rare.]
acquirable (a-kwir'a-bl), a. [(acquire + -nblr.

Cf. Sp. adqiiirible, Pg. adquirivel.] Capable of

being acquired.
acquire (a-kwir'), v. t.; pret. and pp. acquired.

ppr. acquiring. [< ME. aqwere (rare), < OF. ac-

qucrre, later aquerir. F. acquerir, acquire, get,
= Sp. Pg. adquirir, < L. acquarere, a collateral

form of acquirere, acquire, get, obtain, < ad, to, +
quarere, seek : see query. The E. word is now
spelled with i instead of e, to bring it nearer to

the Latin. Cf. inquire, require.] To get or

gain, the object being something which is more
or less permanent, or which becomes vested or
inherent in the subject: as, to acquire a title,

estate, learning, habits, skill, dominion, etc.;
to acquire a stammer; sugar acquires a brown
color by being burned. A mere temporary posses-
sion is not expressed by acquire, but by obtain, procure,
etc. : as, to obtain (not acquire) a book on loan.

Descent is the title whereby a man, on the death of his

ancestor, acquires his estate by right of representation, as
his heir at law. Blackstone.

Having been left in a greater degree than others to man-
age their own affairs, the English people have become
self-helping, and have acquired great practical ability.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 429.

Men acquire faculties by practice.
W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 94.

The young demand thoughts that find an echo in their
real and not their acquired nature, and care very little

about the dress they are put in.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 408.

Acquired logic. See logic. =Syn. To get, obtain, gain,
attain, procure, win, earn, secure, gather, master, leani.

See attain.

acquirement (a-kwir'ment), . 1. The act of

acquiring; especially, the gaining of knowledge
or mental attributes.

It is very difficult to lay down rules for the acquirement
of such a taste. Addison, Spectator, No. 409.

2. That which is acquired ; attainment: com-

monly in the plural.
His acquirements by industry were enriched and en-

larged by many excellent endowments of nature.
Sir J. Hayward, Raigne of Edward VI.

= Syn. 1. Gathering, gaining. 2. Acquirements, Acqui-
sitions, Attainments, Accomplishments, Endowments,
Enduements ; gain, resources. Acquisitions is the most
general term, but it is gradually being restricted to ma-
terial gains. Attainments denotes exclusively intellec-

tual or moral acquisitions : as, a man of great attainments ;

his spiritual attainments were high. Actfuirements has

nearly the same meaning as attainments, though it is

sometimes loosely used as equivalent to acquisitions; it

has more direct reference to particular things acquired :

as, skill in boxing was among his acquirements. Accom-
plishments are attainments or acquirements, particularly
such as fit the possessor for society : as, French, dancing,
and music were the sum of her accomplishments. En-
dowments are the gifts of nature, as genius or aptitude.
Enduements are endowments, acquirements, or attain-

ments in the field of moral and spiritual life, but they are

opposed to attainments in being regarded as gifts from
heaven rather than as the result of personal endeavor.
See endueZ.

When you are disposed to be vain of your mental ac-

quirements, look up to those who are more accomplished
than yourself. Dr. J. Moore.

Interference has been sanctioned, . . . either in the

purely domestic concerns of a nation, or with respect to

its foreign relations and territorial acquisitions.
Encyc. Brit., XIII. 192.

It Is In general more profitable to reckon up our defects
than to boast of our attainments. Carlyle, Essays.

I danced the polka and cellarius,

Spun glass, stuffed birds, and modeled flowers in wax,
Because she liked accomplishments in girls.

Mrs. Broirning, Aurora Leigh, i. 1.

He ought to think no man valuable but for his public
spirit, justice, and integrity ; and all other endowments
to be esteemed only as they contribute to the exerting
those virtues. Steele, Spectator, No. 340.

acquirer (a-kwir'er), H. One who acquires,

acquiryt (a-kwir'i), . [< acquire + -y, after in-

quiry.] Acquirement.
No art requireth more hard study and pain toward the

aequiryat it than contentment. Barrow, Sermons, III. 2.



acquisible

acquisible (a-kwiz'i-bl), a. [< L. acquix-itux, pp.
of acquirer/', acquire (seo rtri/uirc), 4- E. -iwe.]

Capable of being acquired. [Rare.]
acquisitet (ak'wi-zit), a. [< L. arquisituii,

gained, pp. of acquirers, gain : see acijuin: ( '!'.

exquisite, requisite.] Acquired; gained.
A humour is a liquid or fluent part of the body, com-

prehended in it, for the preservation of it ; and is either

innatt- ur burn with us, or adventitious ami BOOIlMte.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 95.

acquisition (ak-wi-zish
'

on), n. [< L. ac</i<ixi-

tio(n-), acquisition, < acqitirere : see acquire."]
1. The act of acquiring or gaining possession :

as, the acquisition of property.
Any European state may be restrained from pursuing

plans of acquisition, or making preparations looking to-

ward future acquisitions, which are judged to be hazard-
ous to the independence . . . of its neighbors.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 43.

2. That which is acquired or gained; especially,
a material possession obtained by any means,
but sometimes used in the plural of mental
gains.
The Cromwellians were induced to relinquish one third

of their acquisitions. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., v.

They learn so fast and convey the result so fast as to
outrun the logic of their slow brother and make his ac-

quisitiong poor. Emerson, Woman.

-Syn. 2. Acquirements, Acquisitions, etc. See acquire-
ment.

acquisitive (a-kwiz'i-tiv), a. .[< L. as if *acqui-
xitirns, < acquisitws, pp. : see acquisite.] If.

Acquired.
He died not in his acquisitive, but in his native soil.

Wotton, Reliquiffi, p. 106.

2. Making or tending to make acquisitions;
having a propensity to acquire : as, an acquis-
itive disposition.
The first condition then of mental development is that

the attitude of the mind should be creative rather than

acquisitive. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 105.

Acquisitive faculty, in psychol., perception; the pre-
sentative faculty.

acquisitively (a-kwiz'i-tiv-li), adv. In an ac-

quisitive manner ; by way of acquisition.

acquisitiveness (a-kwiz'i-tiv-nes), n. 1. The
quality of being acquisitive ;

a propensity to

acquire property. 2. In phren., the organ to

which is attributed the function of producing
the general desire, to acquire and possess, apart
from the uses of the objects. Sometimes called
covetiveness. See cut under phrenology.
acquistt (a-kwisf), [A form of acquest, after
It. acquisto, ML. acqnistum, L. acqmitum.~\ Ac-
quest; acquirement.

New acquist
Of true experience. Milton, S. A., 1. 1755.

acquit (a-kwif), v. t.
; pret. and pp. acquitted,

ppr. acquitting. [< ME. aquiten, acwiten, < OF.
aquifer, acuHer, later acquiter, "to quit, acquit,
free, clear, discharge, rid of, deliver from "

(Cotgrave), F. acquitter = Pr. aquitar = It. ac-

quetare, appease, quiet, < ML. "acquitare, acquie-
tare, settle a claim, appease, quiet, < L. ad, to,+ quietare, quiet, < quietus, discharged, free, at

rest, quiet: see acquiet, quiet, and quit.'] 1. To
release or discharge, as from an obligation, ac-

cusation, guilt, censure, suspicion, or whatever
is laid against or upon a person as a charge or

duty; specifically, in law, to pronounce not
guilty: as, we acquit a man of evil intentions

;

the jury acquitted the prisoner, it is followed by of
before the thing of which one is acquitted ; to acquit from
is obsolete.

His poverty, can you acquit him of that ?

Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 3.

If he [Bacon] was convicted, it was because it was impos-
sible to acquit him without offering the grossest outrage
to justice and common sense. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

2. To atone for. [Rare.]
Till life to death acquit my forced offence.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1071.

3. To settle, as a debt
; requite ; pay ; discharge ;

fulfil.

Aquytf hym wel for goddes love, quod he.

Chaucer, Troilus. ii. 1200.

Midst foes (as champion of the faith) he ment
That palme or cypress should his paines acquite.

Carew, Tasso.

I admit it to be not so much the duty as the privilege of
an American citizen to acquit this obligation to the mem-
ory of his fathers with discretion and generosity.

Everett, Orations, I. 382.

We see young men who owe us a new world, so readily
and lavishly they promise, but they never acquit the debt.

Emerson, Experience.

4. With a reflexive pronoun : (a) To clear
one's self.

Pray God he may acquit him (himself] of suspicion I

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., iii. _>.

(6) To behave
; bear or conduct one's self : as,
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the soldier acquitted himself well in battle
;
the

orator acquitted himself indifferently.

Though this was one of the first mercantile transac-
tions of my life, yet I had no doubt about ai-qi:ittin<t mi/-

xelf witli reputation. Goldsmith, Vicar, xiv.

5f. To release
;
set free

;
rescue.

Till I have acquit your captive Knight.
Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 52.

- Syn. 1. To exonerate, exculpate, discharge, set free.

See atxolur. 4. (6) To behave, act, bear, conduct, demean,
deport, or quit (one's self).

acquitt. Past participle of acquit.
I am glad I am so acquit of this tinder-box.

Shak., M. W. of W., i. 3.

acquitet (a-kwif), v.t. Same as acquit. [Com-
pare requite,]

acquitment (a-kwit'inent), . The act of ac-

quitting, or the state of being acquitted ;
ac-

quittal. [Rare.]
acquittal (a-kwit'al), n. [< ME. acquitalle,

-ayle ;(. acquit + -al.~] 1. The act of acquitting,
or the state of being acquitted. Specifically, in

law: (a) A judicial setting free or deliverance from the

charge of an offense by pronouncing a verdict of not guilty.

(6) In England, freedom from entries and molestations by
a superior lord for services issuing out of lands. Cowell.

2. Performance, as of a duty; discharge of an

obligation or a debt.
I have been long in arrears to you, but I trust you will

take this huge letter as an acquittal.
Walpole, Letter to H. Mann.

acquittance (a-kwit'ans), re. [< ME. aquitance,
-ans, acquitance, -ounce, <OF. aquitance, <"-
ter, discharge: see acquit and -ance.] 1. The
act of acquitting or discharging from a debt or

any other liability; the state of being so dis-

charged.
Now must your conscience my acquittance seal.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

2. A writing in evidence of a discharge ;
a re-

ceipt in full, which bars a further demand.
You can produce acquittances

For such a sum. Shak., L. L. L., ii. 1.

3f. The act of clearing one's self.

Being suspected and put for their acquittance to take
the sacrament of the altar. Jer. Taylor.

acquittance! (a-kwit'ans), v. t. To acquit.
Your mere enforcement shall acquittance me
From all the impure blots and stains thereof.

Shak., Hich. III., iii. 7.

acquittance-roll (a-kwit'ans-rol), . In the
British army, the pay-roll of a company, troop,
or battery.
Acraea (a-kre'a), n. [NL., < Gr. dxpoiof, equiv.
to d/cpof, at the top or extremity.] A genus of

nymphalid butterflies, typical of the subfamily
Acr&itue. A. antias is an example.
Acraeinae (ak-re-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <Acra;a +
-Hue.'] A subfamily of butterflies of the family
Nympnalidie, taking name from the leading
genus Acrcea, and containing mostly African

species of small or moderate size, with semi-

transparent wings, reddish-brown marked with
black. There are about 85 species.
Acramphibrya (ak-ram-fib'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. anpof, at the end, + afiQi, on both sides,

+/}pitov, a flower, blossom, < J3pi>Eiv, swell, be full

to bursting.] In bot., a term used by Endlicher
as a class name for exogenous plants, which he
described as plants growing both at the apex
and at the sides.

acrania (a-kra'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. a- priv. +
Kpaviav, L. cranium, the skull.] 1. [NL., fern,

sing.] In teratol., a malformation consisting
in an entire absence of the bones and integu-
ments forming the vault of the skull. Also
written acrany. 2. [cap.] [NL., neut.pl.] A
name proposed by Haeckel as a class designa-
tion for Ampnioxus or Sranchiostoma ; a syn-
onym of Hyelozoa or Leptoeardia (which see).
Also called A ceplmla. See Amphioxus and Sran-
chiostoma.
acranial (a-kra'ni-al), a. [See acrania.] Hav-
ing no skull.

acrany (ak'ra-ni), . Same as acrania, 1.

acraset, . t. See acraze.

acrasiat, See acrasy.

Acraspeda, Acraspedota (a-kras'pe-da, a-

kras-pe-do'ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. a- priv. +
KpacmeSov, a hem or border.] The name given
by Gegenbaur to the acalephs proper ;

that is,
to those jelly-fishes and sea-nettles the lobate
border of whose disk is not provided (with few
exceptions, as in Aurelia) with a contractile

marginal fold or velum: nearly synonymous
with Discophora (which see): opposed to Cras-

lii'ilni/i. See cut under acaleph.

acraspedote (a-kras'pe-dot), a. [< Gr. a- priv.
(a-!8) + craspedote, or as Acraspeda + -ote.]

acreage

Having no velum, as a discophore ;
of or per-

taining to the Acraspeilii.
The Hydroidea and Siphonophora are craspedot* ; the

Dbcopbon are supposed to be destitute of a veil, and are
therefore acraujjetlut:-. Stand. Sat. Hist., I. 94.

acrasyt, acrasiat (ak'ra-si, a-kra'zi-a), n. [<
ML. acrasia, which appears to combine the no-
tions of (1) Gr. anpaaia, later form of aKpdreta,

intemperance, want of self-control (< aKpari/(,

wanting in self-control, intemperate, unbridled,
< a- priv. + Kparof, strength, power, akin to E.

hard, q. v.) ; and (2) Gr. aicpaaia, bad mixture,
ill temperature, <<k/)aTOf , unmixed, untempered,
intemperate, excessive, < a- priv. + "/cpardf,
mixed : see crater and crasis.] Excess

;
surfeit

;

intemperance ; incontinence.

Acrasits, whether of the body or mind, occasion great
uneasiness. Cornish, Life of Firmin, p. 84.

acratia (a-kra'shia), re. [< Gr. aKpdreia, want
of power: see acrasy.] In pathol., failure of

strength ;
weakness

; debility.

acrazet, acraset (a-kraz'), v. t. [<F.aeraser,
"accraser, break, burst, craze, bruise, crush"
(Cotgrave), same as ^eraser, escraser, "to squash
down, beat flat," etc. (Cotgrave) : see a-11

, a-15,
and craze.] To weaken, impair, or enfeeble in

mind, body, or estate.

I acrazed was. Mir. for Mags., p. 138.

My substance impaired, my credit acrased.

Qascoigne, Letter in Hermit's Tale, p. 21.

Cold in the night which acraxeth the bodie.

Holinshed, Chronicles, III. 1049.

acre (a'ker), n. [<ME. aker, akir, a field, an

acre, < AS. aicer, a field, later -also an acre, =
OS. akkar = OFries. ekker = D. akker= OHG.
ahhar, achar,accar, MHG. G. acker= Ice\. akr =
Sw. dkcr= Dan. ger= Goth, akrs= L. ager= Gr.

ayp6g = Skt. ajra, all in the sense of field, orig.
a pasture or a chase, hunting-ground ;

< if *ag,
Skt. \/ aj = Gr. ayetv = L. agere = Icel. oka,
drive: see ake= achel

,
and (<L. agere) act,

etc. Hence acorn, q. v. The spelling acre in-

stead of the reg. aker (cf. baker, AS. btecere) is

due to its legal use in imitation of OF. acre, <

ML. (Law L.) acra, acrum, from Teut.] 1.

Originally, an open plowed or sowed field. This
signification was gradually lost after the acre was made a
definite measure of surface. Still used in the plural to
denote fields or land in general.

My bosky acres, and my unshrubb'd down.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

Over whose acres walked those blessed feet.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1.

2. A superficial measure of land, usually
stated to be 40 poles in length by 4 in breadth

;

but 160 perches (= 4840 square yards, or 43,560
square feet) make an acre, however shaped.
An acre, as a specific quantity of land, was reckoned in

England as much as a yoke of oxen could plow in a day
till the establishment of a definite measure by laws of the
thirteenth century and later. This is known in Great
Britain and the United States as the statute acre, to dis-

tinguish it from the customary acres still in use to some
extent in Scotland, Ireland, and Wales. The Scotch acre
is larger than the statute acre, as it contains 6150.4 square
yards, 48 Scotch acres being equal to 61 statute acres. The
Irish acre is 7840 square yards, 100 Irish acres being nearly
equivalent to 162 statute acres. In Wales different mea-
sures, the erw, the stana, the paladr, are called acres. The
true erw is 4320 square yards ; the stang is 3240. There
is also the Cornish acre, of 5760 square yards. Among
the customary English acres are found measures of the

following numbers of perches : 80 (of hops), 90 (of hops),
107, 110, 120 (shut acre), 130, 132, 134, 141, 180 (forest
acre), 200 (for copyhold land in Lincolnshire), 212, 256 (of
wood). The Leicestershire acre has 2308J square yards,
the Westmoreland acre 6760 square yards, the Cheshire
acre 10,240 square yards. Often abbreviated to A. or a.

The acre was in many cases a small field simply, i. e.,

an ager ; and a hundred and twenty small fields were
called a hide. A standard acre was hardly established
until the thirteenth century.

D. W. Ross, German Land-holding, Notes, p. 131.

3f. A lineal measure equal to a furrow's length,
or 40 poles ;

more frequently, an acre's breadth,
4 poles, equal to 22 or 25 yards Burgh acres.
See burgh. God's acre. See God's-acre.

acreable (a'ker-a-bl), a. [< acre + -able.] Ac-
cording to the acre

;
measured or estimated in

acres or by the acre.

The acreable produce of the two methods was nearly the
same. Complete Farmer, Art. Potatoe (Ord. MS.).

acreage (a'ker-aj), n. [< acre + -age.] The num-
ber of acres in a piece or tract of land

;
acres

taken collectively ;
extent in acres : as, the

acreage of farm-land in a country ;
the acreage

of wheat sown.
No coarse and blockish God of acreage
Stands at thy gate for thee to grovel to.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

The interests of a nation of our acreage and population
are a serious load to be conducted safely.

Jf. A. Rev., CXLI. 211.



acrecDonc

acrecbolic (ak-rek-bol'ik), a, [< Gr. (Uywf, at
the top, + ecbolic, q. v.] Eversible by protru-
sion of the apex ; protruded by a forward move-
ment of the tip: applied to the introverted pro-
boscis of certain animals, as rhabdocrelous pla-
narians and sundry gastropods: the opposite of

acrembolic, and correlated with j>l< // mlmlii-

as, "acrecbolic tubes or introverts," E. K. l.mi-

kester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. ii">

acrecencia (Sp. pron. a-kra-then'the-a), n.

[Sp., = E. accrescence, q. v.] Increase
; augmen-

tation; growth; accretion. More specifically, the
enhancement of the portions of one or more of several heirs,

legatees, etc., resulting when the others do not accept or
are incapable of sharing the inheritance. Used in the law
of parts of the United States originally settled by Span-
iards.

acrecimiento (Sp. pron. a-kra-the-me-en'to), .

[Sp., <acrecer = E. accresce, q. v.] Same as
acrecencia.

acred (a'kerd), a. Possessing acres or landed
property : used chiefly in composition : as,

"many-acred men," Sir W. Jones, Speech on
Ref . of Parl.

He was not (infrequently a son of a noble, or at least uf
an acred, house. The Nation, July 26, 1877, p. 58.

acre-dale (a'ker-dal), . [< acre + dale2= dean,
a share.] Land in a common field, different

parts of which are held by different proprietors.
[Prov. Eng.]

Acredula (a-kred'u-la), . [L., an unknown
bird, variously guessed to be a thrush, owl,

nightingale, or lark.] A genus of titmice, fam-
ily Paridfe, founded by Koch in 1816, character-
ized by the grVat length of the tail. Acredula
caudata, the type of the genns, is the common long-tailed
titmouse or European bottle-tit (which see). A. rosea is

another species.

acremant (a'ker-man), n. [< ME. akerman, <

AS. wccrman ; < acre, a field, + man.] A farmer ;

one who cultivates the fields. K. D.
acrembolic (ak-rem-bol'ik). a. [<Gr. A/cpof, at

the top, + embolic, q. v.] Introversible by in-

trusion of the apex ;
withdrawn by a sinking in

of the tip : applied to the everted proboscis of
certain animals, as rhabdocoelous planarians
and sundry gastropods : opposed to acrecbolic,

The acrembolic proboscis or frontal introvert of the
Nemertine worms has a complete range.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 852.

acre-shott (a'ker-shot), . [< acre, a field. +
xtiot, proportion, reckoning: see scot and shot.}
A local laud-tax or charge. Ihujdale.
acre-stafft (a'ker-staf), . [< acre, a field, +
staff.~\ A plow-staff, used to clear the colter
or cutter of the plow when clogged with earth.
Also spelled akcr-staff.

Where the Husbandman's Acre-sta/iuul the Shepherd's
hook are, as in this County, in State, there they engross
all to themselves. fuller. Worthies, I. 561.

acrid (ak'rid), a. and n. [First in 18th century ;

< L. acer, rarely acris, acrux (> P. acre = Sp. Pg.
It. acre), sharp, pungent ; with termination due
to the kindred L. acidus, sharp, sour : see acid.]
1. a. 1. Sharp or biting to the tongue or in-

teguments; bitterly pungent; irritating: as,
acrid salts. Acrid substances are those which cxcit* in
the organs of taste a sensation uf pungency and heat, and
when applied to the skin irritate and inflame it. Acrid
poisons, including those also called corrosive and escha-

rotic, are those which irritate, corrode, or bum the parts
it) which they are applied, producing an intense burning
sensation, and acute pain in the alimentary canal. They
include concentrated acids and alkalis, compounds of mer-
cury, arsenic, copper, etc.

The acrid little jets of smoke which escaped from the

joints of his stove from time to time annoyed him.
HinveUs, A Modern Instance, iii.

2. Figuratively, severe
;

virulent
;

violent
;

stinging: as, "acrid temper," ('Oil-pec, Charity.
II. . 1. An acrid poison: as, "a powerful

acrid," Pereira, Mat. Med. 2. One of a class
of morbific substances supposed by the humor-
ists to exist in the humors.
acridia (a-krid'i-a), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Acrid-

'(.] Members of the grasshopper family, or
the family itself, considered without special
reference to its rank in classification. Also
called acridii. See Acridida;.

acridian (a-krid'i-an), a. and n. I. a. Beloug-
ingor relating to the Acridida:

II. . One of the acridia.

Acrididae, Acridiidae (a-krid'i-de, ak-ri-di'i-

de), n. pi. [NL., < Acrid-ium, Acridi-um, + -id<e.~\A family of saltatorial orthopterous insects,
including the locusts or short-horned grass-
hoppers, having the hind legs fitted by enlarge-
ment of the femora for leaping: related to the
crickets (Gryttida:) and to the long-horned
grasshoppers and katydids (Locustidai).
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In Gryllida1 and Locustidtc the antenmc are long and

setaceous, ... in Acridiidce they are short and stout,
rarely clavate. The ovipositor in the two former families
is often very large ; in Acridiidte there is no ovipositor.

Pascoe, Zool. Class., 1880, p. 115.

acridii (a-krid'i-i), n.jrf. [NL., masc.pl.] Same
;i:~ iirridia.

acridity (a-krid'i-ti), n. [< acrid + -itij, after

acidity.] The quality of being acrid ; pungency
conjoined with bitterness and corrosive irrita-

tion : acridness.

Acridium (a-krid'i-um), n. [NL.; also written

improp. Acrydium; <Gr. anpi6un>, dim. of anpic.,

a locust: see Acris.] A leading genus of grass-
hoppers, giving name to the family Acridida;.

acridly (ak'rid-li), adv. With sharp or irritat-

ing bitterness.

acridness (ak'rid-nes), . The quality of being
acrid or pungent.

acridqphagUS (ak-ri-<lof'a-jpis), n.; pi. acridopli-

agi (-ji). [NL.,<Gr. aKptd'otyayoc,, < anpic, (anpiS-), a
locust (see Acris),+ <j>ayeiv, eat.] A locust-eater.

They are still acridophagi, and even the citizens far pre-
fer a dish of locusts to the "fasikh," which act as ancho-
vies, sardines, and herrings in Egypt.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 343.

Acridotheres(ak'ri-do-the'rez), n. [NL.(Vieil-
lot, 1816), < Gr. axpif (anpii-), a locust, + dripav,
hunt or chase, < (typa, a hunting, the chase.] A
notable genus of old-world sturnoid passerine
birds, founded by Vieillot in 1816

;
the minas

or mina-birds, several species of which are

among the commonest and most characteristic
birds of India and zoologically related coun-
tries. They resemble and are allied to starlings. A.tri*ti*
is a leading example. The species have often been re*

ferred to the Cuvierian genus Oraculus (which see). Crido-
theres is an erroneous form of Acridothtrett, apparently
originating with Cuvier.

acrimonious (ak-ri-mo'ni-us), a. [= F. acri-

monieux = Pg. acrimonioso, < ML. acrimoniomix,
< L. acrimonia, acrimony.] 1. Abounding in

acrimony or acridness; acrid; corrosive. [Now
rare.]

If gall cannot he rendered acrimonious and bitter of
itself. Harvey, Consumption.

2. Figuratively, severe; bitter; virulent; caus-

tic; stinging: applied to language, temper,
etc.

The factions have the cunning to say, that the bitter-

ness of their spirit is owing to the harsh and acrimonious
treatment they receive. Ames, Works, II. 113.

If we knew the man, we should see that to return an
acrimonious answer would be the most ridiculous of all

possible modes of retort. Whiuple, Ess. and Rv., I. 139.

acrimoniously (ak-ri-mo'ni-us-li), adr. In an
acrimonious manner

; sharply ; bitterly ; pun-
gently.
acrimoniousness (ak-ri-mo'ni-us-nes), n. The
state or quality of being acrimonious.

acrimony (ak'ri-mo-ui), n. [= F. aerimonic=
Sp. Pg. It. acrimonia, < L. acrimonia, sharpness,
pungency, austerity, < acer (acr-), sharp, pun-
gent: see acrid and acid.] 1. Acridity; harsh-
ness or extreme bitterness of taste

; pungency ;

corrosiveness. [Now rare.]
Those milks [in certain plants] have all an acrimony,

though one would think they should )>e lenitive.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 039.

2. Figuratively, sharpness or severity of tem-

per ; bitterness of expression proceeding from
anger, ill nature, or petulance ;

virulence.

Acrimony of voice and gesture.
Bp. Hacket, Life of Abp. Williams.

In his official letters he expressed with great acrimony
his contempt for the king's character and understanding.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xii.

Acrimony Of the humors, an imaginary acrid change
of the blood, lymph, etc., which by the humorists was
conceived to cause many diseases. Dunylison. ~ Syn. 2.

Acrimony, Asperity, Harshness, Severity, Tartness, Sour-

iiess, Bitterness, Virulence, Rancor, acerbity, crabbedness,
irascibility. (See harshness.) These words express differ-

ent degrees of severe feeling, language, or conduct, their

signification being determined largely by their derivation
and primary use. Tartness is the mildest term, applying
generally to language ; it implies some wit or quickness of

mind, and perhaps a willingness to display it. As tartness
is the subacid quality of mind, so acrimony is its acidity ;

it is a biting sharpness ; it may or may not proceed from
a nature permanently soured. Sourness is the Anglo-Saxon
foracrimoni/, with more suggestion of permanent quality
sou
BM,
ne-ss with a touch of rancor; it is more positive and aggres-
sive. Sourness and bitterness contain less malignity than

acrimony. Virulence rises to a high degree of malignity,
and rancor to such a height as almost to break down self-

control ; the whole nature is envenomed, rancid. These
words are almost never applied to conduct ; asperity and
harshness, being founded upon a different figure, are nat-

urally and often so applied ; they convey the idea of rough-
ness to the touch. Asperity is the lighter of the two ; it is

often aroughness of manner, andmay betheresultof anger ;

it has a sharper edge than harshness. Harshness is the
most applicable to conduct, demands, etc., of all the list;
it may proceed from insensibility to others' feelings or

ournexs of look or language proceeding from a sour nature.

bitterness, which is founded upon a kindred figure, is sour-

aero-

rights. Ni rrrili/ has a wide range of meaning, expressing
often that which is justified or necessary, and often that
which is harsh or hard; as applied tolangua^ hid
it is a weighty word. We may speak of acrintnnii in de-
bate or of feeling; asperity of manner; harshness of con-
duct, language, requirements, terms, treatment; Mttrity
of censure, punishment, manner; tartness of reply ; *<(//-

ness of aspect; bitterness of spirit, feeling, retort; fVc-
/"<v and rancor of feeling and language.

It is well known in what terms of acrimony and per-
sonal hatred Swift attacked Dryden.

Godirin, The Enquirer, p. 379.

The orators of the opposition declared against him
with great animation and asperity.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., v.

He that by harshness of nature and arbitrariness of
commands uses his children like servants is what they
mean by a tyrant. Sir W. Temple.

Severity, gradually hardening and .darkening into mis-

anthropy, characterizes the works of Swift.

Macattlay, Addison.

The Dean [Swift), the author of all the mirth, preserves
an invincible gravity and even sourness of aspect.

Macaulay, Addison.
To express themselves with smartness against the errors

of men, without bitterness against their persons.
Steele, Tatler, No. 242.

No authors draw upon themselves more displeasure
than those who deal in political matters, which is justly
incurred, considering that spirit of rancour and virulence
with which works of this nature abound. Addison.

They hate to mingle in the filthy fray,
Where the soul sours, and gradual rancour grows,
Imbittered more from peevish day to day.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i. 17.

AcriS (ak'ris), .' [NL., < Gr. aKplf (axpid-), a
locust (L. gryllus).'] A genus of tree-frogs of
the family Bylida: Acris yrylltu, a characteristic ex-

ample, is common in the United States, its loud rattling
pipe l>eing heard everywhere in the spring. Duweril and
Bibrtm.

acrisia (a-lcris'i-ii), . [NL., < Gr. anpiaia, want
of judgment, the undecided character of a
disease, < aKpirof, undecided, undiscernible, < a-

priv. + Kptr&f, separated, distinguished, < Kpivctv,

separate, distinguish, judge : see emi* and
critic. ] A condition of disease such as to render

prognosis impossible or unfavorable
;
absence

of detenninable or favorable symptoms,
acrisy (ak'ri-si), . [<. acrisia."} 1. Same as
acrisia. 2. Injudiciousness. [Rare.]
Acrita (ak'ri-ta), u.pl. [NL.,< Gr. anptra, neut.

pi. of (iKpirof, undiscernible, indiscriminate : see

acrisia.'} A name originally proposed for that

group of animals in which no distinct nervous
system exists or is discernible, it thus included,
besides all of the Protozoa, such as the acalephs, some
of the Polypijrra, certain Entozoa, the Polyyastrica, etc.

The name has l>cen employed by different writers with
varying latitude of signification, but is now disused, ex-

cept as a (loose) synonym of Protozoa and other low forms
of the Cuvierian Radiata, since it has been shown to apply
to no natural group of animals. See Cryptoneura. Also
incorrectly written Acrites, after the French.

acritan (ak'ri-tan), a. [See Acrita.'} Of or be-

longing to the Acrita.

acrite (ak'rit), a. Same as acritan.

acritical (a-krit'i-kal), a. [< Gr. a- priv. + crit-

ical ; Pg. acritico, not critical. Cf. Gr. aKpiTof,
under acrisia.] }n patitol. : (a) Having no crisis :

as, an acritical abscess. (6) Giving no indica-
tions of a crisis : as, acritical symptoms.
acritochromacy (ak'ri-to-kro'ma-si), . [<
acritocliromatic: see -acy.~] Inability to distin-

guish between colors
;
color-blindness

;
achro-

matopsia.
i'rom imperfect observation and the difficulty experi-

enced in communicating intelligently with the Eskimo, 1

was unable to determine whether acritochromacy existed

among them to any great extent.
Arc. Cruise of the Canrin, 1881, p. 24.

acritochromatic (ak'ri-to-kro-mat'ik), a.

[< Gr. anptroc, not distinguishing* (see acrisia),
+ ;)fpu/i(r-), color.] Characterized by or af-

fected with acritochromacy; unable to distin-

guish between colors.

acritude (ak'ri-tud), . [< L. acritudo, sharp-
ness, < acer, sharp : see acrid.] An acrid qual-
ity; bitter pungency ; biting heat. [Rare.]
acrityt (ak'ri-ti), n. [After F. (terete, < L. acri-

ta(t-)s, < acris, sharp: see acrid.} Sharpness;
keen severity ;

strictness.

The acrity of prudence, and severity of judgment.
A. Gorges, tr. of Bacon, De Sap. Vet., xviii.

aero-. [L., etc., < Gr. aapo-, combining form of

dk/wf, at the furthest point or end, terminal,
extreme, highest, topmost, outermost; neut.

anpov, the highest or furthest point, top, peak,
summit, headland, end, extremity; fern. &K/M,

equiv. to anpav. Cf. aur/, a point, edge, and see

acid, etc.] In zool. and hot., an element of

many compounds of Greek origin, referring to

the top, tip, point, apex, summit, or edge of

anything. In a few compounds aero- (acr-)

improperly represents Latin acer, acris, sharp,
pungent: as, acronarcotic, acrolein.



acroama

acrpama (ak-ro-a'mtt), .
; pi. aeroamata (-ara'-

a-tji). _[<
(Jr.

iiK/ii'niiia, anything heard, recita-
tion, < oKpoaafai, hear, prob. akin to xAm^hear:
see client.] 1. Rhetorical declamation, as op-
posed to argument.

Facciohiti i-\i>:mded the argument of Pacius . . . into a
special Acroanui ; but his eloquence was not more riln-
tive than the reasoning of his predecessors.

Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, p. If,:!. (.V. K. 1>.)

2. Oral instruction designed for initiated dis-

ciplesonly ; esoteric doctrine. See aeroamii/ir.
acroamatic (ak"ro-a-mat'ik), ti. [< L. acroiiiiin-

ticus, < Gr. anpoafiaT/Kof;, designed for hearing
only, < &fp6afia(r-), anything heard: see acro-

/inin.] Abstruse; pertaining to deep learning :

opposed to exoteric. Applied particularly to those
writings of Aristotle (also termed exoteric) which possessed
a strictly scientific content and form, as opposed to his
exoteric writings or dialogues, which were of a more
popular character. The former were addressed to "hear-
ers," that is, were intended to he read to his disciples or
were notes written down after his lectures; hence the
epithet acroamatic. All the works of Aristotle which we
possess, except a few fragments of his dialogues, belong to
this class. See esoteric. Au equivalent form is acroatic.
We read no acroamatic lectures.

Haiti, Golden Remains.
Acroamatic proof or method, a scientific and strictly
il.'iiMiistrativi' proof or method.

acroamatical (ak*ro-a-mat'i-kal), a. Of an ac-
roamatic or abstruse character; acroamatic.

Aristotle was wont to divide his lectures and readings
into ncrnniMitinil and exoterical. Hales, Golden Remains.

acrodactylum

acroamatics (ak"ro-a-mat'ik8), n. pi. [PI. of
acroamatic: see -i'cs".] Aristotle's acroamatic
writings. See acroamatic. Also called acro-
atics.

acroasis (ak-ro-a'sis), . [L., < Gr. anpoaatc, a
hearing or lecture, < anpoaadai, hear : see acro-
ama.'] An oral discourse.
acroatic (ak-ro-at'ik), a. [< L. aoroaticus, < Gr.

OKpoaTinAc.,
of or for hearing, < aKpoarfa, a hearer,

(anpoaaOai, hear: see acroama.'] Same as acro-
amatic.

acroatics (ak-ro-at'iks), it. pi. Same as acroa-
matics.

Acrobasis (ak-rob'a-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. a/cpov,
the top or end, + fiaoif, a going. Cf. acrobat.]

Opossum-mouse of Ne
(Acrobatts

South Wales

Exemplifications of Acrobasis.
a, leaflets attacked by larva of A, jnglandis (walnut case-

bearer) ; b, case of larva
; c. wings of A. nibulo; rf. wings of A.

JHgtandis; e, wings of A. nebula var.

A genus of moths belonging to the Phycidw,
a family founded by Zeller in 1839. The larvie
skeletonize leaves, forming for themselves silken tubes
either straight or crumpled. A. juglandis (Le Baron), the

[< Gr. uKpov,

i, head : see

acrobat (ak ro- bat), n. [< F. acrobate = Sp.
the vault is lofty or pyramidal.

acrobato = Pg.' It. acrobata (cf. NL. Acrobates), Acrocera (ak-ros'e-ra), H. [NL., < Gr. anpof, at
<-n,. A^,,x^^ ,,,n ii,: *;-.i 1 -_ A _ (he t p or en(j

)
4; n|pof(

a horn.] A genus of

"n, having the antenna?
--ehead, the type of tho

family AcroceridiK (which see).
Acroceraunian (ak"ro-se-ra'ni-an), a. [<L.
Acrocerannia,< Gr. 'AKpoKcpavvia, 'h. pi., < anpov,
peak, summit, + nepaiivios, thunder-smitten, <

Kfpowdc, thunder and lightning.] An epithet
applied to certain mountains in the north of
Epirus in Greece, projecting into the strait of
Otranto.

The thunder-hills of fear,
The Acroceraunian mountains of old name. Bijrnn.

Acroceridae (ak-ro-ser'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Acro-
cera + -idee.] A' family of dipterous insects,
belonging to the section or suborder Brachycera,
having antennse with few joints, and to the
Tetracha-ta;, the division of the Brachycera in
which the number of pieces composing the
haustellum is four. It was established by Leach in
1819, and is typified by the genus Acrocera (which see).

acrochirismus (ak-ro-ki-ris'mus), n. [Gr.
aKpoxeipia/ju;, wrestling with the hands, < axpo-
Xetpi&tv, wrestle with the hands, seize with
the hands, < anpoxeip, later form for d/t/ra xei

-l>,

the (terminal) hand: aKpa, fern, of a/<pof, at the
end, terminal, extreme

; xe'P, hand.] In Gr.
antiq., a kind of wrestling in which the an-
tagonists held each other by the wrists. Also
spelled acrocheirismus.
acrochord (ak'ro-kord), n. [< Acrochordus, q.
v.] A snake of the genus Aa-ochordm.

. v ^,, . [=F. acrobatique,
acrochordid (ak-ro-k6r'did), n. A snake of the

<Gr. aicpo(laTiK6f, fit for climbing, < aKpAparof. family Acrochordidfe ; a wart-snake,
see acrobat.] Of or pertaining to an acrobat Acrochordidae

_
(ak-ro-kor'di-de), n. pi. [NL.,

or his performances : as, acrobatic feats
;
acro-

batic entertainments.
Made his pupil's brain manipulate . . . the whole ex-

traordinary catalogue of an American young lady's school
curriculum, with acrobatic skill.

E. H. Clarke, Sex in Education, p. 71.

acrobatical (ak-ro-bat'i-kal), a. Same as ac-
robatic. [Rare.]
acrobatically (ak-ro-bat'i-kal-i), adv. In the
manner of an acrobat

; with' acrobatic skill or

dexterity.
acrobatism (ak'ro-bat-izm), n. [< acrobat +
-ism.] The performance of acrobatic feats;
the profession of an acrobat.

Acrobrya (ak-rob'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of .
,

- o
aerobryus : see acrobryous. Cf. Acramphibrya.]

"ul ous at the end
;
a hanging wart.

A term used by Endhcher as a class name for Acrochordus (ak-ro-kor'dus), n. [NL., < Gr.

plants growing at the apex only ;
the higher

-KP v
, top, end, + xnP^'l, a string : see aerochor-

cryptogams : equivalent to acrogens. don.] A genus of wart-snakes typifying the

acrobryous (ak-rob'ri-us), a. [< NL. aerobryus,
family Acrochordidce (which see). Hornstedt.

< Gr. aKpo;, at the end, + fjpvov, a flower.] In ^'so written Acrocordus. Shaw,

bot., growing at the apex only; of the nature of Acrocinus (ak-ro-si'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. anpov,
Acrobrya. end, extremity, + mveiv, move.] A genus of
\ _,. .- ^.L _= i.u_/_r^ , r ^TT , .

lougicorn beetles, of the family Cerambycida; :

so called by Illiger from having a movable

acrobato = Pg. It. aerooata (cf. NL. Acrobates), Acrocera (ak-ros'e-ra), n.

< Gr. aKp6,iarof, walking on tiptoe, also going to the top or end, -f- Ktpaf, a
the top, < anpov, the highest point, top, summit, flies, founded by Meigen, i
neut. of d/coof, highest, topmost, + (Sardc, verbal on the summit of the forehi

adj. from flaivetv,
familv Atvftppridn* ("whiAli c,

go, = E. come, q.

v.] 1. A rope-
dancer

; also, one
who practises
high vaulting,
tumbling, or oth-
er feats of person-
al agility. 2. A
species of the ge-
nus Acrobates.
Acrobates (ak-
rob'a-tez), .

[NL.;'< Gr. as if

*aKpOt3aTt/c, equiv.
to aKpofiaToc ; gee

acrobat.] A genus
or subgenus of

marsupial quad-
rupeds of the fam-
ily Phalangistida;,
peculiar to Aus-
tralia. It is related
to Petaurus, and in-

cludes such pygmy petaurists as the opossum-mouse, Aero-
bates pygmceus, one of the most diminutive of marsupials
being hardly larger than a mouse. Like various other so-
called flying quadrupeds, the opossum-mouse is provided
with a parachute. The genus was founded by Desmarest
in 1820. Also written Acrobata.

acrobatic (ak-ro-bat'ik), a. L_^ . i*^, t,i/m,ucc,
-- v

<Gr. aicpo(laTiK6f, fit for climbing, < aKpAparoc,: family Acrochordidte ; a wart-snake.
seei acrobat.] Of or pertaining to an acrobat Acrochordidae (ak-ro-kor'di-de), n. f .. L J-" < Acrochordus + -Ate.] A family of viviparous

ophidian reptiles of the aglyphodont or colu-
brine division, which contains ordinary in-
nocuous serpents. The typical genus is Acrochordux
containing A. jacanicm, a large, stout-bodied, and very
short-tailed serpent of Java, some 8 feet long, the entire
body of which is covered with small granular or tubercular
scales, not imbricated, as is usual in the order. With its
sullen eyes and swollen jaws, it presents a very savage
appearance. The family contains two other genera of
wart-snakes, C/ierxydrns and Xenodermus.
acrochordon (ak-ro-k6r'don), .; pi. acrochor-
dones (-do-nez). [L., < Gr. fotpompd6v, a wart
with a thin neck, < anpav, top, end, + X"P^, a
string: see chord.] A small filiform fibroma-
tous outgrowth of the skin, often becoming
bulbous at the end

;
a hanging wart.

Acrobrya.
Acrocarpi (ak-ro-kar'pl), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

acrocarpus: see acrocarpous.] In bot., a di-
vision of the mosses, containing the genera in
which the capsule terminates the growth of a
primary axis

\ich ;spine on each side of the thorax. A. lomjimanu*,
the harlequin-beetle of South America, is the type. It is

2J inches long, with antenna) 6 and fore legs alone 4
inches in length.

ing the fruit at the end or top of the primary
axis : applied to mosses.

name retained by florists for a composite plant
from the Cape of Good Hope, more properly
irom me <^ape or woou Mope, more properlyThe flower of Mosses either terminates the growth of a classed as Helipterum roseum. It has immor-

primary axis (Acrocarpous Mosses), or the .
"

acrocephaly; high-skulled: as, acrocephalicmen
or tribes.

acrocephaline (ak-ro-sef'a-lin), a. [< Acroce-
phalus + -inc.] In ornith",resembling a bird of
the genus Acroccphalus in the character of the
bill : said of certain warblers. Henry Seebohm.
Acrocephalus (ak-ro-sef'a-lus), n. [ NL., < Gr.
&Kpov, here used in the mere sense of point, in

In ornith., a genus of birds founded by Nau-
mann in 1811 to embrace old-world warblers of

Apple-leaf Grumpier (Acrobasis indiginella).
a. case, containing caterpillar: b, cases in winter; c, head and

thoracic joints of larva, enlarged ; rf, moth (the cross shows natural
size).

a comparatively large bill, depressed at base and acute at
tip, with moderately developed rictal bristles, a very small
spurious first primary, a rounded tail, and more or less
uniform brownish plumage. It is related to Ptnil[<>*<-<,i><i-<

Locustella, Ilypolain, etc. A typical species is the aquatic
rc.'d-warbler, A. aquaticus. Most of the species of this
genus are migratory, and their molt is double. See Cala-
moayta and retd-varblfr.

fe^iiu " ** vi\ji\*n\ ..IT-, n-.i^.i j uaimH, tlllldl LO
the cocoa-palm, with a tall prickly trunk, some-
times swollen in the middle, bearing a tuft of

very large pinnate leaves. A. sderocarpa is widely
distributed through South America, and yields a small
round fruit with thin, sweetish pulp and an edible kernel.
The young leaves are eaten as a vegetable, and a sweet,
fragrant oil is extracted from the nuts, which is used as
an emollient and in the manufacture of toilet-soaps See
macaw-tree.

acrocyst (ak'ro-sist), n. [< Gr. aicpof, at the
top, -f Kiarif, bladder, bag, pouch : see cyst.] In
zool., an external sac which in some hydroids
is formed upon the summit of the gonangium,
where it constitutes a receptacle in which the
ova pass through some of the earlier stages of
their development. Allman.

,, a" digit: see dactyl.] In ornith., the
upper surface of a bird's toe. [Little used.]



acrodont

acrodont (ak'ro-dont), . and a. [< NL. acro-

ilnn(t-), < Gr. aKfiof, at the end or edge, + orfoi'f

(b6ov--) = E. tooth.} I. n. One of those lizards

which have the teeth attached by their bases
to the edge of the jaw, without bony alveoli on
either the inner or the outer side.

II. a. 1. Pertaining to or resembling an
acrodont

; having that arrangement of the teeth
which characterizes an acrodont : as. an aero-

Skull of a Lizard ( ^aranus) with Acrodont Dentition.

a, articular bone of mandible
; c, coronoid IKJIIC of do. ; d, dentary

bone of do. ;/; frontal;^, prefrontal; /", posrfrontal ; /. lacrymat ;

m, malar
; mx, maxilla ; n, nasal ; <'. otic ; /, parietal ; ft, pterygoid .

ft
'

, columella ; //' , transverse bone ; fx. premaxilla ; if, quadrate ;

sq, squamosal.

(font lizard; acrodont dentition. 2. Having the
characters of the Acrodonta, or heterodontoid
fishes.

Acrodonta (ak-ro-dou'ta), H. /)/. [NL. : see

acrodont.] A name proposed for a group or

suborder including the heterodontoid and re-

lated sharks, which have the palato-quadrate
apparatus disarticulated from tne cranium, the

dentigerous portions enlarged, and the mouth
inferior. The only living representatives are the hete-

rodontids (Port Jackson shark, etc.), lint the extinct forms
are numerous.

acrodynia (ak-ro-din'i-a), n. [NL., <Gr. anpof,
at the extremity, + orf/w/, pain.] An epidemic
disease characterized by disturbances in the

alimentary canal (vomiting, colic, diarrhea), by
nervous symptoms (especially pain in the ex-

tremities), sometimes by cramp or anesthesia,
and by a dermatitis affecting the hands and feet.

acrogen (ak'ro-jen), n. [< Gr. a/cpof, at the top,
+ -yevi/f, -born, produced : see -gen and genus.]
An aerogenous plant. The acrogens form a division
of the Cryptoyamia, distinguished from the thallogens by
their habits of growth and mode of impregnation. They
have true stems with leafy appendages (excepting the ric-

cias and marchantias), and the embryonic sac is impreg-
nated by the spermatozoids. They are divided into two
groups : (a) those composed wholly of cellular tissue, the

charas, liverworts, and mosses ; and (b) those in which
vascular tissue is present, the ferns, horsetails, pillworts,
and club-mosses. The age of acrogens, in ijeol., the
Carboniferous era, when acrogens were the characteristic

vegetable forms.

acrogenic (ak-ro-jen'ik), a. Relating or pertain-
ing to the acrogens.

That, under fit conditions, an analogous mode of growth
will occur in fronds of the acrogenic type, ... is shown
by the case of Jungermanniafurcata.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 194.

aerogenous (a-kroj'e-nus), a. [As acrogen +
-ous.] Increasing by growth at the summit or

by terminal buds only, as the ferns and mosses
;

of the nature of or pertaining to acrogens.
acrography (a-krog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. anpof, at the

top, + -ypaijiia, < ypatyf.iv, write : see graphic.] A
process for producing designs in relief on metal
or stone through a ground of finely powdered
chalk, solidified by hydraulic pressure into a

compact mass. A design is drawn on the slightly shin-

ing white surface with a finely pointed brush charged with
a glutinous ink, which, wherever it is applied, unites the

particles of chalk so firmly that they remain standing in
black ridges after the intermediate white spaces have been
rubbed away with a piece of velvet or a light brush. If the
plate, which has then the appearance of an engraved wood
block, is dipped in a solution of silica, a stereotype cast
or an electrotype copy can be taken from it to he used for

printing with type.

acroket, prep. plir. as adv. A Middle English
form or acrook.

acrolein (a-kro'le-in), . [< L. acris, sharp,
pungent (see acrid), + olere, smell, + -in.] A
colorless limpid liquid, CH2CHCOH, having a

disagreeable and intensely irritating odor, such
as that noticeable after the flame of a candle
has been extinguished and while the wick still

glows. It is the aldehyde of the ally! series, and is ob-
tained by distilling glycerin to which acid potassium sul-

phate or strong phosphoric acid has been added, also by
the dry distillation of fatty bodies. It burns with a clear,
luminous flame.

acrolith (ak'ro-lith), H. [< L. acrolithuti, < Gr.

!ut(>6t,i8of, with the ends made of stone, < anpof,

extreme, at the end, + '/.iOof, a stone.] In Gr.

antiq., a sculptured figure of which only the
head and extremities were carved in stone, the
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rest being generally of wood, and covered with
either textile drapery or thin plates of metal.
The name was also applied to ngim-s of ordinary stone of
which the heads and extremities were formed of marble,
as in some of the well-known metopes <>f Sflimis, Sicily.

acrolithan (a-krol'i-than), . Same as nrrn-
lilllic.

acrolithic (ak-ro-lith'ik), a. Of the nature of
an acrolith ; formed like an acrolith : as, an uc-

nilithic statue.

acrologic (ak-ro-loj'ik), a. [< aerology + -ic.]

Pertaining to aerology; founded on or using
initials

; using a sign primarily representing a
word to denote its initial letter or sound : as,

nerologic notation
; acrologic names.

The twenty-two names [of the Semitic letters] are aero-
!<"'<< ; that is, the name of each letter begins with that
letter. Imac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 167.

acrological (ak-ro-loj'i-kal), a. Same as acro-

logic.

acrologically (ak-ro-loj'i-kal-i), tulr. In an ac-

rologic manner
; by means of aerology. Isaac

Taylor.

aerology (a-krol'o-ji), i. [< Gr. aiywf, at the

end, + -Xojwz, < teyeiv, speak : see -ology.] The
use of a picture of some object to represent
alphabetically the first part (letter or syllable)
of the name of that object. See acrophony.
A polysyllabic language did not lend itaelf so readily as

the Chinese to this solution. According to HaleVy, the

difficulty [of effecting the transition from ideograms to

phonograms] was overcome by the adoption of the power-
ful principle of Acrnhnnt.

Inane Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 43.

aerometer (a-krom'e-ter), >i. [< Or. anpof, at
the top, + fiirpov, a measure.] An instrument
for indicating the specific gravity of oil. See
olcomcter.

acromia. n. Plural of aeromion.
acromial (a-kro'mi-al), a. [< aeromion.] In

anat., relating to the aeromion Acromial pro-
cess. See acromion. Acromial thoracic artery. See
acroiniothoracic.

acromioclavicular (a-kro'mi-o-kla-vik'u-lar).
a. [<NL. aeromion + clavicula, clavicle.] Per-

taining to the aeromion and the clavicle Acro-
mioclavicular articulation, the joint between the col-

lar-bone and the shoulder-blade. Acromioclavicular
ligaments, superior and inferior, two fibrous bands which
join the aeromion and the clavicle.

acromiodeltoideus (a-kr6mi-6-del-toi'de-us),
n. ; pi. aeromiodeltoidei (-1). [NL., < acromion
+ Gr. hl.Toei6iif. deltoid.] A muscle of some
animals, extending from the aeromion to the
deltoid ridge of the humerus, corresponding to
an acromial part of the human deltoid muscle.
aeromion (a-kro'mi-on), n. ; pi. acromia (-&).

[NL., < Gr. axpufuov, a by-form of btpmiia, the

point of the shoulder-blade, < a/cpof, at the top
or end, + uuoc, the shoulder with the upper
arm, akin to L. umerus : see humerus.] In anat.,
the distal end of the spine of the scapula or
shoulder-blade. In man it is an enlarged process,
which, originating by an independent center of ossifica-

tion, articulates with the distal end of the clavicle, and
gives attachment to part of the deltoid and trapezius
muscles : commonly called the acromial process, or acro-
mion process. Its relations are the same in other mam-
mals which have perfect clavicles. See cut under scap-
ula.

acromiothoracic (a-kro'mi-o-tho-ras'ik), a. [<
Gr. anpuptov, shoulder, + dupaf (dupan-), thorax.]
Pertaining to the shoulder and thorax. Acro-
miothoracic artery, a branch of the axillary artery,

supplying parts about the shoulder and breast.

acromiotrapezius (a-kr6*mi-6-tra-pe'zi-us), n.
;

pi. acromiotrapezii (-1). [NL., < acromion + tra-

pezius.] An intermediate cervical portion of

the trapezius muscle, in special relation with
the spine of the scapula and the acromion,
forming a nearly distinct muscle in some ani-

mals.

acronionogrammatic (ak*ro-mon*o-gra-mat'-
ik), a. and n. [< Gr. dxpof, at the end, + pavo-

jpafifMTo^, consisting of one letter : see mono-

grammatic.] A term applied to a poetical
composition in which every verse begins with
the same letter as that with which the preceding
verse ends.

Acromyodi (ak'ro-mi-6'di), n. pi. [NL., <Gr.

aKpof, at the end, + /ivaiqc,, muscular, lit.

mouse-like, < /*if, a mouse, a muscle, = E. mouse

(see mouse, Mus, and muscle), + eldof, form. ] A
suborder or superfamily of passerine birds,

embracing the Oscines. or singing birds proper,
and characterized by having the several intrin-

sic syringeal muscles attached to the ends of

the upper bronchial half-rings : opposed to

Mesomyodi. The great majority of the Panseret are

Acromyodi. [The word is also used as an adjective in the-

expression Pasneres acromyodi, equivalent to acrumyo-
tlian Passeres.]

acropodium

acromyodian (ak"ro-mi-6'di-an), a. and . [<
Acromyodi.] I. . Of or pertaining to the

Acromyodi; having that arrangement of the
muscles of the syrinx which characterizes the
AcniDi umli : as, a,nacrotyo<lin bird.

II. n. One of the Acrotiiyotli.

acromyodic (ak"ro-mi-od'"ik), . [< Aeromy-
ofli.] Same as acromijodiuii.

acromyodous (ak-ro-mi'o-dus), a. Same as

acronnjoiliiiii.

acronarcotic (ak"ro-nar-kot'ik), a. and w. [< L.

iifrix, sharp, pungent (see acrid), + narcotic.]
I. n. Acting as an irritant and a narcotic.

II. it. One of a class of poisons, chiefly of

vegetable origin, which irritate and inflame the
parts to which they are applied, and act on the
brain and spinal cord, producing stupor, coma,
paralysis, and convulsions. Also called nar-
i-iilii-ii-iii'fiil or narcotico-irritant.

acronic, acronical, a. See aeronychal.
acronotine (ak-ro-no'tin), a. [< Acronotits.] In

:u(il., pertaining to the subgenus Acronotvs.
Acronotus (ak-ro-no'tus), . [NL., < Gr. anpov,
the highest point, + varof, back.] 1. A sub-

genus of ruminating animals found in Africa.
Haniatiii (.lcniotii$) 66af*isthe type. limn.

Huiitli, 3827. 2. A genus of beetles.

Acronuridse (ak-ro-uu'ri-de), n. pi. [< Acronn-
rux + -idee.] A family of spiny-fumed fishes,
referred byGiinther to \n8Acaniltopterygiicotto-
xrnuilirifiiriiii-x, having one dorsal with several

spongy spines anteriorly, one or more bony
spines on each side of the tail, and the teeth

compressed, truncate or lobate, and closely set
in a single series. The species are known as barter-

fish and surgeon*. The family is also called Acaittlxn-i-
ilrr and Teuthidiacr. See these words.

Acronurus (ak-ro-nu'rus), . [NL. , appar. ir-

reg. < Gr. anpav, extremity, + ovpa, tail.] A for-

mer generic name of small fishes now known to
be the young of species of Acanthuriin (which
see).

acronych (a-kron'ik), a. [Also written acronyc,
acronic, and aclironic, by confusion with adjec-
tives in -ic and with chronic and Gr. %p6vof,
time

;
= F. acroiiyque = 8p. acronicto, acronieo

= Pg. acronieo, aehronico = It. acronieo, < Gr.

anpovvxof, also aKp6wKTOf and aKpovi-nnof, at

nightfall, < aKpoc, at the end or edge, + wf
(vtr-) = E. night.] Same as acronyciial.

aeronychal (a-kron'i-kal), a. [Also written

acronycal, acronical, etc., as acronyeh ; < acronych
+ -al.] In a-stron., occurring at sunset: as, the

aeronychal rising or setting of a star : opposed
to cosmical Aeronychal place or observation, the

place or observation of a planet at its opposition : so
called because in an early state of astronomy the opposi-
tion of a planet was known by its aeronychal rising.

acronychally (a-kron'i-kal-i), adv. In an acrou-

ychal manner; at sunset. A star is said to rise ami
set acronychally when it rises or sets as the sun sets.

acronyctOUS (ak-ro-nik'tus), a. [< Gr. aicpoww-
rof : see acronych.] Same as aeronychal.
acrook (a-kruk'),prep.p>ir. as adv. or a. [< ME.
acroke, ^ a3

, prep., on, + croke, crook.] Awry;
crookedly. [Now rare.]
Humbre renneth fyrst n crook out of the south side of

York. Caxton, Descr. Britain, p. 1-2.

This gear goth acrook. Udall, Roister Bolster, Iv. 3.

Lihertie ys thing that women loke,
And truly els the mater is acroke.

Court of Low, 1. 378.

acropetal (ak-rop'e-tal), a. [< Gr. anpov, the top,
+ L. petere, seek. Of. centripetal.] In hot., de-

veloping from below upward, or from the base
toward the apex ; basifugal.
acropetally (ak-rop'e-tal-i), adr. In an acrope-
tal manner.

The lateral shoots which normally arise below the grow-
ing apex of a mother-shoot are always arranged acropr-
tally, like the leaves. Sachs, Botany (trans.), p. 152.

acrophonetic (ak*ro-pho-net'ik), . [<acroph-
<mi/, after phonetic.] Pertaining to acrophony
(which see).

acrophony (a-krof 'o-ni), n. [< Gr. aKpof, at

the end, + -^>uvia, < 'QWVJJ, sound.] In the de-

velopment of alphabetic writing, the use of a

symbolic picture of an object or idea to repre-
sent phonetically the initial syllable, or the
initial sound, of the name of that object or
idea

;
as in giving to the Egyptian hieroglyph

for nefer, good, the phonetic value of ne, its first

syllable, or of H, its first letter. See aerology.

acropodium (ak-ro-po'di-um), .
; pi. acropodia

(-a). [< Gr. aKpof, at the
top,

+ xodtov, dim. of

Troif (Trorf-) = E. foot.] 1. In zool., the upper
surface of the whole foot. Srande. 2. In or-

nith., sometimes used as synonymous with ac-



acropodium

rodurtijlum. [Little used in either of these two

games.] 3. In art, an elevated pedestal l>enr-

iug a statue, particularly if raised from the

substructure on supports or feet
;
the plinth of

a statue or other work of art, if resting on

feet. Ed. <;>iill<iuin<.

acropolis (a-krop'o-lis), . [L., < Gr. oxpimws,
the upper city, < ixpof. highest, upper, + xSbt,
a city: see police.] The citadel of a Grecian

city, usually the site of the original settlement,

and situated on an eminence commanding the

The Acropolis of Athens, from the southeast.

surrounding country. When the city spread beyond
its earlier limits, the acropolis was generally cleared of its

inhabitants and held sacred to the divinities of the state,

whose temples were upon it. The acropolis of Athens

contained the most splendid productions of Greek art, the

Parthenon, the Erechthenm, and the Propylrca.

acrosarcum (ak-ro-sar'kum), n.
; pi. acrosarca

(-ka). [NL., < Gr. <kpof, at the end, + o-apj

(aa'pK-), flesh.] A name given by Desvaux to a

berry resulting from an ovary with adnate calyx,

as in the currant and cranberry.

acrosaurus (ak-ro-sa'rus), .; pi. acrosaiiri

(-ri). [NL., < Gr.' uxpoc, extreme, + aavpof, a

lizard: see Saumn.] An extraordinary fossil

reptile, with 30 or 40 teeth and a broad cheek-

bone process, occurring in the Triassic sand-

stones of southern Africa.

AcrOSOma (ak-ro-so'mii), n. [NL., <Gr. anpav,

top, peak, extremity, + cufia, body.] A genus
of orbitelarian spiders of the family Epeiridte

(or Gastracanthidai), having the sides of the ab-

domen prolonged into immense horns, whence
the name. It is a tropical genus with many
species.

acrospire (ak'ro-spir), n. [Formerly aker-,

ackerspire; < Gr.' <kpoc, at the top, + amipa, a

coil, spire, > L. spira, > E. spire, q. v.] The first

leaf which rises above the ground in the ger-

mination of grain ;
also the rudimentary stem

or first leaf which appears in malted grain ;
the

developed plumule of the seed.

acrospire (ak'ro-spir), v. i.] pret. and pp. aero-

spired, ppr. acrospiring. [Formerly aker-, acker-

xpirc; from the noun.] To throw out the first

leaf
; sprout.

acrospired (ak'ro-spird),p. a. Having or exhib-

iting the acrospire: especially, in malt-making,

applied to the grains of barley which have

sprouted so far as to exhibit the blade or plu-

mule-end, together with the root or radicle.

acrospore (ak'ro-spor), n. [< Gr. aKpof, at the

end, + o-TTopo, seed: see spore.] In bot., a form
of fruit in J'eronospora, a genus of microscopic

fungi, borne at the ends of erect simple or

branching filaments of the mycelium. The term

is als.. applied generally to the reproductive organs of

fungi when they are developed at the apex of the mother

cell or sporophore.

acrosporous (a-kros'po-rus), a. Having spores
naked and produced at the tips of cells : applied
to one of the two modes in which fruit is formed
in fungi. For the other method see ascigerous.

across (a-kros'), prep. phr. as adr. and prep.

[< late ME. acros (also in cross, and in maner of
a cros);<a'3 + cross.] I. adv. 1. From side to

side; in a crossing or crossedmanner; crosswise.

Who calls me villain; breaks my pate across?

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

With arms m-r*.s.

He stood rettevting on his country's loss. Dfydrii.
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|In the exclamation, "Good faith, arnuw.'" Sliak., All's

Well ii. 1, the allusion is to striking an adversary cross-

\\i.-r with the spear in tiltinj; instead "f by thrusting, the

former beiim rnnsiilerrd dis^rai-ffnl.J

2. From one side to another ; transversely; in

a transverse line: as, what is the distance

across f I came across in a steamer.

At a descent into it (cavern "f Vanclusel of thirty or

forty feet from the brink where we stood was a pool of

water, perhaps thirty feet <vo.v*.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, u.

3. Adversely; eontrarily : as, "things go

across," Mir. for Mags., p. 344 To break across,
in liliiinj to allow one's spear by awkwardness to be broken

across the body of one's adversary, instead of by the push
of the point.

One said he brake, across. Sir P. Sidney.

II. prep. 1. From side to side of, as opposed
to along, which is in the direction of the length ;

athwart ; quite over : as, a bridge is laid across

a river.

[The hoys] will go down on one side of the yacht . . . and

bob up on the other, almost before you have time to run

across the deck. Lady Bramey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. n.

2. Transverse to the length of; so as to inter-

sect at any angle : as, a line passing across an-

other. 3. Beyond ;
on the other side of.

O love, we two shall go no longer
To lands of summer across the sea.

Tennyson, Daisy.

Across lots, by the shortest way ; by a short cut. [Colloq. ]

To come across, to meet or fall in with.

If I come across a real thinker, ... I enjoy the luxury

of sitting still for a while as much as another.
0. H". Holmes, The Professor, i.

acrostic1
(a-kros'tik), n. anda. [= F. acrosticlie

= Sp. Pg. It. acrostico, < Gr. anp<xni%iov, a/cpo-

arixk, an acrostic, < d/cpof, at the end, + ertjftt,

row, order, line, < areixetv (*/ *<mx), go, walk,

march, go in line or order,= AS. stigan, E.sty2 ,

go up. The second element would prop, be

-stick, as in distich; it has been assimilated to

the common suffix -ic.~\ I. n. 1. A composition
in verse, in which the first, or the first and last,

or certain other letters of the lines, taken in or-

der, form a name, title, motto, the order of the

alphabet, etc. 2. A Hebrewpoem inwrhich the

initial letters of the lines or stanzas were made
to run over the letters of the alphabet in their

order. Twelve of the Psalms are of this charac-

ter, of which Psalm cxix. is the best example.
II. . Pertaining to, of the nature of, or con-

taining an acrostic : as, acrostic verses.

acrostic'2 ! (a-kros'tik), a. [< across (crossed,

crost), confusedwith acrostic1 .] Crossed ;
fold-

ed across
; crossing. [Bare.]

act

thing added to the end of a psalm or hymn, as

a doxology.
acroter (ak'ro-ter), . Same as it/->-<>{< rinm.

acroteral (ak'-ro-te'ral), a. Same as arrotirial.

acroteria. . Plural' of acroteriitm.

acroterial (ak-ro-te'ri-al), a. [< acroterium.
}

Pertaining to an acroterium : as, acroterial or-

naments. An equivalent form is acrntcriil.

Acroteria.

Hypothetical restoration of the gate of the Agora of Athena

Archegetis at Athens.

acroterium (ak-ro-te'ri-um), ii.
; pi. acroteria

(-a,). [L., < Gr. aKparf/piov, pi. impur^pia, any

to'pmost or prominent part, the end or extrem-

ity, in pi. the extremities of the body, the

angles of a pediment, < anpof, extreme.] 1.

In classic arch., a small pedestal placed on the

apex or angle of a pediment for the support of

a statue or other ornament. 2. () A statue

or an ornament placed on such a pedestal. (6)

Any ornament forming the apex of a building
or other structure, or of a monument, such as

But what melancholy sir, with acrostic arms, now
comes? Middleton, Family of Love, iv. 4.

acrostical(a-kros'ti-kal), a. Sameasacrosftc1 .

[Rare or unused.]
acrostically (a-kros'ti-kal-i), adr. In the man-
ner of an acrostic.

acrosticism (a-kros'ti-sizm), n. [< acrostic1 +
-ism.] Acrostic arrangement or character,

acrostolium (ak-ro-sto'li-um), n.
; pi. acrostolia

(-a). [NL., < Gr. a/cpoord/Uov, defined as the

same as afoaarov, L. aplustre, which, however,
referred to the stern of a ship (see aplustre) ;

also the gunwale of a ship, prop, the extremity
of the ship's beak ;

< a/cpof, at the end, + cmftof,
a ship's beak,
an appendage,
prop. arma-

ment, equip-
ment, < orA-

MIV, arrange,

equip.] An
ornament, of-

ten gracefully
curved and
elaborately

carved, surmounting the bows of ancient ships.
These ornaments frequently figured among trophies, as it

was customary for the victor in a naval combat to take

them from the captured ships.

acrotarsial (ak-ro-tar'si-al), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the acrotarsium.

acrotarsium (ak-ro-tar'si-um), n.
; pi. acrotar-

sia (-a). [NL., < G"r. d/tpo?, at the top, + rapa6(,

the sole of the foot: see tarsus.] 1. In zodl.,

the upper surface of the tarsus
;
the instep of

the foot. 2. In ornith., the front of the tarso-

metatarsus, this segment of the limb being
called tarsus in ordinary descriptive ornithol-

Acroterium. Choragic Monument of Lysicrates, Athens.

the anthemia of Greek tombstones or the dec-

orations of some modern architectural balus-

trades. Compare antefix. Also called acroter.

acrothymion, acrothymium (ak-ro-thim'_i-on,

-um), .; pi. acrotliymia (-a). [NL.,< Gr. aKpoc,

at the top, + 9bfiot> thyme: see thyme.] In

pathol., a rugose wart, with a narrow basis and

broad top, compared by Celsus to the flower of

thyme. Also called thymits.

acrotic (a-krot'ik), a. [Irreg. < Gr. titpfayf, an

extremity, < o/cpof, extreme, at the top, on the

surface.] Inpatliol., belonging to or affecting

external surfaces : as, acrotic diseases.

acrotism (ak'ro-tizm), n. [< Gr. a- priv. +
KpoVoc, sound of beating, + -ism.] In patliol.,

absence or weakness of the pulse.

acrotomOUS (a-krot'o-mus), rt. [< Gr. aupmo-

/ioc, cut off, sharp, abrupt, < axpof, extreme, at

the top, + -Topos, < rcftveiv, cut.] In mineral.,

having a cleavage parallel to the top or base.

acryl (ak'ril), it. [<acr(olein) + -yl.] In chem.,

a hypothetical radical (CH2 :CH.CO) of which

acrylic acid is the hydrate.

acrylic (a-kril'ik), a. [< acryl + -ic.] Of or per-

taining to acryl Acrylic acid, CH2 :CH.COOH, a

pungent, agreeably smelling liquid, produced by the oxi-

dation of acrolein. This acid is monobasic, and its salts

are very soluble in water.

Acryllium (a-kril'i-um), H. [NL., appar. < Gr.

anpov, extremity (with ref. to the pointed tail),

+ dim. term. -i'Miov.] A notable genus of

guinea-fowls, family Numididw. The only species

is A. vulturinum of Africa, having the head and upper

part of the neck nearly naked, the fore part of the body
covered with elongated lanceolate feathers, and the tail

pointed with long acute central rectrices. The genus was

found

Ogy. [The terms acropodium, acrotarnum, and acrodac-

h/him have varying senses with different writers, or as ap-

plied to ditlVren't animals ; properly, the first of these covers

the other two, as a whole includes the parts of which it con-

sists. They are little used in any sense. See farms.]

acroteleutic (ak'ro-te-lu'tik), n. [< Gr. a/cpo-

Tcle'vTuw, the fag-end, esp. of a verse or poem,
< ikpof, extreme, + Tc).evTt/, end.] Eceles., any-

ounded by (}. K. (iray in 1840.

act (akt), . [< ME. act = F. acte = Sp. Pg.
auto and acto = It. atto ; partly (a) < L. action

(pi. acta), a thing done, esp. a public transac-

tion, prop. neut. of actus, pp. of agere, do; and

partly (6) < L. actus (pi. actiis), n., the doing of

a thing, performance, action, division of a play,

< agere, lead, drive, impel, move, cause, make,

perform, do, = Gr. ayeiv, lead, drive, do, =Ieel.



act

ii/,-ii, drive, = Skt. V <>j, drive. Hence (from L.

agere), exact, rnl/ict, transact, cogent, exigent,

agile, agitate, cogitate, etc.
; see also ake= '</',

acre, acorn, agrarian, agriculture, etc.] 1. An
exertion of energy or force, physical or mental ;

anything that is done or performed ;
a doing or

deed
;
an operation or performance.

Illustrious acts high raptures ilo infuse. Waller.

Nor deera that acts heroic wait on chance.

Lou-ell, Three Mem. Poems.

2. A state of real existence, as opposed to a

possibility, power, or being in germ merely;
actuality; actualization; entelechy. [Transla-
tion of the Greek evtpyeta and cvre/U%em .] The soul,
according to the Aristotelians, is the act, that is, is the

entelechy or perfect development of the body. So God is

said to be pure act, for Aristotle says, "There must be a
principle whose essence it is to be actual (>j *? ouuia iyep-

ycia)," and this is by many writers understood to mean
"whose essence is to be active." In the phrase in iu-l,

therefore, act, though properly meaning actuality, is often
used to mean activity.

The seeds of plants are not at first in net, but in possi-
bility, what they afterwards grow to be. Hooker.

3. A part or division of a play performed con-

secutively or without a fall of the curtain, in
which a definite and coherent portion of the

plot is represented : generally subdivided into
smaller portions, called scenes. 4. The result
of public deliberation, or the decision of a

prince, legislative body, council, court of jus-

tice, or magistrate ;
a decree, edict, law, stat-

ute, judgment, resolve, or award : as, an act of

Parliament or of Congress ; also, in plural,

proceedings ;
the formal record of legislative

resolves or of the doings of individuals. Acts
are of two kinds: (1) general or public, which are of gen-
eral application ; and (-2) private, which relate to particular
persons or concerns. A law or statute proposed in a legis-
lative body, then called a bill, becomes an act after having
been passed by both branches and signed by the chief ex-
ecutive officer; but in a few of the United States the

governor's signature is not necessary. British acts are

usually referred to by mentioning them simply by the
regnal year and number of chapter : as, act of 7 and 8 Viet.
c. 32. American acts, particularly acts of Congress, are
often referred to simply by date : as, act of May ,

1882.

6. In universities, a public disputation or lecture

required of a candidate for a degree of master.
The performer is said to "keep the act.

'

Hence, at Cam-
bridge, the thesis and examination for the degree of doc-
tor ; at Oxford, the ocqasion of the completion of degrees.
So, act holiday, act feast. The candidate who keeps the
act is also himself called the act. In medieval, and some-
times in modern scholastic use, any public defense of a
thesis by way of disputation is called an act.

Such that expect to proceed Masters of Arts to exhibit
their synopsis of acts required by the laws of the College.

Orders of Overseers of Harvard College, 1660.

[Such a synopsis (ceilula), stating the time of studies, the
acts made, and the degrees taken by the candidate, and
duly sworn to had usually been required in universities
since the middle ages.]

I pass therefore to the statute which ordains a public
act to be kept each year. This is now in a manner quite
worn out, for of late there has not been a public act above
once in ten or twelve years ; . . . the last one we had was
upon the glorious peace of 1712.

Ainlnirst, Terra; Films (1721), No. xlvii.

6. In law, an instrument or deed in writing,
serving to prove the truth of some bargain or
transaction : as, I deliver this as my act and
deed. The term is used to show the connection between
the instrument and the party who has given it validity by
his signature or by his legal assent ; when thus perfected,
the instrument becomes the act of the parties who have
signed it or assented to it in a form required by law. Edw.
Livingston.
Acts having a legal validity are everywhere reduced to

certain forms ; a certain number of witnesses is required
to prove them, a certain magistrate to authenticate them.

Woolney, Introd. to Inter. Law, g 75.

7. In theol., something done at once and once
for all, as distinguished from a work. Thus, justi-
fication is said to be an act of God's free grace, but sancti-
fication is a irork carried on through life. In the act, in
the actual performance or commission : said especially of

persons who are caught when engaged in some misdeed.
This woman was taken in adultery, in the very act.

John viii. 4.

In act to, prepared or ready to ; on the very point :

implying a certain bodily disposition or posture: as, in
act to strike.

Gathering his flowing robe, he seemed to stand
In act to speak, and graceful stretched his hand. Pope.

Shot sidelong glances at us, a tiger-cat
In act to spring. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Act Of bankruptcy. See bankruptcy. Act Of faith
auto de fe (which see). Act of God, in law, a direct, vio-

lent, sudden, and overwhelming action of natural forces,
such as could not by human ability have teen foreseen, or, if

foreseen, could not by human care and skill have been re-
sisted. It is a good defense to an action for non-performance
of a contract 1 and, in general, no man is held legally respon-
sible for injuries of which such act of God was directly the
cause, except by special agreement. Act of grace, a term
sometimes applied to a general pardon, or the granting or
extension of some privilege, at the beginning of a new reign,
the coming of age or the marriage of the sovereign, etc.
Act of honor, an instrument drawn by a notary public
after protest of a bill of exchange, whereby a third party
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agrees to pay or accept the bill for the honor of any party
tli. n to. -Act of Indemnity, see imti-,,,,iitii. Act in
pals, a judicial act performed out of court and not re-
corded. See jwriV. Act's breakfast, an entertainment
which from early times has been given by a candidate for
a university degree on the day of his making his act. The
jict for master or doctor of theology frequently impover-
ished the candidate for life. Acts Of the Apostles, the
title of the fifth book of the N'ew Testament. See acta.
Acts of faith, hope, charity, and contrition, forms of

prayer in common use in the Roman Catholic Church, ex-

pressive of the internal exercise of the virtues named.
Acts of the Martyrs. See acta. Acts of Uniformity,
three acts for the regulation of public worship passed in

England in 1549, 1559, and 1662, obliging all clergy, in the
conduct of public services, to use only the Book of Com-
mon Prayer. Act term, the last term of the university
year. Balnea's Act. () An English statute of 1848, treat-

ing accessories before the fact in felonies like principals,
and permitting separate prosecution of accessories after
the fact (b) An English statute of 1849, relating to ap-
peals to the quarter sessions. -Bank Charter Act. See
Bank Act, under bank. Berkeley's Act, an English stat-
ute of 1855 prohibiting the sale of beer, wine, and liquor
on Sundays and holidays between 3 and 5 o'clock in tue
afternoon, and from 11 o'clock at night to 4 o'clock the
next morning. Black Act, an English statute of 17-22

(9 Oeo. I. c. 22), so called because designed originally to

suppress associations of the lawless persons calling them-
selves "

blacks." It made felonies certain crimes against
the game laws, sending anonymous letters, demanding
money, and similar offenses. Black acts, the acts of
the Scottish Parliament during the reigns of the first five

Jameses, Mary, and James VI., down to 1586 or 1587.

They were so called from the circumstance of their being
written in the Old English character, called Mack letter.

BovUl'S Act. (a) An English statute of 1860 simplify-
ing proceedings in petitions of right. Also known as
Sir William BovilCg Act, and as the Petitions of Right*
Act, 1860. (<>) An English statute of 1865, also known as

Chief Justice BoviU's Act, abolishing the rule by which
creditors could hold liable as a partner any one who had
participated in the profits of a business as profits, irre-

spective of the intent of the parties. Burke's Act. (a)
An English statute of 1782 abolishing certain offices and
otherwise affecting the civil establishment, (b) An Eng-
lish statute of 1773, known also as one of the com laws : it

was one of the first steps toward free trade. Burr Act,
a statute of Ohio, of 1806, directed against the treasonable
acts of Aaron Burr on the Ohio river. It was in force for
one year only, and authorized the arrest and punishmentof
all persons fitting out or arming vessels, or enlisting sol-

diers, etc., within the State of Ohio to disturb the peace of
the United States. Chinese Act, or Chinese Restric-
tion Act, an act of the I'nited States Congress of 188-2,
amended in 1884, suspending for ten years the immigration
of Chinese into the I'nited States. Complete act, in

inetftph. ,
that act of a thing to which nothing of the nature

of the thing is wanting, as the act of a substance in re-

spect to possessing its attributes. Aquinas. Coventry
Act, ail English statute of 1671 against maiming : so called
because passed on the occasion of an assault on Sir John
Coventry, M. P. Wngley Act, an act of Congress of 1884,
to foster the shipping trade of the I'nited States. Ed-
munds Act, an act of Congress of March 22, 1882, punish-
ing polygamy. Elicit act. an act of the will iUelf, as dis-

tinguished from an hnperatf act, which is some movement
of the body or the soul consequent upon the act of the will.

Aquinas.- Essential act, in tiutaph.. that act which is

at the same time essence. Scotiut. First act. See en-

ergy. Hinde Palmer's Act, an English statute of 1869

abolishing the preference which the common law gave to
the payment of specialty debts over simple contract debts,
in settling the estates of deceased persons. Hogarth's
Act, an English statute of 1766 which secured the prop-
erty in engravings, prints, etc., to their designers or in-

ventors, and to the widow of William Hogarth the property
in his works. Immanent act, one which remains within
the agent, and does not consist in an effect produced on
something else. Imperate act. See elicit Oct. In-
formant act, in metaph. , the perfection of passive or sub-

jective power ; that act by which matter receives a qual-
ity or form in the Aristotelian sense. Jekyll's Act, an
English statute of 1736 directed against the sale of spiritu-
ous liquors. Lands' Clauses Act, an English statute of
1845 (8 and 9 Viet. c. 18) regulating the taking of private
property for public use by corporations, etc. Last act,
second energy (which see, under eneryu). Leeman's Act,
an English statute of 1867 (30 Viet. c. 29) declaring con-
tracts for sale of stocks void, unless the numbering of the
shares or certificates, or the name of a registered owner, be
specified in writing. Lord Aberdeen's Act, an English
statute of 1845 carrying into effect a treaty with Brazil
for the regulation and final abolition of the slave-trade.
Lord Campbell's Act. () An English statute of 1846

allowing the relatives of a person whose death has been
caused by negligence or wrongful act to recover damages
therefor. The principle of this act has been generally
adopted in the United States by statutes allowing the
executor or administrator to sue and recover damages in
such a case for the benefit of the wife, husband, or next
of kin. (b) An English statute of 1843 as to defama-
tion, (c) An English statute of 1838 as to obscene publi-
cations. Lord Cranworth's Act. (a) An English stat-

ute of 1800 giving to mortgagees and trustees certain

general powers, such as are commonly provided in settle-

ments, mortgages, and wills, in aid of their rights or duties.

(b) An English statute of 1860 as to endowed schools.

Lord Denman's Act, an English statute of 1843 (6 and 7
Viet. c. 85) abolishing common-law rules that excluded
witnesses from testifying by reason of interest or crime.

Lord Ellenborough'a Act, an English statute (48Geo.
III. c. 58) punishing offenses against the person. Lord
Lyndhurst's Act. (a) An English statute of 1835 inval-

idating marriages within the prohibited degrees, (b) An
English statute of 1844 for conserving the property of

dissenting congregations to the uses of the faith originally
intended, by making 25 years' usage evidence thereof in

the absence of a controlling declaration in the deed or
instrument of trust. This act is known also as the Dis-
senters' Chapels Act. iOTA St. Leonard's Acts, English
statutes (22 and 23 Viet. c. 35, and 23 and -24 Viet. c. 38)

amending the law of property, relieving trustees, etc.

act

Lord Tenterden's Act. (a) An English statute of 1828
by which new promises relied on to revive a debt which
is statute-barred, or to ratify one contracted in infancy
were required to be in writing an. I signed. (6) An Eng-
lish statute of 183S shortening the time prescribe.! by
the statute of limitations in certain cases.- McCulloch
Act, a statute of Virginia, -March is, lt-7!>, designed to re-
duce the amount of interest payable by the State of Vir-

ginia upon its public debt, by obtaining the consent of
the bondholders to such reduction. Pure act, in im't'ifl/..
an act joined with in 'objective nor subjective power ; that
act whose very essence or possibility involves its existence
in all its attributes; God. Riddleberger Act, a Virginia
statute of 1882 attempting to reduce the bonded debt and
interest thereon of that State, on the ground that the
State of West Virginia, which had been carved out of Vir-

ginia, ought to pay a certain proportion of the debt. Sec-
ond act. see riirrun. Sir Robert Peel's Act. See
Hank Act, under hank.- Sir William BovtU's Act. See
Hiii-HC* Act, above. Stllwell Act, a New York statute of
1831 abolishing imprisonment for debt, except in cases of
fraud or tort, and giving proceedings for punishment of
fraudulent debtors. The Lords' Act, an English statute
of 1759 (32 Oeo. II. c. 28) to relieve insolvent debtors from
imprisonment. The Six Acts, English statutes of 1819
restricting the rights of public assembly and military
organization, and the freedom of the press. Tilden
Act, a New York statute of 1875, otherwise known as the
Peculation Act, giving a civil remedy to the State for mal-
versation by municipal or county officers as well as state
officers. Transient act, one which consists in the pro-
duction of an effect upon an object different from the sub-
ject. Yazoo Frauds Act, the name given to a statute
of Georgia, of 1795, for the sale of a vast tract of public
lands, comprising the present State of Mississippi and one
half of Alabama, to private persons. It was declared by
a statute of the next year to be null and void, as having
Iwen fraudulently enacted. (For noted acts on particular
subjects, such as the Army Act, Bankruptcy Act, etc., see
the qualifying word or words. See also article, bill, bit-

law, charter, ctnle, </<<;, ,'di<-t. Inir, i,n/i'////<v. ["'lition,

lirovirian, 8<a(itfc.)=8yn. 1. Action, Act, Deed. See action.

act (akt), !-. [< L. actus, pp. of agere, lead,
drive, impel, cause, make, perform, do : see act,

.] I. trans. 1. To do, perform, or transact.
Thou wast a spirit too delicate

To act her earthy and abhorr'd commands.
Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

Few love to hear the sins they love to act.

Shak., Pericles, i. 1.

2. To represent by action
; perform on or as on

the stage; play, or play the part of: hence,
feign or counterfeit : as, to act Macbeth

;
to act

the lover, or the part of a lover.
With acted fear the villain thus pursued. Drudrn.

3. To perform the office of
;
assume the char-

acter of : as, to act the hero. 4f. To put in
action

;
actuate.

Self-love, the spring of motion, acts the soul.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 69.

The Ancient Criticks . . . were acted by a Spirit of

Candour, rather than that of Cavilling.

Addition, Spectator, No. 285.

What spirit acted the party that raised this persecution,
one may guess. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., Int., iii.

II. intrans; To do something; exert energy
or force in any way : used of anything capable
of movement, either original or communicated,
or of producing effects. Specifically 1. To
put forth effort or energy; exercise movement
or agency; be employed or operative : as, to act

vigorously or languidly; he is acting against
his own interest

;
his mind acts sluggishly.

He hangs between ; in doubt to act, or rest.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 7.

Act, act in the living Present !

Loiiyfellow, Psalm of Life.

You can distinguish between individual people to such
an extent that you have a general idea of how a given
person will act when placed in given circumstances.

W. K. Cliford, Lectures, I. 76.

2. To exert influence or produce effects
; per-

form a function or functions
; operate : as,

praise acts as a stimulant; mind acts upon
mind; the medicine failed to act; the brake
refused to act, or to act upon the wheels.

How body acts upon the impassive mind.

Garth, Dispensary.
Man acting on man by weight of opinion.

Emerson, Civilization.

3. To be employed or operate in a particular
way ; perform specific duties or functions : as,
a deputy acts for or in place of his principal ;

he refused to act on or as a member of the com-
mittee. Often used with reference to the performance
of duties by a temporary substitute for the regular inciini

bent of an office : as, the lieutenant-governor will act in the
absence of the governor. See acting.

4. To perform as an actor
; represent a char-

acter; hence, to feign or assume a part: as, he

octewell; he is only acting. To act on, to act in

accordance with ; regulate one's action by : as, to act on
the principle of the golden rule ; to act on a false assump-
tion. To act up to, to equal in action; perform an
action or a series of actions correspondent to ; fulfil : as,
he has acted up to his engagement.
He is a man of sentiment, and acts up to the senti-

ments he professes. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 2.

= Syn. Act, Work, Operate. These words agree in ex-

pressing the successful exertion of power. In their in-

transitive use they are sometimes interchangeable : as,



act

a medicine acts, uvrkx, or operates ; a plan wwfat or op-
rrair*. Where they differ, act may mine often refer to a
single action or to the simpler forms of action : as, a ma-
chine mirk-x well when all its parts act. Act may also he
the most general, applying to pel-sons or thing*, the oth-

ers applying generally to things. Operate may express
the more elaborate forms of action. Work may express
the more powerful kinds of action : jus, it worked upon his

minil.

acta (ak'ta), n. ]>l. [L., pi. of aetum: see act,

.] 1. Acts. Specifically 2. Proceedings in

a legal or an ecclesiastical court, or minutes
of such proceedings Acta (or Actus) Apostolo-
rum (Acts of the Apostles), the title in the Vulgate of

the fifth hook of the New Testament. Acta Martyrum
(Acts of the Martyrs), contemporary accountsof the early
Christian martyrdoms, from judicial registers or reports
of eye-witnesses, or as drawn up by the ecclesiastical

notaries; specifically, the critical edition of such acts by
the Benedictine Hninart, first published in 1689, and the
additional collections by the Orientalist Stephen Assemani,
in 1748. -Acta Sanctorum (Acts of the Saints), a name
applied generally to all collections of accounts of saints

and martyrs, both of the Roman and Greek churches ;

specifically, the name of a work begun by the Bollandists,
a society of Jesuits, in 1G43, and not completed until 1870.

It now consists of sixty-one folio volumes, including an in-

dex published in 1875.

actable (ak'ta-bl), a. [< act + -able.,] Practically

possible; performable; capable of being acted.

Is naked truth actable in true life ?

Tennyson, Harold, iii. 1.

Mr. Browning set himself to the composition of another
aftiihle play. The Century, XXIII. 199.

Actaea (ak-te'a), n. [L., herb-christopher, from
the resemblance of the leaves to those of the

elder, < Gr. auraia,
erroneous form
of atiria, contr.

d/cn/, the elder-

tree.] A genus of

herbs, natural or-
'

der Ranuncula-

cew, with some-
what deleterious

properties. The
old-world species, A.

nuicata, the bane-

berry or herb-chris-

topher, has black
berries. The com-
mon forms of North
America with red
berries are now con-

Red Uaneberry (Acttra riibra), showing sidered Varieties of

flowering plant and fruiting raceme. the same Species, but
the white-berried A.

alba is kept distinct. In the Atlantic States these are
known as red and white cohoslt or baneberry.

Actaeon (ak-te'on), n. [L., < Gr. 'AKraiuv, in

myth. ,
a grandson of Cadmus, who, having come

accidentally upon Diana bathing, was changed
by her into a stag, and then torn to pieces by
his own dogs. Cf . dwaZof, on the coast, < O.KTII,

a coast, headland, edge.] 1. The representa-
tive genus of the molluscan family ActteonicUv.

Originally written Acteon. Montfort,18W. Also
Tornatella. 2. A genus of abranchiate gastrop-
ddous mollusks, of the family Elysiidte (which
see): a synonym of Elysia. Oken, 1815.

Actaeonella (ak-te-p-nel'a), n. [NL., < Act&on
+ -eHo.] The typical genus of Actteonellidte,

containing numerous species with thick conoid
or convoluted shell, short or concealed spire,

long narrow aperture, and the columella with
three regular spiral plaits in front. Originally
written Acteonella. D'Orbigny, 1842.

actaeonellid (ak-te-6-nel'id), n. A gastropod
of the family ActceonelKdce.

Aetseonellidae (ak-te-6-nel'i-de), . pi. [NL.,
< Actueonella + -idee.] A family of gastropods,
taking name from the genus Actceonella (which
see).
actaeonid (ak-te'on-id), n. A gastropod of the

family Actaionidee.

Actaeonidas (ak-te-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Aeta-
<m + -(>/;.] A family of tectibranchiate gas-
tropods, variously limited, but typified by the

genus Actwon. It is now chiefly restricted to animals
retractile in their shells and having a wide frontal lobe ter-

minating behind in broad triangular tentacles ; uncinatc
lingual teeth, which are numerous, nearly uniform, and
arranged in series diverging from the middle ; and a sub-
cylindrical spiral shell having a colnmellar fold. The liv-

ing species are of small size, marine, and chiefly tropical

see).

act-drop (akt'drop), . In a theater, a curtain
which is lowered between acts.

Actenobranchii (ak-ten-6-braug'ki-i), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. d- priv. + Kreif (KTCV-), a comb, +
jifidyxia, gills.] In Macleay's ichthyological
system, one of five primary groups of fishes,
characterized solely by the branchise not being
pectinated like those of most fishes. It is a very
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artificial group, composed of the Lophubranchii and Cy-
'tuttn/ui HI M'ir*<i">lir<ni<iui.

Actian (ak'shi-iin), a. [<L. Actius (poet.), also

Actittciiit, a., < .Ictiiini, Gr. "Axrtov, lit. a head-

land, < d/ir/), a headland. Cf. Actteon.] Relating
to Actium, a town and promontory of Acarnania
in Greece Actian games, games held from remote
antiquity at Actium in lionor of Apollo, and reorganized
and developed by Augustus to celebrate his naval victory
over Antony near that town, Sept. 2, 31 B. c. As remod-
eled by the Romans they were celebrated every four years,
and became the fifth in importance of the great Greek fes-

tivals. Hence, Actian years, years reckoned from the
era of the new Actian games. Games also called Actian
were celebrated, by senatorial decree, every four years at

Rome.
actinal (ak'ti-nal), a. [< Gr. auric (atnv-), a ray,
+ -al. ] In zoo'i. : (a) Pertaining to the side of

a radiate animal which contains the mouth:

equivalent to oral, since the pole, surface, or

aspect of the body whence parts radiate is also

that in which the mouth is situated : the oppo-
site of abactinal or aboral. The actinal side orsur-
face may be the upper one, in the usual attitude of the ani-

mal, as in the case of a sea-anemone, which is fixed by its

abactinal or aboral pole, and grows upward ;
or it may be

the lower one, as in the case of a starfish, which creeps upon
its actinal or oral surface. In a sea-urchin of more or less

globular shape nearly the whole superficies is actinal.

The so-called mouth is always placed at one end of these

poles, and from it radiate the most prominent organs, in

consequence of which I have called this side of the body
the oral or actinal area, and the opposite side the aboral
or abactinal area.

L. Agassi!, t'ontrib. Nat. Hist. N. A., IV. 876.

The mouth [of sea-urchins] is always situated upon the
lower or actinal aspect, which is applied in progression
to the surface upon which the animal moves.

Stand. Nat. Hint., I. 161.

(b) In general, having tentacles or rays.
The upper extremity [of members of the genus Actinia]

is called the actinal end, since it bears the tentacles or

rays. Dana, Corals, p. 22.

Actinellida (ak-ti-nel'i-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

auric, (UKTIV-), ray, + dim. -ell-us + -tcfar.] A fam-

ily name of radiolarians : synonymous with As-

trolophididai (which see).
ActinellidSB (ak-ti-nel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Acti-

nella (not used) + -idee.] A family of acantho-
metrous acantharians with the skeleton com-

posed of a varying number of spicules, which
are not distributed according to J. Miiller's law.

actinenchyma (ak-ti-neng'ki-ma), n. [< Gr.

auric, (auriv-), ray, + eyxvpa, infusion, < iyxiuv,

pour in.] In bot., a name that has been given
to a system or tissue of stellate cells.

acting (ak'ting), p. a. Performing duty, ser-

vice, or functions
; specifically, performing the

functions of an office or employment tempo-
rarily: as, an acting governor or mayor; an

acting colonel or superintendent. In the United
States there is generally some officer of lower grade legal-

ly entitled to become the acting incumbent of an impor-
tant executive office during a temporary vacancy from
absence or disability of the elected incumbent. Tempo-
rary vacancies in military, judicial, and minor executive
offices are usually filled by assignment or appointment.
Actinia (ak-tin'i-a), . [NL., < Gr. dxr/f (O.KTIV-),

ray.] 1. Agenus of zoophytes, belonging to the
Kadiata of Cuvier, regarded as the type of the
order Malacodermata, subclass Zoantharia, class

Aetinozoa, subkingdom Ccelenterata, in modern
classification. The body is cylindrical, and is attached

by one extremity, the mouth occupying the middle of the

upper or free extremity. The mouth is surrounded by
concentric circles of tentacles, which when spread re-

semble the petals of a flower, whence the popular names
animal-flowers and sea-anemones (which see). They are
not perfectly radial in symmetry, the common polyp of
the sea-shore, A. meftembryanthemum, having the oral

aperture slightly elliptical, the long axis being marked by
a tubercle at either end ; the animal thus presents a faint
but well-marked indication of bilateral symmetry. They
move by alternately contracting and expanding their bases,
and by their tentacles. The species are often of brilliant
colors ; many of them are used as food. See Aetinozoa.

2. [/. c.] An animal of the genus Actinia or

family Actiniidce.

Actiniadae, n. pi. See Actiniidce.

Actiniaria (ak-tin-i-a'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Ac-
tinia + -aria.] One of the divisions of the class

Aetinozoa, containing the sea-anemones, and
nearly equivalent to the order Malacodermata.
actinic (ak-tin'ik), a. [< Gr. auric, (O.KTIV-), a ray,
+ -.] Pertaining to actinism; having the

property of actinism.
The so-called actinia rays, which were discovered by

their special activity in connection with the earlier pho-
tographic processes, but which can now be changed into
visible rays, are merely vibrations too rapid to affect the

eyes. Tail, Light, 3.

Actinic process, a generic name for any photographic
process ; specifically, any photo-engraving process.

actinically (ak-tin'i-kal-i), adv. As regards the
chemical action of the sun's rays.
The light which finally emerges, however much cor-

rected, becomes more and more actinically weak.
Silver Sunbeam, p. 35.

actinoid

Actinidse (ak-tin'i-de), n.pl. Same as
iiln: ./. l>. Jtni/ii, 1846.

actiniforin(ak-tin'i-f01111 or ak'tin-i-form), a. [<
<>r. i/AT/'f (auriv-), ray,+ L. -/ormfe.</l>ma,form,]

Haying a radiated form
; resembling an actinia.

Actiniidae, Actiniadae (ak-ti-ni'i-de, -a-de), .

pi. [NL., <. Actinia + -i<ln; -ada'.] The sea-
anemones or animal-flowers proper, regarded
as a family, having as type the genus Actinia,
and belonging to the order Helianthoida or

MalttciidrriHiitit, of the class Aetinozoa. It con-
tains numerous genera and species. See Acti-

nii.:ini. Also written Actinit/n .

actiniochrome (ak-tin'i-o-krom), n. [< Gr. OK-

r/f (UKTW-), ray (see actinium), + xP"/^a i color.]
A red pigment obtained by Moseley from some
specimens of Runod.es craxsus, one of the Ac-
tinogoa.

actinism (ak'ti-nizm), . [< Gr. <kn'f (CIKTIV-),

ray, + -wm.] If. The radiation of heat or light,
or that branch of natural philosophy which
treats of the radiation of heat and light.
2. That property of the sun's rays which, as
seen in photography, produces chemical com-
binations and decompositions. A pencil of rays,
when decomposed by refraction through a prism, is found
to possess three properties, viz., the heating, the lumi-

nous, and the chemical or actinic. It was formerly sup-
posed that the actinic property belonged peculiarly to
the more refrangible part of the spectrum, beginning with
the violet and extending far beyond the visible spectrum ;

it is now known, however, that the different rays differ

essentially only in their wave-lengths, and that the phe-
nomena of heat, light, or chemical action observed depend
upon the surface on which the rays respectively fall. The
violet end of the spectrum acts especially on the sensitive
silver salts, but the chemical decomposition of the carbon
dioxid (COo) in the atmosphere involved in the growth
of vegetation takes place most actively under the action
of the yellow rays ; and under proper conditions a pho-
tograph of even the ultra-red rays at the opposite end of

the spectrum may be obtained on a gelatin plate sensitized
with silver bromid.

actinium (ak-tin'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. dx-rif (d/c-

riv-), ray.] A supposed chemical element found
associated with zinc. Its chemical and physi-
cal properties have not been fully investigated.

actino-. [NL.,etc., <Gr. d/crif (CMTLV-), ray: see

actinic."] An element in scientific compounds
of Greek origin, meaning ray. In chemical com-

pounds it represents specifically actinism.

Actinocheiri, . See Actinochiri.

actino - chemistry (ak"ti-no-kem'is-tri), n.

[< aclin-ism + chemistry. ~\ Chemistry in its re-

lation to actinism. See actinism.'

Actinochiri (ak'ti-no-kl'i-I), . [NL., < Gr.

aKTtf (ciKTtv-), ray, + xeip, hand.] An order of

fishes having sixunpaired and one pair of basilar
bones supporting the pectoral fin, and all ar-

ticulating with the scapula. Its only known repre-
sentatives form the extinct family Pelecoptei-idce, of the

Upper Cretaceous formation. Cape, 1875. Also spelled
Actinocheiri.

Actinocrinidae (ak"ti-no-krin'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Actinocrinm + -ida:~\ A family of encrinites,
or fossil crinoids, exemplified by the genus Ae-
tinocrinus.

actinocrinite (ak"ti-no-kri'nlt), 11. [< Actino-
crinus + -ite2

."] An encrinite, or fossil erinoid,
of the genus Actinocrinim. [By error some-
times spelled actinocritt.~\

Actinocrinus (ak"ti-u6-kii'nus), n. [NL., < Gr.

auric, (auriv-), ray, + Kpivov, lily: see crinoid.\
A genus of encrinites, or fossil crinoids, re-

ferred to the family Encrinidce, or made type
of the family Actinocrinidce. L. Agassiz, 1834.

actino-electricity (ak^ti-nd-e-lek-tris'i-ti), n.

[< actin-ism + electricity.'] Electricity produced
in a body (e. g., rock-crystal) by direct heat-
radiation. Hankel.

Actinogastra (ak"ti-n6-gas'tra), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr.
N

d/cr/f (CIKTIV-), ray, + yaar!if>, belly.] In
Haeekel's classification, a subclass of Asterida,

containing those starfishes or sea-stars which
have the gastric cavity radiated, whence the
name.

actinograph (ak-tin'o-graf), 11. [< Gr. d/cr/f

(attriv-), ray, + -y/ja<j>eiv, write. Cf. Gr. aKnvo-

ypa(f>ia, a treatise on radiation, of same forma-

tion.] An instrument for measuring and re-

gistering the variations of actinic or chemical
influence in the solar rays. The intensity of this

influence bears no direct relation to the quantity of light,
but varies at different periods of the day and of the year.
There are sevei'al forms of actinograph, all of them using
the same test, namely, the depth of the blackening effect

of chemical rays allowed to fall on a sensitive piece of

paper for a given time.

actinoid (ak'ti-noid), a. [< Gr. aKTtvoeidt/s, < axrif

(anTtv-), ray, + eWof,
form: see -oid.] Having

the form of rays ; resembling a starfish ;
con-

spicuously radiate : as, the actinoid type of

echinoderms.



Actinoida

Actinoida (ak-ti-noi'da), H. pi. [NL. : see acti-

nvid.] Same as Actlnosoa.

actinolite (ak-tiu'o-lit), . [< Gr. o/trt'f (OKTW-),

ray. + /.('(tof, stone.] A radiated mineral, called

by Werner strahlstein (ray-stone), consisting of
silicates of calcium, magnesium, and iron, it is

a variety of amphibole or hornblende, of a green color, mill

having a columnar to fibrous structure. Also called acti-

iwte. Actinolite schist, a metamorphic rock consisting

principally of actinolito, with an admixtureof mica, quartz,
or feldspar ; its texture is slaty and foliated.

actinolitic (ak"ti-]io-lit'ik), a. Like, pertaining
to, or consisting of actinolite.

actinology (ak-ti-nol'o-ji), . [< Gr. auric (<-
TIV-), ray, + -/loj/a, < l&ffu, speak : see -ology.]
That branch of science which investigates the
chemical action of light.
actinomere (ak-tin'o-mer), n. [< Gr. d/m'f (d/c-

TIV-), ray, + fiepof, a part, < [ici/ieaOat (^/ */<EP)> di-

vide.] One of the radially symmetrical parti-
tions or divisions of a sea-anemone, coral-polyp,
or other actinozoan.
actinomeric (ak"ti-no-mer'ik), a. Relating to
an actinomere

; having actinomeres
; being di-

vided into radiated parts.
actinometer (ak-ti-nom'e-t*r), . [<Gr. d/cr/f

(dxTiv-), ray, + pcrpov, measure.] An instru-
ment for measuring the intensity of the sun's

heat-rays.
actinometric (ak*ti-n6-met'rik), a. Of or

belonging to the actinometer, or to actinom-

etry.
actinometrical (akti-no-met'ri-kal), a. Same
as actinometric.

actinometry (ak-ti-nom'e-tri), w. [As aetinome-
ter + -y.~\ The measurement of the intensity
of solar radiation.

Actinomma (ak-ti-uom'a), n. [NL., < Gr. auric,

(O.KTIV-), ray, + ii/j/ia, eye.] A notable jpnus of

radiolarians, established by Haeckel m 1860.

See extract.

As the lateral processes [of the rays of some radiolari-

ans] . . . become more largely developed, a continuous cir-

cumferential skeleton is formed, which encloses the whole
organism, as in Actinmtima, in which there are sometimes
three or more concentric shells. Stand. A'at. Hi#t., 1. 9.

Actinomonadidae (ak'ti-uo-mo-nad'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Actinomonas (-ad-) + -i'rfo,'.] A family
of oval or spheroidal animalcules, fixed or

freely motile. They are entirely naked, possess neither
a hardened test nor a central capsule, and have flue ray-
like pseudopodia projecting from all points of the surface,
supplemented at one point by a long vihratile tlagellum.

Actinomonas (ak"ti-no-mon'as), H. [NL., < Gr.
dicT/f (OKTIV-), ray, + povds, a unit: see monad.}
The typical genus of infusorians of the family
Actinomonadida:

actinomorphic (ak'ti-no-mor'fik), a. Same as

actinomorphous.
actinomorphous (ak"ti-n6-mor'fus), a. [<Gr.
d/crif (iiKTiv-), ray, + /#y)0;/, form.] Kay-shaped:
in lot., applied to flowers which may be divided

vertically into similar halves through two or
more planes : synonymous with polyttym metri-
cal. Sachs.

actinomyces (ak'ti-no-mi'sez), .; pi. aetinomy-
cetes (-ml-se'tez). [NL., < Gr. dxr/f (d/rrro-),

ray, + [ivw/f (pi. jimr/res), a musliroom, an ex-

crescence.] The ray-fungus: so called from
the rosettes of club-shaped structures in which
it presents itself. The disease actinomycosis
is caused by the presence of this fungus.
actinomycetic (ak'ti-no-mi-set'ik), a. Per-

taining to or caused by actinomycetes : as, an
aetinomycetic tumor.

actinomycosis (ak"ti-n6-ml-k6'sis), n. [NL., <

actinomyces + -osis.} A progressive inflamma-
tory affection caused by the presence of acti-

uomycetes, occurring in cattle and swine, and
sometimes in man. It is most frequently found in
the jawa of cattle, but may invade other parts. It is com-
municated by contact with a wound or an abrasion. Also
called lumpy-jaw.

actinophone (ak-tin'o-phon), . [<Gr. d/m'f

(O.KTLV-), ray, + <jxjvi/, sound.] An apparatus for
the production of sound by actinic rays. A. G.
Bell. See radiophone.
actinophonic (ak-tin-o-fon'ik), a. Pertaining
to the actinophone, of to sounds produced by
actinic rays.

actinophpre (ak-tin'o-for), n. [< Gr. anTtvo^poc,,

ray-bearing: see actinopitorous.] One of the

peripheral skeletal elements which directly af-
ford support to the true fin-rays of Lyrifini.
that is, typical fishes and selachians.

The actinophoren of the paired flns may be distinguished
from those of the unpaired fins by calling the latter the
median actinophores. J. A. Ryder.

actinophorous (ak-ti-uofo-rus), a. [< Gr. im-

ray-bearing, < a/rrij- (d/cr<*-), ray, +
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-<t>6pof, < 0tpeiv = E. hear 1
.] Having ray-like

spines.

actinophryan (ak-ti-nof'ri-an), a. [< Ai'lhio-

plirys.] Of or pertaining to Actinophrys.
The am<ban, like the actinophryan type, shows itself in

the testaceous as well as in the naked form.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 407.

Actinpphryidae(ak''ti-ii6-fri'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Actino/tlirys + -idte.'\ A family of endoplastic

rhizppods, typified by the genus Actinophrys
(which see), referred to the order Heliozoa or

constituting an order Phkeophora (Cams), and
containing organisms known as heliozoans or
sun-animalcules. Other genera than Aetiim-

phrys placed in this family are Cttiophrys and
Actinosphcerium (which see).

Actinpphryina (ak*ti-n6-fri-i'na), n. pi. [NL.,
< Aetinoplirys + -ina.} A group of rhizopods,
taking name from the genus Actinophrys, con-

taining heliozoans or sun-animalcules. See Ac-

tiiiophryida.

Actinophrys (ak-ti-nof'ris), . [NL., < Gr. d/cr/f

(OKTIV-), ray, + bifipitc,
= E. brow.} A genus of

protozoans, belonging to a division of the class

Rhizopoda known as Heliozoa, and the leading
genus of a family Actinophryida: Actinophrys >ol,
a typical species, is the well-known sun-animalcule of

microscopists.

Most species of the genus Actinophryu, or "sun-animal-
cule," which is common in ponds, are simply free-swim-
ming myxopods with stimsh pseudopodia, which radiate
from all sides of the globular body.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 82.

actinopteran (ak-ti-nop'te-ran), n. One of the

Artiimjiteri ; an actinopterous fish.

Actinopteri (ak-ti-nop'te-ri), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of actinopterus : see actinopterous.} In Cope's
system of classification, a subclass of fishes

embracing all the teleosts, most of the osseous

ganoids, and the sturgeons. The technical charac-
ters of the group are opercular hones well developed ou a

separate and complex suspeusorium, a double ceratohyal,
no pelvic elements, primary radii of the fore limb parallel
with basilar elements and entering into the articulation
with the scapular arch, and basilar elements reduced to a

inetapterygium and very rarely a me&opterygiuiu.

actinopterous (ak-ti-nop'te-rus), a. [< NL. ac-

tinopterus, < Gr. auric, (OKTIV-), ray, + irrepov,

wing.] Having the characters of or pertain-
ing to the Actinopteri.
actinosoma (ak"ti-n6-s6'm&), n.i pi. actinoso-
matn (-ma-ta). [< Gr. auric, (CIKTIV-), ray, + aufia,

body.] The entire body of any actiuozoan,
whether simple, as in the sea-anemones, or com-
posed of several zooids, as in most corals.

Actinosphserium (ak*ti-n6-sfe'ri-um), n. [NL.,
< Gr. oKT/f (d/criD-), ray, + afyalpu, sphere.] 1. A
genus of rhizopods, or endoplastic protozoans,

n

Sun-animalcule {Actinosphariitm eichhorni}, magnified.

1. The whole animal, with c, c, contractile vacuoles. II. Portion of

periphery more magnified, with a, four stiff pseudopodia. and n,
lour nuclei or endoplasts. III. A young actinosphferium.

having a number of nuclei or endoplasts in the
central parts of the protoplasm, and numerous
stiff radiating pseudopodia.

Neither conjugation nor fission has been observed

among ordinary Radiolaria, but both these processes take

place in Actinogphcerium. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 85.

2. [/. c.] A member of this genus,
actinost (ak'ti-nost), n. [< Gr. d/m'f (attnv-),

ray, + bareov, a bone.] In ichtli., one of the
bones which in true fishes immediately support
the rays of the pectoral and ventral fins. They
are generally, in the pectorals, four in number, but some-
times, as in some pediculates, are reduced to two, and
sometimes, as in ganoids, increased to more than four

;

they are rarely atrophied. Gill.

action

actinostome (ak-tin'o-stom), w. [< Gr. auric,

(uKrtv-), ray, + aro/ta, mouth.] The oral orifice

of an actinozoan.

The ingrowth of the rim of the blastoport) in Actinozoa
to form an actimixlome is therefore due to a fusion be
tweeu the primitive stomodeum and the blastopore.

llmitt. Proc. Host. .Hoc. Nat. Hist. (1885), p. 107.

actinote (ak'ti-not), H. [< Gr. d/cm>urof, fur-

nished with rays, < auric, (tutrtv-), ray.] Same as
aetinoUte.

actinotrichium (ak'ti-no-trik'i-um), n. ; pi. ac-
tinotrichia (-a). [NL. (J. A. Ryder, 1885), < Gr.

d/cr/f (d/crw-),"ray, + Bpif (rpix-), a hair.] One
of the homogeneous hair-like fibers which rep-
resent the rays in the fin-folds of the embryos
of fishes, and which subsequently fuse to form
the membranous basis of the permanent rays
of the adult fish.

Actinotrocha (ak-ti-not'ro-ka), n. [NL., < Gr.

d/cr/f (OKTIV-), ray, + rpojrjij & wheel, ring.] An
embryonic form of a gephyrean worm of the

genus Phoronis (which see), whichwas mistaken
for a distinct animal and named Actinotrocha
branchiata.

Actinozoa (ak"ti-n6-zd'a), n.pl [NL.,<Gr. d/cr/f

(axriv-), ray, + foi\ an animal : see zoim.} A
class of (telenterata;

radiated, marine zo-

ophytes, embracing /I
the sea-anemones, /

corals, sea-pens, /

etc., in which the /

mouth is furnished I

with hollow retract- I ,?

ile tentacles, simple I

j]

in one subclass (Zo- I , v
antharia) or fringed \\ f

in the other (Alcyo- ^^
naria). The digestive Vertical Section of an Actinozoall
cavity is Separated from (a sea-anemone. Actinia holsatical.
the body-wall by an in- showing type ofstructure ofActincatoa.

a, moutn, oral aperture ; b, gastric
cavity; c, axial cavity, common to * and
to rf, an intermesenteric chamber in the

tervening perivisceral
space, which is radially
divided into several com- perivisceral or somatic cavity' V and ~d

parttuents by partitions together being the enterocoele ; f, free

ailed mesenteries, ill
""ckened margin of a mesentery, /.

which thf rmraOnsUv* containing nematocysts ; f. reproduc-e rive organ; h, one of the circlet of
organs are Situated. Hie tentacles around the mouth.

great majority are com-
pound, living in a polypidom; some adhere to rocks, etc.,
and some are free. The rayed tentacles about the mouth
present in some genera, as Actinia, no remote resem-
blance to some of the finest composite flowers. Reproduc-
tion is effected by eggs thrown out at the mouth, by gem*
mules or buds developed on the base of their disk, and by
division, each separated part becoming a complete ani-
mal. They present the phenomenon known as metagen-
esis or alternation of generation. When reproduced by or-

dinary generation, the egg develops into a free locomotive
planula with vibratile cilia. The sexes are either united
or distinct. The Actinozoa and Hydrozoa constitute the

subkingdom Ccelenterata. Also called Actinoida. .See Hy-
drozoa.

actinozoal (ak*ti-no-z6'al), a. Relating to the
Actinozoa.

actinozoan (ak"ti-n6-z6'an), n. One of the Ac-
tinozoa ; any member of that class.

actinozodn (ak"ti-n6-z6'on), n. [NL., sing, of

Actinozoa.} An actinozoan.
actinula (ak-tin'u-la), .; pi. actinulte (-le).

[NL., dim. of Gr. d/cr/f (OKTIV-), ray.] A name
given by Allman to the larval condition of

Hydrophora (Hydrozoa), appearing when the
ciliated locomotive planula or embryo has be-
come fixed by its aboral end, and has passed
into the elongated gastrula-stage by the forma-
tion of the mouth with its circlet of tentacles.
See planula.
In most Discophora, the embryo becomes a fixed actin-

ula (the so-called Hydra tuba, or Scyphistoma).
Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 133.

action (ak'shon), n. [< ME. accion, -aim, < OF.
action = Sp. accion = Pg. ace.So = It. azione, < L.

actio(n-), < agere, do, a,ct: see act, n.} 1. The
process or state of acting or of being active, as

opposed to rest; change of which the cause lies

within the subject ; activity ;
active exertion ;

energy manifested in outward acts, as con-
trasted with contemplation, speculation, speak-
ing, or writing: as, a man of action. [In this

sense not used in the plural.]
The basis of Action, as distinguished from motion, or

movement, is the existence of desire residing in the ani-

mate organism. L. F. Ward, Dynam. Sociol., II. 90.

2. An event considered as predicated of its

cause
;
an act, usually in a complex or an in-

clusive sense
;
that which is done about or in

relation to anything; a specific performance,
proceeding, or course of conduct : as, a good
or a bad action; actions speak louder than
words

;
the action of a deliberative body.

The Lord is u Ood of knowledge, and by him activnt
an: weighed. 1 Sam. ii. 3.



action

\Vhat dangerous action, stood it next to death,
Would I not undergo for one calm look !

Shot., T. G. of V., v. 4.

An action is the perfection and publication of thought.
Emerson, Nature.

The word action is properly applied to those exertion^

which are consequent on volition, whether the exertion

be made on external objects, or be confined to our mental

operations. D. Stewart, Works, VI. 121.

3. An exertion of power or force
;
the real rela-

tion of a cause to its effect; causality; influ-

ence
; agency ; operation ; impulse : as, the ac-

tion of wind upon a ship's sails.

The action which given electrical masses exert on the

exterior of any closed surface is the same as that of a layer
of the same mass spread on this surface according to a

certain law. Atkinson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 44.

4. Manner of moving ;
kind of motion or physi-

cal performance : as, this horse has fine action;
the action of a machine.

Imitate the action of the tiger. Shak., Hen. V., iii. 1.

5. In rhet., gesture or gesticulation ;
the deport-

ment of the speaker, or the accommodation of

his attitude, voice, gestures, and countenance
to the subject, or to the thoughts and feelings

expressed.
Suit the action to the word, the word to the action.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

Whilst the true brood of actors, that alone

Keep nat'ral, uustrain'd Action in her throne,
Behold their benches bare. Carew, To Daveuaut.

6. In poetry and the drama, the connected
series of events on which the interest of the

piece depends ;
the main subject or story, as

distinguished from an incidental action or epi-
sode. Unity of action is one of the dramatic
unities.

This action should have three qualifications : first, it

should be one action ; secondly, it should be an entire ac-

tion ; and thirdly, it should be a great action.

Addismi, Spectator, No. 287.

7. In physiol. : (a) Any one of the active pro-
cesses going on in an organized body ;

some
manifestation of vital activity ;

the perform-
ance of a function : as, the action of the

stomach or the gastric juice on the food
;
a

morbid action of the liver, (ft) A more or less

complex muscular effort. It may be voluntary, as

the contractions of the voluntary muscles in response to

the will; involuntary, as those of the heart; mixed, as those
of respiration, deglutition, etc.; or reflex, as most involun-

tary actions, and also those performed by voluntary mus-
cles under the influence of stimuli without involving con-

scious volition.

8. In law : (a) A proceeding instituted in court

by one or more parties against another or others

to enforce a right, or punish or redress a wrong :

distinguished from judicial proceedings which
are not controversial in form, as the probate of a

will. (6) Such a proceeding under the forms of

the common law, as distinguished from a chan-

cery suit and a criminal prosecution. But since

the merger of law and equity, the remedy formerly had
by suit in chancery is had by an equitable action. In the
wider sense an action is civil or criminal : it is criminal
when instituted by the sovereign for the punishment of a
crime (see criminal) ; civil when instituted by the sover-

eign power in its capacity as an owner or contracting
party, or by a subject or citizen. A criminal action is fre-

quently spoken of as an indictment, which, however, is

only one kind of formal complaint by which such a pro-

ceeding may be commenced or presented for trial. A
common-law action is real, personal, or mixed : real when
it claims title to real estate ; personal when it demands a

chattel, a debt, damages for an injury, or a statutory pen-
alty ; and mixed when it demands both real estate and
damages for a wrong. Actions are in personam or in rein :

in personam when the party defendant is a natural person
or a corporation ; in rem when it is a thing the ownership
of which it is sought to change or affect, as when it is

sought to make damages for a collision at sea a lieu on
the guilty ship, or to confiscate smuggled property. Ac-
tions where, the defendant being out of the reach of the

court, a judgment against him will bind only his property
previously attached, and actions merely to determine the
status of the parties, as for divorce, are also sometimes
properly called actions in rein; for the property attached
and the status, respectively, are in one sense the subjects
of the action, and it is their presence which enables the
roiirt to exercise its jurisdiction as against persons ab-
sent. See also in personam, in rem.

((*) The right
of bringing an action : as, the law gives an
action for every claim. [The following French phrases
are common in Canadian law : Action en declaration

d'hypotheyue, action, by a creditor having a hypothec,
against a third person in possession of the real property,
to have it declared subject to the hypothec. Action en
intfn-itjttion (de prescription'), an action brought to inter-

rupt the running of the time fixed in a statute of limita-
tions as a bar to an action. Action en revendication, action
in replevin ; an action by the alleged owner of property to
recover possession. Action hypothecate, an action brought
by the hypothecary creditor against a third person holding
the property subject to the hypothec, the object bein^ to
have the property or its value applied to pay the debt.
Action ne'aatoire, an action by the owner of real property
against any person exercising an alleged right of servitude
or easement on the property, praying that such alleged
right be declared unfounded and that such person be per-

petually barred from its exercise. Action papula!*', a

qui tarn action ; an action in the interest of the public. 1
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9. In the fine arty : () The appearance of ani-

mation, movement, or passion given to figures

by their attitude, position, or expression, either

singly or concurrently. (6) The event or epi-
sode represented or illustrated by a work of art.

10. A military fight ; a minor engagement be-

tween armed bodies of men, whether on land
or water: of less importance than a battle. See
battle.

How many gentlemen have you lost in this action ;

Shak., Much Ado, i. 1.

A general action now ensued, which, after the loss of

several killed and wounded, terminated in the retreat of

the British party towards the centre of the town.

Everett, Orations, p. 90.

1 1 . In much. : (a) The mechanism of a breech-

loading gun by which it is opened to receive

the charge. (5) That part of the mechanism of

a pianoforte, an organ, or other similar instru-

ment by which the action of the fingers upon
the keys is transmitted to the strings, reeds, etc.

In a harp the action is a mechanism, controlled by pedals,

by which the key is changed by a half or whole step.

12. [A French usage.] A share in the capital
stock of a company ;

in the plural, stocks, or

shares of stock Abandonment of an action. See
abandonment. Accessory action. See accessory. Ac-
tion of account. See account. Action of adherence.
See adherence. Action of a moving system, in meeh.,
twice the time-integral of the kinetic energy, which is

equal to the sum of the average momentums for the spaces
described by the parts of the system from any era, each

multiplied by the length of its path. Action of ejection
and intrusion. See ejection. Action of ejectment.
See ejectment and casual. Action Of foreclosure. See

foreclosure. Action of mesue profits. See meme.
Action on the case. See caeei. Amicable action.
See a in icablr. Angle Of action. See angle*. Back ac-
tion, (a) In marine engines, action in which the connec-
tions between the piston-rod and the crank are reversed.

In this arrangement, which is sometimes used where a sav-

ing of longitudinal space is desired, parallel side-bars con-
nect the cross-head of the piston-rod with a cross-tail, and
from this a connecting-rod extends to the shaft at the same
end of the cylinder as the cross-head. The opposite of

direct action (see below). (6) In firearms, when the locks
are bedded into the stock alone. E. H. Kniyht. Cause
of action. See cause. Chemical action, action within
a molecule, or between molecules, of matter, by which
atoms are added, removed, or rearranged. It is often

attended with evolution of heat and light. See chemical.

Chose In action. See chosei. Circuity of action.
See circuity. Concourse Of actions. See concourse.

Concurrence of actions. See concurrence. Con-
solidation of actions. See consolidation. Currents
of action. See current. Declaratory action. See
declarator. Direct action, in a steam-engine, action in

which the piston-rod or cross-head is directly connected

by a rod with the crank. Double action, in mach., ac-

tion, as of a piston, in which work is done at every stroke
or reciprocal movement. Droitural action. See droi-

tural. Equivocal action, one in which the effect is of

a different species from the agent, as the action of a blow
upon a drum, causing it to sound. Form of action.
See form. Gist of an action. See gist 2. Immanent
action, one whose effect is within the agent or cause ;

transient action, one whose effect is an object other
than its cause.

In the action immanent the agent and the patient are
the same ; in the transient different, in the thing itself.

Burffersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman, i. 8.

In action, in a condition or state of activity ; in active

operation. Law of action and reaction, Newton's
third law of motion. It is as follows : To every action

there is always an equal and contrary reaction
;
or the

mutual actions of two bodies are always equal and oppo-
sitely directed. By action here is to be understood the

force, or sometimes (according to Newton) the product
of its effective component into the velocity of its point
of application. While the first two laws of motion de-
termine how forces of every conceivable kind affect bod-

ies, and what motions they produce, the third is more
positive, in that it begins the description of the forces
that are actually found in nature, by enunciating the

proposition that the algebraic sum of all the forces that
are called into play on each occasion is zero. The follow-

ing passage gives Newton's comments on this law, in the

language of Thomson and Tait, except that the original
word action is restored, in place of the word activity which
those authors substitute for it, in order to avoid confusion
with the action of a moving system, as defined above : "If
one body presses or draws another, it is pressed or drawn
by this other with an equal force in the opposite direction.

If any one presses a stone with his finger, his finger is

pressed with the same force in the opposite direction by
the stone. A horse towing a boat on a canal is dragged
backwards by a force equal to that which he impresses on
the towing-rope forwards. By whatever amount, and in

whatever direction, one body has its motion changed by
impact upon another, this other body has its motion
changed by the same amount in the opposite direction ;

for at each instant during the impact the force between
them was equal and opposite on the two. When neither
of the two bodies has any rotation, whether before or
after the impact, the changes of velocity which they ex-

perience are proportional to their masses. When one

body attracts another from a distance, this other attracts
it with an equal and opposite force. If the action of an

agent be measured by its amount and velocity conjointly,
and if, similarly, the reaction of the resistance be measured
by the velocities of its several parts and their several
amounts conjointly, whether these arise from friction, co-

hesion, weight, or acceleration, action and reaction, in
all combinations of machines, will be equal and opposite."
Local action (in a voltaic cell). See amalgamate. i:

Perflcient action, that action which changes the

thing acted upon without destroying it; corrupting

active

action, that which destroys it. Principle of least
action, of Maupertuis, the principle that, of all the dif-

ferent sets of paths along which a conservative system
my tie guided from one configuration to another, with
its total energy constant, that one for which the action
is the least is such that the system will require only
to be started with the proper velocities to move along it

ungllided. Single action, in mach., action, as of a pis-
ton or plunger, in which work is performed on only one of
two or more strokes : as, a single-action pump, one in
which the water is raised on every alternate stroke, or the

upward lift of the pump-rod. To take action, to take

steps in regard to anything ; specifically, to institute legal
proceedings. Univocal action, that by which an agent
produces an etfect of the same species as itself

; thus, the
action of heat in heating a body by conduction isunivocal.
- Wave-action, in <iuu., abnormally high pressure in a

gun from very large charges. = SyTL Action, Act, Deed. In

many cases these words are synonymous, but action (in the

singular) denotes more particularly the operation, act and
deed the accomplished result. Only action may be used
to signify the doing or the method of doing ;

it is also the
word for ordinary activity, act signifying that which is

more notable or dignified. An action may include many
acts, while act is generally individual. An exception to
this is in the use of the word act to indicate a section
of a play, which is a survival of old usage ; yet action is in

this connection broader than act, covering the movement
of the plot through all the acts : as, in Macbeth the action
is highly tragic. A course of action; his action was con-
tinued ; repeated acts of humanity ;

his acts were incon-
sistent. Deed in old usage had a very general application,
but in modern usage it is applied chiefly to acts which are
for any reason especially noteworthy ; it is a more formal
word than action or act. The A cts of the Apostles, the ac-

tion of a watch ;
the acts of a prince, the actions of chil-

dren ; an act of mercy ; a deed of valor ; a base deed or act.

For comparison with/o, etc., see/eat.

Fundamentally there is no such thing as private action.

All actions are public in themselves or their conse-

quences. Bovee, Summaries of Thought.
Our acts our angels are, or good or ill,

Our fatal shadows that walk by us still.

J. Fletcher, Honest Man's Fortune, 1. 37.

Who doth right deeds
Is twice-born, and who doeth ill deeds vile.

Kdirin Arnold, Light of Asia, vi. 78.

action (ak'shon), f. t. [(action, n.] To bring
a legal action against. [Rare.]
actionable (ak'shon-a-bl), a. [< ML. actiona-

bili.i, < L. actio(n-), action: see action.] Fur-

nishing sufficient ground for an action at law :

as, to call a man a thief is actionable.

Many things which have been said in such papers . . .

are equally actionable. The American, VIII. 5.

actionably (ak'shon-a-bli), adv. In an action-
able manner

;
in a manner that may subject to

leg_al process.

actipnal (ak'shon-al), a. Of or pertaining to

action or actions. Grote.

actionary (ak'shon-a-ri), n.
; pi. actionariefi

(-riz). [=F. actionnaire, < ML. actionarius, ( L.

actio(n-), action: see action.'] A shareholder in

a joint-stock company ;
one who owns actions

(see action, 12) or shares of stock. Also called

actionist. [Chiefly used of French subjects.]
actioner (ak'shon-er), n. The workman who
makes or adapts the action of an instrument,
as of a piano, etc.

actionist (ok'shon-ist), n. [< action + -ist.]

Same as actiotuiry.
actionize (ak'shon-iz), r. t. [< action + -ize.] To
bring a legal action against. [Rare.] N. E. D.

actionless (ak'shon-les), a. [< action + -less.]

Without action
;
inert.

action-sermon (ak'shon-ser'mpn), 11. In the

Presbyterian churches of Scotland, the sermon

preached before the celebration of the com-
munion.

action-takingt (ak'shon-ta"king), a. Litigious ;

accustomed to seek redress by law instead of

by the sword : an epithet of contempt.
A lily-liver'd, action-taking . . . rogue.

Shak., Lear, ii. 2.

actioust (ak'sbus), a. [< action + -ous. Cf. fac-
tions.] Active

;
full of activity ;

full of energy.
He knows you to be eager men, martial men, men of

good stomachs, very hot shots, very actions for valour.

Dekker ami Webster (?),Sir Thomas Wyat, p. 44.

actitation (ak-ti-ta'shon), n. [< L. as if *ac-

titatio(n-), < actitare, act or plead frequently,
used only of lawsuits and dramas

;
double freq.

of agere, act, do.] Frequent action
; specifi-

cally, the debating of lawsuits. [Rare.]
activate! (ak'ti-vat), v. t. [< active + -ate%.]
To make active

; intensify.
Snow and ice, especially being holpeu, and their cold

activated by nitre or salt, will turn water to ice, and that

iu a few hours. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 88.

active (ak'tiv), . [< ME. actif, < OF. actif, F.

actif, -ive, < L. activus, (.agere, do, act : see act, n.]
1. Having the power or property of acting; tend-

ing to cause change or communicate action or

motion
; capable of exerting influence : opposed

to passive : as, attraction is an active power.
When the mind has a passive sensibility, hut no active

strength. Hairthorne, Twice-Told Tales, II. 83.



actlve 62 actualization

^ __ __ _ ^ MIIIIJV m n- actress (ak'tres), n. [< tictor + -ess. Cf. F. ac-
iniikiiil," :ind"iinniaking"of 7de'a's"d"oth very'properl/de-

ner
'
by action or movement

; hence, briskly or trice, an actress, < L. actrix, ace. actricem, a
nominate the mind m-tin; energetically: as, to engage actmeli/ in busi- female plaintiff, a stewardess, fern of actor-

to**)*, lYin.-iples of Human Knowledge, i. 38. ness
;
to work actively. see actor.] A female actor or performer

JETS ;ir fp:^mvXy-t^t ss s^^rjsstes ;^i jar-
h- indeed

' aamitte<i Fame - -
*~s acalled oc/iw and the other passive power. Locke. SVm* Hamlet iii 4
AMMO*.

[This distinction is taken from Aristotle.] T
'

Specifically, a woman who represents c

mal. 4. Busy ; constantly engaged in action
; ^

"8

acting with vigor and assiduity : opposed to dull,

fineratu tnrv
m*le Parts were Performed by boys, as is still the custom

_
.,

.

"/ury -

in China and some other countries. "The king, one night,

slow, or indolent: as, an active officer; also to activementt (ak'tiv-ment), n. [Irreg. < ttctoe was impatient to have the play begin. 'Sire,' said Dave-

sedentary: as, an active life. +-*<.] Business; employment. Bp. JZey. r^^^^T*!.MWX
Malaga possessed a brave and numerous garrison, and salind says: "If I were a woman, I would kiss as many

the common people were active, hardy, and resolute. aCTlV6H6SS ('Ik tlv-nes), H. Ihe quality of be- of you as had beards that pleased me," etc. In 1602 the
Irving, Granada, p. 348. ing active

;
the faculty of acting ; nimbleness

;
employment of actresses was sanctioned by Charles II.

5. In a state of action
;
marked by movement activity. [Rare.]

or operation ;
in actual progress or motion

;
not What strange agility and activenett do our common

quiescent, dormant, or suspended : as, to take tumblers and dancers on the rope attain to !

Whereas the women's parts in plays have hitherto been
acted by men, in the habits of women, at which some
have taken great offence, we do permit and give leave,
for the time to come, that all women's parts be aeted by

active proceedings against "an offender
;
to en- .- - tiw, Math. Magick. women." Extractfrom license in 1682 to a London theater.

gage in active hostilities.

The world hath had iu these men fresh experien
dangerous such actire errors arc. i _ ,

, ., ,

Fanaticism, or, to call it by its milder name, enthusi- doing. formanco: see act, .] If. Active; practical,
asm, is only powerful and active so long as it is aggressive. Orl. He is, simply, the most active gentleman of France. Besides her walking and other actual performances, what

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 232. Con. Doing is actimty, and he will still be doing. have you heard her say? Shak., Macbeth, v. 1.

Hence 6. In com., marked by quickness or Shot., Hen. V., iii. i. Either in discourse of thought or actual deed,

frequency; brisk; lively; coming or moving 2. Activeness; the quality of acting promptly Shak., Othello, iv. 2.

freely or abundantly : as, an active trade or de- and energetically. 2. In full existence
;
real

; denoting that which
mand for goods ;

active freights or stocks. 7. If thou knowest any men of actimty among them, then not merely can be, but is: opposed to potential,
Requiring action or exertion

; practical ; opera-
make tnera r"Iers over my cattle. Gen. xlvii. e. apparent, constructive, and imaginary.

tive; producing real effects: opposed to specu- 3 An exercise of enenrv or force- ao active Hermogenes, says Horace, was a singer even when si-

lative: as, the active duties of life; the active movement or oDeraHo^a Trf
lent: how

J,~
a 8inger not "' "<*" hut ''" V "*- ^Alfenus

powers of the mind. SET e f HSZ*SZSr*l*. LaAw rl
<l ft?l* !"." a

um'erstimS amt'wi'l"^^HEdtS? b
lne omn 8entlent <***

el
e

rlT adopted 3? ta^cSS-heSW^S * 'Vert""? *" <">d W "JT"-
speculative, the latter all our active, powers. Reid.

i. F. Rorrf, Dynam. Sociol., I. 681. cent promises of impossibilities. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

[This use of active for practical, in philosophy, is rightly 4. In phys., a term introduced by Sir William In ""Wry abnormal states, strong feelings of cold or
condemned by Hamilton.] Thomson as an equivalent of "rate of doing ,

are " throuBhollt tlle >>o<ly, though its actual tern-

8. In gram., signifying the performance and not work," or the rate per unit of time at which en-
'

"is%ncer Prin of Psychol 1 4?
the endurance of an action : opposed to passive, ergy is given out by a working system. Q M
Said of a verb or verb-form, and used especially in the case Th ? existing ; present : opposed to past and
of languages which, like Latin, have a nearly complete ','

'"'"'' or work per second or horse-power of a future: as, in the actual condition of affairs.
passive conjugation of the verb, or else, like Greek and San-

* jlPmES y
'pi . vi Actual being. See being.- Actual cautery. See

skrit, a partial one; but also, less properly, of those which, , , .

""MBP*. uynamo-tlect. Mach., p. 99. cautery, 1. Actual cognition, opposed to virtual and to
like English and French, have a system of verb-phrases with "t. A physical or gymnastic exercise; an agile habitual cognition, lasts only while the attention is en-
passive meaning, made with an auxiliary. Some gramma- performance. gaged upon the object. Actual difference. Seedi/er-
rians (quite improperly) use active as equivalent to trann- T _. . i_i,,..j t tv . j .

ence. Actual energy, in mech., energy in the form
five. Active apperception, that apperception which -wilfcilS

e dauncmg and vaulting Schole of of motion ; CTJ. cira . opposed to potential energy, which is

chooses one among a number of ideas that present them- , ,

rcoKes, the Master, set forth a energy in the form of position. See energy. Actual
selves. Actlvebqnds.bomlswhichbearanxedrateofin-

' Evelyn, Diary, 1637. entry. See entry. Actual fraud. See fraud. Actual
relation, one which depends upon an outward fact and

Actual sin, in theol.,
ast with the sin of the

race, or original sin. Actual whole, in logic: (a) Any

, ,

cobbler potential, whereas, when busy in his booth he was
The actimtift of sentient beings are perpetually directed

a cobhler <*. Sir W. Hamilton.
The smallest actual good is better than the most magnifl-

terest payable m full from the date of issue, as distinguished actleSS (akt'les) a K act + -lets ~\ Without relation, one which depends upon an o
trompoMiee bonds, on which no interest is paid, but which npfinn n,T , ST" rWo 1

' not "I"511 a mere desire or fancy. ActU
entitle the holder to some future benefit or claim. Active

' Lnure.J the sin of the individual, in contrast wi
capital or wealth, money, or property that may readily A poor, young, actlea, indigested thing.
be converted into money, used in commerce or other em- Southern, Loyal Brother, i. 1.

m'erc'e.'t'lie cciinmm-i^^ich^na^n^arrteslts'own'aml
ac* (ak

'
ts ), [Sp., also auto, < L. actum, actus :

foreign' commodities iu its own ships, or which is prose-
8ee ac'. "] An act or a proceeding. In judicial

cuted by its own citizens, as contradistinguished fromjw*- matters it is applied to any of the proceedings, orders,

whole except a potential whole.

This whole is called potential, whereas the rest of the

Burgersdicim, tr. by a Gentleman, i. 14.

fire. Active list, the 'list of officers

1

in'the'army'or'nai^ ti,hacton, haketon, haqueton, et., also hocton,
liable to be called upon for active service, as distinguished liocqueton, etc., < OF. acoton, aqitfton, auqiif-

the will, appeti'tes, affections, etc.^but thatse has'been
= alcoto, cotton-wool, padding, a padded

cares of life.

That delicious sense of disenthrallment from the actual
which the deepening twilight brings with it.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 54.

;-wool, paddins, a cadded = Syn. Actual, Positive, etc. (see real), veritable, genuine. f.,-~-- ~, .... W.U..U, ..vu. ,
. rn, >m;i uoc lino M1'I':I - 1 3 '*

1 t r\ f ft\ h t

generally condemned. Active service (mint.), (n) The and quilted jacket, < Sp. algodon, itlcoton, cot-
' la

"'..
!ill*Vutc-

performance of duty against an enemy, or operations car- ton, cotton-plant, < Ar al-aittun cotton < al aCTUailsatlon, actuallse. see actualization,
ried on in his presence.

the, + 9 fen, cotton: see <*U.] A kind of ''(*
It was evident from the warlike character of El Zagal, quilted vest or tunic, made of taffeta or leather actuallsm (ak tu-al-izm), n. [< actual + -ism.'}

fighting

6"5 WOUW "eahan<tance
J^SSSdr

i

p
lw l ^orn under t"e habergeon or coat of maU to

t

ln
!

eta
J!>-<

ib 4.c
f

trine * all existence is

save the bodvfroin bminAa nnH ^mni'i tmc^ \jvf\m-t truly active or spiritual, and not dead or inert.
(d) The state of having a place on the active list under * uruise, ami sometimes worn
full pay : used in contradistinction to being on the 'retired alone llke a buffcoat

;
in later times, a corselet ..

The 18
.
nothing so clear m his [Hmton's] earliest

list, under reduced pay.- Active symptoms, in pathol., or cuirass of plate-armor. See gambeson. 5"!
1S'

f, ^'nr'^
'" w$ ^

C
'T"V
''

symptoms of excitement. Optically active substance, H '

( n fw k p
'

of polarization of" 'a r^y onighr^n'snutted^rough'T v.t .. hi. i,=im * i,.nb-j .-,i I..M actualist (ak'{u-al-ist), n. [< actual + -ist.]

= Syn. Active, Buxy, Officious, lively, agile, stirring vigor-
ous, industrious, indefatigable. (Seeinwt/.) Active regards
either mind or lxly ; there is no sinister sense of the word.

1*.Kd
Eve of st John

who
.

interested
in or deals with actuali-

ties
;
a realist : opposed to idealist. Grott.

-tn-nl'i tU nl
..' ? ' '

_ By an order in 1297 for the London City Gate guard the
The activity may be merely for ite own sake"." "Act^e iTop- Sg?2 and B mbe8on are to be both worn, or in default ~, '-T^aZtualiff <~W"aftaliM~t'\s'ivt,
posed to ioz.v, inert, or quie*cent:,m active mwd life per-

tne haM"n and corset or haketon and plates. ik/T ", ',-
'' ,V ? mv

Fairholt, 11. 3. tus), < L. actuate, actual: see actual.] 1. The
state of being actual, as opposed to potential-

ideality.

to the Mahometan idea

, ,
, ,

-

son. Busy is active about something that is supposed to

quired
is too bi

whose el

through his lack of judgment, to be regarded as anno
or intrusive. See impertinent.

Whose very languor is a punishment
Heavier than actiue souls can feel or guess.

Aubrey de Vere, Song of Faith. 1

Best is not quitting the btuy career.
John Dinght, True Rest.

I will be hang'd if some eternal villain,
Some bmy and insinuating rogue,
Some cogging, cozening slave, to get some office,
Have not devis'd this slander. Shak., Othello, iv.

Yon are too officuna
In her behalf that scorns your services.

Shak., II. N. D., U. 2.

seeking after ideal truth." Lowell, Study Windows, p. 208.
He [Pitt] was an actor in the Closet, an actor at Coun- o rm.,,4. v i. ^i.- i-

cil, ^ .

.^
arid even in private society he could not lay aside

* L nat ln which anything is realized.

Nature and religion are the bands of friendship; excel-

lency and usefulness are its great endearments ; society

, . . .

his theatrical tones and attitudes.

Mamulay, William Pitt.

2. In law : (a) An advocate or a proctor in civil and neighborhood, that is, the possibilities and the cir-

2. courts or causes. (6) A plaintiff. [In this SS^^'Xm^ tn*b

^nSSSf^rSSi^.
sense properly a Latin word.] Character-actor
an actor who portrays characters with strongly marked pe! actualization (ak'tu-al-1-za shon), w. A making

real or actual
;

the reducing of an idea to aculiarities.



actualization

state of actuality or existence
;
the state of be-

ing made actual. Also spelled aetualisatioH.

It Ittir idea of pc;ice| is expounded, illustrated, defined,

with different degrees of clearness ; and its ac.tnalizatwn,

or thr measures it should inspire, predicted arrunlin^ tn

the light of each seer. /.'' "", War.

actualize (ak'tu-al-Iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. ac-

tualized, ppr. <wiii<ili;iii</. [< urti/al + -i:c ; = P.

actualiser.] To make actual. Also spelled ac-

tualise.

ieverity almost actualizes the actuatet (ak'tu-at), a. [< ML. actuatus, pp. of
'Awfc,Ess.anditev.,I.20. nctll(lrc

. Bee 'the verb.] Put
'

actually (ak'tu-al-i), tuir. 1. As an actual or xol,th. [Rare.]

His [Macaulay'sl critical sev

idea of critical damnation.

63 acupressure

aculeated (a-ku'le-a-ted), p. a. [< aculeate +
-<<&.] 1. Armed' with prickles. 2. Pointed;

sharp ;
incisive.

aculei, . Plural of aculeus.

aculeiform (a-ku'le-i-form), a. [< L. aculfux.

prickle, + -formix, < forma, shape.] Formed
like a prickle.

on of her pilgrimage only as a spe- aculeolate (a-ku'le-6-lat), a. [< NL. acnlcola-
aith, instigated by those evil spirits

"
nn'ilrnhii rliVn of ncitlfut a tinu

lieniselves in conHict with the just. "% ,\
Jj - wi dim. or OC

prickle : see aculeus.] In bot., having small

prickles or sharp points. A. (Irai/.

action, aculeous (a-ku'le-us), a. [< aculeux + -ous.] In

hot., same as aculeate.

If thou dost love, my kindness shall incite thee
To bind our loves up in a holy band.

SI:,H., Much Ado, iii. 1.

More apt
To slacken Virtue, and abate her i-dyc,

Thau prompt her to do aught may merit praise.
Miltnii, ]: K., ii. 4;.c..

With the education she had received, she could look on

this strange interrupt!'
cial assault upon her faith

that are ever setting them
Mrs. Stmiv, Agnes of Sorrento, xxv.

into

kUVUCKLU v** 1^ ,. .. >7 ill/tun, Livwiu.j '
i - i, - . i i / -\ rT

existing fact; really; in truth: often used as actuation (ak-tu-a'shon), . A putting in mo- aculeus (a-ku le-us), .
; pi. aculet (-1). |_Jj., a

tion or operation; communication of active en- sting, prickle, spine, dim. of acns, a needle : see
- -

an expression of wonder or surprise : as, he ac-

tually accomplished what he undertook.

On one occasion Sheridan actually forced Burke down

upon his seat in order to prevent a furious explosion of

passion. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xv.

The refraction of the atmosphere causes the sun to be

seen Iwfore it actually rises, and after it actually sets.

Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 43.

ergy or force.

I have presupposed all things distinct from him to have
been produced out of nothing by him, and consequently
to be posterior not only to the motion, but the actuation

of his will. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, iv.

actuator (ak'tu-a-tor), n. One who or that

which actuates or puts in action. [Rare.]
2f. By action or active manifestation; in act actUOSet (ak'tu-6s), a. [< L. actuosus, full of

or deed; practically. activity, < actits, action: see act, n.] Having
the power of action

; having strong powers of

action
; abounding in action,

actuosity (ak-tu-os'i-ti), . [=Pg- actuosidade,
<L. as if *actuosita(i-)s, <actuosus: see actuose.]

actualness (ak'tu-al-nes), . The state or qual-

ity of being actual
"; actuality. [Rare.]

actuarial (ak-tu-a'ri-al), a. Of or pertaining
to an actuary or to actuaries, or to the business

of an actuary : as, actuarial calculations
;
an ac-

Of all your sex, yet never did I know
Any that yet so actually did shew
such rules for patience, such an easy way.

tuarial society.

If. Power or state of action. [Rare.] 2. In

metaph., a state of activity which is complete
in itself, without leading to any result that

must be regarded as its completion.
That actuority in which the action and its completion

coincide, as to think, to see. J. Hutchison Stirling.

acus.] 1. The poison-sting of the aculeate hy-

meiiopterous insects, as bees, wasps, etc. See
Aculeata. 2. In bot., aprickle ;

a slender, rigid,
and pointed outgrowth from the bark or epi-

dermis, as in the rose and blackberry, in distinc-

tion from a thorn, which grows from the wood.
acumen (a-ku'men), . [L., a point, sting,

fig. acuteness, (. acucre, sharpen : see acute.]
1 . Quickness of perception ;

the faculty of nice

discrimination ;
mental acuteness or penetra-

tion
;
keenness of insight.

His learning, above all kings christened, his acumen,
his judgment, his memory.

Sir E. Coke, K. James's Proc. agt. Garnet, sig. G, p. 3b.

Individual insight and acumen may point out conse-

quences of an action which bring it under previously
known moral rules. '. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 135.

2. In bot., a tapering point. =8yn. 1. Penetration,
discernment, acuteness, sharpness, perspicacity, insight.

actuarially (ak-tu-a'ri-al-i), adv. After the
acturet (ak'tur), ', [< act + -ure.] Actual acuminate (a-ku'mi-nat), v.; pret. and pp,

marinof nf an n.pln firv ! in a,n actuarial wav. *..-
"'

e - -
manner of an actuary; in an actuarial way. "ope^rtio^o/p^rformancer^^Aafc.rLover's'Com- acuminated, ppr. acuminating. [< L. acumina-

The trade-unions of England are, actuarially speaking, Dlaint 1 185 tus
> PP- f acuminare, sharpen, < acumen, a

bankrupt. N. A. Rev., CXLIII. 233.
â turience (ak-tu'ri-ens), n. [<L. as if *acturi- point: see acumen.] I. tram. To bring to a

,ctuary(ak'tu-a-ri),.; pi. actuaries (-riz). [<L. en ( t.)s ppr. Of an assumed *acturire, desire to point; render sharp or keen: as, to acunm-

actuarius, a "shorthand-writer, a clerk, < actuts ac
v

tj ( ' ÎS> pp . of agerej do> act
,
+ -urire, de-

'" -1-" " ''<<,, T.. ^ i

(actu-), action, public employment: see act,n.] siderativo suffix. Cf. esurient, parturient.] A
1. A registrar or clerk : a term of the civil law, aesire for action. Grote, [Rare.]

[Rare,

ippointed to keep
2. A person skilled in the application of the _ .

,-_ .

doctrine of chances to ttnancial affairs, more acuatet (ak u-at), v. t.

especially in regard to the insurance of lives.
(

The term is generally applied to an officer of a life-insur-

ance company whose main duties are to make the coni-

putations"necessary to determine the valuation of contin-
"

"ities, computation of premiums, compilation of_ent liabiliti.

tables, etc.

actuate (ak'tu-at),

ated, ppr. actuating. _

tuare, perform, put in action, < L. actus : see

act, n.] 1. To put into action; move or incite

to action : as, men are actuated by motives or

passions.
Those whom their superior talents had deified, were

found to be still actuated by the most brutal passions of

human nature. Goldsmith, Origin of Poetry.

I succeeded in making a very good electro-magnet, . . .

which . . . performed the work of actuating the arma-

ture with perfect success.

E. Gray, in G. B. Prescott's Elect. Invent., p. 185.

2t. To make actual or real; carry out; exe-

cute; perform.
Only to he thought worthy of your counsel,
Or actuate what you command to me,
Were a perpetual happiness.

Massinger, Roman Actor, iv. 2.

=Syn. 1. Actuate, Impel, Induce, Incite, Prompt, Insti-

gate. (See impel.) To actuate is merely to call into action,
without regard to the nature of the actuating force ; but
it is very commonly used of motives : as, the murderer was

actuated\>y revenge. Impel, to drive toward, is expressive
of more passion, haste, urgency, necessity ; hence it is cou-

[Rare.]
[< L. as if "acudtus, pp.

acitare, < L. acnere, pp. acutus, sharpen:
see acute, a.] To sharpen ;

make pungent or

sharp, literally or figuratively.
Immoderate feeding upon pickled meats, and debauch-

ing with strong wines, do inflame and acuatc the blood.

Harvey, Consumption.

oft! acuate (ak'u-at), . [< L:
as if pp.

(Sp. pron. a-ko-ai'do), n. [Sp., = E.

accord, n.] 1. A resolution of a deliberative

body, as of an ayuntamientp or town council.

-2. A decision or legal opinion of a court.

3. Ratification. [Used in parts of the United
States settled by Spaniards.]

acuitiont (ak-u-ish'on), n. [< ML. acuitio(n-),

< L. acnere, sharpen: see acute, a.] The act of

rendering sharp, literally or figuratively. Spe-

cifically (a) The sharpening of medicines to increase their

effect, as by the addition of a mineral acid to a vegetable
acid, (b) The highest sound (accent) in the pronunciation
of a word.

acuity (a-ku'i-ti), n. [< P. acuite, < ML. acui-

ta(t-)s, i'rreg."< L. acuere, sharpen: see acute,

a., and -%.] Sharpness; acuteness.

nate despair," Cowper, Letters, p. 172.

except in the past participle.]
This is not acuminated and pointed, as in the rest, but

seemeth, as it were, cut off. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

II. intrans. To taper or rise to a point.

[Obsolete, except in the present participle.]

They [the bishops], . . . acuminating still higher and
higher in a cone of prelaty, instead of healing up the

gashes of the church, . . . fall to gore one another with
their sharp spires, for upper places and precedence.

Milton, Church Gov., i.

acuminate (a-ku'mi-nat), a. [< L. acuminatus,

pp. : see the verb.] Pointed; acute. Specifically

(a) In bot., having a long, tapering
termination : applied to leaves and other

organs. When the narrowing takes

place at the base it is so expressed, for

example, acuminate at the baxe ; when
the word is used without any limitation

it always refers to the apex, (b) In ornith.,

applied in a similar sense to the feathers

of birds ; tapering.

acnmination (a-ku-mi-na'shon),
n. [< L. as if *acuminatio(n-),
< acuminare : see acuminate, v.] 1 .

The act of acuminating, or the
state of being acuminated

;
a

sharpening ;
termination in a

sharp point. 2. A sharp and

tapering point ;
a pointed extremity.

The coronary thorns . . . did also pierce his tender and
sacred temples to a multiplicity of pains, by their numer-
ous acuminatians. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, iv.

3. Acuteness of intellect; acumen. [Rare.]

Acuminate Leaf.

[The] acuity or bluntness of the pin that bears the card.

Perkins, Magnetic Needle, Hist. Royal Soc., IV. 18.

pled with words of corresponding kind, and when used
with quieter words it gives them force: as, youth impelled Aculeata (a-ku-le-a'ta), n. nl
him Induce to lead toward, is gentler by as much as

flftl ,fnt ,is f1]rnish fid with sti]
leading is gentler than driving: it implies the effort to

persuade by presenting motives, but is also used where the

persuasion is only figurative : as, I was at last induced to

go ; he was induced by my example. Incite, prompt, insti-

gate are used only when motives irrespective of physical
force are the actuating power. Incite is weaker than impel
and stronger than prompt ; it expresses more eagerness
than impel ; it implies the urging of men toward the ob-

jects of kindled feelings and generally of strong desire.

Prompt is more general in its meaning, depending upon
its connection forforce and limitation; it is often preferred
for its brevity and breadth of application. Instigate, to

Wits, which erect and inscribe, with notable zeal and

acnmination, their memorials in evei-y mind they meet
with. Waterhouse, Apol. for Learning (1653), p. 190.

Many of them [Eskimos! . . . bong endowed with the

acuity of vision peculiar to nomads and hunters. acumhiose (a-ku'mi-nos), a. [< NL. acunnno-
Arc. Cruise of the Corwin, 1881, p. 24. g^ < L. acumen, point : see acumen.] In hot.,

[L., neut. pi. of having a sharp or tapering point. [Rare.]

aculeatus, furnished with stings : see aculeate, acuminous (a-ku'mi-nus), a. [< acumen (-min-)

a.] 1. A name given by Latreille, 1802, to a + -ous. Cf. acuminose.]1. A name given by Latreille, 1802, to a

group of hymenopterous insects in which the

abdomen of the females and neuters is armed

+ -ous. Cf. acuminose.] 1. Characterized by
acumen; sharp; penetrating. 2. Sameasoc-
minose.

with a sting, consisting of two fine spicula with acuminulate (ak-u-min'u-lat), a. [< L. as if

reverted barbs, connected with a poison-reser- "acuminuliim, dim. of acumen, a
poij4,^+

-ate1
;

after acuminate.]
ruinate. [Rare.]

Somewhat or slightly acu-

(secretly) instigated to his perfidy.

It is observed by Cicero that men of the greatest and
most shining parts are most actuated by ambition.

Addison.

Thus we see that human nature is impelled by affections

of gratitude, esteem, veneration, joy, not to mention vari-

ous others. Changing, Perfect Life, p. l:i.

Desire with thee still longer to converse
liitliiceiliiK. Miltmi, I'. I.., viii. 253.

voir. The group includes bees and wasps.
2f. In mammal., an artificial group of spiny ._

rodents, composed of the genera Hystrix and acupress (ak'u-pres), v. t. [< L. acus, a needle,

Loncheres. Illiger, 1811. abl. acu, with a needle, + press.] In surg., to

apply acupressure to, as a bleeding artery.

acupression (ak-u-presh'on), n. K L. acus, a

needle, + pressio(n-), pressure.] Same as acu-

furnished with a sting ; pertaining to or charac- pressure.
teristic of the Aculeata. 2. In bot., furnished acupressure (ak'u-presh-ur), . [< L. acus, a

with aculei or sharp prickles; aculeous. 3. needle, + pressura,^pressure
: see

pressure.]^
In

Figuratively, pointed ; stinging. surg., a method (first published by Sir J. Y.

A" hymenopterous insect, one of the Simpson in 1859) of stopping hemorrhage in

arteries during amputations, etc.
, consisting in

[< L. aculeatus : see pressing the artery closely by means of a pin"
or needle or bit of inelastic wire, introduced

II. .

Acult-ata.

aculeate (a-ku'le-at), v. t.
,

<ii-iilcate,a.] Tomake pointed; sharpen. [Rare.]



acupressure

through the sides or flaps of the wound, instead

of tying with a thread. There are various modes
of inserting the pin.

acupuncturation (ak-u-pungk-tu-ra'shon), n.

A pricking with or as ii with a needle
;
the

practice of acupuncture. [Bare.]

acupuncturator (ak-u-pungk'tu-ra-tor), .

An instrument for performing th'e operation of

acupuncture.
acupuncture (ak'u-pungk-tur), . [< L. ocas, a

needle, + punctum, a prMkmg : see puncture.]
1. A surgical operation consisting in the in-

sertion of delicate needles in the tissues. This

operation has been practised for ages in many parts of the

world. Apart from the employment of needles to evacu-
ate a morbid fluid, as in edema, or to set up an inflamma-

tion, as in ununited fractures, acupuncture has been mostly
used for myalgic, neuralgic, and other nervous affections.

2. A mode of infanticide in some countries,

consisting in forcing a needle into the brain of

the child.

acupuncture (ak'u-pungk-tiir), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. acupunctured, ppr. acupuncturing. In aury.,
to perform the operation of acupuncture upon.

acurset, r. t. See accurse,

acus (a'kus), .
; pi. acus. [L. aeus (acu-), a

needle or pin, as being pointed; cf. acuerc,
make sharp or pointed: see acute, a.] 1. A
needle, especially one used for surgical pur-

poses. 2. In arcna'ol., sometimes, the pin of

a brooch or fibula. 3. leap.] (|) A genus of

fishes. Johnston, 1650. (b) A genus of mol-
lusks. Humphreys, 1797. See Terebra Acus
cannulata, a trocar* or a tubular needle for discharging
fluids. -Acus interpunctoria, a couching-needle, used
in operations for cataract. -Acus ophthalmica, a needle
used in operations for ophthalmia or cataract. ACUB
triquetra, a three-sided needle ; a trocar.

Acusidae (a-ko'si-de), n.pl. [NL.,irreg. < Acus,
3 (6), + -idte.] Same as Terebrid<e.

acustomt, acustomancet, etc. See aectmtoiu,

accustomance, etc.

acutangular (a-kut'ang'gu-lar), a. Same as

acute-angular. Warburton.

acutate (a-ku'tat), . [< acute + -ate 1
.] Slight-

ly pointed.
acute (a-kuf), a. [< L. acutuis, sharp, pp. of

acuere, sharpen, < -\? *ac, be sharp, pierce : see

Acutenaculum, or Needle-holder.

Acute Leaves.

acid.] 1. Sharp at the end;
ending in a sharp point or an-

gle : opposed to blunt or 06-

tlise. Specifically applied, (<r) in bot.,

to a leaf or other organ ending in a
sharp angle ; (b) in .</<<</<.. to an angle
less than a right angle. See acute-

angled.
2. Sharp or penetrating in in-

tellect
; possessing keenness of

insight or perception ;
exercis-

ing nice discernment or discrimination : op-

posed to dull or xtupid : as, "the acute and

ingenious author," Locke. 3. Manifesting in-

tellectual keenness or penetration ;
marked or

characterized by quickness of perception or

nice discernment: applied to mental endow-
ments and operations: as, acute faculties or

arguments.
Leigh Hunt, whose feminine temperament gave him

acute- perceptions at the expense of judgment.
Loire II, Study Windows, p. 261.

4. Having nice or quick sensibility ; suscepti-
ble of slight impressions ; having power to feel

or perceive small or distant objects or effects :

as, a man of acute eyesight, hearing, or feeling.

Were our senses made much quicker and acuter, the ap-

pearance and outward scheme of things would have quite
another face to us. Locke.

The acute hearing of the Veddahs is shown by their

habit of finding bees' nests by the hum.
//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 40.

5. Keen; sharp ; intense; poignant: said of

pain, pleasure, etc. 6. High in pitch; shrill:

said of sound : opposed to grave. See acute ac-

cent, below. 7. In pathol., attended with more
or less violent symptoms and coming speedily
to a crisis: applied to a disease: as, an acute

pleurisy: distinguished from subacute and
chronic. Acute accent, (a) Utterance of a single

sound, as a syllable of a word, at a higher piteh than
others ; accentual stress of voice. (&) A mark (') used to

denote accentual stress, and also for other purposes. To
denote stress in English, it is now generally placed after

the accented syllable, as in this dictionary, but sometimes
over the vowel of that syllable. The latter is done regu-
larly in such Greek words as take this accent, and in all

Spanish words the accentuation of which varies from the
standard rule. In some languages it is used only to de-
termine the quality or length of vowel-sounds, as on e in
French (as in ete), and on all the vowels in Hungarian ; and
in Polish and other Slavic languages it is also placed over
some of the consonants to mark variations of their sounds.
For other uses, see amiit, n. Acute angle. Secii/i;//.-".

Acute ascending paralysis. See Landnfs paratynii,
under paraltixis. Acute bisectrix. See bixectrix. = Syn.
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penetrating, piercing, slmrp-nittc<l, bright. (So- xiihllr.)

An acute mind pierces a subject like a needle
;
a kf-n iniml

has a line, incisive edge, like a knife. Ki'i-n may be the
most objective of these words. Anacufc answer is one that
shows penetration into the subject ; a kern answer unites
with acuteness a certain amount of sarcasm, or antagonism
to the person addressed ;

a *tn-''><-<l answer is one that com-
bines remarkable acuteness with wisdom as to what it Sis

practically best to say. Xhr>'ir>l differs from act/tr ami
/,.../ by bavin;; an element of practical sagacity or as-

tuteness. Only kern has the idea of eagerness : as, he was
{-frit in pursuit. See atttute and sharp.

Powers of acute and subtile disputation. .Sir J. Hmtchrl.

The tongues of mocking wenches are as keen
As is the razor's edge invisible. Shak., L. L. L., v. >.

Mother-wit and the common experiences of life do often

furnish people with a sort of shrewd and sound judgment
that carries them very creditably through the world.

J. Mortrii, popular Culture, p. 303.

acut6 (a-kiit'), c. t. To render acute in tone.

[Rare.]'
He acute* his rising inflection too much. Walker, Diet.

acute-angled (a-kut'anggld), a. Having sharp
or acute angles, or angles less than right angles.
Acute-angled triangle, a triangle that has each of its

angles lessthan a right angle.

acute-angular (a-kut'anggu-lar), fl. 1. Hav-

ing an angle less than a right angle ; aeute-

angled. 2. In hot., having stems with sharp
corners or edges, as labiate plants.

Also written acutangular.

acutely (a-kut'li), adv. In au acute manner;
sharply ; keenly ;

with nice discrimination.

acutenaculum (ak'u-te-nak'u-lum), n.
; pi. acu-

teiKicula (-la). [<L. actin, needle, + tenacidum,

holder, < tettcrc,

hold.] In surg.,
a needle-nolder
used during op-
erations.

acuteness (a-

kut'nes), n. The quality of being acute, (a) The
quality of being sharp or pointed.

The lance-shaped windows form at their vertex angles
of varying degrees of aeuteneia. Oxford Olonmri/.

(b) The faculty of nice discernment or
perception ; quick-

ness or keenness of the senses or understanding. [By a

acutfitens of the senses or of mental feeling we perceiv
small objects or slight impressions ; by an acutenrmt of ii

tellect we disceni nice distinctions.]

He [Berkeley] was possessed of great acutenenK imd ii

genuity, but was not distinguished for good sense o

shrewdness. McCiah, Berkeley, p. 53.

There may lie much of acuteurm in & thing well said, but
there is more in a quick reply.

Dnitlrn, Pref. to Mock Astrol.

(<) In rhet. or intutir, sharpness or elevation of sound,

(rf) In pathol., violence of adisease. which brings itspeedily
to a crisis.

acutiatort (a-ku'shi-a-tor), . [ML., < acuti-

are, sharpen, < L. acutuii, sharp: see acute, a.

Cf . digitise.] In the middle ages, a person whose

duty it was to sharpen weapons. Before the in-

vention of firearms such persons were neces-

sary attendants of armies.

acutifoliate (a-ku-ti-fo'li-at), a. [< L. acutus,

sharp, + foliaim, leaved: see foliate.] In bot.,

having sharp-pointed leaves. A. Gray.
Acutilingues (a-ku-ti-ling'gwez), n. pi. [NL.,
< L. acutits, sharp, + lingua = E. tongue.] A
division of Andrenidvc, containing those soli-

tary bees whose labium is acute at the end :

distinguished from Obtnsilingues, in which the

labium is obtuse.

acutilobate (a-ku-ti-16'bat), a. [< L. aeutus,

sharp, + NL. lobatus, lobato: see lobate.] In

bot., having acute lobes : said of certain leaves.

A. Gray.
acuto-nodose (a-ku-to-no'dos), a. [< L. ctt-

tus, sharp, + nodosu/t, knotted: see nodose.]

Acutely nodose. Dana. (N. E. D.)

acuyan-wood (a-ko-ya'ri-wud), n. The aro-

matic wood of the tree Bursera (Idea) altissima

of Guiana.

-acy. [(1) Directly, or through ME. and OF.
-acic, < ML. -acia, < LL. -atia, forming nouns of

quality, state, orconditiou from nouns in -a(t-)s,

as in abb-acy, < LL. abb-at-ia, < abb-a(t-)s, abbot ;

prim-acy, (F.prim-atie, <LL. prim-ut-ia,( prim-
a(t-)s, primate, etc. (2) < LL. -atia, forming
nouns of state from nouns in -atiis, as in ad-

voc-acy, < LL. advoc-at-ia, < L. adi'oc-at-us, advo-

cate, etc. (3) < L. -acia, forming nouns of qual-

ity from adjectives in -ax (-aci-), as in fall-aey,
< L. fall-aci-a, < fall-ajc (-aci-), deceptive, etc.

These three sources of -acy were more or less

confused, and the suffix has been extended to

form many nouns which have no corresponding
form in L., as in cur-acy, accttr-acy, etc. Analogy
has extended -acy, < L. -atia, to some words of

Gr. origin: (4) < L. -atia, < Gr. -areta, as in pir-

iicy, < LL. "pir-atia, < Gr. ircipareia, < ireijwr//'-,

A. D.

pirate; similarly in -crncy, q. v. Ilrncn the
short form -cy, esp. in designations of office, as
in captaiu-cii, i-Hxiyn-ry, mnni-ci/, etc.] A suffix

of Latin or Greek origin, forming nouns of qual-
ity, state, condition, office, etc., from nouns in
-ate (which becomes -<-, the suffix being -uh

changed to -<tc-, + -y), as in primary, ciirary, /nl-

focacy, piracy, etc., or from adjectives in -ari-

ous, as infiii/nri/.

acyanoblepsy (a-si'a-no-blep'si), . [< Gr. -

priv. + ni-avoc, a blue substance, blue (see ryu

nide), + -/W-t^/o, < ji'Mitetv, see, look on.] A de-

fect of vision, in consequence of which the color
blue cannot 1! distinguished.
acyclic (a-sik'lik), fl. [<Gr. a- priv. + KI*/<M.
circular: see a-18 and cyclic.] fci bot., not cyclic ;

not arranged in whorls. Applied by Braun to flowers
that have a spiral arrangement <>f parts, when the f]>h:il
turns made by each class of organs arc not all complete,
in distinction from Aoyi /<//<//(, where all are complete.

Braun has termed such flowers acyclic., when the transi-

tion from one foliar structure to another, as from calyx to

corolla or from corolla to stamens, does not coincide with
a definite number of turns of the spiral (as Nymphajaceje
and Helleborus odorus); hemicyclic when it does so coin-
cide. Sack*, Botany (trans.), p. 523.

acyprinoid (a-sip'ri-noid), a. [< Gr. a- priv.

((1-18) + cyprinnid.] Inzoogeog., characterized

by the absence of cyprinoid fishes: applied to

one of the fresh-water divisions of tlie equa-
torial zone, embracing the tropical American
and tropical Pacific regions. (Hintlier.

ad-. [< L. ad-, prefix, ad, prep. , to, unto, toward,
upon, for, etc., = AS. <Kt, E. (it, q. v. In later

L. ad- before b, c, f, g, I, n, p, (j, r, s, t, was
assimilated, as /</>-, <-, /-, ag-, al-, an-, y(-,

ac-, ar-, as-, at- (see ab-breriate, ac-cuse, af-feet,

ag-grarute, al-ludr, an-nex, aj>-plaud, ac-quiesce,

ar-rogatf, ax-sixt, at-tract). Before so, sp-, st-,

it was reduced to - (see a-scend, a-spire, a-

itringent, and -l 2
). Before d, ii, j, m, before

vowels, and often in other cases, it remained

unchanged. In OF. ad- with all its variants
was reduced to a-, and was so adopted into ME.
But in the 14th and loth centuries a fashion of
"
restoring" the L. spelling (lid-, ao, (if-, etc.)

began to prevail, and soon became the rule in

both P. and E., though P. still retains many,
and E. a few, of the old forms (see ac-company,
ad-dress, af-front, ag-grieve, al-lay%, al-low, an-

nounce, ap-peal, ar-rest, at-tend, etc.). By con-
fusion of the ME. -, for ad-, ac-, af-, etc., with
ME. - of other origin (< L. al>-, OF. en-, es-,

AS. a-,ge-, on-, etc.), the latter fl- has been in

some cases erroneously "restored" to ad-, ac-,

af-, etc., as in ad-ranee, ac-cloy, ac-curse, ac-

knowledge, af-ford, af-fray, al-layl^ ad-miral,

etc.] 1. A prefix of Latin origin, with primary
sense "to," and hence also "

toward, upon, for,"

etc., expressing in Latin, and so in English,
etc., motion or direction to, reduction or change
into, addition, adherence, intensification, etc.,
in English often without perceptible force.

According to the following consonant, it is

variously assimilated tib-, ac-, af-, etc., or re-

duced to -. See etymology. 2. A prefix of

various other origin, erroneously put for other

prefixes, as in advance, etc. See etymology.
-ad 1

. [< L. -as (-ad-), < Gr. -af (-<?-), fern, suffix

equiv. to -<f (-5-) : see -irf2 .] A suffix of Greek

origin appended to nouns. It is used in forming
(1) collective numerals, as monad, dyad, triad, trtrad, etc.,

terms used in classifying chemical elements or radicals

according to the number of their combining units; (2)
feminine patronymics (=-/), as in dryad, I'lriadex, etc.

(see -adtv, -idt?); hence used in IXia? (IAia5-), liiail, and
in the titles of poems named in imitation of it, as Ditnciad,
Columbiad : compare ^Eneid, Thebaid ; (3) by Lindley,
family names of plants akin to a genus, as liliad, trilliiul,

etc., on words ending in -a or after a vowel ; otherwise -id,

as in orchid.

-ad2. [<F. -ade: see -adel.] A suffix in ballad

and salad (formerly balade and salade), usually
represented by -ade. See -ade1 .

-aa3 . [A mod. use of L. ad, to.] In anat., a
suffix denoting relation, situation, or direction,

having the same force as the English suffix

-ward, or the word toward. Thus, dorsad, liackwnnl,
toward the dorsum or back ; ectad, outward, toward the
exterior ; entad, inward, toward the interior. So, also,

ctphalad, headward, forward ; dextrad, to the right, on
the right hand of, etc. It is used almost at will, with
either Greek or Latin words. Its use is advantageous ;i>

restricting the idea of direction to the body of the animal

itself, without considering the position in which that

body may be with relation to externals; since, for ex-

ample, what is baelnmril in the anatomy of man when in

the erect posture is upward in that of a qiiadruped when
in the correlative!)- natural horizontal attitude, while in

both it is equally dorsad.

ad. An abbreviation of advertisement.

A. D. An abbreviation of the Latin phrase anno

Domini, in the year of the Lord: as, .1. /'. 1887.



-ada

-ada. [Sp. Pg. -ada = It. -ata = F. -ee, < L. -nln.

fern, of -dtiis: see -uilt 1
, -util.} A suffix- of

Latin origin, the Spanish feminine form of
-n iii i, -ii/t-i, aainormooa : in English sometimes,
erroneously, -ado, as in baxtinndn, Spanish IHIX-

tinada.

Adacna (a-dak'ua), n. [NL., < Gr. d- priv. +
ddicvetv, bite.] The typical genus of the ftitnily
Adacnidie (which see). liiclnnild, 1838.

adacnid (a-dak'nid), n. A bivalve mollusk, of
the family .lilni'iiiilir.

Adacnidae (a-dak'ni-de), n.
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Not that Adam that kept the paradise, hut that Adam
that keeps the prison. Shale., C. of E., iv. 3.

Adapis
lie at the sides of the ambulacra! grooves, and against
which the ambulacra! ossicle* abut. Sec cut under Atte-

Prior, Wandering Pilgrim.

Sirrah, ... go bring
A cup of cold Adam from the next purling spring

'Aim. Hroicn, Works, IV. 11.

Adam's apple, (a) Pomum Adami, the prominence on
<ie;, H. p. (W^-, ^ Mlaaia the fore pajf of a,e throat formed by the anterior part of+ -/'.] A family of dimyanan bivalve mol- the thyroid cartilage of the larynx : so called from the

a- priv.,
In zool.,

lusks, typified by the genus Ai/iiciin. The animal,
which compose this family have elongated, nearly united
siphons, and a compressed font; the shell, which gapes
behind, has a sinuated pallia! line anil a nearly toothless

hinge, or the teeth merely rudimentary. The species are
chiefly inhabitants of the Aral, Caspian, and llhick seas
and neighboring waters.

adactt (a-dakf), v- t. [< L. adactus, pp. of adi-

i/i'fc, drive to, < ad, to, + agere, drive.] To
drive

; coerce. Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 15.

adactyl, adactyle (a-dak'til), a.

adactylovs.
adactylous (a-dak'ti-lus), a. [< Gr.

without, + (Sa/fTuAof, digit : see dactyl.]
without fingers or toes.

adadt (a-dad'), interj. [A var. of egad.] An ex-

pletive of asseveration or emphasis.
-adae. [NL., < Gr. -adai, pi. of -a<fyf, after -;-,

equiv. to -<(% after a consonant or another
vowel : see -idee.'} In zool., a suffix equivalent
to -idol, forming names of families of animals.
See -Ida1

.

adaemonist (a-de'mon-ist), n. [< Gr. d- priv. +
6aiuuv, a demon (see demon), + -ist."} One who
denies the existence or personality of the devil.

adag, attac (ad'ag, at'ak), n. [< Gael, adag,
a haddock; perhaps borrowed from E. had-
dock.] A local name of the haddock, used about
Moray frith in Scotland. Gordon.

adaga (a-da'ga), n. [Pg. adaga, a dagger, a
short sword. "Cf. adargue (?).] An Asiatic

weapon, having a short, broad blade at right
angles with a staff which serves as a handle.
K. F. Burton, Book of the Sword.
adage (ad'aj), n. [< F. adage, < L. adagium (col-

Adam and Eve, the popular name in the United States
for a certain terrestrial orchid, Aplectrum liii-nml,-. Adamuood (ad'am-hud), n. Adamic or human
Adam's ale, Adam's wine, water, as being the only bev- nature; manhood. Emerson. FKare 1
era,,-,,, Warns time: sometimes called A,!,,,,,, irollo,,.] Adamic (a-dam'ik), . 1. Relating or pertain-

. .:^e$_ !
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.;!
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y",'",
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.
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1 1 livc
' ing to Adam or to his descendants: as, the

Adamic world
;
Adamic descent.

Prof. Winchell, of course, takes the ground that the older
or black race is of an inferior type to the subsequent or,
as he calls them, the Adamic races.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 600.

I have stated these supposed conditions of the Adamic
creation briefly. Damon, Origin of World, p. 239.

2. Resembling Adam before the fall
;
naked

;

unclothed Adamic earth, common red clay, so called
from a notion that Adam means red earth.

Adamical (a-dam'i-kal), a. Relating or re-
lated to Adam; Adamic.
Adamically (a-dam'i-kal-i), adv. After the
manner of Adam

; nakedly.
Halbert standing on the plunging stage Adamicallii,

without a rag upon him. H. Kingxley, Geoff. Ham., xlvi.

(ad'a-min), n. Same as Adamite, 4.

(ad'a-mit), n. [< Adam + -ite2.} 1.

mont,< OF. adanmunt, odemaunt, in popular
One of mankind

;
one of the human race con-

form aimant = Pr. adiman, aziman ayman L Sp. !'
de

,
red

,

a
.

8 defended f m Adam,- 2 One of

Pg. iman, < ML. "adimas ( 'adimant-), I,, adamas that
,

s ctlon of mankind more particularly re-
/,,,/.,.,..', / r<_ !.*+ /LX \ t-j. garcled as tlie oflspnng ol Adam, in contradis-

notion that a piece of the forbidden fruit stuck in Adam's
throat. The protuberance is specially noticeable in the
male sex after puberty, as the larynx enlarges in boys at
the time when the change in the voice occurs, (b) A va-

riety of the lime, Citm* medlra, with a depression which
is fancifully regarded in Italy as the mark of Adam's teeth.
See Citrm. (c) A name sometimes given to the plantain,

of Mujta paraditiaca. Adam's flannel, thethe fruit

common mullen, Verbascun, hapfttx. Adam's needle
and thread, a common name of Yucca Jila

adamanT(adVmant);"rr. -[< MK ada-
Same as maunt, ademaunt, adamaund, also athamant,

atthamant, etc. (after AS. athamans), and ad-

(adamant-), < Gr. aSduac (aSa/uivT-), lit. uncon-
querable (< a- priv. + Safiav, conquer, = L. do-
marc = E. tame, q. v.), first used (by Homer) as
a personal epithet ;

later (in Hesiod and subse-
quent writers) as the name of a very hard metal
such as was used in armor prob. steel, but
endowed by imaginative writers with super-
natural powers of resistance

;
in Plato, also of

a metal resembling gold ;
in Theophrastus, of

a gem, prob. a diamond; in Pliny, of the dia-

mond, under which be includes also, perhaps,
corundum; in Ovid, of the magnet; in later
writers regarded as an anti-magnet. The name
has thus always been of indefinite and fluctu-

ating sense. From the same source, through
the perverted ML. forms diamans, diamentum,
comes E. diamant, diamond, q. v.] 1. A name
applied with more or less indefiniteness to
various real or imaginary metals or minerals
characterized by extreme hardness : as (1) the

lateral form adagio), < ad, to, + -agium, < aio diamond, (2) the natural opposite of the dia-
IfVmef 'ASlfal IdfiXT nl Allt I ..... . Gi']r4- ~ / r,1, J/0\_l_.l 1 ,

(orig. "agio), I say, = Gr. i/pi, I say, = Skt. V all,

say.] A pithy saying in current use
;
a brief

familiar proverb; an expression of popular
wisdom, generally figurative, in a single phrase
or sentence, and of remote origin.

Unless the adage must be verified,
That beggars, mounted, run their horse to death.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4.

= Syn. Aphorixm, Axiom, Maxim, etc. See aphorism
adagialt (a-da'ji-al), a. Of the nature of or

containing an adage: as, "that adagial verse,"
Borrow. Works, I. 93.

adagietto (a-da-jiet'to), n. [It., dim. of adagio,
q. v.] In music : (a) A short adagio. (6) An
indication of time, signifying somewhat faster
than adagio.
adagio (a-dii'jio), adv., a., and . [It., slowly,
lit. at leisure, < ad, to, + agio, leisure, ease : see
ease.] In music : I.

mond, (3) a lodestone or magnet, and (4) an
anti-magnet.
The garnet and diamond, or adamant.

Sullivan, Views of Nature, I. 438. (A
T
. K. D.)

The adamant cannot draw yron, if the diamond lye
uy it. Lylij, Euphues, sig. K, p. 10. (S. JB. D.)

tinction to a supposed older race, called Pre-
adamites.

Prof. Winchell's pamphlet on Adamites and Preadam-
ites. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 600.

3. [LL. Adamit(f, pi.] One of a sect which
originated in the north of Africa in the second
century, and pretended to have attained to the

primitive innocence ofAdam. Its members accord-
ingly rejected marriage as an effect and clothing as a sign
of sin, and appeared in their assemblies, called paradises,
naked. This heresy reappeared in the fourteenth cen-
tury, in Savoy, and again in the fifteenth century among
the Brethren and Sisters of the Free Spirit, in Germany,
Bohemia, and Moravia. It was suppressed in 1421 on
account of the crimes and immoralities of its votaries. (See
Picard and Picardixt.) When toleration was proclaimed
by Joseph II., in 1781, the sect revived, but was promptly
proscribed. Its latest appearance was during the insur-
rection of 1848-9.

The truth is, Teufelsdrockh, though a Sans-culottist, is

no Adamite, and, much perhaps as he might wish to go
forth before this degenerate age

"
as a sign," would no-

wise wish to do it, as those old Adamite* did, in a state
of nakedness. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 40.

4. [/. <.] [After the French mineralogist M.
Adam + -ite2.] A mineral occurring in small
yellow or green crystals and in mammillary
groups ;

a hydrous arseniate of zinc, isomor-
phous with olivenite : found in Chili, and also

The grace of God's spirit, like the true loadstone or
Lau

fj
um ia Gre <-e - Also called adamme.

adamant, draws up the iron heart of man to it. ACtamitlC (ad-a-mit ik), a. [< Adamite + -c.]
1. Of or pertaining to the descendants of Adam

;
Up. Hall, Occas. Med., p. 62.

The adamant ... is such an enemy to the magnet.
Leonardm, Mirr. Stones, p. 63. (A". E. D.)

2. In general, any substance of impenetrable
or surpassing hardness

;
that which is impreg-

nable to any force. [It is chiefly a rhetorical
or poetical word.]
As an adamant harder than flint have I made thy fore-

head. Ezek. iii. 1).

But who would force the soul, tilts with a straw
Agair~'

- -

pertaining to mankind
;
human.

He [Mr. Webster) was there in his Adamitic capacity,
as if he alone of all men did not disappoint the eye and
the ear, but was a flt figure in the landscape.

Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.

2. Of, pertaining to, or resembling the sect of
the Adamites.
Nor is it other than rustic or Adamitic impudence to

confine nature to itself.

Jer. Taylor ('!), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 164^

Adamitical (ad-a-mit'i-kal), a. Same as Adam-
v , ^ with grace. When repeated,' adagio,

" s "' BCuuon 01 covenanter*, in. 7. Uifi

adagio, it directs the performance to be very adamanteant (ad"a-man-te'an), a. [<L. ada- Adamitism (ad'a-mit-izm), . [< Adamite +
slow. manteus, < adamas, adamant: see adamant.'} -ism.] 1. The doctrines of the Adamites. 2

Hard as adamant. [Rare.]
Chalybean temper'd steel, and frock of mail
Adamantean proof. Milton, S. A., 1. 134.

adamantine (ad-a-man'tin), a. _

tinus, < Gr. d6audi>Tivof, < doa/iac; : see adamant.}
1. Made of adamant; having the qualities of
adamant

; impenetrable.
In adamantine chains shall death be bound.

Pope, Messiah, 1. 47.

Each gun
From its adamantine lips
Flung a death-cloud round the ships.

Campbell, Battle of Baltic.

2. Resembling the diamond in hardness or in
luster Adamantine hards, in u. s. pol. hist. See
hard, . Adamantine spar, (a) A very hard, hair-
brown variety of corundum, often of adamantine or dia-
mond-like luster. It yields a very hard powder used in
polishing diamonds and other gems. (6) Corundum, from
its hardness or peculiar occasional luster.

~

II. a. Slow : as, an adagio movement.
III. M. A slow movement; also, a piece of

music or part of a composition characterized by
slow movement.
adagyt (ad'a-ji), n. Same as adage.
Adalia (a-da'li-a), . [NL. (Mulsant, 1851), an
invented name.] A genus of beetles, of the
family Coccincllidie. The commonest species is A.
bipunctala, the two-spotted lady-bird, having a black head
with two yellow spots on each side, the prothorax black
and marked with yellow, the seutellum black, and the
elytra yellowish with a central round black spot on each.
The insect is useful in destroying plant-lice.
Adam (ad'am), n. [< L. Adam (and Adamus),
< Gr. 'Addfi (and 'iVrfa^or), < Hob. dddm, a hu-
man being, male or female

; perhaps, according
to Gesenius, < adam, be red.] 1. The name of
the first man, the progenitor of the human
race, according to the account of creation in
Genesis. 2. The evil inherent in human na-

The practice of dispensing with clothing, as did
the Adamites, or the state of being unclothed.
See Adamite, 3.

[<L. adaman- adamsite (ad'amz-it), n. A name given to a
greenish-black mica found in Derby, Vermont ;

a variety of muscovite or common mica.
as adv. or a. [< a3 ,adance(a-dans'),j>rep. phr. i

on, + dance.} Dancing.

ture, regarded as inherited from Adam in conse- adamantoid (ad-a-man'toid), n. [<Gr. d<5d/jaf

quence of the fall. (dtia/iavr-), adamant, diamond, + EMor, form : see
-aid.} A crystal characterized by being bound-
ed by 48 equal triangles ;

a hexoctahedron.
Consideration like an angel came,
And whipp'd the offending Adum out of him

,s7m/,-.. Men. V., i. i.

St. A Serjeant or bailiff. ..

the following quotation, and is explained by the commen-
tators as a reference to tile fact that the bn'tf worn by the
biiilil! resembled the native "buff" of our lirst parent.

5

cut under hexoctdhedron.

This sense rcste chiefly on adambulacral (ad-am-bu-la'kral), a. [<L- ad,
to, + ambulacrum, q. v.] Adjacent to the am-
bulacra. Applied in zoijl., by way of distinction from
amtntlaaml, to a series of ossicles in echuuxlerms which

[You cannot] prevent Berauger from setting all pulses
a-dance in the least rhythmic and imaginative of modem
tongues. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 238.

Adansonia (ad-an-so'ni-a), M. [NL. ;
named in

honor of Michel Adansoii (died 1806), a French
naturalist who traveled in Senegal in 1749-
53.] A genus of trees, natural order Malva-
cew, suborder Hombacea;. A. diyitata is the Afri-
can calabash-tree, or baobab-tree of Senegal. See baobab.
A. Gregorii, the only other species, is the eream-of-tartar
tree of northern Australia. See cream-of-tartar tree, under
cream.

Adapidae (a-dap'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Adapis+ -idai.} A family of extinct lemuroid mam-
mals, of which the genus Adapis is the type.

See Adapis (ad'a-pis), n. [NL. ;
a name applied

by Gesner, about 1550, to the common rabbit.

Etym. unknown
;
referred doubtfully to Gr. a-

intensive + Sdmf, a rug, carpet.] A genus of
extinct mammals of the Eocene or Lower Ter-

tiary age, described from portions of three
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skulls found by Cuvier in the gyjpsum-quarries
of Montmartre, Paris, and by nun referred to

his order Pachydermata, and considered as re-

lated in some respects to Anoplotherium. The
animal was of about the size of a rabbit. Subsequent in-

vestigations, based upon additional material, have shown

Adapts to be the type of a family Ailapiiltr, representing

ageneralized form of the leraurine 8eries(Pc/(.'//''"""'"'"',

c'illiol) of the order Primate*.

adapt (a-dapf), v. t. [< F. adapter = It. adat-

tare, < L. adaptare, fit to, < ad, to, + aptare,
make fit, < aptus, fit: see apt.'] 1. To make
suitable; make to correspond; fit or suit; pro-

portion.
A good poet will adapt the very sounds, as well as words,

to the things he treats of. Pope, Letters.

The form and structure of nests, that vary so much, and
are so wonderfully adapted to the wants and habits of

each species. A. R. Wallace, Nat. Selec., p. 210.

Two errors are in common vogue in regard to instinct :

first, that it never errs ; secondly, that it never adapts
itself to changed circumstances.

Maudsley, Body and Will, 5.

2. To fit by alteration ; modify or remodel for

a different purpose : as, to adapt a story or a

foreign play for the stage ;
to adapt an old ma-

chine to a new manufacture. 3. To make by
altering or fitting something else

; produce by
change of form or character: as, to bring out
a play adapted from the French

;
a word of an

adapted form. = Syn. 1. To adjust, accommodate, con-

form. 2. To arrange.

adaptt (a-dapf), a. [Short for adapted, prob.

suggested by apt.'] Adapted ; fit ; suitable.

If we take this definition of happiness, and examine it

with reference to the senses, it will be acknowledged
wonderfully adapt. Sicift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

[Providence] gave him able arms and back
To wield a flail and carry sack,
And in all stations active be,

Adapt to prudent husbandry.
D'Urfey, Colln's Walk, i.

adaptability (a-dap-ta-bil'i-ti), n.
; pi. adapta-

bilities (-tiz). [< adaptable : see -bility.'] l.The
quality of being adaptable ;

a quality that ren-

ders adaptable.
No wonder that with such ready adaptabilities they

[Norwegians] made the best of emigrants.
Froitde, Sketches, p. 77.

2. Specifically, in biol., variability in respect
to, or under the influence of, external condi-

tions; susceptibility of an organism to that

variation whereby it becomes suited to or

fitted for its conditions of environment; the

capacity of an organism to be modified by cir-

cumstances.

adaptable (a-dap'ta-bl), a. [< adapt + -able.']

Capable of being adapted ; susceptible of adap-
tation.

Yet, after all, thin, speculative Jonathan is more like

the Englishman of two centuries ago than John Bull him-
self is. He has lost somewhat in solidity, has become
fluent and adaptable, but more of the original ground-
work of character remains.

Lowell, Introd. to Biglow Papers, 1st ser.

adaptableness (a-dap'ta-bl-nes), . Adapta-
bility.

adaptation (ad-ap-ta'shqn), n. [< F. adapta-
. tion, < ML. adaptatio(n-J, < L. adaptare: see
"

adapt, D.] 1. The act of adapting or adjust-

ing ;
the state of being adapted or fitted

;
ad-

justment to circumstances or relations.

Government, ... in a just sense, is, if one may say so,

the science of adaptations variable in its elements, de-

pendent upon circumstances, and incapable of a rigid
mathematical demonstration.

Story, Misc. Writings, p. 616.

Must we not expect that, with a government also, spe-
cial adaptation to one end implies non-adaptation to other
ends? H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 303.

2. That which is adapted ; the result of alter-

ing for a different use. Specifically, a play trans-

lated or constructed from a foreign language or a novel,
and rendered suitable for representation: as, this com-
edy is a free adaptation from a French author.

3. In biol., advantageous variation in animals
or plants under changed conditions

;
the result

of adaptability to, and variability under, exter-
nal conditions

;
the operation of external influ-

ences upon a variable organism, or a character

acquired by the organism as the result of such

operation. It is regarded as one of two principal fac-

tors in the evolution of organic forms, inducing those

changes which it is the tendency of the opposite factor,

heredity, to counteract, the result in any given case being
the balance between adaptation and heredity, or the diag-
onal of the parallelogram of forces which adaptation and
heredity may be respectively considered to represent.

Adaptation is commenced by a change in the functions
of organs, so that the physiological relations of organs
play the most important part in it. Since adaptation is

merely the material expression of this change of function,
the modification of the function as much as its expression
is to be regarded as a gradual process. As a rule, there-

fore, adaptation can be perceived by its results only in a
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long series of generations, while transmission [i. e., hered-

ity] can be recognised in every generation.
Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 9.

adaptational (ad-ap-ta'shon-al), a. Belating
or pertaining to adaptation, or the adjustment
of one thing to another; adaptive: in biol.,

applied to physiological or functional modifi-

cations of parts or organs, as distinguished
from morphological or structural changes.
adaptative (a-dap'ta-tiv), a. [< L. adaptatus,

pp. of adaptare, adapt (see adapt, v.), + -we.\
Of or pertaining to adaptation; adaptive.

[Bare.]
adal>tativeness (a-dap'ta-tiv-nes), n. Adapta-
bility.

adaptedness (a-dap'ted-nes),
. The state of

being adapted;' suitableness; fitness.

The adaptedness of the Christian faith to all such [the

poor and oppressed], which was made a reproach against
ft by supercilious antagonists, constitutes one of its chief

glories. G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 545.

adapter (a-dap'ter), . 1. One who adapts, or

makes an adaptation; specifically, one who
translates, remodels, or rearranges a composi-
tion or work, rendering it fit to be represented
on the stage, as a play from a foreign tongue
or from a novel.

And, if these imaginary adapters of Homer modernized
his whole diction, how could they preserve his metrical

effects? De Quincey, Homer, iii.

2. That which adapts; anything that serves

the purpose of adapting or adjusting one thing
to another. Specifically 3. In cnem., a re-

ceiver with two necks diametrically opposite,
one of which admits the neck of a retort, while
the other is joined to a second receiver, it is

used in distillations to give more space to elastic vapors,
or to increase the length of the neck of a retort. Also
called adopter.

4. In optics: (a) A metal ring uniting two

lengths of a telescope. (6) An attachment to

a microscope for centering the illuminating ap-

paratus or throwing it out of center. E. H.

Knight, (c) A means for enabling object-

glasses made by different makers, and having
different screws, to be fitted to a body not spe-

cially adapted to receive them. E. H. Knight.
5. A glass or rubber tube, with ends differ-

ing in size, used to connect two other tubes
or two pieces of apparatus.
adaption (a-dap'shon), n. [< adapt + -ion. Cf.

adoption, (adopt."] Adaptation ;
the act of fit-

ting. [Bare.]
Wise contrivances and prudent adaptions. Cheyne.

adaptional (a-dap'shon-al), a. Relating or

pertaining to adaptation, or the action of adapt-
ing: in biol., applied to the process by which
an organism is fitted or adapted to its environ-
ment : as, adaptional swellings.

adaptitude (a-dap'ti-tud), n. [< adapt + -itude,
after aptitude.'] Adapteduess ; special apti-
tude. Browning.
adaptive (a-dap'tiv), a. [< adapt + -ive. Cf.

adaptative.J Of, pertaining to, or characterized

by adaptation ; making or made fit or suitable
;

susceptible of or undergoing accordant change.
Much used in biology with reference to functional or

physiological changes occasioned by variations of exter-

nal conditions or environment, as opposed to honwloyical.
See adaptation, 3.

The adaptive power, that is, the faculty of adapting
means to proximate ends.

Coleridge, Aids to Reflec., p. 178.

The function of selective discrimination with the com-

plementary power of adaptive response is regarded as the

root-principle of mind. Science, IV. 17.

In the greater number of Mammals, the bones assume
a very modified and adaptive position.

W. II. Flower, Osteology, p. 242.

These resemblances, though so intimately connected
with the whole life of the being, are ranked as merely
"
adaptive or analogical characters."

Danrin, Origin of Species, p. 374.

adaptively (a-dap'tiv-li), adv. In an adap-
tive manner

;
with adaptation ;

in an adjusted
or fitting manner

;
with fitness : as, "adop-

tively modified structures," Owen, Class, of

Mammalia.
adaptiveness (a-dap'tiv-nes), n. The quality
of being adaptive ; capability of making or be-

coming fit or suitable.

adaptlyt (a-dapfli), adv. In a suitable or con-

venient manner
; aptly ; fitly.

For active horsemanship adaptly fit.

Prior, Colin's Mist., iii. 3.

adaptnesst (a-dapfnes), n. The state of be-

ing fitted; adaptation; aptness: as, "tul<i/>t-

ness of the sound to the sense," Bp. Neicton,
Milton.

ad capt.

adaptorial (ad-ap-to'ri-al), a. [< adapt + -ory
+ -a?.] Tending to adapt or fit

; adaptive.
[Rare.]
Adar (a'dar), n. [Heb. adar ; etym. uncer-

tain.] A Hebrew month, being the sixth of the
civil and the twelfth of the ecclesiastical year,
corresponding to the latter part of February
and the first part of March.
adarce (a-dar'se), n. [L., also adarca, < Gr.

addpicri or aiapKt/r, also ddap/cof, a word of for-

eign origin.] A saltish concretion on reeds and

grass in marshy grounds, noted especially in

ancient Galatia, Asia Minor, it is soft and porous,
and has been used to cleanse the skin in leprosy, tetters,
and other diseases.

adarguet, . [OSp.,ofAr. origin.] An Arabic

weapon like a broad dagger.
adarkon (a-dar'kon), n. [Heb. ;

deriv. uncer-
tain

; by some writers connected with the name
Darius : see daric] A gold coin (also called

darkemon) mentioned in the original text of the

book of Ezra, etc., as in use among the Jews,
and translated dram in the authorized version.

It was a foreign coin, probably the Persian
daric (which see), and is so rendered in the re-

vised version.

adarme (a-dar'ma), n. [Sp. adarme, a dram ;

a- perhaps represents the Ar. art. al, the, and
-darme the L. drachma : see drachma and

dram."] A Spanish weight, a drachm, the 16th

part of an ounce, or the 256th part of a pound,
equal (in Castile) to l^V avoirdupois drachms.
Another form is adareme. In their origin, avoirdu-

pois weight and the Spanish system were identical.

adarticulation (ad-ar-tik-u-la'shon), n. [< ad-
+ articulation.'] Same as arthrodia.

adatit (ad'a-ti), . [Also written adaty, pi. arf-

atis, adaties, etc.
;
of E. Ind. origin. Cf. Beng.

ddat (cerebral d) or drat, a warehouse, a gen-
eral store.] A kind of piece-goods exported
from Bengal.
adauntt (a-diinf ), v. t. [< ME. adattnten, < OF.

adanter, adonter, later addomter, < a- + danter,

donter, daunt: see a-11 and daunt.'] To sub-
due.

A'iiiunt' ii the rage of a lyon savage.
Skelton, Hercules.

adawM (a-da'), v. [< ME. adawen, <a- + dawen,
E. dial, dam: see a-tand date 1

.] I. intrans. To
wake up ;

awake
;
come to.

But sire, a man that wakith out of his slep,

He may not sodeynly well taken keep
Upon a thing, ne seen it parfytly,
Til tha

'

that he be adawed verrayly.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1156.

II. trans. To awaken; arouse from sleep or

swoon. Chaucer.

adaw-t (a-da'), v. [First used in 16th century;
perhaps < ME. adawe, of dau-e, of dage, or in

fuller phrase of lyfe daice, usually with verb

bringen or don, lit. bring or do (put) 'out of

(life) day,' i. e., kill, hence the sense quell,

subdue, assisted prob. by an erroneous etym.
< ad- + awe, and prob. also by association with
adaunt. The form daw, daunt, is later: see

<Jaw*.] I. trans. 1. To daunt
; quell ; cow.

The sight whereof did greatly him adaw.
Spenser, F. Q., III. vil. 13.

2. To moderate
;
abate.

Gins to abate the brightnesse of his berne,
And fervour of his flames somewhat adaw.

Spenser, F. Q., V. ix. 35.

II. intrans. To become moderated or less

vehement.
Therewith her wrathfull courage gan appall,
And haughtie spirits meekely to adaw.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 26.

adawlet (a-da'let), n. [Also written adawlut,
< Hind, 'dddlat, < Ar. 'adala(t), a court of jus-

tice, < Hind, and Ar. 'adl, justice.] In the East

Indies, a court of justice, civil or criminal.

adawn (a-dan'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3

+ dawn.] Dawning; at the point of dawn,

adayt (a-da'),^>rep. phr. as adv. [< ME. aday,
adai; t a3 + day1.] 1. By day. 2. On each

day; daily.
Now written a day, sometimes a-day. See a3 ,

adays (a-daz'), prep. phr. as adv. [< ME.
adayes, a dayes, a dates ; < 08 + days, adverbial

gen. sing, (now regarded as ace. pi.) of day."]

If. By day ;
in the daytime.

I have miserable nights; ... but I shift pretty well

adays. Johnson to Mrs. Thrale, Mch. 19, 1777.

2. On or in the day or time : only in the com-

pound phrase nowadays (which see).

adazet (a-daz'), " ' [< ME. adasen, < a- +
dimrn, daze : see daze.~] To dazzle. Sir T. More.

ad capt. An abbreviation of



ad captandum

ad captandum (ad kap-tau'dum). [L. : ad, to,

for; f<ii>liiiidiiiii, gerund of capture, catch, seize,

< caperc, take : see captive.] For the purpose
of catching, as in the phrase ad capt</n<l/nn

//-

gug, to catch the rabble : often applied adjec-

tively to claptrap or meretricious attempts to

catch popular favor or applause: as, ml <'/ilmi-

diun oratory.

adcorporatet (ad-kor'po-rat), v. t. [See accor-

porate.] To imite, as one body with another;

accorporate.
add (ad), v. [< ME. adden, < L. addere, < ad,

to, T -dere for "dare, put, place
: see do.] I.

trans. 1. To join or unite into one sum or ag-

gregate. Specifically, in math., to find the measure of

the sum of two or more quantities, or a combination of

them into which each enters with its full effect and inde-

pendently of the others, so that an increase of any one of

the added quantities produces an equal increase of the

sum : used with together or up : as, to ndd numbers to-

,1,'tlifi- ; to add or add up a column of figures.

2. To unite, join, attach, annex, or subjoin as

an augmentation or accretion ; bring into cor-

porate union or relation: with to before the

subject of addition, and sometimes without an

expressed object when this is implied by the

subject: as, add another stone, or another

stone to the pile ;
he continually added [goods

or possessions] to his store
;

to add to one's

grief.
Ye shall not add [anything] unto the word which I com-

mand you. Deut. iv. 2.

And, to add greater honours to his age
Than man could give him, he died fearing God.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2.

[I] add thy name,
sun, to tell thee how I hate thy beams.

Milton, P. L., iv. 36.

They added ridge to valley, brook to pond,
And sighed for all that bounded their domain.

Emerson, Hamatreya.

3f. To put into the possession of; give or

grant additionally, as to a person.
The Lord shall add to me another son. Gen. xxx. 24.

For length of days, and long life, and peace, shall they
add to thee. Prov. iii. 2.

Added money, in sporting, money added by a jockey
club to sweepstakes. Added sixth, in music. See

sixth. Add in, to include. Add up, to find the sum
of. = Syn, Add, Attach, Affix, Annex, adduce, adjoin.
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native name of a species of African antelope,
a ruminant, hoofed, artiodactyl quadruped, of

the subfamily Antilopinte, family Honda:; the

Antiliipc. addax of Lichtenstein, Oryx addax of

some, Oryx nasomaculatits of others, now Add/i.r

ii/iKiiniiicithitus: the word addax thus becoming
technically a generic name, after having been
a technical specific term, as well as originally
a vernacular appellation. The addax is about 6

feet long, and about 3 feet high at the shoulder ; stout in

the body, like the ass ; and with horns 3 or 4 feet long,

slender, ringed, spirally twisted into two or three turns,

Addax of Eastern Africa (A. nasomaculattts).

and present in both sexes. The ears and tail are long, the ^
latter terminated by a switch of hair; there are tufts of X.-V
hair upon the throat, forehead, and tear-bag; the hoofs adder-gem

, ,

are large and semicircular, adapted for treading upon the

addicent

of about 2 feet, of which the tail constitutes one eighth ;

the head is oval, with a blunt snout; the color varies

from brown or olive to brownish-yellow, variegated with
a row of large confluent rhombic spots along the middle
line of the back, and a rnw of small black or blackish spots
on each side. Though the adder is venomous, its bite is

not certainly known to be fatal.

2. A name loosely applied to various snakes
more or less resembling the viper, Pelias berus :

as (a) By the translators of the authorized version of the

Bible, to several different species of venomous serpents. (6)

By the translators of Haeckel, to the suborder Aglypho-
donta. (c) By the translators of Olivier, to the Linnean ge-

nus Coluber in a large sense, (d) In the United States, to

various spotted serpents, venomous or harmless, as species
of Toxicophis, Ileterodon, etc.

3. The sea-stickleback or adder-fish. See ad-

der-fish.

adder2 (ad'er), . [< add + -er1 .] 1. One who
adds. 2. An instrument for performing addi-

tion.

adder-bead (ad'er-bed), . [< adder1 + bead.]
Same as adder-stone.

adder-bolt (ad'er-bolt), n. [< adder1 + bolt 1
,

from the shape of the body.] The dragon-fly.

[Prov. Eng.]
adder-fish (ad'er-fish), n. l< adder1 + fish

1
.]

The sea-stickleback, Spinachia vulgaris, a fish

of the family Gasterosteida;, distinguished by
an elongated form and the development of

numerous dorsal spines. Also called adder and
sea-adder.

adder-fly (ad' er-fli), H. [< adder1 + fly
2
.] A

name in Great Britain of the dragon-fly. Also

called adder-bolt and flying adder. See dragon-

[< adder1 + gem.'],'er-jem),
Same as adder-stone.

shifting sands of the desert. The general color of the ani-
adder-grass (ad'er-gras), n. [< adder

1 + grass.]
mal is whitish, with a reddish-brown

_head
I and neck, black A name uged ^ the gouth of scotland for Or-

nasomaculatus. "fhe'addax is'related to the oryx, but is chis maculata.

generically as well as specifically distinct. The identity adder-pike (ad'er-pik), n. [< adder1 + pike>-.]
of this animal with that mentioned by Pliny (see etymol- Alocal Englishname of the fish commonly called

wwn to Oesner, was overlooked
the legger weever> Trachinus vipera. Also called

See weever.
pell, Hemprich, and Ehrenberg, who found the animal otter-pike,
known to the natives under a name like that ascribed to adder S-fern (ad'erz-fern), n.

the strepsiceros by Pliny. polypody, Polypodium vulgare.
2. [cap.] A genus of antelopes of the subfam-

ily Oryginw, of which the addax, A. nasomacu-

latus, is the only species.III. = Syll 4AO. -AllaCIl, AflUC, Jlnne*, ituuucc, UUJU1U. , , _ ^ rr, A. J* A JJ 4J-* JJ 4t rl

The first four words agree in denoting the increasing of a addebtedt, a. [Sc. ;
at first addetM, aaaettea,

thing by something additional. Add is the most general for earlier endetted : see indebted.] Indebted.

The common

'erz-flou"er), n. The red cam-

pion, Lychnis diurna.
A name some-adder's-meat (ad'erz-met), n. ** uumu D^^^-

times given (a) to the English wake-robin,
o -.. j= .. -.,. -- - . _. Arum -maculatum (see cut under Arum), and (6)

t

Sine,'
t

thrf
JomSn

a
of

1

a'wCeTThich the pS addecimatet (a-des'i-mat), v. t. [< L. added- fo a cMckweed, Stellaria Solostea.

lose their individuality : as, to add water to a decoc- matus, pp. of addecimare, < ad, to, + decimare, adder's-mouth (ad'erz-mouth), n. A delicate

tion; to odd one sum to another. This idea is not ex- take the tenth: see decimate.] To take or as-
opghid Microstylis ophioglossoides, found in cool

pressed by any of the others. Attach (as also affix and certain the tithe or tenth part of
;
tithe

;
deci- , . _ j_ _'-KT__ii- : tti, ~ ,_

annex) denotes a more external combination ; it im- damp woods in North America, with a raceme

plies the possibility of detaching that which is attached:
'"'

^"
v
^"',\ , ,( ,, + aeev rf ,,

of minute greenish flowers, and a single leaf

as, to aMacA a locomotive to a train. Hence we do not at- addeemt (a-<lem ), v. t. [<.
aa- -t- aeem. ci. aa-

snape(j somewhat like the head of a snake.
tach, but add, one fluid to another. It generally retains its doom.] 1. To award

; adjudge; sentence.
adder-spit (ad'er-spit), n. [< adder1 + Sj

"'

Unto him they did addeeme the prise. ^ name of the common
"

Spenser, F. Q V. iii. 15.
adder

.

s_spear (ad<erz-sper)
2. To deem

; judge ;
esteem

;
account.

tongue.
She scorns to be addeemed so worthless-base.

Daniel, Civil Wars.

original notion of a strong connection, physical, moral, or

other : as, to attach a condition to a gift, a tag to a lace,
or one person to another. Affix may be used either of that
which is essential to the value or completeness of the

whole, or of something that is wholly extrinsic or unre-

lated : as, to affix a signature or seal to an instrument ;

to affix a notice to a post. To annex sometimes brings
the parts into vital relation: as, to annex territory, a codi- addendum (a-den'dum), n.

; pi. addenda
cil to a will, or a penalty to a prohibition.

Care to our coffin adda a nail, no doubt.
Dr. John W.olcot, Expost. Odes, xv.

Their names cling to those of the greater persons to

whom some chance association attached them.
Mrs. Oliphant, Lit. Hist, of 19th Cent., III. 160.

A name of the common brake, Pteris aquilina.
n. Sameasflrfofer's-

adder-Stone (ad'er-ston), n. [< adder1 + stone.]

The name given in different parts of Great

v .-.. . ... Britain to certain rounded perforated stones or

[L., gerund of addere, add: see add.] A thing giasg beads found occasionally, and popularly
to be added; an addition; an appendix to a supposed to have a supernatural efficacy in

work. Addendum-circle (of a gear), in mach., a circle curing the bites of adders. They are believed by
which touches the points of the teeth. Addendum of a
tooth, in mach., that part of the tooth of a gear which lies

between the pitch-circle and the point.

In affixiiighia name, an attesting witness is regarded as adder1
(ad'er), n. [< ME. adder, addere, addre,

edder, eddre, etc., forms interchanging with the

more correct nadder, naddere, naddre, nadre,

neddere, neddre, etc. (through confusion of a

nadder with an adder; cf. apron, auger, orange,

umpire, which have lost their initial n in the

same way), < AS. ncedre, naiddre= OS. nadra =
D. adder = OHG. natara, natra, MHG. natere,

water, G. natter = Icel. nathra, t., nathr, m., =
Goth. nadrs= Ir. nathair= "W. neidr,& snake, a

The Ii. natrix, a water-snake, is a dif-

certifying the capacity of the testator. Am.Cyc., XIV. 24.

Since the French nation has been formed, men have

proposed to annex this or that land on the ground that its

people spoke the French tongue.
E. A. Freeman, Race and Language, p. 111.

II. intrans. 1. To be or serve as an addition;
be added: with to: as, the consciousness of

folly often adds to one's regret. [Really tran-

sitive in this use, with the object implied or

understood. See I., 2.] 2. To perform the

,_.-. .,-,--.. 1 species of

Egyptian lizard, Scincus officinalis ; the skink.
It is called "officinal" on account of the repute in which
it has been held by Eastern physicians for its alleged effi-

cacy in the cure of elephantiasis, leprosy, and certain
other diseases common in the East. See skink and Stincux.

arclueologists to have been anciently used as spindle-

whorls, that is, small fly-wheels intended to keep up the

rotary motion of the spindle. Some stones or beads of this

or a similar kind were by one superstitious tradition said

to have been produced by a number of adders putting
their heads together and hissing till the foam became con-

solidated into beads, supposed to be powerful charms

against disease. Also called ovum anguinum, serpent-

stone, adder-bead, adder-gem, and in Wales glain-neidr and
druidical bead. The last name is given upon the supposi-
tion that these objects were used as charms or amulets by
the Druids.

And the potent adder-stone,
Gender'd 'fore the autumnal moon,
When in undulating twine
The foaming snakes prolific join.

W. Mason, Caractacus.

adder's-tongue (ad'.rz-tung), . The fern

son, q. v.]

cacy in the cure of elephantiasis, leprosy, and certain common venomous serpent of Europe (and the
_jTen |J> ne 1,1.,'nt Fnithronium Americanum.

other diseases common in the East. Seexkink '.\in\Scirtaut, nrilv n^ianTinns "Rriti^Vi rpntilp^ bploncrinff to .. - i j.\ mV AJ.I

WJ^;^ ^te-&brw ^yf=ao^^t.^MC S2S^tt(^^^^a^S^A measure used in India, equal to 8 pints.
McKlrath, Com. Diet.

addability (ad-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< addable : see

-biliti/.] The quality of being addable. Also
written addibility.
addable (ad' a-bl), a. [< add + -able.] Capable
of being added. Also written addible.

addax (ad'aks), n. [L., in ace. addacem, occur-

ring in Pliny, who treats of the animal under
the name of strepsiceros, i. e., the twisted-horn ;

a north African name, still used, it is said, in

the forms addas, and alias, akesh.] 1. The

>,, *--. snake-plantain, Goodyerap'ubescens, alow orchid
glypha, of the order Ophi Ita. it grows to a length of No h America) ^h conspicuously white-

veined leaves.

adder's-wort (ad'erz-wert), n. Snakeweed, Po-

lygonum Bistorta: so named from its writhed

roots. Also called bistort, for the same reason,

addibility (ad-i-bil'i-ti), n. See addability.

addible (ad'i-bl), a." See addable.

addicet (ad'is), . An obsolete form of <L~.

-,~r addicent (ad'i-sent), n. [<L. addice>i(t-)s, ppr.

of addicere : see addict, v.] One who authon-

Adder. or viper (pt,,s .. tatively transfers a thing to another. N. E. D.



addict

addict (a-dikf), (' ' [< L. addietus, pp. of

iiiltliccre, devote, deliver over, prop, give one's

assent to, < ml, to, + tlicerc, say, declare.] 1.

To devote or give up, as to a habit or occupa-
tion

; apply habitually or sedulously, as to a

practice or habit: used reflexively: as, to ad-

dict one's self to the exercise of charity ; he is

itddii'trd (addicts himself) to meditation, plea-

sure, or intemperance. [Now most frequently
used in a bad sense.]

They have addicted themselves to the ministry of the

saints. 1 Cor. xvi. IS.

I advise thee ... to addict thyself to the Study of Let-

ters. Cotton, tr. of Montaigne (2d ed.), I. 38ft.

2f. To give over or surrender; devote, attach,
or assign ; yield up, as to the service, use,"or
control of : used both of persons and of things.
Yours entirely adfticted, madam.

B. JOIUOH, Cynthia's Kevels, iv. 3.

The land about is exceedingly addicted to wood.

Evelyn, Diary, April 18, 1680.

Specifically 3. In Rom. law, to deliver over

formally by the sentence of a judge, as a debt-
or to the service of his creditor. =

Syn. 1. Addict,
Devote, Apply, accustom. These words, where they ap-

proach in meaning, are most used reflexively. Addict and
devote are often used in the passive. Addict has quite lost

the idea of dedication ; it is the yielding to impulse, and
generally a had one. Devote retains much of the idea of

service or loyalty by vow ; hence it is rarely used of that
which is evil. Addicted to every form of folly ; devoted to

hunting, astronomy, philosophy. Apply is neutral moral-

ly, and implies industry or assiduity : as, he applied him-
self to his task, to learning.

The Courtiers were all much addicted to Play.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 7.

We should reflect that the earliest intellectual exercise
to which a young nation devote* itself is the study of its

laws. Maine, Village Communities, p. 380.

That we may a^tplit our hearts unto wisdom. Ps. xc. 12.

addictt (a-dikf), . [< L. addictux, pp. : see the

verb.] Addicted.
If he be addict to vice,

Quickly him they will entice.

Shut., Pass. PH., xxl.

addictedness (a-dik'ted-nes), n. The quality or
state of being addicted.

My former addicteditexs to make chymical experiments.
Boyh.

addiction (a-dik'shon), n. [< L. addwtio(n-), de-

livering up, awarding, < addicere : see addict, v.]
1. The state of being given up to some habit,

practice, or pursuit ;
addictedness ; devotion.

His addiction was to courses vain. Shak., Hen. V., i. 1.

From our German forefather* we inherit our phlegm,
our steadiness, our domestic habitudes, and our unhappy
addiction to spirituous liquors.

W. K. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 13.

Southey, in a letter to William Taylor, protests, with
much emphasis, against his addiction to words "which
are so foreign as not to be even in Johnson's farrago of a

dictionary.. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 136.

2. In Rom, law, a formal giving over or deliv-

ery by sentence of court
; hence, a surrender or

dedication of any one to a master. N. E. D.
ad diem (ad di'em). [L. : ad, at, to; diem, ace.
of dies, day: see dies, dial,"] In laic, at the day.
adding-machine (ad'ing-ma-shen'

1

'), n. [< add-

ing, verbal n. of add, + machine.] An instru-
ment or a machine intended to facilitate or

perform the addition of numbers. See calcu-
la tiiig-mach ine, aritli mometer.

addist, . An obsolete form of adz.

Addisonian (ad-i-so'ui-an), a. [The surname
Addison, ME. Adeson, is equiv. to Adamson, i. e.,
Adam's son. Cf. Atchison.] Pertaining to or

resembling the English author Joseph Addison
or his writings : as, an Addisonian style.

It was no part of his plan to enter into competition
with the Addisonian writers. The Century, XXVII. 927.

Addison's cheloid (ad'i-sonz ke'loid). See
kclis.

Addison's disease (ad'i-sonz di-zez'). See
disease.

additament (ad'i-ta-ment), n. [< L. addita-

mentum, an increase, < additus, pp. of addcre,
add: see add,] An addition; something added.

In a palace . . . there are certain additaments that
contribute to its ornament and use.

Sir M. Hale, Origin of Mankind.
In Hawthorne, whose faculty was developed among

scholars, and with the finest additaintnts of scholarship,
we have our first true artist in literary expression.

Tli,' Century, XXVI. 293.

additamentary (ad'i-ta-men'ta-ri), a. Pertain-

ing to or of the nature of an additament; addi-
tional.

The numerous . . . additamentary bones which are met
with in old cases of osteo-arthritis.

T. Holmes, Syst. of Surg., IV. 27.

addition (a-dish'on), re. [< ME. addition, -oun,
< F. addition, < L. 'additio(n-), < addere, increase:
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see add.] 1. The act or process of adding or

uniting, especially so that the parts remain
independent of one another : opposed to sub-
traction or diminution : as, a sum is increased

by addition ; to increase a heap by the addition
of more. Speeilu-ully. in nrith., the uniting of two or
more numbers in OIK- sum ; also, that branch of arithmetic
which treats of such c< nut linat inns. ,s'i

'

n>j>!'' addition is the
adding of numbers, irrespective of the tilings denoted by
them, or the adding of sums of the same denomination, as

pounds to pounds, ounces to ounces, etc. Compound ad-
dition is the adding of sums of different denominations, as

pounds, shillings, and pence to pounds, shillings, and
pence, like being added to like. The addition of all kinds
of multiple quantity is performed according to the prin-
ciple of compound addition ; thus, the addition of two
imaginary quantities is effected by adding the real parts
together to get the new real part, and the imaginary parts
to get the new imaginary part. Logical addition is a mode
of combination of terms, propositions, or arguments, re-

sulting in a compound (the sum), tme if any of the ele-

ments are true, and false only if all are false.

2. The result of adding ; anything added, whe-
ther material or immaterial.

Her youth, her beauty, innocence, discretion,
Without addition! of estate or birth,
Are dower for a prince indeed.

Ford, Ixjver's Melancholy, v. 1.

Specifically (a) In laic, a title or designation annexed to
a man's name to show his rank, occupation, or place of resi-

dence : as, John Doe, Emi. ; Richard Roe, Gent. ; Robert
Dale, Mamn; Thomas Way, of Boston. Hence (6) An
epithet or any added designation or description : a use

frequent in Shakspere, but now obsolete.

They clepe us drunkards, and with swinish phrase
Soil our addition. Shale., Hamlet, 1. 4.

This man, lady, hath robbed many beasts of their partic-
ular addition* ; he is as valiant as the lion, churlish as the

bear, slow as the elephant. Shak., T. and C., L 2.

(ct) In tnn.fi'-, a dot at the side of a note indicating that
its sound is to be lengthened one half, (d) In her., same
as augmentation, (e) In dixtilliny, anything added to the
wash or liquor when in a state of fermentation. Exer-
cise and addition. See exercise. Geometrical addi-
tion, or addition Of vectors, the finding of a vector

quantity, S, such that if the vectors to be added are placed
in a linear series, each after the first beginning where the
one before it ends, then, in whatever order they are taken,
if S be made to begin where the first of the added vectors

begins, it ends where the last ends. = Syn. 1. Adding, an-

nexation. 2. Superaddition, appendage, adjunct, in-

crease, increment, extension, enlargement, augmentation.
addition (a-dish'pn)j

v. t. If. To furnish with
an addition, or a designation additional to one's

name.
Some are additionfd with the title of laureate.

Fuller, Worthies, Cambridgeshire.

2. To combine
;
add together. [Rare.]

The breaking up of a whole into parts really precedes
in facility the additionintj of parts into a whole, for the
reason that the power of destruction in a child obviously
precedes the power of construction.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXVII. 617.

additional (a-dish'on-al), a. and n. [=F. ad-

ditionnel, < L. as if 'additional!*, (. aMitio(n-) :

see addition.] I. n. Added
; supplementary.

Every month, every day indeed, produces its own novel-

ties, with the additional zest that they are novelties.
De Quinceu, Style, iv.

Additional accompaniments, in uiwrfe. See accom-

ixiiii inent.

II. n. Something added; an addition. [Rare.]
Many thanks for the additional* you are pleased to

communicate to me, in continuance of Sir Philip Sidney's
Arcadia. Howell, Letters, iv. 20.

additionally (a-dish'on-al-i), adv. By way of
addition.

additionaryt (a-dish'on-a-ri), a. Additional.

What is necessary, and what is aiiditionary.
Herbert, Country Parson, xxxi.

addititious (ad-i-tish'us), a. [< LL. additicius,

additional, < L. addere, pp. additus, add : see

add.] Additive; additional; characterized by
having been added. [Rare.]
additive (ad'i-tiv), a. [< LL. additicus, added,
< L. addere, pp. additus, add : see add.] To be
added; of the nature of an addition; helping
to increase: as, an additive correction (a cor-

rection to be added).
The general sum of such work is great ; for all of it, as

genuine, tends towards one goal ; all of it is additive, none
of it subtractive. Carlyle, Hero Worship, iv.

additively (ad'i-tiv-li), adv. By way of addi-

tion
;
in an additive manner.

additor (ad'i-tor), n. [< L. as if 'additor, < ad-

der*', pp. additus, add: see add.] A piece of link-

work foradding angles, forming part of Kempe's
apparatus for describing algebraic curves.

addltory (ad'i-to-ri), a. [< L. as if *additoriux:

see additor.] Adding or capable of adding;
making some addition. Arbuthnot. [Rare.]
addle1

(ad'l), n. and a. [< ME. adel (as in adel

eij, addle egg), orig. a noun, < AS. adela, mud,
=MLG. adele, mud, = East Fries, adel, dung
C>adeliff, foul, comp. adelpol, addle-pool; ef.

Lowland Sc. addle dub, a filthy pool), = OSw.
adel, in comp. Jco-adel, cow-urine. No connec-

address

tion with AS. adl, disease.] I. n. 1. Liquid
filth

; putrid urine or mire
;
the drainage from

a dunghill. [Prov. Eng.] 2f. The dry lees of

wine, Bailey; Asli. 3. Same as attle1 .

II. a. [Addle egg, ME. adrl <>/. <>i|iiiv. to ML.
oriim iirina; lit. egg of urine, a perversion of L.
until/ annum (Pliny), repr. Gr. wov ovpwav, a

wind-egg (oiipoc, a wind). A popular etym. con-
nected addle, as an adj., with idle: "An adle

egge, q. idle egge, because it is good for noth-

ing" (Minsheu).] 1. Having lost the power
of development and become rotten; putrid:
applied to eggs. Hence 2. Empty; idle;

vain; barren; producing nothing; muddled,
confused, as the head or brqin.

To William all give audience,
And pray ye for his noddle,

For all the Fane's evidence
Were lost, if that were addle.

Bp. Corbet, Farewell to the Faeryes.

His brains grow addle.

Dryden, Prol. to Don Sebastian, 1. 24.

addle 1
(ad'l), r.

; pret. and pp. addled, ppr. ad-

tl/iiii/. [(addle1
, a.] I. trans. 1. To make cor-

rupt or putrid, as eggs.
'Iliemselves were chilled, their eggs were addled.

Cowpc,r, Pairing Time Anticipated.

Hence 2. To spoil ;
make worthless or inef-

fective; muddle; confuse: as, to addle the

brain, or a piece of work.
. His cold procrastination addled the victory of Lepanto,
as it had formerly addled that of St. Quentin.

fiiM/aam, Sch. Shak., I. 97. (A
T

. E. D.)

3. To manure with liquid. [Scotch.]
II. iittrans. To become addled, as an egg;

hence, to come to nought ;
be spoiled.

addle2 (ad'l), v.
; pret. and pp. addled, ppr. ad-

dling. [E. dial., also eddle, CME. addlen, adlen.

earn, gain, Icel. o'dhla, in refl. odhlask, spelled
also wdhlask, win, gain, < odhal, patrimony,= AS.

ethel, home, dwelling, property.] I. trans. To
earn : accumulate gradually, as money. [North.
Eng.]
Parson's lass . . .

Mun be a guvness, lad, or summut, and addle her bread.

Tennyson, Northern Farmer, N. S.

Il.t intrans. To produce or yield fruit
; ripen.

Where ivy embraceth the tree very sore,
Kill ivy, else tree will addle no more.

Turner, Five Hundred Points (1573), p. 47.

addle2 (ad'l), . [< addle?, i\] Laborers' wages.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
addle-brain (ad'1-bran), n. [< addle1

, a., +
brain,] A stupid bungler ;

an addle-pate.
addle-headed (ad'1-hed'ed), a. [< addle*, a., +
head + -ed2 .] Stupid ;

muddled. An equiva-
lent form is addle-pated.
addlement (ad'1-ment), M. [< addle1

, v., +
-mcnt.] The process of addling or of becom-
ing addled. N. E. D.

addle-pate (ad'l-pat), . [<drftel, a., + pate.]
A stupid person.

It is quite too overpowering for such addle-pates as this

gentleman and myself. Mn. Craik, Ogilvies, p. 138.

addle-pated (ad'l-pa*td), a. [As addle-pate
+ -crft.] Same as addle-Jieaded.

addle-plot (ad'1-plot), n. [< addle 1
, v., + obj.

plot'
2
.] A person who spoils any amusement ;

a marsport or marplot.
addle-pool (ad'l-pol), w. [< addle1 + pool1

}
=

East Fries, adelpol.] A pool of filthy water.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
addling 1

(ad'ling), . [Verbal n. of addle1
, v.]

1. Decomposition of an egg. 2. Muddling of

the wits.

addling2 (ad'ling), . [Verbal n. of addle2 , t,'.]

1. The act of earning by labor. 2. pi. That
which is earned; earnings. Also written ad-

HIII/K. [North. Eng.]
addoomt (a-dom'), v. t. [< ad- + doom. Cf. ad-

deem.] To adjudge.
Unto me addootn that is my dew.

Spenter, F. Q., VII. vii. 56.

addorsed, p. a. See adorsed.

address (a-dres'), v.
; pret. and pp. addressed

(also addfest), ppr. addressing. [< ME. adressen,
< OF. adresser, adressier, adresier, earlier ad-

rescer, adrecer, adrecier, etc., F. adresser = Pr.

adreysar=Sp. aderezar= Pg. aderec,ar = lt. nd-

dirizzare,<.ML. "addrictiare (addretiare, addres-

sare, etc.) for "addirectiare, < ad. to, + *dric-

tiare, "directiare, make straight, > OF. drescer,

dresser, > E. dress : see a-11
, ad-, and dress, v.] I.

trans. If. Primarily, to make direct or straight;

straighten, or straighten up; hence, to bring
into line or order, as troops (see dress) ;

make
right in general ; arrange, redress, as wrongs,
etc. X. E. 1}. 2+. To direct in a course or to



address

an end ; impart a direction to, as toward an ob-
ject or a destination

; aim, as a missile
; apply

directly, as action. [Still used, in the game of

golf, in the phrase "to address a ball," and
sometimes in poetry.]
Imbrasides add rest his javeline at him. Chapman, Hind.

Good youth, address thy gait unto her. Shak., T. N., i. 4.

Then those eight mighty daughters of the plough
Bent their broad faces toward us and address'd
Their motion. Temtiisnn, The I'rincess, iv.

3. To direct the energy or force of; subject to
the effort of doing; apply to the accomplish-
ment of : used reflexively, with to : as, he ad-
dressed himself to the work in hand.

This was a practical question, and they [the framers of
the American Constitution] addressed thenneliies to it as
men of knowledge and judgment should.

Lirell, Democracy.
4. To direct to the ear or attention, as speech
or writing; utter directly or by direct trans-

mission, as to a person or persons: as, to ad-
dress a warning to a friend, or a petition to
the legislature.
The young hero had addrrwd his prayers to him for

his assistance. Dryden.
The supplications which Francis [BaconJ addressed to

his uncle and aunt were earnest, humble, and almost ser-
vile. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

5. To direct speech or writing to ; aim at the

hearing or attention of
; speak or write to : as,

to address an assembly ;
he addressed his con-

stituents by letter.

Though he [CassarJ seldom addressee the Senate, he is

considered as the finest speaker there, after the Consul.
Macaulay, Fragments of a Roman Tale.

Straightway he spake, and thus address'd the Gods.
M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

6. To apply in speech; subject to hearing or
notice: used reflexively, with to; as, he ad-
dressed himself to the chairman.
Our legislators, our candidates, on great occasions even

our advocates, address themselves less to the audience
than to the reporters. Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

7. To direct for transmission
; put a direction

or siiperscription on : as, to address a letter or
parcel to a person at his residence

;
to address

newspapers or circulars.

Books . . . not intended for . . . the persons to whom
they are addressed, but ... for sale, are liable to customs
duties upon entering . . . Colombia. U. S. Postal Guide.

8. To direct attentions to in courtship; pay
court to as a lover.

To prevent the confusion that might arise from our
both addressing the same lady, I shall expect the honour
of your company to settle our pretensions in King's Mead
Fields. Sheridan.
She is too fine and too conscious of herself to repulse

any man who may address her.

Lowell, Among ray Books, 2d ser., p. 316.

9. To prepare ; make ready : often with to or
for.
The five foolish virgins addressed themselves at the

noise of the bridegroom's coining. Jer. Taylor.
Turnus addressed his men to single fight.

Dryden, ^Eneid.
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ing in intercourse; accost: as, Sir is a title of
address; he is a man of good addrctts. Hence

3. The attention paid by a lover to his mis-

tress; courtship; pi. (more commonly), the acts
of courtship ; the attentions of a lover : as, to

pay one's addresses to a lady.
As some coy nymph her lover's w;inn nihl,-> **

Not quite indulges, nor call quite repress.
I'OJH', Windsor Forest, 1. 19.

Tell me whose address thou favour's! most.

Addison, Cato, i. 4.

A gentleman . . . made his addresses to me. Addixim.

4. An utterance of thought addressed by
speech to an audience, or transmitted in writ-
ing to a pei-sou or body of persons ; usually, an
expression of views or sentiments on some
matter of direct concern or interest to the per-
son or persons addressed; a speech or dis-
course suited to an occasion or to circum-
stances : as, to deliver an address on the events
of the day; an address of congratulation; the
address of Parliament in reply to the queen's
speech.

It was, therefore, during a period of considerable polit-
ical perturbation that Mr. Bright put forth an address
dated January 31st, 1837.

J. Barnett Smith, John Bright, p. 23.

5. A formal request addressed to the executive
by one or both branches of a legislative body,
requesting it to do a particular thing.
The Constitutions of England, of Massachusetts, of

Pennsylvania, authorized the removal of an obnoxious
judge on a mere address of the legislature.

tl. Adams, John Randolph, p. 132.

The power of address, whenever it has been used in this

commonwealth, has been used to remove judges who had
not violated any law. w. Phillips, Speeches, p. 161.

6. A direction for guidance, as to a person's
abode

; hence, the place at which a person re-

sides, or the name and place of destination,
with any other details, necessary for the di-
rection of a letter or package : as, what is your
present address f the address or superscription
on a letter.

Mrs. Dangle, shall I beg you to offer them some refresh-
ments, and take their address in the next room ?

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 2.

,

To-morrow for the march are we addrejis'd.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 3.

Hence 10f. Toclothe orarray; dress; adorn;
trim.

Other writers and recorders of fables could have told
you that Tecla sometime addressed herself in man's ap-

Bp. Jewell, Def. of Apologie, p. 375.

11. In com., to consign or intrust to the care of
another, as agent or factor: as, the ship was
addressed to a merchant in Baltimore.
H.t intrans. 1. To direct speech ; speak.

My lord of Burgundy,We first address towards you. Shak., Lear, i. 1.

2. To make an address or appeal.
The Earl of Shaftesbury, having addressed in vain for his

majesty s favour, resorted by habeas corpus to the King'sM anvil, Growth of Popery.
3. To make preparations ; get ready.

Let us address to tend on Hector's heels.

Shak., T. and C., iv. 4.

They ended parle, and both addressed for fight.

Milton, P. L., vi. 29(i.

address (a-dros'), . [= F. adresse, n.
;
from the

verb.] 1. Power of properly directing or
guiding one's own action or conduct; skilful

management; dexterity; adroitness: as, he
managed the affair with address.
Here Rhadanmnthus, in his travels, had collected those

inventions and institutions of a ci\ Mixed people which he
had the address to apply to the confirmation of his own
authority. ./. Adams, Works, IV. 505.
There needs no small degree of address to gain the repu

tation of benevolence without incurring the expense.
K/H-fii/itn, School for Scandal, v. 1.

2. Direction or guidance of speech; the act or
manner of speaking to persons ; personal bear-

7. In equity pleading, the technical description
in a bill of the court whose remedial power is

sought. 8. In com., the act of despatching or

consigning, as a ship, to an agent at the port of
destination. 9f. Formerly used in the sense
of preparation, or the state of preparing or
being prepared, and in various applications
arising therefrom, as an appliance, array or
dress, etc. N. E. -D.=Syn. 1. Tact, cleverness.-2.
See port. 4. Oration, Harangue, etc. (see speech), lecture
discourse, sermon. 6. Residence, superscription.
addressee (a-dres-e'), . [< address, v., + -ee*.]
One who is addressed; specifically, one to
whom anything is addressed.
The postmaster shall also, at the time of its arrival

notify the addressee thereof that such letter or package
has been received.

Reg. of the U. S. P. 0. Dep., 1874 iii. 52

The strong presumption this offers in favour of this
youthful nobleman [Lord Southampton] as the addressee
of the sonnets is most strangely disregarded by Shaksperian
specialists of the present day. JIT. and Q., eth ser., X. 22.

addresser (a-dres'er), n. One who addresses
or petitions. Specifically (with or without a capital
letter), in the reign of Charles II. of England, a member
of the country party, so called from their address to the
king praying for an immediate assembly of the Parlia-
ment, the summons of which was delayed on account of its

being adverse to the court ; an opponent of the court party
or Abhorrers. They also received the name of FttUtantn
and afterward that of Whig*. See abhorrer
addressful (a-dres'fui), . Skilful; dexterous.
Mallet.

addressing-machine (a-dres'ing-ma-shen"), .

An apparatus for placing addresses on news-
paper-wrappers, etc.

addressiont (a-dresh'on), n. [< address. Cf.

compression, etc.] Th'e act of addressing or
directing one's course; route; direction of a
journey.

To Pylos first be thy addression then.

Chapman, Odyssey, i. 438.

addressmentt (a-dres'ment), n. [< F. adresse-
ment (Cotgrave)": see address and -meat.] The
act of addressing; the act of directing one's
attention, speech, or effort toward a particu-
lar point, person, or object.
addubitationt (a-du-bi-ta'shon), n. [< L. atl/lit-

Utatus, pp. of addubitare, incline to doubt, < ad,
to, + dubitare, doubt : see doubt.] A doubting ;

insinuated doubt.
That this was not a vniuersall practice, it may nppeare

by St. Austins ,ifl,liihil,,lii,n.

J. Denison, Heavenly Banquet (I(il9). p. :i5:i.

adductor

adduce (a-dus') (
v. t.; pret. and pp. adduced,

ppr. adducing. [< L. addueerc, lead or bring
to,_<ad, to, 4- duiTi-r, lead: see duct, duke] To
bring forward, present, oroffer; advance; cite;
name or instance as authority or evidence for
what one advances.

Reasons ^ond
I shall ndiliire iii due time to my peers.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 313.

The speculations of those early Christian theologians
wild adduced the crying of the new-born babe in proof of
its innate wickedness. J. Fish, Cos. Phil., I. 105.

= Syn. Adduce, Allege, Assign, Advance, Offer Cite Offer
and assign are the least forcible of these words. To offer
is simply to present for acceptance. We may offer a plea,
an apology, or an excuse, but it may not be accepted. We
may assign a reason, but it may not be the real or only
reason which might be given by us. We may adraiiee an
opinion or a theory, and may cite authorities in support of
it. Allege is the most positive of all these words. To al-

lege is to make an unsupported statement regarding some-
thing ; to adduce, on the other hand, is to bring forward
proofs or evidence in support of some statement or propo-
sition already made : as, he alleged that he had been robbed
by A. B., but adduced no proof in support of his allegation.

I too prize facts, and am adducing nothing else.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 177.

Toa/fe^the real or supposed primeval kindred between
Magyars and Ottomans as a ground for political action
... is an extreme case.

E. A. Freeman, Race and Language.
To some such causes as you have assigned, may be

ascribed the delay which the petition has encountered.
Washington, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 372.

The views I shall advance in these lectures.

Beale, Bioplasm, 2.

If your arguments be rational, offer them in as moving
a manner as the nature of the subject will admit. Sw(ft.

adduceable (a-du'sa-bl), . [< adduce + -able.']
See adducible.

adducent (a-du'sent), a. [< L. adducen(t-)s,
ppr. of adducere: see adduce.] Bringing to-

gether; drawing one thing to or toward an-
other

; performing the act of adduction
; having

the function of an adductor: opposed to abdu-
cent : chiefly or exclusively an anatomical term,
applied to certain muscles or to their action.
See adductor, a.

adducer (a-du'ser), n. One who adduces.
adducible (a-du'si-bl), a. [< adduce + -ible.~\

Capable of being adduced. Sometimes (but
very rarely) spelled adduceable.

Here I end my specimens, among the many which might
be given, of the arguments adducible for Christianity.

J. //. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 478.

adduct (a-dukf), v. t. [< L. adductus, pp. of
adducere: see adduce.] If. To draw on; in-
duce

;
allure.

Either impelled by lewd disposition or adducted by hope
of rewarde. Time's Storehouse, p. 680.

2. In pliysiol., to bring to or toward a median
line or main axis. See adduction, 2.-

The pectineus and three adductors adduct the thigh
powerfully. H. Gray, Anat., p. 412.

adduction (a-duk'shon), . [< ML. adductio(n-),
< L. adducere, pp. adductus: see adduce.] 1.
The act of adducing or bringing forward some-
thing as evidence in support of a contention or
an argument. [Bare.]
An adduction of facts gathered from various quarters.

/. Taylor.

2. () In pJiysiol., the action of the adductor or
adducent muscles. (6) In surg., the adducent
action of a surgeon upon a limb or other mem-
ber of the body ;

the position of a part which
is the result of such action : the opposite of ab-
duction. In either use, adduction consists in bringing a
limb to or toward the long axis of the body, so that it
shall be parallel therewith or with its fellow

; or in bring-
ing together two or several similar parts, as the spread fin-

gers of the human hand, the opened shells of a bivalve
mollusk, etc.

adductive (a-duk'tiv), . [< L. as if "adduc-
tivus, < adducere, jjp. adductus : see adduce.]
Adducing or bringing forward.
adductor (a-duk'tor), . and a. [L., a pro-
curer, lit. one who draws to, < adducere, pp.
adductus : see adduce.] I. .

; pi. adductors
(-torz) or adductores (ad-uk-to'rez). In anat.
and zool., that which adducts

; specifically, the
name of several muscles which draw certain

parts to or toward one common center or median
line : the opposite of abductor. The word is also ap-
plied to various muscles not specifically so named ; thus,
the internal rectus of the eye is an adductor of the eyeball.
The muscles which close the shells of bivalves are generi-
cally termed adductors. See cuts under Lniufllihranrhiata.
Waldhtimia, and Productidct. Adductor arcuuni, the
adductor of the arches, a muscle of the side of the neck
of some Batraehia, MS Mnmimnia.- Adductor branclii-
arum, the adductor of the gills, a muscle of some ISatra-
cAio, as Uenebranchut. Adductor brevis (the short ad-
ductor), adductor longus (the long adductor), adductor



adductor 70 adenomyoma

magnus (the great adductor), three adductor muscles of mnata, and making the third section consist of the order adeni-. Same as adeno-.
thehuman thigh, arising from the pelvis and inserted in fodosomata these ordinal names being all Leach's, ex- oHonia (a-de'ni-a), n. fNL.,< Gr. ai
the linea asnera of the femur.- Adductor digit! tertii. editing Westwood's Adelarthnaomata.

'

, which his hepn armlied t
aim, a gland.]

to strurnous

the chameleon. Adductor mandibulae, mCru*tn '-,,1. :[

muscle which adducts the mandible, and so brings to-

gether the opposite sides of the upper jaw. Adductor
pollicis. the adductor of the thumb. Adductor polli-
cis pedls, or adductor hallucis, the adductor of the

great toe. (Other muscles of the digits having the same
function are sometimes called adductors.]

II. a. Of or pertaining to an adductor
; having

the function of adducting ;
adducent : as, the

adductor muscles of the thigh: opposed to ab-

ductor. Adductor impressions, in conch., the scars

on the interior surfaces of the opposite valves of bivalve

shells left by the adductor muscles; the ciboria. (See

ciborium.) There are generally two, an anterior and a pos-

terior, as in the clam, but often only one, as in the oyster
andscallop(Pci;(e(0. Adductor muscles, (a) In atiat.,

the adductors. See I. (6) In malacology, the muscles
which draw together or close the valves in bivalve niol-

lusks. See cut under Waldheimia.

addulcet (a-duls'), < [< late ME. adoulce, <

OF. adoulcir, earlier adulcir, adolcir, F. adoueir,
< ML. *addulcire,<. L. ad, to,+ dulcis, sweet: see

dulce.~\ To sweeten.
Some mirth t' addulce man's miseries.

-ade1
. [(1) < F. -ade, < Pr. Sp. or P

It. -ate, < L. -ata, f.
; (2) < Pr. -at, !

-ado, or It. -ato, < L. -atus, m., pp
verbs in -are : see -ate1 . The native F. form is

ee, OF. -ee, whence in older E. -y : cf. army (F.)

tus), a. Being i

body indistinctly segmented ; specifically, ot or

pertaining to the Adclarthrostnnata.

(Ji8ea8e._2. [cup.] In zool., a genus of dipter-
oug ingeets Desvuidti, 1863.

la Hn'i fftrtn ornrl'p tii f(a-den i

Htrrielc.

-add or

p or Pg
sufL of

A proposed name for such plants as come into

cultivation before they are sufficiently well

known to be referred to their true genera.
adelfisch (ii'del-fish), n. [G., < adel, nobility,
+ yisc/t = E. fish.] A name of a European
species of whitefish, Coregonus lavaretus: sy-

nonymous with lavaret (which see).

adelingt, Obsolete form of atheling.

Adelobranchia (ad'e-16-brang'ki-S), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. atiiitof. not manifest, +
'

ppayxia,

gills.] 1. A family name for gastropods in

which the respiratory cavity has a slit-like out-

let and is without a siphon. The term includes

the pulmonates as well as the marine forms.

Dumeril, 1807. 2. An ordinal name for the

true pulmonates. Risso, 1826.

adelocodonic (ad'e-16-ko-don'ik), a. [< Gr. a<V
Aof, not manifest, + Ku6wv, a bell, the head of a

flower. ] In godl.
, noting the condition of a gon-

ophore when no developed umbrella is present.

owadc, etc., or of (a few) English nouns formed
on the same model, as blockade, orangeade. 2.

A suffix of nouns of Spanish or Italian origin

(originally masculine form of preceding), as

brocade, renegade, etc. It also appears in the

Spanish form -ado, as in rcncgado, desperado.
-ade2 . [<F.-ade, <L.

i' vnna / ftd /g 15 m6r'fus) a K Gr^

adenitis (ad-e-ui'tis), . [NL.,< Gr. aM/v (aScv-),

a gland, + -ilia.] Inflammation of a gland, es-

pecially of a lymphatic gland.
adenko (a-deng'ko), M. [Native name.] A cala-

bash or gourd used on the Gold Coast of Africa

for holding liquids, and generally decorated by
carvings in low relief or incited lines.

adeno-. [Combining form (aden- before a vowel,
adeni- regarded as Latin) of Gr. adi/v (aievo-),

a gland.] An element in compound words of

Greek origin, meaning gland.
adenocarcinoma (ad"e-u6-kar-si-n6'ma), .; pi.

adenocarcinomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. ao//v

(adev-), a gland, + napKivuua : see carcinoma.]
A tumor which deviates from the true gland-
structure characterizing the adenomata, but

which does not differ from it as much as a typi-
cal carcinoma. See adenoma.
adenocele (ad'e-no-sel), n. [< Gr. a&rfv (aiev-),

a gland, + nf/fa/, a tumor.] Same as adenoma.
J *-* * '

(ad'e-no-ki-rap-sol'o-ji),

* e oie stonof the stomach.

? ^ "^ "'

now usually -ad, as in decade (sometimes.decad)
(usually nomad, like -monad, triad, etc.).

Egyptian weight

Adelopneumona (ad'e-lop-nu'mo-nS,), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. deV.of, not manifest, + Trvevfiuv, lung :

see pneumonia.] A name sometimes given to the

inoperculate terrestrial gastropods, in allusion

to the inclosure of the pulmonary cavity by the

union of the mantle with the nape, except at a

touch), -t- -Xo)ia, < Myeiv, speak : see -ology.]

The doctrine of the reputed power of kings
to cure diseases, as scrofula or king's evil, by
touching the patient : a word used as the title

of a book on that subject published in 1684.

adenochondroma (ad"e-n6-kon-dr6'ma), n.;

pi.
adenochondromata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr.

), a gland, + jowfyiof, car
"

A tumor consisting of
;

r

thing bequeathed, or its equivalent, to tne lega-
tee during the lifetime of the bequeather.

'issara;,sssaass
executor.

used to denote the coa-

lescence of stamens by their filaments into glandular._2 . Of or pertaining to glands, es-*
eeiaUy to tho8e of the lymphatic system.-Ade-

'-

their filaments into used Retiform, adenoid, or lymphoid connective tissue U

Wot down P nd,

fest,<d-priv.', not, + AjJtoc, clear, manifest.] A
genus of moths, of the family rnowo/Henrtdo-.

S. degeerdla is a woodland species, notable for spinning

fruit or plants:
s^e d^a^do.]

A Spanish
red wine made of the earliest ripe grapes.

early; pp. of add Hto advance, grow antici-

pate, < adelante adv. forward onward < ad-, a

e

ademption (a-demp'shon), . . L. odeTOj;-

to(-l, < odiwere, pp. ademptus, take away: see

adeem.] In tatf, the revocation of a grant, do-

d^r 2 ^e^^Salingwith the

thing bequeathed so as to manifest an intent

^n^S'the O^ZlTor^s, Ar .

Hind ^dfln etc _ gee ^^.^ Sam
'

e

mencement of .ymphatic c

iAEjJSJiiaai (ad*e-n6-loj'i-kal), a. [< *ad-
ic ( < fldeno/oow) + -/.] Pertaining to ade-

!/"- ^

g '

i (d*e Um'fo-sel) f<

"" -nt
faces. ilauringer, Virgin-Martyr, 11. 1.

The marquess had a secret conference with Don Pedro

Enriquez, -4dr/a;Kado of Andalusia. Irving, Granada, p. 29.

Adelarthrosomata (ad-e-lar-thro-so'ma-ta), n.

pi. [NL., < Gr. d<ty;ioc, not manifest (< a- p'riv.,

not, + 6ff/j}f, manifest), + apdpov, joint, + CUJJUL,

pi. au/uara, body.] In Westwood's system of

classification, an order of arachnids which re-

spire by tracheae, it consists of the false scorpions
and harvestmen, or the families Svlpugidce, Cheliffridce,

It shall clasp a sainted maiden whom the angels name
Lenore. Poe, The Raven,

mala. With the view of adapting Leach's system
of Latreille, Westwood adopted Latreille's three sections
of Arachnida, namely, Pulmoiutria, Trachearia, and Apo-
robranchia, dividing the first of these sections into the
orders Diinerosomata and Polymerotioutata, the second
section into the orders Adelarthrwtwtiata and Monumero-

ttucii-. Same as adeno-.

adenalgia (ad-e-nal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aSijv

(aSev-), a gland, + -dkyia, < aAyof, pain.] In

pathol., pain in a gland; adenodynia.

adenalgy (ad-e-nal'ji), n. Same as adenalgia.

Adenanthera (ad"e-nan-the'ra), n. [NL., < Gr.

dii/v (aiev-), a gland,+ NL. anthera, anther : see

an ther.~\ A genus of trees and shrubs, natives of

the East Indies and Ceylon, natural order Legu-

minosce, suborder Mimosece. A. pavonina is one of

the largest and handsomest trees of India, and yields hard

solid timber called red sandal-wood. The bright-scarlet

seeds, from their equality in weight (each = 4 grains), are

used by goldsmiths in the East as weights.

q-v-] .
-,.

of the gland from which it springs ; a tumor

originating in a gland, and presenting the gen-
eral character of racemose or of tubular glands.
Also called adenocele.

adenomatoilS (ad-e-nom'a-tus), a. [< tidcuii-

ma(t-) + -OMS.] Pertaining to or of the nature

of an adenoma.

adenomeningeal (ad*e-no-me-nin'je-al), a.

[< Gr. aMjv (a&ev-), a gland, + fV"'1'?> a mem-
brane, esp. the pia mater: see meningitis.] An
epithet applied to a kind of fever supposed to

depend upon disease of the intestinal follicles.

adenomyoma (ad"e-n6-mi-6'ma), .
; pi.

de-

nomyomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. ad-fyv (a6cv-), a

gland, + pif, a muscle (see myokigy), + -omu,



adenomyoma
q. v.] A tumor consisting of glandular and
muscular tissue,

adenoncus (ad-e-noug'kus), n.
; pi. adenonci

(-non'si). [NL., < Gr. aSi/v (afcv-), a gland, +
oy/iof, a bulk, mass.] A swelling of a gland.
adenopathy (ad-e-nop

'

a-thi), . [< Gr. aSi/v

(aSev-), a gland, + -Katiia, < iratfof, suffering.]
Disease of a gland.
There are no lesions of the mucous membrane, nor call

any atlt'iiopathit lie found (case of sypm'loderma).
liiilifinn, Skin Diseases, plate I'.

adenopharyngitis (ad"e-n6-far-in-ji'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. aSifv (a&v-), a gland, + fapvyf. pha-
rynx, -t- -itis.] Inflammation of the tonsils and
pharynx.
adenophore (a-den'o-for), n. [As adenoplio-
rous.J In bot., a short stalk or pedicel support-
ing a nectar-gland.
adenophorous (ad-e-nof'o-rus), a. [< Gr. aSi/v

(dfcv-), a gland, + -$6pof, < Qepetv= E. fcear1 .] In
:ool. and bot., bearing or producing glands.
adenophthalmia (ad"e-nof-tharmi-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. a/ii/v (aSev-), a gland, 4- ixji&aZ/iOf,

eye. ] Inflammation of the Meibomian glands.
adenophyllous (ad"e-n6-firus), a. [< Gr. adt/v

(afiev-), a gland, + fyvUtiv = L. folium, a leaf:

see/oHo.] In Itot., having leaves bearing glands,
or studded with them.

adenophyma (ad'e-no-fi'ma), re.
;
pi. adenophy-

mata (-ma-tii). [NL., < Gr. aotrn (ddev-), a gland,

71

arrive at, reach, attain, obtain, < ad, to, +
ap-inei, reach, attain, = Gr. air-reiv, touch, seize,= Skt. y dp, attain, obtain : see apt.'] I. a.

Well skilled
; completely versed or acquainted.

Adept in everything profound. Cowper, Hope, 1. 350.

II. H. One who has attained proficiency;
one fully skilled in anything; a proficient or

master; specifically, in former times, a pro-
ficient in alchemy or inagic; a master of oc-
cult science, or one who professed to have dis-
covered "the great secret" (namely, of trans-

muting base metal into gold).

Shakespeare, in the person of Prospero, has exhibited
the prevalent notions of the judicial astrologer combined
with the adept, whose white magic, as distinguished from
the black or demon magic, holds an intercourse with purer
spirits. /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 285.

Howes was the true adept, seeking what spiritual ore
there might be among the dross of the hermetic philoso-
phy. Lomll, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 269.

The Persians were adepts in archery and horsemanship,
and were distinguished by courtesy and high-breeding.

If. A. Rev., CXL. 329.

= Syn. Adept, Expert. An adept is one who possesses
natural as well as acquired aptitude or skill in anything :

as, an adept in the art of governing ; an adept in diplomacy,
lying, cajolery, whist-playing, etc. An expert, on the other
hand, is one whose skill and proficiency are more conspicu-
ously the result of practice or experience, or of an intimate
acquaintance with a subject. The term is mostly limited
to one possessing special skill or knowledge in some branch,
and regarded as an authority on it : as, an expert in alien-

ism, chemistry, penmanship, etc.

adhere

a.] A making or being equal; an equivalence
or equivalent. [Bare.]
The principles of logic and natural reason tell us, that

there must be a just prnpui'tiuii ami tnli'<iuatuin between
the medium by which we prove, and the conclusion to be
proved. Bp. Barlow, Remains, p. 125.

It was the anne (not of King Henry) but King Edward
the First, which is notoriously known to have been the
adequation of a yard. [An erroneous statement.]

Fuller, Worthies, Berkshire.

adequative (ad'e-kwa-tiv), a. [< ML. adatqua-
tivus, <L. adaiquare: see adequate, a.] Equiv-
alent or sufficient

; adequate. [Bare.]
Adesma (a-des'ma), n.pl. Same as Adesmacea.
Adesmacea (ad-es-ma'se-a), . pi. [NL., < odes-
ma (< Gr. aieafiof, unfettered, unbound : see ades-

my) + -acea.] An old family name for lamelli-
branchiate mollusks destitute of a ligament.
The term includes the Pholadidas and Teredi-
nida:. Blainville, 1824.

adesmy (a-des'mi), n. [< NL. adesmia, < Gr.

JA H 4.AH._ / j i./- \ rs ri ' t/ vioiiL
,
a oiuiicitmi; v lur a particular pi

adenotomy (ad-e-not'o-mi), [< Gr aifr as, the adequacy of supply to expendi)
(adev- a gland, + -rouia, a cutting, <

rtpEiv, of
'

an effort\o & puppô f an adequacycut. Of. atiatomy.] In anat. and surg., dissec- visions

+
<j>v/ia, a tumor, lit. a growth. < jvetv, grow: see adeptiont (a-dep'shon), . [< L. adeptio(n-), <

physic.] In pathol., a swelling of a gland: adipisci: see adept.]' An obtaining or gaining ;

sometimes used to signify a soft swelling. acquirement.
adenOS (ad'e-nos), M. [Native term.] A kind In the wit and policy of the captain eonsisteth the chief
of cotton which comes from Aleppo, Turkey, adeptim of the victory. Grafton, Rich. III., an. 3.

o^i
S
^a,

1

^^'f7'!f/
0<

'-P'~\ adeptistt (a-dep'tist), . [< adept + -is*.] An
elUCIlOSiil COIilRj ( <i < I 6-UO-S&ir-iO niii ), n,

j pl Q'Cl~ fl,df)T)t"

nosarcomata (-ma-ta). [NL.,< Gr. ad> (aiev), adeptness (a-dept'ues), n. The quality or statea gland, + aap^ua sarcoma.] A tumor con- of eing adept
.

*

kilfuln
'

ess fal proficiency-
sisting in part of adenomatous and m part of

adeptship (a-dept'ship), .' The state of beingsarcomatous tissue an adept ; adeptness : specifically used in the?
adenose, adenous (ad'e-nos, -nus), a. [< NL. ogophyadenosM

>, < Gr. Mfr, gland ] Like or apper- adequacy (ad'e-kwa-si), n. [< adequate: see

arfT- a $ '
a
_
de

,

nol(
Ji

adeniform ^ ^ gtat
'

e or
'

fit Of being adequate ;

adenotomic(ad"e-no-tom'ik),a. l<adenoto- tne condition of being proportionate or suffi-

_
Pertaining to adenotqmy. _ _ _ oient . a sufficiency for a particular purpose :

".ture, or
of pro-

adequate (ad'e-kwat), a. [Formerly adequate,
-at, < L. adatquatus, pp. of adosquare, make
equal, < ad, to, + aiquus, equal : see equal.]
Equal to requirement or occasion; commen-
surate

; fully sufficient, suitable, or fit : as,
moans adequate to the object ;

an adequate com-
parison.

I did for once see right, do right, give tongue
The adequate protest.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 66.

In our happy hours we should be inexhaustible poets,
if once we could break through the silence into adequate
rhyme. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 305.

Adequate cognition, in logic: (a) A cognition involving
no notion which is not perfectly clear and distinct, (b) A
cognition at once precise and complete. Adequate defi-
nition or mark, in logic. See definition. = Syn. Ade-
quate, Sufficient, Enough, commensurate, competent. A
thing is adequate to something else when it comes quite
up to its level ; yet neither may be sufficient when viewed
in relation to some third thing. That which is sufficient
may be adequate and more. Enough equals adequate, but
is applied to a different class of subjects.

Nothing is a due and adequate representation of a state
that does not represent its ability as well as its property.

Burke, Rev. in France.

Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof. Mat. vi. 34.

Which is enough, I'll warrant,
As this world goes, to pass for honest.

Shale., W. T., U. 3.

A beetle of the adequate! (ad'e-kwat), v. t. 1. To make equal
or adequate.

tion or incision of a gland.
adenous, a. See adenose.
Adeona (ad-e-6'na), n. [LL., in myth., a Ro-
man divinity who presided over the arrival of

travelers, < L. adire, come, arrive, adeo, I come,
< ad, to, + ire, go. Cf. Abeona.] In zool., the
typical genus of Adeonidte (which see).
Adeonidae (ad-e-on'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Adeona
+ -idie.] A family of chilostomatous poly-
zoans, typified by the genus Adeona. They have
the zoarium erect or (rarely) incrusting, affixed by a flex-
ible jointed or jointless radicate peduncle, immediately
attached. The zoarium is bilaminar when not incrusting
and foliaeious and fenestrate, or branched or lobate and
entire. The cells are usually of three kinds, zocecial,
ooecial, and avicularian ; the zocecia are of the usual type.
The family (originally named Adeonece by Busk) contains
about 38 recent species, referred to 3 genera. Bust.

Adephaga (a-defa-ga), n. pi [NL., neut. pi.,
<Gr. ad^dyof : see adephagous.] A group of

voracious, carnivorous, and predatory beetles,
composing a part of the pentamerous division
of the order Coleoptera. They have filiform anten-
nae and but two palpi to each maxilla. Of the four families
which make up this group, two, OyritMce and Dytucidce
are aquatic, and sometimes called Hydradephaga ; the
other two, Carabidce and Cicindelida, are chiefly terres-
trial, and are sometimes called Qeodephaga. The whirli-
gig and the tiger-beetle respectively exemplify these two
divisions of Adephaga. Also called Carniwra. See cuts
under Ztytwnu and Cicindela.

adephagan (a-defa-gan), .

group Adephaga.
adephagia (ad-e-fa'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. a

yia, < a6r/(f>dyof, eating one's fill, gluttonous:
see adephagous. ] Inpa thai.

, voracious appetite :

bulimia.

Let me give you one instance more of a truly intellectual
object, exactly adequated and proportioned unto the in-
tellectual appetite ; and that is, learning and knowledge.

Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 208.

adephagous (a-def'a-jjus), a. [< NL. adepha- 2. To attain equality with
; equal.

gust, < Gr. a&^ayof, eating one's fill, gluttonous, Though it be an impossibility for any creature to ade-
<; afit/v, or afnjv, abundantly, enough (cf. L. satis, 9uate Oocl

.

m h'8 eternity, yet he hath ordained all his

enough), + fyaytiv, eat.] Gluttonous of or per-
80ns ln christ to Partake of it by living with him eternally,

taiuing to the Adephaga: as, adephagousbeetles.
Shelford, Discourses, p. 227.

adeps (ad'eps), n. [L., the soft fat or grease of adequately (ad'e-kwat-li), adv. In an ade-
animals, suet, lard : see adipose and adipic.] 1. Quate manner

; commensurately ; sufficiently.
Fat

; animal oil
;
the contents of the cells of adequateness (ad'e-kwat-nes), _ rpne state of

the adipose tissue; specifically, lard. 2 In being adequate; justness of adaptation; suffi-

.pfcar.,tallow;_suet; prepared fat.-ceratum adi-
cieney; adequacy.
The adequateness of the advantages [of a given course

of study) is the point to be judged.
.. .._, H. Spencer, Education, p. 28.

ned, ML. adeptus, n., one who attained adequation (ad-e-kwa'shon), n. [< L. ada-qua-
knowledge or proficiency, prop. pp. of adipisci, tio(n-), < adaiquare, make'equal : see adequate,

\ [gen. sing, of adeps}, simple cerate ; hog's lard with
addition of white wax to give it greater consistency

adept (a-dept'), a. and n. [< L. adeptus, having

,

aSeapof, unfettered, unbound, < a- priv. + 6e

a bond, tie, < Shtv, bind, tie.] In bot., a term
applied by Morren to the division of organs
that are normally entire, or their separation if

normally united.

adespotic (a-des-pot'ikOj
a. [< Gr. a- priv. (a-18)+ despotic. Cf. Gr. arftoTrorof, without master

or owner.] Not despotic ;
not absolute.

Adessenarian (ad - es - e - na '
ri -

an), n. [< NL.
Adessenarii, pi., irreg. < L. adesse, be present, <

ad, to, near, + esse, be : see essence and -arian.]
In eccles. hist., a name given in the sixteenth

century to those who believed in the real pres-
ence of Christ's body in the eucharist, not by
transubstantiation, but by impanation (which
see).
ad eundeni (ad e-un'dem). [L.; lit., to the
same (sc. gradum, grade) : ad, to

; eundem, ace.
masc. sing, of idem, the same: see idem.] A
phrase used in universities to signify the ad-

mitting of a student of another university,
without examination, to the degree or standing
he had previously held in that other university.
Here [Oxford in the vacation] I can take my walks un-

molested, and fancy myself of what degree or standing I

please. I seem admitted ad eundem. Lamb, Oxford.

ad extremum (ad eks-tre'mum). [L. : ad, to
;

extremmii, ace. neut. sing, of extremus, last: see
extreme.'} To the extreme

;
at last

; finally.
adfected (ad-fek'ted), a. [< L. adfechts, later

affectus, pp. of adficere, later afficere, affect :

see affect.] In alg. , compounded ; consisting of
different powers of the unknown quantity.
Adfected or affected equation, an equation in which
the unknown quantity is found in two or more different
degrees or powers: thus, x3~px2 + qx= a is an adfected
equation, as it contains three different powers of the un-
known quantity x.

adfiliate, adfiliation, etc. See affiliate, etc.
ad flnem (ad fi'nem). [L. : ad, to; finem, ace.
of finis, end: see finis.] To or at the end.
adfluxion (ad-fluk'shon), re. [Var. of affluxion,
q. v.] A flow, as of sap, caused by a drawing,
not a

propelling, force.

adglutinate (ad-glo'ti-nat), a. Same as agglu-
tinate.

ad gustum (ad gus'tum). [L. : ad, to; gustum,
ace. of gustus, taste : see gust"

2
.] To the taste

;

to one's liking.
Adhatoda (ad-hat'o-da), n. [NL., from the
Singhalese or Tamil name.] A genus of herbs
or shrubs, natural order Acanthaceai. A. Vasica
is used in India to expel the dead fetus in
abortion.

adhere (ad-her'), v.
i.', pret. and pp. adhered,

ppr. adhering. [< F. adherer, < L. adhcerere, <

ad, to, + hxrere, stick, pp. hamus. Cf. cohere,
inhere, hesitate.'} 1. To stick fast; cleave; be-
come joined or united so as not to be easily
separated without tearing : as, glutinous sub-
stances adhere to one another

;
the lungs some-

times adhere to the pleura.
When a piece of silver and a piece of platinum are

brought in contact at 500 C. they adhere.
A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 229.

2. To hold closely or firmly (to) : as, to adhere
to a plan.

(Clive) appears to have strictly adhered to the rules
which he had laid down for the guidance of others.

Macaulay, Lord Clive.

3. To belong intimately ;
be closely connected.

A shepherd's daughter,
And what to her adheres. Shak., W. T., iv. (cho.).

4. To be fixed in attachment or devotion
;
be

devoted
; be attached as a follower or up-

holder : as, men adhere to a party, a leader, a
church, or a creed

; rarely, to be attached as a
friend.

Two men there are not living
To whom he more adheres. Shak., Hamlet, ii. i



adhere

5. To be consistent
;
hold together ;

be in ac-

cordance or agreement, as the parts of a sys-
tem

;
cohere. [Bare or obsolete.]

Everything adheres together. Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

6. Specifically, in Scots law : (a) To affirm a

judgment ; agree with the opinion of a judge
previously pronounced. (6) To return to a
husband or wife who has been deserted. See

adherence, 3. 7. In logic and nictaph., to be

accidentally connected. See adherent, a., 3,

adherence (ad-her'ens), n. [< F. adherence, <

ML. atlltd'n iiti/i, < L. adhatrens: see adherent.]
1. The act or state of sticking or adhering:
rare in a physical sense, adhesion being com-
monly used. 2. Figuratively, the character
of being fixed in attachment

; fidelity ; steady
attachment : as, an adherence to a party or

opinions ;
the act of holding to closely : as, a

rigid adherence to rules.

A tenacious adherence to the rights and liberties trans-
mitted from a wise and virtuous ancestry. Addixmt.

3. In Scots law, the return of a husband or
wife who has for a time deserted his or her

spouse. The spouse who has been deserted may bring
an action of adherence to compel the deserting spouse to
return.

4. In painting, the effect of those parts of a

picture which, wanting relief, are not detach-

ed, and hence appear adhering to the canvas or
surface. Fairholt. 5. In logic and mctaph., the
state of being adherent. See adherent, a., 3.
= Syn, Adherence, Adhesion. These words are under-

going desynonymization, the moral and figurative sense

being limited to adherence, and the physical to adhesion :

as, adherence to the doctrines of Adam Smith ; the ad-
hesion of putty to glass. [Note : Adherent, ., is not used
of physical attachment, nor adherent, a., of moral at-

tachment. Adhere, ., is used of either.)

If he departs in any degree from strict adherence to
these rules, ... he not only departs from rule, but com-
mits an act of treachery and baseness.

Gladstone, Kin beyond Sea, p. 210.

Writing and drawing with chalks and pencils depend
on the adhesion of solids.

Atkinson, tr. of Oanot's Physics, p. 87.

adherencyt (ad-her'en-si), . [As adJierence:
see -ency?] 1. The state of being adherent.
Adherencies and admirations of men's persons.

Jer. Taylor (?), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 172.

2. That which is adherent.

Vices have a native adherency of vexation.

Decay of Christ, fifty.

adherent (ad-her'eut), a. and n. [< F. ad-

herent,<lj. adhatren(t-)s, ppr. of adhwrere: see

adhere.} I. a. 1. Sticking; clinging; adhering.
Close to the cliff with both his hands he clung,
And stuck adherent, and suspended hung.

Pope, Odyssey, 1. 547.

2. In lot., congenitally united, as parts that
are normally separate : generally used as equiv-
alent to adnate. See cut under adnate. 3. In

logic and metaph., accidentally connected; not

belonging to the nature of a thing ;
not in-

herent : as, if a cloth is wet, its wetness is a

quality adherent to it, not inherent in it.

II. . 1. A person who adheres; one who
follows or upholds a leader, party, cause, opin-
ion, or the like; a follower, partizan, or sup-
porter.

Rip's sole domestic adherent was his dog Wolf, who was
as much hen-pecked as his master.

Irving, Rip Van Winkle.

2f. Anything outwardly belonging to a person ;

an appendage.
His humour, his carriage, and his extrinsic adherents.

Gov. of Tongue.

Syn, 1. Disciple, pupil, upholder, supporter, dependant.

adherently (ad-her'ent-li), adv. In an adher-
ent manner.
adherer (ad-her'er), n. One who adheres ; an
adherent. [Rare.]
adherescence (ad-he-res'ens), . The state of

being so closely connected with or attached to

or'drs3r with * a i-81 * zsff&uKSs&f.
admuuster as a

adherescent (ad-he-res'ent), a. [< L. adhce-
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2. Steady attachment of the mind or feelings ;

firmness in opinion ;
adherence : as, an adhesion

to vice.

Obstinate adhexion to false rules of belief.

Whitlock, Manners of the English, p. 210.

The council assigned as motives for its decrees an ad-
hesion of heart on the part of the victims to the cause of
the insurgents. Mullen, Dutch Republic, II. 4O4.

3. Assent; concurrence.
To that treaty Spain and England gave in their ailhf-

*'"". Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xiv.

4. That which adheres; accretion.

Casting off all foreign, esjw;cially all noxious, adhejtiwi*.

furl/lie. Misc., I. 14.

5. In phys., molecular attraction exerted be-
tween the surfaces of bodies in contact, as
between two solids, a solid and a liquid, or a
solid and a gas. See extract, and cohesion.

Adhesion, a term used to denote the physical force in

virtue of which one body or substance remains attached
to the surface of another with which it has been brought
into contact. It is to be distinguished from <v./

which is the mutual attraction that the particles of the
same body exert on each other. Encyc. Brit., I. 153.

6. In lot., the union of parts normally separate.
7. Inpathol., especially in the plural, the ad-

ventitious bands or fibers by which inflamed

parts have adhered, or are held together. 8. In

mirg., the reunion of divided parts by a particu-
lar kind of inflammation, called the adhesive.
9. In mech .

,
often used as synonymous with fric-

tion (which see) Adhesion-car, a railroad -i-arin-o-
vided with means for increasing the adhesive or tractive

power beyond that due merely to Oie weight inipiiscd

upon the rails. This is usually effected by a center rail,

gripped horizontally by a pair of friction-wheels placed on
its opposite sides, or by a cogged wheel working into a
rack laid parallel with the road-bed. In some cases the
treads of the driving-wheels are grooved, and the face of
the rails is flanged to correspond to them. Adhesion Of
wheels to rails, the friction between the surfaces in con-

tact, acting to prevent slipping, in amount dependent
upon the condition of those surfaces and the pressure.
For driving-wheels, as of locomotives, it is a fraction of

the weight borne by them, ranging from alxmt one twenti-
eth when the rails are "greasy" to one fifth when they are
clean and dry. =Syn, Adhesion, Adherence. See adher-
ence.

adhesive (ad-he'siv), a. [< F. adhesif, -tee, < L.
as if *adha?sivus, < aitheesus, pp. of adhwrere :

see adhere.} 1. Sticky ; tenacious, as glutinous
substances.

She trusts a place unsound,
And deeply plunges in th' adhesive ground.

Crakbe, Parish Register.

2. Figuratively, cleaving or clinging ; adher-

ing ; remaining attached
;
not deviating from.

If slow, yet sure, adhesive to the track.

Thomson, Autumn.
Both were slow and tenacious (that is, adherirt) in their

feelings. De (Jmncey, Secret Societies, ii.

3. Gummed; fitted for adhesion: as, adhesive

envelops.- Adhesive felt, a felt manufactured in Cireat
Britain for use in sheathing wooden ships. Adhesive
Inflammation, in med. and .-/>;.. a term applied to the
union of the lips of an incised wound without suppuration ;

also to inflammations leading to adhesion between normally
free surfaces, as between the intestine and the body-wall.
Adhesive knowledge, in mrtauh., knowledge which

implies adhesion or assent, as well as apprehension. See
aptirehenxiae. Adhesive plaster, in itury., a plaster
made of litharge-plaster, wax, and resin. Adhesive
slate, a variety of slaty clay which adheres strongly to
the tongue, and rapidly absorbs water.

adhesively (ad-he'siv-li), adv. In an adhesive
manner.
adhesiveness (ad-he'siv-nes), n. 1. The state
or quality of being adhesive, or of sticking or

adhering; stickiness; tenacity. 2. Inphren.,
a mental faculty manifested in attachment to

objects, animate or inanimate, lasting friend-

ships, love of social intercourse, etc., supposed
to be located in a special part of the brain. It

is said to be strongest in women. See phre-
nology.
adhibit (ad-hib'it), v. t. [< L. adhibitus, pp. of

adhibere, hold toward, bring to, apply, < ad,
to, + habere, hold, have: see habit.} 1. To

rescen(t-)s, ppr. of a'dhmrere, adhere : see adhere
and -escent.} Tending to adhere or become
adherent; adhering. [Rare.]
adhesion (ad-he'zhon), . [< F. adhesion, < L.

adha;sio(n-), < adhcesun, pp. of adhwrere: see ad-

here."] 1. The act or state of adhering, or of

being united and attached
; close connection

or association: as, the adhesion of parts united

by growth, cement, etc.; inflammatory adhesion
of surfaces in disease.

One mendicant whom I know, and who always sits upon
the steps of a certain bridge, succeeds, I believe, as the
season advances, in heating the marble beneath him by
nrni and unswerving adhesion. Howells, Ven. Life, ill.

Wine also that is dilute may safely and properly be
adhibited. T. Whitaker, Blood of the Grape, p. 33.

2. To attach : as, he adhibited his name to the
address.
The greatest lords adhibited . . . faith to his words.

Hall, Chronicles, Hen. VII., an. 7.

3. To take or let in; admit. [Rare in all uses.]
adhibition (ad-hi-bish'on), n. [< L. adhibitio(n-),

application, < adhibere : see adhibit.} Applica-
tion

;
use

; specifically, use as a remedy. [Rare.]
The adhibition of dilute wine.

T. Whitaker, Blood of the Grape, p. 55.

ad hoc (ad hok). [L. : ad, to; hoc, ace. neut. of

hie, this : see hie.} To this ; with respect to
this (subject or thing) ;

in particular.

adiaphorism

ad hominem (ad hom'i-nem). [L. : ad, to; ho-
MI IK-HI, acc. of homo, man: see Homo.} To the
man; to the interests or passions of the person.
Argumentum ad bomlnem, an argument drawn imm

premises which, whether true or not. on;:iit to be admitted
bythepenon towhomthey are addressed, either on account
of his peculiar beliefs or experience, or because they are

ncerssary to justify his conduct or arc otherwise conducive
to his interest. Aristotle (Topics, viii. n) remarks that it

is sometimes necessary to refute the disputant ratlin- than
his position, and some medieval logicians taught that rcfii-
tation was of two kinds, xolutio rr-i'ta and i>(iitin ml hn,,,i-

ibe latter being imperfect or fallacious refutation.
Thus, Blnndeville says: "Confutation of per.-. in j^ ,ione
either by taunting, rayling, rendring checke for c becke.
or by scorning"; and Wilson says: "Either wee purpose
by disputacion to aunswere fully to the matier or els sec-

ondly (if power want to compass that) we seke some other
meanes to satisfy the man."

My design being not a particular victory over such a
sort of men, but an absolute establishing of the truth, I
shall lay down no grounds that are merely arifinnenta ad
liiniii'iiii. Dr. II. More, Immortal, of Soul, ii. 1.

adhortt (ad-hort'), v. t. [< L. ndhortiiri, en-

courage, urge to, < ad, to. + hirrtari, urge, in-
cite: see exhort.} To exhort; advise.

That eight times martyred mother in the Maccabees,
when she would adhort her son to a passive fortitude,
. . . desires him to look upon the heavens, the earth, all

in them contained. Feltham.

adhortationt (ad-hor-ta'shon), n. [< L. adlnn--

tatii>(-), encouragement, (adhortari: see ad-

linrt.} Advice; exhortation; encouragement.
adhortatoryt (ad-hor'ta-to-ri), a. [< L. as if

"adhortaturiiit,; < ailhortator, encourager, advi-

ser, < adhortari : see adhort.} Advisory; con-

veying counsel, warning, or encouragement.
Abp. Potter.

adiabatic (ud"i-a-bat'ik), a. and . [< Gr. a6t-

ASaroc, not to be passed over, < a- priv., not,T dia/iarof, verbal adj. of ota/iaiveiv, pass over:
see diabaterial.} I. a. Without transference:
used in thermodynamics of a change in vol-

ume, whether by expansion or contraction,
unaccompanied by a gain or loss of heat.
Adiabatic curve or line, a line exhibiting the relation
between the pressure and the volume of a

fluid, upon the assumption that it expands
and contracts without either receiving or

giving out heat. The curves are drawn upon
a rectangular system of coordinates, the ab-
scissas representing the volume of the sub-
stance and the ordinates the pressure upon
it; the curves thus being the loci of points
representing different possible states of the

body which passes between different states

represented by different points on the same
curve without imparting heat to other bodies
or receiving heat from them. The adiabatic lines are

steeper than the isothermal lines, as shown in the figure,
where the curves a are adiabatics.

If a series of adiabatic lines'be drawn so that the points
at which they cut one of the isothermal lines correspond
to successive equal additions of heat to the substance at
that temperature, then this series of adiabatic lines will cut
off a series of equal areas from the strip bounded by any two
isothermal lines. Clerk Maxwell, Theory of Heat, p. 156.

H. . An adiabatic line.

Mr. W, Peddie gave a communication on the isothermals
and adiabatim of water near the maximum density point.

A'aturr, XXX. 403.

adiabatically (ad"i-a-bat'i-kal-i), adv. In an
adiabatic manner.

adiabolist (ad-i-ab'o-list), . [< Gr. a- priv. +
iSidfjo'/.of, devil, + -i'st.} A disbeliever in the
existence of the devil. [Rare.]
adiactinic (ad'i-ak-tin'ik), a. [< Gr. a- priv.
(</-l

8
) + diactinic.} Impervious to the actinic

or chemical rays of light.
Adiantum (ad-i-an'tum), w. [L., < Gr. adiavroc.,

maidenhair, prop, adj., unwetted (in reference
to the resistance which the fronds offer to wet-

ting), < a- priv. + 6iavr6f, capable of being wet-

ted, verbal adj. of Siaiveiv, wet.] A large genus
of ferns, widely distributed, and great favor-
ites in hothouses on account of their beautiful
forms. It includes the common maidenhair ferns, A.

Capillux-Veneris and A. pedatum, the latter peculiar to
North America. They have been used in the preparation
of capillaire.

adiaphora, . Plural of adiaphoron.
adiaphoracyt (ad-i-af'o-ra-si), . [Improp. for

fiilii/jihori/ : see -acy.} Indifference.

adiaphoresis (ad-i-af-o-re'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
a- priv. + Auufiopsiv, throw off by perspiration,
lit. carry off or away, < 6ia, apart, + <j>t/>etv

=
E.bearl; see a-18 and diaphoresis.} Inpathol.,
deficiency of perspiration. Also written ndi-

aphorosis.

adiaphorism (ad-i-af 'o-rizm), n. [< adiapho-
rous + -isni . } Religious tolerance or moderation
in regard to indifferent or non-essential mat-

ters; hence, latitudinarianism ;
indifferentism.

The English Thirty-nine Articles on the whole are ele-

vated by the same lofty adiaphorism as that which pene-
trated the Westminster Confession of Faith.

Dean Stanley, in Macmillan's Hag., XLIV. -Ml.



adiaphorist

adiaphorist (ad-i-af'o-rist), . [< adiaphorous
+ -int.} A person characterized by indiffer-

ence or moderation, especially in religious mat-

ters. Specifically [cap.], a follower or supporter "t Mi

lanchthon in the controversy which arose in the reformed

church in the sixteenth century regarding certain doc-

trines and rites publicly admitted by Melanohthon ami

his party, in the document known as the Leipsic Interim,

to be matters of indifference. See interim. Also called

adiapttm-tt' .

He [Lord Burleigh] may have been of the same mind

with those German Protestants who were called A tit ir;A-

orist* and who considered the popish rites as matters

indifferent. Macautaii, Kurleigli.

adiaphoristic (ad-i-af-o-ris'tik), a. 1. Pertain-

ing to things which are'morally indifferent
;
adi-

aphorous. 2. Relating to the adiaphorists.
See adiaphorist.

adiaphorite (ad-i-af'6-rit), n. [< adiaphorous
+ -ite'*.} Same as adiaphorist.

adiaphoron (ad-i-af'o-ron), n.
; pi. adiaphora

(-rii). [NL., < Gr. aSicujiopw, neut. of a<iid0opof,

indifferent: see adiaphorous.} In theoJ. and

ethics, a thing indifferent; a tenet or practice
which may be considered non-essential.

Life and death are among the adiaphora things indif-

ferent which may be chosen or rejected according to cir-

cumstances. Q. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 175.

He [Luther] classed images in themselves as among the

adiauhora, and condemned only their cultus.

Kncyc. Brit., XII. 714.

adiaphorosis (ad-i-af-o-ro'sis), n. [NL., im-

prop. for adiaphoresis, assimilated to term.

-osis, q. v.] Same as adiaphoresis.
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adightt (a-dif), r. /. [<ME. adihtni, adialtten,

< AS. "a'dilitini, < it- + dilitan, arrange, dight:
see dight.} To set in order. See<tii/l<t.

adightt (ii-dlf), p. 11. [< ME. adilit, mliglit, pp. :

see the verb.] Set in order
; arrayed.

ad indefinitum (ad iu-def-i-ni'tum). [L. : ad,

to; indefinitum, ace. neut. of indefinitus, indefi-

nite : see indefinite.} To the indefinite ;
indefi-

nitely; to an indefinite extent. AM expression used

by some writers in place of ad uifmitum, as being in their

opinion more precise.

ad inf. An abbreviation of Latin ad infiiiitum

(which see).

ad inflnitum (ad in-fi-ni'tum). [L.: ad, to,

unto; iiifinitum, ace. neut. of infinitus, infinite:

see infinite.} To infinity; endlessly; on and on

without end ; through an infinite series.

adinole (ad'i-nol), n. [Etym. uncertain.] A
hard, compact rock, composed of quartz and

albite, produced by the alteration of certain

schists due to the influence of intruded dia-

base.

ad inquirendum (ad iu-kwi-ren'dum). [L., for

the purpose of inquiring: ad, to, for
; inquiren-

dum, gerund of inquirere, inquire : see inquire.}

In law, a judicial writ commanding inquiry to

be made concerning a cause depending in a

court.

ad int. An abbreviation of ad interim (which
see).

different, (= L. differe > E. differ),

p.,
= Pg. adeos = It.

] Adieu
; good-by.

nor wrong.
Why does the Church of Home charge upon others the

shame of novelty for leaving of some rites and ceremonies

which by her own practice we are taught to have no ob-

ligation in them, but to be adiaphorous?
Jer. Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, 5.

Hence 2f. Applied by Boyle to a spirit nei-

ther acid nor alkaline. 3. In med., doing nei-

ther good nor harm, as a medicament.

time
;
for the present.

adios (a-de'os), interj.
addio=F . adieu : eeec

[Southwestern TJ. S.]

adipate (ad'i-pat), n.

+ -ate1 : see adipic. Cf. L. adipat
with fat.] A salt of adipic acid,

adipescent (ad-i-pes'ent), a. [< L. adeps

(adip-), fat, + -escent.}

"

Becoming fatty.

adipic (a-dip'ik), a. [< L. adeps (adip-), fat, +
-ic2 : see adeps.} Of or belonging to fat. Adipic
add CeHlo4, an acil1 obtained by treating oleic acid

or fatty bodies with nitric acid. It forms soft, white

nodular crusts, which seem to be aggregates of small

crystals.

adipocerate (ad-i-pos'e-rat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

adjacently

II. " Fat in general; specifically, the fat

on the kidneys.
adiposis (ad-i-po'sis), n. [NL., <~L.adt-ti(tidip-),

fat, + -oxis.} 1. General corpulency. 2. The
accumulation of fat in or upon a single organ.

adiposity (ad-i-pos'jt-ty), . [< NL. as if *a*'-

positas, < adiposws : see adipose and -ity.} Fat-

ness; adiposis.

adipous (ad'i-pus), a. [< L. adeps (adip-), fat,

+ -ous. Cf. adipose.} Fat; of the nature of

fat; adipose.
adipsia (a-dip'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. as if *adji/ro,

absence of thirst, < ddi^oc, not thirsty: see adip-

sous.} In med., absence of thirst. Also called

adipsy.

adipSOUS (a-dip'sus), a. [< Gr. adii/wf, not thirsty,

< (i- priv. + di^a,
thirst : see adipsia.} Tending

to quench thirst, as certain fruits.

adipsy (ad'ip-si), . Same as adipsia.

adit (ad'it), n. [< L. aditus, an approach, <

adire, pp. aditus, approach, < ad, to, + ire, go:
see itinerant. Cf. exit.} 1. An entrance or a

passage ; specifically, in mining, a nearly hori-

zontal excavation, or drift (which see), specially

used to conduct from the interior to the surface

the water which either comes into the workings
from above or is pumped up from below. The word
tunnel is in general use in the United States, and especially
in the western mining regions, for adit ; but the former

properly signifies an excavation open at both ends, such as

is used in railroads. When there are two or more adits,

the lowest is called the deep adit. Adits are occasionally

several miles in length. The so-called Sutro tunnel,

draining the Comstock lode at Virginia City, Nevada, is

the most extensive work of this kind yet constructed in

the United States. It is about 20,000 feet in length, and
intersects the lode at a depth of about 2000 feet. Also

called adit-level. See cut under level.

2. Milit., a passage under ground by which
miners approach the part they intend to sap.

Wilhelm, Mil. Diet. 3. Admission; access;

approach. [Rare.]
Yourself and yours shall have

Free adit. Tennyson, Princess, vi.

proachmg.
adit-level (ad'it-lev"el), . Same as adit, I.

a.<3iv'), . [Appar. a native name.]

.indifference. + -<jte2.] To 'convert into adip'ocere. Craig. aHi
adiapneustia (ad"i-ap-nus ti-a), H. [NL., <Gr.

adipoceration (ad-i-pos-e-ra'shon), H, The act ??T-

ManrvewTTla, < a- priv. + dunrvevoT-tnof ,<>
Ountvn^, of changing or the state of being changed into

breathe through, perspire, < Aa through, 4
di | Crai ing adjacent ; adjacency.

ITMMV, breathe.] In pathol., defective perspira- aditiocere (ad'i-po-sev"1. . r=F. adivocire. < -ji7.^' L On . .

tion; adiaphoresis. Dunglison.
*- ~

adiathermanous (a
- di - a - ther'ma -

Gr. <i- priv. (a-
18

) + diathermanous,

adiathermic.} Same as adiathermic.

A body impervious to light is opaque, impervious to

dark heat it is adiathermanous.
A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 448.

adiathermic (a-di-a-ther'mik), a. [< Gr. d-

priv. (a-
18

) + diathermic.} Impervious to radi-

ant heat.

abbreviation of adjective.

(a-ja'sens), . [<ML. adjacentia, <

'i-)s : see adjacent.} The state of be-

mal matter when protected from the air, and whie j! js adjacent. [Rare.]
under certain conditions of temperature and

Di9tracted by the vicinity of adjaeeiuiet.

humidity. It consists chiefly of ammonium sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 2.

margarate, with an admixture of the marga- Alt laluls i)ey0nd their own and its frontier adjacencies.

rates of potassium and calcium. Adipocere mln- De Quincey, Herodotus.

eral. a fatty matter found in some peat-mosses, and in the _j. ,,-_j. / = /-_(. \ OTlfi , IV T, nrKa-
arSllaceous iron ore of Merthyr-Tydvil, Wales; adipoce- adjacent (a-ja sent), . alia . K i>. aja

adicitV (a-dis'i-ti), n. [< -ad1
(1) + -icity, as rite. It is inodorous when cold, but when heated it emits cen(t-)s, ppr. of adjacere, lie near, <. ad, to, -r

matomieitii periodicity.} In ehem., combining a slightly bituminous odor. Also called adipocerile and
jaeere, lie: seejacent.} I. a. Lying near, close,

PHTOWMTV according as an element or a com- '<?'"'" . ,. . . ...
7

. or contiguous; adjoining; neighboring: as, aS a , S3 5l t., T M ralencu. adipOCeriform. (ad'i-po-ser i-form), a, [< *-
fieldJ*^ to the Mgllway .

< OF. a Dieu, a Deu, mod. F. adieu, to which the

mod. E. conforms in spelling ;
= It. addio = Sp.

to

poundYs'a-monadTdyad^tcV;- same as valency. ^^^fo^'TK11^ } Having
field a îeent to the M^way

* E - * fi^J^l^raii^, I)snterlnB along the

""y&jss&ssf.
Tribes which are larger, or better organized, or both,

conquer adjacent tribes and annex them.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 448.

Adjacent angles. See angle.z. = Syn. Adjacent , Adjoin-

ing, Contiguous. These words apply only to material

things ; if they are applied to abstract things, it is only by
considerable liberty in figurative use. They are not ap-

plicable to separate persons or animals under any circum-

stances. Adjacent villages, camps, herds ; adjoining fields ;

eontiguma houses: not adjacent soldiers, cattle. Adja-
cent lying near, neighboring, but not necessarily in con-

-
/ ,i- ~\ tact- New York and the towns adjacent. Adjoining, joining

iiinpuau, euu., \ ^LI. im*/;i/oo, x +J. adeps (amp-), to or on ^
So as to touch. Contiguous, touching along a con-

fat: see adeps.} I. a. Fatty; consisting of, re- slderable line,

sembling, or having relation to fat Adipose

deit
:

eral

God : an expression of kind wishes at the part-

ing of friends, equivalent to farewell; hence, a

parting salutation in general : as, adieu to my
hopes.

Adewe, and adeive, blis!

Testament of Love, ii. 292.

Adieu, adieu ! my native shore
Fades o'er the waters blue.

Byron, Childe Harold, i. 13.

Delightful summer ! then adieu! Hood, Summer.

Syn. Adieu, Farewell, Good-by. These words have

completely lost their original meanings. In use the dif-

ference between them is only one of formality, good-by
being the most common, and adieu the most formal. By
the Society of Friends (and perhaps some other sects)/are-
well is preferred, as not involving the careless mention of

the name of God. In strict propriety, faremll is a parting
salutation to persons going away.

ipoma (ad-i-po'ma), n. Same as lipoma.

ipose (ad'i-pos), a", and n. [= F. adipeux, Sp.

arteries, the branches of the diaphragmatic, capsular, and
renal arteries which nourish the fat around the kidneys.

Adipose body, in entom., a peculiar fatty substance

occupying a considerable portion of the interior of the

body, and especially abundant in the full-grown larvso of

insects, consisting of a yellowish tabulated mass lining the

walls of the body-cavity and filling up the spaces between
the viscera. Dalian. Adipose fin, a posterior dorsal ap-

pendage, generally sacciform or pedunculated and more
or less fat-like, but sometimes cariniform, developed in

certain fishes, especially the salmonids and silurids. Adi-

pose membrane, the cell-wall of a fat-cell; the ex-

tremely delicate structureless membrane which surrounds

adieu (a-du'; F. pron. a-dye'), n.
; pi. adieus or a fat-globule or vesicle of fat. Adipose sac, a fat-ceil

(in French Spelling) adieilJC (a-duz', a-dye'). or fat-vesicle whose limiting cell-wall consists of an adi-

A farewell or commendation to the care of God : P"se_membrane, and whose contents
are^a 8lbuleofJat.

as, an everlasting adieu; to make one's adieus.

We took our last adifit

And up the snowy Splugen drew.
Tennytun, Daisy.

,

Adipose tissue, a connective tissue <>( loose structure

containing masses of fat-cells, that is, cells in which the

protoplasm has been largely replaced by fat Adipose
tissue underlies the skin, invests the kidneys, etc. Adi-

pose tumor, a lipoma.

From the barge
A strange invisible perfume hits the sense

Of the adjacent wharfs. Shak., A. and C., ii. 2.

The Fire Tender is in the adjoining library, pretending
to write. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 72.

[The Emperor of Morocco] is the only full-blown despot
whose dominions lie contiffMOMs to civilization.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 215.

II. n. 1. That which is next or contiguous;
an abutting neighbor. [Rare.]
No adjacent, no equal, no co-rival.

Slielford, Learned Discourses, p. 2211.

2. In logic, a predicate Propositions of second

adjacent propositions in which the copula and predicate
are merged.- Propositions of third adjacent (tnuislu

tion of (ireek Trporao-i? e -rpirov KaTTryopouiuerou), proposi-

tions \vliusr cnpulji and predicate are separated.

adjacently (a-ja'sent-li), adv. So as to be ad-

jacent.



adjag

adjag (aj'ag), n. [Native name in Java.] A
kind of wild dog, Caiiix rittilaim, found in Java.
The dog-tribe is represented by the fox-like adjag (Cam*

rutilans), which hunts in ferocious packs.
Kiiftjc. Brit., XIII. 603.

adject (a-jekf), v. t. [< L. adjectus, pp. of

adjicere, usually contr. adicere, add, put to,
< ad, to, + jacSre, throw : see jactation, jet1 .]
To add or put, as one thing to another; annex.
[Rare.]
Lanstufan castel and lordship by the new act is .

adjected to Pembrokeshire. Leland, Itinerary, III. 2(i. adjourn (a-jern') i\

adjection (a-jek'shon), n. [< L. adjectio(n~), an
addition, < adjicere, adicere, add: see adject.']
The act of adjecting or adding, or the thing
added. [Rare.]
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as an assistant: see adjoin.'] If. One who is

joined or associated with another as a helper;
an adjunct. [Bare.]
You are, madam, I perceive, said he, a public minister,

and this lady is your adjoint.
Gentleman Instructed, p. 108.

2. [Pron. a-jwan'.] In France, specifically
(a) An assistant of or substitute for the mayor
of a commune, or in Paris of an arrondisse-
ment. (6) An assistant professor in a col-

lege.

[<ME. ajournen, ajornen,

adjunct
Happily we are not without authority on this point.

It has been considered and adjudged.
D. Webster, Speech, March 10, 1818.

3. To pass sentence on
;
sentence or condemn.

Those rebel spirits adjudged to hell.

Milton, P. L.,iv. 823.

4f. To deem; judge; consider. [Rare.]
He adjudged him unworthy of his friendship. Knolles.

= Syn. To decree, adjudicate.

n. intrans. To decree; decide
; pass sentence.

There let him still victor sway,
As battel hath adjudged. Milton, P. L., x. 377.

This Is added to complete our happiness, by the adjn-
tion of eternity. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, xii.

ad.jectitious (ad-jek-tish'us), a. f< LL. adjec-
titius, better spelled adjecticius, added, beside, <
L. adjectus, pp. : see adject.'] Added

; additional :

as^
"
adjectitious work," Maundrell. [Rare.]

adjectival (ad-jek-ti'val or aj'ek-ti-val), a.

[{adjective + -al.~] Belonging to or like an ad-

jective ; having the import of an adjective.
The more frequent employment of Inith the participles

with an adjectival syntax is. in its origin, a Gallicism.
ft P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., p. 658.

Relatively to the real, which Is substantival, the idea
is adjectival. Mind, IX. 127.

< OF. ajorner, ajurner,F. ajourner= Pg. a/or- adjudgeable (a-juj'a-bl), a. [< adjudge +
r= It. aggiornare, < ML. adiurnare, adjurnare, -able.] Capable of being adjudged.

(idjornare, fix a day. summon for a particular Burgh customs still stand in the peculiar position
day, < L. ad, to, + LL. "diltrnus, *jurnus, *jornus being neither adjudgeable. nor arrestable.

Encyc. Brit., IV. 63.(> It. giorno = Pr. jorn = OF. jor, jur, F. jour, a

day), <.li.diurnus, daily, (dies, day: eeediurnal, adjudgement, n. See adjudgment.
journal.'} I. traits. 1 . To put off or defer, prop- ad^udger (a-juj'er), n. One who adjudges.
erly to another day, but also till a later period adjudgment (a-juj'ment), n. The act of ad-

indefinitely. judging; adjudication"; sentence. Also spelled
adjudgement.Or how the sun shall in mid heaven stand still

A day entire, and night's due course adjourn.
Milton, P. L, xii. 264.

The adju<liim.'iit (if the punishment.
Sir W. Temple, Introd. to Hist. Eng.

It is a common practice to adjourn the reformation of adjudicataire (a-io'di-ka-tar') n TF < L
their lives to a further time. Barrou'. anjudicatu8> pp . of

J

adjudicare : see adjudicate.]
Specifically 2. To suspend the meeting of, In Canada, a purchaser at a judicial sale,
as a public or private body, to a future day adjudicate (a-jo'di-kat), v.

; pret. and pp. ad-
or to another place ; also, defer or postpone to judicated, ppr. adjudicating. [< L. adjudicatus,
a future meeting of the same body : as, the pp. of adjudicare, award, decide. < ad, to, +.. p f

n -- j 7 v rr Mlv ""-' *
t.j

* TI 1 1 1 1 1 . wvuMm N i+t*j i/v

adjectivally (ad-jek-ti val-i or aj'ek-ti-val-i), court adjourned the consideration of the ques- judicare, judge: see adjudge and judge.] I.
adv. By way of or as an adjective : as, a iiouu tion. trans. To adjudge ; pronounce judgment upon ;

or participle adjectivally used,

adjective (aj'ek-tiv), a. and . [< L. adjectivus,
that is added (only as a grammatical term),< ad-

jectus, pp. of adjicere, add: see adject.'] I. a. 1.

Naming or forming an adjunct to a noun : as,
an adjective name. 2. Pertaining to an adjec-

The queen being absent, 't is a needful fitness
That we adjourn this court till further day.

Shot., Hen. VIII., U. 4.

11. intrans. To suspend a sitting or trans-
action till another day, or transfer it to another
place: usually said of legislatures, courts, or

tive: as, the adjective use of a noun. 3. Added other formally organized bodies : as, the legis-
t\v >.(\\ai*+*t\ n HHitinn al n?oi^ T .ji _..ii.._ ~-i lfl.t,171*A fltj'mtirnptl at". fAni rji*\f\rt\e tVia YvmAtinrvoradjected; additional. [Rare.] Adjective col-
or, in dyeing, a color which is not absorbed directly from
its solution by the fibers of the substance dyed, but can be
fixed only by a mordant or by some other means : opposed to
substantive color, which the fibers directly absorb. Ad-
Jectlvelaw. See law. Noun adjective, a word stand-
ing for the name of an attribute : now usually adjective, n.
See below.

lature adjourned at four o'clock
; the meeting

adjourned to the town hall TO adjourn sine die
(literally, to adjourn without day), to adjourn without set-

ting a time to reconvene or sit again ; specifically, to ad-
journ without intending or expecting to sit again: the
usual formula of minutes recording the proceedings of a
body, as a court martial, whose existence terminates with
the business for which it was convened.

II. n. 1. In arum., a word used to nualifv, adimirnal (a-ier'nal^ n l"< adiourn + -fil
j_fl t, 3 ' ""J""""" Vft J "ft1 ;. l\ uyourn -w. 10 pass on a veraict 01 personal taste, under the guise

limit, or denne a noun, or a word or phrase In Scots law, the proceedings of a single day uf an adjudieation of science. F Hall Mod Eng p 81
which has the value of a noun

;
a part of speech in, or of a single sitting of, the Court of Justi-

award judicially.

Superior force may end in conquest ; . . . but it cannot
adjudicate any right. Sumner, True Grand, of Nations.

II. intrant. To sit in judgment ; give a judi-
cial decision : with upon : as, the court adjudi-
cated upon the case.

From the whole taken in continuation, but not from any
one as an insulated principle, you come into a power of

adjudicating upon the pretensions of the whole theory.
De Quinary, Style, ii.

adjudication (a-jo-di-ka'shon), n. [< L. adjudi-
catio(n-),< adjudicare: see adjudicate."] 1. The
act of adjudicating; the act or process of deter-

mining or adjudging ;
a passing of judgment.

To pass off a verdict of personal taste, under the guise

expressing quality or condition as belonging to

something: thus, tvhiteness is the name of a
quality, and is a noun

;
white means possessing

whiteness, and so is an adjective. The adjective

eiary: equivalent to sederunt as applied to a
civil court Act of adjournal, the record of a sen-
tence in a criminal cause. Book of adjournal, a book
containing the records of the Court of Justiciary".l*v*J**^v I ^. t lie UJCLL1*U j. , . .. . .. r> *-VTV

is used attributively, appositively, or predicatively : thus, adjournment (ft-jcrn ment), n. [< Or . ajourne-
attributively in "a wine ruler "; 'appositively, in 4

"'a ruler
wise and good"; predicatively, in "the ruler is mte."
Commonly abbreviated to a. or adj.

2f. A dependant or an accessory ; a secondary
or

subsidiary part.
adjective (aj'ek-tiv), v. t. To make an adjec-
tive of

;
form into an adjective ; give the char-

acter of an adjective to. [Rare.]

ment, earlier ajornement': seeadjourn a.nd-ment.']
1. The act of postponing or deferring.
We run our lives out in adjournments from time to time.

L'Kstrange.

2. The act of discontinuing a meeting of a
,

public or private body or the transaction of any Scots law, adjudication
business until a fixed date or indefinitely. are more debts than one

"hi"h '"""' '* " ""' *'

2. In law : (a) A judicial sentence
; judg-

ment or decision of a court. (6) The act of a
court declaring an ascertained fact : as, an
adjudication of bankruptcy.
The consequence of adjudication is that all the bank-

rupt's property veats in the registrar of the court until
the appointment by the creditors of a trustee, and there-
after in the trustee. Encyc. Brit., III. 343.

3. In Scots law, the diligence or process by
which land is attached in security for or in

payment of a debtArticulate adjudication, i"~ ,

which is often used where there
ie due to the adjudging creditor ; in

3 The rjeriod during which a nnblic hndv ml- which case it is usual to accumulate each debt by itself.In English, instead of adjrctimng our own nouns, we .
iue Pe "" uu >ouy au-

so that in case of an error in ascertainina or calculating
ivo hnrrnu/oH i,. , ,)..,....,; ! lOlims its Slttintrs: a.a. iliinno- an tirlirmrunifnt "",'" <-*t 01 ii enoi in ascertaining or (.aiLUiaunKhave borrowed in immense numbers adjectived signs from

other languages, without borrowing the unadjectived signs
of these ideas. Home Tookr, Purley.

adjectively (aj'ek-tiv-li), adv. In the manner
of an adjective : as, the word is here used ad-

jectively.

adjiger (aj'i-ger), n. [Anglo-Iud., repr. Hind.
ajgar.'] A large Indian rock-snake, Python mo-
lurus. See anaconda.

adjoin (a-join'), v. [< ME. ajninen, < OF. ajoin-
dre (F. adjoindre), < L. adjunt/ere, < ad, to, +
jungere, join: see join.'] I. trans. 1. To join
on or add

;
unite

;
annex or append.

A massy wheel . . .

To whose huge spokes ten thousand lesser things
Are mortis'd and adjoin'd. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3.

2. To be contiguous to or in contact with : as,
his house adjoins the lake

;
a field adjoining

the lawn.
As one . . .

Forth issuing on a summer's morn, to breathe
Among the pleasant villages and farms
Adjoin'd, from each thing met conceives delight.

journs its sittings: as, during an adjournment
of six weeks Adjournment In eyre, in old Eng.
law, the appointment by the justices in eyre, or circuit

judges, of a day for future session. = Syn. Adjournment,
Jiecets, Prorogation, Dissolution. Adjournment is the act
by which an assembly suspends ite session in virtue of

authority inherent in itself ; it may be also the time or in-
terval of such suspension. A recess is a customary sus-

pension of business, as during the period of certain
recognized or legal holidays : as, the Easter recess ; a
recess for Washington's birthday. Recess is also popu-
larlr-

---'" -

arlyused for a brief suspension of business for anyreason : adjudicature (a-jo'di
s, It was agreed that there be a recess of ten minutes. rXte + tirf ^ Thn S>K

^prorogation is the adjournment of the sittings of a

one of the debts, the error may affect only that debt.
Effectual adjudication, in Scots law, a form of action
by which real property is attached by a creditor. Former
adjudication, in law, a previous judicial decision be-
tween the same parties or those whom they succeed,
availab|e;

or sought to be made available, to bar a subse-
quent litigation involving the same point.

idjudicator (a-jo'di-ka-tor), n. [< L. as if "ad-

judicator, < adjudicare: see adjudicate."] One
who adjudicates.

"1-ka-tur''), n. [< adjudi-
act of 'process of adju

"

eating j adjudication.
[< L. adjugatus, pp.

. to, + jugare, join, <

jugum (= E. yoke), <jungere, join : see yoke and
join."] To yoke to. Bailey.

adjudi-
legislative body at the instance of the authority which ,

called it together, as the sovereign ; during a prorogation adjugatet (aj'o-gat), V. t.

it can hold no sittings, but in order to resume business of adjugare unite < admu
!? ,

be
,1
a
e,
a
.
in summoned : the close of a session of the j,,mim /L p. ,lni.Ki V ;;,

British Parliament is called a prorogation. Dissolution
is the act by which the body, as such, is broken up, and its .

.
-

members are finally discharged from their duties. The adjumentt (aj'6-ment), n. [< L. adjumentum, a
United States House of Representatives dissolves every means of aid, a contr. of "adjuvamentum, < ad-two years at a time fixed by law, but the Senate has a ,;..,., olr, niH o ;/? V TTol,
continuous life, and therefore adjourns from one Congress

tre - " ilDl a 'e "K1 Lehl : sinmnrt :

to another. The dissolution of the British Parliament
necessitates a new election

;
the dissolution of the United

States House of Representatives is provided for by law, an

support;

election being previously held.,f... 1 T 1 Jin *-lnnl.Il Mt*lll plc*lUUBl 11C1U.
Milton, p. L, ix. 449.

a(jjoustti ,.. obsolete form of adjust.
icnirniQ no 1^1* l\.a J <4> A ,,-*...,. _.e .- i iII. intrans. 1. To be contiguous ; lie or be adjt.' A'contraction of adjutant.

tact: with to: as, "a farm ad- adjudge (a-juj'), v.; pret. and pp. adjudged,
next, or in contact : with to : as,
joining to the highway," Blactetone. 2f. To
approach ; join.

She lightly unto him adjoyned syde to syde
Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 42.

adjoinantt (a-joi'nant), a. [< F. adjoignant,
ppr. of adjoindre : see adjoin.'] Contiguous.
To the town there is adjoinant in site ... an ancient

castle. R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

adjoint (aj'oint), n. [< F. adjoint, assistant,
adjunct, prop. pp. of adjoindre, adjoin, assign

ppr. adjudging.' [< ME. adjugen, ajugen, < OF.
ajugier, ajuger, F. adjuger, < L. adjudicare,
award, decide, < ad, to, + judicare, decide : see

judge;and adjudicate."] I. trans. 1. To award
judicially; assign: as, the prize was adjudged
to him.

Ajax ran mad, because his arms were adjudged to
I l.vss,^. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 166.

2. To decide by a judicial opinion or sentence
;

adjudicate upon; determine; settle.

juvare, help, aid: see aid.'] Help;
that which supports or assists.

Nerves are adjuments to corporal activity.

Waterhouse, Fortescue, p. 197.

adjunct (aj'ungkt), a. and n. [< L. adjunetus,

J'

Dined to, added, pp. of adjungere : see adjoin."]
. a. 1. United with another (generally in a

subordinate capacity) in office or in action of

any kind: as, an adjunct professor. 2. Added
to or conjoined with, as a consequence; attend-

ing; accompanying.
Though that my death were adjunct to my act,

By Heaven, I would do it. Shak., K. John, iii. 3.

Adjunct diagnostics. See diagnostic. Adjunct note,
in mimic, an unaccented auxiliary note not forming an
essential part of the harmony.

II. n. 1. Something added to another, but
not essentially a part of it.



adjunct

Learning is but an adjunct to ourself.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3.

Discretion in its several adjuncts and circumstances is

nowhere so useful as to the clergy. Swift.

2. A person joined to another in gome duty or

service
;
an assistant or subordinate colleague.

An adjunct of singular experience and trust.

Sir II. Wvtton.

In the Royal Academy of Science at Paris, there are

twelve members called iulju.net* attached to the study of

some particular science. Buchanan, Diet. Sci.

3. In metavh., any quality of a thing not per-

taining to its essence. 4. In gram., a word or

a number of words added to define, limit, or

qualify the force of another word or other

words
;
a word or phrase having value ill a sen-

tence only as dependent on another member
of the sentence, as an adjective, an adverb, the

words of a dependent clause, etc. 5. In music,

a scale or key closely related to another; a

relative scale or key. External, internal, etc.,

adjunct. See the adjectives.

adjunction (a-jungk'shon), n. [< L. adjunctio(n-),

<adjuH(/ere, join: see adjoin.} 1. The act of

joining; the state of being joined. 2. The

thing joined. 3. In ciril law, the joining of

one person's property to that of another per-

manently, as the building of a house upon an-

other's land, painting of a picture on another's

canvas, and the like. Bapelje and Laurence.

adjunctive (a-jungk'tiv), a. and n. [< L. ad-

junctivm, that is joined, < adjunctus, pp. : see

adjunct.] I. a. Joining; having the quality of

joining.
II. n. One who or that which is joined.

adjunctively (a-jungk'tiv-li), adv. In an ad-

junctive manner; as an adjunct.

adjunctly (aj'ungkt-li), ado. In connection

with ; by way of addition or adjunct ;
as an

adjunct.
ad jura regis (ad jo'ra re'jis). [L., to the

rights of the king: ad, to; jura, ace. pi. of jus

(jur-), right; regis, gen. of rex (reg-), king.]
An old English writ to enforce a presentation

by the king to a living, against one who sought
to eject the clerk presented.
adjuration (aj-6-ra'shon), . [< L. adjuratio(n-),
< adjurarc : see adjure.'] 1. The act of adjur-

ing ;
a solemn charging on oath, or under the

penalty of a curse; hence, an earnest appeal
or question.
To the adjuration of the high-priest,

" Art thou the

Christ, the son of the blessed God?" our Saviour replies in

St. Matthew, "Thou hast said."

Blackball, Sacred ('lassies, II. 163.

2. A solemn oath.

To restrain the significance too much, or too much to

enlarge it, would make the adjuration either not so

weighty or not so pertinent.
Milton, Reason of Church Gov., i.

adjuratory (a-jo'ra-to-ri), a. [< L. adjurato-

rius, < adjurator, one who adjures, < adjurare :

see adjure.] Pertaining to or containing adju-

ration; of the nature of an adjuration: as, an

adjuratory appeal.
adjure (a-jor'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. adjured, ppr.

adjuring. [< ME. ad/uren, < L. adjurare, swear

to, adjure, < ad, to, + jurare, swear: see jurat.
Cf. abjure, conjure, and perjure.] 1. To charge,
bind, or command, earnestly and solemnly, of-

ten with an appeal to God or the invocation of

a curse in case of disobedience : hence, to en-

treat or request earnestly : as, I adjure thee

by the living God," Mat. xxvi. 63
;
his friend

adjured him to be careful.

Joshua adjimd them at that time, saying, Cursed be
the man before the Lord, that riseth up and buildeth this

city Jericho. Josh. vi. 26.

2. To swear by : as, to adjure the holy name
of God. [Rare.]=Syn. 1. To conjure, implore, en-

join, pray, beg, entreat, beseech, supplicate.

adjurer (a-jor'er), n. One who adjures.
adjust (a-jusf), v. t. [< F. "adjuster, to ad-

just, set aptly, couch evenly, joyn handsomly,
match fitly, dispose orderly, several things to-

gether" (Cotgrave), now ajuster (= It. aggius-
tare, aggiostare = Pg. Sp. ajustar), arrange,
dispose, fit, etc., < ML. adjustare, in form < L.

ad, to, + Justus, just, but suggested by OF. ajun-

ter, "ajouster, to add, adjoyn, set or put unto;
also, increase, augment, eek, also as adjuster

"

(Cotgrave) (> ME. ajusten, adjousten, add, put,
suggest), F. ajouter (see adjute), lit. put side

by side, < ML. adjuxtare, put side by side, < L.

ad, to, +juxta, near, lit. adjoining, from same
root as jungere, join : see juxtaposition.] 1. To
fit, as one thing to another; make correspon-
dent or conformable

; adapt; accommodate : as,
to adjust things to a standard.
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Adjust the event to the prediction.
Addison, Def. of Christ. Relig.

According to Helmholtz, then, we adjust the eye to near

objects liy contraction of the ciliary muscle.
Le Cunte, Sight, p. 44.

The living body is not only sustained and reproditn-d :

it adjusts itself to external and internal changes.

Huxley, Animal Automatism.

2. To put in order; regulate or reduce to sys-
tem

; bring to a proper state or position : as, to

iitljiixt n scheme
;
to adjust affairs; "adjusting

the orthography," Johnson.

To adiust the focal distance of his optical instruments.
J. S. Mill, Logic, i. 1.

3. To settle or bring to a satisfactory state, so

that parties are agreed in the result: as, to

adjust accounts.

Half the differences of the parish are adjusted in this

very parlour. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer.

4f. To put forward; suggest. Chaucer. 5f.

To add. Caxton. = Syn. To suit, arrange, dispose, trim,

proportion, balance, conform, set right, rectify, reconcile.

adjustable (a-jus'ta-bl), a. [< adjust + -able.]

Capable of being adjusted.

adjustably (a-jus'ta-bli), adv. As regards ad-

justment ;
so as to be capable of adjustment.

The bed is held adjustably in place by means of screw-

holts. C. T. Dams, Leather, p. 329.

adjustaget (a-jus'taj), . Adjustment. Sylves-
ter. [Kare.]
adjuster (a-jus'ter), M. A person who adjusts;
that which regulates.

adjusting-cone (a-jus'ting-kon), n. An in-

strument for measuring the distance between
the axes of the eyes when they are parallel, as

in looking at a distant object, it consists of two
hollow cones, each perforated at the apex. Through these

perforations the person whose eyes are to be measured
looks at a distant object, and the cones are moved until

the two fields of vision coincide. The distance between
the apexes then gives the measurement sought.

adjusting-screw (a-jus'ting-skro), n. A screw

by which the adjustable parts of an instrument
or a machine are moved to required positions.
It also often serves to hold the parts firmly in

those positions.

adjusting-tool (a-jus'ting-tol), n. A tool for

regulating the snail of a fusee in a timepiece,
so that its increase of diameter may exactly
compensate for the decrease of tension of the

spring as it unwinds from the barrel.

adjustive(a-jus'tiv),a. [< adjust + -ive.] Tend-

ing or serving to adjust.

adjustment (a-just'ment), n. [< adjust + -ment,
atter F. ajusiement.] 1. The act of adjusting ;

a making fit orconformable
;
the act of adapting

to a given purpose ; orderly regulation or ar-

rangement : as, the adjustment of the parts of a

watch.

The rest of the apparel required little adjustment.
Scott, Waverley, xliii.

2. The state of being adjusted ;
a condition of

adaptation; orderly relation of parts or ele-

ments.

Throughout all phases of Life up to the highest, every
advance is the effecting of some better adjustment of in-

ner to outer actions. U. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 61.

3. That which serves to adjust or adapt one

thing to another or to a particular service : as,
the adjustments of constitutional government,
of a microscope, a timepiece, etc.

The nicest of all the adjustments involved in the working
of the British Government is thatwhich determines,without
formally defining, the internal relations of the Cabinet.

Gladstone, Might of Eight, p. 162.

4. The act of settling or arranging, as a differ-

ence or dispute; settlement; arrangement.
5. In marine insurance, the act of settling and

ascertaining the amount of indemnity which
the party insured is entitled to receive under
the policy after all proper allowances and de-

ductions have been made, and the settling of

the proportion of that indemnity which each
underwriter is liable to bear. =8301. Arrangement,
regulation, settlement, adaptation, accommodation, dis-

posal.

adjuster (a-jus'tpr), n. [< adjust + -or.] In
anat. and zool., that which adjusts, coaptates,
or makes to fit together: a name of sundry
muscles : as, the dorsal and ventral adjustors of

the shells of brachiopods. See extract, and
cuts under Lingulidce and Waldheimia.

The dorsal adjusters are fixed to the ventral surface of

the peduncle, and are again inserted into the hinge-plate
in tile smaller valve. The ventral adjutttors are eonsid-
rivil to pass from the inner extremity of the peduncle and
to become attached by one pair of their extremities to the
ventral valve, one on each side of and a little behind tin-

expanded base of the divaricators. Encyc. Brit., IV". 192.

adjutage, . Sec //</.

adjutant-general

adjutancy (aj'd-tan-si), n. [< adjutan(t) + -oj.]

1. The office of adjutant. Also called adju-

tantship. 2f. Assistance.
It was, no doubt, disposed with all the adjutancy of

definition and division. Burke, Appeal to Old Whigs,

adjutant (aj'o-tant), a. andn. [< L. iitljitlitn(t~)s,

ppr. of adjutare, aid, assist, freq. ofadjuvare, aid :

see aid.] I. a. Helping; assistant. KuUol.m-

(1076). [Bare.]
II. n. 1. A helper; an assistant; an aid.

[Rare.]
A fine violin must ... be the best adjutant to a flue

voice. ^. Mason, Eng. Church Music, p. 74.

2. Milit., properly, a regimental staff-officer ap-

pointed to assist the commanding officer of a

regiment in the discharge of the details of his

military duty. The title is also given to officers hav-

ing similar functions attached to larger or smaller divi-

sions of troops, to garrisons, and to the War Department
of the United States government. (See adjutant-general.)

Adjutants are also assigned, as in the British army, to di-

visions of artillery. Formerly, in England, called aid-ma-

jor. Often contracted to atljt.

3. The adjutant-bird (which see) Post adju-
tant, a person holding the office of adjutant with refer-

ence to the organization, of whatever character, of the

troops stationed at a post, garrison, camp, or cantonment.

Regimental adjutant, a person holding the office of

adjutant with reference to a regimental organization,
whether the regiment is in one place or dispersed at dif-

ferent stations.

adjutant-bird (aj'6-tant-berd), n. The name
given by English residents of Bengal to a very
large species of stork, common in India, the

Leptoptilus argala of some naturalists, belong-

Adjutant-bird (Lrfteptiltis ar?ala}.

ing to the family Ciconiidte. It is the Ardea dubia
of Gmelin, the A. araala of Latham, the Cicoma marabou
of Temminck, and the argala of the native Indians. Great

confusion has been occasioned by the transference by
Temminck of the native name, argala, to a related but
distinct African species. The name marabou has likewise

been given to both species, since both furnish the orna-

mental plumes so named in commerce. The African spe-
cies should be distinguished as the marabou, the Indian

species being left to bear its native name argala. The
name adjutant, or adjutant-bird, is a nickname bestowed

upon the bird from some fancied likeness of its bearing to

the stiff martinet air of the military functionary known
as an adjutant. The bird is a gigantic stork, 5 or often (i

feet high, and its expanded wings measure 14 feet from

tip to tip. It has an enormous bill, nearly bare head and

neck, and a sausage-like pouch hanging from the under

part of the neck. It is one of the most voracious carniv-

orous birds known, and in India, from its devouring all

sorts of carrion and noxious animals, is protected by law.

Also called adjutant-crane, adjutant-stork, and iwuched
stork. The name is sometimes extended to a related spe-

cies, L. javanicus, known as the lesser adjutant or adju-
tant-bird.

adjutant-crane (aj'6-tant-kran), n. Same as

adjutant-bird.
adjutant-general (aj'6-tant-jen'e-ral), n.; pi.

adjutants-general. 1. Milit., a staff-officer, the

chief assistant of a commanding general in the

execution of his military duties, as in issuing
and executing orders, receiving and registering

reports, regulating details of the service, etc.

By law there is but one adjutant-general of the United
States army. He is a principal officer of the War Depart-
ment of the United States government, the head of a

bureau conducting the army correspondence, and having

charge of the records, of recruiting and enlistment, of the

issue of commissions, etc. Most of the individual States

also have adjutants-general, performing similar duties

with respect to the militia of their several States. The

adjutant-general is aided by fixKi*tci/tt odjvtaHt+glfUTal.
In the British service, the adjutant-general of the forces

is an officer of the full rank of general, having a body of



adjutant-general

assistants at the Horse Guards or headquarters of the

army in London, and performing the same class of duties

as those mentioned above. Commonly abbreviated to A.

0. when appended to a name.

2. Eccles., a title mistakenly given by transla-

tors to the assistants of the general of the

Jesuits. See assistant, 3.

adjutantship (aj'6-tant-ship), n. Same as ad-

jutancy, 1.

adjutant-stork (aj'o-tant-stork), n. Same as

adjutant-lrird.
adjutator (aj'6-ta-tor), w. [NL., an assistant,
<L. adjutare, assist': see adjutant.] An adju-
tor or helper. See note under agitator, 2.

[Rare.]
adjutet (a-jof), * or i. [< F. ajouttr, formerly
adjouster, add: see adjust."} To add.

There be
Six bachelors as told as he, adjuting to his company.

B. Jonson, Underwoods.

adjutor (a-j6'tor), n. lli.,<.adjuvare, help: see

adjutant and aid.] A helper. [Bare ;
its com-

pound coadjutor is in common use.]
He . . . and such as his adjutors were.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, iv. 10.

adjutoryt (aj'ij-to-ri), a. [< L. as if *adjutorie,

helping; cf. ailjiilorium, help: see adjutor.]

Serving to help or aid. Blount; Bailey.

adjutrix (a-jo'triks), n.
; pi. adjutrices (a-jo-tri'-

sez). [L., fern, of adjutor: see adjutor.] A
female assistant. [Bare.]
adjuvant (aj'o-vant or a-jo"vant), a. and n.

|X L. adjuvan(t-)8, ppr. of adjuuare, help: see

aid.] I. a. Serving to help or assist
; auxiliary ;

contributory: as, an adjuvant medicine.

Cause adjuvant worketh not by himself, but is a helper.
Blundeville.

But that humidity is only an adjuvant and not even a

necessary adjuvant cause, is proved by the immunity of

fruit-eaters in the swampiest regions of the equatorial
coast-lands. Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 182.

II. n. 1. A person or thing aiding or helping ;

whatever aids or assists.

Undoubtedly, a flavor smacking of the caucus, the jubi-

lee, and other adjuvant* of " the cause
"

is found in some
of his [Whittier's) polemic strains.

Stedman, Poeta of America, p. 124.

Specifically 2. In med., whatever aids in re-

moving or preventing disease
; especially, a

substance added to a prescription to aid the

operation of the principal ingredient.

allegation (ad-le-ga'shon), n. [< L. adlega-

tio(n-), later allegatio(n-), a deputing, < adle-

gare, allegare, depute, conimission, < ad, to, +
leaare, send with a commission. See allegation,
tlie same word in another use.] The right of

ministers of the individual states of the old Ger-
man empire to be associated with those of the

emperor in public treaties and negotiations re-

lating to the common interests of the empire.
This right was claimed by the states, but dis-

puted by the emperor.
ad lib. An abbreviation of ad libitum.

ad libitum (ad lib'i-tum). [L. : ad = E. at;
ML. or NL. libitum, L. only in pi. libita, plea-
sure, ace. iieut. pp. of libet, also spelled lul>ct, it

pleases, akin to E. /ic/and love : see lief, lore,

liberal, etc.] At pleasure ;
to the extent of one's

wishes. Specifically, in music, indicating that the time
and expression of a passage are left to the feeling and taste

of the performer. In the case of cadenzas and other orna-

ments, the phrase indicates that the performer may omit
them or substitute others in their place. An accompani-
ment is said to be ad libitum when it may be used or
omitted. Often abbreviated, in speech as well as writing,
to ad lib.

adlings, n. See addling2 ,
2.

adlocution (ad-lo-ku'shpn), n. Same as allocu-

tion, 1.

Adlumia (ad-lo'mi-a), n. [NL., named for Ma-
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tory, a delicate climbing herbaceous biennial,
with panicles of drooping flowers. It is a native
of the Alleghanies, and is often cultivated.

admanuensis (ad-man-u-en'sis), n.
; pi. adiiuin-

uenses (-sez). [ML., < L. ad, to, + manux, hand,
+ -ensis. Ct. amanuensis.] In old EIUJ. lino, one

taking a corporal path, that is, by laying the
hand on the Bible, in distinction from one tak-

ing the oath in other forms, or affirming.

admarginate (ad-mar'jin-at), r. t. r< L. ad, to,
+ martjo (margin-), margin, + -ateS : see ad-,

margin, and -ate3.] To note or write on the

margin. [Bare.]
Receive candidly the few hints which I have admargi-

nated. Coleridge.

admaxillary (ad-mak'si-la-ri), a. [< L. ad, to,
+ maxilla, jaw, after E. maxillary.] In anat.,
connected with the jaw.
admeasure (ad-mezh'ur), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
admeasured, ppr. admeasuring. [< ME. amesu-

ren, < OF. ametturer, admesurer, < ML. admensu-

rare, measure, < L. ad, to,+ LL. mensurare, mea-
sure

;
cf. L. admetiri, measure out to, < ad, to,

+ metiri, the ult. L. source of measure : see ad-

and measure, r.] 1. To ascertain the dimen-

sions, size, or capacity of
;
measure.

The identification of the reasoner's intellect with that
of his opponent depends, if I understand you aright, upon
the accuracy with which the opponent's intellect is ori-

measured. Poe, Tales, I. 272.

2. In law, to survey and lay off a due portion to,
as of dower in real estate or of pasture held in

common. This was formerly done by writ of
admeasurement, directed to the sheriff.

Upon this suit all the commoners shall be admeasurfil.

Blackstone, Com., iii. 16.

admeasurement (ad-mezh'ur-ment), n. [<OF.
amesurement, admesurement : see admeasure and
-ment.] 1. The process of measuring ;

the as-

certainment of tie numerical amount of any
quantity. 2. The numerical amount or mea-
sure of anything, whether a number, the dimen-
sions of a solid, the bulk of a fluid, mass, dura-

tion, or degree. 3. In tar, ascertainment and

assignment of the due proportion : as, admea-
surement of damages, or of dower in an estate

;

admeasurement of the right of an individual in

a common pasture.
Sometimes called admensuration.

admeasurer (ad-mezh'iir-er), n. One who ad-

measures.
admedian (ad-me'di-an), a. [< L. ad, to, + ie-

dius, middle : see ad- and median.] In eoncli.,

a synonym of lateral, as applied to the series

of teeth of the radula, these being rachidian or

median, lateral or admedian, and unciual.

For "lateral" Professor Lankester substitutes the term
admedian. W. II. Dall, Science, IV. 143.

admensuration (ad-men-su-ra'shon), n. [< ML.
admensuratio(n-), < admensurare: see admea-

sure.] Same as admeasurement. [Bare.]
Admetacea (ad-me-ta'se-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Admete + -acea.] A family name used by some
naturalists for the Admetida! (which see).

Admete (ad-me'te), n. [NL., < Or. a6u?rrof,

fern. aS/itfrr/, untamed, unbroken, poet, form of

a6d/tarof = E. untamed. Cf. adamant.] The typ-
ical genus of gastropods of the family Adme-

'rrhosa ; single leaf and panicle.

jor Adlum.] A genus of American plants of

a single species, A. cirrhosa, the climbing fumi-

A. flridula is a small whitish species, half an inch

long, found on the Atlantic coast of North America from
Cape Cod northward.

admetid (ad-me'tid), n. A gastropod of the

family Admetida:.

Admetidae (ad-met'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Admete
+ -idai.] A family of toxoglossate pectinibran-
chiate gastropods, typified by the genus Admete.
The family is closely related to the Cancetlariidce, but the

species affect colder waters. Admete viridida is a com-
mon northern form. The members of this family have a
rounded head, filiform tentacles, eyes on minute tuber-

cles external to the tentacles, and a characteristic den-
tition of the odontophore ; the shell has an ovate aper-

ture, with an obliquely truncated plicate columella and
a trenchant outer lip.

adminicle (ad-min'i-kl), n. [<L. adminiculum,
help, support, prop, lit. that on which the hand
may rest, < ad, to, + mantis, hand, + double
dim. suffix -culum.] 1. That which gives aid

or support ;
an auxiliary. [Rare.]

The senate of five hundred . . . was a permanent ad-

junct and adminicle of the puhlic assembly.
Qrotf, Greece, III. 99.

2. In late, supporting or corroboratory proof.
Specifically, in Scot* and French late, whatever aids in

proving the tenor of a lost deed
; any deed or scroll which

tends to establish the existence of the deed in question,
or to make known its terms.

3. In med., any aid to the action of a remedy.
4. pi. In en torn. See adminiculum, 2.

adminicula, . Plural of adminiculuui .

administer

adminicular. adminiculary (ad-mi-nik'u-lar,
-la-ri), a. [\L. adminiculum, help: see admini-

cle.] Supplying help ; helpful; corroborative.
The humanity of Christ is not set before us in the New

Testament as sustaining merely u conditional in
1

ii'lm'n/'--

ular relation to a work whose intrinsic and essential value
cuim-s from another source. Prog. Orthodoxy, p. 20.

The several structural arrangements adminicular to the

integrity of the whole are thus co-ordinated.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol.

Adminicular evidence, in law, explanatory or complet-
ing evidence.

adminiculate (ad-mi-nik'u-lat), v. i. or t. [< L.

ititiniiiiriilatus, pp. of adminiculare, help, prop,
(ailminiculum: see adminicle.] To give admi-
nicular evidence

; testify in corroboration of.

[Bare.]
adminiculatort (ad-mi-nik'u-la-tor), n. [L., <

adminiculare: see adminiculate.] An assistant;
specifically, an advocate for the poor.
adminiculum (ad-mi-nik'u-lum), n.

; pi. admi-
nii-iilii (-la). [L., a prop: see adminicle.] 1.

An aid or'help ;
an adminicle.

Of other aitminictttn, or aids to induction, only the titles

are given by Bacon, and it would be hazardous to conjec-
ture as to their significance.

R. Adamaon, Eucyc. Brit., XIV. 792.

2. pi. In entom., Kirby's name for the short

spines on the abdominal segments of certain

insects, pupae or grubs, wherebytheymake their

way through any substance in which they bur-
row. Also called adminicles. N. E. D.
administer (ad-min'is-ter), v. [< ME. admyn-
istren, amynistren, < OF. aministrcr, administrer,
mod. F. administrer, < L. administrare, manage,
execute (cf. administer, an attendant), < ad, to,
-t- ministrare, attend, serve, < minister, servant :

see minister.] I. trans. 1. To manage or con-
duct as minister, chief agent, or steward ; super-
intend the management or execution of

;
control

or regulate in behalf of others : as, to adminis-
ter the laws or the government, or a depart-
ment of government ;

to administer a charitable

trust, the affairs of a corporation, or the estate
of a bankrupt.

For forms of government let fools contest,
Whate'er is best adminitter'd is best.

Pope, Essay on Man, iil. 304.

Brawn without brain is thine : my prudent care

Foresees, provides, administer* the war.

Dryden, Ajax and Ulysses, 1. 554.

2. To afford
; supply ; dispense ; bring into use

or operation, especially in the execution of a

magisterial or sacerdotal office : as, to adminis-
ter relief

;
to administer justice.

Have they not the old popish custom of administeriny
the blessed sacrament of the holy eucharist with wafer
cakes ? Hooker.

Let zephyrs bland
Admintxter their tepid genial ail's. J. Philipn.

3. To give or apply ;
make application of : as,

to administer medicine, punishment, counsel,
etc.

Close by was a heap of stout osier rods, such as [are] used
in adminiitering the bastinado. O'Donovan, Slerv, xiii.

4. To tender or impose, as an oath.

Swear by the duty that you owe to Heaven . . .

To keep the oath that we administer.

Shalt., Rich. II., I. 3.

5. In law, to manage or dispose of, as the

estate of a deceased person, in the capacity
either of executor or administrator. See ad-

ministration, 9. =Syn. 1. To control, preside over. 2
and 3. Administer, Minister, distribute, give out, deal out.

In the sense of supplying, dispensing, minuter is now used

principally of things spiritual : as, to mininter comfort, con-

solation, or relief ; while administer is used of things both

spiritual and material : as, to administer food, medicine,
reproof, justice.

He asserted that ... a noxious drug had been admin-
isten'd to him in a dish of porridge.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xv.

The greatest delight which the fields and woods minister
is the suggestion of an occult relation between man and the

vegetable. Emerson, Nature.

II. intrunn. 1. To contribute assistance;
bring aid or supplies ;

add something : with
to : as, to administer to the necessities of the

poor.
There is a fountain rising in the upper part of my gar-

den, which . . . administers to the pleasure as well as the

plenty of the place. Spectator, No. 447.

2. To perform the office of administrator: with

upon : as, A administers upon the estate of B.
=Svn. Administer to, Minister to. Minister to is now pref-
erable to administer to in such connections as to minister
ti> one's needs, to minister to the necessities of the poor, to

niinistfrto the pleasure of the assembly. Administerto in

such connections is archaic.

administer! (ad-min'is-ter), n. [L. : see the

verb.] One who administers; a minister or an
administrator.

Von have shewed yourself a good administer of the

revenue. Bacon, Speech to Sir J. Denham.



administerial

administerial (ad-min-is-te'ri-al), n. [< L. mi-

minister, attendant (or < E. administer, i\), +
4al, in imitation of ministerial, q. v.] Pertain-

ing to administration, or to the executive part
of government ;

ministerial. [Bare.]
administrable (ad-min'is-tra-bl), a. [<L. as if

"administraliilix, < adminislrare : see admini.-'ii i;

i
1

.] Capable of being administered.

administrador (Sp. pron. ad-me-ne-strii-dor'),
. [Sp. : = E. administrator.] A steward; an

overseer. G. Yale. [Used in parts of the

United States acquired from Mexico.]
administrant (ad-min'is-trant), a. and . [< P.

administrant, ppr. of udminiatrcr : see adininin-

ter, .] I. a. Managing ;
executive ; pertain-

ing to the management of affairs.

II. n. One who administers
;
an executive

officer.

administrate (ad-inin'is-trat), -v. t.
; pret. and

pp. administrated, ppr. administrating- [< ^- '"'-

ministratus, pp. of administrare : see adminis-

ter, v.~\ To administer ; dispense ; give ; supply :

as,
" to administrate the sacraments," Knox.

administration (ad-min-is-tra'shon), n. [<ME.
adinittistraeiuiiii, < OF. administration, < L. ad-

ministmtio(n-), < administrare : see administer,

t!.] 1. The act of administering; direction;

management ; government of public affairs ;
the

conducting of any office or employment.
The administration of government, in its largest sense,

comprehends all the operations of the body politic, whether

legislative, executive, or judiciary ;
but in its most usual,

and perhaps in its most precise, signification, it is limited to

executive details, and falls peculiarly within the province
of the executive department.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 72.

2. The duty or duties of an administrator
;

specifically, the executive functions of govern-
ment, consisting in the exercise of all the powers
and duties of government, both general and

local, which are neither legislative nor judicial.

3. The body of persons who are intrusted

with the execution of laws and the superinten-
dence of public affairs : in particular, in Great

Britain, the ministry ;
in the United States,

the President and cabinet, or the President

and cabinet during one presidential term : as,

Washington's first administration.

Did the administration . . . avail themselves of any
one of those opportunities ?

Burke, Tracts on Popery Laws.

It was, therefore, clear from the beginning that the new
administration was to have a settled and strong opposition.

T. H. Benton, Thirty Years, I. 55.

4. Any body of men intrusted with executive

or administrative powers.
The support of the State governments in all their rights,

as the most competent administration* for our domestic
concerns. Jefferson, First Inaugural Address.

5. The period during which an executive offi-

cer or a ministry holds office
; specifically, in

the United States, the period during which the

President holds office. 6. Dispensation; dis-

tribution; rendering: as, the administration of

justice, of the sacraments, or of grace.
For the administration of this service not only supplieth

the wants of the saints, but is abundant also by many
thanksgivings unto God. 2 Cor. ix. 12.

7. The act of prescribing medically. 8. The
act of tendering or imposing, as an oath. 9.

In law : (a) The management of the estate of an
intestate person, or of a testator having no com-

petent executor, under a commission (called
letters of administration) from the proper au-

thority. This management consists in collect-

ing debts, paying debts and legacies, and dis-

tributing surplus among the next of kin. (6)

In some jurisdictions, the management of the

estate of a deceased person by an executor, the

corresponding term execution not being in use.
Administration of a deceased person's estate may be granted
for general, special, or limited purposes ;

as : (1) Adminis-
tration durante absentia (during absence), when the next

person entitled to the grant is beyond sea. (2) Adminis-
tration pendente lite (while the suit is pending), when a
suit is commenced in the probate court regarding the va-

lidity of a will or the right to administration, and lasting
till the suit is determined. (3) Administration cum testa-

mento annexo (with the will annexed), in cases where a
testator makes a will without naming executors, or where
the executors named in the will are incapable of acting or
refuse to act. (4) Administration de b"iiix tmn (foMcern-

ing goods not, that is, not administered), when the first

administrator dies before he has fully administered. (5)
Administration ad colligend ittn (for the purpose of collect-

ing), for collecting and preserving goods about to perish.

(6) Ancillary administration is subordinate to the princi-

pal administration for collecting the assets of foreigners.
It is taken out in the country where the assets are. See

ancillary. (7) Administration minoritetate (duriiiK minor
age, or minority) is granted when the executor is a minor.

(8) Foreign administration is administration exerciser hv

authority of a foreign power. - Council of administra-
tion. See council. =SyH. 1. Conduct, control, superin-

tendence, regulation, execution.
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administrational (ad-min-is-tra'shon-al), a.

Pertaining or relating to administration.
Tin- iiiliiii>ii*triitii,iinl merits uf Darius are so great tlmt

they have obscured his military glories.
<j. Raicliiisun, Five Great Monarchies, III. 429.

administrative (ad-min'is-tra-tiv), a. [< L.

admiiiMniHritx, practical, < administrare, pp.
ftdiiiiiiixtnitun: see administer, v.~\ Pertaining
to administration ;

executive
; administering.

The production ami distribution of wealth, the growth
and effect of administrative machinery, the education of

the race, these are cases of general laws which constitute

the science of sociology. W. K. Clijford, Lect., II. 284.

Sometimes the term Executive, which strictly means
an Authority which puts the laws in force, is opposed to

the term Administrative, which implies the performance
of every other sort of immediate Governmental act, such as

collecting taxes, organizing and directing the Army, Navy,
and Police, supervising trade, locomotion, postal commu-
nication, and carrying out in detail legislative measures
for promoting public health, education, morality, and gen-
eral contentment. S. Amos, Sci. of Pol., p. 99.

administratively (ad-min'is-tra-tiv-li), adv.

In an administrative manner; in relation to

administration; from an administrative point
of view

;
as regards administration.

The English country gentleman, who was lord of the

manor, was administratively a person of great authority
and influence. Maim, Early Law and Custom, p. 314.

Administrativclif, Kazan is divided into twelve districts.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 20.

administrator (ad-min'is-tra-tor), n. [L., a

manager, < administrare, pp. administratus : see

administer, v.'] 1. One who administers; one
who directs or manages affairs of any kind:
sometimes used as a title of executive office.

2. In law : (a) One who, by virtue of a com-
mission from a probate, orphans', or surrogate's
court, or, in England, from the probate, di-

vorce, and admiralty division of the High
Court of Justice, has charge of the goods and
chattels of one dying without a will. In some
jurisdictions his power is extended to real prop-
erty. Often contracted to admr. (b) In Scots law,
a tutor, curator, or guardian, having the care
of one who is incapable of acting for himself.
The term is usually applied to a father who has power
over his children and their estate during their minority.

-
Admlnlstrator bishop. See bishop. Public admin-
istrator, a public officer authorized to administer the
estates of persons dying without relatives entitled to per-
form the duty.

administratorship (ad-min'is-tra-tor-ship), n.

The office of administrator.
Removed by order of court from an administratorship

for failure to settle his accounts.
The Nation, XXXVI. 540.

administratress (ad-min-is-tra'tres), n. [< ad-

ministrator + -ess. Cf. administratrice.~\ A fe-

male administrator.

administratrices [< F. administratrice, < It.

amminintratrice, \ NL. administratrix (-trie-):

see administratrix.] A female administrator.

administratrix (ad-min-is-tra'triks), H.; pi.

administratrices (ad-min"is-tra-tri'sez). [NL.,
fern, of L. administrator, q. v.] A female ad-

ministrator. Often contracted to admx.

admirability (ad"mi-ra-bil'i-ti), re. [< L. ad-

iirabilita(t-)s, < admirabilis, admirable : see ad-

mirable.'] Admirableness. Bailey. [Rare.]
admirable (ad'mi-ra-bl), a. [X F. admirable,
< L. admirabilis, < atimirari, admire: see ad-

mire.} If. Fitted to excite wonder; marvel-
ous

; strange ; surprising.
It seemeth equally admirable to me that holy King

Edward the Sixth should do any wrong, or harsh Edward
the Fourth do any right to the Muses. Fuller.

In man there is nothing admirable but his ignorance
and weakness. Jer. Taylor, Diss. from Popery, II. i. 7.

2. Worthy of admiration ; haying qualities to

excite wonder, with approbation, esteem, rev-

erence, or affection
; very excellent : used of

persons or things.
What a piece of work is a man ! How noble in reason !

how infinite in faculty ! in form and moving, how express
and admirable! Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

admirableness (ad'mi-ra-bl-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being admirable
;
the power of exciting

admiration.

admirably (ad'mi-ra-bli), adv. In an admira-
ble manner; in a manner to excite wonder,
approbation, and esteem

; excellently.
admiral (ad'mi-ral), . and a. [< ME. admiral,

amiral, amyral, dmerall, amrall, with varying
term, -alle, -ale, -ail, -ayl, -ayle, -el, -ellc, -aid, -eld,

-nut, -aunt, < OF. admiral, amiral, almiral, -ail,

-alt, -ault, -aut, -ant, -and, -auble, -afle, -et, -e,

mod. F. amiral = Pr. amirau, amiralli, ami-

ratz, mod. Pr. amiral = OSp. almiralle, -age,

Sp. almirante = Pg. amiralh, almirante = It.

ummiraijlio, < ML. admiral-is, -allus, -alius, -al-

dus, -ariux, -tiliilis, -audits, -atus, almiraldus, am-

admiralty

iitirmidng. iimmirntux, etc., and prop, niuirnlis

(the forms in adn/-, (dm- being due to popular
etymology, which associated the word with
L. admirare, admire, ndiiiirnhilis, admirable, or
with Sp. Ar. al-, the, and the termination being
variously accommodated), < Ar. amir, emir, a ru-

ler, commander (see nmi-i-r and emir), the -al be-

ing due to the Ar. article al, present in all the
Arabic and Turkish titles containing the word,
MS amir-itl-itiiH'ra, ruler of rulers, amir-al-bahr,
commander of the sea, amir-al-mtiminin, com-
mander of the faithful. The present sense of

iiilmiral is due to Ar. amir-al-bahr, Latinized
as tidmiralius marts and Englished under Ed-
ward III. as "

amyrel of the se," or "
admyrall of

the navy," afterward simply admiral. N. E. D.~\

1. n. If. An emir or prince under the sultan
;

any Saracen ruler or commander. [The com-
mon Middle English and Old French sense.]
2. A naval officer of the highest rank; a com-
mander-in-chief of a fleet. In the United States

navy, as in most foreign services, there are three degrees of

this rank, viz., admiral, vice-admiral, and rear-admiral.
These titles did not exist in the United States till the

grade of rear-admiral was created in 1862, that of vice-ad-

miral in 1864, and that of admiral in 1866. An admiral dis-

plays his distinguishing flag at the mainmast, a vice-ad-

miral at the foremast, and a rear-admiral at the mizzenmast.
In the British navy, admirals were formerly divided into

three classes, named, after the colors of their respective

flags, admirals of the red, of the white, and of the blue,
with vice-admirals and rear-admirals of each flag; but in

1864 this distinction was abolished, and all British men-
of-war now display the white ensign.

3. The recognized chief commander or director

of a mercantile fleet, as one of fishing-vessels
off Newfoundland or in the North Sea. A royal

proclamation in 1708 ordered that the master of the first

vessel that entered a harbor or creek in Newfoundland for

the fishing season should be admiral thereof, the second

vice-admiral, and the third rear-admiral.

4. The ship which carries the admiral
; hence,

the most considerable ship of any fleet, as of

merchantmen or of fishing-vessels.
The admiral of the Spanish Armada was a Flemish ship.

Sir K. Hawkins, Voyage, p. 19.

His spear, to equal which the tallest pine,
Hewn on Norwegian hills to be the mast
Of some great ammiral, were but a wand,
He walk'd with to support uneasy steps
Over the burning marie. Milton, P. L., i. 294.

5. A collectors' name for butterflies of the

family Papilionidte, especially the Limenitis Ca-

milla, distinguished as white admiral, and the
Vanessa atalanta, or red admiral. 6. A name
given by collectors of shells to a univalve shell,
the admiral-shell (which see) Admiral of the
fleet, a title of distinction conferred on a few admirals in

the British service, corresponding to that of field-marshal
In the army. Lord high admiral, in Great Britain, the
officer at the head of the naval administration when, as

has been rarely the case since 1632, the office is held by
a single person. See admiralty. Yellow admiral, a
name applied in the British navy to a rear-admiral who is

retired without having served afloat after his promotion.
The inglorious condition of a retired or yellow admiral.
That. Cochrane (Earl of Dundonald), Autobiog., II. 276.

II. a. Carrying an admiral
;
chief in a fleet.

The admiral galley . . . struck upon a rock.

Knolles, Hist. Turks.

admiral-shell (ad'mi-ral-shel), n. A shell of

the genus Contis, the Contis ammiralis, a species

formerly esteemed as much for its rarity as for

its beauty.
adrairalsnip (ad'mi-ral-ship), >i. [< admiral +
-ship.'] The office or position of an admiral.

[Bare.]
admiralty (ad'mi-ral-ti), n. [Early mod. E.

admiraltie, amiraltye, amraltie, < ME. ami/ralte,

ameraltc, amrelte, < OF. admiralte, amiraulte:

see admiral and -ty. ] 1. In Great Britain : (a)
The office and jurisdiction of the lords commis-
sioners appointed to take the general manage-
ment of maritime affairs, and of all matters re-

lating to the royal navy, with the government
of its various departments, (ft) The body of

officers appointed to execute the office of lord

high admiral
;
a board of commissioners, called

lords (or, in full, lords commissioners) of the ad-

miralty, for the administration of naval affairs.

(c) [cap.'} The building in which the lords of

the admiralty transact business, and in which
the clerks and other officials connected with
this department are employed. 2. That branch
of law which deals with maritime cases and of-

fenses.
Tile power [of the judges of the Supreme Court of the

United States] extends ... to all cases of admiralty and
marine jurisdiction. Calhoun, Works, I. 213.

Admiralty court, or court of admiralty, a tribunal

having jurisdiction over maritime causes, whether of a
civil or criminal nature. In England it was formerly held
before the lord high admiral, and afterward before his dep-
uty or the deputy of the lords commissioners ; but now it

forms a branch of the probate, divorce, and admiralty di-



admiralty
vision of the High Court of Justice, the judge in it being
appointed by the crown as one of the judges of the High
Court. The English court of admiralty is twofold, the in-

stance court and the prize court. The civil jurisdiction of
the instance court extends generally to such contracts as

are made upon the sea, and are founded in maritime ser-

vice or consideration. It also regulates many other points
of maritime law, as disputes between part-owners of ves-

sels, and questions relating to salvage. It has likewise

power to inquire into certain wrongs or injuries committed
on the high seas, as in cases of collision. In criminal mat-
ters the court of admiralty has, partly by common law
and partly by a variety of statutes, cognizance of piracy
and all other indictable offenses committed either upon
the sea or on the coasts when beyond the limits of any Eng-
lish county. The prize court is the only tribunal for de-

ciding what is and what is not lawful prize, and for adjudi-
cating upon all matters, civil and criminal, relating to prize,
or every acquisition made by the law of war which is either
itself of a maritime character or is made, whether at sea
or by land, by a naval force. In Scotland the cases for-

merly brought before this court, which has been abolish-

ed, are now prosecuted in the Court of Session or in the
sheriff court, in the same way as ordinary civil causes. In
the United States the admiralty powers are exclusively
vested in the federal courts. They extend over the great
lakes and navigable rivers. Droits of admiralty. See
droit. High Court Of Admiralty, an ancient English
court, held before the lord high admiral of England or his

deputy (styled judge of the admiralty), with cognizance of
all crimes and offenses committed either upon the sea or

upon the coasts, out of the body or extent of any English
county. It proceeded without jury, a method contrary to
the genius of the law of England. Stephen.

admirancet (ad-mlr'ans), . [< OF. admirance,
< admirer : see admire and -ance.] Admiration.

[She] with great admiraunce inwardly was moved,
And honourd him with all that her behoved.

Spenser, F. Q., V. x. 39.

admiration (ad-mi-ra'shon), n. [< late ME.
adinyracion, < OF. admiration, < L. admira-

tio(n-), < admirari, admire : see admire.'] If.
Wonder

;
astonishment

; surprise.
And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the

saints, . . . and when I saw her, I wondered with great
admiration. Rev. xvii. 6.

Your boldness I with admiration see. Dryden.

2. Wonder mingled with approbation, esteem,
love, or veneration

;
an emotion excited by

what is novel, great, beautiful, or excellent :

as, admiration of virtue or goodness; admira-
tion of a beautiful woman or a fine picture.
Where imitation can go no farther, let admiration step

on, whereof there is no end in the wisest form of men.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., III. 2.

If it should be here objected, as Cicero objected to

Cajsar,
" We have matter enough to admire, but would

gladly see something to praise," I answer, that true ad-
miration is a superlative degree of praise.

Baton, Essays, etc. (Bonn ed.), p. 486.

There is a pleasure in admiration, and this is that which
properly causeth admiration, when we discover a great
deal in an object which we understand to be excellent.

Tillotson.

3f. The quality of exciting wonder or sur-

prise; marvelousness
;
admirableness.
Admir'd Miranda !

Indeed the top of admiration.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 1.

4. An object of wonder or approbation : now
only in the phrase tlie admiration of.

He was the admiration o/all the negroes.
Irmmj, Sleepy Hollow.

Note of admiration, an exclamation-point (!). To ad-
miration, in a very excellent or admirable manner

;
in a

manner to elicit admiration.

They have curious straw worke among the mums, even
to admiration. Evelyn, Diary, March 28, 1646.

[He] . . . moulded heads in clay or plaster of Paris to

admiration, by the dint of natural genius merely.
Lamb, Old Benchers.

admirative (ad'mi-ra-tiv), a. and . I. a. Ex-
pressing admiration or wonder. [Bare.]

II.t n. The point of exclamation or admira-
tion (!).

admiratively (ad'mi-ra-tiv-li), adv. In an ad-
mirative manner; admiringly. [Bare.]
admire (ad-mir'), .

; pret. and pp. admired,
ppr. admiring. [< F. admirer, OF. admirer, ear-
lier amirer, = Sp. Pg. admirar = It. ammirarc,
< L. admirari, wonder at, < ad, at, + mirari

(for *mirari), wonder, = Gr. peidav (for *ajtei-

Sav), smile, = Skt. \/ smi, smile : cf. smile,

smirk.'] I. trans. 1. To regard with wonder or

surprise ;
wonder or marvel at : formerly used

literally, but now chiefly in an ironical or sar-
castic sense, with reference to meaning 2: as,
I admire your audacity.
Neither is it to be admired that Henry, who was a wise

as well as a valiant prince, should be pleased to have the
greatest wit of those times in his interests.

Dryden, Pret. to Fables.

One hardly knows whether most to admire the stupid-
ity of such a degradation or to detest its guilt.

Farrar, Marlb. Sermons, iv. 36.

2. To regard with wonder mingled with ap-
probation, esteem, reverence, or affection

;
feel

admiration for; take pleasure in the beauty

78

or qualities of; look on or contemplate with

pleasure.
The fact seems to be, that the Greeks admired only

themselves, and that the Romans iitlinireil only them-
selves and the Greeks. Macaulay, History.

And Enid woke and sat beside the couch,
Atlmiriii'i him, and thought within herself,
Was ever man so grandly made as he ?

T''n inimn, Geraint.

II. iii trans. 1. To wonder; be affected with
surprise ;

marvel : sometimes with at. [Nearly
obsolete in the literal sense.]

Let none admin'
That riches grow in hell. Milton, P. L., i. 690.

I admire where a fellow of his low rank should acquire
such a nobleness and dignity of sentiment. Henry Brooke.

I more admire at a third party, who were loyal when
rebellion was uppermost, and have turned rebels (at least
in principle) since loyalty has been triumphant.

Dryden, Ded. of Plutarch's Lives.

2. To feel or express admiration.
I'll report it,

Where senators shall mingle tears with smiles ;

Where great patricians shall attend, and shrug,
I' the end admire. Shak., Cor., i. 9.

3. To feel pleasure ;
be pleased : as, I should

admire to go. [Colloq., U. S.]
admiredt (ad-mird'), p. a. Begarded with won-
der

;
wonderful

; astonishing.
You have displac'd the mirth, broke the good meeting,
With most admir'd disorder. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4.

admirer (ad-mlr'er), n. One who admires;
specifically, one who pays court to or manifests
his admiration of a woman

;
a lover.

For fear of Lucia's escape, the mother is ... constantly
attended by a rival that explains her age, and draws off

the eyes of her admirers. Tatter, No. 206.

admiringly (ad-mlr'ing-li), adv. In an admir-

ing manner
;
with admiration

;
in the manner

of an admirer.

admissibility (ad-mis-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< admis-

sible, after F. admissibilite.] The quality of

being admissible.

admissible (ad-mis'i-bl), a. [< F. admissible,
< ML. admissibilis, < L. admissus, pp. of admit-

tere, admit : see admit.] 1 . Capable or worthy
of being admitted or suffered to enter.

They were admissible to political and military employ-
ment. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. That may be allowed or conceded
;
allow-

able : as, your proposals are not admissible.

3. In law, capable of being considered in reach-

ing a decision : used of evidence offered in a

judicial investigation.
No confession is admissible when made in terror.

H'. Phillips, Speeches, p. -200.

admissibleness (ad-mis'i-bl-nes), . The qual-
ity or state of being admissible or allowable.

admissibly (ad-mis'i-bli), adv. In an admis-
sible manner

;
so as to be admitted, entertain-

ed, or allowed.

admission (ad-mish'pn), n. [< ME. admyssion,
< L. admissio(n-), < admissus, pp. of admittere,
admit : see admit,] 1. The act of admitting or

allowing to enter
;
the state of being admitted;

entrance afforded by permission, by provision
or existence of means, or by the removal of ob-
stacles : as, the admission of aliens into a coun-
trv; the admission of light into a room by a
window or by opening the window.
Some minds seem well glazed by nature against the ad-

mission of knowledge.
George Eliot, Theophrastus Such, p. 91.

2. Admittance
; power or permission to enter

;

entrance
;
access

; power to approach : as, to

grant a person admission.

I ... applied to one of the vergers for admission to
the library. Irving, Mutability of Lit.

3. The price paid for entrance
;
admission fee :

as, the admission was one dollar. 4. Eccles. :

(a) In the Church of England, an act of a
bishop accepting a candidate presented to a
benefice. (6) In the Presbyterian churches,
especially in Scotland, a similar official act of
a presbytery admitting a minister to his church.

5. The act of expressing assent to an argu-
ment or proposition, especially one urged by
an opponent or adversary; hence, a point or
statement admitted

;
concession

;
allowance :

as, this admission lost him the argument. 6.

Acknowledgment; confession of a charge, an
error, or a crime : as, he made full admission of
his guilt.

Maggie had no sooner uttered this entreaty than she
was wretched at the admission it implied.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 9.

7. Inlaw: (a) A voluntary acknowledgment
that something is true. Admissions in an action

may be made by a party to it, or by his attorney, in writ-

ing or in open court. Other admissions, whether by word

admittatur
or act, may be proved against a party if they were made
by him or by one authorized by or sufficiently identified
with him.

(ft) The act of receiving evidence of-
fered upon a judicial investigation, as compe-
tent for consideration in reaching a decision.
= Sy~a. 2. Admittance. Ailmi*i'in. Sue iiilmittance.

admissive (ad-mis'iv), . [< LL. odmtofoM (used
once in sense of 'permissive'), < L. admissus,
pp. of admittere, admit: see admit.'] Tending
to admit

; having the nature of an admission
;

containing an admission or acknowledgment.
A compliment which is always more admissive than ex-

cusatory. Lamb, Elia.

admissory (ad-mis'o-ri), a. [< L. as if "admis-

sorius, < admissor, one who grants or allows,
(.admittere, pp. admissus, admit: see admit.]
Granting admittance

; admitting.
admit (ad-mit'), v.

; pret. and pp. admitted, ppr.
admitting. [< ME. admitten, amitten, amytten, <

OF. admettre, amettre, < L. admittere, lit. send
to, <

adj to, + mittere, send : see missile.'] I.
trans. 1. To suffer to enter; grant or afford
entrance to: as, to admit a student into col-

lege; windows admit light and air; to admit a
serious thought into the mind.

Mirth, admit me of thy crew. Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 38.

O, I am a brute, when I but admit a doubt of your true

constancy ! Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 2.

2. To give right or means of entrance to : as,
a ticket admits one into a theater; this key
will admit you to the garden. 3. To permit to
exercise a certain function; grant power to
hold a certain office: as, he was admitted to the

bar; to admit a man to the ministry. 4. To
have capacity for the admission of at one time :

as, this passage admits two abreast. 5. To
grant in argument; receive as true; concede;
allow: as, the argument or fact is admitted.

It was admitted that the heavy expenditure which had
been occasioned by the late troubles justified the king in

asking some further supply. Macaulay, Hist. Eng. t
vi.

It is so hard for shrewdness to admit
Folly means no harm when she calls black white !

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 36.

6. To permit, grant, allow, or be capable of:

as, the words do not admit such a construction.
See II. 7. To acknowledge; own; confess:
as, he admitted his guilt. = syn. Acknowledge, Ad-
mit, Confers, etc. (see acknowledge) ; to let in, receive, take
in.

II. intrans. To give warrant or allowance
;

grant opportunity or pel-mission: with of: as,
circumstances do not admit of this

;
the text

does not admit o/this interpretation.
Economy is a subject which admits of being treated

with levity, but it cannot so be disposed of.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 33.

To answer a question so as to admit of no reply, is the
test of a man, to touch bottom every time.

Emerson, Clubs.

admittable (ad-mit'a-bl), a. [< admit + -able.

Cf . admissible.] Capable of being admitted or al-

lowed. Sometimes spelled admittible. [Bare.]
admittance (ad-mit'ans), n. [< admit + -ance.]
1. The act of admitting. 2. Permission to
enter

;
the power or right of entrance

; hence,
actual entrance : as, he gained admittance into
the church.

[Bacon's philosophy] found no difficulty in gaining ad-

mittance, without a contest, into every understanding
fitted ... to receive her. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

3f. Concession
;
admission

;
allowance : as, the

admittance of an argument. 4f. The custom
or privilege of being admitted to the society
of the great.

Sir John, . . . you are a gentleman of excellent breed-

ing, ... of great admittance. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2.

5. In law, the giving possession of a copyhold
estate. = Syn. 1 and 2. Admittance, Admission, intro-

duction, initiation, reception, welcome, access. In the

separation of admittance and admission, the latter has
taken the figurative senses, while not yet wholly aban-
doning to the former the literal ones. Hence in its figura-
tive use admission has meanings that admittance has not.
When admission has the literal meaning, its use is gener-
ally broader, having less deuniteness with respect to place.
No admittance except through the office ; admission to
the harbor ; admission to the peerage ; he gave no admis-
sion to unkind thoughts ; admission of a fault. Perhaps
admission implies somewhat more of selection or judg-
ment passed upon the person admitted : as, admission to

society.

He [the traveler] must obtain admittance to the conviv-
ial table and the domestic hearth. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.

When once love pleads admission to our hearts,
In spite of all the virtue we can boast,
The woman who deliberates is lost.

Addison, Cato, iv. 1.

It is to M. Guizot that I was . . . obliged for admission
to the French archives. Bancroft, Hist. Const., Pref.

admittatur (ad-mi-ta'ter), n. [L., let him be

admitted, 3d pers. sing. pres. subj. pass, of

admittere, admit : see admit.'] A certificate of



admittatur

admission to membership in a university or

college.

admittedly (ad-mit'ed-li), ode. In an acknow-
ledged manner ; confessedly.
The influence of ocean-currents in the distribution of

heat over the surface of the globe would still IT n'hnit

tedly erroneous, J. Croll, Climate and Time, p. 52.

admittendo clerico (ad-mi-ten'do kler'i-ko).

[ML., for admitting a clerk (clergyman) : L. ad-

mittendo, abl. of admittendus, gerund of admit-

tere, admit: see admit; ML. clerico, abl. of cleri-

cus, a clerk : see clerk.'] An old English writ,

issued to the bishop instead of to the sheriff as

in ordinary actions, to enforce a judgment es-

tablishing the right of the crown to make a pre-
sentation to a benefice.

admittendo in socium (ad-mi-ten'do in so'-

shi-um). [ML., for admitting as an associate :

L. admittendo: see above
; in, to, as

; socium, ace.

of socius, a fellow, associate: see social.'] An
old English writ addressed to justices of assize

requiring them to associate with themselves
other designated persons, commonly knights of

the county, in holding assizes at the circuit.

admitter (ad-mit'er), n. One who or that which
admits.
admittible (ad-mit'i-bl), a. [< admit + -ible :

see -able, -ible.] Same as admittable.

admix (ad-miks'), v. t.; pret. and pp. admixed
and admixt, ppr. admixing. [First in p. a. ad-

mixed, prop, admixt, of L. origin, < admixtus, pp.
of admiscere, mix with, < ad, to, + miscere= AS.
miscan, E. mix. q. v.] To mingle with some-

thing else
;
add to something else. See mix.

The small quantities of alkalies present [in the topaz]

may be attributed either to admixed impurity, or to an
incipient alteration. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXIX. 329.

admixtiont (ad-miks'chon), n. [< L. admix-

tio(n-), < admiscere, pp. admixtus, mix with: see

admix.'] The act of mingling or admixing; a

mingling of different substances
;
the addition

of an ingredient ;
admixture.

All metals may be calcined by strong waters, or by ad-
mixtion of salt, sulphur, and mercury. Bacon.

admixture (ad-miks'tur), n. [< L. admixtus,
pp. of admiscere, mix with : see admix and mix-

ture.'] 1. The act of mingling or mixing; the
state of being mingled or mixed.
When a metallic vapour is subjected to admixture with

another gas or vapour, or to reduced pressure, its spectrum
becomes simplified. J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 154.

2. That which is mingled or formed by min-

gling; a compound made by mixture. 3. An
ingredient different in kind from that which
gives a mixture its principal properties. 4.
In general, anything added; especially, any
alien element or ingredient.
ad modum (ad mo'dum). [L. ; lit., to the way,
mode, means, manner : ad, to

; modum, ace. of
modus: see mode.'} In the manner; in such

way, or to such effect
;
as

;
like.

admonish (ad-mon'ish), v. t. [< ME. admon-
yssJten, amonysshen, -esshen, -asen, etc., earlier
and prop, amonesten, -4sten (adm- for am- in
imitation of the L. original, and -ish for -est in
imitation of verbs in -is/*2 ), < OF. amonester

(F. adntonester), advise, < ML. *admonistare, a

corruption of admonitare, freq. of L. admonere,
pp. admonitus, advise, < ad, to, + monere, advise,
warn: see monish, monition.'] 1. To notify of
or reprove for a fault

; reprove with mildness.
Count him not as an enemy, but admonish him as a

brother. 2 Thes. Hi. 15.

2. To counsel against something; caution or
advise

;
exhort

; warn.
I warn'd thee, I admonisfi'd thee, foretold
The danger and the lurking enemy.

Milton, P. L., ix. 1171.

Me fruitful scenes and prospects waste
Alike admonish not to roam.

Cowper, The Shrubbery.

3. To instruct or direct
; guide.

Ye choice spirits that admonish me.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3.

Moses was admonished of God when he was about to
make the tabernacle. Heb. viii. 5.

This view, which admonishes me where the sources of
wisdom and power lie, carries upon its face the highest
certificate of truth. Emerson, Nature.

4. To inform; acquaint with; notify; remind;
recall or incite to duty.

The angel bright,
Ere he drew nigh, his radiant visage tuni'd,
Admonish'd by his ear. Jlillvn, P. L., iii. (147.

But Maggie stood, right sair astonish'd,
Till by the heel and hand admonish'd.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

admonisher (ad-mon'ish-er), n. One who re-

proves or counsels.
Horace was a mild admonisher, a court satirist tit for

the gentle times of Augustus. Itrinlm.
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admonishingly (ad-mon'ish-ing-li), adv. By
way of admonition

;
in an admonishing manner.

admonishment (ad-mon'ish-ment), . Admo-
nition; counsel; warning. [Rare.]

When was my lord so much ungently temper'd
To stop his ears against admonishment f

Tnarm, unarm, and do not flght to-day.
Shak., T. and C., v. 3.

Thy vrravr odmonilfaiMnte prevail with me.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 5.

admonition (ad-mo-nish'on), n. [< ME. awoni-
rioii, -<inn, < OF. a/monition, later admonition, <

L. admonitio(n-), < admonere, advise, admonish:
see admonish.'] 1. The act, or an act, of ad-

monishing ;
counsel or advice

; gentle reproof ;

instruction in duties
;
caution

;
direction.

Now all these things happened unto themforensamples:
and they arc written for our admonition. 1 Cor. x. 11.

He learns the look of things, and none the less

For admonitions from the hunger-pinch.
Browninif, Fra Lippo Lippi.

2. Eccles., public or private reproof to reclaim
an offender : the first step in church discipline,
followed, when unheeded, by suspension or ex-
communication. = Syn. Admonition, Reprehension, Re-

proof, Monition, Censure, Reproach, Rebuke, Reprimand,
remonstrance, expostulation, warning, suggestion, hint,
intimation. In the primary and almost invariable sense,
admonition, reprehension, and reproof are bestowed upon
conduct which is morally defective. Censure and repre-
hension may or may not be addressed directly to the per-
son blamed ; the utterances expressed by the other words
are always so addressed. Admonition is caution or warn-
ing with reference to future conduct; it is often based
upon past failures : as, admonition not to repeat a fault.
It is often an official act, as of the authorities of a church,
school, or college. Monition is a softer word, and is mostly
confined to subjective promptings or warnings : as, the
monition)! of conscience or of reason. The other words
are wholly retrospective. Reprehension may be the mild-
est of them, or may be strengthened by an adjective : as,
the severest reprehension. It is unofficial, and may de-
note the act of an equal. Reproof is the act of a superior
or elder, an authoritative and personal censure. Censure
is unfavorable judgment, generally severe, possibly official.

Reproach is censure with opprobrium ; it is used chiefly as
a relief to excited feelings, and is intended to humiliate
rather than correct. Rebukeis energeticand summary, like

stopping one's mouth ; it implies feeling, like reproach,
but more self-control. Reprimand istheactof asuperior,
is severe, and is often official and public as a form of pen-
alty : as, sentenced to receive a reprimand from his com-
manding officer in the presence of the regiment. (See the
discrimination of corresponding verbs under censure, v.)

A man that is an heretic, after the first and second ad-

monition, reject. Tit. iii. 10.

The admonitions, fraternal or parental, of his fellow-

Christians, or the governors of the church, then more pub-
lic reprehensions. Hammond.

Those best can bear reproof who merit praise.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 583.

Divine monition Nature yields,
That not by bread alone we live.

Wordsworth, Devotional Incitements.

The pain of a little censure, even when it is unfounded,
is more acute than the pleasure of much praise.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 440.

Dread of reproach, both by checking cowardice in battle
and by restraining misbehaviour in social life, has tended
to public and private advantage.

H. Spencer, Prill, of Psychol., 526.

My caution was more pertinent
Than the rebuke you give it. Shak., Cor., ii. 2.

The knight . . . inquires how such an one's wife, or

mother, or son, or father doles], whom he does not see at
church ; which is understood as a secret reprimand to the
person absent. Add/son, Spectator.

admonitioner (ad-mo-nish'on-er), n. [For-
merly also adrnonishioner ; < admonition + -er1 .]
An admonisher

;
a dispenser of admonitions ;

specifically, an Admonitionist (which see).
Hales.

Admonitionist (ad-mo-nish'on-ist), n. [< ad-
monition + -ist.~] A name given to the follow-
ers of Thomas Cartwright, two ofwhom in 1572

published "An Admonition to Parliament," fol-

lowed by a second one by himself, strongly ad-

vocating church government by presbyters as

opposed to bishops, and the supremacy of the
church over the state.

admonitive (ad-mon'i-tiv), a. [< L. admonitus,
pp. of admonere : see admonish.'] Containing
admonition. [Rare.]

Instructive and admonitive emblems.
Barrow, Works, II. xxvi.

admonitor (ad-mon'i-tor), n. [L., < admonere :

see admonish.] An admonisher
;
a monitor.

Conscience . . . is at most times a very faithful and very
prudent admonitor. Shenstone, Essays (1763), p. 222.

admonitorial (ad-mon-i-to'ri-al), a. [< admoni-

tory + -al.~] Reproving; admonishing ; having
the manner of an admonitor

; admonitory.
Miss Tox . . . had acquired an admonitorial tone, and

u habit of improving passing occasions.

Dickens, Dombey and Son, Ii.

admonitorily (ad-mou'i-to-ri-li), adv. In an
admonitory manner; with warning or reproof.
Carlylc.

ado

admonitory (ad-mon'i-to-ri ). ii. [< L. as if *ad-
iiiiniiloriiix ; cf. niliiKiiiitiirintti, an admonition.]
Containing admonition; tending or serving to
admonish: as, "admonitory of duty," Sarroir,
Works, I. 430.

She held up her small Imiul with an ailiimiiitori/ gesture.
Charlotte limn/:', Shirley, ix.

admonitrix (ad-mon'i-triks), n.; pi. admonitrices

(ad-mon-i-tri'sez). [L., fern, of admonitor,
q. v.] A female admonitor ; a monitress. JV.

E. 1).

admortization (ad-mor-ti-za'shon), n. Same
as amorti:nti<i.

admovet (ad-m6V), .-. t. [Earlier amove (see
amove^), < L. admovere, move to, < ad, to, +
movere, move : see move."] To move (to) ; bring
(to): as, "admoved unto the light," Coverdale,
tr. of Erasmus, 1 John ii. 8.

admr. A contraction of administrator.

admx. A contraction of administratrix.

adnascence (ad-nas'ens), . [<adna#cent: see

-ence.~\ Adhesion of parts to each other by the
whole surface. Syd. Soc. Lex.
adnascent (ad-nas'ent), a. [< L. adnascen(t-)s,
ppr. of adnasci, usually agnasci, full form ad-

(jnasci, grow to, < ad, to, + *gnasci, usually nasci,

grow, be born: see agnate and nascent.'] Grow-
ing to or on something else.

Moss, which is an adnascent plant.

Evelyn, Sylva, II. vii. 8.

adnata (ad-na'ta), n. [ML. ; (1) fern, sing., (2)
neut. pi. of L. adnatus: see adnate.] 1. sing.
Same as tunica adnata (which see, under tunica).

2. pi. In zool., tegumentary appendages, as
hair or feathers, or other covering or growth
superficially attached to an animal.
adnate (ad'nat), a. [< L. adnatus, grown to,

pp. of adnasci : see adnascent, and cf . agnate.]
In physiol. and hot., congeni-

tally
attached or grown to-

gether. See adnation. Also
coadnate, coadunate, coadu-

nated, and consolidated Ad-
nate anther, an anther that is at-

tached for its whole length to one
side of its filament.

adnation (ad-na'shon),. The
state of being adnate; con-

genital union of different or-

gans by their surfaces. Specifically, in bot, the
union or adhesion of different circles of inflorescence, as
the calyx-tube to the ovary, in distinction from coalescence,
which denotes the union of members of the same circle

only. Also called consolidation.

ad nauseam (ad na'se-am). [L. : ad, to
;
nau-

seam, ace. of nausea : see nausea.] Literally,
to sickness

;
to disgust ;

to the extent of excit-

ing disgust, especially the disgust which arises
from satiety or wearisome repetition : as, state-
ments or complaints repeated ad nauseam.
adnerval (ad-ner'val), a. [< L. ad, to, + ner-

vus, nerve.] Moving toward the nerve : a term
applied to electrical currents passing in a mus-
cular fiber toward the point of application of
a nerve-fiber.

adnexed (ad-neksf), a. [< L. adnexus, con-

nected, + -erf2.] In i>ot., annexed or connected :

applied to the gills in Agaricus when they reach
to the stem but are not adnate to it.

adnominal (ad-nom'i-nal), a. [< L. as if *ad-
nominalis: see Odnotm.J In gram., belonging
to or qualifying a noun

; adjectival.
The true genitive is originally adnominal ; that is, its

primary function is to limit the meaning of a substantive.
Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XV. 7.

adnomination (ad-nom-i-na'shon), . [< L. ad-

nominatio(n-), agnominatio(n-), equiv. to Gr.

irapovofiaaia, a pun ;
(. ad, to, + nominare, name,

< nomen (nomin-), a name.] A play upon words ;

paronomasia.
adnoun (ad 'noun), n. [< L. ad + noun. Cf.
L. adnomen, usually agnomen, surname: see

agnomen.'] In gram., an adjective or attributive
word

;
an adjunct to a noun

; specifically, ac-

cording to some grammarians, an adjective
used substantively, as the good, the true, and
the beautiful.
ado (a-do'), ., orig. inf. [< ME. ado, at do,
North, dial, equiv. to E. to do, the prep, at,
Scand. at, being the sign of the inf., like to in

literary E. From the use of this inf. in phrases
like much ado, little ado, more ado, i. e., much
to do, etc., ado came to be regarded as a noun
("ado, or grete bysynesse, sollicitudo,"

Prompt. Parv., p. 7), qualified by much, little,

more, and hence later great, any, etc., as an
adj. Cf. affair, < OF. a faire, to do, a-do.]
I.t inf. 1. To do.

I, Adnate Anther,
z, Adnate Stipule.



ado

With that pryuce Must we have at do.

Toirneley Mysteries, p. 237.

He schalle have ado every day with hem.
Mandeville, p. 132.

I wonder what he had atto in appearing to me?
J. Uixj'j, Tales (1837), II. 194.

2. In doing; being done.

Only an eager bustling, that rather keeps ado than does

anything. Knrlf, Microcosm., x.\vii. r>.

II. . Doing; action; business; bustle; trou-

ble; labor; difficulty: as, to persuade one with
much ado.

Let's follow, to see the end of this ado.

Shale., T. of the 8., v. 1.

We had much ado to keepe ourselves above water, the
billows breaking desperately on our vessel.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 22, 1641.

And what is life, that we should moan ? why make we
such ado ? Tennyson, May Queen, Conclusion.

-ado. [Sp. Pg. -ado, It. -ato = F. 4, < L. dtus, m. :

see -ate1.] A suffix of Latin origin, the Spanish
masculine form of -arfe 1

,
-ate1

, as in renegado,
desperado, etc. In some words -ado is an er-

roneous form of -ada, as in bastinado. See
-ada.

adobe (a-do'ba), n. and a. [Less correctly
adobi, colloquially shortened to dobie; < Sp.
adobe, an unburnt brick dried in the sun, <

adobar, daub, plaster. Cf. daub.'] I. n. I. The
Mexican-Spanish name of the sun-dried brick
in common use in countries of small rainfall

and of inferior civilization.

This is a desolate town of two thousand inhabitants

dwelling in low dilapidated huts of the most common
building material in the Andes adobe, or sun-dried blocks
of mud mingled with straw.

J. Orion, Andes and Amazon, p. 46.

2. Clay or soil from which sun-dried bricks are

made, or which is suitable for making them.
3. In the quicksilver-mines of the Pacific coast,
a brick made of the finer ores mixed with clay,
for more convenient handling in the furnace.

II. a. 1. Built or made of adobes or sun-
dried bricks. 2. Suitable for making sun-
dried bricks : as, an adobe soil.

adolescence (ad-o-les'ens), n. [< ME. adoles-

cence, < OF. adolescence, < L. adolescentia, usu-

ally adulescentia, < adolescen(t-)s, usually adules-

een(t-)s, young: see adolescent.] The state of

growing; specifically, youth, or the period of
life between puberty and the full development
of the frame, extending in man from about the

age of fourteen years to twenty-five, and in wo-
man from twelve to twenty-one : applied almost

exclusively to the young of the human race.

adolescency (ad-o-les'en-si), n. The quality or
state of being adolescent or in the growing age.
adolescent (ad-o-les'ent), a. and n. [< late

ME. adolescente, n., < OF. adolescent, < L. adoles-

cen(t-)s, usually adulescen(t-)s, growing up, not

yet grown, young, a youth, prop. ppr. (and as
such prop, written adolescen(t-)s) of adolescerc,

grow up (see adult), < ad, to, + olescere, the in-

ceptive form of *olere, grow, < alerc, nourish:
see aliment.] I. a. Growing up; advancing
from childhood to manhood or womanhood

;

youthful.
Schools, unless discipline were doubly strong,
Detain their adolescent charge too long.

Cotcper, Tirocinium.

II. n. One who is growing up ;
a person of

either sex during the period of adolescence.
adolode (ad'o-lod), n. [< Gr. a- priv. + 66\o$,
fraud (see dote3

, deceit), + 6<Wf, way.] An ap-
paratus for detecting fraud in distillation.

Adonai (ad-o-na'i or a-do'ni), n. [Heb. adondi,
lit.

' my lords,' < adon, lord. Cf . Adonis.] A
Hebrew name of God, reverentially used in

reading as a substitute for the " ineffable name "

JHVH, that is, Jehovah. See Adonist and Je-

hovah.

Adonean (ad-o-ne'an), a. [< L. Adoneus, < Gr.

'\6uveiof, <. "Aiwvtf, Adonis.] Pertaining to or
connected with Adonis: as, "fair Adonean
Venus," Faber.

Adonia (a-do'ni-a), n.pl. [L., < Gr. 'Atiuvia, prop,
neut. pi. of adj. 'Adoviof, pertaining to "Aduvtc.,

Adonis.] A festival of two days' duration

(properly, the rites performed during the fes-

tival), anciently celebrated by women in honor
of Adonis, among the Phenicians and Greeks.
The first day was spent in mourning and lamentation, and
the second in feasting and merrymaking, commemorating
the periodical death and return to life of Adonis, personi-
fying the alternation of the seasons and the productive
forces in nature.

Adonian (a-do'ni-an), a. Same as Adonic.

Quevedo . . . must have done violence to his genius in

the composition of ten short pieces, which he calls Eu-

dechas, in Adonian verse. Ticknor, Span. Lit., III. 52.
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Adonic (a-don'ik), a. and n. [< L. as if "Adoni-
I'ttx, < Atlonis.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Ado-
nis. See Adonis, etymology Adonlcverse. See II.

II. n. An Adonic- verse : so called, it is said,
because used in songs sung at the Adonia, or
festival of Adonis. It consists of a dactyl and a spon-
dee or trochee, as r&ra juventils, and on account of its

animated movement is adapted to gay and lively poetry.
It is seldom used by itself, but is joined witli other kinds
of verse. It is said to have been devised by Sappho.
Adonis (a-do'nis), n. [< L. Adonis, < Gr. "Afwvtr,,

also "A6<M, in myth., a favorite of Aphrodite
(Venus) ; according to the oldest tradition, the
son of Theias, king of Assyria, and his daugh-
ter Myrrha or Smyrna. He was killed by a
wild boar, but was permitted by Zeus to pass
four months every year in the lower world,
four with Aphrodite, and four where he chose.
The name, like the myth, is of Phenician ori-

gin, akin to Heb. adon, lord : see Adonai.'] 1.

A beau; a dandy; an exquisite: as, he is quite
an Adonis. 2. In bot., a genus of European
plants belonging to the natural order Kanuncu-
laceai. In the corn-adonis, or pheasant's-eye, A. autum-
nali, the petals are bright scarlet, and are considered as

emblematical of the blood of Adonis, from which the

plant is fabled to have sprung.

3f. [J. c.] A kind of wig formerly worn,
lie puts on a fine flowing mlnni* or white periwig.

R. Grave*, Spirit. Quixote, III. \i\.

Adonist (a-do'nist), n. [< Heb. adondi (see
Adonai) + -ist.] One who maintained that the

vowel-points ordinarily written under the con-
sonants of the Hebrew wordJHVH (pronounced
since the sixteenth century, except among the

Jews, Jehovah) are not the natural points be-

longing to that word, but are vowel-points be-

longing to the words Adonai and Elohim ; these
words are substituted in reading by the Jews
for the name JHVH, a name which they are
forbidden to utter, and the true pronunciation
of which is lost. Those persons who held the

opposite view were termed Jehovists.

adonize (ad'o-niz), v. t. [=F. adoniser; <

Adonis, q. v., + -i:e.] To make beautiful or at-

tractive
;
adorn one's self with the view of at-

tracting admiration : said only of men. [Rare.]
I employed three good hours at least in adjusting and

adunizing myself. Smollett, tr. of Oil Bias, III. 418.

adoorst (a-dorz'), prep. phr. as adv. [A reduced
form of both of doors and at doors, as in the

phrases out of doors, out o' doors, forth a doors,
and in a doors, in at doors: see a-3

,
a-7

,
and

door.] At doors
;
at the door.

If I get in a-doors, not the power o' th' country,
Nor all my aunt's curses shall disemlioguc me.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, v. 1.

adopt (a-dopf), r. [< F. adopter, < L. adoptare,
adopt, choose, <'?, to, + optare, wish: see op-
tatire.] I. trans. 1. To choose for or take to

one's self
;
make one's own by selection or as-

sent
;
receive or agree to as a personal belong-

ing or opinion : as, to adopt a name or an idea
;

an adopted citizen or country ;
the meeting

adopted the resolution.

Tell me, may not a king adovt an heir?

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 1.

I have adopted the Roman sentiment, that it is more
honourable to save a citizen than to kill an enemy.

Johnson, Pref. to Shak.

Men resist the conclusion in the morning, but adopt
it as the evening wears on, that temper prevails over

everything of time, place, and condition.

Emerson, Experience.

2. Specifically, to admit into a relation of af-

filiation
;
confer the rights or privileges of kin-

ship upon, as one who is not naturally related
or connected

; especially, to receive and treat

as a child or member of one's family, etc.: as,
the orphans were adopted by friends. See adop-
tion, 2. 3. To take or receive into any kind of

new relationship: as, to adopt a person as an
heir, or as a friend, guide, or example.

Titus, I am incorporate in Rome,
A Roman now adopted happily.

Shale., Tit. And., i. 2.

Strangers were very rarely adopted into a right of prop-
erty in clan land in the early time.

D. H". Ross, German Laud-holding, p. "3.

II. intrans. In euchre, to play with the suit

turned up for trumps : a privilege of the dealer.

adoptability (a-dop-ta-bil'i-ti), n.
; pi. adopta-

bilities (-tiz). The state of being adoptable; the

capability of being adopted ;
that which can be

adopted or made use of : as, "the select adopta-
bilities," Carlyle, Past and Present, II. xvii.

adoptable (a-dop'.ta-bl), a. [< adopt + -able.]

Capable of being adopted ;
fit or worthy to be

adopted.
The Liturgy or adoptable and generally adopted set of

prayers. Carlyte, Past and Present, II. xvii.

adorable

adoptant (a-dop'tant), a. and H. [< F. adoptant,
<L. (idof>t(in(t-)s, ppr. of adoptare: see adopt.]
1. a. Adopting.

II. . One who adopts a child or thing as his
own.

adpptatet (a-dop'tat), v. t. [< L. ndoptfitus, pp.
of adoptare: see adopt.] To adopt,
adoptative (a-dop'ta-tiv), a. [< L. adoptatus,
pp. of adoptare (see adopt), + -ive.] Same as

adoptire. [Rare.]
adoptedlyt (a-dop'ted-li), adr. By adoption.

Litcw. Is she your cousin?
Isab. Adoptedly, as school-maids change their names.

Shak., M. forM.,i. 5.

adopter (a-dop'ter), w. 1. Onewho or that which
adopts. 2. In diem., same as adapter.
adoptian (a-dop'shan), a. [< ML. Adoptiani.
the adoptian heretics, irreg. < L. adoptare : see

adopt.] In theol., of or pertaining to the doc-
trine of adoption Adoptian controversy. See
adoptioni#tn.

adoptianism (a-dop'shan-izm), n. [< adoptian
4- -ism.] Same as adoptionism.
The recantation was probably insincere, for on return-

ing to his diocese he (Felix, bishop of Urgel] taught adop-
tianigtn as before. Encyc. Brit., I. 163.

adoptianist (a-dop'shan-ist), n. [< adoptian +
-ist.] Same as adoptionist.

It was under this pontificate [Leo III.] that Felix of

Urgel, the adoptianltt, was anathematized by a Roman
synod. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 449.

adoption (a-dop'shon), n. [< L. adoptio(n-), a
shorter form of adoptatio(n-), (.adoptare, adopt:
see adopt.] 1. The act of adopting or taking
as one's own; a choosing for use, or.by way of

preference or approval; assumption; formal

acceptance : as, the adoption of a distinctive

dress; he favored the adoption of the bill
;
the

adoption of a new word into a language.
The adoption of vice has ruined ten times more young

men than natural inclinations. Lord Chesterfield.

2. The act of taking into an affiliated relation
;

admission to some or all of the privileges of
natural kinship ormembership : as, the adoption
of a child

; adoption into a tribe ; a son by adop-
tion. Simple adoption of a child extends only to his
treatment as a member of the household ; legal adoption
may confer upon him any or all of the rights of actual re-

lationship. In the absence of any legally assumed obli-

gation, an adopted child is not in law deemed a relative
of the adopting parent, and does not inherit as such, and
the adopting parent acquires no other authority than that
which affection or the consent of the natural parent may
give. The civil or statute laws of most countries strictly

regulate the principles of legal adoption with reference to

its limitation, the rights of natural heirs, etc.

3. In theol., that act of divine grace by which,
through Christ, those who have been justified" are taken into the number and enjoy the lib-

erties and privileges of the children of God."
West. Conf. ofFaith, xii.

But ye have received the Spirit of adoption, whereby we
cry, Abba, Father. Rom. viii. 16.

adoptional (a-dop'shon-al), a. [< adoption +
-a?.] Relating to adoption.
adoptionism (a-dop'shon-izm), n. [< adoption
+ -ism.'] In theol., the doctrine that Christ is

the Son of God by adoption only, it was held

that, as the son of David, he had simply a human nature,
which afterward by an act of adoption became united
with the divine nature, or the eternal Word. This doc-

trine, though not unknown in the early church, was first

distinctly propounded in Spain near the end of the eighth
century by Felix, bishop of Urgel, and Elipandus, arch-

bishop of Toledo. It was opposed by Alcuin, and con-
demned by three councils, at Ratisbon hi 792, at Frank-
fort in 794, and at Aix-la-Chapelle about 799. Also writ-

ten adoptianiJtm.

adoptionist (a-dop'shon-ist), . [< adoption +
-ist.] One wno holds the doctrine of adoption-
ism. Also written adoptianist.

adoptions! (a-dop'shus), a. [< adoption + -ous.

Cf. ambitious, ambition.] Adoptive ; adopted
or assumed.

Pretty, fond, adoptions Christendoms.

Shale., All's Well, i. 1.

adoptive (a-dop'tiv), a. [< L. adoptivus, < adop-
tare .-see adopt.] 1. Fitted for or given to adopt-
ing: as, a receptive and adoptive language. 2.

Constituted by adoption ; adopting or adopted :

as, an adoptive father or son. 3. Assumed: as,
"
adoptive and cheerful boldness," Milton, Ref.

in Eng., i. Adoptive arms, in her., arms which the

adopter is obliged to marshal with his own, as the condi-

tion of some honor or estate left him.

adoptively (a-dop'tiv-li), adv. In an adoptive
manner

; by way of adoption.

adorability (a-dor-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< adorable :

see -bility.] "The 'quality of being adorable.

Coleridge.
adorable (a-dor'a-bl), a. [< F. adorable, < L.

adorabttis,(adordre,a,AoTe: see adore1
.] 1. De-
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manding adoration ; worthy of being adored ;

worthy of divine honors.

There are those who have treated the history of Abra-

ham as an astronomical record, and have spoken of our adoratory (a-dor'a-to-ri), n.
; pi. <tdi

adorable Saviour as the sun in Aries.
(-ri/.). [X ML. adorittoritim, explained

J. II. Xemnan, Gram, of Assent, p. 364. v
__ A

' L__j ^,_^^ fl,. TV.rlio,,,,

2. Worthyof the utmost love or admiration: as,

she is an adorable creature
;
an adorable statue.

When he [the pope] touched, as he did briefly, on the

misfortunes of the church, an adorable flre came into his

r. it. Aldrifh, J'onkapog to Pesth, p. 114.

the fourth in St. Peter's, where the homage of the people
is ivri-ived.

loratories

7 . t as "an
underground place where the Indians sacrifice

to their gods and departed ancestors," < L. ado-

rare, adore : see adore* and oratory.'] A place
of worship ; especially, a pagan temple or place

T. ft 4MM, >>..nkapog to Pesth, p. 114.

gU*%Jfr*J ^
adorableness ( a-dor'a-bl-nes), . The quality JJg^J r< jffe. aOawm. < OF. adourer, adorer
of being adorable, or worthy of adoration.

(earlier ME. aouren, < OF. aorer, aiirer, aorer)
adorably (a-dor' a-bli), adv. In a manner wor-

thy of adoration.

adoral
mouth, . ,

at or near the mouth ; being relatively towar
|- -fa

'

WOT ĥ^ '.

pay supreme reverence to
;
ad-

dress in prayer and thanksgiving ; pay divine

honors to
;
honor as divine.

Bishops and priests . . . bearing the host, which he

publicly adored. Smollett, Hist. Eng., an. 1689.

God shall be all in all. But, all ye gods,
Adore him, who to compass all this dies ;

Adore the Son, and honour him as me.
Milton, P. L., iii. 342.

2. To honor and regard in a very high degree ;

adorsed

ornate.] 1. To beautify or decorate
;
increase

or lend beauty or attractiveness to. as by dress

or ornaments ; hence, in general, to render

pleasing, or more pleasing or attractive; em-
bellish.

A bride ailnfiifth herself with her jewels. Isa. Ixi. 10.

Virtue adorn'd his mind, triumph his brow.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

He left the name at which the world grew pale,
To point a moral, or adorn a tale.

,]<>h imon. Van. of Hum. Wishes, 1. 222.

2. To display the beauty or excellence of : as,

to " adorn the doctrine of God," Tit. ii. 10.

uiy ^-uur mod. F. adorer= rr. p. rg. oaorar= it. aaorare,
f adoration. adore < L aaorare, speak to, address, beseech,
1 (ad-o ral), a. [< L. ad, to, + M,

t d worship, < ad, to, + ware, speak,
Ii,
+ -al; after aboral.-] In zool., situated Py 10, a mj^ _^Q J

,.,..,,. Hm tnrnt.]i >wiTicr rpln,tivfilv toward 4 d.' v
. .

n _j

the mouth : the opposite of aboral,

They \llaltefi<e\ have a spiral adoral wreath of cilia for

swimtiiins;. Stand. Nat. Ilist., I. 43.

The object of the unique, one-sided arrangement of the

adoral cilia is to direct food-particles to the mouth.
Amer. Jour. ofSci., 3d ser., XXIX. 328.

adorally (ad-6'ral-i), adv. Toward or in the

direction of the mouth.
adoration (ad-o-ra'shon), n. [< F. adoration, <

L. adoratio(n-Y, < adorare : see adore1.] 1. The
act of paying honors, as to a divine being ;

wor-

ship addressed to a deity; the supreme worship
due to God alone. [Sometimes used specifically of

words addressed to the Deity expressive of a sense of his

infinite holiness and perfection.] In the Rom. Cath. Ch.,

adoration is applied to any one of three kinds of worship

(though properly only to the first), namely : latria, or wor-

.

regard with the utmost esteem, love, and re-

spect.
The people appear adoring their prince. Toiler, No. 57.

Thus, Madam, in the midst of crowds, you reign in soli-

tude and are adored with the deepest veneration, that of

silence. Dryden, Ded. of State of Innocence.

When he who adores thee has left but the name
Of his faults and his follies behind. Moore, Irish Mel.

ship due to God alone; daKo.orthe secondary worship paid
to angels and saints directly, or through the veneration of _ g Adore Worship, Reverence, Venerate, Revere, idol-

ize deify, pay homage to. Adore and worship, when not ap-

p]jed exclusively to God or gods, are manifestly hyperboli-
cal

. ^ |je worshiped the ground she trod on. The others

seem literal when applied to men
;

places, or things.

Adore and worship are applied primarily to acts and
words of homage ; the others are not. None of them

primarily includes the idea of intercessory prayer. Adore
is the noblest of the words. To worship is to pay homage
by outward forms or in customary places :

" A man of

Ethiopia . . . had come to Jerusalem for to worship.
Acts viii. 27. In the Bible worship is used to express also

extreme manifestations of respect paid to men: "As

relics and images ; and hyperdulia, the higher worship

paid to the Virgin Mary. The saints and the Virgin are

adored as the friends of God, having intercessory power
with him.

Lowly reverent

Towards either throne they bow, and to the ground
With solemn adoration down they cast

Their crowns. Milton, P. L., iii. 361.

Knowledge is the flre of adoration, adoration is the gate

of knowledge. Buthnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 163.

They [Indians] perform their adorations and conjura-
tions in the general language before spoken of, as the

Catholics of all nations do their mass in the Latin.

Beverley, Virginia, iii. If 31.

2. Homage, or an act of homage, paid to one in

high place or held in high esteem; profound
reverence; the utmost respect, regard, or es-

teem
;
the highest degree of love, as of a man

for a woman; heart's devotion.

Oli. How does he love me ?

Via. With adorations, with fertile tears,
With groans that thunder love, with sighs of flre.

Shak., T. N., i. 5.

3. In art and arcltaiol. : (a) A representation of

the adoration of the infant Jesus by the magi or

the shepherds. (6)
A representation
of the worship of

an ancient divin-

ity, of the deified

dead, or of a king
or an emperor.
In Latin, adoratio.
Such representations
are common in Greek
vase-paintings and fu-

neral sculptures, and
in Roman reliefs and
medals. The ancient
adoration is usually
characterized by the Ananci ,,n , Adora,j n._coinof Ephe-
gesture of raising the slls struck under Macrinus ; British Ma-
right hand, particu- seum. (Size or the original.)

larly with the thumb
laid on the first finger ; though it is sometimes exhibited,

chiefly in Oriental examples, in a prostrate position.

4. A method of electing a pope. See extract.

Peter was coming in, Cornelius met him, and fell down
at his feet, and worshipped him." Acts x. 25. Reverence

is upon a plane a little different from that of venerate,

there being sometimes more fear suggested by the former

and more sacredness by the latter. We should reverence

position, ability, and character; we should venerate old

age. Revere differs from reverence chiefly in suggesting
rather less solemnity or awe.

It [worship] is also an act of the will, whereby the soul

adores and reverences his majesty. ... We must worship
God understanding^ ; it is not else a reasonable service.

Charnock, Attributes.

Fall down and dy before her ;

So dying live, and living do adore her.

Spenser, Sonnets, xiv.

I love Quaker ways and Quaker worship, I venerate the

Quaker principles. Lamb, Elia.

A foolish world is prone to laugh in public at what in

private it reveres as one of the highest impulses of our na-

ture ; namely, love. Longfellow, Hyperion, iii. 8.

II. intrans. To perform an act of worship;
be filled with adoration, reverence, or reveren-

tial admiration.
If the stars should appear one night in a thousand years,

how would men believe and adore I Emerson, Nature.

Litanies, chanted day and night by adoring hearts.

De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

adore2t (a-dor'), v. t. [A poet, perversion of

adorn; perhaps only in the two passages quoted. ]

To gild ;
adorn.

Like to the hore

Congealed litle drops which doe the morne adore.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. xi. 46.

Armlets for great queens to adore.

Fletcher and J/as8in<7er,Elder Brother, iv. 3. (jV. E. D.)

adorementt (a-dor'ment), n. Adoration
;
wor-

ship.
The third way of creating Popes is by Adoration, which

is perform'd in this manner : That Cardinal who . . .

desires to favour any other Cardinal . . . puts himself Adorement of cats, lizards, and beetles,

before him in the Chappel, and makes him a low Rever-
ence ; and when it falls out that two thirds of the Cardi- adorer (a-dor'er), n.
nals do the same, the Pope is then understood to be created.

0. II., tr. of Hist. Cardinals, III. 286. (tf. E. D.)

_,

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 3.

[< adorel + ..!.] One

Adoration of the blessed sacrament, in the Bam.
Cath. Ch., supreme worship (latria) paid to the eucharist.
"Catholics pay to the eucharist . . . wherever it may be

present that supreme worship which is due to God alone."
Cath. Diet. (1884), p. 321. Religious communities of wo- adoring (a-dor'ing), n.
men for the perjtetual adoration of the blessed sacrament
have been founded at various times, the first by Anne
of Austria, mother of Louis XIV. Adoration of the
cross, in the Rom. Cath. Ch., that part of the service on
Good Friday, following the prayers, in which the cross is

exposed to view and "adored" by clergy and people.
-

who adores, (a) One who worships or honors as divine.

(b) One who esteems or respects highly ; a lover ; an ad-

mirer.

I profess myself her adorer, not her friend.

Shak., Cymbeline, i. 5.

_ [Verbal n. of adore1
.]

An act"of adoration, or one of homage paid by
a lover.

And soft adoring* from their loves receive.

Keats, Eve of St. Agnes, vi.

Adoration of the host, in the celebration of the mass, adoringly (a-dor'ing-h') ad*. With adoration.

the silent worship paid by the congregation, kneeling, at adorn (a-dorn ), v.J. [<MK adorrtcn, adottrwcn.

the elevation of the host. See Ao. Adoration of the
pope, a mark of homage paid to the pope immediately
after his election, by kissing the golden cross on the sandal
worn on his right foot. Cardinals also kiss his right hand,
receiving in return the kiss of peace. The ceremony is
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< OF. ddorner, adourner (earlier ME. aournen,

<tontrn, < OF. aourner, aiirner, aorner), mod. F.

ndnnicr = Sp. Pg. adornar = It. adornare, < L.

adornare, < ad, to, + ornare, deck, beautify : see

= Syn. Adorn, Ontrttiti'iit, Decorate, Embellish, Beautify,

Deck, Array, grace, garnish, bedeck, set off. (See decorate.)
The italicized words, except deck and array, are expressive
of the attempt to add or increase beauty. Adorn has the

most nobleness and spirituality ; It is the least external.

Garments that adorn a woman seem a part of her person-

ality and bring out her comeliness
; many virtues adorn his

character ;
the hall was adorned with the portraits of their

ancestors. In these examples, no other word in the list

is high enough or near enough to take the place of adorn.

Ornameitt and decorate express the addition of something
external, which still preserves its separate character and

may perhaps be easily removed. Ornament, as kindred

to adorn, is nearer to its meaning ;
decorate expresses that

which is more showy : ornamented with pictures ; the

bare walls were decorated for the occasion with flags and
wreaths. Both express the adding of beauty to that

which was deficient in it before. Embellish implies pre-
vious beauty, to which luster or brilliancy is added by
something which perhaps becomes a part of the original :

as. a book embellished with plates; a style embellished

with figures of speech. The word is sometimes used of

over-ornamentation. Beautify is the most direct in its

expression of the general idea. Of the first five words,
decorate is the least often used figuratively; decorated

speech is speech in which the ornaments have no vital

connection or harmony with the thought, so that they seem

merely ornamental. Deck is to cover, and hence to cover

in a way to please the eye : as, decked with flowers. Array
is used especially of covering with splendid dress, the

meaning being extended from persons to animals, etc. :

the fields were arrayed in green.

But that which fairest is, but few behold,
Her mind adornd with vertues manifold.

Spenser, Sonnets, xv.

A whimsical fashion now prevailed among the ladies,

of strangely ornamenting their faces with abundance of

black patches cut into grotesque forms.
J. D'Israeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 311.

Ivy climbs the crumbling hall

To decorate decay. Bailey, Festus.

We are to dignify to each other the daily needs and of-

fices of man's life, and embellish it by courage, wisdom,
and unity. Emerson, Friendship.

Nature has laid out all her art in beautifying the face.

Addison, Spectator, No. 98.

And with new life from sun and kindly showers,
With beauty deck the meadow and the hill.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 90.

Even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one
of these [lilies].

Mat. vi. 29.

adornt (a-dorn'), n. [=It. Sp. adorno, orna-

ment; from the verb.] Ornament.
Her brest all naked, as nett yvory
Without adorne of gold or silver bright.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xii. 20.

adornt (a-dom'), a. [< It. adorno, short form of

adornato (= Sp. Pg. adornado), pp. of adornare,
< L. adornare : see adornate, adorn, v.~\ Adorn-
ed ;

decorated.
Made so adorn for thy delight. Milton, P. L., viii. 576.

adornatet (a-dor'nat), r. t. [< L. adornatus, pp.
of adornare : see adorn, v.~\ To adorn.

To adornate gardens with the fairnesse thereof.

Frampton, p. 33.

adornationt (ad-6r-na'shon), n. [< L. as if

*adornatio(n-}, < adornare, pp. adornatus: see

adorn, *>.] Ornament.
Memory is the soul's treasury, and thence she hath her

garments of adornation.
Wits' Commonwealth, p. 81.

adorner (a-d6r'ner), n. One who adorns,

adorning (a-dor'ning), n. Ornament; decora-

tion.

Whose adorning let it not be that outward adorning of

plaiting the hair, and of wearing of gold, or of putting on

of apparel.
1 Pet. iii. 3.

adorningly (a-dor'ning-li), adv. By adorning ;

in an adorning manner.
adornment (a-dorn'ment), . [< ME. adourn-

ment, < OF. "adournement, adornement (earlier

ME. aournement, aoruement, < OF. aournement),
mod. F. adornement : see adorn and -ment.~\ An
adorning; that which adorns ;

ornament.
I will write all down :

Such and such pictures: There the window: Such

The adornment of her bed. Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 2.

adorsed (a-dorsf), p. a- [Also written od-

dorsed, a restored form of adossed,

addossed, < F. adosse, prj. of adosser,

set back to back (< a, to, + dos,

< L. dorsum, the back), + -fd2 .]

Placed back to back. In her., applied
to any two animals, birds, fishes, or other



adorsed

hearings placed back to back : opposed to afrontr. Equiv-
alent forms are addorned, adogited, adosse, adossee, and in-

dorsed.

adosculation (ad - os - ku - la
'

shpn), . [< L. as
if *adoseulatto(n-), < adosculari, kiss, < ad, to, +
osculari, kiss : see osculate.'] 1. In physiol., im-

pregnation by external contact merely, as in

most fishes, and not by intromission. 2. In
bot. : (a) The impregnation of plants by the fall-

ing of the pollen on the pistils. (b) The inser-

tion of one part of a plant into another. [Bare.]
adosse, adossee (a-dos-a'), a. [F., pp. of ados-
ser : see adorsed.] In her., same as adorsed.

adossed (a-dosf), a. In her., same as adorsed.

adown(a-doun'), adv. (orig. prep, phr.) a,n&prep.
[< ME. adoun, adun, adoune, adune, odune, < AS.
ddune, adv. and (rarely) prep., orig. prep, phr.,

of dune, down, downward, ht. off the down or
hill: of, prep., off, from; dune, dat. of dun,
down : see downi. n. The adv. and prep, down
is a short form of adown.] I. adv. From a

higher to a lower part ;
downward

; down ; to
or on the ground.

Thrise did she sinke adou-ar. Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 24.

Of braided blooms unmown, which crept
Adown to where the water slept.

Tennyson, Recol. of Ar. Nights, st. 3.

II. prep. 1. From a higher to a lower situa-

tion
; down : implying descent.

. 1 '/""// her shoulders fell her length of hair. Dryden.
Star after star looked palely in and sank adown the sky.

Whittier, Cassandra Southwick.

2. From top to bottom of
; along the length

of
;
downward

;
all along.

Full well 'tis known adown the dale,
Tin >' passing strange indeed the tale.

Percy's Reliques, I. iii. 14.

Adoxa (a-dok'sa), n. [NL., < Or. ddofof, with-
out glory, < o- pri v. + <Wfa, glory : see doxology.]
A genus of plants, of the natural order Capri-
foliacere. The only species, A. Moschatellina (hollow-
root), is a little inconspicuous plant, 4 or 5 inches high,
found in woods and moist shady places in the cooler re-

gions of the northern hemisphere. The pale-green flowers
have a musky smell, whence its common name of mos-
chatel.

adoze (a-doz'). prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3
,

prep., -r- dose.] In a doze or dozing state.

adpao (ad'pou), n. [E. Ind., < ad, ad (cerebral
d) = Hind, ar, ar, a prefix implying deviation
or inferiority, + Hind., etc., pauwd, poo, a

quarter, a weight, the quarter of a ser.] An
East Indian weight, equal in some places to a
little less, and in others to a little more, than
4 Ibs. avoirdupois.
ad patres (ad pa'trez). [L. : ad, to; patres,
ace. pi. of pater = E. father.] Literally, to the
fathers

; gathered to one's fathers, that is, dead.

adpress (ad-pres'), r. t. [< L.
adpressus,jpp.

of

adprimere, (ad, to, + premere, press.] To lay
flat ; press closely (to or together).

Birds when frightened, as a general rule, closely ad-

press all their feathers. Darwin, Express, of Emot.
, p. 100.

A most artfully coloured spider lying on its back, with
its feet crossed over and closely adpressed to its body.

B. O. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 64.

adpressed (ad-presf), p. a. In lot., growing
parallel to and in contact with the stem, with-
out adhering to it, as leaves or branches. Also
written oppressed.

adpromissor (ad-pro-mis'or), n. [L., < adpro-
mittere, promise in addition to, < ad, to, + pro-
mittere, promise : see promise.] In Horn, law,
a surety for another

; security ; bail.

ad quod damnum (ad kwod dam'num). [L.,
to what damage : ad, to; quod='E.what; dam-
num, damage.] In late, the title of a writ (1)

ordering the sheriff to inquire what damage
will result from the grant by the crown of cer-
tain liberties, as a fair or market, a highway,
etc.

; (2) ordering the assessment of the com-
pensation and damages to be paid when private
property is taken for public use.

adradt (a-drad'), p. a. Same as adread^, p. a.

I was the less a-drad
Of what might come.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 13.

adradial (ad-ra'di-al), a. [< L. ad, to, near, +
radius, a ray, + -a!.] Situated near a ray. A
term applied by Lankester to certain processes or ten-
tacles of a third order which appear in the development of
some hydrozoans, the primary onesbeingtermed perradial,
the secondary ones interradial. Encyc. Brit., XII. 558.

adradially (ad-ra'di-al-i), adv. In an adradial
manner,
adragant (ad'ra-gant), . [< F. adragant (= Sp.
adragante, It. adraganti), a corrupt form of

tragacanthe : see tragacanth.] An old name of

gum tragacanth.
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adraganthin (ad-ra-gan'thin), n. [<<tdragant(h)
+ -i>ft.] A name given to purified gum traga-
canth. See bassorin.

adras (a-dras'), n. A stuff, half silk and half

cotton, woven in central Asia, having a gloss,
and usually striped. The gloss is heightened by
beating with a broad, flat wooden instrument. E. Schuy-
Irr, Turkistan, I. 5.

adreadH (a-dred'), v. [< ME. adreden (pret.

adredde, adradde, adred, adrad, pp. adred, adrad,
adredde, adradde), < AS. ddrcedan, reduced form
of anddriedan, andrdtdan, ondrcedan (= OS. *n>ul-

dradan, antdrddan, flrfrarf<i =OHG. intrdtan),
tr. and intr., dread, fear, refi. fear, be afraid, <

and-, an-, on-(E. a-8 ) + "drcedan (onlyincomp.),
dread. Mixed in ME. and later with adread2 ,

q. v.] I. trans. To dread; fear greatly.
The pes is sauf, the werre is ever adrad.

Pol. Poems and Songs, II. 6. (N. E. D.)

II. intrans. or refl. To fear; be afraid.

Oanhardin seighe that sight,
And sore him gan adrede.

Sir Trulrem, 1. 288. (.V. E. D.)

adread2t (a-dred'), v. t. [< ME. adreden, ofdre-

den, < AS.' ofdrcedan, make afraid, terrify, < of-

(E. a-*) + "drafdan, dread. Hence p. a. adread*,
q. v. Mixed in ME. and later with adread1

,

q. v.] To make afraid; terrify.
With these they adrad, and gasten, sencelesse old wo-

men. Uarsnet, Pop. Impost., p. 135. (X. E. D.)

adread-'t (a-dred'), p. a. [< ME. adred, adrad.

adredde, adradde, earlier ofdred, ofdrad, pp. of

adreden, ofdreden, E. adread, v., make afraid:
see adrea/tft, v.] Affected by dread.

Thinking to make all men adread.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia (1622), p. 126.

adreamed, adreamt (a-dremd', a-dremt'), p.
a. [< a- + dream + -ea*. The formation is un-

usual, and the prefix is uncertain, prpb. a-2
,

the suffix -erf2 being used, as sometimes in other

instances, for the suffix -ing
1

. To be adreamed
would thus be equiv. to to be a-dreaming.]
In the state of dreaming. To be adreamed or
adreamt (the only form of its use), (at) To dream.
Hee is adreamd of a dry summer.

Withalf, Diet. (1556). (.V. E. D.)
I was a-dream'd I overheard a ghost.

Fielding, Pasquin, iv. 1. (tr. E. D.)

(b) To doze; be between sleeping and waking. [Prov.
Eng.J flalliwell.

adrectal (ad-rek'tal), a. [< arf- + rectum.]
Situated at or by the rectum: specifically ap-
plied to the purpuriparous gland or purple-
gland of mollusks.
The presence of glandular plication of the surface of

the mantle-Hap and an adreelal gland (purple-gland) are

frequently observed. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 648.

ad referendum (ad ref-e-ren'dum). [L.: ad,

to; referendum, gerund of referre: see refer.]
To be referred; to be held over for further
consideration.

ad rem (ad rem). [L. : ad, to; rem, ace. of

res, thing, matter, case, point, fact: see res.]
To the point or purpose; pertinently to the
matter in hand

;
to the question under consid-

eration; practically, considering the peculiar-
ities of the special case.

Your statements of practical difficulty are indeed much
more arf rem than my mere assertions of principle.

Ruskin, Daily Telegraph, Sept. 7, 1865.

adrenal (ad-re 'nal), n. [<L. ad, to, + ren, only
in pi. renes, kidney: see renal.] In anat., a

suprarenal capsule; one of a pair of small

glandular or follicular but ductless bodies, of
unknown function, capping the kidneys in

mammals and most other vertebrates. Also
called atrabiliary capsule. In man the adrenals are
an inch or two long, less in width, and about a fourth of
an inch thick, and consist essentially of an outer yellowish
cortical portion, an inner medullary portion (of very dark
color,whence the term atrabiliary), with vessels, nerves, etc.

See Addison's disease, under disease. See cut under kidney.
Adrian (a'dri-an). a. [< L. Adrianus, prop.
Hadrianus, Adriatic.] Same as Adriatic.

Adrianite (a'dri-an-it), n. [< ML. Adrianitoe,
< L. Adrianus, prop. Hadrianus.] 1. A member
of a supposed Gnostic school of heretics men-
tioned by Theodoret. 2. One of a sect of Ana-
baptists in the sixteenth century, followers of
Adrian Hamstedius, who held, among other

things, that Jesus Christ wasformed solelyfrom
the substance of his mother. Also Adrianist.

Adrianople red. See red.

Adriatic (a-dri-at'ik), a. [< L. Adriaticus, prop.
Hadriaticus, < Hadria (now Adria), a town be-
tween the mouths of the Po and the Adige,
after which the sea was named.] Appellative
of the sea east of the peninsula of Italy (the
Adriatic sea); pertaining to that sea: as, the
Adriatic coast.

adrostral

adrift (a-driff), prep. phr. as a<h\ or a. [<
3

+ drift.'] 1 . Floating at random
;
not fastened

by any kind of moorings; at the mercy of winds
and currents.

Trees adrift
Down the great river. Milton, 1'. L., xi. 832.

So on the sea she shall be set adrift,
And who relieves her dies.

llri/den, JIarriage a la Mode, iii.

Hence 2. Figuratively, swayed by any chance
impulse ;

all abroad
;
at a loss.

Frequent reflection will keep their minds from running
tulri/t. Locke, Education.

To turn adrift, to unmoor
;
set drifting ; hence, figura-

tively, to turn away, dismiss, or discharge, as from home,
employment, etc. ; throw upon the world.

Great multitudes who had been employed in the woollen

manufactories, or in the mines, were turned adrift.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

adlip (a-drip'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3 +
drip.] In a dripping state. D. G. Mitchell.

adrogate (ad'ro-gat), t'. t.
; pret. and pp. adro-

gated, ppr. adrogating. [< L. adrogatus, pp. of

adrogare, later arrogare, take a homo sui juris (a

person not under the power of his father) in
the place of a child, adopt, < ad, to, + rogare,
ask. The same word in other senses gave rise

to
arrogate^ q. v. See adrogation.] To adopt

by adrogation.
Clodlus, the enemy of Cicero, was adrogated into a ple-

beian family. Smith, Diet. Antiq., p. 15.

adrogation (ad-ro-ga'shon), n. [< L. adroga-
tio(n-), later arrogatio(n-), < adrogare : see ad-

rogate.] A kind of adoption in ancient Rome,
by which a person legally capable of choosing
for himself was admitted into the relation of
son to another by a vote of the people in the
Comitia Curiata, or in later times by a rescript
of the emperor : so called from the questions
put to the parties. Also written arrogation.
adrogator(ad'ro-ga-tor), . [L.,< adrogare: sec

adrogate and arrogate.] One who adrogates.
adroit (a-droit'), a. [< F. adroit, dexterous, < a

droit, right, rightly: a, to, toward j droit, rifjht,
< ML. drictutn, prop, directtim, right, justice,
neut. of directus, right : see direct. Cf. mal-

adroit.] Dexterous
;
skilful

; expert in the use
of the hand, and hence of the mind

; ingenious ;

ready in invention or execution
; possessing

readiness of resource.

You may break every command of the decalogue with
perfect good -breeding : nay, if you are adroit, without
losing caste. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 68.

= 8yn. Cunning, Artful, Sly, etc. See cunning*. Adroit,
Vexterov-s, Expert, Skilful, Clever, smart, handy, apt, quick,
subtle. The first four words express primarily various de-

grees in the combination of manual facility with know-
ledge. Adroit and dexterous make prominent the idea of
a trained hand : as, an adroit pickpocket; a dexterous con-

jurer, swordsman. Adroitness implies quickness or sud-
denness ; dexterity may require sustained agility. Adroit
tends toward sinister figurative meanings : as, an adroit

rogue ; but mental adroitness may be simply address or
tact. Expert emphasizes experience, practice, and hence
is commonly a lower word than skilful, which makes
knowledge the principal thing : a skilful mechanic makes
more use of his mind than an expert mechanic. Clever im-

plies notable quickness, readiness, resource in practical
affairs, and sometimes the lack of the larger powers of
mind : a clever mechanic has fertility in planning and skill

in executing what is planned. A clever statesman may or

may not be an able one ; a man may be clever in evil.

Why, says Plato, if he be manually so adroit, likely he
will turn pickpocket. S. Lanier, The Eng. Novel, p. 117.

The dexterous management of terms, and being able to
fend and prove with them, passes for a great part of

learning. Locke.

His only books were an almanac and an arithmetic, in
which last he was considerably expert.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 161.

Thus, like a skilful chess-player, by little and little he
draws out his men, and makes his pawns of use to his

greater persons. Dryden, Dram. Poesy.

But the names of the clever men who invented canoes
and bows and arrows are as utterly unknown to tradition
as the names of the earliest myth-makers.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 204.

adroitly (a-droit'li), arft;. In an adroit manner
;

with dexterity ; readily ; skilfully.
He [Eadmund] turned his new conquest adroitly to ac-

count by using it to bind to himself the most dangerous
among his foes. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 266.

adroitness (a-droit'nes), . The quality of be-

ing adroit
; dexterity ;

readiness in the use of

the hands or of the mental faculties.

Sir John Blaquire had some debating power anil great
skill and adroitness in managing men.

Lecky, Eng. in ISth Cent., xvi.

adroop (a-drop'), prep. phr. as adv. [< o3 +
droop.] In a drooping position. J. D. Long,

, xi. 1128.

adrostral (ad-ros'tral), a. [< L. ad, to, at, +
rostrum, beak.] In fool., pertaining to or situ-

ated at the beak or snout.



adry

adry (a-dri'), a. [<-* + dry ; prob. in imita-

tion of atliirst, q. v.] In a dry condition;
thirsty.
Doth a man that is adry desire to drink in gold ?

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 355.

adscendent (ad -sen 'dent), a. [< L. adscen-

den(t-)s, ascenden(t-)s : see ascendent.] Ascend-

ing. Imp. Diet.

adscite (ad' sit), a. [< L. adscitus, derived: see

below.] In entom., pertaining to the Jiracunida;
or leliiu'umoHcs adsciti.

Adsciti (ad'si-tl), n.pl. [NL., pi. of L. adscitus,

derived, assumed, foreign : see adsci titious.]
A group of ichneumon-flies which have only
one recurrent nervure in the fore wing instead

of two. It corresponds to the modern family
BracnnidfE (which see).

adscititious (ad-si-tish'us), a. [<L. as if *ad-

scititius, < adscitus, derived, assumed, foreign,

pp. of adsciscere, later asciscere, take knowingly
to one's self, appropriate, assume, adopt, < ad,

to, + sciseere, seek to know, < scirc, know : see

science.'] Added or derived from without
;
not

intrinsic or essential
; supplemental ;

additional.

Also written ascititious.

The fourth epistle on happiness may be thought adsci-

titioui, and out of its proper place.
J. Warton, Essay on Pope.

The first 8 of the tense-sign sis is an adscititious sibilant

added to the root. Am. Jour, of Philol., VI. 280.

adscititiously (ad-si-tish'us-li), adv. In an ad-

scititious manner.

adscript (ad'skript), a. and n. [< L. adscriptus,

pp. of adscribcre, later ascribere, enroll, < ad, to,
+

scribergj
write : see ascribe.] I. a. 1. Written

after, as distinguished from subscript, or written
under: as, in Greek grammar, an iota (i) ad-

script. 2. Attached to the soil, as a slave or
feudal serf. See adscriptus gleba.

II. n. A serf attached to an estate and
transferable with it.

adscripted (ad-skrip'ted), a. Same as adscript.

adscription (ad-skrip'shon), n. [< L. adscrip-

tio(n-), later ascriptio(n-')', > E. ascription, q. v.]
1. Same as ascription. 2. Attachment to the

soil, or as a feudal inferior to a superior or

overlord.

adscriptitious (ad-skrip-tish'us), a. [< L. ad-

scripticius, ascriptieius, enrolled, bound, < ad-

scriptus, ascriptus: see adscript.] Bound by
adscription. N. E. D.

adsctiptive (ad-skrip'tiv), a. [< L. adscripti-

vus, em-oiled, adscript, < adscriptus: see ad-

script.] Held to service as attached to an es-

tate, and transferable with it, as a serf or slave.

Many estates peopled with crown peasants have been
ceded to particular individuals on condition of establishing
manufactories ; these peasants, called adscriptive, working
at the manufactories on fixed terms. Brougham.

adscriptus glebas (ad-skrip'tus gle'be) ; pi. ad-

scripti glebce (-ti). [L. : adscriptus, adscript;
glebce, gen. of gleba, glebe.] Belonging or at-

tached to the soil, as a serf. In Roman law this
term was applied to a class of slaves attached in per-
petuity to and transferred with the land they cultivated.
The same custom prevailed among all Germanic and Slavic

peoples, and has been but gradually abolished during the

past three hundred years, down to the emancipation of
the Russian serfs in 1861.

adsignification (ad-sig"ni-fi-ka'shon), n. [<
ML. adsignificatio(n-), < L. adsignificare, make
evident : see adsignify.] The act of adsignify-
ing; a modification of meaning by a prefix or
suffix

;
an additional signification. [Rare.]

And in this opinion (viz., that there is no adsiynification
of manner or time in that which is called the indicative

mood, no adsigniftcation of time in that which is called
the present participle) I am neither new nor singular.

Home Tooke, Purley.

adsignify (ad-sig'ni-fl), v. t. [< L. adsignificare,
show, make evident, denote, point out, < ad, to,
+ significare, signify : see ad- and signify.] To
add signification or meaning to (a word) by a

prefix or suffix. Home Tooke. [Bare.]
adsorption (ad-sorp'shon), n. [< L. ad, to, +
*sorptio(n-), after absorption, q. v.] Conden-
sation of gases on the surfaces of solids.

adstipulate (ad-stip'u-lat), v. i.
; pret. and pp.

adstipulatcd, ppr. adstipulating. [< L. adstipu-
lari, astipulari, stipulate with, < ad, to, + stipu-
lari, stipulate.] To act as second stipulant or

receiving party to a bargain, attaining thereby
an equal claim with the principal stipulant.
A'. E. I).

adstipulation (ad-stip-u-la'shon), . [< L. ad-

stipuiatio(n-), astipulatio(n-), ( adstipulari : see

adstipulate.] The addition of, or action as, a
second receiving party in a bargain. N. E. D.
adstipulator (ad-stip'u-la-tor), n. [L., also

astipukitor, < adstijmlari, astipulari: see ad-

83

sti/inlate.] In law, an accessory party to a prom-
ise, who has received the same promise as his

principal did, and can equally receive and ex-
act payment.

adstrictt, adstrictiom, adstringentt.etc. See

astrict, etc.

adsum (ad'sum). [L., 1st pers. sing. pres. ind.

of adcsse, to be present, < ad, to, + esse, be : see

essence.] I am present ; present ;
here : used

in some colleges and schools by students as an
answer to a roll-call.

adsurgent (ad-ser'jent), a. Same as assurgent.

adterminal, atterminal (ad-, a-ter'mi-nal), a.

[< L. ad, to, + terminus, end, + -al.] Moving
toward the end : an epithet applied to electrical

currents passing in a muscular fiber toward its

extremities.

adubt (a-duV), v. t. [< ME. adubben, adouben,
< OF. adubber, aduber, adouber, equip a knight,
array, < a, to, + duber, douber, dub: see dub1

.]

1. To knight; dub as a knight. 2. To equip;
array; accoutre.

adularia (ad-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < Adula, a
mountain group in the Orisons Alps, formerly
confounded with St. Gotthard, where fine speci-
mens are found.] A variety of the common
potash feldspar orthoclase, occurring in highly
lustrous transparent or translucent crystals.
It often exhibits a delicate opalescent play of

colors, and is then called moonstone (which see).
Fine specimens are obtained from various lo-

calities in the Alps.
adulate (ad'u-lat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. adulated,

ppr. adulating. [< L. adulatus, pp. of adulari,

flatter, fawn upon as a dog, < ad, to, + "ulari, a
word of undetermined origin, not found in the

simple form
; according to some, < *ula = Gr.

oiipa, a tail, adulari meaning then '

wag the tail

at,' as a dog.] To show feigned devotion to;
flatter servilely.

It is not that I adulate the people ;

Without me there are demagogues enough.
Byron, Don Juan, ix. 25.

Love shall he, but not adulate
The all-fair, the all-embracing Fate.

Emerson, Woodnotes, ii.

adulation (ad-u-la'shon), n. [< F. adulation, <

L. adulatio(n-),' flattery, fawning, < adulari, flat-

ter: see adulate.] Servile flattery; excessive
or unmerited praise ; exaggerated compliment.

Adulation pushed to the verge, sometimes of nonsense,
and sometimes of impiety, was not thought to disgrace a

poet. Macaulay.
And there he set himself to play upon her -

With . . . amorous adulation, till the maid
Rebell'd against it.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

= Syn. Adulation, Flattery, Compliment. These are vari-

eties of praise. Adulation is servile and fulsome, pro-
ceeding either from a blind worship or from the hope of

advantage. It may not be, but generally is, addressed
directly to its object. Flattery is addressed to the per-
son flattered ; its object is to gratify vanity, with or with-
out a selfish ulterior object. It is generally praise beyond
justice. Compliment is milder, and may be expressive of the
truth ; it may be sincere and designed to encourage or to

express respect and esteem. We may speak of a compli-
ment, but not of an adulation or a flattery. Adulation of
the conqueror ; gross or delicate flattery of those in power ;

the language of compliment. In conduct, the correspon-
dent to adulation is obsequiousness.
Adulation ever follows the ambitious ; for such alone

receive most pleasure from flattery.

Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

Flattery corrupts both the receiver and the giver ;
and

adulation is not of more service to the people than to

kings. Burke, Rev. in France.

Who flatters is of all mankind the lowest,
Save he who courts the flattery.

Hannah More, Daniel.

The salutations of Arabs are such that . . . "compli-
ments in a well-bred man never last less than ten min-
utes." H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 343.

adulator (ad'u-la-tor), n. [L., < adulari: see

adulate.] An obsequious flatterer; one who
offers praise servilely.
And became more than ever an adulator of the ruling

powers. D. G. Mitchell, Wet Days.

adulatory (ad'u-la-to-ri), a. [< L. adulatorius,
< adulator : see adulator.] Characterized by
adulation; fulsomely flattering ; servilely prais-
ing : as, an adulatory address.
You are not lavish of your words, especially in that

species of eloquence called the adulatory. Chesterfield.

adulatress (ad'u-la-tres), n. [= F. adulatrice,
< L. adulatricem, ace. of adulatrix, fern, form of
adulator : see adulator.] A female adulator.

Indiana, when the first novelty of tHe-A-tetes was over,
wished again for the constant adulatress of her charms
and endowments. Miss Burney, Camilla, x. 14.

Adullamite (a-dul'am-it), n. [< Adullam +
-ite2.] 1. An inhabitant of the village of Adul-
lam. Gen. xxxviii. 12. 2. In Eng.hist., one of
a group of Liberals who seceded from the Whig

adulteration

party and voted with the Conservatives when
Earl Russell and Mr. Gladstone introduced a
measure for the extension of the elective fran-

chise in 1866. They received the name from their be-

ing likened by Mr. Bright to the discontented persons who
took refuge with David in the cave of Adullam (1 Sam. xxii.

1, 2). The piirty was also known collectively as the Cave.

The Conservative party then presented a tolerably solid
front against the extension of the suffrage, and received
besides a large reinforcement of Adullamites from the
Liberal side. New York Times, July 19, 1884.

adult (a-dulf), a. and n. [< L. adultus, grown
up, pp. of adolescerc, grow up : see adolescent.]
1. a. 1. Having arrived at mature years, or at-

tained full size and strength : as, an adult per-

son, animal, or plant.
The elaborate reasonings of the adult man.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Psyehol.

2. Pertaining or relating to adults
; suitable

for an adult : as, adult age ;
an adult school.

II. n. A person or (sometimes) an animal

grown to full size and strength ;
one who has

reached the age of manhood or womanhood.
Embryos and adults of common and curious forms are

constantly met with, thus furnishing material both for

general work and original investigation. Science, V. 212.

adultedt (a-dul'ted), a. Completely grown.
Now that we are not only adulted but ancient Chris-

tians, I believe the most acceptable sacrifice we can send

up to heaven is prayer and praise.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 32.

adultert (a-dul'ter), n. [L., an adulterer, a

counterfeiter, adulter, adj., adulterous; forma-
tion uncertain, perhaps < ad, to, + alter, other,
different. In mod. E. adulter, adulterer, etc.,
have been substituted for the older atouter, ad-

vouter, etc. : see advouter, etc.] An adulterer.

We receive into our mass open sinners, the covetous,
the extortioners, the adulter, the back-biter.

Tyndale, Expos. 1 John.

adultert (a-dul'ter), v. [< L. adulterare, com-
mit adultery: see adulterate, v.] I. intrans.

To commit adultery. B. Jonson, Epigrams.
II. trans. To pollute; adulterate: as, "adul-

tering spots," Marston, Scourge of Villainy, ii.

adulterant (a-dul'ter-ant), a. and n. [< L.

adulteran(t-)s, ppr. of adulterare: see adulter-

ate, v.] I. a. Adulterating ;
used in adulter-

ating.
IL n. A substance used for adulterating.

adulterate (a-dul'ter-at), v.
; pret. and pp.

adulterated, ppr. adulterating. [< L. adultera-

tus, pp. of adulterare, commit adultery, falsify,

adulterate, < adulter, an adulterer, a counter-
feiter: see adulter, n.] I. trans. 1. To debase
or deteriorate by an admixture of foreign or

baser materials or elements: as, to adulterate

food, drugs, or coins; adulterated doctrines.
The present war has . . . adulterated our tongue with

strange words. Spectator, No. 65.

2|. To graft ; give a hybrid character to.

Excellent forms of grafting and adulterating plants and
flowers. Peacham, Exper. of Own Times.

3f. To defile by adultery.
To force a rape on virtue, and adulterate the chaste

bosom of spotless simplicity. Ford, Line of Life.

= Syn. 1. To mix, degrade, corrupt, contaminate, vitiate,

alloy, sophisticate.

n.t intrans. To commit adultery.
But Fortune, O ! . . .

She adulterates hourly with thy uncle John.
Shak., K. John, iii. 1.

adulteratet (a-dul'ter-at), a. [< L. adulteratus,

pp. : see the verb.] 1. Tainted with adultery:
as,

" the adulterate Hastings," Shak., Rich.

III., iv. 4. 2. Debased by foreign mixture;
adulterated: as, "adulterate copper," Swift,
Miscellanies.

No volatile spirits, nor compounds that are
Adulterate. Carew, To G. N.

adulterately (a-dul'ter-at-li), adv. In an adul-
terate manner.
adulterateness (a-dul'ter-at-nes), . The qual-
ity or state of being adulterated or debased.
adulteration (a-dul-te-ra'shpn), n. [< L. adul-

teratio(n-), adulteration, sophistication, < adul-
terare : see adulterate, v.] 1. The act of adul-

terating, or the state of being adulterated or
debased by admixture with something else,

generally of inferior quality; the use, in the

production of any professedly genuine article,
of ingredients which are cheaper and of an in-

ferior quality, or which are not considered so
desirable by the consumer as other or genuine
ingredients for which they are substituted.

In commerce, there are several kinds of adulteration :

conventional, to suit the taste and demands of the public ;

fraudulent, for deceptive and gainful purposes ; and ac-

cidental or unintentional adtilfrrtiliiot, arising from care-

lessness in the preparation of the staple or commodity at
the place of growth or shipment. Simmonds, Com. Diet.



adulteration

2. The product or result of the act of adulter-

ating ;
that which is adulterated.

adulterator (a-dul'ter-a-tor), . [L.; adult< rn-

tor moiiette, a counterfeiter of money : < adulter-

uri : see inliiltcrate, v.] One who adulterates.

adulterer (a-dul'ter-er), n. [< adulter, v., +
-er^; substituted for the older form avoutrer,

udi'outrer, q. v.] A man guilty of adultery; a
married man who has sexual commerce with

any woman except his wife. See adultery.

Formerly also spelled adultrer.

adulteress (a-dul'ter-es), n. [< adulter, n., +
-ess ; substituted for the older form avoutress,

advoutress, q. v.] A woman guilty of adultery.

Formerly also spelled adultress.

adulterine (a-duTter-in), a. and n. [< L. adul-

terinus, < adulter : see adulter, n.] I. a. 1. Of
adulterous origin ;

born of adultery.
It must be, however, understood that strong moral re-

pugnance to the fictitious affiliation of these illegitimate
and adulterine children begins to show itself among the

oldest of the Hindu law-writers whose treatises have sur-

vived. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 99.

2. Relating or pertaining to adultery ;
involv-

ing or implying adultery : as, adulterine fiction
;

adulterine marriage (used by St. Augustine of

a second marriage after divorce). 3. Charac-
terized by adulteration: spurious; base: as,

adulterine drugs or metals. [A Latinism, now
rare.] 4f. Illegitimate; illicit; unauthorized:

as, adulterine castles (castles built by the Nor-
man barons in England, after the conquest,
without royal warrant).
The adulterine guilds, from which heavy sums were ex-

acted in 1180 were stigmatised as adulterine because they
had not purchased the right of association, as the older

legal guilds had done, and had set themselves up against
the government of the city which the king had recognised
by his charter. Stubbt, Const. Hist., III. 584.

II. . In civil taw, a child begotten in adultery,
adulterize (a-dul'ter-iz), v. %. [< adulter + -ize.]

To be guilty of adultery. Milton. Also spelled
adulterise. [Rare.]
Where did God ever will thee to lie, to swear, to op-

press, to adulterise ! Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 365.

adulterous (a-dul'ter-us), a. [< adulter + -ous;
substituted for the older form advoutrous, q. v.]
1. Pertaining to or characterized by adultery;

given to adultery.
An evil and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign.

Mat. xii. 39.

2. Illicit: said of combinations or relations of

any kind.
Some of our kings have made adulterant connections

abroad. Burke, On a Regicide Peace.

3. Spurious; corrupt; adulterated: as, "forged
and adulterous stuff," Casaubon, Of CreduBty
(trans.), p. 297. [Rare.]

adulterously (a-dul'ter-us-li), adv. In an adul-

terous manner.

adultery (a-dul'ter-i), n.
; pi. adulteries (-iz).

[< L. adulterium, < adulter; substituted for the

older form advoutry, q. v.] 1. Violation of the

marriage-bed ;
carnal connection of a married

pei-son with any other than the lawful spouse ;

in a more restricted sense, the wrong by a wife
which introduces or may introduce a spurious
offspring into a family. It is sometimes called sin-

gle adultery when only one of the parties is married, and
double adultery when both are married. In some juris-
dictions the law makes adultery a crime, in some unly a
civil injury. In England, formerly, it was punished by
line and imprisonment, and in Scotland it was frequently
made a capital offense. In Great Britain at the present
day, however, it is punishable only by ecclesiastical cen-

sure ; but when committed by the wife, it is regarded as a

civil injury, and forms the ground of an action of dam-
ages against the paramour. Contrary to the previous gen-
eral opinion, it has recently been held in the United
States that the wife may have a corresponding action

against a woman who seduces away her husband. In Eng-
land and Scotland the husband's recovery of damages
against the paramour can now be had only by joining him
with the wife in an action for divorce. See divorce.

2. In the seventh commandment of the deca-

logue, as generally understood, all manner of

lewdness or unchastity in act or thought. See
Mat. v. 28. 3. Eccles., intrusion into a bish-

opric during the life of the bishop. 4. In old

arboriculture, the grafting of trees : so called
from its being considered an unnatural union.

5f. Adulteration; corruption: as, "all the
adulteries of art," B. Jonson, Epicoene, i. 1. 6f .

Injury; degradation; ruin.

You might wrest the caduceus out of my hand to the

adultery and spoil of nature.
B. Jonson, Mercuric Vindicated.

adultness (a-dult'nes), n. The state of being
adult.

adumbral (ad-um'bral), a. [< L. ad, to, +
umbra, shade. Cf. adumbrate.] 1. Shady. 2.

Same as adumbrellar.
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adumbrant (ad-um' brant), a. [< L. adum-
br<in(t-)s, ppr. of itditnibrare : see adumbrate.]
Giving a faint shadow, or showing a slight re-

semblance.
adumbrate (ad-um'brat), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
adumbrated, ppr. adumbrating. [< L. adumbra-
tus, pp. of adumbrare, cast a shadow over; in

painting, to represent au object with due min-

gling of light and shadow, also represent in

outline; < ad, to, + umbra, shadow.] 1. To
overshadow

; partially darken or conceal.

Nor did it [a veil] cover, but adumbrate only
Her most heart-piercing parts.

Marlowe and Chapman, Hero and Leander, iv.

2. Figuratively, to give a faint shadow or re-

semblance of
;
outline or shadow forth; fore-

shadow; prefigure.
Both in the vastness and the richness of the visible uni-

verse the invisible God is adumbrated. Is. Taylor.

In truth, in every Church those who cling most tena-

ciously to the dogma are just the men " who have least

hold of the divine substance
"
which it faintly adumbrate*.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 314.

adumbration (ad-um-bra'shon), n. [< L. ad-

umbratio(n-), < adumbrare: see adumbrate.] 1.

The act of adumbrating or making a shadow or
faint resemblance. 2. Figuratively, a faint

sketch; an imperfect representation; some-

thing that suggests by resemblance, or shadows
forth; a foreshadowing.
Our knowledge is ... at best a faint confused adum-

bration. Olanville, Seep. Sci.

Belief comes into existence when man is not reasonable

enough to have a theory about anything, while he is still

mainly a feeling animal, possessing only some adumbra-
(ton* or instincts of thought Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 23.

3. In her., the shadow only of a figure, outlined,
and painted of a color darker than the field.

Shadow, however, has no proper place in heraldry. It is

a modern abuse.

adumbrative (ad-um'bra-tiv), a. [< adumbrate
+ -ive.] Shadowing forth

; faintly resembling ;

foreshadowing or typical.
We claim to stand there as mute monuments, patheti-

cally adumbrative of much. Carlyle, Fr. Rev., II. i. 10.

adumbratively (ad-um'bra-tiv-li), adr. In an
adumbrative manner.
adumbrellar (ad-um-breriir), a. [< L. ad, to,+
NL. umbrella, the disk or acalephs: see um-

brella.] Pertaining to the upper surface of the
velum in sea-blubbers (Medusa) : opposed to

abumbrellar.

adunation (ad-u-na'shon), n. [< L. adunatio(n-),
< adunare, pp. adunatits, make into one, < ad,

to, + unus = E. one : see union, unite, etc. Cf .

atone, the cognate E. form.] The act of uniting
or the state of being united; union: as, "real
union or adunation," Boyle, Scept. Chym. (1680),

p. 94. [Rare.]
adunc (ad-ungk'), a. [Formerly adunque, as

if F.
;

< L. aduncus, hooked : see aduncous.]
Same as aduncous.

Parrots have an adunque Bill. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 238.

The Nose ... if Aquiline or Adunc.
Ecelyn, Numismata, p. 297. (.V. E. D.)

aduncal (ad-ung'kal), a. [< L. aduncus : see

aduncous.'] Same as aduncous.

The spire also opens out at its growing margin, . . .

and thus gives rise to ... the common aduncal type of
this organism [Orbiculina]. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 464.

aduncate (ad-ung'kat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. ad-

uncated, ppr. aduncating. [< ML. aduncatus,

Ep.
of aduncare, hook, curve, < L. aduncus,

ooked: see aduncous.] To curve inward, as

a bird's beak or a nose.

aduncate (ad-ung'kat), a. [< ML. aduncatus,

pp. : see the verb.] Aduncous
;
hooked

;
hav-

ing a hook : as, the aduncate bill of a hawk.

aduncity (a-dun'si-ti), n. [< L. aduncitas,

hookedness, <advncus, hooked: see aduncous.]
The condition of being hooked

;
hookedness.

The aduncity of the pounces and beaks of the hawks.
Martinui Scribterus.

aduncous (a-dung'kus), a. [< L. aduncus, hook-

ed, < ad, to, + uncus, hooked, barbed, uncus, a

hook, barb.] Hooked; bent or made in the

form of a hook; incurved. Equivalent forma-
tions are adunc and aduncal.

ad unguem (ad ung'gwcm). [L. : ad, to; un-

guem, ace. of unguis, nail, claw.] To the nail,

or touch of the nail
; exactly ; nicely.

adunquet (ad-ungk'), a. Obsolete form of

adunc.

aduret (a-dur'), v. t. [< L. adurere, set fire to,

burn, < ad, to, + urere, burn, akin to Gr. e'veiv,

singe, aveiv, kindle, Skt. T/ ush, burn. Hence
adust2

, q. v.] To burn completely or partially ;

calcine, scorch, or parch.

advance

adurentt (a-du'rent), n. [< L. aduren(t-)s, ppr.
of iidurcrc: see adure.] Burning; heating.
Jiacon. [Rare.]
adusk (a-dusk'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< n3

,

prep., -P dusk.] In the dusk or twilight; dark;
in gloom. [Rare.]

You wish to die and leave the world advuk
For others. Mrs. Brntrniny, Aurora Leigh, i. 502.

adust 1 (a-dusf), prep. phr. as a. [< a3
, prep.,

+ dust.] Dusty.
He was tired and adtat with long riding ; but he did not

go home. Ueorge Eliot, Romola, xlv.

Lose half their lives on the road often miry or adutt.
BUickwood's Mag., XXI. 792.

adust2 (a-dusf), a. [< L. adustus, burned, pp.
of adurere : see adure.'] 1. Burned; scorched;
become dry by heat

;
hot and fiery.

Which with torrid heat,
And vapour as the Libyan air adust,
Began to parch that temperate clime.

Milton, P. L., xii. 636.

2. Looking as if burned or scorched.

In person he was tall, thin, erect, with a small head, a
long visage, lean yellow cheek, dark twinkling eyes, adutt

complexion, . . . and a long, sable-silvered beard.

Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 109.

3f. In pathol., having much heat: said of the
blood and other fluids of the body ; hence, ar-

dent; sanguine; impetuous.
If it [melancholy] proceed from blood adu*t, or that

there be a mixture of blood in it, "such are commonly
ruddy of complexion, and high-coloured," according to

Sallust, Salvianus, and Hercules de Saxonia.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 242.

adustedt (a-dus'ted), a. [< adust* + -ecft.] Be-
come hot and dry ; burned ; scorched.

Those rayes which scorch the adusted soyles of Calabria
and Spaine. Homll, Forreine Travell, p. 74.

adustiblet (a-dus'ti-bl), a. [< adustf + -ibk.]

Capable of being burned up.
adustiont (a-dus'tion), n. [< L. adustio(n-), <

adurere: see adure, adusfi.] 1. The act of

burning, scorching, or heating to dryness ;
the

state of being thus heated or dried. Harvey.
Others will have them [symptoms of melancholy) come

from the diverse adustion of the four humours.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 242.

2. In med., cauterization.

adv. A common abbreviation of adverb and of

advertisement.

advailablet (ad-va'la-bl), a. Obsolete form of

available.

ad val. An abbreviation of ad valorem.

ad valorem (ad va-16'rem). [NL. : L. ad, to;
LL. and NL. valorem, ace. of valor, value : see

valor.] According to value. Applied (i) in com.,
to customs or duties levied according to the marketable
value or worth of the goods at the original place of ship-

ment, as sworn to by the owner and verified by the cus-

toms appraisers ; (2) in law, to lawyers' fees for the draw-

ing of certain deeds or other work chargeable according
to the value of the property involved.

advance (ad-vans'), v.
; pret. and pp. advanced,

ppr. advancing. [Earlier advaunce, avaunce, <

ME. avauncen, avaunsen, avancen, avansen, <

OF. avancer, avartcier, later avancer, "to for-

ward, set forward, further, put on; also, to

hasten; and to shorten or cut off by haste;
also, to advance, prefer, promote" (Cotgrave),
mod. F. avancer= Pr. Sp. avanzar= Pg. avancar
= It. avanzare, < ML. *abanteare, < abante, away
before, > It. Sp. Pg. avante, Pr. OF. F. avant,
before : see avant, avaunt, andcaw2 . The prefix
is thus historically av- for orig. ab- : the spelling

adv-, now established in this word and advan-

tage, is due to a forced ' restoration
' of a- taken

as a reduced form of ad-: see a-11 and a-18.]

1. trans. 1. To bring forward in place ;
move

further in front.

Now Morn, her rosy steps in the eastern clime

Advancing, sow'd the earth with orient pearl.
Milton, P. L., v. 2.

One lac'd the helm, another held the lance :

A third the shining buckler did advance.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1732.

A line was entrenched, and the troops were admnced to

the new position. U. S. Grant, Pers. Mem., I. 377.

2. To forward in time
;
accelerate : as, to ad-

rance the growth of plants. 3. To improve
or make better ; benefit; promote the good of :

as, to advance one's true interests.

As the calling dignifies the man, so the man much more
advances his calling. South, Sermons.

4. To promote ;
raise to a higher rank : as, to

advance one from the bar to the bench.

And to advance again, for one man's merit,
A thousand heirs that have deserved nought?

Sir J. Dacien, Immortal, of Soul, viii.

It has ben the fate of this obliging favorite to advance

those who soone forget their original.

Evelyn, Diary, July 22, 1674.



advance

5. To raise
;
enhance : as, to advance the price

of goods. 6. To offer or propose; bring to

view or notice, as something one is prepared
to abide by ; allege ;

adduce
; bring forward :

as, to advance an opinion or an argument.
Propositions which are advanced in discourse generally

result from a partial view of the question, and cannot In-

kept under examination long enough to be corrected.

Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

7. In com., to supply beforehand ;
furnish on

credit, or before goods are delivered or work is

done, or furnish as part of a stock or fund
; sup-

ply or pay in expectation of reimbursement : as,

to advance money on loan or contract, or to-

ward a purchase or an establishment.

Two houses advanced to Edward the Third of England
upwards of three hundred thousand marks.

Macaulay, Machiavelli.

8. To raise
;

lift up ;
elevate.

They . . .

Advanc'd their eyelids. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

0, peace I Contemplation makes a rare turkey-cock of

him ! how he jets under his advanced plumes !

Shak., T. N., ii. 5.

A cherub tall
;

Who forthwith from the glittering staff unfurl'd
The imperial ensign, which, full high advanced,
Shone like a meteor. Milton, P. L., i. 536.

0. To put forth or exhibit with a view to dis-

play. [Rare.]
And every one his love-feat will advance
Unto his several mistress. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

10t. To commend
;
extol

;
vaunt.

Greatly advauncing his gay chivalree.

Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 16.

lit. To impel ;
incite.

That lewd rybauld with vyle lust advaunst.

Spemer, F. Q., II. i. 10.

= Syn. 4. To elevate, exalt, prefer, aggrandize, dignify.
8. To increase, augment. 6. Adduce, Allege, Assign

(sec adduce) ; propound, bring forward, lay down.

H. intrans. 1 . To move or go forward
; pro-

ceed : as, the troops advanced.
But time advance* : facts accumulate

;
doubts arise.

Faint glimpses of truth begin to appear, and shine more
and more unto the perfect day.

Macaulay, Sir James Mackintosh.

They watched the reapers' slow advancing line.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 375.

2. To improve or make progress; grow, etc.:

as, to advance in knowledge, stature, wisdom,
rank, office, dignity, or age.
A great advancing soul carries forward his whole age ;

a mean, sordid soul draws it back.
J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 34.

3. To increase in quantity, price, etc. : as, the
stock advanced three points.
advance (ad-vans'), n. [=Y.avance; from the

verb.] 1. A moving forward or toward the
front

;
a forward course

; progress in space :

as, our advance was impeded by obstructions.

Don Alonzo de Aguila and his companions, in their

eager advance, had . . . got entangled in deep glens and
the dry beds of torrents. Irving, Granada, p. 90.

2. Milit., the order or signal to advance: as, the
advance was sounded. 3. A step forward

;

actual progress in any course of action : often
in the plural: as, an advance in religion or

knowledge; civilization has made great ad-
vances in this century.

Witness the advance from a rustic's conception of the
Earth to that which a travelled geologist has reached.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psycho!., 481.

4. An act of approach; an effort for approxi-
mation or agreement ; anything done to bring
about accord or any relation with another or
others: with to before the person and toward
before the object or purpose : as, A made an
advance or advances to B, or toward acquain-
tance with B.

Frederic had some time before made advances toward a
reconciliation with Voltaire.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

5. A forward position; place in front, at the
head, or in the lead : as, his regiment took the
advance in the march. 6. The state of being
forward or in front; a being or going at the
head or in the lead: chiefly in the phrase in
advance : as, the groom rode in advaiux of the

carriage; he is far in advance of the other
pupils. In this sense the word is often used in compo-
sition, sometimes without joining, giving it the appear-
ance of an adjective, as it has been called in such use, al-

though it is never really one. Thus, an advance () agent
is an agent sent out in advance of a theatrical company,
exhibition, etc., to make preliminary arrangements; an
advance (-) ditch or foes is a ditch around the esplanade
or glacis of a fortified place, and hence in advance of it ;

advance (-) sheet* are sheets of a printed work sent to

somebody in advance of publication.
7. He who or that which is at the head or in
the lead

;
the foremost or forward part ; espe-

cially, the leading body of an army.

ABC, ship's track.

B, point where helm is put
over.

D C, advance I of curve
B D, transfer \ B C.
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I got back on the 5th with the advance, the remainder
following as rapidly as the steamers could carry them.

U. S. Grant, Pel's. Mem., I. 290.

8. In schools, a lesson not previously learned :

opposed to review. 9. Advancement; promo-
tion; preferment: as, an advance in rank or
office. 10. An offer or tender.

The advance of kindness which I made was feigned.

Dryden, All for Love, iv.

11. la com.: (a) Addition to price ;
rise in price:

as, an advance on the prime cost of goods ;
there

is an advance on cottons. (6) A giving before-

hand; a furnishing of something before an

equivalent is received, as money or goods, to-

ward a capital or stock, or on loan, or in expec-
tation of being reimbursed in some way : as, A
made large advances to B.

I shall, with great pleasure, make the necessary ad-
vances. Jay.
The account was made up with intent to show what

advances had been made. Kent.

(c) The money or goods thus furnished. 12.
In naval tactics, the distance made by a ship

under way, in the direc-

tion of her course, after

the helm has been put to

one side and kept there :

opposed to transfer, the
distancemade at right an-

gles to the original course
of the vessel before the
helmwas put over. inad-
vance, (a) Before ;

in front :

as, the cavalry marched in ad-

vanee, or in advance of the ar-

tillery. See above, 6. (b) Be-
forehand

; before an equivalent
is received : as, to pay rent in
advance.

They . . . paid you in ad-
vance the dearest tribute of

their affection.

Junius, To the King, 1769.

(c) In the state or condition of

having made an advance : as,
A is in advance to B a thousand dollars. = Syn. Advance-
ment, Proficiency, etc. See progress, n.

advanceable (ad-van'sa-bl), a. [< advance +
-able.'] Capable of being advanced.
advance-bill (ad-vans'bil), n. Same as ad-
vance-note.

advanced (ad-vansf), p- a. 1. Situated in

front of or before others. Hence 2. In the
front

;
forward

; being in advance of or beyond
others in attainments, degree, etc. : as, an ad-
vanced Liberal.

The most advanced strategic ideas of the day.
Grate, Hist. Greece, II. 86.

3. Having reached a comparatively late stage,
as of development, progress, life, etc. : as, he is

now at an advanced age.
advance-guard (ad-vans'gard), . [Cf. avant-

guard, vanguard.] Milit., a body of troops or
other force marching or stationed in front of
the main body to clear the way, guard against
surprise, etc.

advancement (ad-vans'ment), n. [Earlier ad-

vauncement, avauncement, < ME. avancement, <

OF. (and F. ) avancemen t, < avancer : see advance
and -ment.~\ 1. The act of moving forward or

proceeding onward or upward. 2. The act of

promoting, or state of being promoted ; prefer-
ment; promotion in rank or excellence; im-

provement; furtherance. 3f. Settlement on a

wife; jointure. Bacon. 4. In law, provision
made by a parent for a child during the parent's
life, by gift of property on account of the share
to which the child would be entitled as heir or
next of kin after the parent's death. 5f. The
payment of money in advance ; money paid in
advance. =Syn. 1 and 2. Advance, Proficiency, etc. See

progress, n.2. Exaltation, elevation, preferment, en-

hancement, amelioration, betterment.

advance-note (ad-vans'not), n. A draft on the
owner or agent of a vessel, generally for one
month's wages, given by the master to the
sailors on their signing the articles of agree-
ment. Known in the United States as an advance-bill.
The practice was abolished in the United States by act of

Congress in 1884.

advancer (ad-van'ser), . [ME. avauncer,
avaunser; < advance + -er1.] 1. One who ad-

vances; a promoter. 2. A branch of a buck's

horn, the second from the base.

advancingly (ad-van'sing-li), adv. In an ad-

vancing manner ; progressively.
advancive (ad-van'siv), a. [lireg. < advance +
-ire.~\ Tending to advance or promote. [Rare.]
The latter . . . will be more adeancive of individual in-

ti-rest than of the public welfare.

Washington, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 410.

advantage

advantage (ad-van'taj), n. [< ME. avantage,
avauntage, < OF. (andF.) avantage, "an advan-
tage, odds ; overplus ; addition ; 'eeking ;

a bene-
fit, furtherance, forwarding," etc. (Cotgrave),= Pr. avantage (ML. reflex avantagium), < ML.
"abantaticum, advantage, < abante, > OF. avant,
etc., before: see advance, v.~\ 1. Any state,
condition, circumstance, opportunity, or means
specially favorable to success, prosperity, inter-

est, reputation, or any desired end; anything
that aids, assists, or is of service : as, he had
the advantage of a good constitution, of an ex-
cellent education; the enemy had the advan-

tage of elevated ground; "the advantages of a
close alliance," Macaulay.

Advantage is a better soldier than rashness.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 6.

The streets, seen now under the advantages of a warm
morning sun adding a beauty of its own to whatever it

glanced upon, showed much more brilliantly than ours
of Rome. W. Ware, Zenobia, I. 58.

2. Superiority or prevalence : regularly with of
or over.

Lest Satan should get an advantage of us. 2 Cor. ii. 11.

I have seen the hungry ocean gain
Advantage on the kingdom of the shore.

Shak., Sonnets, Ixiv.

The special advantage of manhood over youth lies . . .

in the sense of reality and limitation.
J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 145.

3. Benefit; gain; profit.

What advantage will it be unto thee? Job xxxv. 3.

Yet hath Sir Proteus, for that's his name,
Made use and fair advantage of his days.

Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 4.

4f. Usury; interest; increase.

Methought you said, you neither lend nor borrow
Upon advantage. Shak., M. of V., L 3.

And with advantage means to pay thy love.

Shak., K. John, iii. 3.

5f. A thirteenth article added to a dozen, mak-
ing what is commonly known as a baker's
dozen.

If the Scripture be for reformation, and Antiquity to

boot, it is but an advantage to the dozen.

Milton, Ref. in Eng., i.

6. In lawn-tennis, the first point gained after
deuce. Commonly called vantage. See lawtt-

tennis.To advantage, with good effect ; advantage-
ously. To have the advantage of, to have superiority
over ; be in a more favorable position than

;
in particular,

to know without being known ; have a personal knowledge
that is not reciprocal : as, you have the advantage of me.
To playupon advantage*, to cheat. To take advan-
tage of. (a) To avail one's self of

; profit by in a legitimate
way. (b) To overreach or impose upon, (c) To utilize as a
means toward overreaching or imposition.

The restrictions both on masters and servants were so
severe as to prevent either from taking advantage of the
necessities of the other. Froude, Sketches, p. 146.

= Syn. 1 and 3. Advantage, Benefit, Utility, Profit, help,
vantage-ground, good, service. Advantage is the possession
of a good vantage-ground for the attainment of ulterior ob-

jects of desire : as, he has the advantage of a good education.

Benefit is a more immediate and realized good : as, a chief

benefit of exercise is the improvement of health. Utility
is usefulness in the practical or material sense : the utility
of an education is a small part of the benefit derived from
it. Profit signifies gain, with a suggestion of trade or

exchange. A man may have good advantages, but derive
from them little benefit or profit ; even their utility to him
may be small.

And deny his youth
The rich advantage of good exercise.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2.

The importance of the American revolution, and the
means of making it a benefit to the world.

Washington, Letter to Dr. Price.

An undertaking of enormous labour and yet of only
very partial utility. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 36.

What profit lies in barren faith?

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cviii.

advantage (ad-van'taj), v.
; pret. and pp. ad-

vantaged, mi. advantaging. [< late ME. avan-

tage, < OF. avantager, avantagier, later avan-

tager, "to advantage, give advantage unto,"
etc. (Cotgrave); from the noun.] I. trans. 1.

To benefit; be of service to; yield profit or

gain to.

What is a man advantaged, if he gain the whole world,
and lose himself, or be cast away ? Luke ix. 25.

If trade pinches the mind, commerce liberalizes it ; and
Boston was also advantaged with the neighborhood of the

country's oldest college, which maintained the wholesome
traditions of culture. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 9(i.

2t. To gain ground or win acceptance for; pro-
mote or further. [Rare.]
The Stoics that opinioned the souls of wise men dwelt

about the moon, and those of fools wandered about the

earth, advantaged the conceit of this effect.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err.

3f. To increase, as by interest.

Aili-tintaitinu their loan with interest
Of ten times double gain of happiness.

Shalt., Rich. III., iv. 4.



advantage

4f. Reflexively, to cause to be an advantage to
;

avail (one's self).
It is observed of wolves, that when they go to the fold

for prey, they will he sure to advantage themselves of the
wind. See. T. Adam*, Works, II. 121.

II. intrant. To gain au advantage ; be bene-
fited.

The carnivoraadco((i!/ by the accident of their painted
skins. P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 185.

advantageable (ad-van'taj-a-bl), a. [Early
mod. E. avantageable ; < advantage + -able.]

Profitable; convenient; gainful. [Rare.]
It is advantageable to a physician to be called to the

cure of declining disease. Sir J. Hayward.

advantage-ground (ad - van 'taj- ground), n.

Vantage-ground. Clarendon.

advantageous (ad-van-ta'jus), a. [Formerly
advantageous; < advantage, n., + -ous, after P.

avantageux, < avantage.] Of advantage ;
fur-

nishing convenience or opportunity to gain
benefit

; gainful ; profitable ;
useful

;
beneficial :

as, an advantageous position of the troops; trade
is advantageous to a nation.
Between these colonies and the mother country, a very

advantageous traffic was at first carried on.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxv.

It is evident that they [changes in color] are under the
control of the fish, and therefore advantageous.

Science, IV. 339.

= Syn, Helpful, serviceable, favorable, remunerative.

advantageously (ad-van-ta'jus-li), adv. In an
advantageous manner ;

with advantage ; profit-
ably; usefully; conveniently.

It was advantageously situated, there being an easy
passage from it to India by sea. Arbuthnot.
Their mother is evidently not without hopes of seeing

one, at least [of her daughters], advantageously settled in
life. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 184.

advantageousness (ad-van-ta'jus-nes), n. The
quality or state of being advantageous ; profit-
ableness

; usefulness
;
convenience.

The last property, which qualifies God for the fittest ob-

ject of our love, is, the advantageousness of His to us. both
in the present and the future life. Boyle, Works, I. 279.

advectitious (ad-vek-tish'us), a. [< L. advec-

titius, prop, advecticius, brought to a place from
a distance, foreign, < advectus, pp. of advehere,
bring to : see advehent.] Brought from another
place. Blount.

advehent (ad've-hent), o. [< L. advehen(t-)s,
ppr. of advehere, bring to, carry to, < ad, to, +
vehere, bring, carry : see vehicle, convey.] Bring-
ing; carrying to; afferent: in anat., applied
to sundry vessels : the opposite of reve)tent.

advene (ad-ven'), v. i. [< L. advenire, come to,
arrive at, < ad, to, + venire, come, = E. come, q. v.

Cf. convene, intervene, supervene.] To accede
or come; be added or become a part, though
not essential. [Bare.]
Where no act of the will advenes as a co-efficient.

Coleridge, Remains (1836), III. 19.

advenientt (ad-ve'nient), a. [<L. advenien(t-)s,

ppr.
of advenire: see'advene.] Advening; com-

ing from without
; superadded.

Divided from truth in themselves, they are yet farther
removed by advenient deception.

Sir T. Emmie, Vulg. Err., 1. 3.

advent (ad'vent), n. [< ME. advent, < L. ad-

ventus, a coming to, approach, < advenire : see

advene.] 1. A coming into place, view, or be-

ing; visitation; arrival; accession: as, the ad-
vent of visitors, of an infant, or of death. [A
modern use of the word, the ecclesiastical use

having been the original one in English.]
With the advent of the empire all this was destined to

undergo a complete change.
Meriwle, Human Empire, xxxv.

With the advent to power of a liberal-minded Sovereign
... it might have been expected that there would be an
immediate chauge in the Government of Piedmont.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. B4.

Specifically 2. The coming of Christ as the
Saviour of the world. Hence 3. [cap.] Ec-
cles., the period immediately preceding the fes-
tival of the Nativity. It includes four Sundays, reck-

oning from the Sunday nearest St. Andrew's day (Nov. 30)
to Christmas eve, and has been observed since the sixth

century as a season of devotion with reference to the com-
ing of Christ in the flesh and to his second coming to judge
the world ; in the Roman Catholic Church observed also as
a time of penance and fasting. In the Oriental and Greek
Churches the period includes six Sundays, or forty days.
Second advent, the second coining of Christ to establish
a personal reign upon the earth as its king. See mille-
-narianwm and premillennialism.
Adventist (ad'ven-tist), n. [< advent + -ist.]
One who believes in the second coming of
Christ to establish a personal reign upon the
earth

;
a millenarian

;
a Second-adventist. The

Adventists of the United States owe their origin to the
millenarian teachings of William Miller (see Millerite),
most of them believing at first in various dates fixed for
the second coming of Christ from 1843 to 1861, but after-
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ward abandoning the attempt to determine the date.
There are several divisions or sect* of Adventists, the prin-
cipal of which are: the Advent (or Scram/ Admit) Chris-
tians, the largest ; the Seventh-day AdcentM*, much small-
er, but more compactly organized ; and the JSvaiujelical
Adventists, the smallest. The members of the first believe
in the final annihilation of the wicked, which those of the
other two reject. The second observe the seventh day as
the Sabbath, and believe in the existence of the spirit of
prophecy among them; they maintain missions in various
parts of the world, and a number of institutions at Battle
Creek, Michigan, their headquarters.
adventitia (ad-ven-tish'i-a), n. [NL., fern,

sing. (sc. membrana, or tunica)ot L. admititius:
see adventitious.] In anat., any membranous
structure covering an organ but not properly
belonging to it (in full, membra iui udrrntitia,
adventitious membrane) ; specifically, the out-
ermost of the three coats of a blood-vessel (in

fullj
tunica adventitia, adventitious tunic), con-

sisting of connective tissue.

adventitious (ad-ven-tish'us), a. [< L. adven-
titiiiK. prop, adventicias, coming from abroad,
< adventus, pp. of advenire: see advene.] 1.
Added extrinsically ;

not springing from the es-
sence of the subject, but from another source

;

foreign ; accidentally or casually acquired : ap-
plied to that which does not properly belong to
a subject, but which is superadded or adopted,
as in a picture or other work of art, to give it ad-
ditional power or effect.

Every subject acquires an adventitious importance to
him who considers it with application.

Goldsmith, Polite Learning, xiv.

But apart from any adventitious associations of later

growth, it is certain that a very ancient belief gave to magic
the power of imparting life, or the semblance of it, to inani-
mate things. LoweU, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 117.

2. In hot. and zool., appearing casually, or in
an abnormal or unusual position or place ; oc-

curring as a straggler or away from its natural

position or habitation
;
adventive.

The inflorescence (of Cuscata alomerata] is developed
from numerous crowded adventitious buds, and not by the
repeated branching of axillary, flowering branches, as
commonly stated. Science, IV. 342.

3. In anat., of the nature of adventitia: as, the
adventitious coat of an artery.
adventitiously (ad-veu-tish'us-li), adv. In an
adventitious or extrinsic manner

; accidentally.
adventitiousness (ad-ven-tish'us-nes), n. The
state or quality of being adventitious.
adventive (ad-ven'tiv), a. and n. [< L. adven-

tus, pp. of advenire (see advene), + -ive.] I. a.

If. Accidental
; adventitious.

The relative and adventive characters of offences.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Specifically 2. In bot. and zool., only tran-
sient and locally spontaneous, not thoroughly
naturalized: applied to introduced plants and
animals.

Il.t n. One who or that which comes from
without

;
an immigrant.

That the natives be not so many, but that there may be
elbow-room enough for them, and for the adventives also.

Baton, Advice to Villiers.

adventryt (ad-ven'tri), n. [< adventure, as if *ad-

ventury.] An enterprise; an adventure. [Bare.]
Act a brave work, call it thy last adventry.

B. Jontton, Epigrams.

Adventual (ad-ven 'tu-al), a. [< L. as if *ad-

ventualis, < adventus (adventu-), approach: see

advent.] Relating to the season of Advent.
Bp. Sanderson.

adventure (ad-ven'tur), n. [Early mod. E. of-
ten also adi'ter,<ME. aventure, auenture, often
contr. auntour, aunter, anter, etc., < OF. (and
F.) aventure = Pr. 8p. Pg. aventura = It. av-
ventura = Fries, aventure= MHG. aventiure, G.
abentcuer = Dan. ceventyr, eventyr = Sw. afven-
tyr, < ML. aventura, also adventura, lit. a thing
about to happen, \ L. advenire, fut. part. act.

adventurus, come to, happen : see advene.
The ME. prefix a- (a-

11
) has been restored to

its orig. L. form ad-. Hence peradventure, q. v.

Cf. venture.] If. That which comes or happens
to one; hap; chance; fortune; luck.

Searching of thy wound,
I have by hard adventure found mine own.

Shale., As you Like it, ii. 4.

And as my fair adventure fell, I found
A lady all in white, with laurel crown'd.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 463.

2. A hazardous enterprise ;
an undertaking of

uncertain issue, or participation in such an un-

dertaking.
He forged,

But that was later, boyish histories
Of battle, bold adventure, dungeon, wreck.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. A remarkable occurrence in one's personal
history ;

a noteworthy event or experience in
one's life.

adventuress

Come, never mind our uncle's age, let us hear his ad-
ventures. Irving, Tales of a Traveler.

4. A speculation of any kind, commercial,
financial, or mining; aventure; specifically, a
speculation in goods sent abroad.

Lafayette directed the captain to steer for the United
States, which, especially as he had a large pecuniary ad-
venture of his own on board, he declined duing.

Kfi-ett, Orations, I. 4W.
5f. Peril; danger.
He was in great adventure of his life. Benirrt.

6. Adventurous activity ; participation in ex-

citing orhazardous undertakings or enterprises :

as, a spirit of adventure At all adventures', at
all hazards; whatever may be the consequence.
In this mist at all adventures go Shale., C. of E., ii. 2.

Bill of adventure. See Wtts.

adventure (ad-ven'tur), v.
; pret. and pp. ad-

rciitured, ppr. adventuring. [< ME. aventuren,
usually contr. to aunteren, auntren (which sur-

vives, prob., in gaunter, q. v.), < OF. aventurer
= Pr. Sp. Pg. aventurar= lt. awenturare, <ML.
adventurare; from the noun.] I. trans, i. To
risk or hazard; put in the power of unforeseen
events: as, to adventure one's life.

My father fought for you, and adventured his life far.

Judges ix. 17.

2. To venture on
; take the chance of

;
run the

risk of doing or suffering.
So bold Leander would adventure it.

Shak., T. G. of V., lit. 1.

Well, my lord, I do adventure, on your won),
The duke's displeasure.

Dekker and Webster^!), Sir Thomas Wyat, p. 15.

II. intrant. To take the risk involved in do-

ing anything; proceed at a venture.
Still y plague continuing in our parish, I could not

without danger adventure to our church.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 7, 1666.

IU government began to adventure on a lenient policy.
Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 349.

adventureful (ad-ven'tur-ful), a. Given to
adventure

;
full of enterprise. [Bare.]

adventurementt (ad-ven' tur-ment), n. Haz-
ardous enterprise.

Wiser Raymuudus, in his closet pent,
Laughs at such danger and adventureinent.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. ill. 36.

adventurer (ad-ven'tur-er), n. [Late ME. ad-

ventorer, a gamester, suggested by F. aventurier,
with same sense, < ML. adventurarius, -erius :

see adventure and -er.] 1. One who engages
in adventure; an undertaker of uncertain or
hazardous actions or enterprises, as in travel,
war, trade, speculation, etc. : as, the Young Ad-
venturer, a title given to Prince Charles Edward
Stuart on account of his leading the desperate
insurrection of 1745. Specifically (o) One of a class
of soldiers in the middle ages who Bold their services to
the highest bidder, or fought and plundered on their own
account (6) Formerly, a seeker of fortune by foreign
trade, travel, or emigration ; one who engaged in foreign
discovery, colonization, or speculation for the sake of
profit, especially in North America.

While these things were thus acting in America, the
adventurers in England were providing, though too tedi-

ously, to send them recruits. Beverley, Virginia, i. T[ 7.

The [colonial] governor [of Maryland] was authorized to
erect each holding of 1,000 acres and over into a manor, to
be called by such name as the adventurer or adventurers
shall desire. Johns Hopkins Univ. Stud., III. 319.

(c) In general, one who undertakes any great commercial
risk or speculation ; a speculator ; in mining, a share-
holder in or promoter of mines, particularly under the
cost-book system. See cost-book.

2. In a bad sense, a seeker of fortune by un-
derhand or equivocal means ; a speculator upon
the credulity or good nature of others: espe-
cially, one who ingratiates himself with soci-

ety by false show or pretense in order to gain
a surreptitious livelihood Adventurer tunnel.
See tunnel. Merchant Adventurers, the title of a com-
mercial company first established in Antwerp, and char-
tered in England by Henry IV. in 1406, and by successive

sovereigns down to Charles I. in 1634, who carried on
trading and colonizing enterprises in North America and
other parts of the world. Several local associations of
merchants still exist in England under this name, that of
Newcastle reckoning its origin from the seventeenth year
of King John (121<>).

adventuresome (ad-ven'tur -sum), a. [< nil-

venture, n., + -some.] Bold; daring ;
adventur-

ous
; incurring hazard. See venturesome.

Adventuresome, I send

My herald thought into a wilderness.

Keats, Endymion, i.

adventuresomeness (ad-ven'tur-sum-nes), n.

The quality of being bold and venturesome.
adventuress (ad-ven'tur-es), n. [< adventurer
+ -ess.] A female adventurer; a woman en-

gaged in or capable of bold enterprises, espe-
cially enterprises of equivocal character.
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It might be very well for Lady Bareacres . . . and other chance, nevertheless, nowadays. See prepositional phrase, JI. . A word or proposition denoting con-
ladies . . . to cry He at the idea of the odious adventuress under iirfpositinnal. trariety or opposition."** '^ CUrt8By bCfUrU

^r^anity Fair, xlviii. &&*&
'^^^ stateOr^S & Sgg*%^ *' * "

[< ME. area- of being adverbial
;
adverbial form of expres- a(jverse (ad'vers, sometimes ad-vers'), a. [<adventurous (ad-ven'tur-us), a.

turoux,aci'iituriiii,<ti(iiteriJuis,ete.,<.OF.aventeros, sion. N. E. D.
F. aventureujc= PT. aventuros=lt. avventuroso: adverbialize (ad-ver'bi-al-iz), v. t.; pret. and
see adventure, n., and -ous."] 1. Inclined or pp. adcerbialized, ppr. adverbializing. [<adver-

willing to incur hazard or engage in adven- bial + -i;e.~\ To give the form or force of an
tures

;
bold to encounter danger ; daring ; ven- adverb to ; use as an adverb.

ME. adcerse, < OF. advers, earlier avers, auvers,
F. adverse = Pr. adverse = Sp. Pg. adverso =
It. avverso, < L. adversus, earlier advorsus,
turned toward, over against, opposite, opposed,

turesome; courageous; enterprising.
In many u doubtful fight,

Was never known a more advent'rous knight.

.
Hind and Panther, 1. 220

auveru iu
,
uoc 0,0 c.u OUYCIU.

pp of a^vertere earlier advortere, turn to: see
adverbially (ad-ver'bi-al-i), adv. In the man- advert^ j Being or acting in a contrary di-

rection
; opposed or opposing in position or

course ; opposite ; confronting : most com-

Th' adventurous baron the bright locks admired.

Pope, R. of the L.,ii. 29.

2. Full of hazard ;
attended with risk

; exposing
to danger ; requiring courage ;

hazardous : as,

an adventurous undertaking.
Of instrumental harmony, that breathed
Heroic ardour to adventurous deeds.

Milton, P. L., vi. 66.

ner or with the force or

verb
;
as an adverb.

adversaria (ad-ver-sa'ri-a),

haracter of an ad-

, .... pt- [L. (so. moniy used of hurtful or hostile opposedness
scripta), miscellaneous notes, memoranda, lit. but 8ometimes of mere opposition in space
writings lying before one's eyes, < adversarius.
turned toward, being in front of, standing op-

posite : see adversary.] A miscellaneous col-

lection of notes, remarks, or selections
;
a com-

monplace-book ;
memoranda or annotations.

These parchments are supposed to have been St. Paul's

adversaria. Bp. Bull, Sermons.

adver-

= Syn. 1. Adventurous, Enterprising, Rash, Reckless, Fool-

hardy, venturesome, venturous. The adventurous man
incurs risks from love of the novel, the arduous, and the

bold, trusting to escape through the use of his bodily and
mental powers ;

he would measure himself against difficult

things. When this spirit does not go so far as to deserve

the name of rashness or foolhardinesx, it is" considered a

manly trait. The enterprising man is alert to undertake
new and large things, not necessarily involving risk ; he is

constantly breaking out of routine. The rash man hastens

to do a thing with little thought of the consequences, and

generally in the heat of feeling. With the foolhardy man
the risks are so great and the absence of thought is so

entire that he seems to have the hardihood of the fool.

The reckless man has the impetuosity of the rash man, but

he is more careless of consequences. The rash man is

too precipitate ; the reckless man shows temerity ; the

foolhardy man is careless or defiant even when he under-

takes the impossible.

Commerce is unexpectedly confident and serene, alert,

adventurous, and unwearied. Thoreau, Walden, p. 130.

There have not been wanting enterprising and far-see-

ing statesmen who have attempted to control and direct

the Spirit of the Age. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 80.

He is rash, and very sudden in choler, and, haply, may
strike at you. Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

I am one, my liege,
Whom the vile blows and buffets of the world
Have so incens'd, that I am reckless what
I do to spite the world. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

The foolhardy levity of shallow infidelity proceeds from
a morbid passion for notoriety, or the malice that finds

pleasure in annoyance. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 194.

adventurously (ad-ven'tur-us-li), adv. In an
adventurous manner ; boldly ; daringly.

They are both hanged ;
and so would this be, if he durst

steal anything adventurously. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 4.

adventurousness (ad-ven'tur-us-nes), n. The
quality of being adventurous ; daring.
adverb (ad'verb), n. [< F. adverbe, < L. adver-

bium, an adverb (a tr. of Gr. evippr/^a, an ad-

verb, something additional to the predication),
< ad, to, + verbum, a word, verb: see verb."] Ln

gram., one of the indeclinable parts of speech:
so called from being ordinarily joined to verbs
for the purpose of limiting or extending their

signification, but used also to qualify adjectives
and other adverbs: as, I readily admit; you
speak wisely; very cold; naturally brave; very

generally acknowledged; much more clearly.
Adverbs may be classified as follows : (1) Adverbs of place
and motion, as here, there, up, out, etc. (2) Of time and
succession, as now, then, often, ever, etc. (3) Of manner
and quality, as so, thus, well, truly, faithfully, etc. (4) Of
measure and degree, as much, more, very, enough, etc. (5)

Of modality, as surely, not, perhaps, therefore, etc. Often
abbreviated adv.

adverbial (ad-ver'bi-al), a. [< L. adverbialis,

(.adverbium, adverb: see adverb."] 1. Pertain-

ing to, or having the character or force of, an
adverb. 2. Much inclined to use adverbs;
given to limiting or qualifying one's state-

ments. [Rare.]
He is also wonderfully adverbial in his expressions, and

breaks off with a "
Perhaps

"
and a nod of the head upon

matters of the most indifferent nature. Tatler, No. 191.

vei'sary, adversarie (also adversere, < AF. ad-

verser, OF. adversier, aversier, mod. F. adver-

saire), < L. adversarius, a., standing opposite
or opposed to, turned toward, < adversarius, n.,

antagonist, opponent, < adversus, opposite : see

adverse, a.] I. a. 1. Opposed; opposite to;
adverse: antagonistic: as, "adversary forces,"

Bp. King. [Rare orobsolete.] 2. In law, hav-

ing an opposing party, in contradistinction to

unopposed : as, an adversary suit.

II. .
; pi. adversaries (ad'v6r-sa-riz). 1.

One who acts adversely or inimically ;
an un-

friendly opponent or antagonist ;
an enemy.

The Lord will take vengeance on his adversaries.
Nahum i. 2.

We carry private and domestic enemies within, public
and more hostile adversaries without.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 7.

With adverse blast upturns them from the south
Notus. Milton, P. L, x. 701.

Thus marching to the trumpet's lofty sound,
Drawn in two lines adverse they wheel'd around.

DryAen, Flower and Leaf, 1. 280.

He looked upon the bright green slope, that skirts the

adverse hills.

Blackie, Lays of Highlands, p. 167. (N. E. D.)

2. Antagonistic in purpose or effect; opposite;
hostile

;
inimical : as, an adverse party ;

ad-

verse criticism.

The spirit of personal invective is peculiarly adverse to

the coolness of rhetoric. De Quincey, Rhetoric.

Error is adverse to human happiness.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 238.

3. Opposing desire
; contrary to the wishes or

to supposed good ; hence, unfortunate
;
calam-

itous
; unprosperous : as, adverse fate or cir-

cumstances.
He lived, we are told, to experience sport of adverse for-

tune. Xerivale, Roman Empire, xlii.

In studying the minor poets, we see with especial clear-

ness the advene influences of a transition era, composite
though it be. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 28.

4. In bot., turned toward the axis : the opposite
of averse, but rarely used. See anatropous.

[The early botanists used the term in the sense

of opposite.] Adverse leaf, a leaf which has its up-

per surface turned toward the stem. Adverse posses-
sion, in law, occupancy of realty as if by right without

molestation, which may at length ripen into a sufficient

title. Adverse radicle, in bot., a radicle turned toward
the hilum, as in anatropous seeds. See anatropous. = Syn.
1. Opposite, contrary, unfavorable. 2. Averse, Inimical,
etc. See hostile. 3. Unfortunate, unlucky, calamitous,

untoward, disastrous.

adverset (ad-vers'), v. t.

pose, < adversus, opposite :

oppose.
Fortune should him adverse.

[< L. adversari, op-
see adverse, a.] To

Specifically 2. [cop.] The devil
;
Satan as

the general enemy of mankind : as, the wiles

of the Adversary. 3. An opponent in a con-

test; one who contends against another or

strives for victory ;
a contestant.

Agree with thine adversary quickly, . . . lest at any
time the adversary deliver thee to the judge. Mat. v. 25.

Forsaketh yet the lists

By reason of his adversary's odds.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 5. adversely (ad'vers-li),
The adversaries may consult as to a fresh deal [in whist].

American Hoyle, p. 2.

= Syn. lands. Adversary, Antagonist, Opponent, Enemy,
Foe. These words vary in strength according as they ex-

press spirit, action, or relation. A foe has most of the spirit

of enmity, or is actively hostile. The word is more used in

poetry than in prose. Enemy, as denoting an opponent in JVAT.BPT,paa fad'vers-nesl n
war, or a member of an opposing party, does not necessarily

aaVCI Les;, n.

imply personal hostility. Opponent, adversary, and antago- repugnance.
nit are less severe in their opposition, and need have no an- This would account for an adverseness to all our over-

imosity. Opponent is often a passive word; antagonist is tures for peace. Hallam.

always active and personal. A man may be our opponent _ , ,
;t . 1]T,T,,.narniisTipss ndufrtf

in an argument or a lawsuit, our adversary in a game, as * Adversity , unprosperousness . as, aaverse-

chess, our antagonist in a wrestling- or boxing-match, or ness of circumstances.
other occasion of strenuous exertion : the choice between adversifoliate (ad-ver-si-fo'li-at), a. [< L. ad-
the three words depends chiefly upon the measure of ac- ..,,,..,,, nr>r iairp -I- folium lnf + -titpl 1 In

SSftSflStr"
^ admn/ C Vera the mea"- loltSopp'osV&s^itedt plants

I will be ... an adversary to thine adversaries. where the leaves are arranged opposite to each
Ex. xxiii. 22. other on the stem.

He that wrestles with us strengthens our nerves and adversifoliOUS (ad-ver-si-fo'li-us), a. [As ad-

versifoli-ate + -ous."] Same as adversifoliate.

adversiont (ad-ver'shon), n. [< L. adversio(n-),

a turning to, < advertere, pp. adversus, turn to :

Gower, Coat. Amant., ii.

^.
In an adverse

manner ; oppositely ; inimically ; offensively ;

unfortunately ; unprosperously ;
in a manner

contrary to desire or success.

If the drink you give me touch my palate adversely, I

make a crooked face at it. Shak., Cor., if. 1.

1. Opposition;

sharpens our skill. Our antagonist is our helper.
Burke, Rev. in France.

In the Socratic way of dispute you agree to everything
your opponent advances. Addison, Spectator, No. 239.

If they are spared by the humanity of the enemy and
carried from the field, it is but a prolongation of torment.

R. Hall, Mod. Infidelity.

see advert."] Attention; perception.
The soul bestoweth her adversion
On something else.

Dr. H. Wore, Phil. Poems, p. 294.

Those who are national or political enemies are often adversity (ad-ver'si-ti), n.; pi. adversities (-tiz).
private friends. Crabb.

,< M
'
aaversi te, <' OF. adversiteit, adversitet,

^nTve^Se tn:m
U
s
g
eltes

h
a
y^ knOW

i.r, Epitaph. ** < ^ adversita(t-)s, < adversus, adverse :

see adverse, a.] 1. Adverse fortune or fate ; a
adversaryt (ad'ver-sa-n), v. t. [< adversary, a.] condition or state marked by misfortune, calam-

ity, distress, or unhappiness.To antagonize ; oppose.
To give any retorting accounts of the principal persons

who thus adversaried him. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., ii. 12.

Adverbial modality (of a proposition), in logic, modal- a Hirernation* (ait vr sa'shon"! n
ity expressed by an adverb : as, offenses necesmril,, come :

aaversationt (aa-ver-sa sr >n;, n.

opposed to nominal modality, which is expressed by an
adjective ; as, it is necessary that offenses should come.
Adverbial phrase, or adverb-phrase, a collocation of

I"<L adver-|> ^- <

satw(n-),< adversary pp. actversatus, oppose : SCO

adverse, I'.] The state of being adverse
;
ad-

verseness ; opposition ; hostility.,

two or more words in a sentence bavlng conjointly the j__ ,,4.j_l., fii-i _.A' ti^ n n -nA *, r/ T T
grammatical force of an adverb. The most distinct ad- adversative (ad-ver sa-tiv), a. and n. C LL.
verbial phrases consist of a preposition and a noun or a
word used as a nonn, with or without adjuncts, as on the

whole, in very deed, by the way, by chance, of course. In
this dictionary many such phrases in common use are de-
fined under their principal words. Many elliptical phrases
without a preposition are in reality adverbial, but are not

usually treated as such : as, he goes there every day ; this
is WM% timi-s larger than that. Some phrases have been
made compound adverbs by coalescence, as indeed, per-

adversativus, < adversaius, pp. of adversari, op-

pose : see adverse, v."] I. a. 1 . Expressing differ-

ence, contrariety, opposition, or antithesis : as,
an adversative conjunction. In the sentence, he is

an honest man, but a fanatic, but has an adversative force,
and is called an adversative conjunction, and the whole
proposition is called an adversative proposition.

2f. Of adverse nature
;
inimical.

Sweet are the uses of adversity,

Which, like the toad, ugly and venomous,
Wears yet a precious jewel in his head.

Shak., As you Like it, 11. 1.

2. An unfortunate event or circumstance; an
ill chance

;
a misfortune or calamity : generally

in the plural.
Ye have this day rejected your God, who himself saved

you out of all your adversities. 1 Sam. x. 19.

= Syn. Trouble, distress, misery, disaster, woe, ill luck.

advert (ad-vert'), v. [< ME. adverten, averten,

<OF. avertir, later advertir, "to inform, certi-

fie, advertise," etc. (Cotgrave), < L. advertere,

earlier advortere, turn toward
;
animum adver-

tere (see animadvert), or simply advertere, turn



advert

the mind toward, advert to, notice, regard ;
<

fid, to, + rcrtere, earlier vortere, turn: see ver-

tex, vortex, verse, etc. Cf. advertise.] I. in-

trans. 1. To turn the mind; fix the attention;
give or pay heed: with to, and sometimes upon,
before the object of attention.

He was so strangely advisable that he would advert t<nt<i

the judgement of the meanest person.
Bp. Fell, Life of Hammond.

As I cannot be conscious of what I do not perceive, so I
do not perceive that which I do not advert upon. That
which makes me feel makes me advert.

W. Wollaston, Religion of Nature, Ii.

Even these primaeval mountains
Teach the adcerrimi mind.

Shelley, Mont Blanc, iv.

2. To turn the attention in speech or writing ;

make a remark or remarks (about or in relation

to) : with to, and formerly sometimes on or upon,
before the subject of remark : as, he adverted

briefly to the occurrences of the day.
I will only advert to some leading points of the argu-

ment. Emerson, Am. Civilization.

= Syn. 2. Advert (M), Refer (to). Allude (to), Hint (at), re-
mark (upon), take notice (of), dwell (upon), glance (at),
animadvert (upon). These words are primarily used of
the speaker in the conduct of his discourse. Advert, to
turn to a thing directly and plainly, perhaps abruptly, so
that the hearer's attention is fixed upon it for a time.
Refer implies a lighter treatment than advert. Allude,
to play upon, is a still more delicate reference to some-
thing that is well enough known to make an allusion
sufficient, or is too much a matter of sensitiveness to per-
mit the speaker to advert, or even refer, to it plainly ;

for these or other reasons, the mention is slight or indefi-
nite. A still lighter reference is expressed by hint (at).
See hint, v.

When ... a well-dressed gentleman in a well-dressed
company can advert to the topic of female old age with-
out exciting, and intending to excite, a sneer. Lamb.

I proceed to another affection of our nature which bears
strong testimony to our being born for religion. I refer
to the emotion which leads us to revere what is higher
than ourselves. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 11.

There is one Principle of the Gospel, which constitutes
its very essence, to which I have not even alluded.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 278.

And one, in whom all evil fancies clung
Like serpent eggs together, laughingly
Would hint at worse in either.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

H.t trans. 1. To turn the mind or attention
to

;
take note of

;
observe.

Adverting his father's dear-bought experience.
Wagsta/e, Vind. Carol., Int., p. 12. (A'. K. D.)

2. To advise, warn, or counsel.
I can no more, but in my name, advert
All earthly powers beware of tyrant's heart.

Mir. for Mags., p. 442.

advertence (ad-ver'tens), n. [< ME. advertence,
advertens, < OF. advertence, earlier avertance,
< ML. advertentia, < L. adverten(t-)s : see adver-

tent.] A turning or directing of the mind
;

at-
tention

;
notice

; consideration
;
heed

;
refer-

ence.
Such a process of reasoning is more or less implicit, and

without the direct and full advertence of the mind exer-
cising it. J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent.

Godwin . . . writes, with advertence to the days of
Queen Elizabeth, that, etc. F. Hall, Mod. Eng.

advertency (ad-ver'teu-si), n. [As advertence :

see -ency. ] The act or habit of being advertent
or attentive

; attentiveness
; heedfulness.

advertent (ad-ver'tent), a. [< L. adrerten(t-)it,

ppr. of advertere, advert : see advert.'] Atten-
tive

;
heedful.

Advertent lest he should be deceived.
Sir M. Hale, Wisdom of God.

advertently (ad-ver'tent-li), adv. In an ad-
vertent manner

;
with direct attention or inten-

tion.

The impression produced on the mind is altogether dif-

ferent, and that which Lord Macaulay advertently avoided
conveying. F. Hall, False Philol., p. 36.

advertise (ad'ver-tiz or ad-ver-tiz', formerly
ad-ver'tiz), v.

; pret. and pp. advertised,japT. ad-

vertising. [Mod. E. also advertize, < ME. adver-

tisen, avertisen, -ysen, < OF. advertiss-, avertiss-,
base of certain parts of adrertir, avertir, mod.
F. avertir, inform, certify, warn, admonish, < L.
advertere, notice : see advert. The suffix -we has
the same origin as -ish in abolish, polish, ravish,
etc.] I. trans. If. To take note of

; notice
;

observe.

Yet is to be aduertited that it is in diuers respects that
they be so exercised.

Bryskett, Disc. Civ. Life, p. 252. (A". E. D.)

2. To inform; give notice, advice, or intelli-

gence to, whether of a past or present event, or
of something future: as, I advertised him of

my intention.

I will advertise thee what this people will do to thy
people in the latter days. Num. xxiv. 14.

88 advised
His Ma1

', being aduertu'd of some disturbance, forbore
to go to the Lord Maior's shew and feast appointed next
day. Ki-fliin, Uiary, Oct. 28, 16C2.

One does not need to adeertixr the squirrels where the
nut-trees are. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 127.

[The Armudai is sailed,
Our last adrices so report.

xli''ri,lan, The Critic, ii. 2.

Specifically 4. In com., a notification by one
person to another in respect to a business trans-

3. To give information to the public concern- action in which they are mutually engaged, as
ing ;

make public intimation or announcement information given by one party to another, by
of, by publication in periodicals, by printed letter, as to the bills or drafts drawn upon him ;

bills, etc., as of anything for sale, lost or found, formal official notice To take advice, to consult
with others ; specifically, to consult one who lias a sp. , in]

knowledge of a subject; take the opinion of H profes-
sional or skilled person, as a physician, lawyer, or the like.
= Syn. 1. Admonition, recommendation, exhortation, per-

a meeting, an entertainment, or the like.

It [the Carnival] was advertised to begin at half past two
o'clock of a certain Saturday.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 113.

= Syn. 2. To apprise, inform. 3. To make known, an-
nounce, proclaim, promulgate, publish.

, ,

suasion. 3. Intelligence, Tidings, etc. (see news), word,
notification.

advice-boat (ad-vis'bot), n. A swift vessel
n. intrans. If. To take note

;
take heed

; employed for carrying despatches or informa-
consider. tion, or for reconnoitering.
Not advertising who apeaketh the words, but rather adviOWt (ad-vu'), V. t. [Later form of aview,

what is said. Frith, Disput. Purg. (1829), p. 83. (A'. E. D.) with restored prefix ad- : see aview.] Same as
2. To make public announcement of anything aview.

of which it is desired to inform the public ;
an- advisability (ad-vi-za-bil'i-ti), . [< advisable :

nounce one's wishes or intentions by advertise- see -bility.] The quality of being advisable or
ment: as, to advertise for something that is expedient; advisableness; expediency.
wanted. Mr. Benjamin Allen was holding a hurried consultation

and-meni.] If. Attention; observation; heed,
2f. Instruction; warning; intelligence.
That is an advertisement to a proper maid ... to take

heed. Shak., All's Well, iv. 3.

For this advertisement is five days old.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

3. A givinig of notice or information
; notifica-

tion; specific intelligence about anything: as, =8yn. 1. Fit, desirable, wise, best.

a publisher's advertisement prefixed to a book advisableness (ad-vi'za-bl-nes), n. The quality
(as part of it). [Now rare.] 4. A notice or of being advisable or expedient; advisability,
an announcement made public by handbill, pla- advisably (ad-vi'za-bli), adv. In an advisable
card, or similar means, or, as formerly, by pro- manner ; with advice.

clamation, as by a town crier; specifically, a advisatpry (ad-vi'za-to-ri), a. Pertaining to

paid notice of any kind inserted in a news- an adviser, or to the giving of advice
; advis-
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Some judge it odn*iW for a man to account with his
heart everv day

.

alld thlg
_
no douht ,8 the best and surest

course. South, Sermons
2. Open to or desirous of advice

; capable of

being influenced by advice. [Bare.]_
for an advitable and teachable temper.

Wesley, in Four Cent, of Eng. Letters, p. 231. (S.E.D.)

paper or other public print.

[The band] with noisy advertisement, by means of brass,
wood, and sheepskin, makes the circuit of our startled
village streets. Lowell, Introd. to Biglow Papers, 1st ser.

Announcements in the public journals known as adver-
tisements appeared while journalism was in its infancy.

Am. Cyc., I. 137.

5. A bringing into public notice or attention
;

publicity; notoriety.
All these matters have given the federation great ad-

vertisement. N. A. Rev., CXLIII. 229.

Often abbreviated ad., adv., or adtt.
Foreclosure by advertisement. See foreclosure.

advertiser (ad'ver-ti-zer or ad-ver-ti'zer), .

One who or that which advertises,

advertising (ad'ver-ti-zing or ad-ver-ti'zing,
formerly ad-ver'tiz-ing), n. [Formerly also

ing; advisory. [Rare.]
Though in recent times Church dignitaries do not ac-

tively participate in war, yet their advisatonj function re-

specting it often prompting rather than restraining
has not even now ceased.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol.
,

492.

advise (ad-vlz'), v.
; pret. and pp. advised, ppr.

advising. [Early mod. E. also advice, advyse,
avize, < late ME. advysen, earlier avisen, < OF.
aviser, rarely adviser, F. ariser = Pr. Sp. Pg.
avisar = It. avvisare

,
< ML. advisare, advise, in-

form, give notice to
; from the noun, ML. ad-

visum, OF. avis, etc.: see advice.] I. trans. If.
To look at

; view.

They advised you well and their eie was never off, won-
dering to see your rich purple robes.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch's Mor., p. 96. (A
r
. E. D.)

2. To give counsel to; offer an opinion to, as

advertizing; verbal n. of advertise.'] If. Noti- worthy or expedient to be followed: as, I ad-
fioktton; information. 2. The act or practice rise you to be cautious of speculation. 3. To
of bringing anything, as one's wants or one's recommend as wise, prudent, etc.

; suggest as
business, into public notice, as by paid an- the proper course of action : as, under these
nouncements in periodicals, or by handbills,
placards, etc. : as, to secure customers by ad-
vertising. Often used attributively: as, an ad-

vertising agent ; an advertising scheme ;
an ad-

vertising medium.
advertising (ad'yer-ti-zing or ad-ver-ti'zing,
formerly ad-yer'tiz-ing), p. a. If. Attentive;
adverting; giving attention.

As I was then
Advertising, and holy to your business,
Not changing heart with habit. I am still

Attorney'd at your service. Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

2. Giving public notice
; publishing advertise-

ments : as, the advertising public.
advice (ad-vis'), n. [Early mod. E. also ad-
vise.< late ME. advyse, advys, earlier avys, avis,
< OF. avis (F. avis = Pr. avis= Sp. Pg. aviso =
It. amiso), < ML. advisum, view, opinion, neut.

pp. of advidere, look to, advise, < L. ad, to, +
videre, see : see vision. The mod. spelling has
ad- restored for earlier a-, and -ce for earlier
and orig. -.] 1. An opinion recommended, or

offered, as worthy to be followed
;
counsel

;

suggestion.
What advice give ye ? 2 Chron. x. 9.

2. Deliberate consideration
;
reflection

; cogi-
tation.

And that's not suddenly to be perform'd,
But with advice and silent secrecy.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 2.

3. Information
;
notice

; intelligence ;
a corn-

circumstances we advise abstinence.
I'll do what Mead and Cheselden advise,
To keep these limbs and to preserve these eyes.

Pope, Imit. Horace, I. i. 51.

4. To give information to ; communicate no-
tice to ; make acquainted with : followed by of
before the thing communicated : as, the mer-
chants were advised of the risk.
So soon as I shall return to the settled country, I shall

advise you of it. Monroe, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 452.

= Syn. 2. To counsel, admonish, suggest (to), recommend
(to). 4. To inform, apprise, acquaint.
H. intrans. If. To deliberate

;
take thought;

consider; reflect: sometimes used reflexively.
Advise, and see what answer I shall return to him that

sent me. 2 Sam. xxiv. 18.

Advise thyself of what word I shall bring again to him
that sent me. 1 Chron. xxi. 12.

Advise you what you say ; the minister is here.

Shak., T. N., iv. 2.

2. To take counsel
; join others in deliberating ;

seek the advice of another or others : followed
by with : as, I shall advise with my friends as
to what is to be done.

Advising irith me often as to projected changes, she
was sometimes more conservative than myself.

H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 134.

3. To counsel; give advice: as, I will act as

you advise.

[Advise and its derivatives have been used by old writers
in a number of other applications connected with the no-
tions of seeing, viewing, reflecting, etc., suggested by the

o. Iniormation
;
notice

; intelligence ;
a com- etymology.]

munication, especially from a distance, con- advised (ad-vizd'), p. a. If. Cautious; pru-
taining information : as, to receive advice of a dent

; acting with deliberation.

coming storm, or advices from abroad. [Most With the well adei*rj is wisdom. Prov. xiii. 10.

commonly in the plural.] Let him be . . . advised in his answers. Bacon, Essays.



advised

2. Marked by or resulting from advice or delib-

eration; considerate or considered; prudent;
expedient: now used chiefly in composition
with well or ill: as, a well-advised movement;
your conduct is very ill-advised.

We have no express purpose . . . nor any advised de-

termination. //.">/,./-, Works, I. 49.

advisedly (ad-vi'zed-li), rfr. With advice or

deliberation; heedfully; purposely; by design:

as, I speak udrisctllij; an enterprise adriwdli/

undertaken.
advisedness (ad-vl'zed-nes), 11. The state of

being advised
;
deliberate consideration ; pru-

dent procedure.
advisement (ad-viz'ment), . [< ME. avisc-

mcnt, < OF. avisement = Pr. avisament = Pg.
avisamento = It. avvisamento ; from the verb:

see advise and -went.] If. Counsel ;
advice.

I will, according to your advisement, declare the evils

which seem most hurtful. Spemer, State of Ireland.

2. Deliberation
; circumspection ;

consultation :

now used chiefly in the phrase under advisement.

Among those that do all things with advisement there

is wisdom. Prov. xiii. 10 (trans. 1539).

I have not decided against a proclamation of liberty to

the slaves, hut hold the matter under advisement.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 215.

adviser (ad-vi'zer), n. [< adrise + -er1 . Cf.

ML. advisor.'] One who gives advice or ad-

monition
; also, in a bad sense, one who insti-

gates or persuades. Specifically, in politics, one of

the counselors or ministers about a ruler, who may or may
not be legally responsible for their superior's official acts.

In the United States government the official advisers of

the President are the heads of the various departments,
collectively called the Cabinet. He requests their opin-
ions in accordance with custom, but not through any pro-
vision of the Constitution. In England, until the middle
of the seventeenth century, the Privy Council formed the

Kind's executive advisers. This body, greatly enlarged, is

now summoned in full only upon extraordinary occasions,
and the ordinary advisers of the crown are those members
of the ministry who constitute the Cabinet, which is in

effect a committee of the Privy Council. The responsi-

bility rests with the ministry, and not with the sovereign.
See cabinet, and privy council, under council.

advisersbip (ad-vi'zer-ship), n. The office of

an adviser. [Rare.]

advising (ad-vi'zing), n. Advice
;
counsel.

Fasten your ear on my advisings. SAai.,M.forM.,iii. 1.

advisot (ad-vTzo), n. [With orig. ad- for a-,

< Sp. Pg. aviso = It. avviso: see advice.] 1.

Advice
; suggestion ;

information given : as,
" counsels and advisos," Whitlock, Manners of

English, p. 176. 2. An advice- or despatch-

boat; an aviso.

advisory (ad-vi'zo-ri), a. [< advise + -ory.]

Pertaining to or giving advice
; having power

to advise : as, their opinion is only advisory ; an

advisory council.

The powers of both these bodies are merely advisory.
J. Adams, Works, IV. 36.

The general association has a general advisory superin-
tendence over all the ministers and churches.

B. Trumbull, Hist. Conn.

ad vivum (ad vi'vum). [L. : ad, to
; vivwm, ace.

neut. of vivus, alive : see vivid.] To the life
;

lifelike; strikingly exact or good: said of por-

traits, etc.

advocacy (ad'vo-ka-si), n.
; pl.t advocacies (-siz).

[< ME. advocacye, <J OF. advocatie, advocacie, ad-

vocassie, < ML.- advocatia, < L. advocatus, advo-
cate: see advocate, n., and -acy.] 1. The act

of pleading for, supporting, or recommending ;

active espousal.
His advocacy or denunciation of a measure is to affect

for evil or good the condition of millions.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 193.

2f. A lawsuit; a plea or pleading: as, "advo-
cacies newe," Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1469.

advocate (ad'vo-kat), n. [< ME. advocat, ad-

voket, -ette, earlier avocat, avoket, in late ME.
also clipped vacate, voket, < OF. avocat, later ad-

vocat, F. avocat, vernacular OF. avoet, avoe,
avoue (>E. avowee, advowee, q. v.), = Pr. avouct(t
= Sp. abogado = Pg. advogado = It. awocato,
< L. advocatus, an advocate, attorney, orig. a

person called by one of the parties in a suit to

aid as a witness or counsel, < advocatus, pp. of

advocare, call to, < ad, to, 4- vocare, call, (vox,
voice: see voice, vocation.] 1. One who pleads
the cause of another in a court of law

; specif-

ically, a lawyer of full rank in a country, or

practising before a court, in which the civil or

the canon law prevails, as France and Scotland,
and the admiralty and ecclesiastical courts of

England. 2. One who defends, vindicates, or

espouses a cause by argument; a pleader in

favor of any person or thing ;
an upholder ;

a
defender: as, an advocate of peace or of the op-

pressed.

89

That cause seems commonly the better that has the

better advocate. .S'<> H'. Ti'mjil^, Miscellanies.

This is the mode of the advocatf rather than of the

critic. \\'t//jiple, Ess. and Rev., II. 13s.

Advocate of the church (ML. advocatus^ ecclr*/ .
:i

person, usually a layman, appointed, according to a cus-

tom originating in the fifth century, to protect the prop-

erty of a church or an abbey, to plead its causes in the

civil courts, and to manage its temporal affairs. Devil's
advocate (ML. advocatiu diaboli). (a) In the Rom. Cath.

Ch., a name commonly applied to the promoter of the

faith, one of the college of consistorial advocates in the

papal court, from his office of urging the objections against
the virtues, miracles, etc., of a person proposed for canon-

ization. Hence (b) One given to bringing forward accu-

sations against personal character. Faculty Of Advo-

admitted members after following a certain course of

study, undergoing the prescribed examinations, and pay-

ing the requisite fees. It consists of about 400 members,
and from this body vacancies on the bench are supplied.

God's advocate (ML. advocatus Dei), in the Rom. Cath.

Ch., the procurator of the cause in a canonization, regu-

larly one of the same order or country as the person
to be canonized. See devil's advocate, above. Judge-
advocate, a person, generally a military officer, detailed

by tile authority appointing a court martial or military
commission to prosecute cases before it and to act as its

legal adviser. It is. in general, the duty of the judge-ad-
vocate to see that the court conforms to the law and to

military custom, to secure for the accused his rights before

the court, to summon witnesses, and to administer oaths.

Judge-advocate general () In the United States

army, a start-officer with the rank of brigadier-general,
who is also chief of the bureau of military justice, and
whose duty it is to receive, revise, and record the proceed-

ings of all courts martial, courts of inquiry, and military
commissions. (6) In England, formerly, an official who
prosecuted in all criminal cases falling under military law
which concerned the crown ; now, a subordinate member
of the government who acts as the legal adviser of the

crown in all matters of military law. Lord advocate,
in Scotland, the principal crown counsel in civil causes, the

chief public prosecutor of crimes, and an important politi-

cal functionary in the management of Scottish affairs.

His tenure of office ceases with that of the administration

with which he is connected. He is assisted in the dis-

charge of his duties by the solicitor-general and four advo-

cates depute, appointed by himself. The lord advocate
has usually a seat in Parliament, and before the union
he had ex officlo a seat in the Scots Parliament. He is

also called crown advocate, queen's (or king's) advocate.

advocate (ad'vo-kat), v .
; pret. and pp. advo-

cated, ppr. advocating. [< L. advocatus, pp. of

advocare : see advocate, n. In the sense of
' act

as an advocate,' the verb is from the noun.] I.

trans. If. To invoke.

[The mercy of God] is not to be advocated upon every
vain trifle. Bp. Andrews, Sermons, V. 634.

2. To plead in favor of
;
defend by argument

before a tribunal
; support or vindicate.

This is the only thing distinct and sensible which has
been advocated. Burke, Ref. of Representation.

The most eminent orators were engaged to advocate his

cause. Mitford.

3. In Scots law, formerly, to transfer from an
inferior court to the Court of Session, as an
action while still pending, or after judgment
had been given, in order that the judgment

adynamia
advocatress (ad

'

vo-ka-tres), . [< advocator,

q. v.,4- -ess; prob. after adcoeatriee.] Afemale
advocate

;
an advocatrix or advocatess.

advocatricet (ad'vO-ka-tris), H. [ME. advoca-
trii-' ,<.()['. mlrocatrice, < ML. adrix-atris, aec.

advocatricem : see advocatrix.] An advocatrix.

Swich an advocatrice who can dyvyne
. . . our greeves to redresse.

Chaucer, Mother of God, 1. 40.

The emperour reioysed to him selfe, that Cinna had
founde such an advocatrice.

Sir T. Kli/ut, The Governour, ii. 7.

advocatrixt (ad'v6-ka-triks), n. [ML., fern, of

LL. advocator, advocate: see advocator.] A
female advocate

;
an advocatress. [Rare.]

advocatus Dei (ad-vo-ka'tus de'I). [ML.]
Same as God's advocate (which see, under ad-

advocatus diaboli (ad-vo-ka'tus di-ab'o-li).

[ML.] Same as devil's advocate (which 'see,
under advocate).
advoket (ad-vok'), v. t. [<L. advocare, summon,
call to: see advocate, n.] To transfer; rele-

gate ; specifically, call to a higher court.

Queen Katharine had privately prevailed with the Pope
to advo/ce the cause to Rome. Fuller, Ch. Hist., I. 48.

advoutert (ad-vou'ter), H. [< late ME. advou-

ter, advoutour, advoutre (also adrow-), earlier

avouter, avoutere, avoutier (also avow-), < OF.

avoutre, aoutre, earlier avoltre, avultre, later a<7-

voultre, = Pr. avoutre, avoutro, < L. adulter, an
adulterer: see advoutrer (with additional suf-

fix), and the later substituted forms adulter, n.,

and adulterer.] An adulterer.

advoutrert (ad-vou'trer), n. [< late ME. ad-

voutrer, advouterer, advouterere (also advow-),
earlier avoutrer, avouterer, avouterere (also

avow-), < advouter, avouter, + -er1 . See the

later substituted form adulterer.] An adul-

terer.

advoutresst (ad-vou'tres), n. [Early mod. E.

advoutresse, -trice, < ME. avoutres, avoutresse

(also avow-), < OF. avoutresse, avotresse, < avou-

tre, an adulterer (see advouter), + -esse, E. -ess.

See the later substituted form adulteress.] An
adulteress.

advoutroust (ad-vou'trus), a. [< late ME. ad-

voutrous, < advouter + -ous. See the later sub-

stituted form adulterous.] Adulterous.

advoutryt (ad-vou'tri), n. [Early mod. E. ad-

voutry, -trie, -tery, advoultry, etc., < ME. avou-

trie, avowtrie, avutry, -trie, -terye, etc., also

avowter, < OF. avoutrie, avouterie, earlier aou-

terie, aulterie (< L. as if "adulteria, f.), also

avoutire, avoutere, avoltere, avultere, < L. adul-

terium, neut., adultery, < adulter, an adulterer.

See the later substituted form adultery.] Adul-

tery. Also written avowtry.
A marriage compounded between an advoutry and a

rape. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

H. intrans. To act as an advocate
; plead.

[Rare.]
To advocate in my own child's behalf.

Dawbeny, Hist. Cromwell (1659), Pref.

I am not going to advocate for this sense of actual.

F. Hall, False Philol., p. 75.

advocateship (ad'vo-kat-ship), n. The office

or duty of an advocate.

advocatesst (ad'vo-ka-tes), . [Improp. < ad-

vocate + -ess.] A female advocate. [Rare.]
See advocatress.

God hath provided us of an advocatess [in some editions,

advocatress]. Jer. Taj/lor, Diss. from Popery, i. 8.

advocation (ad-vo-ka'shon), re. [< L. advoca-

tio(n-), a calling in of legal assistance, legal

assistance, time allowed for procuring it, any
kind of delay or adjournment, < advocare, call

in legal assistance : see advocate, n. See also

advowson, whicli is a doublet of advocation.

The first sense of advocation is due to advocate,

v.] If. The act of advocating ;
a pleading for

;

plea; apology.
My adaocation is not now in tune. Shak., Oth., iii. 4.

2. In Scots law, a form of process, now obso-

lete, the object of which was to remove a cause
from an inferior to the supreme court for re-

view or continuance.
advocator (ad'vo-ka-tor), n. [<LL. advocator,
an advocate, < IJ. advocare: see advocate, n.]
An advocate

;
a supporter.

The advocators of change in the present system of things.

Brouiiing, Soul's Tragedy, ii. (*V. E. t>.)

advocatory (ad'vo-ka-to-ri), a. [< ML. advo-

vntoriiix. < LL. advocator: see above.] Of or

pertaining to an advocate or his functions.

L. advocatus, patron, advocate : see advocate, n.,

and advowson.] In England, one who has the

right of advowson. So called originally as being the

advocate, protector, or patron of an ecclesiastical office,

house, or benefice.

advowson (ad-vou'zn), n. [Earlymod. E. also

advowzen, advouson, < ME. avowson, avoweson,

avoweisoun, < AF. advouison, advoweson, advoe-

son, OF. avoeson, < L. advocatio(n-), a calling to

or summoning of legal assistance, hence in ML.
the duty of defense or protection, the right of

presentation. < advocare, call to defend : see ad-

vocation, and cf. advowee.] If. Originally, the

obligation to defend an ecclesiastical office or

a religious house. See advocate of the church,
under advocate. 2. In Eng. law, the right of

presentation to a vacant benefice, it was origi-

nally vested in the bishop of the diocese, but was often trans-

ferred to the founder or patron of the church. Advowsom
are of three kinds, presentative, collative, and donative:

prenent-ative when the patron presents a clergyman to the

bishop with a petition that he be instituted with the bene-
fice ; collative when the bishop is the patron, and both pre-
sents and institutes (or collates) the incumbent; donative

when the sovereign, or any subject by his license, having
founded a church, appoints its incumbent without any
reference to the bishop. Advowsons are also appendanl,
that is, annexed to the possession of a certain manor ; or

in gross, that is, separated by legal conveyance from the

ownership of the manor.

advoyer (ad-voi'er), n. Same as avoyer.
advt. A common contraction of advertisement.

adwardt (ad-ward'), n. and v. A forced spell-

ing of award. Spenser, F. Q., IV. x. 17.

adynamia (ad-i-na'mi-a), n. [NL. (>E. adyna-

my = F. adynamie), < Or. aiwafiia, weakness,
< aSvvauof, weak, < a- priv., without, + irm/uf,

power: see dynamic.] In pathol., weakness;



adynamia
want of strength occasioned by disease

;
a de-

ficiency of vital power; asthenia. Also called

(i/li/niii/ii/.

adyuamic (ad-i-nam'ik), a. [As adynamia +
-ic : see a-18 and dynamic.'] 1. In pathol., of

or pertaining to adynamia; characterized by
or resulting from vital debility ;

astheuic : as,

ailyIKI HI ic fevers; an adynamic condition; the

adynamic sinking of typhoid fever. 2. Inphys. ,

characterized by absence of force.

adynamy (a-din'a-mi), n. Same as adynamia.
adytt (ad'it), n. Same as adytum.

Behold, amidst the adyt* of our gods, . . .

Tin- ghosts of dead men howling walk alKmt.
Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

adytum (ad'i-tum), n.
; pi. adyta (-ta). [L., <

Gr. diforov, an adytum, a shrine, a place not to

be entered, neut. of ativrof, not to be entered,
< a- priv. + <WoY, verbal adj. of 6'vecv, enter.]
1 . In ancient worship, a sacred place which the

worshipers might not enter, or which might be
entered only by those who had performed cer-

tain rites, or only by males or by females, or

only on certain appointed days, etc.
; also, a

secret sanctuary or shrine open only to the

priests, or whence oracles were delivered;
hence, in general, the most sacred or reserved

part of any place of worship. In Greece an adytum
was usually an inner recess or chamber in a temple, as in

that of Hera at ^Egium ; but it might be an entire temple,
as that of Poseidon at Mantinea, or a grove, inclosure, or

cavern, as the sacred inclosure of Zeus on the Lyoran
mount in Arcadia. The most famous adytum of Greece
was the sanctuary of the Pythic oracle at Delphi. The
Jewish holy of holies in the temple at Jerusalem may be
considered as an adytum. The word is also applied some-
times to the chancel of a Christian church, where the
altar stands.

2. Figuratively, the innermost or least accessi-

ble part of anything ;
that which is screened

from common view
;

hidden recess
;

occult

sense.

Cooper's Adz. Ship-carpenter's Adz. Railroad Adz.

adz, adze (adz), n.
[Early

mod. E. ads, adds,
addes, addis, addice, < ME. ndis, adse, adese, <

AS. adesa, an adz or

ax, a word thought by
some to be a corrup-
tion of an older *c-
wesa (= Goth, aktvisi),
the full form of eax,

IBX, (fcs, acas, ONorth.
acasa, aca.ie, ax ;

but in

the earliest example
adcsa occurs in con-
nection with oecs as
a different word: see
ax1

.] A cutting-tool
somewhat like an ax,
but having the blade

placed at right angles
to the handle and
formed to a curve

nearly corresponding
to its sweep through
the air when in use.
It is used for dressing tim-

South-Sea island Adzes. ber, and has its cutting edge
ground upon the concave"

side. The adz is also used, though rarely, as a weapon ;

and among certain savage tribes adzes of hard stone are

richly adorned for ceremonial uses. Hollow adz, a tool
with a curved blade used in chamfering the chine of a cask
on the inner side.

adz, adze (adz), v. t. [< adz, n.] To chip or

shape with an adz : as, to adz logs or timber.

adz-plane (adz'plan), n. A tool adapted for
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regularly as e in similar positions, that is,

either e or e : often improp. pron. e in all posi-
tions. In the Continental pron. of Latin, e or

a; in the 'Roman,' ai or I.) A digraph or lig-
ature appearing in Latin and Latinized Greek
words. In Middle Latin and New Latin it is usually
written and printed as a ligature, and sounded like Latin

e, with which in Middle Latin it constantly interchanges.
In classical Latin it was usually written separately (and
hence usually so printed in modern editions of classical

texts), and pronounced probably as a diphthong. In Old
Latin ai appears instead of at1

-,
and Latin ae, '' is the regu-

lar transliteration of Gr. at, as aegis or ceyig, from Gr. aiyi?.
In English words of Latin or Greek origin af or a; is usually
reduced to e, except generally in proper names, as Cossar,
./.'/yi/x, in words belonging to Roman or Greek antiqui-
ties, aa IT.//*, and modern words of scientific or technical

use, as prtatnogantous. But the tendency is to reduce
of or at to e in all words not purely Latin or New Latin,
except proper names in their original forms. In some
names of changed form the a has become permanently
eliminated, as Eijypt, and in some of otherwise unchanged
form nearly or quite so, as Etna, Ethwpia. When af rep-
resents the diphthong OB, it should be distinguished from "

not a diphthong, the latter being commonly marked with
a dieresis, as in aero-, aerial, etc.

ae2 . A character in the Anglo-Saxon alphabet
representing a simple vowel, having when short
the sound of English a in glad (a), and when
long the sound of English a in glare, dare, etc.

(a), as commonly pronounced in the United
States. The form is that of the late Latin ae, which had
a sound nearly the same as simple e (see (H ). In the
twelfth century short ce began to disappear, being repre-
sented by o (sometimes by e), without, however, any
appreciable change of sound. Long ce also disappeared,
being regularly replaced by e (long) or e*, with a change
of sound through Middle English - (that is, d in modern
pronunciation) to modern f (that is, in modern pronun-
ciation). Examples are : (1) short OK, whence Middle Eng-
lish and modern English a : as, Anglo-Saxon ///''/. .*"</.

"I. lui'i. etc., whence Middle English and modern English
glad, sad, at, hat, etc. ; (2) longte, whence Middle EngHsh
' or ee

t
modern English ee or ea : as, Anglo-Saxon seed,

rasdan, set, etc., Middle English teed, rede, e or me, etc.,
modern English seed, read, sea, etc. Before r, long "' has
usually retained ita Anglo-Saxon sound (at least in the
United States): as, Anglo-Saxon err, thaer, hwaer, hcer,
etc. ,

modern English ere
, there, where, hair, etc. In Brit-

ish works the vowel in these words is usually treated as a

prolonged
" short e" (as in met), or as a slightly modified

"long a" (as in mate).

JE3
. The symbol used in Lloyd's Register

for third-class wooden and composite ships.
This class includes vessels unfit for the conveyance of dry
and perishable goods on short voyages, and of cargoes in

their nature subject to sea-damage on any voyage. See

AI, under a'.

-88. The nominative plural termination of Latin
and Latinized Greek words in -a (in Latinized
Greek also -e, -as, -es) of the first declension,
feminine, sometimes masculine. This plural ter-

mination is sometimes retained in English, as in/on/m/ot,
nebuloe, vertebrae, minutwe, etc., in some cases alongside
of a regular English plural, as in /orwiw/o*, nebulas, etc.

In the formal and technical terminations, -aceoe, -ece, ~id(f,

-ince, in botany and zoology, -"- ends the plural names of

orders, tribes, etc., of plants, and of families and subfami-
lies of animals.

JEchmophorus (ek-mof'o-rus), n. [NL. (Cones,
1862), < Gr. aixfio<ti6po(, one who carries a spear,
< a'ix/*>l, a spear, + -^opof, < flpccv = E. bear1.}

aegagrus

aecidiospore (e-sid'i-6-spor), n. [< NL. ascidium
+ Gr. ana/la, seed, spore.] A spore produced
in the secidiostage of growth of certain para-
sitic fungi, distinguished by or peculiar in their

development by a process of abstraction. See

Adz-plane and Specimen of Work.

molding and rabbeting, used in panel-work by
coach- and pattern-makers.
ae (a), a. [For Sc. one, = E. a (emphatic) for
one: see a2 and one.} One. [Scotch.]

831 . (As a character, pron. e, or, spelled out,
a-e

;
in words, E. or L., according to the E. pron.

Western Grebe (<&chmopkorus occidtntalis).

A genus of large, long-necked grebes of Ameri-
ca, having the bill extremely long, slender, and
acute, whence the name. The type is IE. occi-

dentalis, known as the western grebe.
aecidia, . Plural of oscidium, 2.

aecidial (e-sid'i-al), . Relating or pertaining
to ^Ecidium (which see).

A monograph . . . by Von Thiimen contains an account
of the oecidial forms attacking Conifene, and includes a
number of species found in the United States.

Smithsonian Rep., 1880, p. 324.

aecidioform (e-sid'i-6-form), n. [< NL. cecidium
+ L. forma, form.] Same as cecidiostage.

-Scidiomycetes (e-sid'i-6-mi-se'tez), n. pi.

[NL., < ^Ecidium + Gr. ^iyrec, pi- of ttiiaic,, a

mushroom, fungus.] A group of minute para-
sitic fungi, each species of which exists in at
least two forms, usually very unlike. To this

group belong many rusts, blights, and mildews which in-

fest cultivated plants.

aecidiostage (e-sid'i-6-staj), n. [< NL. cecidium
+ E. stage.} The first of the alternations of

development of numerous fungi of the order
Uredinea;. See jEcidium. Also called a-cidio-

form.
JBcidium (e-sid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. aiKia, in-

jury,+ dim. -itiiov.} 1 . A genus of fungi, natural
order I'mUiine, now believed to be only a sub-
ordinate stage in the development of the gen-
era Uromyces and Puccinia, 'though this has
not been demonstrated in regard to all the re-

puted species. 2. [. c.} pi. feeidia (e-sid'i-a).
The cup-like organ (pseudoperidium) charac-
teristic of the genus or form. See pseudoperi-
dium.

These ocidtu/n-fruits, which arise from the same myce-
lium as the spermogonia, lie at first beneath the epidermis
of the leaf. Sachs, Botany (trans.), p. 247.

aedes (e'dez), n.
; pi. cedes. [L., a house, a tem-

ple: see edify.'] 1. In Bom. antiq., any edifice,
sacred or profane. Specifically, as distinguished from
a temple (tetnplum), a building set apart for the cult of
a divinity, but not solemnly consecrated by the augurs.
Thus, the "temple

"
of Vesta is properly an aedes, and was

so termed in antiquity.

2. In Christian arch., a chapel.
aedicula (e-dik'u-la), n.

; pi. cedicults (-le). [ML.,
dim. of L. aedes: see above.] In Rom. antiq. :

(a) A very small house or chapel. (6) A shrine
in the form of a small building; a recess in a
wall for an altar or statue.

Every division of the city had likewise its Lares compi-
tales, now three in number, who had their own aedicula at
the cross-roads. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 813.

aedile, aedileship, etc. See edile, etc.

aedcealogy (e-df-al'o-ji), . A less proper form
of adaeology.

aedoeology (e-de-ol'p-ji),
n. [< Gr. alSoia, the

private parts, + -Aoyia, < "kcyeiv, speak : see

-ology.} That part of medical science which
treats of the organs of generation ; also, a trea-

tise on or an account of the organs of gener-
ation.

aedoeoptosis (e -de -op -to 'sis), n. [NL.,< Gr.

alSoia, the private parts, + nruo-if, a falling, <

JTITTTOV, fall.] Displacement downward of some
part of the female genital organs, and also of
the bladder.

aedoeotomy (e-de-ot'6-mi), n. [< Gr. aitioia, the

private parts, + rafty, a cutting, < rifivetv, cut.]
Dissection of the organs of generation.
aefauld (a'fald), a. [Sc., = E. onefold, q. v.]
1. Honest; upright; without duplicity. 2f.

Single; characterized by oneness: as, the ae-

fauld Godhead. Harbour. [Scotch, and rare.]
aefauldness (a'fald-nes), n. [< Sc. aefauld +
-ness.} Honesty; uprightness; singleness of

heart
;
freedom from duplicity. [Scotch.]

.S3ga (e'gii), n. [NL. (Leach, 1815), < Gr. oif

(<uy-), goat.] A genus of isopods giving name
to the family ^Kgidce. jE. psora, known as the salve-

bug, is a nsh-louse found attached by its sharp claws to cod
and halibut. See cut under salve-buff.

^gaeonichthyinaB(e*ji-on-ik-thi-i'ne), n.pl.

[NL., < ^Kgatonichthys + -ina.] A subfamily
of pediculate fishes, of the family Ceratiidai.
The mouth is of moderate size ; the cephalic spine has its

basal element subcutaneous, procumbent, and at an acute
or a right angle with the distal element ; the second dorsal

spine is wanting ; the body and head are depressed ; and the
mouth is vertical or inclined forward, the mandibular ar-

ticulation being projected forward. The aspect of the fish

is very singular.

aegaeonichthyine (e'ji-on-ik'thi-in), n. A fish

of the subfamily ^Eaceonichthyiwe.

.(Egieonichthys (e'ji-on-ik'this), n. [NL.,< Gr.

Atyaiuv, in myth., a name of Briareus, also the

-K^i-aii sea, + i^fcf, a fish.] The typical genus
of pediculate fishes of the subfamily jiSgceonich-

But one species is known, JZ. appelli, occurring
in the deep sea near New Zealand.

aegagre (e-gag're), . Same as cegagrus.

aegagri, . Plural of agagrus.
aegagropila (e-ga-grop'i-la), n.

; pi. agagreptta
(-le). [NL., < Gr. alyaypoc,, the wild goat (see

a;gagrus), + L. pila, a ball (or pilus, hair).] A
ball of hair found in the stomach of some rumi-

nating quadrupeds, as the goat.

aegagropile (e-gag'ro-pil), n. Same as cegagro-

l>ila. Also contracted cegropile.

aegagrus (e-gag'rus), n.
; pi. oegagri (-ri). [L., <

Gr. aiyaypof, the wild goat, < aif ((}-), goat, +
ayp6(, field, a-yptof, wild.] A wild goat, supposed
to be the species now known to inhabit the
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mountains of the Caucasus, Persia, etc., the aegialitid (e-ji-a-lit'id), n.

paseng or pasing of the Persians, and the wild ify JKgiulitidce"
* stock of most if not all of the breeds of the do-

mestic goat. It is the Capra hircux of Linnaeus, C. cega-

ffrun of Gmeiin and Pallas, C. caucagica of 11. Smith, and

'

A beetle of the fam- c-i<!iit sculptures discovered in 1811 on the island of
which originally decorated the temple of Athena. They
date from about 475 B. C.

, and, although in general true
to nature, their faces bear that forced smile which charac-
terizes the portrayal of the human subject in all early
Greek art. These sculptures are now the most notable
ornament of the Glyptothek at Munich.

II. . An inhabitant of ^Egina.
^Eginetic (e-ji-net'ik), a. [< Gr.

pertaining to Alyiva, ^Egina.]
sembling -33ginetan work.
The coinage of Locris, Phocis, and Bujotia is entirely on

the jKginetic standard. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 642.

Wild Goat (Capr

Hircus cegagrus of J. E. Gray. J. F. Brandt asserts that
this is incontestably and exclusively the source of the do-
mestic goat. In fact, the name tegagrus may have been
applied sometimes to goats run wild, and the Capra aega-

ynus of both G. and F. Cuvier, the bezoar-goat, ascribed to
Persia and the Alps, is said to have been merely the do-
mestic goat run wild. The celebrated Angora goat may
have been derived from a different species or variety,
Capra falconeri^ originating in central Asia. The goat or

legagrus in all its varieties is closely related to the ibex,

Capra ibex, which, however, is a distinct species. In the
stomach and intestines of the goat, as in those of other ar-

tiodactyls, are found the concretions called bezoar-stones.

Also written ceffagre.

Whether the Capra cegayrux or the Capra ibex should be

regarded as the stock of the domesticated goat of Europe
has long been a question among naturalists ; the weighty
arguments which may be drawn from the character of the
wild species which was contemporary with the Bos primi-
genius . . . [are] shown ... to be in favor of Capra
tegagru*. Owen.

, Egean (e-je'an), a. or n. [< L. Mg<eum
(se. mare, sea), < Gr. Aiyalov (so. TTiAayo?), or

A'ryalos (sc. TroVrof), the jEgean sea,< Alyai, lEgcc,
a town in Eubcea, and also the name of several

cities.] A name often applied to that part of

the Mediterranean sea otherwise called the

Archipelago.
eger (e'jer), n. [L., sick.] Same as agrotat.
Algeria (e-je'ri-a), n. [NL., named after JEge-
ria, or Egeria, a prophetic nymph or Camena
celebrated in Roman legend, instructress of

Numa.] In entom.: (a) The typical genus of the

family ^Egeriidw, order Lepidoptera. It consists
of brightly colored moths with the wings wholly or in

part transparent. The larvse are endophytous, boring into

the stems and trunks of shrubs and trees, and embrace
some of the most destructive enemies to cultivated fruit-

trees. See borer and maple-borer. Also sometimes called

Seaia. (J) A genus of Diptera founded by Robi-

neau-Desvoidy. Also spelled Egeria.

aegerian (e-je'ri-an), a. Of or belonging to the

3igeriidai. Also spelled egerian.
An &gerian enemy of the native pines. Science, VI. 542.

segeriid (e-je'ri-id), n. A moth of the family
MgeriiAa:; a clearwing.
jEgeriidae (e-je-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,<. JEgeria
+ -idce.~\ In entom., a family of Lepidoptera,
section Seterocera, comprising a number of in-

teresting moths related to the sphinxes, hawk-
moths, or Sphingidce, and commonly called

clearwings, from the transparency of their

wings. The larvse live in the interior of the branches
and roots of trees. Some attack the apple, and one, the

jEgeria tipulifomtis, or currant-clearwing, feeds upon
the pith of currant-bushes. Also written digeridce, ^-Kge-
riadcf, and with initial E instead of jE. Also sometimes
called SexiidaE.

Ringed Plover (jfgialites hiaticitla}.

-ffigialitida (e"ji-a-lit'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
lites, 2, + -idce.~\ A family of heteromerous
coleopterous insects, having the anterior coxal
cavities closed behind, the tarsal claws simple,
and six ventral segments, the last two being
closely united and the first two connate. </.

L. Le Conte, 1862.

-Slgiceras (e-jis'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr. oif (aly-),
a goat, + nipaf, a horn : see Cerastes.] A ge-
nus of plants consisting of a single species,
JE. majus, belonging to the natural order Myrsi-
nacecB. It is a shrub or small tree, found on the swampy
shores of the East Indies and Australia. Its seeds germi-
nate while still on the tree, and send down perpendicular
roots into the mud, thus forming impenetrable thickets,
which constitute the only vegetation for miles along some
coasts, particularly of Sumatra.

>Bgid (e
'

jid), n. An isopod of the family JEgi&ce.

JEgidx (e'ji-de), n. pi. [NL., < JEga + -wte.]
A family of isopod crustaceans, typified by the

genus JEga, having all the segments beyond
the head distinct, and no operculum closing
the branchial chamber.

aegilopic, egilopic (e-ji-lop'ik), a. 1. Pertain-

ing to or of the nature of segilops. 2. Affected
with segilops.

aegilopical, egilopical (e-ji-lop'i-kal), a. Same
as cegitopie.

aegilops, egilops (e'ji-lops), n. [NL., < Gr. aiyi-

XL>-fi (-om-), an ulcer in the eye ; also, a kind of
wild oats, and a kind of oak with sweet fruit.

Cf. aiy<Aof, an herb of which goats were said to
be fond

; appar. < aif (aiy-, *aiy&-), a goat, + 6$>,

eye; cf. lnj>, face, appearance.] 1. Inpathol.,
goat-eye ;

a tumor, abscess, or other affection of
the inner angle (canthus) of the eye; some-
times, a fistula lacrymalis or other affection of
the lacrymal duct. In a mild form, it is simply
a swelling of the lacrymal papilla, and is very
common. 2. [cop.] In bot., a genus of grasses
allied to TriUcum, or wheat-grass, growing
wild in the south of Europe and parts of Asia.
It is believed by many botanists to be the

origin of cultivated wheat. 3. A species of

oak, Quercus JEgilons ; the valonia-oak of the
Levant. 4. [cap.] Agenusof lamellibranchs.
James E. Hall, 1850.

^Igina (e-ji'na), n. [NL., < L. Mgina, < Gr.

Aiytva, an island in the Saronie gulf; also, in

myth., a nymph of Argolis, beloved by Zeus.]
1. The typical genus of the family JEginidce.

Eschscholtz, 1829. 2. A genus of crustaceans.

.Slginetan (e-ji-ne'tan), a. and n. [< L. Mgi-
neta, < Gr. Aiyivqrqf, an inhabitant of Alyiva :

see 2Egina,~} I. a. Relating or pertaining to
the island of ^Egina or its inhabitants JEgine-
tan sculptures, or jEgina marbles, a collection of an

^Eginetan; re-

(e-jin'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Mgina, 1,+
A family of Trachymeduste, typified by

the genus JSgina, containing craspedote aca-

lephs with a hard discoidal umbrella, pouch-
like enlargements of the digestive cavity, and
the circular vessel usually reduced to a row of
cells

;
related to Geryoniidw and Trachynemida;.

The order to which the jBffinida pertain is called Hydro-
medusae, Haplomorpha, and by other names ; it is that in
which there is no hydriform trophosome, the medusee de-

veloping directly from the ovum.

-SJgiotiuS (e-jl'6-thus), n. [NL., < Gr. aiyi'oflof,

also alyidof, and later aj} tvBof ,
a bird, perhaps

the hedge-sparrow.] The redpolls or redpoll
linnets, a notable genus of FringUlidai, founded
by Cabanis in 1851. There are several species, of

Europe, Asia, and North America
;
the common redpoll is

^4.'. linaria; the mealy redpoll is jE. canescenz. They are
small finches, chiefly boreal in distribution, streaked with
dusky and flaxen brown and white, the males with crim-
son poll and rosy breast. See cut under redpoll.

.ffigipan (e'ji-pan), n. [L., < Gr. Aiyinav, < oZf

(<"/-)> g at
i
+ ndv, Pan.] 1. An epithet of

the god Pan, having reference to his goat-like
lower limbs, short horns, and upright pointed
ears, the other portions of his body being like
those of a man. See Diopan, and also satyr and
faun. 2. In entom., a genus of orthopterous
insects, of the family Locustidte. Scudder, 1877.

aegirine (e'ji-rin), n. Same as <egirite.

aegirite (e'ji-rit), n. [< JEgir, the Icel. god of
the sea (or JEgirus^), + -lie2.] A mineral oc-

curring in greenish-black prismatic crystals,
isomorphous with pyroxene. It is a bisilicate of

iron sesquioxid, iron protoxid, lime, and soda, found in

Norway, and also at Hot Springs, Arkansas. Also writ-
ten osgyrite and tegirine.

jUgirus (e-ji'rus), n. [NL., < (?) Gr. Aiyeipof, a

city of Lesbos. Cf. alyetpof, the black poplar.]

e"ji-a-li'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.
the sea-shore, beach (that over which the sea
rushes? < aiaaeiv, rush, + SXf, the sea), + -Ites.']

1. In ornitlt., a genus of Limicolte, of the family
Charadriidw, or plovers, chiefly distinguished
from Charadrius by color, having the upper
parts not speckled, the lower never extensively
black, and bars or rings upon the head, neck,
or breast. The tarsus is comparatively short, with
large scutella arranged in two or three special rows.
The sexes are usually distinguishable, though similar.
The genus contains the numerous species of small plovers
known as ring-plovers, inhabiting all parts of the world.
The killdee (.fi. vociferus), the ring-neck (jK. semipal-
matus), and the piping plover (JR. melodua) are character-
istic spuciesof the I'nited States. Also written j. .

2. In entom., the typical genus of the family
jEgiaUtidce. Eschscholtz, 1833.

n Sculpture.

Ilerakles, from the eastern pediment of the temple of Athena.

inispunctilucens, dorsal view.

A genus of nudibranchiate or notobranchiate

gastropods, of the family Poli/cerida;, having
large tubercles on the convex back. Three spe-
cies are known from the European seas. Also written
.frrires. Loven, 1844.

aegis (e'jis), n. [L. cegis, < Gr. niy/f, the wgis,
also a rushing storm, hurricane, appar. < atoaeiv,

shoot, dart, glance ; popularly identified with

alyif, a goat-skin, < mf (aiy-), a goat : see Aix.~\
1. In Gr. myth., originally
the storm-cloud envelop-
ing the thunderbolt, the

especial weapon of Zeus;
afterward considered as
the skin of the goat Amal-
thea, the foster-mother of

Zeus, which the latter took
for defensive armor in his

war with the Titans. Ac-
cording to another conception,
it was a terrible and immortal
arm wrought by Hephaestus after
the fashion of a thunder-cloud

fringed with lightning. It was
intrusted by Zeus to Apollo and
to Athena, and became a charac-
teristic attribute of the latter.

2. In art, a representation
of the aegis as a sort of

mantle fringed with ser-

pents, much more ample
in archaic examples than later, generally worn
covering the breast, but sometimes held ex-

tended over the left arm, or thrown over the
arm to serve as a shield. The aigis of Athena, ex-

cept in the most primitive representations, bears in the
midst the head of the Gorgon Medusa, and is usually
covered with scales like those of a serpent.

Hence, figuratively 3. Anyinfluenceorpower
which protects: as, under the imperial a>gis.

Also spelled egis.

^Egithalinae (Hith-a-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Jy/ithaliut + -<e.] A subfamily of titmice,

. Varvakeion Statu-
ette of Athena.



-ffigithalinas

family Partdte, typified by the genus ^gitlialxs.
It was named by Keichenbach in 1850, anil by Cray is

made to include Panurus and a number of other genera
of tits of Europe, Asia, and Africa.

JEgithalus (e-jith'a-lus), n. [NL.,<Gr. a'ryiOa-

Mf, the tit, L. parus.] The typical genus of

jUgithalince, based upon Parity peticlulmus, one
of the European bottle-tits. The name is also used
for another genus of tits, more commonly called Acredula
(which see), of which A. eaudata is the type. Also writ-

ten ^E
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Reading aegrotat, in some universities, leave taken,
commonly in December, in order to get time to read for
one's degree.

aegyrite,_w. See cegirite.

aelurid (e-lu'rid), n. A carnivorous mammal

.Sgithognatliae (e-ji-thog' na-the), n. pi. [NL. ,

<Gr. afytfot, also aiyioOoc, the hedge-sparrow,
or perhaps the bunting, + yvathc, jaw.] In

Huxley's classification of birds, a suborder of

Carinatce, having the bones of the palate dis-

posed as in the sparrow and other passerine
birds, and embracing the passerines, swifts,
and woodpeckers. See (egithognathism.

aegithognathism (e-ji-thog'na-thism), n. The
quality or condition of being eegithognathous ;

that structure of the bony palate of birds which
consists in the union of the vomer with the
alinasal walls and turbinals, and is character-
istic of the suborder ^Egithognathte. Parker dis-

tinguishes four styles : (a) tiuemuttt, very curiously ex-
hibited by the low Turtiix, which is closely related to

gallinaceous birds ; (6. c) complete, as represented under
two varieties, one typified by the crow, an oscine passerine,
the other by the claiuatorial passerines Pachjfrhatnphuti
and Pipra ; (d) compound, that is, mixed with a kind of

desmognathism.

jEffithoffiiathixm is exhibited almost unexceptionally by
the great group of passerine birds ; it is also nearly coin-
cident with Passeres though a few other birds notably
the swifts, also exhibit it. Coues, N. A. Birds, p. 172.

aegithognathous (e
-
ji

-thog
' na -

thus), a. [As
jxSgithognathtB + -ous.~\ Of, pertaining to, or

having the characteristics of the JEgitliognathce ;

having the vomer united with the alinasal walls
and turbinals. See xgithognathism.
JEgle (e'gle), H. [L., < Gr. aiyty, splendor, a
female name in Greek mythology.] 1. A ge-
nus of plants of tropical India, allied to and
resembling the orange-tree, but with trifoliate

leaves. *-K. Marmelux, the Bengal quince, golden apple,
or be), has an aromatic fruit, somewhat like an orange.
A perfume and a yellow dye are obtained from the rind,
anil the dried fruit is a popular remedy in diarrhea and
dysentery.
2. A genus of brachyurous decapodous crusta-

ceans, or crabs, of which a species, JEgle mfo-
punctata, is found in Mauritius and the Philip-

pine islands. 3. A genus of mollusks. Oken,
1815. See Pneumodermon. 4. A genus of

lepidopterous insects. Hiibner, 1816.

aegobronchophony (e"g6-broug-kof 'o-ni), n.

[< Gr. aif (a<j-), goat, + fipbyxia, the bronchial

tubes, + (fiavf/, voice.] In pathol., a combina-
tion of two sounds, SBgophony and bronchoph-
ony, heard by auscultation in pleuro-pneumo-
nia. See wgophony and bronchophony.
aegocerine (e-gos'e-rin), a. Pertaining to or
characteristic of tne genus Mgoccrug: as, an

legocerine goat or antelope; cegocerine horns.
Also written aigocerine.

-SIgocerus (e-gos'e-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. oif

(aiy-), goat, + nipaf, a horn.] 1. A genus of

wild goats, related to the ibexes, of the subfam-

ily Caprinte. P. S. Pallas, 1811
;
J. E. Gray.

2. A genus of antelopes with long spiral horns,
related to the oryx and the addax, of the sub-

family Antilopiiue : equal to Hippotragus (Sunde-
vall). Hamilton Smith, 1827 : H. X. Turner, 1849.

Also written Aigocerus, ^Egoceros.

aegophonic (e-go-fon'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to segophony. Sometimes written egophonie.
aegophony (e-gof'o-ni), n. [< Gr. <u"f (aij--), a

goat, + tyuvi], voice, sound.] In patliol., a form
of vocal resonance, broken and tremulous, heard
in auscultation, and suggesting the bleating of

a goat. It is best heard in hydrothorax at the
level of the fluid. Sometimes written egophony.

segropile (e'gro-pil), n. Same as agagropile.

aegrotans (e-gro'tanz), n.
; pi. cegrotantes (e-gro-

tan'tez). [L., ppr. of cegrotare, be sick: see

cegrotat.~\ In English universities, one who is

sick
;
one who holds an regrotat (which see).

aegrotant (e-gro'tant), n. [< L. a>grotan(t-)s,

ppr. of (egrotare : see cegrotat.] One who is

sick ; an invalid. [Rare.]
aegrotantes, n. Plural of asgrotans.

aegrotat (e-gro'tat), n. [L., he is sick, 3d pers.
sing. pres. ind. of (egrotare, be sick, < cegrotus,
sick, < teger, sick.] In English universities, a
medical certificate given to a student showing
that he has been prevented by sickness from
attending to his duties. Also called ceger.

I sent my servant to the apothecary for a thing called
an ceijrotat, which I understood . . . meant a certificate

that I was indisposed.
Babbage, Pass, from Life of a Phil. (1864), p. 37.

of the family
-SJluridae (e-lu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

+ -idai.] A family of carnivorous quadrupeds,
of the order Feme, suborder J-'i>tnii>i'<1i(i, and
series Arctoidea, closely related to the Ursula-

(bears). It is based upon a single genus and species,
-Mnrtttf fulticnx, the i>aiida, resembling a racoon in some
respects. The technical characters of the family are found
chit-fly in the details of the skull and teeth, as compared
with those of either bears or racoons. The tail is well de-

veloped (rudimentary in Ursulas) ; the teeth are 36 in num-
ber (40 in Proci/onidct) ; there are only 2 true molars on
each side of either jaw, with 3 premolars, 1 canine, and
3 incisors. The alisphenoid canal is well developed ; the

auditory India is very small, and is separated from the long
trigonal paroccipital process. Also written Aihtrida.

asluroid (e-lu'roid), a. and n. [< Gr. <u/loty>of, a
cat (see JEhirus), + elrfof, form.] I. a. Feline

;

cat-like; specifically, of or pertaining to the

H. H. A member of the JEluroidea.

jEluroidea (e-lu-roi'de-a), n. pi. [NL. : see

wliiroid.] A superfamily section of feline fis-

siped carnivorous mammals, typified by the
cat family, Felidai, and containing also the
families Cryptoproctidte, Protelida;, Hycenidce,

Fiverridte, and Eupleridte (but not the family
JElurida:) : distinguished as a series from the

Vynoidea or canine series, and the Aretoidea or
ursine series (to which the family Jlluridce be-

longs). The carotid canal is not well developed ; the

glenoid foramen is minute or wanting ; the foramen
lacerum posterius and the condyloid foramen debouch
together ; Cowper's glands are present ; and the os penis
is rudimentary, except in Cryptoprocta. .Eluroidea typica
are the true felines or cats, of the families Felidac and
Cryptoprvctidce. *f!luroidea hyaen\fonnia are the hyenas,
of the families Ry&nidte and Protelutte. JZluroidfa
mverri/onnia are the civets, ichneumons, etc., of the fam-
ilies Viverrittce and Eupleridat. See these family names.
Flower; Gill. Also written Ailuroidca.

It is unfortunate that the two names JElttroidea and
Kliindii' should clash, as not belonging to the same sec-

tions [of the Camivora]. /'''. Zool. Class., p. 258.

JEluropoda (e-lu-rop'o-da), . pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of (fluropus (-pod-), adj. : see (eluropodous.]
A name given by J. E. Gray to the typical vi-

verrine division of the family Viverridce, the

species of which division are aeluropodous
(which see). The name is contrasted with

Cynopoda.
aeluropodous (e-lu-rop'o-dus), a. [< NL. aslu-

ropus (-pod-), adj., cat-footed: see JEluropux.]
Cat-footed

; having feet like a cat, that is, with

sharp, retractile claws : opposed to cynopodous,
or dog-footed, and specifically applied to the

typical viverrine division of the family Viver-

ridte.

XlurOPUS (e-lu'ro-pus), n. [NL., < Mlurus, q.

v., + Gr. irovf (rroi-) = E. foot."] A remarkable

i.

tnelattolfucus.

genus of carnivorous quadrupeds of the arctoid
series of the order Ferte, connecting the true
bears with JElurus and other genera. In the upper
jaw they have 3 incisor, 1 canine, 4 premolar, and 2 molar
teeth, and in the lower 3 incisors, 1 canine, 3 premolars,
and 3 molars ; the skull has a short facial portion, the

bony palate not extending back of the teeth, an alisphenoid
canal, an enormous sagittal crest, and zygomatic arches ;

the tail is very short, and the feet are less plantigrade and
the soles more hairy than in the true bears. *K. melano-

leucuji, of Tibet, the type and only species, is of the size of
a small brown bear, of a whitish color, with black limbs,
shoulders, ears, and eye-ring. Also written Ailuropu*.

Ilurus (e-lu'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. aihovpos. a cat,

perhaps < aio/lof, quick-moving, + oiipa, tail. The
early history of the domestic cat being involved
in doubt (see cat), some identify the Gr. altovpof
with the ferret or polecat, Putorius furo, and
others with the genet or civet-cat, a species of

Viverra.'] The typical genus of the family

.Solididae

JEluridie (which see), contaiiiing the wah or

panda, ^litnisfiilgois, of India. Also written
A ilurus.

JEolian 1 (e-6'li-an), a. [< L. Colitis, < Gr.

A.i6?.tof, ^olian, < AioXoc, ^olus, the god of the
winds : see Jtolus.] 1. Pertaining to jEolus, the

god of the winds in Greek mythology, and hence
sometimes (with or without a capital) to the
wind in general: as, the ^Eolian Isles (now the

Lipari islands, north of Sicily), the fabled home
of the god. Also written Eolian and Aiolian.

The breezes blur the fountain's glass,
And wake .Kalian melodies.

T. B. Aldrieh, Pampinea.

2. II. c.~\ Due to atmospheric action; wind-
blown: as, an ceolian deposit: applied, in geol., to

accumulations of detntal material, especially
fine sand and loam, which have been carried to
their present position by the wind. By far the
most important deposit of this kind is the loess of north-
western China (see loea), and it was to designate this pecu-
liar and most remarkable formation that the term ceolian
wns applied in gculojiy in plan- nf M/(;. //( (which see).
Also written tolian. JEolian attachment, a contrivance
attached to a pianoforte, by which a stream of air can be
thrown upon the wires, prolonging their vibration and
greatly increasing the volume of sound. JEollan harp
or lyre, a stringed instrument that is caused to sound by
the impulse of air. A common form is that of a box of
thin fibrous wood, to which are attached a number of fine

catgut strings, sometimes as many as fifteen, of equal
length and tuned in unison, stretched on low bridges at
each end. Its length is made to correspond with the size
of the window or aperture in which it is intended to be
placed. When the wind blows athwart the strings it pro-
duces the effect of an orchestra when heard at a distance,
sweetly mingling all the harmonics, and swelling or dimin-
ishing the sounds according to the strength of the blast.

JEolian rocks. See above, 2.

(e-6'li-an), a. and n. [< L. JEoliug, <Gr.

f, < Aio/lof/'^Eolus, the mythical founder of
the ^Eolians, one of the sons of Hellen, reputed
ancestor of all the Hellenes, > Gr. AJo/ei'f, an
.lEolian, pi. Am/Mf. Aio'/.ijf, > L. JEoles, the jEoli-

ans. See JMfaM*.] I. a. Pertaining to the
branch of the Greek race named from ..Knlus,
son of Hellen, or to ^Eolia or ^Eolis. a district

of Asia Minor north of Ionia colonized by and
named from them jEollan mode, (a) in Greek
music, a diatonic scale consisting of two steps + a half

step + two steps + a half step + a step. It is correctly
represented by the natural notes of the staff beginning
with A and counting downward. Usually and more prop-

erly called the hypodorian, sometimes the Locrian, mode,

(b) The ninth of the Gregorian church modes or scales. It

was the fifth of the authentic modes, and consisted of a

step + a half step + two steps + a half step + two steps,

represented by the natural notes of the start" beginning
with A and counting upward.

II. n. A member of one of the three great
divisions of the ancient Greek race, the two
other divisions being the Dorian and the Ionian.
The inhabitants of JColis, of part of Thessaly, of Bojotia
and much of central Greece, of Arcadia, and other dis-

tricts not Dorian or Ionian, were commonly accounted
!

. .lia MS. The Acheans, when not spoken of as a distinct

race of Greeks, were also included among the .Knlians.

Also written Eolian and Aiolian.

(e-ol'ik), a. and n. [< L. MoUcus, < Gr.

f, of or pertaining to
^Eplis

or the ^Eoli-

ans : see ^3?ofia 2
.] I. a. Pertaining to ./Eolis or

^Eolia,
to the Cohans, or to .3Dolus, their myth-

ical ancestor; Eolian: as, JSoHc towns; the
lic branch of the Greek race.

That Dicaiarchus was correct is proved by an examina-
tion of the peculiar position occupied by the traces of

Aiolic influence in Homer. Amer. Jovr. Philol.,\ll. 232.

JEolic dialect, one of the three great dialects or groups
of subdialects of ancient Greek, the others being the Doric
and Ionic. It was spoken in jEolis and many other Greek
countries, and is important as the dialect used by the
Lesbian poets Sappho, Alcams, etc.

II. n. The language of the JSolians
;
the

^Eolian dialect of Greek.
Also written Eolic and Aiolic.

solid, aeolidid (e'o-lid, e-ol'i-did), n. A mem-
ber of the JEoHda: or JEoUdidiK.

JEolidsB (e-ol'i-de), . pi. Same as Molldida:.

-32olididae (e-6-lid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < JEolis

(-id-) + -ida.] A family of nudibranchiate

gastropodous mollusks, with diversiform gills

placed on the sides of the back, and the tenta-

cles retractile. They are active, and swim freely on

their backs. In the genus ,oK (which see) the gills con-

sist of an immense number of finger-like processes, forming
tufts on each side of the body, some of which receive caecal

prolongations of the stomach and liver. Their papillie pos-



JEolldldia

sess the power of discharging, when the animal is irritated,
a milky fluid, which, however, is harmless to the human
skin. Also written EoMdida, .Kolidce, Eolidfz.

(e"o-li-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Molis

(.id-) + -ina>.]

'

A group of mollusks. See jEo-

lidida?. Also written Eolldina;.

aeolina (e-o-li'na), n. [< L. .-Solus, < Gr. AioAof,

the god of the" winds: see JEolus.] A small

free-reed musical instrument, the precursor of

the accordion and concertina (which see), in-

vented by Wheatstone about 1829.

aeolipile (e'o-li-pil or e-ol'i-pil), n. [< L. axtli-

pihK, pi., < jEohis, god of the winds (see JEolus),
+ pila, a ball. ] An instrument illustrating the

expansive force of steam generated in a closed

vessel, and escaping by a narrow aperture,
said to have been invented by Hero of Alex-

andria in the second century B. C. It consisted

of a hollow ball containing water and two arms bent in

opposite directions,

Ely's ^Eolipile.

from the narrow
apertures of which
steam issued with
such force that the

air, reacting on it,

caused a circular

or rotary motion of

the ball. Several

attempts have been
made to apply the

principle of the soo-

lipile to rotating

machinery. Ely's seolipile is used for rotating a toy. It

consists of a boiler, with an ann through which the

steam is permitted to escape, placed upon a central up-

right pivot, and connected by a band with the drum of

the toy to be rotated. Also spelled eolipile and (by mis-

take) eolipyle.

jEolis (e'o-lis), n. [NL. (like L. Molls, Gr. A!o/Uf

(-?-), name of a country), < a'Mof, quick-mov-

ing, nimble, rapid, changeable.] The typical

genus of the family JEolididai (which see). Also

spelled Eolis, as originally by Cuvier, 1798.

Holism (e'o-lizm), n. [< Gr. *A<oAT^uf, < Aio/U-

fwv, imitate the ^Eolians: see Molic and -ism.'}

A peculiarity of the jEolie dialect, or such pe-
culiarities collectively. Sometimes written Aio-
listn.

First must be eliminated from the so-called .-Eolismn all

phenomena which, so far from deserving the name of

sEolisms, do not so much as occur in JSolic.

Amer. Jour, of Philol., V. 621.

^Eolist (e 'o-list), n. [< L. JEolm, the god of the

winds, + -ist.] A pretender to inspiration : so

called humorously by Swift ("Tale of a Tub,"
viii. ), as deriving all things from wind (that is,

the breath of inspiration).

aeolotropic (e'o-lo-trop'ik), a. and n. [< aolot-

ropy + -ic.] I. a. Inpliys., not having the same

properties in all directions ; non-isotropic ;
ani-

sotropic : said of a body with reference to elas-

ticity or the action upon it of light, heat, etc.

An individual body, or the substance of a homogeneous
solid, may be isotropic in one quality or class of qualities,
but (eolotropic in others.

Thornton and Tail, Nat. Phil., I. 677.

II. n. A non-isotropie substance, or one hav-

ing different properties in different directions,
as a biaxial crystal.

SBOlotropy (e-o-lot'ro-pi), . [< Gr. aio/lof,

changeful, + -i-poma, < 'rpfireiv, turn.] Inphys.,
the state or quality of being seolotropic ;

the

opposite of isotropy (which see) ; anisotropy.
In the case of a sphere, the tendency to set in a uniform

[magnetic] field is wholly dependent on the ceolotropy of

the sphere. Encyc. Brit., XV. 245.

-(Bolus (e'o-lus), n. [L.,<Gr. Ato/lof, the god
of the winds, lit. the rapid or the changeable, <

<zi<5/lof, quick-moving, rapid, glancing, changing,
changeable.] 1 . In classical myth., the god and
ruler of the winds, which at his will he set free

or held prisoners in a hollowmountain. 2. [/.

c.] An apparatus for renewing the air in rooms.
3. A genus of coleopterous insects. Esch-

scholtz, 1829.

aeon, aeonian, etc. See eon, eonian, etc.

)pus (e'pus), . Same as JEpys.

.Spyornis (e-pi-6r'nis), re. [NL., < Gr.
a'ariip,

high, + apvtf, a bird.] A genus of gigantic
fossil birds found in Madagascar. The species is

named .A';>,i/orm> maximum. It was 3-toed like Diitor-

ni, of similar enormous stature, and is one of the largest
known birds. The egg was some 12 or 14 inches long, and
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of the capacity of 6 ostrich-eggs or about 12 dozen hen-

eggs. The remain! are found in very recent deposits, and
the bird uasprobably cmiteinjMirary with themoa. A-'.jnitif-

ii'i* is the type of a family .Kpi/nriiithidie, related to the

liiiKn-nitliiilif. uf the subclass Itittit'i'. .Sometimes spelled

Kiiiiiirnu, and even K/imntix ; the latter is wholly inad-

missible.

jEpyornithes (e-pi-6r'ni-thez), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of JEpyorHix (-nitli-).] A superfamily group,
made an order by Newton, of gigantic extinct

ratite birds, based upon the JEpyornithida:

(which see).

^Epyornithidae (e-pi-6r-nith'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< jEpyonris (-nitli-) + -idee.'} A family of birds

represented by the genus jEpyornis (which see).

^pyprymnus (e-pi-prim'nus), n. [NL., < Gr.

a'nnif, high, steep, + Kpiipxi, stern.] A notable

genus of kangaroo-rats of comparatively large

size, and otherwise resembling the hare-kanga-
roos, Lagorchestes. The type is M. rufescens,
the red potoroo of New South Wales. A. H.

Garrod, 1875.

^pys (e'pis), n. [NL., <Gr. ami's, also a'nr6f,

high, steep.] A genus of adephagous beetles,
of the family Carabida, the larvse of which have
but one claw on each foot. Also written JE/pus.

sequaliflorous, a. See equaliflorous.

asquisonance, aequisonant. See equisonance,

cquisoiiant.

^Elquivalvia (e-kwi-val'vi-a), n. pi. [NL., <

L. tequus, equal, + valva, door (valve).] 1.

In Lamarck's classification, 1801, one of two
divisions of his conchiferous Acephalasa, con-

taining the equivalve bivalves: opposed to

Incequivalvia. 2. In Latreille's classification,

1825, one of two divisions of pedunculate Bra-

chiopoda (the other being Inaiquivalvia), repre-
sented by the genus Lingula. See cut under

Lingulidce.

!quorea (e-kwo're-ii), n. [NL., fern, of L.

aaiitoreus, of the sea: see asquoreal.'] A genus
of medusas, constituting the family JEquoreidw
(which see). M. cyanea is an example.

asquoreal (e-kwo're-al), a. [< L. aiqiioreus, of the

sea, < tequor, level) even surface, esp. a calm,
smooth sea, < cequus, even, equal: see equal.]
Of or pertaining to the sea

;
marine

;
oceanic :

specifically used in the name of a fish, the

cequoreal pipefish, Syngnathus aiquorea. Yar-

rcll

jEciuoreidae, ^quoridas (e-kwo-re'i-de, e-

kwor'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < j&quorea + -idw.'] A
family of Hydromedusai, represented by the

genus JEqworea, with numerous radial vessels

and marginal tentacles. The family is related to the

campanularians and sertularians, and pertains to an order

CalyptoUaitea, or to a suborder Campanularice of Hydro-
ntedmce. They attain a large size, being a foot or more in

diameter. The family was founded by Eschscholtz in 1829.

aer (a'er), n. [L., < Gr. ar/p, air: see m>l.] 1.

(a) Ordinary air of the atmosphere. (6) Some
kind of air, as a gas. [Formerly a common
term in chemistry and physics, now rare or ob-

solete.] 2. In the Hellenic branch of the East-
ern Church, the third or outermost of the veils

placed over the sacrament. See air1
, n., 7.

Aer perflabtlis (L., air blowing through), open air.

Open air, which they call aer perflabilis.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 331.

aera, . See era.

aeraria, . Plural of cerarium.

serarian (e-ra'ri-an), a. and . [< L. airarius,

monetary, fiscal,

"

cerarius, n. (so. cms), an eera-

rian, < as (air-), bronze, money: see a*.] I. a.

In Bom. hist., of or pertaining to the fflrarium or

Roman treasury; fiscal: as,the cerarian prefects.
II. n. One of the lowest class of Roman

citizens, who paid only a poll-tax and had no

right to vote. To this class the censors could degrade
citizens of any higher rank who had committed heinous
crimes.

asrarium (e-ra'ri-um), n.; pi. atraria (-a). [L.,
neut. of ofrarius, of or pertaining to money : see

cerarian.] Among the Romans, a place where

public money was deposited ;
the public trea-

sury.
aerate (a'e-rat), . t.

j pret. and pp. aerated,

?pr.
aerating. [< L. aer, air (see airl), + -ate 2.]

. To expose to the free action of the air.

2. To cause to mix with carbonic-acid or other

fas.
3. In physiol., to change the circulating

uids of, as animals, by the agency of the air;
arterialize Aerated bread, bread baked from dough
into which carbonic-acid gas has been forced mechanical-

ly, instead of being set free within its substance by fer-

mentation of yeast or decomposition of baking-powder.
Aerated waters, a term applied to a variety of acidu-
lous and alkaline beverages, more or less impregnated with
< :nii.ji]ic-acid gas, which renders them sparkling and ef-

fervescent. The most common, carbonic-acid water (usu-

ally called Mda-irater, because it was formerly an offici-

nal preparation and contained sodium carbonate), is made

agrial

on a large scale by pouring dilute sulphuric ncid -m carbon-
iite of lime, marble, c.r chalk. Cnvbunie-add gas is evolved,
which is either forced into water at once hy its own ten-

sion as it is evolved, or received in a reservoir and after-

ward forced into water hy a pump. A small quantity of

yingeror capsicum-extract and sugar, placed in buttles In-

fore tilling with this water, converts the solution into gin

gerade or ginger ale, while essence of lemon, citric arid.

and sugar mixed in the same way form lemonade. All
water from natural springs is aerated ; and the flat, mawk-
ish taste of freshly boiled water is due to the absence of

air and carbonic acid.- Aerating filter, a water-filter in

which the water as it descends falls into a closed chamber,
displacing the contained air.which, passingupward through
the filtering material, aerates the water in its passage,

aeration (a-e-ra'shon), . [< aerate.'] 1. The act

of airing or of exposing to the action of the

air: as, the aeration of soil by plowing, har-

rowing, etc. 2. The act or operation of mix-

ing or saturating with a gas, as carbonic-acid

gas or common air. 3. In physiol., the arterial-

ization of the venous blood by respiration in

the higher animals, and by corresponding pro-
cesses in the lower animals.
The taking in of food by a polype is at intervals now

short, now very long, as circumstances determine ; . . .

while such aeration as is effected is similarly without a

trace of rhythm. //. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 28.

aerator (a'e-ra-tor), n. [< aerate, as if L. "aera-

tor."] 1. A blower; a contrivance for fumigat-
ingwheat and other
grain, to bleach it

and destroy fungi
and insects. 2.
An apparatus for

forcing air or car-

bonic-acid gas into
water or other li-

quids. The most sim-

ple form is a mechanical
device for pumping air

into water, or a spray
for bringing water into

contact with air. More
complicated forms em-
ploy chemicals to secure
the formation of car-

bonic-acid gas in water
or liquors, or elaborate

machinery for forcing
the gas into vessels con-

taining the liquid, and
for producing the prop-
er mixture by agitating

of

Cameron's Aerator.

a, gas-generator ; b, t>, and m.trt, in,

agitators ; c, stuffing-box ; t, acid-hold-
er ; /, conical plug ; g, (t, s, leaden

pipes ; h, stuffing-box ; k, pin ; /, bridle ;

n, nut ; o, intermediate vessel
; /,

pressure-gage ; v, hnpregnator. the latter in presence
the gas under pressure.

aerial (a-e'ri-al), a. [Formerly also aereal, < L.

aerius (=Gr. aepiof), also aereus, pertaining to

the air, < aer, < Gr. aijp : see air1 .] 1. Belong-
ing or pertaining to the air or atmosphere ;

inhabiting or frequenting the air
; existing or

happening in the air
; produced by or in the air :

as, aerial regions ;
aerial perspective ;

aerial

songsters ;
aerial ascents.

Even till we make the main, and the aerial blue,
An indistinct regard. Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

Aerial honey and ambrosial dews.

Dryden, Virgil's Oeorgics.

2. Consisting of air; partaking of the nature
of air

; airy ; hence, unsubstantial
; visionary :

as, aerial beings ;
aerial fancies

;
an aerial castle.

Fays, fairies, genii, elves, and daemons, hear :

Ye know the spheres and various tasks assign'd

By laws eternal to the aerial kind.

Pope, K. of the L., ii. 70.

The next who follows . . . has to build his own cloud-
castle as if it were the first aerial edifice that a human
soul had ever constructed. O. W. Holmes, Emerson, xvi.

3. Reaching far into the air; high : lofty; ele-

vated : as, aerial spires ;
an aerial flight.

The aerial mountains which pour down
Indus and Oxus from their icy caves. Shelley, Alastor.

4. Possessed of a light and graceful beauty ;

ethereal.

Some music is above me ; most music is beneath me. I

like Beethoven and Mozart or else some of the aerial

compositions of the older Italians. Coleridge, Table-Talk.

The light aerial gallery, golden-rail'd,
Burnt like a fringe of fire.

Tennyxon, Palace of Art.

5. In&otf., growing in the air, andindependently
of the soil, as epiphytes, or the adventitious

roots of some trees : as, aerial orchids or roots.

Aerial Roots of the Banian (Ficus Indica}.



aerial 94 aeroscepsy
Aerial acid, an old name for carbonic-acid gas, from a be- upon air for life. An equivalent form is aero- aeromanCV (a'e-r6-man"si), n. [X ME. nero-
lief that it entered into the composition of atmospheric /

... , ,,, ifernmnnnrr < fVF /T/*IV,,>,,
air.- Aerial birds (Are, nrria-), birds whicb habitually ?.'"". . ... -,--,. r,TT - .,

m"<!/(
, airnmnunec, \ (J . aeromancie.atro-

movechieny hy flight, pa uistinguishLMl from walking, wad- aerODlOSIS (a"e-ro-bi-o sis), n. [NL., < Gr. atjp mantle (Cotgrave), mod. F. aeromancie, < LL.
ing, and swimming birds. Ae'rial car, a car used (or (aep-), air, + jiiaatf, way of life, < fiioeiv, live, aeromantia, < LGr. iiepouavreia (Harper's Lat.
traveling in the air; specifically, the basket

_c.f
a balloon. <

/3,'of life.] Life in and by means of an atmo- Diet.), < Gr. ai/p. air, + uavreia. divination, <

*J'
h
?
r
.
e containing oxygen <> & pr phe^' <

/".

Hants of the air, as demons, genii, gnomes, etc. Aerial aerODlOtlC (a'e-ro-bi-pt ik), a. [< Gr. ar/p (aep-), Divination by means of the air and winds or
gills, the wings of insects. 0*en. Aerial image, an im- air, + tiiaTiKo, pertaining to life, < jii6eiv, live: atmospheric phenomena : now sometimes used
age caused by the convergence of rays of light reflected or see aerobiosis.} Of or pertaining to aerobiosis : to denote the practice of forecasting changes

^.nlrtpS
1

stTendldt K ^ .

OD atmospheric
P
oxygenf as, aerobiotic in the weathr?

the different kinds of mirage; also, an image perceived forms m fermentation. aeromantlC (a"e-r6-man tik), a. Pertaining to
by looking into or toward a concave mirror. See mirage, agrobious (a-e-ro'bi-us), a. [< NL. aerobiug : or of the nature of aeromancy.

M^^^a^J^^SSSS^ Se a'ro6ia - ]

"
Same aS a*roUan- aerometer (a-e-rom'e-ter), n [< NL. aerome-

perspective. Aerial poison. Same as mi'iwi-ra. Ae'rial The properties of an aerotimu ferment are not peculiar trum, <. (jr. a>jp (aep-), air, + ptrpov, measure.

railway, (a) A proposed system of wires for guiding bal- to first growth, but are hereditary. Cf. Gr. aepofierpelv, measure the air.] An in-
loons. (6) A name sometimes applied to systems of trans- Pasteur, Fermentation (trans.), p. 210. strument for weighing air, or for ascertaining., . .

,

portation by cars suspended from a rail or rope above .
, Honuit^r r,t ni^or ,1 ^tVnU <aooa T>

them.-Aerial rocks. Same as Italian, rocks. See ^Eo- Aerobrancllia (a*e-ro-brang'ki-a), u. pi. [NL., les.-Barometrt-
ani,2.-Aerial telegraphy a n,,thod of telegraphing < Gr. af,p (ae,,-), air, + fipdYxla, gills.j Aeubl &*%&& ^ndH "moun^ponTstand
SoS^omof^Wbv^hthte^S^fa^S class or "ede of Arachnida, composed of ,ing^^".a^^cir^TvituSrf'ffi miS,ns olcolor I y which the ex ression of distance

..- - -.. class or "grade" of Arachnida, composed of measuring

EuS^Httfi^^oSStf*****" Scorpionina, Pedipalpi, and Ara^ida, OT true
j

ater is pouredintoone branchof the tuteand oil into

aeriality (a^ri-aT'i-ti), n. [<** + -%.] orplow, whip-scorpions, and spiders; one fr^MVlS^^?KSB
Unsubstantially ;

airiness. ?
f thr

,
e

.

e S^W'. th
,
e oth

,

e
.

r tw be
_
mS Hemato-

gravities are as 10 to 9.

brancMa and lAixihraiii'liia. ,. B. Laiikester, a.Brnmpt.rip CH'o-ro-mpr'rilj^ n Of nr nprrninThe very excess of the extravagance, in fact, by suggest- 1fiH1 .
"- tiff, a. \

ing to the reader continually the mere aeriality of the JSt _.,._ ,_ _, v ,_, ^ _ ing to aerometry.
entire speculation, furnishes the surest means of disen-

chanting him from the horror which might else gather
upon his feelings. De Quincey, Murder, Postscript.

aerially (a-e'ri-al-i), adv. In an aerial manner
; a>ip (aep-), air" + KAiveiv, bend, incline, + aiumelv, or density of air and"other gases,"and of deTer-

so as to resemble air or the atmosphere ;
ethe- view, examine.] The name given to a kind of mining the doctrine of their pressure, elasticity,

really. weather-signal, it consists of an elevated vertical rarefaction, and condensation.
Your eyes axis with movable arms, either of which may be raised or apron ant fn'p rn naf> n f<V ntrrmntite < dr

Touch'd with a somewhat darker hue, depressed according to the increase or decrease of the Ff ""*"< ^"i*V~j2 ,
L
y .'

, ;
And less aerially blue. Tennyson, Margaret, barometrical pressure in the quarter to which it points,

a1P (aeP-)j !*> * vavn/f (= Li. nauta), sailor, <

. , ,__,.. . _, ... thus showing the direction of the wind and state of the vavf = L. navis, ship : see nautical.] One who
aerialneSS (a-e ri-al-nes), n. 1 he quality of weather to be expected. It has been much used in Europe, sails or floats in the air

;
an aerial navigator ;

being aenal or airy. agrocyst (a'e-ro-sist), n. [< Gr. afip (aep-), air, a balloonist.
aenan1

(a-e n-an), a. [< L. aenus: seeamai.] + Ki*mc., bladder: see cyst.} In bot., the air- agronautic agronautkal (a/e-ro-na'tik, -ti-

Aenal; of or belonging to the air; produced or vessel or bladder by means of which many al- kal), a. Pertaining to aeronautics or aerial
existing in the atmosphere. ga}) ag FUCUS vesiculosus, are supported in the sailing.

In the flasks which are altered by these aenan spores, water, and oceanic species, as the gulfweed, aeronautics (a'e-ro-na'tiks), n. [PI. of aero-
there rarely is perceived that nauseating cadaveric odor of float on tne surface . See cut under air-cell. nautic : see -tcs.f The doctrine, science, or art
intense nntrt'fiirtion. Science. III. 620. _. * -- -m- ,* * * t n , . .

J
.intense putrefaction. Science, III. 620.

agrodynamic (a e-ro-di-nam'ik), a. [< Gr. ar,p of floating in the air, or of aerial navigation, as
Aerian2 (a-e'ri-an), n. [< LL. Aeriani, pi., < (aep-), air, + dynamic, q. v.] Relating or

per- by means of a balloon.
Aerius, a proper name.] A member of a re- taining to the force of air and gases in motion, aeronautism (a'e-ro-na*tizm), n. [< aeronaut
forming sect of the fourth century, so called agrodynamics (a"e-ro-di-nam'iks), n. [PI. of + -ism.] The practice of ascending and float-
from their leader Aerius, a presbyter of Sebas- aerodynamic : see" dynamics.'] The science ing in the atmosphere, as in balloons,
tia in Pontus, who separated from the church which treats of the motion of the air and other aerophane (a'e-ro-fan), n. [< Gr. af/p (aep-),
about A. D. 360. They maintained that a presbyter or gases, or of their properties and mechanical air, + -tttavi/f, appearing, < ipaiveiv, show.] A
elder does not differ from a bishop in authority, repu- effects when in motion. light gauze or imitation of crape. E. H. Kniaht.n

Ta
re

er'wIzf n* rNL <*L air air'' + agrognosy (a-e-rog'no-si), . [<Gr. af,p (aep-), agroplobia (a"e-ro-f6'bi-a), n [NL., < Gr. Zepo-

A genus of epiphytal plants, natural
a

' J/
1*8*' ^wledge.] ame as aerology. 66^, afraid of air, <af,p (aep-) air, +

-^o/3of,
I Kare.J fearing : see -vhobia.j A dread of air, that is,

W^LS^S^^to!SS!^ta^ agrographer (a-e-rog'ra-fer), n. One who de- of a cuVrent of air : a symptom common in hy-
natives of the warmer parts of Asia, and are extensively scribes the atmosphere. drophobia, and occasionally observed in hys-
cultivated in hothouses. agrographic (a"e-ro-graf'ik), a. Pertaining to teria and other diseases.

aerieH, a- See aer^i. aerography. agrophoby (a'c-ro-fo^bi), n. Same as aero-
aerie2,

H. and v. See aery%. aerograpMcal (a'e-ro-graf'i-kal), a. Same as phobia.
aerifaction (a"e-ri-fak'shon), n. [< aerify: see aerographic. agrophone (a'e-ro-phon), n. [< Gr. df/p (aep-),
-faction.] The action of aerifying; aerifica- agrography (a-e-rog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. aj/p (aep-), air, -I- fanrii, voice, sound.] An apparatus
tion. N. E. D. air, + -ypaipia, <f ypa<j>eiv, write, describe.] De- invented by Edison for increasing the inten-
aeriferous (a-e-rif'e-rus), a. [< L. aer, air, + scription of the air or atmosphere. sity (amplitude) of sound-waves, as those from
ferre = E. 6earl.] Conveying air, as the tra- agronydrodynamic (a''e-r6-hi

y
dr6-di-nam'ik), spoken words. By means of a piston, which is attached

cheee and bronchial tubes of air-breathing ver- a. [< Gr. a%p (aep-), air, + hudrodynamic.] to a transmitting vibrating diaphragm provided with a

tebrates or the tracheae of insects. Acting by the power of air in water.-Aero-
mouthPiete .

a d which controls a current of compressed

aerification (a"e-ri-fi-ka'shon), n. [< aerify: hydrodynamic wheel, an apparatus for transmitting S^JSSlj'SiS'r^ ^"whiS^tn^v^rpm
see -Ration.] 1. The act of combining any- power to a distance proposed by M. Calles, a Belgian en- JSPSSdSSfleTOSrftatSSST
thing with air

;
the state of being filled with *,, througn a fubei an,J ,i i3charging it into

g
tne"cu?ved aSrOphore (a'e-ro-for), n. [< Gr. ayp (aep-), air,

air. 2. The act of becoming air, or of chaug- bucket* of a cogged' wheel submerged in water in such a + -^pof, < tyi'peiv = E. Sear1 .] A respirator in

ing into an aeriform state, as substances which manner as to turn the wheel by its ascensional force. the form of a tank, into which the air exhaled
are converted from a liquid or solid form into agrohydrous (a'e-ro-hi'drus), a. [< Gr. aj/p from the lungs passes, and which contains

gas or an elastic vapor; the state of being aeri- (aep-), air, + iidup (idp-), water, + -ous.] Com- chemicals designed to revive it and fit it to be
form. posed of or containing air and water: specifi- breathed again. It is carried on the back like a knap-
aeriform (a'e-ri-fonn), a. [< L. aer, air, + cally applied to minerals which contain water sack, and was contrived for the use of firemen in entering

-formis, <forma, form.] 1. Having the form in their cavities. Craig. burning buildings, etc._ See respirator.

or nature of air, or of an elastic invisible fluid; aSrolite (a'e-ro-lit), n. [The more common aeropnyte (a e-ro-fit), n. [< far. at/p (aep-) air,

gaseous. The gases are aeriform fluids. 2. form of aeroliih : see -lite and -lith.] A body +?^<; a plant, <
^>i^ produce.] A plant

Figuratively, unsubstantial; unreal. Carlyle. falling through the atmosphere to the earth which lives exclusivelv in air, absorbing
all its

aerify (a'e-n-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. aerified, from outer space; a meteorite; properly, a nourishment from it alone, as some orchids and

ppr. aerifying. [< L. aer. air, + -ficare, <facere, meteoric stone. See meteorite. an
y,
Bromehacea;; an air-plant See epiphyte

make: see -fy.] 1. To infuse air into; fill with agrolith (a'e-ro-lith), n. [< Gr. ar,p (aep-), air,
aeroplane 1

(a e-ro-plan) n. [< Gr ar,p (aep-),

air, or combine air with. 2. To change into + lidoc., stone.] Same a,s aerolite.
aur

'
+ P'".' 1;

V-J A Plane Plac<Ld J?
the alr

an aeriform state. aerolitliology (a'e-ro-li-thol'6-ji), n. [< aero- for aerostatical experiments. N. E. D.

a8ro-. [NL., etc., < Gr. aepo- (aep-), combining lith + Gr. -*Va,"< Uyeiv, speak: see -ology.']
aeroplane- (a e-r9-plan), n. [== t. aeroplane,

form of ar/p, L. aer, air: see air1.] The first That department of science which treats of < Q*. pw*ai>r, wandering m air, < ayp (aep-),

element in many compound words of Greek aerolites.
alr

> +.^?, wandering : see: planet.] A flying-

origin, meaning air, the air, atmosphere. aeroUtic (a'e-ro-lit'ik), a. Relatingto aerolites,
machine invented by Victor Tatin and success-

aerobate (a'e-ro-bat), v. i. [< Gr. aepofiarelv, < agrologic, aerblogical (a'e-ro-loj'ik, -i-kal), *X "d at the French experiment-station of

af/p (aep-), air, + pareiv, tread.] To walk (as a. Pertaining to aerology.
" Cnalais-M( m 18(9. It consists of a cylindrical

if) on the air. [Rare.] N. E. D. agrologist (a-e-rol'o-jist), n. One who is versed [enTtwo la^erally'extended wings 'and'a^aiTfor'steering!
aerobe (a'e-rob), TO. One of the aerobia. in aerology.

"
The' velocity obtained was 8 meters per second,

aerobia (a-e-ro'bi-ii), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of aerology (a-e-rol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. afip (aep-), air, aeroscepsy (a'e-ro-skep'si), n. [< Gr. ai/p (aep-),

aerobius,( Gr. arip (aep-), air, + /)io$, life.] A + -/loym, < ^lyetv, speak: see -ology.] That air, + aKCTpif, a viewing, perception, <. aKen-ea6ai,
name given by Pasteur (in the French form, branch of physics which treats of the air, its look at, watch : see sceptic, skeptic.] In zool.,

aerobics) to those bacteria which are able to live properties and phenomena. Also called aerog- ability to perceive the state of the atmosphere ;

in contact with the air, and which absorb oxy- noay. such
susceptibility to atmospheric conditions as

gen from it: opposed to anaerobia. agromancer (a'e-ro-man'ser), n. [< ME. ayero- various animals (insects and snails, for exam-
agrobian (a-e-ro'bi-an), a. Relating to or char- mauneer ; < aeromancy + -er*.] Onewhoprac- pie) are supposed to possess; the sense of aerps-
acteristic of aerobia (which see) ; dependent tises aeromancy. copy ;

the faculty of exercising aeroscopy in-



aeroscepsy

Stinctively. It is considered by some zoologists to be a
function of the antennjc, these being organs by means of
which sucll animals may practise acroscopy (which see).

[Aeroscepsy and arrvHcopif are often used as synonymous by
zoologists ; but the distinction here indicated is convenient,
and agreeable to their ditference of formation.

|

aeroscope (a'e-ro-skop), n. [< Gr. *aepoan67roc :

see aeroscopy.] An apparatus for collecting
microscopic objects from the air. it consists of

an inspirator and a glass collecting-vessel smeared with

glycerin. When air is drawn through it the fine dust sticks

to the film of glycerin.

aeroscopic (a"e-ro-skop'ik), a. Pertaining to or

exercising aeroscopy.
aeroscopy (a-e-ros'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. depoovco-m,
divination by'bbserving the heavens, < "depoovcu-

trof, observing the heavens, < a'/p (aep-), air, +
aiameiv, observe, look at.] If. Divination by
means of the air; weather-prophecy. 2. Ex-
amination or observation of the atmosphere ;

the practice of meteorology. 3. In zool., per-

ception or observation of atmospheric condi-

tions, as by insects and snails
;
the instinctive

exercise of aeroscepsy ;
the operation or result

of the faculty of aeroscepsy. See aeroscepsy.
aerose (e'ros), a. [< L. cerosus, full of copper,
< ass (&r-), copper: see e?s.] Having the nature
of or resembling copper or brass ; coppery. Also

spelled erase.

aerosiderite (a/e-ro-sid'e-rit), n. [< Gr. a-iip

(aep-), air, + aifo/piTj/f, of iron: see siderite.]
A meteorite consisting essentially of metallic
iron. See meteorite.

aerosiclerolite (a/'e-ro-si-de'ro-lit), n. [< Gr.

afjp (aep-), air, + o-%>oc, iron, + UQof, stone.]
A meteorite containing both stone and iron.

See meteorite.

aerosphere (a'e-ro-sfer), . [< Gr. ai/p (itep-),

air, 4- atyalpa, sphere.] The body of air sur-

rounding the earth ;
the aerial globe ;

the en-
tire atmosphere.
aerostat (a'e-ro-stat), n. [< F. aerostat, < Gr.

afip (aep-), air, + arar6f, placed, standing, verbal

adj. of i-ara-vai, place,cause to stand : see static.]
1. A machine or vessel sustaining weights in

the air
;
a balloon

;
a flying-machine.

The aerostat was brought down in the very meadow
whence it had set off. Science, IV. 330.

2. An aeronaut
;
a balloonist. [Eare and in-

correct.]

aerostatic, aerostatical (a/e-ro-stat'ik, -i-kal),
a. [=F. aerostatique, < Gr. afyp (aep-), air, 4-

crrariKdf, causing to stand, < orai-or, standing :

see aerostat and static.] 1. Pertaining to aero-
statics. 2. Pertaining to aerostation, or the
art of aerial navigation.
A memorable event in the history of aerostatic science.

The American, VIII. 317.

Aerostatic balance, an instrument, constructed on the
same principle as the barometer, for ascertaining the
weight of the air.

aerostatics (a/e-ro-stat'iks), n. [PI. of aero-
static : see -ics.] The science which treats of
the weight, pressure, and equilibrium of air and
other elastic fluids, and of the equilibrium of
bodies sustained in them.
aerostation (a"e-ro-sta'shon), n. [< F. aerosta-

tion, improp. < aerostat, aerostat, in imitation of
words in -ation, like station, etc.] 1. The art
or practice of aerial navigation ;

the science of

raising, suspending, and guiding machines in
the air, or of ascending in balloons. 2f. The
science of aerostatics.

aerotherapeutics (a/'e-ro-ther-a-pu'tiks), n. [<
Gr.

aijp (aep-), air, + therapeutics.] A mode of

treating disease by varying the pressure or

modifying the composition of the air surround-
ing the patient.
aerothermal (a/e-ro-ther'mal), a. Pertaining
to or using hot air: as, Mouchot's aerother-
mal bakery, that is, a bakery in which the

baking is effected by heated air. Vre, Diet.,
1.487.

aerotonometer (a/e-ro-to-nom'e-ter). n. [< Gr.

aepfrravof, stretched'br driven by air (< ar/p (aep-),

air, + reiveiv. stretch), + fifrpov, measure.] An
instrument for determining the tension of gases
in the blood.

aerotropism (a-e-rot'ro-pizm), n. [< NL. aero-

tropismus,<.Gr. aqp (aep-), air, + -TpoTrof,<TpeTreiv,

turn, -I- -ism.] In hot., deviation of roots from
their normal direction by the action of gases.
Molisch.

aerugineoust (e-ro-jin'e-us), a. Same as <eru-

ginoiis. Bailey.
aeruginous (e-ro'ji-nus), a. [< L. aruginosue,
< ofrutjo (arugin-), rust of copper : see cerugo.]
I. Pertaining to or of the nature of verdigris
or the rust of copper.
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A . . . kind of salt drawn out of ferreous and
earths, partaking chiefly of iron and copper.

Sir T. Broume.

2. Of the color of verdigris.
Also spelled erugiuous.

aerugo (e-ro'go), . [L., rust of copper, verdi-

gris prepared from it, < als (cer-), copper, bronze :

see a's.] Verdigris (which see). JErugo nobilis
(noble verdigris), or simply (vmyo, a greenish crust found
on antique bronzes; the patina. See /<'///".

aery 1
(a'ri, a'er-i), a. [Early mod. E. aerie;

for airy, with forced spelling, in imitation of L.

aereus, aerius, airy, aerial: see airyl, aerial.]

Airy; breezy; exposed to the air; elevated;

lofty ;
ethereal

; visionary. [Rare and poeti-
cal.]
The shepherd's pipe came clear from aery steep. Keats.

Whence that aery bloom of thine,
Like a lily which the sun

Looks thro* in his sad decline ?

Tennyson, Adeline.

aery2 , aerie2 (a'ri, a'ri, a'e-ri, or e'ri: see

etym.,atend),w.; pi. aeries (-riz). [Alsowritten
airy, eyry, eyrie, and in early mod. E. airie, aiery,

ayry, aycry, cyery, eyerie, etc., a lengthened form
(with added syllable -y or -ie after E. airy1

, a.,
or the ML. form aerea) of early mod. E. aire,

ayre, < ME. "aire, eyre, oldest form air, an
aery (rare, and found only in the phrase hauke

of noble air (var. nobulle eyre), after OF.faucon
de gentil or ban aire, i. e., a hawk of noble or

good stock: see under debonair), < OF. "aire,
m., an airie or nest of hawkes" (Cotgrave),
OF. also f., mod. F. aire, f., = Pr. aire, < ML.
area, aria, aerea, aeria, the nest of a bird of

prey ; of uncertain origin, but prob. only a

special use o the common L. area, also writ-
ten aria, an open space, floor, area, the spell-

ings aerea, aeria, being due to a supposed con-
nection with L. aereus, aerius, aerial, airy,
such nests being built in lofty places. Owing
to its poetical associations, and to confused
notions as to its origin, this word has suffered
unusual changes of spelling and pronunciation.
The reg. mod. form, rej>r.

ME. 'aire, air, eyre,
would be "air (pron. ar), or, with the added
syllable, airy (pron. a'ri). The mod. spelling
aery or aerie is in imitation of the ML. aerea,
aeria; cf. aery

1
, a., tor airy

1
, a., after L. aereus,

aerins. The spelling eyry, eyrie does not follow
from the ME. form eyre (which would give "air,
as said above), but is a 17th century archaistic
simulation of ME. ey, egg. The word not being
in current popular use, the pronunciation, prop,
a'ri in all spellings, has varied with the spell-
ing ;

the form aery or aerie is also pron. a'ri
or a'e-ri, while many dictionaries, following
Walker, give as the exclusive or as an alterna-
tive pronunciation e'ri, a purely pedantic pro-
nunciation, due to mistaking the ae- for the

diphthong ae or ff. Similarly, the form eyry or

eyrie, pron. usually like aery or aerie, is in pres-
ent usage sometimes pron. i'ri.] 1. The nest
of a bird of prey, as an eagle or a hawk

; hence,
a lofty nest of any large bird.

There the eagle and the stork
On cliffs and cedar-tops their eyries build.

Milton, P. L., vii. 424.

2. The brood in the nest
;
the young of a bird

of prey ; figuratively, children.

Glo. Our aiery buildeth in the cedar's top. . . .

Q. Mar. Your aiery buildeth in our aiery's nest.

Sliak., Rich. HI., i. 3.

3. An elevated habitation or situation.

Wherever beauty dwell,
In gulf or aerie, mountain or deep dell.

Keats, Endymion, ii. 94.

These men had from their eyrie seen us go up the glacier.
F. Jacomb, in P. P. and Gl., 2d ser., 1. 328. (X. E. D.)

aery2 , aerie2 (a'ri : see etym. of aery
2

, n., at end),
v. i. [< aery2 , n.] To build or have an aery.
She (Pilhannaw, a monstrous great birdj aeria in the

woods upon the high hills of Ossapy.
Josseliin, New England's Rarities (1672), p. 41.

aery-light (a'ri-llt), a. [< aery
1 + light

2
.] Light

as air. Milton.

338 (ez), . [L. ess (<er-), prop, ore, but applied
chiefly to copper, or the alloy of copper and tin

(and sometimes lead), bronze ; hence, anything
made of copper or bronze ; in particular, coins,
money; =Goth. ais= AS. ur, E. ore : see ore1 .] In

Rom.antiq., copper or bronze; money or coins of

copper orbronze ; money in general ;
works of art

or other objects made of bronze. See copper and
bronze &s Corlnthium, Corinthian bronze : the vari-
ous alloys and art-works in bronze produced at Corinth
had a very high reputation in the ancient world, par-
ticularly among the Romans. JEa Cyprium (literally,
Cyprian ore or metal: see copper), copper. JEs grave
(see grave'*), a general term applied to the large, heavy
bronze coins of the libral system, flrst issued in Italy by

.Ssculapian
the Romans and other communities toward the end of the
fifth century n. <. The Konian an is the most familiar
example.- KB rude (see rwlf), the flrst Roman money,
consisting of rude masses of copper, uncoined, of regular
weights varying from two pounds to two ounces. JE&
signatum (stumped bronze), the flrst Roman expedient
toward securing a regular coinage, legally sanctioned as
early as 454 B. c. The pieces are approximately rectangular
in shape, bearing on each side, in relief a rude flgnre, as of
a bull, a boar, or an elephant, and weigh about five pounds
each. For smaller values the pieces were cut Into frag-
ments, and the <KS rude, also remained in use. The aes sig-
nal itm continued to be employed for some time after a more
advanced system of coinage had been adopted.

.Slsalidae (e-sal'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < JEsalus +
-ida;.] A family of lamellicorn coleopterous
insects, based by Macleay (1819) upon the ge-
nus JEsalus. See Lucanidce.

aesalon (e'sa-lon), n. [NL., < Gr. cio-d/wv, a small
kind of hawk, prob. the merlin.] 1. An old
name of the merlin, Falco atsalon or JEsalon

regulus. See merlin. 2. [cop.] A genus of
falcons (Brisson, 1760): formerly used in a
broad sense, later restricted to the small species
related to the merlin. JE. columbarius is the
common pigeon-hawk of North America. See
pigeon-hawk.

jJIsalus (e'sa-lus), n. [NL. Cf. aisalon.] The
typical genus of jEsalidce, based by Fabricius
(1801) upon jE. scarabaoides, a European lamel-
licorn beetle with subquadrate body, unarmed
head, 3-jointed antennse, and short tarsi, now
referred to Lucanidce.

jEschna (esk'na), . [NL. (first Mslma, Fabri-

cius, 1776), prob. an error for "aischra (fern.; cf.

JEschnts, m., a genus of neuropters), < Gr. a'ta-

Xp&S, ugly, ill-favored.] A genus of neuropte-
rous insects belonging to the suborder or group
Odonata, referred to the family Libellulidai or
made the type of a separate family jEschnidai.
There are several species, all known as dragon-
flies. Sometimes wrongly written JEslma.

.iEschnidae (esk'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., < JEschna
+ -ida!.] A family of neuropterous insects,
founded on the genus JEschna, having the wings
unequal, the triangles of all the wings alike,
male genitals with connate anterior hamule
and conjoined penis and vesicle, and female
genitals exposed.
jBschylean (es-ki-le'an), a. [< L. ^schulus, <

Gr. 'Aiaxi'lMf, orig. a nickname,
' Little Ugly,'

dim. of aioxpfy, ugly, ill-favored
;
in a moral

sense, base, shameful ;
< alaxof, ugliness, shame,

disgrace. ] Written by or pertaining to jEschy-
lus, an illustrious Athenian poet and dramatist,
born 525 B. C.

; resembling his writings or char-
acteristic of them.

^Ischynanthus (es-ki-nan'thus), . [NL., < Gr.

alox'vvT/, shame (< a'iaxi'vca8ai, be ashamed), +
avdoc, a flower. The name has reference to the
crimson or scarlet ('blushing') flowers. The
species have been called blttshworts.] A genus
of beautiful epiphytal plants, natives of tropical
Asia, natural order Gesneracea;, with pendent
stems and scarlet or orange flowers. They are

among the most splendid hothouse flowers.

aeschynite (es'ki-mt), n. [< Gr. aiaxvvji, shame,
disgrace, + -ite2.] A rare mineral from Miask
in the Ural mountains, occurring in black pris-
matic crystals, and containing niobium, titani-

um, thorium, the cerium metals, and other un-
common elements. So called by Berzelius as being the
' '

disgrace
"
of chemistry, which at the time of its discovery

was unable to separate two of its constituents, titanic
acid and zirconia. Also spelled eschynite.

./Eschynomene (es-ki-nom'e-ne), n. [L.;
a

sensitive plant, < Gr. aiaxwo/tevq, a sensitive

plant, prop. fern. ppr. oiaiaxvvtaOai, be ashamed,

Eass.
of alaxvveiv, make ugly, disfigure, dis-

onor; cf. alaxof, ugliness, shame, dishonor.]
A genus of leguminous plants, with jointed
pods, pinnate leaves which are sometimes sen-

sitive, and usually yellow flowers. There are so
species, herbaceous or somewhat shrubby, of which 3 or
4 are widely distributed through the tropics, the rest be-

ing natives of America, from Patagonia to Virginia. The
stem of the East Indian jK. aspera, remarkable for its

lightness, is cut into thin strips for the manufacture of
hats. It is also made into swimming-jackets, floats for

nets, etc., and is often worked into models of temples,
flowers, etc.

seschynomenoust (es-ki-nom'e-nus), a. [< Gr.

aiaxwofievof, ppr.of aio-^tTeffSoi, be ashamed : see

jiEschynomene.] Sensitive : applied to plants.
.sculapian (es-ku-la'pi-an), a. and. [< L. JEs-

culapius, accom. of Gr. '\aiAriTri6q, Dor. 'Aai&a-

m6s, the god of medicine: see Asclepias.] I.
a. Of or pertaining to ^sculapius, god of medi-
cine

;
medical

; pertaining to the healing art.

II. n. A medical man; a physician: gen-
erally in a humorous sense.

Also spelled Esculapian.



s Hippocastattvm,
a, flower ; *. seed ; c, seed cut longitudinally.

aesculin

aesculin, aesculine. See cseulin, csculim:

^SCUlus (es'ku-lus), n. [L., the Italian oak:
see esculin, etc.! A genus of trees and shrubs,

natural order

Sapindacia,
chiefly North

American, with
broad digitate
leaves and

showy flowers
in large pani-
cles. The seeds
are large, of the

shape and color
of chestnuts, but
too bitter to be
eaten. The timber
is of little value.
The horse-chest-

nut, ^E. Hipjtocas-
tanum, supposed
to be originally
from northern In-

dia, is very exten-

sively cultivated
as an ornamental
shade-tree, and the
fruits are used in
southern Europe
for feeding sheep
and horses. The

American species, growing in the western and southern
United States, have the popular name buckeye (which see).

(esh'nji), n. See JEschna.

(a'ser, Ic'el. pron. a'sir, mod. I'sir), n.pl.
[Icel., nom. pi. of ass, a god: see As3.] The
collective name for the gods of Scandinavian my-
thology. There were twelve gods and twenty-six god-
desses, dwellers in Asgard. See Asffard.

aesnecy, . See esnecy.

.dSsopian (e-so'pi-an), a. [< L. JEsopius, < JEso-

pus, Gr. Aio-o;rof, ^Esop.] Pertaining to ^sop,
an ancient Greek writer of fables, of whom lit-

tle or nothing is certainly known ; composed by
him or in his manner: as, a fable in the JEso-

pian style. Also spelled Esopian.
aestates (es-ta'tez), n. pi. [L., freckles, pi.
of tgsta(t-)s, summer, summer heat: see esti-

val.] In med., heat-spots; freckles; sunburnt

patches.
aesthematology, . See esthematology.
aesthesia (es-the'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. .

perception by the senses, < aiaffdveaOai, perceive
by the senses.] Perception; feeling; sensa-

tion; sensibility: the opposite of anesthesia

(which see). Also written esthesia, (esthesis,
esthesis.

aesthesiogen, aesthesiogenic, etc. See esthe-

siogen, etc.

acsthesiology, aesthesiometer, etc. See esthe-

siology, etc.

aesthesis (es-the'sis), . Same as aesthesia.

Also spelled esthesis.

aesthesodic, aesthete, etc. See esthesodic, etc.

aestiferous, aestival, etc. See estiferous, etc.

^Estrelata, . See (Estrelata.

aestuancet (es'tu-ans), n. [< L. cestuan(t-)s, ppr.
of aestuare, burn," glow: see cestuate.] Heat;
warmth: as, "regulated estuance from wine,"
Sir T. Browne. Also spelled estuance.

aestuary (es'tu-a-ri), .
; pi. actuaries (-riz). [<

L. testuarium,' a vent-hole for vapors, also an
estuary, < aistuari, rage, burn, be warm: see

estuary. ] 1 . A vapor-bath, or any other means
for conveying heat to the body. 2. See estuary.
cBstuatet (es'tu-at), v. i. [< L. (estuatus, pp. of

a-stuare, burn, glow, rage, boil up, < tcstus, a

burning, glow, fire, surge, etc.: see estuary,
estival.] To boil

;
swell and rage ;

be agitated.
Also spelled estuate.

aestuationt (es-tu-a'shpn), n. [< L. '(estuatio(n-),
(.cestuare: see testuate.'] Aboiling; agitation;
commotion of a fluid; hence, violent mental
commotion; excitement: as,

"
estuations of joys

and fears," Mountague. Also spelled estuation.

aesturet (es'tur), n. [Irreg. < L. cestuare, be in

commotion, boil, rage, etc., as if for asstiis,

surge, billows: see actuate.] Violence; com-
motion. Also spelled esture.

The seas retain
Not only their outrageous cesture there.

Chapman, Odyssey, xii 111.

aet., aetat. [Abbrev. of L. cetatis, gen. of eeta(t-)s,

age: see age and eternal.] Of the age; aged:
chiefly used in classic or scholarly epitaphs or

obituaries, whether composed in English or in
Latin: as, 06. 1880, cst. (or cetat.) 70: in full

Latin, oUit [anno Domini] MDCCCLXXX, [an-
no] aetatis (sua;) LXX; that is, he (or she) died
in (the year of the Lord) 1880, in the seventieth

year of his (or her) age (but usually taken as
"70 [full] years of age," "aged 70").
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(e-te'a), n. [NL. ; origin not obvious.]
The typical genus of ^teida;.

JE. anijuinca is

known as snake-coralline. Also written *-Eta.

JEteidlS (e-te'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < JEtea + -idee.]
A family of chilostomatous polyzoans, typified
by j&tea, erect and free or decumbent and
adherent, uniserial, with subterminal mem-
branous area and tubular zooscia. Also writ-
ten jEtiitif.

jEthalium (e-tha'li-um), n. [NL.,< Gr. aWafof,
smoke, soot

;
with ref. to the abundant dust-like

spores. Cf. Fuligo, an allied genus, < ii.fuligo,

soot.] 1. A genus of Myxontycetes, or slime-

molds, forming thick cake-like receptacles cov-
ered by a brittle cortex, and closely adherent
to the surface on which they grow. They are
often found in hothouses where spent tan is used for heat-
ing purposes, and hence are sometimes called flowers of tan.

2. [I. c.] A similar receptacle in any genus:
with a plural, cethalia (-&).

aetheling, . See atheling.

aetheogam (a-e'the-6-gam), n. [< Gr. /%,
unusual (< a- priv. + rfiof, custom: see ethic), +
ya/joft marriage.] In De Candolle's system of

classification, a plant belonging to a group of

cryptogams which were the only ones of the
order tnten known to have sexual organs, includ-

ing the Equisetaceae, Filices, Musci, higher Hepa-
ticce, etc.

aetheogamons (a-e-the-og'a-nms). a. Belong-
ing to the aetheogams.
aether, n. See ether 1

.

-Sltheria (e-the'ri-a), n. [NL., appar. named
from the brilliancy of the interior surface, < L.

(Ptlterius, < Gr. aiSeptof,
of the ether or upper
air, heavenly, ethe-
real : see ethereal.] A
genus of bivalve mpl-
lusks, of the family
Unionidce, found in the
rivers of Africa and
Madagascar ;

river-

oysters. The exterior is

rugged, but the interior
of the valves is pearly, of
a vivid green color, and
raised in small blisters.

The natives of Nubia adorn their tombs with them. Also
spelled Ethfria, as originally by Lamarck, 1808.

aetheriid (e-the'ri-id), n. A bivalve mollusk of
the family dStheriidee.

j theriidse (e-the-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < M(he-
ria + -idle.] A family of mollusks, of which
JEtlieria is the typical genus. Also written Mthe-

rioidoe, jEtheridai, dStheriadce, and Etheridai.

jUthiop, -flJthiopiant. See Ethiop, Ethiopian.

aethippst (e'thi-ops), n. [NL., after L. JEthiops,
Ethiopian : see Ethiop.] An old pharmaceuti-
cal term applied to several mineral prepara-
tions of a black or nearly black color. Also
spelled ethiops JEthiops martial [< L. martialin, of

Mars, i. e., of iron], black oxid of iron. JEthiops min-
eral, black sulphid of mercury, prepared in the laboratory.

aethogen (e'tho-jen), n. [< Gr. alBof, a burning
heat (see ether), + -yevljf, taken as 'produ-
cing': see -gen.] Nitrid of boron; a white,
amorphous, tasteless, inodorous powder, insol-

uble in water, infusible, and ncrn-volatile.
Heated in an alcohol-flame fed with oxygen, it burns
rapidly with a faint greenish-white flame. Watts.

aethrioscope (eth'ri-o-skop), n. [< Gr. aiBpia, the

open sky (< aldpiof, clear^ fair, in the open air,
< alBpr/, the open sky, < aifMjp, the sky, the upper
air, > E. ether), + aiumeiv, observe, look at.]
An instrument for measuring the minute varia-
tions of temperature due to different conditions
of the sky. It consists of a differential thermometer
(which see, under thermometer), both bulbs of which are
within a cup-shaped mirror, one of them in its focus, so
as to be especially affected on being exposed to the

sky.
The cup is kept covered with a lid when the instrument is

not in use. Its delicacy is so great that it is affected by
every passing cloud.

^Ethusa (e-thu'sa), . [NL., < Gr. aiBovaa, fern,

of alduv, ppr. of aiOetv, burn, blaze : see ether.]
1. In bot., a genus of umbelliferous plants, of

a single species, JE. Cynapium, introduced into

America from Europe, and known as fool's-

parsley. It is an annual garden-weed, of nauseous and
deleterious properties, and is sometimes mistaken forpars-
ley, whence its common name.

2. In sool., a genus of decapod crustaceans, of

the family Dorippidee.
Aetian (a-e'shi-an), . [< LL. Aetius, Gr. 'Af-

riof, a personal name, < "aeriof, airaoc., aimof,
of the eagle, < dcrrif, aicrof, eagle.] One of a

sect -of strict Arians of the fourth century,
named from their leader Aetius, called the
Atheist (died in Constantinople, A. D. 367).
See Eunomian and Anomoean.

afar

(e'ti-de), n. /il. Same as

aetiological, etiological (e"ti-o-loj'i-kal), a.

[< Gr. <UTKAirruc6f, inquiring into causes : see

irtioloyy.] Of or pertaining to aetiology ;
con-

nected with or dependent upon the doctrine of
efficient or physical causes, as distinguished
from teleological or final causes.
The practical results of rtii'lo'iii'n/ stmlirs, BO far as the

prevention and cure of disease are concerned, are likely
to tie much greater than those which have been gained lij

the pathologists.
' G. M. Sternbery, Bacteria, p. 230.

aetiologically, etiologically (e"ti-o-loj'i-k;il-i),
adv. In an setiological manner; with regard
to cause, or the assignment of a cause : as, an
a'tiologically obscure failure of nutrition.

aetiolqgist, etiologist (e-ti-ol'o-jist), . One
who is versed in astiologv; one who investi-

gates physical causes, or inquires into the re-

lations of such causes to effects in physics or

biology : often used as the opposite of tele-

nlof/ist.

aetiology, etiology (e-ti-ol'o-ji), n. [< LL. eetio-

logia, < Gr. ainoMyia, statement of the cause

(cf. aiTio^oytlv, inquire into the cause, account

for), < atria, cause, + -^.rryia, < Uytiv, speak:
see -ology.] 1. An inquiry into or a theory
of the physical causes of any class of phenom-
ena.

Morphology, distribution, and physiology investigate
and determine the facts of biology. ^Etiology has for its

object the ascertainment of the causes of these facts, and
the explanation of biological phenomena, by showing that

they constitute particular cases of general physical laws.
It is hardly needful to say that aetiology, as thus con-

ceived, is in its infancy. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 37.

2. Specifically, in med., an inquiry into or ac-
count of the origin or causes of disease, or of
a particular kind or case of disease.

Sometimes written aitiology.
aetites (a-e-ti'tez), n. [L., < Gr. acrirtK, eagle-
stone, < de-nif, eagle.] Same as eaglestone.

-SJtnean, a. See Etnean.
JEtolian (e-to'li-an), a. and n. [< L; JEtolia,
<Gr. AiTu/.ia, .lEtolia.] I. a. Relating or per-
taining to jEtolia, a district of Greece lying
north of the gulf of Corinth, or to the race who
anciently inhabited it. jEtolian League, a demo-
cratic confederation of the tribes of ancient .Ktniia. some-
times including the people of various neighboring re-

gions, celebrated for its long successful wars against the

Macedonians, Acheans, etc.

II. n. One of the race anciently inhabiting
The jBtolians, though famous in the heroic

age, were rude and barbarous as late as the time of the

Peloponnesian war, and were not even reckoned as Greeks
till a late period ; but they attained to considerable power
through their warlike prowess after the time of Alexander
the Qreat and their gallantry against the invading Oauls.

aetpmorph (a'e-to-m6rf), n. A member of the

Aetomorpho! ; a bird of prey.
Aetomorphae (a*e-to-m6r'fe), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. derof, an eagle, + fwpQf/, form, shape.] In

ornith., the birds of prey ;
a group equivalent

to the Baptorcs or Acdpitres of most authors.
Named by Huxley in 1867 as a superfamily of the desmog-
nathous division of the order Carinata, and divided by
him into the four families of Strigidte, Cathartidce, Gypcc-
titia!, and dypogeramdae. The characters of the group
are drawn chiefly from osteology, but are those of the

Raptorex as commonly understood.

aetomorphic (a/'e-to-mor'fik), a. Having the
characters of or pertaining to the Actomorpha; ;

raptorial, as a bird.

Aetosauria (a'e-to-sa'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

drrdf, eagle, + aaiipof, lizard.] An order of
s:i iii-i:! us represented by the family Aetosauri-

<he (which see). 0. C. Marxh.
Aetosauridae (a'e-to-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Aetonaurus + -idee.'] A family of extinct Triassic

reptiles allied to or of the order of dinosaurians,
with limbs and dermal armature resembling
those of crocodilians, the calcaneum produced
backward, and two sacral vertebrae. O. C.

Marsh.
AetOSauTUS (a/e-to-sa'rus), n. [NL.,< Gr. aerof,

eagle, + aavpof, a lizard.] A genus of extinct

reptiles, representing the family Aetosauridae.

aeuia, aevia. In church, music, a contraction
of alleluia. See halleluiah.

aeviternalt, aeviternallyt, etc. See eviternaJ,

etc.

JEx (oks), it. In zoiil., same as Aix.

af-. Assimilated form of Latin ad-, also an erro-

neous form of other prefixes, before /. See ml-.

aface (a-fas'), prep. phr. as adv. [< a3 + face.]
In face; in front. [Rare.]
afar (a-far'), adv. [< ME. afer, aferre, ofer,

afar, commonly separated, n fer, a ferr, earliest

form aferrum, on ferrum (-um is the dat. suf-

fix), offeor, equiv. in sense to AS. feorran,
from far: ME. of, from (E. of, prefix a-*), later

confused with on, a (E. on, prefix o-3) ; feor,



afar

\a,ter fer, far. Cf. anear.] 1. From far; from
a distano'e : now usually preceded by from.
He sawe a place'a/ef [var. afeer]. Wiiclif, Gen. xxii.

And/ro?ft a fer came walking in the mede.

Chaucer, Prul. to Good Wftmen, 1. -'!_'.

Held /ran ajar, aloft, the immurtal prize.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 90.

2. Far
;
far away j at or to a distance

;
re-

motely in place-: now usually followed by off.

A fer fro hem, alle be hem selue.

Cliuiirer, House of fame, 1. 1215.

Abraham lifted up his eyes, and saw the place afar off.

Gen. xxii. 4.

The steep where Fame's (iroucl temple shines afar.
Seattle, Minstrel, i. 1.

The coronach stole

Sometimes afar and sometimes anear.

Tennyson, Dying Swan.

[Shakspere uses afar off also in the sense of remotely in de-

gree ; indirectly.'

He that shall speak for her is afar off guilty,
But that he speaks. Shak., W. T., il. 1.

A kind of tender made ajar of by Sir Hugh here.

Shak., II. W. of W., i. 1.]

afeart (a-fer'), r. t. [Now only E. dial., ften

shortened to 'fear; < ME. aferen, < AS. dfofran,

terrify, < a-+ fieran C>ME.feren), terrify, (fair,

danger, terror, fear: see fear
1
.] To cause to

fear; frighten; terrify; make afraid.

Clerkes may here wepen ... to afere theues.

Dims & Pauper (W. de Worde), V. xix. 222. (N. E. D.)
As ghastly bug does greatly them affeare.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ill. 20.

afeard, afeared (a-ferd'), p. a. [< ME. afered,

aferd, p. a. : see afear and -ecZ2 . No connection
with afraid.'] Affected with fear; frightened;
afraid. [Now colloquial or vulgar.]

Be not afeard ; the isle is full of noises.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 2.

afebrile (a-feb'ril), a. [< Gr. a- priv. (a-18) +
febrile.] Without fever; feverless.

The course of subcutaneous fractures without extravasa-

tion of blood is usually afebrile.

Belfield, Rel. of Micro-Org. to Disease, p. 38.

Afer (a'fer), n. [L., African, used by Milton
for Africus (sc. ventus, wind), the southwest

wind, biowing from Africa
;

It. Affrico or Gher-

bino, Garbino.] The southwest wind. Milton.

aff (tit), prep, andarfi'. Off. [Scotch.] Aff-han',
otfhand ; without reserve ; frankly. Burns. Aff hands,
hands off. Aff-loof, right off from memory, or with-
out premeditation. Burns. To feeze aff. See/eezeB.

affa (af'a), n. [The native name.] A weight,
equal to an ounce, used on the Guinea coast.

Also spelled offa.

affability (af-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< late ME. affa-

bylite, < OF. affabili'ie, F. affabilite, < L. affabili-

ta(t-)s, < affabilis, affable : see affable.] The
quality of being affable

;
readiness to converse

or be addressed; civility in intercourse ; ready
condescension

; benignity.
Hearing of her beauty, and her wit,
Her affability, and bashful modesty.

Shak.,1. of theS.,ii. 1.

He had a majestic presence, with much dignity, and at
the same time affabOity of manner.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 18.

= Syn. Sociability, approachableness, accessibility, urban-

ity, complaisance, suavity, comity, amenity, friendliness,

openness.
affable (af'a-bl), a. [= F. affable, < L. affabilis,

adfabilis, easy to be spoken to, < affari, adfari,

speak to, address, < ad, to, + fari, speak : see

fable.] 1. Easy of conversation or approach ;

admitting others to intercourse without reserve ;

courteous ; complaisant ;
of easy manners ;

kind
or benevolent in manner : now usually applied
to those high-placed or in authority : as, an af-
fable prince.

An a/able and courteous gentleman.
Shak., T. of the S., i. 2.

He is so insufferably a/able that every man near him
would like to give him a beating.

Thackeray, Newcomes, I. xiii.

2. Expressing or betokening affability ;
mild

;

benign: as, an affable countenance.
His manner was very unpretending too simple to be

termed a/able : ... he did not condescend to their so-

cietyhe seemed glad of it.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxvii.

= Syn. Courteous, civil, complaisant, accessible, mild,
benign, condescending, communicative, familiar, easy,
gracious, conversable.

affableness (af'a-bl-nes), n. Affability.
affably (af'a-bli), adv. In an affable manner

;

courteously.
affabroust (af'a-brus), a. [< L. affaber, adfa-
bct; skilfully made, < ad, to, + faber, skilful.

workmanlike, < faber, workman: see fabric.]
Skilfully made. Bailey.
affabulationt (a-fab-u-ia'shon), w. [=F. afftt-

bulation, < L. as if *affabula'tio(n-), < ad, to, +
7

s right apt
Shak., T. N., i. 4.
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fnbiilatio(n-), story, (fabulari, narrate, <.fabula,

tale, fable : see Jablc.] The moral of a fable.

Bailey.

affablllatoryt (a-fab'u-la-to-ri), a. Having a
moral: as, an affabitla tory allegory. [Rare.]

affadyllt, " A variant of affodill. See daffodil.
attaint (a-fan'), c. t. [< af- + fain, an old spell-

ing of feiijn ; with ref. to L. affingere, adfingere,
add falsely, < ad, to, + Jingere, make, invent,

feign: see feign.] To lay to one's charge falsely
or feignedly. [Rare.]

Those errors which are maliciously affalned to him.
, Bp. Hall, Christ. Moderation, p. 35.

affair (a-far'), . [< ME. afere, affere, < OF.
afaire, afeire (F. affaire = Pr. afar, afaire=
It. affare), orig. a prep, phrase, a faire (F. a,

faire = It. a fare), to do: a, < L. ad, to: faire
= It. fare, < L. facere, do : see fact. E. ado
is of parallel formation.] 1. Anything done
or to be done

;
that which requires action or

effort
;
a moving interest

;
business

;
concern :

as, this is an affair of great moment ;
a man of

affairs ; affairs of state.

Thy constellation is right apt
For this affair,

The nature of our popular institutions requires a nu-
merous magistracy, for whom competent provision must be

made, or we may be certain our a/airs will always be
committed to improper hands, and experience will teach
us that no government costs so much as a bad one.

A. Hamilton, Continentalist, No. 6.

Services to those around in the small a/airs of life

may be, and often are, of a kind which there is equal
pleasure in giving and receiving.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 102.

2. pi. Matters of interest or concern
; partic-

ular doings or interests
; specifically, pecuniary

interests or relations: as, to meddle with a

neighbor's affairs ; his affairs are in an embar-
rassed state.

Not I, but my a/airs, have made you wait.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 6.

3. An event or a performance ;
a particular ac-

tion, operation, or proceeding; milit., a partial
or minor engagement or contest

;
a skirmish :

as, when did this affair happen t an affair of

honor, or of outposts.
In this little affair of the advanced posts, I am concerned

to add that Lieut. B. was killed. Wellington'g Despatches.

4. A private or personal concern; a special
function, business, or duty.

Oh generous youth ! my counsel take,
And warlike acts forbear ;

Put on white gloves and lead folks out,
For that is your affair. Lady M. W. Montagu.

To marry a rich foreign nobleman of more than thrice
her age was precisely her affair.

J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 102.

5. Thing; matter; concern: applied to any-
thing made or existing, with a descriptive or

qualifying term : as, this machine is a compli-
cated affair ; his anger is an affair of no con-

sequence.
"They are offended," said Kristian Koppig, leaving the

house, and wandering up to the little Protestant affair
known as Christ Church.

G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 231.

6f. Endeavor
; attempt.

And with his best affair obeyed the pleasure of the sun.

Chapman, Iliad, v. 503.

Affair of honor, a duel.

affamisht (a-fam'ish), v. t. or i. [< F. affamer,
OF. afamer, afemer = Pr. afainar= lt. affamare,
starve, < L. ad, to, + famis, hunger : seefamish. ]

To starve.

affamishmentt (a-fam'ish-ment), n. The act
of starving, or the state of being starved.

Carried into the wilderness for the affamishwent of his

body. Up. Hall, Contemplations, iv.

affatuatet (a-fat'u-at), v. t. [< L. as if "affa-

tuatus, pp. of *affatuari, (. ad, to, + fatuari, be
foolish. Cf. infatuate.] To infatuate. Milton.

affatuate, affatnated (a-fat'u-at, -a-ted), a.

[< L. "affatuatits, pp., after infatuate, a., q. v.]
Infatuated. [Obsolete or poetical.]

They . . . are so much affatuated, not with his person
only, but with his palpable faults, and dote upon his de-
formities. Milton, Pref. to Eikonoklastes.

You'll see a hundred thousand spell-bound hearts

By art of witchcraft so affatuate,
That for his love they'd dress themselves in dowlas
And flght with men of steel.

Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Art., II., v. 2.

affearH, *' t. Same as afear.
affear2t, . t. Obsolete form of affeer.
affect1 (a-fekf), a. [< ME. affecteti, < OF. af-

fectcr, < L. affectare, adfectare, strive after a

thing, aim to do, aspire to, pursue, imitate
with dissimulation, feign; also, in pass., be
attacked by disease; freq. of afficere, adficere,
act upon, influence : see affect

2
,
which is nearly

affect

allied to affect
1

;
the two verbs, with their de-

rivatives, run into each other, and cannot be

completely separated.] I. trans. 1. To aim
at

; aspire to
;
endeavor after.

In this point charge him home, that ho ail'rrtx

Tyrannical power. Shak., Cor., iii. 3.

But this proud man affect* imperial sway.
Dryden, Iliad.

2. To use or adopt by preference; choose;
prefer; tend toward habitually or naturally.

Musing Meditation most affects
The pensive secrecy of desart cell.

Milton, Comus, 1. 386.

The peculiar costume which he affected.

Thackeray, Newcomes, I. 126. (N. E. D.)

The drops of every fluid affect a round figure.

Newton, Opticks.

3. To be pleased with
;
take pleasure in

; fancy ;

like; love.

No profit grows where is no pleasure ta'en ;

In brief, sir, study what you most affect.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 1.

They [the Koreans] more particularly affect the flowering
shrubs, to a comparative neglect of the annuals.

Science, V. 252.

Maria once told me, she did affect me.
Shak., T. N., ii. 5.

With two of them at once I am in love

Deeply and equally ; the third of them
My silly brother here as much affects.

Chapman, The Blind Beggar.

4. To make a show of; put on a pretense of;
assume the appearance of; pretend; feign: as,
to affect ignorance.

I affect to be intoxicated with sights and suggestions,
but I am not intoxicated. Emerson, Self-reliance.

6. To use as a model
;
imitate in any way.

Spenser, in affecting the ancients, writ no language.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Nor can he, however laudatory of the masters he af-

fected in youth, look upon other modern poets except with
the complacency felt by one who listens to a stranger's
rude handling of the native tongue.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 402.

6f. To resemble
;
smack of.

He hath a trick of Cceur-de-Lion's face ;

The accent of his tongue affecteth him.

Shak., K. John, i. 1.

II.t intrans. 1. To incline; be disposed.
2. To make a show

; put on airs
;
manifest

affectation.

affect2 (a-fekf), (' t. [< L. affectus, pp. of affi-

cere, adjicere,
act upon, influence, affect, attack

with disease, lit. do to, < ad, to, + facere, do,
make. Cf. affect

1
.] 1. To act upon; produce

an effect or a change upon ;
influence

;
move or

touch : as, cold affects the body ;
loss affects our

interests.

There was not a servant in the house whom she did not
. . . infinitely affect with her counsell. Evelyn, Diary, 1635.

On the whole, certain kinds of particles affect certain

parts of the spectrum. Locfcyer, Spect. Anal., p. 142.

The whole character and fortune of the individual are

affected by the least inequalities in the culture of the un-

derstanding. Emerson, Nature.

2f. To urge; incite. Joye. 3+. To render lia-

ble to a charge of; show to be chargeable with.

By the civil law, if a dowry with a wife be promised and
not paid, the husband is not obliged to allow her alimony.
But if her parents shall become insolvent by some misfor-

tune, she shall have alimony, unless you can affect them
with fraud. Ayliffe, Parergon (1726), p. 59.

4. To assign ;
allot

; apply : now only in the

passive.
One of the domestics was affected to his especial service.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, III. 8.

A considerable number of estates were affected to the
use of the Imperial family under the name of appanages.

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 473.

= Syn. 1. To work upon ; to concern, relate to, interest,
bear upon ; to melt, soften, subdue, change. Affect and
effect are sometimes confused. To affect is to influence,
concern

;
to effect is to accomplish or bring about.

affect2! (a-fekt'), '. [< ME. affect, < L. affectus,

adfectus, a state of mind or body produced by
some (external) influence, esp. sympathy or

love, < afficere, act upon, influence : see affect^,
v. Affect, n., like affection, is formally a deriv.

of affect^, v.
,
but in usage it rests also in part

upon affect
1
.] 1. Affection; passion; sensa-

tion; inclination; inward disposition or feeling.
My gray-headed senate in the laws
Of strict opinion and severe dispute
Would tie the limits of our free affects,
Like superstitious Jews.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, L 1.

Rachel, I hope I shall not need to urge
The sacred purity of our affects.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, i.

The affects and passions of the heart.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., I 97.

2. State or condition of body ;
the way in

which a thing is affected or disposed. Wiseman,
Surgery.



affectate

affectatet (a-fek'tat). a. [< L. affectatus, pp. of

affectare : see affect'-.'] Affected
;
marked by

affectation. Elyot, Diet.

affectation (af-ek-ta'shon), . [< L. affecta-

tio(n-), adfectatio(n-), a striving after, affecta-

tion. conceit, < affectare, adfectare, strive after,

affect, imitate : see affect!.] It. Strenuous

pursuit or desire ; earnest quest ;
a striving in

the direction (of).
Pretended sedition and affectation of the crown.

Up. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, p. 293.

The a/ectation of being Gay and in Fashion has very
nearly eaten up our Good Sense and our Religion.

Steele, Spectator.

2. A striving for the appearance (of) ; pre-
tense of the possession or character (of) ;

effort

for the reputation (of): as, an affectation of
wit or of virtue

; affectation of great wealth.
His arguments are stated with the utmost affectation of

precision. Macaulay, Mill on Government.
In matters of taste the Anglo-Saxon mind seems always

to have felt a painful distrust of itself, which it betrays
either in an affectation of burly contempt or in a pretence
of admiration equally insincere.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 395.

3. A striving for effect
; artificiality of manner

or conduct
;
effort to attract notice by pretense,

assumption, or any peculiarity : as, his affecta-
tions are insufferable.

Affectation is an awkward and forced imitation of what
should be genuine and easy, wanting the beauty that ac-

companies what is natural. /,./,.-. Education.

The good sense and good taste which had weeded out
affectation from moral and political treatises would, in the
natural course of things, have effected a similar reform in
the sonnet and the ode. Macaulay, Dryden.

4t. Affection; fondness.
Bonds of affectation . . . between man and wife.

Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, iv. 3.

affectationist (af-ek-ta'shon-ist);
n. [< affec-

tation + -ist.] One who indulges in affectation
;

one who is given to putting on airs.

It is just the kind of phrase to be petted, as it is, by cer-
tain affectationuts. F. Sail, Mod. Eng., p. 94.

affected1
(a-fek'ted), p. a. [< affecft + -ed?.]

If. Beloved: as, "his affected Hercules," Chap-
man, Iliad, viii. 318. 2. Having an affection,
disposition, or inclination of any kind

;
inclined

or disposed : as, well affected to government or
toward a project.
Made their minds evil affected against the brethren.

Acts xiv. 2.

How he doth stand affected to our purpose.
Shak., Rich. III., iii. 1.

3. Assumed artificially; not natural: as, af-
fected airs.

Of all his epistles, the least affected are those addressed
to the dead or the unborn. Macaulay, Petrarch.

4. Given to affectation ; assuming or pretend-
ing to possess characteristics which are not
natural or real : as, an affected lady.

Olivia was often affected, from too great a desire to

please. Goldsmith, Vicar, i.

= Syn. 3. Artificial, feigned, insincere. 4. Pretentious,
self-conscious..

affected2 (a-fek'ted), p. a. [< affect*

partly merged in affected
1

.'} 1. Acted upon;
influenced; particularly, influenced injurious-
ly ; impaired ; attacked, as by climate or dis-

ease. 2. In alg., same as adfected. 3. In the
Bom. Cath. Ch., said of a benefice the collation
of which is reserved to persons possessed of
certain qualifications; specifically, when the

pope, by some disposition of the benefice, pre-
vents the regular collation and tacitly signifies
his intention of himself providing for the bene-
fice when it shall become vacant.

affectedly (a-fek'ted-li), adv. 1. In an affected
or assumed manner; with affectation; hypo-
critically; with more show than reality: as, to
walk affectedly; affectedly civil.

Balzac was genuinely as well as affectedly monarchical,
and he was saturated with a sense of the past.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 7.

2f. With tender care; lovingly.
Letters sadly penn'd in blood,

With sleided silk feat and affectedly
Enswathed. Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 48.

affectedness (a-fek'ted-nes), n. The quality
of being affected

; affectation.

affecter (a-fek'ter),. [<ofeci + -eri.] 1. One
who affects, pretends, or assumes. 2f. One
who affects or loves.

Bring forth the princess dress'd in royal robes,
The true affecter of Alvero's sou.

Lust's Dominion, v. 1.

Also spelled affector.

affectibility (a-fek-ti-bil'i-ti), n. The state of

being affectible.

affectible (a-fek'ti-bl), a. [< affecft + -Me.]
Capable of being affected. [Rare.]
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affecting
1
! (a-fek'ting), ;). a. [Ppr. of affect

1
.]

1. Loving; affectionate. 2. Using affectation
;

affected.

I never heard such a Anw\mis-aff?cting rogue.
Shall., M. W. .if W., U. 1.

affecting
2

(a-fek'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of affect^.]

Having power to excite or move the feelings ;

tending to move the affections; pathetic: as,
an affecting spectacle ;

an affecting speech.
I suppose you are surprised that I am not more sorrow-

ful at parting with so many near relations
; to be sure 'tis

very a/rrtii, :
i. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

= Syn. Moving, touching, impressive, stirring.

affectingly (a-fek'ting-li), adi\ In an affecting
manner

;
in a manner to excite emotion.

affection (a-fek'shon), n. [< ME. affectiini,

affection, < OF. affection, < L. affectio(n-), a state
of mind or feeling, especially a favorable state,
love, affection, < afficere, adficere, act upon, in-
fluence: see affect

2
. Affection is formally a

deriv. of affect", but in usage it rests also in

part on affecft.] 1. The state of having one's

feelings affected
;
bent or disposition of mind

;

phase of mental disposition ; feeling.
Beware chiefly of two affectiotu, fear and love.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

Affection is applicable to an unpleasant as well as a
pleasant state of the mind when impressed by any object
or quality. Cogan, On the Passions, i. 1.

Specifically (a) A general name for that class of feelings
which bear an immediate relation of attraction or hos-

tility toward other persons, and even toward things, as

love, esteem, gratitude, hatred, jealousy, etc. This use of
the in in is most frequent in ethical discussions, as in the
common distinction between benevolent and malevolent
affections.

The affections and the reason are both undoubtedly ne-

cessary factors in morality, but the initiation is not in the
reason, but in the affections.

Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 217.

The hues of sunset make life great ; so the affections
make some little web of cottage and fireside populous,
important, and filling the main space in our history.

Emerson, Success.

(b) Desire ; inclination ; appetite ; propensity, good or
evil : as, virtuous or vile affections. Rom. i. 26 ; Gal. v. 24.

(ct) One of the passions or violent emotions.

Most wretched man,
That to affections does the bridle lend.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 34.

2. A settled good will, love, or zealous attach-
ment : as, the affection of a parent for his child :

generally followed byfor, sometimes by to or to-

ward, before the object.
Affection turn'd to hatred threatens mischief.

Ford, Lady's Trial, ii. 2.

[Essexl desired to inspire, not gratitude, but affection.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

I think no modern writer has inspired his readers with
such affection to his own personality.

Emenm, Sir W. Scott.

3f. Natural instinct or impulse ; sympathy.
Affection,

Master of passion, sways it to the mood
Of what it likes, or loathes. Shalt., M. of V., IT. 1.

4f. Prejudice; bias.

"Well," he says, "a woman may not reign in England."" Better in England than anywhere, as it shall well appear
to him that without affection will consider the kind of regi-
ment." Bp. Ayliner, Harborough for Faithful Subjects.

5. A modification ; the effect or result of ac-
tion upon a thing; especially, inpsychol., a pas-
sive modification of consciousness.

All affections of consciousness we term sensations.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 91.

6. In metaph. (translation of Gr. irdBoc,, suffer-

ing), one of those qualities of bodies by which
they directly affect the senses : often improp-
erly extended to other properties of bodies.

I distinguish extension and figure by the title of the
mathematical affections of matter. D. Stewart.

The so-called forces of nature have been well and truly
spoken of as the moods or affections of matter.

W. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature, p. 1.

7. A disease, or the condition of being diseased ;

a morbid or abnormal state of body or mind :

as, a gouty affection; hysteric affection.

And, truly, waking dreams were, more or less,
An old and strange affection of the house.

Tennyson, The Princess, i.

I have been thinking ... of the singular affection to
which you are subject.

O. W. Holmes, Mortal Antipathy, ixi.

8. In painting, a lively representation of pas-
sion. Wotton. [Rare.] 9f. Affectation.

Pleasant without scurrility, witty without affection.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 1.

= Syn. 2. Attachment, Fondness, etc. (see lovr), tender-
ness, partiality, bias. See passion.

affection (a-fek'shqn), v. t. [=F. affectionner;
from the noun.] T/b love

;
have an affection for.

[Rare.]
But can you affection the 'oman ?

Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1.

affectuous

affectional (a-fek'shon-al). a. Relating to or

implying affection
; relating to the affections.

loss without injury to the whole..

Quoted in >'<.< nml !:<! u Sn,,, p. 172..
, . .

affectionate (a-fek'shon-at), a. [< affection +
-ate-; suggested by F. affectionne, pp. of affec-
tionner: see affection, r.] 1. Having great love
or affection; warmly attached; fond; kind;
loving: as, an affectionate brother.

Her father appears to have been as bad a father as a
very honest, n[l\'<-tinti(it>'. ami sweet-tempered man can well
be. Macaiilni/, .Madame D'Arblay.

2f. Devoted in feeling ; zealous.
In their love of God, and desire to please him, men can

never be too a/ectionate. lip. Sprat, Sermons.

3. Characterized by or manifesting affection
;

possessing or indicating love
;
tender

;
warm-

hearted : as, the affectionate care of a parent.
He [Lord Russell] had sent to Kettlewell an affectionate

message from the scaffold. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xiv.

Victor Emmanuel was a man of strong family feeling
and affectionate disposition.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 152.

4t. Strongly disposed or inclined : with to.

Affectionate to the war with France.

Bacon, Hist, of Hen. VII.

5f. Biased
; partizan. = Syn. Warm-hearted, tender-

hearted, attached, devoted.

affectionatet (a-fek'shon-at), v. t. or '. To af-
fect

;
be affected, inclined, or disposed.

Be kindly affectionated one to another.

Cambridge If. T., 1683 (Rom. xii. 10).

Give me but ten days respite, and I will reply,
Which or to whom myself affectionates.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

affectionately (a-fek'shon-at-li), adv. 1. In an
affectionate manner; with affection; fondly;
tenderly; kindly.
Being affectionately desirous of you. 1 Thes. ii. 8.

2f. In a biased manner
;
in the manner of a

partizan.
He doth in that place affectionately and unjustly re-

prove both the Bishop of Rome and Alexandria.

Abp. Whitgift, Works, II. 185.

affectionateness (a-fek'shon-ftt-nes), n. The
quality of being affectionate

;
fondness

; good
will

;
affection.

Dryden and Pope, however, kept their strength for
satire and invective, and this style does not easily com-
port with hearty affectionateness.

X. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 587.

affectioned (a-fek'shond), p. a. [< affection +
-ecft. Cf. affectionate.'] 1. Having a certain

disposition of feeling ; disposed. [Archaic.]
Be kindly affectioned one to another. Rom. xii. 10.

A man meanelie learned himselfe, but not meanely af-
fectioned to set forward learning in others.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 133.

2t. Affected
;
conceited.

An affectioned ass, that cons state without book.

Shale., T. N., ii. 3.

affectioust (a-fek'shus), a. [< affection + -vug.
Cf. affectuous.] Affectionate; cordial.

Therefore my deare, deare wife, and dearest sonnes,
Let me ingirt you with my last embrace :

And in your cheekes impresse a fare-well kisse,
Kisse of true kindness and affectious love.

Tragedy of Nero (1807).

affective (a-fek'tiv), a. [< ML. affectivus, < L.

affectus, pp. of afficere, affect : see affect
2
.] 1.

Affecting or exciting emotion ; suited to affect.

[Rare.]
A preacher more instructive than affective.

Bp. Burnet, Own Times (1689), iv.

2. Pertaining to the affections
; emotional.

Without epilepsy she would have a condition of the af-
fective power of the mind which is so deficient as to lessen

responsibility. Alien, and Neural., VI. 375.

Affective quality. Same as affection, 6.

affectively (a-fek'tiv-li), adv. In an affective
manner

;
as regards the affections. [Rare.]

affector, . See affecter.
affectualt (a-fek'tu-al), a. [< L. affectus, men-
tal disposition, desire (see affect^, .), + -al.]

Pertaining to or consisting in disposition or
desire

;
emotional

;
affectional

;
earnest.

God hath beholden your affectuall devocyon fro heaven.
Caxton, Golden Legend, p. 389.

Lust not only affectual, but actual, is dispensed with.
Rev. T. Ailams, Works, I. 205.

affectuoust (a-fek'tu-us), a. [= F. affectuenx,
< L. affectnogus, < affectus, affection, mood :

see affecft, n.] Marked by passion or affection
;

earnest; affectionate; affecting: as, "made
such affectuoun labour," Fanyan, vii.



affectuously

affectuouslyt (a-fek'tu-us-li), adv.

ately ; zealously ; affectionately.
St. Remigiiis prayed so affectuously. Fabyan.

affeeblet (a-fe'bl), c. t. [Late ME. affeeble, <
OF. ufi'lilir, titi-li/in; < a, to, + feblier, weaken,
< fieblc, feeble: see feeble.] To enfeeble,

affeer (a-fer'), c. t. [Early mod. E. also affear ;

< ME. afftreii; affumt, < AF. offerer, iifirrr, OF.
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Passion- affiant (a-fi'ant), n. [< OF. affiant, ppr. of affier,

nt*.] In'lau;pledge one's faith : see affy and -ant
one who makes an affidavit. [United States.]
afc
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affinity

The relationship of the sense of smell to the fundamen-
tal organic ai-timis is Iran-able, not only through its affili-
ation upon the sense -it taste, but is traceable ilirei tly.

//. X/ifncrr, Prin. of Psychol.
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In law, to assess or settle, as an amercement or affidavit (af-i-da vit), .

_
[ML he has made

arbitrary fine.

That the constables in every parish should collect the

nullify djl'fred (assessed) in each parish to be delivered to
the captain, who was bound to return any overplus unex-
pended. StiMs, Const. Hist., 696, note.

2. To confirm : as, "the title is affeer'd," Shak.,
Macbeth, iv. 3.

Also spelled affere.

affeerer, . See affeeror.

affeering-man (a-fer'ing-man), . An affeeror.

affeerment (a-fer'ment), n. The act of affeer-

iug or assessing an"amercement according to
the circumstances of the case,

affeeror, affeerer (a-fer'or, -er), n. [Early mod.
E. also affearer; < ME. "offerer, affurer, -our, <

AF. *affereur, -our, OF. affeureur, aforeur, <

ML. afforator, < afforare : see affeer.] One who
affeers ; a person sworn to assess arbitrary fines
to what seems a reasonable amount.
Affenthaler (af'en-ta-ler), . [G. (sc. wein,
wine): so called from the village Affenthal, in

Baden.] A red wine made in Baden. It is one
of the most esteemed of the Markgrafler wines.
afferent (af'e-rent), a. [< L. afferen(t-)s, ppr.
of afferre, adferre, carry to, < ad, to, + ferre,

carrying to or toward; affiliate (a.fli'Ut)>
[<

oath, 3d pers. sing, perf . ind. of affidare, make
oa tli : see affij and affiance.] A written decla-
ration upon oath

;
a statement of facts in writ-

ing signed by the affiant, and sworn to or con-
firmed by a declaration before a notary pub-
lic, a magistrate, or other authorized officer.
Affidavits are usually required when evidence is to be laid
before a judge or court on a motion or summary applica-
tion, as distinguished from a trial of the merits of the
cause. The word is sometimes loosely used of an oral de-
claration under oath.

v. See affy.

; v. t. [< ME. affilen, afilcn, affylen, < OF.
afiler, later affiler, to sharpen, also to deck, mod.

the periphery to the physiological center of the blood-
circulation ; (6) of those lymphatic vessels which enter a
lymphatic gland, as opposed to those which leave it

; and

thesodic function, conveying an impulse from the periph-
ery to a ganglionic center of the nervous system. In the
case of nerves, afferent is nearly synonymous with sensory,
as opposed to motor. The term is also applied to the
function of these nerves, and to that which they convey :

as, an afferent impulse.

Having arrived at this notion of an impulse travelling
along a nerve, we readily pass to the conception of a sen-
sory nerve as a nerve which, when active, brings an im-
pulse to a central organ, or is afferent; and of a motor
nerve, as a nerve which carries away an impulse from the
organ, or is efferent. It is very convenient to use these
terms to denote the two great classes of nerves ; for . . .

there are afferent nerves which are not sensory, while
there may be in man, and certainly are in animals, effe-
rent nerves which are not motor, in the sense of inducing
muscular contraction. Huxley, Physiol., p. 289.

affermet, v. t. Obsolete form of affirm. Chaucer.
affettuoso (af-fet-to'-6'so), a. [It., affectionate,
kind, tender, < L. affectuosus : see affectuous.']
Tender

; affecting : in music, designating a
movement which is to be sung or played softly
and affectingly.

affiance (a-fi'ans), n. [< ME. affiance, afiance,
affyance, -amice, < OF. afiance, < afier, affier,
trust in, > ME. afien, affien : see affy and -ace.]
1. Trust

;
confidence

; reliance.

The Christian looks to God with implicit affiance.
Hammond.

Lancelot, my Lancelot, thou in whom I have
Most love and most affiance.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. The pledging of faith, as in contracting
marriage ;

a solemn engagement ; a marriage
contract.

Accord of friendes, consent of Parents sought,
A/yaunce made, my happinesse begonne.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 21.

3. Affinity; intimate relation
; connection.

In defiance of his church and not in affiance, with it.

//. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 198.

affiance (a-fi'ans), v. t.
; pret. and pp. affianced,

UMMOT
,
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F. affiler, < ML. *affilare (in deriv.), bring to an
< L. ad, to, + filum, thread, ML. also

; see ./He
3
.] To polish; sharpen.

He moste preche and well affyle his tunge.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 714.

affiliable (a-fil'i-a-bl), a. [< ML. as if *affili-

abilis, < affiliare : see affiliate.] Capable of be-

ing affiliated; chargeable as result or effect:
with on or upon.
The distribution of sediment and other geological pro-

cesses which these marine currents effect, are ajtliable
upon the force which the sun radiates.

a. Spencer, First Principles, 69.

v.
; pret. and pp. affiliated,

.. , . ML. affiliatus, pp. of affili-

are, adfiliare (> F. affilier), adopt as a son, < L.

ad, to, + filius, son, filia, daughter.] I. trans.
1. To adopt; receive into a family as a son
or daughter ; hence, to bring into intimate as-
sociation or close connection.

Is the soul affiliated to God, or is it estranged and in
rebellion? /. Taylor.

2. In law, to fix the paternity of, as a bastard
child: with ujton : as, the mother affiliated her
child upon John Doe. Hence 3. To connect
in the way of descent or derivation : with upon.

Ethical requirements may here be to such extent affili-
ated upon physical necessities, as to give them a partially
scientific authority. //. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 108.

4. To associate
; receive or establish on terms

of fellowship.
Men who have a voice in public affairs are at once affil-

iated with one or other of the great parties between which
society is divided. Lowell, Democracy.
He [Lassalle] hoped the party of progress would affiliate

itself with him. G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 63.

Austria and . . . the affiliated Governments of the Pe-
ninsula. E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 137.

Affiliated societies, local societies connected with a
central society or with one another.

II. intrans. To associate
;
consort

;
be inti-

mately united in action or interest.

The political organization with which the blacks now
naturally affiliate is restrained, by fear of Caucasian senti-
ment, from giving this element the prominence it numeri-
cally deserves. X. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 420.

affiliation (a-fil-i-a'shon), n. [< F. affiliation,
<ML. affiliatio(n-), adfiliatio(n-), < affiliare: see

affiliate.'] 1. Adoption; association in the
same family or society ; hence, consanguinity
or kinship of feeling or character.
There are a number of affiliations which were of at least

equal antiquity with Adoption, and which, I suspect,
served its object even more completely in very ancient
times. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 98.

So intense is our sense of affiliation with their nature,
that we speak of them universally as our fathers.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 221.

2. Association in general ; relation ; connec-.
,

.

ppr. affiancing. [< OF.
ajiancer ; from the tion

; friendship; alliance.
1. To betroth; bind by promise of The merry gallants of a French colonial military service

marriage : as, to affiance a daughter ;
to affiance which had grown gross by affiliation with Spanish-Ameri-

one's self. can frontier life. G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 4.

In me behold the Prince,
Vuur rnllntryinati, mini ,,,->/ years ;i^u
To the Lady Ida. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

2. To assure by pledge or promise. [Rare.]
Stranger ! whoe'er thou art, securely rest

Affianced in my faith, a friendly guest.

Pope, Odyssey, xv. 305.

affiancer (a-fi'an-ser), M. One who affiances;
who makes a contract of marriage between

parties.

The population [of the disputed territory on the western
boundary of Afghanistan] is sparse, with few affilininms
with the Afghans. Science, V. 359.

3. In lair, the act of imputing or of determin-
ing the paternity of a child, and the fixing upon
the father the obligation to provide for its

maintenance. Hence 4. The fathering of a
thing upon any one; the assignment of any-
thing to its origin ;

connection by way of deri-
vation or descent: with upon.

, . .

affinal (a-fi'nal), a. [< L. affinis (see aflinel)+ -al.] Belated by affinity ; derived from the
game source: as, affinal tribes or products.
[Kare.]

affineH (a-fin'), a. and n. [< OF. affin, afin, "a
kinsman or allie, one with whom affinity is had
or contracted" (Cotgrave), < L. affinis, neigh-
boring, related by marriage, one related by mar-
riage, < ad, to, -t- finis, border, end : see finel,
and cf. affinity.'] I. a. Related ; akin

; affined.

II. n. A relative by marriage ;
one akin.

affine-'t (a-fin'), v. t. [< F. affiner, OF. afiner =
Pr. Sp. afinar = It. affinare, < ML. affinare, re-

fine, < L. ad, to, + ML./HMS (> OF. Jin, etc.),
fine : see fine'*.] To refine. Holland.

affined (a-find'), a. [< affinel + -ecft.'] 1.
Joined by affinity or any close tie

;
akin

;
allied

;

confederated.
For then, the bold and coward,

The wise and fool, the artist and unread,
The hard anil soft, seem all affin'd and kin.

Shak., T. and C., i. 3.

If partially affin'd, or leagu'd in office,
Thou dost deliver more or less than truth,
Thou art no soldier. Shak., Othello, ii. 3.

St. Bound or obligated by affinity or some in-
timate relation.

Now, sir, be judge yourself,
Whether I in any just term am affin'd
To love the Moor. Shak., Othello, i. 1.

3. In 2067., joined in natural affinity ; having
affinity ;

allied homologically and morphologi-
cally ;

related in structural character.
Birds are homologically related, or naturally allied or

affined, according to the sum of like structural characters.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 68.

affinitative (a-fin 'i-ta-tiv), a. [< L. affini-

ta(t-)s, affinity, + -ive.] Of the nature of affin-

ity : as, an affinitative resemblance. N. E. D.
affinitatively (a-fin'i-ta-tiv-li),,a<fe. By means
of affinity ;

as regards affinity.
affinition (af-i-nish'on), n. [< affinel + -ition.

Cf. define, definition'.] The state or quality of

being affined; mental affinity or attraction.

[Rare.]

affinitiye (a-fin'i-tiv), a. [{affinity + -ive. Cf.

definitive.] Characterized by affinity; closely
related. AT

. E. D.

affinity (a-fin'i-ti), n.
; pi. affinities (-tiz). [< ME.

afinite, affinite, < OF. afinite, F. affinite, < L. affini-

ta(t-)s, < affinis, neighboring, related by mar-
riage: see affine^-, affined.'] 1. An artificial re-

lationship between persons of different blood,
regarded as analogous to consanguinity; the
relation between families or individuals created

by intermarriage (excluding that between the
married persons), by legal adoption, or by spon-
sorship ;

more especially, the relation between
a husband or wife and the kindred of the other

spouse. In the Jewish, Roman, and canon laws, affinity
by marriage or adoption is a bar to marriage within certain
degrees, equally with consanguinity ; and on this ground
rests the prohibition of marriage with a deceased wife's
sister in Great Britain. The canon law treats unlawful
sexual intercourse as creating the same affinity with mar-
riage. The relationship of godparents and godchildren,
called spiritual affinity, is not now considered a bar to mar-
riage, as it was before the Council of Trent, which made
no provision on the subject.

Solomon made affinity with Pharaoh, king of Egypt, and
took Pharaoh's daughter. 1 Ki. iii. 1.

2f. Intercourse
; acquaintance ; companion-

ship.
About forty years past, I began a happy affinity with

William Cranmer. Burton.

Hence 3. Anatural liking for, or attraction to,
a person or thing ;

a natural drawing or inclina-
tion

;
an inherent mutual liking or attraction.

Some transcendent, unborn affinity, by which we are
linked to things above the range of mere nature.

Bvs/tnell, Nat. and the Supernat., p. 68.

4. Inherent likeness or agreement as between
things ;

essential or specific conformity ;
inti-

mate resemblance or connection.
The perception of real affinities between events (that is

to say, of ideal affinities, for those only are real) enables
the poet thus to make free with the most imposing forms
and phenomena of the world, and to assert the predomi-
nance of the soul. Emerson, Nature.

5. In chem., that force by which the atoms of
bodies of dissimilar nature unite in certain defi-

nite proportions to form a compound different
in its nature from any of its constituents :

called distinctively cliemical or elective affinity.
The word has lost its original meaning, and now signifies
nothing more than cliemical force. See chemical.

Affinity is neither the gases nor their product, but a
power which renders the product possible.

G. If. LCIKS, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 25.
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6. In biol.

f morphological and implied genetic
relationship, resulting in a resemblance in gen-
eral plan or structure, or in the essential struc-
tural parts, existing between two organisms or

4. In kin; the solemn declaration made by
Quakers, Moravians, or others conscientiously
opposed to taking oaths, in cases where an oath
is generally required. False affirmations made by

groups ot organisms ;
true and near structural such persons are punishable in the same way as perjury.

relationship, predicable of two or more organ- affirmative (a-fer'ma-tiv), a. and . [< ME.
isms morphologically related, however diverse affirmatyff, n.J'< OF. dffirmatif, F. affirmatif, -ive,

physiologically. a., affirmative, u., < L. affirmatives, < affirmatus,
At first we find marsupials, and Carnivore with marsu- Pp

'.

of affirma re ' see affirm.'] I. a. 1. Charac-
pial affinities. J. t'iske, Evolutionist, p. 24.

' erized by affirmation or assertion; assertive;
7. In psychol, that in ideas which renders them P?!i

tivLP fonn
,i.

not n
.

egativ
.

e :
?s.

an affinimtin-

afflict

used especially with reference to ceramics and
bronzes. Decoration of this kind is characteristic of
the famous Palissy ware, which is adorned with affixes in
the shape of serpents, lizards, fishes, and the like ; and

8. In geom., the relationship between two fig-
ures in the same plane which correspond to
each other, point to noint and straight line to

straight line, any point of the one lying in a
fixed direction from the corresponding point
of the other, and at a distance from it propor-
tional to its distance from a fixed line, called
the axis of affinity, the direction of which is
that of lines joining corresponding points,
affirm (a-ferm'), v. [Formerly afferm, but now
spelled so as to approach the L.

;
< ME. offer-

men, afermen, < OF. afermer. affermer, later

affirmer, affirm, avouch, mod. F. affermer =
Pr. affermar = Sp. aftrmar = Pg. affirmar = It.

affirmare, < L. affirmare, adfirmare, present as

fixed, aver, affirm, < ad, to, +firmare, make firm,
<firmus, firm: see firm, a.] I. trans. 1. To
state or assert positively; tell with confidence

;

aver; declare to be a fact; maintain as true:

opposed to deny.
One Jesus, which was dead, whom Paul affirmed to be

alive. Acts xxv. 19.

The gentleman came up, and asked pardon for having
disturbed us, affirming that he was ignorant of our being
so near. Golds:

Hence 2.

dogmatic.
Be not confident and affirmative in an uncertain matter.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, p. 102.

3. Giving affirmation or assent
; confirmatory;

ratifying; concurring; agreeing: as, an affirm-
ative decree or judgment by an appellate court

;

an affirmative answer to a request.
II. n. 1. That which affirms or asserts; a

positive proposition or averment : as, two neg-
atives make an affirmative.

Your four negatives make your two affirmatii
> *

Shak., T. N., v. 1.

2. That which gives affirmation or assent
;
the

agreeing or concurring part or side : with the
definite article : as, to support the affirmative ;
to vote in the affirmative (that is, in favor of the
affirmative side), as in a legislative body.
A government is perfect of which the affirmative can be

truly stated in answering these questions. Brougham,
3. In judicial proceedings, the side which,
whether in itsel/ an affirmation or a negation
requires first to be supported by proof, pre-

Aflixes.

Italo-Greek Vase in the Campana Collection. Louvre Museum.
(From "L'Art pour Tous.")

modern ceramic ware of both fine and ordinary quality is
often ornamented with flowers, figures, etc., in relief The
most beautiful examples of the artistic use of affixes are,

Pertain-
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(f-iks-a'shon),
. [<ML. as if */-

;he judgment, assent is expressed. jtxatto(n-), < affixare: see affix, _v.]
The act

2. To make firm
; establish, confirm,

=V^2"V^'Vffre ' 8e C
'

affirmatively (a-fer'ma-tiv-li), ,*,.
II. intrans. 1. To declare or assert positively

or solemnly.
Not that I so affirm, though so it seem
To thee, who hast thy dwelling here on earth.

Milton, P. L., viii. 117.

All books that get fairly into the vital air of the world
were written by the . . .

affirming and advancing class,
who utter what tens of thousands feel though they cannot
say. Emerion, Books.

_ , .
of affixing, attaching, or appending ; affixion.

[Rare.]
In his scourging, in his affixion, in his transfixion.

Sp. Hall, Sermon, Gal. ii. :

ful thing is: opposed to negatively.
I believe in God. First, in God affirmatively, 1 believe

he is; against atheism. Secondly, in God exclusively,
not in gods ;

as against polytheism and idolatry.

....
BP- Pearson, Expos, of Creed, i. affixture (a-fiks'tur), . [< affix + -tare, after

2. To declare solemnly before a court or ma- affirmatory (a-fer'ma-to-ri), a. [< LL. as if *af- fixture.'] 1. The act of affixing; attachment,

gistrate, but without oath (a practice allowed firmatorius, < affirmator, an affirmer, < L. affir- 2. That which is affixed. [Rare.]
where the affirmant has scruples against tak-

mare: 8ee affirm.'] 1. Affirmative
; assertive, afflatet (a-flaf), r. t. [< L. afflatus, pp. of a/-

ing an oath); make a legal affirmation. See An oath may as well sometimes be o^iraiofory as prom- florc, adflare, blow on, < ad, to, + flare, blow:

affirmation. issory. Hoblies, Gov. and Society, ii. 20. see blow1.] To breathe on
; inspire,

affirmable (a-fer'ma-bl), . [< affirm + -able.']
2. Dependent upon an affirmative principle: afflation (a-fla'shon), n. [< L. as if *afflatio(n-),

Capable of "being "affirmed, asserted, or de- as
>
an affirmatory

^
syllogism. De Morgan. <afflare, adflare : see afflatus.'] A blowing or

clared : followed by of: as, an attribute affirm-
affirmer (a-fer'mer), . One who affirms.

able of every just man. The burthen of the proof in law resteth upon the affirmer
Bp. Bramhall, Schism Guarded, p. 28s!

affitcht, r. t. [< ME. affitcte , afficche, afficlte, < OF.
aficher, afichier, mod. F. afficher = Pr. aficar,
afiquar = Sp. afljar = It. afficcare, < ML. as if

In a way capa-affirmably (a-fer'ma-bli), adv.
ble of affirmation.

affirmance (a-fer'mans), n. [< OF. affermance,
afermance, < affermer, afermer, affirm: see af-
firm.'] 1. The act of affirming; asseveration;
assertion.

E'en when sober truth prevails throughout,
They swear it, till affirmance breeds a doubt.

Courper, Conversation, 1. 66.

2. Confirmation; ratification.

All sentences are liable to the king's affirmance or re.WMl Brougham.
3. In law : (a) The coufinnatiou by an appel-
late court of the adjudication of a lower court
or officer. (6) Confirmation of a voidable act.
affirmant (a-fer'mant), n. [<L. affirman (t-)s,

ppr. of affirmare: see affirm.] 1. One who af-
firms or asserts. 2. In law, one who makes
affirmation instead of taking an oath.
affirmation (af-er-ma'shon), n. [< L. affirma-
#O(K-), < affirmare, affirm: see affirm.] 1. The
assertion that something is, or is true

;
the as-

signment of a certain character to an object :

opposed to denial or negation, in ordinary formal
logic, the distinction relates merely to the form of expres-
sion, but usually affirmation is taken to mean the assertion
of something positive and definite, as opposed to a merely
negative assertion.

"affigicare, a freq. form equiv. to affixare, freq.

breathing on
; inspiration,

afflatus (a-fla'tus), n. [< L. afflatus, adjlatus,
< affline, adflare, blow on: see afflate.'] 1. A
blowing or breathing on, as of wind

; a breath
or blast of wind. [Rare or unused.] 2. An
impelling mental force acting from within;
supernal impulse or power, as of prophecy or

religious, poetic, or oratorical in-

2. That which is affirmed ; a proposition that a
^JF (**'*

; j i j i _ i_ .

' r
.
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(ff. E. D.)

affix (a-fiks'), v. t.; pret. and pp. affixed (for-
merly often and still occasionally affixf), ppr.
affixing. [< ML. affixare, freq. of L. affigere, ad-
figere, pp. affixus, adfix-us, fasten to, < ad, to, +
figere, fasten, fix. The older form in E. was
affitch, q. v.] To fix; fasten, join, or attach;
conjoin, add, or append; make an adjunct or
part of : followed by to.

Archbishop Whitgift was the first to affix Ms name to
the death warrant. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 226.

As plants became more highly developed and affixed to
the ground, they would be compelled to be anemophilous
in order to intercross.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilization, p. 409.

We hesitate at doing Spenser so great an honor as to
think that he intended" by his allegory the sense we affix
to it. Emerson, Art.

=Syn. Add, Affix, Annex, etc. (see add), suffix, superadd
tack on, fasten on, join.

is declared to be true
; averment

; assertion.
That he shall receive no benefit from Christ, is the affir-

mation whereon his despair is founded.

Hammond, Fundamentals.

3. Confirmation
; ratification

; establishment
of something of prior origin.
Our statutes sometimes are only the affirmation or rati-

fication of that which by common law was held before.
Hooker.

F> affixe '
a ' and n'> <

~

affixus, adflxus, pp. : see affix, v.~] 1 . That which
is joined, attached, or added; an addition or
attachment. 2. InpMlol., a syllable or letter,
prefix or suffix, attached to a word or a verbal
root or stem, as in good-wess, veri-fy, civil-z>e,

-able, un-con-form-aMe. 3. In decorative art,
any small feature, as a figure, a flower, or
the like, added for ornament to a vessel or
other utensil, to an architectural feature, etc. :

without his affiai-us. J. Spence, The Odyst-.,.

(a-fle-ra'), a. [P., pp. of affleurer (Pr.
afflourar), make level or flush, < a fleur = Pr.
a flour = Pg. a flor = It. a fior, on a level, even,
flush: appar. < L. adflorem : ad, to, at; florem,
ace. of flos, flower, in the later sense of 'upper
surface '

(see flower), in this sense perhaps as-
sociated with, if not derived from, G. flur = E.

floor, q. v.] In decorative art, sunk to a level
with the surface

;
not projecting : said of a

medallion, a disk, or other ornamental adjunct,
inlaid as part of a design.

afflict (a-flikf), v. t. [In earlier form afliglit,

q. v.; <'L. afflictare, adflictare, trouble, agitate,
vex greatly, intensive of affligere, adfligere, pp.
afflictus, adflictus, beat down, dash to the ground,
<ad, to, +fligere, beat, strike, prob. akin to E.

I>low3, a stroke, hit.] If. To strike down; pros-
trate; overthrow; rout.

And, reassembling our affiicted powers,
Consult how we may henceforth most offend
Our enemy. Milton, P. L., i. 186.

2. To distress with mental or bodily pain;
trouble greatly or grievously; harass or tor-
ment : as, to be afflicted with the gout, or by
persecution.
Ye shall not affiict any widow or fatherless child.

Ex. xxii. 22.



afflict

There is no community free from a multitude of croak-

ers and alarmists. . . . who afflict the patience and con-

science of all good Christians within the reach of their

influence. \Vltii>]>li', Kss. and Kev., II. 118.

The afflicted voice of the country, in its hour of dancer,
has charmed down with a sweet persuasion the angry
passions of the day. Kr, ,-,'tl. Orations, I. :iTl).

= Syn. Ai!li<'t, Dittf: 1

**, Ttnl>le, Harass, Toritii-nt ; try,

pain, hurt, plague, persecute. Of these words, afflict im-

plies the most spiritual effect, the greatest depth and con-

tinuance of sorrow. To (tixtiw is a more outward act,
In infill!,' oue into straituess of circumstances or feeling, so

that there is more anxiety for the future, while perhaps
the atlUft"! person knows the full measure of his loss and
is wholly occupied with the past. To trouble is a lighter

act, involving perhaps confusion or uncertainty of mind,
and especially embarrassment, llui'rux, as applied to mind
or I'ody, suggests the infliction of the weariness that comes
from the continuance or repetition of trying experiences,
so that there is not time for rest. Torment implies the
infliction of acute pain, physical or mental, and is fre-

quently used in the sense of hariniiiuj by frequent return.

The use of afflicted otherwise than of persons severally or

collectively is highly figurative or poetic : as, my afflicted
fortunes ; the other words have freer figurative use. See

affliction.
O ye afflicted ones who lie

Steeped to the lips in misery.
Longfellow, Goblet of Life.

I come to visit the afflicted spirits
Here in the prison. Shak., M. for M., ii. 3.

Myself distresfi'd, an exile, and unknown,
Deharr'd from Europe, and from Asia thrown,
In Libyan deserts wander thus alone.

Dryden, Mueid, i. 531.

For my own part I should be verymuch troubled were I

endowed with this divining quality.
Addison, Spectator, No. 7.

Nature, oppress'd and harass'd out with care,
Sinks down to rest. Addison, Cato, v. 1.

The sight of any of the house of York
Is as a fury to torment my soul.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 3.

afflictt (a-flikf), p. a. [In earlier form aflight,

q. v.
;
< ti. afflictus, adflictus, pp. : see the verb.]

Afflicted; distressed.

afflictt, . [< afflict, v.] Conflict; struggle.

The life of man upon earth is nothing else than a "war-
fare

"
and continual afflict with her ghostly enemies.

Becon, Fasting (ed. 1844), p. 542. (N. E. D.)

afflictedness (a-flik'ted-nes), n. The state of

being afflicted; affliction.

Thou art deceived if thou thinkest that God delights in

the afflictedness of his creatures.

Bf. Hall, Balm of Gilead, ii. 6.

afflicter (a-flik'ter), n. One who afflicts or
causes pain of body or of mind.

afflictingly (a-flik'ting-li), adv. In an afflicting
manner.

affliction (a-flik'shon), n. [< ME. affliccioun,

-tyon, < OF. aJKction, < L. afflictio(n-}, adflic-

tio(n-),( affligere, adfligere : see afflict.'] 1. The
state of being afflicted; a state of pain, dis-

tress, or grief.

To visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction.
Jas. i. 27.

He kindly tooke us all by the hand, and made signes
that he should see us no more, which made us take our
leave of him with extreame reluctancy and affliction for
the accident. Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1646.

2. A cause of continued pain of body or mind,
as sickness, loss, calamity, adversity, persecu-
tion, etc.

Many are the afflictions of the righteous. Ps. xxxiv. 19.

= Syn. 1. Affliction, Grief, Sorrow, Sadness, Distress, Mis-

ery, Wretchedness, pain. Affliction is acute, continued
suffering caused by loss or its consequences. That is an
affliction which is a severe deprivation or loss, as of health,
limbs, faculties, friends, or the property necessary to one's

support ; not temporary ailments, nor losses easily borne
or repaired. Grief is mental suffering top violent to be
long continued, and therefore subsiding into sorrow or
sadiiexs ; it is always in view of something recently past.

Affliction is a personal matter ; griefmay be over another's
woe. Sorrow, though more quiet, may be long continued
or permanent (as, a lifelong sorrow), and may be in view
of the past, present, or future ; it may be active peni-
tence for wrong-doing as sorrow for sin, or it may be
wholly sympathetic. Sadness is a feeling of dejection or
inability to be cheerful, the cause being not always a
matter of consciousness ; it is primarily personal, and is

of various degrees of depth and permanence. Distress is

extreme adversity, and, subjectively, the corresponding
state of mind

; it is the agitation appropriate to circum-
stances well-nigh desperate. It may he wholly sympa-
thetic, as the distress caused by calamity to another, and
it may imply a struggle. The first five words may be
freely used for either cause or effect ; misrni and n-retc/ted-
ness denote generally only the effect, that' is, the state of
feeling. Misery is great and unremitting pain of body or
mind, unhappiness that crushes the spirit. \Vrrtche.ilnem
is sometimes almost identical with misery, and sometimes
goes beyond it, even to abjectness. See calautiti/.

The furnace of affliction refines us from earthly drossi-

ness, and softens us for the impression of (iod's own
stamp. llni/li:

Indeed the violence and, impression of an excessive
'///,;/' must of necessity astonish the soul, and wholly de-

prive her of her ordinary functions.

Cotton, tr. of Montaigne (3d ed.), ii.

101
A feeling of sadness and longing,
That is not akin to pain,

And resembles somite only
As the mist resembles the rain.

Lmgfdlow, The Day is Done.

Great distress has never hitherto taught, and while the
world lasts it never will teach, wise lessons to any part of

mankind. Burke, Letter to Memb. of Nat. Assembly.

The state of one who really wishes for death is firmly
linked in our thoughts with the extreme of misery and
U'retched/n-ss anil disease. H'. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 229.

2. Trouble, misfortune, disaster, visitation, blow, trial,

woe. tribulation. See list under yrwf.
afflictive (a-flik'tiv), . [=F. afflictif, < ML.
afflictions, <. L. afflictus, pp. of affligere : see

afflict, .] Characterized by or causing mental
or physical pain ; painful ; distressing ;

of the
nature of an affliction: as, an afflictive dis-

pensation of Providence.

We consider with the most afflictive anguish the pain
which we have given and now cannot alleviate.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 54.

Many that want food and clothing have cheerier lives

and brighter prospects than she had ; many, harassed by
poverty, are in a strait less

afflictive.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xiii.

= Syn. Afflicting, grievous, calamitous, disastrous, oppres-
sive, severe, unhappy, trying.

afflictively (a-flik'tiv-li), adv. In an afflictive

manner
;
in a manner that is painful and trying.

affluence (af'16-ens), . [=F. affluence, < L.

affluentia, adfluentia, abundance, < affluen(t-)s,

adfluen (t-)s, ppr. ,
abundant : see affluen t.] 1 . A

flowing to; a concourse; afflux.

There had been great affluence of company.
Carlyle, Frederick the Great, III. viii. 37.

2. Figuratively, an abundant supply, as of

thoughts, words, etc.
;
a profusion, as of riches;

hence, abundance of material goods ;
wealth.

Few scholars have manifested so much independence
and affluence of thought, in connection with so rich and
varied an amount of knowledge.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 17.

Many old and honourable families disappeared, . . .

and many new men rose rapidly to affluence.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

= Syn. 2. Wealth, Riches, etc. (see opulence) ; exuberance,
profusion, overflow ; fortune, prosperity, ample means.
See list under abundance.

affluency (af'16-en-si), n. An abundant flow or

supply; affluence. [Rare.]
There may be certain channels running from the head

to this little instrument of loquacity [a woman's tongue],
and conveying into it a perpetual affluency

of animal
spirits. Addison, Spectator, No. 247.

affluent (af'lo-ent), a. and n. [< ME. affluent,
< OF. affluent, mod. F. affluent, < L. affluen(t-)s,

adfluen(t-)s, abundant, rich, ppr. of affluere,

adfluere, flow to, abound in, < ad, to, + fluere,
flow: see fluent.] I. a. If. Flowing to: as,

"affluent blood," Harvey, Consumption. 2.

Abundant; copious; abounding in anything,
as attributes, attainments, or possessions;
hence, specifically, abounding in means

;
rich :

as, a man of affluent intellect
;
an affluent man

or community ; affluent circumstances.
His imagination is most affluent when it is pervaded by

a calm, yet intense and lofty spirit of meditation.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 249.

II. n. A tributary stream
;
a stream or river

flowing into another, or into a lake, bay, etc.

He cast anchor in a very great bay, with many affluents.

Bancroft, Hist. I!. S., I. 108.

As the Thames rolls along, it receives a number of these

feeders, or affluents, which empty themselves into the
river. Huxley, Physiog., p. 4.

affluently (af'lo-ent-li), adv. In an affluent
manner

;
in abundance

; abundantly.
affluentness (af'lo-ent-nes), n. The state of

being affluent
; great plenty.

afflux (af'luks), n. [=F. afflux, < L. as if */-
fluxus, n. (cf. flux, < fluxus, n.), < affluere, pp.
affluxus, flow to : see affluent.] The act of flow-

ing to
;
a flow or flowing to

;
an accession : as,

an afflux of blood to the head.

Not unfrequently it happens that to a spot where two
or more filaments have met, there is an afflux of the pro-
toplasmic substance. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 395.

affluxion (a-fluk'shou), . [< L. as if "afflux-

io(n-) (cf. fluxion), < affluere, flow to: see af-

fluent.] A flowing to or toward
;
an afflux or

accession. Sir T. -Browne.

affodillt (af 'o-dil), n. Obsolete form of daffodil.

afforage (af'or-aj), n. [< OF. afforage, affeurage,
< afforer, affcrer, affeurer, afeurer, assess, value,
affeer: see affeer.] Formerly, in France, a

duty paid to the lord of a district for permis-
sion to sell wine or liquors within his seigniory.

afforcet fa-Mrs'), v. t. [< ME. aforeen, afor-
Hi'it. < OP. dforcer, < ML. *affortiare, afforciare.
sf rragthen, fortify (cf. afforeement) ;

mixed
with OF. efforcer, enforcer, < ML. exfortiare,

afforestment

force, compel ;
< L. ad, to, or ex, out, + ML.

fortiare, strengthen: see Jbreei.] 1. To force
;

compel; violate. 2. To strengthen or rein-

force by the addition of other or of specially
skilled members, as juries and deliberative
bodies.

The remedy for insufficient "governance" was sought
... in admitting the houses of Parliament to a greater
share of influence in executive matters, in the a/<n'<-ih<! nr

amending of the council, and in the passing of reforming
statutes. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 695.

3. Reflexively, to exert one's self
;
endeavor

;

attempt.
afforcementt (a-fors'ment), n. [< OF. afforce-

iiiciit,<.afforcei; a/brcw/strengthen : see afforce

and-ment.] 1. A reinforcement
;
a strengthen-

ing, especially of a jury or deliberative body.
See extract.

As it became difficult to find juries personally informed
as to the points at issue, the jurors . . . summoned were
allowed first to add to their number persons who possessed
the requisite knowledge, under the title of a/orcement.
After this proceeding had been some time in use, the af-

forcing jurors were separated from the uninformed jurors,
and relieved them altogether from their character of wit-

nesses. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 164.

2. A fortress ; a fortification. Bailey.
afford (a-ford'), v. t. [Spelled aff- as if of L.

origin, but prop, with one/; early mod. E. af-

ford, affoard, affoord, afoord, < ME. aforthen,

iforthen, wortJien, earlier iforthien, geforthian,
< AS. (/efortltian, further, advance, promote,
accomplish, perform, < ge- + forthian, further,

advance, promote, perform, (forth, forth, for-

ward : see a-6
, ge-, and/ort/t; cf. further, v.]

If. To promote; further; forward; carry out;
accomplish ;

achieve
; manage.

And here and there as that my litille wit

Aforthe may, eek think I translate hit.

Occleve. (Halliwell.)

2. To give, yield, produce, or confer upon;
yield, furnish, supply, as an effect or a result,
as of growth, effort, or operation : as, the earth

affords grain ;
trade affords profit ; religion af-

fords consolation to the afflicted
;
the transac-

tion afforded him a good profit ;
to afford one an

agreeable sensation.

What could be less than to afford him praise ?

Milton, P. L., iv. 46.

Standing out in strong relief from the contrast a/orded
by the sable background was a waxen image.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 145.

The delight which a work of art afords seems to arise

from our recognizing in it the mind that formed Nature,
again in active operation. Emerson, Art.

3. To manage, be able, or have the means (with
an infinitive clause) ;

be able to give or bear,

spare, or meet the expense of (with an object-

noun) : always, from the implication of ability,
with may or can : as, we can afford to sell

cheap ;
he might afford to gratify us

; you can
well afford the expense.
Only this commendation I can afford her.

Shak., Much Ado, i. 1.

Thou shalt lie close hid with nature, and canst not be

afforded to the Capitol or the Exchange.
Emerson, The Poet.

A man is rich in proportion to the number of things
which he can afford to let alone. Thoreau, Walden, p. 89.

= Syn. 2. To supply, furnish, bestow, communicate, give,

impart.

affordable (a-for'da-bl), a. [< afford + -able.]

Capable of being afforded, spared, yielded, or

borne.

affordmentt (a-fprd'ment), n. [< afford +
-ment.] A donation

;
a grant. [Bare.]

Your forward helps and a/brdments.
H. Lord, Ded. of Sect of the Banians, 1630.

afforest (a-for'est), v. t. [< ML. afforestare,
convert into a forest, < L. ad, to, + ML. foresta,
a forest : see forest.] To convert, as bare or

cultivated land, into forest, as was done by
the first Norman kings in England, for the pur-
pose of providing themselves with hunting-
grounds.
afforestation (a-for-es-ta'shon), n. [< ML. af-

forestatio(n-), < afforestare : see afforest.] The
act of turning ground into forest or woodland,
or subjecting it to forest law

;
the territory af-

forested.

Richard I. and Henry II. ... had made new aforeita-
lions, and much extended the rigour of the forest laws.

Sir M. Hale, Hist. Com. Law of Eng.

afforestment (a-for'est-ment), n. [< afforest
+ -ment.] The act of converting, as arable

land, into a forest
;
afforestation.

Land once afforested became subject to a peculiar sys-
tem of laws, which, as well as the formalities required to

constitute a valid affiirrrtment, have been carefully ascer-

tained by the Anglo-Norman lawyers.
Encye. Brit., IX. 409.



afform

afformt (a-form'), r. t. [< OF. nfomn-r. < a- (L.
iid, to) + former, form.] To form; model;
cause to conform.
afformative (a-for'ma-tiv), . [< af- (L. ad,
to) + forinatii-e.'] In j/hilul., an affix

;
a forma-

tive addition to a word or stem.
affranchise (a-fran'chiz or -chiz), c. t.

; pret.
and pp. affranchised, ppr. affranchising. [< late
ME. affranchyse, afranchise, < OF. ufranchixs-,
F. affranchiss-, stem of certain parts of OF.
afranchir, F. affranchir, make free, < a (L. oil),

to, + franc, free : see/rowt and/rnnc/iisr.] To
make free

;
enfranchise.

affranchisement (a-fran'chiz-ment), n. [< F.

afffancltimteiueiit.'] The act of setting free, or of

liberating from a state of dependence, servi-

tude, or obligation ;
enfranchisement.

It is deliverance from all evil, it is supreme affranchis?-m ni. J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, iv. 7.

affrapt (a-frap' ), r. t. and i. [= It. affrappare, <

af- (L. ad, to) + frappare = F. frapper, strike,
of uncertain origin : eeefrap.} To strike

;
come

They beue ymett, both ready to a/rap.
Spenser, V. Q., II. i. 2B.

affray (a-fra'), v. t. [< ME. affrayen, afrayen,
affraien, afraien (pp. affrayed, afrayed, affraied,
afraied, >'E. afraid, q. v.), terrify, frighten, <

OF. afrayer, affrayer, affraier, usually with
initial e, effrayer ( > mod. F. effrayer), cffraer,

effreer, effroier, efferer, esfrayer, esfraier, eqfreer,

esfroier, ezfroier, etc., earlier esfreder = Pr. es-

fredar, terrify, frighten, disturb, disquiet (the
OF. forms in off-, and the prevailing sense of
'

terrify
' rather than '

disturb,' may be due to
the influence of

affre, afre, terror, fright, afre,

afrou, horrible, frightful, >F. affreux, horrible,
frightful), prob. < ML. "eifridare, disturb, dis-

quiet, < L. ex, out of, + ML. fridus, fridmn.
< OHG. fridu, frido (MHG. wide, G. friede),
peace, = AS. frithu, peace : see frith1 . To af-
fray, then

?
is to ' break the peace/] To frighten ;

terrify ; give a shock to
;
arouse

;
disturb.

Small- foules a grete hepe
That had afraited me out of my slepe.

Chaucer, Death af Blanche, 1. 296.

The kettle-drum and far-heard clarionet

Affray his ears. Keats, Eve of St. Agnes, xxix.

affray (a-fra'), n. [< ME. affray, afray, terror,
disturbance, brawl, < OF. affray, affrai, usually,
with initial e, effrei, effroi, effroy, exfrai, esfrei,

tsfroi (F. effroi) = Pr. esfrei; from the verb:
see affray, e.

;
see also frayi, a short form of

affray.'] If. Fear; terror.

Some maner afray. Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 1039.

Full of ghastly fright, and cold affray.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 12.

2f. Disturbance involving terror.

Atte laste he made a foul affray.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 93.

3. A public fight; a noisy quarrel; a brawl; a
tumult

;
disturbance. Specifically, in law, the fight-

ing of two or more persons in a public place to the terror of
others. It usually implies a casual meeting, not by previous
agreement to fight. (A private quarrel is not in a legal
sense an affray. J

= Syn. 3. Broil, Scuffle, etc. See quarrel, n.

affrayer (a-fra er), . One who raises or is

engaged in affrays or riots
;
a disturber of the

peace. [Rare.]
Felons, night-walkers, a/rayer*.

M. Dalton, Country Justice (1620).

affraymentt (a-fra'ment), . [< OF. affraiement,
affraiment (>ML. affraimentum), < affraier: see

affray, .] Same as affray.
affreight (a-fraf ), v. t. [< F. affreter, < a- +fre-

fer, freight, charter: see freight.] To hire, as a

ship, for the transportation of goods or freight.
Craig. [Rare.]

affreighter (a-fra'ter), n. The person who
hires or charters a ship or other vessel to con-

vey goods. Craig.

affreightment (a-frat'ment), n. [< affreight +
-ment, after F. affretement.'} 1. The act of hir-

ing a ship for the transportation of goods. 2.
The freight carried by a ship.

affrendedt, a. See affriended.
affrett (a-fref ), n. [< It. affrettare, hasten,
hurry (cf . affretto, hurried, affrettamento, haste,
precipitation, fretta, haste, hurry), < frettare,
sweep, prop, rub, < LL. *frictare, < L. frictus,
pp. of fricare. rub : see fret

1
, .] A furious

onset or attack.

With the terrour of their fierce affret
They rudely drove to ground both man and horse.

Spenser, F. Q., III. ix. 16.

affrictiont (a-frik'shon), n. [< L. as if *affric-
tto(w-) ;

cf. affricatio'(n-), < affricare, rub on or

against, < ad, to, + fricare, rub, > E. friction.'}
The act of rubbing ;

friction. Boyle.
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affriendedt, affrendedt (a-fren'ded), a. [< af-
(L. ail) + friend,.formerly spelledfrend.} Made
friends; reconciled.

Shu saw that cruell war so ended,
And deadly foes so faithfully /;.. n,l.,l.

Spenser, V. Q., IV. iii. 50.

affright (a-frif), v. t. [Spelled aff-, as if of L.

origin, but prop, with one /; < ME. afrighten,
afrigten (pp. afrighl, afrift), < AS. afyrlitau,
terrify, < a- + fi/rlitnn, terrify, < forht, fearful:
see a- 1 and frit/lit. Not connected with afraid
or afcard.} To impress with sudden fear;
frighten ; terrify or alarm. [Archaic.]

Thrice did her trembling feet for flight prepare,
And thrice afrighted did her flight forbear.

Dryden, Ovid's Art of Love, 1. 620.

Not to a/right your tender soul with horror,
We may descend to tales of peace and love.

Ford, Lady's Trial, il. 1.

= Syn. To scare, alarm, dismay, appal, daunt, intimidate,
.startle, shock, overawe.

affrigntt. Past participle of affright. Chaucer.

affright (a-frif), 1. Sudden or great fear;
terror; fright.
We have heard of these midnight scenes of desolation,

. . . the ominous din of the alarm-bell, striking with of-
fri'ilit on the broken visions of the sleepers.

Everett, Orations, I. 116.

2f. The cause of terror
;
a frightful object.

The gods upbraid our suffrings . . .

By sending these a/right*. B. Jansan, Catiline.

affrightedly (a-fri'ted-li), adv. In an affrighted
manner

;
witli fright.

affrighten (a-fri'tn), r. t. [< affright + -enl, af-
ter frighten.*] To terrify; frighten.
affrighter (a-fri'ter), n. One who frightens.
affrightful"(a-frit'ful), a. [< affright, n.. +
-/''.] Terrifying; terrible; frightful: as, "af-
frightful accidents," Up. Hall, Sermons, xxxiii.

affrightment (a-frit'ment), n. [< affright +
-ment.} If. Tne act of frightening.

Since your affrightment could not make her open Iher
purse] unto you, you thought to make her innocency
smart for it. R. Broinf, Northern Lass.

2. The state of being frightened; fright.
With as much affrightment as it an enemy were near.

Jer. Taylor, Sermons, II. iii.

With much terror and affrighlment they turned the ship
about, expecting every moment to be dashed in pieces
against the rocks.

E. Johmon, Wonderworking Providence (1654).

affront (a-frunf), . t. [< ME. afronten, afroun-
ten, < OF. afronter, afrunter, later and mod. F.

affronter = Pr. Sp. afrontar = Pg. affrontar =
It. affrontare, confront, oppose face to face, at-

tack, < ML. affrontare, adfrontare, border on, as

land, confront, attack, < L. ad frontem, to the

face, in front: ad, to; frontem, ace. of frorts,

forehead, front
;
cf. L. afronte, before, in front:

a for ab, from; fronte, abl. of /row*, forehead,
front. Cf. afront, prep. phr. as adr.] 1. To
meet or encounter face to face

;
confront

;

front
;
face.

That he, as 't were by accident, may here
Affront Ophelia. Shale., Hamlet, iii. 1.

Earnestly for her he raised
His voice in council, and affronted death
In battle-field. Bryant, Knight's Epitaph.

2. To offend by an open manifestation of dis-

respect ; put a slight upon ; offend by effront-

ery or insolence : as, to affront one by doubt-

ing his word; an affronting speech.
Only our foe,

Tempting, affronts us with his foul esteem
Of our integrity. Milton, P. L., ix. 328.

Let me tell you, Mr. Dangle, 'tis damn'd affronting in

you to suppose that I am hurt, when I tell you I am not.

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

3. To put out of countenance
; make ashamed

or confused
; give a shock to.

Without affronting their modesty.
Cave, Prim. Christianity, ii. 33. (N. E. D.)

affront (a-frunf), . [=F. affront = It. af-
fronto; from the verb.] If. Tne act of oppos-
ing face to face

; open defiance
;
encounter.

This day thou shall have ingots ; and, to-morrow, give
lords th' affront. B. Jonsen, Alchemist, ii. 2.

I walk'd about, admired of all, and dreaded
On hostile ground, none daring my affront.

Milton, S. A., 1. 531.

2. A personally offensive act or word; an in-

tentional or supercilious slight ;
an open mani-

festation of disrespect or contumely ;
an insult

to the face.
Oft have they violated

The temple, oft the law, with foul affrmitx.

Milton, P. R., iii. 161.

Men of my condition may be as incapable of affronts, as

hopeless of their reparations.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, Pref.

An affront to our understanding.
ii. Spectator, No. 512.

3f. Shame
; disgrace ; anything producing a

feeling of shame or disgrace,.
Antonius . . . was defeated, upon the sense of which

affront he died of grief. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

-Syn. 2. Affront, Itwult, Indignity, Otitftnfe, provoca-
tion, impertinence, offense, rudeness. These words c.\-

pivss disrespect shown in a way that is, or is meant to be,
galling. An affront is generally upi'ii ;iml to tin- trice. An
in.-iiilt is stronger, perhaps accompanied by more insolence
of manner ; it is a deeper disgrace and a greater injury to
the feelings of its object. An imiii/nitii is, ipecmcallj,
treatment that is unworthy an affront, insult, injury, or
outrage from which one's condition or character should
have saved one : as, Zenobia was subjected to the iniliti-

nity of being led in chains at Aurelian's triumph. An
initraye, primarily involving the idea of violence to the
person, is a wanton transgression of law or propriety in

any way, the perpetration of that which is shamefully
contrary to the dictates of huirfauity or even decency;
toward a person it is a combination of insult with indig-
nity; hence it often stands for extreme abusiveness of

language. It has freedom of use sufficient to make proper
such expressions as, an outrage to his feelings, an outrage
to all decency.

To call God to witness truth, or a lie perhaps ;
or to

appeal to him on every trivial occasion, in common dis-

course, ... is one of the highest indignities and affronts
that can be offered him. /;.///.

I will avenge this insult, noble Queen,
Done in your maiden's person to yourself.

Tennyson, Oeraint.

The enmity and discord, which of late

Sprung from the rancorous outrage of your duke
To merchants.

*

Shak., C. of E., i. 1.

affronte (a-fron-ta'), a. [F., pp. of affronter:
see affront, v.} 1. In art, facing each other;
front to front : said of two figures. This was a
frequent mode of representing animal and
other figures in Oriental and early Qreek
art, as, for example, in Assyrian and Hittite

sculptures, the so-called lions of Mycenee, and
the sphinxes of the temple epistyle of Assos.

2. Specifically, in her., applied to an-
imals represented (a) front to front,
or aspectant : opposed to adorsed ;

(b) facing the spectator directly, as
the lion in the royal crest of Scotland, not with

merely the head turned outward. See gardant
and cut under crest.

Equivalent forms are affrontee (feminine)
and confront^.
Tetes affrontees, or affronte heads, in decorative art,
profile heads in relief shown facing each other, as often in

cameos, etc., but rarely on coins.

affrontedly (a-frun'ted-li), adv. In a manner
to affront

;
with effrontery. Bacon.

affrontee (a-frun-te'), n. [< affront + -eel.]
One who receives an affront. N. E. D.
affronter (a-frun'ter), n. 1. One who affronts
or insults another openly and of set purpose.
2f. A deceiver or pretender.

Must I, because you say so,
Believe that this most miserable king is

A false affronter*
Hassinger, Believe as you List, UL 3.

affrontingly (a-frun'ting-li), adv. In an af-

fronting manner.
affrontive (a-frun'tiy), a. [< affront + -ive.]

Giving offense
; tending to offend

; abusive.
How much more affrontiee it is to despise mercy.

South, Sermon on the Restoration.

Will not this measure be regarded as affrontive to the
pride ... of portions of the people of America?

R. Choate, Addresses, p. 348.

affuse (a-fuz'), v. t. [<L. affusus, pp. of affun-
dere, adfundere, pour upon, < ad, to, + funaere,
pour: see/*el.] To pour. [Rare.]

I nrst affuted water upon the compressed beans.

lioijle, Works, IV. 668.

affusion (a-fu'zhon), n. [< ML. affusio(n-), < L.

affundere, pour upon: see affune.] 1. The act
of pouring upon ;

the act of pouring water or
other liquid, as upon a child in baptism.
When the Jews baptized their children, in order to cir-

cumcision, it seems to have been indifferent whether it

was done by immersion or affurion.
Wheatly, 111. of Book of Com. Prayer, p. 362.

2. In nted., the act of pouring water on the

body as a curative means, as from a vessel, by
shower-bath, etc.

When I travell'd in Italy, and the Southern parte, I did
sometimes frequent the publiq bathes, . . . but seldome
without peril of my life 'till I us'd this frigid affujtion, or
rather profusion of cold water before I put on my gar-
ments. Evelyn, To Doctor Beale.

Some of these [remedies] are affvnon, half-baths, . . .

fomentations, injections, wrapping up in the wet sheet.

Kucyc. Brit., III. 439.

affyt (a-fi'), v. [< ME. affyen, affien, afyen, < OF.

ajier, later and mod. F. after, < ML. affidare,

trust, pledge, make oath, < L. ad, to, + ML.
fidare, trust, < L. fidus, faithful, < fides, faith :

see faith, fidelity. Deriv. affiance and affidaril.

q. v.] I. trait*. 1. To trust, confide (a thing
to a person ) ; reflexively, to confide one's self.

2. To confide in; trust. 3. To affirm on one's



afiy

faith
;
make affidavit. 4. To assure by prom-

ise
; pledge ;

betrotli
;
affiance.

Wedded lie thuii to the hags of hell,
for ilarim.' to a/>i a mighty lord
Unto the daughter of a worthless kin;;.

Shalf., -1 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

5. To engage; bind; join.
Personal respects rather seem to ufii me unto that synod.

111'. Miiiiii/mtii, Appeal to Caesar, p. 9.

II. i nlraim. To trust; confide.
1 del IIjlil

In thy uprightness and Integrity. ;

- vv ^ " f '*" *
".

~ ~
"'. L " ~

,svm*., Tit. And., i. i. +.flou'.] In a loose, waving state
; flowing: as,

Afghan (af'gau), . and . [A native name, de-
" with gray hair a/toi," Wliittier.

rived by Afghan chroniclers from AftjMna, a afoam (a-fom'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<

mythical grandson of Saul, king of Israel.] I.

. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Afghanistan,
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2. Figuratively, moving; passing from place
to place; in circulation: as, a rumor is afloat.

1 should like to know how much gossip there is afloat
that tile m.'nister does not know.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 144.

3. Unfixed; moving without guide or control :

as, our affairs are all afloat. 4. In a state of

overflow; flooded: as. the main deck was a fortiori (a for-shi-6'ri).>,

afloat. 5. On board ship; at sea: as, cargo
afloat and ashore.

African

and cf. fornenst.] I. prep. Over against; op-
posite.

The yonder hous that stent afon/eiix us.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1188.

II. adv. Over against.
The centurien that stood aforn aytu

"i. Mark 39. (X.E.D.)

[L.; lit., from a
stronger (sc. cause): a for <)6, from; fortiori,
abl. of fortior, fortius, compar. of fortis, strong :l */!*/(*(. diillt .i.^ili'lt . O/Ul, M flPVIWV/j / VI lf-5j Will [Jill . Ul ft/I ntf, SLlUIll^ .

aflow (a-flo'), pn-p. />lir. as adi: or a. [< a 3 see fort.'] For a still stronger reason; all the

foam.'] In a state of foam
; foaming : as, the

i

water was all afoam.
a mountainous country lying northwest "of afoot

(a-fut/),j>Vq>. phr.&^adi\
or a. [< ME.

British India, south of Asiatic Russia, and east
of Persia; distinctively, a member of the prin-
cipal or dominant race of Afghanistan, speak-
ing the Afghan language, the other inhabitants

a fote," on fate, earlier with pi. a foten, < AS.
on fotum : on, E. a3

,
on

; fotum, dat. pi. of fot,
E. foot.'} 1. On foot; walking: opposed toon
horseback, or in a carriage or other convey-ing moAignan language, tne otner inhabitants ' " Damage ui uuuer vju\vy-

generally speaking Persian. 2. The language
ance: as

>
ne

.

w
.

as mounted, but I came afoot.

of the Afghans, called by themselves Pushtu or

I'ukhtu, of Aryan affinity, though formerly sup-
posed by some to be Semitic. 3. [/. c.] Akind
of blanket made of knitted or crocheted wool,
used as a sofa-cover or as a carriage-robe.

II.. a. Pertaining or relating to Afghanistan
or its people.

afield (a-feld'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< ME.
a felde,' o felde, o feld, < AS. on felda (dat.), on
feld (ace.): on, E. a3

, on, in; feld, E. field.] 1.

He distinguished
comrade got afoot again.

3. Astir; stirring; about.
When thy eager hand,

With game afoot, unslipped the hungry pack.
Whittier, Southern Statesman.

more. A phrase used in, and sometimes employed as the
designation of, a kind of argument, which concludes
either (a) that something does not take place, because the
causes which alone could bring it to pass operate still more
strongly in another case without producing that effect

;
or

(b) that something docs take place, because causes much
weaker than those which operate to bring it about are ef-

fective in another case. An argument of the latter kind
is the following :

"
If God so clothe the grass of the field,

which to-day is and to-morrow is cast into the oven, shall
he not much more clothe you, O ye of little faith?" Mat.
vi. 30.

As he [Shakspere] has avoided obscurities in his sonnets,
he would do so a fortiori in his plays, both for the purpose
of immediate effect on the stage and of future apprecia-
tion. Loivell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 10$,

2. In a condition to walk about, as after sick-
ness.

Himself as a sick-nurse, till Ms poor afoul (a-foul'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< 3
+ foul.'] In a state of collision or entangle-

-

T_ J7 . , _1_ _ ! J.V _._. _ V _. _"*'_ -imeut: with of: as, a ship with its shrouds
afoul; the brig ran afoul of the steamer To
fall afoul of, to assail violently ; attack vigorously in
any way : as, he fell afoul of him tooth and nail, or with

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 27
;

" ^Eneas is afield," Shak.,
T. and C., v. 3.

What keeps Gurth so long afield' Scott, Ivanhoe.

2. Abroad
;
off the beaten path ; far and wide.

Why should he wander afield at the age of fifty-five ?

Trollope.
Without travelling further afield for illustrations, it will

suffice if we note these relations of causes and effects in

early European times. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 375.

afilet, ' ' See affile.

afire (a-fir'),prep.phr. as adv. or a. [< ME. afire,

afyre, afyr, afere.afure, o fure (also in fire):
a, o, E. 3

; fyret E. fire.] On fire.

, ,

4. In progress ;
in course of being carried out : an envenomed pen.

as, there is mischief afoot. afraid (a-frad'), a. [< ME. afraied, etc., pp. of

fore(a-f6r'),ad.,j>ren.,andco/y. [<ME.a/or, afraien"etc., > E.affray, frighten: see affray,

The match is left afire. Fletcher, Island Princess, ii. 1.

His heart afire
With foolish hope.

IT. Marrix, Earthly Paradise, II. 131.

aflame (a-flam'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a 3
,

on,+flanie.] On fire; in or into flame
;
ablaze.

The explosions, once begun, were continued at intervals
till the mine was all aflame and had to be flooded.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 425.

Aflame with a glory beyond that of amber and ame-
thyst. George Eliot.

aflat (a-flaf), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<a3 ,

on, +flafl.] On a level with the ground ; flatly.
Lay all his branches aflat upon the ground.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 426.

aflaunt (a-flanf or a-flant'), prep. plir. as adv.
or a. [< 3, on, + flaunt. ] Flaunting or flaunt-

ingly ;
with showy equipage or dress.

His hat all a/taunt and befeathered with all kinds of
coloured plumes.

afore (..

aforn, 'aforne, aforen, *< AS. on-foran, before, <

on, on, + foran, at the front. With ME. afore
was merged early ME. atfore, < AS. wt-foran, <

ait, at, + foran : see o-2
, a-7, andfore, and cf. be-

fore. Afore is nearly obsolete in literary use,
though still common in colloq. and dial, speech ;

cf . ahint.] I. adv. 1 . Before in place ;
in front :

especially in nautical phraseology.
Will you go on afore? Shak., Othello, v. 1.

2. Before in time
; previously.

If he have never drunk wine afore, it will go near to re-
move his fit. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

II. prep. 1. Before in time.

If your diligence be not speedy, I shall be there afore
you. Shak., Lear, i. 5.

2. Before in place; naut., further forward or
nearer the bows than: as, afore the windlass.
3. Before in position, station, or rank.
In this Trinity none is afore or after other.

Athanatian Creed.

4. In or into the presence of
;
under the re-

gard or notice of.

Afore God, I speak simply.
B. Jomon, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. t.

Notwithstanding all the dangers I laid afore you.
B. Jongon, Epiccene, Ui. 5.

Afore the mast. See before.

III. eon/. Before that
;
before

; rather than.

Afore I'll

Endure the tyranny of such a tongue
And such a pride. B. Jomon, Magnetick Lady.

aforegoing (a-for'go'ing), a. [< afore + going.] (1808-14) support!
Copley, \\ ,ts, 1 its, and Fancies (1014), p. 29. ooing before

; foregoing. the country.
: afliyht, aforehand (a-for'hand), prep. phr. as adv. and afreet (a-fref), n.

v. Not connected with afeard.'] Impressed
with fear or apprehension ; fearful : followed
by of before the object of fear, where that is

not an infinitive : as, to be afraid of death ;
I

am afraid to go.
Be of good cheer : it is I ; be not afraid. Mat. xiv. 27.

Whistling, to keep myself from being afraid.
Dryden, Amphitryon, iii. 1.

A man who's not a/raid to say his say,
Though a whole town's against him.

Longfellow, John Endicott, ii. 2.

= Syn. Afraid, FriyhUned, Terrified, timid, shy, appre-
hensive, troubled, suspicious, distrustful. Afraid ex-

presses a less degree of fear than frightened or terrified,
which describe outvard states. In colloquial language, I

am afraid is often nearly equivalent to I suspect, I am
inclined to think, or the like, and is regularly used as a
kind of polite introduction to a correction, objection, etc.,
or to make a statement sound less positive : as, I am afraid
you are wrong ; I am afraid that argument won't hold.

And there is ev'n a happiness
That makes the heart afraid.

Hood, Melancholy.

Antony, on the other hand, was desirous to have him
there, fancying that he would ... be frightened into a
compliance. C. Middleton, Life of Cicero, III. ix.

Airy ghosts,
That work no mischief, terrify us more
Than men in steel with bloody purposes.

T. B. Aldrieh, Set of Turquoise.

Afrancesado (Sp. pron. a-fran-tha-sa'do), n.

[Sp., lit. Frenchified, pp. of afrancesar, French-
ify, < a (L. ad), to, + France's, < ML. Francemis,
French : see French.] A member of that party
in Spain which during the war of independence
(1808-14) supported the French government of

aflightt, ' t. [< ME. afiight, pret,, after

p. a. : see afiight, p. a., and afflict, v. The ME.
spelling with gh may be due to the influence of
ME. afright, affrighted, and words of similar

spelling; but cf. delight.] To terrify; alarm.
Cam never yet ... to mannes sight
Merveille which so sore afllght
A mannes herte as it tho dede (then did|.

Cower, Conf. Amant., i. 3-27.

aflightt, p. a. [ME., < OF. aflit, later afflict, < L.
oJBchis, pp. : see afflict, p. a.]
tressed.

^ . ,, Same as afrit.
a. [ME. aforehande, also afar thehond; < afore afrescat, adv. [Prop, afreseo, < It. affresco, a
+ hand. Cf. beforehand.] I. adv. Beforehand; fresco: ,

< L. ad, to; fresco, fresh, fresco: see

fresco.] In fresco. Evelyn.
Mark xiv. 8. afresh (ft-fresh'), prep. plir. as adv. [< a* (for

of, as in anew) + freshT]

Her herte was so sore aitii/lit

That she ne wiste what'to'thinke.

in advance
;
in anticipation.

She is come aforehand to anoint my body.

II. . Beforehand in condition; forehanded:
as, he is aforehand with the world.

Aforehand in all matters of power.
Bacon, War with Spain.

Afflicted;' dis- aforementioned (a-for'men'shp.nd), a. Men-
tioned before

; forementioned.
aforenamed (a-for'namd), a. Named before.

,
Conf. Amant ii 30!)

aforesaid (a-for'sed), [ME. a/orae^; < o/ore
+ said.] Said, recited, or mentioned before,

[< afliyht + -ed?.] Same as ,

or in a preceding part of the same writing or
discourse : common in legal use.

aflightedt, p. a.

((flight.

Judas . . tooke a speciall pleasure to see them so afnrptbniio-h-r (t fm-'that^ ,
ajiyMed. sir T. More, Works, p. 1389. aioretnought (a-tpr that), a. and

afloat (a-flof), prep. phr. as adv. or a.

tiJI*>ft',onflote,<AS.
on, E. 3, on,

, Anew
; again ;

after
intermission.

They crucify to themselves the Son of God afreth.
Heb. vi. 6.

Not a few of the sites of the Roman cities were in after
times occupied afresh as English towns.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 130.

Afric (af'ric), . and . [< L. Africus: see fol-

lowing.] Same as African : as, "Afric shore,"
Milton, P. L., i. 585.
Then will the Afric indeed have changed his skin and

the leopard his spots. A*. A. Rev., CXXIII. 446.

I. a. Thought of beforehand
; < Africa, name of the country, prop. fern, of

allow a ship or boat to float (cf .

o
ice with boat-hooka. Hum; Si-c. urinn. I'.xp.. II. -24. aiornenst, pn-p. and <idr. [ME., also aforyetis,

.Seventy per cent, of all the shipping n ilont nv use the arori'i/r. iij'urii agen-H, < afore, aforn, before, +,

eemvich meridian. ,sViVw, IV. 377. aje*,etc.,against : see afore, aforn, and against,

[< afore African (af'ri-kan), a. and n. [< L. Africanus,

that name, or (b) to the region about Carthage,
the ancient Roman province of Africa. 2. Of
or belonging to the black race of Africa

;
char-

re writ- acteristic of or peculiar to negroes : as, African
features

; African cheerfulness African almond,
cubebs, goose, etc. See the nouns.

II. n. 1. A native of the continent, or in
ancient times of the province, of Africa. 2.
A member of the black African race

;
a negro.



Africander

Africander (afri-kan-der). n. [< African +
-d-er.] A native of Cape Colony or the neigh-
boring regions of Africa born of white parents ;

a descendant of European settlers in southern
Africa.

The young Afrifuurl'-r picks up his language from the
half-caste Dutch, and the descendants of Malay slaves and
Hottentot servants.

It. X. Cuit, Mod. Lang, of Africa, p. 44.

Africanism (af ri-kaii-izm), n. [< African +
-ism.] 1. An African provincialism; a pecu-
liarity of Latin diction characteristic of some
of the African fathers of the church.

He that cannot understand the sober, plain, and unaf-
fected style of the Scriptures, will be ten times more puz-
zled with the knotty Africanisms, the pampered metaphors,
the intricate and involved sentences of the fathers.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

2. A mode or peculiarity of speech of the Af-
rican race in America.
He dropped the West Indian softness that had crept into

his pronunciation, and the Africanisms of his black nurse.
Q. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, p. 260.

Africanization (af'ri-kan-i-za'shon), n. The
act of making African in character, or of pla-

cing under negro domination.
Africanize (afri-kan-Iz), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
Africanized, ppr. Africanizing. [< African +
4ze.~\ 1. To give an African character to. 2.
To place under negro domination.

But the whites have race instincts, and when the Afri-
canizing and ruin of the South becomes a clearly seen

danger, they will be a unit, the country over, for the rem-
edy. A'. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 429.

afrit, afrite (af-rit', af-rit'), . [<Ar. 'ifrit, a

demon.] In Arabian myth., a powerful evil de-
mon or monster. Also written afreet.
Be he genie or afrite, caliph or merchant of Bassora,

into whose hands we had fallen, we resolved to let the
adventure take its course.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 197.

We first behold the feet,
Then the huge, grasping hands ; at last the frown
On what should be the face of this Afreet.

R. II. Stoddard, Quests of the State.

Afrogaean (af-ro-je'an), a. [< L. Afer, Afri-

can, + Gr. yala, yij, earth, land.] In zoogeog.,
African or Ethiopian. Applied by Gill to a prime
realm or zoological division of the earth's land-surface,
including Africa south of the desert of Sahara, with Mada-
gascar, the Mascarenes, and perliaps the Arabian penin-
sula.

a froid (a frwo'). [F. : a, to, with, < L. ad, to;
froid, <lj. frigidus, cold: see frigid.'] Inceram.,
applied without heat

;
not baked or fired. Said

of decoration applied to pottery, glass, or the like, by or-

dinary painting or gilding, and which therefore can be

scraped or washed away.
afront (a-frunf), prep. phr. as adr. and prep.
[<

3 + front. Cf. affront.] I. adr. Face to

face
;
in front

;
abreast.

These four came all a-front and mainly thrust at me.
Shale., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

H.t prep. In front of : as, afront the foe.

aft1
(aft), a. and adv. [< ME. "aft. "afte, "afteti,

< AS. asftan, behind, in the rearj < Goth, aftana,
from behind, < afta, behind, back

;
forms de-

veloped from the comparative, AS. aifter =
Goth, aftra : see after, and cf. Icel. aptr (pro-
nounced and formerly spelled aftr), back, back-

ward, aft.] Naut., in, near, or toward the stern
of a

ship
: as, the aft part of the ship ;

haul aft
the mam-sheet, that is, further toward the
stern. Flat aft, hauled aft as far as possible : said of a
fore-and-aft sail. Fore and aft, lengthwise or through-
out the whole length of a ship. Fore-and-aft sail. See
fore-and-aft. Right aft, in a direct line with the stern.

aft2
, aften (aft, afn), adv. Oft; often. [Scotch.]

aftaba (afta-ba), n. [Pers. dftdba, a ewer.] A
vessel for water, Jike an aiguiere with handle

and long spout, made in

Persia and northern India,

commonly of metal, and
decorated with enamels or

damascening. It is used with
a basin having a perforated lid
for washing the hands before
and after eating. Sometimes
written aftabeh.

\
aftcastle (aft'kas-1), n. [<

aft + castle. Cf. forecas-
tle.] Hart., an elevation

formerly placed on the
after part of ships of war,
to aid in fighting.

of copper with after (after), am;., prep.,
disks of white and blue en- -tiul/viuj fYT* Afie-r ai\v-tiu/viu fYT* Afie-r ai\v
amel; Persian, i8th century.

. 1(1) AJler, adv.,
< ME. after, after, efter,

etc., < AS. after, adv., after, afterward, back,
= OS. oftar, after = OFries. efter = D. achter
= Icel. aptr, aftr = Dan. Sw. efter = OHG. a/-
tor, after = Goth, aftra, after, again, backward,
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etc., = Gr. airurepu, further off, = OPers. a/ia-

taram, further; all adverbs, compar. forms, <

af-, up- (= Goth. af= AS. and E. of, prep., q.

v.), off, + compar. suffix -tor, -tar ; hence af-
ter orig. meant

' more off, further off.' (2) After,

prep., < ME. after, after, etc., < AS. aifter, prep.,
after, behind, along, = OS. aftar. after= OFries.

efter = D. achter = Icel. eptir, eftir = Dan. Sw.
efter = OHG. aftur, aftir, prep. ;

all from the 1

adverb. (3) After, conj., is an elliptical use of
the prep.] I. adv. 1. Behind; in the rear: as,
to follow after. 2. Later in time

;
afterward :

as, it was about the space of three hours after.

First, let her show her face
; and, after, speak.

Shak., M. forM., v. 1.

II. prep. 1. Behind in place : as, men placed
in a line one after another.
Many of the warriors, roused by his [Hamet's] words

and his example, spurred resolutely "./// his banner.

Irving, Granada, p. 206.

2. Later in time than
;
in succession to ;

at the
close of : as, after supper.

After life's fitful fever he sleeps well.

Shot., Macbeth, iii. >.

For life is sweet, but after life is death.

Swinburne, Ballad of Burdens.

3. In pursuit of
;
in search of

;
with or in de-

sire for.

After whom is the king of Israel come out?
1 Sam. xxiv. 14.

As the hart panteth "/(/ the water-brooks, so panteth
my soul after thee, O God. PB. xlii. I.

That [habit of mind] which chooses success for its aim
and covets after popularity.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 20.

4. In imitation of, or in imitation of the style
of : as, to make a thing after a model

; after the
French

; after the antique ; after Raphael.
He gave his only son the name of Orlando, after the

celebrated hero of Roncesvalles.

Preicott, Ferd. and Isa,, ii. 1.

5. According to; in proportion to; in accor-
dance with: as, "after their intrinsic value,"
Bacon, War with Spain.

Lord, deal not .with us after our sins. . . . Neither
reward us after our iniquities. Common Prayer.

6. According to the nature of; in agreement
or unison with

;
in conformity to.

For if ye live after the flesh, ye shall die. Rom. viii. 13.

Mr. Partridge has been lately pleased to treat me after
a very rough manner. Sirift, Bickerstatf Papers.

The captive king readily submitted to these stipulations,
and swore, after the manner of his faith, to observe them
with exactitude. Irving, Granada, p. 144.

7. Below in rank or excellence
;
next to : as,

Milton is usually placed after Shakspere among
English poets. 8. Concerning: as, to inquire
after a person.
Thus much may give us light after what sort Bookes

were prohibited among the Greeks.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 8.

1 told him you had sent me to inquire after his health,
and to know if he was at leisure to see you.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

9. Subsequent to and in consequence of : as,

after what has happened I can never return.

Tp look or see after, to attend to ; take care of : as, he
hired a boy to look after the furnace.

HI. conj. Subsequent to the time that,

After I am risen again, I will go before yon into Galilee.

Mat. xxvi. 32.
= 8yn. Behind, After. See behind.

after (af'tto), a. [< ME. after, after, etc., adj.,

merged with after, adv., in loose comp. like af-

ter-past, etc.
;

< AS. atftera, fern, and neut. a'f-

tere, adj., < (efter, adv. and prep.] 1. Later in

time ; subsequent ; succeeding : as, an after
period' of life. [After in composition may be either
the adjective in loose combination, where the hyphen is

optional : as, an after period, after-ages ; or the adverb,
qualifying a verbal fonn, or depending logically on a verb

implied : as, after-past, the aftercome, aftenimulh. The
loose combinations are very numerous ; only a few are
here given.]

So smile the Heavens upon this holy act
That a/(er-hours with sorrow chide us not !

Shak., R. and J., ii. 6.

To after-age thou shalt be writ the man,
That with smooth air couldst humour best our tongue.

Milton, Sonnets, viii.

Wheresoever I am sung or told
In after-time, this also shall be known.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

2. Naut. : (a) Further aft, or toward the stern
of the ship : as, the after-ssdls ;

the n/ter-hatch-
way. (6) Pertaining to the after-body of a

ship: as. after-timbers.- After-cabin, after-peak,
after-sail, after-yard. See the respective nouns.

afterbirth (after-berth), n. 1. That which is

expelled from the uterus after the birth of a
child. It includes the placenta, part of the
umbilical cord, and the membranes of the
ovum. Also called set-undines. 2. Aposthu-

afterings

mous birth
;
a birth occurring after the father's

last will, or after his death : used as a transla-
tion of aanatio in Roman law.

after-body (af'ter-bod'i), n.
; pi. iiftir-boditv

(-iz). That part of a ship's hull which is abaft
the midships or dead-flat.

afterbrain (after-bran), n. That part of the
brain which lies behind the hind brain

;
the last

encephalic segment, following the hind brain
;

the medulla oblongata as far as the pons Varo-
lii : called iiii-ti'iiccplialon by Wilder and Gage,
and myelencephalon by Huxley and others. See
these words.

afterburthent (af'ter-ber'THn), . The af-

terbirth. Also written afterburden.

afterclap (after -klap), n. . [< ME. afterclap,

afterclappe, < after + clappe : see clap
1
.] An

unexpected subsequent event; something hap-
pening after an affair is supposed to be at an
end.
Those dreadful aj'terclap*. South, Sermons, VI. 227.

To spare a little for an afterclap
Were not improvidence.

Masinger, The Renegado, i. 3.

aftercome (after-kum), . What comes after;

consequence. [Scotch.]
And how are you to stand the aftercome?

Hofft/, Brownie o' Bodsbeck, ii. 9.

aftercrop (after-krop), n. A second crop in

the same year.

after-damp (after-damp), . The irrespirable
gas left in a coal-mine after an explosion of

fire-damp (which see). It consists chiefly of
carbonic-acid gas and nitrogen,
after-egg (after-eg), M. Same as metovum.

after-eyet (af-ter-i'), v. t. To keep in view.
Thou shouldst have made him

As little as a crow, or less, ere left

To after-eye him. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 4.

afterfeed (after-fed), n. Grass that grows after
the first crop has been mown, and is fed off in-

stead of being cut as aftermath.

after-game (after-gam), n. A second game
played in order to reverse or improve the issues
of the first

; hence, the methods taken after the
first turn of affairs After-game at Irish, an old

game resembling backgammon. ..V. E. D.

after-gland (after-gland), n. In mech., a piece
which grasps a part of any mechanism and
transmits force to it.

afterglow (af'ter-glo), n. 1. The glow fre-

quently seen in the sky after sunset.
The after-ylou' of the evening suffused the front of the

chapel with a warm light.
C. W. Stoddard, South-Sea Idyls, p. 239.

Frequently in the month of November my attention had
been called to the intense coloring of the sky, and brilliant
red afterglow, slowly fading away, and lasting long after
the sun had set. Science, III. 121.

2. A second or secondary glow, as in heated
metal before it ceases to be incandescent.

aftergrass (after-gras), n. A second growth
of grass in a mown field, or grass growing
among the stubble after harvest.

aftergrowth (after-groth), n. A second growth
or crop springing up after a previous one has
been removed; hence, any development natu-

rally arising after any change, social or moral.
The after-orotcthn which would have to be torn up or

broken through. J. S. Hill, Pol. Econ., II. ii. 2.

afterguard (aft6r-gard), n. In men-of-war,
that division of the crew which is stationed on
the quarter-deck to work the after-sails, etc.,

generally composed of ordinary seamen and
landsmen who are not required to go aloft;
hence, a drudge; one occupying an inferior

position.
While in the steerage, however useful and active you

may be, you are but a mongrel, a sort of afterguard and
"ship's cousin." R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 57.

afterhlnd (after-hind), adv. [< after + hind,
as in behind.] Afterward. Also written after-

liin, afterliint. [Scotch.]
after-hold (after-hold), n. Naut., that portion
of the hold of a ship which lies between the
mainmast and the stern.

The Glasgow was in flames, the steward having set fire to
her while stealing rum out of the after-hold.

Southey, Life of Nelson, I. 28.

after-hood (after-hud), n. Naut.. that portion
of the after end of a vessel's bottom plank which
is fastened to the stern-post.

after-image (Wter-im'aj). . An image per-
ceived after withdrawing the eye from a bril-

liantly illuminated object, such images are called

positive when their colors are the same as those of the

object, and negative when they are its complementary
colors.

afteringS (after-iugz), . pi. [< after + -inij-x.]

1 . The last milk drawn in milking ; strippiiigs.



afterings

It were only yesterday as she aimed her leg right at t'

pail wi' t' ti.ftt'ri ii'ift in; she knowed it were aj'trriiiyx as
well as any Christian. Mr*. (insMl, Sylvia's Lovers, xv.

2f. Figuratively, remaining dregs ; concluding
incidents or events.

These are the . . . nftrrtn>i* ufchrist's sllll'eriligs.

Up. Hall, Sermons, No. M.

aftermath (after-math), n. [(after + math.]
A second mowing of grass from the same land in

the same season. Also called Inttcrmatli, rowen,
or rowett, and in some places, when left long on
the ground, /</.

So by many a sweep
Of meadow smooth from (Aftermath we reach'd
The griffin-guarded gates. Tfnniixon, Audley Court.

To reap an tiflrrnmlli

Of youth's vainglorious weeds.

Lowell, Comm. Ode.

aftermost (after-most), a. superl. [< ME. aftcr-

mest, eftemest,
< AS. leftemest, aftemyst = Goth.

aftumints, the last, superl. of aftuma, the last, it-

self a superl., < (if- (see after) + -tu-ma, a double
superl. suffix associated with the compar. suffix

-ta-ra, AS. and E. -ter, as in after, q. v. In af-
termost the r is inserted in imitation of after,
and -meat is changed to -most in imitation of

most, superl. of more, q. v. So foremost, Jiind-

most, inmost, outmost, etc.: see -most.] Hind-
most; iiaut., nearest the stern: opposed to fore-
most. [Little used except in the nautical sense. ]

afterness (after-nes), . [< after, a., + -ness.]
The state of being or coming after.

afternoon (af-ter-non'), n. and a. [< ME. after-

non, orig. prep. phr. after none : see after, prep.,
and noon. ] I. H. That part of the day which
extends from noon to evening.

II. a. Pertaining to the after part of the day :

as, afternoon shadows.
afternoon-ladies (after-non-la'diz), n. pi. [Cf.
F. belle de nuit, lit. the beauty of night.] In

bot., a species of the four-o'clock, Mirdbilis Ja-

lapa or H. longiflora : so called from its flow-
ers opening only toward evening. Also called
marvel of Peru.

after-note (af
'

ter-not), . In music, the second
or unaccented note, the first of every two notes

being naturally accented; one or more small
notes that are not appoggiaturas, but belong
to the preceding instead of the succeeding note.

after-pains (after-panz), n. pi. The uterine

pains which occur in childbirth after the ex-

pulsion of the child
and the afterbirth.

afterpiece (af'ter-
pes), . A short dra-
matic entertainment

performed after the

principal play.
after-rake (af ter -

rak), n. [< after +
rake.'] Naut., that

part of the hull of a
vessel which over-

hangs the after end
of the keel.

aftershaft (iif'ter-

shaft), . [A tr. of
the term hyporachis,
coined by Nitzsch,
who used it for the
whole of a supple-
rnpnfarv fpfltlioY1 &a rachis; c, c, c, vanes, cut away on

ntary reamer, as
ri(

,ht side in order n(; t

described below
;

and this usage is

customary. Later
Sundevall restricted hyporachis, and conse-
quently aftershaft, to the shaft alone of such a

feather, the whole of which he caljed hypopti-
liim.] Inornith.: (a) A supplementary feather
growing out of a feather; the hypoptilum.
The after-shaft, when well developed, is like a duplieate

in miniature of the main feather, from the stem of which
it springs, at junction of ealamus with rhachis, close hy the
umbilicus. Cows, Key to N. 4 Birds, p. 84.

(6) The shaft of such a supplementary feather.
Also called hyporachis.
aftershafted' (after -shafted), a. Having
aftershafts: as,

"
plumage after-shafted," four.-.

Key to N. A. Birds.

afterthought (after-that), >i. 1. A later or
second thought. 2. Reflection after an act;
some consideration that occurs to one's mind
too late, or after the performance of the act to
which it refers.

After-thought, and idle care,
And doubts of motley hue, and dark despair.

'ii, Fatilcs.

Feather from Argus Pheasant.

a, d. main stem; d, calamus; t

to interfere
ith view of f>, the aftershaft, the

whole of the left vane of which is like-
wise cut away.

, .

Christianity is not an nftertlwiifiht of God, but a foiv-
thought. tiui/inell, Nat. and the Supernal., p. 31.
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afterthoughted (af'ti>r-t]i;V ted), a. Having
afterthoughts. B. Tui/tor.

after-wale (af ter-wal), n. In saddlery, the body
of a collar

;
the portion against which the

hamrs bear.

afterward, afterwards (aftor-ward, -ward?.),
<t<lr. [< MK. afti-rirard, also in the rare gen.
form aftmrardes, < AS. a'ftrrtceard, adj., be-

hind, < irftrr, adv., + -in-urd, >E. -ward, toward.]
In later or subsequent time

; subsequently.
In mathematics, when once a proposition has been

demonstrated, it is never afterward* contested.
Macau/in/, Von Kanke.

after-wise (after-wiz), a. [< after + wise 1
.']

Wise after the event
;
wise when it is too late

;

after-witted.

There are such as we may call the after-ii'i'tr, who, when
any project fails, foresaw all the inconveniences that
would arise from it, though they kept their thoughts to
themselves. JuHNlo*.

after-wit (after-wit), . Wisdom that comes
.after the event.

After-u'itx are dearly bought,
Let thy fore-wit guide thy thought. Southwell.

After-u'it, like bankrupts' debts, stands tallied,
Without all possibilities of payment.

Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 1.

after-witted (after-wit"ed), a. Characterized

by after-wit
; circumspect when it is too late.

Our fashions of eating make us slothfull and unlusty to

labour, . . . after-witted (as we call it), uncircumspect, in-

considerate, heady, rash. Tyndale, On Mat. vi.

aft-gate (aft'gat), . Same as tail-gate. See
lock.

aft-mealt (aft'mel), . A meal accessory to the

principal meal, as dessert to dinner
;
a subse-

quent or late meal.
At aft-meale* who shall paye for the wine 1

Thynne, Debate, p. 49.

aftmost (aft'most), a. superl. [< aft + -most.]
Naut., situated nearest the stern.

aftward, aftwards (aft'ward, -wardz), adr. [<

aft + -ward, -wards.] Naut., toward the stern
or hinder part of a vessel.

ag-. Assimilated form of Latin ad- before g.
See ad-.

Ag. [Abbrev. of L. argentum, silver.] Inchem.,
the symbol for silver.

A. O. An abbreviation of adjutant-general.
aga (a'ga or a'ga), n. [< Turk, ag'ha, a great
lord, commander, < Tatar aha (Mahn).] 1. A
title formerly given to great chiefs in Turkey,
and especially to the commander-in-chief of
the janizaries.
There came a vast body of dragoons, of different nations,

under the leading of Harvey, their great aga.
Swift, Battle of Books.

2. A title of respect given to village magnates
and petty gentlemen in Turkey.
He did not care for a monk, and not much for an agou-

menos ; but he felt small in the presence of a mighty
Turkish aga. H. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 375.

Also spelled aglia.

agabanee (ag-a-ba'ne), . A cotton fabric em-
broidered with silk, made in Aleppo.
agacella (ag-a-sel'a), n. [A quasi-Latin form
of algazel, q. v.] "In her., an antelope, or a
tiger with horns and hoofs.

agada, agadic, etc. Same as liai/i/iiilii, etc.

again (a-gen', a-gan'), adv., prep., and conj.
[The usual pron. a-gen' is that of the spelling
agen, which is still occasionally used, esp. in

poetry; the pron. a-gan' follows the usual spell-
ing again. The ME. forms were numerous (of
various types, agen, again, ayen, ayain, ayan,
etc.), namely, agen, again, again, agayn, agcyn,
ogam (and with final -e, againe, etc.), ayen,
ayein, ayeyn, etc., agen, again, agein, ogein, etc.,
earlier angen, ongein, < AS. ongegn, ongen, on-

gedn, later agen, dgedn (= OS. angegin OHG.
higiignn, in</i</in, ingagene, ingegane, MHG. in-

gegene, engegene, engegen, Gt. entgegen = Icel.

igegn (for "in gegn) = Dan. igjen = Sw. igen),
adv. and prep., < on- for an- (in G. and Scand.
in-), orig. and-, again, back, + *geg, gedn, in

comp. gegu-, gcagn-, gedn-, over against: see
a-6

, gain 1
,
and gain-. Cf. against] I. adr.

1 . Of motion or direction : Back
;
in the oppo-

site direction; to or toward a former or the

original position; to the same place or person:
often strengthened with bad:

He nyste whethir hyin was moste fayn,
For to fyghte or tunic iiimiiu.

It:,-/,. <; , ,1,- I.;,,,,. 1. ,v_>ll (iii Weber, Metr. Rom., II.).

On Marie I prayd them take good hede,
To that I cum nijiinr. Tnmirleii Miistrriea, p. 78.

lirinw us word ayain by what way we must go up.
Deut. i. >!.

against
I have pursued mine enemies, ami destroyed them

; and
turned not ayain till I hitd nmsilmed them.

L> Sam. x\ii. :is.

2. Of action: Back; in return; in reply, re-

sponse, answer, echo.

l)o good, and lend, hoping for nothing ii'iniii.

Luke vi. 35.

Who art thou that answerest ayain! Rom. ix. 20.

All Israel shouted with a great shout, so that the earth
rang ai/nin. 1 Sam. iv. 5.

I knit my band-kercher about your brows ; . . .

And I did never ask it you aijain. Shak., K. John, iv. 1.

He laughed till the glasses on the sideboard rang u,in>n.

llirkfni, IMrkwick, I. 261.

3. Of action or fact as related to time, or of
time simply : Once more

;
in addition

;
another

time; anew: marking repetition (a) Of action
or existence : as, to do anything again ; he had
to make it all over again.

I will not again curse the ground any more, . . . neither
will I again smite any more every thing living, as I have
done. Gen. viii. 21.

If a man die, shall he live again? Job xiv. 14.

Quicken the Past to life again.
Whittter, The Norseman.

(6) Of number or quantity : only in the phrases
as much or as many again (= twice as much or
as many), half as much again <= once and a
half as much), etc. (c) Of kind or character:

marking resemblance.
There is not in the world again such a spring and semi-

nary of brave military people as in England, Scotland, and
Ireland. Bacon.

4. Of succession of thought: Once more; in
continuation

;
in an additional case or instance ;

moreover; besides (marking transition) ;
on the

other hand (marking contrast).

Again, there is sprung up
An heretic, an arch one, Cranmer.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

He was sometimes sad, and sometimes again profusely
merry. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 49.

Again and again, often ; with frequent repetition.

Good books should be read again and again, and thought
about, talked about, considered and re-considered.

J. F. Clarice, Self-Culture, p. 323.

Now and again, now and then
; occasionally. Once

and again, repeatedly.

The effects of which he had once and again experienced.
Brougham.

To and again, to and fro ; backward and forward.

[The adverb again was much used in Middle English, and
less frequently in Anglo-Saxon, in loose composition with
verbs or verbal derivatives, as equivalent to, and gener-
ally as an express translation of, the Latin prefix re-, as in

again-flght (L. re-pvgnare), again-riiing (L. re-mmctio),
again-buy (L. red-imere), again-ntand (L. re-sistere) ; or of
Latin contra-, as again-say (L. cmitra-dicere), etc. ; being
in this use variable with gain-, q. v. Only a few such com-
pounds are entered below.]

II.t prep. Against.

Ageyn another hethen in Turkye.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 66.

[Again, prep., was formerly in use in all the senses of

against by which in literary use it has been displaced. It
is still common in dialectal speech, pronounced agen or
agin: as, I have nothing agin him.]

Ill.t conj. Against the time that : like

against, conj. [In this use now only dialectal.]
Bid your fellows

Get all their flails ready again I come.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

againbuyt (a-gen'bl), c. t. [< ME. agen-, ayen-
byen, etc.

;
a lit. tr. of L. redimere, redeem : see

redeem.] To redeem.
We hopeden that he should have againbouglit Israel.

Wyclif, Luke xxiv. 21.

againrisingt (a-gen'rFzing), n. [< ME. agen-,
ayen-rising, etc., often transposed, rising agen,
etc.

;
a lit. tr. of L. resurrectio.] Resurrection.

The againrinng of deede men. W'ye(i/, Rom. i. 4.

againsawt (a-gen'sa), n. [< ME. again-saw,
-xagli, etc., < again + saw, a saying: see saw3.]
Contradiction

; gainsaying.
againsayt (a-gen'sa), v. t. [< ME. agen-, ayen-
seyen, etc., < agen-, ayen-, etc., + -scyen, -seggen,
etc., a lit. tr. of L. eontradicere : see contradict.
Now gainsay, q. v.] Obsolete form of gainsay.
against (a-gensf, a-ganst'), prep, and conj.

[In pron. and form like again + -st; (WE.agcnst,
agaynst, agcynst, agei/yiest, etc., ayoist, agenst,
agenest, etc., with added t, as in betwixt, whilst,

etc., the earlier forms being agens, agenes,
agains, agayns, ageins, ageynes, etc., ayetix.

ayeins, ayenis, agenes, ageines, qgcynes, etc.,
with adverbial gen. ending -es, < again, </'"

ayen, etc. : see again. Cf. AS. to-gednes, simi-

larly formed, with prefix to-, to.] I. prep. 1.
Of motion or direction : In an

opposite direc-
tion to, so as to meet; (a) toward; (6) upon :



against

as, to strike against a rock
;
the rain beats

against the window
;
to ride against the wind.

Agayns his daughter hastilich goth he.

Chamer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 911.

The birds against the April wind
Mew northward, siiuriiu: as they flew.

n'liiltifi; What the Birds Said.

2. Of position: () In an opposite position;
directly opposite; in front of: in this sense
often preceded by over: as, a ship is against
the mouth of a river.

[Aaron] lighted the lamps thereof urer against the ran-

dlestick. Num. viii. 3.

(6) In contact with; bearing upon: as, to lean

against a wall; in optical contact with (some-
thing behind); athwart: as, the ship loomed

up dark and grim against the sky.
He saw

High up in heaven the hall that Merlin built,

Blackening against the dead-green stripes of even.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

3. Of action or purpose: (a) In opposition to;
in contrariety to; adverse or hostile to: as,

twenty votes against ten
; against law, reason,

or public opinion.
His hand will be against every man. Gn. xvi. 12.

When a scandalous story is believed against one, there

certainly is no comfort like the consciousness of having
deserved it. Sheridan, School for Scandal, Iv. S.

(6) In resistance to or defense from : as, pro-
tection against burglars, cold, fire, etc.

;
to warn

one against danger ;
the public are cautioned

against pickpockets.
As if the man had fixed his face,
In many a solitary place,

Against the wind and open sky !

Wordsworth, Peter Bell, i. 26.

(c) In provision for; in preparation for; in an-

ticipation of
;
with reference to.

Agaitut the day of my burying hath she kept this.

John xii. 7.

It was now high time to retire and take refreshment

against the fatigues of the following day.
Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

(d) In exchange for; in return for; as a bal-

ance to: as, an exporter draws against mer-
chandise shipped.
Vavasours subdivide again to vassals, exchanging land

and cattle, human or otherwise, against fealty.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 28.

Against the grain. Seeyraini. Against the sun, in a

direction contrary to the apparent movement of the sun.

Against time. () Literally, in competition with time :

as, a match or a race against time, that is, with the effort

to finish before the close of a given time.

I always felt as if I was riding a race against time.
Die/cent.

(b) For the purpose of consuming time : as, he talked

against time, that is, merely to gain time, a method some-
times adopted by members of legislative and deliberative

assemblies who desire to defeat some measure or motion

by lapse of time, or to gain time for supporters to assem-

ble. TO be against, to be unfavorable to : as, the bid is

aqainst you, that is, in favor of some other bidder. To
bear against, to bristle against, to go against, etc.

See these verbs. To run against, to meet accidentally.

II. conj. (by ellipsis). Against the time that
;

by the time that; before: as, be ready against
I get back. [Now only colloq. or dial.]

Throw on another log of wood against father conies

home. Dickens, Pickwick.
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typified by the genus Agaleiia, of the order

againstandt (a-gen'stand), v. t. [< ME.
agen-standen, -stonden, < AS. agen-, ongedn-stan-
dan : see again and stand.] To stand against ;

withstand: oppose.
againwardt, adv. [ME. agayn-, again-, ayen-

irard, etc.; < again + -ward.] 1. Backward;
back again. Chaucer. 2. In return; back.
Sir T. More. 3. Again; once more. 4. Con-

versely; vice versa. Spenser. 5. On the con-

trary ;
on the other hand. (Sir T. More.

agalactia (ag-a-lak'ti-a), n. [NL.,< Gr. dya/tax-

rla, want of milk, < dydJWrof, wanting milk : see

agalactous.] In
patltol.,

a deficiency of milk in

a mother after childbirth. Also called agalaxtj.

agalactOUS (ag-a-lak'tus), a. [< Gr. dya/la/croc,

wanting milk, ( a- priv. + yd'/a (yaZanT-) = L.

lac (lact-), milk.] Characterized by agalactia.

Syd. Soc. Lex.

agal-agal (a'gal-a'gal), n. Same as agar-agar.
agalaxy (ag'a-lak-si), n. Less correct form of

agalactia.

Agalena (ag-a-le'na), . [NL., < Gr. a- priv.
+ ya/l^v??, repose, calmness, tranquillity: in al-

lusion to the spider's restlessness.] A genus
of true spiders, founded by Walckenaer, giving
name to the family Agalenidce. A. labyrinthica is

a pretty British species which spins its web upon herbage.
Usually written, incorrectly, Agelentt.

agalenid (ag-a-le'nid), . A spider of the

family AgalenidcB.

Agalenidae (ag-a-le'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., < Aga-
lena + -idle.] A family of tubitelarian spiders,

They have an ..lilunp .-,.],h;ilutlmni\, with tin-

large cephalic region distinct, and the upper mammilla:
larger than the lower. The species are numerous, and 13

genera have been admitted for those of Europe. Aiimn>:
them are some of the most familiar spiders which spin
tuhnlar \veli.-.

agalloch (a-gal'ok), . Same as ii<i<ill<><-liniii.

agallochum (a-gal'o-kum), . [NL., < Gr. <i;
>-

'fjoxov (Dioscorides), not, as stated in Liddell
and Scott's Lexicon, the bitter aloe, but the

fragrant wood also called in later times i-v'Aa'A6t/,

in NL. transposed Aloe'jryloit (another genus),
translated lignum nloes, E. lign-aloes, q. v.

;
of

eastern origin : cf. Heb. akhdlim, masc. pi., from
a sing, akhal, Hind, agliil, Skt. aguru, agalloch,
aloes-wood. See aloe.] A fragrant wood, the
aloes or lign-aloes of the Scriptures. It is much
used by the Orientals, and especially by the Chinese, as in-

cense in their religious ceremonies. It is the produce of

Aquilaria Agallocha, a large tree which grows in the
mountains of Cochin-China, Assant, and adjoining regions,
and belongs to the natural order ThinneleacefK. Portions
of the trunk and branches become saturated with a dark
aromatic resin, and these alone are used in the prepara-
tion of incense. The resin is sometimes extracted by dis-

tillation or infusion. The wood is also called calambac,
aloes-wood, and agila-, agal-, or eagleicoud. See eagle-
vood.

agalma (a-gal'ma), M.
; pi. aqalmata (-ma-ta).

[NL., < Gr. aya/.fia, a delight, honor, a pleasing
gift, esp. to the gods, a statue, any image orwork
of art, < djd/Ue<j0a<, take delight in, d)d/Um>,
honor, glorify.] 1. In lair, the impression orim-

age of anything upon a seal. 2. In Gr. antiq., a
votive offering to a deity, especially a statue, but
also a painting or any other art-object. See

etymology of anathema. 3. leap.] In zodl.,
a genus of physophorous oceanic hydroids, the

type of the family Agalmidte. Eschscholtz, 1829.

agalmatolite (ag-al-mat'o-lit), n. [< Gr. ayaX-

//a(r-), image, + /./0of, stone.] A soft stone, of

a grayish or greenish color, found in China and
elsewhere. It can in- cut with a knife and polished,
and in China is thus formed into works of art, as grotesque
figures, pagodas, etc. It belongs in part to the mineral

pinite, and in part to pyrophyllite and steatite. Also
called figure-stone, lardstune, bildxtein, and pagodite.

Agalmidae (a-gal'mi-de), n.pl. [NL.
;
< Agalma

+ -ida;.] A family of physophorous siphonoph-
orous hydrozoans, having a greatly elongated
and spirally twisted stem, the swimming-col-
umn with two or more rows of nectocalyces,
and hydrophyllia and tentacles present.
Agalniopsis (a-gal-mop'sis), n. [NL., < Agalma
+

ii\litf, appearance.] A genus of Agalmida.'

resembling Agalma, having deciduous hydro-
phyllia replaced by nectocalyces, a saecule and
an involucre, a terminal filament and no vesicle.

Sars, 1846.

agalwood (ag'al-wud), n. [See eaglewood.]
Same as agallochum.
Agama1

(ag'a-ma), it. [NL., from the Carib-

bean name.] 1. A genus of small saurian

reptiles, typical of the family Agamidce (which
see). 2. [/. c.] A member or species of the

genus Agama, or of closely related genera : with
a plural, agamax (-maz).

Agama2 (ag'a-ma), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

agamtm: see agamous.] The agamous division

of mollusks. Latreille, 1825. See agamous, 2.

Agamae (ag'a-me), n. pi. [NL. (sc. plantw),
fern. pi. of agamus: see agamous.] A name
given by some authors to the large division of

eryptogainic plants, which were formerly sup-

posed to be without distinctions of sex.

agami (ag'a-mi), n. [F. agamy (1741), now
agami, from the native name in Guiana.] A
grallatorial bird,

Psophia crepitans,
a native of South

America, often
called the golden-
breastedtrumpet-
er. It is in body of
the size of a pheasant;
it runs with great
speed,but flies poorly.
is easily tamed, ana
becomes as docile and
attached to man as a

dog. See Pxoi>ltiiilif.

agamian 1
(a-ga'-

mi-an), a. and n.

[=F. agamit-H, <

NL. Agama 1
.] I.

a. Pertaining or

belonging to the

Agamida;.
II. n. A mem-

ber of the family
Alia HI ida: (which

agamoid

agamian'-' (a-ga'mi-an), a. [As agamic +
-i-rtH.] Same as agamic.
agamic (a-gam'ik), a. [< Gr. aya/im;, unmarried
(see agamous), + -ic.] 1. Asexual: in zool.,

applied to reproduction without the congress
of individuals of opposite sexes, as by fission,

budding, encystment, or parthenogenesis ;
used

also of ova capable of germination without im-

pregnation. 'Hie word is of general application t<>

asexual reproduction, but has some special applicability
to the phenomena of alternate generation or discontinuous

development which may intervene in ordinary sexual re-

production. Opposed to gamic. See aganwtjenesis.

The agamic reproduction of insects and other animals.
. B. Carpenter, in Corr. of Forces, p. 426.

The agamic ova may certainly be produced, and give rise

to embryos, without impregnation.
Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 250.

2. In bat., of or pertaining to the Agama: or

cryptogams.
agamically (a-gam'i-kal-i), adv. In an agamic
or asexual manner

; asexually.
agamic! (ag'a-mid), n. A lizard of the family
Agamidie.
Agamidae (a-gam'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Agama 1

+ -ida'.] A family of saurian reptiles, order

Lacertilia, superfamilyAgamoidea. They are char-
acterized by having a short, thick tongue, entire (that is,

uncleft) or nearly so, and not extensible ; small rhombic
overlapping ventral scales ; a long tail ; round pupil, and

brachynra.

i, or Trumpeter (Psophia
crefitans}.

eyes provided with lids. The family is very closely re-

lated to the Iguanidae, but the dentition Is acrodont, uot

pleurodont. It is named from the leading genus, Agama
(or Amphibolurut), but contains several others, among
them Draco. D. mlans is the so-called flying lizard. The
family is divided into Agamitur and Draconince.

Agaminae (ag-a-mi'ne), n. pi. [< Agama1 +
-tntf.] A subfamily of agamoid lizards with
no wing-like lateral expansions, a mouth of

moderate size, and small conical incisors. It

embraces about 70 species, inhabiting Asia,

Africa, and Australasia.

aganiine (ag'a-min), n. A lizard of the sub-

family Agamince.
agamist (ag'a-mist), n. [< Gr. ayuuof, unmar-
ried (see agamous), + -ist.] One who does not

marry ;
one who refuses to marry ;

one who op-

poses the institution of marriage.
Agamists and wilful rejecters of matrimony.

Foxe, Book of Martyrs.

agamogenesis (ag"a-m6-jen'e-8is), n. [< Gr.

a}a//of, unmarried (see agamous), + yeveatf, pro-

duction.] Non-sexual reproduction, (a) In zodl.,

the production of young without the congress of the sexes,
one of the phenomena of alternate generation ; partheno-
genesis : opposed to gamogenesis.

Agamogene*i8 is of frequent occurrence among insects,

and occurs under two extreme forms ; in the one, the

parent is a perfect female, while the germs have all the

morphological characters of eggs, and to this the term

parthenogenesis ought to lie restricted. In the other, the

parent has incomplete female genitalia, and the germs
have not the ordinary characters of insect eggs.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 383.

(6) In 6o(., natural reproduction by buds, offshoots, cell-

division, etc.

agamogenetic (ag*a-m6-je-net'ik), a. [< aga-

mogenesis, after genetic, q. v.] Of or pertaining
to agamogenesis; produced without the con-

gress of the sexes.

All known agamogenttit processes . . . end In a com-

plete return to the primitive stock.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 312.

agamogenetically(ag'
l

'a-m6-je-net
/

i-kal-i),adfl.

In an agamogenetic manner
; by or with asex-

ual generation.
In most Discophora, the embryo becomes a fixed actin-

nla, . . . multiplies agamogenetically by budding, and

gives rise to permanent colonies of Hydriform polyps.
Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 133.

agamoid (ag'a-moid), a. and n. [< Agama1 +
-oid, q. v.] I. a. In zool., pertaining to or re-

sembling the Agamidae or Agamoidea.
II. n. A lizard of the family Agamidce or su-

perfamily Agtintniili-ti.



Agamoidea

Agamoidea (ag-a-moi'de-ii), n.pt. [NL., <

Agamai + -oidea.j Asuperfamilyot'eriglossate
lacertiliaus, having concavo-convex vertebrae,
clavicles not dilated proximally, and no post-
orbital or postfrontal squamosal arches. The
group comprise the families .\>m >/ti>l<f. l'i<xnn>ln\ X<-n-

sauridir, /.fnuti'iilii'. alul ,1m/'"'''"'- See cuts nmler .!;/</-

iiii'lif and l[iunini.

agamous (ag'a-mus), n. [< NL. agamus, < Or.

ayafiof, without nmiTiage, unmarried, < -
priv.

+ ydjUOf, marriage.] 1. In hot., same ;is n</<iiHif.

2. In zool., having no distinguishable sexual

organs. See agamic, 1. [Rare.]
The mollu-SL-aii race are divided into two branches, the

phanerogamous and the ar/aitwun or cryptogainic.
Johnston, Introd. to Conchol.

agamy (ag'a-mi), n. [< Gr. ayafiia, < oj-o^of : see

agamous.]
"

Non-marriage ;
abstention from

marriage, or rejection or non-recognition of the

requirement of marriage in the relation of the
sexes.

aganglionic (a-gang-gli-ou'ik), a. [< Gr. a-

priv. (a-18 ) 4- ganglionic.~\ Characterized by
the absence of ganglia,

agapae, . Plural of agape.
Agapanthus (ag-a-pan'thus), . [NL., < Gr.

ayavr/, love (see agape%), + at>6o<;, flower.] A
small genus of ornamental plants belonging to
the natural order Liliacca?. The species are peren-
nial herbs from southern Africa, with strap-shaped radical
leaves and large umbels of bright-blue flowers. They have
been long in cultivation.

agape 1
(a-gap' or a-gap' ), prep. phr. as adv. or a.

[<
3 + gape.'] With the mouth wide open ;

in
an attitude of wonder, expectation, or eager at-

tention.
Dazzles the crowd, and sets them all agape.

Milton, P. L., v. 3S1.

A fledgeling priest,

Beginning life . . . with callow beak
Agape for luck. Browning, Ring and Book, I. 61.

agape2
(ag'a-pe), n.

; pi. agapce (-pe). [L., <

Gr. dyojr^, love, charity in the abstract sense
;

ayairav, to love, treat with affection.] 1 . A meal
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Agaphelus (a-gaf'e-lus), . [NL.. < Gr. ayav,
very, much, +

a<j>e/.t/f, smooth. These whales
lack the usual folds or plaits of the throat.]
The typical genus of the subfamily Agiipln-limr.
. 1 . (/ililmxiix is the scrag-whale. E. I). Cope, 1868.

agaphite (ag'a-fit), n. [So named by Fischer
in 1816; (.Aguphi, a naturalist who visited the

regions in Persia where the turquoise is found,
+ -He%.~\ A name sometimes given to the tur-

quoise, more especially to the fine blue variety.
Agapornis (ag-a-por'nis), . [NL.,< Gr. ayanii,
love (see agape2 ),

+ bpvif, a bird.] A genus of

Agape, or Love-feast.
( From Roller's " Catacombes de Rome." )

partaken of in common by the primitive Chris-

tians, originally in connection with the Lord's

supper. It was made the occasion of offerings for the
poor, and closed with devotional exercises, including the
kiss of love. According to late usage, agapee were also as-
sociated with weddings, funerals, anniversaries of martyr-
doms, and the dedication of churches. The loss of their
original character and the growth of abuses led to the pro-
hibition of them in church buildings, and in the fourth cen-
tury to their separation from the Lord's supper and their
gradual discontinuance. Vestiges of the practice, however,
remained as late as the Council of Basle in the fifteenth

century, and customs historically derived from it are still

observed by some denominations. See love-feast.

May God speed the universal pentecost and agape of
his one Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church.

Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 20.

2. [cap.] [NL.] In zool., a genus of lepidop-
terous insects.

Agapemone (ag-a-pem'o-ne), n. [Irreg. < Gr.

a-ydm/, love (see "agape?), + fiavri, a staying, a
stopping-place, dwelling, t/tcvetv, stay, remain:
see remain.'] Literally, the abode of love;
specifically, the name of an association of men
and women established at Charlynch, Somerset-
shire, England, in 1846, under the direction of
the Eev. Henry James Prince, the members of
which lived on a common fund.

Agapemonian, Agapemonite (ag'a-pe-mo'ni-
an, ag-a-pem'o-nit), u. An inmate of the Aga-
pemone (which see).

agapetae (ag-a-pe'te), n.pl. [LL.,<Gr. d}<nryra(,
fern. pi. of aya-xi/TOf, beloved, verbal adj. of aya-

Love-birds {Agapornis cana).

small African parrots, including the love-birds,
sometimes made the type of a subfamily Aga-
pornitkinte. P. J. Seloy, 1836. See love-bird.

agart, n. Same as acker%, eager^. Sir T. Browne.

agar-agar (a'gar-a'gar), n. The native name
of Ceylon moss or Bengal isinglass, consisting
of dried seaweed of several species, such as
Gracilaria lichenoides, Eucheuma spinosum, etc.
It is much used in the East for soups and jel-
lies. Also called agal-agal. See gelose.

agaric (ag'a-rik or a-gar'ik), n. and o. [< L.

agaricum, <fGr. ayapi/Sv, a sort of tree-fungus
used as tinder, named, according to Dioscori-

des, from the country of the Agari, in Sarmatia,
where this fungus abounded.] I. n. A fungus
of the genus Agaricus. Among the old herbalists the
name had a wider range, including the corky forms grow-
ing on trunks of trees, like the " female agaric," Polyporux
officinalis, to which the word was originally applied, and
which is still known as agaric in the materia medica. See
Agaricus, Boletus, and J'ulyporus. Agaric-gnat, a dip-
terous insect of the family MycetophihdoK (which see).

II. a. Of or pertaining to agarics ; fungoid.
Agaric mineral, a very soft and light variety of calcite or
calcium carbonate. It is generally pure white, found chiefly
in the clefts of rocks and at the bottom of some lakes in
a loose or semi-indurated form resembling a fungus. The
name is also applied to a stone of loose consistence found
in Tuscany, of which bricks may be made so light as to
float in water, and of which the ancients are supposed to
have made their floating bricks. It is a hydrated silicate
of magnesium, mixed with lime, alumina, and a small
quantity of iron. Also called mountain-milk and moun-
tain-meal.

Agaricia (ag-a-ris'i-a), n. [NL., < Agaricus, q.

v.] A genus of aporose sclerodermatous stone-

corals, of the family Fungidat, or mushroom-
corals. Lamarck, 1801.

agariciform (a-gar'i-si-f6rm), a. [< NL. Aga-
ricus, agaric, + L. -formis, < forma, form.]
Mushroom-shaped.
agaricin (a-gar'i-sin), n. [< agaric + -in?.] A
white crystalline substance obtained from the
white agaric, Polyporus offieinalis.

Agaricini (a-gar-'i-si'm), . pi. [NL., < Aga-
ricus.'} An order of fungi having the fruit-

bearing surface arranged in radiating gills, as
in the mushrooms and toadstools.

agaricoid (a-gar'i-koid), a. Of the nature of
an agaric ;

mushroom-like.

AgariCUS (a-gar'i-kus), n. [NL., masc., < L.

agaricum, prop. neut. adj.: see agaric.] A large

7r<n>, to love.] A title given in the early ages
of the church to virgins who dwelt, in a state of
so-called spiritual love, with monks and others

professing celibacy. This intercourse occa-
sioned scandal, and was condemned by the
Lateran Council in 1139.

Agaphelinae (a-gaf-e-li'ne), H. pi. [NL., < Aga-
plielns + -inee.'] A subfamily of finner whales,
family Bakenopterida, having the skin of the
throat not plicated and no dorsal fin. Cummuti Mushroom (Agaricus camftstris).

agate
and important genus of fungi, characterized by
having a fleshy cap or pileus, and a number of

radiating plates or gills on which are produced
the naked spores. The majority of the species are
furnished with stems, hut s an- attached by their pilei
to the objects on which they grow. Over a thousand species
arc known, which are arranged in five swth.ii>, according as
the color of their spores is white, pink, brown, pnrplej or
black. Many of the species are edible, like the common
mushroom, A . tamfHMt, while others are deleterious and
even poisonous. See mushroom.

Agarista (ag-a-ris'ta), n. [NL.] The typical
genus of the family Agaristida;. Leach.

Agaristidas (ag-a-ris'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Aga-
rista + -zrf<E.] A family of heterocerous lepi-

dopterous insects, or moths, typified by the

genus Agarista.
agastt, v. t. [< ME. agasten, pp. agast: see

aghast, gast, ghost.'] 1. To frighten; terrify:
usually in past participle agast, now written

aghast (which see).
Or other grisly thing that him aghast.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 21.

2. Reflexively, to be terrified.

The rynges on the temple dore that honge,
And eek the dores, clatereden ful faste,
Of which Arcita somwhat hym agaste.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2424.

Agastreae (a-gas'tre-e), n. pi. [NL. : see Agas-
tria.] A term proposed in 1874 by Huxley as
a provisional designation of one of two divisions
of metazoic animals (the other being Gastreai),
by which the orders Cestoidea and Acantho-

cephala, which have no alimentary canal or

proper digestive cavity, are contrasted with
all other Metazoa. Jour. Linn. Soc., XII. 226.

Some alterations in this scheme have since been made ;

. . . the Agastrece are relegated, the Cestoidea to Trema-
toda and Acanthocephala to the Nematoidea.

Paseoe, Zool. Class., p. 4.

Agastria (a-gas'tri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. a-

priv. + yaoTtip, stomach.] A term of no exact

signification in modern biology, but formerly
employed to designate certain low organisms
which have no proper digestive cavity. Also
called Agastrica.
agastric (a-gas'trik), a. [< Gr. a- priv. + yaa-
r^p, stomach: see gastric.'] Without a stomach
or proper intestinal canal, as the tapeworm.
Agastrica (a-gas'tri-ka), . pi. Same as Agas-
tria.

agate1
(a-gaf), prep. phr. as adv. [< ME. on

gate: on. E. a3
, on; grate, E. gate?, way: see

gate% and gait.'] On the way ; going ; agoing ;

in motion : as,
" set him agate again," Lingua,

iii. 6; "set the bells agate," Cotgrave. [Old
and prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
agate2 (ag'at), n. [Early mod. E. aggat, ag-
get.aggot, aggott, agat, agot, agath (=D. agaat= Sw. Dan. agat), < OF. agate, later "agathe,
an agate" (Cot-

. grave), mod. F.

agate = Pr. aga-
thes,achates=Sp.
Pg. It. agata = j

MHG. G. achat,
< L. achates, < Gr.

axdrjif, an agate :

so called, accord-

ing to Pliny, be-
cause first found
near the river Agate, polished, sho

&<rn7f,in Sicily.]
1. A variety of quartz which is peculiar in

consisting of bands or layers of various colors
blended together. It is essentially a variegated chal-

cedony, but some of the bands may consist of other varie-
ties of quartz, for the most part cryptocrystalline. The
varied manner in which these materials are arranged causes
the agate when polished to assume characteristic differ-

ences of appearance, and thus certain varieties are distin-

guished, as ribbon-agate, fortification-agate, zone-agate,
star-agate, moss-agate, clouded agate, etc. See also cut
under concentric. Agate is found chiefly in trap-rocks
and serpentine, often in the form of nodules, called ge-
odes. It is esteemed the least valuable of the precious
stones. Agates are cut and polished in large quantities
at Oberstein in Oldenburg, Germany, where also artificial

means are used to produce striking varieties of color in
these stones. In Scotland also they are cut and polished,
under the name of Scotch pebbles. They are used for rings,

seals, cups, beads, boxes, handles of small utensils, bur-

nishers, pestles and mortars, and, In delicate mechanism,
as bearing-surfaces, pivots, and the knife-edges of weigh-
ing apparatus. In Shakspere agate is a symbol of little-

ness or smallness, from the little figures cut in these stones
when set in rings.

I was never manned with an agate till now.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

2. A draw-plate used by gold-wire drawers,
named from the piece of agate through which
the eye is drilled. 3. In iirinting, type of a size

between pearl and nonpareil, giving about 160



agate

lines to the foot. It is used chiefly in news-

papers. In Great Britain it is known as ruby.

This line is printed in agate.

4. An instrument used by bookbinders for pol-

ishing; a burnisher, lleffl/rafk. Com. Diet.

5. A child's playing-marble made of agate, or
of glass in imitation of agate.
agate-glass (ag'at-glas), . A variegated glass
made by melting together waste pieces of col-

ored glass.

agate-shell (ag'at-shel), . A popular name
of certain large shells of the genus Aclnitiiia

(which see).

agate-snail (ag'at-snal), n. A species of the

genus Acliatina (which see).

agate-ware (ag'at-war), n. In ceram., pottery
mottled and veined as if in imitation of agate,
the coloring going through the whole substance.

Agathis (ag'a-this), . [NL., < Or. ayafli'f, a
ball of thread.] 1. lu bot., the older and now
accepted name for the genus of Coniform com-
monly known as Dammara (which see). 2.
In rod?., a genus of ichneumon-flies, of the

family Braconidce. Latreille, 1804.

agathism (ag'a-thizm), n. [< Gr. ayaBof, good,
r -ism.'] The doctrine that all things tend to-

ward ultimate good.
agathist (ag'a-thist), n. [< Gr. ayMc,, good, +
-int.]

One who holds the doctrine of agathism.
agathocacological (ag'a - tho- kak'6-loi'i-kal),
a. [< Gr. ayatitif, good, + Kax6(, bad, 4- -/toy/a

(-7ioyiK6(), (.teyeiv, speak: see -ology.] Com-
posed of good and evil

; pertaining to both good
and evil. Southey, Doctor, I. 120.

agathodsemon (ag*a-th6-de'mon), n. [X Gr.

ayaBodaifiav, prop, written separately aya8of
daifiuv : ayaOuf. good ; iaipuv, spirit, demon :

see demon.] A good genius or spirit; a male
divinity corresponding to the female Agathe
Tyc)te, or Good Fortune. At Athens, and elsewhere
in ancient Oreece, it was customary at the end of a meal
to pour out in his honor a libation of pure wine.

agathodsemonic (ag"a-th6-de-mon'ik), a. [<
Gr. (i-yadodai/juv. stieagatliodatmon and demonic.]
Relating to or of the nature of an agathodae-
mon

; pertaining to an agathoda'tnon,
agathopoietic (ag"a-th6-poi-et'ik), a. [Prop.
agitthopceetic or -poetic, < Gr. ayaffovotelv, do
good, < 0)006$, good, + Troieiv, do: see poetic.]
Intended to do good; benevolent. Bentham.
[Bare.]

Agathosma (ag-a-thoz'ma), n. [< Gr. aya06i;,

good, + bany, earlier oSfii/, smell, akin to L. odor :

see odor. ] A large genus of plants, natural or-
der Rutacete, natives of the Cape of Good Hope.
The Hottentots mix the dried and powdered leaves of A.

C'chella
with the grease with which they smear their

ies, giving them a smell intolerable to Europeans.
Several species are cultivated for their flowers.

agatiferous (ag-a-tif 'e-rus), a. [< agate% +
-i-ferous, < L.ferre= 'E. bear!.] Containing or

producing agates. Craig.
agatiform (ag'a-ti-form), a. [< agate% + -i-

form,< L. forma, form.] Having the form of

an agate ; resembling an agate in appearance,
agatine (ag'a-tin), a. [< a</rtte

2 + -ine1.] Per-

taining to or resembling agate.
agatize (ag'a-tiz), v. t.

; pret. and pp. agatized,

ppr. agatizing. [< agate^ + -izc.~] To change
into agate. Also spelled agatine Agatized
wood, siliclfled wood in the form of agate,

agaty (ag'a-ti), a. (X agate
1* + -y.]

ture of or resembling agate : as,

flint," JToodtrard.

Agave (a-ga've),. [NL.,
< Gr. ayavii, noble, used
also as a proper name,
'Ayavfj, L. Agaue, Agave;
fern, of ayavof, noble,
illustrious, akin to yaieiv,
be proud, rejoice, and
to L. gaudium, joy.] A
large North American ge-
nus of plants, of the nat-
ural order Amaryllidacea>,
chiefly Mexican. They are
acaulescent or nearly so, of slow
growth, often large, consisting of
a dense cluster of rigid fleshy
leaves, which are spine-tipped
and usually spinosely toothed.
The best-known species is the

century-plant, or American aloe.

A. Americana, first introduced
from Mexico into Europe in 1561.

and now frequently cultivated
for ornament, as are also various
other species. It lives many
years, 10 to 50 or more, before

flowering
whence the name

cenh,ry.piant (

century-plant. At maturity it Am,ncana}
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throws up rapidly from its center a tall scape bearing alarge
compound Infloretcenoe, and ilie.s after perfecting its fruit.

It is extensively cultivated in Mexico under the name of

Mii'iui'ii, mid is put to many uses. The sap, obtained in
abundance from the plant when the flm\ ei-in^ stem is just
ready to burst forth, produces wlu-n fermented a beverage
resembling cider, called by the Mexicans pulque. An ex-
tract of the leaves is used as a substitute for soap, and the

Mower-stem, when withered, is cut up into slices to form
razor-strops. The leaves of nearly all the species yield a
more or less valuable fil>er, which is made into thread and
ropes and has been used in the manufacture of paper. Sisal

hemp, or henequin, is the product of A. Ixtli, and is ex-

ported in large quantities from Yucatan. A West Indian

species, A. Keratto, closely resembling A. Americana,
yields the keratto fiber. A. Virginica, of the southern
I'nited States, known as false aloe, belongs to a group of

species with less rigid leaves and with the solitary flowers
in a simple spike.

agaze (a-gaV), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< ME.
a gase ': a, E. a3; 170*6, E. gaze."] On the gaze;
in a gazing attitude.

agazedt (a-gazd'), p. a. [< ME. aganecl ; prob.
same as dgast, modified toward gaze : see agast,

aghast, and gaze. The examples cited below
are the only ones found.] Aghast; astonished.

The [they! were so sore atfased.
Chester Plays, ii. 85.

Whereatt this dreadful conquerour
Thereatt was sore agazed.

Percy's Folio MSS. (ed. Hales and Furnivall), iii. l.->4.

As ankered faste my spirites doe all resort*
To stand agazed, and sink in more and more.

Surrey, Songes and Sonnettes (1557).

Of understanding rob'd, I stand agaz'd. (1600.)
In E. Fart's Select Poetry (1845), II. 438. (A". E. D.)

The French exclaim'd. The devil was in armes ;

All the whole army stood agaz'd on him.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1.

age (aj), n. [< ME. age, later sometimes, in OF.

spelling, aege, eage, aage, < OF. aage, eage, ear-
lier edage, F. dge = Pr. atge, < ML. *<etaticum,
< L. (eta (/-), age (> OF. <), a contr. of earlier

atrita(t~)s, which reappears in ML. in the sense
of eternity (of. atternun, eternal: see eternal
and eternity), < rerum, OL. aevont = Gr. alum

("alpuv), a period of existence, an age, a life-

time, a long space of time, eternity (see aton,

eon), = Goth, aiws, an age, eternity (ace. aiic,
used adverbially, ever,with neg., t aiw, never),
= AS. a = Icel. ei, E. aye, ever, = AS. eeu>, <?,

age
lowing a younger ago for wills of personal property, and
also for females or for married women.
He iiofage, ask him. John ix. 21.

4. The particular period of life at which one be-
comes naturally or conventionally qualified or

disqualified for anything: as, at 46 a man is

over age and cannot be enlisted; under age for
the presidency ; canonical age (which see, be-

low).
Sara . . . was delivered of a child when she was past

age. Heb. xi. 11.

5. Specifically, old age (see 1); the latter part
of life or of long-continued existence

;
the lapse

of time, especially as affecting a person's physi-
cal or mental powers; the state of being old;
oldness.
The eyes of Israel were dim for affe. Gen. xlviii. 10.

Affe cannot wither her, nor custom stale
Her infinite variety. Shak., A. and C., ii. 2.

6. An aged person, or old people collectively.
And age in love loves not to have years told.

Shale., Sonnets, cxxxviii.

7. One of the periods or stages of development
into which human life may be divided

;
time of

life : as, life is divided into four ages, infancy,
youth, manhood or womanhood, and old age.

All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players :

They have their exits, and their entrances ;

And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

Just at the age 'twixt boy and youth,
When thought is speech and speech is truth.

Scott, Marmion, Int. to ii.

8. A particular period of history, as distin-

guished from others
;
a historical epoch : as, the

golden age; the age of heroes; the age of Peri-

cles; the dramatists of the Elizabethan age.
See ages in mythology and Malory, below.

Intent on her, who, rapt in glorious dreams,
The second-sight of some Astraian ".'/

Sat compass'd with professors.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Our nineteenth century is the age of tools.

Et/ierton, Works and Days.

9. In geol., a great period of the history of the

earth, characterized by the development of

life, custom, law,' marriage: see ayl, aye*.}
some particular phase of organic life or of phys-

1 . The length of time during which a being or !
cale&ti *, the age of reptiles ; the age of

thing has existed ; length of life or existence to

the time spoken of ; period or stage of life in

the history of an individual existence, animate
or inanimate : as, his age is twenty years ;

he
died at the age of eighty ;

at your age you
should know better

;
a tree or a building of un-

known age ; to live to a great age ; old age.
Jesus himself began to be about thirty years of age.

Luke iii. 23.

ner-
e in-

2. Duration of existence, specifically
or ge

ally ;
the lifetime of an individual, or of th<

dividuals of a class or species on an average :

as, the age of the horse is from twenty-five to

thirty years.
What fame is left for human deeds
In endless age? Tennyson, In Mem., Ixxiii.

The ages of the patriarchs before the flood have been a

subject of critical dispute. Am. Cyc., I. 181.

3. A period of human life usually marked by
a certain stage of physical or mental develop-
ment

; especially, a degree of development, ap-
proximately or presumptively measured by
years from birth, which involves responsibility
to law and capacity to act with legal effect: as,
the age of discretion or of maturity (the former

technically occurring some years prior to the

latter, about the age of fourteen). More specifically,

of age, full age, or lawful age designates the attainment of

majority, or that period when the general disabilities of in-

fancy cease. It is fixed by the law of England and of most of
the United States at 21 (in some States at 18 for females), but
in Germany and some other European states at 24 or 25. At
common law one is of full age the first instant of the begin-
ning of the day before the 21st anniversary of one's birth.

Other periods are fixed for special purposes : thus, the age
of consent for marriage was fixed by the common law at 14
for males and 12 for females, not as being a marriafftotU
age in the ordinary sense of being a suitable age for mar-
riage, but as being the age after which one contracting mar-
riage could not justly repudiate its obligations on the mere
ground of youth. For the purposes of consent which will

preclude charges of abduction and the like, the age of mn-
eent has been fixed in some jurisdictions at 18. Up to the

age of 7 a child is conclusively presumed to be incapable
of criminal intent ; from 7 to 14 (in some jurisdictions 12)
it is presumed to be incapable of such intent, but the con-

trary may be proved ; over that age it is presumed to be
capable of such intent. At 12 the capacity to take the oath
of allegiance begins. The atje of discretion, in the sense
in which the term is used in the law of infancy, is 14, after
which the child's wishes as to the choice of a guardian are
consulted (sometimes called the age of election) ; and the
entire period before the age of 14 is called the age </;' mir-
tiif< . The age at which testamentary capacity begins in

most of the United States is 21, with exceptions, many Hi-

ice. In Dana's scheme of classification, the Silurian is

the age of invertebrates, the Devonian the age of fishes,
the Mesozoic the age of reptiles, the Tertiary the age of

mammals, and the Quaternary the age of man.
10. The people who live at a particular period ;

hence, a generation or a succession of gene-
rations: as, ages yet unborn. 11. [Cf. L. sce-

< nl a in. an age, a century: see secular.] A cen-

tury; the period of one hundred years, as in

the phrases dark ages, middle ages, etc.

Henry . . . justly and candidly apologizes for these five

ages. Hallam.

12. A great length of time
;
a protracted period :

as, I have not seen you for an age.
So rose within the compass of the year
An age's work, a glorious theatre.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1067.

Suffering thus he made
Minutes an age. Tennyson, Geraint.

13. In poker, the eldest hand, or the first

player to the left of the dealer who bets Age of
acrbgens. See arny/rn. Age of the moon, the time

elapsed since her last conjunction with the sun. Ages in
mythology and history, particular periods in the life

of mankinu distinguished by bearing specific names. The
most important of these periods are : (a) The poetic di-

vision of human existence into the golden, silver, heroic

(generally omitted), brazen, and iron ages, accredited to
Hesiod (about the eighth century B. C.), who regarded the

people of the different ages as constituting distinct races

successively replacing each other. See extract. The terms
are still in use, especially golden age, which is applied to
the culminating or most brilliant epoch of any portion of

history or department of activity: as, the seventeenth

century was the golden age of the drama ; the nineteenth

century is the golden age of invention
;
the golden age of

a country's power or prosperity.

The golden age [of Hesiod], synchronous with the reign
of Saturn, was a period of patriarchal simplicity, when
the earth yielded its fruits spontaneously and spring was
eternal

;
the xiluer age, governed by Jupiter, was a law-

less time, in which the seasons were first divided, agricul-
ture took its rise, and men began to hold property in

land
; the brazen age, or reign of Neptune, was an epoch

of war and violence ; in the heroic age (omitted by Ovid)
the world began to aspire toward better things; and in

the iron or Plutonian age, in which Hesiod believed him-
self to be living, justice and piety had disappeared from
the earth. Am. Cyc., I. 185.

(b) The dark ages, a period of European history, begin-
ning with or shortly before the fall of the Roman Empire
of the West (A. D. 476), marked by a general decline of

learning and civilization. It was introduced by the great
influx of barbarians into western Europe in the fourth
and fifth centuries known as the wandering of the na-

tions, and is reckoned by Hallam as extending to the
eleventh century, when a general revival of wealth, man-
ners, taste, anil learning began, and by others to the time



age

of Dante In the thirteenth century, or Inter, (c) Tin- mill-

die aifet, A period of ulnmt a thousand years, between
the close of what is technically considered ancient his-

tory and the tlrst definite movements in Knrope of the

distinctively modern spirit of freedom and enterprise. Its

lii-inninn is synchronous with that of tin; dark aces, and
it is variously reckoned as c\lrndiim til the fall of Con-

stantinople (MM), tin- (mention of printing, the Kenais

sanre, or the discovery of America, in the fifteenth cen-

tury, or to the Reformation, in the early part of the

sixteenth, (d) The feudal .'/>*. a portion of the middle

ages, marked by the prevalence of feudal institutions and
of the spirit of chivalry, extending from their nearly uni-

versal establishment in the tenth century to their decline

in the sixteenth. - Archaeological ages or periods, the

stone age, the bronze age, and the iron Hue. these names
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The a;if>l man that cotfers up bis gold
Is plau'ii d with cramps and gouU and painful fits.

Hlnllc., l.llereee, 1. 8U.
It is a meat misfortune to us of the more elderly sort,

that \ve were bred to the constant lute of words in English
children's books, which were without nit-atiinLT for us and

only mystilied us. <>. II'. //.,//, *, (lid Vol. of Life, p. 17:!.

You arc "I'l :

Nature in you stands on the very verge
(If her routine. Shalt., Lear, ii. I.

change "The Ani'ii'iit Mariner" to "The Old Sailor,"

and you throw the mind into a mood utterly inharmonious
with the tone of Coleridge's wonderful poem.

A. S. Hill, Rhetoric.

agedly (a'jed-li), rule. Like an aged person,

agedness (a'jed-nes), . The state or condition
of being old; olduess.

Custom without truth is but agedness of error.

MHton, Reform, of Church Discipline, i. 2<>.

agee (a-je'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. Same as

ajee.

ageing, n. See aging.

Agelaeinae (aj'e-lf-rne), . pi. [NL., < Age-
lu'iix + -hia'.] A subfamily of American oscine

Implements of the Stone Age.

1. saw-edged flint knife ; z, crescent-shaped flint knife ; 3, stone ax ;

4, flint flask-knife ; 5, harpoon-head of flint; 6, flint knife.

being given in accordance with the materials employed
for weapons, implements, etc., during the particular pe-
riod. The stone age has been subdivided into two, the

paleolithic and neolithic. (See these words.) The word
age in this sense is improperly used (by an unfortunate
transfer from the Scandinavian archaeology), since it has
no reference to chronology, but simply denotes the stage
at which a people has arrived in its progress toward civil-

ization. There are tribes yet in their stone age. Neither
do the more primitive implements necessarily disappear
wholly on the appearance of those of a more advanced

stage. The phrase stone aye or stage, therefore, merely
marks the most primitive period, and bronze age (chiefly
in antiquity) that before the employment of iron, among
any specified people or tribe. Canonical age. (a) In
the Rom. Cath. Cft.,that age fixed by the churcn at which
her subjects incur, or become capable of assuming, special

obligations, states of life, etc., or of enjoying special priv-

ileges and dignities. Thus, the obligation of fastmg begins
at twenty-one ; profession by religious vows is made only
after the age of sixteen ; and to become a bishop one should
have completed his thirtieth year. The age of reason is

that at which a child becomes morally responsible, sup-

posed, in the majority of cases, to be about seven, (b) In

Anglican churches, the age at which a man may lie or-

dained to any one of the three grades of the ministry.
Dark ages. See above. Fabulous age. See fabulous.

Geological ages. See above, 9. Muddle ages. See
above. The age Of a horse, in racing and trotting rules,
is reckoned from January 1st of the year of foaling. Other

dates, as May-day, were formerly used. = Syn. Era, Period,
etc. (see epoch), date ; years, eon, cycle.

age (aj), v.
; pret. and pp. aged, ppr. aging. [<

ME. agen, agijn, < age, n.J I. intrans. To grow
old

;
assume the appearance of old age : as, he

ages rapidly.
I am aginff ; that is, I have a whitish, or rather a light-

eoloured hair here and there. Landor.

II. trails. To make old; cause to grow or

to seem old
; produce the effect of age upon ;

bring to maturity or to a state fit for use
; give

the character of age or ripeness to : as, to age
wine, clay, etc.

-age. [< ME. -age, < OF. -age, mod. F. -age =
Pr. -atge = Sp. -age = It. -aggio and -atico, < L.

-dticum, a noun suffix, orig. neut. of -dticus, adj.
suffix. For examples see savage, voyage, etc.]
A noun suffix of French, ultimately of Latin

origin. Frequent in words taken from the French, as

language, savage, voyage, pottage, baggage, etc., it has
come to be a common English formative, forming, (a) from
names of things, collective nouns, as fruitage, leafage,

baggage, etc.; (b) from personal terms, nouns denoting
condition, office, rank, service, fee, etc., as bondage, parson-

Z, porterage, etc. ; (c) from verbs, nouns expressing va-

is relations, as breakage, cleavage, pontage, steerage, etc.

aged (a'jed, sometimes ajd), p. a. [ME. aged,
<igyd; < age, v., + -(2

.] 1. Old
; having lived

or existed long; having reached an advanced
period of life : as, an aged man ;

an aged oak.
Shall aged men, like aged trees,

Strike deeper their vile root, and closer cling,
Still more enamour'd of their wretched soil '!

Young, Night Thoughts, iv. 111.

[Under English racing rules, a horse is said to be aged
(pron. ajd) when he is more than seven years old.l

2. Of the age of: as, a man aged forty years.
3. Pertaining to or characteristic of old age.

These bitter tears, which now you see

Filling the agt-d wrinkles in my cheeks.

Shak., Tit. And., iii. 1.

= Syn. 1. Aged, Elderly, Old, Ancient. Old is thegeneral
word for being near to the natural end, or having nearly
reached the usual period, of life : as, a cat is ul<l at twelve

years. Eltti'i-ht is rather "lit, beginning!*) be old. .!:/</ is

very old. Ancient is so old as to seem to belong to a past
age. (See other comparisons under ant-n'nt.)

agent

agendt (ii'jend), . Same as tii/i-Hiliim (c).

agendum (a-jen'dum), n.
; pi. agenda (-da).

[L., something to be done, neut. of agmtaus,
gerundive of agrre, do: see agent, act.] A
thing to be done : usually in the plural, things
to be done; duties. Specifically -

(a) Items of busi-

ness to be brought before a committee, council, board, etc.
,

as things to be done, (b) Matters of practice, as opposed
to credenda, or matters of belief.

The moral and religious credenda and agenda of any
good man. Coleridge.

Especially (<-t) Matters of ecclesiastical practice ; ritual

or liturgy, (rf) As a collective singular, a memorandum-
book. [Rare in all uses.]

agenesia (aj-e-ne'si-a), n. [NL.] Same as

nil/ nesis.

agenesic (aj-e-ues'ik), a. [< agenesis + -tc.]

Pertaining to or characterized by agenesis.

agenesis (a-jen'e-sis), . [NL., < Gr. a- priv. +
ytviau;, generation.] In pliysiol., any anomaly
of organization consisting in the absence or

imperfect development of parts. Also called

agenesia. [Bare.]
Agenia (a-je-ni'a), n. [NL., < Gr. aycveiof,

beardless, < a- priv. + yevetov, beard, < yevttf =
E. chin.] In entom., a genus of hymenopterous
spider-wasps, of the family Pompiliidcp, charae-

Marsh-Blackbird {Agelaus tricolor).

passerine birds of the family Icteridai. It is re-

lated to the conirostral Frinrjillulce, or finches, less nearly
to the crows, Corvidce, and to some extent it replaces and
represents in America the old-world Sturnidce, or star-

lings. The subfamily includes the marsh-blackbirds of the

genus Agelceus, as the common red-winged blackbird of

the United States, A. ptieeniceus; the yellow-headed black-

bird, Xanthocephalus icterocephalus ; the cow-bird, Molo-
thrus ater; the bobolink, Dohchonyx oryzivorus ; and nu-
merous related species, chiefly of the warmer parts of
America. Less correctly written Agelaince.

Agelaeus (aj-e-le'us), n. [NL., < Gr. aye'Aalor.,

belonging to a herd, gregarious, <
aypai,

a herd

(L. grejc), < ayav, drive.] The typical genus
of blackbirds of the subfamily Agelceince ; the
marsh-blackbirds. There are several species, such as

A. phceniteuji, the common red-winged marsh-blackbird
of the L^nited States, and A. tricolor of California. Also

spelled Agelaim, as originally by Vieillot, 1816.

agelast (aj'e-last), . [< Gr. aytrMaroc,, not

laughing, < a- priv. + ye/iaordf, verbal adj. of

yehav, laugh.] One who never laughs. [Bare.]
Men whom Rabelais would have called aaelasts, or non-

laughers. London Times, Feb. 5, 1877. (X. E. D.)

Agelena, Agelenidse. See Agalena, Agalenidw.
ageless (aj'Tes), a. [< aye, n., + -less.'] Without
age ;

without definite limits of existence,

agemina (a-jem'i-na), n. Same as azzimina.

agen (a-gen'), ado", prep., and conj. An old

spelling of again, still occasionally used.
Borne far asunder by the tides of men,
Like adamant and steel they meet agen.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., i.

agency (a'jen-si), n.
; pi. agencies (-siz). [= F.

agence, < ML. agentm, < L. agen(t-)s, ppr. of

agere, act: see agent.] 1. The state of being
in action or of exerting power ;

action
; opera-

tion
; instrumentality.

The ayeney of providence in the natural world.

Woodward, Pref. to Ess. toward Nat. Hist, of Earth.

For the first three or four centuries we know next to

nothing of the course by which Christianity moved, and
the events through which its agency was developed.

l)e Quincey, Essenes, i.

2. A mode of exerting power ; a means of pro-
ducing effects.

But although the introduction of a fluid as an Agent ex-

plains nothing, the Huid as an Agency i, e., its hydrody-
namic laws explains much.

ff. //. Lewe, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. | 92.

Opinion is the agency through which character adapts
external arrangements to itself.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 517.

3. The office of agent or factor; the business
of an agent intrusted with the concerns of
another: as, the principal pays the charges of

inji IIKIJ. 4. The place of business of an agent.
In the I'uitcd states, frequently used in the sense of an
liii/in/i fi:n'ni-i/. an otlicc or settlement in or near the res-

ervation of an Indian tribe, at which resides an Indian
:t-i nt nf tin- ^n\ i rnment, charged with the interests of the
tfihc and tlic i a)v of the relations of the government to it:

as, the Pawnee agency. Free agency. See free.

^fent'a bornbycina (Cresson).

a, cell constructed by the wasp ; b, female wasp. ( The vertical line

shows natural size. }

terized by having smooth legs. The females build
curious mud cells under logs or under the bark of trees,

provisioning them with spiders.

agennesia (aj-e-ne'si-a), n. [NL.] Same as

agennesis,

agennesic (aj-e-nes'ik), a. [(.agermeais + -ic.]

Characterized by sterility or impotence ; per-
taining to agennesis.

agennesis (aj-e-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. a- priv.
T yiwr/aii;, engendering, < yewav, engender.] In

mcd., want of reproductive power in either sex
;

impotence of the male or sterility of the female.
Also called agennesia. [Rare.]

agennetic (aj-e-net'ik), a. [< agennesis (agen-
net-) + -ic.] Characterizedby sterility; unpro-
ductive; agennesic: as, an agennetic period.

agent (a'jent), a. and . [< L. agen(t-)s, ppr.
of agere, drive, lead, conduct, manage, per-

form, do, = Gr. ayeiv, lead, conduct, do, = Icel.

aka, 'drive, = Skt. / aj, drive: see act, etc., and
cf. ake, acpe

1
, acre.] I. a. Acting: opposed

to patient in the sense of sustaining action.

[Bare.]
The force of imagination upon the body agent.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 90'2.

Agent Intellect. See intellect.

II. . [< F. agent, < ML. agen(t-)s, a deputy,
attorney, factor, etc., substantive use of L.

agen(t-)s, ppr. of agere: see above.] 1. An
active cause; an efficient cause; one who or
that which acts or has the power to act : as, a
moral agent; many insects are agents of fertil-

ization. In ph'is., heat, light, and electricity are called

iii[''nt.f, in order to avoid hypothesis with regard to their

nature. In chem. and med., whatever produces a chemical
or medical effect is called an agent.

Heaven made us agents free to good or ill,

And forc'd it not, though he foresaw the will.

Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 538.

To say that man is a free agent is no more than to say
that, in some instances, he is truly an agent and a cause,
and is not merely acted upon as a passive instrument. On
the contrary, to say that he acts from necessity is to say
that he does not act at all, that he is no agent, and that,
for anything we know, there is only one agent in the uni-

verse, who does everything that is done, whether it be

good or ill. Reid.

Thro' many atjents making strong,
Matures the individual form.

Tennyson, Love thon thy Land.

2. A person acting on behalf of another, called

his principal; a representative; a deputy, fac-

tor, substitute, or attorney. Often abbreviated
to agt. In laic, agent implies a kind of service in which
the one serving lias some discretion as to the manner of

accomplishing the object.



agent
The house in Leadenhall street is nothing more than a

change for their agentt, factors, and deputies to meet in,
to take care of their affairs, and to support their interests.

Burke.

In the evening arrived . . . one of the three agents of
the Ohio company, sent to complete the negotiations for
Western lands. Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 110.

3. An official: as, an agent of police. -Agent
and patient, in law, a person who is both the doer of a

thing and the party to whom it is done; thus, when a

person who owes money to another dies and makes the
creditor his executor, the latter may retain out of the
estate as much as satisfies his claim, and is thus said to be

ayent and patient. (Rare.] Agent of truancy, the name
given to a class of officers or employees serving under the
local school authorities in several cities of New York State,
to enforce the provisions of the Compulsory Education
Act, requiring the attendance of children at school.

The law [compulsory education] is enforced in the city

[Ne_w York] by the city superintendent, who has twelve
assistants known as agent* of truancy.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 461.

Catalytic agent. See catalytic. Crown agent See
cromi. First agent, an agent not incited by another.
General agent, an agent whose authority, though it

may be limited to a particular trade or business, and a par-
ticular place, is general in respect to extending to all acts
of a kind ordinarily involved in the matters in question.
Morbific agent, in wed., a cause of disease. Thera-

peutic agent, in //<"/., a substance, as for example mor-
phine, or a form of motion, as heat or electricity, used in

treating disease. Voluntary or free agent, one who
may do or not do any action, and has the conscious per-
ception that his actions result from the exercise of his own
will. See free.

agential (a-jen'shal), a. [< ML. agentia, agency,
< L. agen(t-)s: see agent.'] Pertaining to an
agent or to an agency.
agentshipt (a'jent-ship), n. The office of an

agent ; agency. Beau, and Fl.

age-prayer (aj'prar), n. [< age + prayer, after
Law L. cetatis precatio, a plea of age, or cetatem

precari, plead age, AF. age prier : see age and
pray.'] In early Eng. lair, a suggestion of non-

age, made in a real action to which an infant
was a party, with a request that the proceedings
be stayed until the infant should come of age.
Also called plea ofparol demurrer. Stimson.

ager (a'jer), n. [L., = E. acre, q. v.] In civil

law, a field; generally, a portion of land in-

closed by definite boundaries.

agerasia (aj-e-ra'si-a), n. [NL., Englished age-

rasy,( Gr. ayr/paaia, eternal youth, < ayqparoc,, ayli-

paof, ay?ipuf, not growing old: see Ageratum.']
A green old age ;

freshness and vigor of mind
and body late in life. [Rare.]
agerasy (aj'e-ra-si), n. Same as agerasia.
Ageratum (a'-jer'a-tum), n. [NL. ; also, as L.,

ageraton, < Gr. ayfiparov, an aromatic plant, per-
haps yarrow or milfoil, Achillea ageratum ; prop,
neut. of ayijparof, ayi'/paoc,, arfpuf, not growing
old, undecaying, < a- priv. + yiipac,, old age.]
A genus of plants, natural order Composite, all

American and chiefly tropical, nearly allied to

Eupatorium. A. conyzoidet (A. Mexicamim) is a well-
known flower-border annual, with dense lavender-blue
heads, which keep their color long.

ageusia, ageusia (a -gu' si -a, -sis), n. [NL.]
Same as ageustia.

ageustia (a-g_us'ti-a),
n. [NL., < Gr. ayswrria,

a fasting, < ayevarof, fasting, not tasting, < n-

priv., not, + yevrrrAc., verbal adj. of -yevcadai,

taste, akin to L. gu.ttus, taste : see gnsfi.] In

med., a defect or loss of taste, occurring in
colds and fevers, or arising from nervous dis-

ease.

aggatt, . Obsolete spelling of agate2 .

aggelationt (aj-e-la'shon), n. [< ML. aggela-
tio(n-), < L. ad, to, + gelarc, freeze : see con-

geal.'] Congelation; freezing. Sir T. Browne.

aggenerationt (a-jen-e-ra'shon), n. [< L. ag-
generare, adgenerare, beget additionally, < ad,

to, + generare, beget : see generate.'] The act of

generating or producing in addition. N. E. D.

agger (aj'er), n. [L., a pile, heap, mound, dike,
mole, pier, etc., < aggerere, adgerere. bring to-

gether, < ad, to, + gerere, carry.] 1. In Bom.
antiq., an earthwork or any artificial mound or

rampart, as, in Home, the agger of Servius Tul-
lius. 2. A Roman road or military way, so
called because these roads were raised in the
middle to turn water to the sides.

aggeratet (aj'e-rat), . t. [< L. aggeratiis, pp.
ofaggerdre, d'dgerare, form an agger or heap,
heap up, < agger : see agger. Cf. exaggerate.]
To heap up. Bailey.
aggerationt (aj-e-ra'shon), n. [< L. aggera-
tio(n-), <. aggerare : see aggerate.] A heaping;
accumulation: as, "aggerations of sand," Kay,
Diss. of World, v. 1.

aggerose (aj'e-ros), o. [< L. as if *aggerosus,
< ngger : see agger.] In heaps ;

formed in
Dana.
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aggestt (a-jesf), c. t. [< L. aggcstus, pp. of

aggerere, adgerere, bring together: see agger.']
To heap up.
The violence of the waters armeted the earth.

r'ull-r. Churi-h Hist., Ded. of bk. 0.

aggett, aggettt, . Obsolete spellings ot agate*.
agglomerate (a-glom'e-rat), r.; pret. and pp.
agglomerated, ppr. agglomerating. [< L. ag-
glomeratus, pp. of agglomerare, adglomerare,
wind into a ball, < ad, to, + glomerare, wind
into a ball, < glomiiH (glower-), a ball, akin to

globus, a ball : see globe . Cf. conglomerate.] I.

trans. To collect or gather into a mass.
In one agglomeratnl cluster hung.

)'"/i.'/, Night Thoughts, ix. 1911.

There is to an American something richly artificial and
scenic, as it were, in the way these colossal dwellings are

packed together in their steep streets, in the depths of
their little enclosed, agglomerated city.

ti. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 261.

H. intrans. To gather, grow, or collect into
a ball or mass : as, hard, agglomerating salts,"

Thomson, Seasons, Autumn, 1. 766.

agglomerate (a-glom'e-rat), a. and n. [< L.

agglomrratus,pp. : see the verb.] I, a. Gathered
into a ball or mass

; piled together ; specifically,
in bot., crowded into a dense cluster, but not

cohering.
II. n. 1. A fortuitous mass or assemblage

of things; an agglomeration. 2. In geol., an
accumulation of materials made up chiefly of

large blocks "huddled together in a pell-mell
way, without regard to size, shape, or weight."
A. H. Green. The term is used almost exclusively with
reference to volcanic ejections, and is rarely, if ever, em-
ployed by American authors. See breccia, and conglome-
rate.

agglomeratic (a-glom-e-rat'ik), a. Pertaining
to or having the nature of an agglomerate.
agglomeration (a-glom-e-ra'shon), n. [< L.

agglomeratio(n-), < agglomerarr : see agglome-
rate, .] 1. The act of agglomerating or the
state of being agglomerated ;

the state of gath-
ering or being gathered into a mass.

By an undiscerning agglomeration of facte he [Berkeley]
convinced numbers in his own day, and he has had be-
lievers in Ireland almost to our day, that tar-water could
cure all manner of diseases. McCotth, Berkeley, p. 83.

2. That which is agglomerated ;
a collection

;
a

heap ; any mass, assemblage, or cluster formed

by mere juxtaposition.
The charming c6teau which . . . faces the town, a

soft agglomeration of gardens, vineyards, scattered villas,

gables and turrets of slate-roofed chateaux, terraces with
gray balustrades, moss-grown walls draped in scarlet Vir-

ginia creeper. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 9.

agglomerative (a-glom'e-ra-tiv), a. Having a

tendency to agglomerate or gather together.
Taylor [is] eminently discursive, accumulative, and (to

use one of his own words) aiglomerative.
Coleridge, Poems, etc. (1817), p. 1S9.

agglutinant (a-glS'ti-nant), a. and . [< L.

agglutinan(t~)s, ppr. of agglutinare: see agglu-
tinate, r.] I. a. Uniting as glue; tending to
cause adhesion.

Something strengthening and atiylutituint,

Qrdy, Works (1826), II. 192.

II. n. Any viscous substance which agglu-
tinates or unites other substances by causing
adhesion

; any application which causes bodies
to adhere together.
agglutinate (a-glo'ti-nat), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
agglutinated, ppr. agglutinating. [< L. aggluti-

natus, pp. of agglutinare, adglutinare, paste to,

<ad, to, + glutinare, paste, < gluten, paste, glue:
see gluten and glue."] To unite or cause to ad-

here, as with glue or other viscous substance
;

unite by causing an adhesion.

agglutinate (a-glo'ti-nat), a. [< L. agglutinatus,

pp. : see the verb.] United as by glue ;
char-

acterized by adherence or incorporation of dis-

tinct parts or elements : as, an agglutinate lan-

guage. (See below.) In dor., grown together: equiva-
lent to accrete : applied also to fungi that are firmly attached
to the matrix. Sometimes written adglutinate. Agglu-
tinate languages, languages exhibiting an inferior de-

gree of integration in the elements of their words, or of

unification of words, the suffixes and prefixes retaining a
certain independence of one another and of the root or
stem to which they are added : opposed to inflective or

inflectional languages, in which the separate identity of
stem and ending is more often fully lost, and the original
agglutination even comes to be replaced by an internal

change in the root or stem. But the distinction is of little

scientific value. Turkish is a favorite example of an ag-
glutinate tongue.

agglutinating (a-glo'ti-na-ting), p. a. In

jiliilol., characterized by agglutination ; agglu-
tinate (which see).
The natives [of the southern islands of the Fuegian

Archipelago] . . . speak an agghittoutting language, cur-
rent from the middle of Beagle passage to the southern-
most islands about Cape Horn. Science, III. 168.

aggrandizement

agglutination (a-glo-ti-na'shpn), n. [=F. ag-
i/liitinnHoii :< agglutinate, v.] 1. The act of unit-

ing by glue or other tenacious substance
;
the

state of being thus united
;
adhesion of parts ;

that which is united
;
a mass or group cemented

together. 2. Inpltilol., tin- condition of being
agglutinate; the process or result of aggluti-
nate combination. See agglutinate, a.

In the Aryan languages the modifications of words, com-
l>ii-rd under declension and conjugation, were likewise
originally expressed by agffhtttnatfon. Hut tlir component
I'art* began soon to coalesce, so as t form one integral
Kc.nl, IhiMe in its turn to phonetic corruption to such an
extent that it became impossible after a time to decide
which was the root and which the modificatory element

Max Mull,;-.

Immediate agglutination, in surij., union of the parts
of a wound by tile first intention (sec int.'ntwn), as distin-

guished from mediate agglutination, which is secured
through the interposition of some .sutistanee, as lint, be-
tween the lips of the wound.

agglutinationist (a-glo-ti-na'shon-ist), . In

/Jtilol., an adherent to the theory of agglutina-
tion. See agglutinate, a. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 272.

agglutinative (a-glo'ti-na-tiv), a. 1. Tending
or having power to agglutinate or unite

; hav-
ing power to cause adhesion: as, an agglutina-
tive substance. 2. In philol., exhibiting or
characterized by the formative process known
as agglutination ; agglutinate (which see): as,
an agglutinative language.
Their fundamental common characteristic is that they

[the Scythian languages] follow what is styled an agglu-
tinative type of structure. That is to say, the elements out
of which their words are formed are loosely put together,
instead of being closely compacted, or fused into one.

Whitney, Lang, and Study of Lang., p. 316.

aggracet (a-graV), v. t. [< ag- + grace, v.; sug-
gested by OF. agracfier, agrachier= It. aggra-
ziare, formerly aggratiare, < ML. aggratiare,
show grace to, < L. ad, to, + gratia, grace.] 1.
To show grace or favor to. Spenser. 2. To
add grace to, or make graceful.

And, that which all faire workes doth most aygrace,
The art, which all that wrought, appeared in no place.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 68.

aggracet (a-gras'), n. Kindness; favor.
So goodly purpose they together fond
Of kindnesse and of courteous agnrace.

Spenter, F. Q., II. viii. 66.

aggrandisable, aggrandisation, etc. See ag-
grandizable, etc.

aggrandizable (ag'ran-dl-za-bl), a. [< aggran-
dize + -able.] Capable of being aggrandized.
Also spelled aggrandisable.
aggrandization (a-gran-di-za'shon), n. The
act of aggrandizing, or the condition or state of

being aggrandized. Also spelled aggrandisa-
tion. [Rare.]
No part of the body will consume by the aifffrandization

of the other, but all motions will be orderly, and a just
distribution be to all parts.

Waterhotue, Fortescue, p. 197.

aggrandize (ag'ran-diz), v.
; pret. and pp. ag-

grandized, ppr. aggrandising. [< F. aggrandiss-,
extended stem of "

aggrandir, to greaten, aug-
ment, enlarge," etc. (Cotgrave), now agrandir=
It. aggrandire, enlarge, < L. ad, to, + grandire,
increase, < grandis, large, great : see grand.]
I. trans. 1. To make great or greater in power,
wealth, rank, or honor; exalt: as, to aggrandize
a family.
The Stoics identified man with God, for the purpose of

glorifying man the Neoplatonists for the purpose of ag-
grandizing God. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 345.

2f. To magnify or exaggerate.
If we trust to fame and reports, these may proceed . . .

from small matters aggrandized.
WoUa&tvn, Religion of Nature, 5.

3. To widen in scope ;
increase in size or in-

tensity; enlarge; extend; elevate.
These furnish us with glorious springs and mediums to

raise and aggrandize our conceptions.
Watts, Improvement of Mind.

Covetous death bereaved us all,

To aggrandize one funeral.

Emerxon, Threnody.
= Syn. 1. To honor, dignify, advance, elevate, give lus-

ter to.

II. intrans. To grow or become greater.
[Rare.]

Follies, continued till old age, do aytirandize and lie-

come horrid. John Hall, Pref. to Poems.

Also spelled aggrandise.
aggrandizement (ag'ran-diz-ment or a-gnin'-
oiz-ment), n. [< F. "aggrandisement, a grant-

ing, enlarging, encrease, also preferment, ad-

vancement" (Cotgrave), now offrantHBSement :

see aggrandize and -ment.] The act of aggran-
dizing; the state of being exalted in power,
rank, or honor; exaltation; enlargement: as,
the emperor seeks only the aggrandizement of

his own family. Also spelled aggrandisement.



aggrandizement
Survival of the fltttst will determine whether such spe-

cially favourable conditions result in the aggra/naUitmtnt
of the individual or in the multiplication of the race.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 359.

= Syn. Augmentation, advancement, elevation ; prefer-
ment, promotion, exaltation.

aggrandizer (ag'ran-di-zer), . One who ag-

grandizes or exalts in power, rank, or honor.
Also spelled aggrandisrr.

aggrappet, Obsolete form of agraffe.

aggratet (a-graf), r. t. [< It. aggratare, also ag-

gradare and aggradirc, < ML. *aygratare (cf.

aggratiare, under aggrace), please, < L. ad, to,
+ grains, pleasing, > It. g-rato, pleasing, grado,
pleasure.] 1. To please.

Each one sought his lady to aggrate.
Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 34.

2. To thank or express gratitude to.

The Island King . . .

A'lgrate* the Knights, who thus his right defended.
P. Fletcher, Purple Island, ii. 9. (N. E. D.)

aggravablet (ag'ra-va-bl), a. [< L. aggrava-re
(see aggravate) + E. -ble.] Tending to aggra-
vate

; aggravating.
This idolatry is the more discernible and aggravable in

the invocation of saints and idols.

Dr. H. Store, Antidote against Idolatry, ii.

aggravate (ag'ra-vat), r. t.
; pret. and pp. ag-

gravated, ppr. aggravating. [< L. aggravatus,
pp. of aggravare, adgravare, add to the weight
of, make worse, oppress, annoy, < ad, to, + gra-
vare, make heavy, < gravis, heavy: see grave3 .

Cf. aggrieve and aggredge.'] If. Literally, to
add weight to or upon ;

increase the amount,
quantity, or force of; make heavier by added
quantity or burden.

Then, soul, live thou upon thy servant's loss,
And let that pine to aggravate thy store.

Shak., Sonnets, cxlvi.

In order to lighten the crown still further, they aggra-
vated responsibility on ministers of state.

Burke, Rev. in France, p. 39. (If. E. D.)

2. To make more grave or heavy ; increase the

weight or pressure of; intensify, as anything
evil, disorderly, or troublesome: as, to aggra-
vate guilt or crime, the evils or annoyances of

life, etc.

Maim'd in the strife, the falling man sustains
Th' insulting shout, that aggravates his pains.

Crabbe, Tales of the Hall.

The [French] government found its necessities aggra-
vated by that of procuring immense quantities of firewood.

Jefferson, Autobiog., p. 72.

In every department of nature there occur instances of

the instability of specific form, which the increase of ma-
terials aggravates rather than diminishes.

A. R. Wallace, Nat. Selec., p. 165.

3. To exaggerate ; give coloring to in descrip-
tion; give an exaggerated representation of:

as, to aggravate circumstances. [Rare.]
He [Colonel Nath. Bacon] dispatched a messenger to

the governor, by whom he aggravated the mischiefs done
by the Indians, and desired a commission of general to

go out against them. Beverley, Virginia, i. II 97.

4. To provoke ;
irritate

;
tease. [Colloq.]

I was so aggravated that I almost doubt if I did know.
Dickens.

=Syn. 2 and 3. To heighten, raise, increase, magnify ;

overstate. See list under exaggerate.

aggravating (ag'ra-va-ting), p. a. 1. Making
worse or more heinous : as, aggravating circum-
stances. 2. Provoking; annoying; exasperat-
ing: as, he is an' aggravating fellow. [Colloq.]
Which makes it only the more aggravating. Thackeray.

aggravatingly (ag'ra-va-ting-li), adv. In an
aggravating manner.

aggravation (ag-ra-va'shou), . [=F. aggra-
vation, < ML. aggracatio(n-), <L. aggravare: see

aggravate,] 1. Increase of the weight, inten-

sity, heinousness, or severity of anything ;
the

act of making worse ; addition, or that which is

added, to anything evil or improper: as, an
aggravation of pain, grief, crime, etc. 2. Ex-

aggeration, as in a pictorial representation or
in a statement of facts; heightened descrip-
tion. [Rare.]
Accordingly they got a painter by the knight's directions

to add a pair of whiskers to the face, and by a little aggra-
vation of the features to change it into the Saracen's Head.

Addtion,

3. Provocation; irritation. [Colloq.] 4. In
Rom. canon law, a censure, threatening excom-
munication after disregard of three admoni-
tions. Chamb. Ci/c. (1751).

aggrayative (ag''ra-va-tiv), . and . I. a.

Tending to aggravate.
II. n. That which aggravates or tends to ag-

gravate or make worse.

aggravator (ag'ra-va-tor), H. One who or that
which aggravates.
aggredget, ('. ' [< ME. agredgcn, ai/</re</<ii, IKJ-

reggen, ngregen, < OF. agreger, agregier = Pr.

Ill

agreujar, < ML. *aggreriarc for *aggrariare,
equiv. to L. aggrarare, to add to the weight of,

make worse, oppress, annoy, aggravate : see

iii/i/ravatc and aggrieve, and cf. abridge, abbre-

I'iii/i; allege^, ullrriate.] To make heavy; ag-
gravate; exaggerate.
aggregant (ag're-gant), n. [< L. a.ggregan( t-)s,

ppr. of aggregate : see aggregate, r.] One of the

particulars which go to make up an aggregate ;

specifically, one of a number of logical terms
which are added together to make a logical sum.

Aggregata (ag-re-ga'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of L. aggrega tux : see aggregate, v.~\ In Cuvier's

system of classification, the second family of
his Acephala nuda, or shell-less acephals; the

compound or social ascidians: opposed to Se-

gregata.

aggregate (ag're-gat), v.
; pret. and pp. aggre-

gated, ppr. aggregating. [< L. aggregatus, pp.
of aggregare, adgregare, lead to a flock, add to,
< ad, to, + gregare, collect into a flock, < grex
(greg-), a flock: see gregarious. Cf. congregate,

segregate.'} I. trans. 1. To bring together; col-

lect into a sum, mass, or body: as, "the aggre-
gated soil," Milton, P. L., x. 293.

The protoplasmic fluid within a cell does not become
aggregated unless it be in a living state, and only imper-
fectly if the cell has been injured.

Darwin, Insectiv. Plants, p. 62.

Ideas which were only feebly connected become aggre-
gated into a close and compact whole.

IT. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 93.

2. To amount to (the number of); make (the
sum or total of) : an elliptical use.

The guns captured . . . will aggregate in all probability
five or six hundred. Morning Star, April 17, 1865. (N.E.D.)

3. To add or unite to as a constituent member
;

make a part of the aggregate of : as, to aggre-
gate a person to a company or society. [Rare.]

II. intrans. To come together into a sum or
mass

;
combine and form a collection or mass.

The taste of honey aggregates with sweet tastes in gen-
eral, of which it is one not with such tastes as those
of (juinine, or of castor oil.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 114.

aggregate (ag're-gat), a. and n. [< L. aggrega-
tus, pp. : see the verb.] I. a. Formed by the

conjunction or collection of particulars into a
whole mass or sum

;
total

;
combined : as, the

aggregate amount of indebtedness.
Societies formed by conquest may be ... composed of

two societies, which are in a large measure . . . alien ;

and in them there cannot arise a political force from the

aggregate will. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 469.

Specifically (re)
In geol., composed of several different

mineral constituents capable of being separated by me-
chanical means : as, granite is an aggregate rock. (6) In

anat., clustered: as, aggregate glands (Peyer's glands), (c)
In bot., forming a dense cluster, (d) In zoijl., compound ;

associated, (e) In law, composed of many individuals united
into one association. Aggregate animals, animals in
which many individual organisms are united in a common
" household

"
or cecium, as various polyps, acalephs, etc.

See cuts under anthuzooid and Coralligena. Aggregate
Combination, in i/iech,, a combination which causes com-
pound motions in secondary pieces. The effects of ag-
gregate combinations are classified as aggregate path*
and aggregate velocities (which see, below). Aggregate
flower, one formed of several florets closely gathered upon
a common receptacle, but not coherent, as in Compoxitce.
Aggregate fruit, a fruit formed when a clusterof distinct
carpels belonging to a single flower are crowded upon the
common receptacle, becoming baccate or drupaceous, and
sometimes more or less coherent, as in the blackberry and
the fruit of the magnolia. Also sometimes used as synony-
mous with multiple or compound fruit (which see, under
fruit). See cut under liubus. Aggregate glands. See
gland. Aggregate path, in mech., that path through
which a part of a machine is moved, which is the resultant
of the aggregate combination of the other parts which op-
erate it. Thus, in so-called parallel motion, a movement
of one part in a right line is effected by the combined and
counteracting movements of other parts moving in circu-
lar arcs. Aggregate velocity, the resultant velocity im-

parted by forces moving with different or with varying
velocities, as the velocities imparted by systems of pulleys
through trains of gearing, or by so-called differential mo-
tions. Corporation aggregate, in law. See corpora-
tion.

II. n. 1. A sum, mass, or assemblage of par-
ticulars

;
a total or gross amount

; any com-
bined whole considered with reference to its

constituent parts. An aggregate is essentially a sum,
as, for example, a heap of sand, whose parts are loosely or
accidentally associated. When the relation between the
parts is more intimate either chemical, as in a molecule
or a crystal, or organic, as in a living body, or for the reali-
zation of a design, as in a house the sum ceases to be a
mere aggregate and becomes & compound, a combination,
an orgmltm, etc. Hut in a general way anything con-
sistiuLjof distinguishable elements maybe called an ag-
gregate of those elements : as, man is an aggregate of
strm-tnres and organs; a mineral or volcanic afj<ji'<'!itit<

:

(that is, a compound rock).

Looking to the aiji/rrgnlf of all the interests of the com-
monwcalth. I). Wrlmti-i: Speech. Huston, June

!i, 1828.

Aji'ii-fimlfx of brilliant passages rather than harmonious
"bole's. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 414.

aggression
The difference between an aggregate and a product is

that in the first case the component parts are simply
grouped together, added ; in the second, the constituent
elements are blended, multiplied into each other.

G. 11. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. 93.

2. Any hard material added to lime to make
concrete. N. E. D. 3. Milit., the total com-
missioned and enlisted force of any post, de-

partment, division, corps, or other command.
In the aggregate, taken together; considered as a

whole
; collectively.

Our judgment of a man's character is derived from ob-
serving a number of successive acts, forming in the aggre-
gate his general course of conduct.

Sir O. C. Lewis, Authority in Matters of Opinion, ii.

aggregated (ag're-ga-ted), p. a. Same as aggre-
gate, a. ,

aggregately (ag're-gat-li), adv. Collectively;
tasen together or in the aggregate.
Many little things, though separately they seem too in-

significant to mention, yet aggregately are too material
for me to omit. Chesterfield, Letters, II. 347.

aggregation (ag-re-ga'shon), n. [< ML. aggre-
gatio(n-), < L. aggregare: see aggregate, v.] 1.
The act of collecting or the state of being col-

lected into an unorganized whole.

By "material aggregation" being meant the way in

which, by nature or by art, the molecules of matter are

arranged together. Tyndall.

Wanting any great and acknowledged centre of national
life and thought, our expansion has hitherto been rather

aggregation than growth. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 83.

2. In logic, the union of species to form a ge-
nus, or of terms to form a term true of any-
thing of which any of its parts are true, and

only false when all its parts are false. 3. The
adding of any one to an association as a mem-
ber thereof

; affiliation. [Rare.]
The second [book] recounts his aggregation to the soci-

ety of free-masons. Monthly Rev., XX. 537. (N. E. D.)

4. A combined whole
;
an aggregate.

In the United States of America a century hence we
shall therefore doubtless have a political aggregation im-

measurably surpassing in power and in dimensions any
empire that has as yet existed.

J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 139.

Creatures of inferior type are little more than aggrega-
tions of numerous like parts.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 493.

5. In l>ot., applied by Darwin specifically to
the peculiar change induced in the cells of the
tentacles of Drosera by mechanical or chemi-
cal stimulation Theorem of aggregation, in the
theory of invariants, a theorem concerning the number of

linearly independent invariants of a given type.

aggregative (ag're-ga-tiv), a. [< aggregate +
-ive; =F. a.gregatif.'} 1. Pertaining to aggre-
gation ;

taken together ;
collective.

Other things equal, the largest mass will, because of its

superior aggregative force, become hotter than the others,
and radiate more intensely.

H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 293.

2. Tending to aggregate; gregarious; social.

[Rare.]
His [Mirabeau's] sociality, his aggregative nature . . .

will now be the quality of qualities for him.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. iv. 4.

aggregator (ag're ga-tor), n. One who collects
into a whole or mass. Burton.

aggress (a-gres'), v. [< L. aggressus, pp. of ag-
gredi, adgredi, attack, assail, approach, go to,
< ad, to, + gradi, walk, go. > gradus, step : see

grade.'] I. intrans. 1. To make an attack;
commit the first act of hostility or offense;
begin a quarrel or controversy; hence, to act
on the offensive.

The moral law says Do not aggress !

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 298.

2. To encroach
; intrude

;
be or "become intru-

sive.

The plebeian Italian, inspired by the national vanity,
bears himself as proudly as the noble, without at all ag-
gressing in his manner. Howelli, Venetian Life, xxi.

While the individualities of citizens are less aggressed
upon by public agency, they are more protected by public
agency against aggression.

H. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 12.

II. trans. To attack. Quarterly Bet: [Rare.]
aggresst (a-gres'), ii. [< OF. aggresse, < L. ag-
gressus, adgressus, an attack, < aggredi, adgredi :

see aggress, v.~\ Aggression ;
attack.

M ilitary aggresses upon others.
Sir M. Hale, Pleas of the Crown, xv.

aggression (a-gresh'on), n. [< F. aggression,
attack, now agression, L. aggressio(n-), <

aggredi, adgredi: see aggress, r.} 1. The act
of proceeding to hostilities or invasion; a
breach of the peace or right of another or

others; an assault, inroad, or encroachment;



aggression

hence, any offensive action or procedure : as, an
aggression upon a country, or upon vested rights
or liberties.

We have undertaken to resent a supreme insult, anil

have had to bear new insults and aggression*, even to the
direct menace of our national capital.

0. W. Uolmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 103.

2. The practice of making assaults or attacks
;

offensive action in general.
Only this policy of unceasing and untiring aggression,

this wearing nut and crushing out, this war upon all the
resources and all the armies of the rebellion, could now
succeed. Badeau, Mil. Hist, of Grant, II. 10.

= Syn. Attack, invasion, assatilt. encroachment, injury,
offense.

aggressionist (a-gresh'on-ist), n. [< aggression
+ -ist.~\ One who commits or favors aggres-
sion.

Aggressionists would much more truly describe the anti-
freetraders than the euphemistic title "protectionists";'
since, that one producer may gain, ten consumers are
fleeced. //. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 156.

aggressive (a-gres'iv), a. [< aggress + -ire; =
F. agressif.] Characterized by aggression;
tending to aggress ; prone to begin a quarrel ;

making the first attack
; offensive, as opposed

to defensive: as, the minister pursued an ag-
gressive foreign policy.
That which would be violent if aggressive, might be justi-

fied if defensive. Phiuiinore's Reports, II. 136.

I do not think there is ever shown, among Italians,
either the ttffffratin pride or the abject meanness which
marks the intercourse of people and nobles elsewhere in

Europe. Howells, Venetian Life, xxi.

= Syn. Aggressive, Offensive. 0/engice is the direct op-
posite to defensive. Offensive warfare is that in which one
is quick to give battle, as opportunity offers or can be

made, and presses upon the enemy. Aggressive warfare
is only secondarily of this sort ; primarily it is a warfare

prompted by the spirit of encroachment, the desire of

conquest, plunder, etc. A war that is thus aggressive is

naturally o/enxioe at first, but may lose that character by
the vigor of the resistance made; it then ceases to be

thought of as aggressive. Hence aggressive has come to be
often synonymous with offensive.

The steady pushing back of the boundary of rebellion,
in spite of resistance at many points, or even of such ag-
yrmtflst inroads as that which our armies are now meeting
with their long lines of bayonets.

O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 101.

The peremptory conversion of Lee's clever offensive into
a purely defensive attitude, ... in marked contrast with
the tactics of his rival.

Badeau, Mil. Hist, of Grant, II. 130.

aggressively (a-gres'iv-li), adv. In an aggres-
sive or offensive manner.

aggressiveness (a-gres'iv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being aggressive ;

the disposition to en-
croach upon or attack others.

aggressor (a-gres'or), n. [L., also adgressor, <

uijgrcssus, pp. of aggredi, adgredi : see aggress,
.] The person who first attacks

;
one who be-

gins hostilities or makes encroachment
;
an as-

sailant or invader.

There is nothing more easy than to break a treaty rati-

fied in all the usual forms, and yet neither party be the

aggressor. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xvii.

aggrievancet (a-gre'vans), n. [< ME. aggre-
raunce, -auns, < OF. agrevance, < agrever: see

aggrieve and -ance.] Oppression; hardship;
injury; grievance.

Deliver those aggrieoanee*, which lately
Your importunity po&sest our council
Were fit for audience.

Fletcher (and another), fair Maid of the Inn, iii. 1.

aggrieve (a-greV), v. ; pret. and pp. aggrieved,
ppr. aggrieving. [< ME. agreven, < OF. agrever,
agriever, later restored agraver, aggrarer, to

aggravate, exasperate, = Sp. agravar = Pg. ag-
gravar = It. aggravare, < L. aggravare, make
heavy, make worse, aggravate : see aggravate.
Cf. aggredge and grieve.] I. trams. If. To give
pain or sorrow to

;
afflict

; grieve.
Which yet aggrieves my heart. Spenser.

2. To bear hard upon ; oppress or injure in

one's rights ;
vex or harass, as by injustice :

used chiefly or only in the passive.
The two races, so long hostile, soon found that they had

common interests and common enemies. Both were alike

aggrieved by the tyranny of a bad king. Macaulay.
So the bargain stood :

They broke it, and he felt himself aggrieved.
Browning, King and Book, II. 27.

II. t intrans. To mourn; lament.

My heart aggriec'd that such a wretch should reign.
Mir. for Mays., p. 442.

aggroupt (a-grop'), v. t. [< F. agrouper (= Sp.
Pg. agrupar = It. aggrupparc and aggroppare),
< a, to, + grouper, group : see group, v. J To
bring together ; group ;

make a group of.

Bodies of divers natures which are aggruuped (or com-
bined) together are agreeable and pleasant to the sight.

Drydrn, tr. of Dufresnoy, p. 197.
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aggroupment (a-grSp'ment), n. Arrangement
in a group, as in statuary or in a picture;
grouping. Also spelled agr<iui>iueiit.

aggry-beads (ag'ri-bedz), n. pi. [< aggry, prob.
of African origin, + beads.] Glass beads, sup-
posed to be of ancient Egyptian manufacture,
occasionally found in the Ashantee and Fanti
conn tries. They are of exquisite colors and designs, and
are much valued by the natives. Also spelled aggri-beadt.

agha, n. See aga.
aghanee (ag-ha'ne), n. [Anglo-Ind., also writ-
ten tiykitnee, repr. Hind, agliani, the produce
of the month Aghan, the eighth in the Hindu
year, answering to the last half of November
and the first half of December.] The name
given to the chief rice-crop in Hindustan. It is

the second of the three crops, being sown along with the
bhadoee crop in April and May, and reaped in November
and December. Called amun in lower Bengal.

aghast (a-gasf), p. or a. [The spelling with It

is unnecessary and wrong; < ME. anast, rarely
in the fuller form agatsted, pp. of the com-
mon verb agasten, rarely agesten, pret. agaste,
terrify. < a- (<_AS. a-) + gasten (pret. gaste, pp.
gast), <. AS. gaistan, terrify: see a-l,gast, ghost,
and ghastly, and cf. agazed.] Struck with
amazement

;
filled with sudden fright or hor-

ror. See agast, v. t.

At/hast he waked, and starting from his bed,
Cold sweat in clammy drops his limbs o'erspread.

Dryden, Mneid.

Stupefied and aghast, I had myself no power to move
from the upright position I had assumed upon first hearing
the shriek. For, Tales, I. 372.

= Syn. Horrified, dismayed, confounded, astounded, dum-
founded, thunderstruck.

agiblet (aj'i-bl), a. [< ML. agibilis, that can be

done, < L. agere, do: see agent, act.'] Capable
of .being done; practicable.
When they were fit for agible things.

Sir A. Shirleti, Travels, Persia, i.

agila-WOOd (ag'i-la-wud), n. [See eagleutood.]
Same as agallochu/n.

agile (aj'il), a. [Early mod. E. agil, agill, < F.

agtie, < L. agilw, < agere, do, move: see agent,
act.] Nimble

; having the faculty of quick mo-
tion; apt or ready to move; brisk; active: said
of the mind as well as of the body.

Shirley was sure-footed and agile ; she could spring like
a deer when she chose. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xix.

The subtle, agile Greek, unprincipled, full of change and
levity. lie Quintey, Secret Societies, ii.

- Syn. yimble, Agile (see nimble), quick, lively, alert, sup-
ple, spry.

agilely (aj'il-i), adv. In an agile or nimble
manner

;
with agility.

agileness (aj'il-nes), n. The state or quality of

being agile ;
nimbleness

; activity ; agility.

Agilia (a-jil'i-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L.

ayilis, agile: see agile.] In Illiger's classifica-

tion of mammals, a family of rodents notable
for their agility. It contains the squirrels and
dormice. [Not in use.]

agility (a-jil'i-ti), n. [< F. agilite, < L. agili-

ta(t-)s, < agilis, agile : see agile.] 1. The state
or quality of being agile ;

the power of mov-
ing quickly ;

nimbleness : briskness
; activity,

either of body or of mind.
A limb overstrained by lifting a weight above iU power,

may never recover ita former agility and vigour. Watts.

The Common Dormouse . . . handles its hazel- or beech-
nuts with all the air ofa squirrel, and displays no less agility
in skipping about the shrubbery and tangle it inhabits and
forages in. Stand. A'at. Hint., V. 115.

2t. Powerful action
; active force.

No wonder there be found men and women of strange
and monstrous shapes considering the agility of the sun's

tiery heat. Holland.

= Syn. 1. See agile.

aging (a'jing), n. [Verbal n. of age,v.] 1. Any
process for imparting the characteristics and
properties of age : as, the aging of wines and
liquors by heat and agitation. 2. In calico-

printing and dyeing, the process of fixing the
soluble mordant or dye by exposing the cloth
in well-ventilated chambers to air which is kept
warm and moist, for a time sufficient to allow
the mordant or dye laid upon the surface of the
cloth to penetrate the fibers and become firmly
attached to them. Any superfluous portions,
or those which may remain soluble, are removed
by dunging. 3. In ceram., the storage of pre-
pared clay, to allow it time to ferment and ripen
before using. E. H. Knight. The clay is kept wet,
and is often mixed and tempered ; and the process some-
times lasts for many years.

Also spelled ageing.

agio (aj'i-6 or a'ji-6), . [<Fr. agio, < It. agio,

usually in this sense spelled aggiu, exchange,
premium, the same word as agio, ease : see uda-

agitate

gin and ease. ] A commercial term in use, princi-
pally on the continent of Europe, to denote
() The rate of exchange between the currencies
of two countries, as between those of Italy and
the United States. (6) The percentage of dif-
ference in the value of (1) two metallic curren-
cies, or (2) a metallic and a paper currency of
the same denomination, in the same country ;

hence, premium on the appreciated currency,
and disagio, or discount, on the depreciated one.

Six years ago this kinsatsii [Japanese paper currency I

stood at par and was even preferred by the natives to the
gold and silver currency ; now, from 40% to 457 agio 's

Paid. Rein, Japan, p. 382.

(c) An allowance made in some places for the
wear and tear of coins, as in Amsterdam, Ham-
burg, etc.

a giorno (a jor'no). [It., = F. a jour.] In deco-
r/i/ii'i; art, same as a jour.

agiotage (aj'i- or a'ji-o-taj), n. [F., < agioter,
job or dabble in stocks, < agio, price, rate of

exchange, discount: see agio.] Speculation in

stocks, etc.; stock-jobbing. [Not used in the
United States.]

Vanity and agiotage are, to a Parisian, the oxygen and
hydrogen of life. Landor, Imaginary Conversations, xlvii.

agist (a-jisf), v. t. [< OF. agister (> ML. agis-
tare, adgistare), < a- (L. ad, to) + gister, as-

sign a lodging, < giste, a bed, place to lie on : see

gist, giseV, gitel.] 1. To feed or pasture, as the
cattle or horses of others, for a compensation :

used originally of the feeding of cattle in the

king's forests. 2. To rate or charge ; impose
as a burden, as on land for some specific pur-
pose.
agistage (a-jis'taj), . [< agist + -age.] In
law : (a) The taking and feeding of other men's
cattle in the king's forests, or on one's own
land. (6) The contract to do so for hife. (c)
The price paid for such feeding, (d) Generally,
any burden, charge, or tax. Also called gait
and agistment.

agistatort, . [ML., < agistare, pp. agistatus:
see agist.] Same as agistor.

agister, . See agistor.

agistment (a-jist'ment), n. [< OF. agistement
(sMli.agistanientum): see agist and -ment.] 1.

Same as agistage.

Henry de Lacy, earl of Lincoln, who . . . had iheagiet-
ments and summer and winter herbage of Pendle.

Raines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 25.

No sooner had that [the Irish
| Parliament, by ita reso-

lutions concerning the tithe of agistment, touched the
interests of his order, than he [Swift] did everything in
his power to discredit it. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., vii.

2. A dike or embankment to prevent the over-
flow of a stream or encroachments of the sea.
E. H. Knight.
agistor, agister (a-jis'tor, -tfer), i. [< ME. agis-

ter, < AF. agistour, < OF. agister, v. : see agist.]
An officer of the royal forests of England, hav-

ing the care of cattle agisted, and of collecting
the money for the same; one who receives
and pastures cattle, etc., for hire.

agitablet (aj'i-ta-bl), a. [< F. agitable, < L. agi-

taliilis, < agitare: see agitate.] 1. Capable of

being agitated or shaken. 2. That may be
debated or discussed.

agitate (aj'i-tat), r.
; pret. and pp. agitated, ppr.

agitating. [< L. agitates, pp. of agitare, drive,

move, arouse, excite, agitate, freq. of agere,

drive, move, do: see agent and act.] I. trans.

If. To move or actuate
;
maintain the action of.

Where dwells this sov'reign arbitrary soul,
Which does the human animal controul,
Inform each part, and agitate the whole !

Sir R. Blackmure.

2. To move to and fro
; impart regular motion

to.

The ladies sigh, and agitate their fans with diamond-
sparkling hands.

J. E. Cooke, Virginia Comedians, I. xlviii.

3. To move or force into violent irregular ac-
tion

;
shake or move briskly ;

excite physically :

as, the wind agitates the sea; to agitate water
in a vessel.

Tall precipitating flasks in which the materials were
first agitated with the respective liquids and were then
allowed to stand at rest under various conditions as to

light, temperature, etc.

Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXIX. 2.

4. To disturb, or excite into tumult; perturb.
The mind of man is agitated by various passions.

Jialtiuon.

5. To discuss; debate; call attention to by
speech or writing: as, to agitate the question
of free trade.

Though this controversy be revived and hotly aijitated

among the moderns. Boyle., Colours.



agitate

6. To consider on all sides; revolve in the

mind, or view in all its aspects ; plan.

When politicians most agitate desperate designs.
Kikt'n BaMUu.

=Syn 3 and 4. To rouse, stir up, ruffle, discompose. B

and 8. To canvass, deliberate upon.

II. intrans. To engage in agitation ; arouse

or attempt to arouse public interest, as in

some political or social question : as, he set out

to agitate in the country.

The Tories agitated in the early Hanoverian period for

short parliaments and for the restriction of the corrupt

influence of the Crown. L,;-lc:i, Lug. in 18th Cent., i.

agitated (aj'i-ta-ted),j>.
a. Disturbed; excited;

expressing agitation : as, in an agitated man-

ner; "an agitated countenance," Thackeray.

She burst out at last iaan agitated, almost violent, tone.

George Eliot, Mill on the Moss, ill. 2.

agitatedly (aj 'i-ta-ted-li),
adv. In an agitated

manner.

agitating (aj'i-ta-ting), p. a. Disturbing; ex-

citing; moving.
agitation (aj-i-ta'shon), n. [< L. agitatto(n-),

(agitare: see agitate.} The act of agitating,

or the state of being agitated, (a) The state of be-

ing shaken or moved with violence, or with irregular ac-

tion ;
commotion : as, the sea after a storm is in agitation.

The molecules of all bodies are in a state of continual

agitation.
J- N- Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 11.

(6) Disturbance of the mind ; perturbation ;
excitement of

passion.

Agitations of the public mind so deep and so long con-

tinued as those which we have witnessed do not end in

nothing. itacaulay, Part. Reform.

Away walked Catherine in great agitation, as fast as

the crowd would permit her.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, xni.

(c) Examination of a subject in controversy; deliberation ;

discussion ;
debate.

We owe it to the timid and the doubting to keep the

great questions of the time in unceasing and untiring agi-

tation. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 80.

(d) The act of arousing public attention to a political or

social question by speeches, etc. = Syn. () Agitation, Trepi-

dation Tremor Emotion, excitement, flutter. Tremor is,

in its literal use, wholly physical ;
it may be in a part of

the body or the whole ;
it is generally less violent than

trepidation Trepidation and agitation are more often used

of the mind than of the body. But all three words may ex-

press states either of the body or the mind, or of both at

once through reflex influence. Trepidation is generally

the result of fear; it is the excited anticipation of speedy

disaster, penalty, etc. Agitation may be retrospective and

occasioned by that which is pleasant ;
it includes the mean-

ing of trepidation and a part of that of emotion. Emotion

is used only of the mind ; it is the broadest and highest of

these words, covering all movements of feeling, whether

of pleasure or pain, from agitation to the pleasure that the

mind may take in abstract truth.

What lengths of far-famed ages, billowed high
With human agitation, roll along
In unsubstantial images of air !

Young, Night Thoughts.

I can recall vividly the trepidation which I carried to

that meeting. D. G. Mitchell, Bound Together, i.

I had a worrying ache and inward tremor underlying all

the outward play of the senses and mind.
0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life.

Mellow, melancholy, yet not mournful, the tone seemed

to gush up out of the deep well of Hepzibah's heart, all

steeped in its profoundest emotion.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vi.

agitational (aj-i-ta'shon-al), a. Relating or

pertaining to agitation.

agitative (aj'i-ta-tiv), a. [< agitate + -4vc.}

Having a tendency to agitate.

agitato (a-je-ta'to), a. [It., pp. of agitare, < L.

agitare: see agitate.} Agitated; restless: a

word used in music, generally in combination

with allegro or presto, to describe the charac-

ter of a movement as broken, hurried, or rest-

less in style.

agitator (aj'i-ta-tor), n. [L., < agitare : see agi-

tate.} 1. One who or that which agitates. Spe-

cifically (a) One who engages in some kind of political

agitation ; one who stirs up or excites others, with the view

of strengthening his own cause or party.

[Robin of Redesdale] collected forces and began to

traverse the country as an agitator in the summer of 1489
;

Doasiblvat the suggestion, certainly with the connivance,

of Warwick. SfuWw, Const. Hist., 681.

(b) A machine for agitating and mixing ; specifically, a

machine for stirring pulverized ore in water.

2. A name given to certain officers appointed

by the army of the English Commonwealth in

1647-9 to manage their concerns. There were

two from each regiment.

They proceeded from those elective tribunes called agi-

tat'irx, who had been established in every regiment to

superintend the interests of the army.
Hattam, Const. Hist., II. 210.

[It has been supposed that in this sense the proper spelling

of the word is a-'ljutator. iiK':inin'.r "t one who agitates, but

one who assists. But Dr. J. A. H. >Iurray says : "Care-

ful investigation satisfies me that Agitator wns tlie actual

title, and Adjutator originally only a bad spelling of sol-

diers familiar with Adjutants and the Adjutoris of 1642. ]
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agitatorial (aj'i-ta-to'ri-al), a. Of or pertain-

ing to an agitator.

Aglaophenia(ag"la-6-fe'ni-a), . [NL. (La-

marck, 1812), appar. an error for *
aglaophema, <.

Gr. 'Ay/tao^w, one of the sirens, fern, of dy/lao-

<t>t/uoc,
of splendid fame, < dyAaof, splendid, bril-

liant, + Mm = L. fama, fame.] A notable ge-

nus of calyptoblastic hydroids, of the family
I'/iiinulariida;. A. struthiuiiidts is an elegant species

of the Pacific coast of North America, known, from its i

ure and general appearance, as the ostrich-plume. Others

occur on the Atlantic coast.

aglare (a-glar'), prep. plir. as adv. or a. [< a

+ glare^.~\ In a glare ; glaring.
The toss of unshorn hair,

And wringing of hands, and eyes aglare.

Whittier, The Preacher.

Aglaura (ag-la'ra), . [NL., < Gr. ''\yfavpo(, a

mythol. name.] "1. A genus of craspedote hy-

droids, or Trachymedusai, of the family Trachy-

nemida:. Peron and Lesuexr, 1809. 2. A genus
of worms. 3. A genus of lepidopterous in-

sects. Boisducal, 1851.

Aglaurinae (ag-la-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL.,< Aglaura,

1, + -ina;.} A group of Trachymedusa, typified

by the genus Aglaura, having 8 radial canals

and a pedicle to the stomach.

ag-leaf (ag'lef), n. [Prob. a corruption of hag-

leaf, as witches were believed to use the plant
in their incantations : see hagl.} A name of

the common mullen, Ferbasemn Thapsus.

agleam (a-glem'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<

as + gleam.'] Gleaming; in a gleaming state.

Faces . . . agleam with pale intellectual light.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 380.

aglee, agley (a-gle'), prep, phr as adv. [< a-3

+ Sc. gley, gleg, squint, oblique look: see gley.]

Off the right line; obliquely; wrong. [Scotch.]
The best laid schemes o' mice an' men

Gang aft a-gley. Burns, To a Mouse,

aglet, aiglet (ag'let, ag'let), . [Early mod.

E. also agglet, < ME. aglet, aglette, < OF. agv.il-

lette, aiguillette, F. aiguillette, a point, dim. of

aiguille, < ML. acucula, dim. of L. acus, a needle :

see acus.'] 1. A tag or metal sheathing of the

end of a lace, or of the points (see point) or rib-

bons generally used in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries to fasten or tie dresses. They
were originally intended simply to facilitate the passing

of the ends through the eyelet-holes, as in modern shoe-

laces and stay-laces, but were afterward frequently formed

of the precious metals, carved into small figures, and sus-

pended from the ribbon, etc., as ornaments (whence Shak-

spere's phrase "an aglet-baby," which see); and they are

still so used in the form of tagged points or braid hanging

from the shoulder in some military uniforms, now officially

styled aiguillettes. Also written aigtdet.

And on his head an hood with aglets sprad.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ii. 5.

His gown, addressed with aglets, esteemed worth 261.

Sir J. Uayward, Life of Edw. VI.

2t. In hot., a pendent anther; also, a loose pen-
dent catkin, as of the birch,

aglet-babyt (ag'let-ba"bi), n. A small image
on the end of a lace. See aglet.

Marry him to a puppet, or an aglet-baby.

agley, prep. phr. as adv. See aglee.

aglimmer (a-glim'er), prep. phr. as adv. or a.

[< a3 + glimmer.'] In or into a glimmering
state ; glimmering.

aglistt (a-glisf), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<
<

+ glist, 'q. v.] Glistening: as, aglist with dew.

aglbbulia (ag-lo-bu'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. d-

priv. + L. globulus, globule.] Same as oligo-

cytheiiiia.

aglobulism (a-glob'u-lizm), . [< Gr. a- priv.+
globule + -ism:} liipatliol. : (a) Diminution of

the amount of hemoglobin in the blood. (6)

Oligocythemia.
Aglossa (a-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ay^mroc,

tongueless, < a- priv. + yAucma, tongue.] 1. A
series of anu-
rous or salient

batrachians
which have no

tongue, (at) In
some systems com-

prehending the

genera Pipa, Dac-

tylethra, and Myo-
batrachux, and di-

vided into Aglossa
haplosiphonia for

the first two of

these genera, and

Aglossa diplosi-

p'honia for the

third genus : in this sense the term is contrasted with

agnail

2f. [Used as a singular.] A genus of pyralid

moths, containing such species as A.pinguinalis
and A. ca/>reolatus.

aglossal (a-glos'al), a. [< Gr. ay^uaaof, tongue-

less, + -a'.] Tongueless; pertaining to the

Aglossa.

aglossate (a-glos'at), a. and . [< NL. aglos-

satus: see Aglossa and -a fe1 .] I. a. Having no

tongue; aglossal.
II. n. An aglossal batrachian ;

a member of

the suborder Aglossa. See Aglossa, 1.

aglossostoma (ag-lo-sos'to-mii), n.; pi. aglos-

sostomata (ag"lo-s6-sto'ma-ta). [NL.,< Gr.

dy/UwiTof, without a tongue, + ard/ia. mouth.]
In teratol., a monster having a mouth without

a tongue,
aglow (a-glo'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a

+ glow'.'} In a glow ; glowing : as, her cheeks

were all aglow.

Surinam Toad (Pipa surinamtnsis}.

PhanmglotM. (!0 Restricted in Pipa and Xenopiu (or

Dactyleihra), and divided into the families Pipiaa and

Xenopodidtf, which agree in having opisthocojlian verte-

!>]:! expansive sacral processes, discrete epicoracoids,

and, in the larval state, one pair of spiracles.

The ascetic soul of the Puritan, aglmc with the gloomy
or rapturous mysteries of his theology.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 12.

A painted window all aglow with the figures of tradition

and poetry. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 251.

aglutition (ag-16-tish'on), n. [< Gr. a- priv. +
L. *glutitio(n-), < glutire, pp. glutitus, swallow.]

In pa thai., inability to swallow.

Aglycyderes (ag-H-sid'e-rez), n. [NL., < Gr.

d- priv. 4- y/tuKtjf, sweet, + <tipy, Attic form of

detpr/, neck. The first two elements, meaning
lit.

' not sweet,' are taken in the forced sense

of 'uncomely' or 'unusual.'] A notable genus
of beetles, of the family Bruchidte, character-

ized by the fact that the head of the male is an-

teriorly produced on each side into a horn-like

process, and posteriorly contracted into a nar-

row neck, whence the name. Westwood, 1863.

aglyphodont (a-glif 'o-dont), a. and w. [<

Aglyphodontia.] I. a. In herpet., having the

characteristics of the Aglyphodontia ; without

grooved teeth and poison-glands.
II. n. A serpent of this character; one of

the Aglyphodontia (which see).

Aglyphbdonta (a-glif-o-don'ta), TO. pi. [NL.]
Same as Aglyphodontia.
Aglyphodontia (a-glif-o-don'shia), n. pi. [<

Gr. avXwAor, uncarved (< a- priv. + yXi^etv, carve,

cut out), + oowf (odmrr-) = E. tooth.} A group
or series of innocuous serpents (Ophidia),

embracing ordinary colubrine or colubriform

snakes, without poison-glands, with a dilatable

mouth, and with solid hooked' teeth in both

jaws. The name is derived from the last character;

for the venomous serpents of the series Proteroglijpha or

Solenoglypha have poison-fangs channeled or grooved for

the transmission of the venom. The Aglyphodontia in-

clude numerous families and genera, of most parts of the

world Colubridne and Boida> being among the best known
of the families. Synonymous with Colubrina. See cuts

under Colnlier and Boa.

agmatology (ag-ma-tol'o-ji), . [< Gr. ayiia(r-),

a fragment (< ayvvvat, break), + -Mrfla, < Mym,
speak : see -ology.} That department of sur-

gery which is concerned with fractures,

agmen (ag'men), r>.
; pi. agmina (-mi-nii). [L.,

a train, troops in motion, army, multitude, <

agere, drive, move, do: see agent.} In zoiil.,

a superordinal group; a division of animals

ranking between a class and an order. Suitde-

vall.

Sundevall would still make two grand divisions(^5rmtn<t)

of birds. A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 37.

agmlnalt (ag'mi-nal), a. [< L. agminalis, < ag-

men (agmin-), a train : see agmen.} It. Pertain-

ing to an army or a troop. Bailey. 2. In zool.,

of or pertaining to an agmen.
agminate (ag'mi-nat), a. [< NL. agminatus, <

L. agmen (agmin-), a multitude: see agmen.}

Aggregated or clustered together: in anat.,

said of the lymphatic glands forming patches
in the small intestines (Payer's patches), as

distinguished from the solitary glands or fol-

licles: as, "agminate glands," R. Gray, Anat.

agminated (ag'mi-na-ted), a. [< agminate 4

-ed".} Same as agminate.

agnail
nale,
mOd. Llll. I*I/WI-, -V *--. ~y J 7

" "^

AS. angna-gl, occurring twice (Leechdoms, .

p. 80, and index, p. 8), and usually explained by

paronychia, i. e., a whitlow, but prop., it seems,

a corn, wart, or excrescence (cf. angset, angseta,

ongseta, a wart, boil, carbuncle), (= OFnes. ong-

nil, ogneil, a misshapen finger-nail or an ex-

crescence following the loss of a finger-nail,
=

OHG. ungnaqel, G. dial. annegeUn, cinnegeln-

Grimm), < (I) ange, a-nge, engc, narrow, tight,

painful (see anger^, anguish ; for the sense here,

cf. LG. noodnagel, a hangnail, nood, distress,



agnail

trouble, pain),+ nwgl, a nail, i. e., a peg (of. L.

ctok'M-s, a nail, peg, also a wart), in comp. wcr-

ncegl, E. warnel, q. v., a wart, lit.
' man-nail.'

The second element was afterward referred to

a finger- or toe-nail, and the term applied to a
whitlow (end of 16th century), and to a 'hang-
nail' (Bailey, 1737), hangnail, like the equiv.
So. anger-nail, being due to a popular ety-

mology.] If. A corn on the toe or foot.

Aynayle upon ones too, corret. Palsgrave.

Corret, an agnaiie, or little corn, upon a toe. Cotyraw.
/'//""/'. atjitfltt, corns, pushes, felona or swellings in the

flesh. Florid.

Passing good for to be applyed to the agnelit or corns of

the feet. Ilotlami, Pliny, xx. s. (If. E. D.)

2f. A painful swelling or sore under or about
the toe- or finger-nails ;

a whitlow.
Good to be layde unto . . . ulcered uayles or agnayles,

whiche is a payuefilll swelling aboute the ioyntes and
nayles. Lyte, Dodoens (1578), p. 268. (X. E. D.)

Agnail, a sore at the root of the nail on the fingers or
toes. Bailey (1721).

3. A hangnail; a small piece of partly sepa-
rated skin at the root of a nail or beside it.

agname (ag'nam), n. [< ag- + name, after L.

agnomen.] An appellation over and above the

ordinary name and surname. N. E. D.

agnamed (ag'uamd), a. [< agname + -ed%.]

Styled or called apart from Christian name and
surname. N. E. D.

agnate (ag'nat), . and a. [Early mod. E. ag-
nat, agnet, < F. agnat, < L. agnatus, adgnatus,
adnatus, prop. pp. of agnanci, adgnasci, be bom
to, belong by birth, < ad, to, + *gna#ci, nasci,
be born. Cf. adnate and cognate.] I. . Spe-
cifically, a kinsman whose connection is trace-

able exclusively through males; more gener-
ally, any male relation by the father's side.

See agnati.
Who are the Agnate* ? In the first place, they are all the

Cognates who trace their connexion exclusively through
males. A table of Cognates is, of course, formed by taking
each lineal ancestor in turn and including all his descen-
dants of both sexes in the tabular view ; if then, in tracing
the various branches of such a genealogical table or tree,
we stop whenever we come to the name of a female and
pursue that particular branch or ramification no further,
all who remain after the descendants of women have been
excluded are Agnates, and their connexion together is

Agnatic Relationship. Maine, Ancient Law, p. 148.

II. a. 1. Belated or akin on the father's side.

2. Allied in kind; from a common source:

as, "agnate words," Pownall, Study of Antiqui-
ties, p. 168. [Bare.]
Agnatha (ag'na-tha), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

agnathus, jawless: see agnathous.] A section
of geophilous gastropods destitute of jaws.
Agnathi (ag'na^thi), n. pi. [NL., masc. pi. of

agnathus, jawless : see agnathous.] A group or
series of neuropterous insects, held by some as
a suborder of the order Heuroptera : so called

because the jaws are rudimentary or obsolete.
The wings are naked and not folded in repose, the posterior
pair small, sometimes wanting ; the antenme are short,

setaceous, and 3-jointed ; and the abdomen ends in two or
three long, delicate setae. The group includes the well-
known May-flies, and Is practically identical with the

family Epheme.ridte.

agnathia (ag-na'thi-a), n. [NL., < agnathus,
jawless (see agnathous), + -in.] In pathol.
anat., absence of the lower jaw, due to arrested

development.
agnathous (ag'na-thus), a. [< NL. agnathus,
jawless, < Gr. a- priv.+ yvdflof, jaw.] 1. With-
out jaws ;

characterized by the absence of jaws.
Syd. Soc. Lex. 2. Of or pertaining to the Ag-
natha or Agnathi.
agnati (ag-na'ti), n. pi. [L., pi. of agnatus:
see agnate.'] The members of an ancient Bo-
man family who traced their origin and name
to a common ancestor through the male line,
under whose paternal power they would be if he
were living; hence, in law, relations exclusively
in the male line. See agnate.
agnatic (ag-nat'ik), a. [< F. agnatique, < L.

agnatus : see agnate.] Characterized by or per-
taining to descent by the male line of ancestors.
See agnate.

Nevertheless, the constitution of the [Hindu] family is

entirely, to use the Roman phrase, aynatic ; kinship is

counted through male descents only.
itaim; Early Law and Custom, p. 71..

agnatically (ag-nat'i-kal-i), adv. In an ag-
natic manner

; by means of agnation.
agnation (ag-na'shon), n. [< F. agnation, < L.

agnatio(n-), < agnatus : see agnate.] 1. Rela-
tion by the father's side only; descent from a
common male ancestor and in the male line : dis-

tinct from cognation, which includes descent in
both the male and the female lines.

I have already stated my belief that at the back of the

ancestor-worship practised by Hindus there lay a system

Agnel of )< hn II., King of France.

( Size of the original. )

To acknowledge ;
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of agnation, or kinship through males only, such as now
survives in the Punjab.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 118.

2. Alliance or relationship generally ;
descent

from a common source. [Bare.]
Agnation may be found amongst all the languages in

the Northern Hemisphere.
Pmmall, Study of Antiquities, p. 168.

agnelH (ag'nel), n. Obsolete form of agnail.

agnel2 (ag'nel; F. pron. a-nyel'), . [< OF.
iii/iicl (F. agneau), a lamb, an agnel, < L. agni-l-

lu,<, dim. of agnus, a
lamb: see agnus.]
A French gold coin

bearing a figure of
the paschal lamb,
first issued by Louis

IX., and not struck
after Charles IX. it

original weight was from
i;-' :. to 64.04 grains, but
after the reign of John 1 1.

it gradually fell to about
38.7 grains.

agni, n. Plural of ag-
II IIH.

agnitiont (ag-nish'-
on), n. [< L. agni-
tio(n-), < agnittts, pp.
of agnoscere, also ad-

gnoscere, adnoscere,
know as having seen

before, recognize,
acknowledge, < ad,
to, + *gnoscere, nos-

cere,know: see know.
Cf. agnomen.] Ac-
knowledgment.
agnize (ag-nlz'), v. t.

[< L. agnoscere, in
imitation of cognize,
ult. (through F.) <

L. cognoscere : see agnition.]

own; recognize. [Bare.]
I do agnize

A natural and prompt alacrity
I find in hardness. Shalt., Othello, i. 3.

Doubtless you have already set me down in your mind
as ... a votary of the desk a notched and cropt scriven-
er one that sucks his sustenance, as certain sick people
are said to do, through a quill. Well, I do agnize some-

thing of the sort. ;../,',. Elia, I. it. 11.

agnoea (ag-ne'a), n. [NL., < Gr. ayvota, want
of perception, ignorance, < "aj-voof, not know-
ing, < a- priv. + *jvoof, voof, contr. voiif, per-
ception, mind, akin to E. know : see nous and
know.] In pathol., the state of a patient who
does not recognize persons or things.
Agnoetae (ag-no-e'te), n. pi. [ML. ; also im-

prop. Agno'itee; ^ Gr. 'Ayvor/rai, heretics so named,
< ajvoelv, be ignorant, < "ayvoo?, not knowing:
see agntea.] 1. A Christian sect of the fourth

century, which denied the omniscience of the

Supreme Being, maintaining that God knows
the past only by memory, and the future only
by inference from the present. 2. A sect

of the sixth century, followers of Themistius,
deacon of Alexandria, who, on the authority of
Mark xiii. 32 ( "But of that day and that hour
knoweth no man, . . . neither the Son, but the
Father "

), held that Christ, as man, was ignorant
of many things, and specifically of the time of
the day of judgment.

Other-forms are Agnoihe and Agnoites.

Agnoete, Agnoite (ag'no-et, -it), . One of the

Agnoetee.
agnoetism (ag-no-e'tizm), n. [< Agnoetai +
-ism.] The doctrinal system of the Agnoetse.
agnoiology (ag-noi-or o-ji), n. [Better 'ag-

nceology, < Gr. ay-voia, ignorance (see agnoea),
+ -foyia, < Asyeiv, speak of: see -ology.] In

metaph., the doctrine or theory of ignorance,
which seeks to determine what we are neces-

sarily ignorant of.

We must examine and fix what ignorance is what we
are, and can be, ignorant of. And thus we are thrown
upon an entirely new research, constituting an intermedi-
ate section of philosophy, which we term the agnviology,
. . . the theory of true ignorance.

Ferrier, lust, of Metaphysics, p. 51.

Agnoite, n. See Agnoete.
agnomen (ag-no'men), H.

; pi. agnomina (-nom'-
i-na). [L., also adnomen (min-), < ad, to, +
"gnomen, nomen, name (=E. name), < "gtwscere,
noscere, know, = E. knoic.] An additional name
given by the Bomans to an individual in allu-

sion to some quality, circumstance, or achieve-
ment by which he was distinguished, as Afri-
canus added to the name of P. Cornelius Scipio ;

hence, in modern use, any additional name or

epithet conferred on a person.

agnus

agnomical (ag-no'mi-kal), a. [< Gr. a- priv. +
yvufni, thought, purpose : see gnome, gnumic.]
Of or pertaining to the absence of set purpose
or intention. A~. E. D.

agnomina, . Plural of agnomen.
agnomina! (ag-nom'i-nal), a. [< agnomen (ag-
Hoinin-) + -al.] Of or pertaining to an agnomen.
agnominatet (ag-nom'i-nat), r. t. [< L. *ag-
iniiiiiiiiiti/x, pp. of "agnominare, implied in ag-
nuiiiinatio: see agnomination.] To name.

The flowing current's silver streams . . .

Shall In' iiiiniiiiiimiled by our name. Locrinr, ill. 2.

agnomination (ag-nom-i-na'shon), n. [< L.

agnominatio(n-), adnominatio(n-), paronomasia,
< "agnominare, < (id, to, + "gnominare, nominare,
name.] 1. An additional name or title

;
a name

added to another, as expressive of some act,

achievement, etc.; a surname. 2. Besem-
blance in sound between one word and another,

especially by alliteration
; also, the practice of

using in close proximity to one another words
which resemble each other in sound (see an-
nom ination): as, "Scott of Scotstarvet's Stag-
gering State of Scots Statesmen."
Our bards . . . hold agnomination* and enforcing of con-

sonant words or syllables one upon the other to be the

greatest elegance. ... So have I seen divers old rhymes
in Italian running so : . . . "In selva salvo a me: Piu
cam more." Howell, Letters, i. 40.

agnostic (ag-nos'tik), n. and . [< Gr. ayvuorof,

unknowing, unknown, unknowable, < a- priv.,

not, + -jVuaTOf, later form of yvurdf, known, to

be known (cf. j-wjori/iof, good at knowing),
verbal adj. of yt--)vu-oK-etv, know, = L. *</NO-M--

cre, no-sc-ere= E. know : see a-18 and gnostic.
The word agnostic was "

suggested by Prof.

Huxley . . .' in 1869. ... He took it from St.

Paul's mention of the altar to ' the Unknown
God' [d)T(ioTv 0e, Acts xvii. 23]. B. H. Hut-

ton, in letter, . . . 1881." N. E. D.] I. n. One
of a class of thinkers who disclaim any know-

ledge of God or of the ultimate nature of things.
They hold that human knowledge is limited to experience,
and that since the absolute and unconditioned, if it exists

at all, cannot fall within experience, we have no right to
assert anything whatever with regard to it.

I only said I invented the word agnontic.
Huxley, London Academy, Nov. 24, 1883.

While the old Atheist sheltered his vice behind a ram-
part of unbelief where no appeals could reach him, the
new Aynontie honestly maintains that his opinions are the

very best foundations of virtue.
F. P. Cobbe, Peak in Darien, p. 3.

II. a. Pertaining to the agnostics or their

doctrines; expressing ignorance or unknow-
ableness.
That Iwld thinker in the third century, Clement of

Alexandria, declares . . . that the process of theology is,

with regard to its doctrine of God, negative and agnostic,

always "setting forth what God is not, rather than what
he is." Pop. Sd. Mo., XXV. 79.

agnostically (ag-nos'ti-kal-i), adv. In an ag-
nostic manner

;
from an agnostic point of view

;

with a tendency or inclination to agnosticism ;

as an agnostic.
agnosticism (ag-nos'ti-sizm), . [< agnostic +
-ism.] 1. The doctrines of the agnostics; the
doctrine that the ultimate cause and the es-

sential nature of things are unknowable, or at
least unknown.
By Agna*ti\m I understand a theory of things which

abstains from either affirming or denying the existence of

God. It thus represents, with regard to Theism, a state

of suspended judgment ; and all it undertakes to affirm is,

that, upon existitig evidence, the being of God is unknown.
Hut the term Aatuatieurm is frequently used ill a widely
different sense, as implying belief that the being of God
is not merely now unknown, but must always remain un-

knowable. G. J. Romanes, Contemporary Rev., L. 59.

2. Belief in the doctrines of the agnostics.

Agnostus (ag-nos'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. ayviMrof,
unknown: see agnostic.] A genus of trilobites

of the Lower Silurian rocks : so called because
of the uncertainty attaching to its true affinities.

They are of small size and somewhat semicircular form,
and it has been supposed that they may be the larval form
of some other animal.

Agnotherium (ag-no-the'ri-um), n. [NL., short

for *agnostotherium, < Gr. ayvuorof, unknown
(see agnostic), + fhipiav, a wild beast, < 6yp, a
wild beast.] A genus of extinct mammals of

uncertain affinities. It is identified by some
with the amphicyon (which see). Kaiiji.

agUUS (ag'nus), n.
; pi. agni (-ni). [L., a lamb,

perhaps for *amg>ms, lit. 'sheep-born,' < *<irix,

older form of ovis, a sheep (= Skt. avi = Gr.

*aoc, *6f<c, oif= E. ewe, q. v. ;
cf. also Gr. a/iv6f,

a lamb, for "anvof, prop, adj., < *aFi- + -voc), +
-//mis (cf. benign, malign), -genus (see -genous),
< -^ "gen, beget, bear.] 1. An image or repre-
sentation of a lamb as emblematical of Christ;
an Agnus Dei (see below).



agnus
They will kiss a crucifix, salute a cross, carry most de-

voutly a scapulary, an yn, or a set uf heads about them.
Drei'iitt, Saul ami .Samuel at Endor, p. 3:il.

2. [cap.] In zoijl. : (a) A genus of beetles.

liitriiicister, 1847. (6) A genus of fishes. GM-
M<r, I860. Agnus castus (kas'tus). [L., supposed to
mean 'chaste lamb 1

(hence tr. into G. ATM*,./,/,,,,,,,,), but
(i(/iin is here only a transliteration of ayi-os, the Greek
nnnifof the tree, anil L. nmtun, chaste, is aildeil in allusion
to its imagined virtue of preserving chastity, from the re-
semblance of the Greek name ayi-os to iyi-65, chaste.) A
disagreeably aromatic shrub or small tree of the genus
\'itejc, V. Agnus-castnx, natural ardor Vn-litiiaeeit. Itluis
digitate leaves and spikes of purplish-blue flowers, and is
native in the countries around the Mediterranean. Also
calted chaste-tree ami Abraham's-batin.
The hcrbc Aimtis cnxtit/i is always grene, and the flowre

therof is namly callyd A'tiinx caxtux, for wyth smelle and
vse it makyth men chaste as a lombe.

Trevisa, tr. of Barth. Aug. de P. R., xvii. 612. (N. E. D.)
And wreaths of Aynm-castnx others bore;
These last, who with those virgin crowns were drest,
Appear'd in higher honour than the rest.

Dryiten, Flower and Leaf, 1. 172.

Agnus Del (del). [LL., Lamb of God.) (a) Any image
or representation of a lamb as emblematical of Christ;

Agnus Dei.
(From the Campanile of Giotto, Florence.)

specifically, such a representation with the nimbus in-
scribed with the cross about its head, and supporting the
banner of the cross. (4) One of the titles of Christ. John
i. 29. (c) In the Rom. Cath. Ch. : (1) A waxen medallion
blessed by the pope and stamped with the figure of a lamb
bearing the banner of the cross. It is worn by Roman
Catholics as a supplication to be preserved from evil by
the merits of the Lamb of God. Anciently these cakes of
wax were often mounted or inclosed in precious metals,
etc., but this is not now permitted. Relics of the saints
were sometimes preserved within them. (2) A prayer, be-
ginning with these words, said by the priest at mass shortly
before the communion, (a) In the Gr. Ch., the eloth bear-
ing the figure of a lamb
which covers the com-
munion service. Ag-
nus Scythicus (sith'-

i-kus), the Scythian or
Tatarian lamb, a fab-
ulous creature, half

animal, half plant,
formerly believed to
inhabit the plains bor-

dering upon the Vol-

ga; in reality, the
shaggy rhizome of the
fern Dicknonia Baro-
iwtz, which when in-

verted and suitably
trimmed somewhat re-

sembles a small lamb.

ago, agone (a-go',

a-gon'), a. and
adv. [< ME. ago,
agon, agoon, pp. of agon, < AS. agdn, go away,
pass away, go forth, come to pass '(= G. ergehen,
come to pass ;

cf. OS. dgangan, go by, = Goth.
usgaggan, go forth), < a- + gan, go: see a-l and
go. The form agone is now obsolete or archa-
ic.] I. a. Gone; gone by; gone away; past;
passed away : always after the noun.

Of this world the feyth is all agon.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 410.

Yonder woman, sir, you must know was the wife of a
certain learned man . . . who had long dwelt in Amster-
dam, whence, some good time aynne, he was minded to
cross over and cast in his lot with us of the Massachusetts.

Iliiirtliiiriu:, Scarlet Letter, Hi.

II. adv. In past time; in time gone by:
only in the phrase long ago.

O In-other, had yon known our mighty hall,
\\ Inch Merlin built for Arthur twin </./"

'

TI'IIIIIHUIII, Holy Grail.

agog (&-gog'),prep.plir. as adv. or a. [Former-
ly on gog, OH goggc, perhaps < OF. en gogues :"

estre en ses gogues, to be frolick, lusty, lively
wanton, gamesome, all a hoit, in a pleasant
humour; in a vein of mirth, or in a merry mood"
(lit. be in his glee),

"
gogues, jollity, glee, joy-

fulness, light-heartedness
"
(Cotgrave), in sing.

gogue, mirth, glee (Roquefort), "ge goguer, to
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be most frolick, lively, blithe, crank, merry,"
etc. (Cotgrave) ; origin uncertain. The W. gog,
activity, velocity, gogi, agitate, shake, appear
to be unoriginal, and may be from E.] In a
state of eager desire

; highly excited by eager-
ness or curiosity ; astir.

Or at the least yt setts the harte n yuyy. Gatcoigne.
Cotton Mather came galloping down
All the way to Newbury town,
With his eyes agog and his ears set wide.

Whittifr, Double-headed Snake.

agoggled (a -gog 'Id), a. [< -
(expletive) +

goggled, q. v.] Staring; having staring eyes.
[Rare.]
A man a little agogyhd in his eyes.

A. Leiijhton, Trad. Scot. Life, p. 8. (.V. E. D.)

agometer (a-gom'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < Gr. ayuv,
lead, draw, weigh, 4- ftirpov, measure.] A form
of rheostat. A mercury aijumeter is an instrument for
measuring electrical resistances, or for varying the re-
sistance of a circuit, by means of a mercury column whose
length may be adjusted as required.

Agomphia (a-gom'fi-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of agomphius : see agbmphious.] A name given
by Ehrenberg to those rotifers which have tooth-
less jaws. [Not in use.]
agomphian (a-gom'fi-an), n. One of the Agom-
phia.

agomphiasis (a-gom-fi'a-sis), . [NL., < Gr.
orarakoc (see agomphious) '+ -iasis.] Looseness
of the teeth.

agomphious (a-gom'fi-us), a. [< NL. agomphius,
< Gr.

ayo/i^ofj without grinders, < a- priv. + yo/j-

0<oc, prop. adj. (sc. Moiif, tooth), a grinder-tooth,
a molar.] Toothless. N. E. D.
agon1

t. An obsolete form of ago.
agon2

t (ag'on), n.; pi. agones (a-go'nez). [< Gr.
ayuv, contest: see agony.] In Gr. antiq., a con-
test for a prize, whether of athletes in the games
or of poets, musicians, painters, and the like.

agone1
,
a. and adv. See ago.

agone2 (ag'on), n. [< Gr. ayuvof, without an
angle, < a- priv. -I- yavia, angle : see goniometer,
trigonometry, etc.] An agonic line. See agonic.

agonic (a-gon'ik), a. [< Gr. ayuvoc., without an
angle: see agone^.] Not forming an angle.
Agonic line, an irregular line connecting those points on
the earth's surface where the declination of the magnetic
needle is zero, that is, where it points to the true north
and consequently does not form an angle with the geo-
graphical meridian. There are two principal agonic lines
one, called the American agone, is in the western hemi-
sphere, and passes northward through the eastern part
of Brazil, North Carolina, Virginia, Ohio, Lake Erie and
British America. The other, called the Asiatic agone, is
in the eastern hemisphere, and traverses western Australia
the Indian ocean, Persia, and Russia, toward the magnetic
north pole. A third agonic line, having the fonn of an
oval curve, incloses a part of eastern Asia. The agonic
lines are continually changing their position ; that in the
eastern United States has been moving slowly westward
since the beginning of this century. See declination and

agony

agonistical (ag-o-nis'ti-kal), a. Same as ago-
niatic.

agonistically (ag-o-nis'ti-kal-i), adv. In an
agonistic manner. [Rare.]

agonistics (ag-o-uis'tiks), n. [PI. of agonistic :

see
-yes.]

The art or science of contending in

public games or other athletic contests,

agonizant (ag-o-m'zant), n. [< ML. agoni-
za(t-)s, ppr. otagonizare: see agonize.] One
of a Roman Catholic confraternity whose chief
duty it is to offer prayers for the dying, and
more especially to assist and pray for criminals
under sentence of death.

agonize (ag'o-niz), .
; pret. and pp. agonized,

ppr. agonizing. [< F. agoniser, < ML. agonizare,
labor, strive, contend, be at the point of death,
< Gr. ayuvi&adat, contend for a prize, fight,
struggle, exert one's self, < ayuv, a contest for
a prize, etc. See agony, from which the stronger
sense of agonize is imported.] I. in trans. 1.
To struggle ; wrestle, as in the arena ; hence,
to make great effort of any kind. 2. To writhe
with extreme pain ;

suffer violent anguish.
To smart and agonise at every pore.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 198.

II. trans. To distress with extreme pain;
torture.

He agonized his mother by his behaviour. Thackeray.
Also spelled agonise.

agonizingly (ag'o-ni-zing-li), adv. In an ago-
nizing manner; with extreme anguish. Also
spelled agonisingly.

Agonqderus (ag-o-nod'e-rus), n. [NL. ,
< Gr. ayu-

voc, without angle, + fcp?/, 6upri, neck, throat.]
A genus of Cara-

bidce, comprising a
moderate number
of species of very
small or medium-
sized beetles pecu-
liar to temperate
America, it is not
readily defined either by
structuralcharacterorby
general appearance, and
the smaller species,which
are of nearly uniform
light-brown or testaceous
color, are very difficult
to distinguish from simi-

larly colored species of

Agnus Scythicus
(DicXsonia Banmttm).

,

agonid (a-gon'id), n. One of the fishes form-
ing the family Agonidce.
Agonidae (a-gon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <AgomisT -idee.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,
exemplified by the genus Agonus.
Agoninae (ag-o-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL.,< Agonus +
-mm. ] A subfamily of the Agonidce, having two
dorsal fins, the spinous being well developed.
agonise, agonisingly. See agonize, agonizingly.
agonist (ag'o-nist), n. [< L. agonista. < Gr.

SvuvHjrfc, contestant, pleader, actor, < ayuvi^c-
oSai, contend, etc. : see agonize. Cf. antagonist,
protagonist.] I. One who contends for the
prize in public games; a combatant; a cham-
pion ;

a dramatic actor. Also called agonigter.
2. [cap.] One of a violent party of Donatists

in northern Africa in the fourth century.
agonistarch (ag-o-nis'tark), n. [< L. agonis-
tarcha (in an inscription), < Gr. *ayuwoTapxm',
< a-yavtarfc (see agonist) + &PXeiv, rule, govern.]
In Gr. antiq., one who trained persons to com-
pete in public games and contests.

agonistert (ag'6-nis-ter), . [< agonist + -erl.
Cf. sophister.] Same as agonist, 1.

agonistic (ag-o-nis'tik), a. [< ML. agonisticus,
< Gr. ayuvirjTiKtif, < ayuviarr/c, agonist': see ago-
nist.] 1. Pertaining to contests of strength or
athletic combats, or to contests of any kind, as
a forensic or argumentative contest.
The silver krater given by Achilles as an agonwtic prize

at the funeral of I'atroklos, which, as the poet tells us
was made by the Sidonians, and brought over the sea by
the Phoenicians. C. T. Xcwtnn, Art and Arclueol., p. 289.

2. Combative
; polemic ; given to contending.

Two ronllicting n
; i<uii*tic elements seem to have con-

tended in the man, sometimes pulling him different ways
like wild horses.

Walt Whitman, in Ksxays from The Critic, p. Hi
3. Strained; aiming at effect; melodramatic.
N. E. I}.

commonest species, is
about a quarter of an inch long, and of a pale-yellowish
color. Its elytra have a wide black stripe, divided by the
suture ; the disk of the prothorax is usually marked with a
large black spot, and the head is always black. Host of
the species in the United States are extremely abundant
especially in moist places, and are readily attracted by light.
Nothing is known of their earlier stages.

agonoid (ag'o-noid), a. and n. [< Agonus + -aid.]
I. a. Having the characters of the Agonidae.

II. n. A fish of the family Agonidce; an agonid.
agonothete (a-go'no-thet), . [< L. agonothcta
and agonotlietes, < Gr. aywo6ETrK, < ayuv, contest,+ Ti-Se-vat, place, appoint: see theme, thesis,
etc.] One of the officials who presided over
public games in ancient Greece and awarded
the prizes.

agonothetic (a-go-uo-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. ayavo-
SeTiKOf, < ayavoOcTT/t; : see agonothete.] Pertain-
ing to the office of agonothete.
Agonus (ag'o-nus), . [NL., < Gr. a-

priv. +
y6vv, knee (taken in the sense of '

joint '), = E.
knee.] A genus of fishes, typical of the family
Agonidce. Block, 1801. Also called Aspido-
phorus. A. cataphraetus (Asp. europceus) is the
sea-poacher or pogge.
agony (ag'o-ni), n.

; pi. agonies (-niz). [< ME.
agonie, < OF. agonic, < LL. agonia, < Gr. ayuvla,
a contest, struggle, agony, orig^.

a contest for a
prize at the public games, < aywv, a contest,
wrestle, a place of contest, an assembly (see
agon?), < ayuv, assemble, bring together, lead,
drive, move, etc., =L. agere: see agent, act, etc.
Cf. agonize, etc.] 1. A violent contest or strug-
gle. [Rare.]

Till he have thus denudated himself of all these incum-
brances, he is utterly unqualified for these aiit>iiirs.

Decay of Chriat. Piety, p. 408.

2. The struggle, frequently unconscious, that
often precedes natural death : in this sense of-
ten used in the plural : as, he is in the agonies of
death. 3. Extreme, and generally prolonged,
bodily ormental pain; intense suffering; hence,
intense mental excitement of any kind : as, the

agony of suspense or uncertainty.
A great agony

Of hope strove in her.

II'. Mori-iii, Earthly Paradise, II. 316.
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agony
A solitary shriek, the bubbling cry
Of some strong swimmer in his agony.

Byron, Don Juan, ii. 53.

Continued agony is followed by exhaustion, which in fee-

ble persons may be fatal. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., $ 29.

4. In a special sense, the sufferings of Christ in

the garden of Gethsemaue Agony column, the

column of a newspaper which contains advertisements

relating to lost relatives and friends ami other personal
matters : so called from the apparent distress uf the adver-
tisers. [English, and chiefly in London. ]

= Syn, 3. Agony,
Anguish, Pang, Torture, Torment, throe, paroxysm, ache.

These all denote forms of excruciating pain of the body
or the mind. Agony is pain so extreme as to cause strug-

ling; it is general rather than local pain. Anguish is,

n the body, commonly local, as the anguish of amputa-
tion, and transient. Pang is brief and intermittent ; it

is a paroxysm, spasm, throe, thrill, ur throb of pain ;
in

the mind there may be the ixings of remembrance, etc.,

and in the body the pangs of hunger, etc. The agonies or

pangs of dissolution ; the anguish of a fresh bereavement.
Torture and torment are by derivation pains that seem to

wrench or rack the body or mind ; they are the most power-
ful of these words. Torment expresses a more permanent
state than tort ure. See pain.

The octopus had seized his left arm, causing dreadful

agony by the fastening of its suckers upon the limb.
P. Robinson, Under the Sun, vll.

One fire burns out another's burning,
One pain is lessen'd by another's anguish.

Shak., R. and J., i. 2.

That last glance of love which becomes the sharpest
pany of sorrow. Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xliii.

Suspense in news is torture ; speak them out.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1569.

O, that tonnent should not l>e confined
To the body's wounds and sores !

Milton, S. A., 1. 806.

agoodt (a-gud'), prep. phr. as adv. [< a3
, on,

in, + good. Cf. the phrase in good earnest. J In

earnest; heartily.
I made her weep a-good. Shak,, T. O. of V., Iv. 4.

The world laughed agood at these jests.

Armin, Nest of Ninnies, 1608. (llalliwell.)

agora (ag'o-ra), n. [< Gr. ayopd, assembly, mar-

ket-place, < ayeipctv, call together, assemble.]
In ancient Greece : (a) A popular political as-

sembly ; any meeting of the people, especially
for the promulgation or discussion of laws or

public measures. Hence (6) The chief pub-
lic square and market-place of a town, in wnich
such meetings were originally held, correspond-
ing to the Eoman forum. The agora usually occu-

pied the site about the original public fountain or well of
a settlement, which was the natural place of reunion for
the inhabitants. It was often surrounded by colonnades
and public buildings ; sometimes public buildings and
temples stood within it. In some instances a large open
space was reserved for public meetings, and the remain-
der was variously subdivided for purposes of traffic. It

was customary to erect in the agora altars to the gods
and statues of heroes and others, and sometimes, as at

Athens, it was adorned with alleys of trees.

agoranome (ag'o-ra-nom*), n. [< L. agorano-
MM*,< Gr. dyopav6ftof, clerk of the market, < ayopd,

market, + vifieiv, manage, rule.] One of those

magistrates in a Greek city who had charge of
the inspection of the markets, of weights and
measures, and of public health. Their func-
tions corresponded to those of the Roman
ediles.

agoraphobia (ag'o-ra-fo'bi-a), n. [< Gr. ayopd,

market-place (see agora), + -0o/3<o, fear : see

-phobia.] In pathol., a dread of crossing open
spaces, such as open squares, city parks, etc. :

a feature of some cases of neurasthenia.

agostadero (a-go-sta-da'ro), . [Sp., a sum-
mer pasture, < agostar, pasture cattle on stub-
ble in summer, dial, plow in August, < Agosto,
August, harvest-time, harvest.] A place for

pasturing cattle. [Used in parts of the United
States settled by Spaniards.]
agouara (a-go-a'ra), n. [Native name in South

America.] A species of racoon, Proeyon ean-

crivorus, about the size of a fox. it is a native of

the warmer parts of America, and eats all kinds of crus-
taceans and mollusks, marine and terrestrial ; from this

habit it is also called the crab-eating racoon.

agoumenos (a-g6'me-nos), n. Same as hegu-
menos.
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family Solenodontida;. It is so puzzling to natural-

ists that it has received the name of S. paradoxus. It has
the fur, ears, and tail of the opossum, but the teetli and

elongated nose of the shrew. Its feet terminate in five

toes, and the long claws are curved and evidently adapted
for scraping in the earth. The dentition is unique, tin-

grooving of the second incisor of the lower jaw distinguish-

ing this genus from all others whose dental system is

known. It is of the size of a rat, and not unlike one in

general appearance. See aliniqui and Solenodon.

agouti (a-go'ti), n. [<F. agouti, acouti, < Sp.

aguti, < aguti, acuti, the native Amer. name.]

Agouti (Datyprocta agouti}.

The American name of several species of rodent
mammals of the genus Dasyprocta and family
Dasyproctidat. The common agouti, or yellow-rumped
cavy, D. agouti, is of the size of a rabbit. The upper part
of the body is brownish, with a mixture of red and black ;

the belly yellowish. Three varieties are mentioned, all

peculiar to South America and the West Indies. It bur-

rows in the ground or in hollow trees, lives on vegetables,
doing much injury to the sugar-cane, is as voracious as a

pig, and makes a similar grunting noise. It holds its food
in its fore paws, like a squirrel. When scared or angry
Its hair becomes erect, and it strikes the ground with its

hind feet. Its flesh is white and of agreeable taste, and
the animal is pursued as game in Brazil. Also spelled

aguti and agouty. See acouchy and Dasyprocta.

agracet, v. t.

'

See aggrace.

agraffe (a-graf), n. [Also, as a historical

term, agrappe, aggrappe; < F. agrafe, formerly
agraffe, "agraphe, a clasp, hook, brace, grap-
ple, nasp" (Cotgrave), also 'agrappe (Walloon
agrap), < a- + grappe, < ML. grappa, < OHG.
chrapfo, Gr. Jcrapfe, a hook : see grape, grapple. ]

1 . A clasp or hook, used in armor or in ordinary
costume, fastening in the same manner as the

modern hook and eye, often made into a large
and rich ornament by concealing the hook itself

beneath a jeweled, engraved, embossed, or en-

Agouta (Solenodon faradoxus).

agouta (a-go'ta), n. [Native name.] An in-

sectivorous mammal peculiar to Hayti, the

type-member of the genus Solenodon and of the

Agraffe 13th century.

The plate is in two parts; a hook behind the left-hand piece enters
a ring behind the other. (From Viollet-le-Duc's

" Diet, du Mobilier

fran^ais.")

ameled plate: as, "an agraffe set with bril-

liants," Scott, Ivanhoe. Also agrappe, fermail.

Amongst the treasures is the Crowne of Charlemagne,
his 7 foote high scepter and hand of justice, the agraffe of

his royall mantle beset with diamonds and rubies, his

sword, belt and spurrs of gold.
Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 12, 1643.

2. A device for preventing the vibration of

that part of a piano-string which is between
the pin and the bridge. 3. A small cramp-
iron used by builders.

agrammatism (a-gram'a-tizm), n. [< Gr.

aypd/i[iaTo<;, without learning (< a- priv. + ypd/i-

fta(r-), a letter), + -ism.'] In pathol., inability
to form a grammatical sentence.

agramrnatistt (a-gram'a-tist), n. [As agram-
mat-iym + -ist.~\ An illiterate person. Bailey.

agraphia (a-graf'i-a), . [NL., < Gr. a- priv.
+ -ypaifiia, < ypdpetv, write.] A form of cere-

bral disorder in which there is a partial or total

loss of the power of expressing ideas by written

symbols.

agree

agraphic (a-graf'ik), o. Pertaining to or char-
acterized by agraphia.

agrappe (a-grap'), " Same as agraffe, 1.

agrarian (a-gra'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. agra-
rian, < ager, field, country, land, = E. acre, q. v. ;

(igrnrite legen, laws relating to the division of
the public lands among the poorer citizens;
ni/riirii, n. pi., those who favored such laws.]
1. a. 1. Relating to lands, especially public
lands

; pertaining to the equal or uniform divi-

sion of land.

His grace's landed possessions are irresistibly inviting to
an agrarian experiment. Burke.

2. Growing in fields
;
wild : said of plants.

We believe that the charlock is pnly an agrarian form
of Brassica.

Prof. Buckman, Eep. Brit. Ass. Adv. of Sci., 1861.

3. Rural Agrarian laws, in ancient Rome, laws

regulating the distribution of the public lands among the
citizens ; hence, in modern use, laws relating to or provid-
ing for changes in the tenure of landed property. Agra-
rian murder, agrarian outrage, a murder or an outrage
lrought about by some dispute concerning the occupancy
of land, or by general discontent among tenants or the rural

classes. Agrarian region, the name proposed by H. C.

Watson for that altitudinal zone of vegetation within which
grain can t- cultivated.

II. . 1. One who favors an equal division
of property, especially landed property, among
the inhabitants of a country, or a change in

the tenure of land. Ilence, sometimes applied to agi-
tators accused of leveling tendencies or of hostile designs
against the holders of property, as to certain political par-
ties at different times in the United States.

The new party [the Equal Rights party, 1836, nicknamed
Locofocos] was arrayed in the habiliments of a real bug-
bear. Agrarians was the accursed name to be fastened
on them, and to make them an abomination in the eyes of

all those who took any interest in law or social order.
H. mm Hoist, Const. Hist. (trans-X II. 397.

2. The land itself. [Rare.]
The agrarian in America is divided among the common

people in every state. J . Adams, Works, IV. 359.

3. An agrarian law. [Rare.]

agrarianism (a-gra'ri-an-izm), . [< agrarian
+ -ism.] 1. The principle or theory of an equal
or uniform division of lands; more generally,

any theory involving radical changes in the
tenure of land, as the denial of the right of

private property in it, and advocacy of its dis-

tribution and control by the government. 2.

The movement or agitation in favor of agrarian
views, or for the establishment of more favor-

able conditions in the use of laud
;
violence ex-

ercised in pursuit of this object.

Every county board, every central council, however lim-

ited its legal powers, may become a focus for agrarianum
or sedition. Nineteenth Century, XIX. 319.

agrarianize (a-gra'ri-an-Iz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

agrarianizcd, ppr. agrarianizing. [< agrarian
+ -ize. ] 1 . To distribute, as public lands, among
the people. 2. To imbue with ideas of agra-
rianism. N. E. D.

Agra work. See work.

agret, prep. p)ir. as adv. See agree.

agreablet, agreabletet. Obsolete forms of

agreeable, aijreeability.

agreet, prep. phr. as adv. [< ME. agree, ogre

(also in forms in gree, at gree, to gree), < OF. a

gre (F. & gre), favorably, according to one's

will, at pleasure : a (< L. ad), to, at
; are, earlier

gred, gret, that which pleases, < ML. gratum,
will, pleasure, neut. of L. gratus, pleasing: see

grateful. Cf. agree, v.] In good part ; kindly ;

in a friendly manner.
But toke agree alle hool my play.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 4349.

agree (a-gre'), " [< ME. agreen, < OF. agreer, F.

agreer\= Pr. agreiar, from the OF. phrase a gre,

favorably, according to one's will, at pleasure :

see agree, adv.] I. intrans. A. With a person-
al or personified subject, in which case agree
is either used absolutely or is followed by with

before the agreeing object, and by upon, on, for,
to, or in, and sometimes with, before the object
or condition of the agreement ;

the latter may
be expressed by an infinitive or a clause. 1. To
be of one mind

;
harmonize in opinion or feel-

ing : as, with regard to the expediency of the

law all the parties agree.

Science . . . ayrees with common sense in demanding a

belief in real objective bodies, really known as causes of the

various phenomena, the laws and interrelations of which
it investigates. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 89.

2. To live in concord or without contention;
harmonize in action; be mutually accordant
in intercourse or relation.

How dost thou and thy master agree !

Shak., M. of V., ii. 2.



agree

3. To come to one opinion or mind
;
come to an

arrangement or understanding; arrive at a set-

tlement.

Agree witll thine adversary quickly. Mat. v. 25.

They agree, he to command, they to obey.
Srltten, Table-Talk, p. 88.

and realities as flctiniis. mitemvit, - nm>.

4. To yield assent; consent; rarely, express
concurrence: as, he agreed to accompany the

ambassador.
Agree to any covenants. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 5.

Agree with his demands to the point.
Shak., M. for M., iii. 1.

The tyrant would have agreed to all that the nation de-

manded. Macaulay, Burleigh.

B. With a thing or things for the subject, in

which case agree now takes no preposition ex-

cept with or in after it, though formerly to was
also so used. 5. To be consistent; harmonize;
not to conflict or be repugnant: as, this story
agrees with what has been related by others.

Their witness agreed not together. Mark xiv. 56.

When we possess ourselves witll the utmost security of

the demonstration, that the three angles of a triangle are

equal to two right ones, what do we more but perceive
that equality to two right ones does necessarily agree to,
and is inseparable from, the three angles of a triangle ?

Locke, Human Understanding, v. 1.

A wild-rose roofs the ruined shed,
And that and summer well agree.

Coleridge, A Day Dream.

6. To resemble
;
be similar

;
be applicable or

appropriate ; tally ;
match ; correspond ; coin-

cide: as, the picture does not agree with the

original.
They all agree in having for their object deliverance

from the evils of time.
J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, iii. 5.

His system of theology agreed with that of the Puritans.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

7. To suit
;
be accommodated or adapted : as,

the same food does not agree with every consti-

tution. 8. In gram., to correspond in number,
case, gender, or person : as, a verb must agree
with its subject.=Syn, To accord (with), concur (in),
subscribe (to), promise, engage, undertake. See list under
accede.

II. trans. 1. To settle; determine; arrange.
He saw from far ...
Some troublous uprore or contentious fray,
Whereto he drew in hast it to agree.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 3.

I do believe the two Pretenders had, privately, agreed
the matter beforehand. Gray.

[This use of the verb agree is now obsolete except in the

impersonal phrase it is agreed, and in a few legal and busi-
ness expressions : as, the account has been agreed.

It is thus agreed
That peaceful truce shall be proclaim'd in France.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.]

2f. To agree with
;
suit.

If harm agree me, wherto pleyne I thenne?
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 409.

Case agreed or stated. See easel.

agreeability (a-gre-a-bil'i-ti), . [Mod. form
of ME. agreabtete, < OF. agreablete (= Pr. agra-
(tabletat), < agreable : see agreeable and -bility.]
The quality of being agreeable ;

easiness of

disposition ; agreeableness.
Al fortune is blisful to a man by the agreablete or by the

egalite of hym that suffereth it. Chaucer, Boethius.

She was all good humour, spirits, sense, and agreeabili-
ty. (Surely I may make words when at a loss, if Dr. John-
son does.) Mine. D'Arblay, Diary, I. 42.

agreeable (a-gre'a-bl), a. [< ME. agreable, < OF.
agreable (F. agreable), < agreer: see agree, v.]
1. Suitable; conformable

; correspondent : as,
conduct agreeable to the moral law.

Though they embraced not this practice of burning, yet
entertained they many ceremonies agreeable unto Greek
and Koman obsequies. Sir T. Browne, Urn-Burial, i.

[In this sense agreeable is sometimes incorrectly used for

agreeably : as, agreeable to the order of the day, the house
took up the report of the committee.]

2. Pleasing, either to the mind or to the senses
;

to one's liking: as, agreeable manners; fruit

agreeable to the taste.
There was something extremely agreeable in the cheer-

ful flow of animal spirits of the little man.
li-finii, Sketch-Book, p. 260.

My idea of an agreeable person, said Hugo Bulmn, is a
person who agrees with me. /<;-,,/, (i.

3. Willing or ready to agree or consent: now
used only or chiefly as a colloquialism.
These Frenchmen give unto the said captain of Calais a

great sum of money, so that he will be but content and
luit they may enter into the said town.

Latinu'r.
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I'll meet you there, and bring my wife that is to be. . . .

You're agrf't'ul' 1 '

' ' Dit-kt-nn.

4f. Agreeing one with another
;
concordant.

These manifold and ayrt'ealile testimonies of the oMe
and new writers. Author o/ 1596, quoted by F. Hall.

Syn. 1. Fitting, befitting, appropriate, consonant (with).
2. I'li'tixiii*/. rU 1

. Sec OUntO/nt.

agreeableness (a-gre'a-bl-nes), . The state

or quality of being agreeable, (a) Suitableness;
conformity ; consistency : as, the agreeableness of virtue
to the laws of God. (It) The quality of pleasing ; that

quality which gives satisfaction or moderate pleasure to
the mind or senses : as, agreeablenfsn of manners

;
there is

an ayreeableness in the taste of certain fruits.

We have entered into a contract of mutual agreeable-
nets for the space of an evening.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, x.

(ct) Concordance
; harmony ; agreement.

The agreeableness between man and other parts of crea-
tion, drew, Cosmologia Sacra.

agreeably (a-gre'a-bli), adv. [< ME. agreable-
ly : see agreeable and -ty

2
.] In an agreeable

manner, (a) Suitably ; consistently ; conformably. See
remark under agreeable, 1.

The effect of which is, that marriages grow less frequent,
agreeably to the maxim above laid down. Paletf.

Reason requires us, when we speak of Christianity, to

expound the phrase agreeably to history, if we mean to
claim on its behalf the authority of civilized man.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 189.

(6) Pleasingly ;
in an agreeable manner

;
in a manner to

give pleasure : as, to be agreeably entertained with a dis-

course.

The years which he [Temple] spent at the Hague seem
... to have passed very agreeably.

Maeaulay, Sir William Temple.
We were also most agreeably surprised by the beauty of

the scenery. /."(/// Bransey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xxii.

(ct) Alike ; in the same or a similar manner ; similarly.

With hem that every fortune receyven agreablely or

egaly [equally]. Chaucer, Boethius.

Armed both agreeably. Spenser, F. Q., VI. vii. 3.

agreeinglyt (a-gre'ing-li), adv. In conformity
to. Sheldon.

agreement (a-gre'ment), . [< ME. agrement,
< OF. agrement, F. agrement: see agree, v., and
-men*.] 1. The state of agreeing or of being
in accord, (.) Concord ; harmony ; conformity ; resem-
blance ; suitableness.

What 'agreement hath the temple of God with idols ?

2 Cor. vi. 16.

Knowledge is represented as the perception of the
agreement or repugnance of our ideas, not with things,
but with one another ; in some cases the agreement being
seen intuitively or directly, and in others by a process in
which there may be more or less certainty.

McCoih, Locke's Theory, 2.

(b) Union of opinions or sentiments ; harmony in feeling ;

absence of dissension : as, a good agreement subsists among
the members of the council.

With dim lights and tangled circumstance they tried to

shape their thought and deed in noble agreement.
George Eliot, Middlemarch, Prelude.

(c) In gram., correspondence of words in respect of num-
ber, gender, etc. See agree, c., I., 8. (d) In logic, capability
of being true together : said of terms.

2. The act of coming to a mutual arrangement ;

a bargain, contract, covenant, or treaty: as, he
made an agreement for the purchase of a house.
Make an agreement with me by a present.

2 Ki. xviii. 31.

An agreement, if it involve an unlawful act or the pre-
vention of lawful acts on the part of others, is plainly un-
lawful. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 42.

3. Agreeable quality or circumstance; agree-
ableness: generally in the plural. [A Galli-

cism, now often written as French, agrfments.]
This figure, says he, wants a certain gay air ; it has none

of those charms and agreements.
Tom Brown, Works, III. 52.

Agreement for insurance, an agreement preliminary to
the filling out and delivery of a policy
with specific stipulations. External
agreement. See external. Memo-
randum of agreement. See memoran-
dum. -Method of agreement. See
me<Au(/. Non-importation agree-
ment, an agreement made between the
American colonies at Philadelphia, Oct.

20, 1774, not to import anything from
or manufactured in Great Britain or Ire-

land or the West Indies. This action was
taken by way of retaliation for the passage
by Parliament of certain acts for raising
revenue in America.

agreget, agregget, v. See ag-
greage.
agrenon (a-gre'non), n. [Gr.

aypiivov, a net, a net-like woolen
robe.] In Gr. antiq., a net-like
woolen garment worn by bac-
chanals and soothsayers.
agrestial (a-gres'tial), a. [< L.

iigrrxtix : SIM,' agresUe.] 1. In-

habiting the fields. 2. In hot., growing wild
in cultivated land. [Rare.]

Lpol
wearing the Agre-
non. fount) at Ha-
drian's Villa near
Tivoli.

agriculturist

agrestic (a-gres'tik), . [< L. agrestin, rural,
rustic, < tiger, field: see agrarian and acre.}
Rural

;
rustic

; pertaining to fields or the coun-

try; unpolished. [Rare.]
Cowley retreated into solitude, where he found none of

the agrestic charms of the landscapes of his mii.se.

/. D'Israeli, Calam. of Authors, I. 64.

agrestical (a-gres'ti-kal), . Same as agrestic.

agrevet, '' t. An obsolete spelling of aggrieve.
agria (ag'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aypwf, wild,
savage, malignant, < ay/>6f, field, = E. acre, q.

v.] Same as her/nv.

agricolationt (a-grik-o-la'shon), . [< L. agri-

colatiu(n-), < agricolari, cultivate, land, < agri-

cola, a cultivator of land, farmer : see agricole.]
Cultivation of the soil, t'ockeram.

agricole (ag'ri-kol), re. [< F. agricole, < L. agri-
cola, a farmer, < ager, field (see acre), + colere,

till.] A husbandman
;
arustic. N.E.I). [Rare.]

agricolistt (a-grik'o-list), n. [< L. agricola,
farmer (see agricole), + -ist.] An agriculturist.

The pasture and the food of plants
First let the young agricolist be taught.

Dodsley's Coll. of Poems, Agriculture.

agricolous (a-grik'6-lus), a. [< L. agricola,
farmer (see agricole), + -ous.] Agricultural.
Sydney Smith.

agricultor (ag'ri-kul-tor), . [L., better written

separately, agri cultor, tiller of land: agri, gen.
of ager, land, field (see acre); cultor, tiller, <

colere, till, cultivate. Cf. agricole.] A tiller of
the ground; afarmer; ahusbandman. [Rare.]
agricultural (ag-ri-kul'tur-al), a. Pertaining
to, connected with, or engaged in agriculture.

The transition from the pastoral to the agricultural life

has almost always been effected by means of slavery.
D. W. Ross, German Land-holding, p. 3.

Agricultural ant, a kind of ant which clears the ground
of verdure in the vicinity of its nest. Such a species is

Pogonomynnex barbatus of Texas, which cuts down all

the herbage within ten or twelve feet of its nest. Agri-
cultural chemistry, a branch of chemistry treating of
the composition ana chemical properties of plants, soils,

manures, feeding-stuffs for cattle, etc. Agricultural
Children Act, an English statute of 1873 (36 and 37 Viet,
c. 67) which restricts the employment of children in agri-
cultural work and provides for their education. Agri-
cultural engine, a portable steam-motor for general work
on a farm. See traction-engine and steam-plow. Agri-
cultural Gangs Act, an English statute of 1867 (30 and
31 Viet. c. 130) which regulates the contracting of women
and children to labor on farms. Agricultural geology,
that branch of geology which treats of the resources of a
country in respect of soils, subsoils, subjacent strata, and
mineral manures. Agricultural Holdings Acts, two
English statutes of 1875 and 1883, as to therelation of land-
lord and tenant, the settlement of their disputes, and com-
pensation for improvements. Agricultural society, a

society for promoting agricultural interests, such as the

improvement of land, of implements, of the breeds of cat-

tle, etc.

agriculturalist (ag-ri-kul'tur-al-ist), n. [< ag-
ricultural + -ist. Cf. naturalist.] Same as agri-
culturist.

Every truly practical man, whether he be merchant,
mechanic, or agriculturalist, transmutes his experience
into intelligence, until his will operates with the celerity
of instinct. Whipple, Lit. and Life, p. 194.

agriculturally (ag-ri-kul'tur-al-i), adv. As re-

gards agriculture or agricultural purposes.
The dissolved constituents of sewage by far the most

valuable portion agriculturally.
Sci. Amer. Supp., XXII. 8836.

agriculture (ag'ri-kul-tur), . [< F. agricul-

ture, < L. agricultiira, better written separately,
agri cultura, tilling of land: agri, gen. of ager,
field

; cultura, tilling, cultivation : see agricultor
and culture.]. The cultivation of the ground ;

especially, cultivation with the plow and in large
areas in order to raise food for man and beast ;

husbandi-y; tillage; farming. Theoretical agricul-
ture, or the theory ofagriculture,\& a science comprehending
in its scope the nature and properties of soils, the different
sorts of plants and seeds fitted for them, the composition
and qualities of manures, and the rotation of crops, and
involving a knowledge of chemistry, geology, and kindred
sciences. Practical agriculture, or husbandry, is an art

comprehending all the labors of the field and of the farm-

yard, such as preparing the land for the reception of the
seed or plants, sowing and planting, rearing and gathering
the crops, care of fruit-trees and domestic animals, dis-

position of products, etc. Bachelor of agriculture, a

degree, corresponding to bachelor of arts or of science,
conferred by agricultural colleges. Often abbreviated to
B. Agr. Chamber of Agriculture, an association of

agriculturists for the purpose of promoting and protect-
ing the interests of agriculture.- Department of Agri-
culture and Commissioner Of Agriculture. See de-

partment.

agriculturism (ag-ri-kul'tur-izm), n. [< agri-
culture + -ism.] The art or science of agricul-
ture. [Rare.]
agriculturist (ag-ri-kul'tur-ist), . [< agricul-
ture + -int.] One occupied in cultivating the

ground; a husbandman. Also written agricul-
turalist.



agriculturist

They preferred the produce of their flocks to that of
their lands, and were shepherds instead of n<iriri/lttifi*t*.

buckle, Civilization, II. i.

Csesar tells us that the natives [of Britain] in his time
were not generally '/r(Vtf/rn'W*, but lived on milk and
meat, and clothed themselves with skins.

G. Kawliiixon, Origin of Nations, p. 134.

agrief t (a-gref ), prep. phr. as adv. [ME. also

ayrccf, at/re/', iii/rcre ; < a 3 + grief."] 1. In grief.
(liaueer. 2. Amiss;
unkindly, Chaucer.

agrievancet, agrievet.
See agyriecaiice, ag-
grieve.
i griffes (a gref). [F. :

d, to, with
; griffes, pi.

of griffc, claw: see griff.]

(Held or secured) by
claws or clamps, as a
stone in a ring. The
clamps used for this

purpose in ancient jewelry are often of con-
siderable size and of decorative form.

Agrilus (ag'ri-lus), n. [NL., based on Or.

ayp6f, field. Cf . Agrotis.'] A genus of buprestid

Agraffe with th
mounted griffes

Agrilus rujtcollis.

a, anal end of body of larva : 0, larva ; c, beetle. ( The vertical
lines show natural sizes.)

beetles comprising numerous species distrib-

uted all over the globe in the temperate and
tropical zones. They may at once be distinguished
from most other genera of Buprestidce by their very slender

elongate form, the body being usually of a uniform coppery
or bronze color. In the larval state most of them live in
the terminal twigs of deciduous trees, often doing consider-
able damage, and a few also live in the stems of herbaceous
plants. The red-necked raspberry buprestid, Ayrilwf ruli-

collix (Fabrieius), causes large excrescences or galls on the

raspberry, known as the

raspberry gouty-gall.

agrimensor (ag-ri-

men'sdr), n.
; pi.

agrimensores(-rjaen-
so'rez). [L., < ager
(see acre) + men-

sor, < metiri, pp.
mensus, to mea-
sure.] In Rom.
antiq., a land-sur-

veyor.
There was a disin-

clination on the part of
the Greek geometer to
be satisfied with a mere
approximation, were it

ever so close ; and the
unscientific agrimewor
shirked the labour in-

volved in acquiring the

knowledge which was
indispensable for learn-

ing trigonometrical cal-

culations. Agrimony {Agrimonia Eufatoria),
ElKyc. Brit. , XX. 89. showing branch, flowering spray, and

agrimony (ag
'
ri-

mo-ni), n. [< ME. agrimony, egrimony, agri-
moync, egremoyne, egremounde, etc.

;
< OF. aigre-

moine, < L. agrimonia, a false reading of arge-
monia (Pliny), a plant similar to another called

argemone (Pliny),
< Gr. apye/iavy, a certain plant,

< bpyeuov, also apyefia., a white speck in the eye,
for which this plant is said to have been re-

garded as a cure, < apy6f, white, shining.] The
general name of plants of the genus Agrimonia,
natural order Bosacece, which includes several

species of the northern hemisphere and South
America. They are perennial herbs, with pinnate leaves,
yellow flowers, and a rigid calyx-tube beset above with
hooked bristles. The common agrimony, A. Kupatoria,
of Europe and the United States, was formerly of much
repute in medicine. Its leaves and root-stock are astrin-

gent, and the latter yields a yellow dye.

agrin (a-grin'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3

+ grin."} In the act or state of grinning; on

tin; grin: as, "his visage all agrin," Tennyson.
agriolc'ical (a(**ri-o-lo.i'J-Jre'),

taining to
agrioipgyl

agriologist (ag-ri-ol'o-jist), n. [< agriology +
-ist.] One who makes a comparative study of
human customs, especially of the customs of
man in a rude or uncivilized state. Max Mutter.
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agriology (ag-ri-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. aypiof, wild,

savage (< ny/>6f, field), 4- -toyia, < teyeiv, speak:
see -ology.] The comparative study of the
customs of man in his uncivilized state.

Agrion (ag'ri-on), n. [NL., < Gr. aypiof, living
in the fields, < itypof, a field.] The typical genus
of the family Agrumidte orgroup Agrion inn. . I .

saucium is red, variegated with black.

agrionid (ag-ri-on'id), n. A dragon-fly of the

family Agrionidce.
Agrionidae (ag-ri-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Agri-
on + -((/.] A family of neuropterous insects,
or dragon-flies, closely related to the Libellu-

lid<e, of the group Odonata, order ^'euro/item :

named from a leading genus, Agrion, a species
of which, A. puella, is the common blue dragon-
fly of Britain.

Agrionina (ag*ri-o-ni'na), n. pi. [NL., < Agri-
OH + -iwo.] A group of dragon-flies, typified by
the genus Agrion and corresponding to the

family AgrionidfE, comprising small slender-
bodied forms with metallic hues, whose larvae

have external leaf-like gills.

agriopodid (ag-ri-op'o-did), n. A fish of the

family Agriopodidee.
Agriopodidae (ag'ri-o-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Agriopus(-pod-) + -id(e.] A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, represented by the genus Agri-
opus. It includes those Cottoitlea in which the dorsal fln

is very long, commencing on the nape, and consisting of

an elongated acanthopterous and short arthropterous por-
tion ; the anal tin is short ; the ventrals are thoracic and
well developed, and have 1 spine and 5 soft rays ; the head
is compressed, with small mouth and lateral eyes ;

the
branchial apertures are separated by an isthmus ; the
trunk is nuchadiform and compressed; and the vertebrae
are numerous (for example, 18 abdominal and 21 caudal).

Agriopus (a-gri'o-pus), . [NL., < Gr. Ay/MOf,

wild, savage, -I- jroi'f (iroS-) = E./oo<, as assumed
in the deriv. form Agriopodida, but in intention

prob. u-^i (e!r-), face, appearance.] A genus of

acanthopterygian fishes, typical of the family
Agriopodida. A. tormu, the sea-horse, is about 2 feet
in length, and is common on the shores of the Cape of
Uood Hope. Also called Agriopes.

agript, n. See egriot.

Agriotes (a-gri'o-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. ay/>i6nic,

wildness, < aypioc., wild, < ayp6f, field.] A genus
of coleopterous insects, of the family Elateridat

(click-beetles or snapping-beetles), of the pen-
tamerous division of the order Coieoptera. The
larvae of several species, as the British .4. linf.atun, are well
known as wire-worms. See cut under IPWV-MWMI.

agrippa (a-grip'a), .
; pi. agrippce (-e). [NL.

Cf. L. Agrippa, a Roman family name.] In
obstet. : (a) A person born with the feet fore-
most. (6) Foot-presentation ;

a footling case.

Agrippinian (ag-ri-pin'i-an), K. [< LL. Agrip-
I'liiitnti. pi., < Agrippinus, a personal name, < L.

Agrippa, a Roman family name.] Ecclcs., a
follower of Agrippinus, bishop of Carthage,
probably late in the second century, who taught
that apostates should be rebaptized.

agriset, v. [< ME. agrisen (sometimes misspell-
ed atjrysen), pret. agros, shudder, be terrified, <

AS. agrisan, pret. 'dgrds, shudder, be terrified,
< a- + "grisan, > early ME. grisen, pret. gros,

shudder, be terrified: see grisly.] I. trans. 1.
To cause to shudder or tremble; terrify; dis-

gust.
All where was nothing heard but hideous cries,
And pitious plaints, that did the harts agrise.

Sylveiter, tr. of Du Bartas.

2. To abhor. Chaucer. 3. To make frightful;
disfigure.

Engrost with mud which did them fowle agrise.
Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 46.

II. intrans. To shudder; tremble with fear
;

be much moved.
There sawe I soclie tempest arise,
That every herte might agrise,
To se it paintid on the wall.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 210.

She nought agro. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 930.

agrodolce (ag-ro-dol'che), . [It., < agro (< L.

acer, sharp, sour) + dolce, < L. dulcis, sweet.]
A compound formed by mixing sour and sweet

things.
Agrodolce ... is a blending of sweets and sours, and

is made by stewing in a rich gravy prunes, Corinth cur-

rants, almonds, pine-kernels, raisins, vinegar, and wine.

Badham, Prose Halieutics, p. 62. (N. K D.)

agrom (ag'rom), n. [Appar. from Gujarati
agrun, ulceration of the tongue from chronic
disease of the alimentary canal.] The native
name in India for a rough and cracked con-
oition of the tongue not uncommon in that

country.
agronoine (ag'ro-nom), n. [< F. agronomc, <

Gr. <i)yj<n><i,uof, an overseer of the public lands,

, rural, < aypof, field, + ve/ieiv, deal out,

Agrotis

assign, administer
;
in a special use, to feed or

graze cattle.] An agronomist,
agronomial (ag-ro-no'mi-al), a. Same as agro-
nomic.

Rapid as was Leonard's survey, his rural eye detected
the signs of a master in the art ifji-mnnniiil.

Ilulict'r, My Novel, V. 2.

agronomic (ag-ro-nom'ik), a. [< agronoine +
-ic.] Relating to agronomy, or the manage-
ment of farms.
Maximsof a^ro/io/Hwwisdom. D. G. Mitchell, "Wet Days.

agronomical (ag-ro-nom'i-kal), a. Same as

(itjroiioiiiir.

The experience of British agriculture has shown that
the French ayrunvuiiful division uf the xnil is infinitely
less profitable . . . than that prevailing in this country.

Ktlinlntrgh Rev., CHI. 94.

agronomics (ag-ro-nom'iks), i. [PI. of agro-
nomic : see -i'c*'.] The science of the manage-
ment of farms

;
that division of the science of

political economy which treats of the manage-
ment of farming lauds.

agronomist (a-gron'o-mist), n. [< agronomy
-r- -/*<.] One who is engaged in the study of

agronomy, or the management of lands.

An impartial lntvi-n </<!r<>/><>uii*t. Ktlinb\trgh Rev.

M. J. A. Barral, a distinguished French chemist and
agrorurmwt. 1'np. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 288.

agronomy (a-gron'o-mi), n. [< F. agronomic, <

Gr. as if *aypov6/iiaj<aypov6/ios: see agronome.]
The art of cultivating the ground; agriculture.
agrope (a-grop'), prep. phr. as adv. [< a3 +
grope.] Gropingly.

Three women crept at break of day,
Agrope along the shadowy way
Where Joseph's tomb and garden lay.

M. J. Preston, Myrrh-bearers.

agTOSt. Preterit of agrise.

Agrostemma (ag-ro-stem'S), n. [NL., < Gr.

aypof, field, + arefi/ia, a wreath: see stemma.~\
A Linnean genus of plants, of the natural order

Caryophyllace(B. It is now generally regarded as a sec-
tion of the genus Lychnis, from which it differs only in the

elongated segments of the calyx, and in the petals being
without scales. A. (L.) Githago, the common corn-cockle,
witll large entire purple petals, is the only species belong-
ing to the section as now limited. There are several va-

rieties in cultivation.

Agrostis (a-gros'tis), n. [NL., < L. agrostis,
< Gr. aypucric,, couch-grass (cf. aypuanji;, nearly
equiv. to L. agrestis, rural, of the field: see

agrestic), < ayp6f, a field, the country.] A large
genus of grasses, distributed over the globe, and
valuable especially for pasturage. The English
species are known as bent-grass. The marsh-l>ent, . 1 . alba,
was at one time widely known as florin. A . vulgaris, cul-
tivated for both hay and pasturage, is called in America
red-top, or sometimes lierd's-grass. See 4e(2.

agrostographer (ag-ros-tog'ra-fer), . A writer

upon grasses.

agrostograpnic (a-gros-to-graf 'ik), a. Per-

taining to agrostography.
agrostographical (a-gros-to-graf 'i-kal), a.

Same as agrostographic.

agrostography (ag-ros-tog'ra-fi), . [< Gr.

ayfxjarif, couch-grass (see Agrostis), + -ypafyia,
< ypd<t>eiv, write.] A description of grasses.

agrostologic (a-gros-to-loj'ik), a. Relating or

pertaining to agrostology.
agrostological (a-gros-to-loj'i-kal), a. Same
as agrostologic.

agrostologist (ag-ros-tol'o-jist), . One skilled
in agrostology. Encyc. Brit.

agrostology (ag-ros-tol'o-ji), . JX Gr. aypuartc,
couch-grass (see Agrostis), + -Aoyia, < Uyeiv,
speak of: see -ology.~\ That part of botany
which relates to grasses.
Agrotis (a-gro'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ayp&n/f, of
tne field, wild, < ayp6f, field. ] A genus of moths,
of the family Xoctuidcn, comprising a large num-
ber of the night-flying moths, chiefly distin-

W-marked Cutworm (Agrotis clanjestina, Harris) and Greasy
Cutworm Moth ( Agrotis ypsilim, Hiibner), natural size.



the
Agrotis

guished by their somber colors and as being the ague-bark (a'gu-bark), . The bark of

parents of worms injurious to agriculture, espe- wafer-ash, I'Mca trifoluita.

cially the different cutworms. See cutirnrni. ague-cake (a'gu-kak), n. An enlarged and

aground (a-ground'), prei>. phr. as adv. or a. hardened spleen, the consequence ot mtenmb-

[ME. agroiinite, also on ijrounuc; <
, on, + tent and remittent fevers.

around.] 1 On the ground ;
stranded : a uau- ague-drop (a gu-drop), . A solution of the ar-

_; i_i_ _<.!,.* *!, Vmttnm nf a chin genito of ])otassium ;
the liquor potassn arsem-

tis of the United States Pharmacopoeia. It is

also known as Fowlers solution, and is much employed as

tical term signifying that the bottom of a ship

rests on the ground for want of sufficient depth

of water: opposed to afloat. 2. Figuratively,

brought to a stop for want of resources, matter,

and the like : as, the speaker is aground.

This ariue-Jit of fear is over-blown.

Shak., Rich. II., iii. 2.

ICTOU ment H. See aggroupment. ague-grass (a'gu-gras), n. The plant blazing-

lirvpnS (a -Wip'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aypvwia, star, Aletris farinosa. Also called ague-root.

<^*<;, sleepless": see Wmtw.] Sleep- ague-proof (a'gu-prof), . Proof against ague.

Icssness; insomnia; morbid wakefulness or I am not ai/ue-proof. Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

vigilance.

agrypnocoma (a-grip-no-ko'ma), n. [NL.,<
Gr. aypmvoc,, sleepless (see Agrypnus), + KiJfia,

coma.] A lethargic or partly comatose state,

between natural sleep and coma. [Rare.]

agrypnotic (ag-rip-not'ik), . and n. [< F.

ai/rypiiotu/ue (with term, assimilated to that of

h'ypnotiquc, hypnotic), < Gr. ay/Jtrnvr/ri/cdf, wake-
ague-spell (ii'gu-spel), n.

ful, < aypmvtlv, be wakeful, < aypmvof, wakeful :

see Agrypnus.] I. a. Sleep-preventing; caus-

ing wakefulness.
II. n. In tiled., something which tends

drive away sleep; an antihypnotic.

Agrypnus (a-grip'nus), n. [NL., < Gr.

voc, wakeful, sleepless, < aypcvcm, aypuv, hunt,

seek, -t- virvof, sleep.] A genus of coleopterous

insects, of the family Elateridce; one of those

genera of insects whose destructive larvae are

ahu

complaint, contempt, dislike, joy, exultation,

etc., according to the manner of utterance.

When it es [is! burn it cryes swa [so] :

If it be man, it cryes a, a,

Thut the first letter es of the nam [name]
Of our forme [first] fader Adam;
And if the child a woman be,

When it is horn it says e, e. [See eft.] Hampole.

A. H. An abbreviation of the Latin anno he-

jira-, in the year of the hejira, or flight of Mo-
hammed from Mecca, A. D. G'2'2.

aha 1
(a-hil'), iitterj. [A repetition of ah, a",

with aspiration of the second a; < ME. a ha =
G. aha, etc. Cf. ha, ha-ha1

, o-ho, etc.] An ex-

clamation expressing triumph, contempt, sim-

ple surprise, etc., according to the manner of

utterance.

They . . . said, Aha, aha, our eye hath seen it.

Ps. xxy. 21.

ague-root (a'gu-rot), n. Same as ague-grass. a]!a2 (ii'ha), n. Same as ha-ha%.

aguerriedt (a-ger'id), a. [< F. aguerrir, to

make warlike, < a (< L. ad, to) + guerre, war:

see guerrilla.] Inured to the hardships of war;

it iTinrily ill intermittent fever.

ague-fit (a'gu-fit), n. A paroxysm of cold or

7 - x shivering ;
a sharp attack of chilliness.

The Administration are now in fact aground at the pitch

of high tide, and a spring tide too.

//. Adam*, Uallatin, p. 431.

to

instructed in the art of war.

An army, the best aguerried of any troops in Europe.
Lord Lyttelton, Hist. Hen. II.

_ A spell or charm to

cure or prevent ague
His pills, his balsams, and his ague-spells.

(ray, Pastorals, vi.

s-tree (a'gu-tre), n. A name sometimes

(a-hed'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<a3,

011, at,, + head, front,] 1. In or to the front;

in advance ;
before : as, they walked ahead of

us all the way : in nautical language, opposed
to astern: as, to lie ahead.

The east end of the island bore but a little ahead of us.

Fielding, Voyage to Lisbon.

It seemed to me when very young, that on this subject

life was ahead of theology, and the people knew more than

the preachers taught. Emerson, Compensation.

2. Forward; onward; with unrestrained mo-

applied to sassafras on account of its supposed tion or action : as, go ahead ( go on
; proceed ;

"- i_l :tf..~n l *~...*li4-inn ... .1. C. ..,,-.,... 1 rt*irolrl * tlftvw mlt. VAT1T t.n.RK
febrifugal qualities.

ague-weed (a'gu-wed),

aguilert, [< ME. aguler, agmler,< OF. aguil-

known as wire-worms.

agt. A contraction (a) of agent and (6) of against.

agua (a'gwa), n. Same as agua-toad. agunert, n. i\ mini, uijumr, uyuixi.\ ...

aguara(a-gwa'ra), n. [Native name.] A name
ier> aguillier, mod. aiguillier (= Pr. aguliarie

of the maned dog of South America, Canisjuba- (Roquefort), a needle-case ;
cf . agullier, needle-

tus. Also called guara and culpeu. maker), < agttile, aiguille, F. aiguille, needle : see

aguardiente (a-gwar-di-en'te), . [Sp.,contr. aiguille.] A needle-case. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 98.

oiaguaardientc, burning water: agua,("L.aqua, aguiltt (a-gilf), v. [< ME. agilten, agylten,
water (see aqua) ; ardiente, ppr. of arder, < L. agUUen, < AS. dgyltan, be guilty, < a- + gyltan :

ardere, burn (see ardent).] 1. A brandy made gee a.i aiKi guilt.] I. intrans. To be guilty of .

in Spain and Portugal, generally
from grapes.

2. In general, in Spanish countries, any spir-

push forward or onward
; carry out your task

ijsuo-wocM. v &--"-/. - 1- The common or purpose: an idiomatic phrase said to have

boneset of the United States, Eupatorium per- originated in the United States, and sometimes

foliatum. 2. A species of gentian, Gentiana converted into an adjective : as, a go-ahead per-

quinqueflora.

aguey (a'gu-i), a.

N. E. D.
[< ague + -y

1
.] Aguish.

converted inio an augect/ive : an, a, yv-i

son) ;
he pushed ahead with his plans.

They suffer them [children] at first to run ahead.
Sir Ji. L'Estrange, Fables.

To forge ahead. Naut. : (a) To move slowly, and as it

e laboriou

ituous liquor for drinking. In California and New
Mexico the name is applied to American whisky, and in

Mexico to pulque (which see).

agua-toad (a'gwa-tod), . [< NL. agua, the

specific name (appar. of native origin), + E.

were laboriously, past another object; draw ahead, as one

ship outsailing another.

No man would say at what time of the night the ship

(in case she was steering our course) might forge ahead of

us, or how near she might be when she passed. Dickens,

(b) To shoot ahead, as in coming to anchor after the sails

are furled. To get ahead, hold ahead, etc. See get,

. _ hold, etc. To run ahead of one's reckoning. See

Thing of which they nevere agilte hyre lyve. reckoning.

Chaucer, fro}, to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 392. aheap (a-hep ), prep. ])hr. as adv. [< aj , on, in,

H trans. To sin against ;
offend. + heap'.'] In a heap ;

in a huddled or crouching

WhihastowmadTroylustomeuntriste condition, as from terror; ma constrained
_. .-*T t ..o

attitude, as from fear or astonishment : as, this

fearful sight struck us all aheap (= all of a

[< a- (expletive) + heap).
When some fresh bruit

Startled me all aheap ! and soon I saw
The horridest shape that ever raised my awe.

Hood, Mids. Fairies, xvi.

aheightt (a-hif), prep. phr. as adv. [Also

spelled cMgkt; < a$, on, + height, hight. Cf.

aloft, of similar sense.] Aloft; on high: as,

"lookup a-height," Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

- .--

m
Agua-toad (Bxfomarinu

toad.] The Bufo marinus or B. agua, a very

large and common South American toad, with

enormous parotid glands. It is one of the noisiest

That nevere yet ayulte hym that I wyste ?

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 840.

aguiset, aguizet (a-giz'), n.

guise.] Dress.
Their fashions and brave agguize.

Dr. H. More, Song of the Soul, p. 7.

aguiset, aguizet (a-giz'), v. t. [See aguise, n.]

To dress
;
adorn.

And that deare Crosse uppon your shield devizd,
Wherewith above all Knights ye goodly seeme aguizd.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 31. iv/v/** I*M **-.v^y.v, ^., ..., ,
--

An utterance designed to attract attention,

express doubt, etc.

ihight (a-hi'), prep. phr. as adv. [<o3 , on, +
high] On high.

One heav'd a-high, to be hurl'd down below.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

ahint, ahin (a-hinf, a-hin'), prep, or adv. [<

ME. at hind,"< AS. at'i-hindan, behind, < at, E.

at, + hindan, from the back, behind: see a-?

iv . a\jiiic wi-iapu uv/j.^* v* HIU*V***BQI * j-

the qualities of an ague : as, an aguish fever.

Her aguish love now glows and burns. Granville.

3. Productive of agues : as, an aguish locality.

Through chill aguish gloom outburst
The comfortable sun. Keats, Endymion, iii.

aguishness
Subject to ague.

lishness (a'gu-ish-nes), n. The condition of
enormous parotia gianus. it is one or tne noisiest oeine aeuish chilliness
of its tribe, uttering a loud snoring kind of bellow, chiefly . J' .

6
>,

during the night. It is very voracious, and, being believed <*guiieT, am,

to devour rats, has been largely imported from liarbados agUtl,. bee'.ag.
into Jamaica to keep down the swarms of rats that mfest agy(a ji),a. [<.age + -y

1
.] Aged; old. N.E.D.

^i---,_*_*: --- ti---- n.,. 1 ---- /!/: ; :\ TA^f^n "P nfiiw/tire

See aguise.
See agouti.

_ ,,., . ----.,
-------

htnd?,behind, and cf. afore.'] Behind. [Scotch.]
'.""" .>..",

the plantations. Also called agua.

ague (a'gu), n. [< ME. agu, ague, < OF. agu,
fern, ague (F. aigu, fern, aigue), = Pr. agut, fern.

aguda, shai^p, acute, < L. acutus, fern, acuta,

acute, sharp, violent, severe ; febris acuta, a
violent fever: see acute.] If. An acute or

violent fever.

And the burning ague, that shall consume the eyes.
Lev. xxvi. 16

stages marked by successive fits, cold or shiv-

ering (the chill), hot or burning, and sweating ;

chills and fever.

That ye schul have a fever terciane

Or an agu. Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 140.

3. Chilliness; a chill not resulting from dis-

ease.- Dumb ague. See dumb.

ague (a'gu), v. t. [< ague, n] To cause a

shivering in
;
strike with a cold fit. Heywood.

[Rare.]
Faces pale

With flight and ninied fear. Shak., Cor., i. 4.

tary (aj'i-na-ri), a. [After F. agynaire

(Be Candolle), < NL. "agynarius: see agynous
and -an/.] In bot.. characterized by the ab-

sence of female organs : a term applied by A. P.

de Candolle to double flowers which consist

wholly of petals, no pistils being present,

agynic (a-jin'ik), a. [As agynous + -ic.] In

bot., a term applied to the insertion of stamens
,..l.;.,L .,.,. An^-innl^r f-nnn f-wts\n* fV f\\TOW fR.Q.fP 1

name, . "^.j ^ "6~ evergreen thorny spe-

cies of Acacia, growing abundantly in the sandy
river-beds of Damaraland, Africa. The wood is

light but durable, and the bark is said to be a good tan-

ning material. The tree bears a profusion of pods, which

are very nutritious food for cattle, and are also eaten by

the natives. Also written anna-tree.

aholdt (a-hold'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a,
on, + hold.] Near the wind, so as to hold or

keep to it: as, to lay a ship a-hold. Shak.

ah (ii), interj. [A natural cry, expressive of sud- as, ship .._.,

den emotion; ME. a (cf. OHG. *a = Icel. 03, ai) ahu (a ho), n
rvr. i. _ L ;,

_ Qr i .
in Teut. usually

native name!
TPers. ahu, a deer.]

le common
One of the

of central

= OHG. ah, MHG. G. ach = Sw. ack = Dan. afc.

Often repeated, with aspiration, ah ha, aha.

See a/ia1 and /(, andcf. O, oh.] An exclamation

expressive of pain, surprise, pity, compassion,
the Hellespont.
wood, Artemisia Poutica.

Its principal food is a species of worm-
The ahu is pale-brown, wl



ahu
below and on tlic anal disk, with a light stripe on the side,
;i dark stripe on the haunches, and the end of the tail black.
Also called jairou.

ahuatle (ii'6-at-l), n. [Mex.] A preparation
of the eggs of a dipterous insect of Mexico,
Ephydra Mans, used for food.

It is of the eggs of this Insect . . . that the greater part
of the food products of this lake [Lake Texeoco], known
as Ahuatle, is composed. . . . The eggs are . . . cleaned
and ground into flour, which is called Ahuatle. This food
is deemed suitable for those days in which the religions
observances prohibit the use of flesh. It is prepared by
mixing with hens' eggs and fried with fat in small cakes.
The taste is similar to that of caviare.

Stand. Nat. Hint., II. 432.

a-hufft (a-huf'), prcjt. phr. as adv. [< a3 +
huff.] lia a swaggering manner.

Set cap a-hujf, and challenge him the field.

Greene, James IV., iv.

ahull t (a-hul'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3
,

on, in, 4- hull.'] Naut., in or into the position
of a ship when her sails are furled and the
helm is lashed to the lee side

;
in the position

of a vessel when she lies to, with all her sails

furled.

ahungeredt (a-hung'gerd), a. or pp. [Also an-

hungered, < ME. ahungred, ahungryd, anhungred,
with substituted prefix are-, earlier ofhungered,
ofhungred, ofliyngred, offingred, ofyngred, afin-
gred, pp., < AS. of-hyngred, pp. of of-hyngrian,
cause to hunger, < of- intensive + hyngrian,
cause to hunger: see a-* and hunger, v. Cf.

athirst.] Pinched with hunger ; hungry. [Er-

roneously printed in the New Testament as
two words, in the forms (in different editions)
a hungered, an hungered, and an hungred.]
ahungryt (a-hung'gri), a. [Same as ahungered,
with suffix changed in imitation of hungry.)
Hungry: as, "I am not a-hutigry," Sliak., M.
W. of W., i. 1.

Ahuramazda (a*h6-ra-maz'da), n. [Zend
Ahuro mazdao, > Pers. OmMMKi] Same as Or-
muzd.
ahyu (a'u), n. [Jap.] The ai, a Japanese
salmonoid fish, Salmo (Plecoglossus) altivelis,
also known as the one-year fish. It is catadro-

mous, and an annual.

The ahyu is specially worthy of record as the only fish

known to combine the habits of the two classes [of cata-
dromous and annual fishes].

Gill, Smithsonian Hep., 1883, p. 726.

ai1
. [(!)_<

ME. ai, ay, ei, ey, cei, 03, ei, ff^L< AS.
ceg, eg, ceg, eg, that is, the vowel ce or e, te or e,

followed by the palatal g, in ME. g, g, or y, also
written i, merging with vowel yori: see g, y, i.

(The digraph in hair, ME. here, has taken the

place of earlier e as in ere, there, their, etc.)

(2) < ME. ai. ay, ei, ey, with following vowel
aie, etc., < OF. ai, ei, etc., of various origin,
usually developed from L. a or e. (3) Of vari-
ous other origin. See examples cited below.]
A common English digraph, representing gen-
erally the sound of "long a" (a), which be-
comes a before r, as in ail (sounded like ale),
vain (sounded like vane, vein), air (sounded like

ere, heir), etc. As commonly pronounced, it is strictly
a diphthong consisting of "

long a
"
(a), or e (e), followed by

a vanish, i (i), which is, in words of Anglo-Saxon origin,
historically identical with the consonant y. This di-

graph occurs in words (1) of Anglo-Saxon "origin, as in

ail, haili, nail, nail, fain, wain, fair*, lair, etc., being also

used, parallel with ae, in modern Scotch spelling for
"
long

o" equivalent to E. "long o," oa, o-e, as in aith, raid,
ain, etc., = E. oath, road, rode, own, etc.; (2) of French,
and ultimate Latin origin, as in fail, faint, vain, grain,
aim, fairs, etc.; (3) of Greek origin, being used some-
times as a direct transliteration of Greek ai instead of the
usual Latin transliteration ae or ce (see eel), as in aitiology,
etc. ; (4) of various other origin, usually representing the
diphthong ai or i, as in German kaiser and Oriental and
"native" words, especially proper names, as Aino, Cairo,
etc. In the words of Anglo-Saxon and French origin ai
varied with ay, which now prevails when final, usually
changing back to ai when made medial by the addition
of a suffix, as in day, clay, gay, affray, array, etc., daily,
afraid, raiment, etc.; but in some such cases, especially
before a suffix beginning with a vowel, ay remains un-
changed, as in payment, betrayed, clayey, etc.

ai2 (a'e), n. [= F. ai, hay, < Braz. ai, hai (Malm).]
The three-toed sloth, Bradypus tridactylus or
torquatus: so called from having a feeble,
plaintive cry somewhat resembling the sound
represented by its name. See sloth, and Bra-
dypus.

ai^ (i), n.
[Jap.] Same as ahyu.

aiaia, aiaiai (i-i'a, -I), n. [Native name, prob.
imitative; of unsettled orthography, found as
a book-name in the forms above given, and
also in the forms ayaya, ajaia, ajaja.] 1. The
South American name of the roseate spoonbill,
a large grallatorial bird of the genus Platalea,
family Plataleidce, related to the ibis. 2. In
the form ajaja : (a) The specific name of the
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bird Platalea ajaja. (b) [cap.'] Reichenbach's

generic name of the bird, which he calls Ajaja
rosen, to separate it j*em>rica]ly from the old-

Koseate Spoonbill (Ajaja rosea).

world spoonbill, Platalea leucorodia. See spoon-
bill. 3. In Paraguay, the jabiru, Mycteria
americaua : in this sense only in the form aiaiai.

E. D. See cut under jabiru.
aiblins (ab'linz), adv. [Also spelled ablins,

ablis, abil, able (Jamieson); < able, "fit, proper,
apt, liable, in danger of" (Jamieson), + -tins,

-lings, -Its: see able 1 and -ling'*.] Perhaps; per-
adventure; possibly. [Scotch.]

But fare-ye-weel, auld Nickie-ben !

Oh wad ye tak' a thought and men',
Ye aibling might I dinna ken

Still ha'e a stake. Burns, To the De'il.

Aich metal. See metal.

aid 1
(ad), r. t. [< ME. aiden, < OF. aulcr, also

eider, aitlier, mod. F. aider= Pr. ajiular, < L. ad-

jutare, help, aid, freq. of adjurare, pp. adjutus,
help, < ad, to, + jurare, help: see adjutant, ad-

jute.] 1. To help; assist; afford support or

relief; promote the desire, purpose, or action
of: as, to aid a person in his business, or an
animal in its efforts

;
to aid a medicine in its

operation.
Till more hands

Aid us, the work under our labour grows,
Luxurious by restraint. Milton, P. L., ix. 208.

So aid me Heaven when at mine uttermost.

Tennygon, Geraint.

2. To promote the course or accomplishment
of; help in advancing or bringing about; for-

ward; facilitate: as, to aid the recovery of a
patient, or the operation of a machine

; to aid
one's designs.

Take your choice of those
That best can aid your action. Shak., Cor., i. 6.

No more these scenes my meditation aid.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, L 161.

[In this sense aid is often followed by in, giving it the

appearance of an intransitive verb, the direct object of
assistance being unexpressed : as, he actively aided in the
search.] Aiding and abetting, in criminal law, an of-

fense committed by one who, though not directly perpe-
trating a crime, is yet present at its commission and ren-
ders aid to the perpetrator. = Syn. To support, sustain,
serve, back, second, abet, cooperate with, relieve.

aid 1
(ad), n. [< F. aide, < OF. aide, eide, etc.

;

from the verb.] 1. Help; succor; support;
assistance.

Sweet father, I behold him in my dreams
Gaunt as it were the skeleton of himself,
Death-pale, for lack of gentle maiden's "/*'.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. He who or that which aids or yields as-

sistance; a helper; an auxiliary; an assistant:

as, Coleridge's
" Aids to Reflection."

It is not good that man should be alone ; let us make
unto him an aid like unto himself. Tobit viii. 6.

The aids to noble life are all within.
M. Arnold, Worldly Place.

3. In feudal law, a customary payment made
by a tenant or vassal to his lord, originally a

voluntary gift; hence, in Eng. hist., applied to
the forms of taxation employed by the crown
between the Norman conquest and the four-
teenth century. Aids in the narrower sense, whether
to the crown or mesne lords, were by Magna Charta lim-
ited to grants on three special occasions : (a) to ransom
the lord when a prisoner ; (6) to make the lord's eldest son
a knight ; (c) the marriage of the lord's eldest daughter.
The legal authority to enforce such aids was abolished in
1600.

First there were payments called aids ; in the theory of
our earlier authors they were offered of the tenant's free

will, to meet the costs incurred by the lord on particular
occasions ; but they settled into a fixed custom afterwards,
if they had not really done so when those authors wrote.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, iii.

The marriage was, according to the new feudal ideas,
made the excuse for a heavy exaction of money, an aid, as
the feudal lawyers call it.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 123.

aiguiere

4. An aide-de-camp : so called by abbreviation.
5. pi. In the manege, the helps by which a

horseman contributes toward the motion or ac-
tion required of a horse, as by a judicious use
of the heel, log, rein, or spur Court of aid, in
i'l-fnch hixt., a court for the collection of the royjd aids,
or excise. Emigrant aid societies. See <nferant.
Extents in aid. see ntmt.- TO pray In aid. s,-i

<tiit I'l-atjcr. -Syn. 1. Cooperation, fiutluTimn-, relief.

aid- (ad), . [Eug. dial. ; etym. unknown.] 1.
A deep gutter cut across plowed land. [Shrop-
shire, Eng.] 2. A reach in a river. [Shrop-
shire, Eng.]
aidance (.Vclnns), H. [< OF. d/duucr, < aidi-r.

aid: see ni<n. i:] That which aids, or the act
of aiding; help; assistance. {Rare.]
The means and alliances supplied by the Supreme Rea-

son. Coleridge.

aidant (a'dant), a. [< OF. aidant, ppr. of aider,
< L. adjuta>i(t-)s, ppr. of adjutare, aid : see aid 1

,

v., and adjutant.] Helping; helpful; supplying
aid. [Rare.]

lie aidant and remediate,
In the good man's distress ! Shalt., Lear, iv. 4.

aid-de-camp, . See aide-de-camp.
aide (ad), . Same as aide-de-camp.

I Hamilton] was picked out by Washington to serve as
his confidential aide. X. A. Ret., CXXIII. 117.

aide-de-camp (E. pron. ad'de-kamp, F. pron.
ad'de-kon), n.

', pi. aides-de-camp (adz'de-kamp
or adz'de-kon). [< F. aide de camp, lit.' a field
assistant: aide, aid, assistant (see aid1

, u.); de,
< L. de, of

; camp, < L. campus, field, battlefield:
see camp1

.] Milit., a confidential officer whose
duty it is to receive and communicate the orders
of a general officer, act as his secretary upon
occasion, and the like. Sometimes written aid-

de-camp.
aider (a'der), n. One who helps; an assistant
or auxiliary ;

an abetter
;
an accessory.

All along as he went were punished the adherenU and
aiders of the late rebels. Burnet.

[Emerson] was the friend and aider of those who would
live in the spirit. M. Arnold.

aides-de-camp, n. Plural of aide-de-camp.
aidful (ad 'ful), a. [< aid1 + -ful.] Giving aid;
helpful. [Rare.]

Aidful to the distresses of God's people.
Bp. Hall, Hainan Disrespected.

aidless (ad'les), a. [< aid1 + -less.] Without
aid

; helpless ;
without succor

; unsupported.
aid-majort (ad'ma'jor), n. Same as adjutant.
aid-prayer (ad'prar), n. A petition or plea for-

merly employed in actions concerning estates
in land, by which a defendant claimed the as-
sistance of another person jointly interested
with him in sustaining the title.

aiglet1
(a'glet), n. [Dim. of OF. aigle, eagle :

see eaglet.] In her., an eaglet or young eagle.
aiglet^, n. See aglet.

aigocerine, a. See (egocerine.

Algocerus, n. See zEgocerus.
aigreH (a'ger), a. [< F. aigre : see eager1

.]

Sharp ;
sour. See eager1 .

Like aigre droppings into milk.
Shak. (1623), Hamlet, i. 5.

aigre2 (a'ger), n. See eager
2

.

aigremore (a'ger-mor), n. [F.; origin un-
known.] Charcoal made ready for the admix-
ture of the other constituent materials of gun-
powder.

aigret, aigrette (a'gret, a-gret'), [< F. ai-

grette: sea egret.] 1. The small white heron.
See egret. 2. (a) A plume
composed of feathers ar-

ranged in imitation of the
feathers on the head of
the heron, and worn on hel-
mets or by ladies as a part
of their head-dress, etc. (b)
A copy in jewelry of such a

plume, often so made that
the seeming feathers trem-
ble with the movements of
the wearer, causing the

gems to sparkle. 3. In

bot., same as egret. 4. In

ichth., a labroid fish, Lach-

< From Hans Burgkmair's
nolaiMUS maxiMUS, better

"
Triumph of Maximilian known as the hogfish (which

see),

aigue-marine (ag-ma-ren'), . [F.] Same as

<t<j i/a marine.

aiguiere (a-gi-ar'), . [F., a ewer, jug: see

e-er2.] A tall and slender vessel of metal, por-

Aigret.
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aiguiere

celain, glass, or pottery,
with a foot, a handle, and
a spout or nozle. In Knglish
the wonl is generally limited to
vessels of highly decorative char-

acter, of rich material, etc. See

o/tota.

aiguille (a-gweT), . [P., a
needle: see at/let."] 1. A
slender form of drill used for

boring or drilling a blast-

hole in rock. 2. A priming-
wire or blasting-needle.
3. The name given near
Mont Blanc to the sharper
peaks or clusters of needle-
like rock-masses, ordinarily
seen wherever the slaty crys-
talline rocks occur, forming
a more or less considerable

part of a mountain range, but most strikingly
near Chamouix. Hence applied, though rare-

ly, to similar sharply pointed peaks elsewhere.

aiguillesque (ii-gwe-lesk'), a. [<F. aiguille, a

needle, -r -esque.] Shaped like an aiguille;

resembling an aiguille. Buskin. (Jf. E. D.)
aiguillette (a-gwe-lef), . [P., dim. of aiguille, a
needle: see aglet.'] 1. Same as aglet, 1. 2. In

cookery, a name given to a number of hors cFceu-

vre, or side-dishes, from their being served on
small ornamental skewers or needles (aiguilles).

aiguise (a-gwe-za'), [P., pp. of aiyuiser,

sharpen, = Pr. agusar = It. agugzare, < ML.
acutiare, sharpen, <L. acutus, sharp : seeacute.]
In her., sharpened or pointed: applied to any-
thing sharpened, but in such manner as to ter-

minate in an obtuse angle. Synonymous with

appointee. Also written eguise.

aigulet (a'gu-let), n. Same as aglet, 1: as,

"golden aygulets," Spenser, P. Q., II. iii. 26.

aikinite (a
;

kin-5t), n. [Named after Dr. A.

Aikin.] A native sulphid of bismuth, lead,
and copper, of a metallic luster and blackish

lead-gray color. It commonly occurs in embedded
acicular crystals, and is hence called needle-ore and acic-

ular bismuth.

f, a. [< ME. eyle, eil, < AS. egle, painful,
troublesome, = Goth, aglus, hard. Cf. Goth.

agio, distress, tribulation, akin to agis, fright,= E. awe1
, q. v.] Painful; troublesome.

Eyle and hard and muche.
Cattle of Love, I. 223.

ail1
(al), v. [< ME. alien, aylen, earlier eilen,

eylen, e^len, < AS. eglian, eglan, trouble, pain, =
Goth. *agljan, only in comp. vsagljan, trouble

exceedingly, distress; from the adj.: see ail1
,

a. and n.] I. trans. To affect with pain or mi-

easiness, either of body or of mind; trouble:
used in relation to some uneasiness or affection
whose cause is unknown : as, what aUs the man f

What aileth thee, Hagar? Gen. xxi. 17.

What do you ail, my love? why do you weep?
Webster, The White Devil, iv. 2.

Never rave nor rail,
Nor ask questions what I ad.

Peele, Edward I. (Dyce ed., 1861), p. 395.

[Rarely used with a specific disease as subject, unless col-

loquially in iterative answer to a question: as, "What
ails you? A pleurisy ails me."]

II. intrans. To feel pain ;
be ill (usually in a

slight degree); be unwell: now used chiefly in
the present participle : as, he is ailing to-day.

And much he ails, and yet he is not sick.

Daniel, Civil Wars, iii.

One day the child began to ail.

R. H. Stoddard, Pearl of the Philippines.

ailMal),*. [Prom the verb. Cf. early ME. eile,

eil, harm (very rare) ;
from the adj.] Indisposi-

tion or morbid affection
;
ailment. Pope.

ail2 (al), n. [E. dial., in pi. ails; variously cor-

rupted oils, hotts, hauels; < ME. eyle, eile, eigle,
< AS. egl, the beard of grain, corn, found only
twice, as tr. of L. festuca, "the mote that is in

thy brother's eye" (Luke vi. 41, 42), =OHG. ahil,
G. acliel, beard of grain; from the same root,
with diff. suffix (-T), as awn 1 and ear2

, q. v.]
The beard of wheat, barley, etc., especially of

barley: chiefly in the plural. Halliwett; Wright.
[Prov. Eng. (Essex).]
For to winden [par. windwe, winnow] hweate, and

scheaden [shed, i. e., separate] the eilen and tet chef
[the chaff] urom the clene comes.

Ancreu Riwle, p. 270. (A'. E. D.)

ailantic, ailanthlc (a-lan'tik, -thik), a. [< Ai-

lantua, Ailantkus, + -ic.~] Of or pertaining to
Ailantus AllantlC acid, an acid obtained from the
bark of Ailanttts excelsa.

ailantine (a-lan'tin), a. [< ailfintus + -ine1 .]

Relating or pertaining to the ailantus, or to the
silkworms which feed upon its leaves.
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Ailantus (a-lan'tus), n. [NL. ;
also errone-

ously Allan tli UN (simulating Gr. avtiof, flower);
< ailanto, the Malacca name of one species,
said to mean 'tree of heaven.'] 1. A genus of

trees, natural order Stmarubaeea. The only eum-
monly known species is the tree of heaven or Chinese

sumach, A. glandulosa, native of Mongolia and Japan,
frequently planted as a shade-tree. It is of rapid growth,
with very long pinnate leaves, and throws up abundant
root-suckers, by which it is usually propagated. The
flowers are polygamous or nearly dioecious, and are very
ill-scented. Bontbyx (I'hilottamia) cynthia, a species of

silkworm, feeds on its leaves. In Japan the produce of
silkworms fed on this tree is veiy large, and the material,
though wanting the fineness and gloss of mulberry silk,
is produced at far less cost, and is more durable.

2. [/. c.] A tree of the genus Ailantus, or the

genus collectively: as, the ailantus, when once

established, is difficult to eradicate.

ailet, >' 1. The older and more correct spelling
of aisle. 2. [F. : see ailette.] Milit., a wing or

flank of an army or a fortification.

aileron (a'le-ron), n. [P., dim. of aile, wing:
see ailette.] Same as ailette.

ailette (a-lef), m. [P., dim. of aile, a wing, <

L. ate, wing: see ala and aisle.] A plate of

iron worn over the mail to pro-
tect the shoulders of a man-
at-arms, before the introduc-
tion of plate-armor for the

body. Ailettes were some-
times charged with heraldic

bearings. Also aislette and
aileron.

ailing (a'ling), n. [Verbal n.

of ail1
, v.] Sickness; indis-

position.

ailing (a'ling), p. a. Not well;
indisposed.
But there is a sort of puny sickly

reputation, that is always ailing, yet
will outlive the robuster characters
of a hundred prudes.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

Mymotherhadlongbeenaamtf.and
not able to eat much. century. (FroroViolIet-
R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, p. 41. le-Duc's "

Diet, du Mo-
bilierfrancais.

11

)= Syn. Unwell, etc. See rick.

ailment (al'ment), . [<aiP-, v., + -ment.] Dis-

ease; indisposition; morbid affection of the

body : not ordinarily applied to acute diseases.
= Syn. Sickmts, etc. (see illness), indisposition, disorder,
complaint.
Ailsa-COCk (al'za-kok), n. A local name for
the puffin, Ir^ratereula arctica, from its breeding
about Ailsa Craig, in the Frith of Clyde, Scot-
land. See cut under puffin.
Ailuridae (a-lu'ri-de), n. pi. Same as ^lurida.
Ailuroidea (a-lu-roi'de-a), n. pi. Same as Mlu-
roitlea.

Ailuropus (a-lu'ro-pus), n. Same as jEluropus.
Ailurus (a-lu'rus), n. Same as &lurus.

'

ailweed (al'wed), n. [< ail1 (?) + weed1
.'} The

clover-dodder, Cuscuta Trifolii.
aim (am), v. [< ME. aymen, amen, eyrnen, < OF.
amer(Picard),esjer(=Pr. esmer, <L. cestimare),
and with prefix, eesmer, aesmer, aasmer, < ML.
adcestimare, < L. ad, to, + wstimare, estimate :

see estimate.'] I. trans. If. To esteem; con-
sider. 2f. To estimate; guess; conjecture.
Wyclif. 3f. To calculate; devise; intend.

My speech should fall into such vile success
.Which my thoughts aim'd not. Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

4. To direct or point at something ;
level : as,

to aim the fist or a blow
;
to aim a satire or a

reflection at some person or vice.
Bulls aim their horns, and asses lift their heads.

Pope, 1m. of Horace, Sat. i. 85.

5. To give a certain direction and elevation to

(a gun, cannon, arrow, etc.), for the purpose
of causing the projectile, when the weapon is

discharged, to hit the object intended to be
struck : as, to aim a gun.

II. intrans. If. To estimate; guess; conjec-
ture.

Rom. In sadness, cousin, I do love a woman.
Ben. I aim'd so near, when I suppos'd you lov'd.

Shak., R. and J., i. 1.

2. To direct one's intention, purpose, or ac-

tion, as to the attainment or accomplishment
of something; intend; endeavor: as, a man
aims at distinction ; aim to be just in all you do.
The short-sighted policy which aimed at making a nation

of saints has made a nation of scoffers.

Macaulay, Leigh Hunt.

3. To direct or point anything, as a weapon or

missile, toward an object.
[In all senses aim is used with at or an infinitive before
tlie object to be reached.]
To cry aimt, in archery, to encourage the archers by cry-
ing out "Aim !

" when they were about to shoot. Hence it

came to mean to applaud or encourage in a general sense.

Aino
It ill beseems this presence to cm im
To these ill-tuned repetitions. Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

aim (am), n. [< ME. at/me, ame, < OF. estne;
from the verb.] If. Conjecture; guess.
He that seeth no mark, must shoot by ititu.

Bp. Jewell, Reply to Hardinge, p. 31.

It is impossible by aim ti> tell it.

^jH'iiwr, State of Ireland.

What you would work me to, I have some aim.
Hhnk., J. C., i. 2.

2. Course; direction: in particular, the direc-
tion in which a missile is pointed; the line of
shot.

And when the cross-blue lightning seem'd to open
The breast of heaven, I did present myself
Even in the aim and very flash of it. Hhak., J. C., i. 3.

3. The act of aiming or directing anything (as
a weapon, a blow, a discourse, or a remark) at
or toward a particular point or object with the
intention of striking or affecting it

;
the point-

ing or directing of a missile.

Each at the head
Levell'd his deadly aiin. Milton, P. L., ii. 712.

4. The point intended to be hit, or object in-

tended to be affected
;
the mark or target.

To be the aim of every dangerous shot.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

5. A purpose; intention; design; scheme: as,
men are often disappointed of their aim.

The oim, if reached or not, makes great the life.

Try to be Shakspeare, leave the rest to fate.

Browning, Bishop Blougram's Apology.
The aim of scientific thought, then, is to apply past ex-

periences to new circumstances.
W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 131.

To give aim, in archery, to stand near the butts to tell

the archers where their arrows alight. The terms are "wide
on the shaft(right) hand," "wide on the bow (left) hand,"
"short," "gone"; the distances being measured by bow-
lengths. See bow-hand. = Syn. B. End, scope, drift, goal,
intent, ambition.

aim-criert (am
'
kri '

er), n. 1. One who en-

couraged an archer by crying
" Aim !

" when he
was about to shoot. Hence 2. An encourager
generally; an approving on-looker; an abetter.

Thou smiling aim-trier at princes' fall.

G. Markham, Eng. Arcadia.

aimer (a'mer), n. One who aims.
aim-frontlet t (am'truuflet), . A piece of
wood fitted to the muzzle of a cannon so as to
make it level with the breech, formerly used by
gunners to facilitate aiming.
aimful (am'ful), a. [< aim + -ful.] Pull of

purpose.
aimfully (am'ful-i), adv. In an aimful manner

;

with fixed purpose.
aiming-drill (a'ming-dril), n. A military ex-
ercise designed to teach men the proper method
of pointing and aiming firearms

;
a training pre-

liminary to target-practice.
aiming-stand (a'mmg-stand), n. Milit., a rest
for a gun, used in teaching the theory of aiming.
aimless (am'les), a. [< aim + -less.] Without
aim; purposeless.
The Turks, half asleep, ran about in aimless confusion.

Dryden, Don Sebastian.

aimlessly (am'les-li), adv. Without aim
; pur-

poselessly.
aimlessness (am'les-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being without aim or definite purpose.

[Thoreau's] whole life was a rebuke of the waste and
aimlessness of our American luxury, which is an abject
enslavement to tawdry upholstery.

Lo-uxll, Study Windows, p. 209.

ain (an), a. [Also spelled ane, = E. own1
.']

Own. [Scotch.]
-ain. [< ME. -ain, -ein, -ayn, -eyn, < OF. -ain, -ein,
< L. -anus : see -an. ] A suffix of Latin origin, oc-

curring unfelt in English nouns, as in chieftain,

captain, chaplain, curtain, and, as originally, in

adjectives, as in certain, etc. It is a Middle

English and Old French form of -an (which see).

aince, aines (ans), adv. [< ME. anes, north,
form of ones (pron. 6'nes), now corrupted to
once (pron. wuns).] Once. [Scotch.]
ainhum (an'hum), n. [A negro term, said to
mean orig. 'saw.'] A disease peculiar to the

negro race, consisting of the sloughing off of
the little toes, unaccompanied by any other
disorder of the system.
Aino (I'no), a. and n. [Etym. doubtful; sup-
posed to be a corruption of Jap. inu (pron.
e'no), a dog, applied contemptuously by the

Japanese.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the

Ainos, certain aboriginal tribes in Japan now
forming small tribal communities in the island
of Yezo, the Kurile islands, and Saghalin or
Karafuto. They are a hairy people, with Cau-
casian features and gentle manners, but in a
low state of civilization.

II. n. The language of the Ainos.



ainsel'

ainsel', ainsell (an-sel'), n. [< ain = E. own,
+ *ul/ = 'K. ,//'.] Own self. [Scotch.]

ain't, an't (ant). A vulgar contraction of the

negative phrases am not and are not : often used
for is not, and also, with a variant hain't, for

/(are not and has not.

Aiolian (a-6'li-an), a. and . Same aa JEolieini

and MoUaift.
Aiolic (a-ol'ik), a. Same as JEoKc.

Aiolism (a'o-lizm), n. Same as JEolism.

air1
(ar), n,

'

[Early mod. E. ayre, also aer (after

L.), < ME. (Aer, aire, eire, ayer, eyer, ayre, eyre,

aier, eyr, eir, < OF. air, F. air, the air, breath,

wind, = Pr. air, aire = Sp. aire = Pg. ar = It.

aere, aire, now commonly aria, all in the physi-
cal sense; < L. aer, < Gr. dr/p (de/>), air, mist,
< aetv, breathe, blow, prob. akin to E. wind,

q. v. See air2 and airs
,
ult. identical with air1

,

but separated in sense and in time of intro-

duction.] 1. The respirable fluid which sur-

rounds the earth and forms its atmosphere.
It is inodorous, invisible, insipid, colorless, elastic, pos-
sessed of gravity, easily moved, rarefied, and condensed,
essential to respiration and combustion, and is the medium
of sound. It is composed by volume of 21 parts of oxygen
and 79 of nitrogen ; by weight, of 23 of oxygen and 77 of

nitrogen. These gases are not chemically united, but are

mixed mechanically. Air contains also ^TfW f carbon

dioxid, some aqueous vapor, and small varying amounts of

ammonia, nitric acid, ozone, and organic matter. The
specific gravity of the air at 32 F. is to that of water as 1

to 773, and 1000 cubic inches at mean temperature and

pressure weigh 30i grains. When air is inhaled into the

lungs oxygen is separated from the nitrogen, and, uniting
with the carbon in the blood, is expelled as carbon dioxid ;

it thus serves to purify the blood and furnishes the body
with heat. By the ancient philosophers air was consid-

ered one of the four elements of all things, and this view
was maintained until comparatively recent times.

The greate house, formerly the Duke of Buckingham's,
a spacious and excellent place for the extent of ground,
and situation in a good aire. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 15, 1678.

The health of the mental and bodily functions, the

spirit, temper, disposition, the correctness of the judg-
ment, and brilliancy of the imagination, depend directly

upon pure air. Huxley and Youmans, Physiol., 395.

2. In old chem., gas: still in use in this sense
in foundries and machine-shops, especially for
such gases as are mingled with air or formed
from it, as the gases from a furnace. In distinc-

tion from this use, common air is often called atmospheric
air.

3. A movement of the atmosphere; a light
breeze: usually in the plural.

The summer aim blow cool. Tennyson, May Queen, ii.

4. Utterance abroad
; publication ; publicity.

You gave it air before me. Dryden.

Hence 5f. Intelligence; information; advice.

It grew from the aim which the princes and states

abroad received from their ambassadors and agents here.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

6. The graphic representation, as in a painting,
of the effect of the atmospheric medium through
which natural objects are viewed. 7. In the
Gr. Ch., a very thin veil spread over both the

paten and the chalice, in addition to the paten
and chalice veils. Also called nephele.
The third [chalice veil] is called . . . air, because, as the

air surrounds the earth, so does this surround the holy
gifts. . . . This name, air, has found its way into our own
Church, through Bishop Andrewes, and the divines of his

time, who (especially Wren) were well versed in the East-

ern Liturgies. J. H. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 350, note.

Dephlogisticated air, in old chem.
, oxygen : so called

from the notion that it was ordinary air deprived of phlo-

giston (which see). Fixed air, the name given by Dr.

Joseph Black of Edinburgh to carbonic-acid gas on his

discovery of it in 1754, because it was found in solid bodies.

See carbonic. Ground-air, air inclosed in porous surface-

soil, like surface-moisture or ground-water. Like ground-
water, ground-air is regarded as an important factor in de-

termining the sanitary condition of a locality. Ground-air
fluctuates with the barometric pressure, and with the con-
ditions of temperature and the rise and fall of ground-wa-
ter. In the air. (a) In circulation ; flying about from one
to another ; hence, generally felt or anticipated : as, there
is a rumor of war in the air; it is in the air that he can-
not succeed. (/>) Without foundation or actuality ;

vision-

ary or uncertain : as, a castle in the air (see castle) ;
our

prospects are in the air. (c) Milit. ,
in an unsupported or

disconnected position ; incapable of receiving or giving aid ;

improperly exposed or separated : as, the left wing of the

army was in the air. Residual air, the air which re-

mains in the chest and cannot be expelled, variously esti-

mated at from 80 to 120 cubic inches. Also called supple-
mental air. Tidal air. See tidal. To beat the air.
See beat, v. t. To take air, to be divulged ; be made pub-
lic : as, the story has taken air. To take the air, to go
abroad ; walk or ride a little distance.

I din'd at Sir William Godolphin's, and with that learned

gentleman went to take y* aire in Hyde Park, where was
a glorious cortege. Evelyn, Diary, July 1, 1679.

[Air is used in many compounds of obvious meaning ; only
those which have a peculiar or specific sense are entered
below in alphabetical order.]

air1
(ar), v. [First in mod. E.

;
from the noun.]

I. trans. 1. To expose to the air; give access
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to the open air
;
ventilate : as, to air clothes

;
to

air a room.
I ayre or wether, as men do thynges whan they lay them

in the open ayre, or as any lynen thyng is after it is newe
wasshed or it be worne. . . . Ayre these clothes for t'eure

of mothes. Palsgrave.

To this [public prison] is also annexed a convenient

yard to air the criminals in, for the preservation of their
life and health, till the time of their trial.

Benrley, Virginia, iv. 1[ 68.

Hence 2. To expose ostentatiously; display;
bring into public notice : as, to air one's views.

Airing a snowy hand and signet gem.
Tennyson, Princess, i.

3. To expose to heat
;
warm: as, to air linen

;
to

air liquors. 4. re/I. To expose (one's self) to
the air.

To go and air myself in my native fields. Lamb, Elia.

It is my pleasure to walk forth,
And air myself & little.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, ii. 2.

II. intrans. To take the air.

She went airing every day.
Ming Mitford, Our Village, 2d ser., 317.

air2 (ar), n. [First in mod. E. (end of 16th cen-

tury); < F. air, OF. aire, nature, disposition,
manner, mien, air, = Pr. aire = It. aire

, aere,
now aria, manner, mien, countenance

;
a word

of disputed origin, prob. the same as OF. air,
Pr. air, aire, E. air1

,
the atmosphere (cf. atmo-

sphere in similar uses): see air1 and air3.] 1.

The peculiar look, appearance, and bearing of
a person : as, the air of a youth ;

a graceful air ;

a lofty air.

Then returned to my side, . . . and strolled along with
the air of a citizen of the place pointing out the objects
of interest to a stranger.

C. J). Warner, Roundabout Journey, xiv.

2. The general character or complexion of

anything ; appearance ;
semblance.

Too great liberties taken [in translation] in varying
either the expression or composition, in order to give a
new air to the whole, will be apt to have a very bad effect.

Sp. Lowth, On Isaiah.

As it was communicated with the air of a secret, it soon
found its way into the world. Pope, Ded. of R. of the L.

3. pi. Affected manner; manifestation of pride
or vanity ;

assumed haughtiness : chiefly in the

phrases to put on airs, to give one's self airs.

Mrs. Crackenbury read the paragraph in bitterness of

spirit, and discoursed to her followers about the aim
which that woman was giving herself.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixviii.

And the queen of the hoopoes gave herself airs, and sat

down upon a twig ; and she refused to speak to the me-
rops her cousin, and the other birds who had been her

friends, because they were but vulgar birds.

It. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 136.

4f. pi. The artificial motions or carriage of a
horse. 5. In painting, that which expresses
action, manner, gesture, or attitude.

air3 (ar), H. [First in mod. E. (end of 16th cen-

tury); < F. air, a tune, sound, or air in music,
< It. aere, aire, now aria (> Sp. Pg. aria, E. aria,

q. v.); prob. identical (through aere, aire, aria,

manner, E. air2
;

cf. L. modus, manner, mode,
musical mode, melody) with aere, aire, aria, E.
air1

.] 1. In music: (a) A rhythmical melody;
a tune consisting of single successive notes
divided into groups which, in duration, have
some definite ratio to one another, recognizable
by the ear. (6) A song or piece of poetry for

singing: as, the air
?
"Sound an Alarm." (c)

The soprano part in a harmonized piece of

music. Also called aria. 2. Any piece of

poetry. [Rare.]
The repeated air

Of sad Electra's poet. Milton, Sonnets, iii.

National air, in music, a popular tune peculiar to or
characteristic of a particular nation ; specifically, that
tune which by national selection or consent is usually
sung or played on certain public occasions, as " God Save
the Queen" in England, "Hail, Columbia," in the United

States, the "Marseillaise" in France, the "Emperor's
Hymn

"
in Austria, etc.

air3t (ar), v. t. [< air3
, .] To set to music.

For not a drop that flows from Helicon
But ayred by thee grows streight into a song.
J. Cobb, Prefix to Lawes's Ayres and Dialogues (1653).

airH, Same as airy
2

, aer;/
2

.

air5 (ar), adv. and a. [Also written ear; =
E. ere, < AS. air, rarely used as an adj., com-
mon as a prep, and adv. : see ere and early.']

Early. [Scotch.]
An air winter's a sair winter. Scotch proverb.

Aira (a'ra), n. [NL., prop. *cera, < Gr. alpa, a
kind of Sarnel, prob. Lolium tenmlentum (Lin-

naeus).] A genus of slender perennial grasses
of temperate regions, mostly of little value. The
more common species are known as hair-grass.
airablet (Sr'a-bl), a. [<air3,., + -a6te.] Suit-

able to be sung. Howell.

air-cane

air-bag (ar'bag), n. A large bag composed of

layers of canvas, saturated or coated with air-

proof and water-proof preparations and filled

with air, designed for use in raising sunken
vessels. When needed for use, empty air-bags are secured
to the vessel beneath the surface of the water, and air is

then forced into them. Also called air-cunltitnt.

air-balloon (Sr'ba-lon*), n. See balloon.

air-bath (ar'bath), re. 1. The protracted ex-

Eosure
of the person to the action of the air,

>r the promotion of health, usually under the
direct rays of the sun. See sun-bath. 2. An
arrangement for drying substances by exposing
them to air of any desired temperature.
air-bed (ar'bed), . A bed made by inflating
an air-tight bed-shaped bag with air.

air-bladder (ar'blad*'er), n. 1'. A vesicle in an

organic body filled with air.

The pulmonary artery and vein pass along the surfaces
of these air-bladders in an infinite number of ramifications.

Arbuthnot, Aliments.

2. In ichth., the sound or swim,-bladder ;
a sym-

metrical bladder or sac filled with air, generally
situated directly under the vertebral column in

front, and homologous with the lungs of air-

breathing animals. Its principal function is the regu-
lation of the equilibrium of the body. It is either connected
by a tube with the intestinal canal, as in the physostomous
fishes, or shut off from all communication with it, as in the

physoclistous fishes. It is subject to great variation in

form, and is liable to atrophy or complete abortion in

species allied to such as have it well developed.
air-blast (ar'blast), n. A stream or current of
air under pressure ; specifically, such a stream
used to urge fires in forges or to assist combus-
tion in furnaces. When heated it is called a hot
blast ; when at normal temperature, a cold blast. Air-
blasts are also used to perform certain kinds of light work,
as separating hairs and dust from fur in hat-making, re-

moving dust or chaff in grinding, sawing, etc., and picking
up paper and light materials.

air-bone (ar'bon), n. A bone having a large
cavity filled with air, as in birds. Owen. Spe-
cifically, the atmosteon (which see).
air-box (ar'boks), n. 1. A ventilating flue;

specifically, a wooden tube or box used to con-

vey air to a mine for ventilation. 2. A flue

used to supply air to a furnace, either (a) to

promote combustion, or (6) to be heated in

order to warm apartments. 3. A chamber at

the rear of the fire-box of a furnace to supply
air for the more complete combustion of the

gases disengaged from the fuel.

air-brake (ar'brak), n. A system of continuous

railway-brakes operated by compressed air.

The air is compressed by a pump upon tne locomotive,
and conveyed, through pipes beneath the cars and flexible

hose between them, to cylinders under each car. The
pistons of the cylinders are connected with and move the

brake-levers, which transmit pressure to the brake-shoes.
See vacuum-brake.

air-braving (ar'bra/ving), a. Breasting or de-

fying the air or wind.

Stately and air-braving towers.

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 2.

air-breather (ar'bre'THer), . An animal
which breathes air; specifically, a marine ani-

mal breathing out of water by means of lungs,
instead of under water by means of gills.

air-brick (ar'brik), n. 1. A brick perforated
or with open sides, to permit the now of air

through it for purposes of ventilation. 2.

A metal box of the size of a brick, with grated
sides for the passage of air. See air-grating.

air-bridge (ar'brij), n. A furnace-bridge so
constructed as to admit air to the gases pass-

ing over it, to facilitate their combustion. See

bridge.
air-brush (ar'brush), n. A peculiar kind of

atomizer invented by Walkup, used by lithog-

raphers and artists for the distribution of col-

or in minute quantities over a paper surface.
It consists of a reservoir filled with compressed air, con-

necting with a nozle by means of an elastic tube.

air-bucket (ar'buk^et), n. A water-wheel

bucket, so constructed as to permit the unim-

peded outflow of the air displaced by the water
as it enters the bucket.

air-buffer (ar'buf"er), n. Same as air-spring.

air-bug (ar'bug), n. Any heteropterous hemip-
terous insect of the division Geocores (land-

bugs) or of the Aurocores.

air-built (ar'bilt), a. Erected in the air; hav-

ing no solid foundation
;
chimerical : as, an air-

built castle
;

air-built hopes.
air-camel (ar'kam^el), n. A caisson or air-

chamber placed beneath or alongside of vessels,
to diminish their draft and enable them to pass
over shallow spots or obstructions, and also

used in raising sunken vessels.

air-cane (ar'kan), n. A walking-stick having
an air-gun concealed within it.



air-carbureter

air-carbureter (ar'kar"bu-ret-er), n. An ap-
paratus in which air is passed through or over
the surface of liquid hydrocarbons, and thus
becomes charged with inflammable vapor.
See gas-macMne.

air-casing (ar'ka"sing), . An air-tight casing
of sheet-iron placed around a pipe to prevent
undue transmission of heat or cold

; specifically,
the casing placed around the base of the funnel
or smoke-stack of a steamship, to prevent too

great a transmission of heat to the deck.

air-castle (ar'kas"l), . A castle in the air; a

day-dream; a visionary scheme. See castle.

Adventures, triumphs of strength and skill these fur-

nish subject-matter for the talk of the uncivilized man
and the air-castlea of the youth.

//. Speiuxr, Prin. of Psycho!., 4S2.

air-cavity (ar'kav"i-ti), . A cavity contain-

ing air
; specifically! such a cavity occurring in

the body or bones of an animal
;
a large air-

sac or pneumatocyst of a bird.

In the latter case, air-cavities take the place of the

medulla, which disappears, and so diminish permanently
the specific gravity of the animal.

f.
1

' 'fuhaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 573.

air-cell (ar'sel), . 1. In bot., one of the cav-
ities in the leaves, stems, or other parts of

plants, containing air. They are
well seen in the bladders of seaweeds, and
are found in other aquatic plants, which
they serve to float.

2. Inanat. and ^oo7., a definite cir-

cumscribed cavity in the body,
containing atmospheric air in-

haled through air-passages which
place it in direct communication
with the outer air. The term is used
for any such cavity, without reference to
the technical meaning of cell (which see).
An air-cell is generally of small size, if

not microscopic, as one of those in lung-tissue; but it

sometimes forms a great space or inflatable inclosed area,
as the air-cells of birds, and is then also called air-space,
air-receptacle, or pneumatocyst. Specifically (a) One of
the small hemispherical saccules which beset the walls of
the alveolar passages and infundibula of the lungs. Also
called alveolus, (b) One of the dilatations of the trachea
or air-tube in insects forming the respiratory apparatus.
(c) In ornith., a pneumatocyst; any one of the extra-pul-
monary cavities of the body of a bird, containing air, which
are continuous with one another and with one or more of
the bronchial tubes. See pneumatocygt.
air-chamber (ar' chain 'ber), n. 1. A large
cavity in an organic body containing air.

2. A compartment of a hydraulic engine or

apparatus, as a pump, interposed
between and connected with the

supply- and delivery-passages, and
containing air which by its elas-

ticity equalizes the pressure and
flow of the fluids. Thus, in a recipro-
cating force-pump, the impulse given to
the fluid by the delivery-stroke compresses
the air in the air-chamber, and this com-
pressed air reacts upon the outflowing fluid
to continue ita motion during the reverse

stroke, or during those intervals when the
force imparted falls below the average or

Air-chamber, normal amount. The pressure and flow are
thus made practically uniform, notwith-

standing the intermittent or variable action of the force.
For some special forms, see air-vessel.

3. Any compartment or chamber designed to
contain air: as, the air-chamber of a life-boat.

air-chambered (ar'cham"berd), a. Furnished
with an air-chamber or with air-chambers.

It [the life-boat] was air-chambered and buoyant.
Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 49.

air-cock (ar'kok), n. A cock used to control
the admission or outflow of air. See cock1 , 8.

air-compressor (ar'kom-pres'qr), n. A ma-
chine for condensing air, usually in the form of
a force-pump. See compressor.

air-cone (ar'kon), n. A cone in a marine en-

gine designed to receive the gases which enter
the hot-well from the air-pump, and carry them
off through a pipe at the top.

air-cooler (ar'k6'
f

ler), n. Any appliance for

lowering the temperature of the air, as in hos-

pitals, dwellings, and theaters. A common form
consists of chambers filled with ice, or fitted with screens
of light fabric kept constantly wet with cooling liquids,
through which a current of air is forced. See refrigerat-
iu<r-ch<imber, under refrigerate.

air-course (ar'kors), n. A passage in a mine
made or used for ventilating purposes ;

an air-

way.
air-crossing (ar'kr6s"ing), . A passageway
or bridge constructed to carry one air-course
over another, as in the ventilation of coal-mines.

air-CUShion (iir'kush'on), n. 1. A bag made
of an air-tight fabric used when inflated with
air as a cushion for a seat. 2. Same as air-

bag. 3. A ball or cylinder (usually of india-

rubber) filled with air and placed in a water-pipe,
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to act as a cushion for the water, or to receive
the pressure or shock caused by a sudden stop-
page of its flow, or by the expansion of the
water in freezing. 4. Same as air-spring or

pneumatic spring.

air-cylinder (ar'sil'in-der), n. In gun., a de-
vice consisting of a cylinder and piston, used
for checking the recoil of heavy guns by means
of the elasticity of atmospheric air confined
within it

;
a pneumatic buffer.

air-dew (ar'du), n. Manna. [Rare.]
air-drain (ar'dran), n. 1. An empty space left

around the external foundation-walls of a build-

ing to prevent the earth from lying against
them and thus causing dampness. 2. In mold-

ing, a large passage for the escape of gases
from heavy castings while in the mold.
air-drawn (ar'dran), a. Drawn or depicted in

the air: as, "the air-drawn dagger," Shak.,
Macbeth, iii. 4.

air-dried (ar'drid), a. Dried by or in the air:

applied to fruits and materials from which
moisture has been removed by exposure to

currents of air under natural atmospheric con-
ditions.

air-drill (ar'dril), n. A rock-drill driven by
compressed air, as distinguished from a drill

driven by steam. See rock-drill.

air-drum (ar'drum), n. A drum-shaped cham-
ber or reservoir for air; specifically, in ornith.,
a large lateral cervical pneumatocyst.
The great air-drums of our pinnated grouse and cock-

of-the-plains. Cvues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 200.

air-duct (ar'dukt), n. A duct or passage con-

veying air; specifically, in ichth., the commu-
nication of the air-bladder with the intestinal
canal. It is persistent in physostomous, tem-

porary in physoclistous, fishes.

aire1
!, n. An old form of aery2 .

airea (i're; mod. pron. ar), n. [Ir., pi. airig;
cf. aireach, a noble, a privileged person.] In
Irish antiq., a freeman; a gentleman; one of
the privileged classes. Aires were of two classes : (a)
the flatlu, or those who possessed property in land ; and
(6) the bo-airett, who possessed cows and other chattels.
The king was elected by these two classes.

Clansmen who possessed twenty-one cows and upwards
were airig (sing, aire), or, as we should say, had the fran-

chise, and might fulfil the functions of bail, witness, etc.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 287.

The upper classes were all airts. To be eligible to the
aire grade, the freeman should possess, besides a certain
amount of wealth in cattle, a prescribed assortment of

agricultural implements and household goods.
Encyc. Brit., IV. 252.

air-endway (ar'end'wa), n. A roadway or
level driven into a coal-seam parallel with a
main level, used chiefly for purposes of venti-
lation. Gresley. [TEng.]
air-engine (ar'en'jm), . A motor employing
(a) the elastic force of air expanded by heat,

air-heading

air-equalizer (ar'e"kwal-i-zer), x. A device for

distributing a current of air equally throughout
its working-space.

airer (ar'er), n. [< flM-l, v., + -erl.] 1. One
who airs or exposes to the air. 2. A screen
for drying clothes, etc.

air-escape (ar'es-kap*), n. An air-trap for the

escape of air whicli collects in the upper bends
of water-pipes and in other hydraulic apparatus.
The usual form is that of a ball-cock (which see) inclosed
in a chamber situated at the point at which the air is to
be withdrawn, and so adjusted that as the water-level
within is lowered by the pressure of the accumulated air
the ball-float descends, opens the valve, and penults the
air to escape ; the water then rising buoys up the float

and closes the valve.

air-exhauster (ar'eg-zas'ter), n. 1. Same as

air-escape. 2. Any apparatus, as an air-pump,
exhaust-fan, suction-blower, or steam-jet, used
for withdrawing air from an inclosed place, for
ventilation or for the creation of a vacuum.
See air-pump, blower, fan, and ventilator.

air-faucet (ar'fa/set), n. A stop-cock for let-

ting air out or in.

air-filter (ar'fil"ter), n. An apparatus for ex-

tracting dust, smoke, microscopic germs, etc.,
from the air. It consists of screens or strainers of
woven-wire fabrics, gun-cotton, asbestos, slag-wool, or
other flocculent material, through which the air is drawn ;

or of showers, sprays, or films of water or chemical solu-

tions, through or over which the air to be filtered passes.
Air-niters are used in the ventilation of buildings and rail-

road-cars, in physical research, in surgery, and in the re-

covery of by-products in manufactures.

air-flue (ar'flo), n. A conduit for air. See air-

box, air-funnel, and air-pipe.
air-fountain (ar'foun'tan), n. An apparatus
for producing a jet of water by the elastic force
of air compressed in a close vessel and made to
act on the surface of the water to be raised.

air-funnel (ar'fun"el), n. In ship-building, a
flue formed by the omission of a timber in the

upper works of a vessel, and designed to pro-
mote the ventilation of the hold.

air-furnace (ar'fer"nas), . 1. A reverbera-

tory furnace (which see, under furnace). 2.
An air-heating furnace for warming apart-
ments. Air is led into a space formed between an outer
easing and the sides of a fire-pot and combustion-cham-
ber, and, after becoming heated by contact with the walls
of the latter, flows to the apartments which are to be
warmed. See air-stove, furnace, and heater.

air-gage (ar'gaj), n. An instrument for indi-

cating the pressure of air or gases. It consists of
a glass tube of uniform caliber, closed at the top and hav-
ing its lower end dipped into a cup of mercury on the sur-
face of which the air or gas presses, thus forcing mercury
into the tube, and compressing the air within it to an
amount directly proportioned to the pressure. This pres-
sure can be read from a scale attached to the tube, the
zero of the scale being usually placed at the upper sur-
face of the mercurial column when the instrument is ex-

posed to the ordinary atmospheric pressure. Also called
air-manometer.

air-gas (ar'gas), . An inflammable illuminat-

ing gas made by charging ordinary atmospheric
air with the vapors of petroleum, naphtha, or
some similar substance, as the hydrocarbon
called gasolene.

air-gate (ar'gat), . 1. An underground road-

way in a coal-mine, used chiefly for ventilation.

[Eng. Midland coal-fields.] 2. In molding, an
orifice through which the displaced air and the

gases which are formed escape from the mold
while the molten matter is filling it.

air-gossamer (ar'gos"a-mer), . Same as air-

thread.

air-governor (ar'guv"er-nor), n. A device, at-

tached to pneumatic apparatus and machinery,
for regulating the pressure or delivery of air.

air-grating (ar'gra/ting), n. A grating pro-
tecting or forming a ventilating orifice in a
wall or partition. See air-brick.

air-gun (ar'gun), n. A gun in which condensed
air is used as the propelling agent. The bore of the
barrel is connected with a reservoir inclosed within or at-

tached without the stock, into which air is forced by a
piston or plunger fitted to the bore, or by an independent

Ericsson's Hot-air Pum ping-engine.

a, beam ; *, air-piston ; c, transfer-piston ; rf, cylinder ; _/, air-piston
link ; *, bell-crank ; o, side-rods

; p, transfer-piston rod ; r, pump ; j,

air-chamber; f, vacuum-chamber; it, gas-furnace; v, fas-burners;
if, gas-chamber ;

x
t water-jacket

or (6) air compressed by means of another and
separate motor, called a compressor, which is

generally a steam-engine. Machine-drills, in min-
ing, are generally run by compressed-air engines, the com-
pressor lieing located at the surface, and the air-engines
distributed underground, at the various points where
their work is required.

Air-gun.

condenser. When the trigger is pulled it operates a valve
which permits the sudden escape of the whole or of a por-
tion of the condensed air into the barrel at the rear of
the ball or dart, thus projecting the latter. In some
forms the propelling agent is a compressed spring freed

by the trigger. The reactive force of the spring com-
presses the air which interposes between it and the pro-
jectile, and the air acts upon and projects the ball.

air-heading (ar'hed'ing), . An excavation in
a mine through which air is made to pass for
ventilation.



air-hoist

air-hoist (ar'hoist), n. Hoisting machinery op-
erated by compressed air, or by the creation of

a partial vacuum. It consists of a cylinder fitted with
a piston, which is connected tiy ropes passing over pulleys
with the platform of the hoist. See elevator and hoist.

air-holder (ar'hol'der), H. 1 . A vessel for hold-

ing air for any purpose, as for counteracting
the pressure of a decreasing column of mercury,
or for keeping up a moderate and steady cur-

rent of air. See airometer, air-vessel, and gats-

AW<T. 2f. A gasometer.
air-hole (ar'hol), . 1. An opening to admit
or discharge air. 2. In founding, a fault in a

casting, caused by a bubble of air which passes
from the core outward, and ia retained in the
metal. Also called blmr-hole. 3. A natural

opening in the frozen surface of a river or pond,
caused by currents or springs.

airie't (ar'i), a. An old spelling of airy
1

.

airie'4 (ar'i), . An old spelling of aery
2

.

airified (ar'i-fid), a. [< *airify, make airy (<

air1 (>2) -f. .fyj t
-f- -crf2.] Fashioned in an airy

manner; characterized by the assumption of

airs: as, an airified style. [Contemptuous or

slighting.]

airily (ar'i-li), adv. [< airy
1 + -fy2.] 1. Inan

airy or gay manner; gaily; jauntily.

Fanny bade her father good-night, and whisked off

airily. I>ickeiut, Little Dorrit.

2. Lightly; delicately: as, airily wrought de-

tails.

airiness (ar'i-nes), n. 1. Exposure to a free

current of air
; openness to the air : as, the air-

iness of a country-seat. 2. Unsubstantiality,
like that of air. 3. Delicacy and lightness;

ethereality. 4. Sprightliness of motion or

manner; gaiety; jauntiness; vanity; affecta-

tion : as, the airiness of young persons.
airing (ar'ing), n. [Verbal n. of air1

, t'.] 1. An
exposure to the air, or to a fire, for drying or

warming. 2. Exercise in or exposure to the

open air
;
an excursion for the purpose of tak-

ing the air.

All the virtues seemed to have come out for an airing
in one chariot. Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 634.

airing-stage (ar'ing-staj), n. A stage or plat-
form upon which materials are placed to bo
aired or dried : as, the airing-stage upon which

powder is dried.

air-injector (ar'in-jek*tor), n. A simple blow-

ing device, used with a dental drill or employed
for removing dust from the path of a fine saw.

airisadt, airisardti Same as arisad.

airisht (ar'ish), . [ME. ayrisshe, ayerissh,

etc.; < air1 + -is/i 1 .
1 1. Of or belonging to

the air; aerial.

And beheld the ayerisshe bestes.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 9G5.

2. Cool; fresh.

Themorniug8areain's/i. Best, Farming, p. 18. (y.E.D.)

air-jacket (ar'jak"et), H. A jacket inflatedwith

air, or to which bladders filled with air are fas-

tened, to render the wearer buoyant in water.

airless (ar'les), a. [< air1 + -less.'] 1. Not
open to a free current of air; wanting fresh air

or communication with open air. 2. Without

air; devoid of atmosphere.
Desolate as the lifeless, airless moon.

Harper's Mag., LXV. 73.

air-level (ar'lev'el), n. A name sometimes

given to a spirit-level (which see),
air-line (ar'lin), . and a. I. n. A line as direct

as though drawn or stretched through the air
;

a bee-line.

II. a. Straight or direct as a line in the air
;

not deflected laterally: as, an air-line railroad,

airlingt (ar'ling), w. [< air1 + -ling
1

.'] Athought-
less, gay person.

Some more there be, slight airlings, will be won
With dogs and horses. B. Jonson, Catiline, i. 3.

air-lock (ar'lok), n. An air-tight chamber in a
caisson in which operations are carried on under
water, communicating by one door with the
outer air and the main entrance-shaft of the

caisson, and by another door with the chambers
filled with condensed air in which the men are at

work. Its purpose is to regulate the air-pressure so
that the change from ordinary air to condensed air may
be made without injury. When a workman steps from
the shaft into the air-lock the door of ingress is closed, and
condensed air is admitted until the pressure is the same
as that in the working-chamber. The process is reversed
when leaving the caisson.

air-locomotive (ar'16-ko-mo"tiv), n. A loco-

motive driven by compressed or heated air,

usually the former.

air-logged (ar'logd), a. [< air1 + logged, after

water-logged.'] In maeJi., impeded, as motion,
by the intrusion of air. Thus, a machine consisting
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in part of a piston moving in a cylinder would become
air-ttKj'ied if air should enter the cylinder and remain
between the piston and the cylinder-head, so as to pre-
vent the piston from making its full stroke.

air-machine (ar'ma-shen"), n. In mining, an

apparatus by which pure air is forced into parts
badly ventilated, and the foul air extracted.

air-manometer (ar'ma-nom*e-ter), n. Same
as air-gage. See manometer.
air-meter (ar

' me *
ter), n. An apparatus

for

measuring the quantity or rate of flow of air.

Various devices are used, as bellows, cylinder and piston,
and rotating buckets, in which capacities are constant,
and fans and vanes, which measure the rapidity of flow

through conduits of known sectional area, and therefore
indicate the quantities passing in any given time.

aim (am), n. Scotch form of iron.

airohydrogen (ar'd-hi'dro-jen), a. [< air1
,

after aero-, + hydrogen.'] Pertaining to a mix-
ture of atmospheric air and hydrogen. Airo-

hydrogen blowpipe. See blowpipe.

airometer (ar-om'e-ter), n. [< air1
,
after aero-,

+ Gr. [ifTfwv, measure. Cf. aerometer."] 1. An
air-holder constructed upon the principle of the

gasometer, whence the name. See gasometer.
2. Same as air-meter.

The airometer, the invention of Mr. Henry Hall, the in-

spector, by means of a delicately-constructed windmill,
shows the rate of the current of air in the passages of the

colliery. Ure, Diet, IV. 890.

air-passage (ar'pas'aj), . 1. In anat., one of

the passages by which air is admitted to the

lungs, as the nasal passages, the larynx, the

trachea, and the bronchial tubes or their minute
ramifications. 2. In hot., a large intercellular

space in the stems and leaves of aquatic plants,
and in the stems of endogens.
air-pipe (ar'pip), n. A pipe used to draw foul
air out of or conduct fresh air into close places.
Specifically-- (a) A pipe used to draw foul air from a

ship's hold by means of a communication with the furnace
and of the rarefaction of the air by the flre. (b) In min-

ing, a pipe through which air passes, either for ventila-

tion or for use in an air-engine, (c) A small copper pipe
leading from the top of the hot-well of a marine engine
through the side of the vessel, for the discharge of the
air and uncondensed vapor removed from the condenser

by the air-pump.

air-pit (ar'pit), n. A pit or shaft in a coal-

mine, used for ventilation. Also called air-

shaft. [Eng.]
air-plant (ar'plant), n. A plant unconnected
with the ground and apparently living on air:

applied to epiphytes, but usually not to para-
sites. Many epiphytic orchids in cultivation

are popularly so named.

air-poise (ar'poiz), n. An instrument used to

measure the weight of the air.

air-port (ar'port), n. In ship-building: (a) A
small aperture cut in the side of a vessel to

admit light and air. One is generally placed in each

state-room, and there are several on each side along the
berth-deck. They are usually nUed so as to close with a

pane of thick glass, set in a brass frame, turning on a

hinge, and secured when closed by a heavy thumb-screw.

(b) A large scuttle placed in a ship's bows for
the admission of air. Also called air-scuttle.

air-proof (ar'prof), a. Impervious to air.

air-pump (ar'pump), n. An apparatus for the

exhaustion, compression, or transmission of

air. Air-pumps are used for many purposes, and are

made in a variety of forms, which differ according to the
uses that they serve. In the more common forms the
air is exhausted by means of a cylinder and piston, as in

Ritchie's air-pump (see cut), or by centrifugal action. Ro-
tating buckets dipping into

water, which forms a seal,
are used for some special

purposes ; as is also, for

slight changes of pressure,
a form consisting of a vessel

closed at the top and sides

but open at the bottom, and
dipping to a certain extent
into water or other fluid,
which forms a seal and
prevents the escape of the
air. For the Sprengel air-

pump, see mercury air-

pump, under mercury. The
air-pump of a condensing
steam-engine is used to

maintain a vacuum with-
in the condenser by with-

drawing from it air and
uncondensed vapor. See

air-compressor, aspirator,
ejector, pump, steam-jet.
Air and circulating
pump, in a condensing
steam-engine, a combined
motor and pump, used as
an air-pump, and also to

Ritchie's Air-Pump.

pump the water from the hot-well into the boilers. Air-
pump bucket, an open piston with valves on the upper
surface opening upward so as to admit air and water dur-

ing the down-stroke, and lift them with the up-stroke, of

the pump.

air-pyrometer (ar'pi-rom'e-ter), n. An instru-

ment used for measuring high temperatures.

air-trunk

It consists of a hollow globe made of platinum, so that it

may resist excessive heat, tilled with air or gas, and con-
nected with a bent glass tube, which holds at its bend
water, mercury, < r other liquid. The expansion by heat of

the air within the globe exerts a pressure upon the liquid,

causing it to rise in one leg of the tube to a height propor-
tioned to the expansion, and therefore to the heat which
causes it. See i>i/n>u/''li'r.

air-receptacle (ar're-sep"ta-kl), . In ornith.,
a large air-cell

;
an air-space, air-sac, or pneu-

matocyst.
Continuous afe-TMtpAuftt throughout the binly. <>"< n.

air-regulator (ar'reg'u-la-tor), . Any appa-
ratus designed to govern the admission or flow

of air, as a damper or register.
air-reservoir (ar^ez^er-vwor), n. See air-

holder and air-vessel.

air-sac (ar'sak),. 1. Inom;Wf.,alargeair-frll;
an air-space, an air-receptacle, or a pneumato-
cyst; one of the membranous bags or recepta-
cles of air lodged in the hollow bones and the

cavities of the body of birds, and communicating
with the lungs. 2. pi. The elongated cavities

forming the ultimate branches of the air-pas-

sages in the lungs of mammals. Also called

iiifundibula.
air-scuttle (ar'skut'l), . Same as air-port, (b).

air-setting (ar'set'ing), a. Setting or harden-

ing on exposure to air, as common mortar.

air-shaft (ai-'shaft), n. 1. Same as air-pit. 2.

Any ventilating shaft.

air-slaked (ar'slakt), a. Hydrated and disin-

tegrated by exposure to atmospheric air : as,
air-slaked lime.

air-sollar (ar'sol"ar), n. A compartment, pas-

sageway, or brattice carried beneath the floor

of a heading or an excavation in a coal-mine,
for ventilation. See sollar.

air-space (ar'spas), n. 1. In ornith., an air-

cell of large size
;
an air-receptacle or a pneu-

matocyst (which see). 2. lamed, and sanitary
science, the clear cubic contents of a room, as

the ward of a hospital, with reference to the

respirable air contained in it : as, air-space per
man, so many cubic feet. 3. In firearms, a
vacant space between the powder-charge and
the projectile.

air-spring (ar'spring), n. Any device designed
to resist a sudden pressure, as the recoil of a

gun, the momentum of a railroad-car, or the
thrust of the moving parts of a machine, by
means of the elasticity of compressed air. The
common form is that of a cylinder containing air which is

compressed by a piston or plunger. Same as pneumatic
spring. Also called air-cushion or air-buffer.

air-stack (ar'stak), n. A chimney used for ven-

tilating a coal-mine. [Pennsylvania.]
air-Stove (ar'stov), n. A stove provided with
flues about the fire-box and chamber, the air

in which when heated ascends through pipes
to the apartments to be supplied with warmth.
See air-furnace and heater.

air-strake (ar'strak), n. In ship-building, an

opening left for ventilating purposes between
two planks of the inside ceiling of a ship.
airt (art), n. [Also spelled airth, art, arth; <

Gael, aird, Ard = Ir. ard, a height, top, point,
a promontory, a point of the compass, esp. one
of the four cardinal points, a quarter of the

heavens.] Point of the compass; direction.

[Scotch.]
Of a' the airts the wind can blaw,

I dearly lo'e the west Burns, Song.

airt (art), v. t. [Also spelled art, ert; < airt, .]

To direct or point out the way : as, can you airt

me to the school-house ? [Scotch.]
air-thermometer ( ar

' ther -mom "e - ter) ,
n. A

thermometer in which air is used instead of

mercury. It has the advantage of being more delicate

and accurate, and can be employed at any temperature ;

but it is difficult to use, and hence is employed only in

physical experiments. It is useful as a standard with which
the indications of ordinary thermometers may be com-

pared. Leslie's differential thermometer is a kind of air-

thermometer. See thermometer.

air-thread (ar'thred), w. A spider's thread float-

ing in the air. Also called air-gossamer.

air-tight (ar'tit), a. So tight or close as to be

impermeable to air : as, an air-tight vessel Air-

tight Stove, a kind of sheet-iron stove in which wood is used

as fuel : so named because, although not literally air-tight,

it is practically so in comparison with au open fireplace.

air-trap (ar'trap), . 1. A contrivance for pre-

venting the access, as to a room, of the effluvia

arising from drains and sinks. 2. A reservoir

and escape-valve placed at the joints or higher

points of a water-main or pipe-line to allow the

escape of airwhichmay accumulate in the pipes.
air-trunk (ar'trungk), . A large conduit for

supplying pure air to, or for removing foul or

heated air from, theaters, etc.



air-tube

air-tube (ar'tub), , 1. In :otil., a name given

to certain horny passages for air in the abdo-

men of some aquatic insects. 2. Naut., a small

iron tube filled with water and hung in a coal-

box in the coal-bunkers of a steamship as a

means of ascertaining the temperature of the

coal. The temperature of the water is taken by means

of a thermometer. Its use is a precaution against

spontaneous combustion of the coal.

3 The tube of an atmospheric railway, as the

pneumatic tube (which see, under tube).

air-tumbler (ar
'
turn "

bier), n. That which

tumbles through the air ; specifically, a kind c

pigeon.
Mr Brent, however, had an Air-Tumbler . . . which

had in both wings eleven primaries.
Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 167.

air-valve (ar'valv), . In general, a valve de-

signed to control the flow of air. Specifically

1 A valve placed upon a steam-boiler to atl-

mit'air, and thus prevent the formation of a

vacuum by the condensation of steam within

when the boiler is cooling off, and the conse-

quent tendency to collapse. 2. A valve placed

at bends and summits of water-pipes, etc., tor

the outflow of air, as when the pipes are being

filled, and for the ingress of air to prevent the

formation of a vacuum when the water is drawn

air-vesicle (ar'ves'i-kl),
1. In entom., a

dilatation of the trachea of certain insects,

which enables them to change their specific

gravity by filling the trachea with or emptying
ft of air. 2. In ichth., a vesicle containing air,

connected with the swim-bladder and also with

the ear-parts.
air-vessel (ar'ves'el), n. 1. An air-chamber

or air-holder, especially
one which serves as

a reservoir of air in certain machines, as in

carbureters. 2. The air-chamber of certain

pumps. In the feed-pumps of a steam-boiler an air-ves-

sel is used which serves both to equalize the flow of the

water and to collect from it the free air which is an ac-

tive agent in the corrosion of boilers. To aid the latter

purpose, the inlet is often covered with a grating or per-

forated plate, to spray the water and so separate the air.

3. In anat. and zool., a cavity of the body re-

ceiving, containing, or conveying atmospheric

air; an air-tube, air-cell, or air-chamber; espe-

cially, a respiratory passage, as the windpipe of

a vertebrate or the trachea of an insect.

Also called air-reservoir.

airward, airwards (ar'ward, -wiirdz), adv. [<

ntri + -ward, -wards.'} Up into the air
; up-

ward: as, "soar airwards again," Thackeray,

Shabby-Genteel Story, iv.

air-washings (ar'wosh'ingz), n. pi. Any fluid

in which air has been washed, or the residue lett

after the evaporation of such fluid. The process of

washing consists either in causing air to bubble slowly

through the fluid, or in agitating a confined volume of air

with the fluid. The air in cithercase gives up to the fluid the

dust, spores, and other foreign substances suspended in it.

In several cases, the air-washings which were under ex-

amination gave a distinct, clear, green coloration in place

of the characteristic yellowish-brown precipitate pro-

duced by ammonia. Scunce, III. 403.

airway (ar'wa), n. Any passage in a mine

used for purposes of ventilation ;
an air-course.

[In England, to fill up, obstruct, or damage an airway ma-

liciously is a felony.]

air-WOOd (ar'wud), n. Wood dried or seasoned

by exposure to the air, and not artificially.

Have the veneers ready, which must be air-wood, not

too dry. Workshop Receipt*, 1st ser., p. 414.

airy1
(ar'i), a. [Early mod. E. airie, ayry, aiery,

aiien/ (sometimes, and still poet., aery, after L.

aerius : see aeryl), < ME. ayery ; < air>- (in sense

8 < air2
,
ult. = air*) + -y

1
.] 1. Consisting of

or having the character of air; immaterial;

ethereal.

The thinner and more airy parts of bodies. Bacon.

Oft as in airy rings they skim the heath,

The clamorous lapwings feel the leaden death.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 131.

2. Relating or belonging to the air
; being in

the air ;
aerial.

Her eye in heaven

Would through the airy region stream so bright.

Shak.,Z. and J., ii. 2.

Airy navies grappling in the central blue.

Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

3. Open to a free current of air
; breezy : as,

an airy situation.

And by the moon the reaper weary,

Piling sheaves in uplands airy.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott.

4. Light as air; intangible; unsubstantial;

empty ;
unreal ; flimsy : as, airy ghosts.

The poet's pen . . . gives to airy nothing

A local habitation and a name.
Shak., M. >. D., v. 1.
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I hold ambition of so aim and light a quality, that it is

but a shadow's shadow. ***-., Hamlet, li. 2.

5 Visionary; speculative: as, airy notions; an

airy metaphysician. 6. Graceful ;
delicate.

E'en the slight hare-bell raised its head,

Elastic from her airy tread.

Scott, L. of the L., l. 18.

Here delicate snow-stars, out of the cloud,

Come floating downward in nif'l P"y. ^ Snowcl.

7. Light in manner or movement ; sprightly ;

gay; lively.
It saddens the heart to see a man, from whom nature

has withheld all perception of the tones and attitudes of

humour, labouring with all his might to be nirt/and plaj

ful Gifora, Ford s Plays, int., p. xi

Chaucer works still in the solid material of his race, but

what airy lightness has he not infused It!
t .,,,.,.11 sltiulv \\ imlnws, p. 252.

8 Jaunty ;
full of airs

; affectedly lofty ; preten-

tious. 9. In painting, showing that proper re-

cession of all parts which expresses distance

and atmosphere. = Syn. Airy, Aerial, aeriform. Airy

is more open to figurative meanings than aerial. The latter

is the more exact word in other respects ; it applies to the

air as atmosphere: as, aerial navigation. Airy applies

rather to air in motion, and to that which has the quali-

ties, literal or imagined, of air.

Echo's no more an empty ainj, sound ;

But a fair nymph that weeps her lover drown d

Dryden, Art of Poetry, ill. 598.

We have already discovered the art of coasting along

the aiirial shores of our planet, by means of balloons.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. / 1 .

airy
2
t (ar'i), w. An old and better spelling of

aery'
2
'.

airv3 (ar'i), n. A provincial form of area.

aisle (U), [< ME~. ele, hete, eille, eyle, ille, ylle,

He yle, whence in early mod. E. isle, and even

aland (see ile^, isle*), by confusion with ME. tie,

yle later corruptly isle (see ile\ fefol), < OF. ele,

eele, ale, later aelle, aile (whence the mod. E.

spelling aile, recently spelled with s, aisle, after

isfe2 ,
iste1 ,

as above), aisle, wing of a church, <

-L.ala, awing, wing of a building, upper end

antr. of "axula, *axla, dim. (dou-
.,

of the arm, a contr. , ,
.

ble dim. axilla : see axil) of axis : see ala, axus,

axle. The s in aisle, isle? is thus unoriginal ;
the

pronunciation has remained true to the proper

historical spelling He. ] Properly, a lateral sub-

division of a church, parallel to the nave,

choir, or transept, from which it is divided by

piers or columns, and often surmounted by a

gallery. The term is also improperly applied to the cen-

tral or main division : as, a three-aisted church, that is, a

church with a nave and two aisles. It is also used to des-

ajutage

earlier *eget, < AS. "eget, a prob. var. of if/et

(found once in the AS. Charters), an ait, another

form of the reg. (W. Saxon) igoth, also spelled

i,/mtli, iggoth, iggatlt ("egath not found), an

island, with suffix -oth, -ath, here appar. dim.,

< i<i var. eg, an island, found in mod. E. only

as the first element of i-tand, now spelled im-

prop. island, and as the final element (-ey, -ea,

-i/) in certain place-names : see island and cy*,\

A small island in a river or lake.

Fog up the river, where it flows among green aits and

meadows.

aitch (ach), n. A modern spelling of the name

of the letterH : formerly written ache, bee a.

aitchbone (ach'bon), n. [Written and pron. va-

riously, aitch-, H-, ach-, each-, edge-, ash-, yche-,
ise- ize-, ice-bone, etc., and even turned into

haunch-, hook-, ridge-bone, etc., all being cor-

ruptions or erroneous explanations of the

misunderstood or not-understood original ME.

nache-bone, < nache (< OF. nache, nage. the but-

tock, < ML. *natica, < L. natis, buttock) + bone*.

The initial n was early lost, as in adder^ ;
hence

the form ach-, hach-bone, etc.] The bone of the

buttock or rump in cattle ;
the cut of beef whi<

includes this bone.

Kerve up the flesh ther up to the hack-bone.
,,,..,

aitchpiece (ach'pes), n. [< aitch, the name of

the letter H, + piece.] That part of a plunger-

lift in which the clack or valve of a pump ot

any sort is fixed. See H-piece.

aith (ath), n. Scotch form of oath.

aitiology (a-ti-ol'o-ji),
n. Another spelling,

nearer the Greek, of etiology.

aits (ats), n. Scotch form of oats.

aiver (a'ver), n. Scotch form of over2
,
a work-

horse.

Aix (aks), n. [NL., < Or. aif (<"/-), a water-

bird, appar. of the goose kind; prop, a goat. J

A genus of fresh-water ducks, of the family

Anatidai and subfamily Anatina;, noted for the

elegance of their plumage. It includes the cele-

brated mandarin -duck of China, A. nalfrindata,mA
beautiful wood-duck or summer duck of North America,

A. gponna. Also written ^Ex.

Aix beds. See bed.

aizle (a'zl or e'zl), n. Scotch form of isle*.

South Aisle of Rouen Cathedral (13th century).

ignate the alleys or divisions of other structures, such

as mosques, Egyptian temples theaters public halls, etc

As popularly applied to churches in which the nave and

aisles proper are filled with pews, and in general to modern

places of assembly, aMe denotes merely a passageway giv-

ing access to the seats : as, the center aMe and side aisles.

Sometimes written iile. See figure showing ground-plan

of a cathedral, under cathedral.

aisle (a-la'X a. [F. aisle, aiU, pp. of aisler,

ailer, give wings to, < aisle, aile, a wing: see

aisle.] In her., winged or having wings.

aisled (Hd), a. Furnished with aisles.

aisleless (Il'les), a. [< aisle + -Jm.] Without

aisles.

The so-called Christian basilica may have been a simple

oblong ai*lele*ts room divided by
a cross arch.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 46.

aislet (i'let), n. Misspelling of islet.

aislette, . See ailette.

ait (at), . [Little used in literature; also

spelled aight, eyct, eyot, cyght, < ME. eyt, (Kit

(also in comp. eitloud and eeitkmd, an island),

aze az ,
.

ajaia, ajaja, . See aiaia.

ajar
1

(a-jftr'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a

-hjarV'discord.] Out of harmony ; jarring.

Any accident . . . that puts an individual ajar with the

world. Hawthorne, Marble Faun, I. xui.

ajar2 (a-jar'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<ME.
on char, ajar, lit. on the turn ;

rare as applied

to a door, but common in other senses: on,

prep., on; char, cherre, etc., a turn, time, piece

of work, etc. : see 3 and jar
2 = char*. The

change of ME. ch to E. j is very rare
;
it appears

also in jowl and jaw, q. v.] On the turn; nei-

ther quite open nor shut ; partly opened : said

of a door.
Leave the door ajar

When he goes wistful by at dinner-time.

Browning, King and Book, I. 129.

ajava (aj'a-va), n. Same as ajowan.

ajee, agee'(a-je'), prep. phr. as adv. or a [<
a^+ jee or gee : see jee, gce.~\ Awry ;

off the right

line; obliquely; wrong. [Scotch and prov.

Eng.]
His brain was a wee aiee, but he was a braw preacher for

a
>

that. Scott, Old Mortality, xxiv.

aiouan, n. See ajowan.

ajoupa (a-jo'pa), . [F. spelling of native

name.] A hut or wigwam, built on piles and

covered with branches, leaves, or rushes.

a jour (a zhor). [F.: d, to, with; jour, day:
see journal.'] In decorative art, pierced through ;

showing daylight through. Said of carving where
mass leavin oenSilOWlJlir UajlLKUb mi^Ufe". oaiu ui ^<ume "

the work is carried through the solid mass, leaving open

spaces, and also of embroidery, metal-work, or any other

fabric said also of translucent designs, as in enamel

or intaglio when meant to be seen by transmitted rather

than reflected light. Also called a giorno. See openwork.

ajour6 (a-zho-ra'), a. [F., as if pp. of *ajourer,

let daylight through, < a jour: see above.] In

her. , said of any ordinary or bearing of which 1

ien.

The

U* 11 ll< UJ. nil anuucn iiiiAwui.1.".*-*v" pltHit) ./!
^

Copticum, cultivated in Egypt, Persia, andlndia.

It is much used as a condiment and as a carminative.

The oil extracted from it contains thymol or thymic acid.

Also called ajava orjatanee seeds.

alustt . t. An old spelling of adjust.

ajutage (aj'6-taj), n. [< F. ajoutage, something

added, < ajouter, add, join: see adjust.]

erly, a short tube, or nozle, inserted into the wall



ajutage

of a vessel or into the end of a
pipe,

so shaped
as to offer the least frictional resistance to the
outflow of a liquid. The cross-section of an iijulai;, is

generally circular; longitudinally, the most advantageous
section approaches that of two frustums of cones with their
smaller liases in contact. The we ml is also used for the

spoilt or no/le of a funnel or of a fountain. Sometimes
sprlk'il (KljutU'i,'.

akamatsu (a-ka-mats'), n. [< Jap. aka, red, +
uiiitnu, pine.] Japanese red pine; the /'iinix

densiflora.

akazga (a-kaz'ga), . [Native name.] A kind
of poison used as an ordeal in Africa. Also
called boudoti (see voudou) and awn.

akazgia (a-kaz'ji-a), .. [NL., < akazga.~\ An
alkaloid obtained from akazga, resembling
strychnine in its physiological action.

akbeer (ak'ber), n. [Hind.] A red powder
thrown on the clothes and person at Hindu fes-

tivals.

ake, . and v. See ache1
.

Akebia (a-ke'bi-a), . [NL., < Jap. nfcc&i.] A
genus of woody climbing plants, natural order

Jierberidacece, of China and Japan. A. i/ninata has
been introduced into cultivation, and is a handsome, hardy
vine, with dark-green digitate leaves and small purplish
flowers.

akee (a-ke'), n. The Cupania (Rlighia) sapida,
natural order Sapindacece, a native of Guinea,
whence it was car-

ried by Captain
Bligh to Jamaica in

1793, and thence dis-

seminated over the
West Indies and
South America. It

is a small tree, with ash-
like leaves and a fleshy
fruit containing several large jet-black seeds partly em-
bedded in a whit* spongy aril. This aril when cooked
becomes somewhat like custard, and is highly es-

teemed.

akehornt, n. A corrupt spelling of acorn.

akelet, v. t. [< ME. aJceleu (also achelen), < AS.

dcelan, < a- + celan, > E. keel3
,
make cool: see

keeft and acoW.] To make cold; cool. Court

of Love.

akembo, akembow (a-kem'bo), prep. phr. as

adv. See ul~imbo.

akene, akenium, . Same as achenium, 1.

akerif (a'ker), . The old and regular spelling
of acre.

aker2
t, . Older form of acker2 .

Akera (ak'e-ra), . Same as Accra, 1.

akernt, 1?ne historically correct but long
obsolete spelling of acorn.

akerspiret, v. and . An old spelling of aero-

spire.

aker-stafft, n. See acre-staff.

akey (ak'a), n. [Native term.] The monetary
standard of the Gold Coast of Africa, equal to

20 grains of gold-dust, or about 80 cents.

akimbo, akimbow (a-kim'bo), prep. phr. as
adv. or a. [Recently also written akembo,
akembow, earlier a-kimbo, a-kembo, a kimbow, a

kembo, on kimbo, on kimbow, and by apheresis
kimbo, kimbow, kembo (used attrib. as an adj.
and also as a verb : see kimbo, kimbow), also

with perverted termination, a-kimbolt, a-kcm-

boll, on kemboll, a kenbold, a kcnbol, early mod.
E. a kenbow, on kenbow, < ME. (once) in kenc-

bowe, i. e.,
' in keen bow,' in a sharp bend, at

an acute angle, presenting a sharp elbow : in

or on, E. a3
; kcne, E. keen*, sharp-pointed,

sharp-edged (in common use in ME. as ap-
plied to the point of a spear, pike, dagger, goad,
thorn, hook, anchor, etc., or the edge of a knife,

sword, ax, etc.); bowe, E. ftoic2
,
a bend: see

a3
,
keen1

, bow"*, and cf. elbow ; for the phonetic
changes, cf . alembic, limbeck, and keelson, kelson,
kilson. In its earliest use, and often later, the

term connotes a bold or defiant attitude, in-

volving, perhaps, an allusion to keen in its other
common ME. sense of 'bold.' Previous ex-

planations, all certainly erroneous, have been :

(1) It. aschembo, asghembo, or rather a schembo,
a sghembo, across, awry, obliquely (Skinner,

Wedgwood) ; (2) < a cambok, in the manner of

a crooked stick (ME. cambok, Sc. cammock, a

crooked stick, a shinny-club : see cammock^) ;

(3) a cam bow, in a crooked bow : a phrase in-

vented for the purpose, like the once-occurring
a-gambo for akembo, simulating cam2 , gamb; (4)
Icel. kengboginn, crooked, < kengr, a crook, sta-

ple, bend, bight, + boginn, bent, pp. of bjuga =
AS. bugan, E. bow1

: see kink and bow1 .']
Lit-

erally, in a sharp bend
;

at an acute angle ;

adjectively, bent; crooked: said of the arms
when the hands are on the hips and the elbows
are bent outward at an acute angle.
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Tile hoost . . . set his hond in krni'htnrr. . . .

\Voulst thow, said he to Beryn, for to skorne me?
Tale of llcryn (ed. Furnivall), 1837.

A liook through which folly and ignorance, those breth-
ivri s. hum- ami impotent, do ridiculously look very big
and very dull, strut and hobble, cheek by jowl, with their

arms mi tciinlxi, being led and supported, and bully-backed
by that blind Hector, Irnpmk-nrr.

Ih'nitix, Pope's Ess. on Criticism, p. 30.

That struts in this fashion with his Arms a kimbti, like

a C'ity Magistrate. Dryden, Amphitryon, ii.

She would clap her arms a kimbo.

Steele, Spectator, No. 187.

akin (a-kin'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a* +
l;in '

;
earlier of kin, which is still in use : see

kin1
,
n. Sometimes abbr. kin: see kin 1

, a.]
Of kin. Specifically (a) Related by blood; hence, in-

timately allied, as by affinity, union, or structure : as, the
two families are near akin ; the buffalo is akin to the 01.

A.'.m to thine is this declining frame,
Ami this poor beggar claims an Uncle's name.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

Wert thou akin to me in some new name
Dearer than sister, mother, or all blood,
I would not hear thee speak.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, i. 3.

(b) Allied by nature ; partaking of the same properties :

as, envy and jealousy arc near akin ; "pity's akin to love,"

Southern, Oroonoko, ii. 1.

Near akin as the judicial and military actions originally

are, they are naturally at first discharged by the same
agency. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 528.

= Syn. Kin, kindred, cognate, analogous.

akinesia (ak-i-ne'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aiavt/ala,

quiescence, motionlessness, < a-
priv.

+ Kivt/atf,

motion, < KIVCIV, move.] Paralysis of the motor
nerves

;
loss of the power of voluntary motion.

Also written acinesia, akinesis.

akinesic (ak-i-ne'sik), a. Pertaining to, of the
nature of, or characterized by akinesia.

akinesis (ak-i-ne'sis), n. Same as akinesia.

Akkad, n. See Accad.

Akkadian, a. and n. See Accadian.

akmite, . See acmite.

aknee (a-ne'), prep. phr. as adv. [< ME. a kne,
a cne, on kne, on cneowe, < AS. on cneow : on, E.
a3

; cnedw, E. knee."] On the knee or knees.

[Bare.]
Aknee they fell before the Prince.

Southey, Madoc.

aknowt, aknowledget. Older forms of acknow,
acknowledge.
ako (ak'6), w. [Hung. ako.] A liquid measure
used in Hungary, equal to about IfH gallons.

akornt, n. ATI old spelling of acorn.

al1
(ill), n. [< Hind, dl, a plant (see def.).] A

plant of the genus Morinda, allied to the madder.
ar2t, a., adv., and n. An old form of all.

Al. In chcm., the symbol for aluminium.
al- 1

. An assimilated form of Latin ad- before I

(see ad-) ;
also an erroneous form of a-1

,
from

Anglo-Saxon a-. See ad-.

al-2 . [Ar. al, in mod. AT. commonly el; before
a sibilant or a liquid, the I is assimilated (as-,

az-, ar-, am-, an-, etc.), with the elision of the

vowel if another vowel precedes.] A prefix in

some words of Arabic origin, being the Arabic
definite article " the "; as in alcaid, alchemy, al-

cohol, alcove, Aldebaran, algebra, alguazil, alkali,

Alkoran, etc.; and, variously disguised, in apri-

cot, artichoke, assagai, azimuth, hazard, lute, etc.
;

also el, as in elixir.

-al. [< F. -al, -el = Sp. Pg. -al = It. -ale, < L.

-alis, ace. -alem, an adj. suffix,
' of the kind of,'

'pertaining to,' varying with -art's, orig. the
same as -alis, and used for it when I precedes,
as in al-aris, E. al-nr : see -ar'*. In OF. this suf-

fix was reg. -el, > ME. -el, but afterward -al

prevailed: cf. mortal, annual, gradual, n., etc.

As a noun suffix, -al is due to the adj. suffix, L.

-alis, neut. -ale, in nouns also -al (as animal,
animal). In espousal, and some other words,
-al is ult. due to L. -dl-ia, neut. plur. ;

hence
the plur. E. form, espousals. In bridal and
burial -al is of different origin. Cf. -el and -i/.]

A very common suffix, of Latin origin, it forms
from nouns in Latin, and thence in English (o) Adjec-
tives, as in oral [< L. or-dlis, < on (or-), mouth], manual K k
manu-dlis, < manu-8, hand], etc. : in this use equivalent to

ar, of the same ultimate origin, as in alar, polar, both
forms occurring with a differentiation of meaning in lin-

eal, linear (which see), (b) Secondary from primary adjec-
tives, as in equalK L. tequ-alis, < cptiu-us, equal], whence in

English -al is now applied to Latin adjectives ending in

-e-us, -i-ux, -W-MJ*, -rn-us, -i-s, -ic-us, etc., to give them a dis-

tinctive English form, as in aerial, senatorial, perpetual,
eternal, celestial, medical, etc., and similarly to Greek ad-

jectives in -IK-OS, -OK-os, -oei6-jjs (English -ic, -ac, -oid), etc.,
as in musical, heliacal, rhomboidal, etc.; hence in some
cases a differentiation of meaning, as in comic and comical,
historic and

historical, etc. (c) Nouns from such adjec-
tives, as in animal, rival, etc. (d) Nouns from verbs in

English after the analogy of espousal, as in denial, pro-
posal, refusal, etc., and even from native English verbs, as
in bestowal, betrothal, withdrawal, etc.

alabaster

a la (a la). [F. : a, < L. ad, to; la, fern, of def.

art. It, < L. tile, fern. ilia.] To the; in the;
hence, according to

;
in the (fashion of) ;

after
the (manner of): as, Infranciiixr, uftcrthcman-
ner of the French; a In mode, in the fashion.

ala (ii'la), .
; pi. ala (a'le). [L., a wing: see

aisle and axil.} 1. In hot. : (a) One of the two
side petals of a papilionaceous blossom, or the
membranous expansion of an organ, as of a
fruit, seed, stem, etc. See cut under banner,

(b) In mosses, one of the basal lobes or auricles
of the leaves, (c) An axilla or axil. [Rare
in this sense.] 2. In anat., zolil., etc.: (a) A
wing. (6) Any part of a wing-like or flap-like
character: as, ala auris, the upper and outer

part of the external ear. (c)The armpit. 3.

pi. Specifically, in Cirripedia, the lateral parts
of the shell, as distinguished from the parietes,
when they are overlapped by others; when
they overlap they are termed radii. 4. In anc.
Bom. arch., a wing or a small apartment placed
on each side of the atrium of a Roman house.

Audsley. Ala. cinerea (ash-gray wing), a triangular
area on each side of the hinder part of the floor of the
fourth ventricle of the brain, darker than the rest and
containing nuclei of the vagus and glossopharyngeua
nerves. Alse cordis (wings of the heart), in entom., the
series of attachments of the dorsal vessel or heart of an
insect to the walls of the body or other support.

In Insecta it (the dorsal vessel] is attached to the wall
of the body, and sometimes even to the tracheie (in the
larvee of the Muscida;), by the alee cordis.

Qeyenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 283.

Alae nasi (wings of the nose), the parts forming the
outer or lateral boundaries of the nostrils. Alse of the
diaphragm, in anat., its lateral leaflets. AlSB vomeris
(wings of the vomer), the lateral projections of the supe-
rior liorder of the vomer. Ala notha (false wing), in

ornith., the parapterum ; the scapular, axillary, and tertial

feathers of a bird's wing, collectively considered. Ala
sphenoidalis, wing of the sphenoid bone, especially the
greater wing. See cut under aphenoid. Ala spuria, in
ornith. See alula. Ala vespertilionis (bat's wing), a
term applied to the broad ligament of the human uterus
and associated parts, from some fancied resemblance to a
bat's wing.

Alabamian (al-a-ba'mi-an), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to Alabama, one of the southern
United States.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of the State
of Alabama.
alabandine (al-a-ban'din), . [<L. Alabandina

(sc. gemma), a precious stone, fern, of Alaban-

dinus, pertaining to Alabanda, a city in Caria,
Asia Minor, now Arab-Hissar.] Manganese
glance or blende, a sulphid of manganese. Also
called alabanditc.

alabarch (al'a-bark), n. [< L. alabarches, more
correctly aradarchcs, < Gr. 'A^afiapxyc, more cor-

rectly 'Apafiapxyr,, the prefect of the Arabian
nome in Egypt, in Josephus appar. as in def.,

<.*Apai(>, pi. "Apapef, Arab, + ap^ctv, rule, govern.]
The title of the governor or chief magistrate of
the Jews in Alexandria under the Ptolemies
and Roman emperors. Also written arabarch.

Philo, the principal of the Jewish embassage, . . .

brother to Alexander the alabarch.

Whiiton, tr. of Josephus, Antiq., xviii. 8.

alabaster (al'a-bas-t6r), w. and a. [Early mod.
E. usually alablaster, allablaster,<.ME. alabastre,
alabaster, alabaustre, alabast (= OD. alabast,
abast, D. albast = Dan. alabast = Sw. albaster,
now alabaster), < OF. alabastre, F. albdtrc = Sp.
Pg. It. alabantro = MHG. G. alabaster, < ML. ala-

bastrum, alabaustrum, alabaster (the mineral),
< L. alabaster, m., alabastrum, neut., a box or
casket for perfumes, unguents, etc., tapering
to a point at the top, hence also the form of a

rose-bud, = Goth, alabalstraun, < Gr. dAd/faffrpof,

m., o/la/faorpov, neut., earlier and more correctly
oAa/Jaorof, a box, casket, or vase of alabaster

(later also of other materials), the mineral
itself being hence known as d/a/iatTT/rT/f or aXa-

/iaarpiTiK, L. alabastrites (see alabantritett) ;
said

to be named from a town in Egypt where there
were quarries of alabaster; but in fact the
town was named from the quarries, 'A/Mftaarpuv
*6?Uf (Ptolemy), L. Alabastron oppidum, i. e.,

'town of alabastra.' In Ar. and Pers. alabas-
ter is called rukham."] I. n. If. A box, casket,
or vase made of alabaster. See alabastrum.
2. A marble-like mineral of which there are
two well-known varieties, the gypseous and the
calcareous. The former is a crystalline granular variety
of sulphate of calcium or gypsum, CaS04.2HoO. It is of

various colors, as yellow, red, and pray, but is most es-

teemed when pure white. Being soft, it can be formed by
the lathe or knife into small works of art, as vases, statu-

ettes, etc. For this purpose the snow-white, fine-grained
variety found near Florence in Italy is especially prized.
Calcareous or Oriental alabaster (the alabastrites of the

ancients) is a variety of carbonate of calcium or calcite,

occurring as a stalactite or stalagmite in caverns of lime-
stone rocks.



alabaster

II. a. Made of alabaster, or resembling it:

as, "an alabaster column," Addison, Travels

in Italy.- Alabaster glass, an opaque enamel or glass
made in imitation of alabaster.

alabastos (al-a-bas'tos), n. Same as alabastrum.

alabastra, Plural of alabaetntm,

alabastrian (iil-a-bas'tri-an), a. Pertaining to

or like alabaster.

alabastrine (al-a-bas'trin), a. Of, pertaining

to, or resembling alabaster. Alabastrine posi-

tive, in iilmtuy., a collodion positive on glass, in which the

light portions of the picture have been bleached and

rendered permanently white in a bath of bichlorid of mer-

cury, alcohol, and nitric and hydrochloric acids.

alabastrites (al"a-bas-trl'tez), . [L., < Gr.

a'/MpaaTpiTi/i;, more correctly aAaftaariTr/g (sc.

A/0of, stone), calcareous alabaster, < aAa/Wrof,
a box or vase: see alabaster.} A precious and

richly veined mineral much used in ancient art
;

the hard Oriental alabaster. See alabaster, 2.

It is evident from Pliny that the Alabastrite* which this

Phrygian marble resembled was diversified with varied

colours. Stuart and Remtt, Antiq. of Athens, I. v.
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I have not that alacrity of spirit, applied ill Texas and westward, as in Mexico,
Sor cheer of mind, that I was wont to have to Spec jes of the COttonwood (Populus).

alamodality (a"la-m6-dal'i-ti), n. [< nliiimtdr

+ -nlity, after modality.} Conformity to the pre-

vailing mode or fashion of the times. [Rare.]
Doubtless it hath been selected for me because of its

alamodality --a good and pregnant word.

Southey, Doctor, interchapter \\.

Hence 3. Readiness; quickness; swiftness.

With a dream's alacrity of change,
The priest, and the swart fisher by his side,

Beheld the Eternal City lift its domes.
Whittier, Dream of Pio Nono.

alabastrum (al-a-bas'trum), n.
; pi. alabastra

(-tra). [L., < Gr. a/M/}a<rrpov : see alabaster.}

1. In Gr. antiq., a small elongated
vase for unguents or perfumes,
rounded at the bottom and provided
with a broad rim about a small ori-

fice. Vases of this class were originally so

called because made of alabaster ;
but the

name was applied also to vessels of similar

form and use in other materials, as metal,

glass (sometimes richly ornamented in col-

or), or pottery. Sometimes called alabaster,
alabatttox.

2. [NL., also alal>astrus; prop. L.

alabaster (ace. pi. alabastros, in

Pliny), a rose-bud: see alabaster.}
A flower-bud. iconic alabastrum, a

name sometimes given to an alabastrum

terminating above in a figure or head.

a la carte (a la kart). [F. -. A la
\;

-:-/

'$1
(see A la); carte = Pr. Sp. It. ci/rtd, \iyjigr

< L. charta, card: see eardl, chart, Alabastrum
and charta.} By a bill of fare: as,
dinner A la carte, that is, a dinner in which only
such dishes as have been ordered from the bill

of fare are paid for : opposed to table d'hote, in

which a fixed charge is made covering the whole

meal, whether all the dishes served in regular
course are eaten, or only some of them. See
carte1

,
1.

alack (a-lak'), interj. [Early mod. E. alac,

alacke, North, alake, alaik; according to Skeat,
< a9

, ah, + lack, failure, fault, disgrace. Other-

wise explained as a variation of alas, q. v.
;
the

phonetic change is unusual, but interjections
are unstable. Also shortened to lack.} An
exclamation expressive of sorrow. [Obsolete
or poetical.]

A lack, when once our grace we have forgot,

Nothing goes right. Shak., M. for M., iv. 4.

Alack, alack, his lips be wondrous cold !

Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 2.

alackaday (a-lak'a-da), interj. [Also alack the

day ! as if alas the day ! day being vaguely used.

Also shortened to lackaday, q. v.] An exclama-
tion expressive of regret or sorrow. Also writ-

ten alack the day. [Now rare.]

Alack the day, ... I pray you tell me is my boy . . .

alive or dead?
'

Shak., M. of V., ii. 2.

alacrify (a-lak'ri-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. alac-

rified, ppf. alacrifying. [< L. alacer, alacris,

cheerful, + -ficare, < facere, make : see -fy.} To
make cheerful

;
rouse to action

;
excite. [Rare.]

alacrioust (a-lak'ri-us), a. [< L. alacer, ala-

cris, lively, brisk, quick, eager, active, cheerful

(> It. altegro = OF. alegre: see allegro and ale-

ger), + -CMS.] Acting with alacrity ; cheerfully

prompt or brisk.

'Twere well if we were a little more alacrious and exact
in the performance of the duty.

Hammond, Works, IV. 550.

alacriouslyt (a-lak'ri-us-li), adv. With alac-

rity; briskly.
alacriousnesst (a-lak'ri-us-nes), n. Alacrity;
cheerful briskness.

To infuse some life, some alacrioustiess into you.
Hammond, Sermons, p. 553.

alacritOUS (a-lak'ri-tus), a. [< alacrity + -ous.}
Brisk

; lively ;
cheerful

;
full of alacrity. Haw-

thorne.

alacrity (a-lak'ri-ti), n. [= F. alacrite = It.

alncrita, <'L. alacrita(t-)s, liveliness, briskness,
< alacer, alacris, lively, brisk: see alacrioiix.} 1.

Liveliness; briskness; sprightliness. 2. Cheer-

ful readiness or promptitude ;
cheerful willing-

A hawk's leg erased
,'t la cuisse, belled,

jessed, and varveled.

( From Berry's
"
Diet,

of Heraldry.")

a spotted colt.] A genus of rodent mammals, of

the family Dipodidce, or jerboas, of the murine
series of the suborder Simplicidentata, order

liodentia. It belongs to the same subfamily (DipodiruK)
as the true jerboas of the genus Dipm, but is distinguished
from them by having hind feet with 5 toes instead of 3,

plain instead of grooved upper incisors, a small upper
premolar on each side, and certain cranial characters

resulting from less development of the occipital region of

the skull. The best-known species is A. jaculus, which
resembles a jerboa, but is larger, with a longer, tufted

tail. It is yellowish above and white beneath, moves on
all-fours as well as by leaping, lives in colonies in tinder-

ground burrows, and hibernates in winter. Species of

the genus occur throughout a large part of central Asia,

Syria, Arabia, etc., and also in northern Africa. They are

a la cuisse (a la kwes). [P., at the thigh: see

a la and cuisse.} Literally, at the thigh: ap-

plied in her. to a leg used as a

bearing, when it is erased or

couped in the middle of the

thigh.
Aladdinist (a-lad'in-ist), re. [<

Aladdin, a learned divine under
Mohammed II. and Bajazet II.,

+ -ist. The name Aladdin, Ar.

A'l-ad-din, means '

height of

faith or religion'; < a'ld, height,

acme, 'aliy, high, + al, the, +
din, faith, creed.] A free-thinker among the

Mohammedans.
Aladdinize (a-lad'in-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.

Aladdinized, ppr. Aladdinizing . [< Aladdin, the

possessor of the magic lamp, in the "Arabian

Nights," a common personal name (see Alad-

dinist), + -ize.} To transform as if by magic.
N. E. D.

aladja (al-a-ja'), n. [Prob. the same as alatcha,
both appar. repr. Turk, alaja, spotted, streaked,
< ala, spotted, + -ja, an adj. formative.] A cot-

ton stuff made throughout Turkey and Greece
;

nearly the same as alatcha (which see).

alae, n. Plural of ala.

alagai (al'a-gi), n. [Cf. aladja.} A mixed
textile fabric of silk and cotton, obtained from
southern Russia and Asia Minor.

a-la-grecque, a-la-grec (a-la-grek'), . [P.,

after the Greek (fashion) : see a la and Greek.}
In arch-., a name for the Greek fret. Sometimes
written aligreel;. See frefi, n.

Alahance (al-a-hans'), n. [Prob. of Ar. origin.]
A small constellation, better called Sagitta

(which see).
alais6 (a-la-za'), a. [F. form, as if pp. oi*alaiser,
< A faise, at ease, easily : see a la and ease.} In

her., same as humete.

Alali, n. Plural of Alalus.

alalia (a-la'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. as if t&aMa, <

dAa/lof, not talking: see Alalus.} In pathol.,

partial or complete loss of the power of articu-

lation, due to paralysis of muscles employed in

articulating. See anarthria.

alalite (al'a-lit), n. [< Ala, a valley in Piedmont,
+ -lite, < Gr. U6oc,, stone.] Same as diopside.

Alalus (al'a-lus), n. ; pi. Alali (-Ii). [NL., < Gr.

aXaAof, not" talking, < o- priv. + Aa/Uw, talk.]
Haeckel's hypothetical "ape-man," a conjec-

"

,
based upon the Pithe-

speechless man, sup-
iliG

called the human form, but destitute of the

power of framing and using speech, as well as

of the capacities accompanying that faculty,
Haeckel uses the terms ^4,/and Pithecan-

thropus interchangeably.
The ape-men, or Alali, were therefore probably already

in existence toward the close of the tertiary epoch.
Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 182.

alameda (ii-la-ma'da), . [Sp. and Pg., a pop-
lar-grove, any public walk planted with trees,
< Sp. and Pg. alamo, poplar: see alamo.} A
shaded public walk, especially one planted with

poplar-trees. [Texas, and other parts of the

United States settled by Spaniards.]
alamo (a'la-mo), n. [Sp., = Pg. alamo, alemo,
the poplar; Sp. alamo bianco, white poplar,
alamo negro, 'black poplar,'!, e., alder; prob.

(through "almo, *alno) < L. alnus, alder: see

The Spanish name of the poplar-tree :

'}.la and mode.} I. adv. In the

fashion
; according to the fashion or prevailing

mode.
II. a. Fashionable

; according to some par-
ticular fashion. Alamode beef, beef alamode
(often, or more commonly, beef a la modi'), beef larded

and stewed or braised with spices, vegetables, fine herbs,
wine. etc.

III. n. If. A fashion.

For an old man to marry a young wife ... is become the

A la mode of the times.

Kennet, tr. of Erasm. Moria; Enc., p. 44. (N. E. D.)

2. A thin glossy silk for hoods, scarfs, etc.

alamort, a la mort (al-a-m6rt', a la mort), a.

[Sometimes written all amort, as if all, adv., with

amort, q. v.
;
< F. a la mort, lit. to the death : a la

(see a la) ; mort, < L. mor( t-)s, death : see mortal. }

In a half-dead or moribund condition
;

de-

pressed ; melancholy.
'Tis wrong to bring into a mix'd resort

What makes some sick, and others a-la-mort.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 292.

alant, alantt, n. [Early mod. E. also allan, al-

land, etc., < ME. alant, aland, alaunt, < OF. alan,

"allan, a kind of big, strong, thick-headed and
short-snouted dog; the brood whereof came
first out of Albania (old Epirus). Allan de

boucherie is like our mastivo, and serves butch-
ers to bring in fierce oxen, and to keep their

stalls. Allan gentil is like a greyhound in all

properties and parts, his thick and short head

oxcepted. Allan yautre,
a great and ugly cur

of that kind (having a big head, hanging lips,

and slouching ears), kept only to bait the bear,
and wild boar" (Cotgrave), also with excres-

cent
t, alant, allant, It. Sp. alano = Pg. alilo, <

ML. alanus, a kind of hunting-dog, perhaps
named from the Alani (L. Alani, Gr. 'AAavoi), a

Scythian nation upon the Tanais (Don).] 1. A
species of large dog, used to hunt beasts of prey.

Aboute his char ther wenten white alauntz

Twenty and mo, as gret as any stere,
To hunten at the Icon or the dere.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1290.

2. In her., a mastiff-dog with short ears.

Also written aland, alaun,

alawnd, alaunt, etc.

I

aland1 (a-land'), prep. phr. as

adv. [< !ME. alond, alonde, o

lande, < AS. ore land (ace.),
ore lande (dat.): on, E. on, as

;

land, lande, E. land.} On or at

land. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Alan. He made his shippe alonde for to

(From Berry's "Diet. sette.
of Heraldry." } Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2186.

3d Fish. Master, I marvel how the fishes live in the sea.

1st Fi*h. Why, as men do a-land ; the great ones eat

up the little ones. Shak., Pericles, ii. 1.

A well-hooped cask our shipmen brought aland
That knew some white-walled city of the Rhine.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 33.

aland2 (al'and), re. [< Dan. aland, the chaven-

der, chub, = Icel. Slum, *olunn, a fish, supposed
to be the mackerel, = OS. alund (Kluge) = OHG.
alant, alunt, MHG. G. alant, the chub or mul-
let

; origin obscure.] A fish, same as orfe.

aland :;

t, re. Same as alan.

alandier (a-lan'der), . [Appar. < P. a landier :

a, to, with; landier, andiron: see andiron.} A
fireplace used in connection with a porcelain-
kiln. See kiln.

alane (a-lan'), a. and adv. Scotch form of alone.

alanin, alanine (al'a-nm), . [<L. al(dehyde)
+ -an (a meaningless syllable) + -in2

,
-ine2.} An

organic base (C3H7NOo) obtained by heating
aldehyde ammonia with hydrocyanic acid in

presence of an excess of hydrochloric acid. It

forms compounds both with acids and with
some of the metals, as copper, silver, and lead.

alantt, . Same as alan.

alantin, alantine (a-lan'tin), . [< G. alant,

OHG. alant (origin unknown), elecampane, +
E. -in2

,
-ine2.} A substance resembling starch,

found in the root of elecampane ;
inulin (which

see).
alar (a'lar), o. [< L. rtteris, more frequently
alarms ('"> E. alary), < ala, a wing : see aisle. } 1 .

Pertaining to or having alas or wings. 2. In

bot., borne in the forks of astern; axillary; situ-



alar

atedin the axils or forks of a plant.- Alar artery
and vein, a small artery and its attendant vein supplying
the axilla, usually termed the alar thoracic artery and
vein. Alar cartilage, the lower lateral cartilages of the
nose. Alar cells, in mosses, the cells at the basal aimlcs
of a leaf. Alar expanse, <>r alar extent, in nrnith. and
cntinn., the distance from tip to tip of the spread wings of

a bird or an insect. Alar flexure. Boe JWRUV. JUV
ligaments, in (mat., two fringe-like folds springing from
the ligatnentum mucosum of the knee-joint mid projecting
Into the synovial cavity. Also called plicce adipostr and
iiinr,<ifj>iiiiii.

alarget (a-larj'), v. t. [< ME. alargen = OF.

*alargir (cf. OF. eslargir, F. elargir, with pre-
fix es-

t
< L. ex-), < ML. "allargire (cf. Pr. /-

gar = Sp. Pg. alargar, < ML. allargarc), < L.

ad, to, + ML. lartjire, Itirgare, enlarge ;
cf . L.

largiri, give largess, grant, < largus, large : see

large. Cf . enlarge.] To enlarge ;
increase.

Alaria (a-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. alarius, < ala,
a wing: see aisle.'] A genus of olive-brown

algae, found in the colder parts of the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans. The membranous frond is from
3 to 20 feet long and has a thick midrib. A. ettntlenta is

variously called badderlocks, henu'are, or murlinn. The
midrib is used as an article of food in some parts of Scot-

land and Ireland, and in Iceland.

alarm (a-larm'), . [Also alarum, and abbrev.
Inrum

,
a form, now partly differentiated in mean-

ing, due to rolling the r; formerly also allarm,

allarme, aW army ; < ME. alarme, used interjec-

tionally, alarom, a loud noise (= D. G. 8w. Dan.

alarm, alarm, noise, by apheresis G. larm, Dan.

fara),< OF. alarme,
" an alarum "

(Cotgrave), =
Pr. alarma = Sp. Pg. alarma, < It. allarme, tu-

mult, fright, alarm, < aW ante, to arms ! alle, <

a (< L. ad), to, + le, fern, pi., < L. illas, ace. fern,

pi. of ille, the ; arme, fern. pl.,< L. arma, neut. pi.,

arms : see arm2.] 1 . A summons to arms, as on
the approach of an enemy ; hence, any sound,
outcry, or information intended to give notice
of approaching danger.
Sound an alarm in my holy mountain. Joel ii. 1.

Eeady to ride and spread the alarm
Through every Middlesex village and farm.

Longfelltm; Paul Revere's Ride.

2f. A hostile attack
;
a tumult

;
a broil

;
a dis-

turbance.

Remove your siege from my unyielding heart ;

To love's alarum it will not ope the gate.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 424.

3. A sudden fear or painful suspense excited

by an apprehension of danger ; apprehension ;

fright : as, there is nothing in his illness to

cause alarm.

I shook her breast with vague alarm*.

Tennyson, The Letters.

4. A warning sound
;
a signal for attention

;
an

urgent call, summons, or notification. Specifically

(a) In fencing, an appeal or a challenge made by a step
or stamp on the ground with the advancing foot. (M In

freetnajonry, a knock at the door of the lodge to give
warning, as of the entrance of a candidate for initiation.

5. A self-acting contrivance of any kind used
to call attention, rouse from sleep, warn of

danger, etc. Sueh devices arc made in a great variety
of forms, as, for example, alarm-clocks, fog-bells, fog-

whistles, and sounding or whistling buoys ; bells to indi-

cate changes in temperature, the opening or shutting of

doors, gates, or drawers, the arrival of a given hour, or
the condition of telephone- and telegraph-wires ; signals
to call attention to the escape of gas, steam, water,
air, etc. Alarm Check-valve, a valve in a steam-en-

gine, usually closed by a spring and opening under the

pressure of steam, used to give an alarm when the in-

jector ceases to work or refuses to start. Electric
alarm. See electric. Low-water alarm, in a steam-

boiler, an automatic device for giving a signal by sound-

ing a whistle when the water falls below the point of

safety. =Syn. 1. Alarum, tocsin. 3. Alarm, Apprehen-
sion, Frijjht, Terror, Dismay, Conxternation, Panic, af-

fright, agitation, flutter, perturbation. These words all

express degrees of fear in view of possible or certain, per-
haps imminent, danger. Apprehension is the lowest de-

gree of fear ; the mind takes hold of the idea of danger,
and without alarm considers the best way of meeting it.

Alarm, is the next stage ; by derivation it is the alarum or
summons to arms. The feelings are agitated in view of
sudden or just-discovered danger to one's self or others.

Generally its effect upon the mind is like that of appre-
hension; it energizes rather than overpowers the mental
faculties. Fright, terror, and dimay are higher and per-
haps equal degrees of fear ; their difference is in kind and
in effect Fright affects especially the nerves and senses,
being generally the effect of sudden fear. Terror may be
a later form of fright, or independent and as sudden ; it

overpowers the understanding and unmans one. Ditmay
appals or breaks down the courage and hope, and there-

fore, as suggested by its derivation, the disposition to do
anything to ward off the peril ; what (/W/IWT/X one may be
the failure or loss of his chosen means of defense. Fright
and terror are often the effect of undefined fears, as in

superstition, and are especially used with reference to

physical fear. Consternation overwhelms the mental fac-

ulties by the suddenness or the utterly unexpected great-
ness of the danger. Panic is a peculiar form of fear

;
it is

sudden, demoralizing, a temporary madness of fear, alto-

gether out of proportion to its cause ; there may even be
no cause discoverable. It is the fear of a mass of people,
or, figuratively, of animals.
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It was clear that great alarm would be excited through-

out Europe if either the Emperor or the Dauphin should
become King of Spain.

Macaulay, Mahon's Succession in Spain.

Rip now felt a vague apjirehension stealing over him ;

he ... perceived a strange figure slowly toiling up the
rocks. Irving, Rip Van Winkle.
To go to bed was to lie awake of cold, with an added

shudder ot fright whenever a loose casement or a waving
curtain chose to give you the goose-flesh.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 30.

shadows to-night
Have struck more terror to the soul of Richard,
Than can the substance of ten thousand soldiers.

Shak., Kich. III., v. 3.

Dismay seized our soldiers, the panic spread, increased

by the belief that a fresh army had come up and was en-

tering the field. W. Ware, Zenobia, II. xiii.

Conceive but for a moment the consternation which the

approach of an invading army would impress on the
"
peaceful villages in this neighbourhood.

R. Hall, Reflections on War.
Each ill*- child and the soldier] is liable to panic, which

is, exactly, the terror of ignorance surrendered to the im-

agination. Etni-rson, Courage.

alarm (a-larm'), v. [(alarm, n.] I. trans. 1.

To call to arms for defense
; give notice of dan-

ger to; rouse to vigilance and exertions for

safety: as, alarm the watch.
A countryman had come in and alarmed the Signoria

before it was light, else the city would have been taken
by surprise. George Eliot, Romola, II. liv.

2. To surprise with apprehension of danger;
disturb with sudden fear

;
fill with anxiety by

the prospect of evil.

Fan flies alann'd into the neighbouring woods,
And frighted nymphs dive down into the floods.

Dryden, Art of Poetry, ii. 245.

A screech-owl at midnight has alarmed a family more
than a band of robbers. Addimn, Spectator, No. 7.

Il.t intranti. To give an alarm.

Now, valiant chiefs ! since heaven itself alarm*,
Unite. Pope, Iliad, ii. 93.

alarmable (a-lar'ma-bl), a. [< alarm + -able.']

Liable to be alarmed or frightened.
alarm-bell (a-larm'bel), . A bell used in giv-

ing notice of danger, as from the approach of
an enemy, from fire, etc.

On the gates alarm-bells or watch-bells.

HiltM, Hist. Moscovia, iii.

alarm-bird (a-larm'berd), . A species of tura-

cou, Schizorhis zonurus, of Africa.

alarm-clock (a-larm'klok), n. A clock which
can be so set as to make a loud and continued
noise at a particular time, in order to arouse
from sleep or attract attention.

alarm-compass (a-larm'kum"pas), n. A mari-
ner's compass having an electrical attachment
for indicating by an alarm any deviation of the

ship from its course.

alarm-funnel (a-larm'fun'el), n. A form of
funnel for use in filling casks or barrels, so
constructed that when the liquid has risen to

a certain height in the cask a bell is rung.
alarm-gage (a-larm'gaj), . A contrivance for

indicating automatically, by an alarm, when
pressure, as in a steam-boiler or an air-com-

pressor, reaches a certain point.

alarm-gun (a-larm'gun), n. A gun fired as a

signal of alarm.

alarmingly (a-lar'ming-li), adv. In an alarm-

ing manner
;
with alarm

;
in a manner or de-

gree to excite apprehension.
This mode of travelling . . . seemed to our ancestors

wonderfully, and indeed alarmingly, rapid.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

alarmism (a-lar'mizm), n. [< alarm + -ism."]
A tendency to create alarms, or to be alarmed

needlessly; a state of needless alarm; the con-
dition or practice of an alarmist. [Rare.]
alarmist (a-lar'mist), n. [< alarm + -1st; = F.

alarmiste.] One who excites alarm; one who
is prone to raise an alarm, as by exaggerating
bad news or prophesying calamities, particu-
larly in regard to political or social matters.
He was frightened into a fanatical royalist, and became

one of the most extravagant alarmists of those wretched
times. Macaulay, Walpole's Letters.

It was as he approached fourscore, during the Adminis-
tration of Sir Robert Peel, that the Duke [of Wellington]
became an alarmist. Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 121.

alarm-lock (a-larm'lok), n. A lock, padlock,
bolt, latch, or knob so arranged that a bell is

caused to ring by any movement of its parts,
or by any attempt to open the door, till, or the

like, to which it is fastened.

alarm-post (a-lann'post), n. A position to

which troops are to repair in case of an alarm.
alarm-watch (a-larm 'wpch), n. A watch pro-
vided with an alarm which can be set to strike

at a given moment, in order to attract attention.

You shall have a gold alarm-watch, which, as there

may be cause, shall awake you. Sir T, Herbert, Memoirs.

a latere

alarum (a-lar'um or a-lar'um), . [A form of
nliinn, due to a strong rolling of the r: see
iiliirm, n.] Same as alarm, but now used only
in sense 4, except poetically.

A Nourish, trumpets ! strike alarum, drums!
Shale., Rich. III., iv. 4.

The dread alarum should make the earth quake to its

centre. Hmrtlmrne, (lid Manse.
She had an alarum to call her up early.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxi.

alarum (a-lar'um or a-lar'um), r. t. Same as
alarm.

Wither'd nmrther,
Alanini'd by his sentinel, the wolf.

Shale., Macbeth, ii. 1.

alarum-bell (a-lar'um-bel), n. Same as alarm-
bell.

,

No citizen ean lie down secure that he shall not be
roused by the alarum-bell, to repel or avenge an injury.

Macaidfii/. l>antr.

alary (a'la-ri), a. [<L. alarius: see alar.~\ 1.

Relating "to wings or wing-like parts ; being
wing-like. Specifically applied, in cittern., to certain
muscles passing in pairs from the walls of the pericardial
chamber of some insects to the abdominal parietes. See
"/'' cordvt, under ala.

The alary system of insects.

Wollaston, Variation of Species, p. 45.

Tile alary muscles, which in most insects are fan-shaped,
and lie in pairs, opposite one another, on each side of the
heart, either unite in the middle line, or are inserted into
a sort of fascia, on the sternal aspect of the heart, to which
organ they are not directly attached.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 373.

2. In anat. and hot., wing-shaped,
alas (a-las'), interj. [Early mod. E. also abbr.

las, lass; < ME. alas, allots, alaas, allaas, alace, al-

lace, < OF. a las, ha las, liai las (later Aetos, also
abbr. las; mod. F. lie/as; = Pr. at /<w,o= It. aki

lasso), < a, ah ! (< L. ah, ah!), + las, wretched, <

L. lassus, weary: see lassitude.'] An exclama-
tion expressive of sorrow, grief, pity, concern,
orapprehension of evil : in old writers sometimes
followed by the day or the while : as, alas the day,
alas the while. See alackaday.

For pale and wanne he was (alas the while!).
Spenser, Shep. Cal., Jan.

Alas, the day! I never gave him cause.

Shak., Othello, iii. 4.

Alas for those who never sing,
But die with all their music in them.

0. W. Holmes, The Voiceless.

Alascan (a-las'kan), . A name given to a
foreign Protestant in England during the reign
of Edward VI. So called from John Laski or Alasco,
a Polish refugee of noble birth who was made superinten-
dent of the foreign churches in London.
alaskaite (a-las'ka-It), n. [Better *alaskite, <

Alaska (see def . ) +'-ite
2
.] A sulphid of bismuth,

lead, silver, and copper found at the Alaska
mine in Colorado.
Alaskan (a-las'kan), a. Of or belonging to
the peninsula or territory of Alaska in N. W.
America; growing or found in Alaska: as,
"Alaskan cedar," Science, TV. 475.

alastor (a-las'tqr), . [< Gr. 'AAaoT6)p,the aveng-
ing deity, lit. the unforgetting ;

cf . aAaarof, not
to be forgotten, unceasing, < a- priv. + f

Mar6(,
verbal adj. of 'AaBelv, forget.] A relentless

avenging spirit ;
a nemesis. N. E. D.

Alata (a-la'ta), n. pi. FNL., neut. pi. of L.

alatus, winged: see atote*.] A name given by
Lamarck to a combination of the molluscan
families Strombida;, Aporrhaidte, and Struthio-

lariidce, having reference to the expanded wing-
like outer lip of the shell. See wingshell.

alatCfla(ii-la-cha'),. [See alatlja.] A cotton
stuff made in central Asia, dyed in the thread,
and woven with white stripes on a blue ground.
E. Schuyler, Turkistan, I. 5.

alateH (a-laf), prep. phr. as adv. [< a* for of
+ late.'}" Of late; lately.

Where chilling frosts alate did nip,
There flasheth now a fire. Greene, Doralicia.

alate2
, alated (a'lat, a'la-ted), a. [< L. alatus,

winged, < ala, wing: see aisle.] 1. Winged;
having membranous expansions like wings.

But the Harpies alate
In the storm came, and swept off the maidens.

Mrs. Browning, Poems (1878), p. 219.

Specifically (a) In hot.
, applied to stems and leaf-stalks

with the edges or angles longitudinally expanded into leaf-

like borders, or to other organs having membranous ex-

pansions: opposed to apterous, (b) In conch., having an

expanded lip: applied to shells. See cut under Aporrhaida.
2. In arch., having wings, as a building: as,

"an alate temple," Stukeley, Pala?ographia Sacra

(1763), p. 73.

a latere (a lat'e-re). [L., from the side : a for

ab, from
; latere, abl. of latus, side: see lateral.]

From the side
;
from beside a person : used in

the phrase legate a latere. See legate.



Glass a latticinio.

Woodlark (Alauda ar,

Cf. calandra and fart1 .]

alatern

alatern (al'a-tern), n. Same as alaternus.

alaternus (al-a-ter'nus), n. [The L. name
(Pliny).] A species of Kharnnm, or buckthorn,
often planted in English gardens, RkamnusAla-
ternits. See Khamnus.

alation (a-la'shon), n.

.s,winged: see

1. A winged
condition

;
the state of

being winged or of hav-

ing wings, as a bat, or

parts resembling wings,
as a plant. 2. The
manner of formation or

disposition of the wings,
especially in insects.

alatratet, v. t. See alla-

tmtf.

a latticinio (a lat-ti-

che'ni-6). [It. : a, < L. ad, to
; latticinio, < L.

lacticinium, milk-food, < lac(t-), milk: see lac-

tation.} (Decorated) with lines or bands of

opaque white glass, buried in the transparent
body of the vessel : said of ornamental glass,
such as that made in Murano, near Venice.
Alauda (a-la'da), n. [L., the lark; according
to Pliny, Suetonius, and Gregory of Tours, a

Gaulish or Celtic word
(cf. Bret, alchoueder,

alchouedez, the lark);
said to be "lit. 'great
songstress,' from al,

high or great, and and,
song." The W. name
uchedydd, lit. 'soarer,'
is a different word.
Hence It. aloda = Sp.

alondra, OSp. aluda,
aloa=Pr. alauza=OF.
aloe, with dim. ML.
laudula, laudila, It. al-

lodola, lodola (dial.

lodana), and Olt. alo-

detta, allodetta = OSp.
aloeta = Pr. alauzeta
= P. alouette, the lark.

A genus of birds, typi-
cal of the family Alaudidw, or larks. The genus
was formerly coextensive with the family, but is now re-

stricted to such species as the skylark, A. arvensis, and
the woodlark, A. arborea. The species of Alauda proper
are natives of the old world, and inhabit chiefly its northern
portions ; they are small, plain-colored, spotted, and streak-
ed birds ; they nest on the ground, and are noted for sing-

ing as they soar aloft, and for the delicacy of their flesh.

See Alaudidce and larki.

Alaudidae (a-la'di-de), n. pi. [NL., < Alauda +
4dce.] The lark family ;

a family of birds, of
the order Passeres and suborder Oscines. They
are notably distinguished from other oscine Passeres by
having the tarsi scutellate behind, and are therefore re-

ferred by some to a special series, Oscines scutelliplantares,
in distinction from most other Oscines, which are lamini-

plantar. By others, however, the Alaudidce have been
ranked as a subfamily, Alaudince, under Frinyttlidce. The
hallux bears a lengthened straightened claw. There are

many genera and species, mostly of the old world, and
especially of Africa ; only one genus, Eremophila or Oto-

corys, the shore or horned lark, is indigenous to America.
The Alaudidae are mostly migratory ; they inhabit open
country, nest on the ground, lay colored eggs, and sing as

they soar ; some of the species are gregarious. See Alan-
da and larkl.

Alaudinae (al-a-dl'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Alauda
+ -4nce.~\ A subfamily of larks. The term repre-
sents (o) A subfamily of Fringillida, including all larks.

[Disused.] (b) A subfamily of Alaudidae, including the

typical larks represented by the genus Alauda and its im-
mediate allies.

alaudine (a-la'din), a. [< Alauda + -inei
.~\

Having the character of a lark
; pertaining to

the Alaudidai or lark family.
There is ... abundant evidence of the susceptibility of

the Alaudine structure to modification from external cir-

cumstances. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 316.

alaunt, alaundt, alauntt, n. Same as alan.

Alaus (a-la'us), n. [NL., in form < Gr. afa6f,

blind, < <i- priv.+ AOMV, see
;
but said to be based

on a'AaaOai, wander, roam, stray.] A genus of

click-beetles, of
the family Ela-
teridce. A. ocula-

tU8, one of the largest
of the North Ameri-
can snapping-bee-
tles, is a well-known
species upward of 1J
inches long. It has
two velvety black

spots encircled with
white on the pro-
thorax, and white
dots scattered over
the whole surface ;

its larvfe live in de- d ral a? sli

'
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Alausa (a-la'sa), n. Same as Alosa.

alb 1
(alb), . ['< ME. albe, < AS. albe, < ML. alba

(sc. vestis, garment), fern, of L. a/bus, white : see

aube, the French form.] 1. In the Rom. Ctith.

Ch. (and in many Anglican churches), a white
linen robe, with tight sleeves, worn at the cele-

bration of the eucharist under the chasuble,
cope, or dalmatic by the officiating priest and
his assistants. It reaches to the feet, and is bound
around the waist by a girdle called the alb-cord. Usually
it is ornamented at the edges and wrists with embroidery
or lace-work. The alb was formerly the common dress of
the clergy. Colored albs have been used in the service of
the English Church, The corresponding garment iu the
Greek Church is the stoichariou (which see).

A white albe plain with a vestment or cope.
00* of Common Prayer (1549).

Each priest adorn'd was in a surplice white ;

The bishops donn'd their albs and copes of state.

Fair/ax, Tasso, ii. 4.

2. In the early church, a white garment worn
from the Saturday before Easter until the first

Sunday after Easter by the newly baptized.
Formerly also written alba, albe.

Apparels of the all), square pieces of embroidery in col-

ors or precious orphrey-work sewed or otherwise fastened

upon the alb, commonly in six places : much used between
the eleventh and sixteenth centuries.

alb2 (alb), . [Turk.] A small Turkish coin,

nearly equal in value to a cent.

alba (al'ba), n. [NL. (sc. substantia), fern, of L.

albus, white, used as a noun.] White fibrous

nerve-tissue, as distinguished from the gray or
cellular.

The alba constitutes the columns of the myelon, etc.
Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 472.

albacore (al'ba-kor), n. [Also formerly written

albecore, albocore (cf. F. "albacore, a certain

albe

the sides externally concave, used in the fif-

teenth century and later as a drug-pot.
albarium (al-ba'ri-um), n. [L. (sc. opus, work),
white stucco

;
neut. of albarius, pertaining to

the whitening of walls. Cf. albtirc, whiten, <

albus, white.] A stucco or white lime obtained
from burnt marble. McKlrath; Simmonds.
albata (al-ba'ta), . [NL., < L. albata, fern, of

i//b<itus, clothed in white, made white, pp. of

albarc, make white, < albus, white.] An alloy
consisting of a combination of nickel, zinc, and

copper united in various proportions, often with

antimony, iron, lead, tin, and silver, it is a white
metal, resembling silver in appearance, and is made into

spoons, forks, teapots, etc. Also called British plate and
German silver.

He was not the genuine article, but a substitute, a kind
of albata. G. A. Sola, Baddington Peerage, II. 232.

Albati (al-ba'ti), n.pl. [LL., pi. of L. albatus,
clothed in white : see albata.'] A body of fanat-
ics who about 1400 appeared in Italy as peni-
tents, clad in white garments. They were sup-
pressedby the pope. Also called White Brethren.
albatross (al'ba-tr&s), n. [Formerly albitross,

albetross, also dlgatross (cf. D. albatros= G. al-

batross (but D. usually stormvogel, G. sturmvogel,
'storm-bird') = F. albatros, formerly algatros, =
It. albatro = 8p. albatroste = Pg. albatroz, aU
prob. from or affected by the E. form), a modi-
fication (ale-, ato- changed to alb-, prob. in allu-

sion to L. albus, white) of Pg. alcatraz, a sea-

fowl, cormorant, albatross, orig. a pelican: see

alcatras.] 1. Aweb-footed sea-bird of the petrel
family, Procellariidce, and subfamily Diomede-
incE. About 12 species of albatross are known, all except
the sooty albatross, Phosbetria fuliginosa, belonging to the

genus Dimnedea. They are distinguished as a group from
other birds of the petrel family by having the hind toe

rudimentary, and the tubular nostrils separated, one on
each side of the base of the upper mandible. The bill Is

stout and hooked at the end, the wings are very long, the
tail and feet short, and the stature is very great. Alba-
trosses inhabit the southern seas at large, and the whole
Pacific ocean, but not the northern Atlantic. Some of
them are the largest known sea-birds, and all are noted
for their powers of flight, sailing for hours, and in any di-

caying wood.
9

oral at Sens, with apparels
sewed on the bottom and slee

with apparels of rich stuff
' '

:ves.

Albacore or Tunny (Orcynits alalonga}.

fish in the Indian sea, which is very good
meat," Cotgrave), < Pg. albacor, albacora, al-

becora = Sp. albacora, an albacore, < Ar. al, the,
+ bukr, pi. bakarat, a young camel, a heifer.]
1. A name given to several fishes of the tunny
or mackerel kind, specifically to the germon
or long-finned tunny, Orcynus germo or 0. ala-

longa. See Orcynus and tunny. 2. The Lichia

glauca, a fish of the family Carangidce. Couch.
Also written albicore.

albadara (al-ba-da'ra), . The Arabian caba-
listic name for the basal or sesamoid joint of
the great toe, to which extraordinary properties
were anciently ascribed.

alban (al'ban), n. [< L. albus, white, + -an.]
Awhite resinous substance extracted from gut-
ta-percha by alcohol or ether. Ure, Diet., I. 41.

Albanenses (al-ba-nen'sez), n. pi. [ML., <

Albi in Piedmont.] One of the sects embraced
under the general name Cathari (which see).
Albanensian (al-ba-nen'si-an), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to the Albanenses.
II. n. A member of the sect of the Alba-

nenses.
Albanian (al-ba'ni-an), a. and n. [< Albania."]
I. a. Relating or pertaining to modern Albania,
or to its inhabitants, or their language, man-
ners, customs, etc.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Albania,
a division of European Turkey, comprising the

greater part of the ancient Epirus, and parts of

niyria and Macedonia. 2.

pi. Light cavalry, formerly
recruited in Albania and the

neighboring lands, and armed
according to the Levantine
fashion of the time. There was
such a corps in the service of Charles
VIII. and of Louis XII. of France.
See argolel and estradiot.

3. The language of Albania,
possessing strongly marked
dialects, and usually classed
as Aryan or Indo-European.

[The adjective and noun also apply
to ancient Albania, on the western
coast of the Caspian sea : as, the Al-
banian Gates (Albanice Pylce, now
the pass of Derbend).]
albarello (al-ba-rel'o). n. [It.,
from the shape, which is held
to resemble a tree-trunk

; dim. of albero, a tree.]
An earthen vessel, cylindrical in general shape,

Italian glazed pottery,liangi
17*

Wandering Albatross (Diomedta txttlans).

rection with reference to the wind, without visible move-
ment of the wings. They nest on the ground, and lay a
single white egg. They are very voracious, may be caught
with a hook and line baited with pork, and when taken
on board a vessel are observed to walk with difficulty.
One of the commonest and best-known species is the wan-
dering albatross, D. exulans; it is also the largest species,

having a stretch of wings of about 12 feet an assigned di-

mension of 17J 'set being either a great exaggeration or

highly exceptional. This bird is mostly white, with dark
markings on the upper parts, flesh-colored feet, and a yel-
low bill. The short-tailed albatross, D. brachyura, is a
related but smaller species. It goes far north in the Pa-
cific ocean, where is also found the black-footed albatross,
D. nigripes of Audubon. The yellow-nosed -albatross is

D. chlororhynchus, to which another species, D. culminata,
is closely related ; these, and D. melanophrys, are among
the smaller species, and of about the size of the sooty al-

batross. The latter is wholly dark-colored. From their
habit of following ships for days together without resting,
albatrosses are regarded with feelings of attachment and
superstitious awe by sailors, it being considered unlucky
to kill one. Coleridge has availed himself of this feeling
in his "Ancient Mariner." Also spelled albatros, and in
New Latin form albatrus, as either a generic or a specific
designation.

2. A thin untwilled woolen material used for

women's dresses.

albe 1
,
n. See alb1 .

albe2
t, albeet, conj. Same as albeit. Spenser.



albedo

albedo (al-be'do), n. [L., whiteness, < albus,

white.] Whiteness; specifically, the propor-
tion of light falling on a surface and irregularly
reflected from it: as, the albedo of the moon.
albeit (al-be'it), conj. [< ME. al be it, al be it

that, like al be that, alwere it so that, etc., in con-
cessive clauses, al being the adv. all, found also

joined with though and if, with the subjunctive
of the verb be: see all, adi-., 2 (b), and cf. al-

though.] Although; notwithstanding that.

Whereas ye say, The Lord saith it ; albeit I have not

spoken. Ezek. xiii. 7.

Albeit so mask'd, Madam, I love the truth.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Albert cloth. See cloth.

Albert coal. Same as albertite.

Albertia (al-ber'ti-a), n. [NL., < Albert (Prince
Albert).] 1. A genus of free Rotifera, or wheel-

animalcules, having a lengthened and vermi-
form body, and the trochal disk reduced to a
small ciliated lip around the mouth. Held by
Schmarda to constitute with the genus Scison a separate
group, Peroxotrocha. They are internal parasites of va-
rious oligochffitous annelids, such as the earthworm.
2. A genus of dipterous insects. Kondani, 1843.

3. A genus of crolenterates. Thomson, 1878.

Alberti bass. See bass*.

Albertiidae (al-ber-ti'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Al-
bertia + -iila;.] A family of rotifers, or wheel-

animalcules, of which the genus Albertia is the

type. See Albertia.

Albertine (al'ber-tin), o. Of or pertaining to the

younger and royal branch of the Saxon house
which descended from Albert (G. Albrecht),
Duke of Saxony (1443-1500) Albertine tracts,
pamphlets dealing with economic subjects, written about
1530 under the auspices of the Albertine branch of the
Saxon house, and in opposition to a debasement of the cur-

rency proposed by the Ernesti ne branch of the same house.

The Albertine tracts, according to Roscher, exhibit such
sound views of the conditions and evidences of national

wealth, of the nature of money and trade, and of the rights
and duties of Governments in relation to economic action,
that he regards the unknown author as entitled to a place
beside Raleigh and the other English

"
colonial-theorists

"

of the end of the 16th and beginning of the 17th century.
Encyc. Brit., XIX. 356.

Albertist (al'ber-tist), n. [< ML. Albertishc, pi.,
< Alberlus, Albert.] An adherent of the philos-

ophy of Albertus Magnus, a German scholastic

philosopher (1193-1280). The Albertists were only
recognized as a distinct school in the university of Co-

logne in the fifteenth century. This school was an otf-

shoot from that of the Thomists, from which it differed

concerning many points of logic, physics, and theology.
It was attached to the college of St. Lawrence. The differ-

ences which separated the Albertists from the Thomists
were insignificant. Among other points, the former held
that logic is a speculative, not a practical, discipline ; that
universals in re and pout rein are identical (see universal,
n.); and that the principle of individuation (which see) is

matter.

albertite (al'ber-tit), n. [< Albert, name of a

county in New Brunswick, where this mineral
is found, + -ite2.] A hydrocarbon, pitch-like
in appearance, and related to asphaltum, but
not so fusible nor so soluble in benzine or
ether. It fills a fissure in the lower carboniferous rocks
at the Albert mine in New Brunswick. It is used in the
manufacture of illuminating gas, and of illuminating and
lubricating oils. Also called Albert coal.

albertype (al'ber-tip), n. [< Joseph Albert,
name of the inventor, + type.] 1. A method
of direct printing in ink from photographic
plates. See photolithography. 2. A picture
produced by this method.
albescence (al-bes'ens), n. [< albescent.] The
act or state of growing white or whitish.

albescent (al-bes'ent), a. [< L. albescen(t-)s,

ppr. of albescere, become white, inceptive of al-

bere, be white,< albus, white.] Becoming white
or whitish

; moderately white
;
of a pale, hoary

aspect; bleached; blanched.

albespinet (al'be-spin), . [< ME. albespyne, <

OF. albespine, later aubespine, mod. F. aubepine
= Pr. albespin, < ML. "alba spinus, the white-
thorn (-tree), in ref. to the whiteness of its bark
as contrasted with the blackthorn : L. alba, fern,

of albus, white; spinus, the blackthorn, sloe-

tree, < spina, a thorn, spine : see spine.] The
hawthorn, Cratwgus Oxyacantha.
albicans (al'bi-kanz), .

; pi. albicantia (al-bi-

kau'shi-a). [NL., sc. corpus, body: see albi-

cant.] One of the corpora albicantia of the
brain. See corpora albicantia, under corpus.
albicant (al'bi-kant), a. [< L. albican(t-)s, ppr.
of albicare, be white, < albus, white.] Becom-
ing or growing white. N. E. D.

albicantia, . Plural of albicans.

albication (al-bi-ka'shon), n. [< L. albicare, pp.
*albieatus, be white : see albicant] In hot., a

growing white
;
a development of white patches

in the foliage of plants.
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albicore (al'bi-kor), n. See albacore.

albiflcationt (aFbi-fi-ka'shon), n. [< ME. albifi-

cacioun,<. ML. albijicatio(>i-),<.albificare, whiten :

see albify.] In alchemy, the act or process of

making white. Chaucer.
albiflorous (al-bi-flo'rus), a. [< NL. nlbiflorus,
< L. albus, white, + flos (flor-), a flower.] In

hot., having white flowers.

albifyt (al'bi-fi), v. t. [< ML. albificare, < L. al-

bus, white, + -ficare, < facere, make.] To make
white; whiten.

Albigenses (al-bi-jen'sez), n.pl. [ML., > F. Al-

bigeois, inhabitants of Albi.] A collective name
for the members of several anti-sacerdotal sects
in the south of France in the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries : so called from Albi, in Lan-
guedoc, where they were dominant. They revolted
from the Church of Rome, were charged with Manicluean
errors, and were so vigorously persecuted that, as sects,

they had in great part disappeared by the end of the thir-
teenth century.

Albigensian (al-bi-jen'si-an), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to the Albigenses.
By the middle of the fifteenth century, the ARrigensian

heresy had been nearly extirpated.
Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 7.

II. n. One of the Albigenses.
albin (al

'

bin), n. [< L. albus, white. See al-

biiio.] A mineral of an opaque white color, re-

garded as a variety of Bohemian apophyllite.
albiness (al-bi'nes), n. [< albino + -ess.] A
female albino.

In them [the negative blondes) the soul has often be-
come pale with that blanching of the hair and loss of color
in the eyes which makes them approach the character of
albinesses. 0. W. Holmes, The Professor.

albumen

Albizzia (al-bits'i-a), n. [NL., < It. Albizzi, a
noble family of Tuscany, who first brought the
silk-tree into Italy.] A large genus of legumi-
nous plants of tropical Asia and Africa, allied
toAcddtl. Many are trees furnishing a hard, strong,
and durable wood. A. Julibrixxin (the silk-tree) and
A. Lebbek are frequently cultivated for ornament in the
Mediterranean region and in America. The bark of an
Abyssinian species, A. anthelmintica, known as mesenna
or besenna, is an effective tamiafuge.

albq-carbon (al'bo-kar"bon), n. [< L. albus,

white, + E. carbon.] A solid residuum of crea-
sote Albo-carbon light, a light produced by carbu-
reting ordinary burning-gas by the volatilization of albo-

carbon, which is placed in cylindrical chambers about a
nils-burner.

albolite (al'bo-lit), n. Same as albolith.

albolith (al'b6-lith), . [< L. albus, white,+ Gr.

A(0or, a stone.] A cement made by mixing pul-
verized calcined magnesite with fine silica. It
forms a hard, durable compound which can be molded,
and is found very useful in repairing stonework and as
a preservative for various materials of construction.

Alb Sunday. [See oJfe1 and Sunday. Cf. Whit-

sunday.'] The first Sunday after Easter: so
called because on that day those who had
been baptized on Easter eve wore their white
robes for the last time. Also called Low Sun-

day.

albuginea (al-bu-jin'e-S), n. [NL., fern. (se.

tunica) of an assumed L. "albugineus : see albu-

gineous.] In anat., a name (properly tunica al-

buginea) applied to several membranes: (a) To
the fibrous covering of the testis beneath the
tunica vaginalis (sheathing membrane) ; (b) to
the similar fibrous covering of the ovary be-
neath the peritoneum; (c) to the sclerotic or
white of the eye.albinism (al'bi-nizm), n. [< albino + -ism; =

F. albinisme = Pg. albinismo.] The state or albuginean (al-bu-jin'e-an^ a. [< L. a,

condition of being an albino
; leucopathy ;

leu-

cism. In {rot., a condition of flowers or leaves in which
they are white instead of having their ordinary colors, ow-
ing to a persistent deficiency of the usual coloring matter :

to be distinguished from blanchiny or etiatation, where the
color returns on exposure to light. Compare erythrvsm.
Also written albinoutm.

Albinism being well known to be strongly inherited, for
instance with white mice and many other quadrupeds, and
even white flowers.

Danrin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 115.

albinistic (al-bi-nis'tik), a. Same as albinotic.

albino (al-bi'no), n. [< Pg. albino, orig. applied
by the Portuguese to the white negroes they
met with on the coast of Africa (= Sp. It. al-

bino, > F. albinos). < albo, now alvo, = Sp. It.

albo, < L. albus, white.] 1. A person of pale,

milky complexion, with light hair and pink

eyes. This abnormal condition appears to depend on an
absence of the minute particles of coloring matter which
ordinarily occur in the lowest and last-deposited layers
of the epidermis or outer skin. Albinos occasionally occur
among all races of men.

Hence 2. An animal characterized by the
same peculiarity in physical constitution. A
perfect albino is pure white, with pink eyes ; but there

may be every degree of departure from the normal color-

ation, exhibiting every variation in paleness of color or in

spotting or marking with white, such pallid or pied indi-

viduals being called partial albinos. An albino is always
a sport or freak of nature, as when one of a brood of crows
or blackbirds is snow-white ; but albinism tends to be-
come hereditary and thus established, as in the case of
white mice, white rabbits, and white poultry. Any al-

bino, therefore, is to be distinguished from an animal that
is naturally white, like the snowy heron or polar bear, or
that periodically turns white in winter, like the arctic fox,

polar hare, or ptarmigan. Some animals are more sus-

ceptible to albinism than others, but probably all are lia-

ble to the deficiency or total lack of pigment which con-
stitutes this affection.

3. A plant the leaves of which are marked by
the absence of chlorophyl, or whose flowers are

exceptionally white. See albinism.

albinoism (al-bi'no-izm), n. Same as albinism.

albinotic (al-bi-not'ik), a. [< albino + -otic, as
in hypnotic and other words of Gr. origin.] Af-
fected with albinism ; exhibiting leucism; being
an albino. An equivalent form is albinistie.

albione (al-bi-6'ne), n. [NL., after L. Albion, a
son of Neptune?] A sea-leech; a leech of the

genus Pontobdella.

albion-metal (arbi-on-met'al), n. [< Albion,
poetic name of England (< L. Albion, Gr. 'Ahfttuv,
an ancient name of Britain), + metal.] A com-
bination made by overlaying lead with tin and
causing the two to adhere by passing them, un-
der pressure, between rollers.

albite (al'bit), n. [< L. albus, white, + -ite2.] A
triclinic soda feldspar; a common mineral, usu-

ally white or nearly white, occurring in crystals
and in cleavable masses in granite veins, also
as a constituent of many crystalline rocks, as
diorite and some kinds of granite. Seefeldspar.

albitic (al-bit'ik), a. [< albite + -ic.] Pertaining
to or of the nature of albite

; containing albite.

(albugin-), whiteness, a white spot, + -e-an.]
Same as albugineous.
albugineous (al-bu-jin'e-us), a. [< L. as if *al-

bugineus (>Sp. Pg. It. a'lbugineo), the more cor-
rect E. form being albuginous= F. albugineux =
Sp. It. albuginoso, < L. 'albuginosus, < albugo (al-

bugin-), whiteness: see albugo.] Pertaining to
or resembling the white of the eye or of an egg.
Equivalent forms are albuginean and albuginous.
Albugineous humor, the aqueous humor of the eye.

Albugineous tunic, the albuginea (which see).

albuginitis (al-bu-ji-ni'tis), n. [< albuginea +
-itisT] Inflammation of the tunica albuginea of
the testis. See albuginea.
albuginous (al-bu'ji-nus), a. Same as albugin-
eous.

albugo (al-bu'go), n. [L., whiteness, a white

spot, < albus, white.] A disease of the eye,
characterized by deep opacity of the cornea.
Sometimes called leucotna.

Albula (al'bu-la), n. [NL., fern, of L. albulus,

whitish, < albus, white : see able2
, ablet.] A ge-

nus of fishes distinguished by their whitish or

silvery color, tvpical of the family Albulida!.

albulid (al'bu-lid), n. A fish of the family Al-

bulida; a bonefish, ladyfish, macab6, or French
mullet.
Albulidae (al-bu

'

li-de), . pi. [NL., < Albula
+ -wto.] A family of abdominal fishes having
an elongate body covered with silvery scales,
conical head with produced overhanging snout,
small mouth, and pavement-like teeth on the

sphenoid and pterygoid bones. Only one species,
Albula wipes, is known. It is generally distributed in

tropical seas, and is known in the West Indies and Florida
as the ladytitth and bonejigft. It is interesting from modi-
fications of structure of the heart which suggest the ga-
noids. See cut under ladyjiith.

Albulina (al-bu-H'na), n. pi. [NL., < Albula +
-ia.] In Guuther's classification of fishes, the
fifth group of Clupeidae. The technical characters
are the mouth inferior, of moderate width and toothed,
the upper jaw projecting beyond the lower, and the inter-

maxillary juxtaposed to the upper edge of the maxillary
bones. The group corresponds to the family Altntlidce.

Preferably written AUndince, as a subfamily.

album (al'bum), n. [L., prop. neut. of albus,

white.] 1. In Bom. antiq., a white tablet, on
which the names of public officers and records
of public transactions were written, and which
was put up in a public place. 2. A book con-

sisting of blank leaves variously prepared for

special purposes, as for the reception or pres-
ervation of autographs, photographs, verses,
"
sentiments," etc. 3. A book expensively

printed or bound, containing short selections

of poetry or prose, usually illustrated, and in-

tended as a gift or an ornament. 4f. In law,
white (silver) money paid as rent.

albumen (al-bu'men), n. [L. ;
albumen ovi, the

white of an egg; lit., whiteness, < albus, white.]
1. The white of an egg; hence, an animal and

vegetable principle which occurs in its purest
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natural form in the white of an egg: in the

latter sense more correctly called albumin

(which see). 2. In hot., any form of nutritive

matter, whatever its chemical constitution,

Seeds cut vertically, showing their Embryos and Albumen.

stored within the seed and about the embryo.
It may be farinaceous, as in the cereals ; oily and fleshy,
as in many nuts ; horny, as in the coffee-berry ; or bony,
as in the vegetable ivory. Also called endosperm. Albu-
men glue. See fflue.

albumenize (al-bu'men-iz), v. t. See albumin-
ize.

albumenoid, a. and n. See albuminoid.

album grsecum (al'bum gre'kum). [L. ; lit.,

Greek white.] The dung of dogs, etc., which,
from exposure to the air, has become white like

chalk. It was formerly used as a medicine, and
is still used by tanners to soften leather.

albumin (al-bu'min), n. [< L. album(en) + -i 2
.

See albumen.'] In cltem., a substance named
from the Latin for the white of an egg, in which
it occurs in its purest natural state (see albu-

men). It is a proximate principle composed of nitrogen,

carbon, hydrogen, anil oxygen, with a little sulphur, and
enters generally into the composition of the animal and
vegetable juices and solids. Animal albumin abounds in

the serum of the blood, the vitreous and crystalline humors
of the eye, the so-called coagulable lymph, the juices of

flesh, etc. Vegetable albumin is found in most vegetable
juices and in many seeds; in composition and properties
it does not differ greatly from animal albumin. Albumin
obtained from eggs or blood-serum is used for giving a
lustrous coating to photographic paper, and rarely in some
other photographic processes, for fixing colors in printing,
and for clarifying syrupy liquids. When heated with such

liquids it coagulates and sinks to the bottom, or else rises

as a scum, carrying with it the fine suspended particles
which had made the liquid turbid. When albumin in solu-

tion is digested with a weak acid, it passes into a modi-
fication distinguished by the following properties : it is

insoluble in water and weak saline solutions, soluble in

weak acids or alkalis, and not coagulated by neat. This
modification is called acid albumin. Similar treatment
with a weak or strong alkali produces a substance having
nearly the same properties as acid albumin, but called
alkali albumin. Syntonin is not distinguishable from acid
albumin. When a solution of either acid or alkali albumin
is neutralized, a neutralization precipitate is obtained.

Tliis, dissolved in acid, gives acid albumin ; dissolved in

alkali, it gives alkali albumin, though there is reason to
believe that neither the acid nor the alkali combines
chemically with the albumin. Albumin is found in com-
merce in a dry state, being prepared both from the white
of eggs and from the serum of blood ; 84 dozen eggs pro-
duce about 1.2 gallons of white, which yields 14 per cent,

of commercial albumin, while the blood of 5 oxen yields
about 2 Ibs. Pure albumin, entirely free from mineral
matter, begins to coagulate at about 139, and becomes
completely solidified at 167. Coagulated albumin is a
white opaque substance, possessing the property of com-
bining readily with a great many coloring materials, such
as fuchsine, aniline violet, purpuramide, etc. It is em-

ployed extensively in the arta, as in calico-printing, in

which it is used to fix pigments, especially ultramarine,
chrome-yellows, etc., upon the fibers of cotton cloth, serv-

ing both as a vehicle for the color and as a varnish. With
aniline colors, however, it forms a true mordant. Albu-
min process, a little-used process of making photo-
graphic plates, in which albumin is used instead of collo-

dion or gelatin.

albuminate (al-bu'mi-nat), n. [(albumen (al-

bumin-) + -ate1.] One of a class of bodies in
which albumin appears to be in weak combina-
tion with a base. Alkali albuminate is regarded
by some as identical with casein.

albumin-beer (al-bu'min-ber), n. A preserv-
ing bath which has been used for some early
photographic emulsions, composed of albumin,
ammonia, pyrogallic acid, beer, and water.
albuminiferous (al-bu-mi-nif'e-rus), a. [< L.
albumen (-min-) + ferrc, bear.] Producing al-

bumin. W. L. Carpenter.
albuminiform (al-bu'mi-ni-form), a. (X L. al-

bumen (-min-) + -formis,<. forma, form.] Formed
like or resembling albumin.
albuininimeter (al-bu-mi-nim'e-ter), n. [< L.
albumen (-niin-) + metrum, < Gr.

fitrpov,
mea-

sure.] An instrument for measuring the quan-
tity of albumin contained in any liquid.
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albuminin (al-bu'mi-nin), . [< albumen (-min-)
+ -i 2

.] The substance of the cells inclosing
the white of birds' eggs. It contains no nitro-

gen, and dissolves in caustic potash. Also
called oiiiiin.

albuminiparous (al-bu-mi-iiip'a-rus), a. [< L.

albumen (-min-) + -parus, < parere, produce.]
Same as albuminiferous.
At its upper end this latter [duct] has an albuminipa-

rous gland attached to it.

Otyenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 383.

albuminize (al-bu'mi-nlz), t1

. t.
; pret. and pp.

albuminized, ppr. albuminizing. [< albumin +
-ize.] To convert into albumin; cover or im-

pregnate with albumin, as paper for the silver-

printing of photographs. Also written albu-

meni:c.

albuminoid (al-bu'mi-noid), a. and n. [< L.

albumen (-min-) + -oid.~\ I. a. Resembling al-

bumen or albumin.

During hard work a larger supply than usual of albu-

minoid food is necessary.
W. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature, p. 192.

Albuminoid disease, lardaceous disease (which see, un-
der lardaceous).

II. n. A substance resembling albumin ; pro-
teid (which see).
Also written albumenoid.

albuminoidal (al-bu-mi-noi'dal), a. Relating
to or of the nature of an albuminoid.

albuminone (al-bu'mi-non), . Same as pep-
tone.

albuminose (al-bu'mi-nos), a. [=F. albumi-

neux = It. albuminoso, < NL. albuminosus, < L.

albumen (-min-): see albumen, albumin.'] 1.

Full of or containing albumen: applied to the
seeds of certain plants, as grain, palms, etc.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of albumin.
albuminosis (al-bu-mi-no'sis), n. [NL., < L.

albumen (-min-) + -osis.] A condition of the
blood characterized by the presence of more
than the usual amount of albumin.

albuminous (al-bu'mi-nus), a. Same as albu-

minose. Albuminous infiltration. See cloudy swell-

ing, under cloudy.

albuminousness (al-bu'mi-nus-nes), n. The
state of being albuminous.

albumin-paper (al-bu'min-pa/per), n. Paper
sized or coated with albumin, used for ordi-

nary photographic printing.
albuminuria (al-bu-mi-nu'ri-a), n. [NL., < L.

albumen (-min-) 4- Gr. ovpov, urine: see urine.]
In pathol., the presence of albumin in the urine,

indicating changes in the blood or in the kid-

neys.
albuminuric (al-bu-mi-nu'rik), a. [< albumi-
nuria + -ic.] Pertaining to or characterized by
albuminuria.
alburn (al'bern), a. and n. [< ML. alburnus,
whitish (see auburn), first as a noun, LL. al-

burnus, m., a white fish, prob. the bleak or blay,
L. alburnum, neut., sap-wood (see alburnum), <

albus, white.] I.t a. An obsolete form of auburn.

H. n. 1. Same as alburnum. 2. A name
sometimes given to the fish commonly called
the bleak.

alburnOUS (al-ber'nus), a. [< alburnum, q. v.,
+ -OMS.] Relating to or of the
nature of alburnum.
alburnum (al-ber'num), re. [L.,

sap-wood, prop. neut. of albur-

nus, which appears in ML. in

the sense of 'whitish': see au-

burn.] The lighter-colored and
softer part of the wood of exo-

genous plants, between the in-

ner bark and the heart-wood. It

alcatras

of these consists of an anacrusis, a trochee, a spondee, and
two dactyls. A second consists of a catalectic iambic pen-
tameter, of which the third foot is always a spondee, and
the first may be. A third consists of two dactyls followed

Me
Alburnum.

aa, alburnum, or

is frequently called sap-ivood, and is sap-wood; **, heart-

gradually transformed into heart-wood J?S?
; e< P"h ; *

or duramen. Another form is alburn.

Alca (al'ka), n. [ML. and NL., < Icel. alka,

alka, auk: see awA'1
.] The leading genus of the

Alcidat, or auk family of birds. It has been made to
cover nearly all the species of the family, but is now gener-
ally restricted to the great auk, Alca impennis, alone or
with the razor-billed auk, A. torda or Utamania torda.
See auk.

alcabala (Sp. pron. al-ka-ba'la), n. Same as
alcavala.

Alcadae (al'ka-de), n.pl. Same as Alcidw.

alcahest, alcahestic, etc. See alkaJtest, etc.

Alcaic (al-ka'ik), a. and n. [< L. Alcaicus, <

Gr. A/jcaiiKof, < 'AI.KCUOC,, Alcseus.] I. a. 1. Per-

taining to Alcaaus, a lyric poet of Mytilene, in

Lesbos, who flourished about 600 B. c. 2.

[1. c.] Pertaining to, of the nature of, or con-

sisting of alcaics : as, an alcaic strophe. See II.

Alcaic verse, .seen.

II. n. [I. c.] A line written in one of the mea-
sures invented by Alcieus. The most important one

Great Auk (Alca impennis}.

(From a drawing by R. W. Shufeldt after Audubon. )

by two trochees. Two lines of the first, followed by one
of the second and one of the third, constitute the alcaic

strophe, the commonest arrangement of alcaics. The fol-

lowing is an example of au alcaic strophe :

O mighty-mouth'd inventor of harmonies,
skill'd to sing of lime or Eternity,
God-gifted organ-voice of England,

Milton, a name to resound for ages.

Tennyson, Exper. in Quantity, Alcaics.

alcaid. alcayde (al-kad' ; Sp. pron. al-ka'e-da),
n. [< Sp. Pg. alcaide, formerly alcayde, a gov-
ernor, jailer, warden, < Ar. al-qaid, < al, the (see
al-%), + quid, leader, governor, prefect, < qdda,
lead, govern.] In Spain, Portugal, etc., a com-
mander of a fortress; a military officer; also

a jailer.

alcalde (al-kal'de ; Sp. pron. al-kal'da), n. [Sp.
alcalde (in Pg. alcaide by confusion with alcaide,

alcaid), < Ar. al-qddi, < al, the, + qddi, judge (>
Turk, kadi, > E. cadi, q. v.), < qadaij, judge, de-

cide.] In Spain and Portugal, and in countries
settled by Spaniards or governed by Spanish
law, the mayor of a pueblo or town, who is the
head of the municipal council, and is vested with

judicial powers similar to those of a justice of
the peace.
alcaldeship (al-kal'de-ship), . The office of

alcalde.
The heart of the Spanish local system is the Alcaldeship.

C. II. Shinn, Mining Camps, p. 83.

alcali, alcalimeter, alcalizable, etc. See al-

kali, etc.

alcamistret, alcamyt, etc. See alchemist, al-

chemy, etc.

Alcanas (al-ka'ne), n. pi. Same as Alcince.

alcanna (al-kan'a), n. [Also written alcana, <

Sp. alcana, alcana (= Pg. alcanna), < Ar. al-

hennd, < al, the, + henna, henna.] Same as henna.
Alcantarine (al-kan'ta-rin), n. K Sp. Alcan-

tara, a city on the Tagus, lit. the Bridge, < Ar.

al, the, + qantarah, a bridge. Cf. almucantar.]
A member of a branch of the Franciscans
founded in 1555 by St. Peter of Alcantara

(whence the name). See Franciscan.

alcarraza (al-ka-ra'za ; Sp. pron. al-kar-ra'tha),
n. [Sp., < Ar. al-kurrdz, < al, the (see al-%), +
kurrds, an earthen vessel, pitcher.] A vessel
made of porous unglazed pottery, used in hot
climates for cooling water by the evaporation
of the moisture oozing through the substance
of the vessel. The effectiveness of the process is

greatly increased by exposure to a current of air. In the
southwestern United States commonly called olla.

alcarsin, . See alkarsin.

alcatotet, n. [E. dial., also alkitotle (Exmoor
Courtship) ; origin obscure.] A silly elf or fool-

ish oaf. Gloss. Exmoor Scolding.

Why, you know I [am] an ignorant, unable trifle in such
business, an oaf, a simple alcatote, an innocent.

Ford, Fancies, iv. 1.

alcatras (al'ka-tras), w. [< Sp. Pg. alcatraz, a

pelican, etc., prob. a modification of Pg. alca-

truz = Sp. arcadux, alcaduz, the bucket of a
noria or water-raising wheel, < Ar. al, the, +
qddus, bucket, < Gr. /cadof, a water-vessel

;
the

term "bucket" being applied to the pelican for
the same reason that the Arabs call it sagga,
water-carrier, because it carries water in its

pouch (Devic).] A Spanish and Portuguese
name loosely applied to sundry large sea-birds,
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as the pelican (Pelecanus), gannet (Sula), alba-
tross (J)iomtdea, especially I), fuliginosa), frig-
ate-bird (Tachypetcs aquilus), etc., but of no ex-
act signification in ornithology.
alcavala (al-ka-va'la), n. [Sp. alcabala, alca-

vala, < Ar. al-qabdlalt, < a/, the, + qabdlah, tax,
duty, < qabala, receive : see cabala.'] A tax of
one tenth formerly imposed in Spain upon pub-
lic sales and exchanges, and paid by the seller.
Also written alcabala.

alcayde, . See aleaid.

alcazar (al-ka-zar' ; Sp. pron. al-ka-thar'), .

[Sp. and Pg., a castle, fort, quarter-deck, < Ar.
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and the corresponding animal of northern North America
known as the moose. See ellrl, 2, and ><>,.

alchemic (al-kem'ik), a. [Formerly alchi/mic= F. alcliimiquc, < ML. alchimicus, < alchiiiiia,

alchemy: see alchemy, and cf. chemic.] Relat-
ing to or produced by alchemy. Formerly also
spelled alchymic.
At last lowered into the semi-conscious alchemic state

wherein misery turns to habit.

alcohol
Here be the tavern-beakers, and here peep out the fine

alchemy knaves, looking like . . . most of our gallants
that seem what they are not.

Middleton, Your Five Gallants, ii. 3.

Formerly also spelled alchymy.
alchochoden(al-ko-ko'den), n. [Ar.] laastrol.,
the giver of life or years ;

the planet which is
the dispositor of hyleg and in aspect with that

is born, indicating by its

r, < al, the, + qaqr, a fortified place, in

pi. a castle.] 1. In Spain, a fortress
;
a castle

;

also, a royal palace, even when not fortified.

He was then conducted to the alcazar, and the keys of
the fortress were put into his hand.

Prticott, Ferd. and Isa., 11. 21.

The blessed cross was planted in place of the standard
of Mahomet, and the banner of the sovereigns floated
triumphantly above the Alcazar. Irving, Granada, p. 616.

2. A name given to certain places of amuse-
ment in France and elsewhere, particularly
when decorated in the Moorish style. 3.

Naut., the quarter-deck.
Alee (al'se), n. [NL., < Gr. 4>jo?, elk: see elk*.]A genus of ruminating mammals, comprising
the European elk and the American moose : sy-
nonymous with Alces (which see). See elk1 .

Alcedidae (al-sed'i-de), n.pl. Same as Alcedi-
nida:.

alcedinid (al-sed'i-nid), . A bird of the fam-
ily Alcedinida;; a kingfisher or halcyon.

Alcedinidae (al-se-dm'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Alcedo (Alcedin-) '+ -ida;.] A family of birds,
the kingfishers, referred to the order Fissi-
rostrcs when that group was in vogue, some-
times to a group known as Syndactyli, now to
an order Picaria;, which includes many fami-
lies of non-passerine insessorial birds. However
classed, the Alceilinidie form a very natural family of
birds, distinguished by the cohesion of the third and
fourth toes ; the non-serrate tomia of the long, large,
straight, and deeply cleft bill ; the rudimentary or very
small tongue ; the small, weak feet, unfitted for progres-
sion, usually bare of feathers above the tibio-tarsal joint ;

the long wings, of 10 primaries ; and a short tail, of 12
rectrices. The family includes a number of curious and
aberrant forms, among them two genera (Ceyx and Alcy-
one) in which the inner front toe is defective. All the Al-
cedinida: nest in holes and lay white eggs. Their charac-
teristic habit is to sit motionless on the watch for their
prey, to dart after it, seize it, and return to their perch.
There are about 120 species in various parts of the world
referable to about 20 genera. The family is divided into
two subfamilies, Alcedininae and Dacelaniwe. Sometimes
called Halcyonutts. Also AlcedUtte.

Alcedininae (al'se-di-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Al-
cedo (Alcedin-) + -tea.] A subfamily of Alcedi-

nida}, embracing the piscivorous or fish-eating
as distinguished from the insectivorous king-
fishers, or Daeelonina:. It consists of about genera
and some 50 species ; one of the genera, Ceryle, includes all
the kingfishers of America. The common kingfisher of
Europe, Alcedo ispula, and the belted kingfisher of North
America, Ceryle alcyon, are typical examples.

alcedinine (al-sed'i-nin), a. [< Alcedinina:.]
Having the characters of or pertaining to the
Alcedinina;: applied to the piscivorous as dis-

tinguished from the halcyonine kingfishers.
Alcedinoidese (al"se-di-noi'de-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Alcedo (Alcedin-) '+ -oidece.] A superfamily
of birds, containing the families Alcedinida!,
Bucerotida;, Momotida:, Todidm, and Meropidai.
Alcedo (al-se'do), n. [L., also improp. halcedo,
a kingfisher ;

the same, with different suffix, as
Gr. O'AKVUV, > L. alcyon, halcyon, a kingfisher: see
halcyon.] A genus of kingfishers, of the family
Alcedinida! and subfamily Alcedinina!, giving
name to these. A. ispida is the common species
of Europe. See Alcedinida! and kingfisher.
Alcelaphinae (al-sel-a-fi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Al-

celaphus + -ina:.] A" subfamily of bovine ante-
lopes, containing large species, such as those of
the genera Alcelaphus and Connocha;tes, or the
bubaline antelopes of Africa the hart-beests,
blesboks, aud gnus. See cut under blesbok.

Alcelaphus (al-sel'a-fus), n. [NL., < Gr. akiai,
elk, + c/a$>of, deer.] The typical genus of the
subfamily Alcelapbina;. The leading species are the
bubaline antelope (A. bubali*), the hartbeest (A. caama),
and the blesbok (A. albifmns).

Alces (al'sez), n. [L., elk, =Gr. aA/o?, elk, =
E. elk1

, q. v.] A genus of ruminant mammals
of the deer family, Ceri-idai. They are of immense
stature, and have a heavy, ungainly body, very high at the
withers

; a short, thick neck, with a beard at the throat ;

a tumid muzzle
; broadly palmate horns in the male ; long

ears ; coarse, brittle hair ; and no metatarsal gland, but
a small tarsal gland covered with reversed hair. The
genus includes two species, or one species of two varieties
namely, the animal of northern Europe called the elk

Lully would prove it

Camden, Remains, Money.
alchemist (al'ke-mist), . [Early mod. E. al-

chymist, alchimist, alcumist, alkemyste (also with
added term. -er\ "alchemister, alchymister, al-

chimister, < ME. alcamister, alkamystere, alka-

mystre), < OF. alkemiste, alguemiste, mod. F.
alchimiste= Sp. alquimista = Pg. It. alchimista,
< ML. alchymista, <alchymia: see alchemy and
-ist.] One who practises or is versed iu alche-
my. Formerly also spelled alchymist.

You are an alchymitt, make gold of that

Sha*., T. of A., v. 1.

alchemistert, ". Same as alchemist.

alchemistic (al-ke-mis'tik), a.

practising alchemy.
Paracelsus informs us that the composition of his "

triple
panacea

"
can be described only in the language of al-

chemMic adepts. Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 84.

alchemistical (al-ke-mis'ti-kal), a. Same as
alchemistic.

Irregular, secular ale, courageous, contagious ale, al-
cumijtical ale..

Dekker and Webster (?), Weakest Ooeth to the Wall, i. 2.

alchemistry (al-kem'is-tri), n. [Early mod. E.

alchymistry, alchumistrie, alcumistrie : see alche-
mist and -ry. Cf. chemistry.'] Alchemy. For-
merly also spelled alchymistry.
alchemize (al'ke-miz), v. t. [Early mod. E. al-

feet, and a bill shaped very variously in the
different species. The body is stout and clumsy, and
the legs are inserted far back and deeply buried in the
common integument of the body, as in other birds of the
order Pygupodee. The family is variously subdivided by
different writers, the most obvious division being into the
Altinte proper, with stout, hooked bills, comprising the
auks, puffins, etc., and the Uriiiur, or guillemots and
murres, with long, slender, acute bills. The family con-
tains some 25

species
of about 12 genera. The Alcida are

all marine, and confined to the northern Atlantic, north-
ern Pacific, and Polar seas. Also written Alcadie. See cuts
under Alca, mtirre, and jmj/in.

alcidine (al'si-din), a. [< Alcidai + -tnei.] In
ornith., pertaining to or resembling the auk
family.

Relating to or Alcinse (al-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., <Alca + -ina-.]A subfamily of birds, of the family Alcida!, em-
bracing the auks proper and their immediate
allies. The bill is variously shaped, but always hard
and horny, stout, compressed, and more or less hooked.
The leading species of Alcince are the great auk, Alca
impeimis; the razor-bill, Alca or Utamania torda; the
puffins, of the genera Fratercula and Lunda; and the
horn-billed auk, Ceratorhyncha monocerata.

alcine 1
(al'sin), a. [< Alces + -ine1.] Oforper-

mining to the elk
; noting the group of Cervidee

to which the elk of Europe and the moose of
America belong.
alcine2 (al'sin), a. [< Alca + -ine.] Of or per-
taining to the auk, Alca, or family Alcida!.-, . . . .

- ,

chymize, alcumize, -ise; < alchemy + -tze.~\ To Alcippe (al-sip'e), n. [NL.,< Gr. &ta(inr$ in

change by alchemy; transmute, as metals.
Lovelace. [Rare.]

That which becks
Our ready minds to fellowship divine,
A fellowship with essence ; till we shine
Full alchemiz'd and free of space.

Keats, Eudymion, i. 781.

alchemy (al'ke-mi), n. [Early mod. E. also

alchymy, alcumy, alcomy, alcamy, alkimy, etc., <
ME. alkamye ; also alknamye, alkenamye, alca-

niyne, and hence alconomif, alconomy, alcono-

mye (simulating astronomy); < OF. alkemie, also
assibilated alchemie (mod. F. alchimie), also

arkemie, arquemie, = Pr. alkimia = Sp. Pg. al-

quimia (Pg. also alchimia) = It. alchimia, < ML.
alchimia, alchymia, < MGr. dpxifua, < Ar. al-

kimia, < al, the (see al-2 ), + kimia, < MGr. OT//fz,
also x>lf*'a , alchemy, defined by Suidas as TJ TOV

apyvpov Kal xpwov KaraaKevi/, i. e., the prepara-
tion of silver and gold. Joannes Antiochenus
says that Diocletian burned the books of the
Egyptians wept x*IP'aC apyvpov KOI xpwov, i. e.,

concerning the transmutation of silver and
gold ; hence the name has been identified with

myth, a daughter of Ares, < dA/o?, strength, +
OTTrof, a horse.]
1. A genus of

cirriped crusta-

ceans, of the
order Abdomina-
lia, having three

pairs of abdomi-
nal limbs, no

AUipK,mpa,. thoracic limbs, a
i. female, with males seen as dark species Segmented body,

on either side of upper part of the sac
; 3, twn VA AYtpn

female, in section ; j. male ; 4. burrow of .
ej">> 'BAUJI

the animal in a shell; H. horny disk of at- 8H6 niOllt
11, and

st

h
pa^'of c'irr*;%?7,

a
i'; Three "?racfc tne 86X68 dlS-

cim. in uie male rt. amennary appen- , i, 7 . r.
dages; ,

seminal vesicle ; J.tcais; m, pe- family Alcippidce.
nis ; *. orifice of sac ; o, eye. A species, A. lampatt,

is found on the Brit-
ish coast, burrowing in shells of Funi* and Buccinum
(whelks).

2. A genus of birds, of uncertain position,
classed by G. R. Gray (1869) as one of the
JEgithinidte. It was founded by E. Blyth in 1844, and
contains 12 species, inhabiting India, China, the Malay

esp. juice of plants (> E. chyme, q. V.), <.~x&tv, Alcippidae (al-sip'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Alcippe,
pour, akin to L. fundere = AS. geotan, pour, 1> + -fete.] A family of cirripeds of which
and to E. gush. Alchemy would thus be origi- Alcippe is the typical genus,
nally the art of extracting juices from plants Alcmanian (alk-ma'ni-an), a. [< L. Alcmanius,
for medicinal purposes.] 1. Medieval chemis- ^ G"T- 'Afauav, Doric of 'A^it/uiiav.] Pertainingto
try; the doctrines and processes of the early Alcman, a Spartan lyri' poet of the seventh cen-

j j: i _i :_!._ . ; L- 1-_ it
tury B. c., celebrated for his amatory verses.and medieval chemists

;
in particular, the sup-

posed process, or the search for the process,
by which it was hoped to transmute the baser
metals into gold.
Alchemy was, we may say, the sickly but imaginative in-

fancy through which modern chemistry had to pass before
it attained its majority, or, in other words, became a pos- alCO (al'kd), n.
itive science. Encyc. Brit., I. 459. 8mall dog, with a" small head and large pendu-
2. Any magical or mysterious power or process lous ears, found wild in Mexico and Peru, and
of transmuting or transforming. now domesticated.

n. A contracted form

Alcmanian verse or line, a dactylic tetrameter catalec-
tic, or series of three dactyls or spondees (the third foot
regularly a dactyl), followed by a spondee or trochee. A
couplet consisting of a hexameter followed by such aline
is called an Alcmanian digtich, and this may be used sin-

' "

or double as an Alcmanian strophe or stanza.
* /.I'vxx

[Native name.] A variety of

S. B. Herrick, Plant Life, p. 21.

3. Formerly, a mixed metal used for utensils,
a modification of brass : so called because be-
lieved to have been originally formed by the
art of alchemy ; hence, an imitation, as alchemy
was supposed to be of brass : used figuratively
by Milton for a trumpet.

Four speedy Cherubim
Put to their mouths the sounding alchymy.

Milton, P. L., ii. 517.

alcogene (al'ko-jen), n. [< alco(hol) + -gene.]
Tne vapor-cooler in a distilling apparatus. 3.

? '

.

alcohate (al k9-hat), n. A contracted form of

alcohol (al'ko-hol), . [Formerly also spelled
alcohole, alko)iol, < F. alcohol, now alcool, = Sp.
Pg. alcohol = It. alcohol, alcool, alcoole, < ML.
alcohol, orig. in the sense of a fine, impalpable
powder, the black sulphid of antimony, after-
ward extended to any fine powder produced by



alcohol

trituration or sublimation, then to essence,

quintessence, or spirit, esp. the rectified spir-
its of wine, and finally used as at present ;

< Ar.

id-k/ili'l, < al, the, + koh'l, the fine powder of an-

timony used in the East to paint the eyebrows,
<kalmla, stain, paint.] 1. A liquid, ethyl hy-
drate, C2H5OH, formed by the fermentation of

aqueous sugar-solutions, or by the destructive
distillation of organic bodies, as wood. .1wj,
or pure alcohol is a colorless mobile liquid, of a pleasant
spirituous smell and burning taste, of specific gravity .7!):i

at 60 F., and boiling at 173 F. It is Inflammable, and
burns without smoke or residue, the products of combus-
tion )>eing carbon dioxid and water. At very low tem-

peratures it becomes viscid, but does not congeal above

2011, and for this reason is used for filling thermometers
to register low temperatures. It mixes with water in all

proportions, is a general solvent for organic principles,

bases, resins, oils, etc., and as such lias extensive use in the
arts and in medicine. Different grades of alcohol are some-
times designated in trade according to the source from
which they are derived, as ijrain-alcohol, prepared from
maize or other grain ; root-alcohol, from potatoes and beets;

motm-alcohol, which is made in large quantity from reindeer-
moss and Iceland moss in Norway, Sweden, and Russia.
Alcohol is a powerful stimulant and antiseptic, and in some
dilute form is used as an intoxicating beverage among all

races and conditions of people. Proof spirit contains 49.3

per cent, by weight of pure alcohol or 57.1 per cent, by
volume. Underproof and overproof are designations of
weaker and stronger solutions. Distilled liquors or ardent

spirits, whisky, brandy, gin, etc., contain 40 to 50 pel-
cent, of absolute alcohol, wines from 7 or 8 to 20, ale and
porter from 5 to 7, and beer from 2 to 10.

2. In popular usage, any liquor containing this

spirit. 3. In organic diem., the general name
of a series of compounds which may be regarded
as derived from the normal hydrocarbons by re-

placinghydrogen with the group OH, or hydrox-

yl, and which correspond to the hydroxids of
the metals. Such compounds are classed as primary,
secotidary, or tertiary alcohols, according to their constitu-
tion and the products of their decomposition. Primary
alcohols are regarded as containing the group CHoOH, and
by oxidation yield aldehyde and ultimately an acid of the
same carbon series. Secondary alcohols are regarded as

containing the group CHOH, and by oxidation do not yield
aldehyde, but a ketone, which on further oxidation breaks
up into two acids of a lower carbon series. Tertiary alco-
hols are regarded as having the group COH, and break up
at once on oxidation into two acids of a lower carbon series.

4f. An impalpable powder.
If the same salt shall be reduced into alcohol as the

chymists speak, or an impalpable powder, the particles and
intercepted spaces will be extremely lessened. Boyle.

Amyllc alcohol (CsHijO), also called hydrate of amyl,
a general name applicable to eight isomenc alcohols hav-
ing the formula given. The most common, inactive amyl
alcohol, is a transparent colorless liquid, with a strong,
offensive odor, derived from the fermentation of starchy
matters. It is the chief constituent of fusel-oil, a pro-
duct of fermentation in distilleries, which is contained in
crude spirit, and whose presence, even in small quantity,
injures the quality of the spirit. Anhydrous alcohol,
alcohol entirely free from water. Caustic alcohol, so-

dium ethylate, C2H5NaO, or sodium alcoholate, a product
formed by adding sodium to absolute alcohol. It forms a
white powder, which in contact with water or moist ani-
mal tissue decomposes into alcohol and caustic soda. It is

used in medicine as a caustic. Cresylic alcohol. See
cresylic. Methyllc or methyl alcohol, or wood-alco-
hol, alcohol obtained by the destructive distillation of
wood. When pure it is a colorless mobile liquid (CH :.OH),
with an odor and taste like ordinary alcohol (ethyl hydrate,
C2H6OH ; see above), though the commercial article has a

strong pyroligneous smell. It is inflammable. It is a by-
product in the manufacture of charcoal and is used in the
arts as a solvent for resins, also in the manufacture of
aniline dyes. Also called irood-spirit, methal, and hydrate
of methyl.

alcoholate (al'ko-hol-at), n. [< alcohol + -afel.]
A compound in which a hydrogen atom of al-

cohol is replaced by an alkali metal, as potas-
sium alcoholate, or ethylate, CoHBOK, formed,
with evolution of hydrogen, when metallic po-
tassium is dissolved in alcohol. Sometimes
contracted to alcoate, alcohate.

alcoholature (al-ko-hol'a-tur), n. [< F. alcoola-
ture : see alcohol.] An alcoholic tincture pre-
pared with fresh plants. N. E. D.
alcohol-engine (al'ko-hol-en"jin), n. A motor
employing the vapor of alcohol in place of steam.
alcoholic (al-ko-hol'ik), a. 1. Pertaining to or
of the nature of alcohol. 2. Containing or us-

ing alcohol : as, an alcoholic thermometer.
alcoholicity (al"ko-hol-is'i-ti), n. [< alcoholic
+ -ity.] Alcoholic quality.
Some brandy is added to the wine, by which its alcohol-

icity rises to about 29 per cent, of proof spirit.

Ure, Diet., IV. 950.

alcoholisable, etc. See alcoholizable, etc.

alcoholism (al'ko-hol-izm), n. [< alcohol +
-ism.] In patliol., the effects of excessive use
of alcoholic drinks. They are distinguished as acute,
resulting from the consumption of a large amount of
alcoholic drink at once or within a short period, and
chronic, resulting from its habitual consumption in smaller
quantities.

alcoholizable (al'ko-hol-I*za-bl), a. [< alcohol-
ize + -able.] Capableof yielding or of being con-
verted into alcohol. Also spelled alcoholisable.
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alcoholization (al"ko-hol-i-za'shon), H. 1.

The act of rectifying spirit till it is wholly de-

prived of impurities. 2. Saturation with alco-

hol, or exposure to its action. 3f. The act of

reducing a substance to an impalpable powder.
Phillips, 1678. 4. Same as alcoholism.
Also spelled alcoholisation.

alcoholize (al'ko-hol-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. al-

coholized, ppr. alcoholizing. [< alcohol + -ize.~\

1. To convert into alcohol: rectify (spirit) till

it is wholly purified. 2. To saturate with al-

cohol
; expose to the influence or subject to the

effects of alcohol.

The gum will not penetrate any part which is still alco-

holized. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 191.

3f. To reduce to an impalpable powder. Phil-

lips, 1706; Johnson.
Also spelled alcoholise.

alcoholometer (al"ko-hol-om'e-ter), n. [< al-

cohol + Gr. /jirpov, measure.] An instrument
for determining, by means of a graduated scale,
the percentage, either by weight or by volume,
of pure alcohol in any liquid. Sometimes con-
tracted to alcohometer and aleoometer.

alcoholometrical (al"ko-hol-o-met'ri-kal), .

Relating to the alcoholometer or to alcoholome-

try: as, alcoholometrical tables. Sometimes
contracted to alcoometrical.

alcoholometry (al"ko-hol-om'e-tri), n. [< al-

coholometer.] The process of estimating the

percentage of pure or absolute alcohol in a

spirituous liquid. Sometimes contracted to al-

cootnetry.
alcohometer (al-ko-hom'e-ter), n. See alcohol-

ometer.

Alcoidese (al-koi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., < Alca +
-oidece.] A superfamily of birds, composed of

the Alcida; or auks and the Urinatoridai or

loons, and placed in the order Cecomorpha:.
aleoometer (al-ko-om'e-ter), n. See alcohol-

ometer.

alcoometrical (al"ko-o-met'ri-kal), a. See alco-

holometrical.

Alcoran (al'ko-ran or al-ko-ran'), n. [< ME.
alkaron, alkarbwi, < OF. alcoran, mod. F. alco-

ran = Sp. alcoran = Pg. alcorao = It. alcorano,
< Ar. al-qordn, al-qurdn, lit. the book, < al, the,
+ qordn, qurdn : see Koran.] Same as Koran.
Also spelled Alkoran.
Alcoranic (al-ko-ran'ik), a. Relating to the
Koran or to Mohammedanism. Also spelled
A Ikoranie.

Alcoranish (al-ko-rau'ish), a. [< Alcoran +
-ishl.] Same as Alcoranic. Also spelled Al-
koranish.

Alcoranist (al-ko-ran 'ist), n. [< Alcoran +
-ist.] A Mussulman who adheres strictly to the
letter of the Koran, rejecting all comments.
The Persians are generally Alcoranists ; the Turks, Arabs,
and Tatars admit a multitude of traditions. Also spelled
Alkoranitit.

Alcora porcelain. Seeporcelain.
alcornoque (al-k6r-no'ka), n. [Sp. Pg. alcor-

noque (> It. alcornoch, the cork-tree); origin
uncertain. Cf. Sp. Pg. alcorque, cork soles or

clogs, cork, Sp. corcho, Pg. corcha, cork; but
no etymological connection can be made out.]
The bark of a Brazilian leguminous tree, Soic-
dichia virgilioides, formerly used as a remedy for

phthisis. Also written alcornoco American al-

comoque, the bark of several species of Byrxonima, used
in tanning. European alcornoque, the bark of the
smaller branches of the cork-oak, Quercus suber.

alcove (al'kov or al-kov'), n. [< F. alcove, < It.

alcova, alcovo = OF. aucube, tent, = Pr. alcuba,
< Sp. alcova, now alcoba,= Pg. alcova, a recess,
< Ar. al-qobbah, < al, the, + qobbah, a vault,
a vaulted space, dome, tent, alcove, < qubba,
vault, arch, dome. No connection with E. cove1 .]
A covered recess. Specifically (a) In the strictest

sense, any recessed bay or small room attached to a larger
one, having a coved or vaulted ceiling. (6) Most commonly,
a recess in a room for the reception of a bed, one of the re-
cesses or separate compartments for books in a library-
building, a niche for a seat or statue, etc. (c) An arched
or covered seat in a garden, or any natural recess, as a
clear space in a grove or wood, a small bay, a place nearly
inclosed by rocks or hills, and the like. [In this use, chiefly
poetical.]

On mossy banks, beneath the citron grove,
The youthful wand'rers found a wide alcove.

Falconer, Shipwreck.

alcumistt, alcumyt. Former spellings of al-

chemist, alchemy.
alcyon (al'si-on), . and a. [L.,< Gr. aTiKvuv, the

kingfisher ;
also written erroneously aAKvuv, > L.

halcyon, > E. halcyon, the form now usual : see

halcyon.] I. . 1. An old or poetical name of
the kingfisher. Commonly written halcyon. 2.

[cap.] A genus of kingfishers: same as Halcyon,

Alcyonidiidae

2. 3. The specific name of the belted king-
fisher of North America, Ceryle alcyon. 4. A
general name of the kingfishers of the genus
Halcyon and others of the subfamily Daceloni-
tue : as, the vfooti-alcyoitis, tree-a/cyons, etc.

II. a. Same as halcyon.

Alcyonaria (aFsi-o-na'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Alcyonium + -aria.] An order of actinozoan

corals, or, as some hold, a subclass of coralli-

genous Actinozoa, distinguished in this use
from Zoantharia, the other subclass of Actinozoa

(which contains the sea-anemones, etc. ), by hav-
ing pinnately fringed instead of simple tenta-

cles, arranged around the mouth like the rays of

a starfish, whence the alternative name Aste-
roida. The tentacles of Alcyonaria are in one series of

8, instead of 6 or a multiple of 6, whence the alternative
name Octocoralla, the sea-anemones being known as Hexa-
coralla. For the same reason, the Alcyonaria are also
termed Octactiniae. The corallum, when present, is ex-

ternal, spicular, or with a sclerobasic axis, but occasion-

ally thecal or tubular. The polyps are connected by the

ccenosarc, through which permeate prolongations of the

body-cavity of each, thus permitting a free circulation of
fluids. There is sometimes an outer skeleton, either with
or without a central sclerobasic axis. The corallum is

rarely thecal, never presenting traces of septa. (Pascoe.)
These compound organisms are found only in deep water,
and, except the sea-pens, are fixed* to some foreign body.
The subclass or order is divided into several orders or sub-

orders, of which are : (a) the Alcyoniacetz. having a lea-

thery contractile ectoderm a group including the so-

Alcyana ria.

i, Sea-fan (Rhipidofrorgia flabtltum} ; 3, Sea-pen (Pennatula
phosphorea) ; 3, Cornularia rnf&sa.

called dead men's fingers ; (b) the Gorgoniaceae, or sea-fans,
which are branched calcareous or horny corals ; (c) the Isi-

dacete, which are alternately calcareous and horny; (rf)

the Tubiporacece, or organ-pipe corals, which are tubular ;

and (e) the Pennatulacece, or sea-pens. See these words.
Some species have the appearance of sponges, others re-

semble fans, feathers, stars, etc. Also called Halcyonoida.

alcyonarian (al"si-o-na'ri-an), a. and n. [<

Alcyonaria + -an.] I. a. Relating or pertain-
ing to the order or to a member of the order

Alcyonaria. Equivalent terms are halcyonoid
and asteroidal.

II. n. One of the Alcyonaria (which see).
Various forms of alcyonarianx, a special group of corals,

were found at considerable depths. Science, IV. 171.

Also written halcyonarian.

Alcyone (al-sl'6-ne), n. [L., < Gr. 'A%Kv6vt;, in

myth, the daughter of ^5olus and wife of Ceyx,
a Thessalian king ; she was changed into a king-
fisher and her husband into a sea-bird. See

alcyon.] 1. A greenish star of magnitude 3.0,
the brightest of the Pleiades, n Tauri. See
cut under Pleiades. 2. In ornith., a genus of

kingfishers, of the family Alcedinidai, subfamily
Dacelonina;, related to the genus Ceyx, both be-

ing distinguished by the rudimentary condition
of the inner front toe. Also written Salcyone.
Alcyonella (aFsi-o-nel'a), n. [NL., as Alcyo-
n(ium) + dim. -ella.] A genus of fresh-water

Polyzoa, or so-called ascidian zoophytes, related
to Plumatella, Fredericelki, and Cristatella, of the

family Plnmatellida;. A. stagnomm is of a greenish-
black color, and is found in stagnant water. The species
were formerly regarded as plants. Also written Halcyo-
nella.

Alcyoniaceae (al"si-on-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Alcyonium + -acea;.] An order of Alcyonaria
(which see) considered as a subclass, it is char-
acterized by having a leathery contractile ectoderm with
calcareous spicules, but no scleroba&is ; the polypary is at-

tached to some foreign object, and bears some resemblance
to a sponge. The order consists of the families Alcyoniida?
and Cornulariidce, to which some authorities add Telea-

tidcB. See Alcyoniidw. Also written Halcyoniacece.

alcyonic (al-si-on'ik), a. [< Alcyonium + -ic.]

Pertaining to the Aleyoniida;. Also written

halcyonic.

Alcyonidiidae (al"si-on-i-dl'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Alcyonidium 4- -idai.] A family of I'olyzoa, or

so-called ascidian zoophytes, belonging to the
infundibulate order (Gymnol&mata) of that

class, the mouth having no epistome. The family
forms with the VexiculariidtK a group or suborder which
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has been called Ctenosoniata, the cell-opening being closed
with marginal setae, and there being no vibracula and no
avicularia. Alcyvnidiuin is the leading or only genus.
Also written Alcyonidiadre, Alcyonididte, and Halcyoni-
diidce; not to be confounded with Alcyoniida.

Alcyonidium (al"si-o-nid'i-um), n. [NL., as Al-

cyon-ium + dim. -idium, < Gr. -ISiov.] A genus of

1'olyzoa, of the family Alcyonidiidte. A. glutino-
tum, one of the species, is called ragged-staff or mermaid's
glove, and was formerly regarded as a plant. Also written

llalcyonidium.

alcyoniform (al'si-on-i-form), a. [< alcyon +
-form.] Having the form of or resembling an

alcyon. Also written halcyoniform.
Alcyoniidae (al"si-o-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,<
Alcyonium + -ida;.] A family of alcyonarian
polyps, of the order Alcyoniacea;. The leading
genus is Alcyonium (which see). Representatives of the

family are found in all seas and at various depths ; some
are called cork-polyps. Also written Alcyonidte and IIal-

cyoniHie; not to be confounded with Alcyonidiidce.

alcyonite (al'si-o-nit), n. [< Alcyonium + -ite2.]
A fossil of or lik'e the genus Alcyonium; one of

the sponge-like fossils common in the chalk for-

mation. Also written halcyonite.

Alcyonium (al-si-6'ni-um), n. fNL., < L. al-

cyonium, also alcyoneum, < Gr. aknvfrwov, also

aAKv6veiav, bastard-sponge, a zoophyte, so called
from its resemblance to the nest of the a/jtvuv,

halcyon: see alcyon.] The leading genus of

polyps of the family Alcyoniidai (which see). A.

digitatum, the so-called dead men's fingers, dead men's
toes, and cow's paps, is a common British species. It is

a lobed, spongy-looking body, pellucid when distended
with water, and covered with stellate apertures for the

polyps. (Pascoe.) A. glomeratum is another species.
The name of the genus is synonymous with Lobularia.
Also written Halcyonium.

alcyonoid (al'si-o-noid), . [< Alcyonium +
-oid.'] A member of the family Alcyoniida; or of
the order Alcyoniacea;. Also written halcyonoid.
aldayt, aAv. [ME.,< al, all,+ day*.] Constant-

ly; continually; always. Cltaucer.

aldehyde (al'de-hid), . [< al(cohol) + NL. de-

hyd(rogenatus), deprived of hydrogen, < L. de,

from, expressing deprivation, + hydrogen.] 1.

A transparent colorless liquid, CH3COH, of

pungent suffocating odor, produced by the ox-
idation of ordinary alcohol. When exposed to the
air or to oxygen it is converted into acetic acid. Distinc-

tively called acetic aldehyde and ethaldehyde.

2. The general name of a class of compounds
intermediate between alcohols and acids, de-
rived from their corresponding primary alco-
hols by the oxidation and removal of two atoms
of hydrogen, and converted into acids by the
addition of an atom of oxygen Aldehyde resin,
aresinous body fonnedby heating aldehyde witn potash in

alcoholic solution. It is a bright orange-colored powder,
sparingly soluble in water, but readily soluble in alcohol.

aldehydic (al'de-hi-dik), a. Of, pertaining to,
or containing aldehyde.
alder1

(al'der), . [E. dial, aller, also owler ;

< ME. alder, aldyr, aldir, also aller, ellir, olr, etc.,
the d being in-

serted as in alder

for aller, gen. pi.

of all (see aldei'3);

< AS. air, alor,
aler = D. els = ;-^-

elira, erila, erla, \
MHG. erle, G.

erle, dial, eller,

else, = Icel. olr,

elrir, m., elri,

neut., = Sw. al,

dial, alder, Alder,
= Norw. older, also or, elle, = Dan. el, pi. elle, =
Goth, "aliza, *aluza (> Sp. aliso, alder) = L.

alnus, orig. "alsnus (> F. aune, alder, and per-

haps Sp. Pg. alamo, poplar: see alamo), =
OBulg. jellha, Bulg. jelha = Serv. jelsha = Bo-
hem, jelshe, olshe = Pol. olcha, olcza = Russ.

olikha, voHlcha, dial, elkha, elokha, = Lith. Lett.

elksnis, alksnis, alder.] 1. The popular name of

shrubs and trees belonging to the genus Alnus,
natural order Oupulifera;. The common alder of Eu-
rope is Alnus ijlutinosa. In the eastern United States the
common species are the smooth alder, A. aerrulata, and
the speckled alder, A. incana. Both are also known as
black alder. These are usually tall shrubs, rarely small
trees. The alders of the Pacific coast, A. rhombifolia and
A. rubra, frequently grow to be trees of medium size. The
bark of the alder has been used in several parts of the
world as one of the materials for dyeing black along with
copperas or iron liquor, and also in obtaining other colors,
as brownish yellow or orange. See Alnus.

2. A name of species of other widely differ-

ent genera, from their resemblance to true al-

ders. The black or berry-bearing alder of Europe is the
alder-buckthorn, Rhamnus Frangula. In southern Africa
the name red alder is given to the Cunonia Capenttis, and
white alder to Platylophits trifoliatus, both saxifragaceous
shrubs. In North America the Ilex verticillata is some-
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times called black alder, the Rkamnu* alnifolia dwarf al-

der, and the Clethra alnifolia white alder.

alder2t,
a. and . An old form of elder2 .

alder3 t, allert, [ME., also written alther. al-

(//v, ulrr, ulre, < AS. culra, also aim, gen. pi. of

eall,M: see all. The d is inserted as in al-

der*.] The Middle English genitive plural of

all. From its common occurrence before adjectives in the

superlative it came to be regarded as a prefix of such ad-

jectives: as, alder-first, flret of all: alder-best, best of all;

alder-liefest or alder-lievest, dearest of all. It is also used,
in the form aller, with the genitive plural of personal pro-
nouns : as, youre aller, of all of you ;

oure aller, of all of

us ; here alter, of all of them.

A-morwe whan the day bigan to sprynge,
Up ros our hoste, and was oure alter cok.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 823.

You, mine alder-litfest sovereign. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1.

alder-buckthorn (al'der-buk'thdrn), . The
European plant Bhamnus Frangula. See Bliam-
MW.
alderman (al'der-man), n.

; pi. aldermen (-men).
[< ME. alderman, atdermon, < AS. ealdorman (=
ONorth. aldormon, -mann, -monn), < ealdor, a

prince, chief, elder, + man (mann, man, monn),
man: see alder2

, elder%, n.,andman.] 1. In the

Anglo-Saxon period of English history, a title

meaning at first simply chieftain or lord, but
later used specifically to denote the chief magis-
trate of a county or group of counties. The office

was both civil and military, and was tending to become a

great hereditary benefice when it was replaced, under Ca-

nute, by the earldom. After this the name was applied to

any head man, as the head man of a guild.

If the earlier kingdoms were restored, the place of the

king in each was taken by an ealdorman, who, however
independent and powerful he might be, was still named
by the West-Saxon sovereign, and could be deposed by
that ruler and the national Witan.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 248.

The ealdormen were nobles by birth, and generally the
leaders in war. StilU, Stud. lied. Hist., p. 203.

Hence 2. In modern usage, a magistrate of a

city or borough, next in rank to the mayor, in

England and Ireland, besides being a member of the com-
mon council, which manages the affairsof the municipality,
he is vested with the powers of a police judge. The corre-

sponding title in Scotland is bailie. Aldermen are usually
chosen for three years, but the twenty-six aldermen of Lon-
don are chosen for life. In most of the United States there
is in each city an elected board of aldermen, representing
wards, who constitute the municipal assembly, or the up-
per branch of it where it consists of two bodies, and usually
also possess some judicial powers. In Pennsylvanian cities

the title alderman is given to an officer having duties equiv-
alent to those of a justice of the peace elsewhere.

3. In England, a half-crown: a meaning ex-

plained by Brewer as containing an allusion to

the fact that an alderman is a sort of half-king.

[Slang.] 4. A turkey. [Slang.] Alderman in

Chains, a turkey hung with sausages. [Slang.] Alder-
man's pace, a slow, stately pace: equivalent to the
French jtajt d'abbS.

aldermanate (al'der-man-at), n. [< alderman +
-ate3.] The office of alderman

;
aldermen col-

lectively.

aldermancy (al'der-man-si), n. [< alderman +
-cy, as in abbacy and other words of ult. L. ori-

gin.] The office of an alderman; aldermauate.
aldermanic (al-der-man'ik), a. [< alderman +
-ic.] Relating or belonging to an alderman;
characteristic of aldermen.

aldermanity (al-der-man'i-ti), . [< alderman
+ -ity.] 1. Aldermen collectively; the body
of aldermen. B. Jonson. 2. The dignity or

qualities of an alderman. Lamb.
alderman-lizard (arder-man-liz

/

'ard), n. A
book-name of the Sauronialus ater, a stout
black Califoruian lizard: so called from its

obesity, a characteristic popularly attributed
to aldermen. It attains a length of about a
foot. See Sauromalus.

aldermanly (al'der-man-li), a. [< alderman +
-ly

1
.] Pertaining to or like an alderman.

aldermanry (arder-man-ri), n.
; pi. alderman-

ries (-riz). [< alderman -r -ry.] A district of
a borough having its own alderman

;
a ward.

N. E. D.

aldermanship (al'der-man-ship), n. [< alder-

man + -ship.] The office of an alderman.
aldernt (al'dern), a. [< alder + -en

1

*, -n%; = D.

elzen, < els, alder.] Made of alder.

Then aldern boats first plow'd the ocean.

May, tr. of Virgil's Oeorgics.

Aldine (al'dln or al'din), a. [< NL. Aldinus, <

Aldus.] An epithet applied to those editions,

chiefly of the classics, which proceeded from
the press of Aldus Manutius (Latinized form
of Italian Aldo Manuzio), of Venice, and his

family, from 1494 to 1597. The distinguishing mark
is an anchor entwined with a dolphin printed on the title-

page. These editions are noted for both the beauty of the

typography and the correctness of the text. The term has
also been applied to certain English and American edi-

tions of various works. See cut in next column.

ale-conner

Aldriant, [Perhaps Ar.] A star in the
nock of the Lion. Chaucer.
Aldrovandine (al-dro-van'din), a. Of or per-
taining to the naturalist Ulisse Aldrovandi

(1522-1607): as, Aldro-
1'iiiiiliiie owl, the Scops
aldrovanitii.

ale (al), H. [< ME. ale, <

AS. ealu, also ealo, im-

prop. eala (so in uom. and

ace., but gen. and dat.

ealoth, aloth, pointing to
an orig. stem *alul), =
OS. alo (in comp. alo-fat
= AS. ealofait, an ale-

cup, > E. ale^vat) = Icel.

Sw. Dan. 67, ale, = OBulg. Dcv,A of A |dus. from stathl!,

olu, cider, = Sloven, ol,

olcj,vol = OPruss. alu = Lith. alus = Lett, allus

(> Finn, olut), beer. Cf. Gael, and Ir. ol,

drink.] 1. A light-colored beer, made from
malt which is dried at a low heat. See beer.
Pale ale is made from the palest or lightest-colored malt,
the fermenting temperature being kept below 72 to pre-
vent the formation of acetic acid.

2f. An ale-drinking ;
a festival or merrymaking

at which ale was the beverage drunk. Com-
pare bridal, church-ale, clerk-ale, etc.

Every Inhabitant of the town of Okebrook shall be at

the several ales ; and every husband and his wife shall

pay two-pence, every cottager one penny.
Quoted in N. and Q., 6th ser., X. 391.

St. A brew of ale
;
as much ale as is brewed

at one time.

VVituesseth, that the inhabitants, as well of the said

garish
of Elvaston as of the said town of Okebrook, shall

rew four otar, and every ale of one quarter of malt, and
at their own costj and charges, betwixt this and the feast

of St. John Baptist next coming.
Quoted in JV. and Q., 6th ser., X. 391.

4f. An ale-house.
Thou hast not so much charity in thee as to go to the

ale with a Christian. SAo*., T. G. of V., ii. 6.

O, Tom, that we were now at Putney, at the ale there.

Thomas, Lord Cromwell, iii. 1.

Adam's ale. See Adam. Bitter ale, bitter beer, a

clear, strong, highly hopped ale, of a pleasant bitter taste.

Medicated ale, ale which is prepared for medicinal

pur|K)ses by an infusion of herbs during fermentation.

aleak (a-lek'), prep.phr. as adv. [< a3 + leak,

q. v.] In or into a leaking state.

aleatico (al-e-at'i-ko), n. [It.] A sweet and
strong red wine made in Tuscany. It is of dark-
red color, has a delicate flavor and perfume, and is one of

the best of very sweet wines.

aleatory (a'le-a-to-ri), a. [< L. aleatorius, per-
taining to a gamester or to gaming, < aleator, a

gamester, a player with dice, < alea, a game
with dice.] Literally, depending upon the
throw of a die; hence, depending on a con-

tingent event Aleatory contract, in law, an agree-
ment the conditions of which depend on an uncertain
event. Aleatory sale, a sale the completion of which
depends on the happening of some uncertain event.

aleavementt, See allwement.

ale-bench (al'bench), w. [ME. not found ; < AS.
ealu-benc: see ale and bench.] A bench in or
before an ale-house.

Sit on their ale-bench with their cups and cans.

Munday and Others, Sit John Oldcastle, i. 1.

ale-beny (al'ber'i), n. [Early mod. E. alebery,

ale-brue, < ME. alebery, alberey, alebrey, albry,

alebre, \ale, ale, + bre, also spelled brewe, broth,

soup (> bree, broo, q. v.), < AS. briw, broth.

The word is thus prop, ale-bree, or ale-brew,

ale-broOj
the second element being perverted in

simulation of berry*.] A beverage formerly
made by boiling ale with spice, sugar, and sops
of bread.

ale-brewer (aTbro"er), n. One whose occupa-
tion is the brewing of ale.

alec (a'lek), n. [L., better allec, also alex, and
with aspirate hallec, halex, the sediment of a

costly fish-sauce, garum, and in general fish-

sauce, fish-pickle.] 1. A pickle or sauce of

small herrings or anchovies. 2t. A herring.
N. E. D.

alecampanet(al"e-kam-pan'), . Same as ele-

campane.
alecize (al'e-slz), v. t.

; pret. and pp. alecized,

ppr. alecizing. [< alec + -ize.] To dress with
alec sauce. N. E. D.
ale-conner (al'kon'er), n. [< ale + Conner1 .]

Originally, a local officer appointed to assay ale

and beer, and to take care that they were good
and wholesome, and sold at a proper price.
The duty of the ale-conners of London now is to inspect
the measures used by beer- and liquor-sellers, in order to

prevent fraud. Four of these officers are chosen annually
by the liverymen, in common hall, on Midsummer's Day
(June 24). Also called ale-tatter.

"Tis well known to the parish I have been twice ale-con-

ner. Middleton, Mayor of Queenborough, iii. 3.



ale-cost

ale-cost (al'kost), n. [< ale + cost3 : see cost-

initri/.] Costmary, Ta.nacetu.rn lialsamita, a

plant put into ale to give it an aromatic flavor.

See costmary.
Alector (a-lek'tor), n. [NL., < Gr. a).i.Tup,

poet, for atetcrpv&v (cf. Alcctryon), a cock; of

disputed origin.] If. Klein's name (1756) for a

genus of birds of which the common hen is the

type: a synonym of Gallun (LinnEeus). 2f.

Merrem's name (1786) for birds of the family
Cracidte, or curassows : a synonym of Crax (Lin-
nteus). 3. [i.e.] The Linneau specific name
for a species of curassow, Crax aloctor.

alectoria1
(al-ek-to'ri-a), n.

; pi. alectoria; (-e).

[L. (so. gemma), fern, of alectorius, pertaining
to a cock, < Gr. a'Aenrup, a cock.] Cockstone;
a peculiar stone, erroneously supposed to be
sometimes found in the stomach or liver of an
aged cock or capon. Many imaginary virtues
were attributed to it.

Alectoria2 (al-ek-to'ri-a), . [NL., < Gr. ate/trap,

equiv. to afonTpot, unmarried, < a-
priv. + itK-

rpov, bed, marriage-bed (see lectica) ;
from the

uncertainty respecting its male flowers.] A
genus of lichens. A. jubata, or rockhair, grows on
trees and rocks, and affords food for the reindeer while the
snow is deep.
Alectorides (al-ek-tor'i-dez), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. afaKTOpif, pi. -iiec, fern, of iAinTup, a cock.]
1. In Nitzsch's classification (1829), a group of
birds represented by the genera Dicholophus
and Otis. 2. In Temminck's classification, a

group of birds of uncertain extent. [Not now in

use. ] 3. A suborder or order of birds which in-

cludes the cranes, rails, and their allies. Cov.es.

alectoridine (al-ek-tor'i-din), a. [< Alectorides
+ -4ne1 .] Having the character of or pertain-
ing to the Alectorides.

It [the genus Parra] would appear to be limicoline, not
alectoridine. Coues, Key to X. A. Birds, p. 669.

alectoromachyt (a-lek-to-rom'a-ki), n. [< Gr.

ateKTap, a cock, -I- fiaxri, a fight, < /tdxeafiai,

fight.] Same as alectryomachy.
alectoromancyt (a-lek'to-ro-man"si), n. [< Gr.

aMnTup, a cock. H- /lavreia, divination. Cf. alec-

tryomancy.] Same as aiectryomancy.
alectoromorph (a-lek'to-ro-morf), . A mem-
ber of the Alectoromorpha?'.
Alectoromorphae (a-lek"to-ro-mdr'fe), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. dAt/cTup, a cock, '+ 'noptyi], form.] In

Huxley's classification of birds, the fifth super-
family of the suborder Schizognathce, of the
order Carinatce. It includes the families Tnrnieida,
Phasianidte, Pteroclidfe, Sleyapodidat, and Cracidce, or the
fowls and fowl-like birds, and therefore corresponds to
the old order Gallince or Rasores, exclusive of the pi-

geons and tinamous. Since 1867, when the term was pro-
posed, a stricter signification has been attached to it by ex-
clusion of the Turnicidce and Pteroclidce. In the restricted

sense, it is divided into the two groups of Alectoropodex
and Peristeropodes, the former containing the fowls proper
(old family Phaxianidve, etc.), the latter the mound-birds
(Meflapodidte) and curassows (Cratidce).

alectoromorphous (a-lek"to-ro-m6r'fus), a.

Having the character of or 'pertaining to the

Alectoromorplite ; gallinaceous or rasorial, in a
strict sense.

Alectoropodes (a-lek-to-rop'o-dez), n. pi. [NL. ,

< Gr. a^tKTup, a cock, + mile, pi. Trorfff, = E.

foot.] A subdivision of Huxley's superfamily
Alectoromorphce, containing the true fowl and
related to the domestic hen, as pheasants, tur-

keys, guinea-fowl, grouse, partridges, quail,
etc.: distinguished from those gallinaceous
birds, as the Megapodida; and Cracidce, which
have the feet more as in pigeons, and are there-
fore called Peristeropodes. See cuts under Cu-

pidonia, grouse, partridge, and quail,

alectoropodous (a-lek-to-rop'o-dus), a. Hav-
ing the character of or pertaining to the Alec-

toropodes.
The suborders [of AlectorotnorphtK] are called respec-

tively the Alectoropodous . . . and the Peristeropodous
Calling. Stand. Nat. Hint., IV. 197.

Alectrurinse (a-lek-tro-ri'ne), n. nl. [NL., <

Alectrurus + -ince.~] A subfamily of clamatorial

passerine birds, of the family Tyrannidw : an
inexact synonym of Fluvieolince and of Tceniop-
teriiia;. See these words, and Alectrurus.

alectrurous (al-ek-tro'rus), a. [< NL. alectni-

rus, adj. : see Alectrurus.'] Having a tail like
that of the cock: applied to certain birds. See
Alectrurus.

Alectrurus (al-ek-tr6'rus), . [NL., < Gr.

d^KTup, a cock, + ovpa, a tail.] A genus of
clamatorial passerine birds, of the family Ty-
rannidee, or tyrant flycatchers, of which the

type is A. tricolor: so named from the long,
compressed, erectile tail, it is sometimes made the
type of a subfamily, Alectrurince. The whole group be-
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longs to South America, Sometimes written, more correct-

ly, Ali'<iuniri/x. uml also Alectrura, Alecturus, Alectnnr.

alectryomachy (a-lek-tri-oni'a-ki), H. [< Gr.

ateKTpv&v, a cock, + ftdxq, a fight.] Cock-fight-
ing. Sometimes written alectoromachij.

aiectryomancy (a-lek'tri-o-man'si), n. [< F.
alectruoHiiiittie (Cotgrave), < Gr. a/tocr/row, a

cock, + uavreia, divination.] An ancient prac-
tice of foretelling events by means of a cock.
The letters of the alphabet were traced on the ground in

squares within a circle, and a grain of corn was placed on
each ; a cock was then permitted to pick up the grains, and
the letters under them, being formed into words in the
order of their selection by the cock, were supposed to
foretell the event. Sometimes written alcctoromancy.

Alectryon (a-lek'tri-on), n. [NL., < Gr. afan-

rpvuv, a cock: see Alector.'] 1. In ornith., a ge-
nus of birds, proposed by Cabanis in 1846 for a
section of the Macartney pheasants, genus Eu-
plocamus of Temminck. The type is A. ery-

throphthalmus of Malacca. 2. A poetical name
of the domestic cock.

Loud the cock Alectryon crowed. Longfellow.

ale-drapert (al'dra/per), n. [< ale + draper, as
in linen-draper : a humorous name, perhaps in

allusion to the old ale-yard: see ale-yard.'] An
ale-house keeper.

I get mee a wife ; with her a little money ; when we are

married, seeke a house we must; no other occupation
have I but to be an ale-draper.

Henry Chettle, Kind-Hart's Dreame (1592).

So that nowe hee hath lefte brokery, and is become a

draper. A draper, quoth Freeman, what draper, of woollin
or linnen ? No, qd [quod, quoth] he, an ale-draper, wherein
he hath more skil then [than] in the other.

Discoixrie of Knights of the Paste, 1597. (Hallhrell.)

alee (a-le'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [ME. a lee,

after"Icel. a hie, alee; < a3
, on, + tee1

, q. v.j

Naut., on or toward the lee side of a ship or boat,
that is, the sheltered side, on which the wind
does not strike

; away from the wind : opposed
to aweather (which see). The helm of a ship is said
to be alee when the tiller is pushed close to the lee side,

causing the rudder to move in the opposite direction, and
thus bringing the ship's head into the wind. In cases where
a steering-wheel is used, the same effect is produced by
turning the wheel toward the wind.

The reek of battle drifting slow alee

Not sullener than we. Lowell, On Board the 76.

Helm's alee ! bard alee ! orders given in tacking a sail-

ing vessel, after the helm has been put down, to direct
that the head-sheets and fore-sheets should be let fly.

ale-fed (al'fed), a. Nourished with ale.

The growth of his ale-fed corps. Stafford, Niobe, ii. 62.

aleft (a-leff), prep. phr. as adv. [< a3
, on, +

left.] On or to the left. Southey. [Bare.]
alegar (al'e- or a'le-gar), n. [< ME. alegar (Halli-
well), < ale + egar, eger, sour: see eayer^. The
mode of formation is not English, but imitates

vinegar, < F. vin aigre, sour wine.] Ale or beer
which has been passed through the acetous fer-

mentation
;
sour ale, used in the north of Eng-

land as a cheap substitute for vinegar.
For not, after consideration, can you ascertain what

liquor it is you are imbibing ; whether . . . Hawkins' en-

tire, or, perhaps, some other great brewer's penny-swipes,
or even alegar. Carlyle, Boswell's Johnson.

ale-garland (al'gar"land), . A wreath hung
to an ale-stake as a part of the sign of a tavern.
This custom is as old as the time of Chaucer,
who alludes to it.

alegeancet, See allegeance^.

alegert, a. [< OF. alegre, alaigre, F. allegre =
Sp. alegre = Pg. It. allegro (see allegro), < L.

alacer, atom's, brisk, lively : see alacrious, alac-

rity.'] Lively; brisk; sprightly; cheerful; gay.
Coffee, the root and leaf betle, [and] . . . tobacco . . .

do all condense the spirits and make them strong and
aleger. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 738.

alegget, v. t. See allay and allege.

ale-gill (al'jil), n. [< ale + gill
5

, ground-ivy,
and the liquor made therefrom : see gilfa,
and cf. alehoof.~] A kind of medicated liquor
prepared by the infusion of ground-ivy in malt
liquor.
alenoof (al'hof), n. [Earlymod. E. also alehoove,
alehove, < ME. alehoofe, halehove, appar. a cor-

ruption, simulating ale, of earlier haihove, hey-
hove, etc., prob. < hey, hay2 ,

a hedge, + hooj'e,

hove, ground-ivy, < AS. hofe, ivy (see hove). The
D. eiloof, ivy, is appar. borrowed from English.]
Ground-ivy, Nepeta Glechoma, the leaves of
which were used in ale-making before the in-

troduction of hops.
ale-house (al'hous), . [< ME. alehous, aille-

hous, < AS. ealo-hus.] A house where ale is re-

tailed.

The redcoats filled all the ale-houses of Westminster
and the Strand. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

Aleiodes (al-I-6'dez), n. [NL., prop, "attodes,

appar. < Gr. a- priv. + faiutiw, smooth, < /lo?,

alembic

smooth, + e5of, appearance.] A genus of para-
sitic Hymenoptera, of the family Bracomda:.
The species are parasitic ujwn caterpillars, undergoing

Aleiodes /umipennis (Cresson).

a, cocoon; rf, enlarged segment of same ; b, female (cross shows nat-
ural size) ; c, tip of her abdomen from side, enlarged ; e, larva.

transformation in the dried and rigid skin of their host.
A. rileyi (Cresson) is uniformly reddish-yellow, and is

parasitic on larvso of the lepidopterous genus Acronycta.

aleist, [ME. aleis, < OF. alies, alis, usually
alie, alye, later alise (mod. F. alise and alize),
< Teut. *aliza, OHG. "eliza, var. of elira, erila,

erla, G. erle, dial, else, the alder, in comp. else-

baum, the white beam-tree, elsebeere. the berry
of the white beam-tree

;
= AS. air, > E. alder*,

q. v.] The fruit or berry of the white beam-
tree, Pynis Aria. Bom. of the Hose, 1. 1377.

ale-knightt (al'nit), . A pot-companion.
Come, all you brave wights,
That are dubbed ale-knights, . . .

Know malt is of mickle might.
Wits' Recreations (1654).

To have his picture stamp'd on a stone jng
To keep ale-knights in memory of sobriety.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, iii. 1.

alem (al'em), n. [Turk, 'alem, a flag, banner,
standard, ensign, the crescent, < Ar. 'atom, a

flag, ensign, < 'alama, know. Cf. alim, almah.]
The imperial standard of the Turkish empire.
Aleinannian (al-e-man'i-an), a. Alemannic.

Two Alemannian dukes of the 10th century.
Eneyc. Brit., XX. 4.

Alemannic (al-e-man'ik), a. and n. [< L. Alc-

mannicus, Alam'annicus, pertaining to the Ale-

manni, Alamanni, the Latinized form of the Ger-
man name of a confederation of German tribes,
lit. all men, after Goth, alamans, all men, all

mankind, < alls = OHG. al = E. all, + manna =
OHG. man = E. man. Hence L. Alemannia, the

country of the Alemanni, extended by the Gauls
to all Germany, > F. Allemagne, Germany, Al-

lemand,.German: see Alman, Almain.] 1. a.

Belonging to the Alemanni, confederated Ger-
man tribes who began to appear between the
Main and the Danube about the beginning of

the third century, and occupied that region
completely.

II. n. The language of the Alemanni, or an-
cient people of southwestern Germany.
Also spelled Allemannic.

alembdar (a-lem'dar), n. [Turk, 'alemddr, <

'alem, flag, standard (see alem), + -dar, < Pers.

-dor, holder, bearer.] In Turkey, an officer

who bears the green standard of Mohammed
when the sultan appears in public.
alembic (a-lem'bik), n. [Early mod. E. alem-

bick,ali>nbeck, and abbr. lembick, limbeck, q. v.
; <

ME. alembike, alembyk, alenibek, ear-
lier alambik, alambic, < OF. alambic,
also written alambique, F. alambic
= Pr. elambic = Sp. alambique= Pg.
alambigtie, lambique=U. lantbicco,

Umbicco, \ ML. alambieus, < Ar. al-

anbiq, < al, the (see a?-2 ), + anbiq
(> Pers. ambiq), a still, < Gr. a/iftit;,

a cup, later the cup of a still
;

cf.

Ionic Gr. aftflq = Gr. apftuv, foot of a A ienlDi

goblet.] 1. A vessel formerly used
in chemistry for distillation, and usually made
of glass or copper. The bottom part, containing the

liquor to be distilled, was called the matrasH or cucurbit;
the upper part, which received and condensed the volatile

products, was called the head or capital, the beak of which
was fitted to the neck of a receiver. The head alone was
more properly the alembic. It is now superseded by the
retort and worm-still.

Hence 2. Anything which works a change or

transformation : as, the alembic of sorrow.

Thus is Art, a nature passed through the alembic of man.
Emerson, Misc., p. 27.

alembic (a-lem'bik), v. t.
; pret. and pp. alem-

bicked, ppr. alembicking. [< alembic, .] To
distil as by an alembic

;
obtain as by means of

an alembic. [Bare.]



alembic

I have occasioned great speculation, and diverted ray-
self with the important mysteries that have been aim*-
bicked out of a trifle. tt'aljjole, Letters, I. 208.

alembroth (a-lem'broth), . [Formerly also

alembor, late ME. alembroke; origin unknown.]
The salt called by the alchemists the salt of art,

science, or wisdom
;
a double chlorid of mer-

cury and ammonia. Although poisonous, it

was formerly used as a stimulant.

alenaget, . Same as (linage.

Alengon lace. See lace.

alengtht (a-length' ), prep.phr. as adv. and prep.
[ME. alenght (for *alen</tlt) ; < as

, on, at, +
length.] 1. adv. At full length ; along; stretch-
ed at full length.

II. prep. In the direction of the length of.

Alepas (al'e-pas), n. [NL., < Or. a- copulative
+ /Umif, a limpet: see Lepas.] A genus of

barnacles or acorn-shells, of the family Lepadi-
cUe. They are ordinary cirripeds with thoracic
limbs. A. cornuta is an example.
aleph (a'lef), n. [Heb. 'dleph = Ar. 'alif: see

alpha.] The first letter of the Hebrew alpha-
bet (X), representing the older Phenician let-

ter which gave name and form to the Greek A,
d/t^a. See a1

. This letter, in the Semitic languages, is

not properly a vowel, but is a quasi-consonantal sign, to
which the pronunciation of any initial vowel may be at-

tached. In transliteration into Roman letters, this sign
is represented by a Greek "smooth breathing" (') or is

left unmarked.

alepidosaurid (a-lep"i-do-sa'rid), n. A fish of
the family Alepidosaurida. Also called alepi-
dosauroid.

Alepidosauridas (a-lep*i-do-sa'ri-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Alepidosaurus + -ida1.] A family of

large, fierce, and voracious abdominal deep-sea
fishes. Also called Aleposattridas and Alepi-
sauridce.

The Alepidosauridae are deep-sea fishes of large size, re-

markable for the great size of their teeth. The body is

elongate, and without scales ; the mouth is extremely
large, with rows of compressed teeth of unequal size,
some of those on the lower jaw and palatines being fang-
like. The dorsal fln is very long, covering almost the
whole of the back, and there is no adipose fln.

Stand. Nat. HM., III. 138.

Alepidosaurilia (a-lep'i-do-sa-ri'na), n. pi
[NL., < Alepidosaurus + -ina.~\ In Gunther's
classification of fishes, a division of Scopelidce,

containing those with the dorsal fin occupying
nearly the entire length of the back

;
a group

corresponding to the family Alepidosaurida;
(which see). Preferably written Alepidosau-
rince, as a subfamily.
alepidosauroid (a-lep"i-d6-sa'roid), a. and n.

[< Alepidosaurtis + -aid.] I. a. Having the
characters of the Alepidosaurida.
H. K. An alepidosaurid.

Alepidosaurus (a -
lep

"
i -do - sa '

rus), n. [NL. ,

as Aleposaurus, but with Gr. Atx/f (2.ein6-) in-

stead of equiy. /.CTTOC (AETTO-), a scale.] A genus
of fishes, typical of the family Alepidosauridce.
It was at one time supposed to be related to Saurus, but
is distinguished by the scaleless skin, whence the name.
Also called Alepisaurnji, Alepoitaurus. A. ferox is a spe-
cies known as handsaw-fish and lancet-fish.

alepidote (a-lep'i-dot), a. and n. [<Gr. o

<5urof, without scales, < a- priv. + JUm'f
a scale: see Lepidium.] I. a. Not having
scales : as, an alepidote fish.

II. n. Any fish whose skin is not covered with
scales.

alepinet (al'e-pen), . [Also written alapeen,
prob. for Aleppine, belonging to Aleppo: see

Aleppine.] A mixed stuff, either of wool and
silk or of mohair and cotton. Dyer.
Alepisauridae (a-lep-i-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Alepisaurus + -idee.] Same as Alejridosauridce.

Alepisaurus (a-lep-i-sa'rus), n. [NL., improp.
for Alepidosaurus.] Same as Alepidosaurus.
Alepocephali (a-lep-6-sef'a-li), n. pi. [PI. of

Alepoceplialm.] Same as Alepocepttalidte.

alepocephalid (a-lep-6-sef'a-lid), n. One of
the Alepocephalidce (which see).

Alepocephalidse (a-lep*6-se-fal'i-de), n. pi.

[NIj.,<.Alepocephalus + -idaj.] A family of clu-

peoid abdominal fishes. The technical characters

Altpocephalus bairdi.

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

are : supramaxillary bones of three pieces, as in the dupe-
idee, the dorsal fln posterior and opposite the anal fln, few
pyloric ca;ca, and no air-bladder. About a dozen species
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referable to four genera have been discovered in the deeper
portions of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, as well as of
the Mediterranean sea. Also called Ale/we/ilmU.

alepocephaloid (a-lep-6-sef'a-loid), a. and n.

1. . Having the character of the Alepoceplitil/-
da:

II. . Same as alepocephalid.

Aleppcephalus (a-lep-6-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. <i- priv. + /Un-of, scale, + cefoA^, head.] A
genus of fishes, typical of the family Alepoce-
iilidlidte: so called from the scaleless head.

ale-polet (al'pol), n. Same as ale-stttkc.

Aleposauridae (a-lep-6-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Aleposaurus + -ida;.] Same as Alepidosauriiln .

Aleposaurus (a-lep-6-sa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

aAeTTOf, faulty form of d/fTrMurof, without scales

(< a- priv. + A^jrof, also /Un-if, a scale: see Le-

pidium). + aaiipof, a lizard, also a sea-fish : see

Saurus.] Same as Alepidosaurus.
ale-postt (aTpost), n. Same as ale-stake.

ale-pot (al'pot), n. A pot or mug for holding
ale. In England a pot of beer or ale means a quart of
it ; hence, ale-pot means especially a quart-pot.

A clean cloth was spread before him, with knife, fork,
and spoon, salt-cellar, pepper-box, glass, and pewter ale-

pot. Dickens, Little Don-it.

Aleppine (a-lep'in), o. and n. [(.Aleppo, Euro-

pean (It.) form of Turk, and Ar. ffaleb, said to
be named from Ar. halab, milk.] I. a. Per-

taining to Aleppo, a city of Asiatic Turkey, or
to its inhabitants.

U. n. A native or an inhabitant of Aleppo.
Aleppo gall, Ulcer. See ulcer.

alerce (a-lers'; Sp. pron. a-lar'tha), n. [Sp., the

larch, prob. < o-, repr. Ar. al, me, T lerce,
"larce = It. larice, < L. larix (ace. laricem), the
larch (see larch), perhaps mixed with Ar. al-

'arzah, al-'erz, < al, the, + 'arzah.'erz, Pers. arz,

cedar.] 1. A name given in Spain to wood
used by the Moors in their edifices, obtained
from the sandarac-tree of Morocco, Callitris

quadrivalvis. See Callitris. 2. Same as alerce-

tree.

With here and there a red cedar or an alerce pine.
Darvrin, Voyage of Beagle, xiii.

alerce-tree (a-lers'tre), n. A large coniferous
timber-tree of Chili, Libocedrus Chilensis, ex-

tensively used on the southern Pacific coast.

alerion, . See allerion.

alert (a-lerf), a. and n., orig. prep. phr. [< F.

olwfe, mteij. phr., adj., and n., formerly allerte,
sometimes written d I'erte, = Sp. alerta (alerto,

adj. ) = Pg. alerta, < It. alt erta, on the watch, on
the lookout; stare alF erta, be on one's guard,
lit. stand on the lookout: alV for alia, for

la, < L. ad illam, on the
; erta, a lookout, also a

declivity, a slope, a steep, fern, of erto, raised

aloft, steep, pp. of ergere, raise, erect, < L. eri-

gere, raise, pp. erectus, > E. erect, q. v.] I. a. 1.

Active in vigilance; watchful; vigilantly at-

tentive.

Yt ceaseless still she throve, alert, alive,
The working bee, in full or empty hive.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

Nothing is worth reading that does not require an alert

mind. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 15.

2. Moving with celerity; brisk; active; nim-
ble : as,

" an alert young fellow," Addison,
Spectator, No. 403. = Syn, 1. Heedful, wary. 2. Live-

ly, agile, quick, prompt, ready, spry.

II. . [From the phr. on the alert, a pleo-
nastic E. version of the orig. It. phr. alV erta :

see I.] An attitude of vigilance; watch;
guard : especially in the phrase on or upon the

alert, upon the watch
;
on the lookout

; guarding
against surprise or danger: as, "the readiness
of one on the alert," Dickens.

He was instructed to notify his officers to be on the
alert for any indications of battle.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 412.

alertly (a-16rt'li), adv. In an alert manner
j
with

watchful vigilance ; nimbly ; briskly; actively.
alertness (a-lert'nes), n. The state or quality
of being alert; briskness; nimbleuess; activity.

-ales. [< L. -ales, pi. of -alts, a common adj.
suffix: see-a?.] In bot., a plural termination dis-

tinguishing the names of cohorts, a grade inter-

mediate between class and order.

ale-SCOtt, ale-shott (al'skot, al'shot), n. [<
ale + scot, also shot, payment: see scot and
shot, payment.] A reckoning to be paid for ale.

alese. n. See aleze.

ale-Silver (al'sil'ver), n. A duty anciently
paid to the lord mayor of London by the sellers

of ale within the city.
ale-staket (al'stak), . A stake having a gar-
land or bush of twigs at the top of it, set up as
a sign before an ale-house.

aleurone

A garland hadde he set upon his heed
As gret as it were for an ale-stake.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 667.

Also called ale-pole, ale-post.
ale-taster (al'tas"ter), . Same as ale-conner.

alethiology ^a-le-thi-ol'o-ji),
n. [< Gr. id.ifiua,

truth (< u/j/m/f, true, < a- priv. + ^avBavciv, '/.adeiv,

escape notice, be concealed : see Lethe),+ -toy'ia,
< Xfyeiv, speak: see -ology.] A term used by
Sir William Hamilton to denote that part of

logic which treats of the nature of truth and
error, and of the rules for their discrimination,

alethoscope (a-le'tho-skop), n. [< Gr. aAT/Of/f,

true (see alethiology), + ammclv, view.] An op-
tical instrument by means of which pictures
are made to present a more natural and life-

like appearance.
Aletornis (al-e-tor'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. aZfyrr/c,,

a wanderer, vagrant (< d/iaaffai, wander, stray ),

+ 6pvif, bird.] A genus of extinct Tertiary
birds from the Eocene of Wyoming Territory.
Several species are described by Marsh, who places them
among the cranes and rails. They range in size from that
of a woodcock to that of a small crane.

Aletris (al'e-tris), n. NL., < Gr. aherpic,, a (fe-

male) grinder of corn, (aAtrpeveiv, extendedfrom
ateiv, grind.] A genus of plants, natural order

Hemodoracece, natives of the eastern United
States, chiefly from New Jersey southward.
The two species, A.farinosa&ndA. aurea, are low, smooth,
stemless, bitter herbs, with fibrous roots, a cluster of spread-
ing, flat, lance-shaped leaves, and a spiked raceme of small
white or yellow flowers. They are called colic-root from
their medicinal reputation, and also ague-grots, star-pross,
blazing-star, etc.

alette (a-lef), n. [F., = Sp. aleta = It. aletta,
a small wing; dim. of L. ala, wing: see aisle.]

In arch. : (a) A
small wing of a

building. (6) A
pilaster or but-
tress, (c) The
lateral face of

the pier of an
arch, extending
from the edge
of the opening;

A, arch ; B, B, pilasters ; C, C, alettes (c ). especially, that

portion of the
lateral face between the edge of the opening
and a semi-column, pilaster, or the like, serving
to decorate the pier. Also spelled allette.

Aleurites (al-u-ri'tez), . [NL., < Gr. a^evpirrj^,

pertaining to atevpov, meal, esp. wheaten flour, <

afaiv, grind.] A genus of plants, natural order

Euphorbiacete. The most important species, A. triloba

(the candleberry-tree), a tree SO to 40 feet high, is a native
of the Moluccas and some of the Pacific islands, and is cul-

tivated in tropical countries for its nuts, which abound in

oil, and when dried are used by the Polynesian islanders
as a substitute for candles, whence they are called candle-
nuts or candleberries. The oil expressed from the kernels
dries rapidly, and is known as country walnut or artists'

oil, or kekune-oil. A. cordata is the Chinese varnish-tree,
and the oil from its seeds is used in China in

painting.

Aleurpdes (al-u-ro'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. d/>.fp<i-

dr/f, like flour, < afevpav, flour, + eMof, form.]
The typical and only genus of the family Aleu-
rodida;. Also written Aleyrodes.
Aleurodidae (al-u-rod'i-de). n. pi. [NL.,< Aleit-

rodes + -idee. ] A family of hemipterous insects,
of the suborder Phytophthiria,OT plant-lice, re-

lated to the aphids and scale-insects. These in-

sects are very small and exceedingly prolific ; they have
large oval elytra and wings, held nearly horizontal when
in repose ; the head is small, with divided eyes ; the an-
tennte are short, 6-jointed, with the rostrum 2-jointed ; and
the legs are short, simple, with 2-jointed tarsi provided
with 2 claws. There are about 25 nominal species of the

single genus Aleurodes. A. proletella resembles a small
white moth with a dark spot on each wing-cover, and is

found on celandine, cabbage, oak, etc. The larva is small,
flat, and oval like a minute scale, as in Psyllidce; the

pupa is fixed and inclosed in an envelop.

aleuromancy (a-lu'ro-man-si), n. [< F. aleu-

romancie, < Gr. afavpo/iavrelav, divination from
ineal, < iifavpav, meal, + fiavreia, divination.]
A method of divination by meal or flour, prac-
tised by the ancients.

aleuroineter (al-u-rom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. aAevpov,

flour, esp. wheaten flour, + /lerpov, measure.]
An instrument invented by M. Boland, about

1849, for ascertaining the bread-making quali-
ties of wheaten flour. The indications depend upon
the expansion of the gluten contained in a given quantity of

flour when freed of its starch by pulverization and repeated
washings with water.

aleurone (a-lu'ron), . [< Gr. afavpov, fine flour,

+ -one.] The minute albuminoid granules
(protein) which are found, in connection with
starch and oily matter, in the endosperm of ripe
seeds and the cotyledons of the embryo. It is

considered an inactive resting form of proto-
plasm. Also called protein-granules.



aleuronic

aleuronic (al-u-ron'ik), a. [< (ilein-one + -ic.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of aleurone.

Aleutian, Aleutic (al-e-6'shi-an, -tik), a.

[Named from the inhabitants, the Aleuts, Kuss.

.lli'iitui.] Appellative of or pertaining to a group
of islands (the Aleutian islands) separating
Bering sea from the northern Pacific, nearly or

quite coextensive with the Catherine archi-

pelago, extending from near the southern point
of Kamtchatka to the peninsula of Alaska.
ale-vat (al'vat), n. [< AS. ealo-fait = OS. alo-

fat: see ale and vat.] A vat in which ale is

fermented.

aleyin (al'e-vin), re. [< F. aleviti, prob. for *ale-

r/iiu, < OF. alever, rear, < L. atllevare, raise,
< ad, to, + levare, raise. Cf. alleve, alleviate.]
The young of any fish; especially, a young
salmonid or clupeid.
alewt (a-lu'), w. [Var. of halloo.] Outcry;
howling; lamentation.

Yet did she not lament with loude alew,
As women wont. Spenser, F. Q., V. vi. 13.

ale-washed (al'wosht), a. Steeped or soaked
in ale.

And what a beard of the general's cut . . . will do
among foaming bottles and ale-washed wits, is wonder-
ful to be thought on. Sliak., Hen. V., iii. ti.

alewife 1
(al'wif), re.; pi. alewives (-wivz). A

woman who keeps an ale-house.

Perhaps he will swagger and hector, and threaten to

beat and butcher an ale-wife. Swift, Drapier's Letters.

alewife2 (al'wif), n.
; pi. alewives (-wivz). [A

particular use of alewife
1

, prob. in allusion to

their corpulent appearance (see quot.). The
form aloofe, recorded in 1678, is said to be the
Indian name of the fish ; but it is prob. an error
for alewife.] 1. A North American fish, Clupea

Alewife f Clupea vernalise.

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

vernalis, from 8 to 10 inches long, resembling
a small shad, but much inferior to it as food.
It is taken in large numbers with that fish.

Consorting Herrings and the bony Shad,
Big-bellied Alewiaeg, Macrils richly clad
With Rain-bow colours, the Frost-fish and the Smelt,
As good as ever Lady Gustus felt.

S. Clarke, Four Chief Plantations in America (1670).

2. A name given at Bermuda to the round
pompano, Trachynotus ovattis. Seepompano.
3. A local English name of the alhce-shad.
alexanders (al-eg-zan'derz), n. [Also written

alisander, allisander, alisaunder, < ME. alisaun-

dre, < OF. alisaundre, alisandre ; but in AS.
alexandrie, alexandre, from the ML. name Petro-
selinum Alexandrinum, i. e., Alexandrine pars-
ley, equiv. to P. Macedonicum, i. e., Macedonian
parsley.] 1. The English nameof an umbellif-
erous plant, Smyrnium Olusatrum. Of all the um-
bellifers used as vegetables, this was one of the commonest
in gardens for nearly fifteen centuries, but it is now aban-
doned. The history of its use can be traced from begin-
ning to end. Theophrastus mentions it as a medicinal
plant, under the name hippoftelinon (horse-parsley), but
three centuries later Dioscorides says that either the root
or the leaves might be eaten, which implies cultivation.
In Latin (Pliny, Columella, etc.) it was called holutt atruin,
later oluttatrum, and corruptly oluatrum. Charlemagne
commanded it to be sown in his farms. The Italians made
great use of it, under the name maeerone. At the end of
the eighteenth century the tradition existed in England
that it had been formerly cultivated

; later English and
French horticulturists do not mention it. De Candolle.

2. In North America, a name sometimes given
to the plant Tluvtpiuut aureum.
Alexandrian (al-eg-zan'dri-an), a. [< L. Alex-

andria, classical form Alexandria, < Gr. k/Ufdv-
dpeia, name of the Egyptian city founded by
Alexander the Great, < 'AAtt-avdpos, L. Alexander,
a man's name, prop, adj., 'defending men,' <

aM^tiv, ward off, defend, 4- avf/p (avSp-), man.]
1. Pertaining to Alexandria, an important city
of Egypt, founded by Alexander the Great in
332 B. C. 2. Pertaining to Alexander the Great.
Alexandrian Codex (Codex Alexandrinm), an impor-

tant manuscript of the Scriptures, sent to Charles I. of Eng-
land by the Patriarch of Constantinople, now in the Brit-
ish Museum. It is written in Greek uncials on p;uvli-

ment, and contains the Septuagint version of the Old Testa-
ment complete, except parts of the Psalms, and almost all

the New Testament. It is assigned to the fifth century.- Alexandrian library,
the largest collection of books

made in antiquity, founded by Ptolemy Soter and Ptolemy
Philadelphus (323-247 B. C.), at Alexandria in Egypt, and
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said to have contained 700,000 volumes of the literature
of Rome, Greece, and Egypt. The library was sacked by a
mob of fanatics under the Patrhuvh Thi-ophilus, A. D. 391,
and what remained was destroyed by the Arabs in 641.

Alexandrian school, (a) A school of literature, science,
and philosophy flourishing at Alexandria under the I'tole-

mies during the three centuries preceding the Christian

era, and continuing under the Roman empire, especially
as a philosophical school in which Neoplatonism was
the most important element, down to the final extinction
of paganism in the fifth century after Christ. (&) A
school of Christian philosophy and theology at Alex-
andria during the first five centuries ; especially, the cate-

chetical school of Alexandria, existing in that city from
the earliest times of Christianity down to about A. i>. 400,
for the purpose of instruction in the Christian faith,
and distinguished for the high attainments of its instruc-

tors in pagan as well as in Christian philosophy and liter-

ature. Among its most famous directors were St. Clement
and Origen. This school was remarkable for its attempt
to accommodate Greek philosophy to Christianity and to
make use of it in Christian teaching, thus antagonizing
Judaizing views, according to which there was and could
be nothing in common between the two. In some of its

forms it tended on the one extreme to a philosophic ration-

alism, on the other to an idealizing mysticism. Alexandria
continued to be the most important center of Christian

theology down to the time of the Council of Chalcedon,
A. D. 451.

Alexandrianism (al-eg-zan'dri-an-izm), n.

The teachings of the Alexandrian school of

theology, especially in its distinctive character-
istics. See Alexandrian. Also written Alexan-
drinism.

Alexandrine (al-eg-zau'drin), . and . [< L.

Alexandrinus, < Alexandria: see Alexandrian.]
I. a. Same as Alexandrian, 1.

For some time a steady advance of science appeared to

be insured by the labors of the Alexantlrine school.

Pop. Sri. Mo., XIII. 263.

Alexandrine liturgy, the liturgy of St. Mark. See

liturgy. Alexandrine mpsalc, or opus Alexandri-
num, a kind of rich mosaic in which are used red and
green porphyries, precious marbles, enamels, and other

costly and brilliant materials. It has its name from the

Emperor Alexander Severus (A. D. 222-235), and was used
for friezes, panels, etc.

,
under the later Roman empire.

II. n. [< F. alexandrin : so called, it is said,
from Alexandre Paris, an old French poet, or
from poems written by him and others in this

meter on the life of Alexander the Great.] In

pros., an iambic hexapody, or series of six iam-
bic feet. French Alexandrines are written in couplets,
alternately acatalectic with masculine rimes and hyper-
catalectic with feminine rimes. French tragedies are gen-
erally composed in Alexandrines. The cesura occurs at
the end of the third foot. The second line of the follow-

ing extract is an example :

A needless Alexandrine ends the song,
That, like a wounded snake, drags its slow length along.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 356.

Alexandrinism (al-eg-zan'drin-izm), n. Same
as Alexandrianism.
alexandrite (al-eg-zan'drit), . [< L. Alexan-
der (Alexander II., Emperor of Russia) + -ite2.]
A variety of chrysoberyl found in the mica slate
of the Ural mountains.
alexia (a-lek'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. a- priv. +
/tff<f, a speaking (or reading), < teyetv, speak,
read.] Inability to read, as the result of a
morbid or diseased condition of nervous cen-
ters not involving loss of sight ;

word-blindness
;

text-blindness.

alexipharmact, alexipharmacalt, a. See alexi-

pharmic, alexipharmical.
alexipharmacumt (a-lek-si-far'ma-kum), n.

[NL., < L. alexipharmacon : see alexipharaiic.]
See alexipharmic.
He calls steel the proper alexipharmacum of this mal-

ady. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 417.

alexipharmic (a-lek-si-far'mik), a. and n. [The
final syllable, prop, -ac, has been conformed to
the common suffix -ic. NL. alexipharmacum, L.

alexipharmacon, n.
;

< Gr.
dAef^ap^a/cof,

ward-
ing off poison, acting as an antidote against it,

antidotal; neuter as noun, a^ufap/uiKov (L.

alexipharmacon), an antidote, remedy, < a/ltfcfv,
ward off, + <fiap/jaKov, a poison, drug, remedy:
see pharmacon, pharmacy, etc.] I. a. 1. Act-

ing as a means of warding off disease
; acting

as a remedy; prophylactic. 2. Having the

power of warding off the effects of poison taken

inwardly; antidotal.

Some antidotal quality it [the unicorn's horn] may have,
. . . since not only the bone in the hart, but the horn of a
deer is alexipharmick. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

II. n. An antidote to poison or infection,
especially an internal antidote.

Finding his strength every day less, he was at last ter-

rified, and called for help upon the sages of physic : they
filled his apartments witn alexipharmictt, restoratives, and
essential virtues. Johnson, Rambler, No. 120.

alexipharmical (a-lek-si-far'mi-kal), a. Same
as alexipharmic.

alexipyretic (a-lek^si-pi-ret'ik), a. and . [<
Gr. aAffeiv, ward off, + wper6f, fever : see

l>i/rcfic.] In med., same as febrifuge.

i. Ale-yard.
3, Tricky Ale-yard.

alfin

alexiteric (a-lek-si-ter'ik), a. and re. [< Gr.

aM^i/Tj/piof, fit or able to keep off or defend;
neut. afaS-r/Tt/ptov (sc. <j>ap/xaKov,

drug), a remedy, medicine
;
<

iiri/p, one who keeps off or

defends, < i&cS-eiv, keep off, de-
fend. Of. alexipharmic.] I. a.

Resisting external poison; ob-

viating the effects of venom.
II. n. An antidote to poison

or infection, especially an ex-
ternal application.
alexitencal (a-lek-si-ter'i-
kal), a. Same as alexiteric.

ale-yard (al'yard), . [< ale

+ yard1.] 1. A glass vessel
used as a measure of capacity
as well as a drinking-glass,
shaped like a much elongated
wine-glass, formerly in use
in England. 2. A glass ves-
sel having the shape of an elongated cone, the
small end communicating with a hollow ball.
On drinking from it, as soon as the air reaches the inside
of the ball all the liquid contained in it spurts out sud-

denly. Sometimes called tricky ale-yard.

Aleyrodes, . Same as Aleurodes.

aleze, alese (a-laz'), . [< F. alezc, formerly
alese, alaise, appar. < a Faise, at ease : a, < L. ad,

to, at
; le, the ; aise, > E. ease, q. v. The spell-

ing aleze may be in simulation of U, breadth,
as if a 'spread.'] A cloth folded several times
in order to protect a bed from discharges of

blood, etc.

alfa (al'fa), re. A name in northern Africa for

varieties of esparto-grass, Stipa tenacissima and
S. arenaria, used in the manufacture of paper.
Also written halfa.

alfa-grass (al'fa-gras), re. Same as alfa.
alfalfa (al-fal'f'a), n. [Sp., formerly alfalfez,
said to be from Ar. al-faffagah, the best sort of

fodder.] The Spanish name of lucerne, Medi-

cago saliva, and the common name under which
the chief varieties of lucerne are known in the
western United States.

alfaqui (al-fa-ke'), re. [Sp., < Ar. al-faqih, < al,

the, 4- faqih, a doctor in theology; cf. ftqh,

theological learning, < faqiha, be wise.] A doc-
tor learned in Mussulman law; a Mohammedan
priest.

A successful inroad into the country of the unbelievers,
said he, will make more converts to my cause than a thou-
sand texts of the Koran, expounded by ten thousand alfa-

quis. Irving, Granada, p. 154.

No sooner had the sovereigns left the city, than Ximenes
invited some of the leading alfaqv.it*, or Mussulman doc-

tors, to a conference, in which he expounded, with all the

eloquence at his command, the true foundations of the
Christian faith, and the errors of their own.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 6.

alfenid, alfenide (al'fe-nid, -nid or -nid), n.

[Perhaps < Sp. alfefi(ique), a sugar-paste (verb
alfen-icar, ice with sugar), + -id, -ide : see al-

phenic.] Nickel-silver, thickly electroplated
with pure silver.

alferest (al-fer'es), n. [Also written alfeeres.al-

ferez, alfarez, alfaras, < Sp. alferez, OSp. Pg.
alferes, ensign, < Ar. al-faris, <. al, the, + faris,

horseman, knight, (.faras, horse.] A standard-
bearer

;
an ensign ;

a cornet. This term was in use
in England some time before and during the civil wars of
Charles I.

Commended to me from some noble friends
For my alferes. Fletcher, Rule a Wife, i. 1.

alfet (al'fet), n. [< ML. alfetum (as denned be-

low), < AS. alfttt, aelfixt, a pot to boil in, < al,

eel, fire (see anneal1 ),
+ fast, a vessel: see vat.']

In early Eng. hist., a vessel of boiling water into

which an accused person plunged his arm as a
test of his innocence.

alfileria (al-fi-le'ri-a), n. Same as alfilerilla.

alfilerilla (al"fi-le-ril'a), n. [Amer. Sp., also

alfileria, alfilaria : so called from the shape of

the carpels ;
< Sp. alfiler, also alfilel, Pg. alfinete,

a pin, < Ar. al-khill,a, wooden pin used for fas-

tening garments (Freytag), a pin.] A name
in California for a European species of Ero-
dium, E. cicutarium, which has become very
widely naturalized. It is a low herb, but a valuable

forage-plant. Its carpels have a sharp point and a long
twisted beak, by the action of which, under the influence
of the moisture of the air, the seed is buried in the soil.

Other names for it are pin-clover and pin-fjrass.

alfint (al'fin), re. [< late ME. alfyn, alphyn,
aufyn, etc., < OF. alfin, like ML. alphinus, It.

alfino, alfido, alfiere, alfiero, < Sp. alfil, arfil =
Pg. alfil, alfir, < Ar. al-fil. the elephant, < al, the,
+ fil, < Pers. Hind. fO, Skt. pilu, elephant, this

piece having had orig. the form of an elephant.]
In chess, a name of the bishop.



alfiona

alfiona, alfione (al-fi-o'nii, al'fi-6n), n. [Mex.
Sp.] An embiotoooid fisn, Ithacochilus toxotes,
with small scales, uniserial and jaw teeth, and
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bromine are products of various species. Seaweeds are also
valuable as fertilizers.

algal (al'gal), a. and . [< L. alga + -al.'] I.
n. Of or pertaining to the Algce; having the
nature of algie.

II. H. One of the Algce (which see).

algaroba, . See algarroba.
algarot, algaroth (al'ga-rot, -roth), . [< F.

Algerlne

Alfiona (Rhacochilus toxotes},

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

lip free and deeply cut along its margin. It is

the largest as well as the most valuable food-fish of the
surf-fish family, Embiotocidoi, and is common along the
Californian coast, where it is also called sprat and perch.

al fresco (iil fres'ko). [It., lit. in the cool
air: al for a U (< L.'a/J ilium), in the; fresco,
cool or fresh air, < fresco, cool, fresh. < OHG.
frisc = E. fresh: see fresh, fresco.} In the

open air
;
out of doors : as, to dine al fresco.

Much of the gayety and brightness of al-freseo life.

The Century, XXVII. 190.

Such alfresco suppers the country-gentlemen of Italy at*
in the first century of our era ! D. G. Mitchell, Wet Days.

Alfur (al-for'), n. [< D. Alfoer, Pg. Alfuros, pi.,
said to be < AT. al, the, + Pg. fora (= It. fora,
fuora, fuori), outside (see foris-); the other
forms. Arafuras, Haraforas, are, then, varia-

tions.] Same as Alfurese, n. sing.
Alfurese (al-fo-res' or -rez'), n. and a. [See At-

fur.~} I. n. 1. sing, or pi. A member, or the
members collectively, of the race of Alfuros or
Alfurs (also called Arafuras, Haraforas, etc.),
a group of wild and savage tribes inhabiting
Celebes and other islands of the Indian archi-

pelago, ethnologically intermediate between
the Malays and Papuans or Negritos.
The Alfurese are totally distinct from the brown Malay

and black Negrito; they are wild, savage, Pagan head-
hunters. R. N. Cust, Mod. Langs. E. Ind., p. 147.

2. The language spoken by the Alfuros or Al-
furs.

II. a. Pertaining to the Alfuros or Alfurs,
or to their language.
Alfuro (al-fo'ro), n. Same as Alfurese, n. sing.

alg. An abbreviation of algebra.
alga (al'ga), .

; pi. algae (-je). [L., seaweed.]
A cryptogam of the class of Algce.

Algae (al'je), n. pi. [L., pi. of alga: see alga.']
A division of thallogenous chlorophyllous cryp-

togams found for
the most part in
the sea (seaweeds)
or in fresh water.
They are wholly cellu-

lar, though varying ex-

ceedingly in form and
size, from a single mi-

croscopic or sometimes
large and branching
cell, a shapeless, jelly-
like mass, or mere
string of articulations,
to forms with trunk-
like stems and mem-
branous lamime many

in ML. "Indus algebra? almucgrabal<eqite" (13th
century), and in early mod.'E. "

algiebar and
almaehabel" (Dee, XIath. Pnef., 6, A. D. 1570),
and the second part in ML. almucabala, almaca-
bala, algebra.] 1. Formal mathematics; the

analysis of equations; the art of reasoning
about relations, more especially quantitative

,iT,,,;>t)i, from the narne'of the inventor, Alan-
rela

.

tions> bv
,

*ne aid of a compact and highlyA an' Italian scholar of Venice
(171.-6/).] 2^^,^^, "' """"^ '^ 1

-
the ^

A violently purgative and emetic white powder,
which falls when chlorid of antimony is dropped
into water. It is a compound of chlorid and oxid
of antimony.
algarovilla (al"ga-r6-vil'a), n. See algarrobilla.
algarroba (al-ga-ro'ba), '. [Sp., < Ar. al-khar-

nilnili, the carob: see"aZ-2 and carob."] 1. The
Spanish name of the carob-tree, Ceratonia Sili-

qua. See Ceratonia. 2. In America, a name
given to the honey-mesquit, Prosopis juliflora,

SSSS^ISAtsS: ss^^^s^ssss^^ssi
ties, obtained from the La Plata, and containing multiplication table characterizing it.

2. Any special system of notation adapted to

are expressed by signs of equal-
ity, addition, subtraction, multiplication, etc. (= , +, ,

x ), or by the position of the quantities (as x</ for x x y,
and j-> for * to the y power), and the quantities themselves
are denoted by letters. Quantities whose values are un-
known or are assumed t*> be variable are denoted by the
last letters of the alphabet, as x, y, z; known or constant
quantities by a, b, c, etc. ; and problems are solved by ex-
pressing all the data in the form of equations, and then
transforming these according to certain rules. The con-
ceptions of negative and imaginary quantities (see nega-
tive and imaginary) are employed. The term higher alge-
bra usually means the theory of invariants. See invari-
ant. Multiple algebra, or n-way algebra, introduces the

tannin mixed with a deep-brown coloring mat-
ter. Crooks, Handbook of Dyeing and Calico

Printing, p. 509.-Algarroba Dean.
Also spelled algaroba.

the study of a special system of relationship :

as,
"

it is an algebra upon an algebra," Sylvester.
--- 3. A treatise on algebra.

algarrobilla (al"ga-r6-bil'ii), n. [S. Amer. Sp., Its abbreviation is alg.
dim. of Sp. algarroba : see above.] The astnn- Boolian algebra, a logical algebra, invented by the Eng-
gent resinous husks and seeds of several legu-

lish "'""'ematician George Boole (1815-64), for the solution

minous trees or shrubs of South Amprica. wHo of problems in ordinary logic. It has also a connectionntn America, wnicli with tne theory of probabilities. Logical algebra an
are an article of commerce for their value in algebra which considers particularly non quantitativerela--qu

tions. Nilpotent algebra, an algebra in which every ex-

pression is nilpotent (which see). Pure algebra, an alge-
bra in which every unit is connected with every other by
a definite relation.

tanning and dyeing, in Brazil and tropical America
they are the produce chiefly of Pithecolohium panijolium
(Ingailarthat of some authors). In Chili and on the west-
ern coast they are obtained from Ccesalpinia (Balsanio-
carpum) bremfolia and Prosopis juliflora. Also written algebraic (al- je-bra

'

ik), a.
algamrilla.

algate, algates (al'gat, al'gats), adv. [< ME.
algate, allegate, alle gate (algates occurs in Chau-
cer), < al, all, + gate, a way: see gate2 and gait.
Cf. alway, always.'] 1. In every direction;
everywhere ; always ;

;
under all circumstances.

9 r

Algates he that hath with love to done,
Hath ofter wo than changed ys the nione.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 234.

2. In every respect ; altogether; entirely. [Ob-
solete and north. Eng. provincial.]

Una now he algates must foregoe.
Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 2.

3f. In any way ; at all.

Fayrer then herselfe, if ought algate
Might fayrer be. Spenser, F. Q., III. viii. 9.

4f. By all means
;
on any terms

;
at any rate.

As yow lyst ye maken hertes digne ;

Algates hem that ye wole sette a fyre,

_ . [< algebra + -ic ;

prop. *algebric = F. algebrique, < NL. "algebri-
CMS.J 1. Pertaining to algebra. 2. Involving
no operations except addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication, division, and the raising of quan-
tities to powers whose exponents are commen-
surable quantities : as, an algebraic equation or

expression. 3. Relating to the system of quan-
tity which extends indefinitely below as well as
above zero Algebraic curve. See oirce. Algebraic
equation, an equation in which the unknown quantities
or variables are subjected to no other operations than those
enumerated in definition 2, above : as, x% y% -f- axl = 6.

Algebraic form. See form. Algebraic function, a
function whose connection with its variable is expressed
by an algebraic equation. Thus, x and y, as defined by the
above equation, are algebraic functions of one another.
Algebraic geometry, a name given to the application of
algebra to tne solution of geometrical problems. Alge-
braic sign, the sign + or which has to be attached to a
real number to fix its value in algebra. Algebraic space,
a space in which the position of a point may be uniquely
defined by a set of values of periodic algebraic integrals,,
without exceptions which form part of the space. Alge-
braic sum, the sum of several quantities whose algebraic-
signs have been taken into account in adding them : as,
the algebraic gum of +4 and 2 is -f 2.

Thei dreden shame and vices thei resigne.
Chaucer, Troilua, iii. 24.

And therefore would I should be algates slain ;

For while I live his life is in suspense. . . . , , .

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, iv. oo. algebraical _(al-je-bra'i-kal)

5f. Notwithstanding; nevertheless.
A maner latin corrupt was hir speche, , . ,,

But algates ther-by was she understonde. algebraically (al-je-bra'i-kal-i), adv. By means
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 422. of algebra, or of algebraic processes; in an alge-

---, . 1. Same as
algebraic. Z. Resembling algebra; relating to

algebra.

Alga.

brancnletwitha'cystocarp.
>ever through roots.
The mode of propaga-

tion varies greatly in the different orders. In many no
well-defined sexual differences have been discovered, and
reproduction is carried on by means of cell-division or by
non-sexual spores (tetraspores, zoospores). In the highest
order there are distinct male and female organs (antheridia
and oogonia). The term Alyae as used by UnnMU and
early botanists included not only seaweeds, but also the
Hepaticte, Licheiies, and Characete. By Harvey the Algce
were divided into three groups, distinguished chiefly by
their color, viz. : the olive-brown, Melanospermece ; thered
or purple, Rhodospermece ; and the green, Chlorospenneff.
This arrangement has now become nearly obsolete. Recent
authorities have proposed several different schemes of
classification for the thallophytes in general, in which
structure and development, as well as supposed relation-
ship, are taken into account, and in which the Algte are
variously distributed. Substantial agreement is not yet
reached, and the nomenclature for many of the groups re-
mains in a very unsettled condition. It may, however, be
said that the Algce are now generally divided into the fol-

lowing orders (classes, etc., of some), viz. : Floridece, the
most highly developed, producing cystooarps after fertili-
zation ; Oonporece, propagating sexually by oospores ; Zoo-
sporetf, distinguished by the conjugation of zoospores ; Con-
jugatce, including the diatoms, desmids, etc., in which
there is a conjugation of cells ; and a remainder, the Cryji-
tophycece of Thuret, variously disposed of by other authors,
in which there is no known sexual reproduction. Many of
the Algie are edible and nutritious, as carrageen or Irish
moss, dulse, laver, etc. Many abound in gelatin, and make
a fine glue or substitute for isinglass. Kelp, iodine, and

422.

algazel (al-ga-zel' ), n. [An early form of gazel,
br ic manner

;
as regards'algebra.

after'Ai.al-ghazal: see gazel."] Anameformerly algebraist (al'je-bra-ist), n. [< algebra + -ist ;

applied to one, and probably to several, of the prop.
*
algebrist= F. algebriste = Sp. Pg. It. alge-

rumiuant quadrupeds of eastern Africa, etc., brifta, < NL. algebrista."\ One who is versed in

now known as gazels and antelopes. It is vari-
*ne

.science
of algebra. Also algebrist.

ously identified, some making it out to be the common
gazel of Egypt, etc., AntUope dorcas or Dorcas gazella ;

others, the sasin or common antelope, Anlilope bezoartica,
a very different animal. It is more probably the first-
named species, or one closely resembling it.

Algebar (al'je-bar), n. [Said to be < Ar. al, algebrist (al'je-brist), . Same as algebraist.

the, + gebdr (Syr. gaboro), giant.] An Arabic algedp (al-je'do), . [NL.,< Gr. aAy-r/6uv,a, sense
and poetical name of the constellation Orion. f pain, pain, suffering, < aAjeZv, feel bodily pain,

suffer.] In pathol., violent pain about the
urethra, testes, bladder, perineum, and anus,
caused by sudden stoppage of severe gonorrhea.

algebraize (al'je-bra-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

algebraized, ppr. algeltraizing. [< algebra + -ize ;

prop. *algebrize.] To perform by algebra ;
re-

duce to algebraic form.

ng stai

Stood the great giant Algebar,
Orion, hunter of the beast !

Longfellow, Occult, of Orion.

and n. [= F. Alge-
,
the province, Algiers

bala, algebra) : 'ilm, 'ulm, science, < 'alama, know
(cf. alem, alim, almah): al, the; iabr, redinte-

gration, consolidationXj'a&aro, redintegrate, re-

Algena;
in the north of Africa. The colony was

founded in 1834, extends from the Mediterranean south-
ward to the desert of Sahara, and has Tunis and Morocco
m its east and west frontiers respectively.

unite, consolidate (= Heb. gdbar, make strong) ; Algerine (al-je-ren' ), a. and n. [= Sp. Argelino
wa, and; 'I for al, the; muqabalah, comparison, = It. Algerino : see Algerian."] 1. a. Oforper-
collation, < qdbala, confront, compare, collate :

see cabala. The full Ar. name is reflected
taining to Algiers or Algeria, or to the inhabi-
tants of Algeria.



Algerine 139 alien

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Al- algorist (al'go-rist), . [< alt/orixi + 4st.] A
giers or Algeria, in Africa

; particularly, one computer with the Arabic figures ;
an arithme-

of the indigenous Berber or Arabic inhabitants tician
;
a writer on algorism.

of Algiers, as distinguished from the French
colonists. See Algerian. Hence 2. A pirate:

which are somewhat small in scale, but fancifully varied
and brilliant with color and gilding.

Alhambresque (al-ham-bresk'), a. [<AI)uim-
bra + -csque.] Resembling the Alhambra, or

head, found followers in Germany, England/France, aiul
*ne style f ornamentation peculiar to the Al-

De Morgan, Arith. Books, xxi. hambra. See Alhambraii:

The Italian school of alt]ori*ts, with Pacioli at their
lead, :"

from the fact that the people of Algiers were sPain -

formerly much addicted to piracy. 3. [1. c.] A algoristic (al-go-ris'tik), a. Pertaining to the alhenna (al-hen'ii), n. Same as henna.
woolen material woven in stripes of bright col- Arabic figures.

'

alhidade, ft.
SDQ "KJJ-

_ . .. . . .. ^ . **-- , ...'-'..._. . . lio/o'i;
See alidade.- .

ors, and often with gold thread, generally too algorithm (al'go-riTHm), . An erroneous form alias (a'li-as), rtrfc. [L. alias, at another time;
Ir,**. . J .-. ,, Ti J?__ ___i __ __ J ___ j _ __ j. in TiMat A timi c-ta n ~ I ,. J _ A --- A!--- j___
loose and soft for ordinary wear, and made into of algorism.
scarfs, shawls, and the like. algorithmic

algerite (al'jer-it), n. [After P. Alger.] A algorismic,
mineral occurring in yellow to gray tetragonal as, algorithmic logic.

crystals at Franklin Furnace, New Jersey. It

is probably an altered scapolite.

algetic (al-jet'ik), a. [< Gr. as if *a.f.yijriK6c,

(.atyeiv, have pain.] Producing or having re-
lation to pain,
algid (al'jid), a. [< L. algidus, cold, < algere,
be cold.] Cold Algid cholera, in imthol., Asiatic
cholera : so called from the fact that diminution of tem-
perature is one of its leading characteristics.

algidity (al-jid'i-ti), n. [< algid + -ity.] The
state of being algid ;

chilliness
;
coldness.

algidness (al'jid-nes), n. Same as algidity.

algific (al-jif'ik), a. [< L. algificus, < algus, cold

(\algere, be cold), + facere, make.] Producing
cold.

algist (al'jist), n. [< L. alga, a seaweed, + -igt.]
A student of that department of botany which
relates to algee or seaweeds; one skilled in

algology.

algpdouite (al-god'p-nit), . [< Algodones (see
def.) + -ite2.] An arsenid of copper occurring
in steel-gray masses, allied to domeykite. it
is found at the silver-mine of Algodones, near Coquimbo,
Chili.

nic (al-go-riTH'mik), a. 1. Same as
ic. 2. Pertaining to or using symbols :

logic.

"Symbolic," as I understand it, being almost exactly
the equivalent of algorithmic.

J. Venn, Symbolic Logic, p. 98.

Algorithmic geometry, Wronski's name for analytical
geometry. Seldom used by writers of authority,

algous (al'gus), a. [< L. algosus, abounding inuniB^B. union i or one place Smith, at another Simpson,
seaweed, < alga, a seaweed : see alga.] Per- alias (a'li-as), n.

; pi. aliases (-ez).
taining to or resembling algse or seaweeds;
abounding with seaweed.

algrimt, n. A Middle English form of algorism.
alguazil (al-gwa-zeT), n. [< Sp. alguacil, for-

merly alguazil, 'alvacil, = Pg. algtutsil, formerly
alvazil, alvacil, also alvazir, alvacir, an officer

< Ar. al-wazir, < al, the (see al-2
),
+ wazir, offi-

cer, vizir: see vizir.] In Spain, and in regions
settled by Spaniards, an inferior officer of jus-
tice; a constable.
The corregidor . . . has ordered this alywizil to appre-

hend you. Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, v. 1.

There were instances in which men of the most vener-
able dignity, persecuted without a cause by extortioners,
died of rage and shame in the gripe of the vile alguazih
of Impey. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

in post-Augustan period, at another time or
place, elsewhere, under other circumstances,
otherwise; fern. ace. pi. (cf. E. else, a gen.
sing, form, from same original) of alivs, other:
see alien.] At another time; in another place;
in other circumstances

; otherwise. It is used
chiefly in judicial proceedings to connect the different
names assumed by a person who attempts to conceal his
true name and pass under a fictitious one : thus, Simpson
alias Smith means a person calling himself at one time

,. . - - - L [.<alias,
adv.] An assumed name

; another name.
Outcasts . . . forced to assume every week new aliasex

and new disguises. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxi.

Most [Moslem] women when travelling adopt an alias
R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 420.

law, a second writ or execution issued when
the first has failed to serve its purpose. Also
used adjectively : as, an alias execution.
alibi (al'i-bi), adv. [L., elsewhere, in another
place, < alias, other,+ -bi, related to E. by, q. v.]
In law, elsewhere

;
at another place.

The prisoner had little to say in his defence
;
he endea-

voured to prove himself alibi.

algoid (al'goid), a. [< L. alga, a seaweed, +
-oid.] Resembling alg

Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull, ii.

algum (al'gum), n. A tree, in the time of Solo- alibi (al'i-bi), n. [< alibi, adv.] 1 . In law, a plea
mou and Hiram, growing on Mount Lebanon, f having been elsewhere at the time an offense

is alleged to have been committed. Hence 2.
The fact or state of having been elsewhere at the
time specified : as,he attempted to prove an alibi.

alibility (al-i-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. alibilite, < L.
alibilis : see alible and -bility.] The capacity of

along with cedar- and fir-trees, sought for the
construction of the temple ; according to both
the Septuagint and Vulgate versions, the pine.
It was not identical with the almug-tree, which
was brought from Ophir. See almug.
Send me also cedar trees, flr trees, and algum trees, out

of Lebanon. a Chron. ii. 8.

a nutritive substance for absorption ;
assimila-

tiveness. N. E. D.

algological (al-go-loj'i-kal), a. [< algology +
-ical.] Relating or pertaining to algology.
algologist (al-gol'6-jist), n. [< algology + -ist.]
One who studies algas or seaweeds; one skilled
in algology ;

an algist.
The arrangement of the families and genera differs but

little from that adopted in recent floras, . . . and fairly
represents the views held at the present time by leading alhacena (al-a-tha'na), n. FSp., < Ar T\ A cun- alible (al'i-bl), a. [< L. alibilis, nutritive/ alere,
algologMs. Jour, of Botany, Brit, and, For., 1883, p. 2iu. board or recess of stucco, decorated in the Moor- nourish: see aliment.] Nutritive,

algology (al-gol'o-ji), n. [< L. alga, a seaweed, ish or Spanish style. A magnificent specimen in the alicant (al'i-kant), n. [< Alicante, a town in
+ Gr. -Aoy<a, < Mfetv, speak: see -ology.] A
branch of botany treating of algse ; phycology.
Algonkin, Algonquin (al-gon'kin), a. [Amer.
Ind. Algonquin is a F. spelling.] Belongingto = ---

v -
,, ... L"i.6 . a iuioioi,niiiK) w- " mmous plants of several reputed species, but a black-letter book, of aliebel, < Ar. at-ifibal, <

-' "" + iqbal, advancement, progress^] In
the situation of a planet on or follow-

angle.
il (al-ik-tl'zal), n. [< Ar. al-ittiqdl, < al,

., , . H1 .,,v.i,.. u.,. .u ,.oiu D ,.- the, + jM'fa/, contact, conjunction of planets,
the New

England^ IndluUj
the Delawares, the ojibwes or Alhambraic (al-ham-bra'ik), a. [< Alhambra < wayala, join.] In astral., the conjunction of

(< Ai.al-hamra?, lit. the red (house), with refer- two planets moving in the same direction, and
one overtaking the other.
alicula (a-lik'u-lii), n. [L., dim. of ala, wing,
perhaps because it covers the upper part of the
arm (ala).] In Bom. antiq., a short upper gar-
ment, like a cape, worn by hunters, country-
men, and boys.
alidade (al'i-dad), n. [Also alidad; < F. alidade

an important and widely spread family of North
American Indian tribes, formerly inhabiting
the eastern coast from Labrador down through
the Middle States, and extending westward
across the Mississippi valley, and even into the
Rocky mountains. Some of its principal divisions an
the New England Indians, the

~

Chippewas, and the lilackfeet.

Persia for food and for expbrtatioiTto India" ^camel/arc alictisal (al-ik-tl'zal), n.

very fond of i*

1 , , / A \ rT >,_ , , . .. T V* ""/ nwlMf l*
,
11 u. Ullo 1CVA 11MIUBO I, W4UU 1CJ.C1-

algor (al gor), TO. [L., < algere, be cold.] In pa- ence to the color of the sun-dried bricks which
tnol., an unusual feeling of coldness; rigor or
chill in or at the onset of fever.

algorism (al'go-rizm), n. [< ME. algorisme,
algarism, etc., also contr. algrim, augrim, etc.,
< OF. algorisme, augorisme, augorime = Pr. algo-
risme = Sp. alguarismo (ef. guarismo, cipher) =
Pg. It. algorismo, < ML. algorismus (occasionally
alchoarismus, etc.), the Arabic system of num-
bers, arithmetic, < Ar. al-Khowaraemi, i. e., the
native of Khwdrazm (Khiva), surname of Abu
Ja'far Mohammed ben Musa, an Arabian math-
ematician, who flourished in the 9th century.
His work on algebra was translated or para-
phrased into Latin early in the 13th century,
and was the source from which Europe derived
a knowledge of the Arabic numerals. His sur-

name, given in the Latin paraphrase as Algorit-
mi, came to be applied to arithmetic in much the
same way that "Euclid" was applied to geom-
etry. The spelling algorithm, Sp. It. algoritmo,
Pg. algorithmo, ML. algorithmus, etc., simulates
Gr. api8u6f, number.] 1. In arith., the Arabic
system of notation

; hence, the art of computa-
tion with the Arabic figures, now commonly
called arithmetic.

If ever they came to the connected mention of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, it ought to have
been a sign that they were reading on algorism as distin-
guished from arithmetic. De Morgan, Arith. Books, xix.

2. Any peculiar method of computing, as the
rule for finding the greatest common measure.

3. Any method of notation : as, the differen-
tial algorism.
Also written algorithm.

algorismic (al-go-riz'mik), a. [< algorism +
-ic.] Pertaining to algorism ;

N. E. D. Also algorithmic.

Court of Lions, Alhambra

compose the outer walls, < al, the, + hamrff,

.

= Sp. alhidacla, alidada = Pg. alidada, alidade,
< ML. alhidada, < Ar. al-'idadali, the revolving
radius of a graduated circle, < al, the (see al-2 ),+ 'adad, 'adid, 'adud, the upper arm, which re-
volves in its socket.] 1. A movable arm pass-
ing over a graduated circle, and carrying a
vernier or an index: an attachment of many in-
struments for measuring angles. See cut under
sextant.

The astrolabe [used by Vasco da Gama] was a metal cir-
cle graduated round the edge, with a limb called the al-
hidada fixed to a pin in the centre, and working round
the graduated circle. Kncyc. Brit., X. 181.

2. A straight-edge carrying a telescope : an at-
tachment of the plane-table for transferring to

paper the direction of any object from the sta-
tion occupied.
Also written alliidade.

alie 1
(a'li), v. t. [Shetland dial., < Icel. alati,

nourish, = Goth, alan, nourish, grow: see all

and aliment.] To cherish
;
nurse

; pet. Edmond-
ston, Shetland Gloss.

fern, of ahmar, red) + -ic.] Pertaining to or a
j?5

(a ,
h )> " t< 'iel

, ''] A pet; a favorite.

built or decorated after the manner of the Al- ^Iniondston,
Shetland Gloss.

hambra, a Moorish palace and fortress near alie^t, . t. A former spelling of af/i/i.

Granada in Spain, erected during the thirteenth alien (al
'ven )j a- and [Early mod. E. also

and the first part of the fourteenth century, and
alte

<
altent

, a^ant, alliant, < ME. alien, alyeii,

listing specimen of Moorish archi- ?%e". aliente, alwunt, etc., < OF. alien, allien, <

L. alienus, belonging to another, < alias, another,
akin to E. else.] I. a. 1. Residing under an-
other government or in another country than

the finest ex'stine specimen
arithm' cal

tecture ; in the style of the Alhambra. The style-al - of decoration characteriaHo of the Alhambra is remark-
able for the elaborate variety and complexity of its details,



alien 140 alight
that of one's birth, and not having rights of alienage (al'yen-aj), . [< alien + -age.} 1. alienee (al-yen-e'), . [< alien v + -ee1 1 One
citizenship in such place of residence: as, the The state of being an alien; the legal standing
alien population; an alien condition. 2. For-

eign; not belonging to one's own nation.
The veil of alien speech.

0. W. Holmes, Chinese Embassy.
The sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home,
She stood in tears amid the alien corn.

Keats, Ode to Nightingale.

3. Wholly different in nature
; estranged ; ad-

verse; hostile: used with to or from.
The thing most alien from . . . [the Protector's] clear

intellect and his commanding spirit was petty persecution.
Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

It is difficult to trace the origin of sentiments so tilit'ii

to whom the title to property is transferred: as,
"if the alienee enters and keeps possession,"
Slackstone.

of an alien.

Why restore estates forfeitable on account of alienage!
Story, aliener (al'yen-er), . Same as alieuor.

I il<> hereby order and proclaim that no plea of alienage alien-house (al'yen-hous), It. Formerly, in

to another; alienation. [Rare.]
The provinces were treated in a far more harsh manner

z^TOsa^M^s^pS" FzSoV"^ or ^js** h
?
usKb?

;

foreign birth who shall have declared on oath his inten-
lon

f
lng to foreign ecclesiastics, or under their

tion to become a citizen of the United States. control. Lticye. Brit., II. 4o9.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 370. alienigenate (al-yen-ij'e-nat), a. [< L. alicni-

2. The state of being alienated or transferred genus, foreign-born (< alienus, foreign, alien, +
-genus, -born), + -ate1 .} Alien-born. Ii. C. Win-

throp.

to our own way of thought.
J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, vi. alienate (aTyen-at), v. t.

; pret. and pp. alien-
Allen egg, in ornith., the egg of a cuckoo, cow-bird, or
other parasitic species, dropped in the nest of another
bird. Allen enemy. See eiiemy. Allen friend. See
friend. Alien good, in ethic*, a good not under one's
own control. Afien water, any stream of water carried
across an irrigated field or meadow, but not employed in
the system of irrigation. Imp. Diet.

II. n. 1. A foreigner; one born in or belong-
ing to another country who has not acquired
citizenship by naturalization

;
one who is not

a denizen, or entitled to the privileges of a citi-

zen. In France a child born of residents who are not
citizens is an alien. In the United States, as in Great
Britain, children born and remaining within the country,

than the Italian states, even in the latter period of their alienism (al'yen-izm), n. [< alien + -ism.}
alienage. Brougham. The state of being an alien.

The law was very gentle in the construction of the dis-

ated, ppr. alienating. [<' L. alienatus", pp. of abilitv of alieni"n- Chancellor Kent,

alienare, make alien, estrange: see alien, v.}
% The study and treatment of mental dis-

1. To transfer or convey, as title, property, or eases -

other right, to another: as, to alienate lands alienist (al'yen-ist), n. [< alien + -ist.} One
or sovereignty. engaged in the scientific study or treatment of

mental diseases.
He [John Locke] looked at insanity rather too superfi-

cially for a practical alienist.

E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 114.

alienor (al'yen-or), n. [Early mod. E. alienour,

He must have the consent of the electors when he would
alienate- or mortgage anything belonging to the empire.

Ooldsmith, Seven Years' War, iv.

Led blindfold thus
By love of what he thought his flesh and blood
To alienate his all in her behalf. < AF. alienor, alienour = OF. alieneur, < ML.

Brmming, Ring and Book, I. 117. "alienator : see alienator.'] One who transfers
2. To repel or turn away in feeling; make in- property to another. Also written aliener.

though born of alien parents, are, according to the better different or averse, where love or esteem be- aliethmoid (al-i-eth'moid), n. and a. IX L ala
opinion, natural-born citizens or subjects: and the children f _j tv f v- "_ 1_ & _ .:".7V *' , J- , !opinion, natural-born citizens or subjects ; and the children
of citizens or subjects, though born in other countries, are
generally deemed natural-born citizens or subjects, and if

they become resident are entitled to the privileges of resi-
dent citizens ; but they also may, when of full age, make
declaration of alienage. See citizen.

When the Roman jurists applied their experience of
Roman citizens to dealings between citizens and aliens,
showing by the difference of their actions that they re-

fore subsisted
; estrange : with from before the

secondary object.
He [Pausanias] alienated, by his insolence, all who might

have served or protected him.

Macaulay, Mitford's Greece.

The recollection of his former life is a dream that only
the more alienates him from the realities of the present.

It. Taylor.

a wing, + E. ethmoid.} I. n. The lateral part
or wing of the ethmoidal region of the orbito-
nasal cartilage in the skull of an embryonic
bird.

The hinder region or aliethmoid Is the true olfactory re-

gion. W. K. Parker.

II. a. Pertaining to the aliethmoid: as, the

pp. as above, in the pp. sense.]
of alienation; estranged.

O alienate from God, O spirit accursed !

MUton, t. L., v. 877.

The Whigs are ... wholly alienate from truth.

Swift, Misc.

H.t . A stranger; an alien.

Whosoever eateth the lamb without this house, he is an

K L. alienatw, other.] The state of being different ; otherness.

I. a. In a state alifet (ft^if')_
adv. [Appar. < a3 + Hfe> as if for

garded "the" circumstances as euenUally'different* they laid _ g__ , TO deliver ovpr nrn.ndpr o-i > TV. H aliethmoid region; an aliethmoid cartilage,
the foundations of that great structure which has guided SHf L To Tender

'
ive UP- 2' To di8 '

alietyt (a-li'e-ti), . [< ML. alietas, < L alius,nit! socuii progress 01 ijuropc. u i. /-i/ -A\ j . - . . - - *. _._
*'. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 156. alienate (al'yen-at), a. and n.

2. A stranger. [Rare.]
An alien to the hearts

Of all the court, and princes of my blood.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Hi. 2.

Who can not have been altogether an alien from the re-
searches of your lordship. Landor.

Allen Act. (a) See alien and sedition laics, below. (b)
An English statute of 1838 (6 and 7 Wm. IV. c. 11) provid-
ing for the registration of aliens; and one of 1844 (7 and

'as one's life,' but perhaps orig. due to lief.}

Dearly.
A clean instep,

And that I love alife !

Fletcher, M. Thomas, ii. 2.

aliferous (a-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. ala, wing, +
ferre= 'E. bear1 '.] Having wings..i iiuaucvci cai^tii LIIC miiiu wiuioui una House, ne IB .in IT / i/- A * r /i

alienate. Stapletm. Fortresse of the Faith, fol. 148. alliorm (al 1-fOrm), a. [< L. ala, wing, + -Jor-
8 Viet c. 66) allowing aliens from' friendly nations'to iToid alienated (al'yen-a-ted), p. a. Mentally astray ;

s
> <forma, shape.] Having the shape of a

real^and personal property for purposes of jresideuce, and demented. wing or wings : in ana*., applied to the ptery-
goid processes and the muscles associated with
them. See /tterygoid. [Rare.]
aligantt (al'i-gant), n. An old form of alicant.

aligerous (a-lij'e-rus), a. [<L. aliger, bearing

being alienated. (o) In law, a transfer of the title to
'

1ng8 '
< "'"' WmS' + W*, bear.] Having

property by one person to another, by conveyance, as dis-
, f.\

tinguished from inheritance. A devise of real property is alight '

t (a-lit ), r. t. [< ME. align ten. alyghten,
regarded as an alienation.

aligten, ai'ygten, alihten, alyhten,< (1) AS. dlihtan
In some cases the consent of all the heirs, collateral as

well as descendant, had to be obtained before an aliena-
tion could be made.

D. W. Jtoss, German Land-holding, p. 74.

(6) The diversion of lands from ecclesiastical to secular

most famous of which (1 Stat. 570) conferred power on the
President to order out of the country such aliens as he
might reasonably suspect of secret machinations against
the government or judge dangerous to its peace. It ex-
pired by limitation in two years. The sedition law was a
stringent act against seditious conspiracy and libel, chiefly
aimed at obstructive opposition to the proceedings of gov-
ernment and libelous or seditious publications in regard
to them. These laws had little effect besides that of over-
throwing the Federal party, which was held responsible
for them.

[< ME. alienen, alyenen, <

F. aliener = Pr. Sp. Pg.

alien (al'yen), v. t.

OF. aliener, mod.
alienar = It. alienare, < L. alienare, make^alien,
estrange, < alienus, alien: see alien, a.] 1. To
transfer or convey to another; make over the

Eossessiou
of: as, to alien a title or property.

a this sense also written aliene.

Alien the gleabe, intaile it to thy loines.

Marston, What You Will, ii. 1.

If the son alien lands, and then repurchase them again
in fee, the rules of descents are to be observed, as if he
were the original purchaser.

Sir M. Hale, Hist. Common Law of Eng.
Had they, like him [Charles I.], for good and valuable

consideration, aliened their hurtful prerogatives?
Macaulay, Conv. between Cowley and Milton.

2. To make averse or indifferent
;
turn the af-

fections or inclinations of
;
alienate

; estrange.
The prince was totally aliened from all thoughts of, or

inclination to, the marriage. Clarendon.

Poetry had not been aliened from the people by the es-
tablishment of an Upper House of vocables alone entitled
to move in the stately ceremonials of verse.

Lowett, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 157.

(OHG. arliuhtan, MHG. erliuhten, Q.erleuchten),
light, illuminate, < a-, E. a-l, + Khtan, E. lightl,
v.: (2) AS. oalihtan, light, illuminate, < on-, E.

a-2, + Khtan, E. lighft, r.
; (3) AS. gelilitan, ge-

ownership. lyhtan, light, give light to, illuminate, intr. be-
The word alienation has acquired since the Refonuation come light, < ge-, E. a-6, + lihtan, E. light

1
,
v. :

see a-l, a-2
, n-6, and ligJift, r., and cf. alighted,

enlighten, lighten
1

; see also alight
1

,
n. a.] 1.

To light; light up; illuminate. 2. To set light
to; light (a fire, lamp, etc.).

Having . . . alighted his lamp.
Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote. (N. E. D.)

the almost distinctive meaning of the diversion of lauds
from ecclesiastical or religious to secular ownershipA W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

(<) A withdrawing or an estrangement, as of feeling or
the affections.

Alienation of heart from the king. Bacon.

We keep apart when we have quarrelled, express our- -U<'k+l /o KtM ,
selves in well-bred phrases, and in this way preserve a aM$J M* ,. >>.P\

"'
',

T Pre
P.- P**;** adv.

dignified alienation. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 5.

She seemed, also, conscious of a cause, to me unknown,
for the gradual alienation of my regard.

Poe, Tales, I. 471.

(d) Deprivation, or partial deprivation, of mental faculties
;

derangement ; insanity.

If a person of acknowledged probity and of known pu-
rity of life were suddenly to do something grossly unmoral,
and it were impossible to discover any motive for his

strange and aberrant deed, we should ascribe it to an
alienation of nature, and say that he must be mad. . . ...

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 10. alightJ
t
y
(a-ut ),;<

alienation-office (al-yen-a'shon-ofis), n. An
office in London, at which persons resorting to

KME. alight, aligt, aliht (early mod. E. alighted),
<. AS. "dlilttecl, pp. of dlihtan, E. alight

1
, r., q. v.

;

but now regarded as parallel to afire, ablaze,
etc., < a3 + light

1
, n.j Provided with light;

lighted up ; illuminated.
The chapel was scarcely alifftt.

Thackeray, Four Georges (1862), p. 169. (S. E. D.)
Set

The lamps alight, and call

For 8olden music. Tennyson, Ancient Sage.

[< ME. alighten, aligten,

mitigate, < ge-, E. a-6
,
+ lihtan, E. light?, v. : see

a-6
, light

2
, v., and cf. alighten^, lighten

2
.} Tothe judicial processes of fine and recovery for ""' ".'"' ">"* ,-, !/--. j

the conveyance of lands were required to pre-
make USht or less heavy; lighten; alleviate,

sent their writs, and submit to the payment of
fees called the prefine and the postjine.alienability (al"yen-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< alienable,

after F. alienabilite.}' The state or quality of alienator (al'yen-a-toi
being alienable ;

the capacity of being alienated ML. "aliena tor, < L. alienare, pp. aliena tus, alien-
ate: see alien, T.} 1. One who alienates or
transfers property. 2. A thief. [Humorous.]

or transferred.

The alienability of the domain. Brt,Works, III. 316.

alienable (al'yen-a-bl), a. [< alien, v., + -able,
after F. alienable^ That may be alienated;
capable of being sold or transferred to another :

as, land is alienable according to the laws of the

She wende to alyght her euylle and her synne.
Caxton, Q. de la Tour. (N. E. D.)

r-Z F 'nHfnntfvr < alight3 (a-lit '), *.
; pret. and pp. alighted (obs..*. al ,ur,<, pp aUgi t)> ppr a iightina _ [/ME.

To one like Elia, whose treasures are rather cased in
leather covers than closed in iron coffers, there is a class
of alienators more formidable than that which I have
touched upon ; I mean your borrowers of books.

Lamb, Two Races of Men.

aliene (al-yen'), v. t. Same as alien, 1.

alyghten, aligten, alygten, < (1) AS. dlihtan (oc-

curring but once, in a gloss: "Dissilio, Ic of

dlihte," lit. 'I alight off'), < a-, E. a-l, + Khtuii.

E. lights-, (2) AS. gelilitan, alight, dismount,
come down, < ge-, E. -6, + Uhlan. E. light

3
: see

a-l, a-6
, and liglifi, and cf. alighten

3 and light-
en3.} 1. To get down or descend, as from
horseback or from a carriage ;

dismount.



alight

We pass'd along the coast by a very rocky anil rugged
way, which forc'il us to ati'/lif many times before we came
to Havre tic (Iraiv. Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1044.

2. To settle or lodge after descending: as, a bird

alights on a tree; snow alights on a roof.

Truly spake Mohammed el Damiri, "Wisdom hath
tili'flttcd upon three things the brain of the Franks, the
hands of the Chinese, and the tongues of the Arabs."

K. F. Hiirluii, El-Mcdinah, p. 333.

Whether insects alight on the leaves by mere chance, as
a resting-place, or are attracted by the odour of the secre-

tion, I know not. iJunrin, Iti.seetiv. Plants, p. 17.

3. To fall (upon); come (upon) accidentally,
or without design ; light : as, to alight on a par-
ticular passage in a book, or on a particular
fact; to alii/lit on a rare plant.

alightenH (a-li'tn), v. t. [< alighft + -el. Cf.

Hi/litt'iiL, <'iil!t/liten.] To make light; illuminate.

alighten2t (a-li'tn), v. t. [< alight* + -enl. Cf.

%/ite 2
.] To make light or less heavy; re-

duce the weight or burden of
; lighten.

alighten3
t (a-li'tn), v. i. [< alighft + -ei. Cf.

lii/h te
3
.] To alight; dismount.

align, alignment, alignement. See aline*,
(iliiuimeiit.

aligreek (al-i-grek'), . [Corruption of F. a
la grecque, or ft. alia greca, in the Greek (fash-

ion).] Same as a-la-grecque. [Bare.]
alike (a-lik'), a. [< ME. alike, alyke, and assib-

ilated "alyche, alechc, with prefix a- repr. both
a-6 and a-*, the earlier forms being (1) ilik,

Hike, ylike, ylyk, ylyke, elik, and assibilated

ilieh, iliche, ylich, yliche, yleche, earliest ME.
gelic, < AS. gelie = OS. gilik = OFries. gelik,

usually lik, = OD. ghelijck, D. gelijk = OHG.
galih, gilih, gelilt, glih, MHG. gelich, glicli, G.

gleich = Icel. glikr, mod. likr = Sw. lik = Dan.

K</= Goth. galeiks, like, similar, alike, lit. 'hav-

ing a corresponding body or form,' ( ga- (= AS.

ge-), together, indicating collation or compari-
son, + teiA;= AS. lie, E. like1

,
lich (in comp. like-

wake = Itch-wake, lich-gate, q. v.), body; (2)

alike, alyke (in adv. also alike, olyke), earlier

with prefix an-, accented, anlike, anlyke, and
assibilated anlich, onlich, < AS. anlic, onlic =
OD. aenlijck = OHG. "analih, anagilih, MHG.
anelich, G. ahnlich = Icel. dlikr = Goth. *ana-
leiks (in adv. analeiko), like, similar, lit. 'on-ly,'

having dependence on, relation to, similarity
to, < ana (AS. an, on, E. ore) + -leiks, AS. -lie,

E. -Ji/l, a suffix used here somewhat as in other
relational adjectives (Goth, swaleiks, AS. swilc,
Sc. sic, E. such, Goth, hwileiks, hweleiks, AS.
hwilc, Sc. whilk, E. which, etc.), being the noun,
Goth, leik, AS. lie, body, used as a relational
suffix. That is, E. alike represents ME. alike,

Hike, AS. gelic, with prefix ge- and accented
base lie, mixed with or having absorbed ME.
alike, olike, anlike, AS. anlic, with accented base

an, on, and suffix -lie. The adv. alike follows
the adj. The adj. like is not orig., but merely a
mod. abbrev. of alike, the latter form remaining
chiefly in the predicative use

;
there is no AS.

adj. *lic, as commonly cited. See a-6
,
a-2

,
and

like1
, like*, like3 .'] Having resemblance or

similitude; similar; having or exhibiting no
marked or essential difference. Alike is now only
archaically used attributively, and is regularly predicated
of a plural subject. It was also formerly used in phrases
where the modern idiom requires like.

The darkness and the light are both alike to thee.
Ps. cxxxix. 1'J.

In birth, in acts, in arms alike the rest.

Fair/ax, tr. of Tasso.

His [Clifford's] associates were men to whom all creeds
and all constitutions were alike.

ilacaulay, Sir William Temple.

alike (a-lik'), adv. [< ME. alike, alyke, and as-

sibilated aliche, alyche, with prefix a- repr. both
a-6 and a-2

,
the earlier forms being (1) Hike,

ylike, ylyke, elike, eli/ke, assibilated iliclie, ilyche,

yliche, ylychc, cliche, earliest gelice, < AS. geliee
= OS. giliko = OFries. like, lik = OD. ghelijck,
D. gelijk = OHG. gilicho, glicho, MHG. geliche,
gliche, glieh.Gr. gleich = Icel. glika, mod. lika =
Sw. lika = Dan. ligc = Goth, galeiko, adv.

; (2)

alike, alyke, alike, olyke, earlier with prefix an-,
accented (*anlike not recorded as adv.), < AS.
anlice = G. ahnlich = Icel. dlika = Goth, ana-
leiko, adv., the forms being like those of the adj.,
with the adverbial suffix, Goth, -o, AS. -e. The
adv. like is not orig. ,

but merely a mod. abbrev.
of alike, adv. See alike, a.] In the same man-
ner, form, ordegree ;

in common
; equally ;

both.
The highest heaven of wisdom is alike near from every

point, and thou must find it, if at all, by methods native
to thyself alone. Emst-mii, Works and Days.

Inexperienced politicians . . . conceived that the theory
of the Tory Opposition and the practice of Walpole's
Government were alike inconsistent with the principles
of liberty. Macaulay, William Pitt.
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alike-mindedt (a-lik'mm*'ded), a. Having the
same mind; like-minded. B]>. Hall, Remains,
p. 82.

alim (a'lem), n. [Ar. 'alim, 'alim, learned, <

'alama, know. Cf. alem, almali."] Among Mo-
hammedans, a learned man

;
a religious teacher,

such as an imam, a mufti, etc.

The calling of an Alim is no longerworth much in Egypt.
R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 93.

Alima (al'i-ma), n. [NL., for Halima, < Gr.

a/.i/jof, of the sea.] A spurious genus of crus-

taceans, representing a stage of stomatopodous
crustaceans, for which the term is still in

use.

In the Aliina type of development [of Stomatopoda], it

seems that the yonng leaves the egg in nearly the Alinw
form, and in the youngest stage known the six appendages,
eight to thirteen, are absent, although three of the cor-

responding segments of the body are developed.
Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 66.

aliment (al'i-ment), n. [< late ME. aliment, <

F. aliment, < L. alimentnm, food, < alere, nour-

ish, = Goth, alan, be nourished, aljan, nourish,

fatten, = Icel. ala, beget, bear, nourish, sup-
port; cf. oKei, and alt, all, and old.] 1. That
which nourishes or sustains

;
food

;
nutriment

;

sustenance
; support, whether literal or figura-

tive.

Those elevated meditations which are the proper ali-

ment of noble souls. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 30.

2. In Scots law, the sum paid for support to

any one entitled to claim it, as the dole given
to a pauper by his parish.
The aliment was appointed to continue till the majority

or marriage of the daughters. Erskine, Institutes.

aliment (al'i-ment), v. t. [< ML. alimentarc,
< L. alimcntum: see aliment, .] 1. To furnish
with means of sustenance

; purvey to
; support :

generally in a figurative sense : as, to aliment
a person's vanity.
And that only to sustain and aliment the small frailty

of their humanity. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 31.

2. In Scots law, to maintain or support, as a

person unable to support himself : used espe-
cially of the support of children by parents, or

of parents by children.

alimental (al-i-men'tal), a. [< aliment + -a/.]

Of or pertaining to aliment; supplying food;
having the quality of nourishing; furnishing
the materials for natural growth: as, chyle is

alimental; alimental sap.

alimentally (al-i-men'tal-i), adv. In an ali-

mental manner; so as to serve for nourishment
or food.

alimentariness (al-i-men'ta-ri-nes), n. The
quality of being alimentary, or of supplying
nutriment.

alimentary (al-i-

men'ta-ri), a. [<
L. alimentarius,
< aliment um, ali-

ment : see ali-

ment.] 1. Per-

taining to ali-

ment or food
;

having the quali-

ty of nourishing :

as, alimentary par-
ticles. 2. Hav-
ing an apparatus
for alimentation,
and consequent-
ly able to feed.

Huxley. [Bare.]
3. Concerned

with the function
of nutrition: as,

alimentary pro-
cesses. Alimen-
tary canal, in anal.
and zool., the diges-
tive sac, tract, or tube
of any animal ;

the
visceral or intestinal

cavity; the canal of

the enteron, in any
condition of the lat-

ter, from the simplest
form of archenteron
to the most complex
of its ultimate modi-
fications. In its sim-

plest form it is merely
the cavity of a two-

layered germ, or gas-

trula, lined with hy-
poblastic cells a
mere sac, the mouth
and anus being one.
With increasing com-
plexity of structure,
and especially by the
formation of an out-

alinasal

let (nuns) distinct from the inlet (mouth), the alimentary
canal assumes more definitely the character of a special
gastric or digestive cavity, which may remain in open com-
munication with a general body-cavity, or become shut off

therefrom as an intestinal tube. The latter is its char-
acter in all the higher animals, in which, moreover, the
canal acquires various specializations, as into gullet, stom-
ach, intestine, etc., becomes variously complicated or con-

voluted, has special ramifications and annexes, etc. In
those animals which develop an umbilical vesicle, or this

and an amnion and allantois, the cavity of the alimentary
canal is primitively continuous with that of the vesicle and
with the allantoic cavity. Alimentary debt, in Scott

law, a debt incurred for necessaries or maintenance. Ali-
mentary fund, in Scot* law, a fund set apart by the direc-

tion of tne giver for an aliment to the receiver. If the
amount of it is not unreasonable in view of the rank of

the receiver, it cannot be seized for the satisfaction of the
claims of creditors. Alimentary mucous membrane,
that mucous membrane which lines the alimentary canal,

serving, with its various follicles, annexed glands, and lac-

teals, the purpose of digesting and absorbing aliment.

alimentation (al'i-men-ta'shon), n. [< F. ali-

mentation, < ML. alimentatio(n-), < alimentare,
pp. alimentatus, provide, aliment: see aliment,

V.] 1. The act or power of affording nutri-

ment.
The accumulation of force may be separated into ali-

mentation and aeration. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 56.

2. The state or process of being nourished
;

mode of, or condition in regard to, nourish-
ment.

Derangements of alimentation, Including insufficient

food, and morbid states of the lymphatic and blood -glands.
Quain, Med. Diet., p. 38.

3. The providing or supplying with the neces-
saries of life.

The alimentation of poor children . . . was extended or
increased by fresh endowments.

Merimle, Roman Empire, VIII. 193.

20.

Alimentary Canal in Man.

I. superior turbinated bone ; 2, middle
turbinated bone : 3, opening of the nasal
duct ; 4, inferior turbinated bone ; 5, 5,

pharynx ; 6, opening; of Eustachian tube ;

7, uvula ; 8, tongue ; o, tonsil ; 10, epiglot-
tis; ii, esophagus; 12, cardiac portion
(left side) of stomach; 13, fundus of
stomach ; 14, pylorus (right side of stom-
ach ), resting on right lobe of liver, partly
shown in outline ; 15. transverse colon ;

16, duodenum ; 17, ascending colon ; 18,
ileum ; 19, jejunum : 30, caicum ; 21, sig-
moid flexure of colon ; 22, beginning of
rectum ; 23, fundus of urinary Bladder.

Ceasing by and by to have any knowledge of, or power
over, the concerns of the society as a whole, the serf-class

becomes devoted to the processes of alimentation, while
the noble class, ceasing to take any part in the processes
of alimentation, becomes devoted to the co-ordinated
movements of the entire body politic.

//. Spencer, Univ. Prog., pp. 405-6.

alimentative (al-i-men'ta-tiv), a. [< ML. ali-

mentatus, pp. of alimentare (see aliment, v.), +
-me.~\ Nourishing; relating to orconnected with
the supply of nourishment: as, "the alimenta-
tive machinery of the physiological units," Hux-
ley.

alimentic (al-i-men'tik), a. [< aliment + -ic.~\

Same as alimentary.
There may be emaciation from loss of rest, derangement

of the alimentic processes, a quicker pulse than normal,
and a tongue coated in the centre.

E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 79.

alimentiveness (al-i-men'tiv-nes), n. [< *ali-

mentive + -ness.'] 1 . Propensity to seek or take

nourishment, to eat and drink: first and still

chiefly used by phrenologists. 2. The organ
of the brain that is said to communicate the

pleasure which arises from eating and drink-

ing, and which prompts the taking of nourish-
ment. Its supposed seat is in the region of the

zygomatic fossa. See phrenology.
alimont, . [Prop, "halimon, < L. halimon

(sometimes improp. written alimon, as if < Gr.

afa/iov, neut. of d/</;of, banishing hunger, < a-

rjriv.+ Ai[i6s, hunger: see def.), < Gr. a^t/jov, also

a^tftof, a shrubby plant growing on the shore,

perhaps saltwort, prop. neut. of afapof, of or be-

longing to the sea, marine, < aic,, the sea.] A
plant, perhaps AtriplexHalimus(LiimKUs), sup-
posed to be the halimon of the ancients. It was
fabled to have the power of dispelling hunger.
alimonioust (al-i-mo'ni-us), a. [< L. alimonia,

food, nourishment : see alimony.'] Affording
food; nourishing; nutritive: as, "alimoniovs

humours," Harvey, Consumption.
alimony (al'i-mo-ni), n. [< L. alimonia, fern.,
also alimonium, neut., food, nourishment, suste-

nance, support, < alere, nourish : see aliment, n.']

In law : (a) An allowance which a husband or
former husband may be forced to pay to his

wife or former wife, living legally separate from

him, for her maintenance. It is granted or with-
held in the discretion of the matrimonial court, with re-

gard to the merits of the case and the resources of the

parties respectively. Alimony pendente lite is that given
to the wife during the pendency of an action for divorce,
separation, or annulment of marriage ; permanent alimony
is that given to a wife after judgment of divorce, separa-
tion, or annulment in her favor.

(J) Trt Scots law,
aliment. Erskine.

alinasal (al-i-na'zal), a. and . |X L. ala,

wing, -I- nasus, nose!] I. a. Pertaining or re-

lating to the parts forming the outer or lateral

boundaries of the nostrils. See ate nasi, under
ala. Specifically, of or pertaining to a lateral cartilage
of the nasal region of the skull of an embryonic bird ; sit-

uated in the lateral part of the nasal region of such a
skull. Alinasal process, a process surrounding each



alinasal

nasal aperture of the chondrocranium of the frog. l>n-
IIMII. - Alinasal turbinal, a cartilage of the alinasal re-

gion, connected with the alinasal or lateral cartilage.

The nlinnnil lurhinal of [the Yunx] . . . has two turns,
and that of Gecinus one. Eiicyc. Brit., III. 717.

II. . A lateral cartilage of the nasal region
of the skull of an embryonic bird, in which is

situated the external nostril. W. K. Parker.
aline1

! (a-lin'), pren. phr. as adv. [< a3
, in, +

/je2.] In a straight line.

Take thanne a rewle and draw a strike, euene alyne fro
the pyn unto the middel prikke.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 38.

aline'2 (a-lin'), v. t.; pret. and pp. alined,

ppr. alining. [Also spelled alline, < ML. as if

allineare, < L. ad, to, + lineare, reduce to a
straight line, ML. draw a straight line, < Hunt,
a line. The reg. E. form is aline, but align,
after F. aligner, is common.] To adjust to a

line; lay out or regulate by a line; form in

line, as troops. Equivalent forms are uliijii,

alline.

alineate (a-lin'e-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. aline-

ated, ppr. alineating. [Also spelled allineute,
< ML. as if "allineatus, pp. of "allitieare : see

Same as aline%.

The intended base line [must be] allineuted by placing
a telescope a little beyond one of its proposed extremities,
so as to command them both.

Sir J. Hertcliel, Pop. Lectures, p. 184.

alineation (a-lin-e-a'shon), n. [Also spelled
allineation, < ML. as if *allineatio(n-), the draw-
ing of a line, < "allineare: see alineate.'] The
act of bringing into line

;
a method of deter-

mining the position of a remote and not easily
discernible object, by running an imaginary
line through more easily recognizable interme"-
diate objects, as the passing of a straight line

through the pointers of the Great Bear to the

pole-star.
alinenient (a-lln'ment), n. [< aline2 + -ment,
after F. alignemen t, < ML. alineamen turn, "allinea-

mcntuin, < "allineare : see aline2.] 1. The act
of alining; the act of laying out or regulating
by a line; an adjusting to a line. 2. The state
of being so adjusted ;

the line of adjustment ;

especially, in milit., the state of being in line:

as, the alinement of a battalion
;
the alinement

ofacamp. 3. In engin.: (a) The ground-plan
of a railway or other road, in distinction from
the gradients or profile. (6) The ground-plan
of a fort or field-work.
Also written allinement, alignment, alignement,

allignment.
aliner (a-ll'ner), n. One who alines or adjusts
to a line. Evelyn.

aliped (al'i-ped), a. and n. [< L. alijtes (-ped-),

wing-footed, swift, < ala, wing, -t- pes (ped-)= E. foot: see pedal andfoot.] I. a. 1. Wing-
footed

; having the toes connected by a mem-
brane which serves as a wing, as the bats.

2f. Swift of foot.

H. n. An animal whose toes are connected
by a membrane serving for a wing ;

a chirop-
ter, as the bat.

aliquant (al'i-kwant), a. [< L. aliquantus, some,
somewhat, moderate, considerable, < alius,
other (see alien), + qttantus, how great: see

quantity.'] Contained in another, but not di-

viding it evenly : applied to a number which
does not measure another without a remainder:
thus, 5 is an aliquant part of 16, for 3 times 5
are 15, leaving a remainder 1.

aliquot (al'i-kwot), a. and . [< L. aliquot,
some, several, a few, < alius, other, + quot, how
many: see quotient.'] I. a. Forming an exact
measure of something: applied to a part of a
number or quantity which will measure it with-
out a remainder : thus, 5 is an aliquot part of 15.

II. . That which forms an exact measure
;

an aliquot part : as, 4 is an aliquot of 12.

alisandert (al-i-san'der), n. An old form of
alexanders.

aliseptal (al-i-sep'tal), a. and n. [< L. ala, wing,+ sasptum, septum, septum.] I. a. Appellative
.
of a cartilage which forms a partition in the
lateral part of the nasal passage of the skull of
an embryonic bird

; pertaining to or connected
with this cartilage.
Behind the alinasal comes the alineptal region.

W. K. Parker.

II. . The aliseptal cartilage.
alish (a'lish), a. [< ale + -&A1.] Like ale; hav-
ing some quality of ale: as, "the sweet alish
taste [of yeast]," Mortimer, Husbandry.
Alisma (a-liz'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. a/j-a/ia, plan-
tain. ] A small genus of aquatic plants, natural
order Alismacea: The common water-plantain,
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A. Plantago, is the principal species. See water-

plantain.
Alismaceae (al-iz-ma'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < .!//*-

tint + -aeca:"] An endogenous order of aquatic
or marsh herbs, mostly natives of the northern
temperate zone. Apart from a few species of Ati*ma
and Siiiiittiiriti furnishing edible tubers, the order is of
little importance.
alismaceous (al-iz-ma'shius), a. In bot., relat-

ing or belonging to the Alismacea;.

Tlit-ru is a thinl species of the new AlimtMcsoiw genus
Weisneria, hitherto known in India and Central Africa.

Jour, of Botany, lint, and For., 1883, p. 100.

alismad (a-liz'mad), n. [< Alisma + -ad*.] In
bot., one of the Alismaceai.

alismal (a-liz'mal), a. Relating or pertaining
to the genus Alisma (which see).
alismoid (a-liz'moid), a. [< Alisma + -oid.~\
In bot., resembling an alismad; like plants of
the genus Alisma.

alison, . See ali/sson.

alisphenoid (al-i-sfe'noid), a. and n. [< L.

ala, wing, + sphenoid, q. v.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to the greater wing of the sphenoid
bone. Alisphenoid canal, an osseous canal through
which the external carotid artery runs for some distance
at the base of the skull of the dog and sundry other car-
nivorous quadrupeds.

II. n. One of the bones of the skull, forming
by fusion with other cranial bones, in adult life,
a great part of the compound sphenoid bone.
In man the alisphenoid is the greater wing of the sphe-
noid, minus the so-called internal pterygoid process. See
cuts under Crocodilia and skull.

alisphenoidal (al'i-sfe-noi'dal), a. [< alisphe-
noid + -a/.] Same as alispltenoid.

alisson, n. See alysson.
alist (a-lisf), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3
+ list, inclination.] Naut., listed, or canted
over to one side

;
inclined.

alitrunk (al'i-trungk), n. [< L. ala, wing, +
truncus, trunk.] The segment of the posterior
thorax of an insect to which the wings and two
posterior pairs of legs are attached.

-ality. [< -al + -%.] A compound suffix of
Latin origin, also in reduced form -alty, as in

reality, realty, legality, loyalty, etc. See -al and
-ity, -ty.

aliunde (a-li-un'de), adv. [L... from another
place, < alius, other, + unde, whence.] From
another place Evidence aliunde, evidence from
another source, as from without a will, to explain some
ambiguity in it.

alive (a-liv'), prep. phr. as a. or adv. [Early
mod. E. also alyfe, on lyve, on lyfe, < ME. alive,

alyfe, o live, earlier on live, on life, < AS. on life,
in life: on, in; life, dat. case of lif, life: see a
and life. Hence abbrev. live, a.] 1. In life;

living; in the state in which the organs of the

body perform their functions: opposed to dead:
as, the man is alire.

Nor well olive, nor wholly dead they were,
But some faint signs of feeble life appear.

Drydtn, Pal. and Arc., 1. 151.

2. In a state of action; in force or operation;
unextinguished; undestroyed; unexpired: as,

keep the suit alive.

Sweet Liberty inspires
And keeps alive his fierce but noble fires.

Cowper, Table-Talk.

3. Full of alacrity; active; sprightly; lively:
as, the company were all alive. 4. Enlivened;
animated

; strongly aroused.
This perpetual intercommunication . . . keeps us al-

ways alive with excitement.
O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 7.

The special quality of the song is that, however care-

lessly fashioned, it seems alive with the energy of music.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 101.

5. Attentive; open to impressions (from) ;
sen-

sitive
; susceptible : used with to : as, he is suf-

ficiently alive to the beauties of nature, but yet
more alive to his own interests.

Awakening to the consciousness of evils which had long
existed, and which had escaped notice only because no
one was alive to them. Fronde, Sketches, p. 142.

6. Filled as with living things; swarming;
thronged : as, the city was all alive when the

general entered.
The thick roof

Of green and stirring branches is alive
And musical with birds.

Bryant, Entrance to a Wood.
The coarser wheat that rolls in lakes of bloom,
Its coral stems and milk-white flowers alive
With the wide murmurs of the scattered hive.

O. W. Holmes, Bed. of Pittsfleld Cemetery.

7. Of all living, by way of emphasis.
The Earl of Northumberland . . . was the proudest man

alive. Clarendon.

8. In printing. See live.

aLkalify

alizari (al-i-za'ri), n. [F., Sp., etc.
; also called

i:ari, azala; prob. < Ar. al, the, -I- 'aqdrnli, juice
pressed out, extract, < 'aqara, press out, ex-
tract.] The commercial name of madder in
the Levant.
alizaric (al-i-zar'ik), a. In chem., of orpertain-
ing to alizari, or madder: as, alisaric acid.
alizarin (al-i-za'rin), . [< F. alizarine, < ali-

zari: see alieari.~\ A peculiar red coloring
matter (C^HgO^) formerly obtained from mad-
der, and extensively used as a dyestuff. it was
discovered in 1824 by Kobiquet and Colin, who obtained it by
digesting madder-root with alcohol and treating this with
sulphuric acid, thus producing a black mass which they
called charbon de iiarance. On heating, this yielded a
sublimate of alizarin in long, brilliant, red, needle-shaped
crystals. It is now artificially prepared on a large scale
from anthracene (CiiHjo), a produat of the distillation of
coal-tar. Itfornisyellowisli-red crystals insoluble in water,
difficultly soluble in alcohol, bnt readily soluble in alkalis,
giving to the solution a purplish-red color and beautiful flu-

orescence. It has acid properties and unites with bases.
Alizarin red. See red, n.

alk 1
(alk), n. [E. dial., = E. auk, < Icel. afka =

Sw. alka = Dan. alk, alke.] A provincial Eng-
lish name for the razor-billed auk, Alca or Vta-
mania torda. Montagu. See Alca, Alcida?, and
auk.

alk2
(alk), n. [<Ar. '?*.] A resin obtained in

northern Africa from the terebinth-tree, Pista-
cia Terebinthus. The best in quality is obtained from
the terebinth ; but in Arabia it is also derived from the
senauber Quniper), the 'arzeh (cedar), the fistaq or pistacio-
tree (Pintado, vera), the earu (cypress), and the yenliut. In
liquid form it is the Chio turpentine of commerce.

alkahest (al'ka-hest), n. [F. alcahest; a word
of Arabic appearance, but not traceable to that

language ; supposed to have been invented by
Paracelsus in imitation of other alchemical
terms.] The pretended universal solvent or
menstruum of the alchemists. Also spelled
alcahest.

alkahestic (al-ka-hes'tik), a. Pertaining to
the alkahest. Also spelled alcahestic.

alkahestical (al-ka-hes'ti-kal), a. Same as
alkahestic. Also spelled alcdhestical.

alkalamide (al-kal'a-mid or -mid), . [< alkali
+ amide.] An amide which has resemblance
to an amine, containing both acid and alcohol
radicals. Also spelled alkalimide.

alkalescence (al-ka-les'ens), . [< alkalescent.']
The process of becoming alkaline; alkales-

cency.
alkalescency (al-ka-les'en-si), n. A tendency
to become alkaline

;
the quality of being slightly

alkaline
;
the state of a substance in which al-

kaline properties begin to be developed or to be
predominant. Ure.

alkalescent (al-ka-les'ent), a. [< alkali + -es-

cent.'\ Becoming or tending to become alka-
line.

alkali (al'ka-li or -li), n.
; pi. alkalis or alkalies

(-liz or-liz). K ME. alkaly, alcaly, < OF. F. al-

cali = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. alcali = D. G. Sw. Dan. al-

kali, < Ar. al-qaliy, < al, the, + qaliy, the ashes
of saltwort and glasswort, which abound in

soda, hence applied to the plant itself; < qalay,
roast in a pan, fry.] 1. Originally, the soluble

part of the ashes of plants, especially of sea-

weed; soda-ash. 2. The plant saltwort, Sal-
sola kali. Also called kali. 3. Now, any one
of various substances which have the following
properties in common: solubility in water;
the power of neutralizing acids and forming
salts with them; the property of combining
with fats to form soaps; corrosive action on
animal and vegetable tissue; the property of

changing the tint of many vegetable coloring
matters, as of litmus reddened by an acid to

blue, or turmeric from yellow to brown, in its

restricted and common sense the term is applied only to
the hydrates of potassium, sodium, lithium, caesium, ru-

bidium, and ammonium. In a more general sense it is

applied to the hydrates of metals of the alkaline earths,
barium, strontium, calcium, and magnesium, and to a large
number of organic substances, both natural and artificial,

described under alkaloid. Alkalis unite with saponinable
oils to form soap.

Sometimes spelled alcali.

Fixed alkalis, potash, soda, and lithia, in contradistinc-
tion to ammonia, which is called volatile alkali. See ant-
monia.

alkaliferous (al -ka -lif
' e -rus), a. [< alkali +

-ferous."] Containing or producing alkalis
;
al-

kaline: as, alkaliferous clays.
alkaliflable (al'ka-li-fi"a-bl), a. [< alkalify +
-able.] Capable of being alkalified or converted
into an alkali.

alkalify (al'ka-li-fi), r.
; pret. and pp. alkalified,

ppr. alkalifying. [< OMBM + -fy.] I. trans. To
form or convert into an alkali ; alkalize.

H. intrans. To become an alkali.



alkaligen

alkaligent (al'ka-li-jen), H. [< alkali + -gen;
= F. alcaligf-iie.']' The name first proposed for

nitrogen, as being a chief constituent of am-
monia or volatile alkali. 3T

. E. V.

alkaligenOUS (al-ka-lij'e-nus), a. [< alkali +
-genous: seo -genous."} Producing or generating
alkali.

alkali-grass (al'ka-li-gras), w. A name given
to several species of grass growing in alkaline

localities in the western portions of the United

States, especially to Distichlis maritima.

alkalimeter (al-ka-lim'e-ter), . [< alkali +
Gr. fierpov, measure.] An instrument used for

ascertaining the strength of alkalis, or the

quantity of alkali in caustic potash and soda.
This i3 dune by determining what quantity of dilute sul-

phuric acM of a known strength can be neutralized by a

given weight of the alkali or of caustic potash or soda.

Sometimes spelled alcalimeter.

There are several . . . forms of alkalimeter, but which-
ever of them is employed the process is the same.

Ure, Diet., I. 74.

alkalimetrlc (al"ka-li-met'rik), a. [< alkali +
Gr. [tcTptKtif. Cf. alkalimeter.} Relating to al-

kalimetry. Sometimes spelled alcalimetric.

alkalimetrical (al"ka-li-met'ri-kal), a. Same
as alkalimetric.

It is advisable, where alkalimetrical assays have fre-

quently to be made, to keep a stock of test acid.

Ure, Diet., I. 75.

alkalimetrically (al"ka-li-met'ri-kal-i), adv.

As in alkalimetry ; by means of an alkalimeter.
Sometimes spelled alcalimetrically.

The lime in this process is estimated alkalintetruxilly by
means of an acid. Ure, Diet., III. 927.

alkalimetry (al-ka-lim'e-tri), . [As alkalimeter

+ -y.] The process of determining the strength
of an alkaline mixture or liquid. This may be
done by volumetric analysis, that is, by estimating the
amount of a standard acid solution which the alkaline
mixture will saturate ; or by gravimetric analysis, that is,

by decomposing the substance and finding the weight of
the alkali contained in it. Sometimes spelled alcalimetry.

The principle on which alkalimetry is based consists in

determining the amount of acid which a known weight of

alkali can saturate or neutralise. Ure, Diet., I. 74.

alkalimide. n. See alkalamide.

alkaline (ar ka-lin or -lin), a. [< alkali + -feel
;

= F. alcalin."}

"

Pertaining to alkali
; having the

properties of an alkali Alkaline development,
in photoff., the development of an exposed plate by a bath
compounded with an alkali, such as ammonia, sodium or

potassium carbonate, or the like. See development. M-
kaline earths, lime, magnesia, baryta, and strontia. See
alkali.

alkalinity (al-ka-lin'i-ti), n. [(.alkaline + -ity.}
The state of being alkaline

;
the quality which

constitutes an alkali.

alkalinize (al'ka-lin-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. al-

kalinized, ppr. alkalinizing. [< alkaline + -ize.}
To render alkaline. N. E. D.
alkalious (al-ka'li-us), a. [< alkali + -ows.]

Having the properties of an alkali. Formerly
spelled alcalious. [Bare.]
alkalisable, alkalisate, etc. See alkalizable,
etc.

alkali-stiff (al'ka-li-stif), . A stiffening
matter much used in the manufacture of infe-

rior hats. It is marie of 9 pounds of shellac, dissolved
with 18 ounces of sal soda in 3 gallons of water. J. Thorn-

ton, Hats and Felting.

alkalizable (al'ka-li-za-bl), a. [< alkalize +
-able.] Capable of being alkalized. Sometimes
spelled alcalizable, alkalisable.

alkalizate (al'ka-li-zat), v. I.
; pret. and pp. nl-

kalizated, ppr. atkalizating. [< alkalize + -ate2.]
To make alkaline. See alkalize. Also spelled
alcalizate, alkalisate.

alkalization (al"ka-li-za'shon), n. [< alkali-

zate."} The act or process of rendering alkaline

by impregnating with an alkali. Also spelled
alcalization, alkalisation.

alkalize (al'ka-liz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. alka-

lized, ppr. alkalizing. [< alkali + -ize.~\ To
change into an alkali

;
communicate the prop-

erties of an alkali to; alkalify. Also spelled
alkalisc.

alkaloid (al'ka-loid), . and a. [< alkali +
-oid."} I. n. A' body resembling an alkali in

properties ;
one of a class of nitrogenous com-

pounds which occur in plants in combination
with organic acids, and are sometimes called
the organic bases of plants, as morphine, nico-

tine, quinine, etc. They are intensely bitter, turn
reddened litmus blue, are slightly soluble in water but
iv:ulily soluble in alcohol, and have active medicinal or
poisonous properties. Compounds having the general re-

actions and properties of alkaloids (ptomains) are found
in decaying animal matters, being products of the decom-
position of the tissues.

II. a. Eelating to or containing alkali.
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alkaloidal (al-ka-loi'dal), a. [< alkaloid + -n/.]

Pertaining to the alkaloids; having the nature
of an alkaloid.

alkanet (al'ka-net), . [< ME. allcanet, < Sp. al-

canela (early mod. E. also orcaiiet, orkanct, nr-

chaiiet, < OF. orcanette, orchanettc, mod. F. or-

cancte, < Sp. orcaneta, var. of alcaneta), dim. of

alcana, alcana, henna: see alcanna and henna.}
1. The root of a boraginaceous herb, Alkanna

(Anchusa) tinctoria, yielding a red dye, forwhich
the plant is cultivated in central and southern

Europe. It is used in dyeing, staining wood, coloring
adulterated wines, and in pharmacy to give a red color to

salves, etc. It produces brilliant violet and gray colors
with alum and iron mordants on linen, cotton, and silk,

but not on wool.

2. The plant which yields the dye, Alkanna
tinctoria. Also called orcanet and Spanish bit-

gloss. 3. A name of similar plants of other

genera. The common alkanet of England is Aiichwta

ojficinalin ; the evergreen alkanet, A. gempervirens ; the
bastard alkanet, Lithospermum arvense, and in America
L. canesceiut.

Alkanna (al -kan
'

a), n. [See alkanet.'} A bo-

raginaceous genus of perennial herbs, of about
40 species, natives of the Mediterranean region.
It is distinguished from Anchusa (in which genus it was
formerly included) mainly by the absence of appendages
from the throat of the corolla. The principal species is

A. tinctoria. See alkanet.

alkarsin, alkarsine (al-kar'sin), n. [< alc(o-

liol) + ars(enic) + -in2 : so called because it was
at first considered to be an alcohol in which oxy-
gen was replaced by arsenic. ] A heavy, brown,
fuming, and extremely poisonous liquid con-

taining cacodyl and its oxidation products:
formerly known as Cadet's fuming liquid, it Is

characterized by an insufferable smell and by spontaneous
ignition on exposure to the air. It has been proposed to
use it in warfare to charge shells, whose explosion would
set a ship on fire and destroy the crew by the poisonous
vapor. Also spelled alcarsin.

alkekengi (al-ke-ken'ji), n. [Early mod. E.
also alkagengi, etc., < ME. alkekengy ; = F. al-

kekenge = It. alcachengi = Sp. alquequcnje= Pg.
alqucquenge, < ML. alkekengi, < Ar. al-kdkanj, al-

kdkenj, < al, the, -t- Pers. kakanj, a kind of resin
from a tree growing in the mountains of Herat
in Afghanistan.] The winter-cherry, a solana-
ceous plant, Physalis Alkekengi. The scarlet fruit,
inclosed in a large red calyx, makes the plant very orna-
mental at the beginning of winter ; it is also edible, and
has a slightly acid taste.

alkenna (al-ken'a), n. [See alcanna and henna.]
Same as henna.

alkermes (al-ker'mez), n. [< F. alkermes, now
alkermes, \ Ar. al-girmiz : see kermes.] 1. The
name of a once celebrated compound cordial,
to which a fine red color was given by kermes.
Its ingredients are said to have been cider, rose-water,

sugar, and various fragrant flavoring substances.

2. Same as kermes.

alk-gum (alk'gum), n. Same as alk2 . Allc-pim
tree, the terebinth of southern Europe and Asia Minor,
Pixtacia Terebinthuf.

alkoholt, alkoholict, etc. Obsolete forms of

alcohol, etc.

alkool, n. [Repr. Ar. al-koli'l: see alcohol."] A
preparation of antimony used by the women
of Eastern nations to d'arken the eyelids and
eyelashes. Srande.
Alkoran (al'ko-ran or al-ko-ran'), n. Same as
Koran.

Alkoranic, Alkoranish, etc. See Alcoranic,
etc.

alkoxid, alkoxide (al-kok'sid, -sid or -sid), .

[< alc(ohol) + orid.~} A compound in which
alcohol unites with a metallic base. The base
replaces hydrogen in the alcohol hydroxyl : as CH3ONa,
sodium alkoxid, formed by treating sodium with methyl
alcohol.

alkyl (al'kil), n. [< alk(ali) + -yl."} A generic
name applied to any alcohol radical, such as

methyl (CH3 ), ethyl (C2H5 ), propyl (C3H7 ), etc.

alkylogen (al-kil'o-jen), n. A halogen salt of
the alkyl radicals.

all (al), a. and . [< ME. all, al, pi. alle, < AS. all,

al, with breaking call, eal, pi. ealle, = ONorth. al,

alle, =OS. al, alle or alia, = OFries. al, alle, = D.

al, alle,=OHG. MHG. al, alle, G. all, alle, = Icel.

allr, allir, = Sw. all, alia, = Dan. all, alle, =
Goth, alls, allai, all; as a prefix, ME. all-, al-,

AS. eall-, eal-, al- = OS. at-, etc., usually with

single I, merging with a simpler Teut. form al-,

found only in comp. and deriv. (AS. al-, ail- =
OS. OHG. al-, ala-, alo- = Goth, ala-, as in AS.

almihtig, telmihtig = OS. almalitia, alamaliti;/,

alomahtig = OHG. almaJitig, alamahtig, al-

mighty; OHG. alaniuwi, all new; Goth, ala-

mans, all men (see Alemannic) ; OS. alung=
OFries. along = OHG. alanc, entire, complete,
etc.), perhaps < V *a ' in AS. alan (pret. 61),

all

nourish, grow, produce, = Icel. ala (> E. dial.

alii' 1
, q. v.), nourish, = Goth, alan, grow, be

nourished, = L. alere, nourish (see aliment), of
which all, Goth, alls, stem "alia-, an assimila-
tion of "alna-, would be an ancient pp. adj. form
in -n (cf. a like assimilation infullf), to be com-
pared with AS. ald,eald, E. old, OHG. alt=Goth.
*alths, althcis, old, = L. altus, deep, high, an an-
cient pp. adj. form in -t (-d

2
,
-ed2 ) : see old and

alt. Cf . Ir. itle, wile = Gael, uile= W. oil, whole,
all, every. The several uses of all, as adj.,

pron., noun, and adv., overlap, and cannot
be entirely separated. See aider3

, orig. gen.
pi. of all.~\ I. a. 1. The whole quantity of,
with reference to substance, extent, duration,
amount, or degree : with a noun in the singular,

chiefly such nouns (proper names, names of

substances, abstract nouns any whole or any
part regarded in itself as a whole) as from their

meaning or particular use do not in such use
admit of a plural: as, all Europe; all Homer;
all flesh

;
all control; all history.

Gratiano speaks an infinite deal of nothing, more than
any man in all Venice. Shak., M. of V., i. 1.

All hell shall stir for this. Shak., Hen. V., v. 1.

No one will contend that all legislative power belongs
to Congress, all executive power to the President, or all

judicial power to the courts of the United States.

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 17, 1834.

2. The whole number of, with reference to
individuals or particulars, taken collectively :

with a noun in the plural : as, all men
;

all na-
tions

;
all metals

;
all hopes ;

all sciences
;

all

days. [All in logic is the sign of a distributed term in
an affirmative proposition : as, all men are mortal. This
use of all, in place of every, is a result of Boethius's use of
<nnrii* as a translation of the ira? of Aristotle.]

All sins are in all men, but do not appear in each man.
He that hath one sin, hath all.

Bushnell, Nat. and the Supernat., p. 388.

3. Every : chiefly with kind, sort, manner, and
formerly with thing.

Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you and . . . shall

say all manner of evil against you, falsely. Mat. v. 11.

4. Any ; any whatever : after a preposition or
verb implying negation or exclusion: as, be-

yond all controversy ;
out of all question ; he

was free from all thought of danger.
Yea, without all doubt. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

5f. Only; alone. [Rare.]
He was my son ;

But I do wash his name out of my blood,
And thou art all my child.

Sliak., All's Well, iii. 2.

When joined to nouns accompanied by a definitive (the
definite article, a possessive or demonstrative pronoun,
etc.), all precedes the latter whether with a singular or

plural noun, or else follows the noun if it is plural ; as, all

my labor ;
"// his goods ; "// this time ; all these things ;

all the men agreed to this, or, the men all agreed to this.

In the phrases all day, all night, all summer, all winter,
all the year, all the time, etc., the noun is an adverbial
accusative. In the first four the article is usually omitted.

All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

Sir, I will drink success to my friend, with all my heart.

Sheridan, Duenna, ii. 3.

The clergyman walks from house to house all day all

the year to give people the comfort of good talk.

Emerson, Clubs.

When joined to a personal or relative pronoun in the

plural, all may precede, but now usually follows, the pro-
noun.

All we like sheep have gone astray. Isa. liii. 6.

And we all do fade as a leaf. Isa. Ixiv. 6.

Be ye all of one mind. 1 Pet. iii. 8.

That they aU may be one. John xvii. 21.

The alternative construction is all of us, all of them, etc.

(see II., 2); or the two constructions may stand together.

We all of us complain of the shortness of time.

Addieon, Spectator, No. 93.

The adjective all, with a singular or plural noun, is often

separated from its subject, especially by the verb be (ex-

pressed, or in the present participle often omitted), and,
being thus apparently a part of the predicate, assumes a
transitional position, and may equally well be regarded as
an adverb, meaning altogether, wholly : as, the house was
all dark

;
he was all ears ; the poor horse was all skin and

bones ; the papers were all in confusion ; it was all a mis-
take ; it is all gone.

He is all for fasting. Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 245.

She follow'd my poor father's body,
tike Niobe, all tears. Shak., Hamlet, 1. 2.

He has also rebuilt y parsonage house, all of stone, very
neate and ample. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 9, 1677.

All Fools' day. See /ooH. All hands, the whole com-

pany; naut., the whole crew. All my eye. See eyei.
AllSalnts' day. See saint. Ml Souls' day. See soul.

For all the world. See world.

II. a. as pron. [Absolute use of the adj.]
1 . The whole quantity or amount

;
the whole

;

the aggregate ;
the total : in a singular sense.

And Laban . . . said, . . . All that thou seest is mine.
Gen. xxxi. 43.



all

Doth all that haunts the waste and wild

Mourn, knowing it will go along with me ?

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

2. The whole number; every individual or par-

ticular, taken collectively ; especially, all men
or all people : in a plural sense.

That whelpes are bliiule nine dayes, and then begin to

see, is the common opinion of all ; and some will be apt
to descend to oathes upon it. Sir T. Broitnte, Vnlg. Err.

And, poured round all,

Old Ocean's gray and melancholy waste.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

All, in either of the preceding uses, is often followed by
a limiting phrase with of.

'Tis not the whole of life to live,

Nor all of death to die. Montgomery, Hymn.
For all of wonderful and wild
Had rapture for the lonely child.

Scott, L. of the L. M., vi. 21.

Then I and you and all of us fell down.
Shot., J. C., iii. 2.

3. Everything : as, is that all f that is all,

What though the field be lost?

All is not lost. Milton, P. L., i. 105.

Above all. See above. After all, after everything has
been considered ; in spite of everything to the contrary;
nevertheless.

Upon my soul, the women are the best judges after all.

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

All and singular, collectively and individually ; one and
all ; all without exception : a common legal phrase. All
and some. K ME. alle and some, prop, pi., equiv. to L.

universi et singuli, but also used in sing, form al and sum
as adv., altogether: see gome.] (a) All and sundry; one
and all. [Obsolete or archaic.]

We are betrayd and ynome [taken],
Horse and harness, lords, all aiid gome.

Rich. C. de L., 1. 2283.

Stop your noses, readers, all and gome.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., it.

(6t) Altogether ; wholly.
The tale ys wrytyn al and sum
In a boke of Vitas Patrum.

Bob. of Brunne, Handlyng Synne, 1. 189.

All but, everything but ; everything short of ; almost ;

very nearly : as, she is all but nine years of age.

Hold her a wealthy bride within thine arms,
Or all but hold, and then cast her aside.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

All In all (as noun, all-in-all), all things in all respect* ;

all or everything together ; adverbially, altogether.

That God may be all in all. 1 Cor. xv. 28.

In London she buyes her head, her face, her fashion. O
London, thou art her Paradise, her heaven, her all-in-all.

Tuke, On Painting (1616), p. 60. (Halliwell.)

Take him for all in all,

I shall not look upon his like again.
ShaJc., Hamlet, i. 2.

Acres. Dress does make a difference, David.

Dav. "Tis all in all, I think.

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 4.

Her good Philip was her all-in-all.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

And all, and everything ;
and everything else : used in

summing up after an enumeration of particulars.

The first blast of wind laid it [the tree] flat upon the

ground, nest, eagles, and all. L'Estrange.

Woo'd and married an' a'. Burnt.

And all that, and all the rest of it : used like the pre-

ceding, but generally in a slighting or contemptuous way :

as, he believes in slate-writing, materialization, and all

that.

Snuff, or the fan, supply each pause of chat,
With singing, laughing, ogling, and all that.

Pope, R. of the L, iii. 17.

At all. [< ME. at alle,] (at) In every way; altogether;
wholly.

She is a shrewe at al. Chaucer, Prol. to Merchant's Tale.

(b) In any degree ; in any degree whatever ; in the least

degree ;
for any reason ; on any consideration : as, I was

surprised at his coming "' all.

Thirdly, the starres have not onely varied their longi-

tudes, whereby their ascents are altered ; but have also

changed their declinations, whereby their rising at all,

that is, their appearing, hath varied.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

(c) In any way ; to any extent ; of any kind or character ;

in negative, interrogative, or conditional clauses (compare
I., 4): as, he was not at all disturbed; did you hear any-
thing at alii if you hear anything at all, let me know

;
no

offense at all.

An if this be at all. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

Before alLbefore everything ; before everything else ; be-

yond all. Beyond all, beyond everything ; beyond every-
thing else ; above all. For all (a) For all purposes, oc-

casions, or times: especially in the phrases once for all and
fur good and all. [Colloq. )

Learn now, for all,

... I care not for you. Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 3.

(b) Notwithstanding ; in spite of (the thing or fact men-
tioned) : followed by an object noun or pronoun or an ob-

ject clause with that, which is often omitted : as, for all

that, the fact remains the same ; you may do so for all

(that) I care, or for all me. See for.

Go, sirrah ; for all you are my man, go wait upon my
cousin Shallow. Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1.

As Noah's pigeon, which return'd no more,
Did show, she footing found, for all the flood.

Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul, xxxii.

A man's a man for a' that. Burns, For A' That.
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In all. () In the whole number ; all included : as, there
wfix- in all at least a hundred persons present.

In this tyme had Steuen regned auht gere in alle.

Rob. of Brunne, Langtoft's Chron. (ed. Hearne), p. 122.

(b) In whole : as, in part orirt all. - Over allt, everywhere.
Chaacfr. (Now only in its literal meaning.] Two (or
twos) all, three all, etc., in certain games, means that
all (or merely both) the players or sides have two, three,
etc., points. When all comes to all, when everything
is explained ; at bottom. With allt. See withal.

Ill, n. [Preceded by an article or a pronoun,
rarely with an intervening adjective.] 1. A
whole

;
an entirety ;

a totality of things or qual-
ities. The All is used for the universe.

And will she yet abase her eyes on me, . . .

On me, whose all not equals Edward's moiety?
Shak., Rich. III., i. 2.

2. One's whole interest, concern, or property:
usually with a possessive pronoun : as, she has

given her all. [Formerly and still dialectically
with pi. alls.]

Though a very industrious tradesman, I was twice burnt

out, and lost my little all both times.

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 2.

Old Boreas we are glad of that was required to pack
up "his alls" and be off. De Quincey, Herodotus, ii.

[For all in composition, see the adverb, at end.]
all (al), adr. [< ME. al, rarely alle,<AS. call,

eal (=OS. al, etc.), prop. neut. ace. (cf. AS.
ealles= OS. alleg=Goth. allis, adv., prop. gen.
neut.) of eall, eal, all: see all, a. The adverbial
uses of all overlap the adjectival uses : see es-

pecially under all, a., I., at end.] 1. Wholly;
entirely; completely; altogether; quite. In
this use common with adverbs of degree, espe-
cially too : as, he arrived all too late.

And tell us what occasion of import
Hath all so long detain'd you from your wife.

Shak., T. of the 8., iii. 2.

He held them sixpence all too dear.

Shak., quoted in Othello, ii. 3.

Alone, alone, "/', all alone,
Alone on a wide, wide sea.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner.

O, yet methought I saw the Holy Grail,
All pall'd in crimson samite.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

[From the frequent Middle English use of all in this sense
before verbs with the prefix to- (see (o-2 to-break, to-cut,

to-tear, etc.), that prefix, when no longer felt as such, came
to be attached to the adverb, all to or a/to being regarded
as an adverbial phrase or word, and sometimes improperly
used, in later English, with verbs having originally no
claim to the prefix.

The sowdan and the cristen euerichone,
Ben al to-hewe and stiked at the bord.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 332.

And a certain woman cast a piece of a millstone upon
Abimelech's head, and all to-broke [printed all to brake]
his scull. Judges ix. 53.

They . . . were alle to-eutte with the stones.

Caxton, Golden Legend, p. 236.

She plumes her feathers, and lets grow her wings,
That in the various bustle of resort,
Were all to-rufled [sometimes printed altoniffled], and

sometimes impair'd. Milton, Comus, 1. 380.]

2. Even ; just : at first emphatic or intensive,

(a) With prepositional phrases of place or time, in later

use, particularly in ballad poetry, little more than merely
expletive or pleonastic : as, all in the month of May ; all

in the morning tide.

When all aloud the wind doth blow.

Shak., L L L, v. 2 (song).

A damsel lay deploring,
All on a rock reclined. Gay.

One night my pathway swerving east, I saw
The pelican on the casque of our Sir Bors
All in the middle of the rising moon.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

(6) With conjunctions if and though, in conditional and
concessive clauses : // all, though all, or reversely, all if,

all though, even if, even though. These forms are obso-

lete, except the last, which is now written as one word,
although (which see).

I am nought wode, alle if I lewed be.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 398.

gif alle it be so that men seyn, that this crowne is of

thornes. Mandemlle (ed. Halliwell), p. 13.

Thof alle that he werred in wo <fe in strife,

The foure & tuenty houres he spended in holy life.

Rob. of Brunne, Langtoft's Chron. (ed. Hearne), p. 23.

Alle thoughc it be clept a see, it is no see.

Mandemlle (ed. Halliwell), p. 266.

[When the verb in such clauses, according to a common
subjunctive construction, was placed before the subject,
the conjunction if or though might be omitted, leaving all

as an apparent conjunction, in the sense of even if, al-

though ; especially in the formula al be, as al be it, al be

it that, al be that (now albe, albeit, which see).

Al be her herte wel nigh to-broke
No word of pride ne grame she spoke.

Lay le Freine, 1. 347, in Weber's Metr. Rom., I.

Al were it that my auncetres were rude
Yit may the highe God . . .

Graunte me grace to lyve vertuously.
Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 31.

allace

His sacrifice he dede . . . with alle circumstances
Al telle I nat as now his observances.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1406.

But living art may not least part expresse, . . .

All were it Zeuxisor Praxiteles,
His dicdale hand would faile and greatly faynt.

Spenser, . CJ., iii., Prol.]

(c) With conjunction as : All as. (1) Just when ; when ;
as.

All ai his straying flocke he fecMc.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., Prol.

He their courtesy to requite,
Gave them a chain of twelve marks weight.
All ag he lighted down. Scott, Marmion, i. 11.

(2) As if.

The kene cold blowes through my beaten hyde,
All as I were through the body gryde.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., Feb.

3f. Only; exclusively.
I shall never marry like my sisters,
To love my father all. Shak., Lear, i. 1.

All along, (a) Throughout ; continuously ; uninterrupt-
edly ; from the beginning onward : as, I knew that all

along.

Ishmael . . . went forth, . . . weeping all along as he
went. Jer. xli. 8.

(b) From end to end ; In bookbinding, (sewed) in such a
manner that the thread passes from end to end of each
section, (c) At full length.

I found a woman of a matchless form
Stretch'd all along upon tlie marble floor.

Tuke, Five Hours, ii.

And there in gloom cast himself all along.
Tennyson, Balin and Balan.

All along of. Seealomj?. All In the wind (naut.), too
close to the wind : said of a vessel so brought up into the
wind that the sails shake. All Of a sudden, suddenly ;

quite unexpectedly.

Matters have taken so clever a turn all of a sudden, that
I could find it in my heart to be so good-humoured !

Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 2.

All one, the same thing in effect ; quite the same.

Yet I have the wit to think my master is a kind of a
knave : but that's all one, if he be but one knave.

Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1.

All outt [ME. al oute, alout], entirely ; completely ; quite.

Then come these wikkyde Jewes . . . and brake theyre
thees, and slewe them alle ante.

MS. Lincoln (A), i. 17, folio 184. (Halliwell.)

Whanne he hadde don his wille al oute.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 2101.

I'sed especially with drink (see carouse).

I quaught, I drinke all out. Palsgrave.

Allus[F.],allout; or a carouse fully drunk up. Cotgram.

All over, (a) In every part ; everywhere ;
over the whole

body. Chaucer, (b) Thoroughly ; entirely : as,
"
Dombey

and Son "is Dickens allomr. [Colloq.] (c) Indisposed ; gen-
erally ill ; having an all-overish feeling. [Colloq.] (d) All

past ; entirely ceased : as, that is all over. All over with,
done with ; finished : as, it is all over with their friendship ;

colloquially, the trouble is all over with.

Ay, a final sentence, indeed ! 'tis att over with you,
faith ! Sheridan, The Rivals, Iv. 3.

All right, an idiomatic colloquial phrase, either adjectival
or adverbial, expressive of satisfaction with, approval of,

or assent to anything, and equivalent to quite correct or

correctly, satisfactory or satisfactorily, in a satisfactory
condition or manner, etc. : as, your conduct or your dress
is all rirjht ; he has done it all right ; "Are you ready? All

right ; go ahead.
"

All the [ the, adv. : see the?], to all that
extent

;
so much : as, all the better ; all the fitter ; all the

sooner. See the?. All there, up to the mark; wide
awake; in strict fashion; nrst-rate. [Slang.] All up
with, at an end ; all over with : as, when the pistol was
raised he knew that it was all up with him. [Colloq.]

[All, in composition, sometimes forms a true compound,
as in almighty, already, always, algates, but usually stands,
with or sometimes without a hyphen, in loose combination,
retaining a syntactic relation, either (1) as adjective, as in

All-hallowg, All-saints, allspice; (2) as noun, either (a) in

genitive plural, as in all-father, or (6) in accusative as direct

object, as in all-giver, all-seer, all-heal, particularly with

present participles having all as object (though originally
in many cases all was adverbial), as in all-healing, all-

seeing, all-pervading, etc.; or (3) as adverb, either (a) with
a noun (in the transitional construction mentioned under
all, a., I., at end), as in all-bone, all-mouth, all-rail, all-

wool, or (b) with almost any adjective that admits of rhe-

torical sweep, as in all-perfect, all-powerful, all-wife, all-

glorious, all-important.]

alia (al'la). [It., dat. of fern. def. art. to; = F.
d la, < L. ad Mam, lit. to that: used for alia ma-
niera (di), in the manner (of) : see d la.] In mu-

sic, after the (manner of) ;
in the (style of) : as,

alia francese, in the French style or manner.
alia breve (al'la bra've). [It. : see alia and

breve.] In music, an expression understood to

denote (a) a species of time in which every
bar contains a breve, or four minims; or (ft) a

rhythm of two or four beats to a bar, but taken
at a rate of movement twice as fast as if the

piece were simply marked with the sign of com-
mon time. The sign for alia breve time is 0.
allabuta (al-a-bu'ta), n. [Origin not ascer-

tained.] The hard, b'lack seed of the Chenoyo-
(tiii/n album, used in stamping shagreen (which

see). Also spelled alabuta.

alia cappella. See a cappella.

allacet, interj. An old spelling of alas.
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allagite (al'a- jit),_.), n. [< Gr. aMayii, change allantotoxicum(a-lan-to-tok'si-kum), n. [<Gr.
(< u/'/.aaaciv, change, lit. make other than it is, a'/Mf^ (dl'Aavr-), sausage, + rot-info, poison: see < ME. u'layen, < AF. uli-i/r'i; nlnyer, OF. allayer

allegation

allaySf (a-la'), v.
*._ [Early mod. E. also alay;

other: see olio-, and cf. enaUnye), +
A massive mineral, of a brown or green

toxic."] Sausage-poison; a poison found in pu- (F. aloyer), a var. of alter, allier (>ME. ulini,
trid sausage made of blood and liver. E. ally!), combine, alloy (cf . Sp. Pg. ligar = It.

color, a carbonated silicate of manganese, found allanturic(al-an-tu'rik), a. [< allantoin + uric."} legare, allay, alloy, whence the noun, Sp. Pg.
in the Harz mountains, near Elbingerode, Ger- Obtained from allautoin and uric acid : as, al- liga = It. Irgn, allay, alloy ;

the Sp. altar, alloy,mo ^ Tt ; oHo-o^i ,.Vi,,/i,;to i/ra/un/. oi^
js fj.om tue QK. ) < L. aUlgare, combine, ioin, <
_. , i i i_ _ 3 . t i ?. .

many. It is an altered rhodonite. lantiiric acid.

allagqstemonous (al"a-g6-ste'mo-nus), a. [< alia prima (al'la pre'mii). [It., lit. according
Gr. ii'/.'/ayii, change (see above), + aT>'//iuv, a to the first: alia, q. v.

; prima, fern, of primo,
thread, taken in sense of ari/fia, a stamen.] In first: see prime."] In painting, an expression
oot., with stamens inserted alternately on the denoting a method in which the pigments are
torus and on the petals. A. Gray. laid on the canvas in thick heavy masses, instead
Allah (al'ii), n. [F. D. G. Dan., etc., Allah, of in washes, glazes, or repeated coats.
Kuss. Alla'khu, etc., repr. Ar. (> Turk. Pers.

Hind.) Allah, contr. of al-ildh, lit. the God, < al,

the, + ilah, God, = Aramaic eldh = Heb. eloah :

see Elohim.~] The Arabic name of the Supreme
Being, which, through the Koran, has found its

way into the languages of all nations who have allassotonic (a-las-6-ton'ik), a. [Irreg. < Gr.

embraced the Mohammedan faith. IMdaaeiv, vary, + rdVof, tension.] In bot., a

Allamanda (al-a-man'dii), n. [Named after term applied by De Vries to the movements
Jean N. S. Alldmand, a Swiss scientist.] A induced in mature vegetable organs by stimu-

genus of woody climbers, natural order Apocy- lation, which are not permanent, in distinc-
gjj^sii Ta-Ia'T jT.'^rEarTy mod? E? a'lso 'alav*^

'Dfifffr. Tin,tivps nf trnni/n.l Aynpripn. Tiio fl., . tion from the nermanent or auxotonic effects n*--^ .. _ "
_.

' / A i . Jr/

Paolo Veronese painted generally alia jtrima with more
body than Titian (whose patience he appeared to want),
so that the finished picture was little more than the ab-
bozzo ; that is, he painted up at once.
Mrs. Merrijleld, Anc. Practice of Painting (1849), I. cxxxv.

ad, to, + figure, bind : see ally! an(j alligate.

Allay2 was more or less confused with ii/lm/i,
and with other similar forms : see allay!. At
a later period the F. aloyer and its verbal sub-
stantive aloi were erroneously explained as de-
rived from a loi, to law, as if meaning

'

brought
to the legal standard': see alloy."] 1. To mix,
as metals

; especially, to mix a nobler with a
baser metal; alloy. See alloy, v., I. 2. Fig-
uratively, to mix with something inferior; con-
taminate or detract from.
His pupils cannot speak of him without something of

terror allaying their gratitude. Lamb, Christ's Hospital.

e, natives of tropical America. The flowers
are large and handsome, and several species are cultivated
in greenhouses.

all-amort (al-a-morf), a. See alamort.

allamotti, allamoth (al-a-mot'i, al'a-moth), n.

[E. dial.; also alamonti, allamonti ; an Orkney
name.] A provincial English name for the pe-
trel, I'rocellaria pelagica. Montagu.
allan 1

1, n. Same as alan.

allan2 t, allent, [Var. of aulin, q. v.] A ,.

provincial name for a species of jaeger Stereo- llaudt (a-lad ),v.t. [< L. allaudare, adlaudare,

raritis parasiticus. Montagu.
<^ to

>
+ lavdare, praise (see laud) ;

a doublet

allanite (al'an-it), . [Named after Thomas ?J
a
Tf',!fc7J

To praise. , ^
Allan, of Edinburgh, the discoverer.] Asilicate allay1 (a-la ), v. [Early mod. E. also alay; <

of cerium and allied metals with aluminium ME - alayen, aleyen, earlier aleggen (pret. aleyde,

tion from the permanent or auxotonic effects Wa^M,<d,KOT?SMiof stimulation upon growing organs. See auxo-
aloy ( ^ aUyer,

afcycr ft,] u%e,.)fallay,tonic.

allatratet (al'a-trat), v. t. [< L. allatratus, pp.
of allatrare, adlatrare, bark at, revile, < ad, to,
+ latrare, bark: see latrate.] To bark out;
utter by barking. Also spelled alatrate.

Let Cerberus, the dog of hel, alatrate what he list to
the contrary. Stubbes, Anat. of Abuses (ed. 1880), p. 158.

alloy, mix: see allay'
2

, v., and alloy."] i. The
act or process of alloying ;

an alloy.
Coins are hard'ncd by th' allay.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. ii. 482.

2. Figuratively, admixture, especially of some-
thing inferior.

This comedy grew out of Congreve and Wycherley, but
gathered some allays of the sentimental comedy which
followed theirs. Lamb, Artificial Comedy.
3. Mixture; dilution.

iron, and calcium.
dote.

It is isomorphous with epi-

French wine with an allay of water.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 1.

pp. aleyd, alayd, 'aleid), < AS. alecgan (pret! allayst, * [< late ME. alaye, aleye, alleye, < OF.
dlegde, dlede, pp. alegd, died), lay down, with- aleier, alaier, declare on oath, < L. allegare, men-

allantoic (al-an-to'ik), a. [< allantois + -ie.~]
draw, suppress, cause to cease (= OHG. iHcc- tion, cite, adduce: see allege! and allegation."]

Of or pertaining to the allantois: as, allantoic mn
>
MHG- erleggen, G. erlegen = Goth, uslag- To cite; quote; allege.

fluid; allantoic acid
;
allantoic placentation. Jan >

lav down), < a-, E. a-!, + lecgan, E. lay!. allay4t, n. [Early mod. E. also alay; < late ME.
The word should therefore, strictly, be spelled allay, < AF. 'alais, OF. eslais, < eslaissier, letallantoid (a-lan'toid), a. and n. [= F. allan-

toide, < NL. allantoides, < Gr. d/U<wo<% (sc.

vfiipi or ^run: see hymen and chiton), the sau-

sage-shaped (se. membrane), < d/Uaf (cMavr-),
a sausage, + cMof, form.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to the allantois : as, the allantoid membrane.

II. w. Same as allantois.

allantoidal (al-an-toi'dal), a. Same as allan-
toid.

Allantoidea (al-an-toi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < al-

lantoides : see allantoid."] Those vertebrates in
which an allantois is developed. Considered as a
group in zoology, the Allantoidea consist of mammals,
birds, and reptiles, as distinguished from Anallantoidea,
or amphibians and fishes. The word is synonymous with
Amnionata, as distinguished from Anamnionata.

suppress; annul.

Godes lawes that were aleyd.
Rob. of Gloucester, p. 144.

3f. To put down ;
humble

; overthrow.

Thy pride we woll alaye.
Horn, of Arthur and Merlin, 1. 214.

allantoidian (al-an-toi'di-an), a. and n. [<.al- 4. To put down; quiet; assuage; pacify, ap-
lantoid + -ian; = F. allantoidien."] I. a. Hav- pease, calm, as a commotion of the elements,

or, figuratively, civil commotions, mental ex-

citement, or an agitated person.

alay (cf. arise, abide, etc.); the spelling all- out, < es- (< L. ex), out, + laissier (F. laisser),
simulates a L. origin. The word was early let, < L. laxare, relax: see lai; laches, and cf.

confused in spelling and sense with several relay."] In hunting, the act of laying on the
other words of L. origin, namely, allay

2
, allay

3
, hounds; the addition of fresh hounds to the

allege!, allege
2

: see these words. The senses cry.
mix and cannot be entirely separated.] I. allayer1 (a-la 'er), . [< allay! + -or1 .] One
trans. If. To lay down; cause to lie; lay: as, who or that which allays or alleviates,
to allay the dust. 2t. To lay aside

;
set aside

; Phlegm and pure blood are the reputed allaym of acri-

mony. Harvey, Consumption.

allayer2t (a-la'er), re. [< allay
2 + -er1.] One

who or that which allays or alloys.

allayment (a-la'ment), . [< allay*- + -mew*.]
The act of quieting, or a state of tranquillity ;

a state of rest after disturbance
;
abatement

;

ing an allantois, as the embryo or fetus of one
of the higher vertebrates.

II. n. An animal the embryo or fetus of
which has an allantois, as a mammal, bird, or

reptile.

allantoin(a-lan
/

to-in),n. [< allantois + -in2
."] A

crystalline substance (C^gN^s) found in the
allantoic fluid of the cow

;
the nitrogenous con-

stituent of the allantoic fluid. It is also ob-
tained from other sources. Also written allan-
to'in.

The like allayment could I give my grief.

Sliak., T. and C., iv. 4.

Allantoin ... is one of the products of the oxidation
of uric acid, and by further oxidation gives rise to urea.

Foster, Physiology, pp. 879, 880.

allantois (a-lan'to-is), n. [NL., shorter form
(appar. as sing, of assumed pi.) of allantoides:
see allantoid."] A fetal appendage of most ver-

tebrates, developing as a sac or diverticulum
from the posterior portion of the intestinal

cavity. It is one of the organs of the embryo of all am-
niotic vertebrates, or those which develop an amnion, but
is wanting or is at most rudimentary in amphibians and
fishes. In birds and reptiles it is large and performs a re-

spiratory function, and in mammals contributes to form
the umbilical cord and placenta. Its exterior primitively
consists of mesoblast, its cavity receiving the secretion of
the primordial kidneys (Wolfflan bodies). So much of the
sac as remains pervious within the body of the embryo
becomes the urinary bladder, or, in some degree, a urinary
passage. The umbilical arteries and veins course along the
elongated stalk of the sac, which becomes the umbilical
cord, and that part of these allantoic vessels within the
body which does not remain pervious becomes the urachns
and round ligament of the liver. The expanded extremity
of the allantois, in most mammals, unites with the chorion ,,
to form the placenta. In those vertebrates, as mammals, in allay't (a-la ), n.
which the umbilical vesicle has but a brief period of activ-
ity, the allantois chiefly sustains the functions whereby
the fetus is nourished by the blood of the mother, and has
its own blood arterhilized. In parturition, so much of the
allantois as is outside the body of the fetus is cast off. the
separation taking place at the navel. See cut under IIM i

10

The joyous time now nlghs fast,
That shall alegye this bitter blast.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., March.

If by your art, my dearest father, you have
Put the wild waters in this roar, allay them.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

There's nothing that allays an angry mind
So soon as a sweet beauty.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, iii. 5.

Instead of allaying the animosity of the two populations,
he inflamed it to a height before unknown.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Alas, that neither moon nor snow nor dew
Nor all cold things can purge me wholly through,
Assuage me, nor allay me, nor appease,
Till supreme sleep shall bring me bloodless ease.

Swinburne, Anactoria.

5. To abate, mitigate, or subdue; relieve or
or pain ;

to allay

all-bet, conj. Same as albeit.

Ay, but his fear
Would ne'er be masked, allbe his vices were.

B. Jomon, Sejanus, iv. 5.

allbone (al'bon), . [< all + bone!; a tr. of
Gr. oAooreov, < oAof, whole, + bariov, bone.] An
English name for the stitchwort, Stellaria Ho-
lostea, from its jointed, skeleton-like stalks.

Alle (al'e), n. [NL. (Linna;us, 1758), < Sw.
alle, the Greenland dove.] A genus of birds of
the auk family, containing the sea-dove, dove-

kie, or rotche, Alca alle (Linnteus), Arctica alle

(Gray), Mergulus alle of authors in general, now
Alle nigricans (Link). See dovekie.

n. See hallecret.

(a-lekt'), v. t. [<L. allectare, adleetare,

The griefs of private men are soon allayed,
But not of kings. Marlowe, Edward II., v. 1.

Yet leave me not ! I would allay that grief
Which else might thy young virtue overpower.

Beattie, Minstrel, ii. 32.

tio(n-), adlectatw(n-), < allectare, adleetare: see

allect.] Enticement; allurement,

allectivet (a-lek'tiv), a. and re. [< allect+ -we.]
I. a. Alluring.

II. n. An allurement.

= Syn. Alternate, Relieve, Mitigate, Assttage, Allay (see
alleviate), calm, quiet, soothe, compose, still, lull, tran-

quilize, check, repress, soften, ease, moderate]

What better allective could Satan devise to allure . . .

men pleasantly into damnable servitude?
J. Xorthbrooke, Dicing (1843), p. 117.

Il.t intrans. To abate
;
subside

; grow calm, alledget, v. t. An old spelling of allege.

For raging wind blows up incessant showers allegantt, An old form of alicant.

And when the rage allays, the rain begins. allegation (al-e-ga'shon), n. [< late ME. allrga-
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4. don, -cioun, < OF. allegation, < L. al/cg</tio(n-),

adlegatio(n-), < allegare, adlegarc, pp. allegatiis,

adlegatus: see allege
1

."] 1. The act of alleging;

affirmation; declaration: as, ''erroneous alle-

gations ot fact," Hallam. 2. That which is al-

leged or asserted; that which is offered as a

plea, an excuse, or a justification : an assertion.

. __ [< allay!, ?.] That which al-

lays, lightens, or alleviates.

You are of a high and choleric complexion,
And you must have allays.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 1.

Friendship is the allay of our sorrow. Je r. Taylor.



allegation

Eeprove my allegation if you can,
Or else conclude my words effectual.

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

I expect not to be excused ... on account of youth,
want of leisure, or any other idle allegation*. Pope.

3. In law : (a) The assertion or statement of a

party to a suit or other proceeding, civil or

criminal, which he undertakes to prove. (6)
The plaintiff's first pleading in a testamentary
cause, (c) In eccles. suits, any pleading subse-

quent to the first Defensive allegation, in Eng.
land, the mode of propounding circumstances of defense

by a defendant in the spiritual courts. The defendant is en-

titled to the plaintiff's answer upon oath to his allegation,
and ma '

allege
"'/''/'".'/ I

I ,.1 I I

_*
1 1 I I " I . I . . .11-'' <!"<</<, "IKtllfl,

alleadge, < ME. aleggen, altgen, < AF. alegcr,

alegier, aligier (< Law L. adlegiare), in form =
OF. esligier (< ML. *exliti<jare, clear at law, < L.

ex, out, + litif/are, sue at law: see litigate), but
in sense taken as = OF. alleguer, F. alUguer (a
restored form for earlier OF. aider, alaier, de-
clare on oath, > ME. alcye, alleys, alaye: see

allay
9
) = Sp. alegar = Pr. Pg. allegar = It. al-

legare, < L. allegarc, adlegare, send, depute,
relate, mention, adduce, < ad, to, + legare, send:
see legate.'] 1. To declare before a court;
plead at law

; hence, in general, to produce as
an argument, plea, or excuse

;
cite or quote in

confirmation: as, to allege exculpatory facts;
to allege the authority of a court.

He [Thrasymachus], amongst other arts which he alleges
in evidence of his views, cites that of government.

De Quincey, Plato.

2. To pronounce with positiveness ; declare;
affirm

;
assert : as, to allege a fact.

In many alleged cases, indeed, of haunted houses and
the like, a detailed revelation of names and places might
expose the narrator to legal action.

//. A . Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 73.

=Syn. 1. Addiue, Allege, Atsign, etc. (see adduce), bring
forward, aver, asseverate, maintain, say, insist, plead, pro-
duce, cite.

allege'-
3
!,

'
' [Early mod. E. also alledge, alege,

< ME. aleggen, ulegen,< OF. alleger, aleger, alegier
= Pr. aleujar = It. alleggiare, < LL. alleviare,

lighten, alleviate : see alleviate and alleve, Cf .

abridge, abbreviate. The sense and the ME.
forms mixed with those of allay

1
.] To alle-

viate; lighten; mitigate; allay.

allegeable (a-lej'a-bl), a. [(allege
1 + -able.]

Capable of being alleged or affirmed.

allegeance't, . [Early mod. E. also alledge-
ance, allegeaunce, < ME. allegiaunce, < allegen,

alegen, cite, assert : see allege
1 and -ance.] The

act of alleging ; allegation.

allegeance-t, [ME., also allegiance, alege-
aunce, < OF. alegeance, mod. alltgeance, allevia-

tion, < aleger, alleviate : see allege"* and -ance.]
Alleviation.

allegeances t, . An old spelling of allegiance.

allegementt (a-lej'ment), . [< allege
1 + -went.]

Assertion ; allegation.

alleger (a-lej'er), n. One who alleges.

Alleghany vine. Same as Adlumia cirrhosa.

allegiance (a-le'jans), . [Early mod. E. also

allegeancc, alleageancc, etc., < ME. alegeaunee, <

a- (prefixed appar. by confusion v/ithallegeance^,
q. v.) + legeaunce, < OF. ligance, ligeance =
Pr. ligansa, < ML. ligiantia, also ligantia (as if

connected with L. ligare, ppr. ligan(t-)s, bind),
< ligius, OF. lige, liege, > ME. liege, lege, E. liege,

q. v. The mod. F. allegeance in this sense is

from the E. word.] 1. The tie or obligation of
a subject or citizen to his sovereign or govern-
ment

;
the duty of fidelity to a king, government,

or state. Every citizen owes allegiance to the government
under which he is born. Natural or implied allegiance is

that obligation which one owes to the nation of which he is

a natural-born citizen or subject so long as he remains such,
and it does not arise from any express promise. Exprex*
allegiance is that obligation which proceeds from an express
promise or oath of iidelity. Local or temporary allegiance
is due from an alien to the government or state under or
in which he resides. In the United States the paramount
allegiance of a citizen has been decided to be due to the
general government, and not to the government of the
particular State in which he is domiciled.

Fealty is the bond that ties any man to another to
whom he undertakes to be faithful ; the bond is created
by the undertaking and embodied in the oath. Homage
is the form that binds the vassal to the lord, whose man
he becomes, and of whom he holds the land for which he
performs the ceremony on his knees and with his hands in
his lord's hands. Allegiance is the duty which each man
of the nation owes to the head of the nation, whether the
man be a land-owner or landless, the vassal of a mesne
lord or a lordless man ; and allegiance, is a legal duty to
the king, the state, or the nation, whether it be embodied
in an oath or not. But although thus distinct in origin,
the three obligations had come in the middle ages to have,
as regards the king, one effect. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 785.

The conquest of the Danelaw was followed by the earli-
est instances of those oaths of allegiance which mark the
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substitution of a personal dependence on the king as lord
for the older relation of the freeman to the king of his
race. J. It. Green, Conq. of Eng., v.

It being a certain position in law, that allegiance and
protection are reciprocal, the one ceasing when the other
is withdrawn. Je/ermn, Autobiog., p. 12.

Hence 2. Observance of obligation in gen-
eral

; fidelity to any person or thing ;
devotion.

That I [Bolingbroke] did pluck allegiance from men's
hearts,

Fond shouts and salutations from their mouths,
Even in the presence of the crowned kin;;.

Skat., 1 Hen. IV., tti. 2.

Love, all the faith and all the allegiance then.

Pope, Essay on Han, iii. 235.

= Syn. Allegiance, Loyalty, Fealty. Allegiance is the most
formal and official of these words; it is a matter of prin-
ciple, and applies especially to conduct ; the oath of alle-

giance covers conduct only. Loyalty is a matter of both
principle and sentiment, conduct and feeling ; it implies
enthusiasm and devotion, and hence is most frequently
chosen for figurative uses : as, loyalty to a lover, husband,
family, clan, friends, old traditions, religion. Neither alle-

giance nor loyalty is confined to its original meaning of the

obligation due from a subject to a prince. Fealty has
escaped less completely from this earliest sense, but has
a permissible use in the sense of fidelity under obligation
of various kinds.

Our people quarrel with obedience ;

Swearing allegiance, and the love of soul,
To stranger blood, to foreign royalty.

Shak., K. John, v. 1.

A man who could command the unswerving loyalty of
honest and impulsive Dick Steele could not have been a
coward or a backbiter. Lotpell, Study Windows, p. 429.

Nor did he doubt her more,
But rested in her/iftt/, till he crown'd
A happy life with a fair death. Tennyson, Geraint.

allegiant (a-le'jant), a. and n. [Assumed
from allegiance, after analogy of adjectives in
-ant having associated nouns in -ance : see -ant1

and -ance.] I. a. Loyal.
For your great graces

Heaped upon me, poor undeserver, I

Can nothing render but allegiant thanks.

Shak., Hen. VIII., Hi. 2.

H. n. One who owes or renders allegiance;
a native.

Strangers shall have the same personal rights as the al-

leyiantt. N. A. Rev., CXIII. 125.

allegoric (al-e-gor'ik), a. Same as allegorical.

allegorical (al-e-gor'i-kal), a. [< L. allegoricus

(< Gr. a/.).J!jopu(6c, < dMt/yopia, allegory : see al-

legory) + -a?.] Consisting of or pertaining to

allegory ;
of the nature of allegory ; figurative ;

describing by resemblances.
His strong allegorical bent . . . was heightened by

analysis of the Arthurian legends.
Stedinan, Viet. Poets, p. 176.

Allegorical interpretation, the drawing of a spiritual
or figurative meaning from what is apparently historical :

thus, St. Paul (Rom. ix. 7, 8) gives an allegorical interpre-
tation of the history of free-born Isaac and slave-born Ish-
mael. Allegorical pictures, pictures representing alle-

gorical subjects.

allegqrically (al-e-gor'i-kal-i), adv. In an al-

legorical manner ; by way of allegory.
allegoricalness (al-e-gpr'i-kal-nes),

n. The
quality of being allegorical.

allegorisation, allegorise, etc. See allegoriza-
tion, etc.

allegorist (al'e-go-rist), n. [=F. allegoriste, <

allegoriser, allegorize: see allegorize.] One who
allegorizes ;

a writer of allegory.
allegorister (al'e-go-ris'ter), . [< allegorist +
-er1 .] An allegorist. [Rare.]

In a lengthened allegory, the ground is often shifted ;

the alleyorinter tires of his allegory, and at length means
what he says, and nothing more.

/. D'liraeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 144.

allegorization (al'e-gor-i-za'shon), n. ^alle-
gorize + -atioii.] The act of turning into alle-

gory ; allegorical treatment. Also spelled alle-

gorisation.

allegorize (al'e-go-riz), v.
; pret. and pp. alle-

gorized, ppr. allegorizing. [< OF. allegoriser,
mod. F. allegoriser, < L. allegorizare, < Gr. aUij-

> ooij), speak so as to imply something else : see

allegory and -ize.] I. trans. 1. To turn into

allegory; narrate in allegory; treat allegori-

cally : as, to allegorize the history of a people.
2. To understand in an allegorical sense ;

in-

terpret allegorically : as, when a passage in an
author may be understood either literally or fig-

uratively, he who gives it a figurative sense al-

legorizes it.

An alchemist shall . . . allegorize the scripture itself,
and the sacred mysteries thereof, into the philosopher's
stone. Locke.

If we might allegorize it [the opera "Tannhauser"], we
should say that it typified precisely that longing after Ve-
nus, under her other name of Charts, which represents the
relation in which modern should stand to ancient art.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 2-24.

II. in trans. To use allegory: as, a man may
allegorize to please his fancy.

allenarly
He allegorizeth upon the sacrifices.

FuVce, Against Allen, p. 223.

Also spelled allegorise.

allegorize! (al'e-g6-ri"z6r), . One who alle-

gon/es ;
one who speaks in allegory or expounds

allegorically. Also spelled allegoriser.

thing under the image of another, < a;/,
speak so as to imply something else, < a/./tofj
other (see allo-), + ayopcimv, speak, < ayopa, a
place of assembly, market-place : see agora. Cf.

category.] 1. A figurative treatment of a sub-
ject not expressly mentioned, under the guise
of another having analogous properties or cir-

cumstances
; usually, a sentence, discourse, or

narrative ostensibly relating to material things
or circumstances, but intended as an exposition
of others of a more spiritual or recondite na-
ture having some perceptible analogy or figura-
tive resemblance to the former.

The moment our discourse rises above the ground line
of familiar facts, and is influenced by passion or exalted
by thought, it clothes itself in images. . . . Hence, good
writing and brilliant discourse are perpetual allegoriet.

Emernon, Misc., p. 82.

2. A method of speaking or writing character-
ized by this kind of figurative treatment.

Metaphor asserts or supposes that one thing is another,
as " Judah is a lion's whelp

"
; but allegory never affirms

that one thing is another.
T. II. Ilorne, Introd. to Study of Holy Script., II. 408.

3. In painting and sculp., a figurative repre-
sentation in which the meaning is conveyed
symbolically. = Syn.
1, Simile, metaphor,
Comparison, etc. See
riinUe.

allegoryt (al'f-go-
ri), r. t. To em-
ploy allegory ;

alle-

gorize.
I am not ignorant that

some do allegory on this

place. Abp. Whitgift,
Defense, p. 571.

allegretto (al-la-

gret'tp), a. and n.

[It., dim. of allegro:
see allegro.] I. a.

In music, quicker in
time than andante,
but not so quick as

allegro.
II. . A move-

ment in such time.

allegro (al-la'gro),
a. andn. [It., brisk,

sprightly, cheerful (= F. allegre, OF. alegre,
> E. aleger, q. v.), < L. alacer, alacris, brisk,

sprightly, cheerful: see alacrious and alacrity.]
1. a. In music, brisk or rapid.

II. . A brisk movement
;
a sprightly part or

strain, the quickest except presto.
alleluia (al-e-16'ya), interj. Same as halleluiah.

alleluia (al-e-lo'yU), n. 1. Same as halleluiah.

2. [=F. alleluia= Sp. aleluyah lt. alleluja,
< ML. alleluia : so called because it blossoms be-
tween Easter and Whitsuntide, when psalms
ending with halleluiah or alleluia are sung in
the churches.] A name given in Europe to the

wood-sorrel, Oxalis Acetosella.

alleluiatic (al-e-16-yat'ik), a. Same as halle-

luiatic.

allemande (al-e-mond'), n. [F., prop. fern, of

Allemand, German: see Almain, Atemannic.] 1.
In music, the first movement after the prelude
in a suite. Like the prelude, it is sometimes absent.

It is in ^ time, a rather fast andante, and consists of two
strains, each repeated, and generally of equal length.
2. A German dance in f time, resembling the
older style of waltz, and often so called. 3. A
German national dance in lively f time. 4.
A figure in dancing.
Allemannic, a. and n. See Alemannic.
allemontite (al-e-mon'tlt), n. [< Allemont or

Allemond, a village of Isere, France, + -ite2.]
A mineral of a tin-white color and metallic

luster, containing arsenic and antimony. Also
called arsenical antimony.
alien1

(al'en), n. [E. dial.; origin obscure.]
Grass-land recently broken up (Halliwell) ;

un-
inclosed land that has been tilled and left to
run to feed for sheep (Moor). [Prov. Eng.]
allen2t, n. See allan?.

allenarly (a-len'ar-li), adv. or a. [The recog-
nized legal form of the more reg. allanerly,

formerly also allaaerlie, alanerlie, < all + anerly.

Allegory The Church.
Cathedral of Worms. 13th century.

The beast with four heads symbolizes
the Four Gospels. (Viollet-le-Uuc's
"Diet, del'An



allenarly
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One who or that
mlv < ane one : see aiicrly. Cf. ME. all-tic!i, alleviator (a-le'vi-a-tor), n

ZZZSyStiS*, Htillonly: .ee Uj& .^S^SS^S^^^KSSFitted to alle-

having the quality of alleviating.

allex (al'eks), . [L., also hallex, NL. hallux:

see hallux.} Same as hallux. [Rare.]

ilC-iflH.ll. (t(l-m, VLIL V
,

!*.' W" "-"V _ . . . . _'. ."_ - .v

onlu] Only; solely; merely: a technical word alleviatory (a-le'vi-a-to-ri),

us,' din Scotch conveyancing. Thus, where lands viate ',, the nnalitv of ,

are conveyed to a father,
"
for his life-rent use Wmarty,

the force of the expression is that the father's right is re-

stricted to a mere life-rent, or at best to a fldwiary lee.

even 111 circumstances where, hut for the word allfiiar/n,

the father would have been unlimited liar.

aller 1
(al'er), H. [E. dial., < ME. alln; < AS.

air : see alder*.] Same as alder*. [Prov. Eng.]

aller^t, See "Me'*-
r
( Mer\ &&\ form annareadndre, swim to, toward, or along; in

aller-flOat (al er-tlOt), . l> **,/ am. ltlu
i ^,-_. Jl-u_.l^nn.Afy> n-nnrnnnh';

of aWerl, + /Zoaf.] A local English name of

a large trout of the common species, given

from the fact that it hides under the roots of

the alder, or is in season when the alder is

budding. Also called aller-trout.

alliance

hallows.] Same as All-hallows All-hallown sum-
mer, formerly the name in England of a season of fine

weather in the late autumn, corresponding to St. Martin s

summer in France and to Indian summer in the Patted

States. X. K. D.

Farewell, the latter spring ! Farewell, AU-hallown sum-

nu,r! SlMk:, 1 Ucn. IV., i. 2.

alley
1

(al'i), . [< ME. alei, aley, < OF. alee All-hallows, All-hallow (al-hal 'oz, -6),
,

.

(F. aW'f), a going, gallery, passage, < aler, aller

(F. aller), go, var. of an earlier aner= Pr. anar

= Cat. or=Sp. Pg. andar= lt. andare, dial.

anare, go; of uncertain origin: either (1) < L.

, ,

Cicero once used in sense of
' come to, approach

< ad, to, + nare, swim (see natation); or (2)

ult. < ML. "anditare for L. aditare (cf. ML. an-

ditux for L. adittis, and ML. renders for L. red-

dere : see adit and render), go to or approach

often, freq. of adire, pp. aditus, go to, < ad, to,

+ ire, go: see adit.'] A passage; especially, a

narrow passage, (a) A passage in a building, giving

access from one part to another; also sometimes used for

,

[Prop. All-hallows, pi., but in cpmp. All-hallow

(sc. day, ere, mass, summer, tide); in early mod. E.

and dial, also All-halloien, -hallon, -Italian, -linl-

Icm, -hollan, -holland. etc.
;
< ME. al halowes, ear-

lier al halowen, < AS. ealle halgan, all hallows,

i. e., all saints (see all and hallow*, n.), usually
in gen. pi. ealra Mlgena, ME. alre (or alle) Ita-

loioene, halewune, etc., (day, tide, feast, etc.) of

all hallows. The term, -n, corruptly -nd, thus
)r approach represents the AS. pi. suffix -an, and in comp.
to, < ad, to, the gen. pi. -cna, the latter, ME. -ene, being

!!!
appar merged in e'en in Allhallowe'en, q. v.Jlllerion (a-le'ri-on), , [More correctly ale- often, frea. of ochre, pp. amtus, go 10, v a, tu, tne een. pi. -ra, me latter, ma. -, being

rioH, < OF. alerion, aleiron (F. alerion), < ML.

alario(n-), in her. a little eagle
without beak orclaws, in form sug- ^on^r^ indosure'with a smooth wooden ^^ J^' NoVembe'r ""aTeasfdedicated to
gesting L. atoriws, < ata, a wing noor for playing at bowls, skittles, etc. (c) A walk inclosed day, tnc moer. areas ,ueuicd,ue

Fsee ofs/e) but prob. of other ori- with hedges or shrubbery, in a garden : as,
"
yonder alleys all the saints m general, bee All faints' any,

i7
. ,,, ,,

green," Milton, P. L., iv. 626. under saint.

1. All saints. It was formerly common to

dedicate a church to A ll-hallows 2. All Saints'

So long about the aleys is he goen. Allhallow-tide (al-hal'6-tid), n. [Early mod.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1080. g ajgo Allhallown-tide, Alhallon-tyd, Allhollan-

Oin; perhaps ult. < MHG. adefa/-,

G. adler, an eagle.] In her. : (a) A

P^l'pt^isriav^d 'without^fet or A naiTow passage or way in a town, as distinct from de
"
ete.7see "AlLhallows~All-hallown, and tide.]

P heValdicaUv public street, (e) In a printing-office the space between Th
'

ti near ^ Saints>

day, November 1.

(6) More rarely, an eagle neraiaicauy tv; roW9 ( Comp06 ing .8tands, in which compositors work

at the cases on the stands.Boutell.
beak. , ,

represented, but complete. ...^

aller-trout (al'er-trout), n. Same as aller-float. alley
2

(al'i), n. [Said to be a contr. of alabas-

allette . See alette. ter, from which alleys are said to have been

allevet, ' t. [Early mod. E. spelled aleive ; < OF. made.] A choice taw or large playing-marble
allever' alever, < L. allevare, adlevare, lift up, Also spelled ally.

raise, lighten,' alleviate, < ad, to, + levare, lift alleyed (al'id), a.

up, lighten: see alleviate, and cf. relieve.] To witn alleys,

alleviate; relieve. Surrey.

allevementt, [Early mod. E. aleavement; <

alleve + -ment.] The act of alleviating or re-

lieving; alleviation.

alleviate (a-le'vi-at), v. t.; pret. and pp. allevi-

ated, ppr. alleviating. [< LL. alleviates, pp. of

alleviare, adleviare, for L. allevare, adlevare,

Laid out as an alley, or

Also called Hallow-tide.

Apples, pears, hawthorn-quicks, oaks, set them at All-

hollon-tide, and command them to prosper; set them at

Candlemas, and intreat them to grow.
Ray, Eng. Proverbs (1678), p. 350.

lllheal (al'hel), n. [< all + heal*. Cf. panacea
and Panax.] The name of a plant, cat's vale-

rian, Valeriana officinalis. The clown's allheal,

Untrimmed, undressed, neglected now or down's woundwort, is Stachys palltstris.
Was alleyed walk and OTchar

^ough^ alliable (a-li'a-bl), a. [< ally* + -able.] Capa-
ble of forming or of entering into an alliance.

alley-taw (al'i-ta), n. [< alley^ + tail-.] An al-
amaceoug (al-i-a'shius), a. [< L. allimn, gar-._^,- * .bite. I

See ^ffiro.] 1. Pertaining to

lighten,

'

alleviate, < ad, to, + levare, lift up,
' '

vis, light, not heavy: see levity. Cf.

ley; a large playing-marble. Sometimes writ-

ten alley-tor, as vulgarly pronounced.
After inquiring whether he had won any alley-tors or

commoneys lately, he made use of this expression.

lighten, < levis, light, not heavy: see levity. Cf. DUkens, Pickwick.

allege
1* and alleve.] 1. To make light, in a fig- alleyway (al'i-wa), n. A short alley; a lane

urative sense
;
remove in part ; lessen, miti- or narrow passage of small extent, as between

gate, or make easier to be endured: as, to al- two houses.

leviate sorrow, pain, care, punishment, burdens, By substantial walls of adobe, with narrow alleyways

etc.: opposed to aggravate. running between. Harper's Mag., LXV. 81.

Excellent medicines to alleviate those evils which we All-father (al'fa"ther), n. [< all, orig. gen. pi.,

bring upon ourselves. !/ + father; after Icel. Alfodhr.] The Father of

The darkest complexion is not a little alleviated by a

black hood. Additon.

The little apples which it [the nebbak-tree] bears are

slightly acid and excellent for alleviatiixj thirst.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 69.

all : a name originally of Odin, now sometimes

applied to Jupiter and to God.

And I told of the good All-father
Who cares for us here below.

Lowell, First Snowfall.

2. To represent as less; lessen the magnitude
ai.fird'), a. [Said to be a euphemism

or heinousness of; extenuate: applied to moral all

nreaja ^ denned as 'infernal,'
conduct : as, to alleviate an offense. [Bare.] J ^^ taken at itg fa(je yalue . <all +
He alleviates his fault by an excuse. Johnson.

=Syn Alleviate, Relieve, Mitigate, Assuage, Allay, di-

minish, soften, abate, qualify, reduce. See allayi. Where
, ,

.

these words are applied to pain, etc., alleviate is to lighten

somewhat, and especially in a soothing way; relieve and

allay go further than alleviate, removing in large measure

or altogether. Mitigate is to make mild, less severe ; per-
-

.

fire + -ed2
,
all intensifying the merely rhetori-

cal fire.'] Tremendous: as, an all-fired noise;

he was in an all-fired rage. [Colloq.]

all-fours (al-forz'), . A game of cards played

by from two to six persons with hands of six

cards each, dealt from a full pack, the top one

afcMSSa=SMsaB45 iK^Q=^S,",^
allay conveys similarly the idea of putting to rest.

To alleviate the congestion of the optic nerve and retina,

the artificial leech should be applied several times at in-

tervals of a few days, but should then be desisted from if

no benefit results. J. S. Wells, Dis. of Eye, p. 388.

It [electricity] has relieved the paroxysms of angina

pectoris. Quam, Med. Diet., p. 430.

In the advance of civilisation, there is a constant ten-

dency to mitigate the severity of penal codes.

Lecky, nationalism, I. 33".

It de-

sists,
trump, and the cards ranking as in whist. I

rives its name from the four chances of which it con

for each of which a point is scored. These chances are the

securing of high, or the ace of trumps or next best trump
out ; of low, or the deuce of trumps or next lowest trump
out of jack, or the knave of trumps ; of game, or tricks

containing cards which will make the largest sum when
added together, an ace being counted as four, a king as

three a queen as two, a jack as one, and a ten-spot as ten,

the other cards not counting. The player who has all these

is said to have all-fours. Also called old sledge, seven-up,

and hirjh-low-jack.
'

lie, + -aceous.

or having the properties of the genus Allium,

which includes the onion and garlic. 2. Hav-

ing the peculiar smell or taste of the onion:

applied specifically to minerals which contain

arsenic and emit a garlic-like odor when heated

on charcoal before the blowpipe.
alliance (a-li'ans), . [< ME. aliance, aliaunce,

< OF. aliance',' < ML. alligantia, < alligare (OF.

alier), ally, bind to: see ally* and -ance.~] 1.

The state of being allied or connected ;
the re-

lation between parties allied or connected. Spe-

cificallyCo) Marriage, or the relation or union brought
about between families through marriage.

And great alliances but useless prove
To one that comes herself from mighty Jove.

Dryden, Helen to Paris, 1. 55.

(6) Connection by kindred. [Rare.]

For my father's sake, . . .

And for alliance' sake.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 5.

(c) Union between nations, contracted by compact, treaty,

or league. Such alliance may he defensive, that is, an

agreement to defend each other when attacked ; or offen-

sive that is, an agreement to make a combined attack on

another nation; or it may be both offensive and defensive.

An alliance was accordingly formed by Austria with

England and Holland against France.

Encyc. Brit., III. 126.

<d) Any joining of efforts or interests by persons, families,

states, or organizations : as, an alliance between church

and state.

An intimate alliance was formed between the Arian

kings and the Arian clergy. Buckle, Civilization, II. ii.

Lydgate . . . had . . . the conviction that the medical

profession . . . offered the most direct alliance between

intellectual conquest and the social good
George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 159.

2. The compact or treaty which is the instru-

ment of allying or confederating : as, to draw

Therefore let our alliance be combin'd.

Shak., 1. C., iv. 1.

Foment the bruises, and the P
"^J^f- , 2003 allgOod (al'gud). An old name of the plant Up an alliance. Z. The aggregate of persons or

.,_..,, V/ HIT
'

ii^,in Good Henry, or English mercury, Chenopodium parties allied.

alleviation (a-le-vi-a'shon), n. [<ML. allevm- Sonm.Hen%clls .

[See haiP, n.] To sa-

exclamation all hail! 4, in oot., a grade intermediate between class

and order: the equivalent in Lindley's classifi-

Who all-hailed me, Thane of Cawdor. cation of the more recent term cohort. 5. In

Shale., Macbeth, i. 5.

Same as All-
zool., a natural group of related families ;

a su-

perfamily or suborder Arms of alliance, in her.,

arms which are obtained through matrimonial alliances.

Evangelical Alliance. See evanyelical. Holy Alli-

ance. See AoJ;/.=Syn. Alliance, League,
"~

act of making less by representation ; extenuation : as,

"alleviations of faults," South.

tSS^&SSffKSSSSZ **$ AU-nallondt, etc.

leviation of grief. All-hallow (al-hal'6), n. See All-hallows.

I have not wanted such alleviations of life as friendship Allhallowe'en (al-hal'o-en), H. [For Allhallow- fiXfi; ,,',',] ViaiionshlpT affinity" combination, federation,
could supply.

"
. ^ut see All-hallows.] See All-hallows And copartnership. The first four words have been used with-

His sister was waiting in a state of wondering alarm, jj^,^^ out distinction to express the union or cooperation of

two or more persons, organizations, or states. Alliance is

the most general term. Often a confederacy and some-

times a leaiim between states means a closer union

than an alliance. Alliance is rarely used of a combination

for evil but the other words are often so used, confederacy

having specifically such a meaning in law. AlKance alor

/(. iiau vYiiiuji nciaii/uo vi ii 1 1 ..,,...-.-. .&*.** u**w i* *< v ,, --
,_ is used of the union of families by marriage. CoaMton i

some cheering alleviative," Corah's Doom Allhallon, -hollon, -hollan, -holland, < Mi,, al often U8ea Of the temporary cooperation of pen

which was not without its all
Hallowe'en.

O^rije'Eliot. '.Mill ..n the Floss, i. 8. Allhallowmas (al-hal'o-mas), n. [< ME. al-

=Syn. Mitigation, palliation, relief. halowmesse, alhalwemesse, < AS. ealra nclffenn

alleviative (a-le'vi-a-tiv), a. and n. [< alleviate mwsse-dceg, all saints' mass-day: see All-hal-

+ -ire ] I ii Tending to alleviate or mitigate, lows.] Allhallow-tide.

II. n. That which alleviates or mitigates : All-hallownt (al-hal'6n), n. [Also corruptly

as,

(1672), p. 176. halowen, < AS. ealle halgan, all saints: see All- ties, or states that are ordinarily opposed.
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Alliances, at once offensive ami defensive, have one of
the usual and more important characteristics of confeder-
ations. Woolscy, Introd, to Inter. Law, 103.

We must resolve to incorporate into our plan those in-

gredients which maybe considered as forming the charac-
teristic difference between a league and a government ;

we must extend the authority of the union to the persons
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sembling a pear in shape. Also called ai-ocado-
in the upper jaw, into which the long teeth of the under
jaw fit, and feet much less webbed. Their habits uiv less

aquatic. They frequent swamps and marshes, and may *..
be seen basking on the dry ground during the day in the alligator-terrapin (al i-ga-tor-ter a-pin), n.

See avocado.

of the citizens the only proper objects of government which are swimming. In winter theyborrow In file mud of
A. Hamilton, federalist, No. 15. swamps and marshes, lying torpid till spring. The female

heat of the sun. They are most active during the night,
The largest of them attain the length of 17 or 18 feet. They
live on fish, and sometimes cateh hogs on the shore, or dogs
which are swimming. In winter they burrow in the mud of

,
.

name of the common snappine-turtle of Amer-

I stood i* the level
Of a full-charg'd confederacy, and give thanks
To you that chok'd it. Shale., Hen. VIII., i. 2.

The utility of a confederacy, as well to suppress faction,
and to guard the internal tranquillity of states, as to in-

crease their external force and security, is in reality not a
new idea. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 9.

Tile coalitions of nearly all Europe, which resisted and
finally humbled the Grand Monarch, are among the most
righteous examples of measures for preserving the balance
of power which history records.

Wuolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 44.

alliance (a-H'ans), v. t. [< alliance, .] To
unite by confederacy; join in alliance; ally.

[Bare.]
It [sin] is allianced to none but wretched, forlorn, and

apostate spirits. Cudwarth, Sermons, p. 62.

alliantt (a-li'ant), n. and a. [< P. alliant, OF.
aliant, ppr. of alter, ally: see ally

1
, v.'] I. n.

An ally: as,
"
alliants, electors, princes, and

states," Wotton, Reliquise, p. 532.

II. a. Akin; united; confederated. Sir T.
More.

allice, allis (al'is), . [Var. of earlier allowes

lays a great number of eggs, which are deposited in the
sand, and left to be hatched by the heat of the sun. The
alligators are distributed over tropical America, but are
not known to exist in any other part of the world. Among

Alligator-terrapin (Chelydra serfentina}.

, Chelydra serpentina. So called from the length
of the neck and especially of the tail in comparison with
ica,

jp
the small, thin shell, into" which the members cannot be
completely retracted, the general appearance of a saurian
being thus suggested. It is found from Canada to Florida,
and westward to Louisiana and the Missouri. Also called

aUigator-tvrlif. See Chelydra and mappina-turtit.
alligator-tortoise (al'i-ga-tor-tdr'tis), n.
Same as alligator-terrapin.

alligator-tree (al'i-ga-tor-tre), n. The sweet-
gum tree, Liquidamuar Styraciflua, of the south-
ern United States.

alligator-turtle (al'i-ga-tor-ter'tl), n. 1. Same
as alligator-terrapin.
The elongated tail of the animal is very characteristic,

and . . . has . . . given rise to the popular name, alliga-
tor-turtle. Stand. Nat. Ilist., III._452.

compact form so that they can be handled; a 2. A similar fresh-water turtle, Macrochelys

Alligator (Alligator mississifpunsis}.

the fossils of the south of England, however, are remains
of a true alligator, A. hantoniensw, in the Eocene beds of
the Hampshire basin. Leather made from the skin of the
alligator is widely used.

3. A local name of the little brown fence-lizard,
Sceloporus undulatus, common in many parts of
the United States. 4. A machine for bringing
the balls of iron from a puddling-furnace into

the table, and is often seen in the markets of the coun-
tries it inhabits

UJ..LAW) CVAU9 \_*. */ '" L Oil. Ui. ' .U lil'l HtH/tt/OO '"*-V **
j n -i
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for alone, < F. alose, "a shad (fish)" (Cotgrave) : squeezer. 5. A peculiar form of rock-breaker, lacerttna, of the family Chelydrida;, with very
see Alosa.] An English name of a soecies of alligator-apple (al'l-ga-tor-ap'!), n. The fruit l ng tail and neck, it is found in the United states

JTexas,
and up the Mississippi valley to

allice-shad, allis-shad (al'is-shad"), n. Same alligator-fish (al'i-ga-tor-fish), n. 1. An ago-
as allice. noid fish, 1'odothecus acipenserinus, with a com-

alliciatet, allicitet (a-lish'i-at, a-lis'it), v. t. pressed tapering body, about 12 polygonal
[Irreg. < L. allicere, allure : see allect.] To at- plates on the breast, 9 spines and 7 rays in the alligator-wood (al i-ga-tor-wud), n. The wood

tract; allure; entice. dorsal fins, gill-membranes united to the isth- of a mehaceous tree, Guareagrandifolia, of the

alliciency (a-lish'eu-si), i. [See allicient.] The mus, and the lower jaw shutting within the up-
West Indies,

power of attracting; attraction. [Rare.] Per- It is about a foot in length, and is common a
{ji(Pl> k'-j:

feee alme*.

The magnetical allicienc,/ of the earth. Sir T. Browne.
fr

.

m
^fjf* <!

S
i
o
1
un
^ northward. 2. Any ago- j^

1"?6 ' aluneate,
"*

md; a fish of the family Agonia.it (which see), &U1B. . See allic

[< L. allisio(n-), < alli-

_ , adlisvs, strike against,

throughout their length, and"one 'of them work- < arf
> to, + l&dere, strike, hurt by striking:

. ing by a double lever. It suggests an alligator,
see lesion. Cf. collision, elision.] A striking

alllgartat, n. An old form of alligator. B. Jon-
alllgatorid (ali-ga-tor'id), n. One of the Al- against; beating; collision. [Bare.]

.
liaatoritlte. Islands . . . severed from it [the continent) by the bois-

alllgatet (al i-gat), v. t.
[_<

L. alhgatus, pp. of Allieatoridse (al'i-ea-tor'i-del. a. vl. TNL < terous ;<> of the sea. Woodward,
alhgare,

The magnetical alliciencu of the earth. Sir T. Browne.
fr
.,
m I

J*P* PS^ northward. 2. Any ago- jj-Uj?
6

' allineate, etc. See aline*

allicient (a-lish'ent), a and , [< L alii-
alffiatorircepsW^^^riffl^t(S8-K),.. [<L.,

cter>)s, ppr. of allicere, allure: see allect.] I. surgical forceps with short 'jaws, having teeth *. adlidere, pp. atlisus, adlisvs, s
a. Enticing; attracting [Rare.] throughout their length, and one of them work- < <?, to, + Icedere, strike, hurt

I'"' ThatWMC1attl'aCS '

Cf. ally
1

,

unite by some tie.

Instincts alligated to their nature.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 375.

God's waies are not as mans, neither is he bound to
means, or alligated to number.

R. Perrot, Jacob's Vowe (1627), App., p. 14.

alligation (al-i-ga'shon), n. [< L. alligatio(n-), a
binding to, a band, < "alligare : see alligate.] 1.
The act of binding ;

the state of being bound
or united. [Rare.] 2. The name of several
rules or processes in practical arithmetic (see
below) for ascertaining the relations between
the proportions and prices of the ingredients of
a mixture and the cost of the mixture itself per
unit of weight or volume. Also called the rule

of mixtures Alligation alternate, an arithmetical
process used in ascertaining the proportions of ingredients
of given price which will produce a mixture of given cost.
The proposition is indeterminate, and the rule of alliga-
tion gives only particular solutions. Alligation me-
dial, the operation by which the cost of a mixture is

found when the prices and proportions of the ingredients
are given.

alligator (al'i-ga-tor), H. [A Latin-looking
(NL.) adaptation of early mod. E. alligater, al-

Kgarta, allga.no, alegarto, alagarto, also simply
lagarto, < Sp. el lagarto, lit. the lizard : el, the,
< L. ille, that

; lagarto, < L. lacertus, lizard: see
lizard. The prop. Sp. name is caiman or la-

garto de Indias; Pg. caimao. The E. form has
given rise to NL., F., and Pg. alligator, and Sp.
aligador.] 1. Any American member of the
family Alligatorida; or the family Crocodilida;;
an American crocodile

;
a cayman ;

a jacar6.
An alligator stuffd, and other skins
Of ill-shap'd fishes. Shak., R. and J., v. 1.

alliterate (a-lit'e-rat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. allit-

_,
erated, ppr. alliterating. [<ML.*alliteratus,-pp.

Crocodilida;, andwith some authors forming only of "alliterare, < L. ad, to, + litera, littera, let-

a subfamily (Alligatorina;) of the latter; by ter: see literate.] 1. To begin with the same
most naturalists now judged to be distinct. The

'"**"- "" " '

typical genus of the family is Alligator; other genera are
Caiman and Jacare (which see). According to Huxley's

i. Skull of Alligator. a. Skull of American Crocodile.

( Drawn from specimens in Am. Museum of Nat. Hist., New York. )

the teeth very unequal, the flrst and fourth of the under
jaw biting into pits in the upper jaw; the premaxillo-
maxillary suture straight or convex forward

;
the man-

dibular symphysis not extending beyond the fifth tooth,
the splenial element not entering into it ; and the cervi-
cal scutes distinct from the tergal. The Crocodilida; have
the head longer ; the teeth unequal ;

the first maudibular
tooth biting into a fossa, the fourth into a groove, at the
side of the upper jaw ; the premaxillo-maxillary suture
straight or convex backward ; the mandibular symphysis

letter or sound, as two or more words in im-
mediate or near succession; agree in initial
letter or sound

;
make an alliteration.

The "h" in harp does not alliterate with the "h" in
honored. S. Lanier, Sci. of Eng. Verse, p. 309.

2. To use alliteration.

The whole body of alliterating poeta.

Encyc. Brit., VIII. 411.

alliterate (a-lit'e-rat), n. [< alliterate, v., in
allusion to literate, .] One given to the use
of alliteration. [Rare.]
Even the stereotyped similes of these fortunate alliter-

ates [poets before Chaucer], like "weary as water in a
weir" or "glad as grass is of the rain," are new, like na-
ture, at the thousandth repetition.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 257.

alliteration (a-lit-e-ra'shon), w. [= F. allitera-

tion, < ML. alliteratio(n-), <
*
'alliterare : see allit-

erate, .] The repetition of the same letter or
sound at the beginning of two or more words
in close or immediate succession; the recur-
rence of the same initial sound in the first ac-
cented syllables of words; initial rime: as,

many wen, >any winds.

jipt alliteration's artful aid.

Churchill, Prophecy of Famine, 1. 283.

Puffs, jjowders, patches, Mbles, Wllet-doux.

Pope, E. of the L., i. 138.

Verse in which alliteration is essential, and other rime
ornamental, is the prevailing form in Anglo-Saxon, Ice-

landic, Old Saxon. Specimens are found in Old High Ger-
man. Alliteration in these languages even ran into prose.

F. A. March, A.-S. Gram., 606.

Though the word alliteration seems to have been in-
not extending beyond the eighth tooth, and not involving

2. leap.] [NL.] More specifically, a genus of 'I
16 sPliial elements ; the cervical scutes sometimes dis- vented by Pontanus in the fifteenth"century,' tiie Romans

large lizard-like or saurian reptiles the tvoe of Jl
110

,*

' m Sf tersal >
sometimes united with them. All were certainly aware that the device was in use among

fha fomilv 477.V././S,..; ju. ~,.,X^r the living Atttgatondae are confined to America. The Cm- "
the tamily Alhgatoridce, order Crocodiha, for- codilidce were supposed to be confined to the old world
merly tamily Crocodilida;, order Sauria. See Al- until the recent discovery of a true crocodile in America.

ligatorida;, Crocodilida;. The tvne of the aenus in A In Sencral appearance and economy the members of the
two families are sufficiently similar to be confounded in

popular language. Both families belong to the section of
the order Crocodilia in which the nasal bones enter into
the formation of the narial aperture, the contrary being
the case in the section which includes the Gangetic croco-
,1:1

gavial, Gavialis gannetieus.

luciuii or A. mtisissippiensis of the United States. The
genus formerly included the cayman and the jacare which
have been made types of the two genera Caiman and
Jacare (which see). A true American crocodile, Croco-
dilus americamu, long overlooked or confounded with
the alligator, has lately been found in Florida and the- ., ..- , re ., ,u..u ... *,o,.ua a,,u uie ,

West Indies. The alligators differ from the true croco- alligator-pear (al'i-ga-tor-par), n. The fruit
diles in having a shorter and flatter head, cavities or pits of the Persea gratissima of the West Indies, re-

themselves. Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XV. 59.

Alliteration was a characteristic of old Teutonic poetry
(Anglo-Saxon and Middle English, Old Saxon, Icelandic,
etc.), terminal rime, as a regular feature, being of later

(Romance) introduction. The lines were divided into two
sections, the first having regularly two alliterating syl-

lables, the second one ; but by license or mere accident
four or more alliterating syllables might occur, as in the
last line of the extract from Piers Plowman. The alliter-

ating syllable was always accented, and was not neces-

sarily initial, as written; it might follow an unaccented
prefix, as ar-raye in the extract. The vowels, being all
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more or less open and easy of utterance, might alliterate

with one another. In Churchill's Hue "Apt alliteration's

artful aid," given above, the initial vowel-sounds are dif-

ferent (a, a or a, ii, a), though spelled with the same letter.

The following is an example of Middle English alliteration :

Hire robe was fill rielie'of red scarlet engreyned,
With ribanes of red gold' and of riehe stones ;

Hire arraye me ravysshed* such richesse saw I nevere
;

I had woudre what she uwand wbas >yf she were.
Piers Plowman (B), ii. lf>.

Chaucer's verse is cast on the Romance model with final

rime, but he often uses alliteration as an additional orna-
ment :

Ther e/iyveren scAaftes upon sc/ieeldes thykke;
He feeleth thurgh the herte-spon the prikke.
Up springen *peres twenty foot on highte ;

Out goon the xwerdes as the silver brighte.
The Aelines to-Aewen and to-schrede
out &rest the Mood, with (erne *<reemes reede,
With mighty maces the 6ones thay to-&rest,
He t/mrgh the (Mkkeste of the throng gan (Arest (etc.).

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1747.

Such alliteration is much affected by Spenser and his imi-

tators, and occurs witli more or less frequency in all mod-
ern poetry.

alliterative (a-lit'e-ra-tiv), a. [< alliterate +
-ife.] Pertaining to or consisting in allitera-

tion
;
characterized by alliteration.

A few verses, like the pleasantly alliterative one in

which he [Dryden] makes the spider, "from the silent

ambush of his den," "feel far off the trembling of his

thread," show that he was beginning to study the niceties
of verse. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 40.

alliteratively (a
- lit

' e - ra -
tiy

-
Ii), adv. In an

alliterative manner
;
with alliteration.

Vowels were employed alliteratively much less often
than consonants. Trans. Amer. Philol. An., XV. 64.

alliteratiyeness (a -lit
'
e -ra-tiv-nes), . The

quality of being alliterative,

alliterator (a-Ht'e-ra-tor), n. One who uses
alliteration.

We all know Shakspere's jokes on the alliterators.

5. Lanier, Sci. of Eng. Verse, p. 312.

Allium (al'i-um), n. [L., more correctly alium,
garlic ; perhaps related to Gr. d/Udf, sausage :

see allantois.] The largest genus of plants of
the natural order Uliacece, of about 300 species,

natives, with few exceptions, of the northern

temperate zone. They are bulbous plants, with a pe-
culiar pungent odor, and bear their flowers in an umbel
at the summit of a scape. Several species have been
largely cultivated for food from very early times, includ-

ing the onion (A. Cepa), leek (A. Porrum), shallot (A. As-

calonicum), garlic (A. satirnm), chives (A. Schcenrii/ra-

ttum), rocambole (A. Scorodoprawm), etc.

allmouth (al'mouth), n. [< all + mouth.] A
name of the fish otherwise known as the com-
mon angler, Lophius piscatorius.
allness (al'nes), n. [< all + -ness.'] Totality ;

entirety; completeness; universality.
The allness of God, including his absolute spirituality,

supremacy, and eternity. . R. TurnbiM.

The science of the universal, having the ideas of oneness
and allness as its two elements.

Coleridge, Lay Sermons, p. 339. (A". E. D.)

allo-. [NL., etc., < Gr. aUo-, combining form
of dA/tof = L. alias, other, another: see alias,

alien, and else."] An element in compound
words of Greek origin, meaning other, another.

Allobrogical (al-o-broj'i-kal), a. An epithet
applied in the seventeenth century to Presby-
terians or Calvinists, in allusion to the fact that

Geneva, the chief stronghold of the sect, was
anciently a town of the Allobroges. N. E. D.
allocate (al'o-kat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. allocated,

ppr. allocating. [< ML. allocatus, pp. of allo-

care, allot, < L. ad, to, + locare, place, < loom, a

place: see locus. Alloc-ate is a doublet of allowi,
q. v.] 1. To assign or allot; set apart for a

particular purpose; distribute: as, to allocate
shares in a public company.
The court is empowered to seize upon and allocate, for

the immediate maintenance of such child or children, any
sum not exceeding a third of the whole fortune.

Burke, Popery Laws.
He [Wolseley] can inspire his subordinates, he can allo-

cate them to duties in the fulfilment of which they earn
credit and contribute to the success of him their master.

,Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of Some Continents, p. 112.

2. To fix the place of
;
locate

;
localize. [Rare.]

It is the duty of the heritors to allocate the churchyard.
Eneyc. Brit., IV. 587.

allocation (al-o-ka'shon), n. [< ML. alloca-

tio(n-), < allocare: see allocate.] 1. The act of

allocating, allotting, or assigning: allotment;
assignment ; apportionment : as, the allocation
of shares in a public company.
Under a juster allocation of his rank, as the general

father of prose composition, Herodotus is nearly related
to all literature whatsoever, modern not less than ancient.

De Quincey, Herodotus.

2f. An allowance made upon accounts in the

exchequer. 3. The act of locating or fixing in

place; the state of being located or fixed; dis-

position; arrangement.
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How easy it is to bear in mind or to map such an allo-

cation of lines, so that when produced from an unknown
body the existence of either [sodium or magnesium) can
be detected by such spectral examination.

J. S. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 40.

allocator (al-o-ka'ter), n. [ML., it is allowed,
3d pers. sing. pros. ind. pass, of allocare : see

allocate.] In law, the allowance of something
by a judge or court : commonly used to signify
the indorsement of a document, by which the

judge certifies that it is approved by him.
allochiria (al-o-ki'ri-a), . [NL., < Gr. dA/>.of,

other, -f- xe
'f>, nand.] Inpathol., the confusion

of sensations in the two sides of the body, as
when a patient with locomotor ataxia locates
in the right leg a touch on the left leg. Also

spelled allocheiria.

allochroic (al-o-kro'ik), a. [< Gr. a)Mxpoof, of

another color: see allochroous.] Changeable
in color. #;/</. Soc. Lex.

allochroite (al-o-kro'it), . [< Gr. aU6xpoof,
of another color (see allochroous), + -ite2.] A
massive, fine-grained variety of iron garnet.
This name is said to have been given to it as expressive of
its changes of color before the blowpipe.

allochromatic (al"o-kro-mat'ik), a. [< Gr.

d/Uof, other, + ^pu/ia(T-), color.] Pertaining to

change of color.

allochroous (a-lok'ro-us), a. [< Gr.

changed in color, < d^/lof , other, + ^potd,

color.] Of various colors: generally applied
to minerals.

allocution (al-o-ku'shon), n. [< L. allocutio(n-),

adlocutio(n-), <
'

attoqui"aittoqw, pp. allocutus, ad-

locutus, speak to,<ac?,

to,+ loqui, speak: see

locution, loquacious.]
1. A speaking to;
an address, especial-

ly a formal address.

Also written adlocu-
tion. 2. Specifical-

ly (a) In Bom. an-

tiq., a formal address

by a general-in-chief
or imperator to his

soldiers. Such scenes
From an imperial Roman bronze -nrat.o nftml T*orio

coin in theBritisr. Museum. were oiien repre-
sented in art on

medals and reliefs. (b) In the Bom. Cath. Ch.,
a public address by the pope to his clergy, or
to the church generally.

Scarcely a year of his pontificate passed without his

having to pronounce an allocution on the oppression of
the church in some country or other.

Card. Wiseman, Last Four Popes, Greg. XVI.

allod (al'od), H. A short form of allodium.

allodgementt (a-loj'ment), n. [Also written

alodgement, and allogiament after ML. allogia-
mentum (It. alloggiamento), a lodging, < allogiare
(It. alloggiare), lodge, < ad, to, + logiare (It. log-

giare), lodge, < logia (It. loggia), a lodge : see

lodge.] Lodging; in plural, soldiers' quarters.
The allot/laments of the garrison are uniforme.

Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1644.

allodia, . Plural of allodium.

allodial (a-lo'di-al), a. and n. [= F. Pg. allodial,
< ML. allodialis, < allodium : see allodium.] I.

a. Pertaining to allodium or freehold; free of
rent or service

;
held independently of a lord

paramount : opposed to 'feudal, in the United states
all lands are deemed allodial in the owner of the fee, but
subject, nevertheless, to the ultimate ownership or domin-
ion of the state. In England there are no allodial lands,
all being held of the crown.

The lands thus presented to these [Teutonic] warriors
[as rewards for fidelity and courage] were called allodial ;

that is, their tenure involved no obligation of service
whatever. Stille, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 136.

The allodial tenure, which is believed to have been
originally the tenure of freemen, became in the Middle
Ages the tenure of serfs.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 341.

II. n. 1. Property held allodially.

The contested territory which lay between the Danube
and the Naab, with the town of Neuburg and the allodialu,
were adjudged, etc. Coxe, House of Austria, xxii.

2. An allodialist.

allodialism (a-16'di-al-izm), n. [< allodial +
-ism.] The allodial system. See allodial.

In order to illustrate and explain feudalism, I shall first

illustrate its negation, allodialism.
Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 75.

allodialist (a-16'di-al-ist), n. [< allodial + -4st.]
One who owns land allodially.

Insulated allodialixtg are of very little importance . . .

as compared with the organic groups of agriculturists,
which represented the primitive democracy, but were . . .

incorporated into the feudal state.

N. A. Ren., CXXIII. 153.

allomorphite

allodiality (a-16-di-al'i-ti), . [< allodial + -ity,
after F. allodialite.] "The state or quality of

being held in allodial tenure.

allodially (a-16'di-al-i), adv. In an allodial man-
ner; in allodial tenure

;
as a freeholder.

allodian (a-16'di-an), a. [< allodium + -an.]
Allodial. [Rare.]
allodiary (a-16'di-a-ri), n.

; pi. allodiaries (-riz).

[< ML. allodiarius, < allodium : see allodium and
-ary.] An allodialist.

allodification (a-lod"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< allo-

ilium + -Jication.] The conversion of feudal
into allodial or freehold tenure.

allodium (a-16'di-um), .; pi. allodia (-a). [ML.,
also spelled alodium, alodum, alodis, alodes, also

alaudium, alaudum, alaudes, > It. Pg. allodio =
Sp. alodio = Pr. alodi, also aloe, alo,= OF. aleu,

aleud, alod, alode, alodie, aloud, alien, alleu,allieu,

alloet, alloeuf (Roquefort), F. alien. The origin
of ML. allodiumis disputed ; prob. < OHG. *alod,

*allod, i. e., entire property, < al, all, all, + od,

6t, property, estate, wealth (in adj. odag, otag,

wealthy, happy), = OS. od, estate, wealth, =
AS. edd, wealth, happiness, = Icel. audltr,
wealth. In this view the similarity of allodium
in form and sense to OHG. uodal (= odal) =
OS. odhil = Icel. ddhal, a patrimonial estate, is

accidental.] Freehold estate; land which is

the absolute property of the owner; real estate
held in absolute independence, without being
subject to any rent, service, or acknowledgment
to a superior. It is thus opposed tofeud2 . Some-
times used, in the Anglo-Saxon period, of land which was
alienable and inheritable, even though held of a superior
lord. Also written allod, alody.

The allod. in some form or other is probably as old as
the institution of individual landed property, and we may
regard it as equivalent to or directly descended from the
share which each man took in the appropriated portion
of the domain of the group to which lie belonged tribe,

joint-family, village community, or nascent city.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 339.

alloeogenesis (al-e-6-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

d^/loZof, of another sort (see alloeosis), + yiveais,

generation.] A term used by Haeckel to de-
note a mode of reproduction supposed to char-
acterize the Geryoniida!, but subsequently de-
termined to be due to an error of observation.

[Disused.]
alloeorgan (al-e-or'gau), . [< Gr. d?,^Iof, of

another sort (see allaiosis), + opyavov, organ.]
Same as alloplast. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 842.

allceosis (al-e-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. af-ioiucjic,, a

change, alteration, < d/lAoiow, change, < aUoiof,
of different kind, < d/lAoc , other, different : see

allo-.] In med., a constitutional change.
alloeotic (al-e-ot'ik), a. [< Gr. a).).oiuTiK6f, fit

for changing^ < <Maiur6(, changed, changeable,
verbal adj. of aUoiovv: see allceosis.] In med.,

capable of causing allososis or constitutional

change.
allogamy (a-log'a-mi), w. [< Gr. d/l/tof, other, +
-yafiia, < yafiof, marriage.] Cross-fertilization

in plants; fecundation of the ovules of one
flower by pollen from another of the same
species. Distinguished from autogamy, or self-fertiliza-

tion, in which the ovules are fecundated by pollen from
the same flower.

allogeneity (al*o-je-ne'i-ti), n. [< allogeneoun
+ -ity.] Difference of nature. Coleridge. [Rare.]

allogeneous (al-o-je'ne-us), a. [< Gr. aUoycvf/f,
of another kind or race, < d/i/of, other, + ykvoc.,

kind.] Of a different kind or nature. [Rare.]
allogiamentt, . See allodgement.

allograph (al'6-graf ), n. [< Gr. d/Uor, other, +
ypatpetv, write.] In law, a deed not written by
any of the parties to its execution: opposed
to autograph.
allomet, An old form of alum.

allomerism (a-lom'e-rizm), . [< allomerous +
-ism.] In chem., tfie property of retaining a
constant crystalline form while the chemical
constituents present or their proportions vary.
allomerous (a-lom'e-rus), a. [< Gr. d/./.or, other,
+ uepo'f, part.] In" chem., characterized by al-

lomerism. Applied to bodies, as certain crystals, which
possess the property of retaining the same form, though
the constituents or their proportions vary.

allomorphic (al-o-mor'fik),, a. [< Gr. aM6pop-
0of, of strange shape (< aAAop, other, + uop<j>>/,

form), + -ic.] Pertaining to or possessing the

qualities of allomorphism.
allomorphism (al-o-m6r'fizm), n. [As allomor-

phic + -ism.] The property possessed by cer-

tain substances of assuming a different form
while remaining unchanged in constitution.

allomorphite (al-o-mor'fit), . [As allomor-

l>hic + -itc2.] In mineral., a variety of barite,
or heavy-spar, having the forin and cleavage of

anhydrite.



all-one

all-one (al'wun'), a. [< all + one. Cf. all one,
under all, adv.} Being all and yet one: an
epithet of God. [Rare.]

Surely the fact that the motive principle of existence
moves in a mysterious way outside our consciousness, no

way requires that the All-One Being should be himself un-
conscious. Sully, Westminster Kev., new ser., XLIX. 151.

allonget (a-lunj')i r. *. [< F. allonger, earlier

alonger, alongier, alungier, lengthen, = It. al-

longare, allungare, < ML. 'allongare, "allon-

giare,<. L. ad, to, + ML. 'longare, longiare

(> OF. longier, loigner), make long, < L. longus,
> OF. long, lung, long: see long1 and allonge,

n.} To make a pass or thrust with a rapier;

lunge.
allonge (a-lunj'), . [< F. allonge, OF. alonge,

lengthening, extension, < alonger: see allonge, v.,

and abbrev. lunge.'] If. A pass or thrust with
a sword or rapier ;

a lunge. 2f. A long rein,
when a horse is trotted iu the hand. Bailey.

3. (Pron.asF., a-16nzh'.) A slip of paper at-

tached to a bill of exchange or other negotiable
note, to receive indorsements when the back
of the bill will hold no more

;
a rider. In Great

Britain,where bills of exchange must be written on stamped
paper, the allonge is considered part of the document, and
does not require to be stamped. Allonge wig, a name
given to the large and flowing periwig of the time of
Louis XIV.

allonym (al'o-nim), n. [= F. allonyme, < Gr.

d/Uof, other, + 6vo/w, ^Eolic bm/ia, name: see

onym.} A name other than the true one; an
alias; a pseudonym. [Rare.]
allonyinous (a-lon'i-mus), a. [As allonym +
-ous. Cf. anonymous.'} Bearing a feigned name :

as, an allonymous publication. [Rare.]
alloot (a-lo'). An old form of halloo.

allopath (al'o-path), n. [= F. allopathe; a re-

verse formation < allopathy, F. allopathic: see

allopathy.} An allopathist; one who favors or

practises allopathy.

allopathetic (al"o-pa-thet'ik), a. [< allopathy,
after pathetic, q. v.] Pertaining to allopathy.
[Rare.]

allopathetically (al'o-pa-thet'i-kal-i), adv. In
a manner conformable to allopathy.

allopathic (al-o-path'ik), a. Pertaining to al-

lopathy. A rare equivalent is heteropathic.
There are only three imaginable methods of employing

medicines against disease, and these are denominated
antipathic, homoeopathic, and allopathic.

Pereira, Materia Medica.

allopathist (a-lop'a-thist), . [< allopathy +
-ist.} One who practises medicine according
to the principles and rules of allopathy ;

an al-

lopath.
allopathy (a-lop'a-thi), n. [=F. allopathic =
G. allopathic (Hahneinann), with a forced mod.
sense (in form like Gr. aMoirMaa, the state of
an aAAoTroft/c, < aAAoTraftfa, having influence on
another; in grammar, transitive, non-reflexive),
< Gr. dAAof, other, different, + irdBof, suffering,

feeling, condition : seepathos. Cf . homeopathy. }

In med., a therapeutic method characterized by
the use of agents producing effects differentfrom
the symptoms of the disease treated. See home-

opathy. The name is incorrectly applied, in distinction
from homeopathy, to the traditional school (also called the

"regular
"
or "old

"
school) of medicine, which opposes the

homeopathic theory. Sometimes called heteropathy.

allophanate (a-lof'a-nat), n. [< allophanic +
-ateX] A salt of allophanic acid.

allophane (al'o-fan), . [< Gr. dAAofavfc, ap-
pearing otherwise, < dAAof, other, + -^xzw/f, ap-
pearing, < ipaheaBai, appear.] A mineral of a

pale-blue, and sometimes of a green or brown,
color. It is a hydrosilicate of aluminium, occurring in

amorphous, botryoidal, or reniform masses, and received
its name from its change of appearance under the blowpipe.

allophanic (al-o-fan'ik), a. [< Gr. aMoQavqf.
see allophane and -j'c.] Pertaining to anything
which changes its color or appearance : as, allo-

phanic acid or ether.

allophyle (al'o-fil), n. [< L. allophylus, < Gr.

aA/w^uXof, of another tribe, < dAAof, other, -t-

<t>v).j/, tribe: see phyte.} An alien
;
one of an-

other tribe or race.

allophylian (al-6-nl'i-an), a. and . [< allo-

phyle + -ian.} 1. a. Of another race
; foreign;

strange : sometimes specifically applied to those

languages of Europe and Asia which are non-

Aryan and non-Semitic, and are also called
Turanian.
Instances from allophylian mythology show types which

are found developed in full vigour by the Aryan races.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 243.

II. . One of another tribe or race,

allophylic (al-o-nl'ik), a. Same as allophylian.

Another indication of a former allophyhc population in

that valley. The Amencan, IX. 105.
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allophytoid (a-lof'i-toid), n. [< Gr. aAAof, other,
+ tyvrov, plant, + eMof, form.] An abnormal
form of buds, with fleshy scales becoming de-
tached and forming new plants, as the bulblets
of the tiger-lily, offshoots from bulbs, etc. [Not
used. ]

alloplast (al'o-plast), n. [< Gr. dAAof, other, -f

TTAaorof, verbal adj. of vfaiooav, form, mold.] In
Haeckel's terminology of morphology, an idor-

gan composed of two or more different tissues :

the opposite of homoplast. The alloplasts include,
as subdivisions, idomeres, autimeres, and metameres. Also
rulk-il alfn'nrt/an,

alloposid (a-lop'o-sid), n. One of the Attoposi-
d<r.

Alloposidse (al-o-pos'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,(Allopo-
sus + -ida;.} A'family of octopod cephalopoda,

represented by the genus Alloposus. It is charac-
terized by an ovoid unless body, tapering arms connected
by a moderate web, and a mantle united directly to the

head, not only by a large dorsal commissure, but also by
a median ventral and two lateral longitudinal commis-
sures which run from its inner surface to the basal parts
of the siphon.

Alloposus (a-lop'o-sus), n. [NL., < Gr. AW-of,
different, various, + v&ao^, of a certain (indefi-

nite) quantity or magnitude, here equiv. to ' in-

definite.'] A genus of cuttlefishes, typical of
the family Alloposidee, in which the body is very
soft, and consequently somewhat indefinite or
variable in form.

alloquial (a-16'kwi-al), a. [As alloguy + -aJ,

after colloquial.} Of the nature of address;
pertaining to or characterized by the act of

talking to others, as distinguished from con-

versing with them. [Bare.]
There are no such people endured or ever heard of in

France as allotjuial wits ; people who talk to, but not with,
a circle. De Quincey, Style, i.

alloquialism (a-16'kwi-aHzm), n. [< alloquial
+ -ism.} A phrase or manner of speech used
in addressing. N. E. D.

alloquyt (al'o-kwi), n. [< L. alloquium, adlo-

quium, < allo'qui, adloqui, speak to, address:
see allocution. Cf. colloquy, soliloquy, and 06-

loquy.} The act of speaking to another or

others; an address.

Allorhina (al-o-ri'na), n. [NL., < Gr. dAAof.

other, + pif, piv, nose.] A genus of lamelli-

corn beetles (Scarabwidee), belonging to the
tribe Cetoniini, readily distinguished by the
fact that the epimera of the mesothorax are
visible from above as a triangularpiece between
the prothorax and the elytra, a character of
rare occurrence in Coleoptera. The scutellum is

covered by a prolongation of tlie base of the prothorax.
The best-known species is A. nitida (Linnaeus), very com-
mon in the more southern United States. It is a green
velvety insect, nearly an inch long, of nearly square form,
somewhat pointed in front, with the sides of the thorax

allotropy

a public company. 2. To grant; assign; ap-
propriate : as, to allot a sum of money for some
specific purpose.
There is an endless variety of personal force and char-

acter secured through the proportion of powers which
creative wisdom allots. Progressive Orthodoxy, p. 18.

One of the largest wigwams was allotted to the Jesuit
missionaries. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 1H&

3. To appoint; destine; set apart.

Happier the man whom favourable stars
Allot thee for his lovely bedfellow !

Shak., T. of the S., Iv. 5.

All its allotted length of days
The flower ripens in its place.

Tennyson, Choric Song.
= Syn. Dispense, Distribute, etc. See dispense.

allotheism (al'o-the-izm), n. [< Gr. dAAof, other,
+ 0eoV, god, + -ism.} The worship of other or
strange gods. If. E. I).

Allotheria (al-o-the'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

d?.Aof, other, + ffr/piov, a wild beast.] An order
of American Jurassic mammals proposed by
Marsh in 1880 for the genera Plagiaulax, Ctena-

codon, and possibly some others, having an
inflected angle of the lower jaw, no mylohyoid
groove, specialized premolars and molars, no
canines, and teeth below the normal number:
contrasted with Pantotheria.

allotherian (al-o-the'ri-an), n. One of the Al-
lotheria.

allotment (a-lot'ment), n. 1. The act of allot-

ting; distribution as by lot. 2. That which is

allotted; a share, part, or portion granted or
distributed

;
that which is assigned by lot or by

the act of God.
The allotments of God and nature. L'Estrange.

Allorhina nituta.

a, larva ; b, pupa ; c, male beetle ; d, e,f, f, mandible, antenna,
leg, and maxillary palpus of larva.

and elytra usually brownish-yellow. It feeds upon the

sap of wounded trees, but in dry summers it not rarely
attacks cotton-bolls and ripe fruit of all sorts, thus doing
considerable damage. Its larva feeds upon grass-roots,
and is characterized by the numerous short and stiff hairs
with which it is covered, and by means of which it is

able, when placed upon its back, to move forward or
backward with considerable velocity,

allot (a-lof), v. t.
; pret. and pp. allotted, ppr.

allotting. [Early mod. E. also alot, < OF. aloter,
alloter (F. allotir), < a, to, + later, lotir, divide

by lot, < lot, lot, adopted from Teut. : see lot.}

1. To divide or distribute as by lot; distribute
or parcel out; apportion: as, to allot shares in

3. A place or piece of ground appropriated by
lot or assignment.
A vineyard and an allotment for olives. Broome.

Allotment certificate, or letter of allotment, a docu-
ment issued to an applicant for shares in a company or

public loan, announcing the number of shares allotted or
assigned to such applicant, and the amounts and due-
dates of the calls, or different payments to be made on the

same, etc. Allotment note, or allotment ticket, a
document signed by a seaman authorizing his employers
to pay periodically a part of his wages while on a voyage
to some other person, as to his wife or parents. Allot-
ment of goods, in coin., the division of a ship's cargo
into several parts, which are to be purchased by different

persons, each person's share being assigned by lot. Allot-
ment Of land, the assignment of portions of ground to
claimants on the division and inclosure of commons and
waste lands. Allotment system, a practice sometimes
followed in England of dividing a field or fields into lots

or garden-plots, to be let out to agricultural laborers and
other cottagers for cultivation on their own account.

allotriophagy (a-lot-ri-of'a-ji), n. [= F. allo-

triophagie, < Gr. aM6rpiof', belonging to ano-
ther (see allotrious), + -^ayia, < ^ayelv, eat.] In

pathol., a depraved appetite for eating sub-
stances of a non-alimentary or noxious charac-

ter, as in many anemic and hysterical persons.
allotrious (a-lot'ri-us), a. [< Gr. a/.AoTpiof, be-

longing to another, < aAAof, other: see allo-.}

Belonging to another; alien Allotrious factor,
in math., in the algorism of common measure of two alge-
braic expressions, the factor from which a remainder or

quotient must be freed in order to make it an integral and
irreducible function.

allotrope (al'o-trop), n. [< Gr. dAAorpoTrof, in

another manner: see allotropy.} One of the
forms in which an element having the property
of allotropy exists : thus, the diamond is an allo-

trope of carbon.

allotropic (al-o-trop'ik), a. Relating to or
characterized by allotropy.

Sulphur and phosphorus (both, in small proportions,
essential constituent* of organic matter) have allotropic
modifications. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 1.

allotropical (al-o-trop'i-kal), a. Same as allo-

tropic.

allotropically (al-o-trpp'i-kal-i),
adv. In an

allotropic manner; with change of physical
properties, but without change of substance.

allotropicity (aFo-tro-pis'i-ti), . [< allotropic
+ -ity.} The quality or capacity of assuming
different physical properties while remaining
the same in substance. See allotropy.

allotropism (a-lot'ro-pizm), n. [As allotropy +
-ism.} Allotropical variation

; allotropy.

Allotropism being interpretable as some change of molec-
ular arrangement, this frequency of its occurrence among
the component* of organic matter is significant as imply-
ing a further kind of molecular mobility.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 1.

allotropize (a-lot'ro-piz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

allotropiied, ppr. allotropiring. [As allotropy +
-ize.} To render allotropic.

allotropy (a-lot'ro-pi), n. [=F. allotropie, < Gr.

aUorpoTria, variety, < iMoTpoiroc,, in another

way, < iAXof, other, + rpoVof, way, manner,
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guise: see trope.'] The property which certain

chemical elements have of existing in two or

more distinct forms, each having certain char-

acteristics peculiar to itself. The element carhun,
for instance, exists nearly pure in three totally distinct

forms the diamond, graphite, and charcoal.

allottable (a-lot'a-bl),- [< allot + -able.'} Ca-

pable of being allotted.

allottee (al-o-te'), . [< allot + -ee*.'] One to

whom something is allotted, as a plot of ground,
shares of stock, or the like.

The allotment of gardens, which yield a partial support
to the allottee, is another means of cheap labor. Mayhew.

allotter (a-lot'er), n. One who allots or appor-
tions. If. E. I).

allotteryt (a-lot'e-ri), n. [< allot + -ery, after

lottery, q. v.] Allotment; what is allotted or

assigned to use.

Oive me the poor allottenj my father left me by testa-

ment. Shak., As you Like it, i. 1.

all-over (al-6'ver), n. [See all over, under all,

adv.] The trade-name of a gilt button washed
or plated on both the upper and under sides,
as distinguished from a top, which is plated or

washed on the upper side only. De Colange.
all-overish (al-6'ver-ish), a. [< all over + -ish*.']

Affecting the whole system ; extending all over
one : as, an all-overish feeling of sickness. [Col-

loq.]
all-overishness (al-6'ver-ish-nes), n. A perva-
sive feeling of uneasiness produced by appre-
hension or indisposition; general discomfort;
malaise. [Colloq.]
Our sense of all-overishness when our friend approaches

the edge of a precipice is clearly only a step or two re-

moved from the apprehension or the actual representa-
tion of a fall. Mind, IX. 421.

allow1
(a-lou'), v. [< ME. alowen, alouen, < OF.

alouer, aloer, aluer, aloier, assign, allot, place
(mod. F. allotter, assign, allow, grant), < ML.
allocare, assign, etc. : see allocate. Already in

OF. confused in sense and form with another

verb, the source of allow2
, approve, the two

being regarded in E. as one word
;
the separa-

tion is merely formal.] I. trans. 1. To grant,

give, or yield; assign; afford: as, to allow a
free passage.

I am told the gardner is annually alowed 2000 scudi for

the keeping of it. Etxlyn, Diary, Nov. 29, 1644.

Envy ought, in strict truth, to have no place whatever
allowed it in the heart of man. Cotton, Lacon.

2. To admit
;
concede

;
confess

;
own

;
acknow-

ledge: as, to allow the right of private judg-

ment; he allowed that he was wrong; he allowed

it might be so.

The pow'r of music all our hearts allow.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 382.

The ruiu'd spendthrift, now no longer proud,
Claimed kindred there, and had his claims allowed.

Goldsmith, Des. Vll.

They'll not allow our friend Miss Vermillion to be hand-
some. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

A bright morning so early in the year, she allowed,
would generally turn to rain.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 61.

3. To abate or deduct; take into account
;
set

apart: as, to allow so much for loss; to allow

a sum for tare or leakage.
The schedule of tares annexed is the tare to be allowed

in all cases where the invoice tare is not adopted.
Circ. of See. of If. S. Treasury, July 14, 1862.

4. To grant permission to
; permit : as, to allow

a son to be absent.
No person was allowed to open a trade or to commence

a manufacture . . . unless he had first served his appren-
ticeship. Froude, Sketches, p. 170.

Farewell, for longer speech is not attme'd.

M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

5f. To grant special license or indulgence to.

There is no slander in an allowed fool. Shak., T. }J., 1. 5.

6f. To invest ;
intrust.

Thou shalt be met with thanks,
Allow'd with absolute power.

Shak., T. of A., v. 2.

7. To assert, declare, say; or, of mental asser-

tion, to mean, purpose, intend, or, simply, think :

the concessive sense presented assertively.

[Colloq., United States.]
He said he allowed to work it out.

Howells, Suburban Sketches, p. 58.

"
I 'low'd maybe dat I might ax yo' fur ter butt 'gin de

tree, and shake 'em down, Sis Cow," sez Brer Rabbit,
sezee. J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus, p. 48.

Brer Tarrypin he say wich he wern't gwine nowhar
skasely. Den Brer Rabbit he 'low he wuz on his way to

Miss Meadows. J . C. Harris, Uncle Remus, p. 50.

= Syn. Allow, Permit, Consent to, Sanction, Suffer, Tol-

erate. Allow and permit are often used synonymously; but

permit strictly denotes a formal or implied assent ; allow,
the absence of an intent, or even only of an attempt, to
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hinder. Consent to is formally to permit that which one
has the power and generally some disposition to prevent ;

it implies the assumption of responsibility for that which
is thus allowed. Solution has a secondary sense of per-

mitting with expressed or implied approbation : as, I can-

not sanction such a course. Su/er is still more passive
or reluctant than allow, and may imply that one does not

prevent something, though it is contrary to one's feelings,

Judgment, or sense of right. To tolerate is to bear with

something unpleasant : as, I would not tolerate such im-

pertinence. Many things are tolerated, or iu/ered, or even

Hlliund, that are not permitted, and many are permitted
that are not really consented to, much less sanctioned.

And when the Queen petition'd for his leave

To see the hunt, allow 'd it easily.

Tennyson, Oeraint.

For crimes are but permitted, not decreed.

Dryden, Cym. and Iph., 1. 475.

Scourge the bad revolting stars,

That have consented unto Henry's death !

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1.

Constantine certainly sanctioned what are called pious
uses. //. Binney, Vidal versus City of Phila.

Jesus answering said unto him, Suffer it to be so now :

for thus it becometh us to fulfil all righteousness.
Mat. ill. 15.

They cannot understand the complex feeling that finds

relief in sarcasm and allegory, that tolerates the frivolous

and the vain as an ironic reading of the lesson of life.

Shorthouxe, Little Schoolmaster Mark, p. 48.

II. intrans. 1. To make abatement, conces-

sion, or provision : followed by for : as, to al-

low for the tare.

Allowing still for the different ways of making it.

Addison.

2. To permit; admit: with of: as, "of this

allow," Shak., W. T., iv. (cho.).

Thou shalt hold the opinion of Pythagoras, ere I will

allow o/thy wits. Shak., T. N., iv. 2.

The Court, which is the best and surest judge of writ-

ing, has generally allowed of verse ; and in the town it has
found favourers of wit and quality.

Dryden, Ded. of Ess. on Dram. Poesy.

allow2t (a-lou'), v. t. [< ME. alouen, alowen, <

OF. alouer, praise, later alloiter, < L. allaudare,

adlaudare, praise, < ad, to, + landare, praise:
see laud, v.

;
cf. OF. loer, loner, approve, < L.

laudare. Early confused in sense and form
with allow1

, q. v. Doublet, allaud.~\ To praise
or commend ; approve, justify, or sanction.

Ye allow the deeds of your fathers. Luke xi. 48.

That same framing of his stile, to an old rustick lan-

guage, I dare not alowe. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

If your grace allow me for a preacher, I would desire

your grace to give me leave to discharge my conscience.

Latituer, 3d Serm. bef. Edw. VI.

allowable1
(a-lou'a-bl), a. [< allow* + -able,

after F. allowable, '(. ML. allocabilw, < allocare :

see allocate.'] Proper to be or capable of being
allowed or permitted; not forbidden; legiti-

mate
; permissible : as, a certain degree of free-

dom is allowable among friends.

In actions of this sort, the light of nature alone may
discover that which is in the sight of God allowable.

Hooker.

allowable2! (a-lou'a-bl), a. [< ME. allowable,

alowable, < alowen, praise : see allow2 and -able.

Mixed with allowable*."] Praiseworthy; lauda-

ble
; worthy of sanction or approval ;

satisfac-

tory; acceptable.
Custom had made it not only excusable but allowable.

Bp. Sanderson, Sermons, Ad. Mag., ii. 8. (JT. E. D.)

allowableneSS (a-lou'a-bl-nes), n. The quality
of being allowable; exemption from prohibi-
tion

;
freedom from impropriety ;

lawfulness.

I cannot think myself engaged ... to discourse of lot*,

as to their nature, use, and allowableness ; and that not

only in matters of moment and business, but also of re-

creation. South, Sermons, I. viii.

allowably (a-lou'a-bli), adv. In an allowable

manner; with propriety.
allowance 1

(a-lou'ans), . [< ME. alouance.

alowans, < OF. alouance, < alouer: see allow*

and -ance.] 1. Sanction; approval; tolerance:

as, the allowance of slavery.
See what allowance vice finds in the respectable and

well-conditioned class. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

2. Admission or acceptance; a conceding or

granting : as, the allowance of a claim.

Or what if I were to allow would it not be a singular
allowance! that our furniture should be more complex
than the Arab's in proportion as we are morally and in-

tellectually his superior? Thoreau, Walden, p. 40.

3. Allotment; apportionment; a definite sum
or quantity set apart or granted, such as ali-

mony : as, an allowance by a husband to a wife
;

an allowance of grog or tobacco to a seaman
;

an allowance of pocket-money.
And his [Jehoiachin's] allowance was a continual allow-

ance given him of the king, a daily rate for every day, all

the days of his life. 2 Ki. xxv. 30.

4. Specifically, in law, an extra sum awarded
besides regular costs to the successful party

alloy

in a difficult case. 5. A deduction: as, the
allowances made in commerce for tare, break-

ages, etc. 6. Aii abatement or addition on
account of some extenuating, qualifying, en-

hancing, or other circumstance: as, to make
allowances for a person's youth or inexperience ;

allowance for difference of time; allowance for

shrinkage of values, etc.

But even these monstrosities are interesting and in-

structive; nay, many of them, if we can but make allow-

ance for different ways of thought and language, contain

germs of truth and rays of light.
Max Miitter, India, p. 106.

The saints and demi-gods whom history worships we
are constrained to accept with a grain of allowance.

Ewterson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 268.

7. In minting, a permissible deviation in the

fineness and weight of coins, owing to the dif-

ficulty of securing exact conformity to the

standard prescribed by law. In the United States

the allowance for the fineness of gold coins is .001, and for

weight a quarter of a grain to each one-dollar piece ;
in

silver coins the allowance for fineness is .003, and for weight
H grains to each coin. In the gold coinage of France the

allowance for both fineness and weight is .002, and of Eng-
land .002 for fineness and two grains in each sovereign for

weight. Also called remedy and tolerance (which see).

Barrack allowance. See barrack. Compassionate
allowance. See compassionate.

allowance1
(a-lou'ans), v. t.

; pret. and pp. al-

lowanced, ppr. allowancing. [< allowance*, n.]

To put upon allowance ;
limit to a certain fixed

periodic amount of anything : as, to allowance

a spendthrift; distress compelled the captain
of the ship to allowance his crew.

You have had as much as you can eat, you're asked
if you want any more, and you answer "No." Then don't

you ever go and say you were allowanced, mind that.

Dickens, Old Curiosity Shop, xxxvi.

allowance2 (a-lou'ans), n. [< ME. allowaunce,
< OF. alouance, < alouer: see allow2 and -ance.

Mixed with allowance*.'] If. Praise; commen-
dation.

It is not the allowance or applause of men that I seek.

Bp. Hall, Hard Texts, p. 259.

2. Sanction
; approbation ;

authorization : as, a

judge's allowance of a compromise or settle-

ment of a case by the parties interested.

You sent a large commission
To Gregory de Cassalis to conclude,
Without the king's will, or the state's allowance,
A league between his highness and Ferrara.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

3f. Reputation.
His bark is stoutly timber'd, and his pilot
Of very expert and approv'd allowance.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

allowedly (a-lou'ed-li), adv. Admittedly.
Lord Lyttleton is allowedly the author of these dialogues.

She/atone, Works, III. cii.

allower (a-lou'er), n. One who allows, per-

mits, grants, or authorizes.

alloxan (a-lok'san), n. [< all(antoin) + ox(alic)
+ -an : so named because it contains the ele-

ments of allantoin and oxalic acid.] One of

the products (C4H2N2O4) of the decomposi-
tion of uric acid by nitric acid. When treated with
alkalis it produces alloxanic acid. In contact with am-
monia it produces purpurate of ammonia, identical with

murexid, which with various mordants produces reds and

purples on silk and wool. This was much used in 1855

and 1856, but was soon superseded by aniline colors.

alloxanate (a-lok'sa-nat), re. [< alloxanic +
-ate*.'} A salt formed by the union of alloxanic

acid and a base.

alloxanic (al-ok-san'ik), a. [< allojran + -ic.]

Pertaining to or produced from alloxan: as,

alloxanic acid. Alloxanic acid, a strong crystalline
dibasic acid produced by the action of alkalis on alloxan.

On boiling, its salts decompose into urea and mesoxalatcs.

alloxantin (al-ok-san'tin), n. [< alloxan(t-) +
-in2.] A white crystalline substance (C8H4N4O7
+ 3H2O) obtainedwhen alloxan is brought into

contact with reducing agents. Oxidizing agents
reconvert it into alloxan. Also called uroxin.

alloy (a-loi'), v. [< F. aloyer, earlier allayer,
< OF. dleier, alter, < L. alligare, combine: see

allay
2 (of which alloy is the recent form, based

on mod. F.) and ally*. The sense has been
influenced by the erroneous etymology from F.

d, lot: see alloy, .] I. trans. 1. To mix (two
or more metals) so as to form a compound, with-

out reference to the relative value of the metals
mixed.
When we wish to alloy three or more metals, we often

experience difficulties, either because one of the metals is

more oxidisable, ordenser, or more fusible than the others,
or because there is no direct affinity between two of the

metals. Ure, Diet., I. 92.

2. To reduce to a desired standard or quality by
mixing with a less valuable metal : as, to alloy

gold or silver with copper. 3. Figuratively,
to debase or reduce in character or condition by



alloy

admixture
or alien e

external prosperity
But to alloy much of this [rejoicing], the French fleete

rides in our Channell, ours not daring to interpose.
I'.r, l/in, Diary, June 24, 1690.

II. iii trans. To enter into combination, as
one metal with another.
One metal does not alloy indifferently with every other

metal, but is governed in this respect by peculiar affinities.

Ure, Diet., I. 91.

Formerly written allay.

alloy (a-loi'), n. [< F. aloi, earlier aloy, < OF.
nlei, AF. aley, alay, > E. allayV, n. The sense
has been influenced by the erroneous etymology
from F. d loi, to law, as if

' that which is brought
to the legal standard.'] 1. An artificial com-
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Same as All Souls' i

[<<? + spice: so called
because supposed to combine the flavor of cin-

namon, nutmeg, and cloves.] The fruit of

alluvion
He sailed for England, taking with him five of the na-

tives whom he had decayed. lia,n;-i
{n, Hist. U. S., I. 91.

It is not the knavery of the leaders so much as the hon-
esty of the followers they may teduee, that gives them
power for evil. Lowell, Study Windows p nil)

imenia, a tree of the^WesfIndies? "See allure^t
(a-lur'), . [< allure^, r.] Allurement.

Carolina allspice is the sweet-shrub, Caiman, "ft,?.^ "
. , T '

a. Japan allspice is a common name for the allurement (a-lur ment), .

b of Japan, Chimo muiili n* fni'imm. Wild 1. The act ot alluring or ai

[(.allure
1 + -ment.]

attracting.
Adam by his wife's allurement fell. Mi/ton, P. R.,ii. 134.

2. That which allures; any real or apparent

pimento.
thus floridus.
allied shrub t

__^ _ _ ^_ ti

allspice is a name sometimes given to the aromatic Lindera
Benzoin of the United States.

allubescencet, allubescencyt v~ -, .

-en-si), n. [Also adlubescence; < L. adlubes- Sood neld fortn or operating as a motive to

action; a temptation; an enticement: as, the
alluremen ts of pleasure or of honor.
Let your Scholer be ueuer afraide, to aske you any

dout, but vse discretlie the best allurements ye can, to eii-

coroge him to the same. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 28.

3. Attractiveness; fascination; charm.

______ tllurer (a-lur'er), n. One who or that which

type-metal. The alloys are numerous, as the brasses,
bronzes, solders, type-, gun-, and bell-metals, etc., and are
of great importance in the practical arts. There are many
varieties of these alloys, the character of each being de-
termined by the proportions of its constituents. An arti-
ficial metallic mixture containing quicksilver is termed an JJL. mirans. i. TO make an allusion; refer , rip?- "en

r^n^'ior metal mixed with one of greater ^^ " *"*""' ' ** * ^""^ "" aEn^SlrWnes), .. The quality of

value. The gold and silver coins of the United States SjL 8Dceche8are of the standard fineness of 900 parts of fine metal and itSSliS!
100 parts of copper alloy, of which in the cose of gold not

' " - - He alludes l

with the hazard <

cen(t-)s, allubescen(t-)s, ppr. of adlubescere, allu-

bescere, be pleasing to, < ad, to, + Inhere, libere,
please. Cf. ad libitum.] 1. Pleasantness. 2.

___ Willingness; compliance.
pound of two or more metals combined while allude (a-lud'), v.

; pret. and pp. alluded, ppr.
in a state of fusion, as of copper and tin, which alluding. [< L. alludere, adludere, play with,
form bronze, orofleadandantimony,whichform jest, speak sportively, < ad, to, + ludere, play.]

I.t trans. 1. To play with or make game of .

2. To compare.
To free myselfe from the imputation of partiality, He

at last nil n, l, her to a waterman. John Taylor.

To make an allusion; refer

Money, the sweet allurer of our hopes,
Ebbs out in oceans, and comes in by drops.

Dryden, Prol. to Prophetess, 1. 11.

(a-lur'ing-li), adv. In an alluring

being alluring or fascinating.

,

more than one tenth may be silver. In the case of silver
coins the alloy is wholly of copper. Hence these coins are
said to be 900 line. See alloyage.
The British standard for gold coin is 22 parts pure gold

2f. To pun; have a punning reference. =Byn. l
Advert, Refer, Allude, etc. See advert.

match, < al-

'.] A match
My Lord of Northumberland, . . . whose education of for lighting

his sonne, I heare, has ben of another streine and alloy alliiminn+J.*' Co in 'mi ,,of\ . * r/ TLTT 77
then that we have mentioned. aUUmmatet (a-lu mi-nat), V. t. [< ML. "allu-

Evelyn, Letter to Edward Thurland. mtnatus, pp. of "alluminare: see allumine.] To
4. Figuratively, admixture, as of good with illuminate, as manuscripts. Bailey.

evil; a deleterious mixture or element; taint: alluminet (a-lu'

as, no earthly happiness is without alloy.

'min), v. t. [< OF. alluminer for
alumer, later allumer, lighten, kindle, =Pr. alum-3, 110 eaniuy Happiness is wiinout (tlloif ., ngui/uu, inuiuc, =i i. uiuin- * * j**o 3*ug wi vo uc, u >ni;ni ur

The friendship of high and sanctified spirit* loses no- "?/">
al"menar = Sp. alumbrar = Pg. alumiar, incidental mention of something, either directly

upon words; a pun.
The irllii*>iin holds in the exchange.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 2.

[Said by Holofernes with reference to the jest about the
moon's being no more than a month old when Adam was
fivescore.]

2f. A symbolical reference or comparison; a
metaphor.

Virtue, to borrow the Christian allusion, is militant here,
and various untoward accidents contribute to its being
often overborne. Butler, Anal. Eelig., i. 67.

3. A passing or casual reference
;
a slight or

thing by death but its alloy. R. Hall. "Uuniiar = It. allumare, alluminare, < ML. "at-

luminare, set light to, < L. ad, to, + luminare,Formerly written allay.
luminare, set light to, < L. ad, to, + luminare,

D'Arcetz's, Newton's, Rose's fusible alloy of bis-
hSnt ) < "* (lumin-), light: see luminous, limn,

math. See metal. Wood's fusible alloy, an alloy and cf. illumine, illuminate.] To illuminate;
composed

of_
15 parts

j>f bismuth, 8 of lead, 4 of tin, 3 of enlighten.

Work
alluminort (a-lu'mi-nqr), n. [ME. lymnour, etc.

(see limner), < AF. alluminour, OF. alumineor,
T^rt latev (illitmhifitr. ( AfTi na if */I//I/M^I// ...mi ,-

cadmium. It has a brilliant luster, which does not tar-
nish readily, and melts between 150 and 160 F.

shop Receipts.

alloyage (a-loi'aj), . [< alloy + -age.] The
practice or process of alloying metals

; specifi-

later allumineur, < ML. as if "alluminator, equiv.
to illuminator, < "alluminare, equiv. to illumi-

An illuminatorcally, in minting, the practice"of adding to the nare: see allumine, illumine.']

precious metals a small proportion of a baser f manuscripts,
one, to harden them, with the object of produ-
cing a clear impression when the coins are

struck, and of preventing or lessening abrasion

Before the invention of printing, certain persons called

or by implication; a hint or~reference used
by way of illustration, suggestion, or insinu-
ation: as, a classical allusion; an allusion to
a person's misconduct.
We have here an elaborate treatise on Government, from

which, but for two or three passing allusions, it would
not appear that the author was aware that any govern-
ments actually existed among men.

Macaulay, Mill on Government.
The delicacy of touch, the circuitous allunion, with which

[Sydney] Smith refers to things commonly received as vul-
gar, is a study for all who wish to master the refinements
of expression. Whipple, Ess. and Kev., I. 165.

manuscripts in all sorts of colours, and to gild them with

while they are'in circulation. See alloy' n"z
8''Ver an<f 8 ld ' ard" 1'' Dict (1823)'

alloy-balance (a-loi'bal'aus), n. A balance al
fUPS ( aj UPS) A mixture of all qualities

for weighing metals which' are to be combined coa1
'
excePting fine stack, raised from one

in decimal proportions. In Robert's alloy-balance ^
eam ' Grefey- ,

[Leicestershire, Eng.]
the point of suspension is movable, and is adjusted to the ailUTancet (ft-lur JIMS), n. [< allure'' +
point at which the arms of the balance bear to one an- Allurement."
other the proportion of the metals to be weighed, as for allurantt (a-lur'ant) O
example 17 per cent, of tin to 83 of copper. The beam of A {\T. '.

v "
t; .;

''

the balance is then brought to the position of equilibriun

LUIWUMWM w* P 1 lil "111ft, *-c' Lam peiuoiiB caiieu 11 . / i-/ . * -
Alluminors made it a trade to paint the initial letters of allUSlVO (a-lu siv), a. [< L. as if "allusivus, <

allusus, pp. of alludere: see allude.] If. Pun-
. 2f. Metaphorical.mug.-

Poetry is triply divided into narrative, representative or
dramatic, and allusive or parabolical.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. 4.

3. Having reference to something not fully
expressed ; containing, full of, or characterized
by allusions.
The allusive but not inappropriate pseudonym of Cas-

sandra. W. R. Greg, Misc. Essays, 1st ser., p. 1.

Allusive arms, in her. See arm$.

allusively (a-lu'siv-li), adv. If. Symbolically;
by way of comparison or figure. 2. In an al-

lure.] 1. To tempt by' the' offer of some'goocL
lusive manner; by way of allusion; by sugges-

, other, real or apparent; invite by something flatter- twn^imphcation, or insinuation.
- - The quality of

Alluring; enticing.

-once.]

[< allure* + -ant1 .]

B. Jonson.

the
total_ weight of the two.

+ fuoMotf., like an animal : seezooid.] \nzodl!, ing or acceptable; drawer try to ^raw^byTome allusiveness (a-lu'siv-nes), n
an animal bud or zooid separated by gemma- proposed pleasure or advantage : as, rewards "em& allusive,

tion from the organism by which it is produced, allure men to brave danger,
and differing from it in character : the opposite Allur'd to brighter worlds and led the way
of isozoaid. Goldsmith, Des. VI

2. To attract
; fascinate

; charm.
She show'd him favours to allure his eye.

Shak., Pass. Pilg., iv.
alluvi, n . plural of aUuvium .

Sleeking her soft alluring locks. alluvial la. lii'vi
Milton, Comus, 1. 882.

aUU1

all-round (al'round), a. [< all, adv., + round,
adv.] Able to do many things well; many-
sided; capable of doing anything; versatile;
not narrow

;
not too specialized.

Let our aim be as hitherto to give a good all-round edu-
cation fitted to cope with as many exigencies of the day
as possible. Lowell, Oration, Harvard, Nov. 8, 1886.

One of the usual all-round men, who considered that he
could do most things, and vaunted his precise knowledge
of the trails throughout the territories.

1C. Shepherd, Prairie Experiences, p. 192.

All-saints (al'sants), n. Same as All Saints'

day (which see, under saint).
allseed (al'sed), n. A name given in Great , _. . .... ._.,.. ^ ., 1Illo
Britain to several very different plants : (a)

a snare by false appearances ; this word is the one most
7Vi7M/v/i*n/iH // /,-/,ii/, i,7/i< ni *. .......ii ,.i~~4- c 1 ;_ commonlvused in a itlivsipl npnap .Orf*/, t,, i..-,,i .,-,,.,.

The multifarious allusiveness of the prophetical style.
I>r. U. More, Seven Churches, ix.

L 170 allusory (a-lu'so-ri), a. [< L. as if "allusorius,
< allusus, pp. of alludere : see allude.] Allusive.

Expressions . . . figurative and allusory.
Warlntrton, Sermons, II. 100.

I, Seduce, attract, in-

=--=-, , e first five words im-
ply the exercise of strong but subtle influences over the
mind or senses. Allure, lure, to attract by a lure or bait,
to draw by appealing to the hope of gain or the love of
pleasure, differ but little; the former, however, seems
to imply a more definite object than lure, which retains

perhaps a little more of the original meaning, though
it is less often used. Entice expresses most of skill,
subtlety, flattery, or fair speech. Decoy is to lead into
a snare by false appearances ; this word is the one most
commonly used in a physical sense. Seduce, to lead astray,
generally from rectitude, but sometimes from interest or
truth.

As danger could not daunt, so neither could ambition

alluvial (a-lu'vi-al), a. [< L. alluviug, adluvius,
alluvial (see alluvium),+ -al.] Of, pertaining to,
or composed of alluvium: as, alluvial deposits;
alluvial soil Alluvial formations, in geol., recent
deposits, in valleys or in plains, of the detritus of neigh-
boring elevations, brought down chiefly by the action of
water. Most river-plains, as those of the Mississippi, are
alluvial, having been deposited from the waters of a river,
a lake, or an arm of the sea. See alluvium.

The windings of the stream in large alluinal flats are
most numerous where the current is exceedingly slow.

lin mi. Geology, p. 641.

alluvian (a-lu'vi-an), a. Same as alluvial.

[Rare.]
alluvio (a-lu'vi-6), n. [L.] Same as alluvion.

Polycarpon tetraphyllum, a small plant found in
the southwest of England; (6) the knot-grass,
Polygonum aviculare; (c) Chenopodium poly-
spermum, found in waste places ; (d) Sadiola
Millegrana.
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So beauty lures the full-grown child. Byron, Giaour, accretion, < L. atluvio(n-), adluvio(n-), an over-



alluvion

The wash of the sea against the shore, or of a
river against its bunks, (b) The material de-

posited by seas or rivers
;
alluvium (which see).

2. In modern legal use, an increase of laud
on a shore or a river-bank by the action of

water, as by a current or by waves, whether
from natural or from artificial causes. If the ad-

dition has been gradual and imperceptible, the owner of

the land thus augmented has a right to the alluvial earth ;

but if the addition has been sudden and considerable, by
the common law the alluvion is the property of the sov-

ereign or state. By the law of Scotland, however, it re-

mains the property of the person of whose lands it origi-

nally formed part. If witnesses could see from time to time
that progress had been made, though they could not per-
ceive the progress while the process was going on, the

change is deemed gradual within the rule.

alluvious (a-lu'vi-us), a. [< L. alluvius, allu-

vial: see alluvium.] Same as alluvial. [Rare.]
alluvium (a-lu'vi-um), .; pi. alluvia (-a). [L.,

prop. neut. of allueius, adlueins, alluvial, < al-

luere, adluere, flow to, wash upon : see alluvion.]
A deposit, usually of mingled sand and mud,
resulting from the action of fluviatile currents :

applied by geologists to the most recent sedi-

mentary deposits, especially such as occur in

the valleys of large rivers : opposed to diluvium

(which see). Alluvion (which see) was formerly used
for both marine and fresh-water deposits, but alluvium
has taken its place, although generally used only for flu-

viatile deposits.

allwhere (al'hwar), adv. [< ME. alwhere; < all

+ where.] Everywhere. [Rare.]
I follow allwhere for thy sake.

Lowell, To the Muse.

allwhither (al'hwiTH"er), adv. [< all + whither.]
In every direction. B. Taylor, Deukalion, IV.
iii. 153. (N. E. D.)
ally1

(a-lT), v.
; pret. and pp. allied, ppr. allying.

[< ME. alyen, alien, < OF. alter,!?, allier, combine,
mix, alloy ;

in another form OF. aleier, allayer,
mod. F. aloyer, mix, alloy (> E. allay

2 and alloy,

q. v.); < L. alligare, adligare, bind to, (.ad, to,
T ligare, bind. Cf. alligate and alliance.] I.

trans. 1 . To unite by marriage, treaty, league,
or confederacy ;

connect by formal agreement :

generally used in the passive or with reflexive

pronouns.
Salamis . . . revolted, and allied itself to Megara.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 476.

2. To bind together; connect, as by resem-
blance or friendship.

Ah, madam, true wit is more nearly allied to good-na-
ture than your ladyship is aware of.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

No fossil form allied to Amphioxus is known.
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 108.

D!. intrans. To join or unite; enter into al-

liance.

Jly
1
(a-lT, often al'i), n.

; pi. allies (a-liz', often
al iz). [< ME. alie, ally, esp. kinsman,< OF. alie,

< alter, F. allier, ally : see ally
1

, v.] 1 . One united
or associated with another by kinship, treaty,
or league ;

a confederate
;
more particularly, a

sovereign or state connected with another by
league offensive and defensive, or a subject or
citizen of such sovereign or state.

England . . . and France entered the war as allies.

J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, xxvii.

2. An auxiliary ;
an associate or friend.

What did not a little contribute to leave him thus with-
out an ally was, that if there were any one post more
untenable than the rest, he would be sure to throw himself
into it. Sterne, Tristram Shandy.

3. In zool., an animal more or less closely re-
lated to another in respect to morphological
characters, and placed in the same alliance

(which see). = Syn. Associate, Friend, Companion, etc.

See associate.

ally2t,
A former spelling of alley

1
.

ally3,
. See alley

2
.

allyl (al'il), n. [< L. all(ium), garlic, + -yl, < Gr.

ii'Ar/, matter.] An organic radical, C3H6 ,
which

does not exist in the free state. At the moment
of ite liberation two molecules combine to form diallyl,

CnHioi a pungent ethereal liquid. Also spelled allyle.

Allyl sulphid, (C ;t
H f,)S, the oil of garlic, which gives to

onions and garlic their peculiar smell and taste.

allylamine (a-lil'a-min), . [< allyl + amine.]
A mobile liquid, SHMJJl*), having a sharp,
burning taste, produced by the action of potash
on allyl cyanate. It may be regarded as am-
monia in which one hydrogen atom is replaced
by allyl.

allyle, n. See allyl.

allylic (a-lil'ik), a. [< allyl + -ic.] Of or be-

longing to allyl: as, an allylic sulphid.
alma, almah (al'ma), n. [< Ar. 'almah, learned,
knowing (with ref . to their instruction in music
and dancing), < 'alama, know. Cf. alim, alem.]
The name given in some parts of the East, and

ally
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especially in Egypt, to a girl whose occupation
is to amuse company in the houses of the

wealthy or to sing dirges at funerals
;
a sing-

ing girl, of a higher class than the ghawazee or

dancing-girls of Egypt, with whom the almas
are sometimes confounded. See ghaicazee and
gltaziyeh. Also spelled alme and tilineh.

almacantart, almacautaratht, n. Same as
almiieaiitiir.

almadia (al-ma-de'a), . [< F. almadie, < Ar.

al-ma'diyah, < al, the, + ma'dii/ah, ferry-boat, <

ma'diy, a passage, < 'aday, pass or cross over.]
1. A river-boat used in India, shaped like a

shuttle, about 80 feet long and 6 or 7 broad.
2. A small African canoe made of the bark of

trees. Some of the larger square-sterned boats
of the negroes are also thus designated.
Also written almadie, almady.

Almagest (al'ma-jest), n. [< ME. almagest, al-

mageste, < OF. aiid ML. almageste, < Ar. al-ma-

jisti, < al, the (see al-2 ), + Gr. ^eyiarii, fern, of

/ic-ytarof, greatest, superl. of ftfyaf, great: see

mega-.] The greatest work on astronomy be-
fore Copernicus, written in the second century
A. D. by the Alexandrian astronomer Ptole-

my. Its proper title is "Mathematical Composition";
but it was called Almagest, or the greatest, to distinguish
it from other books by the same author.

Cross, and character, and talisman,
And almagest, and altar.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 17.

almagra (al-ma'gra), n. [< Sp. almagra, alma-

gre = Pg. almagre, (. Ar. al-maghrah, red ocher.]
A fine deep-red ocher, with an admixture of

purple, used in India for staining the person.
It is also sometimes used as a paint, and for polishing sil-

ver and glass, under the name of Itidian red.

Alinaint (al'man), a. and . [Early mod. E.
also Almayn, Almaigne, Alman, and in sense II.,

2, alman, almond, < ME. Almayn, Almaun, n., a

German, < OF. Aleman, F. Allemand, German,
< L. Alemanni, Alamanni: see Alemannic.] I.

a. German.
Almain ritters with their horsemen's staves.

Marlowe, Faustus, i.

Almain stone-ware vessels.

Jour. Archceol. Ass., XXX. 131.

II. n. 1. A German.
He sweats not to overthrow your Almain.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3.

2. Akind of dance. 3. A kind of dance-music
in slow time.

Almain-rivet (armau-riv"et), . [< Almain +
rivet.] In milit. antiq., one of a series of rivets
or short pieces of metal

sliding in slot-holes form-
ed in overlapping* plates
of armor, replacing the
common appliance of

riveting to straps of lea-

ther or similar material :

first used by the Germans
about 1450. The term Al-
main-rivets came afterward to
be applied to suits of armor
constructed in this manner.
Also spelled Almayne-rivet, Al-
man-rivet.

alma mater (al'mii, ma'-
ter). [L. : alma, fern, of almus, fostering, cher-

ishing, benign, < alere, nourish, foster (see ali-

ment and alumnus) ;
mater = E. mother.] Liter-

ally, fostering motner : in modern use, applied
by students to the university or college in

which they have been trained.

Benjamin Woodbridge was the eldest son of our alma
mater. Peirce, Hist, of Harv. Univ., App., p. 57.

Almant (al'man), a. and n. Same as Almain.
almanac (al'ma-nak), n. [Early mod. E. alma-

nack, almanack, < ME. almcnak = F. almanack
= Sp. almanac, almanaque = Pg. almanack, al-

manac = It. almanacco= D. almanak = Gt. alma-
nach (> Pol. almanack) = Sw. almanack = Dan.
almanak; < ML. almanac, almanack (Roger Ba-
con, A. D. 1267) ; appar. < Ar. al, the, + "ma-
nakh, almanaque, calcndario," so given in the
Arabic-Castilian " Vocabulista " of Pedro de
Alcala (A. D. 1505), who also gives "manah,
relax del sol," i. e., sun-dial. The word, used, it

appears, by Arabic astronomers in Spain as

early as the 12th or 13th century, is not found
elsewhere as Arabic, and must be of foreign,
presumptively of Greek, origin ;

without proof
from records, it has been identified with L.
manachusoT: manacus, also cited as Gr. *//?/va^of,

*fiavaxof, a false reading in Vitruvius for L.

menarus, a circle on a sun-dial showing the
months or signs of the zodiac, < Gr. [iT/vaiof,

monthly, < ,u^i>= L. mensis, month: see month.]

Tasset of Plates, Almain-rivet
Armor, isth century.

almoin

A yearly calendar showing the correspondence
between the days of the week and the days of
the month, the rising and setting of the sun and
moon, the changes of the moon and of the tides,
and other astronomical data, and usually also
the ecclesiastical fasts and feasts, chronological
information, etc. Many annual publications called
almanacs are largely extended by the insertion of liistori-

c;il, political, statistical, and other current information, as

supplemental to the calendar. Nautical almanac, an
almanac for the use of navigators and astronomers, in
which are given the ephemerides of all the bodies of the
solar system, places of the fixed stars, predictions of as-
tronomical phenomena, and the angular distances of the
moon from the sun, planets, and fixed stars. Nautical al-

manacs are published by the governments of Great Britain,
the Tnited States, and most other maritime powers.

almandert (al-man'der), n. [ME. almander,
almaundcr, < OF. almandier, mod. amandier (cf.

Sp. almendro, ML. amondalarius), an almond-
tree, < almande, almond : see almond.] An
almond-tree. Chaucer; Wyclif.

almandin, almandine (al'man-din), n. [< F.

almandine, < LL. alamaudina, a corruption of
alabandina : see alabandine.] Precious or no-
ble garnet, a beautiful mineral of a red color,
of various shades, sometimes tinged with yel-
low or blue. It is commonly translucent, sometimes
transparent, and usually crystallizes in the rhombic dode-
cahedron. Also called almandite. See garnet.

Almaynet, and n. Same as Almain.

alme, almeh (al'me), n. See alma.
almena (al-me'na), n. [Sp. almena = Pg.
ameia, a two-pound weight, prob. < Ar. al, the,
+ menn, a measure, a two-pound weight.] A
weight of about a kilogram, or 2^ pounds, used
in the East Indies.

almeriet, almeryt, . Variant forms of ambry.
almesset, An old form of alms.

almicantaratht, n. Same as almucantar.

almightt, a. [< ME. almight, almyght, almygt,
almiht, < AS. celmiht, almighty, < eel-, al, all, +
miht, might.] Almighty.
Blessed be God, Father almight.

Primer Hen. VIII. (N. E. D.)

almightily (al-mi'ti-li), adv. In an almighty
manner

;
with almighty power : sometimes used

vulgarly as an expletive : as, I was almightily
angry. [Rare.]
almightiness (al-ml'ti-nes), n. The quality of

being almighty; omnipotence ;
infinite orbound-

less power : as,
' ' the force of his almightiness,"

Jer. Taylor.
God . . . made them promises binding the strength of

his Almightiness with covenants sworn to everlastingly.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 106.

almighty (al-ml'ti), a. [< ME. almighty, al-

myghty, almigti, almihti, < AS. eahnihtig, eallmih-

tig, (elmihtig, (elmeahtig (= OS. almahtig, alamah-

tig, alomahtig = OHG. almahtig, alamahtig), <

eal, eall, all, + mihtig, mighty: see all, adv., and
mighty.] 1. Possessing all power; omnipotent;
of unlimited might ;

of boundless sufficiency.
Him the Almighty Power

Hurl'd headlong flaming from the ethereal sky.

Milton, P. L., i. 44.

2. Great; extreme; overpowering. [Colloq.]
Poor Aroar can not live, and can not die, so that he is

in an almighty fix. De Quincey.

Almighty dollar, a phrase forcibly expressive of the

power of money: first used by Washington Irving in "A
Creole Village," published in 1837. The Almighty, the

omnipotent God.

By the Almighty, who shall bless thee. Gen. xlix. 25.

almightyship (al-mi'ti-ship), n. [< almighty +
-ship.] The state or quality of being almighty ;

omnipotence. Cowley.
almiqui (al-me'ke), n. The native name of
Solenodon cubanus, an insectivorous mammal
peculiar to Cuba, belonging to the family Sole-

nodontida;. The animal is about 11 inches long, with
a tail 7i inches in length. It strikingly resembles an

opossum in general appearance, though belonging to
an entirely different order of mammals. The almiqui is

the largest of American Inttectivora, and one of the rarest
of American mammals. It is nocturnal in habits and
lives under ground in caves. There is a similar Haytian
animal, Solenodon paradox-us, called agouta (which see).
See Solenodon.

almirah (al-me'ra), n. [Anglo-Ind., < Hind.

almari, < Pg. almario,armario, < 'L.armarium, a

closet, chest, > E. ambry, q. v.] A kind of cup-
board used in India

;
an armoire or wardrobe

;
a

chest of drawers. Also written almyra, almura.

almner, . See almoner 1
.

almoint, almoignt (al-moin'), n. [Early mod.
E. also almone, allmone, ME. almoyn, alms,
alms-chest, < AF. 'almoin, *almoign, OF. al-

mone, almosne, later aumone: see alms, and
cf. almo-ner1

.] 1. Alms. 2. An alms-chest.
Frank almoin. literally, free alms ; a perpetual tenure by
free gift of charity : usually written as one word, jrankal-
moin (which see).



almond

almond (ii'mond or al'mond), n. [Early mod.
E. also amdnd, < ME. "alinonde, almunde, al-

mounde, almaunde, almandc, etc., < OF. aliiiiiiuli-,

earlier alemande, alemandre, alemandle, also

amande, mod. F. amande= Pr. amandola = Sp.
almcndra = Pg. amendoa = It. mandorla, man-
dola (the al- for orig. a-, in E., OF., and Sp., be-

ing due prob. to confusion with the Ar. art., or

perhaps with the word Almain, German) = D.
amandel =OHG. mandala, MHG. G. mandel =
Dan. Sw. mandcl= Russ. mindalina, dim., < ML.
amandola, a corruption (through *amingdala) of
L. amygdala, < Gr. apiytiakri, a/iiydatov, an al-

mond: see amygdala.'] 1 . The stone or kernel
of the fruit of Prunus (Amygdalus) communis,
the almond-tree (which see). There are two kinds,
the sweet and the bitter. Sweet almonds are a favorite
nut. They are the source of almond-oil, and an emulsion
made from them is used in medicine. The best, from
Malaga, are known as Jordan almonds. Bitter almonds
are smaller, and yield, besides almond-oil and an azotized
substance called emulsin (found also in sweet almonds), a
bitter crystalline principle called amygdalin, which when
mixed with emulsin is decomposed, producing hydrocyanic
acid and bitter-almond oil.

2. Anything shaped like an almond
;
an orna-

ment in the shape of an almond
; specifically, a

piece of rock-crystal used in adorning branched
candlesticks African almonds, the seeds of the pro-
teaceous shrub Jirabeium stellatifolium, of southern Africa.
Almond Of the throat, a tonsil or amygdala. Coun-

try almonds, a name sometimes given to the fruit of the
East Indian tree Termina.Ua Catappa.-Ja.va, almonds,
the fruit of Catuirium commune.

almond-cake (a'mond-kak), n. The cake left
after expressing the oil from almonds. Its

powder is used as soap in washing the hands.
almond-eyed (a'mond-Id), a. Having almond-
shaped eyes, as the Chinese and others of the
Mongolian race.

almond-furnace (al'mond-fer"nas), n. [Prob.
for Almain or Alman furnace; ^ Almain, Ger-
man (see Almain), + furnace.'] A furnace in
which the slags of litharge left in refining sil-

ver are reduced to lead by being heated with
charcoal.

almond-oil (ii'mond-oil), . A bland, fixed oil

obtained from almonds by pressure, and used
in medicine as a demulcent Bitter-almond oil,
a volatile oil distilled from the residual cake of bitter al-
monds after the almond-oil has been expressed, and due
to decomposition of the amygdalin and emulsin of the
seeds.

almond-paste (a'mond-past), n. A cosmetic
composed of bitter almonds, white of egg, rose-
water, and rectified spirit, used to soften the
skin and prevent chapping.
almond-tree (a'mond-tre), n. A species of

Prunus, P. communis, producing the almond.
The leaves and flowers
resemble those of the

peach, but the fruit is

more compressed, with
a thin, tough, and fi-

brous deciduous husk
when ripe, and the shell
thinner and more fra-

gile. The tree is culti-

vated for its nuts in the

region bordering the

Mediterranean, in Cali-

fornia, and to a limited
extent in the southern
United States ; else-

where it is grown for

ornament, on account
of its large early flow-
ers. Thecommon^ower-

Almond (Primus communis). ing almond is a dwarf
double-flowered species

from Russia, P. nana. The tropical Terminalia Catappa,
of the East Indies, is also called almond-tree.

almoner1
, almner (al'mqn-er, am'ner), n.

[Early mod. E. almoner, almener, almner, ame-
ncr, amner, < ME. amoner, amener, earlier an-

moner, aumener, awmener, etc., < OF. aumoner,
aumonier, almosnier, mod. F. aumonier= Pr.

almosnier, almonier (ML. reflex almonariiis,
*almosinarius) = Sp. limosnero, almoner, = Pg.
esmoler, almoner, esmoleiro, a begging friar,= It. limosiniero, -iere, -ario, < ML. eleemo-

synarius, a giver or distributer, sometimes also
a receiver, of alms (cf. OF. almosnere, al-
mosneor = It. limosinatore, < ML. eleemosyna-
tor, a giver of alms), < LL. eleemosyna, alms:
see eleemosynary (of which almoner* is a dou-
blet), almoner2

,
and alms.~\ A dispenser of

alms or charity; especially, a person charged
with the distribution of alms as an official duty.
The office of almoner was first instituted in monasteries
and other religious houses, which were required to dis-

pense part of their revenues in charity. Almoners, usually
priests, and often acting also as chaplains, were afterward
attached to the households of sovereigns, feudal lords,
prelates, etc., and to public institutions of various kinds.
In France the name early became synonymous with chap-
lain. (See aumonwr.) The grand almoner of the realm was

154 almucantar

In England there is a lunl iiliiinner, or lord hinh nl,,inner,
an ecclesiastical officer, generally a bishop, who formerly
had the forfeiture of all deodands and the goods of all

suicides, which he had to distribute to the poor. He now
distributes twice a year the sovereign's bounty, whieh con-
sists in giving a silver penny each to as many poor persons
as the sovereign is years of age. There is also ;i *ul>-ul-

moner, and a hereditary grand almoner. The office of the
latter is now almost a sinecure.

almoner2
*, . [< ME. alner (for

*
almner), -

mer, aumener, awmener, < OF. aumoniere, almos-

niere, F. aumdniere (sometimes used
in this form in E.) = Pr. almosnera
(ML. reflex almonaria, almoneria)= Pg. esmoleira, alms-box, < ML.
eleemosynaria, an alms-purse, alms-

box, prop. adj. (sc. bursa, purse, area,
box), fern, of eleemosynarius : see a
tiumerl, and cf. almonry, of which
almoner2 is a doublet.] 1. An alms-

purse. 2. In general, a purse, es-

pecially a large purse, or pouch, usually (from
the twelfth century until the fifteenth) hung
from the girdle. It was closed either by cords drawn
through the hem, or in a casing, or by a clasp. It took to
a great extent the place of a pocket.

almonership (al'mon-er-ship), n. The office

or position of almoner.

almonry (al'mon-ri), .; pi. almonries (-riz).

[< late ME. almosnerye, < OF. "almosnerie, au-

mosnerie, F. aumonerie= Pr. almonaria (ML. re-
flex almonaria, almonarium), < ML. eleemosyna-
ria, an almshouse, the residence or office of
an almoner, also an alms-purse or alms-box (in
this sense the source of almoner2 ), prop. adj.
fern, of eleemosynarius: see almoner*, almoner2

,

and eleemosynary. A different word from ambry,
with which, through the forms almery, ambery,
it has been in part confused: see ambry. ~\

The
place where an almoner resides or where alms
are distributed. In monasteries it is situated near the
church or at the gate-house ; sometimes it is a separate
building, as the alinonry at Canterbury, and sometimes
it contains lodgings for choristers attached to the church.

almost (al'most), adv. [Colloq. or dial, amost,
'most, dial, also ommost, omast, Sc. amaist,
'maist, < ME. almost, almoost, almeste, almaste,
< AS. almcest, ealmasst, mostly all, nearly all, <

al, eal, E. all, + mosst, E. most, adv.'] If. Nearly
all

;
for the most part ; mostly. [In this sense

almost all is now used.]
These giuers were almost Northmen.

Axcham, The Scholemaster, p. 133.

2. Very nearly; well-nigh; all but.

I almost wish
He be not dead, although my wrongs are great.

Shelley, The Cenci, iii. 2.

"'
,
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?

sin

alms-bags to be laid

Alms-basin decorated with champleve enamel, I3th century.

upon the altar. Sometimes the alms was received di-

rectly in the basin, without use of the bag. See alms-bag.
Also called alms-dish.

alms-box (amz'boks), . Same as alms-cltest.

alms-chest (amz'chest), n. A chest or box fast-
ened to the wall, as of a church, to receive offer-

ings for the poor or for any religious purpose.
alms-deed (amz'ded), n. [< ME. almes-dede,
almesse-dede, etc.] An act of charity; a char-
itable deed. Acts ix. 36.

alms-dish (amz'dish), n. [< ME. almes-disshe.]
Same as alms-basin.

alms-drink (amz'dringk), n. The leavings of

drink, such as might be given away in alms.
2d Serv. Lepidus is high-coloured.
1st Serv. They have made him drink alms-drink.

Shak., A. and C., ii. 7.

alms-fee (amz'fe), n. [< AS. ailmes-feoh, < cel-

messe, alms, + feoh, money: see fee.~\ An an-
nual tax of onepenny on every hearth, collected
in England and Ireland and sent to Rome, from
the beginning of the tenth century until it was
abolished by Henry VHI. Also called Rome-
scot or Rome-fee, and Peter's pence.
He [Edmund], toward the middle of the tenth century,

strictly commands payment of tithe, . . . and alms-fee.
Kemble, Saxons in Eng., ii. 10.

alms-folk (amz'fok), n. pi. Persons supported
by alms.

alms-gate (amz'gat), n. That gate of religious
or great houses at which alms were distributed
to the poor.
almsgiver (amz'giv

//

er), n. One who gives alms.

almsgiving (amz'giv'ing), . The act of giving
alms.

almoust, n. [= Sc. awmous, < ME. almouse, al-

mows, almus, < Icel. almusa, olmusa= Sw. almosa
=Dan. almisse=AS. celmesse, E. alms : see alms,
of which almous, Sc. awmous, represents the
Scand. form.] An old form of alms.
alms (amz), n. sing., sometimes used as pi. [<
ME. almes, almis, almesse, almisse, times, elmesse,
celmesse, celmisse, < AS. aslmesse, celmysse (in comp.

S-, almes-) = OS. alamosna = OFries. iel-

who are supported by the public or by a rev-
enue derived from private endowment; a poor-
house. In the United States almshouse and pom-house
are synonymous, meaning only a house for the common
residence of the publicly supported paupers of a town or
county. In Great Britain alnishouxes are generally a
number of small dwellings built together, supported by
private endowment, for the use of respectable persons
reduced to poverty, buildings for public paupers being

MHG. almuosen, G. almoscn = \w\. almusa, ol-

musa = Sw. almosa = Dan. almisse = OF. al-

mosne, aumosne, F. aumone (see almoin, almoign)= Pr. almosna = Sp. limosna= Pg. esmola = It.

limosina= OBulg. almuzhino = Bohem. almuzhna
= Pol. jalmuzhna = Hung, alamizsna, < ML. *i-
mosina, elimosina, LL. eleemosyna, alms, < Gr.

efeijuoavvq, pity, compassion, alms, < i'teriuwv,

pitiful, merciful, compassionate, < efeof, pity,
mercy, compassion. See almoner1

, almoner2
,

and eleemosynary.'] 1. The act of relieving
the needy; charitable aid; ministration to the

poor : as, to give money in alms.

When thou doest alms, let not thy left hand know what
thy right hand doeth. Mat. vi. 3.

2. That which is given to the poor or needy; a
charitable dole

; anything bestowed in charity.
Enoch set himself,

Scorning an alms, to work whereby to live.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

To scatter from our abundance occasional alms is not
enough. Channing, Works, IV. 291.

Reasonable alms, in Eng. law, a. part of the estate of
an intestate person allotted to the poor. Tenure by
free alms, in England, an ecclesiastical tenure of land
by which the possessor was formerly bound to pray for
the soul of the donor, whether dead or alive; fraukal-
moin (which see).

alms-bag (amz'bag), n. A bag of some fine

material used for collecting ahns during divine
service.

n.
; pi. almsmen (-men).

5. almesman, (elmesmon, etc.] 1. A person
supported by charity or public provision.

Even bees, the little almsmen of spring bowers.

Keats, Isabella, st. 13.

2. A charitable person; a dispenser of alms.
Secon. [Rare.]
The almsman of other men's sympathies.

Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 7.

alms-pot (amz'pot), n. A sort of box carried

by beggars, and perhaps succeeding the clack-
dish (which see) in point of time. It was some-
times a cylindrical wooden pot with a slit in the lid, some-
times a more carefully made vessel of pewter. Until very
recently beggars in London carried such pots fastened to

almucantar, almucanter (al-mu-kan'tar, -ter),
n. [Also written alma-, almicantar, -er, formerly
also almicantarath, etc., ME. almykantera(Cha,u-
cer), < F. almucantaratlts, almucantarat, almican-
tarat = Sp. almicantarat, almicantaradasi=Pg.
(as ML.), < ML. almicantarath, almucantarath,
< Ar. al-muqantardt, < al, the, + muqantardt, pi.
of muqantarah, a sun-dial, < qantarah, a bridge,
an arch.] 1. In aslron., a small circle of the

sphere parallel to the horizon
;
a circle or paral-

lel of altitude. Wlien two stars are on the same almu-
cantar they have the same altitude.

2. An astronomical instrument (invented by
S. C. Chandler) consisting of a telescope pro-
vided with horizontal wires and mounted upon
a box floating upon mercury. The float is first

turned round so as to point the telescope east of the me-



almucantar

ridian, and the time of rising of a star over the wires is

noted ; the telescope is then pointed to west of the merid-

ian and the time of descending; of a star is noted. In this

way if the positions of the stars are known, the correction

of K timepiece and the latitude may be determined; mi

the other hand, if these are known, either the right ascen-

sions or the declinations of the stare may be determined.

The instrument is of great value on account of its having
fewer instrumental errors than a meridian circle.

almucantar-staff (al-mu-kan'tar-staf), . An
instrument having an arc of 15, formerly
used to take observations of the sun about the

time of its rising or setting, to find its ampli-

tude, and from this the variation of the com-

pass.
almucanter, . See almucantar.

almuce, . Same as amice2 .

almud, almude (al-mod'), . [Sp. almud, Pg.

almude, < Ar. al-mudd, a dry measure, a 'bushel.'

Cf. Heb. mad, a measure.] A variable measure

for liquids and grain in Spain and Portugal,

ranging for liquids from 3| to 5i English gal-

lons, and for grain from 3^ to 11 pints.

almug (al'mug), . [Heb. pi. 'almug, a var. of

algum : see algum.] The wood of a tree brought
from Ophir by the ships of Hiram and servants

of Solomon, wrought into the ornaments and

musical instruments of the temple, esteemed

for its beauty of grain or for its agreeable odor;

probably a sandal-wood of India.

almund (al'mund), . [Ct.almudf] A Turk-

ish measure of capacity, equal to 1.151 imperial

gallons. Morgan, IT. S. Tariff.

almura, . See almirah.

almuryt (al'mu-ri), n. [ME., < Ar. al-mu'ri, < al,

the, + mur'i, indicator, < ra'ay, see.] A pointer

forming a part of an astrolabe.
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ML. also aloes, alues, alua (> AS. "aluwe, alwe,

above), < Gr. aMr,, the aloe, i. e., prop., a plant
' >

,

of the genus Aloe, and the drug prepared there- aloft
MM^piep.

rtW.

from, but used also, by confusion, in the Sep- . .
J

'~
J

~

tuagint and the New Testament (and hence in

the LL. (Vulgate) and mod. languages) to trans-

AM vulfaris, with Bower entire and cut longitudinally.

late the Heb. akhdlim, akhdloth, of which the

proper representative is Gr. ayaMoxov>
NL.

agallochum, E. agalloch, q. v., the fragrant
resin or wood which was called in later Gr.

%-vha.Un, whence in NL. (transposed) aloexylon,

and (translated) lignum aloes, F. bois d'aloes, alogic (a-loj'ik),
a. Same as alogical.

lit. wood of the aloe, in E. wood-aloes and alogical (a-loj'i-kal), a. [< Gr. o- priv. +
aloes-wood. The form aloes, as sing., is due to K6c, reasonable : see alogy and logic.]

7

alone

The bittrenesse of the aloe tre distroyeth the swittenesse

of the bony. Earl Rivers, Dictes, p. BS. (N. E. D.)

as adv. and prep. [<

.,
. ... (ace.), alofte, a lofte, o

lofte (dat.), in fuller form on the loft, on the

It'ij'tc,
in lie the lofte, < Icel. dlopt(a,cc. of motion),

a lopti (dat. of position), on high, aloft, lit. in

the air: =AS. an, on, ME. a, o, on, in, on,

to; lopt (pron. loft) = AS. lyft, ME. lyft, luft, lift

(E. lift), the air, the sky. upper floor, loft: see

loft and lift
1

,
the air.] I. adv. 1. On high; in

or into the air; high above the ground: as, the

eagle soars aloft.
Then will I raise aloft the milk-white rose

With whose sweet smell the air shall be perfum'd.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1.

2. Naut., in or into the top; at the masthead,
or on the higher yards or rigging; hence, on
the upper part, as of a building.

There's a sweet little cherub that sits up aloft,

To keep watch for the life of poor Jack.

Dibdin, Poor Jack.

H.t prep. On the top or surface of; above.

Now I breathe again
Aloft the flood. Shak., K. John, iv. 2.

Alogi (al'o-ji), n. pi. [ML. : see Alogian] The

Alogians.' See Alogian.

Alogian (a-16'ji-an), n. [< ML. Alogus, pi. Alogi,

<Gr. aAoyof, witn'out logos: see alogy] One of

a sect which arose toward the close of the sec-

ond century, and which denied the divinity of

Jesus Christ as the Logos, or "Word" (John i.

1), and the authenticity of St. John's writings,
which they ascribed to the Gnostic Cerinthus.
il>*MA fn \..\'\\- \ n ^.11.11. ad il li n t i I'll I

+ \oyi-
Without

Thin almury is cleped the denticle of Capricorne or elks y^ ML sjng_ a loeSt and in part, perhaps, to the logic or reason
; illogical'

ii; kulkulcr. CflrtMccr. Astioiflftc, i- 5 **> _ _ T . !_. . T^. t1 /;.,., .,/,., ft TT _ _ i i*^ir.i.the kalkuler.

almutent, [Corrupt for almutaz (as in OF. ),

< Ar. al-mu'taz, < al, the, + mu'taz, prevailing,

< 'azz, be powerful.] In astral, the prevailing
or ruling planet in the horoscope.

almyra, w. See almirah.

alnage (al'naj), . [< late ME. aulnage, < OF.

aulnage (F. aunage), < aulner, auner, measure by
the ell, < alne, aune, ell: see aune and ell.] A
measuring by the ell

; specifically, official in-

spection and measurement of woolen cloth for

the purpose of laying duties on it. Also spelled

alenage, ulnage Alnage duties, duties formerly paid
in England on woolen cloths at so much per ell.

The duties of subsidy and alenage of all wollen manu-
facto for the co* of York and Lancaster.

Record Soc. Lancashire and Cheshire, XI. 54.

alnager (al'na-jer), n. [< late ME. aulneger, <

There is an immanent teleology in his [Julins Bahnsen's]

universe; hut it is not merely alogical, but
L gen. aloes in lignum aloes, E. lign-aloes, q. v.

In the earliest E. (AS.) use the reference is ,

usually to the agallochum, but it is often dim- and even anti-causal. O. S. Hall 6enna Culture

cult to tell which meaning is intended, and alogismt (al'o-jism), n. [< alogy + -ism.-] An

even in modern writers the difference is often illogical or irrational statement.

ignored ] The common name of the plants of alqgotrophy (al-o-gpt
r9-fl), n. [< Gr

without reckoning incommensurable (see ato-

gy), + ar/ro^oc, ill-fed: see atrophy.} Unequal
Alog. They are natives of warm climates

of tllf,M worid and are especially abundant in the south-

ern part of Africa. Among the Mohammedans the aloe is

a symbolic plant, especially in Egypt, and every one who
-

,

nutrition of different parts of the body, espe-
ciaviy of the bones., , .

returns from a pilgrimage to Mecca hangs it over his street- i ^. , i/s ::N
,.

r/ T, aloaia < Gr a/.ayia, <
door, as a token that he has performed the journey. In alOgyt (.M9-JI), n.

Africa the leaves of some species of aloe are made into

ropes, fishing-lines, bow-strings, and hammocks. Several

species yield aloes, the well-known bitter purgative medi-

cine. The American aloe is the century-plant, Agave
Americana, and the false aloe is A. Virginica. See Agave.

Many species are cultivated for ornament, growing readily

on very dry soil. See aloes.

i (al'o-e), n. [NL. : see aloe] A genus of

aAoyof, without reason, unreasoning, unreason-

able, < a- priv. + /Wyof, speech, reason, reckon-

ing, proportion, also Logos, the Word : see lo-

gos.] Unreasonableness; absurdity.
The error . . . and alor/i/ in this opinion is worse than

ill the last. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., p. 108.

'o-in), n. [< aloe + -in2.] A crystalline
OF. aulnegeof, < aulnage : sen alnage.'] A royal iiiiaceous plants, including trees, shrubs, and a Bitter principle obtained from aloes in pale-

few perennial herbs, with thick fleshy leaves,

usually spinosely toothed and rosulate at the

summit of the caudex. See aloe.

yellow prismatic needles, grouped in stars. It

is found to differ in constitution according to the material

from which it is obtained, Socotrine aloes yielding localain

officer who examined cloth, and affixed a seal

in guaranty of its quality or measure. The
office existed until the reign of William III

Also written aulnager, ulnager.

The officer whose business it was to examine into the below.] Same as aloedary. Also called alomin.
'

assize of woolen cloths was called the alnager. aloedary (al-6-e'da-ri), n. [< NL. aloedarium, < alomancy (al'6-man-si), . Same as halomancy.
Archibald Brown, Law Diet., p. 20. ^ aforiiapiw, < aXtri, aloe.] A compound pur- Alombrado, .' See Alumbrado.

alnagership (al'na-jer-ship), n. The office or ative medicine of which aloes is a chief ingre- alondet. prep. phr. as adv. A Middle English

position of alnager. client. form of aland?.

Execution of the office of deputy alnagership by the re- aloes (al'oz), n. sing, or pi. (pi. of aloe, used also alone (a-16n'), a. and adv. [< ME. alone, al

lators Sowerby and Brooks. ag sing.). [See aloe] 1. A drug, the inspissated on usually separated, al one (= G. allein = D.
Record Soc. Lancashire and Cheshire, XI. 68.

juice ^f several Species of aloe. It is obtained
" -' " ~" - J~' : ~

from the leaves, sometimes by cutting them across, whenalnascharism (al-nas'kar-izm), n. [< Alnaschar

(see def.) -1- -ism.] Conduct or an action like

that of Alnaschar, the hero of a story in the

Arabian Nights; anticipation of future gran-
deur during a day-dream or reverie.

With maternal alnascharisin she had, in her reveries,

thrown back her head with disdain, as she repulsed the

family advances of some wealthy but low-born heiress.

Miss Edgetvorth, Vivian, i.

alnightt (al'nit), n. [<al, all, + night.] A

c,
out together, and in other cases by dissolving the juice

aKee = Dan. alene): al, E. all, adv.; one, orig.

a dissyllable, < AS. ana, alone, weak inflection

of OH, one: see all and one. The pronuncia-
tion given to one in al-one, at-one, on-ly, is

great cake of wax with a wick in the midst, form by far the greater part of the supply.
j..j *. T . n ;v,4- //,,,.,,,, henatic aloes is applied to any opaque and ]

from Red Sea ports and Aden. Barbados and Curacoa

aloes are produced in the West Indies from A. mlgarii,
which has been introduced from the Mediterranean. Cape
and Natal aloes are obtained probably from A. ferox, and

The name

intended to burn all night. Bacon.

Alnus (al'nus), n. [L., alder: see oWerl.] A
genus of shrubs and small trees, natural order ducts, which by the aid of mordants can be fixed to silk

out of the cut leaves by boiling and then evaporating to a
strictly regular; the pronunciation

" wun
proper consistency. Severalkinds are known in commerce.

gjven to the simple word is a comparatively

abbrev. lone, as an attributive. In most in-

stances alone may be construed equally well as

adj. or adv.
;
no separation is here made.] 1.

Apart from another or others ; single or singly ;

,~^~ *~~. .. _. -, -r--, solitary or solitarily; without the aid or corn-

variety of the drug. The extract of aloes when treated pany of another: applied to a person or thing:
{*li i*r,rt oi/1 iriuua viflo tn vtiriniis vplldW :il](i liruwll nro- *

, -, _!--. . A- ~1U ../.,,,..

hepatic aloes is applied to any opaque and liver-colored

variety of the drug. The extract of aloes when treated

with nitric acid gives rise to various yellow and brown pro-

Cupuliferai, growing in moist places in northern

temperate or colder regions. There are about 15

species, of which half are American. The wood is light

and soft, but close-grained and compact, enduring long
under water, valuable for cabinet-work, and making an

excellent charcoal for gunpowder. The bark is used for

tanning and dyeing, and as a remedy in medicine. Several

species are cultivated for ornament. See alderi.

alodgementt, See allodgement.

alody (al'o-di), n. [< ML. allodium.']

allodium.

aloe (al'6), n. [< ME. aloe, also, and earlier

always, in pi. form aloes, alowes, allowes, ear-

Same as

and wool ; but they are seldom used in dyeing.

2. The fragrant resin orwood of the agallochum ;

lign-aloes; aloes-wood; wood-aloes: the usual

meaning in the Bible. See agallochum Fetid,

caballine, or horse aloes, a coarse, impure preparation
of aloes. IT. S. Dispensatory.

aloes-wood (al'oz-wud), n. Same as agallochum.

aloetic (al-o-et'ik), a. and n. [< NL. aloeticus,

< L. aloe: see aloe.] I. a. Pertaining to or ob-

tained from the aloe or aloes ; partaking of the

qualities, or consisting chiefly, of aloes.

H. n. A medicine or preparation consisting

chiefly of aloes.lier aloen, < AS. aluwan, alewan, alwan, pi. of

unused sing, "aluwe, "alme = D. aloe = G. aloe aloetical (al-o-et'i-kal), a. Same as aloettc.

= Sw. toe= Dan. aloe=F. aloes, earlier written aloetin (a-16'e-tin), . Same as atom.

aloes, OF. aloe=Pr. aloa, aloe, aloes, atoeu=Sp. aloe-tree (al'6-tre), n. The plant furnishing

Pg It atoe = Buss. a(oe=Pol. aloes, <L. aloe, the drug aloes (which see), bee aloe.

as, to be or remain alone; to walk alone.

It is not good that the man should be alone. Gen. ii. 18.

He rode all unarmed, and he rode all alone.

Scott, Young Lochinvar.

Concert fires people to a certain fury of performance

they can rarely reach alone.

Emerson, Society and Solitude.

2. Only ;
to the exclusion of other persons or

things ;
sole or solely : as, he alone remained.

In this sense alone is sometimes used attributively before

a noun.

Man shall not live by bread alone. Luke iv. 4.

It is not to rulers and statesmen alone that the science

of government is important and useful. It is equally in-

dispensable for every American citizen.

Story, Misc. Writings, p. 624.

Even one alone verse sometimes makes a perfect poeme.
B. Jonson, Timber.

The universal soul is the alone creator of the useful and

beautiful. Emerson, Art.



alone

3f. Without a parallel; above or beyond all

others; unique.
To her, whose worth makes other worthies nothing ;

She is alune. tiliak., T. G. of V., ii. 4.

J am alone the villain of the earth.

Shale., A. andC., iv. 6.

4f. Devoid; destitute.
For bothe a wydowe was she and allone
Of ony frend to whom she dorst hire mone.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 98.

To let alone. See let.= Syn. Alone, Only. The attribu-
tive use of alune is now very rare. In the Bible and earlier

English alone is often used for the adverb only, but it is

now becoming restricted to ite own sense of solitary, un-
accompanied by other persons or things.
Who can forgive sins but God alone f Luke v. 21.

Not alone at Ephesus, but almost throughout all Asia.
Acts xix. 26.

In each of these examples only would now be considered
better, though not alone for not only is in common use.
Alone means unaccompanied: as, he stood alone. Only ap-
plies to that of which there is no other : as, an only'son ;

adverbially, only this.

And I only am escaped alone to tell thee. Job i. 15.

alonelyt (a-16n'li), adv. and a. [< ME. aloonly,
alonlij, usually separated, al only, all only, al

onli, al oonly, etc. : al, all, adv.
; only, adv. Cf.

alone, allenarly. In mod. use abbrev. lonely, esp.
as attrib. adj.] I. adv. Only; merely; singly.
This said spirit was not given alonely unto him, but

unto all his heirs and posterity. Lalimer.
Farewell with him [the medical attendant] all that made

sickness pompous the spell that hushed the household,
. . . the sole and single eye of distemper alonely flxeU

upon itself. Lamb, Ella, p. 311.

II. a. Exclusive; sole; only.
The alonely rule of the land rested in the queen.

Fubyan, Chron., an. 1328.

aloneness (a-lon'nes), . The state of being
alone or without company.
Watching over his aloneness.

J. Legge, Life of Confucius, p. 44.

along1
(a-long'), prep,

and adv. [<ME. along,
along, earlier anlong, also (by confusion with
the early forms of endlong, q. v.) andelong, en-

delong, endlong, etc., < AS. andlang, along (=
OFries. ondllng, ondlinga, ondlenge= Q. entlang,
along), < and-, over against, away toward, +
long, long: see and-, n-6

,
and long*. Orig. (in

AS.) an adj., 'stretching long or far away,'
applied, as found, only to periods of time,

' the

livelong' day or night, but prob. also to space;
then used adverbially with dependent gen.,
afterward taken as direct obj. of along as a
prep., the prep, implied in the orig. gen. being
subsequently expressed by on, upon, by, with,
thus giving along the construction of an adv.

Quite different from along"
2
; owing to, q. v.] I.

prep. Through or by the length of; from one
end to or toward the other of; lengthwise or in
a longitudinal direction through, over, or by the
side of: implying motion or direction: as, to
walk along a river or highway.
And the messages that go along my nerves do not con-

sist in any continuous action.
W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, I. 258.

II. adv. 1. By the length; lengthwise; paral-
lel to or in a line with the length.

Some laid along,
And bound with burning wires, on spokes of" wheels are

hung. Dryden.
2. In a line, or with a progressive motion;
onward: as, let us walk along.
A firebrand carried along leaveth a train.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

3. In company; together.
He to England shall [go] along with you.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3.

The queen took her leave of Say's Court, having brought
confusion along with her, and leaving doubt and appre-

.
hension behind. Scott, Kenilworth, I. xv.

[In this sense it is often used absolutely in common speech
in the United States: as, I was not along.] All along
See all.

along2 (a-16ng'), prep. [Also abbrev. long (see
long*) ; < ME. along, Hong, < AS. gelang (= OS. ge-
ton<7 =OHG. gilang), adj., belonging, depending
(with prep, on, on, or (et, at), lit. in line with,
in connection with, < ge-, generalizing prefix,+ long, long: see ge-, <i-6, and long*. Cf. be-

long.'} Owing to; on account of: with of, for-

merly with on.
I can nat telle wheron it was along [vac. long],
But wel I wot greet stryf is vs among.

Chaucer, Yeoman's Tale, 1. 377.

'Tis all along of you that I am thus haunted.
B. Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 88.

All along of the accursed gold. Scoff.

Lady Magdalen. Unhappiest
Of Queens and wives and women.

Alice. And all along
Of Philip. Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 2.

[This preposition is now always followed by of, and its use
is mainly confined to colloquial or dialectal speech.]
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alongshore (a-16ng'shor), prep. phr. as aclr.

[< aloitt/i + ,-i'liore 1 .] By the shore or coast;
lengthwise of the shore and near it.

I see ... California quartz-mountains dumped down
in New York to be replied architecturally aUmf&ontrom
Canada to Cuba, and thence westward to California again.

A'//*, raon, < ivilization.

alongshoreman (a-l&ng'shor-man), n.
; pi.

(ilniiiislniri'iiii'ii (-men). [< alongshore + man.]A laborer employed about docks or wharves
and in the loading and unloading of vessels.

Commonly shortened to 'longshoreman.
alongside (a-16ng'sid), prep. phr. as adv. and
prep. [< along

1 + side1
.] l. adv. Along or by

the side; at or to the side of anything, as a
ship : as, to be alongside of the wall.
Several large boats came alongside.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 18.

II. prep. Beside; by the side of: as, the ves-
sel lay alongside the wharf.
We first tested this case by laying it alongside the his-

toric facts in the case.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 46.

alongstt (a-longsf), prep. [ME. alongest, in

longes; < along1 + -est, -si, after amongst from
among,againstfTomagain,ete.] Along; through
or by the length of.

The Turks did keep straight watch and ward in all their
parts alongst the sea-coast Knolles, Hist. Turks.

aloof (a-lof), prep. phr. as adv. and prep.
[Early mod. E. aloofe, aloufe, a loofe, a luf; < aS,
on, + loof, < D. loef, loof, luff; cf. D. te loef, to

loof, i. e., to windward; loef houden, lit. hold
loof, keep to the windward: cf. the E. phrase
to hold aloof. See too/2, luff*.] i. n(j,.. At a
distance, but within view; intentionally re-

maining apart, literally or figuratively; with-
drawn.

It is necessary the Queen join, for if she stand aloof
there will be still suspicions. Svckling.

Aloof he sits

And sullen, and has pitched his tents apart.
M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.

Thy smile and frown are not aloof
From one another ;

Each to each is dearest brother.

Tennyson, Madeline.

II. prep. At or to a distance from; away or

apart from. [Bare.]
The great luminary,

Aloof the vulgar constellations thick,
That from his lordly eye keep distance due,
Dispenses light from far. Milton, P. L., iii. 577.

aloofness (a-16'f'nes), n. The state of being
aloof, or of keeping at a distance

;
indifference.

Unfaithfulness and aloofness of such as have been great-
est friends. D. Rogers, Naaman, p. 93.

By the wary independence and aloofness of his [the In-
dian's] dim forest life he preserves his intercourse with
his native gods.

Thoreau, Concord and Merrimac Elvers, p. 59.

alopecia (al-o-pe'si-a), n. [NL., < F. alopeeie, <
L. alopecia, < Gr. ti*inrtida, a disease like the

mange of foxes, in which the hair falls off, <

dAujn/f (d/UrK-),afox, possibly akin to L. vulpes,
a fox : see Vulpes. ] Baldness

;
loss of hair. Also

written alopecy Alopecia areata (NL. areatu*, hav-
ing areas or spots), a disease of the hairy regions of the skin,
characterized by the appearance of one or more bald spots,
extending themselves with rounding outlines, and some-
times by coalescence producing complete baldness. The
bald spot has a center which is naked and smooth, sur-
rounded by a peripheral zone, scaly and presenting nu-
merous broken short hairs. It is by some considered due
to a vegetable parasite, and by others to nervous disturb-
ance. Also called area Celsti, or simply area. Alopecia
pltyrodes (NL. pityrodes, bran-like), a disease of the hairy
parts of the skin,characterized by a progressive reduction
in the length, size, and number of the hairs, attended with
an abundant furfuraceous accumulation on the surface of
the skin. Alopecia unguium (L. UKTW, a nail), falling
off of the nails.

alopecian (al-o-pe'si-an), . A shark of the

family Alopeciida;. Sir J. Eichardson.

Alopecias (al-o-pe'si-as), n. [NL., < Gr. O>M-

-Ejaaf, the thresher-shark, < okim!;, a fox, also a
kind of shark.] Same as Alopias.
alopeciid (al-o-pe'si-id), n. A fox-shark; a
shark of the family Alopeciida!.

Alopeciidae (al-o-pe-si'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Alo-

pecias + -ida!.] Same as Alopiida!.

alopecist (al'o-pe-sist), n. [< alopecia + -ist.]

One who undertakes to cure or prevent bald-
ness. JV. E. D.

alopecoid (al-o-pe'koid), n. and n. [< Gr. *d/U>-

xeKoeiffqi;. confr. <&tmeKi>6r/(;, fox-like, < d/Wm^f,
fox, + <5of, form.] I. a. Fox-like

; vulpine :

applied to a group or series of carnivorous mam-
mals of which the common fox is the type, as

distinguished from the thoo'id series, which in-

cludes the dogs and wolves.

alp

II. n . One of the alopecoid or vulpine series
of canine quadrupeds: as,

"
alopecoids, or vul-

pine forms," W. H. Flower, Encyc. Brit., XV.
438.

Alopecurus (aFo-pe-ku'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
(MwTTtKOiyjOf,

ten** is a valuable odder-Brass ; some of the other spedes
are not only worthless, but troublesome ;is weeds, s, ,-

/"^'"'Vv""-

alopecy (al'o-pe-si), n. Same as alopecia.
Alopias (a-16'pi-as), . [NL., shortened from

xrias, q- v.J A genus of selachians, con-

Thresher-shark (Alopias vulffs).

taming the shark known as the sea-ape, sea-fox,
fox-shark, or thresher, Alopias vulpes, and giv-
ing name to the family Alopiida;. Also called

Alopecias.
The thresher-shark, Alopias vulpe*, is readily recognized

by its extraordinarily long tail, which forms over half the
length of the whole animal. It is distributed in both At-
lantic and Pacific oceans. Stand. Nat. Hist., III. 80.

Alopiidae (al-o-pi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., shortened
from Alopeciida!; also written Alopiada; ; < AU>-

pias + -idee, -ada>.] A family of anarthrous
selachians, represented by the genus Alopias.
Alosa (a-16'sii), n. [L., also alausa, > F. alose,
> E. allice, q. v.] A genus of fishes, of the fam-
ily Clupeidce, including the shad (which see).
Also written Alausa.
alose 1

(a-16s'),. A member of the genus Alosa.
alose2t, ''. '. f < OF. aloser, < a- + los, praise : see
a-11 and 7oe2.] To praise. Chaucer.

alouate, alouatte (al'8-at), . [Prob. a F.
form of a native name.] A name given by
French naturalists, as Buffon, to the red howl-
ing monkey of Guiana, afterward known as My-
cetes seniculus (Dliger) ; hence used as a general
name, like hurleur, for the South American
howlers. See cut under howler.
alouatta (al-o-at'a), . Same as alouate.

alouchi, aluchi (a-16'chi), n. [Native name.]A resin obtained from Idea heterophylla, a tree
of Madagascar. It is thought to have some me-
dicinal properties. See acouchi-resin.

aloud (&-]o\id'),prep. phr. as adv. [ME. aloud,
a loude; < 3 + iotl(j_ Cf. alow^, ahiqh.] 1.
With a loud voice or great noise

; loudly.

Cry aloud, spare not. Is. Ivlii. 1.

2. Audibly; with the natural tone of the voice
as distinguished from whispering: as, he has a
severe cold and can hardly speak aloud.
a 1'outrance (a 16-trons'). See d outrance.
alow1

(a-16'), prep. phr. as adv. [ME. alow,
alotce, atouglt, alogh, alog; < a3 + low. Cf. be-

low and ahigh.] In or to a low place, or a lower
part ; below

;
down : opposed to aloft.

Sometimes aloft he layd, sometimes alow, . . .

So doubtfully, that hardly one could know
Whether more wary were to give or ward the blow.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. viii. 13.

After doubling Point Pinos, we bore tip, set studding-
sails alow and aloft, and were walking off at the rate of
eight or nine knots.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 97.

alow2 (a-lou'), adv. [< <z3 + low^, fire : see 7o>3.]
Afire; in a flame. [Scotch.] To gang alow, to
take fire, or be set on fire ; blaze

;
be burned.

That discreet man Cardinal Beaton is e'en to gang aloiee
this blessed day if we dinna stop it. Tennant.

alp1
(alp), n. [< ME. alpe. In Norfolk (Eng-

land) the bullfinch is called blood-olph, and the

green grosbeak green-olf, where olph, olf, may
be the same as alp; cf. ouphe and the other
forms of

elf, q. v. Possibly a humorous use,
with a similar allusion to that in bullfinch, of
ME. alp, elp, < AS. elp, yip, an elephant, < L.

elephas: see elephant.] An old local name for
the bullfinch, Pyrrhula vulgaris.

Alpes, fynches, and wodewales.
Kom. of the Rose, 1. 658.

alp
2

(alp), . [Sing, from pi. alps, < L. alpes,

high mountains, specifically those of Switzer-
land

;
said to be of Celtic origin : cf. Gael, alp,

Ir. ailp, a high mountain
;
so OHG. Alpiin, Alpi,

MHG. Gr. Alpen, the Alps, MHG. albe, G. (Swiss)
alpe, a mountain pasture.] 1. A high moun-
tain

; specifically, any one of the higher Swiss

mountains, and, as a proper name in the plural,
the great mountain-ranges in Switzerland and
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neighboring countries, comprising the loftiest of two or more isomerous modifications of the the development of written language; notation

mountains m Europe. same organic compound, as alpliu-Hiiplitlwl, in by means of an alphabet.Europe. - * -

Nor breath of vernal air from snowy MIL distinction from beta-naplitltol. (c) In nat. MK.,
Milton, . A., ]. IKS. the first subspecies, etc.

Hills peep o'er hills, and Alp* o n .!// arise.
_ alphabet (al'fa-bet), M. [First in early mod. E.

(earlier expressed by a-b-c, q. v.); = D. alfa-

bet = G. alphabet = Sw. Dan. alfabet = F. al-

phabet = Sp. Pg. alfabeto, Pg. also alphabets,

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 232.

2. In Switzerland, a pasture on the side of a

mountain.

alpaca (al-pak'a), H. [Formerly also alpaca, <

Sp. alpaca, alpaca, < Ar. al, the (see at-2 ),
+

Peruv. paco, native name of the animal.] 1.

It must, however, be acknowledged that the idea of

alphabetirm may not improbably have been suggested to

the Persians by their acquaintance with the Phoenician

alphabet, which, as early as the Sth century B. c., was
used in the valley of the Euphrates concurrently with the
cuneiform writing. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 50.

From this [ideograph)-] men have passed to phonetic
writing, first, apparently, in the form of syllabism, in

It alfabeto = Kuss. alfabetu = Pol. alfabet, wniing, nrsi, auuai-ein.ijr, m me iu,... u. ,...,.,,.,., ...

, V /,;, ,,t1>vt,,\ which each syllable of a word is regarded as an nulepcn-
etc., < LL. alphabetiim (earlier alpha et beta), dent whole a

j
m , repl

.

t.Sented by a single sign; then from
ar ..i ~* ,

thu to alphnM;sm ^
in whic.h the 8yiiabie is no longer de-

noted by an indivisible symbol, but is resolved into vowel
and consonant, each with its own accepted sign.

Jincyc. Brit., I. 602.

. .

alphabetised, ppr. alphabetizing. [< alphabet +
-ize.] 1. To arrange alphabetically.
The volume is of great value for its carefully prepared

alphabetized list of scientific and technical periodicals of

all nations. Amer. Jour, of Set'., 3d ser., XXX. 247.

2. To express by alphabetic characters.

Alpaca, or Paco (Auchtnia pacos ).

A mammal, the Auchenia pacos, a native of the

Andes, especially of the mountains of Chili and
Peru. It is so closely allied to the llama that by some
it is regarded rather as a smaller variety than as a distinct

species. It has been domesticated, and remains also in a

wild state. In form and size it approaches the sheep, but

has a longer neck. It is valued chiefly for its long, soft,

and silky wool, which is straighter than that of the sheep,
and very strong. The fiber is small, very soft, pliable,

and elastic, and is woven into fabrics of great beauty. The
animal's flesh is wholesome.

2. A fabric manufactured from the hair or wool
of the alpaca, either wholly or in part, or made
in imitation of this, used for clothing in warm
climates, for coat-linings, and very largely for

umbrellas. The material sold under the name of alpaca
for women's dresses and other clothing contains now little

if any alpaca-wool ; it is a fabric of cotton and wool, with

a hard and somewhat shining surface, generally, though
not always, dyed black.

alpent (al'pen), a. [For alpine, prob. after G.

alpen, as below.] Of or pertaining to the Alps ;

alpine: as, "the Alpen snow," J. Fletcher.

alpenglow (al'pen-glo), n. [< G. alpen (gen.

pi. of alpe: see alp
2
), of the Alps, + E. glow.'}

The glow upon the Alps; a peculiar reflection

of sunlight from their snowy heights, after the

sun has disappeared
to the valleys, or just be-

fore daybreak ;
the last or first rays of the sun

among the Alps, casting a rich purple tint,

an effect sometimes heightened by a certain

amount of humidity in the atmosphere.
The evening alpen-glow was very fine.

Tyndall, Frag, of Science, p. 282.

alpenhorn (al'pen-horn), n. [G., < alpen (see

< Gr. dA^o/}!/rof ,
< Sd.tya + /3//ro, the names of the

first two letters of the Greek alphabet, corre-

sponding to a and b : see alpha and beta. Of.

M^S^^S^^y^ alphabetize (al'fa-bet-iz),
,. ,; pret;

and pp.

the series of letters or characters which form
the elements of written language. See the ar-

ticles on the different letters, A, B, C, etc.

From the character of the alphabet employed, the science

of Greek epigraphy professes to be able to determine ap-

proximately the date and the place of origin of inscriptions.
Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 3. Alpheidse (al-fe i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Alpheus +

2. Any series of characters intended to be used -iaw.'] In zool., a family of shrimps, of which

in writing instead of the usual letters, as the the genus Alpheus is the type. Other genera of

series of dashes, dots, etc., used in the trans- this family are Caridina, Pontonia, a.nAAthanas.

mission of telegraphic messages. 3. Firstele- alphenic (al-fen'ik), n. [<F. alphcnic, alfenic,

ments ; simplest rudiments : as, not to know < Sp. alfettique = Pg. alfenim, < Ar. al-fanid,

the alphabet of a science. < al, the, + fanid, < Pers. fanid, panid, sugar,
In the conditions of the Eternal life, this genius had sugar-candy, > ML. penidium, F. penide, G.

been obliged to set itself to learning thealphabet^ of^Spir- penid-zucker, panis-zucker, Dan. pande-sukker
(as if from pande, a pan).] In med., white

____ _J barley-sugar. It is used as a remedy for

graphic alphabet.' See epistolographic.Koise alpha-
bet (from its inven-

tor, Professor S. F. B.

Morse), in teleg., a sys-
tem of symbols, con-

sisting of dashes and

itual truth. E. S. Phelpt, Beyond the Gates.

A



alpine

alpine (al'pin or -pin), a. and n. [= F. alpin, <

L. alpinus, < alpes : see (p2.] J, <j. Of, per-
taining to, or connected with the Alps (then
written with a capital), or any lofty mountain;
very high; elevated. Specifically applied to plants
yrmviittx an, i animals living on mountains above the forest

limits, that is, above the line where the climate becomes
too cold for trees to grow.

For past the Alpine summit- of great pain
Lieth thine Italy. JL Terry Cuoke, Beyond.

II. . A French fabric having a silk warp and
merino-wool filling.

alpinery (al'pin-ri), . [< alpine + -ry : see

-(*//, -ry.] A place in a garden or pleasure-
ground specially adapted for the cultivation of

alpine plants.

alpinist (al'pin-ist), n. [= F. alpinists; < al-

pine + -ist.] An alpine climber; an alpestrian.
The disagreeable cffeets resulting from the rarefaction

of the atmosphere at great heights, and which overtake

alpinists in Switzerland. The American, VII. 75.

alpist (al'pist), n. [< F. alpistc,< Sp. Pg. aljnste,

Pg. also alpista; supposed to be derived from
the language of the Guanches, the original in-

habitants of the Canary islands.] 1. The seed
of the canary-grass, Phalaris canariensis, used
for feeding birds, especially canaries; canary-
seed. 2. The seed of various species of Alo-

peewus, or foxtail-grass, also used for feeding
birds.

Also called alpta.

alquier (al'ker), . [F., < Pg. alqueire, a dry
measure, < Ar. al, the, + kayl, a measure, kaydJ,
a, measurer, prop, of grain.] A dry as well as

liquid measure used in Portugal, containing
from 3 to 4 Winchester gallons.
alquifore (al'ki-for), 11. Same as alquifou.
alquifou (al'ki-fo), n. [< Fr. alquifoux, arqui-
foux, < Sp. alquifol, Cat. alcofol, < Ar. al-kolfl, a
fine powder: see alcohol."] A sort of lead ore
found in Cornwall, England, used by potters to

give a glazing to their wares, and called potter's
ore. Other forms are alquifore, arquifoux.
already (al-red'i), a. and adv. [< ME. al redy: al,

adv., all, quite; redy, ready: see ready.] I.f a.

1. [Predicate adj. in phr. all ready.] All pre-
pared ; quite ready : regularly written all ready.

2. Existing at the specified time; present.
[Bare attributive use.]
Lord Hobart and Lord Fitzwilliam are both to be earls

to-morrow ; the former, of Buckingham, the latter by his

already title. Walpolt, Letters (1748), I. 150.

II. adv. By this (or that) time ; previously
to or at some specified time, or the time pres-
ent to thought ;

thus early ;
even then, or even

now : as, he has done it already ; the house is

full already.
I have lost so much time already.

Steele, Spectator, No. 140.

The English ministers could not wish to see a war with
Holland added to that in which they were already engaged
with France. Macaulay, Lord Clive.

al-root (al'rot), n. [< al1
(< Hind, al, a name

common to several plants, Morinda citrifolia
and allied species) + roofl.] The root of Mo-
rinda citrifolia, an East Indian plant, which
furnishes a permanent red dye.
alruna (al-ro'na), n. ; pi. alrunee (-ne). [ML.,
also alrauna, < OHG. alruna (MHG. alrune, G.

alraun, alrun, mandrake (alraun-bilder, man-
drake images), = D. alritin = Sw. alrun, alruna
= Dan. alrune), mandrake; appar., as in popu-
lar apprehension, < al- (= E. all) + runa, Goth.

runa, etc., mystery, the mandrake being an ob-

ject of superstition: see rune and mandrake.]
1. A prophetess among the ancient Germans,
regarded as similar to the druidess among the
Gauls. 2. A small image carved from the root
of a tree or from mandrakes, representingrudely
the human figure, generally the female. Such
images were venerated as household gods in the ancient
religions of some northern peoples, the worship of them
forming a special feature of certain superstitious rites.

They arc supposed by some to represent female magi-
cians or druidesses. Brande.

alst, adv. and conj. An old form of also and as.

Better is then the lowly playne,
Ms for thy flocke and thee.

. Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

Al longe as owre lyf lasteth lyue we togideres.
Piers Plowman (B), iv. 195.

Alsace gum. Same as dextrine.

Alsatian (al-sa'shian), a. and . [< ML. Alsatia

(> F. Alsace), < OHG. Alisaz, Elisaz (MHG. El-

saz, Elsas, G. Elsass), a province between France
and Germany, lit. foreign settlement, < el- (=
AS. el-, (pi-, foreign, related to elite, q. v.

; ac-

cording to another view, < Ell (Hel, Ella, Eteus,
Also, Illus), now III, a river in Alsace) + saz,
a seat, place, settlement (G. satz), < OHG. siz-
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zen, MHG. G. sitzen = ~E. sit.] I. a. 1. Of or

pertaining to the province of Alsace, taken from
Germany by France in 1648, in greater part
ceded to the new German empire in 1871, and
now incorporated in the imperial territory of

Klsnss-Lothringen. 2. Of or pertaining to Al-

satia, formerly a cant name (from Alsace being
a debatable ground or scene of frequent con-

tests) for Whitefriars, a district in London be-
tween the Thames and Fleet street, and ad-

joining the Temple, which possessed certain

privileges of sanctuary derived from the con-
vent of the Carmelites, or White Friars, found-
ed there in 1241. The locality became the resort of
libertines and rascals of every description, whose abuses
and outrages, and especially the riot in the reign of
Charles II., led in 1697 to the abolition of the privilege
and the dispersion of the Alsatians. The term Aluatia has
in recent times been applied offensively to the English
Stock Exchange, because of the supposed questionable
character of some of its proceedings.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Alsace
in Germany. 2. Formerly, an inhabitant of
Alsatia or Whitefriars, a part of London

; hence,
a Bohemian (in the slang sense) or adventurer.
He spurr'd to London, and left a thousand curses be-

hind him. Here he struck up with sharpers, scourers,
and Alsatians. Gentleman Instructed, p. 491.

al segno (al sa'nyo). [It., to the sign : al for a il,

to the; segno, <L. signum, sign: see sign.] In
music, to the sign : a direction to the performer
that he must return to that portion of the piece
marked with the sign W, and conclude with
the first double bar which follows, or go on to
the word Fine, or the pause '=>.

alsinaceous (al-si-na'shius), a. [< Alsine, the
name of a caryophyllaceous genus that is now
combined with Arenaria, + -aceous.] Relating
to or resembling the chickweed.
also (al'so), adv. and conj. [< ME. also, al so,
al swo, al swa, < AS. ealswa, eal sica, just so, like-

wise (=G. also, thus) : eal, adv., all, just, quite ;

mcd, so: see all and so. Doublet, as1 , q. v.]
1. odr. 1. Wholly so; quite so; so.

Also he endede his lyfe.

Early Eng. Poems (ed. Furnivall).

2. In like manner; likewise.
As the blame of ill-succeeding things
Shall light on you, so light the harmes also.

Old Play.
Thus, also, do authors beget authors.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 100.

3. In addition; too; further.
God do so and more also: for thou shalt surely die.

1 Sam. xiv. 44.

In fact, Mr. Emerson himself, besides being a poet and
a philosopher, was also a plain Concord citizen.

0. W. llolmes, Emerson, iv.

II. conj. As
;
so. See as.

This ye knowen also wel as I.

Chaucer, Oen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 730.

Also mote I thee [thrive].

Chaucer, Prol. to Merchant's Tale.

Alsophila (al-sof 'i-lii), n. [< Gr. aAo-of, a grove,
+ 0(/of, loving; from the habitat of the plant.]
A genus of tropical arborescent ferns, often

becoming magnificent trees, distinguished from
allied genera (Cyathea, etc.) by having a single
naked sorus on each veinlet. A. excelsa of
Norfolk island rises to the height of 80 feet.

Alstonia bark (al-sto'ni-a bark). [NL. Al-

stonia, named after Dr. Alston of Edinburgh.]
The bark of an apocynaceous tree, Alstonia

scholaris, of tropical Asia, Africa, and Aus-
tralia, a powerful bitter, recommended as a
valuable antiperiodic and tonic. Also called
dita.

alstonite (al'ston-It). n. Same as bromlite.

alswat, adv. A"Middle English form of also.

alt (alt), a. [< It. alto (see alto) = Sp. Pg. alto

= Pr. alt= OF. alt, halt, haut, mod. F. haut, high
(see liaitght, haughty, hautboy), < L. altus, high,
deep, lit. increased, grown (pp. of alere, grow),
prot). ult. = AS. aid, eald, E. old: see old, and
cf . all. Cf. haught.] In music, an abbreviation
of alto, high: much used in compound words,
as alt-horn, alt-clarinet in -alt, said of the notes

comprised in the first octave above the treble staff: as,
Q in alt, A in alt. The notes more than an octave above
this start are said to be in oftwriino. To be In alt, to be

haughty, dignified, etc.

"Come, prithee be a little less in alt," cried Lionel,
"and answer a man when he speaks to you."

Miss Burney, Camilla, ii. 5.

alt. An abbreviation of altitude.

Altaian (al-ta'yan), a. Same as Altaic.

Altaic (al-ta'ik), a. [< Altai, Russ. Altai, name
of mountains in Asia, perhaps from Tatar altyn,

gold (Mahn). Cf . altin.] Pertaining to the Al-

tai, a vast range of mountains extending in an
easterly direction through a considerable por-

altar

tion of Asia, and forming part of the boundary
between the Russian and Chinese dominions.

Altaic family of languages, a family of languages
occupying portions of northern and eastern Europe, and
nearly the whole of northern and central Asia, together
with some other regions, and divided into five branches,
the I'grian or Finno-Hungarian, Samoyed, Turkish, Mon-
golian, and Tunguse. Also called Scythian, Ural-Altuir,
Tnturif, and Turanian.

altaite (al-ta'it), n. [< Altai (see Altaic) +
-tte2.] A mineral found originally in the Altai

mountains, and now also in California, Colo-

rado, and Chili
;
a telluride of lead.

altambour (al-tam-bor'), n. [A modified spell-

ing of OSp. atambor, prob. for *al-tambor, < Ar.

al, the, + tambur, tambour: see tambour and
talior.] A large Spanish or Moorish drum.

altar (al'tar), . [The spelling has been
changed to bring it nearer the L.

;
< ME. alter,

more commonly outer, < OF. alter, also outer

(F. autel), < L. altare, an altar, lit. a high
place, < altus, high: see alt.] 1. An elevated

place
<

ject oi

are offered or incense is burned to a deity.
The earliest altars were turf mounds, Urge flat-topped
stones, or other rude elevations, natural or artificial ; but
when temples came to be built altars were generally made
of hewn stone, marble, or metal, and became more and
more ornate. Greek and Roman altars were round, trian-

gular, or square in plan, often elaborately adorned with
sculpture, and bearing inscriptions. Sometimes, as at

Pergamon, the altar was a struc-
ture of vast size and complex
plan, and was in itself an art
monument of the highest impor-
tance. In the Jewish worship
two altars were used: the altar
of burnt-offering, which stood at
the entrance to the tabernacle,
and afterward occupied a corre-

sponding position in the temple,
and the altar of incense, which
stood in the holy place. Both
were made of shittim-wood, the
former being overlaid with brass,
the latter with gold.

2. In most Chris-
tian churches,
the communion-
table. In the
primitive church it

was of wood, sub-

sequently of stone, G k Alu
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sometimes With rich p iored by the Archaeological Institute of
architectural orna- America m 1884.

ments, sculptures,
and painting. In the Roman Catholic Church the altar is

the table, since the early ages of the church either of stone
or including a block of stone (the altar-stone), upon which
the priest consecrates the eucharist. The altar-stone is con-

Ancient High Altar of Notre Dame, Paris, nth century.
(Viollet-le-Duc's

" Diet, de rArchitecture.")

secrated by the bishop or a specially licensed abbot, who
anoints it with chrism, and often seals up certain relics

in a small cavity made for the purpose ; the consecration
remains in virtue until either the stone or the seal is broken.

3. The steps at the sides of a graving-dock.
Family altar, the practice or the place of family worshjp
or devotions. High altar, the chief or principal altar in

a cathedral or other church having more than one altar.

It stands beyond the choir at the end of the sanctuary or
chancel opposite the front or the main entrance, and usu-

ally has behind it a screen, reredos. or dowel, so as to

make it, even when there is an ambulatory with chapels
or any other feature behind it, the chief object on which
the eye rests on entering the church. Lesser or side altars

often stand in chapels or against the pillars of the nave.
See cut under coAedro. Privileged altar, in the Rom.
Cath. Ch., an altar to which are attached certain indul-



altar

gences, as the liberty of celebrating votive masses even on
feast-days, the benefit of souls in puivatury, or various

privileges personal to the individual visiting it.

altarage (al'tar-aj), . [< ME. awtcrai/e, < OP.
autermji' : see altar and -age.] 1. Offerings
made upon an altar or to a church. 2. The
honorarium or stipend received by a priest from
offerings and gifts on account of services at the
altar. Sometimes called small tithes and ultur-
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altar-lantern (artar-lan"tern), n. A term oc-

casionally found in old records describing the
lanterns which were used in lieu of simple wax
tapers for an altar, when erected temporarily
and out of doors. On the continent of Europe they
are found in the sacristies of many churches, and are

frequently used, carried on either side of the crucifix, at
funerals and solemn processions of the blessed sacrament,
in those divisions of the church which practise reservation
of the holy eucharist. Lee, Eccles. Terms.

All these [curates] lyve upon bare Altarages, as they
tearnie them, which Mod knmveth are very small, and were
wont to lyve upon the gayne of Masses, Dirges, Shryvings,
and soche lyke tvumperye.
Sir II. Sidney, State Papers, in O'Cuiry's Ane. Irish, 1. 112.

3. In Scotland, formerly, an endowment granted
for the saying of masses for deceased friends

at a particular altar.

altar-board (al'tar-bord), n. In the Coptic

Ch., a movable wooden panel, carved with a

cross in the center and with sacred letters and
devices around it. It rests in a recess on the top of

the stone altar, and supports the chalice and paten during
the mass : a reversal of the Western rule, for which see

altar, 2, and altar-flab. A. J. Sutler, Coptic Churches,
II. i. 3-5.

altar-bread (al'tar-bred), . Bread prepared
for the eucharist. Unleavened bread is required for

this purpose in the Roman Catholic

Church, and is used in many Anglican
churches, in which either leavened or
unleavened bread is permitted. In both
the latter is made into small thin disks
or wafers, called severally altar-breads,

usually stamped with some emblem, as
the cross or crucifix, or I. H. S. In the
former church, after consecration, the
altar-bread is called host (see hast), and
the wafers are of two sizes, the larger for

the priest, the smaller for the people.
The Greek Church uses leavened bread Altar-bread Box
especially made for the purpose. See

oblate, n., 1.

altar-card (al'tar-kard), . A printed copy of

certain portions of the mass, which the priest
cannot conveniently readfrom the missal. Altar-
cards are placed at the center and at each end of the altar.

They are of modern introduction, and are not essential to
the service.

altar-carpet (artar-kar'
/
pet),i. 1. The carpet

covering the raised floor in front of the altar,
and generally the altar-steps as well. 2.

Rarely, a covering for the altar.

altar-cavity (al'tar-kav"i-ti), n. A niche or
chamber in the body of an altar, designed to

contain relics. This was called sepulchrum in the Latin

Church, thalattsa or thalasridion in the Greek Church, and
seems to have existed universally as late as the fifteenth

century. The Coptic churches of Egypt still have altar-

cavities. A. J. Butler, Coptic Churches, II. i. See con-

fe*nionarti.

altar-chime (al'tar-chlm), n. A set of three
small bells mounted in a stand, and used for

ringing by hand in the Roman Catholic Church

altar-cloth (al'tar-kloth), n. [< ME. alter-, aw-
ter-clotlt : see altar and cloth.] A cover for an
altar in a Christian church. It is a general term,
and includes the close case of linen which was used in the
middle ages and removed only for washing the altar,
the later cerecloth (which see), and the temporary cover-

ings, whether of white linen, or of rich stuff, or of em-
broidery. The different coverings for the altar have differ-

ent names. See antependium, frontal, and superfrontal.

altar-cross (al'tar-kr&s), n. A fixed or mova-
ble cross, standing upon an altar.

altar-curtain (al't&r-ker'tan), n. A hanging
suspended from rods at tie sides of ancient

ciboria, or altar-canopies, or at the back and
sides of an altar. See cut under altar, 2.

altar-cushion (al'tar-kush"on), . A small
cushion laid upon an altar to support the ser-

vice-book.

altar-desk (al'tar-desk), n. A small desk used
like an altar-cushion.

altar-dues (al'tar-duz), n. pi. Same as altar-

age, 2.

altar-fire (al'tar-fir), n. A ceremonial fire on
an altar.

altar-frontal (art&r-frun'tal), n. The orna-
mental front, usually movable, of the altar in
a Christian church. It is sometimes of wood, richly
carved and gilded, or with painted panels, or incrusted
with enamels or glass. When it is of stuff it is called

<iiil<']>endiuiii, and its color is usually changed to corre-

spond with the church festivals and seasons.

altar-herse (al'tiir-hers), . A term sometimes
used to describe the frame on which a tem-
porary canopy was erected over an altar on
special solemnities and festivals of the highest
rank. Lee, Eccles. Terms.

altarist (ul'tiir-ist), . [< altar + -ist] In old
law : (a) An appellation given to the priest to
whom the altarage belonged. (&) A chaplain.
Also called altar-thane.

altar-ledge (al'tjir-lej), . A step or ledge be-
hind the altar of a church and raised slightly
above it, to receive ceremonial lights, flowers,
or other ornaments or symbols. Sometimes there
are two or more steps or ledges. In modern usage often
called retable, though the retable is more properly higher,
and in itself an important architectural or decorative fea-

ture. See retable. Also termed, but incorrectly, sniper-
altar.

altar-light (al'tar-lit), n. A light placed upon
or near an altar, and having a symbolical mean-
ing. In the Homau Catholic Church the lights are often
set upon the altar itself ; in the Church of England they
always stand on an altar-ledge behind or beside the altar.

altarpiece (al'tar-pes), n. A decorative screen,
retable, or reredos placed behind an altar, con-
sidered especially as a work of art. In churches
of the Renaissance period it is more usually a painting of
a sacred subject, but in those of the early middle ages it

is frequently of embossed silver or of rich gold and en-
ameled work set with jewels, as the famous Pala d'Oro of
St. Mark's in Venice.

As the altar stood free in the choir, and the altar-jnecc.
was to be seen from behind as well as from before, both
sides were to lie covered with painting.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 142.

altar-protector (artar-pro-tek"tor), . The
name given to a covering of green cloth, baize,
or velvet, which, exactly fitting the top of the

altar, is placed on it at all times when the altar
is not being used, to protect the sacred linen
from dust and defilement. Lee, Eccles. Terms.

altar-rail (al'tar-ral), n. A low rail or barrier

running transversely to the main axis of the
church and separating the sanctuary from those

portions of the church that are in front of it.

Also called communion-rail, as communicants kneel at
this rail to receive the eucharist.

altar-screen (al'tar-skren), . In arch.: (a)
A partition of stone, wood, or metal, in early
medieval usage represented by curtains, behind
and at the sides of the high altar, and separat-
ing the choir from the east end of the build-

ing. (&) A reredos or retable.

altar-side (al'tar-sld), n. That part of an altar
which faces the congregation.
altar-slab (al'tar-slab), n. The top, or a por-
tion of the top, of a Christian altar; the altar

proper, or mensa. It is the consecrated and there-
fore the essential part, and is always in Western churches
a single stone. In some Eastern churches the slab has a
drain for water ; a few such instances are found in west-
ern Europe, and all are probably traditional of an ancient
custom of washing the altar on set occasions.

altar-stairs (al'tar-starz), n. pi. Steps or stairs

leading up to an altar.

The great world's altar-xtairs,
That slope thro' darkness up to God.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Iv.

altar-Stole (al'tar-stol), . A medieval orna-
ment shaped like the ends of a stole, hanging
down in front of the altar-cloth. Lee, Eccles.
Terms.
altar-stone (al'tar-ston), n. [< ME. awterstonc :

see altar and stone.] An altar-slab
;
the con-

secrated slab or block of stone constituting an
altar. See altar, 2.

altar-table (al'tar-ta"bl), . 1. In a Christian

church, the top or the consecrated portion of
an altar; the altar proper, or mensa. 2. A
name for one of the wooden tables which were
substituted for the old altars in England in the
seventeenth century, and used for the commu-
nion where the old altars had been destroyed by
the Roundheads. At first this table was placed by the
reformers against the eastern wall in the position of the
old stone altar. This position gave umbrage to the Puri-

tans, who held that it was characteristic of the Church of
Rome. Cromwell therefore caused the altar-table to be
removed to the middle of the chancel, and to be surrounded
with seats for the communicants. At the restoration it

was almost universally replaced in its ancient position.
When used it is covered with a white linen cloth.

altar-thane (al'tar-than), . Same as altarist.

altar-tomb (al'tiir-tom), . A raised tomb, or
monument covering a tomb, of rectangular
plan and covered by a flat slab or table, and
presenting a general resemblance to an altar.
It may be free and exposed on all four sides, or applied
against or engaged in a wall; in the latter case there is

often an architectural canopy or niche raised above it.

The top often supports one or more recumbent figures in

sculpture.

altarwise (al'tar-wiz), adv. [< altar + -wine.]
In the usual position of a church-altar, that is,

alterage

with ends toward the north and south and front
toward the west.

Was our communion table placed nltnr-ir'i*,' !

Evelyn, Diary, March 22, 1678.

altazimuth (alt-az'i-muth), . [Contr. of al-

titiute-azintuth.] An astronomical instrument
for determining the altitudes and the azimuths
of heavenly bodies. The telescope of the altazimuth
is capable of being moved horizontally to any point of the

compass, as well as vertically, and there are horizontal and
vertical circles. A theodolite is a portable altazimuth.

Altar-tomb of Philip the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, Dijon.

alter (al'ter), v. [< ML. alterare, make other,
< L. alter, other, < al- (seen in alms, other,

alienus, of another, etc.: see alias, alien, etc.)
+ compar. suffix -ter= E. -ther in other, whether,
etc., and -ter in after, etc.] I. trans. 1. To
make some change in

;
make different in some

particular ; cause to vary in some degree, with-
out an entire change.
My covenant will I not break, nor alter the thing that is

gone out of my lips. Ps. Ixxxix. 34.

These things are to be regretted, but not to be altered
until liberality of sentiment is more universal.

Washington, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 443.

There are speeches, some speeches of Demosthenes par-
ticularly, in which it would be impossible to alter a word
without altering it for the worse. Macaulay, History.

2. To change entirely or materially; convert
into another form or state : as, to alter a cloak
into a coat; to alter an opinion.

She promised that no force,

Persuasion, no, nor death could alter her.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. To castrate, emasculate, or spay, as an ani-
mal. [United States.] 4f. To exchange.

She that would alter services with thee.

Shak., T. N., ii. 6.

5f. To agitate: as, "altered and moved in-

wardly," Milton, Areopagitica, p. l.=Syn. 1 and
2. Alter, Change, modify, transform, transmute. In gen-
eral alter is to change partially,while change is more com-
monly to substitute one thing for another, or to make a
material difference in a thing.

I woo thee not with gifts.

Sequel of guerdon could not alter me
To fairer. Tennyson, (Enone.

One who brings
A mind not to be changed by place or time.

Milton, P. L., 1. 253.

II. intrans. To become different in some
respect; vary; change.
The law of the Medes and Persians, which altereth not.

Dan. vi. 8.

Love alters not with his [Time's] brief hours and weeks.

Shak., Sonnets, cxvi.

To alter for the better is no shame.
Dryden, Art of Poetry, iv. 915.

In a day's wandering, you would pass many a hill, wood,
and water-course, each perpetually altering in aspect as
the sun shone out or was overcast.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxiii.

alterability (al"ter-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< alterable ; =
F. alterabilite. ] The quality of being alterable

;

susceptibility to change.
The degree of alterability of the nutritive liquid should

always be taken into account in experiments.
Science, III. 520.

alterable (al'ter-a-bl), a. [< alter + -able ;= P.

alterable.] Capable of being altered, varied, or
made different.

A diminished proportion of caustic soda and sulphides
is found in the liquors, the total caustic lime being alter-

able at pleasure. Un, Diet., IV. 53.

alterableness (al'ter-a-bl-nes), n. The quality
of being alterable or"of admitting alteration

;

variableness.

alterably (al'ter-a-bli), adv. In an alterable

manner
;
so as to be altered or varied.

alteraget (al'ter-aj), n. [< L. altor, a foster-

father (< alere, nourish: see aliment, .), -f-

-age.] The nourishing or fostering of a child.

Sir J. Danes.



alterant

alterant (al'ter-ant), a. and n., . . L . ____

an(t-)s, ppr. of alterare, alter: see alter.']

Producing alteration
; effecting change.

Whether the body be alterant or altered.

Iliimii, Nat. Hist., Int. to ix.

II. n. 1. An alterative. 2. Specifically, in

dyeing, any substance employed to modify or

change a color.

This last effect [of modification] may, however, be pro-
duced by a variety of matters besides those which are of
the earthy or metallic kinds, ami indeed by everythini:
capable, not of fixing, but of merely varying, the shades of
adjective colouring matters. These, therefore, I think it

more proper to designate, not as mordants or bases, but as
alterants.

E. Bancroft, Philos. of Perm. Colours (ed. 1813), I. 344.
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[< ML. alter- altern (al'tern, formerly al-tern'), a. [< L. al-
"

I. a. alternate, reciprocal, < alter, other: see
alter,] If. Acting by turns

;
alternate.

The greater [light] to have rule by day,
The less by night, altern. Miltun, P. L., vii. 348.

2. In crystal., exhibiting on two parts, an up-
per and a lower, faces which alternate among
themselves, but which, when the two parts are
compared, correspond with each other Altern
base, in triiion., a term used in distinction from the true
base. Thus, in oblique triangles, the true base is the sum
of the sides, in which case the difference of the sides is the
ii/t,-,;, bae; or inversely, when the true base is the differ-
ence of the sides, the sum of the sides is the altern base.

alternacy (al-ter'na-si), . [< alternate: see
-acy,] The state of quality of being alternate

;

occurrence or performance by turns. [Rare.]
The alternacy of rhymes in a stanza gives a variety that

may support the poet, without the aid of music to a
greater length. Mitfurd.
Numerous elisions, which prevent the softening alter-

nary of vowels and consonants. Walpole, Letters, IV. 649.

[< L. altemus: see

alteratet (al'ter-at), v. t. [< ML. alteratus, pp.
of alterare : see alter.'] To alter,

alteratet (al'ter-at), a. [< ML. alteratus: see
the verb.] Altered; changed,
alteration (al-te-ra'shon), n. [< ML. altera-

tio(n-) < alterare, ppdlteratm: see alter.] 1. altemalt (al-ter'nal), a.
The act of altering ;

the making of any change ; altern.] Alternate".
passage from one form or state to another.

alternallyt (al-ter'nal-i), adv. Alternately.
Appius Claudius admitted to the senate the sons of those Their men obeyed

whohad been slaves; by which, and succeeding alterations, AlternaUy both generals' commands.
that council degenerated into a most corrupt body. Swift. May, tr. of Lucan's Pharealia, iv.

2. A change effected
;
a change of form or state, alternant (al-ter'nant), a. and n. [< L. alter-

especially one which does not affect the identity nan(t-)s, ppr. of alternare, alternate: see alter-
of the subject. note, v.] I. a. Alternating; specifically, in geol.,

Love is not love composed of alternate layers, as some rocks.
Which alters when it alteration ttnds. If. . In ,Hath., a determinant all the ele-

Shalc., Sonnets, cxvi. ment8 of eftch row (or eolumn) of which ^
3. In mineral., the change by which one mineral functions of one variable different from that of
substance is converted into another, either (1) any other row (or column), while the elements
with or (2) without change of chemical compo- of any one column (or row) are like functions
sition; as, for example, (1) the change of the of the different variables. Such, for example, is
oxid of copper, cuprite, to the carbonate, mala-
chite

;
or (2) of brookite to rutile, both being

forms of titanium dioxid. See paramorphism
and pseudomorphism.
alterative (al'ter-a-tiv), a. and n. [< ML. al-

terations, < alterattis, pp. of alterare: see alter.]
I. a. Causing alteration

; having the power or

tendency to alter
; especially, in med., having

the power to restore the healthy functions of
the body.

II. n. One of a group of medicines the physi-
ological action of which is somewhat obscure,
but which seem to modify the processes of !
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growth and repair in the various tissues The alternat (al-ter-na ), . [* ., < L. alternare : see

most important are the compounds of mercurv
altfrnatf

< M Rotation
; specifically, in diplo-

iodine, and arsenic. '"<"% .
a practice in

alternation

And bid alternate passions fall and rise.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 375.

Billows of alternate hope and despair.
1>. H'ebster, Bunker Hill Monument, June 17, 1826.

Two detestable manners, the indigenous and the im-
ported, were now in a state of alterante conflict and amal-
gamation. Mm-iiulay, Dryden.
Specifically, in hot.: (a) Placed at unequal heights upon the

axis: as, alternate leaves, which are
solitary at the nodes, in distinction
from opposite or verticillate. (b) Op-
posite to the intervals between organs:
as, petals which are alternate with
sepals, or stamens with petals.
2. Belonging to a series be-
tween the two members of

every pair in which a member
of another series intervenes;
having one 'intervening be-
tween the two of each pair;
every second : as, to read only
the alternate lines; the odd
numbers form one series of

alternate numerals, the even numbers another.
3. Consisting of alternating parts or mem-

bers; proceeding by alternation: as, an al-
ternate series

; alternate riming ; alternate pro-
portion. - Alligation alternate. See alUyation. Al-

tn,, the interim"

Alternate Leaves.

\
\c

c-

sin .'. cos x, 1

sin y, cos y, 1

sin 2, cos z, 1.

Double alternant, a determinant which is an alternant
" '

, both running through

opposite sides of it. If the
two lines are parallel, the
alternate angles are equal.
Thus, if the parallels AB, CD A-
be cut by the line EF, the
angles AGH, GHD are al-

ternate angles, as are also
the angles BOH and GHC.
Alternate crystalliza-

tion. See crystallization.
Alternate generation, (a)
In '""/.. a term first used by
Steenstrup to signify the pro-
duction of animals which are unlike their parents but of
which certain later generations alternately recurring ex-
hibit a likeness to those parents ; or, a mode of reproduc-
tion in which more than one generation, counted f

,-,-. [NL., <
L. alternus, alternate (see altern), + NL. anthera,
anther.] A genus of dwarf tufted plants, nat-
ural order Amarantaceo! : so called from the
stamens being alternately fertile and barren.
They have opposite leaves and small tribracteate flowers
arranged in heads. Several species are grown in gardens

as consisting in a series of individuals which seem to repre-
sent two species alternately reproduced. Huxley defines it
as an alternation of asexual with sexual generation, in which
the products of one process differ from those of the other.
According to Allman, the intercalation of a proper sexual
reproduction is necessary to constitute true alternate
generation, (b) In cryptogamic bot., thepassageof a plant
through a succession of unlike generations before the ini-
tial form is reproduced. Usually the succession is one
in which one sexually produced form alternates with an-
other produced asexually. The alternation of those sex-
ually produced may be with those parthenogenetically

in words; dispute with zeal, heat, or anger; of priority of sigTiature, according to some" flxed'rule "TO
wrangle. as to cut off questions of rank.

altercation (al-ter-ka'shon), n. [< ME. alter- Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, note to 94.

cation, < OF. altercation,"< L. altercatio(n-), a alternate (al'ter-nat, formerly al-ter'nat), v.
;

dispute, < altercari, pp. altercatug, dispute: see pret. and pp. alternated, ppr. alternating. [<L.
alternatus, pp. of alternare, do by turns, < alter-

ing, alternate, reciprocal : see altern.] I. trans.
1. To do or perform by turns, or in succession.

Who, in their course,
Melodious hymns about the sovran throne
Alternate all night long. Milton, P. L., v. 657.

2. To cause to succeed or follow one another
in time or place reciprocally; interchange re-

altercate.] 1. The "a'ct of altercating; warm
contention in words

; dispute carried on with
heat or anger ; controversy ; wrangle.
The altercation was long, and was not brought to a con-

clusion satisfactory to either party.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vL

This very uncertainty, producing continual altercations
and wars, produced great statesmen and warriors.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 52.

2. In Bom. law, the method of proceeding on
the trial of a cause in court by question and
answer. Colqtthoun.=Sy&. Wrangle, Brawl, etc. See
quarrel, n.

altered (al'terd), p. a. Changed; different, spe-
cificallyfa) In geol., metamorphosed: applied to a rock
of which the constituent minerals have been changed by
chemical action subsequently to its formation or depo-
sition. Rocks are commonly rendered harder and more
crystalline by such alteration. When softening of crystal-
line rocks takes place, it is usually accompanied by hydra-
tation, or the taking up of water. (6) In mineral., applied
to a mineral whose substance has been changed either
chemically or molecularly, as a garnet altered to chlorite
or aragonite altered to calcite. (<) Castrated.

ciprocally.
The most high God

good and evil.

. alternate* the disposition of
a Sre,,V Sennons.

Alternating worry with quiet qualms,
Bravado with submissiveness.

Brouming, Ring and Book, I. 63.

II. intrans. 1. To follow one another in time
or place reciprocally: generally followed by
with : as, the flood and ebb tides alternate one
with the other.

Rage, shame, and grief alternate in his breast.
J. Philips, Blenheim, v. 339.

Pale Want alternated

sists between the alternate members of the pairs of a
series of proportionals. Thus, if a : b :: c : d, then by alter-
nate proportion a : c :: b : d. Alternate quarters, in

her., quarters diagonally opposite to each other, as the first
and fourth quarters, and the second and third. They have
usually the same charges.

H. n. 1. That which happens by turns with
something else

; vicissitude. [Bare.]
Rais'd in pleasure, or repos'd in ease,

Grateful alternates of substantial peace.
Prior, Solomon, i.

2. In political conventions and some other rep-
resentative bodies, one authorized to take the
place of another in his absence

;
a substitute.

[United States.]

ilternately (al-ter'nat-li), adv. In an alternate
manner, (a) In reciprocal succession ; by turns, so that
each is succeeded by that which it succeeds, in the same
way as night follows day and day follows night.

There is a sort of delight, which is alternately mixed
with terror and sorrow, in the contemplation of death.

Steele, Spectator, No. 133.

(b) With the omission or intervention of one between each
two: as, read the lines alternately; in French prosody
male and female rimes occur in couplets alternately, (c)
In her., according to alternate quarters (which see, under
alternate). Alternately pinnate, in bot., a term applied
to a pinnate leaf when the leaflets on one side of the peti-
ole are not opposite to those upon the other side.

With Plenty's golden smile.

Whittier, The Exiles. -. - --

alter ego (al'ter e'go). [L. : alter, other, second; 2. To pass from one state, action, or place to
arnateness (al-ter nat-nes), . The state or

ego = E. I: see alter and ego.] Secondself
;
an- a second, back to the first, and so on indefi- S^f

11? ot e] 8 alternate, or of preceding and
other self; counterpart; double. Sometimes ap- nitely : used with betweeti, and sometimes with V?" LSvi52' -/ i. x r/ T
plied as a title to a person who has full powers to act for from: &s,he alternates beticeenbove&nddesv&iT

aailon (al-ter-na snon), n. l< L,. a(ferna-

walpmvlr
1 me faSpani8hviceroywhenei'erci8ing or f m one extreme to another; the country

ho^' <
"i

terna
.

re
'.^- ^ernatus: seealternate

alter
1

idem (al'ter i'dem). [L.: alter other ^nates
between woods and open fields-Alter^ M L The act

of. alternating, or the state of

(see alter) ; idem, the same.] Another and the ^ func*lo
.

n- '? ><"*.,action of several variables

.
-

.

- which on the interchange of any two of them changes itssame
,
another precisely similar. sign, but not its absolute value. Thus, (x - y) is an alter-

alterity (al-ter'j-ti), n. [< ML. alterita(t-)s, < natlng function.

being alternate; the reciprocal succession of

things in time or place, or of states or actions ;

the act of following something and being in
turn followed by it : as, the alternation of day

rendered intuitive, or alterity visually represented.
Coleridge, Notes on Shakspere, II. 295.

recurringly, in succession of time or place;
hence, reciprocal.

The law of nature is alternation for evermore.
Emerson, Friendship.



alternation

2. Passage back and forth; repeated transition;
the action of going from one state, condition,
or point to another, and back again, indefinitely:

as, alternation between states of mind or be-

tween places ;
his alternations from one point

to the other were very frequent. 3. In math. :

(a) The different changes or alterations of order

in numbers. More commonly called permuta-
tion, (b) Alternate proportion (which see, un-

der alternate, a.). 4. In church ritual, the say-

ing or reading of parts of a service by minister

and congregation alternately Alternation of

generation. Sec alternate generation, under alternate, a.

alternative (al-ter'na-tiv), a. and n. [= P.

alternative, n., alternatif, -ive, a., < ML. alterna-

tives, < L. alternare, pp. alternatus : see alter-

nate, a.] I. a. 1. Of two things, such that only
one can be selected or only one is possible,
etc.

; mutually exclusive.

To arrive at the best compromise iu any case implies
correct conceptions of the alternative results of this or

that course. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 108.

The conscience of mankind, and the voice alike of phi-

losophy and of religion, reject with equal horror his [J. S.

Mill's] alternative solution of the origin of evil, that the

Creator of the world is either the author of evil or the

slave of it. Edinburgh Rev.

2. Affording a choice between two things, or

a possibility of one thing out of two
; given or

offered for selection, as against something else :

as, an alternative proposition ;
he presented an

alternatife statement. 3f. Alternate; recipro-
cal. Holland. 4. In oot., having the parts of

the inner whorl alternate with the outer: ap-

plied to the estivation or arrangement of the

parts of the perianth in the bud. Alternative

demand, a request for either, but not both, of two things.

Alternative judgment or inference, in logic, a judg-
ment or inference which judges or infers that one or the

other of two facts is true. Same as disjunctive judgment or

inference.

II. TO. 1. A choice between two things; a

possibility of one of two things. 2. One of

two things of which either is possible or may
be chosen. In strictness the word cannot be applied
to more than two things ; when one thing only is possible,
there is said to be no alternative.

Between these alternatives there is no middle ground.
Cranch.

The stages of mental assent and dissent are almost in-

numerable ; but the alternatives of action proposed by
the Christian faith are two only.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 142.

3. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., an arrangement by
which the pope nominates to vacant benefices

only in alternate months, at other times leav-

ing the nomination to the bishop of the diocese
or to the regular patron. The month counted
is that in which the benefice becomes vacant.

alternatively (al-ter'na-tiv-li), adv. In an al-

ternative manner
;
in a manner that admits the

choice or possibility of one out of two things.
alternativeness (al-ter'na-tiv-nes), n. The

quality
or state of being alternative.

altermtyt (al-ter'ni-ti), n. [< ML. alternitas,
< L. alternus, altern: see altern.] Succession

by turns
;
alternation.

The alternitif and vicissitude of rest.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 1.

alternize (al'ter-niz), v. t. [< altern + -tee.]
To cause to follow alternately; alternate.

[Rare.]
A tete-a-tete, alternized with a trio by my son.

Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, VII. 355.

Althaea (al-the'a), re. [L., < Or. cMaia, wild
mallow, marsh-mallow

; perhaps related to ak-

Baiveiv, heal, and to Skt. y ardh, thrive.] 1. A
genus of plants, of the natural order Malva-

ceae, including the hollyhock, A. rosea, and the

marsh-mallow, A. officinalis. 2. [I.e.] A com-
mon name of the Hibiscus Syriacus, cultivated
iu gardens. Also called shrubby althaea and
rose of Sharon.
althein (al-the'in), 7i, [< Althasa + -int.] A
white crystallizable substance, formula C^SSN2O3, contained in the root of the marsh-mal-
low, AlthaM officinalis, and of asparagus: iden-
tical with asparagiu (which see).

althert, a. Same as alder3 .

Althing (al'ting), n. [Icel., formerly althingi,
the general assembly, < allr, all, + thing,
court : see all and thing.] The general assem-

bly or parliament of Iceland.

Althingman (al'ting-man), n. ; pi. Althingmen
(-men). [< Althing + man.'] A member of the

Althing or parliament of Iceland.

alt-horn (alt'hdrn), re. [< alt + horn : see alt.]
A musical instrument of the sax-horn class,
often used in place of or with the French horn
in military bands.
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although (al-TH6'), conj. [ME. al though, al

thah, etc.; < all, adv., in the sense of 'even,'
+ though : see all, adv., and though. Cf. albe-

it.] Admitting that
;
in spite of the fact that

;

notwithstanding (that) ; though. =Syn. Although,

Though, Notwithstanding. Between although and though
the choice is often determined by the rhythm. Notwith-

standing lays more stress than the others upon the adver-

sative idea implied in concessive clauses.

Although I have cast them far off among the heathen,
and although I have scattered them among the countries,

yet will I be to them as a little sanctuary in the countries

where they shall come. Ezek. xi. 16.

A separable spite,
Which though it alter not love's sole effect,

Yet doth it steal sweet hours from love's delight.

Shak., Sonnets, xxxvi.

Come, come, Sir Peter, you love her, notwithstanding
your tempers don't exactly agree.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 2.

[This use of notwithstanding is commonly regarded as too

elliptical; it is, therefore, not so common as formerly.
See notwithstanding. ]

Altica (al'ti-ka), n. See Haltica.

alticomous (al-tik'o-mus), a. [< LL. alticomus,

having leaves high up, or on the top, < L. altus,

high, + coma, head of hair, foliage : see coma1
. ]

In hot., having leaves on the higher parts only.

Si/d. Soc. Lex.

altify (al'ti-fi), v. t. [< L. altus, high,+ -fy. Cf.

magnify.] To heighten ;
raise aloft. [Rare.]

Every country is given to magnify not to say altify
their own things therein. Fuller, Worthies, I. 234.

altiloquence (al-til'o-kwens), n. [< altiloquent;
= Sp. altilocuencia = Pg.'altiloquencia.] Lofty
speech; pompous language.
altiloquent (al-til'o-kwent), a. [= Sp. altilo-

cuente = ~Pg. altiloquente, < L. altus, high, + lo-

qucn(t-)s, speaking, ppr. of loqui, speak. Cf.

LL. altiloquus, in same sense.] High-sound-
ing ; pompous in language.
altimeter (al-tim'e-ter), . [= F. altimetre, <

L. altus, high, + metrum, < Gr.usTpov, measure.]
An instrument for measuring altitudes, as a

quadrant, sextant, or theodolite.

altimetry (al-tim'e-tri), ;. [< altimeter; = F.

altimetrie. ] The art of ascertaining altitudesby
means of an altimeter, and by trigonometrical
methods.
altin (al'tin), . [F. altine, < Russ. altuinu, a
denomination of money. Cf . Bulg. altun, Serv.

aldum, Turk, altin, gold.] A Russian money of

account, equal to three copecks.
Altinares (al-ti-na'rez), re. pi. [NL., < L. altus,

high, deep, + nares, nostrils.] In Sundevall's

system of ornithology : (a) A group of birds cor-

responding to the family Corvidce of authors in

general, and consisting of the crows, jays, and
nut-crackers. (6) One of the two series into

which he divides the cohort Coccyges, the other

being Humilinares. See Zygodactyli.
altincar (al-ting'kar), n. [< Ar. al-tinkdr, < al,

the, + tinkdr, Pers. Hind, tinkdr, Malay tingkal,
< Skt. tanlcana: see tincal.] Crude borax, em-

ployed in refining metals; tincal (which see).

altiscope (al'ti-skop), n. [< L. altus, high, +
Gr. o-jcoireZv, look at : see scope.] An instrument

consisting of an arrangement of lenses and mir-

rors in a telescopic tube, extensible vertically,

by means of which it is possible to look over ob-

jects intervening between the observer and the

object to be seen. When the sections of the tube are

extended, the view is received upon an upper mirror placed
at an angle of 45, and reflected thence down the tube to
a lower mirror, where it is seen by the observer.

altisonant (al-tis'o-nant), a. [< L. altus, high,
+ sonan(t-)s, ppr. of sonare, sound: see sound.]
High-sounding; lofty or pompous, as language :

as, "altisonant phrases," Evelyn, Sylva (To the

Reader).
altisonous (al-tis'6-nus), a. [< L. altisonus,

high-sounding, < altus, high, + sonare, sound:
see sound5.] Same as altisonant.

altissimo (al-tis'i-mo), a. [It., superl. of alto,

high: see alt.] A musical term used in the

phrase in altissimo, literally in the highest, that

is, in the second octave above the treble staff,

beginning with G. See alt.

altitonant(al-tit'o-nant), a. [<L. altitonan(t-)s,
< altus, high, + tohan(t-)s, ppr. of

tpnare,
thun-

der. ] Thundering from on high ; high-thunder-
ing. [Rare and poetical.]

Altitonant,
Imperial-crown'd, and thunder-armed Jove.

Middleton, World Tost at Tennis.

altitude (al'ti-tud), n. [< ME. altitude, < L. alti-

tudo, height, < altus, high: see alt.] 1. Space
extendedupward; height; the degree oramount
of elevation of an object above its foundation,
the ground, or a given level; the amount or

Altrices

distance by which one object is higher than an-

other: as, the altitude of a mountain or a cloud.

2. The elevation of a point, star, or other

object above the horizon, measured by the
arc of a vertical intercepted between such point
and the horizon. Altitude is either apparent or true.

Apparent altitude is that which appears by observations
made at any place on thu surface of the earth ; true alti-

tude, that which results by correcting the apparent for

refraction, parallax, and dip of the horizon. [The words
altitude and elevation in geodesy are somewhat confused,
but it is preferable to use altitude for angular height, ele-

vation for linear height.) Often abbreviated to alt.

From hennes-forthward, r wol clepe the heyhte of any
thing that is taken by thy rewle [an astrolabe], the alti-

tude, with-owte mo wordes. Chaucer, Astrolabe.

3. An elevation or height ; anything extending
far upward.
The altitudes which are surmounted only for the charms

of outlook they offer. D. Q. Mitchell, Bound Together.

4. Highest point or degree ;
full elevation.

He did it to please his mother, and to be partly proud ;

which he is, even to the altitude of his virtue.

Shak., Cor., i. 1.

5. Elevation of spirit; haughty air: in this

sense generally used in the plural. [Archaic.]
From the nature of their conversation, there was no

room for altitudes. Richard/tun, Clarissa Harlowe.V. 232.

If we would see him in his altitudes, we must go back
to the House of Commons ; . . . there he cuts and slashes

at another rate. Roger North, Exameu, p. 258.

Accessible altitude, the altitude of an object to the
base of which one can have access, so as to measure the
distance between it and the station from which the alti-

tude is to be measured. Altitude and azimuth circle.

See circle. Altitude or elevation of the pole, the arc

of the meridian intercepted between the pole and the

horizon. It is equal to the latitude of the place. Circle
or parallel of altitude. See aimucantar. Inacces-
sible altitude, the altitude of an object whose base can-

not be approached. Meridian altitude of a star, an
arc of the meridian between the horizon and a star on the

meridian. Parallax of altitude. See parallax. Re-
fraction of altitude, an arc of a vertical circle, by which
the true altitude of a heavenly body is in appearance in-

creased, on account of refraction.

altitudinal (al-ti-tu'di-nal), a. [< L. altitudo

(altitudin-) + -al: see altitude.] Relating or

pertaining to height; in nat. hist., having refer-

ence to elevation above the sea-level: as, an
altitudinal zone of vegetation. See zone.

Two ferns, a species of Gleichenia and the broad-fronded

Dipteris horsfteldi here at its lowest altitudinal limit

profusely covered the ground.
//. 0. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 78.

altitudinarian (al"ti-tu-di-na'ri-an), a. and n.

'. L. altitudo (altitudin-), altitude : see altitude.]
a. Aspiring. Coleridge. [Rare.]
II. n. One who aspires; one given to lofti-

ness in thought or speech,
altivolant (al-tiv'o-lant), a. [< L. altivolan(t-)s

(cf . equiv. altivolus, high-flying), < altus, high, +
volare, ppr. volan(t-)s, fly: see volant.] High-
flying.
alto (al'to), a. and n. [It., high: see alt.] I.

a. Literally, high : an element in terms relating
to music and art: as, alto-ripieno, alto-rilievo.

Alto clef, alto fagotto, alto viola, etc. See the nouns.

II. H. [So called from being higher than the

tenor, to which in old music the melody was
assigned.] In music: (a) Same as contralto,

(b) The instrument called in England the tenor

violin, and by the Italians the viola.

altogether (al-to-geTH'er), adv. [< ME. alto-

gedere, altogidere, etc., < al, adv., all, + logedere,

together: see all, adv., and together.] Wholly;
entirely; completely; quite.

Every man at his best state is altogether vanity.
Ps. xxxix. 5.

He [Temple] began to make preparations for retiring al-

together from business. Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

alto-relievo (al"to-re-le'vo), n. An Anglicized
form of alto-rilievo.

alto-rilievo (al"t6-re-lya'vo), n. [It.: alto,

high (see alt); rilievo, relief : see relief.] High
relief; in sculp., a form of relief in which the

figures or other objects represented stand out

very boldly from the background. More or less

important portions of the design may even be carved en-

tirely in the round. An alto-rttievo, or a work in alto-

rilievo, is a relief sculptured in this form. See cut on next

page. See bas-relief and mezzo-rilievo.

Altrices (al-tri'sez), re. pi. [NL., pi. of L. altrix,

fern, of altor, a nourisher, nurse, < alere, nour-
ish: see aliment, n.] In ornith., one of the pri-

mary divisions of the class Axes, or birds. In
some systems, as that of Bonaparte, it includes those birds

which are hatched in a weak and usually naked condition,
and require to be fed for some time in the nest by the pa-
rents : opposed to Pntcoces, or those birds which run about
as soon as they are hatched. Not in use aa the name of a
subclass of A i>es, but recognized as a collective term for

birds having the above-given characters, as nearly all land-

birds, and some water-birds, as the Herodionex and Stegano-
podes. Nearly equivalent to Sundevall's term Psilopcedes
or Qymnopttdes. Also called Heterophagi.



altricial

altricial (al-tris'ial), a. [< Altrices.} Being
one of or belonging to the Altrices; having the
nature of Altrices ; heterophagous.
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dial, locco, loucch, a dunce, Sp. loco, a madman,
loco, adj., = Pg. louco, Pr. locou, mad.] 1. The
specific name of a kind of owl, Stria or Syrnium
dliirn, the European tawny owl. 2. [cop.] A
name of a genus of owls, now usually applied
to the genus of barn-owls taken as typical of
the family Aluconida;. The common barn-owl of
the old world is Aluco fiammeus ; that of Amer-
ica is A. pratincola. See cut under barn-owl.
3. [cnp.] A genus of gastropods. Link, 1807.

Aluconidae (al-u-kon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Alu-

co(n-) + -ida.} A family of owls, consisting of
those known as barn-owls. See barn-owl. They
differ from all others in having the sternum entire and
simply emarginate behind, with the furculum ankylosed
to its keel, the middle claw somewhat pectinate, and the
facial disk complete and triangular. The family consist*
of the genera Aluco and Phodilug. See Striyida?.

Aluconinae (al"u-k6-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Alu-

co(n-) + -in<r.] The Aluconidw, as a subfamily
of Strigida;.
aludel (al'u-del), n. [< OF. aludel, alutel, < Sp.
aludel, < Ar. al-utlidl, < al, the, + utltal, prob.
for itnal, pi. of athla, utensil, apparatus.] In

Alto-rilievo.

Hermes, Eurydice, and Orpheus : in the Museo Nazionale, Naples.

altropathy (al-trop'a-thi), n. [< L. alter, an-

other, + Or. -TtaBia, { Kadof, suffering.] Feel-

ing for others ; sympathy.
Better still to convey the altruistic conception, and in

more natural contrast with autopathy, there might in like
manner be substituted for sympathy the allied expression
altropathy, which, to a certain extent, would come to the
aid of the stronger term philanthropy.

L. F. Ward, Dynam. Sociol., II. 871.

altruism (al'tro'-izm), n. [< F. altruisme, < It.

altrui, another, other people (= Pr. altrui =
OF. altrui, F. autrni), prop, the objective case,

sing, and pi., of altro, other (= OF. altre, F.

nutre), < L. alter, other: see alter. In the col-

loquial Latin of later times, alter, like many
other pronominal words, was strengthened by
the addition of hie, this

;
hence dat. *altcri-huic,

contr. to "altruic, altrui, which became the com-
mon objective case.] A term first employed by
the French philosopher Comte to denote the
benevolent instincts and emotions in general,
or action prompted by them: the opposite of

egoism.
If we define altruism as being all action which, in the

normal course of things, benefits others instead of bene-

fiting self, then, from the dawn of life, altruism has been
no less essential than egoism.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 75.

altruist (al'tro-ist), n. [< F. altriiiste, as altru-

isme, altruism, + -iyte, -ist. ] One who practises
altruism; a person devoted to the welfare of

others : opposed to egoist.

altruistic (al-tro'-is'tik), a. Pertaining or re-

lating to altruism
; regardful of others

; having
regard to the well-being or best interests of

others : opposed to egoistic.

Only in the comparatively rare cases where the anony-
mous benefaction is from one who can ill afford the money
or the labour required, does generosity rise to that high-
est form in which altruistic gratification ont-balances ego-
istic gratification. //. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 528.

altruistically (al-tro-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In an
altruistic manner

;
for the benefit of another

;

benevolently; unselfishly. H. Spencer.
alturet (al'tur), n. [< It. altura, height, < alto,

high: see alt.'] Height; altitude. N.E.D.
aluchi, n. See alouchi.

Alucita (a-lu'si-ta), . [NL., < LL. (cited as

L.) alutita, a gnat.] A genus of featherwings
or plume-moths, family Pterophoridai, having
the wings divided into six lobes or feathers,
rounded at the apex and ciliated along the edge.
A. hexadactyla of Europe and America expands
about half an inch.

Alucitidae (al-u-sit'i-de), ti.pl. [NL., < Alucita
+ -ida:.} Featherwings or plume-moths; a

family of moths named from the genus Alucita,

having the wings dissected into feathery lobes.
Also called Pterophoridai (which see). See cut
underplume-mo th.

aluco (a-lu'ko), n. [NL., said by Gesner to
have been Latinized by Gaza (1476) from It.

alocho, to translate Gr. /te<5r (a kind of owl) in
Aristotle

;
but rather a variation ( > Sp. alucon)

of LL. alucus, a diff. reading of ulucus, said by
Servius to be a popular name equiv. to alula, an
owl. Hence (< LL. alucus) appar. It. alocco, al-

locco, dial, olocn, an owl, a dunce, dolt
;

cf. It.

chem., a name given to one of a number of pear-
shaped glasses or earthen pots, used in subli-

mation, resembling somewhat the ancient alem-

bic, and open at both ends so that they can be
fitted together in a series. The name has also been
given to any prolonged chimney or tube of glass or earth-
enware consisting of more than one piece.

aludel-furnace (aru-del-fer'nas), n. A fur-

nace for the reduction of mercurial ores, it con-
sists of a cylindrical shaft divided by an arch into two
chambers, the lower serving as a furnace and the upper
receiving the ore. The mercurial vapors from the latter

pass through rows of aludels, in which it is condensed and
whence it is delivered into a reservoir.

alula (al'u-la), .; pi. alula; (-le). [NL., dim. of

nlii, wing: see aisle.] 1 In ornith., the winglet,
bastard wing,
or ala spuria
of a bird; the

Cket
of small

thers which
grows upon
the so-called
thumb of a
bird's wing.

The feathers are rather stiff, resembling primaries to some
extent, but always smaller, and contribute to the smooth-
ness and evenness of the border of the wing.
2. In entom. : (a) The small membranous ap-
pendage or scale situated at the base of each

wing of many dipterous insects, above the hal-

teres or poisers. (6) A similar appendage be-

neath each elytron of some water-beetles. Also
called alulet and cueilleron.

Alula (the shaded part in the figure).

In certain water beetles (Dytiscidse) a pair of alula, or

winglete, are developed at the inner angle of the elytra.
c- Brit., VI. 127.

alular (al'u-lar), . Of or pertaining to an
alula.

alulet (al'u-let), n. [< alula + -et.} In entom.,
same as alula. 2.

alum (al'um), n. [Early mod. E. often allum,

alem, ali/m, < ME. alum, atom, < OF. alum, mod. F.
alun = MHG. alun, G. alaun (> Pol. alun (barred
1), Sloven, alun = Buss, galunu = Lith. alunas),
< L. alumen, alum; of unknown origin.] The
general name of a class of double sulphates
formed by the union of aluminium, iron, chro-

mium, or manganese sulphate with the sul-

phate of some other metal, commonly an alka-

line metal or ammonium. Common or potash alum
has the formula Al^SO^ + KoSOj + 24H2O. It is pro-
duced by mixing concentrated solutions of potassium
sulphate and crude aluminium sulphate. The double
salt at once crystallizes in octahedrons. Alum is soluble
in water, has a sweetish-sour taste, reddens litmus, and
is a powerful astringent. In medicine it is used inter-

nally as an astringent, externally as a styptic applied to

severed blood-vessels. In the arta it is used as a mor-
dant in dyeing, and extensively in other ways. When
mixed in small amount with inferior grades of flour, it is

said to whiten them in the process of bread-making, but
its effect on the system is injurious. Alum shale, an-

other name for alum slate, including especially its more
shaly varieties. Alum slate, a variety of clay slate con-

taining more or less carbonaceous material (remains of

seaweeds, etc.), with which is associated an easily de-

composed and frequently occurring compound of sulphur
and iron (marcasite). The decomposition of this sub-

stance gives rise to an efflorescence of alum, usually
potash alum, which is a compound of potassium sulphate
and aluminium sulphate. Burnt alum, alum from which
the water of crystallization has been driven off by heat.

Also called dried alum, alumen exsicfatum. Concen-
trated alum, normal aluminium sulphate, Al^sO-ifo,
which is prepared on a large scale by treating roasted clay
with oil of vitriol, and crystallizing out the sulphate form-
ed. It is largely used in dyeing. Also called patent alum.
Cubic alum, or basic alum, the mineral alum-stone.

Earth of alum. See earth. Roman alum, a variety
of potash alum prepared from the mineral alum-stone, of

special value to dyers, since it contains no soluble iron
salts. Also called rock-alum and roche-alttm.

aluminium

alum (al'um), v. t. [< alum, .] To steep in
or impregnate with a solution of alum.
Fur silk dyeing anotta is largely used, yielding bright

lustrous shades; by alumin;/ the silk is considered to take
the dye better. O'Seill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 67.

alum-battery (al'um-bat"e-ri), n. A galvanic
battery employing a solution of alum as the

exciting liquid.
Alumbrado (a-Wm-bra'do), n. [Sp., formerly
alombrado, pp. of alumbrar, formerly alontbrar,

enlighten, illuminate, < ML. "alluminnre: see

allumiiie, and of. illuminate, Illuminati.} One
of a sect of Illuminati, or Perfectionists, which
existed in Spain in the sixteenth century, but
was suppressed by the Inquisition. Also spelled
Alombrado.
alum-earth (al'um-erth), . A'massive variety
of ahim-stone (which see).

alumin, alumine (al'u-min), . Same as alu-

mina.
alumina (a-lu'mi-na), n. [NL., < L. alumen

(alumin-) : see alum.] The oxid of aluminium,
AloOs, the most abundant of the earths. It i

widely diffused over the globe in the shape of clay, loam,
and other similar substances ; corundum, in ito varieties
adamantine spar, the ruby, and sapphire, is alumina nearly
pure and crystallized. In these forms alumina is, next to
the diamond, the hardest substance known. Its great value
in the arts depends on its affinity for vegetable coloring
matters and animal fiber. It forms the base of the lakes
in dyeing, and act* also as a mordant. United with silica

it is extensively used in the manufacture of all kinds of pot-
tery and porcelain-ware, crucibles, mortar, and cement*.

aluminate (a-lu'mi-nat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
illuminated, ppr. alnmiiiating. [< L. aluminatus,
pp. adj., < alumen (alumin-): see alum.'} To
treat or impregnate with alum

; specifically, in

printing engravings, to wash (the paper) with
alum-water to prevent the running of the lines.

aluminate (a-lu'mi-nat), n. [< alumina + -ate1 ."}

A salt in which alumina acts toward the stronger
bases as an acid. Sodium aluminate is used as
a mordant. The mineral spinel is a magnesium
aluminate.
aluminic (al-u-miu'ik), a. [< aluminium + -to.]

Relating to or containing aluminium.
aluminiferous (a-lu-mi-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. alu-

men (alumin-), alum, + ferre = E. bear1 .} Con-

taining or yielding alum, alumina, or alumin-
ium.
aluminiform (al-u-min'i-form), a. [< L. alu-

men (alumin-), alum, + -formis, < forma, form.]
Having the form of alum, alumina, or alumin-
ium.
aluminite (a-lu'mi-nit), .

[<
alumina + -ite2.]

Hydrous sulphate of aluminium, a mineral that
occurs in small roundish or reniform masses.
Its color is snow-white or yellowish-white.
aluminium (al-u-min'i-um), n. [NL. (> F. alu-

mine, > E. alumin), < L. alumen (-win-), alum (see

alum),+ -ium, as in sodium, potassium, etc.; first

proposed by Sir H. Davy, the discoverer of the

metal, in the form alumium and then aluminum.}
Chemical symbol Al; atomic weight 27.1. A
metal of silver-white color and brilliant luster,
about as hard as zinc, very malleable and duc-

tile, highly sonorous, and a good conductor of

heat and electricity. Its most remarkable character
is its low specific gravity (2.56), which is al>out one third

that of iron and less than that of marble. It does not
tarnish in the air, and even in a molten state does not

oxidize; ito melting-point is somewhat lower than that of

silver. Aluminium in combination with oxygen (AlgO;))
forms the common earth alumina, which exists in nature
as the mineral corundum, of which the ruby, sapphire,
and emery are varieties ; the hydrated sesqnioxid exists as
the minerals diaspore, gibbsite, and bauxite. Alumina
also enters into the composition of a very large number of

minerals, the most important of which are the feldspars.
From the decomposition of these, clay (kaolin, etc.) is

produced, which is essentially a hydrated silicate of alu-

minium. Among other important minerals containing
aluminium are the silicates andalusite, cyanite, fibrolite,

topaz, and all of the zeolites ; the fluoride of aluminium
and sodium, cryolite, from which the metal is reduced ;

the oxid of aluminium and magnesium, spinel ; the sul-

phates aluminite, alum-stone, the alums, etc. ; the phos-
phates turquoise, lazulite, etc. ; the carbonate dawsonite,
and many others. It is estimated that in its various com-

pounds aluminium forms about one twelfth of the crust

of the earth. In consequence of its very low specific

gravity, freedom from tarnish, non-poisonous qualities,
and ease of working, aluminium is a most valuable metal,
and would be extensively used if it were not for the cost

of separating it from the combinations in which it occurs
in nature. It is used, however, to a limited extent by
itself and in alloys for physical apparatus and other arti-

cles in which lightness and great strength are necessary.
The cap of the Washington monument, which forms the

tip of its lightning-rod, is a pyramidal mass of aluminium

weighing 100 ounces. Also written ahtmimnn. Alumin-
ium bronze, an alloy of 9 parts of copper with 1 of

aluminium. It resembles gold in luster and color, and
is used as a cheap imitation of that metal. Unlike gold,

however, it gradually tarnishes on exposure to the air.

It is much used in cheap jewelry and ornamental work,
and also for a great variety of industrial purposes, espe-

cially for bearings in machinery. Aluminium Silver, a
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compound formed by the addition of a small amount of alveary (al've-a-ri), .
; pi. alvearies (-riz).

silver to aluminium. It is said that 3 per cent, of silver

is sufficient to give to aluminium the color and brilliancy

of pure silver, over which it has the great advantage of

not being tarnished by sulphureted hydrogen.-Alumln- see alveus.] 1. A beehive, or something re-

turn solder, an alloy of gold, silver, copper, and, for soft gembling a beehive. 2f. The meatus exteruus,
solder, a little zinc : used in soldering aluminium bronze. or external canal, of the ear. See ear.

aluminose (a-lu'mi-nos), a. Same as alumi- alveated (al' ve-a-ted), a. [< L. alveatus,
nous. hollowed out like a trough or tray, < alveus, a

aluminous (a-lu'mi-nus), a. [<L. aluminosus, trough, tray, a beehive: see alveus, and cf.

< alumcii (-n/iii-), alum: see alum.] Pertain-
alveary.] Formed or vaulted like a beehive,

ing to, containing, or having the properties of
alvei, . Plural of alveus.

alum or alumina: as, aluminous minerals or alveolar (al-ve'6-lar or al've-6-lar), a. [< L.

waters.
" ' v'

cavity, dim. of alveus, a tray , trough, basin : see

'[<" 1,'alvearinm,' a beehive, prop, any bulging alveus.] In general, any little cell, pit, cavity,

vessel, < alveus, a hollow vessel, a beehive, etc. : fossa, or socket, as one of the cells of a honey-
' * tj -

comb, etc. Also called alveole.

aluminum (a-lu'mi-imm), n. Same as alumin-

ium.

alumish (al'um-ish), a. [< alum + -H*I.] Hav-

ing the nature of alum ;
somewhat resembling

alum.
alumna (a-lum'na), .

; pi. alumna; (-ne). [L.,

a foster-daughter, fern, of alumnus : see alum-

nus.] A female pupil or graduate of any edu-

cational institution.

alumnal (a-lum'nal), a. Belonging or pertain-

ing to alumni or alumnae.

At the request of the Almmml Association of Colleges,

arrangements have been made whereby college graduates
can avail themselves of advanced courses of study.

Education, IV. 560.

alumni, . Plural of alumnus.

alumniate (a-lum'ni-at), . [Irreg. < alumnus
+ -ate3.] Tne period of pupilage. N. E. D.

alumnus (a-lum'nus), n.
; pi. alumni (-nl). [L.

alumnus, fern, alumna, a nursling, foster-child,

pupil, disciple, orig. ppr. pass, (-umnus= Gr.

-6uevo$) of alere, nourish, nurse, foster: see

aliment. Cf. alma mater.] A pupil; one edu-

cated at a school, seminary, college, or univer-

sity ; specifically, a graduate of any such insti-

tution

alum-rock (al'um-rok), n. Same as

ston

Although these organs [of the torpedo and other electric

fishes] differ greatly from one another in position, . . .

they all agree in being composed of alveoli of various forms,
which are bounded by connective tissue, and filled with
a jelly-like substance.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 500.

Specifically, in zoi>(. : (a) The socket of a tooth ; the pit in

a jaw-bone in which a tooth is inserted.

Each alveolus serves as the socket of a long tooth, some-
what like the incisor of a rodent.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 492.

(b) An air-cell ; one of the compartments, about one hun-
dredth of an inch in diameter, which line the infundibula

and alveolar passages of the lungs, (c) One of the pits or

compartments in the mucous membrane of the second
stomach of a ruminant; a cell of "honeycomb" tripe.

See cut under ruminant, (d) A certain vacant space in

the sarcode of a radiolarian, either within or without the

capsule. Pascoe. (e) A cell or pit in certain fossils, as in

an alveolite. (/) One of the ultimate follicles of a race-

mose gland. See acinus, 2 (6). (g) One of the five hollow
cuneate calcareous dentigerous pieces which enter into

the composition of the complex dcntary apparatus or oral

skeleton of a sea-urchin. See lantern of Aristotle (under
lantern) and cuts under cli/pcaxtrrd ami Echinoidea.

[NL.,< L. alveus.

alveolus, a small hollow or cavity, a tray, trough,

basin, dim. of alveus : see alveus.] Containing
or pertaining to a socket, cell, or pit. An equiv-
alent form is alveolary Alveolar arch, the arch

formed by the alveolar border of either the upper or the

lower jaw. Alveolar artery, (a) Inferior, the inferior

dental, a branch of the internal maxillary artery supply-

ing the lower jaw. (b) Superior, a branch of the internal

maxillary artery supplying the teeth of the upper jaw and

adjacent structures. Alveolar border, the border of

either jaw containing the tooth-sockets (alveoli). Alveo-
lar cancer, either alveolar carcinoma or alveolar sarcoma.

Alveolar carcinoma, a name sometimes applied to

colloid carcinoma (cancer) in which the colloid infiltration

has rendered the alveolar structure very evident to the

naked eye. Alveolar ectasia. See emphysema. Alve- Alveopora (al-ve-o-po'ra), n. [NL.,
olar forceps, forceps, of various shapes, for removing ^ jj + v(mls a "pore:" see alveus and pore.]
parts of the alveolar process, or fragments of roots under Sr"'? . "i

the alveolar ridge.-Alveolar Index. See craniometry. The typical genus ol_Alveoponn<B.
-Alveolar membrane, the dental periosteum. Alve- Alveoponnae (al-ve-o-po-n ne), n. pi. [ML., <

olar nerves, the dental branches of the maxillary nerves.
Ah'eopora + -intt.] A subfamily of perforate
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^rtii madreporarian corals, of the family Poritida;,

atr-crflsTalveoH), "and g'ivf ort and terminate in the in- typified by the genus Alveopora. See Poritida.

fundibula or air-sacs. Alveolar point, the point at the alVOUS (al've-us), n.
; pi. alvei (-1). [L., a hollow

edge of the upper jaw between the middle incisors Alve-
vessel, basket, trough, hold of a vessel, beehive,

bath-tub, channel of a river, etc., < alms, the

belly, the stomach, bowels, womb, etc.] In

anat. : (a) A tube or canal through which some
fluid flows

; especially, the larger part of such

a tube, as the duct conveying the chyle to the

subclavian vein. Specifically (1) The utricle

of the membranous labyrinth of the ear. (2)

Olar processes, the processes of the maxillary bones

containing the sockets of the teeth. Alveolar sarcoma,
a sarcoma (cancer) in which the cells approach in charac-

ter epithelial cells, and are gathered in groups separated

by connective tissue. Alveolar vein, a vein accompany-
ing an alveolar artery.

alum- alveolariform (al-ve-o-lar'i-form), a. [< NL.
alveolaris (< alveolus, a cell in a honeycomb:

alum-root (al'um-rot), n. A name given to the see alveolus') + L. forma, shape.] Having the

astringent root of several plants, as Heuchera form of the cells of a honeycomb. N. E. D.

Americana and Geranium maculatum. alveolary (al-ve'6-la-ri or al've-o-la-n), a.

alum-Stone (al'um-ston), w. The subsulphate Same as alveolar.

of alumina and potash ;
a mineral of a grayish- alveolate (al-ve'o-lat or al've-o-lat), a. [< L.

alvme , al vlllj
_vln; . L= j . umn, x u. /<,

or yellowish-white color, often containing sil- alveolatus, hollowed out like a little tray, \ al-
tne j,elly i Belonging to the belly or intestines ;

ica as an impurity, first found at Tolfa in Italy, veolus: see alveolus.] Same as alveolated. _-_i;__ _ :_ t -~4: i _,
Also called alum-rock and alunite. alveolated (al-ve'o-la-ted or al've-o-la-ted), a.

alunite (al'u-nit), . [< F. alun, alum, + -ite2.] [As alveolate + -e(Z2.] Deeply pitted so as to

Same as alum-stone. resemble a honeycomb; having angular cavi-
,

alunogen (a-lu'no-jen), n. [< F. alun, alum, + ties (alveoli) separated by thin
partitions,

as Jt^^^^f^^SrSZ^^^S^
-gen, producing : see -gen.] Native aluminium

The combined utricle and saccule of the ear as

seen in birds, (b) The superficial ventricular

layer of medullary substance in the brain cover-

ing the hippocampus major.
alvine (al'vin, -vln), a. [= F. alvin, < L. alvus,

the belly.] Belonging to the belly or intestines ;

relating to or consisting of intestinal excre-

ments. Alvine concretion, a calculus formed in the

,. - - - stomach or intestines. Alvine dejections, alvine evac-
resemble a honeycomb ; having angular cavi- uatlons discharges from the bowels ;

feces. [The word

sulphate, occurring in fine capillary fibers, and

consisting of 36.05 parts of sulphuric acid, 15.40

of alumina, and 48.55 of water, it is found in vol-
f

came solfataras, in clays, in feldspathic rocks containing alveolation (al-ve-o-la snon),
pyrites, and as an efflorescence on the walls of mines and condition of having sockets or pits ;

a struc-

quarries. Also called hair-salt and feather-alum.

aluret (al'ur), n. [< ME. alure, alour, alur, aler,

< OF. aleor, aleoir, gallery, passage, alley (cf.

OF. aleure, alure, mod. F. allure, gait, pace),

~yr, F. oiler, go: see alley
1
.] 1. An alley; a

k. 2. A passage, gangway, or gallery in a

the receptacle of some compound"flowers. alway (al'w'a), adv. [< ME. alway, alwaye, alle-

The fibrous stroma is not so much alveolated as inter- VMye, al wey, alle wey, al icei, earlier &',<
AS. ealne weg, sometimes contr. to ealneg, all

the time, lit. all the way: ealne, ace. of eal, eall,

all; weg, ace. of weg, way. Now superseded

by always, q. v. Cf . algate, and It. tutta via =
Sp. todas vias, always; from L. tota, fern, of

totus, all, and via, way.] Same as always : now
only used poetically.

Mephibosheth . . . shall eat bread alway at my table.

spersed with small fusiform cell-nests.

Zie.gler, Pathol. Anat. (trans.), i. 173.

The state or

Seeture resembling that of the honeycomb,
cut under ruminant.

The alveolation is the same in both cases.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 370.

Same as alveolus.

The new alure between the king's chamber and the said

chapel. Brayley, Houses of Parl., p. 127.

3. A covered passage ;
a cloister.

The sides of every street were covered with fresh alures

of marble, or cloisters. T. Warton, Eng. Poetry, II. xxiii.

4. In medieval milit. arch., a footway on the

alveolilform (al-ve'o-li-form or al-ve-ol'i-fonn),

2 Sam. ix. 10.

Hard by a poplar shook alway,
All silver-green with gnarled bark.

Tennyson, Mariana.

[< L. alveolus + forma, form.] Having the always (al'waz), adv. [<.U[E.alwayes,alwaies,
form of an alveolus, or a small cell or socket.

alleweyes, alle iceis, alles weis, an adverbial gen.,
Alveolina (al-ve-o-ll'na), n. [NL., < L. alveolus appar. orig. distrib., as distinguished from the

(see alveolus) '-ina.] The typical genus of

foraminifers of the subfamily^toeoKninee. D'Or-

Ugny, 1826.

Alveolina + -ince.] A subfamily of imperforate
foraminifers, family Miliolida;, having the test

globular, elliptical, or fusiform, the chamber-
lets of which in the recent species are often

subdivided.
A

summit of a wall or rampart, behind the battle- Alveolininae (al-ve"o-li-ni'ne), re. pi. [NL., <

ments ; also, the passageway within the hoard- " '- L -' n A v-c :i~ * <--*~>
ing or bratticing.
alusia (a-lu'si-a), .

fNL., irreg. < Gr. d/luovf,

distress, anguish, < akueev or a\vtiv, be frantic,
wander: see hallucination.] Hallucination,

aluta (a-lu'ta), re. [L. (sc. pellis, skin), a kind alveolite (al-ve'o-lit), re. [< NL. Alveolites.]

of soft leather, perhaps prepared by means of fossil polyp of the genus Alveolites.

alum; cf. alumen, alum: see alum.] A species Alveolites (al-ve-o-li'tez), n. [NL., < L. alveo-

of leather-stone, soft, pliable, and not lami- '

nated.
alutaceous (al-u-ta'shius), a. [< LL. alutacius,

< L. aluta: see' aluta.] Having the quality or alveolocondylean v~ - , _, .. ,,

color of tawed leather; leathery, as the leaves Of or pertaining to the alveolus and condyle.
of Prunus laurocerasus. Alveolocondylean plane. See craniometry.

alutationt (al-u-ta'shon), n. [< L. aluta, soft alveolodental (al-ve"o-16-den'tal), a. Per-
leather (see aluta), + -ation.] The tanning or taining to the teeth and their sockets Alveo-

comprehensive ace. form, but the distinction

was soon lost: see (ihvay.] 1. All the time;
throughout all time ; uninterruptedly; continu-

ally; perpetually; ever: as, God is always the

same.
Ev'n in heaven his [Mammon's] looks and thoughts
Were always downward bent. Milton, P. L., i. 681.

Once a poet, always a poet. 0. W. Holmes, Emerson, xv.

2. Every time
;
at all recurring times

;
as often

as occasion arises: as, he always comes home
on Saturday.
You always end ere you begin. Shak., T. O. of V., ii. 4.

dressing of leather,

alva marina (al'va ma-ri'na). [An error for L.
lodental canal, the canal in the upper and in the lower

jaw, through which pass the dental vessels and nerves.

narrow formj with a somewhat conical head
contracted behind the eyes, the last antennal

joint enlarged, and the hind femora spinous
and thickened toward the end. Species of such

genera as Ali/dus, Tollivs, and Megalotomus are numer-
ous in most parts of America. Also written Alydina. See

Coreidce.

ulvamarina, sea-sedge':' ulva"sedge, perhaps con- alveolosubnasal (al-ve"o-16-sub-na'zal), a. In Alydus (al'i-dus), re. [NL.] A genus of het-

craniom., pertaining to the alveolar and sub-
nasal points of the skull. Alveolosubnasal prog-
nathlsm, the prognathism measured by the angle be-

tween the line joining the alveolar and subnasal points
and the alveolocondylean plane. See these terms and

alvearium (ai-ve-a'ri-um), n. ; pi. aliiearia (-&). alveolus (al-ve'6-lus), n. ; pi. alveoli (-li). [NL. Alysia (a-lis'i-S), n. [NL., < Gr. aivatf, a chain,

[L.] Same as alveary. application of L. alveolus, a small hollow or prob. for *&%vai(, < d/Un-of, continuous, unbroken,

nected with ad-ol-escere, grow (see adolescent) ;

marina, fern, of marinus, of or belonging to the
sea : see marine.] Sea-sedge : an article of com-

merce, consisting of dried grass-wrack (Zostera

marina), used for stuffing mattresses, etc.

eropterous insects, of the family Coreidce, typi-
cal of the subfamily Alydince.

alynedt, p- a. [ME. (occurs once), < L. allinere,

adlinere, besmear, < ad, to, + linere, smear: see

liniment.] Anointed.
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< d- priv. + 2wrdf, verbal adj. of Mav, loose.] amacratic (am-a-krat'ik), a. [Prop, hama-
1. A genus of hymenopterous insects, belonging cratic, < Gr. a/ta',' together (akin to E. same), +
to the series Pupivora or Spicuttfera, and to the updrof, power, akin to E. hard.'] Same as ama-
fa,rmlyBraconida;(theIchneumonesadsciti). The sthenic. Sir J. Herschel.
species, as A. manducator, are parasitic in the amadavat (am"a-da-vat'), . [An E. Ind.
larvae of other insects. 2. A genus of scopeline
fishes. 3. A genus of lepidopterous insects.

alysm (al'izm), . [< Gr. ahvauAr,, anguish,
disquiet, esp. of sick persons, < d^rai* or al.vstv,
wander in mind, be ill at ease, distraught, weary,= L. alu-cinari, wander in mind : see hallucina-

tion.'] In pathol., restlessness or disquiet ex-
hibited by a sick person.
alysson (a-lis'on), . [L. : see Alyssum.'] A
plant of the genus Alyssum. Also spelled alison,
alisson.

Alyssum (a-lis'um), n. [NL. atyssum, L. alys-
son (Pliny), < Gr. a/ttwow, a plant used to check
hiccup ;

referred to AV&IV, to hiccup, or other-
wise to neut. of dAwCTOf, curing (canine) mad-
ness, < a- priv. + AixTcra, madness.] 1. A genus
of plants, natural order Cruciferce, containing

name, appearing in"various other forms, ama-
davad, amaduvad (sometimes Latinized as ama-
davada'd), uradavat, and sometimes amandabal.
Orig. brought to Europe from Amadabad in
Guzerat. Cf. Amadina, amandava.~\ A small
conirostral granivorous finch-like bird, of the
order Passeres, suborder Oscines, family Plocei-

dce, subfamily Spermestina ; the Estrilaa aman-
* in r>i. a native of India, andone of the common-
est exotic cage-birds. It is imported into Europe and
the United States in large numbers, and is sometimes called

etrawberry-finch by the dealers. It forms the type of one
of

th_e numerous subgenera or sections of the large genus
Estrilda, which contains species of small size and gener-
ally brilliant or varied colors, belonging to the same family
as the weavers and whidah-birds. It i about 5 inches
long, with a coral-red beak, and red-and-black plumage
spotted with pearly white. Other forms are avadamt and
arnaduvadf.

of which bees are
very fond. The rock-alyssum or gold- flocks

Aiytes . .,

a police omcer at the Olympic games; more
probX Gr. dAvrop, continuous, unbroken, in allu-
sion to the chain of eggs the frog carries about

gregarious. Syd. SoC. Lex.

~~'na), n. [NL., < amad(avat)
of small conirostral birds, of

subfamily Spermestince. it

\sia, Africa, etc. The species are
mostly of bright or variegated colors, having thick conical
bills adapted to their granivorous habits. Some are com-
mon cage-birds and fine songsters.

amadou (am'a-d6), n. [F., < amadouer, coax,
cajole, a word of disputed origin ; perhaps <

Dan. made, feed (= Icel. and Sw. mata, feed),
<.mad, food, = Sw. nai=Icel. matr= 'E. meat,
food. Cf. L. esca, (1) food, (2) bait, in ML. also

(3) tinder, > It. esca, in same senses, = Sp. yesca,
tinder, fuel, incitement, = OF. eche, esche, mod.
F. eche, aiche, bait

;
It. adescare, bait, allure, en-

tice, inveigle. Cf. also the E. phrase to coax a

fire (that does not burn readily).] A soft spongy
substance, consisting of the more solid portion
of a fungus (Polyporus fomen tarius and other

species found growing on forest-trees), steeped
in a solution of saltpeter. Amadou has been suc-

cessfully employed in surgery as a styptic, and in the form
of punk it is used as a port-fire (which see). Also called
Made-match, pyrotechnical sponge, and German tinder.

amaduvade (am^a-dS-vad'), n. Same as ama-
davat. P. L. Sclater.

(cf. oAvTif, a chain): see Alysia.] A genus of amafroset, n. [<OF. amafrose (Cotgrave) for

anurous amphibians, or tailless batrachians, amavrose for amaurose, < NL. amaurosis, q. v.]
of the f&tmlyDiscoglossida;, sometimes made the An old form of amaurosis. Sylvester; Bailey.

type of a family Alytida;. A. obstetricans is the amall(am'a),. [Aj]glo-Ind^,<_Pg.<MHa, anurse.

Nurse-frog (Aiytes obstetricans').

nurse-frog or accoucheur-toad of Europe.
In Ali/tes obstetricans, the female lays a chain of eggs,

which the male twines round his thighs until the young
leave the eggs. Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 195.

alytid (al'i-tid), n. One of the Alytida!.
Alytidae (a-lit'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Aiytes +
-idee.'] An artificial family of salient amphi-
bians, characterized by Gunther as "Banina
with webbed toes, with the processes of sacral
vertebrae dilated, and with parotoids." it con-
tains genera of pucoglossida: (Aiytes), Pelobatidce (Scaphi-
opus), and Cyitionatnida (H

In the dialects of southern India, Telugu, etc.,
arnma means 'mother,' and is affixed to the
names of women in general, as a respectful
term of address : see ammo.] 1. A nurse; espe-
cially, a wet-nurse. 2. A lady's-maid ; a maid-
servant. [A word in general use among Euro-
peans in India and the East.]

If [a man setting up housekeeping is] married, an Amah
or female servant is required in addition [to the servants
already enumerated], while an establishment including a
number of children requires at least two more.

IF. F. Mayers, Treaty Ports of China and Japan, p. 24.

main^. force : see matnX] With force, strength,
or violence

; violently ; furiously ; suddenly ;
at

full speed; hastily.

[He] comes on amain, speed in his look.

Hilton, S. A., 1. 1304.

The soul strives amain to live and work through all

things. Emerson, Compensation.
Smote amain the hollow oak-tree.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, xvii.

To let go or strike amain (naut.), to let fall or strike
lower quickly or suddenly : but see amainZ.

amain'-'t (a-man'), v. [Early mod. E. also

amayne, ameyne, < OF. amener, mod. F. amener,

am (am). The first person singular, present amain1
(a-man'), prep. phr. as adv. [< o3 +

tense, indicative mood of the verb to be. See&e.
""''~ 1

am-. See ambi-.

A. M. An abbreviation of several Latin phrases
in common use : (a) Of artiuni magister, Master
of Arts. M. A., which represents the English
rendering, is now more usual in England, but in
a purely Latin idiom the form A. M. is still pre-
ferable. (6) Of anno mundi, in the year of the
world: used in some systems of chronology, (c)
Of ante meridiem, before noon : as, the party will
start at 10 A. M. (also written A. M. or a. m.).
Frequently used as synonymous with morning
or forenoon: as, I arrived here this A. M. (pro-
nounceda em), that is, this morning or forenoon.
ama ^a'ma), . [L., more correctly hama, <

Gr. apr/, a water-bucket, a pail, > aam, q. v.]
In the early Christian church, a large vessel in
which wine for the eucharist was mixed before
consecration, and kept when consecrated imt.il

poured into the smaller vessels for service at the
altar or for removal. See ampulla, 2, and cruet.
These amas were of precious metal in the wealthier
churches, and of baser material in others. No specimen
is known to exist. Also written hama.

amabilityt (am-a-bil'j-ti), . [= F. amabilite
(OF. amablete), <! L. "amabilita(t-)s, < amabilis,
lovely, lovable, < amare, love : see amor. A diff.

word, etymologically, from amiability, q. v.j
Lovableness

; amiability.
No rules can make amability. Jer. Taylor.

les voiles, strike sail, amener pavilion, or simply
amener, strike flag, surrender

;
< a- (< L. ad, to)

+ mener, lead, conduct, < LL. minare, drive, L.

deponent minari, threaten, menace : see menace.
Cf. amenable.'] I. trans. 1. To lead

; conduct;
manage.
That his majesty may have the ameyninff of the matters.

Quoted in Strype, EccL Mem., II. 418. (N. E. D.)

2. To lower (a sail), especially the topsail.

He called to us to amaine our sailes, which we could
not well doe. R. Hawkins, Voyage to South Sea.

When you let anything downe into the Howie, lowering
it by degrees, they say, Amaine ; and being downe, Strike.
. . . When you would lower a yard so fast as you can,
they call Amaine.

Smith, Seaman's Gram., vii. 33, ix. 40. (.V. E. D.)

amalgamate
[In such use the Imperative of the verb would easily be
confuted with the imperative phrase or adverb amain;
hence, to let go or strike amain. See amatnl.]
3. To lower

; abate.
II. intrans. To lower the topsail or one's

flag, in token of yielding ; yield ; surrender.
amaist (a-masf), adv. [= E. almost, dial.

amoat.~\ "Almost. [Scotch.]
amaldar (am'al-dar), . [< Hind. Pers. amal-
ddr, a manager, agent, governor of a district,
collector of revenue, < Ar. 'ama!, work, busi-

ness, affairs, collection of revenue, etc., + Pers.

ddr, (in comp.) one who holds, possesses, man-
ages, etc.] In India, a governor of a province
under the Mohammedan rule. Also written
amildar.

Tippu had been a merchant as well as a prince; and
during his reign he filled his warehouses with a vast va-
riety of goods, which the Amildars, or governors of prov-
inces, were expected to sell to the richer inhabitants at
prices far in excess of their real value.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist, India, p. 413.

Amalfitan (a-nial'S-tan), a. [< ML. Amalfita-
nus, < Amalfi, in Italy.] Pertaining to Amain,
a seaport town of Italy. Also spelled Amalphi-
tan Amalfltan code (ML. tabula Amalfttana), the
oldest existing code of maritime law, compiled about the
time of the first crusade by the authorities of Amain, which
city then possessed considerable commerce and maritime
power.

amalgam (a-mal'gam), n. [< ME. amalgame,
/a a h/n in (also as ML.), < OF. amalgame. mod. F.

amalgame = Sp. Pg. It. amalgama = ML. amal-
gama, sometimes algamala, supposed to be a
perversion (perhaps through Ar., with Ar. art.

al) of L. malagma, < Gr. uaXayfja, an emollient,
poultice, any soft mass, < fia^daaetv, soften, <

uahanof, soft, akin to L. mollis, soft : gee moll,
mollify, emollient, etc.] 1. A compound of

mercury or quicksilver with another metal;
any metallic alloy of which mercury forms an
essential constituent part. Amalgams are used for
a great variety of purposes, as for cold-tinning, water-
gilding, and water-silvering, for coating the zinc plates of
a battery, and for the protection of metals from oxidation.
A native amalgam of mercury and silver is found in iso-
metric crystals in themines of Obermoschel in Bavaria, and
in Hungary, Norway, Sweden, Chili, etc.

2. Figuratively, a mixture or compound of dif-
ferent things.-Anmlgam gliding, a method of gild-
ing in which the metal to be coated is first cleaned, then
rubbed with a solution of nitrate of mercury, and covered
with a film of an amalgam of 1 part of gold with 8 parts
of mercury. Heat volatilizes the mercury and leaves the
gold adhering to the surface. Amalgam retort, an iron
retort having a convex lid, luted at the edges, and held
by a key or wedge pressed between its crown and the
bail. Amalgam silvering, a process similar to that of
amalgam gilding (which see), in which is used an amal-
gam of 1 part of silver with 8 parts of mercury. Amal-
gam varnish, an amalgam consisting of 1 part of mer-
cury, 1 of bismuth, and 4 of till, mixed with white of eggs
or with varnish.

amalgamt (a-mal'gam), v. [<ME. amalgamen;
from the noun.] I. trans. To mix, as metals,
by amalgamation ; amalgamate.
Some three ounces . . . of Gold, V amalgame with some

six of Mercury. B. Jonson, Alchemist (1640), ii. 3.

n. intrans. To become amalgamated.
Quicksilver easily amalgams with metals.

Boyle, Works, I. 638.

amalgama (a-mal'ga-ma), n. [ML. : see iiiuiil-

gam, .] Same as amalgam.
They have divided this their amalgama into a number

of ... republics. Kurke, Rev. in France.

amalgamable (a-rnal'ga-ma-bl), a. [< amal-
gam + -able.'] Capable of amalgamating or
of being amalgamated.

Silver modified by distilled water is brought back again
to the amalgamates state by contact for a short time with
rain or spring water. Ure, Diet., IV. 802.

amalgamate (a-mal'ga-mat), v.
; pret. and pp.

amalgamated, ppr. amalgamating. [< ML.
amalgamatus, pp. of amalgamare, < amalgama,
amalgam: see amalgam, .] I. trans. 1. To
mix or alloy (a metal) with quicksilver. See
amalgamation. The zinc plates used in the voltaic

battery are always amalgamated by immersing them in

mercury, for by this means a surface of pure zinc is in
effect obtained, and, when the circuit is open, the waste
caused by the local currents or local action (due to im-
purities in the zinc) is prevented.
2. In general, to mix so as to make a com-
pound; blend; unite; combine.

Ingratitude is indeed their four cardinal virtues com-
pacted and amalgamated into one. Burke, Rev. in France.

What would be the effect on the intellectual state of

Europe, at the present day, were all nations and tribes

amalgamated into one vast empire, speaking the same
tongue? Everett, Orations, p. 33.

Amalgamated societies or companies, two or more
societies or joint-stock companies united for the promo-
tion of their common interests under one general manage-
ment.

II. intrans. 1. To form an amalgam; blend
with another metal, as quicksilver. Hence



amalgamate

2. To combine, unite, or coalesce, generally:

as, two organs or parts amalgamate as the re-

sult of growth.
amalgamate (a-mal'ga-inat), a. [< ML. amal-

gamatus, pp. : see the verb.] United or amal-

gamated.
amalgamation (a-mal-ga-ma'shon), n. [< amal-

gamate, c.] 1. The act or operation of com-

pounding mercury with another metal. Specifi-

cally, a process by which the precious metals are sepa-
rated from the rock through which they are distributed

in fine particles, by taking advantage of their affinity for

quicksilver. This is done by pulverizing the rock and

bringing it in contact with that metal, by the aid of suit-

able machinery. The amalgam thus produced is after-

ward retorted, the quicksilver being distilled off and the

precious metal left behind.

2. The mixing or blending of different things,

especially of races
;
the result of such mixing or

blending; interfusion, as of diverse elements.

Early in the fourteenth century the amalgamation of

the races was all but complete. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

3. Consolidation; specifically, the union of two
or more incorporated societies or joint-stock

companies into one concern or under one gen-
eral direction.

amalgamative (a-mal'ga-ma-tiv), a. [(amal-

gamate + -ice.] Tending to amalgamate ;
char-

acterized by a tendency to amalgamate.
amalgamatizet (a-mal'ga-ma-tiz), v. t. [< ML.

amalgama(t-) + -4ze.] To amalgamate. Bacon.

amalgamator (a-mal'ga-ma-tgr), n. One who
or that which amalgamates ;

one who performs
or promotes any process of amalgamation, spe-

cifically (a) One who is in favor of or takes part in amal-

gamating or combining two or more business concerns,

(ft) In amalgamating operations, a machine used to bring
the powdered ore into close contact with the mercury.

amalgamet, and 0. A former spelling of

amalgam.
amalgamist (a-mal'ga-mist), n. [< amalgam +
-ist.] One skilled in amalgamating ores; an

amalgamator.
A most famous mining expert, chemist, and amalgamist.

J. A. Robinson, in Hamilton's Mex. Handbook, p. 05.

amalgamizet (a-mal'ga-miz), v. t. [< amalgam
+ -4ze.~\ To amalgamate.
Amalphitan, a. See Amalfitan.
amaltas (a-mal'tas), n. [E. Ind.] The common
name in India of the tree Cassia Fistula, which
is in general cultivation there for ornament and
shade. See cut under Cassia.

m.,a genus of hemipterous insects), said to be <

Gr. a- priv. + / */iap, redupl. [tap/iaipeiv, shine.]

AmultheuJi + -idai.] A family of tetrabrancni-

ate cephalopods, typified by the genus Amal-
theus. The species are extinct, and nourished

during the Secondary epoch.
Amaltheus (a-mal'the-us), n. [NL.] A genus
of cephalopods, typical of the family Amalthe-

id(e.

165 Amaryllis

servant).] A person whose employment is to amaranthaceous (am'a-ran-tha'shius), a.

write what another dictates, or to copy what Same as amarantaceous.

has been written by another. amaranth-feathers (am'a-ranth-feTH"erz), n.

I had not that happy leisure ; no amanuensis, no assist- A name given to JJumea elegans, an Australian

ants. Burton, Anat. of Mel. (To the Eeader). composite plant, with drooping panicles of

Amara (am'a-ra), n. [NL., fern. (cf. Amarus, small reddish flowers. It is sometimes culti-

vated.

amaranthine (am-a-ran'thin), a. [More cor-

rectly amarantine, ^Gr. duapdvrivoc, < d/idpavrof,

amaranth: see amaranth.] 1. Of or pertaining
to the amaranth ; consisting of, containing, or

resembling amaranth.
Those happy souls who dwell

In yellow meads of Asphodel,
Or Amaranthine bow'rs.

Pope, St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 76.

2. Never-fading, like the amaranth of the poets ;

imperishable.
The only amaranthine flow'r on earth
Is virtue ; th' only lasting treasure, truth.

Couiper, Task, iii.

3. Of a purplish color.

Also written amarantine.

amaranthoid (am-a-ran'thoid), a. [< amaranth
+ -aid.] Resembling or allied to the amaranth.
Amaranthus (am-a-ran'thus), n. See Ama-
rantus.

amarantine (am-a-ran'tin), a. See amaranthine.
Amarantus (am-a-ran'tus), n. [L. : see ama-

ranth.] A genus of plants, natural order Ama-
rantaeece, including several long-cultivated gar-

den-plants, as the cockscomb (A. cristattis),

prinee's-feather (A. hypochondriaeus), love-lies-

bleeding (A. caudatus), etc. Several dwarf
forms of A. melancholicus, with variegated or

distinctly colored leaves, are favorite bedding-

plants. Also written Amarantlius.

amargOSO-bark (a-mar-go'so-bark), n. [< Sp.

amargoso, bitter (< amargo, bitter, < L. amarus,
bitter), + bark2.] The bark of the goatbush,
Castcla ci-ecta, a simarubaceous shrub of the

lower Rio Grande valley in Texas and of north-

ern Mexico. It is intensely bitter, and is used by the

Mexicans as an astringent, a tonic, and a febrifuge. The

plant is stiff and thorny, and is an excellent hedge-plant.

amarin (am'a-rin), n. [< L. amarus, bitter, +
-in2.] An organic base, CgiHifj^, isomeric

with hydrobenzamide, from which it is pre-

pared. It exerts a poisonous effect on animals,
and forms salts with acids.

amaritudet (a-mar'i-tud), n. [< L. amaritudo,

bitterness, < amarus, bitter.] Bitterness.

What amaritude or acrimony is deprehended in choler,

it acquires from a commixture of nielanc

h 3

Ground-beetle (Amara obest

a, larva ; d, under side of one of the middle joints ; t, the head be-

neath ; /, leg ; g, anal cerci and proleg from side ; 0, pupa ; c, beetle ;

It, h, natural sizes.

A genus of Carabidce, or ground-beetles, of the

subfamily Harpalinw, more readily distin-

guished by their general appearance than by
conspicuous structural characters. A vast num-
ber of species, mainly of the arctic and temperate zones,

constitute this genus. They are all of medium size, more
or less oblong-oval in form, and mostly bronze-colored,

rarely brown or black with a greenish tinge. They are to

lie found under moss, stones, clods, etc. In the imago
state they are partly herbivorous, while their larvaj are

strictly carnivorous, those of A. obesa feeding on locusts'

eggs.
Amaltheidae (am-al-the'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < amaracus (a-mar'a-kus), n. [L., also amarn-

cum (>ME. amarac), < Gr. afidpattof, also ap6pa-

KOV, a certain plant. The Greek species was prob. malign bodies.

a bulbous plant; the foreign, called Persian or amaryllid (am-a-ril'id)

Egyptian, answers to marjoram.] Marjoram. Amaryllidacea!.
"

And at their feet the crocus brake like fire,

Violet, amaranta, and asphodel,
Lotos and lilies. Tennyson, ffinone.

ncholy, or external

Harvey, Consumption.

In hot., one of the

aman (am'an), . [Name in Aleppo.] A blue amarant (am'a-rant), n. See amaranth.
cotton cloth imported from the Levant, made Amarantaceae (am"a-ran-ta'se-e), n.pl. [NL.,
chiefly at Aleppo, Asiatic Turkey.
amand 1

1 (a-mand'), v. t. [< L. amandare, send
forth or away, remove, < a for aft, off, -t- mandare,
order: see mandate.] To send off; dismiss.

fern. pi. of amarantaceus : see amarantaceous.]
A natural order of apetalous herbaceous weedy
plants, with inconspicuous, mostly scarious-

bracted, flowers. They are of little or no value, though
some species are cultivated on account of the bright-col-
ored bracts of the densely clustered blooms, chiefly of the

Amaryllidacese (am-a-ril-i-da'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Amaryllis (-id-) + -acea;.]

'

A natural

order of monocotyledpnous plants, resembling
the Liliacea;, but having an inferior ovary, it

includes many well-known ornamental plants, the amaryl-

lis, narcissus (with the daffodil and jonquil), snowdrop
(Galanthus), pancratium, agave, etc. The bulbs of some
are poisonous, especially those of llemanthus toxicarius

and some allied species, in the juice of which the Hotten-
tots are said to dip their arrow-heads. The bulbs of Nar-
cwxus poeticus and some other species are emetic. Species

, ,
of agave are valuable as fiber-plants.

genera Amarantus, Gomphrena, Iresine, and Alternan- amaryllidaceOUS (am-a-ril-i-da shius), a. [<
them. Also written Amaranthaceos.

Amaryllis (-id-) + -aceous.] Of or pertaining

* -
^ T T ,

amarantaceous (am"a-ran-ta'shras), a. [<NL to the Amaryllidacea;.
fine: see amende.] In Scots law, a fine or pen- amarantaceus, < L. amarantus: see amaranth amarvllideous (am-a-ril'i-de-us), a. [_<amaryl-* ,.. ^ T~ T,,,, nf ,. r^a^i ^ rtm

K(i ^_eou^ < L .^;-| Relating to or having
the nature of an amaryllid, or a plant of the or-

In 1856 Dunker described . . . four species from Blank- <jer Amaryllidacea; ; amaryllidaceous.
enburg . . . which he believed to belong to ... the A~-.-.TTHo Cam n ril'isA n PNTi < TJ Amarvl-

sasss/"*" had divined that they might be^S^^J^^rt,
L. F. Ward, Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXVII. 294.

[More correctly

A court of equity which would rather amand the plain-
tiff to his remedy at common law.

Wythe,, Decisions, p. 86. (N. E. D.)

amand2 (a-mand'), n. [Sc., <

fine: see amende.] In Scots law,

alty; formerly also a sum required from the de- an(j ^ceous.] In lot., of or pertaining to the
fender in a suit as a security against delay or Amarantacece. Also written amaranthaceous.
evasion.
amandava (a-man'da-va,), n. [NL., < amadavat,
q. v.] In ornith., the specific name of the

amadavat, Fringilla amandava (Linnaeus), now
Estrilda amandava, used by Bonaparte in 1850

,

as a generic name of that section of the genus amarantft |am ji

of which the amadavat is the type.
amandin (am'an-din), n. [< F. amande, al-

mond (see almond), + -i 2
.] 1. An albuminous

substance contained in sweet almonds. 2. A
kind of paste or cold cream for chapped hands,

prepared from almonds. In this sense also

spelled amandine.

amang (a-mang'), prep. Among. [Scotch and
north. Ehg. dial.]

amanitin (a-man'i-tin), H. [< Gr. a/iavlrat, pi.,
a sort of fungi, -1- -i 2

.] An organic base or

alkaloid, one of the poisonous principles of

certain mushrooms, as Agaricus muscarius and
A. bulbosus.

amanuensis (a-man-u-en'sis), n.
; pi. amanuen-

ses (-sez). [C. amanuensis (< a manu + -ensis :

see -ese), taking the place of a manu servus, a

secretary : a for ab, from, of, often used, as here,
in designations of office

; manu, abl. of manus,
hand (see manual); servus, servant (see serf,

amarant, < ME. dmaraunt, < L. amarantus (often
written amaranthus, simulating Gr. av8o(, a

flower), (. Gr. d/iapavroi;, amarant, prop, an

adj., unfading, < a- priv. + papaivetv, wither,

fade, akin to L. mori, Skt. / mar, die : see mor-
tal. Cf. ambrosia and amrita. The flower is so

called because when picked it does not wither.]
1 . An imaginary flower supposed never to fade :

used chiefly in poetry.
Immortal amarant, a flower which once
In Paradise fast by the tree of life

Began to bloom ; but soon, for man's offence,
To heaven removed, where first it grew.

Milton, P. L., iii. 353.

2. (a) A plant of the genus Amarantus (which
see). (6) The globe-amaranth, Gomphrena glo-

bosa, of the same natural order. 3. A name
given to mixtures of coloring matters of which
the chief constituent is magenta (which see).

Amaranthaceae (am"a-ran-tha'se-e), n. pi.
Same as Amarantacece.

the same
in Theocritus, prob.
(withfem. dim. term.)
< a/tapitaaeiv, sparkle,
twinkle, glance, as
the eye, >

a/iapiryfy
a

sparkling, twinkling,

glancing.] 1. A ge-
nus of bulbous plants,
natural order Ama-
ryllidaceee, with large,

bright-colored, lily-

shaped flowers upon
a stout scape. The
belladonna lily, A. Bella-

donna, from southern Af-

rica, now regarded as the

only species, is well known
and has long been in cultivation. Many species once

placed in this genus are now referred to other genera, those

of the old world to Crinum, Lycoris, Brummgia, Nenne,
etc., the American to Zephyranthes and Sprekelia.

2. [I. c.] A plant of this genus. 3. In zool.,

a genus of crustaceans.

Belladonna Lily
(Amaryllis Belladonna?.



amass

amass (a-mas'), i'. *. [< F. amasser, < ML.
(tmassare, < L. ad, to, + massa, mass, heap, > F.

masse, > E. mass2
, q. v.] To collect into a mass

or heap ; bring together a great amount, quan-
tity, or number of: as, to amass a fortune.

In his youth Conite was an insatiable reader, and be-

fore he began the work of constructing the Positive Phi-

losophy he had amasxed vast stores of learning in almost

every department of knowledge.
J. Fiske, Cos. Phil., I. 136.

amasst (a-mas'), n. [< OF. amasse, F. amas;
from the verb.] An assemblage, a heap, or
an accumulation.
This pillar is nothing in effect hut amedley or an amasse

of all the precedent ornaments. Wottan, Reliquiae, p. 25.

amassable (a-mas'a-bl), a. [< amass + -able.]

Capable of being amassed.
amasser (a-mas'er), n. One who amasses or

accumulates.
amassette (am-a-sef), n. [F. (dim. form), <

amasser, amass, collect: see amass, v.] An in-

strument, usually of horn, like a palette-knife
or spatula, with wMch in the preparation of

pigments the colors used in painting are col-

lected and scraped together on the stone during
the process of grinding them with the muller.
Also written amazette.

amassment (a-mas'ment), n. The act of amass-

ing ;
a heap collected

;
a great quantity or num-

ber brought together ;
an accumulation.

An antassment of imaginary conceptions.
Olaneille, Seep. Sci., xiii.

Amasta (a-mas'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

amastus, < Gr. tfimrrof. without breasts, < o-

priv. + fiaar6f, breast.] Nippleless mammals:
a term applied to the monotremes or cloacal

oviparous mammals, which, though provided
with mammary glands, have no nipples,
amasthenic (am-as-then'ik), a. [Prop. *hama-

sthenic, < Gr. apa,' together, + affl-vof, strength.]

Uniting the chemical rays of light in a focus :

said of a lens. Also amacratie.

amate't (a-maf), v. t. [< a- (expletive) +
matel, v.] To accompany; entertain as a com-

panion ;
be a fellow or mate to.

A lovely bevy of faire Ladies sate,
Courted of many a jolly 1'aramoure,
The which them did in modest wise amate.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 34.

amate'-'t (a-maf), v. t. [< ME. amaten, < OF.

amatir, daunt, subdue, enfeeble, etc. (= It. am-

mattire), < a- (L. ad, to) + matir, mater (in same
senses as amatir), > E. mate, enfeeble: see

mate2 ."] To terrify; perplex; daunt; subdue.

Upon the wall the Pagans old and young
Stood hush'd and still, amated and amaz'd.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xi. 12.

My lord, hath love amated him whose thoughts
Have ever been heroical and brave?

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

amaterialistic (a-ma-te'
/
ri-a-lis'tik), a. [< Gr.

a- priv. (a-18) + materialistic.] Opposed to

materialism, or to materialistic philosophy.
It is intensely amaterialMic for us to speak of the ta-

ble (that is, of any table) as if it had some objective exist-

ence, independent of a cognizing mind.
J. Fiske, in N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 33.

amateur (am'a-tur or am-a-tur', often as F.,
the word being of recent introduction about
1781 am-a-ter' ), . and a. [F., = Pr. amatour
= Sp. Pg. amador = It. amatore, a lover, an

amateur, < L. amatorem, ace. of amator, lover,
< amare, pp. amatus, love : see amor.'] I. n.

1. One who admires; an admirer; a lover.

She remained an impassioned amateur of musical ge-
nius in others. Howells, A Modern Instance.

2. One who has an especial love for any art,

study, or pursuit, but does not practise it. 3.

Most commonly, one who cultivates any study
or art from taste or attachment, without pur-
suing it professionally or with a view to gain :

often used of one who pursues a study or an art

in a desultory, unskilful, or non-professional
way. 4. Specifically, in sporting and athletics,
an athlete who has never competed in a match
open to all comers, or for a stake, or for public
money, or for gate-money, or under a false

name, or with a professional for a prize, and
has never taught or pursued athletic exercises
as a means of support.

II. a. Pertaining to or having the character
of an amateur : as, amateur work

;
an amateur

pianist.
amateurish (am-a-tur'ish or am-a-ter'ish), a.

[< amateur + -ish^.] Pertaining to or charac-
teristic of an amateur; having the faults or

deficiencies of an amateur or a non-profes-
sional.

A condescending, amateurish way.
Dickens, Our Mutual Friend.
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They said it [a book] was amateurish, that it was in a
falsetto key. The Century, XXVI. 28fi.

amateurishness (am-a-tur'- or am-a-ter'ish-

nes), n. The quality of being amateurish.
amateurism (am'a-tur-izm or am-a-ter'izm),
n. [< amateur + -ism."] The practice of any
art, occupation, game, etc., as a pastime or an
accomplishment, and not as a profession ;

the

quality of being an amateur.

amateurship (am'a-tur- or am-a-ter'ship), n.

[< amateur + -ship.] The character or position
of an amateur.
Wearied with the frigid pleasures (so he called them) of

mere amateurship. De (juincey, Murder as a Fine Art.

amatito (am-a-te'to), . [Prop, "amatita, < It.

amatita, lead or chalk for pencils, prop, hema-
tite, < L. haematites, hematite : see hematite.']
A pigment of a deep-red color prepared from
hematite, and formerly much used in fresco-

painting. Audsley.
amative (am'a-tiv), a. [= It. amativo, < L. as
if *amativus, 'I amare, pp. amatus, love : see

amor."] Full of love; amorous; amatory; dis-

posed or disposing to love.

amativeness (am'a-tiv-nes), n. The propen-
sity to love, or to the gratification of the sex-

ual passions. The term is used by phrenologists to

designate the supposed localization of this propensity in

the hind part of the brain. See cut under phrenology.

amatorial (am-a-to'ri-al), a. [< L. amatorius

(see amatory) -T- -al.] Of or pertaining to love
or lovers; amatory: as, amatorial verses.

Tales of love and chivalry, amatorial sonnets.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry.

A small quantity of passion, dexterously meted out,

may be ample to inspire an amatirrial poet.
1. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 356.

Amatorial muscles, the oblique muscles of the eye : so

called from their fancied importance in ogling.

amatorially (am-a-to'ri-al-i), adv. In an ama-
torial manner

; by way of love.

amatorian (am-a-to'n-an), a. Pertaining to

love; amatorial. [Rare.]
Horace's lusory or amatorian odes.

Johnson, Lives of Poets (Edmund Smith).

amatorio (a-ma-to'ri-o), n.
; pi. amatorii (-).

[It., < L. amatorius: see amatory.'] A deco-

rated vase, dish, bowl, or plate, intended or

suitable for a love-gift ; specifically, a piece of

majolica painted with the portrait of a lady
and bearing a complimentary inscription.
amatorioust (am-a-to'ri-us), a. [< L. amato-
rius : see amatory.] Pertaining to love.

The vain, anwtorious poem of Sir Philip Sidney's
" Ar-

cadia." Milton, Eikonoklastes.

amatory (am'a-to-ri), a. [< L. amatorius, per-

taining to love or a lover, < amator, a lover: see

amateur. Cf. amorous.] Pertaining to, pro-

ducing, or supposed to produce love; expres-
sive of love

;
amatorial : as, amatory poems.

She could repay each amatory look you lent
With interest. Byron, Don Juan, ix. 62.

= Syn. See amorous.

amaurosis (am-a-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. a/iaii-

puaif, < d/iatipof , dim, dark, < a- intensive + /tavp6f,

dark.] A partial or total loss of sight inde-

pendent of any discoverable lesion in the eye
itself : formerly and still sometimes called gut-
ta serena; by Milton "a drop serene," P. L.,
iii. 25.

amaurotic (am-a-rot'ik), a. Pertaining to or
affected with amaurosis.
amausite (a-ma'sit), n. Same as petrosilex.

amayt (a-ma'), v. t. and i. [< ME. amayen, <

OF. amaier, amaer, forms parallel to the usual
OF. esmaier, esmoxr= fr. esmaiar=K. smagare,
< L. ex, out (here privative), + ML. "magare, <

OHG. magan, have power, = E. may, v. Cf.

dismay.] To dismay; confound; be dismayed.
Whereof he dradde and was amayed.

Oower, Conf. Amant.

Counsayllen the of that thou art amayed.
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 648.

amaze (a-maz'), v.
; pret. and pp. amazed, ppr.

amazing. [< ME. amasen, found only in pp.
amused; also bimased, in same sense; < a-, E.

a-l (or bi-, E. fee- 1 ), + masen, confuse, perplex,
>E. maze, q. v.] I. trans. 1. To confound with

fear, sudden surprise, or wonder
;
confuse

;

perplex.
They shall be afraid ; . . . they shall be amazed one at

another. Isa. xiii. 8.

Let thy blows, doubly redoubled,
Fall like amazing thunder on the casque
Of thy adverse pernicious enemy.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

Till the great plover's human whistle amazed
Her heart, and glancing round the waste she fear'd

In every wavering brake an ambuscade.
Tennyson, Geraint.

Amazon
2. To strike with astonishment, surprise, or
wonder

;
astonish

; surprise : as, you amaze me
;

I was amazed to find him there.

The beauty and magnificence of the buildings erected

by the sovereigns of Hindostan amazed even travellers
who had seen St. Peter's. Macattlay, Lord Clive.

Then down into the vale he gazed,
And held his breath, as if amazed
By all its wondrous loveliness.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 104.

= Syn. Surprise, Astonish, etc. (see surprise) ; to confound,
stagger, stupefy, dumfound.

Il.t intrans. To wonder; be amazed.

Madam, amaze not ; see his majesty
Return'd with glory from the Holy Land.

Peele, Edward I., i. 1.

Amaze not, man of God, if in the spirit
Thou'rt brought from Jewry unto Nineveh.

Greene and Lodge, Look. Glass for L. and E., p. 119.

amaze (a-maz'), n. [(amaze, v.] Astonish-
ment

;
confusion

; perplexity arising from fear,

surprise, or wonder
;
amazement : used chiefly

in poetry.
Now of my own accord such other trial

I mean to show you of my strength, yet greater,
As with amaze shall strike all who behold.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1645.

It fills me with amaze
To see thee, Porphyro ! Keats, Eve of St. Agnes.

amazedly (a-ma'zed-li), adv. With amaze-
ment

;
in a manner that indicates astonishment

or bewilderment.
I speak amazedly ; and it becomes
My marvel, and my message. Shak., W. T., v. 1.

amazedness (a-ma'zed-nes), . The state of

being amazed or confounded with fear, sur-

prise, or wonder
;
astonishment

; great won-
der.

After a little awazedness, we were all commanded out
of the chamber. Shak., W. T., v. 2.

amazefult (a-maz'ful), a. Full of amazement
;

calculated to produce amazement.

Thy just armes
Shine with amazefull terror.

Marston, Sophonisba, i. 1.

amazement (a-maz'ment), n. 1. The state of

being amazed'; astonishment; confusion or per-

plexity from a sudden impression of surprise,
or surprise mingled with alarm.

They were filled with wonder and amazement at that
which had happened unto him. Acts iii. 10.

His words impression left

Of much amazement to the infernal crew.

Milton, P. R., i. 107.

2f. Infatuation; madness. Webster.

amazette (am-a-zef), n. Same as amassette.

Amazilia (am-a-zil'i-a), n. [NL., < amazili,

applied by the Frencn ornithologist Lesson in

1826 to a species of humming-bird, and in 1832,
in pi., to a group of humming-birds. Other
NL. forms are amazilius, amazilieus, amazillis,

amazillia, amizilis (a mere misprint), dim. ama-

zieula, amaziliculus: all being names of hum-

ming-birds. The name amazili is prob. of S.

Amer. origin, perhaps connected with the name
of the Amazon river; cf. amazoril, 2.] A genus
of humming-birds, of the family Trochilida;, em-

bracing about 24 species, of large size, found
from the Mexican border of the United States

to Peru, and mostly of green and chestnut
coloration. The bill is about
as long as the head, nearly
straight, and broad, with lancet-

shaped tip ; the nostrils are ex-

posed and scaled; the wings
are long and pointed ;

the tail is

even or slightly forked ; and the
tarsi are feathered. The two
species found in the United
States are A. fuscocaudata and
A . cerviniventris. See cut under

humming-bird.

amazingly (a-ma'zing-li),
adv. In an amazing man-
ner or degree; in a man-
ner to excite astonish-

ment, or to perplex, con-

found, or terrify ;
wonder-

fully; exceedingly.
If we arise to the world of

spirits, our knowledge of them
must be amazingly imperfect.

Watts, Logic.

Amazon1 (am'a-zon), n.

[ME. Amazones, Amyso-
nes, pi.; < L. Amazon, <

Gr. 'A/iafuv, a foreign name
of unknown meaning ; ac- j,^
cording to Greek writers,
< a- priv., without, + ua^6^, a breast; a popu-
lar etymology, accompanied by, and doubtless

Amazon.

Statue in the Vatican, per-

haps a copy of the type of



Amazon

originating, the statement that the right breast 'amara. build, cultivate.] In India, a covered

was removed in order that it might not interfere howdah. Yule and Burnett.

with the use of the bow and Javelin.] 1. In ambarvalia (am-bar-va li-a), n. pi. [L., neut,

Gr leqend, one of a race of women who dwelt pi. of ambarvalw, that goes around the fields,

on the coast of the Black Sea and in the Can- < ambi-, around, + arvum, a cultivated field.]

casus mountains. They formed a state from which In Sou,, antiq.,* festival of which the object

amber

Well, my ambassadress, what must we treat of?

Come you to menace War, and proud Defiance?

Itoii-r, Fair Penitent, i.

Also written cmbassadress.

ambassadryt, [Also embassadry, ME. am-

bassttdric, etc. : see ambassador and -n/.] Same
as embassy.

there- in tile milr inornm" i<
f iit : over me lop 01 mi CUAUUCVAJ \ i.

- -r:-;
-

,. wuci
Paris'which'swimsitii one's failing eyes: -a horrible end! An East Indian plant, Hibiscus cannabinus. bugi]

Nay, the rope broke, as French ropes often did; or else gee JJi&isCHS. _g
an amaznn cut it. Carlyle, French Eev., I. vii. 5. 3^3^ (am'bash), n. [Appar. native name.] j^b';
amazon'2 (am'a-zon), .

business of an ambassador. 2. An embassy.
An ambassador. N. E. D.

genus of b'irds:' so called from the great river

Amazon, Pg^/Ho das Amazonas,

iuiiuiisii v*"" "=",;> (."Fr 1"' "-* "---j Ambassidae (am-bas'i-de), . pf. L-1"^-) N a-m~

[< NL. Amazona, a The pith-tree of the Nile, Herminiera Elaphro- 6assis + _i(la!
-j
A family of percoid fishes: sy-

the great river Xyion , a leguminous tree with very light wood.
nonyTnOus with Bogodidai.

, Sp. Bio de las ambassadet (am-ba-sad'), n. [Also embassadc ; Anrtiassis (am-bas'is), n. [NL., erroneously

riors said to have been seen

ambaaaator, ambaxadour, etc., m&mMdojW, emynenee On'a bone.-2. Insr<,., an'old and
uuattim-iuii, v" " -/. ?'?:> ^e form8 be

.
mg Vel? nUm

ffi
US

llv
aSg now obsolete mechanical contrivance for re-

rufescens, a species" of ant which robs the nests initially am-, em-, -, en-, in-, and nnally -ador, du
-

dislocations of the shoulder, said to have
of other species, carrying off the neuters when -^^'^'^^^^^^^ been invented by Hippocrates.

as, the royal amazoti, Sellatrix regina.

Amazon-ant (am'a-zon-ant), n. The Formica

in the larva or pupa stage to its own nests,
where they are brought up along with its own
larvse bjr neuters stolen before.

Amazonian1 '" " ~"'" ; "^ "

zon : in the following extract, beardless.
Our then dictator,

Whom with all praise I point at, saw him fight,

When with his Amazonian chin he drove
The bristled lips before him. Shak., Cor., 11. 2.

2. Bold; of masculine manners; warlike; quar-
relsome : applied to women.

How ill-beseeming is it in thy sex
To triumph, like an Amazonian trull,

Upon their woes whom fortune captivates !

Shot., 3 Hen. VI., L 4.

Amazonian'2 (am-a-zo'ni-an), a. [= Pg. Sp.
Amazoniano or Amazonio; <. Amazon, the river;

in form like Amazonian*.] Belonging to the

river Amazon, in South America, or to the

country lying on that river. -Amazonian stone,
or Amazon Stone, a beautiful green feldspar found in

rolled masses near the Amazon river; also found in Si-

beria and Colorado. It belongs to the species microclin

(which see).

amb-. See ambi-.

ambage (am'baj), n.; pi. ambages (am'ba-jez,

or, as Latin, am-ba'jez). [< ME. ambages, < OF.

ambages, ambagis, < L. ambages (usually plur.),

a going around, circumlocution, ambiguity, <

ambi-, around (see ambi-), + agere, drive, move:
see agent. Cf. ambiguous. In mod. use the

pi. is often treated as mere L.] A winding or

roundabout way; hence (a) Circumlocution;

equivocation ; obscurity or ambiguity of speech.
With ambayes,

That is to seyn, with dowble wordes slye.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 896.

,

ambassadeur alsoambaxadeur, wAembassadeur MSQ
mod. F. ambassadeur), < OSp. ambaxador mod.

,

Sp. embajador = Pg. embaixador=It. ambaseia- ^f?Jf \
ti n. [Not used in ME. except

in ML. form ambra ; < AS. amber, ambcer, ambm;
', amber,
bucket,

r ; ? ,_, _ '.

a dry
measure of four bushels (= OS. embar, ember,

rank, employed to represent officially one prince
or state at the court or to the government of

another. Diplomatic agents are divided into three gen-
eral classes : (1) ambassadors, legates, and nuncios ; (2) en-

voys and ministers plenipotentiary (including ministers

resident); (3) charges d'affaires. Ambassadors represent
the

1

person of their sovereigns, as well as the state from
which they come, and are entitled to ask an audience at

any time with the chief of the state to which they are ac-

credited ; to rank next to the blood royal ; to exemption
from local jurisdiction for themselves and their house-

holds ; to exemption from imposts and duties, immunity
of person, free exercise of religious worship, etc. The
United States sends and receives no ambassadors in this

sense of the term, but only ministers of the second rank,
who are often popularly called ambassadors. The nuncios

of the pope who are not cardinals, and the lenati a latere

and de latere, cardinals in rank, represent the papal see

in its ecclesiastical capacity mainly, and bear the rank of

ambassadors. Envoys, ministers, and ministers plenipo-

, one,

tentiary are held to represent, not the person of the sov- wi ^ ,.

rre'fccredited^tt ^ ?totfthkh the} amber' (am'ber), . and a.

are sent. This is the ordinary class of diplomatic repre-
sentatives between less important states, or between

= D.<
+ -ber, < beran, E. bear1

;
cf.

ar, MHG. zvber, zober, Q. zu-

ber, a tub (with two handles), < OHG. zwi- (=AS.

twi-), two, + -bar = AS. -ber. But as the AS.
and other forms are glossed by the various Latin

names amphora, lagena, tircens, cadus, batus,

situla, hydria, etc., the sense ' one-handled' does

not seem to be original, and the spelling may
have been corrupted to suit the popular etymol-

ogy, the real source being then L. amphora, a
(wo-handled vessel: see amphora. The OHG.
ein-bar, so developed as 'one-handled,' would

naturally be followed by zwi-bar, 'two-han-

dled.'] 1. A vessel with one handle ;
a pail; a

bucket; a pitcher. 2. An old English measure
of 4 bushels.

imber2 (am'ber), n. and a. [< ME. amber, aum-

ber, ambyr, aumbt/r, awmyr, ambre, aumbre, <

OF. ambre, F. ambre = Pr. ambra = Sp. Pg.

They gave those complex ideas names, that they might of high rank; an agent or a representative of

the more easily record and discourse of things they were

daily conversant in, without long ambages and circumlo-

cution. Locke.

Lay by these ambages; what seeks the Moor?
Lust's Dominion, iii. 4.

(6) Circuitous or devious ways ;
secret acts.

The other cost me so many strains, and traps, and am-

bages to introduce. Swift, Tale of a Tub.

ambaginOUS (am-baj'i-nus), a. [< L. ambago
(-agin-), with same sense and origin as ambages :

see ambage.'] Same as ambagious.
ambagious (am-ba'jus), a. [< L. ambagiosus, < principle that has alw

ambages: seea*6nfleand-OMS.] 1. Circumlocu- ambassadorial (a

tory ;
tedious. 2. Winding ;

devious. [Bare. ]
oassador ; = b . am

greater and smallerstates.
fillisters

resident accredited am j>afl Pg. also ambre, = It. ambra = D. amber
= Sw. Dan. ambra = 0. amber, ambra = Russ.

ambra ML. ambra, also ambre, ambrum, am-
, ber, ambar, < Ar.'anbar, ambergris the orig.

however, both ambassadors and ministers have to deal al- gense the name being extended in Europe to
most exclusively in their official relations. See minister. ,

>
,

,.;!,. rp?in nm hfr 01 T It
Hence 2. In general, any diplomatic agent

ments, and are provided with credentials to the minister

of foreign affairs, with which officer at the present day,

another on any mission. 3. A thing sent as

expressive of the sentiments of the sender.

We have receiv'd your letters, full of love ;

Your favours, the embassadors of love.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

[The spelling embassador is less common, though embassy,
and not ambassy, is now always written. ] Ambassadors'
Act, an English statute of 1708 (7 Anne, c. 12, ss. 3-6), sug-

gested by an attempted arrest of the Russian ambassador.

It declares that any process against foreign ambassadors
or ministers, or their goods and chattels, shall be alto-

gether void. The act is, however, only declaratory of a

principle that has always existed in international law.

^am-bas-a-do'ri-al), a. [< am-

ambassadorial.] Of or belong-
to an ambassador. Also written embassa-

dorial.

1 of amber at my charge. Beau, and Ft.

2. A mineralized pale-yellow, sometimes red-

dish or brownish, resin of extinct pine-trees,

occurring in beds of lignite and in alluvial soils,

but found in greatest abundance on the shores

of the Baltic, between Konigsberg and Memel,
where it is thrown up by the sea. It is a hard,

translucent, brittle substance, having a specific gravity of

1.07. It is without taste or smell, except when heated ; it

then emits a fragrant odor. Its most remarkable quality
is its capability of becoming negatively electric by fric-

tion; indeed, the word electricity is derived from the

Greek for amber, ^Aenrpor. It sometimes contains remains

of extinct species of insects. It yields by distillation an

empyreumatic oil consisting of a mixture of hydrocarbons
and succinic acid. It is now used chiefly for the mouth-

pieces of pipes and for beads, and in the arts for amber
varnish. In mineralogy it is called succinite. Artificial

Winding
ambagitory (am-baj'i-to-ri)i a. [Irreg. < am-

bage + -it-ory.~] Circumlocutory; roundabout;
fliTntojjjfiMOUS fR&TG "I *

Partaking of what scholars call the periphrastic and am- Partment, called the amtomdonai ofilce. firo rftom Q jn the English versions of the Old Testa-

bayitory Scott, Waverley, xxiv. ambassadorship (am- bas a-dor-snip), re.
|_<- ment (Ezek. i. 4, 27 : vm. 2) used to translate

amban(am'ban),. [Manchu; lit., governor.]
ambassador + -ship.-] The office of ambassi LOP. the Hebrew word cto/mm?, a shining metal,

The title of the representatives of China in Mon-
,

His occupation of the ambassadorship has widened and rendered in the Septuagint eleMron, and m the

golia and Turkistan. BostmDa'Sy^Srtiser April 9 1885. Vulgate electrum. See electrum. 4. Liqui<

YanVshah^held a^risoTo^ SS'j&ES men^as ambassadress (am-bas'a-dres) '[< ambassa- S^S^j^KSb^v^btoSS^
thp^residence of'the amhni or Boveraor aor + ^^ ' wlth obs lete parallel forms ambas- beri in color ,.cVembling a lemon.- Oil of amber, a vola-

Encyc Brit XIV. 8. sadrice, ambassatrice, after F. ambassadrice, and tile oil distilled from amber. When pure it is a colorless

ambaree, . See ambari. ambassadrix, ambassatrix, after ML. ambassia- limpid ^"I^J^'^Jjf^e^Va sttaSant
ambari (am'ba-ri), . [Also written ambarie, trix, NL. ambassatrix, fern, of ambassiator.-] 1. ^S^^^^Stt^^^^^^m
ambaree, repr. Hind, ambari, also amari = Pers. The wife of an ambassador. 2. A female am- European species of St. John's wort, Hypencum Androsa-

'amdri, < Ar. 'amari; cf. 'amara, an edifice, < bassador. mum. Walte amber, spermaceti.



amber

II. a. 1. Consisting of or resembling amber;
of the color of amber.

What time the amtx-r morn
Forth gushes from beneath a low-hung cloud.

ZtamiMDR, Ode to Memory.

2f. Having the odor of ambergris.
An amber scent of odorous perfume
Her harbinger. Milton, S. A., 1. 720.

Amber bronze, a decorative finish for iron surfaces.

Amber cement. See cement. Amber varnish, amber
heated with linseed- or nut-oil, and thinned, when cool,
with turpentine. It is very insoluble, hard, tough, and of
a permanent color, which is generally too yellow for work
in delicate tints. It dries very slowly, and forms an ex-

cellent addition to copal varnishes, making them much
harder and more durable.

amber2 (am'ber), v. t. If. To scent or flavor

with amber or ambergris.
Be sure

The wines be lusty, high, and full of spirit,
And amber'A alL

la' nn. and PL, Custom of Country, lii. 2.

2. To make amber-colored. N. E. D 3. To
inclose in amber. N. E. D.
amber-fish (am'ber-fish), . [< amber2 + fish.}
A fish of the family Carangidie and genus Serf-

old. There are several species. They have a fusiform

contour, but with the snout more or less decurved. The

Amber-fish (Sertola dartalis).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

color is generally blackish, with dark or blackish bands

encroaching upon the dorsal and anal flns. The splnous
dorsal fln is well developed. Some of the species are es-

teemed as food. They vary from about a foot to 4 or 5

feet in length. Species are found in almost all tropical
and warm waters, and at least six occur along the coasts

of the United States.

ambergris (am'ber-gres), n. [Early mod. E.

amber-greeee, -griese, -grise, -grease, etc., and

transposed grisamber, q. v.
;

late ME. imber-

gres; < P. ambre gris, that is, gray amber (am-
ber2 , 1), thus distinguished from ambre jaune,

yellow amber (amber2 , 2) : ambre, like E. amber2
,

orig. used with the sense of 'ambergris'; gris,

gray, < OHG. gris, G. greis, gray.] A morbid
secretion of the liver or intestines of the sper-
maceti whale, the Catodon (I'hyseter) macrocepii-
altis; a solid, opaque, ash-colored, inflammable

substance, lighter than water, of a consistence
like that of wax, and having when heated a

fragrant odor. It softens in the heat of the hand, melts
below 212' F. into a kind of yellow resin, and is highly solu-

ble in alcohol. It is usually found floating on the surface
of the ocean, or cast upon the shore in regions frequented
by whales, as on the coasts of the Bahama islands, some-
times in masses of from 00 to 225 pounds in weight. In
this substance are found the beaks of the cuttlefish, on
which the whale is known to feed. It is highly valued as
a material for perfumery, and was formerly used in medi-
cine as an aphrodisiac and for spicing wines. Sometimes
written ambergrise or ambergrease.

Of ornaments . . . they [the women of El-Medinah]
have a vast variety, . . . and they delight in strong per-
fumes, musk, civet, ambergris, attar of rose, oil of jas-

mine, aloe-wood, and extract of cinnamon.
R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 282.

Ambergris is a sort of hezoar, found in the alimentary
canal of the cachalot, and seemingly derived from the fatty
matter contained in the Cephalopoda upon which the Ce-
tacean feeds. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 841.

amber-seed (am'ber-sed), n. The seed of Hi-
biscus Abelmosehus, a plant cultivated in most
warm countries. These seeds have a musky odor, and
are often used to perfume pomatum. The Arabs mix them
with their coffee. Also called musk-seed and ambrette.

amber-tree (am 'ber-tre), n. The English name
for Anthospermum, a genus of African shrubs
with evergreen leaves, which when bruised
emit a fragrant odor.

ambes-acet, ambs-acet (amz'as), n. [< ME.
ambesas, ambezas, < OF. ambesas, ambezas (F.

ambesas), < ambes (< L. ambo, both) + as, ace:
see ambi- and ace."] The double ace, the lowest
cast at dice

; hence, ill luck, misfortune. Also

spelled ames-ace.
Your bagges ben not filled with ambes-as.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 26.

I had rather be in this choice than tlirow ames-ace for

my life. Shak., All's Well, ii. 3.

jEschylus, it seems to me, is willing, just as Shakspere is,

to risk the prosperity of a verse upon a lucky throw of

words, which may come up the sices of hardy metaphor or
the ambsace of conceit.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 192.

ambi (am'bi), n. Same as ambe.
ambi-. [< L. am'bi-, appearing also as ambe-,

amb-, am-, an-, in OL. also as a prep., am, an,
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around, = Gr. afujii (see amphi-) = Skt. abhi

(for *ambhi), in comp. abhitas, on both sides, =
AS. ymbe, ymb, embe, emb, ME. umbe, urn-, Sc.

urn-, = OS. umbi = OFries. umbc=OD. D. om =
OHG. umpi, umbi, MHG. umbe, G. urn Icel.

umb, urn, around, on both sides (see urn-) ;
akin

to L. ambo = Gr. o//^u, both.] A prefix of
Latin origin, meaning around, round about,
on both sides: equivalent to amplii-, of Greek
origin.
ambidentate (am-bi-den'tat), a. [< LL. ambi-
dens (-dent-), having (as noun, a sheep having)
teeth in both jaws (< L. ambi-, on both sides,
+ dens (dent-) = E. tooth : see dental), + -ate.']

Having teeth in both jaws: applied by Dew-
hurst to certain Cetacea, as porpoises and dol-

phins. [Rare.]
ambidexter (am-bi-deks'ter), a. and n. [ML.,
< L. ambi-, around, on both sides, + dexter, the

right hand : see dexter. Cf. equiv. Gr. a/ifiStl-tof,

of the same ultimate origin.] I. a. 1. Able
to use both hands with equal ease

;
ambidex-

trous. 2. Double-dealing; deceitful; tricky.
= Syn. 1. Ambidexter, Amphiehiral. See amphichiral.

TL. ii. 1. A person who uses both hands with

equal facility. Sir T. Brmcne. 2. A double-
dealer

;
one equally ready to act on either side

in a dispute. Burton. 3. In law, a juror who
takes money from both parties for giving his

verdict.

ambidexterity (am'bi-deks-ter'i-ti), n. [< am-
bidexter + -ity, after dexterity.']

'

1. The faculty
of using both hands with equal facility.

Ignorant I was of the human frame, and of its latent

powers, as regarded speed, force, and ambidexterity.
I)e Quincey.

2. Double-dealing; duplicity.
That intricate net of general misery, spun out of his

D'lsraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 412.

ambilevous

II. M. 1. That which encompasses on all sides,
as a sphere or the atmosphere. [Rare.]
Air being a perpetual ambient.

Wnttiia, Eleni. Archit., p. 7.

2t. A canvasser, a suitor, or an aspirant. N.
E. D.
ambientes, Plural of ambiens.
ambifarious (am-bi-fa'ri-us), a. [< LL. umbi-

J'arius, having two sides or meanings, < L.

ambi-, on both sides, + -fa-rius, < fari, speak.
Cf. bifarious, multifarious.] Double, or that

may be taken both ways. Blpunt. [Rare.]
ambigen, ambigene (am'bi-jen, -jen), . [<
NL. ambigenas, of two kinds, < L. ambi-, both,
+ -genus, -born : see -gen, -genous.] Same as

ambigenal.
ambigenal (am-bij'e-nal), a. '[As ambigen +
-al.] Of two kinds : used only in the Newtonian
phrase ambigenal hyperbola, a hyperbola of the
third order, having one of its

infinite legs falling within
an angle formed by the

asymptotes, and the other
without,

ambigenous (am-bij'e-nus),
a. [< NL. ambigenus: see

ambigen and -ous.] Of two
kinds: in hot., applied to a

calyx with several series of

sepals, of which the inner
are more or less petaloid.
ambigut (ain'bi-gu), n. [F.,
< ambigu, ambiguous, < L.

see ambiguous.]

own crafty ambidexterity.

3. In Jaw, the taking of money by a juror from
both parties for a verdict.

ambidextral (am-bi-deks'tral), a. [< ambidex-
ter + -a/.] Placed on either side of a given
thing indifferently : as,

" the ambidextral adjec-
tive, Earle. [Rare. ]

ambidextrous (am-bi-deks'trus), a. [< ambi-
dexter + -ous, &ftei dexterous.] 1. Having the

faculty of using both hands with equal ease
and dexterity; hence, skilful; facile.

Nature is prolific and ambidextrous.
O. W. Holmei, Old Vol. of Life, p. 420.

2. Practising or siding with both parties;

double-dealing ;
deceitful.

Shuffling and ambidextrous dealings.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

Edward Gosynhyll . . . mending his ambidextrous pen
for "The Praise of all Women."

/. D' Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 30ft.

ambidextrously (am-bi-deks'trus-li), adv. 1.

With both hands; with the dexterity of one
who can use both hands equally well. 2. In
a double-dealing way ; cunningly.
ambidextrousness (am-bi-deks'trus-nes), n.

Same as ambidexterity, 1, 2.

ambiens (am'bi-enz), a. used as n. ; pi. ambi-
entes (am-bi-en'tez). [L., ppr. of ambire: see

ambient.] In ornitli., a muscle of the leg of cer-

tain birds : so called from the way in which it

winds about the limb in passing from the hip
to the foot. It is the muscle formerly known as the

gracili* muscle of birds
;
but its identity with the mam-

malian gracilis is questionable. Most birds, as the entire

order Passeres, have no ambiens. The presence or ab-

sence of the muscle has lately been made a basis of the
division of birds into two primary series in Garrod's clas-

sification, birds having it being termed Hamalogonatce,
those lacking it Anomalogonata. See these words.

The ambiens arises from the pelvis about the acetabu-

lum, and passes along the inner side of the thigh ;
its ten-

don runs over the convexity of the knee to the outer side,
and ends by connecting with the flexor digitorum pertora-
tus. . . . When this arrangement obtains, the result is that
when a bird goes to roost, and squats on its perch, the
toes automatically clasp the perch by the strain upon the
ambiens that ensues as soon as the leg is bent upon the

thigh, and the tarsus upon the leg, the weight of the bird

thus holding it fast upon its perch.
Coues, Key to If. A. Birds, p. 193.

ambient (am'bi-ent), a. andn. [< L. ambien(t-)s,

ppr. of ambire, go aroundj < amb-, around (see

ambi-), + ire, go, = Gr. icvat, go, = Skt. and
Zend -y/J, go: see 170.] I. a. 1. Surrounding;
encompassing on all sides

j investing: applied
to aeriform fluids or diffusible substances.

Whose perfumes through the ambient air diffuse

Such native aromatics. Carew, To G. X.

That candles and lights burn dim and blue at the appa-
rition of spirits may be true, if the ambient air be full of

sulphurous spirits. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

2. Moving round; circling about. N. E. D.

- Ambigenal Hyperbola.An entertainment or feast a. a, hyperbola; . .

consisting, not of regular
asymptotes,

courses, but of a medley of dishes set on the
table together.
ambiguity (am-bi-gu'i-ti), .

; pi. ambiguities
(-tiz). [< ME. ambiguite (rare), < L. ambigui-
ta(t-)s, < ambiguus: see ambiguous.] 1. The
state of being ambiguous ;

doubtfulness or un-

certainty, particularly of signification.
The words are of single meaning without any ambiguity.

South.

If we would keep our conclusions free from ambiguity,
we must reserve the term we employ to signify absolute
rectitude solely for this purpose.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 610.

2. An equivocal or ambiguous expression.
Let our author, therefore, come out of his mists and

ambiguities, or give us some better authority for his un-
reasonable doubts. Dryden, To Duchess of York.

ambiguous (am-big'u-us), a. [< L. ambiguus,

foing
about, changeable, doubtful, uncertain,

ambigere, go about, wander, doubt, < ambi-,
around, + agere, drive, move: see agent.] 1.

Of doubtful or uncertain nature
; wanting clear-

ness or definiteness; difficult to comprehend or

distinguish; indistinct; obscure.
Even the most dextrous distances of the old masters

. . . are ambiguous. Ruftkin, Mod. Painters, I. ii. 2.

Stratified rocks of ambiguous character.

Murchison, Silur. Syst., p. 418. (A'. E. D.)

2. Of doubtful purport; open to various inter-

pretations; having a double meaning; equivo-
cal.

What have been thy answers, what but dark,
Ambiguous, and with double sense deluding?

Milton, P. R., i. 435.

He was recalled by the Duchess, whose letters had
been uniformly so ambiguous that he confessed he was
quite unable to divine their meaning.

Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 23.

3. Wavering; undecided; hesitating: as,."am-
biguous in all their doings," Milton, Eikono-
klastes (1649), p. 239. [Rare or obsolete.]

Th' ambiguous god, who ruled her lab'ring breast,
In these mysterious words his mind exprest. Dryden.

4. Using obscure or equivocal language.
What mutterest thou with thine ambiguous mouth?

Swinburne, Atalanta, 1. 1500.

= Syn. 2. Equivocal, etc. (see obscure), indeterminate, in-

definite, indistinct, not clear, not plain, amphibolous, du-

bious, vague, enigmatical, dark, blind.

ambiguously (am-big'u-us-li), adv. In an am-
biguous manner ;

with doubtful meaning.
Why play . . . into the devil's hands
By dealing so ambiguously ?

Browning, King and Book, I. 321.

ambiguousness (am-big'u-us-nes), . The qual-

ity of being ambiguous ; ambiguity; obscurity.
ambilevoust (am-bi-le'vus), a. [< L. ambi-, on
both sides, + l&vus (= Gr. fau6f, for */la<Fof),

left. Cf. ambidexter.] Unable to use either

handwith facility : the opposite of ambidextrous.

[Rare.]
Some are as Galen hath expressed; that is, ambilevous, or

left-handed on both sides ;
such as with agility and vigour

have not the use of either.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., p. 189.



ambilogy

ambilogyt (am-bil'o-ji), n. [< L. ambi-, on
both sides, + Gr. -AO^KJ, < Uyeiv, speak: gee

-ology. More correctly amphilogy.] Words or

speech of doubtful meaning.
ambiloquoust (am-bil'o-kwus), a. [< ML. am-

biloquus, < L. ambi-, around, on both sides, +
loqui, speak.] Using ambiguous expressions.
ambiloquyt (am-bil'o-kwi), w. [<ML. amlrilo-

quus : see above. Cf. soliloquy, colloquy, etc.]

Ambiguous or doubtful language.
ambiparous (am-bip'a-rus), a. [< NL. ambi-

parus, < L. ambi-, on both sides, + parere, pro-
duce.] In bot., producing two kinds, as when
a bud contains the rudiments of both flowers

and leaves.

ambit (am'bit), . [< L. ambitus, circuit, < am-

bire, pp. ambitus, go about: see ambient.] 1.

Compass or circuit
;
circumference

; boundary :

as, the ambit of a fortification or of a country.

Prodigious Hailstones whose ambit reaches five, six,

seven Inches. Goad, Celestial Bodies, i. 3,

Within the ambit of the ancient kingdom of Burgundy.
Sir F. Falgravf, Norm, and Eng., I. 240.

2. Extent; sphere; scope.
The ambit of words which a language possesses.

Saturday Rev., Nov. 19, 1&59.

[In all senses technical, rare, or obsolete.]
ambition (am-bish'on), . [< ME. ambition,
-down, < OP. (and F\) ambition = Sp. ambition
= Pg. ambigSo = It. ambizione, < L. ambitio(n-),

ambition, a striving for favor, lit. a going
about, as of a candidate soliciting votes, < am-
bire, pp. ambitus, go about, solicit votes: see

ambient,"] If. The act of going about to soli-

cit or obtain an office or other object of desire
;

a canvassing. I on the other side
Used no ambition to commend my deeds.

Milton, 8. A., 1. 247.

2. An eager or inordinate desire for some ob-

ject that confers distinction, as preferment,
political power, or literary fame ;

desire to dis-

tinguish one's self from other men : often used
in a good sense : as, ambition to be good.

Cromwell, I charge thee, fling away ambition;
By that sin fell the angels. Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 2.

This their inhuman act having successful and unsus-

pected passage, it emboldeneth Sejanus to further and
more insolent projects, even the ambition of the empire.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, Arg.

I hope America will come to have its pride in being a
nation of servants, and not of the served. How can men
have any other ambition where the reason has not suffered
a disastrous eclipse? Emerson, Misc., p. 422.

Hence 3. The object of ambitious desire.

ambition (am-bish'on), v. t. [From the noun.]
To seek after ambitiously or eagerly ; aspire to

;

be ambitious of. [Rare or colloq. J

Every noble youth who sighed for distinction, ainbi-

tioned the notice of the Lady Arabella.
/. Disraeli, Curios, of Lit., III. 274.

This nobleman [Lord Chesterfield], however, failed to
attain that place among the most eminent statesmen of
his country, which he ambitioned.

Winyrove Cooke, Hist, of Party, II. 160.

ambitionist (am-bish'on-ist), n. [< ambition +
-ist.~\ An ambitious person; one devoted to

self-aggrandizement. [Bare.]
Napoleon . . . became a selfish ambitinniM and quack.

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 146.

ambitionless (am-bish'pn-les), a. [< ambition
+ -less.] Devoid of ambition,

ambitious (am-bish'us), a. [< ME. ambitious,
-cious, < OF. "ambitios, later ambitieux = Sp.
Pg. ambicioso = It. ambizioso, < L. ambitiosus, <

ambitio(n-): seeambition and-otts.] 1. Charac-
terized by or possessing ambition

; eagerly or

inordinately desirous of obtaining power, su-

periority, or distinction.

No toil, no hardship can restrain
Ambitious man, inur'd to pain.

Dryden, tr. of Horace, i. 35.

2. Strongly desirous
; eager : with of (formerly

for) or an infinitive.

Trajan, a prince ambitious of glory.
Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

I am ambitious for a motley coat.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

Ambitious to win
From me some plume. Milton, P. L., vi. 160.

3. Springing from or indicating ambition.
Should a President consent to be a candidate for a third

election, I trust he would be rejected, on this demonstra-
tion of ambitious views. Je/erson, Autobiog., p. 65.

Hence 4. Showy; pretentious: as, an ambi-
tious style ;

ambitious ornament.
Hood an ass with reverend purple,

So you can hide his two ambitious ears,
And he shall pass for a cathedral doctor.

B. Jonton, Volpone, 1. 1.

ambitiously (am-bish'us-li), adv. In an am-
bitious manner.
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ambitiousness (am-bish'us-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being ambitious

;
ambition.

ambitudet (am'bi-tud), .. [< L. ambitudo, <

nmhitus, a going round: see ambit.'] Circuity;
compass; circumference. [Rare.]
ambitus (am'bi-tus), n.

; pi. ambitus. [L. : see

ambit.] 1. A going round; a circuit; the cir-

cumference, periphery, edge, or border of a

thing, as of a leaf or the valve of a shell. 2f.
In arch., an open space surrounding a building
or a monument. 3. In antiq., an open space
about a house separating it from adjoining
dwellings, and representing the ancient sacred

precinct around a family hearth. In Rome the
width of the ambitus was fixed by law at 2i feet.

4. In ancient Rome, the act of canvassing
for public office or honors. See ambition, 1.

5. In logic, the extension of a term.
amble (am'bl), v. i.

', pret. and pp. ambled, ppr.
ambling. [< ME. amblen, < OF. ambler, go at an
easy pace, < L. ambulare, walk: see ambulate.]
1. To move with the peculiar pace of a horse
when it first lifts the two legs on one side, and
then the two on the other; hence, to move
easily and gently, without hard shocks.

Your wit ambles well ; it goes easily.

Shale., Much Ado, v. 1.

An abbot on an ambling pad.
Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, ii.

2. To ride an ambling horse; ride at an easy
pace. JV. E. D. 3. Figuratively, to move af-

fectedly.

Frequent in park, with lady at his side,

Ambling and prattling scandal as he goes.

Cowper, Task, ii.

amble (am'bl), . [<ME. amble, < OF. amble;
from the verb.] A peculiar gait of a horse or
like animal, in which both legs on one side are
moved at the same time

; hence, easy motion
;

gentle pace. Also called pace (which see).
A mule well broken to a pleasant and accommodating

amble. Scott.

ambler (am'bler), n. One who ambles; espe-
cially, a horse which ambles

;
a pacer.

AmblicephaluS, . See Amblycephalus, 1.

ambligon, a. See amblygon.
amblingly (am'bling-li), adv. With an ambling
gait.
Ambloctonidae (am-blok-ton'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Ambloctonus + -4da;.] A family of fossil car-
nivorous mammals, of the Eocene age, belonging
to the suborder Creodonta, typified by the genus
Ambloctonus, having the last upper molar longi-
tudinal, the lower molars with little-developed
inner tubercle, and the last of these carnassial.

Ambloctonus (am-blok'to-nus), n. [NL., ir-

reg. < Gr. auflhvf, blunt (toothed), + KTeiveiv,

kill, slay.] The typical genus of Ambloctoni-

dce, established by Cope in 1875 upon remains
from theNew MexicanEocene (Wahsateh beds).
A. sinosus was a large stout carnivore, of about
the size of a jaguar.
Amblodon (am'blo-don), . [NL. (Rafinesque.
1820), < Gr.

o^ttif, blunt, + 6*nif= E. tooth.]
A genus of scirenpid fishes : synonymous with
Haplodinotus (which see).

Amblonyx (am-blon'iks), M. [NL. ;
more cor-

rectly "amblyonyx; < Gr. aufDiiic, blunt, + omt;,
a nail: see onyx.] A genus of gigantic ani-

mals, named by Hitchcock in 1858, formerly
supposed to be birds, now believed to be dino-
saurian reptiles, known by their footprints in
the Triassic formation of the Connecticut val-

ley.

Ambloplites (am-blop-11'tez), n. [NL. (Rafi-

nesque, 1820), < Gr. <i///5/W>f, dull, blunt, + OTTAITTK,

heavy-armed: see hoplite.] A genus of fishes,
of the family Centrarchidce, having villiform

pterygoid teeth and numerous anal spines. A.
rupestris is a species called rock-bass, resembling the

black-bass, but having the dorsal and anal fins more de-

veloped and the body shorter and deeper. Also written

Amblyoplites. See cnt under rock-bass.

anabiosis (am-blo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. d/j/3/Uxnf,

abortion, < afifiUeiv (in comp. ), aufiUcsKEiv, cause

abortion, < a/j/lMif, dull, blunt, weak.] Miscar-

riage; abortion.

amblotic (am-blot'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. auft/M-
Tui6;, fit to produce abortion, < d/^/jAumf, abor-
tion: see amblosis.] I. a. Having the power
to cause abortion.

II. n. In med., anything causing or designed
to cause abortion; an abortifacient.

amblyaphia (am-bli-a'fi-6), . [NL., < Gr. afi-

/3/ifcf, dull, +
afyii, touching, touch, < airTetv,

fasten, mid. axTcaBai, touch.] In pathol., dull-
ness of the sense of touch

; insensibility of the

skin; physical apathy.

Aniblyopsidae

Amblycephalus (am-bli-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. aftfiU'f, blunt,+ xc^aA//, head.] 1. Inherpet.,
the bluntheads, a genus of colubriform serpents
foundedby Kuhl in

1827, consideredby
some an aberrant
form of Dipsadi-
do3. A. boa inhabits

Java, Borneo, and
neighboring islands.
Also written Amblice-

phalus.
2. In entom., a ge-
nus of homopter-
pus hemipterous
insects, family Cer-

copida! : a name
preoccupied inher-

petology. A. inter-

rupts, a kind of

hop-frog or froth-

fly, injures hops.
Amblychila (am-
bli-ki'la),i. [NL.,
< Gr. a/lfi'M,s, blunt,
obtuse, + %eitoe,

lip.] A genus of
sf H , 7 . ,
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Ctcindehda;, or ti-

ger-beetles, peculiar to North America. Its dis-

tinguishing characters are its small eyes, separate posterior
coxae, and the widely indexed margin of the wing-covers.
A single species represents this genus, A. cylindriformis
(Say), which, from its large size, nearly cylindrical form,
and somber dark-brown color, is the most striking mem-
ber of its family. It occurs in Kansas, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Arizona. It is nocturnal, hiding during the
day in deep holes, generally on sloping ground, and is

known to feed on locusts. Also spelled AmblycheUa.
Say 1834.

Amblycprypha (am-bli-kor'i-fa), . [NL., <

Gr. afi/3'Mif, blunt, + nopvtfrf, head, top : see

corypheus.] A genus of katydids, of the family
Locustida;, having oblong elytra and a curved

ovipositor. There are several United States

species, as A. rotundifolia, A. oblongifolia, A.

caudata, etc.

amblygon (am'bli-gon), a. andi. [< Gr. a/ijtf.v-

y&vios, obtuse-angled, < a/iflMt;, dull, obtuse, +

forrms), slightly magnified.

, , ,

-yuvia, angle.] L a. Obtuse-angled; amblyg-
onal. Also spelled ambligon.

The Buildings Ambligon
May more receive than Mansions Oxygon,
(Because th' acute and the rect-Angles too
Stride not so wide as obtuse Angles doe).

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas (1621), p. 290.

II. n. In geom., an obtuse-angled triangle; a

triangle having one angle greater than ninety
degrees.
amblygonal (am-blig'o-nal), a. [< amblygon +
-al.] Obtuse-angled; having the form of an
amblygon.
amblygonite (am-blig'o-n!t), . [< Gr. afifikv-

}'<iv(0f, obtuse-angled (see amblygon), + -ite'2.] A
mineral, generally massive, rarely in triclinic

crystals. It is a phosphate of aluminium and lithium
containing fluorin, and in color is greenish-white, yellow-
ish-white, or of other light shade. It is found in Europe
at Chursdorf, near Penig, Saxony, in the United States at

Hebron, Maine, and elsewhere.

amblyocarpous (am'
i

'bli-6-kar'pus), a. [< NL.
amblyocarpus, < Gr. auftt.i>f, blunt, dulled, faint,

weak, + KopTrof, fruit: see carpel.] In bot., hav-

ing the seeds entirely or mostly abortive : ap-
plied to fruit.

amblyopia (am-bli-6'pi-a), . [NL.,< Gr. uufttv-

uma, dim-sightedness, < a/ij)Avu7r6<;, dim-sighted,
< aufihvf, dull, dim, + uifi (UTT-), eye, sight. Cf.

Amblyopsis.] In pafliol., dullness or obscurity
of vision, without any apparent defect of the

organs of sight : the first stage of amaurosis.
Also amblyopy Amblyopia ex anopsia, amblyopia
arising from not using the eyes.

amblyopic (am-bli-op'ik), a. [< amblyopia +
-ic.~] Relating or pertaining to amblyopia ;

af-

flicted with amblyopia.
Amblyopidae (am-bli-op'i-de),.pZ. [NL.,irreg.
< Amblyopsis + -ida:.] Same as Amblyopsida:.
Amblybpina (am"bli-6-pi'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Amblyopus + -ina.] The second group of Gobi-
idai in Giinther's system of classification : equiv-
alent to the subfamily Amblyopina;.
Amblyopinae (am"bli-6-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Amblyopus + -ina;.] A subfamily of fishes,

typified by the genus Amblyopus. 'They have the
two dorsal fins united in one, and 11 abdominal and 17
caudal vertebra.

Amblyoplites (am-bli-op-li'tez), n. The more
correct form of Ambloplites (which see).

amblyopsid (am-bli-op'sid), n. A fish of the

family Amblyopsida.
Amblyopsidae (am-bli-op'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Amblyopsis + -ida;.] A family of haplomous



Amblyopsidse

fishes in which the margin of the upper jaw is

entirely formed by the premaxillaries, which
are scarcely protractile, and in which the anus
IS jugular. Five species are known, generally arranged
in three genera, from the fresh waters of the United States,
the largest and best-known being the blind-fish of the
Mammoth and other caves. tSee Amblyopsis. Also called

Amblyopidt*.

Amblyopsis (am-bli-op'sis), n. [NL. (J. E.
De Kay, 1842), < Gr. appMf, dull, faint, dim, +
oV"C> countenance, sight, related to ui)>, eye : see

optic. Ct.amblyopia.] 1 . A genus of fishes repre-
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amblystomid (am-blis'to-mid), w. An amphi-
bian of the family Amblystomidce.
Amblystomidae (am-blis-tom'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Amblystoma + -idee."] A family of am-
phibians of which Amblystoma is the typical
genus. They are salamanders with the palatines not

prolonged overthe parasphenoid and bearing teeth behind,
parasphenoid toothless, vertebrae opisthocoelian, and a pe-
culiar arrangement of the hyoid apparatus. Most of the

species are North American.

ambo (am'bo), n. ; pi. ambos or ambmics (am'-
boz, am-bo'nez). [< ML. ambo, < Gr. afiftwv,

any slight elevation, a boss, stage, pulpit: see

ambe.] 1. In early Christian churches and
basilicas, a raised desk or pulpit from which cer-
tain parts of the service were read or chanted

Blind-fish (Amblyop.

sented by the blind-fish (A . snel&us) of the Mam-
moth Cave of Kentucky, and typical of the fam-

ily Amblyopsidce. 2. A genus of crustaceans.

amblyopsoid (am-bli-op'soid), a. and n. [< Am-
blyopsis + -oid.] I. a. Having the characters
of the Amblyopsidce.

II. n. An amblyopsid.
Amblyopus (am-bli-6'pus), n. [NL. (Valen-
ciennes, 1837), < Gr. a/i/3Avtnrof, dim-sighted:
see amblyopia.] 1. A genus of fishes, of the

. family Gobiidtv, typical of the subfamily Ambly-
opince. 2. A genus of orthopterous insects.

Kaussure, 1878.

amblyopy (am'bli-o-pi), . Same as amblyopia.
Amblypoda (am-blip'o-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

anft'M'f, blunt, dull, 4- novf (Trod-) = E. foot.] A
suborder of Eocene mammals belonging to the

Subungulata, or many-toed hoofed quadrupeds,
of elephantine proportions and structure of the
limbs. The fore feet were 5-toed and the hind feet 4-

toed. The skull had a remarkably small brain-case, enor-
mous flaring processes in three pairs, no upper incisors,
three pairs of lower incisors, and a pair of huge upper
canines, projecting alongside a flange-like plate of the
lower jaw. The molars were 6 in number on each side,
above and below. The genera composing this group are

Uintatherium, Dinocerax, Tinocerax, Loxolophwlon, etc.

The term Dinocerata is nearly synonymous. These huge
mammals were extinct before the Miocene era, and their
fossil remains have been found mostly in the Eocene beds
of North America.

Amblypodia (am-bli-po'di-a), . [NL., < Gr.

d/i/5/U'f, blunt, dull, + naif '(jroti-) =E. foot, +
-.] A genus of lycsenid butterflies.

Amblypterus (am-blip'te-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

a/i/i'/.i'f, dull, blunt, + VTep6v, wing (> Trrfyt'f,

wing, fin), = K. feather.] 1. A genus of ganoid
fishes with heterocercal tail. The species are
found only in a fossil state, and are character-
istic of the coal formation.

AgassiZj
1833. 2.

A genus of birds, founded by Gould in 1837, but

preoccupied in ichthyology by the preceding
genus, and therefore not in use. It was based

upon a remarkable South American goatsucker, of the fam-

ily Caprimnlffnlif, now known as Elfothreptn* anomalwt.

Ainblyrhynchus (am-bli-ring'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. a/i3).i-(, blunt, + pi'yxSi snout.] 1. A genus
of iguanid lizards characteristic of the Galapa-
gos islands : so called from the very blunt snout.
There are two remarkable species, a marine one, A. cria-

tattw, with compressed tail and partially webbed toes, and
A. demarli, a laud-lizard, with cylindric tail and unwebbed
toes.

2. In ornith. : (a) A genus of South American
Icterida;, or blackbirds. [Not in use.] (b) A
genus of phalaropes. Thomas Nuttall, 1834.

[Not in use.]

Amblysomus (am-bli-so'mus), . [NL., < Gr.

a/i/3At'f, blunt, dull, dim, + aufia, body.] A
genus of gold-moles or Cape moles of southern

Africa, of the family Chrysochloridida; distin-

guished from Clirysochloris by having only 2
molars in each jaw instead of 3. Chalcochloris

of Mivart is a synonym more frequently used.

Amblystoma (am-blis'to-ma), . [NL., < Gr.

d/i/JW'f, blunt, dull, + oro/m, mouth.] An ex-
tensive genus of urodele or tailed batrachians,
notable for the transformations which they un-

dergo; the type of the family AnMystomidcc.
In their undeveloped state they represent the formerly
recognized genus .SVrfrfon, and some species are known as
axolotls. They belong to the salamandrine series of the

Urodela, and are related to the newts, efts, salamanders,
etc. Very often written, by mistake, Ambystmna. See cut
under axoloti.

The axoloti is the larval state of Ainblyytowi ; but it

sometimes remains in that state throughout life, and is

at the same time most prolific, while those which must be

supposed to have attained a higher form are utterly ster-

ile, the sexual organs becoming apparently atrophied.
Pasme, Zool. Class., p. 193.

amblystome (am'bli-stom), n. Same as am-

blystomid.

Allllxi.

Northern Tribune of the Church of 5. Maria in Ara Cceli, Rome.

and sermons were preached, it was often an ob-

long inclosure with steps at both ends, and was generally
richly decorated. It was very common to place two ambos
in a church, from one of which was read the

gospel,
and

from the other the epistle. A tall ornamented pillar for

holding the paschal candle is sometimes associated with
the ambo.
From these walls projected ambones, or pulpits with

desks, also of marble, ascended by steps.

Encyc. Brit., III. 415.

2. In anat., a circumferential fibrocartilage ;

a fibrocartilaginous ring surrounding an articu-

lar cavity, as the glenoid fossa of the scapula
and the cotyloid fossa of the innominate bone.
Also written ambon.

ambodextert (am-bo-deks'ter), a. and w. Same
as ambidexter.

ambolic (am-bol'ik), a. [< Gr. "a/tfiounof, contr.
from avaf)(AiK6f, taken in lit. sense < avafto'/.i/

(poet. afijio'/.ri),
that which is thrown up or

around: see anabole.] Having the power of

producing abortion
;
abortifacient.

ambon (am'bon), n. See ambo.
ambosexous (am-bo-sek'sus), a. [< L. ambo,
both, + sexus, sex.] Having both sexes; bi-

sexual; hermaphrodite. [Bare or obsolete.]

Amboyna wood. See wood.

Amboynese (am-boi-neV or -nez'), n. sing, and
pi. [< Amboyna + -ese.] A native or the na-
tives of Amboyna, the most important of the
Moluccas or Spice Islands.

ambreada (am-bre-a'da), n. [= F. ambreade,
< Pg. ambreada, fictitious amber, prop. fern,

pp. of ambrear, perfume with amber, < ambre,

usually ambar, amber: see amber2."] A kind
of artificial amber manufactured for the trade
with Africa.

ambreic (am-bre'ik), a. [< ambrein + -ie.] In

diem., formed by digesting ambrein in nitric

acid : as, ambreic acid.

ambrein (am'bre-in), n. [< F. ambreine, < ambre,
amber : see anther^ and -in2 . ] A peculiar fatty
substance obtainedfrom ambergris by digesting
it in hot alcohol. It is crystalline, is of a bril-

liant white color, and has an agreeable odor.

ambrette (am-bref), . [F., dim. of ambre,
amber.] 1. See amber-seed. 2. Akindof pear
with an odor of ambergris or musk. _A~. E. I).

ambrite (am'brit), n. [= G.ambrit; < NL. at-

bra, E. amber2
,
+ -ife2.] A fossil resin occur-

ring in large masses in Auckland, New Zealand,
and identical with the resin of the Dammara
australis, a pine now growing abundantly there.

ambrology (am-brol'6-ji), . [< NL. ambra,
amber, + Gr. -Aoy/u, < \eyetv, speak: see -ology.]
The natural history of amber. Syd. Soe. Lex.

ambrotype
ambroset (am'broz), . [< ME. ambrose, in def.

L' (OF. ambroisf, F. ambroisie, sometimes am-
brosie), < L. ambrosia, ambrosia, also the name
of several plants : see umhnixiii.] 1. Ambrosia.
[Bare.]
At first, ambrose. itself was not sweeter.

Rurlnn, Anat. of Mel., iii. >.

2. An early English name of the Jerusalem oak,
Chenopodium Botrys, and also of the wood-sage,
Teucrium Seorodoiiiti.

ambrosia (am-bro'zia), n. [L., < Gr. apppoaia,
the food of the gods, conferring immortality,
fern, of adj. aft(ip6mo(, a lengthened form of

afijiporof, also aftporof, immortal, < a- priv. +
*/fpor6f, ppordf, older form fioprof, mortal, akin
to L. mor(t-)s, death (L. im~mort-al-is = Gr.

a-///}por-of ), and mori, die : see
1

mortal. Cf. Skt.

amrita, immortal, also the drink of the gods
(see amrita), = Gr. d^/Jporof.] 1. In Gr. legend,
a celestial substance, capable of imparting im-

mortality, commonly represented as the food
of the gods, but sometimes as their drink, and
also as a richly perfumed unguent ; hence, in

literature, anything comparable in character
to either of these conceptions.
His dewy locks distill'd ambrosia. Milton, P. L., v. 57.

2. [cnp.] A genus of widely distributed coarse
annual weeds, of the natural order Compositai,

chiefly American, and generally known as ray-
weed. A. artemisiafolia is also called Roman
intnii wood or hogweed.
ambrosiac (am-bro'zi-ak), a. [< L. ambrosia-

eus, < ambrosia : see ambrosia.] Of
, pertaining

to, or having the qualities of ambrosia; per-
fumed; sweet-smelling: as, "ambrosiac odours,"
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3 (song).

Shrill strain'd arts-men, whose ambrotiac quills,
Whiles they desert's encomions sweet rehearse,
The world with wonder and amazement fills.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

ambrosiaceous (am-bro-zi-a'shius), a. [< Am-
brosia + -aceoim."] In hot., allied to the genus
Ambrosia.
ambrosial (am-bro'zial), a. [< ambrosia + -al.]
Of or pertaining to ambrosia ; partaking of the
nature or qualities of ambrosia; anointed or

fragrant with ambrosia
; hence, delighting the

taste or smell; delicious; fragrant; sweet-

smelling: as, ambrosial dews.
As the sunset

Threw the long shadows of trees o'er the broad ambrosial
meadows. Lonufellow, Evangeline, L 4.

Sweet after showers, ambrosial air.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxvi.

Thou too . . . mayest become a Political Power: and
with the shakings of thy horse-hair wig, shake principal-
ities and dynasties, like a very Jove with his ambrosial
curls. Carlyle, French Rev., I. Hi. 1.

ambrosially (am-bro'zial-i), adv. In an am-
brosial manner; with an ambrosial odor.

A fruit of pure Hesperian gold,
That smelt ambroirially. Tennyson, (Enone.

ambrosian 1

1 (am-bro'zian), a. [< ambrosia +
-an.] Of or pertaining to ambrosia

; fragrant ;

ambrosial. B. Jonson.
Most ambronan-lipped creature.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, iv. 2.

Ambrosian2 (am-bro'zian), a. [<LL. Ambro-

sianus, < Ambrosius, Ambrose, < Gr. a/t/)p6oto(,

immortal, divine: see ambrosia.] Of, pertain-
ing to, or instituted by St. Ambrose, bishop of

Milan in the fourth century Ambrosian chant,
a mode of singing or chanting introduced by St. Ambrose
in the cathedral church at Milan about 384. Little is

certainly known of its nature. Ambrosian Library,
a famous library and collection of antiquities at Milan,
founded by Cardinal Borromeo in 1809. Ambrosian
office or ritual, a formula of worship named from St. Am-
brose, and long used in the church of Milan in place of
the Roman mass.

ambrosino (am-bro-ze'no), n. [It., from the fig-

ure of St. Ambrose on the coin : see above.] A

Obverse. Reverse.

Silver Ambrosino of Milan, British Museum. ( Size of the original. )

silver coin, weighing about 45 grains, issued by
the republic of Milan A. D. 1250-1310, and bear-

ing the effigy of Ambrose, the patron saint of

the city. The name was also applied to a rare

Milanese gold coin of the same period.

ambrotype (am'bro-tip), . [< Gr. afi/ipoTOf (see

ambrosia), immortal, + Tmrof, impression : see

type.] lupnotog., a picture made by applying



ambrotype

a dark backiug to the face of a thin negative
On glass. The negative, as seen from behind, thus ap-

pears as a positive against the hacking. the lights being
formed by the opaque portions, anil the shadows by the

backing seen through the more or less transparent por-

tions.

ambry (am'bri), n.; pi. ambries (-briz). [In
actual modern speech only in north. E. dial.

iiiimry, otherwise only a historical word, spelled

prop, ambry, but archaistically in various forms

of the earlier ambery, as ambrey, diimliry, aum-

brie (with excrescent b as in number, slumber),

earlier amrie, aumrye, aumrie, aumery, awmery,

amburbial

lar) of cchinoderms. Ambulacra! vesicle, a sac situ- ambulant (am'bu-lant). . [= F. ambulant, <

atedupon the aboral face of an ambulacral ossicle. -Am- \ Jt ambulan(t~)s, ppr. of ambulare, walk, go
bulacral vessels, the water-vascular channels of the am- - -ff- -

bulacra. See cut under Echinoidea.

Another marked peculiarity of the Echinoderm type is

the general, if not universal, presence of a system of am-
Imtiifral iv*xel*, consisting of a circular canal around the

mouth, whence canals usually arise and followthe middle

line of each of the ambulacral metameres.
Iluxleij, Anat. Invert., p. 54.

Circumoral ambulacral vessel, that into which a ra-

dial canal of the ambulacra! system of vessels opens at

its oral end. Radial ambulacral vessels, those which
jr

__.

radiate from the central or circular vessel which surrounds ambulate
tne guuet.

about: see 'ambulate.} 1. Walking; moving
from place to place ; shifting.

Sold it for 400 francs to an ambulant picture dealer.

The American, VI. 250.

Ambulant tobacconists crying their goods.
X. F. liurtan, Kl-Medinah, p. 259.

2. In her., walking: said of a beast used as a

bearing. 3. In pathol., shifting about from

place to place; ambulatory: as, ambulant edema,

mbulate (am'bu-lat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. am-

bulated, ppr. ambulating. [< L. ambulatus, pp.
of ambulare, walk, go about, perhaps for *am-

bibulare, < "ambibulus, < ambi-, about (see ambi-\
-t- *-bulus, perhaps connected with bitere, betere,

go: see arbiter. The older E. form is amble,

q. v.] To walk or move about, or from place
to place.

Now Morpheus . . .

Amused with dreams man's ambulating soul.

Dr. Wolcot (Peter Pindar).

almery, almary, almarie, alsoarmorie, <ME. ame- Ambulacraria (am"bu-lak-ra'ri-a), n. pi.

rie, almarie, also armarie, < OF. almarie, arma- [NL., < ambulacrum + -aria.} 1. A branch or

rie, later almaire, aumaire, aumoire, armaire, subkiugdom of animals, constituted by the Echi-

armoire = Pr. armari = Sp. armario = Pg. al- nodermata and Enti-mpncusta, and divided into

marin (> Hind, almari, > Anglo-Ind. almirah, q. Radiata and Bilateralia, the latter represented
v. ) = It. armario, armadio = Or. aimer= Bohem. Dv the genus Balanoglossus alone. Metschnikoff.

armara, almara = Pol. almaryja, olmaryja = gf. [I.e.} The coronal ambulacra of sea-ur-

Serv. ormar, on/nan = Sloven, almara, ormar, chins.

omara, < L. armarium (ML. also corruptly al- Ambulacrata (am'bu-lak-ra'ta), n. pi. [NL.,

marram), a closet, chest, or safe for food, cloth- neut. pi. of ambulacratus, < ambulacrum.} A ambulation (am-bu-la'shon), . [< L. ambula-

ing, money, implements, tools, etc., < arma, term applied by E. R. Lankester to a branch of
tio(n-), < ambulare, walk: see ambulate.} The

implements, tools, arms: see arm*, arms, and echinoderms consisting of the Holothuroidea, act of ambulating or walking about,

cf. armory1
. Through the form almery the word Echinoidca, and Asteroidea, or sea-cucumbers, ambulative (am'bu-la-tiv), a. [< ambulate +

was confused with almonry, a place for distrib- sea-urchins, and starfishes, as collectively dis- _ive.} Having a tendency to walk or advance;

uting alms, and is sometimes found in that tinguished from the crinoids or Tentaculata walking. [Rare.]

sense.] 1. A place for keeping things ;
a store- (which see). ambulator (am'bu-la-tor), . [L., a walker,

house, storeroom, closet, pantry, cupboard, ambulacriform (am-bu-lak'ri-form), a. [< L.
lounger, peddler, <; ambulare, walk : see ambu-

press, safe, locker, chest. Specifically (a) A ambulacrum + forma, form.] Possessing the
late.} 1. One who walks about. 2. An odom-

place for keeping victuals
;
a pantry, cupboard, form or appearance of an ambulacrum,

or meat-safe. ambulacrum (am-bu-la'krum), n.
; pi. ambula-

cra (-kra). [NL. use of L. ambulacrum, a walk,

A B

Hir. Will not any fool take me for a wise man now, seeing

me draw out of the pit of my treasury this little god with

his belly full of gold?
Spun. And this, full of the same meat, out of my am-

bry f Massinger, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 3.

(6) In ancient churches, a niche or recess,

fitted with a door, in the wall near the altar, in

which the sacred utensils

were deposited, in the
"f -- " T larger churches and cathedrals

jj FH^^MMM r, ambries were very numerous,
were used for various pur-

^ 1 1 '..;, poses, and were sometimes
large enough to be what we
should now call closets, the
doors and other parts that
were seen being usually richly
carved. Ambries are still used
in Roman Catholic churches
as depositories for the conse-
crated oils. They are some-
times made portable, in the
form of a chest or cupboard,
which is hung near the altar,

(c) A place for keeping books; a library. 2.

Same as almonry. [Erroneous use : see etym.]
ambs-acet, See ambes-ace.

ambulacra, . Plural of ambulacrum.
ambulacra! (am-bu-la'kral), a. [(.ambulacrum
+ -al.} Of or pertaining to an ambulacrum, or

to the ambulacra, of an echinoderm Ambula-
cral face, ambulacral aspect, that surface of an
echinoderm which bears the ambulacra ; corresponding in

a starfish to the oral axptct, that upon which the creature

creeps. Ambulacra! groove, a furrow which marks the

course of an ambulacrum.

, Church,
norland.

[In a starfish! a deep furrow, the ambulacral groove, ambulance (am'bu-lans), n.

occupies the middle of the oral surface of each ray, and is (formerly hopital ambulant, walking hospital),
nearly filled by contractile sucker-like pedicels, . . . ap- (ambulant, walking, shifting: see ambulant.}
parently arranged in four longitudinal series.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. */o. - -*
r.

- ,, ** ,,

f th b d f
an army m lts movements in the field for the

'

by the ambula- purpose of providing speedy assistance to sol-

cral system, as the five fingers or rays of a starfish. See

extract under ambulacral vessels and cut under Aftrophy-
ton. Ambulacral nerve, a nerve which is in relation

with the ambulacra.

When the suckers of an ambulacrum [of a starfish] are

. . . cut away, a longitudinal ridge is seen to lie at the

bottom of the groove between their bases. This ridge is

the ambulacral nerve. Followed to the apex of the ray, it

ends upon the eye and its tentacle ; in the opposite direc-

tion, it reaches the oral disk.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 478.

Ambulacral neural canal, a tube of which the amhu-
lacral nerve forms the outer wall. Ambulacra! ossicle,
one of a double row of small hard pieces which come to-

gether in the ambulacral groove, extending from its sides

to its middle line. Also called vertebral ossicle. See cut

under Asteriidce. Ambulacral plate, one of those coro-

nal plates of a sea-urchin which are perforated to form

part of an ambulacrum. See cut under ambulacrum.

In the ordinary Echinus or sea-urchin ... of these

plates there are twenty principal longitudinal series, con-

stituting the great mass of the corona; and ten single

plates, which form a ring around its aboral or apical mar-

gin. The twenty series of longitudinal plates are disposed
in ten double series five ambulacral and five interambu-
lacral. . . . Each ambulacral plate is subdivided by a

greater or less number of sutures . . . into a correspond-

ing number of minor plates, . . . called pore plates.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 486.

Ambulacral sac, in echinoderms, that portion of the va-

soperitoneal sac of the embryo which lays the f

for the whole system of the ambulacral vessels.

peritoneal and Holothuroidea.- -Ambulacra!
the water-vascular system (which see, under w

eter (which see). 3. A name sometimes given
to the original form of the velocipede. See

velocipede.
Ambulatores (am"bu-la-to'rez), n. pi. [NL.,

pi. of L. ambulator: see ambulator.} I. In

Sundevall's classification of birds, a group of

corvine birds. Also called Coreiformes and Coli-

omorphw. 2t. Illiger's name (1811) of a group
of birds inexactly equivalent to Insessores, or

to the Linnean Passeres.

ambulatorial (am"bu-la-to'ri-al), a. [< L. am-
bulatorius + -al.} Ambulatory.
ambulatory (am'bu-la-to-ri), a. and n. [< L.

ambulatorius, < ambulator: see ambulator.} I.

a. 1. Having the power or faculty of walking ;

formed or adapted for walking : as, an ambula-

tory animal. Specifically (a) In ornith., gressorial:

opposed to saltatory, saltatorial, or leaping, and applied
to the feet or gait of certain birds or to the birds them-

selves ; most frequently to the mode of progression by

moving the feet one after the other, instead of both to-

gether. As applied to the structure of the feet, ambula-

tory is sometimes opposed to scansorial, that is, to the

zygodactyl modification of the feet, (b) In crustaceans,

insects, etc., performing the office of locomotion : applied
to those legs or feet of an animal by means of which it

walks, as distinguished from those limbs which are mod-

ified, as swimmerets, chelipcds, or maxillipeds. See cut

under endopodite.

2. Pertaining to a walk; happening or ob-

tained during a walk. [Rare.]
The princes of whom his majesty had an ambulatory

view in his travels. H'otton.

S. Accustomed to move from place to place ;

not stationary : as, an ambulatory court.

The priesthood . . . before was very ambulatory, and

dispersed into all families. Jer. Taylor.

He had been, I imagine, an ambulatory quack doctor,
for there was no town in England, nor any country in

Europe, of which he could not give a very particular ac-

count. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 37.

4. In law, not fixed; capable of being al-

tered : as, a will is ambulatory until the death

of the testator ;
the return of a sheriff is am-

feufatori/ until it is filed. 5. In med. : (a) Shift-

ing; ambulant: applied to certain morbid af-

fections when they skip or shift from one place
to another. (6) Permitting the patient to be
about : applied to typhoid fever when it does

not compel the patient to take to his bed.

II. .
; pi. ambulatories (-riz). Any part of a

building intended for walking, as the aisles of

a church, particularly those surrounding the

choir and apse, or the cloisters of a monastery ;

any portico or corridor.

The inscription upon Wilson's gravestone in the eastern

ambulatory of the little cloisters of Westminster Abbey is

now very much effaced. X. and Q., 8th ser., X. 455.

A broad ambulatory extends round the south and east

ends of the church. J. HI. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 230.

wheeled wagon constructed for conveying sick ambulet (am'bul), v. i. [< L. ambulare : see

or wounded persons. Ambulance-wagons are con- amble and ambulate.} To move from place t

structed to run very easily, and are designed to carry one place.
or two tiers of stretchers. Some forms are fitted with ambulomancy (am'tau-lo-man'si), n. [< L.
water-tank, medicine-chest, operating-table, and other ambu iare wafk (see ambulate), + Gr. uavreia,
conveniences. City hospital ambulances are light four- n;,^r,ofi , -n/olVincr PTJarp 1
wheeled wagons, furnished with one or two beds, surgical divination. ] Divination by walking. L^are- J

appliances, restoratives, etc. Ambulance-cot, a folding amburbial (am-ber bi-al),
a. [< L. amourtnalts,

A, three ambulacral plates of Echinus sfhara. showing sutures

of the pore-plates of which each ambulacral plate is composed. B, a

portion of the extent of the petaloid ambulacrum of a clypeastroid.

alley, < ambulare: see ambulate.} In zool., a

row, series, or other set of perforations in the

shell of an echinoderm, as a sea-urchin or star-

fish, through which are protruded and with-

drawn the tube-feet or pedicels. Each such row
or set of holes usually forms a narrow grooved line from

base to apex of a sea-urchin, and from the center to the

end of each ray of a starfish, along the oral aspect of the

body. Each set or radiating series of perforations is an

ambulacrum, the several rows together being the ambula-

cra. The usual definition of ambulacra as the perforated

spaces through which the tube-feet are protruded leaves

a doubt whether an ambulacrum is not one such perforated

space. Ambulacra is sometimes used for the tube-feet

themselves, collectively ; in which case it properly signifies

several sets or series of tube-feet, not several tube-feet of

any single row or series.

The ambulacra present important variations in the three

divisions of the Echinidea. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 489.

[< F. ambulance

C ambulant,

p 475 1. A hospital establishmentwhich accompanies

diers wounded m battle. ii. A two- or tour-

United States Army Ambulance.



amburbial

+ urbs, city: see urban.] Encompassing or

surrounding a city. [Rare.]
ambury (am'be-ri), n. Same as anbury.
ambuscade (am-bus-kad'), n. [Formerly also
imbuscadc (and, after Sp. or It., ambuscado,
emboscata, imboscata), < F. embuscade, < It. im-
boscata= 8f. Pg. emboscada = OF. embuchee, <

ML. *imboscata, an ambush, prop. pp. fern, of

imboscare, set in ambush : see ambush, 13.] 1. A
lying in wait and concealment for the purpose
of attacking by surprise ;

an ambush.
To draw you into the palpable ambuscade of his ready-

made joke.

Sheridan, quot by Whipple, Ess. and Rev., II. 317.

Till the great plover's human whistle amazed
Her heart, and glancing round the waste she fear'd
In every wavering brake an ambuscade.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. A secret station in which troops lie con-
cealed with a view to attacking suddenly and
by surprise; an ambush. 3. A body of troops
lying in ambush.
ambuscade (am-bus-kad'), v.; pret. and pp.
ambuscaded, ppr. ambuscading. [< ambuscade,
"] I. trans. To attack from a concealed posi-
tion.

H. intrans. To lie in ambush: as, "ambus-
cading ways," Carlyle, Sart. Resart., ii. 4.

ambuscado (am-bus-ka'do), n. [See ambuscade,
n.] An ambuscade.

They were adroit in executing a thousand stratagems,
ambuncadoes, and evolutions. Irving, Granada, p. 446.

ambuscadot (am-bus-ka'do), v. t. [< ambusca-

do, n.] To post in ambush. Sir T. Herbert.

ambush (am'bush), v. [Early mod. E. also

embush, < ME. embusshen, enbusshen, enbuschen,
enbussen (also abuschen, abussen, and by apher-
esis busse, early mod. E. bush), < OF. enbuschcr,
embuscher, embuissier, later embucher (mod. F.

embusqiier, after Sp. or It.) = Sp. Pg. emboscar
= It. imboscare, < ML. emboscare, prop, imbos-

care, set in ambush, < L. in, in, + ML. boscus,

wood, bush : see bush 1
,
and cf . ambuscade.] I.

trans. 1. To post or place in concealment for
the purpose of attacking by surprise.
The subtil Turk, having ambuxhed a thousand horse,

. . . charged the Persians. Sir T. Herbert, Trav., p. 281.

It seemed as if his placid old face were only a mask lie-

hind which a merry Cupid had ambushed himself, peeping
out all the while. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 85.

2. To ambuscade; waylay; attack unexpected-
ly and from a hidden position.
The Tekke warriors outaide, however, got notice of the

intended visit, and ambuxhed their Kuchan invaders so

successfully that not a man escaped, sixty being killed

aud forty made prisoners. O'Donovan, Merv, xiv.

II. intrans. To lie in wait for the purpose of

attacking by surprise. [Rare.]
The . . . snake that amlnttih'd for his prey.

John Truinbull, tr. of Georgics, iv.

ambush (am'bush), n. [< late ME. ambuslie,

enbusshe, < OF. embusche, embosche, F. embuche;
from the verb.] 1. The act or state of lying
concealed for the purpose of attacking by sur-

prise ;
a lying in wait

;
the act of attacking un-

expectedly from a concealed position.

Heaven, whose high walls fear no assault, or siege,
Or ambuth from the deep. Milton, P. L, ii. 344.

An ambush is neither an " attack
"
nor a "surprise," in

military language; it it* something more sudden and un-

expected than either. Farrow, Mil. Encyc., p. 42.

2. A secret or concealed station where troops
lie in wait to attack unawares.
The enemy, intending to draw the English further into

their ambush, turned away at an easy pace.
Sir J. Hayward.

3. The troops posted in a concealed place for

attacking by surprise. [Rare.]
And the ambiuh arose quickly out of their place.

Josh. viii. 19.

ambushment (am'bush-ment), n. [Early mod.
E. also embushment and imbushment, < ME.
embusshement, enbussement, < OF. embuschement

(F. embuchement), < ML. imboscamentum, < im-

boscare, y OF. embuscher, set in ambush : sec
ambush and -ment.] An ambush, in any of its

senses
;
the act or method of forming an am-

bush.

But Jeroboam caused an ambushment to come about be-
hind them. 2 Chron. xiii. 13.

For his opponents then to skulk, to lay ambushmentn.
to keep a narrow bridge of licencing where the challenger
should passe, though it be valour anough in souldiership,
is but weaknes and cowardise in the wars of Truth.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 52.

In ambushment lie

Until I come or send for you myself.
Greene, Alphousus, ii.
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A wolf is a beast that is apt to hover about in Indian

(iini>nshment, craving the offals of the deer the savages
kill. Cooper, Last of the Mohicans, v.

ambustiont (am-bus'tion), TO. [< L. ambus-
lio(n-), a burn, < ambu'rcrc, pp. ambuntus, burn,
consume, lit. burn around, scorch, < amb-, am-
bi-, around (see ambi-),+ urere, burn : see adiirt:

Cf. combustion.] A burn or scald. Cockeram.

ameba, amebean, etc. See amwba, etc.

ameer, amir (a-mer'), n. [Also written, as a
historical Saracen title, emir, q. v. ; Pers. Hind.

amir, < Ar. amir, a commander, ruler, chief, no-

bleman, prince, < amara = Chal. amar = Heb.
amar, tell, order, command. The same word
occurs in amiral, now admiral, q. v.] A prince,
lord, or nobleman; a chief, governor, or one

having command : specifically, the title of the
dominant ruler of Afghanistan.
ameership, amirship (a-mer'ship), n. [< ameer
+ -ship.] The office or dignity of ameer.

The faithful ally of England, owing his amirship to her
armies. The American, IV. 277.

Ameiva (a-mi'va), n. [NL., from a native

name.] A genus of small, inoffensive lizards,
the type of the family Ameividas, order Laeerti-

lia. They are rather pretty animals, with a long whip-like
tail, and peculiarly elongated toes on the hind feet. The
tail is covered with a series of scales arranged in rings,
the ventral shields are broad and smooth, the teeth are
trilobate and compressed, and the feet are 5-toed. The
general color is dark olive speckled with black on the

nape of the neck ; on the sides are rows or bands of
white spots edged with black. There are many species,
occurring from Patagonia to California and Pennsylvania.
The abundant A. dorialis of Jamaica is a characteristic

example.
Ameividas (a-mi'vi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ameiva
+ -ida".] A family of lizards, of the division

Fissilinguia of the order Lacertilia, named from
the genus Ameiva, peculiar to America. The old
name Teida, or Teiidce, is an inexact synonym. The prin-
cipal genera are Teius, Ameiva, and Crocodilurus. The
teguexin monitor, Teiwt terrtiexin, is a characteristic and
well-known species.

amelt (am'el), . [Early mod. E. also ammel,
ammell (rarely esmaylc, after MF.), < ME. ameli,

amelle, amall, aumayl, < AF. *amal, *amail, OF.
esmal, esmail, later entail, mod. F. e-mail = Pr.

esmaut, esmalt = Sp. Pg. esmalte = It. smalto, <
ML. smaltum, enamel, prob. < Teut. *

smalt, any-
thing melted, OHG. MHG. smalz, G. schmalz
= OD. smalt, melted grease or butter, < Teut.

"smeltan, OHG. smelzan, MHG. smelzcn, G.
schmelzen = AS. *smtltan = Sw. smalta = Dan.
smelte, melt, dissolve : see smeltl. In mod. use

only in comp. enamel, q. v.] Enamel (which
see).

Heav'ns richest diamonds, set on aniniel white.
P. Fletcher, Purple Island, x.

Gardens of delight
Whose ammell beds perfume the skie.

W. Li*le, tr. of Du Bartas, i. 34. (N. E. D.)

amelt (am'el), v. t. [Early mod. E. also am-
mele, ammell, < ME. amelen, amHen ; from the

noun.] To enamel.
I ammell as a goldesmythe dothe his worke.

Paltarave, p. 425. (X. E. D.)

amel-corn (am'el-korn), n. [Formerly also

amell-corn, amil-corn; < G. amelkorn (or D. amel-

koren), < MHG. amel, amer, OHG. amar, amel-
corn (later associated, as in G. amelmehl, D.

ameldonk, starch, with L. amylum, starch: see

amyl 1
), + korn = D. koren = E. corn1

.] The
seeds of a grass, Triticum dicoccum, resembling
spelt, but bearing only two grains in the head,
cultivated in Switzerland for the manufacture
of starch.

ameledt (am'eld), p. a. [Early mod. E. also

ammeled, ammelled, < ME. ameled, amiled : pp.
of amel, v.] Enameled.

Achilles' arms, enlightened all with stars.
And richly amell'd. Chapman, Iliad, xvi. 123.

amelett, . [< OF. amelette, mod. omelette : see

omelet.] A former spelling of omelet.

ameli, n. Plural of amelus.

amelia (a-mel'i-S), TO. [NL., < Gr. o- priv. +
jUt/lof, a limb.] In teratol., absence of limbs.
See amelus.

ameliorable (a-me'lyo-ra-bl), a. [< ML. as if

"ameliorabilis, < ameliorare: see ameliorate.]

Capable of being ameliorated.

ameliorate (a-me'lyo-rat), v.; pret. and pp.
ameliorated, ppr. ameliorating. [< ML. amelio-

ratus, pp. of ameliorare (> OF. ameillorer, F.
ameliorer = Pr. amilorar = It. ammigliorare),
become better, improve, < L. ad, to, + LL. me-

liorare, make better, meliorate: see meliorate.]
I. trans. To make better, or more tolerable,

satisfactory, prosperous, etc.
; improve ;

melio-
rate.

amen
In every human being there is a wish to ameliorate his

own condition. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

Let it be sufficient that you have in some slight degree
ameliorated mankind, and do not think that amelioration
u matter of small importance.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 266.

= Syn. Amend, Improve, Better, etc. See amend.

II. intrans. To grow better
;
meliorate.

[Man) may have been temporarily driven out of the

country [southern England] by the returning cold periods,
but wonld find his way back as the climate ameliorated.

Geilcie, Geol. Sketches, p. 45.

amelioration (a-me-lyo-ra'shon), n. [= F.
amelioration; from the verb.] 1. The act of

ameliorating, or the state of being ameliorated;
a making or becoming better; improvement;
melioration.

Remark the unceasing effort throughout nature at
somewhat better than the actual creatures : amelioration
in nature, which alone permits and authorizes ameliora-
tion in mankind. Emerson, Misc., p. 298.

The October politician is so full of charity and good-
nature, that he supposes that these very robbers and mur-
derers themselves are in course of amelioration.

Burke, A Regicide Peace.

2. A thing wherein improvement is realized;
an improvement. N. E. D.

The buildings, drains, enclosures, and other ameliora-
tions which they may either make or maintain.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations (ed. 1869), p. 248.

ameliorative (a-me'lyo-ra-tiv),
a. [< amelio-

rate + -ie.] Producing, or having a tendency
to produce, amelioration or amendment: as,
ameliorative medicines.
ameliorator (a-me'lyo-ra-tor), TO. [< amelio-
rate + -or.] One who or that which amelio-
rates.

Our indefatigable naturalist [Darwin] says that this de-

spised earth-worm is nothing less than an ameliorator on
the surface of the globe. Pop. Sei. Mo., XX. 899.

amelus (am'e-lus), n.
; pi. ameli (-Ii). [NL., <

Gr. a- priv. + fie'Mf, a limb. Cf. amelia.] In

teratol., a monster in which the limbs are en-

tirely wanting, or are replaced by wart-like

stumps.
amen (a'men', in ritual speech often and in

singing always a'men'), adv. or interj. and n.

[< ME. amen, AS. amen = D. G. Sw. Dan. amen
= F. Sp. Pg. amen = It. amen, ammenne, < LL.
amen, Gr. a/jfyv, < Heb. amen, firm, true, faithful;
as a noun, certainty, truth; as an adv., cer-

tainly, verily, surely, in affirmation or approval
of what has been said by another; < dman,
strengthen, support, confirm; cf. Ar. tin/in,

trusted, confided in.] I. adv. or interj. 1.

Verily; truly: retained in the Bible from the

original.
All the promises of God in him [Christ] are yea, and in

him Amen. 2 Cor. i. 20.

The reader may see great reason why we also say Amen,
Amen, and durst not translate it.

Kheimi A'. T., John viii. 34, note.

Amen, Amen, I say to thee, Except a man be born again,
he cannot see the kingdom of God.

Rhe'iiii* X. T., John iii. 2.

2. It is so; after a prayer or wish, be it so: a

concluding formula used as a solemn expres-
sion of concurrence in a formal statement or
confession of faith, or in a prayer or wish.

I believe in the Holy Ghost; the holy Catholic Church ;

the communion of sainte ; the forgiveness of sins ; the res-

urrection of the body ; and the life everlasting. A'men.

Apostles' Creed.

One cried "God blessus!"and "Amen," the other. . . .

But wherefore could not I pronounce amen?
I had most need of blessing, and amen
Stuck in my throat. Shalt., Macbeth, ii. 2.

3. A mere concluding formula.

And were continually in the temple, praising and bless-

ing God. Amen. Luke xxiv. 53 (end of the book).

II. . 1. He who is true and faithful: re-

tained in the Bible from the original, as a title

of Christ.

These things saith the Amen, the faithful and true wit-
ness. Rev. iii. 14.

2. An expression of concurrence or assent
;
an

assertion of belief.

False doctrine strangled by its own amen.
Mrs. Broiening, Casa Guidi Windows, L 119.

3. The concluding word or act
;
end

;
conclu-

sion.

That such an act as this should be the amen of my life.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations, II. 95.

amen (a'men'), t. t. [< amen, adv.] 1. To
ratify solemnly ; say amen to

; approve.
Is there a bishop on the bench that has not amen'd the

humbug in his lawn sleeves, and called a blessing over the

kneeling pair of perjurers? Thackeray, Newcomes, Ivii.



amen

2. To say the last word to
;
end

;
finish.

This very evening have I amen'd the volume.
Southey, Letters (1812), II. 2S1.

[Rare in both uses.]

amenability (a-me-na-bil'i-ti), n. [< </-
ble: see -biliti/.] Amenableuess.
There was about him a high spirit and anti'iHihil>t>( t-i

the point of honor which years of a dog's life had not
broken. R. //. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 237.

amenable (a-me'na-bl), a. [Early mod. E.
also ameancible, amainable, and corruptly ames-

nable, < P. as if 'amenable, < amener, bring or

lead, fetch in or to: see amain'2 and -able.'] 1.

Liable to make answer or defense
;
answerable

;

accountable
; responsible : said of persons.

The sovereign of this country is not amenable to any form
of trial known to the laws. Junius, Pref. to Letters.

We must hold a man inm-iuible to reason for the choice
of his daily craft or profession. Emergon, Spiritual Laws.

2. Under subjection or subordination
;

liable

or exposed, as to authority, control, claim, or

application : said of persons or things : as, per-
sons or offenses amenable to the law; amenable
to criticism.

The same witness . . . is amenable to the same imputa-
tion of uncandid . . . quotation.

E. MeUur, Priesthood, p. 312. (N. E. D.)

3. Disposed or ready to answer, yield, or sub-

mit, as to influence or advice
; submissive.

Sterling . . . always was amenable enough to counsel.

Carlyle.

amenableness (a-me'ua-bl-nes), n. The state
of being amenable

; liability to answer
; dispo-

sition to respond to
;
tractableness.

amenably (a-me'na-bli), adv. In an amenable
manner.

amenaget, V. t. [< OF. amenager, earlier ames-

nagier, govern, rule, order, < a (L. ad, to) +
menage, mesnage^ F. menage, household: see

manage.] To bring into a state of subordina-

tion; manage.
With her, whoso will raging Furor tame,
Must first begin, and well her amenage,

Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 11.

amenancef, [< OF. amenance, conducting, <

amener, bring or lead to, conduct : see amenable
and amain2.] Mien or carriage ; conduct; be-
havior.

With grave speech and comely ame'itance.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island, xi. 9.

amend (a-mend'), v. [< ME. amenden, < OF.
amender, correct, amend, better, recompense,
make amends for, mod. F. amender= Pr. emen-
dar = It. animendare, < L. emenddre, free from
fault, correct, < e for ex, out of, + menda or men-

dmn, a fault, defect, blemish (in the body), a

fault, mistake, error (in writing, etc.), = Skt.

mindd, a personal defect, prob. connected with
L. minor, less: see minor, minish, etc. Abbr.

mend; doublet, emend, directly from the L. : see

mend, emend.] I. trans. 1. To free from faults
;

make better, or more correct or proper ; change
for the better

;
correct

; improve ;
reform.

Amend your ways and your doings, and I will cause you
to dwell in this place. Jer. vu. 3.

Thou hearest thy faults told thee, amend them, amend
them. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

It does not require much prescience to see that, whether
England does so or not, the Americans will ere long adopt
an amended spelling.

J. A. H. Murray, 9th Ann. Addr. to Philol. Soc.

2. To make a change or changes in the form
of, as a bill or motion, or a constitution;
properly, to improve in expression or detail,
but by usage to alter either in construction,
purport, or principle. 3. To repair; mend.
[Now rare.] 4f. To heal or recover (the sick) ;

cure (a disease). = Syn. Amend, Improve, Better,
Emend, Mend, Correct, Rectify, Reform, Ameliorate.
Amend is generally to bring into a more perfect state by
the removal of defects : as, to amend a record or one's
manner of life. Improve and better are the only words
in the list that do not necessarily imply something previ-
ously wrong; they may mean the heightening of excel-
lence : as, to improve land or one's penmanship. Better
is also used in the sense of surpass. Correct and rectify
are, by derivation, to make right ; they are the most abso-

lute, as denoting the bringing of a thing from an imper-
fect state into conformity with some standard or rule :

as, to correct proof ; to rectify an error in accounts. To
metul is to repair or restore that which has become im-

paired : as, tomende. shoe, a bridge, etc. Applied to things
other than physical, it may be equivalent to amend : as,
to mend one's manners. Emend has especially the lim-
ited meaning of restoring or attempting to restore the
text of books. Reform is to form over again for the bet-

ter, either by returning the thing to its previous state or

by bringing it up to a new one ; or it may be to remove
by reform : as, to reform the laws ; to reform, abuses.
Ameliorate is not commonly applied to persons and things,
but to condition and kindred abstractions ; it expresses
painstaking effort followed by some measure of success :

as, to ameliorate the condition of the poor.
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She begged him forthwith to amend his ways, for the
sake of his name and fame.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 386.

The weeds of a field, whioh if destroyed and consumed
upon the place where they grow, enrich and improve it

more than if none had ever sprung there. Su'ift.

Striving to better, oft we mar what's well.

Shak., Lear, i. 4.

I'lu' villainy you teach me I will execute, and it Khali go
biird but I will bi'ttt'r the instructions.

Shak., M. of V., ill. 1.

The text should be emended so as to read "tetragonus
sine vituperio," a square without a fault, which I have no
loiitit may be found in some Latin Aristotle.

N. and Q., 7th ser., I. 65.

He that lacks time to mourn lacks time to nu'inl ;

Eternity mourns that.

Sir //. Taylor, Philip Van Artevelde, I., I. 4.

There are certain defects of taste which correct them-
selves by their own extravagance.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 401.

Reform'd my will, and rectify'A my thought.
Sir J. Daviex, Introd. to Immortal, of Soul.

Some men, from a false persuasion that they cannot re-

form their lives and root out their old vicious habits,
never so much as attempt, endeavour, or go about it.

South.

It is a cheering thought throughout life, that something
can be done to ameliorate the condition of those who have
been subject to the hard usages of the world.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 470.

II. intrans. 1. To grow or become better by
reformation, or by rectifying something wrong
in manners or morals.

Anything that's mended is but patched: virtue that

transgresses is but patched with sin ; and sin that amends
is but patched with virtue. Shak., T. N., 1. 5.

2. To become better (in health) ;
recover from

illness.

Then enquired he of them the hour when he began to

amend. And they said unto him, Yesterday at the sev-

enth hour the fever left him. John iv. 52.

amend (a-mend'), n. [Sing, of amends, q. v.]

Compensation: generally used in the plural.
See amends.

And so to Finland's sorrow
The sweet amend is made.

Whittier, Conquest of Finland.

amendable (a-men'da-bl), a. [< ME. amend-

able, < OF. amendable, < L. emenddbilis, < emen-

dare, correct: see amend, v., and cf. emendablc."]

Capable of being amended or corrected : as, an
amendable writ or error.

amendatory (a-men'da-to-ri), a. [< amend +
-at-ory, like emendatory, < LL. emendatorins,
corrective.] Supplying or containing amend-

ment; corrective.

I presume this is an omission by mere oversight, and I

recommend that it be supplied by an amendatory or sup-

plemental act. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 184.

amende (a-mend'; F. pron. a-moiid'), n. [F.,
a fine, a penalty, amends: see amends."] 1. A
pecuniary punishment or fine. 2. A recanta-
tion or reparation. Amende honorable, in am.
French laiv, a public confession and apology made, under
certain humiliating conditions, by persons convicted of

offenses against law, morality, or religion. It is thus de-

nned by Cotgrave : "A most ignominious punishment in-

flicted upon an extream offender, who must go through
the streets barefoot and bareheaded (with a burning link

in his hand) unto the seat of justice, or some such publick
place, and there confess his offence, and ask forgiveness of

the party he hath wronged." It was abolished in 1791, re-

introduced in cases of sacrilege in 1826, and finally abro-

gated in 1830. The phrase now signifies any open apology
and reparation to an injured person for improper language
or treatment.

She was condemned to make the amende honorable, that

is, to confess her delinquency, at the end of a public re-

ligious procession, with a lighted taper in her hand, and
to be imprisoned during the pleasure of the King of France.

Mini Strickland, Queens of Eng., Henrietta Maria.

amender (a-men'der), n. One who amends.
We find this digester of codes, amender of laws, . . .

permitting . . . one of the most atrocious acts of oppres-
sion. Brouyham.

amendfult (a-mend'ful), a. [< amend + -ful.~]

Full of amendment or improvement.
Your most amendful and unmatched fortunes.

Fletcher (and others), Bloody Brother, iii. 1.

amendment (a-mend'ment), n. [< ME. amende-

ment, < OF. anicndcment, <J amender: see amend, v.,
and -ment.~\ 1. The act of freeing from faults

;

the act of making better, or of changing for the
better

;
correction ; improvement ; reformation :

as, "amendment of life," Hooker.
Her works are so perfect that there is no place for

amendment*. Ray, Creation.

2. The act of becoming better, or the state of

having become better; specifically, recovery
of health.

Your honour's players, hearing your amendment,
Are come to play a pleasant comedy.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind. 2.

3. In deliberative assemblies, an alteration pro-
posed to be made in the draft of a bill, or in the
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terms of a motion under discussion. Any such al-

teration is termed an amendment, even when its effect is

entirely to reverse the sense of the original bill or mo-
tion.

4. An alteration of a legislative or deliberative
act or in a constitution

;
a change made in a

law, either by way of correction or addition.
Amendments to the Constitution of the United States may
be proposed by a majority of two thirds of both houses of

Congress, or by a convention summoned by Congress on
the application of the legislatures of two thirds of the

States, and enacted by their ratification by the legisla-
tures of three fourths of the States, or by conventions in

three fourths of them, as Congress may determine.

5. In law, the correction of an error in a writ,

record, or other judicial document. 6f. Com-
pensation; reparation. Chaucer, Reeve's Tale.
= Syn. 1. Emendation, betterment. 2. Reform, etc. See

reformation.

amendment-monger (a-mend
' ment -mung * -

ger), n. One who makes a business of suggest-
ing and urging constitutional amendments: a
term especially applied in United States history
to the Anti-Federalists.

amends (a-mendz'), n. pi. [< ME. amendes,
amendis, always in plural, < OF. amendes, pi. of

amende, a penalty, a fine, mulct, mod. F. amende

(ML. ametida), < amender: see amend, v."] 1.

Compensation for a loss or injury ; recompense ;

satisfaction
; equivalent.

Yet thus far fortune maketh us amends.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

Finding amend* for want and obscurity in books and
thoughts. Emerson, Burns.

2f. Recovery of health; amendment.

Now, Lord be thanked for my good amend* !

Shak., T. of theS., Ind., 2.

amendsfult (a-mendz 'ful), a. [< amends + -ful. ]

Making amends
; giving satisfaction. Chap-

man.
amene (a-men'), a. [< ME. amene, < OF. "amene

(in adv. amendment), < L. amcenus, pleasant,
connected with amare, love : see amiable, amor,
amour."] Pleasant; agreeable. [Rare.]
The amene delta of the lovely Niger.

R. F. Burton, Abbeokuta, I. i.

amenity (a-men'i-ti), n.
; pi. amenities (-tiz).

[< F. amenite,<. L.
'

am<Knita(t-)s,<. amcenus, pleas-
ant: see amene."] 1. The quality of being
pleasant or agreeable in situation, prospect,
climate, temper, disposition, manners, etc.

;

pleasantness ; pleasingness ;
an affable manner.

After . . . discovering places which were so full of

amenity that melancholy iUelf could not but change its

humor as it gazed, the followers of Calvin planted them-
selves on the banks of the river May.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 65.

Roman childishness seems to me so intuitively connected
with Roman amenity, urbanity, and general gracefulness,
that, for myself, I should be sorry to lay a tax on it, lest

these other commodities should also cease to come to
market. //. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 115.

2. That which is agreeable or pleasing.
The suburbs are large, the prospects sweete, with other

amenities, not omitting the flower gardens.
Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 17, 1671.

Amenity damages, in Great Britain, damages given for
the defacement of grounds, especially around dwelling-
houses, or for annoyance or loss of amenity, caused by the

building of a railway, construction of public works, etc.

amenorrhea, amenorrhosa (a-men-o-re'a), n.

[NL. amenorrhcea, < Or. a- priv. + jii/v, month
(pi. jU^vec, menses), + poia, a flow, < peiv, flow.]
A suppression of menses, especially from other
causes than age or pregnancy.
amenorrheal, amenorrhoea'l (a-men-o-re'al),
a. Pertaining to or produced by amenorrhea :

as, amenorrheal insanity.

amenorrheic, amenorrhoeic (a-meu-6-re'ik),
a. [< amenorrhea.^ Same as amenorrheal.
a mensa et thoro (a men'sa et tho'ro). [L. : a
for ab, from ; mensa, abl. of mensa, table

; et, and ;

thoro. abl. of thorns (prop.
torus), bed: see torus.~\
From board and bed : in

law, aphrase descriptive of
a kind of divorce in which
the husband continues to
maintain the wife, and the

marriage-bond is not dis-

solved : now superseded
by a decree of judicial

separation.
ament (am'ent), . [< L.

amentum, a strap or thong,
esp. on missile weapons;
also, rarely, a shoe-string;
< OL. apere, bind, fasten,
> L. aptus, apt: see apt.]
In bot., a kind of inflorescence consisting of
unisexual apetalous flowers growing in the

Amcnts.

Willow (Satix /rafHis}.
with separate dowers, male
(upper figure) and female
(lower figure).



ament

axils of scales or bracts ranged along a stalk

or axis
;
a catkin. The true ament or catkin is artic-

ulated with the branch and is deciduous ; it is well seen
in the inflorescence of the birch, willow, and poplar, and
in the staminate inflorescence of the oak, walnut, and
hazel. Also written amentum.

amenta, n. Plural of amentum.
Amentaceae (am-en-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < L.
amentum: see ament and -acece."] A general
term for plants whose flowers are arranged in

an ament or catkin, formerly considered, under
various limitations, as forming a natural group,
but separated by laterbotanists into several dif-

ferent orders, as Cupuliferce, Salicacece, Plata-

nacece, Myricaccce, etc.

amentaceous (am-en-ta'shius), a. [< NL. amen-
taceus : see ament and -aceous.] In hot. : (a)

Consisting of or resembling an ament : as, an
amentaceous inflorescence. (6) Bearing aments :

as, amentaceous plants.
aniental (a-men'tal), a. [< ament + -a/.] Per-

taining to or having aments or catkins.

amentia (a-men'shia). . [L.. want of reason,
< amen(t-)s, out of one's mind, < a for ab, from,+
men(t-)s, mind: see mental. Cf. dementia.'] Im-

becility of mind; idiocy or dotage. Formerly
sometimes called amenty.
amentiferous (am-en-tif'e-rus), a. [< L. amen-
tum (see ament) + J'erre = E. Sear1 .] Bearing
catkins. N. E. D.
amentiform (a-men'ti-form), a. [< L. amen-
tum (see ament) + forma, form.] In the form
of an ament or catkin.

amentum (a-men'tum), .; pi. amenta (-ta).

[L. : see ament.'} 1. Same as ament. 2. jn-
ciently, a strap secured to the shaft of a javelin,
to aid the thrower in giving it force and aim.

amentyt (a-men'ti), n. See amentia.

amenuset, v. The earlier form of aminish.

amerce (a-mers'), v. t.; pret. and pp. amerced,
ppr. amercing. [< ME. amcrcen, amercien, < AF.
amercier, fine, mulct, first as pp. in the phrase
cstre amercie, which is due to the earlier phrase
cstre a merci, be at the mercy of, i. e., as to

the amount of the fine: see mercy.'] 1. To
punish by an arbitrary or discretionary fine :

as, the court amerced the defendant in the sum
of $100.

But I'll amerce you with so strong a fine,
That you shall all repent the loss of mine.

Shak., R. and i., iii. 1.

2. To punish by inflicting a penalty of any
kind, as by depriving of some right or privilege,
or entailing some loss upon.

Millions of spirits for his fault amerced
Of heaven. Milton, P. L., i. 009.

.Shall be by him aniearat with penance dew.

Spenser, Sonnets, Ixx.

amerceable (a-mer'sa-bl), a. [< amerce + -able.]
Liable to amercement. Also written amercia-
lle.

amercement (a-mers'ment), n. [< ME. amerce-

ment, amersement, amerciment, < AF. amerci-

ment, amerchiemcnt (> ML. amerciamentum, >E.

amerciament), < amercier, amerce : see amerce.]
1. The act of amercing, or the state of being
amerced. 2. In law, a pecuniary penalty in-

flicted on an offender at the discretion of the
court. It differs from ajine, in that the latter is, or was
originally, a fixed and certain sum prescribed by statute
for an offense, while an amercement is arbitrary. The
fixing or assessment of the amount of an amercement
is called a/eerment.

They likewise laid amercements of seventy, fifty, or

thirty pounds of tobacco, as the cause was, on every law
case throughout the country. Beverley, Virginia, i. U 93.

[He] mute in misery, eyed my masters here
Motionless till the authoritative word
Pronounced amercement.

Ermming, King and Book, I. 285.

Also written amerciament.
Amercement royal, in Great Britain, a penalty imposed
on an officer for a misdemeanor in his office.

amercer (a-mer'ser), n. One who amerces.
amerciable (a-mer'si-a-bl), a. Same as amerce-
able.

amerciament (a-mer'si-a-ment), n. Same as
amercement.
American (a-mer'i-kan), a. and n. [= F.
Americain ='Sp. Pg. \i"Americano D. Ameri-

Jcaan, n., Amerikaansch, a.,= G. Amerikaner, n.,

Amerikanisch,a,., = Dan. Amerikaner, n., Ameri-

Icansk, a., = Sw. Amerikan, n., Amerikamk, a.,
< NL. Americanus, < America, so named from
Americus Vesputius, Latinized form of Amerigo
VesDueci.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to the western

hemisphere ; belonging to or situated in either
North or South America : as, the Amazon and
other American rivers. 2. tri a more restricted

sense, pertaining to the United States : as, an
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American citizen American alcornoque, leather,
Organ, etc. See the nouns. American aloe. See Agave.
American bowls, same as ninfirint. American In-

dians. See Indian. American party, in U. s. hist., a

political party which came into prominence in 1853. Its

fundamental principle was that the government of the

country should be in the hands of native citizens. At first

it was organized as a secret, oath-bound fraternity; and
from their professions of ignorance in regard to it, its

members received the name of Know-nothings. Ignor-
ing the slavery question, it gained control of the govern-
ments of several Northern and Southern States in 1854 and
1855, and nominated a presidential ticket in 1856; but it

disappeared about 1859, its Northern adherents becoming
Republicans, while most of its Southern members joined
the short-lived Constitutional Union party. An antima-
sonic party of the same name appeared in 1875, but gained
very few votes. See Native American party, below.

It appeared in this, as in most other Free States, that
the decline or dissolution of the American, or Fillmore,

party inured mainly to the benefit of the triumphant
Democracy. //. Greeley, Amer. Conflict, I. 300.

American plan, the method of hotel management com-
mon in the United States, which is based upon the pay-
ment by gueste of a fixed sum per diem covering all ordi-

nary charges for room, food, and attendance. See Euro-
pean plan, under European. American system, a name
originally used for the principle of protection by means
of high tariff duties in the United States, as intended to
countervail the unfavorable commercial regulations of

European countries, or to promote American as against
European interests. Native American party, in U. S.

hurt., an organization based on hostility to the participa-
tion of foreign immigrants in American politics, and to
the Roman Catholic Church, formed about 1842. In 1844
it carried the city elections of New York and Philadel-

phia, and elected a number of Congressmen. It gained
no further successes, and disappeared within a few years,
after occasioning destructive riots against Roman Cath-
olics in Philadelphia and other places.

U. n. A native oran inhabitant of thewestern

hemisphere, or, specifically, of North America :

originally applied to the aboriginal races dis-

covered by the Europeans, but now to the de-
scendants of Europeans born in America, and,
in the most restricted or popular sense, to the
citizens of the United States.

Americanism (a-mer'i-kan-izm), n. [< Ameri-
can + -ism.] l! Devotion to or preference for

the United States and their institutions
; prefer-

ence for whatever is American in this sense
;

the exhibition of such preference. 2. The con-
dition of being a citizen of the United States.

Great-grandfathers of those living Americans, whose
Americanism did not begin within the last half century.

The Century, XXVII. 678.

3. A custom, trait, or thing peculiar to Amer-
ica or Americans; in general, any distinctive
characteristic of American life, thought, litera-

ture, etc.

I hate this shallow Americanism which hopes to get
rich by credit, to get knowledge by raps on midnight
tables, to learn the economy of the mind by phrenology,
or skill without study. Emerson, Success.

4. A word, a phrase, or an idiom of the Eng-
lish language which is now peculiar to or has

originated in the United States.

Many so-called Americanixm* are good old English.
Da vies, Sup. Eng. Gloss.

Americanist (a-mer'i-kan-ist), n. [< American
+ -ist; = F. Americaniste = Sp. Pg. America-

nista.] One devoted to the study of subjects
specially relating to America.
As distinguished from an American, an Americanist is

a person of any nation who prominently interests himself
in the study of subjects relating to America.

The American, VII. 6.

Americanization (a-mer"i-kan-i-za'shon), n.

[< Americanize + -ation.] Tfie act or process
of Americanizing, or of being Americanized.

It has come to be the custom to characterize as an
Americanization the dreaded overgrowth and permeation
by realism of European civilization, and the rapidly grow-
ing preponderance of manufacturing industry.

Pop. Set. Mo., XIII. 395.

Americanize (a-mer'i-kan-lz), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. Americanized, ppr. Americanizing. [< Ameri-
can + -ize.] 1. To render American in char-

acter; assimilate to the customs and institu-

tions of the United States.

It is notorious that, in the United States, the descen-
dants of the immigrant Irish lose their Celtic aspect, and
become Americanized. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 82.

The line of argument has been adopted by the right
honourable gentleman opposite with regard to what he
terms americanizing the institutions of the country.

Gladstone.

2. To naturalize in the United States. [Bare.]
Americomania (a-mer'i-ko-ma'ni-a), n. [<
America + mania.] A craze for whatever is

American. [Bare.]
Their Americomania, he seems to consider a criminal

heresy. Monthly Rev., XXVII. 527. (N. E. D.)

ameristic (am-e-ris'tik), a. [< Or. d- priv. +
//.-/Mordf, divided, divisible, verbal adj. of /tepi-

fctv, divide, < pipoc., a part.] In zool., not di-

ametrometer

vided into parts ; uusegmented : distinguished
both from ettmeristic and dysmeristic: as, "am-
eristic flukes," E. E. LanJccster, Encyc. Brit.,
XII. 555.

amest, n. Same as amice.

ames-acet, See ambes-ace.

amesst, " Same as amice.

Ametabola (am-e-tab'6-la), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

d/ierd/3o/lof, unchangeable : see ametabolous.] In

zool., insects which do not undergo metamor-
phosis. In Macleay's system of classification, a term
borrowed from W. E. Leach to designate a subclass of In-
ttecta by which the myriapodous, thysanurous, and anoplu-
rous "insects" should be collectively contrasted with the
true insects, which undergo metamorphosis. Myriapods
being excluded from the class Jmecta, and lice being lo-

cated with insects that are not thoroughly ametabolous,
Ametabola is by some authors restricted to the collem-
bolous and thysanurous insect*. The term is correlated
with Hemimetabola and with Metabola.

M'Leay has formed them [Myriapoda] into two orders,
Chilopoda and Chilognatha, raising them, together with
the two other orders, Thysanura and Anoplura (or Para-

sita, Latr.), and certain annulated vermes, into a distinct

class, to which he applied the name of Ametabola, which
Leach had proposed only for the spring-tailed insects and
lice. J. 0. Wettwood, in Cuvier's Regne Animal (trans.),

(1849, p. 483.

ametabolian (a-met-a-bo'li-an), a. and . I.

a. In coiil., relating or pertaining to the Ame-
tabola.

II. n. One of the Ametabola.
ametabolic (a-met-a-bol'ik), a. [< Or. auerd-

jioAof, unchangeable (see ametabolous) ;
or < a-18

+ metabolic.'] Not subject to metamorphosis.
Applied to those insects, such as lice, which do not pos-
sess wings when perfect, and which do not, therefore, pass
through any well-marked metamorphosis.

ametabolous (am-e-tab'o-lus), a. [< Gr. a/te-

rd/3o?.of, unchangeable, < a- priv. + //Era/3<Uof,

changeable: see Metabola.] Ametabolic
;
not

subject to metamorphosis.
In the series of ametabolous insects there are some with

masticatory, others with suctorial, mouths.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 365.

ametallous (a-met'al-us), a. [< Gr. a- priv. +
HfraAAov, mine (taken as 'metal': see metal),
+ -ous.] Non-metallic. JV. E. D. [Rare.]
amethodical (am-e-thod'i-kal), a. [< Gr. d-

priv. (a-!8) + methodical, q. v. Cf. Gr. a/if-

rodof, without method.] Unmethodical; irreg-
ular: without order. Bailey. [Rare.]
amethodistt (a-meth'o-dist), n. [<Gr. d-priv.
(a-!8) + metnodist, q.'v. ;

or directly < Gr. aui-

SoSof, without method (< a- priv. + //0ooof,

method), + -ist.] One, especially a physician,
who follows no regular method; a quack: as,

"empiricall amethodists," Whitlock, Manners of

English, p. 89.

amethyst (am'e-thist), n. [Early mod. E. ame-

thist, amitist, amatist (also amates, amatites), <

ME. amatist, ametist, -iste, < OF. amatiste, ame-

tiste, mod. F. amethyste = Pr. ametnysta = Sp.
amatista, ametista, -to = Pg. amethysta, ame-

tista, -to= It. amatista = D. ametist, -thist, -thyst
= G. amethyst = Sw. ametist = Dan. ametyst, <

L. amethystus, < Gr. afteOvaros, the precious
stone amethyst, also the name of a plant, both
so called because supposed to be remedial

against drunkenness, < autOvoroc, adj. ,
not drunk-

en, < a- priv. + *ue6vaT6f, verbal adj. of p.cOi.<eiv,

be drunken, < ftSe, strong drink, = E. mead1
, q.

v.] 1. Aviolet-blue orpurple variety of quartz,
the color being perhaps due to the presence of

peroxid of iron. It generally occurs crystallized in

six-sided prisms or pyramids ; also in rolled fragments,
composed of imperfect prismatic crystals. Its fracture is

conchoidal or splintery. It is wrought into various articles

of jewelry. The finest amethysts come from India, Ceylon,
and Brazil.

2. In her., the color purple when described in

blazoning a nobleman's escutcheon. See tinc-

ture. 3. The name of a humming-bird, Calli-

phtox amethystina Oriental amethyst, a rare vio-

let-colored gem, a variety of alumina or corundum, of ex-

traordinary brilliancy and beauty ; amethystine sapphire.

amethystine (am- e- this 'tin), a. [< L. ame-

tltystinus, < Gr. a/iEfK'arivof, < apiffoaTot;, ame-
thyst: see amethyst.] 1. Pertaining to or re-

sembling amethyst; of the color of amethyst;
purple ; violet. Anciently applied to a garment of the
color of amethyst, as distinguished from the Tyrian and
hyacinthine purple.

Trembling water-drops,
That glimmer with an ainethustine light.

Bryant, Winter Piece.

2. Composed of amethyst: as, an amethystine
cup.
ametrometer (am-e-trom'e-ter), n. [< Gr.

aficrpof, irregular (< d-priv. + /itrpov, measure),
+ ficrpav, measure.] An instrument used in

the diagnosis of ametropia, consisting of two

lamps arranged upon a bar, and capable of



ametrometer

adjustment to test the degree of refraction in

the patient's sight.

ametropia (am-e-tro'pi-a), . [NL., < Gr. a/ic-

rpof, irregular, + u^i (UTT-), eye.] A condition
of the eye which is abnormal with respect to

refraction : the opposite of cmmetropia. It com-

prises myopia, hypermetropia, presbyopia, and

astigmatism. See these words.

ametropic (am-e-trop'ik), a. Pertaining to or

produced by ametropia.
ametrous (a-me'trus), a. [< Gr. a- priv. +
fiffrpa, uterus : see matrix.'] In teratol., without
a uterus. Sud. Soc. Lex.

amevet, ' Same as amove1
.

amgarn (am'giini), n. [W. m</nnt, a ferrule.]
In arclxcol., a kind of celt supposed to have
served as the ferrule of a spear-shaft. Such celts

commonly have a loop on one side, and in some instances
a ring has been found passing through the loop.

Amharic (am-har'ik), n. [< Amkara, the cen-
tral division of Abyssinia.] The modern culti-

vated language of Abyssinia.
Amharic . . . has been since A. 1). 1300 the language

of the Court and Nobles [of Abyssinia].
R. N. Oust, Mod. Langs, of Africa, p. 88.

Aniherstia (am-hers'ti-ii), n. [NL., named in

honor of Countess Amherst, a zealous promoter
of botany.] A leguminous arboreous genus of

Burmese plants, of a single species, A. nobilis,
with very large flowers, bright vermilion spot-
ted with yellow, in long pendulous racemes.
The flowers are considered sacred, and are laid as an

offering before the shrines of Buddha.
Amia (am'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. an'ia, a kind of

tunny (see def . ) ; applied by Linneeus to an
American genus. ] 1 . A genus of ganoid fishes,

typical of the family Amiidce, Amia calva being
the only extant species. It inhabits the fresh waters
of North America, and is known as the bowfin, dogflsh,
mudfish, lawyer, brindle, grindle, and John A. Grindle.
The fish known as amia to the ancients was a very differ-

ent one. Also called Amiatus. See cut under Amiidce.

2. A genus of acanthopterygian fishes : synony-
mous with Apogon. Gronovius.

amiability (a"mi-a-bil'i-ti), . [< amiable: see

-bility. Cf. OF. amiabl'ete.] \. The quality of

being amiable
;
excellence of disposition ;

amia-
bleness.

Suetonius mentions, as an instance of the amiability of

Titus, that he was accustomed to jest with the people
during the combats of the gladiators.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 304.

2. Lovableness; amability. N. E. D.
amiable (a'mi-a-bl), a. [< ME. amiable, amyable,
aimiable, < OF. aimiable, amiable, amiaule, ami-

able, lovely, friendly, < LL. amicabilis (> E.

amicable), friendly, < L. amicare, make friendly,
< amicus, a friend, prop, an adj., friendly, loving.
< amare, love: see amor, amour, etc. The sense

'lovable, lovely' is due to a confusion with F.

aimable, OF. amnble, < L. amabilis, lovable, love-

ly, < amare, as above.] 1. Friendly; kindly;
amicable.

Lay an amiable siege to the honesty of this Ford's wife.

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2.

That foreign eccentricity to which their nation is so
amiable. Hoit'ellx, A Foregone Conclusion, p. 72.

2. Exciting or tending to excite love or delight ;

lovable; lovely; beautiful; delightful; pleas-
ing.
How amiable are thy tabernacles, Lord. Ps. Ixxxiv. 1.

No company can be more amiable than that of men of
sense who are soldiers. Steele, Spectator, No. 154

I found my wife and daughter well, the latter grown
quite a woman, with many amiable accomplishments ac-

quired in my absence. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 314.

3. Specifically, possessing or exhibiting agree-
able moral qualities, as sweetness of temper,
kind-heartedness, and the like; having an ex-
cellent disposition : as, anawjafttegirl; an ami-
able disposition.

This [word] and "
lovely

"
have been so far differentiated

that amiable never expresses now any other than moral
loveliness; which in "lovely" is seldom or never implied.

Abp. Trench.

He is so amiable that you will love him, if ever you be-
come acquainted with him.

Jefferno-u., in Bancroft's Hist. Const., II. 353.

His [Fox's] private friends . . . maintained that ... if

he was misled, he was misled by amiable feelings, by a
desire to serve his friends and by anxious tenderness for
his children. Macaulay, Lord Holland.
=
Syn. Engaging, benignant, sweet-tempered, kind-heart-

ed, lovely in character.

amiableness (a'mi-a-bl-nes), n. The quality
of being amiable

;
loveliness

; amiability.
amiably (a'mi-a-bli), adv. 1. In an amiable
manner; in a manner to excite or attract love.

2f. Pleasingly; delightfully. [Rare.]
The palaces rise so amiably.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 12H.
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They [the parables] are amiably perspicuous, vigorous,
and bright. Blaelcu'all, .Sacred Classics, I. 380.

Amiadas (a-nu'a-de), n. pi. Same as Amiidce.

amiant, amianth. (am'i-ant, -anth), n. [Prop.
amiant, < ME. antyaunt, < OF. 'amfante, mod.
F. amiante, < L. amiantus, < Gr. a/tiavToc. : see

amiantus.] Same as amiantus.

amiantiform, amianthiform (am-i-an'ti-, -thi-

fdrm), a. [< NL. amiantus, -thus, + L. forma,
form.] Having the form or likeness of ami-
antus.

amiantine, amianthine (am-i-an'tin, -thin), a.

[< amiant, -anth, + -tree1 .] Relating to or of
the nature of amiantus.

amiantoid, amianthoid (am-i-an'toid, -thoid),
a. [< amiant, -anth, + -aid.] Resembling ami-
antus in form.

amiantoidal, amianthoidal (am"i-an-toi'-,
-thoi'dal), a. [< amiantoid + -a?.] Same as
amiantoid.

amiantus, amianthus (am-i-an'tus, -thus), .

[The form amianthus is recent and erroneous,
simulating Gr. avdof, a flower (cf . amaranth) ;

L. amiantus, <Gr. a/tiavrof, undefiled, unsoiled;
6 auiavroc. MBor,, a greenish stone like asbestos

(Dioscorides) ;
< a- priv. + /uavrAg, stained, de-

filed, verbal adj. of fuaiveiv, stain, defile: see

miasm.] 1. Flexible asbestos, earth-flax, or

mountain-flax; a mineral somewhat resem-

bling flax, and usually grayish- or greenish-
white in color. It is composed of delicate filaments,
very flexible and somewhat elastic, often long and resem-

bling threads of silk. It is incombustible, and has been
wrought into cloth and paper with the aid of flax, which is

afterward removed by a red heat. It is also employed for

lamp-wicks and for filling gas-grates, the flbers remain-
ing red-hot without being consumed. It is a finer form
of the variety of hornblende called asbestos (which see).
The name is also sometimes extended to include the soft,

silky, and inelastic form of serpentine called chrysotile.

Much amber full of insects, and divers things of woven
amianthus. Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1646.

Serpentine . . . also delicately fibrous, and then called
amianthus or chrysotile.

Dana, Manual of Geol. (ed. 1862), p. 61.

Hence 2. Thread or fabrics made from the
mineral amiantus.
Also sometimes called amiant, amianth.

Amiatus (am-i-a'tus), n. Same as Amia, 1.

amicability (am'i-ka-biri-ti), n. [< amicable:
see -bility, and cf. amiability.'] The quality of

being amicable
;
amicableness.

amicable (am'i-ka-bl), a. [< L. amicabilis,

friendly ;
whence also OF. aimiable, > E. ami-

able, q. v.] Characterized by or exhibiting
friendliness, peaceableness, orharmony ;

friend-

ly ; peaceable ;
harmonious in social or other

relations.

Plato and Tully, it should seem, thought truth could
never be examined with more advantage than amidst the
amicable opposition of well-regulated converse.

Sir T. Fitz-Osborne, Letters.

By amicable collisions they have worn down their as-

perities and sharp angles.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 54.

Amicable action, in law, an action commenced and
prosecuted according to a mutual understanding, for the

purpose of obtaining a decision of the courts on some
matter of law. Amicable compounder. See com-
pounder. Amicable numbers, in arith., any pair of
numbers each of which is equal to the sum of the ali-

quot parts of the other, that is, is equal to the sum of all

the numbers which will divide the other without remain-
der : as, 284 (1 + 2 +4 + 5 +10 +11 + 20 + 22+ 44 + 55 + 110

[the aliquot parts of 220]= 284) and 220 (1 + 2 + 4+ 71+142
[the aliquot parts of 284] = 220). The next higher pair of
amicable numbers is 17,296 and 18,416. = Syn. Amicable,
Friendly, kind, neighborly, cordial. Amicable is often so
weak as to be almost negative ; friendly is positive. Ami-
cable simply notes freedom from hard feeling, disagree-
ment, or quarrel ; hence we speak of an amicable action
at law, amicable relations between families and between
states. Friendly implies a degree of active interest. All
nations should be on amicable terms ; few are enough alike
to be really friendly. A micable also implies close relation
or contact ; friendly feelings may exist toward those of
whom we have only heard.

Enter each mild, each amicable guest.
Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 301.

It is in the time of trouble . . . that the warmth of the

friendly heart and the support of the friendly hand ac-

quire increased value and demand additional gratitude.
Bp. Maid.

amicableness (am'i-ka-bl-nes), n. [< amicable
+ -ness.] The quality of being amicable,
peaceable, friendly, or disposed to peace ;

a

disposition to preserve peace and friendship;
friendliness.

Give not over your amicable ties* for that ; their policie
is no warrant against your dutie.

J. Saltmarsh, Smoke in the Temple (1646), p. 54.

amicably (am'i-ka-bli), adv. In an amicable
or friendly manner; with harmony; without

controversy.

1. Amice around the neck.
2, Amice worn as a hood.

amid
I could wish to see the disturbances of Europe once

more amicably adjusted.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxxv.

amicalt (am'i-kal), a. [= F. antical, < L. amicalis

(post-classical), friendly, < arnicas, friend: see

amiable.] Friendly; amicable.

An amicat call to repentance.
W. Watson, in Athen. Oxon., iii.

amice1
(am'is), . [Early mod. E. amice, amyce,

ii in in, antes, amisse, amys, amysse, amesse, < ME.
amyse, an altered form (perhaps by confusion
with amisse, E. amice2 ) of earlier amyt, E.
amit1

, < OF. amit, mod. F. amict= Sp. amito =
Pg. amicto = It. amitto, ammitto, amice, < L.

amictus, a mantle, cloak, ML. an amice, lit. that
which is thrown or wrapped around one, < ami-

cire, pp. amictus, throw around, wrap around,
< am-, ambi-, around, +jacere, throw: see jet

1
."]

If. A loose wrap or cloak.

A palmer's amice wrapped him round.
With a wrought Spanish baldrick bound.

Smtl, L. of the L. M., ii. 19.

2. In the Rom. Cath. Ch. and in many Angli-
can churches, an oblong piece of linen, large
enough to cover the shoulders, worn with the

upper edge fastened round the neck, under the

alb, whenever the
latter vestment is

used. Formerly it

was drawn over the
head until the more
solemn parts of the
mass were reached
when it was turned
down ; this custom is

still partiallyobserved
by friara not wearing
the clerical cap or bi-

retta. It is usually
embroidered with a large cross, and formerly had an ap-
parel of orphrey-work, which on being turned down served
as an ornamental collar. It symbolizes the helmet of sal-
vation. See anmtus.
Also written amict.

amice2 (am'is), n. [Early mod. E. amice, amise,
amis, amegs, antes, amys, antos, ammes, ammas,
etc., and (after ML., Sp., etc.) almuce, < ME.
amisse, < OF. aumusse, mod. F.

aumuce, aumusse = Pr. almussa
= Sp. almucio= Pg. mursa= lt.

(obs.) mozza, in ML. almussa,
almussia, almucia, almicia, al-

musum, almutia, almutium, ar-

mutia, a cape, hood, amice; cf.

dim. Pr. almucela = OPg. al-

mucella, almocella = Sp. almo-

ccla, OSp. alimicella, almocala,
with diff. term. OF. aumucette
= Sp. muceta = It. mozzetta;
also (< ML. almutia, armutia)
in Teut. : OHG. almuz, armuz,
MHG. mutze, miitze, G. miitze,
OD. alnmtse, amutse, mutse, D.

muts, Sc. mutch, a cap, hood:
see mutch. The ult. origin is

doubtful
;
al- maybe the Ar. ar-

ticle. For the different senses,
pf fnl fnnfi /V)*>1 nit nf tjio Priest wearing the
ci. cap*, cape1

, cope 1
-,
uit. or tne Amice. (From a se-

same origin.] A furred hood puicnrai brass.)

having long ends hangingdown
the front of the dress, something like the stole,
worn by the clergy from the thirteenth to the
fifteenth century for warmth when officiating
in the church during inclement weather, it is

still carried, thrown over the left arm, as a part of the
ceremonial costume by the canons of certain cathedral
churches in the north of France. The hood has become a
pocket for the breviary. Also written almuce, aumuce.

amict (am'ikt), n. Same as amice1 .

amictus (a-mik'tus), n.
; pi. amictus. [L. : see

amice1
.] 1. InBom. CKfi^., anyuppergarment,

such as a mantle or cloak: a general term, in-

cluding the toga and all garments other than
those worn next to the body. 2. Eccles., the
name given on the continent of Europe and
sometimes in England to the amice. See am-
ice1

,
2. 3. [cap.] In zool., a genus of dipter-

ous insects.

amicus CUriae (a-mi'kus ku'ri-e). [L., a friend
of the court: amicus, a friend; curia', gen. of

curia, court: see amy and curia.] In law, a
friend of the court

;
a person in court who, as

a friend and not in virtue of any interest or

employment in the cause, informs the judge
of an error he has noticed, or makes a sugges-
tion in aid of the duty of the court.

amid (a-mid'), prep. phr. as adv. and prep. [<
ME. amidde, amydde, amidden, earlier on midde,
on midden, < AS. on-middan, on middan : on, E.
a3

,
in

; middan, dat. (in def. inflection) of midde,
adj., mid, middle: see mid, adj.; mid, prep., is



amid

a clipped form of not id.] I.f adr. In the middle
;

in the midst.

Amid betweene the violent Robber . . . and the mtch-
ing theefe . . . standeth the crafty cutpurse.

Lombards, Eirenarcha, It. 274. (A'. E. />.)

II. prep. In the midst or middle of; sur-

rounded or encompassed by; mingled with;

among. See amidst.

Then answering from the sandy shore,
Half-drowned amid the breakers' roar,

According chorus rose. Scott, Marniion, ii. 11.

= Syn. Amid, Among, etc. See among.

amid-, amido-. Combining forms of amide

(which see).
Amidse (am'i-de), n. pi. Same as Amiidai. C.

L. Bonaparte.
amidan (am'i-dan), n. [< Amid<e (for Amiidce)
+ -an.] A fish of the family Amiidte; an amiid.
Sir J. Richardson.

amidated(am'i-da-ted), a. Containingan amide
group or radical: as, amidated fatty acids.

amide (am'id or -id), n. [< am(monia) + -ide1 .]

A chemical compound produced by the substi-
tution for one or more of the hydrogen atoms of
ammonia of an acid radical : as, acetamide, CHS
CO.NHo, in which one hydrogen atom of am-
monia, NH3 ,

has been replaced by the acetic
acid radical CH3CO. Amides are primary, secondary,
or tertiary, according as one, two, or three hydrogen atoms
have been so replaced. They are white crystalline solids,
often capable of combining with both acids and bases. See
amine.

amidic (a-mid'ik), a. [< amide + -ic.] Inchem.,
relating to or derived from an amide or amides :

as, amidic acid.

amidiu, amidine (am'i-din), . [< amide +
-w2.] The general name of a class of organic
bodies containing the group C.NH.NH2 . The
amidins are mono-acid bases which are quite
unstable in the free state.

amido-. See amid-.

amido-acid (am"i-d6-as'id), . An acid con-

taining the amido-group NH2 ,
as amido-oxalic

or oxamio acid, NH2C2O2OH.
amidogen (a-rnid'o-jen), . [< amide + -gen,

producing: see -gen, -genous.] A hypothetical
radical composed of two equivalents of hydro-
gen and one of nitrogen, NH2 . It has not been iso-

lated, but may be traced in the compounds called amides
and amines. Thus, acetamide is a compound of the radi-
cal acetyl and amidogen, and potassamine of potassium
and amidogen.

amidships (a-mid'ships), prep. }>hr. as adv. [<
amid + ship'j with adv. gen. suffix -s.] 1. In or
toward the middle of a ship, or that part which
is midway between the stem and the stern.

In the whaler, the boat-steerers . . . keep by themselves
in the waist, sleep amidships, and eat by themselves.

Jt. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 37.

2. In the middle line of a ship; over and in

line with the keel : as, to put the helm amid-

ships.
amidst (a-midsf), prep. [Early mod. E. also

amid'st, amidest, amiddest, an extended form
(with excrescent -t as in amongst, against, etc.)
of ME. amiddes, amyddes, amids (also imyddcs,
emiddes, i myddes, in myddes), < amidde, E. amid,
+ adv. gen. suffix -es, -s: see amid.] In the
midst or center of

; among ; surrounded by ;
in

the course or progress of. See amid.
Thou shall nourish in immortal youth,

Unhurt amidst the wars of elements. Addison, Cato.

How oft amidst
Thick clouds and dark doth heaven's all-ruling Sire
Choose to reside. Milton, P. L., ii. 2B3.

Had James been brought up amidst the adulation and
gayety of a court, we should never, in all probability,
have had such a poem as the Quuir.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 109.

amidulin (a-mid'u-lm), n. [< F. amidon,
starch, + dim. -ulc + -in2.] Starch rendered
soluble by boiling.
amidwardt (a-mid'ward), adv. and prep. [<
amid + -ward.] Toward the center or middle
line of, as of a ship.
amiid (am'i-id), n. A fish of the family Ami-
idae ; an amidan.
Amiidae (a-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Amia + -idee.]
A family of cycloganoid fishes, typified by the

Bowfin, or Mudfish (Amia calva).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

genus Amia. The technical characters are an oblonj
body, short rounded snout, numerous (10 to 12) branch!
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ostegal rays, the development of a snblingual bone be-
tween the rami of the lower jaw, the possession of cycloid
scales, a long soft dorsal flu, the subequal extent of the
abdominal and caudal parts of the vertebral column, and
the absence of pseudobranchiie. It is an archaic type rep-
resented now by a single living species, Amia calva, the
bowfln or mudfish, inhabiting the fresh waters of North
America. Also written Amiadat, Amidce, Amioidce.

amil-cornt, . See amel-eorn.

amildar (am'il-dar), n. See amaldar.
amimia (a-mim'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. a- priv. 4-

P'pof, a mimic: see mime, mimic.] Loss of the

power of pantomimic expression, due to a cere-
bral lesion.

amine (am'in), . [< am(monia) + -ine^.] A
chemical compound produced by the substitu-
tion of a basic atom or radical for one or more
of the hydrogen atoms of ammonia, as potas-
samine (NHoK), ethylamine (C2H6NH2). The
amines are all strongly basic in their character.
See amide.

aminisht, v. [Early mod. E. amynysshe, < ME.
amynussnen, amcnyshe, earlier amenusen, ame-

nuysett, < AF. amenvser, OF. amenuisier, amc-

nuiscr, lessen, < a- (< L. ad, to) + menuisier,
lessen: see minish, diminish.] I. trans. To
make less

;
lessen.

II. intranx. To grow less; decrease.

amioid (am'i-oid), a. and n. [< Amia + -aid.]
I. a. Having the characters of the Amiidte.

II. n. An amiid.
Amioidae (am-i-oi'de), n.pl. Same as Ami/tin:

amir, . See ameer.

amiralt (am'i-ral), n. An old spelling of ad-
miral.

amirship, . See ameership.
amist, . A former spelling of amice.
amiss (a-mis'), prep. phr. as adv. and a. [<
ME. amisse, amysse, a mysse, a mys, o mys, also
on mys, of mys, earliest form a mis (= Icel. a
mis, a miss) : a, o, on, E. a3

; mis, E. miss1 ,

fault
; cf. ME. mis, adv., amiss. See miss1 and

mis-1 .] I. adv. Away from the mark; out of
the way ;

out of the proper course or order
;
in

a faulty manner ; wrongly ;
in a manner con-

trary to propriety, truth, law, or morality.
Ye ask, and receive not, because ye ask amiss. Jas. iv. 3.

We read amist, if we imagine that the fiery persecution
which raged against Christ had burned itself out in the
act of the crucifixion. De Quincey, E&senes, i.

II. a. Improper; wrong; faulty: used only
in the predicate : as, it may not be amiss to ask
advice.

There's somewhat in this world amiss
Shall be unriddled by and by.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.
Much I find amiss,

Blameworthy, punishable in this freak
Of thine. Brouminy, Ring and Book, II. 202.

There is something amiss in one who has to grope for
his theme and cannot adjust himself to his period.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 301.

Not amiss, passable or suitable ; fair
; not so bad after

all : a phrase used to express approval, but not in a very
emphatic way. [Colloq.]

She's a miss, she is; and yet she an't amiss eh?
Dickens.

To come amiss, to be unwelcome ; be not wanted ; be
out of the proper place or time.

Neyther Religion cummeth amisse.

Ascham, The Scholemaster.

To take amiss, to be offended at.

My brother was passionate, and had often beaten me,
which I took extremely amiss.

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 30.

amisst (a-mis'), n. [< late ME. amisse, < miss1
,

n., q. v., by confusion with amiss, adv.] Fault
;

wrong: as, "some great amiss," Shak., Hamlet,
iv. 5.

A woman laden with afflictions,

Big with true sorrow, and religious penitence
For her amiss. Chapman, Revenge for Honour, v. a.

amissibility (a-mis-i-bil'i-ti), n.
[<. amissible :

see -bility.] The capability or possibility of

being lost. [Rare.]
Notions of popular rights, and the amissibility of sov-

ereign power for misconduct, were broached.

Hallam, Hist Lit (4th ed.), II. 620.

amissible (a-mis'i-bl), a. [< LL. amissibilis, <

amissus,'pp'. of amittere, lose: see amit?.] Ca-

pable of being, or liable to be, lost. [Rare.]
amissing (a-mis'ing), a. [Prop, a phr., a min-
ing (3 and missing, verbal n. of miss1

) ; as if a

ppr. of "amiss, v.] Missing; wanting.
amissiont (a-mish'on), n. [< L. amissio(n-), <

amissits, pp. of amittere, lose : see amit2.] Loss.

Amigswn of their church membership.
Dr. H, More, Seven Churches, iii.

amit1
!,

n. An old form of amice1
.

amit2t (a-mif), v. t. or i. [< L. amittere, lose,
let go, send away, < a for aft, from (see ab-), +

Ammobium
mittere, send. Cf. admit, commit, permit, remit,
etc.] To lose : rarely with of.

We desire no records of such enormities ; sins should be
accounted new, that so they may be esteemed monstrous.
They amit of monstrosity, as they fall from their rarity.

Sir T. Browne.

amity (am'i-ti), . [Early mod. E. amitie, <
OF. iimitu

, amistie, amisted, amistet = Sp. amis-

tad=Fg. ami:adc = It. amista^ < ML. "amici-

ta(t-)s, friendship, < L. amicus, friendly, a friend:
see amiable.] Friendship, in a general sense;
harmony; good understanding, especially be-
tween nations

; political friendship: as, a treaty
of amity and commerce.
Great Britain was in league and amity with all the

world. Sir J. Davies, Ireland.

These appearances and sounds which imply amity or

enmity in those around, become symbolic of happiness and
miserj'. ti. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 520.

I much prefer the company of ploughboys and tin-ped-
dlers to the silken and perfumed amity which celebrates
its days of encounter by a frivolous display.

Emerson, Friendship.
= Syn. Friendliness, kindness, good will, affection, har
mony.
Amiums (am-i-u'rus), n. [NL., not curtailed,
i. e., with the tail not notched, having the tail

even or square ;
< Gr. a- priv. + ueiovpof, cur-

tailed, curtal, <
fieiuv,

less (compar. of /"p6f,
little), + mipa, tail.] A large genus of Siluridw,

containing many of the commonest American
species of catfishes, horned pouts or bullheads,
such as A. nebulosus. There are some 15 species,
among them A. niffricans, the great-lake cat, and A. pon-
drrosus, the Mississippi cat, sometimes weighing upward
of 100 pounds. Also written Ameiurus, as originally by
Rannesque, 1820. See cut under catfish.

Amizilis (am-i-zil'is), n. An erroneous form
of Amazilia. B. P. Lesson.

amlett, . An old form of omelet.

ammaf (am'a), n. [ML., a spiritual mother,
abbess, < Gr."ap/ia, also a^af, a mother, esp. in
a convent, prob. < Syriac ama, a mother

;
in the

general sense of 'mother' or 'nurse' are found
ML. amma, Sp. Pg. ama (> Anglo-Ind. amah,
q. v.), OHG. amma, ama, MHG. G. amme, Dan.
amme, Sw. amma, nurse, Icel. amma, grand-
mother

; supposed to be of infantile origin, like

mamma, q. v.] In the Gr. and Syriac churches,
an abbess or spiritual mother.
ammaa (am'a), n. [NL., prop. *hamma, < Gr.

d/t/ja, a tie, 'knot, < O.-XTCIV, tie, fasten, bind.]
A girdle or truss used in ruptures.
amman (am'an), n. [< G. ammann, amtmann,
< MHG. amman, ambtman, ambetman, < OHG.
ambahtman (= OS. ambahtman = AS. ambiht-

man, ONorth. cmbiht-, embeht-man, -mon), < am-
linliii, ambaht. MHG. ambct, ammet, G. amt
= Goth. andbahti, service, office (see emboss;/,

ambassador, and amt), + OHG. MHG. man, G.
iiiinni = E. man.] In several of the German
cantons of Switzerland, an executive and judi-
cial officer. This title is given to the chief official of
a district or of a commune, but is being replaced by
president. Also written ammant.
Ammanite (am'an-it), n. [< Amman, a proper
name (see amman), + -ite%.] A member of one
of the two parties into which the Swiss Men-
nonites separated in the seventeenth century.
They were also called Upland Mennonites. See
Mennonite.
ammeter (am'e-ter), n. [Contr. of amperome-
ter, < ampere + Gr. ncTpov, a measure.] An in-

strument for measuring or estimating in am-
peres the strength of electric currents

;
an am-

pere-meter. See cut under ampere-meter.
Practically it is generally preferred to use galvanome-

ters specially constructed for this purpose, and graduated
beforehand in amperes by the maker

;
such galvanometers

are called amperemeters or ammeters.
Quoted in O. B. Prescott's Dynam. Elect, p. 785.

Amtni (am'i), w. [L., also ammium, < Gr.

"/". an African plant, Carum Coptieum (Dios-
corides); the name is prob. of Egypt, origin.]
A genus of umbelliferous plants, natives of
the Mediterranean region, and having the habit
of the carrot, but with the outer petals of the
umbel very large. It is sometimes called

bishop's-icecd.

ammiralt, An old
spelling of admiral.

ammite (am'it), . [<Gr. a/i/iin?? or a/j/arif,

sandstone, < a/i//of ,
also aft/toe,, sand, related to

a/M0of, sand, and both prob. to iM/^of and

ipa/iadof, sand.] An old mineralogical name for

roestone or oolite, and for all those sandstones

which, like oolite, are composed of rounded and

loosely compacted grains. See oolite. Also
written hammite.
Ammobium (a-mo'bi-um), n. [NL., < Gr. ap/tof,

sand, -t-
{iioc,, life.] A small genus of composite
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plants from Australia, frequently cultivated

for the showy-colored scarious bracts that sur-

round the flower-head, which become dry and
j

;

persistent. >'>S "'
sandy_

ammocete, . See ammoecete. Ammodytina
ammochryse (am'o-kris), . [< L. ammoehry- Ammodytes, I, nmouiac
ms, <Gr. o^pwroc, a precious stone resem- classification, the sand-lances or AmuioilyMa; llmlHOHi

'

armoniae <'. ammoniacns or Gam-

bling -sand veined with gold, < a/^of, sand (see as the fourth subfamily of OpMdUte. Also ^J^ '< Gr> *,A
'

(aK(i ,; , belonging to Am-
ammite), + Xl'vaos, gold : see chrysolite, etc.] A written Ammodytina. (Libvan, African), L. sZ Ammoniacum or

soft yellow stone, found in Germany, consisting Ammodytmi (am'p-di-ti m), . _p(. bame as .. __n. * A_
of glossy yellow particles, when rubbed or ground Ammodytina. Bonaparte, 1837.

schools chiefly in the northern seas, anil are important ammoniacal salts.

as bait 'for other fishes. They are known chiefly as sand- ammoniac (a-m6'ni-ak), a. and n. [Early mod.
linir.s, or lances, from their habit of "

diving" into and liv- E amnlonfae]f aiso armoniack, < ME. amoniak,
i,,,: in sandy beaches and ocean-bottoms. Seed4on

A al
'

and eariier, aroia*, armo-
tma (am"o-di-ti na), n p. [M*, <

fr Jmo'

re,, c
, adj., in M I or salt armoniak, sal^i.^^a22S ammoniac; is a nVun, gum ammoniac; < OF.

Hammoniacum, Gr. neut. '

v, salt of Am-
of glossy yellow particles. When rubbed or ground Aiiimoilytiiia. .UDMMMW. JMM. mon so caue,l, it is supposed, because origi-
it 1ms been used to strew over fresh writing to prevent ammodytoid (am-o-dl told), a. and n. 1. a. '

red from the dunc of camels near
blotting. Having the character of the Ammodytida;.
ammocoete, ammocete (am'o-set), n. A nsh

jj_ n _ An ammodytid.
of the genus Ammoccetes.

Ammoccetes (am
"

au/iof, sand (see ammi

noccetes. Ammodytoidea (am"o-di-toi'de-a),,pi. [NL.,
i-o-se'tez), n. \_NLi., <. Ur.

< Ammodytes, 1, + -owfcfl.] The ammodytids,
ammite), + KOITI/, a bed, < K-

rated as a superfamily of fishes.

a^d Roman-conception of the Egyptian deity

This simple lamprey larva. . . was generally described Amen (literally, 'hidden'), called Amen-Ba,
as a peculiar form of fish under the name of Ammocaetfu. the sun-god, chief or

By a further metamorphosis this blind and toothless Am- tne Theban divine triad.
moaaetes is transformed into the lamprey with eyes and A was always represented
teeth. Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 104.

jn human formj and waa of a

(b) A genus of which the Ammoccetes branchialis is the much higher order than the

young which is distinguished from Petrmnyzon by the ram-headed divinity,' the god
differentiation of the discal and peripheral teeth and the

crescentiform dentated lingual teeth of the adult.

ammoccetid (am-o-se'tid), n. One of the Am-
mocaetida; ; an ammoccete.
Ammoccetidse (am-o-se'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ammoccetes + -idee."] The family name applied and was adopted by them as

to the voung of the Petromyzontida before it Zeus-Ammon or Jupiter-Am-

was ascertained that they represented only a jaBJftfit^ffiSS
larval stage in the growth of those nshes. bee sometimes with the ears, of the

Ammoccetes. ram were retained, springing

ammoCCBtiform (am-o-se'ti-form), a. [<NL. from a human head.

Ammoecstes + L. forma, form.] Having the Ammonacea (am-o-na -

form of an ammocoete : having the character se-&), n. pi. L-i Js
of a larval lamprey.

Ammonea +
(am-6-se'toid), a. and . I. a. Blainville's name (1825)

nally prepared from the dung of camels near

the temple of Ammon; L. ammoniacum OT ham-

moniacum, Gr. aft/iuviaK6v, gum ammoniac, the

juice of a plant of northern Africa, tradition-

ally located near the temple of Ammon ;
< Am-

mon, Gr. "A/i/iav, Ammon: see Ammon. The
ME. form armoniak, OF. armoniac, ML. ar-

moniacum, indicates confusion with Gr. dp-

fiavia, a fastening or joining, from the use of

gum ammoniac as a cement, or of sal ammo-
niac in the joining of metals.] I. a. 1. Per-

taining to Ammon, or to his shrine in Libya:

only in the phrases, or quasi-compounds, gum
ammoniac and sal ammoniac. See etymology,
and definitions below. 2. Of, pertaining to, or

having the properties of ammonia; ammoniacal.
Gum ammoniac, or ammoniac gum, a gum-resin

composed of tears, internally white and externally yellow,

brought in large masses from Persia and western India ;

an exudation from an umbelliferous plant, the Dorema
Ammoniacum, when punctured artificially or by insects.

It has a fetid smell, and a nauseous" sweet taste, followed by
a bitter one. It is inflammable, and soluble in water and

spirit of wine ; and it is used as an expectorant, and as a

stimulant in certain plasters. The so-called gum ammoniac
from Morocco (which is with little doubt the ammoniacum
of the ancients) is of uncertain origin, but is probably ob-

tained from some species of El&oselinunt. Also called

ammoniac and ammoniacum. Sal ammoniac, ammo-
nium chlorid, also called muriate of ammonia, a salt of a

sharp, acrid taste, much used in the arts and in pharmacy.
See ammonia, 1.

II. n. Same as gum ammoniac. See above,

ammoniacal (am-6-ni'a-kal), a. [< ammoniac

^ ^
+ -al.~\ Of

, pertaining to','
or using ammonia

;

of the~tetrabranchiate cephalopods, and is synonymous ammoniac Ammoniacal cochineal. See cochineai

of life, worshiped especially at

the famous oracular sanctuary
of the Libyan oasis of Ammon
(now Siwah). The latter type
was confused by the Greeks and

s with that of Amen-Ra,

-acea.] De
( From a late bronze in the

British Museum.)

with Ammonia of Lamarck. Ammoniacal engine, an engine in which the motive

power isvapor of ammonia,expanded by heat. Ammonia-
cal gas, ammonia in its purest form, that is, in the form
of vapor. Ammoniacal liquor, or gas-liquor, a pro-

duct of the distillation of coal in gas-works. It contains

j of the lamprey ;

II. n. An ammoccetid. vUM *.mnmKnm JJ 1U ,^.

Ammocrypta (am-o-krip ta), n. [ML., < r. a/t- Ammonea (am-o-ne'a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

/we, sand, + upmrk, hidden, verbal adj. ol icpv- ammoneus < L 'Ammon, with ref. to Ammonites,
irrov, hide.] A genus of percoid fishes known y

-,
j_ In Lamarok>

s classification (1812), Quc[ m m Q1BUlmuull m ulml m .

as sand-divers, of the sublamily Mheostomi- tne seventh family of polythalamous testaceous ammonia, and is used for the manufacture of ammonia-

na>, or darters. These fishes have a long subcylin- ceT,halot>ods including most of the Tetrabran- cal salts and as a fertilizer. Ammoniacal salt, a salt

dric pellucid body, naked with the exception of the caudal rf f haviiio- an involute shell with sinuous formed by the union of ammonia with an acid, without

peduncle and the lateral line, which latter is complete; the chiata having an J1 11"6 sneii wiiuBii ^ elimination o( hydrogen ; differing in this from metal-

mouth large with vomerine teeth ;
head scaleless ; anal partitions between the chambers. The group iic saitg which are formed by the substitution of the metal

spine single, and high dorsal fins equal to the anal. A. has been adopted with various modifications and ratings for the hydrOgen of the acid.

beani inhabits the lower Mississippi. See sand-diver. in the scale of classification under the names
^mmona- ___,,__. Combining form of ammoniac or

Ammodramus (a-mod'ra-mus), TO. Same as "" A >" Amman

Ammodromus. Swainson, 1827.

Ammodromus (a-mod'ro-mus), re. [NL., < Gr.

,
sand (see ammite), +^-<5po/jof, running ^^ 'l^-arecftato~an(f Tetrabranchiata. The ammonialum (a-mo-ni-al'um), re.

,lu

2. Now, an 'extinct order of the class Cephalo- ammoniacum (am-o-ni'a-kum), n. Same as

poda, including cephalopods intermediate be- gum ammoniac (which see, under ammoniac, a.).
T^-I

-iMata and Tetrabranchiata. The ammonialum (a-mo-ni-al'um), re. [(ammonia
sd in the last chamber of a multilocular + alum(inium).] Ammonia alum; a hydrosul-

,
ne,,Ltw ?P

eIct>i,1"S1^11^ Phate of aluminium and ammonia, found in thin

, ween r
(cf . a/i/iddpofwc, a sandy place tor racing, <. a/i/Mf animal was inclosed
+ 6p6[iof, a race), < Spa/ielv, run. ] 1 . A genus ot shell protected by o

birds, of the family Fringillidai, suborder Osei- anaptychus; the shell had a smooth ovoid chamber with- , ,
j brown-coal at Tschermig in

nes, orderPW embfcing
such species as

outran -terna,^^ g"**^.^^^ f^^^^^J^L^^J^
A. caudaeutus, the sharp-tailed nnch, and A. ma-

peripheral contour of the partitions between the cham- jn piace of potash alum. Also called tschermigite.

ritimus, the seaside finch. They are small spotted hers of the old shell were more or less sinuous. The form amItiOnia.meter (a-m6'ni-a-me"ter), n. An ap-
and streaked sparrows, with rather slender bill, chiefly varied from a straight cone to almost every kind of con- i^TonWMiv ftriffiiYfor ascertainine'the
inhabiting the marshes of the Atlantic coast of the United volution. The species abounded in past geological ages, paratus invented by Irrirlm tor ascertaining tn

States. Also frequently written Ammodramux, as origi- but became extinct at the end of the Cretaceous epoch or percentage ot ammonia in solutions,

nally by Swainson, 1827. beginning of the Tertiary period. Ammonian (a-mo'ni-an), a. [< L. "Ammonia-

carbonic acid and ether in a vacuum. Its density is only guished pupil being Plotinus.
about half that of atmospheric air. It is a strong base, amnioniate (a-mo'ni-at), n. [<
and forms a great number of salts which are isomorphous _afei -i j Ammonia combined wi
with those of potassium and exhibit a close analogy to

"
-J

'

.

ammonia +
.onia combined with a metallic

oxid. 2. A trade-name for any organic nitro-

a source
as dried

One of'the ^Ammodytida;. 2. A name used in formerly so called to distinguish it from the
Relating to Ammonius, surnamed Saccas, of

books for the sand-natter, a serpent of southern more fixed alkalis. It is a colorless gas, very sol-
Alexandria, who lived early in the third century,

Europe. uble in
water^ having

a pungent ansuffocating
s^iell, and ig often caUed the founder of the Neo-

Ammodytes (am-o-di tez), re. [L., < Gr. afifto-

6I>T>K, a sand-burrower, a kind of serpent, <

afiua^, sand (see ammite), + Sirrr/i;, a diver, <

Si'fLv, dive, sink into, enter.] 1. A genus of

fishes, of the family Ammodytida; ; the sand-eel

or sand-lance (which see). 2. In herpet., sand-

natters, a genus of colubnform serpents, usually
called Eryx (which see). Bonaparte, 1831. trogenous organic matters, sucn as nones nair,

/Spm'','
'

blood, fish-scrap, etc.

ammodytid (am-o-di'tid), n. ttae of the Am- %$ ^S^&SS^^ST^SSiSffSSt ammoniated (a

P
'mo'ni-a-ted), a. [< ammo-

modytida;. very largely in medicine and the arts, chiefly in solution
niate.~] Combined with ammonia.

Ammodytidse (am-o-dit'i-de), re. pi. [NL., < in water under the name of liquid ammonia, aqueous &vaaffa\f> (a-mon'ik), a. [< ammonia + -tc.]

Ammodytes + -idee.'] A family of anacanthine ammonia, or spirits of hartshorn. (See' "* J""*' Pertaining to or derived from ammonia: as,

teleocephalous fishes, with an elongated body ^Jj^" ^^'nioni'unfchlorid, or sal ammoniac, NHjCl, ammonic chlorid.

which formerly was the source from which all ammonium ammoniemia, ammoiUSemia (a-mo-ni-e'mi-a),
f salto were prepared. It is largely used in dyeing, and in

rjj-r
/ ammonium + Gr. alua, blood.] A

soldering and tinning. At present ammonium sulphate, LjkEitLiaw -, nhnrnntpriT-pd hv the nrpspnce^
(NH4)S04 ,

is the starting-point for the manufacture of morbid condition characterized by tl

ammonium salts, being made in large quantity from gas- of ammonium carbonate in the blood,

liquor. It is also used as a fertilizer. There are several ammoniflcation (a-mon"i-fi-ka'shon), . [<
ammonium carbonates. The commercial article, called ammon^a + .-tication.'] The act of'impregnat-

shaped like a parallelogram. Its technical charac- ml volatile, is a mixture of hydrogen-ammonium carbonate
. -

th ^ OT1 : a as for fertilization or the
ten are a dorsolateral line conical head with terminal and ammonium carbamate. See ammonium. mg with ammonia, a.

mouth and protractile jaws, postmedian aims, narrow 3 [cap.! In zool. : (a) An old quasi-generic
state ot being s<

name of Spirilla. Breyn, 1732. (6) A genus of Ammonifica,twn [of the soil of Japan] can be performed

Sand-lance (Ammodytes americanits}.

apertures, lamelliform
P-dobrancl^^taig

dorsal fln, ^^^ --^^^^-Ammonlaprfm-ocess, 0,^^^ depth of 60 centimeter,
a long sub-postmedi
the absence of ventral fins. The species are of small size,

12

a process, partly chemical and partly electrical, for sepa-

.

Sci. Amer. Sup., XXII. 8789.



Ammonites
obtusns.

Atmnonites
varians.

ammonio-

ammonio-. Combining form of ammonium.
ammonite (am'qn-It), . [< NL. Ammonilis,
with ref. to the L. name cornu Ammonis, horn of

Ammon : so called
from their resem-
blance to a ram's
horn: see Am mini

and -ite2.] One of

the fossil shells of

an extensive genus
(Ammonites) of ex-
tinct cephalopodous
mollusks (cuttle-

fishes), of the family
AiHiiKiiiitida; coiled
in a plane spiral, and
chambered within
like the shell of the

existing nautilus, to

wliich the ammon-
ites were allied.
These shells have a nacre-
ous lining and a porcelan-
ous layer externally, and
are smooth or rugose, the

ridges straight, crooked,
orundulated, and in some
cases armed with project-
ing spines or tubercles.

The species already described number about 500, and range
from the Lias to the Chalk formations, inclusive. They
vary in size from mere specks to 3 or 4 feet in diameter.
Also written hammonitc. Sometimes called snakextone,

(intiiHtn-gtone, and formerly cornu Aiumonig (Ammon's
horn).

Ammonites (am-o-m'tez), n. [NL. : see am-

monite.] The leading genus of ammonites,
named in this form by Breyn in 1732, better es-

tablished by Bruguiere in 1789, giving name to

the family Ammonitida". The name has lieen used
with great latitude of definition, but is now much re-

stricted. Some 40 or more generic names have been given
to the cephalopods which were formerly referred to Am-
monites. Also written Hawinonites. See ammonite.

ammonitid (a-mon'i-tid), n. An ammonite; a

cephalopod of the family Ammonitida;.
Ammonitidae (am-o-nit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ammonites 4- -ida!.] A numerous family of

extinct tetrabranchiate cephalopods (cuttle-

fishes), of which the well-known ammonite is

the type. Very different limits have been assigned to
the family. It includes the genera Goniatites, Ceratite's,

Ammonites, Seaphites, Hamites, and others. They are the
most characteristic mollusks of the Secondary rocks. See
ammonite.

ammpnitiferous (am"6-ni-tif'e-rus), a. [< am-
monite + L. ferre = fe. bear^.] Bearing am-
monites; containing the remains of ammon-
ites : as, ammonitiferous rocks.

Ammonitoidea (a-mon-i-toi'de-a), . pi. [NL.,
< Ammonites + -oidea.] A superfamily of tetra-

branchiate cephalopods, including those which
have an external shell of two principal layers,
with an initial smooth chamber and the siphonal
cavity extending forward. It includes most of

the order Ammonea.
ammonium (a-mo'ni-um), n. [NL. (Berzelius,

1808), < ammonia + -urn.] A name given to

the hypothetical base (NH4 ) of ammonia, anal-

ogous to a metal, as potassium. It has not been
isolated. If mercury at the negative pole of a galvanic
battery is placed in contact with a solution of ammonia
or ammonium chlorid, and the circuit is completed, the
mass swells to many times its former volume, and an

amalgam is formed which, at the temperature of 70 or
80 F., is of the consistence of butter, but at the freezing-
point is a firm and crystallized mass. This amalgam is

supposed to be formed by the metallic base ammonium,
and is the nearest approach to its isolation. On the cessa-

tion of the current the amalgam decomposes into mercury,
ammonia, and hydrogen, the two latter escaping as gas in

the proportions expressed by their atomic weights, namely,
H and NH^. Ammonium bases, compounds repre-
senting one or more molecules of ammonium hydrate, in

which monatomic or polyatomic radicals replace the whole
or part of the hydrogen, as seen in tetretnyl-ammonium
iodide, N(CaHB)4I.

ammoniuret (am-o-ni'u-ret), n. [< ammonia +
-uret.] In cJiem., one of certain supposed com-
pounds of ammonia and a pure metal, or an
oxid of a metal.

ammoniureted, ammqniuretted (am-6-ni'u-
ret-ed), a. [< ammoniuret.'] Combined with
ammonia or ammonium.
ammonoid (am'o-noid), n. One of the Ammo-
noidea.

Ammonoidea (am-o-noi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Ammonea + -oidea.] An ordinal name ap-
plied by some authors to the Ammonea.
Anunophila (a-mof'i-la), . [NL., fern, of am-

mophitus: see ammophilous.] 1. A small genus
of grasses growing on the sandy shores of Eu-

rope and North America
;
the sea-reed. A. anm-

dinacea (common marum, sea-reed, matweed, or sea-

bent) grows on sandy sea-shores, and is extensively em-
ployed in Europe and America for preserving the shores
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from inroads of the sea, as it serves to bind down the sand

by its long matted rhizomes. It is also manufactured into
door-mats anil Boor-brushes, and in the Hebrides into ropes,
mats, bags, and hats.

2. In ciitom., a genus of long-bodied fossorial

aculeate hymenopterous insects, commonly
called sand-wasps,
belonging to the

family fiphegida:. A.

liirtijH'Hitix (Walsh)
is an example. See

digger-vatp.
ammophilous (a-
mof'i-lus), a. [<NL.
>i in iHi>/iliil nft, < Or. a/i-

ftof, sand (see am-

mite), + <t>i\of, lov-

ing.] Sand-loving:
appfied in zoiil. to
members of the ge-
nus Ammopliila, 2.

Ammotrypane (am-o-trip'a-ne), n. [NL., < Gr.

, sand

Tainted-wing Digger- or Sand-wasp
{.trnrnoptiila fittiffnnvt, natural
size.

(see ammitt),+ rpi'Travov, borer: see

trepan.] A genus of cheetopodous annelids, of

the family Opheliidte. BatJike.

ammunition (am-u-nish'on), n. [< F. HHiuni-

tiiin, iimiiniti/iii (16th century), a corruption of

munition, the prefix n- perhaps arising out of la

munition understood as Fauiunition : see muni-

tion.] Military stores or provisions for attack
or defense

;
in modern usage, only the materials

which are used in the discharge of firearms and
ordnance of all kinds, as powder, balls, bombs,
various kinds of shot, etc. Ammunition-bread,
-shoes, -stockings, etc. . such as are contracted for by the

government, and distributed to soldiers. Fixed ammu-
nition, ammunition the materials of which are combined
in cartridges or otherwise t<> facilitate the loading of fire-

arms or ordnance. See cartridge. Metallic ammnnl-
tion, fixed ammunition for small arms, and for machine-
guns and rapid-firing guns of small raliU-r. inclosed in

brass or copper cartridge-cases. Stand ofammunition,
a single charge or load of fixed ammunition for a smooth-
bore field-piece or other cannon.

ammunition (am-u-nish'on), i\ t. [< ammuni-

tion, n.] To supply with ammunition.
ammunition-chest (am-u-nish'on-chest), n. A
chest or box in which the fixed ammunition for

field-cannon is packed. One ammunition-chest is

carried on the limber of the gun-carriage, and three are
carried on the caisson, one on the limber and two on the

body.
amnemonic (am-ne-mon'ik), . [<Gr. a-priv.
+ /ivj//iovm6(, mnemonic ; of. ajivrifuw, forgetful. ]

Not mnemonic
;
characterized by loss of mem-

ory.
amnesia (am-ne'si-a), . [NL., < Gr. a/ivt/aia, <

(i-priv. + ftvt/at-, only in comp., remembering,
< /jtftvi/aicttv, remind, in mid. and pass, remem-
ber, [ivaoOat, remember, = L. meminisse, remem-
ber: see mnemonic, memory, remember, etc. Cf.

amnesty.] 1. In pathol., loss of memory; spe-
cifically, amorbid condition in which the patient
is unable to recall a word that is wanted, or,

perhaps, understand itwhen spoken: a common
form of aphasia(which see). 2. [cap.] Imool.,
a genus of coleopterous insects. G. H. Horn,
1876 Amnesia acustica (see acoustic), loss of mem-
ory for spoken words

;
word-deafness.

amnesic (am-ne'sik), a. [< amnesia + -ie.] Per-

taining to or characterized by amnesia or loss

of memory: as, amnesic aphasia.
amnestic (am-nes'tik), a. [< Gr. a/tvr/aria, for-

getfulness: see amnesty and amnesia.] Causing
amnesia or loss of memory.
amnesty (am'ues-ti), n.

; pi. amnesties (-tiz).

[< F. amnestic, < L. amnestia, < Gr. a^vrjnTia, for-

getfulness, esp. of wrong, < afivr/arof, forgotten,
forgetful, { o-priv. + fupvyaKetv, /ivdadat, remem-
ber: see amnesia.'] A forgetting or overlook-

ing; an act of oblivion; specifically, a general
pardon or conditional offer of pardon of offenses
or of a class of offenses against a government,
or the proclamation of such pardon.

Dec. 25th, 1868, . . . President Johnson . . . pro-
claimed and declared ... a full pardon and amnesty . . .

to all who directly or indirectly participated in the re-

bellion. Cyc. Polit. Set., I. 90.

All peace implies amnesty, or oblivion of past subjects
of dispute, whether the same is expressly mentioned in
the terms of the treaty, or not.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 153.

= Syn. Aluolutimi, etc. See pardon, n.

amnesty (am'nes-ti), v. t.; pret. and pp. am-
nestied, ppr. amnestying. [< amnesty, n.] To
grant an amnesty to

; pardon.
France has, luckily, little to trouble her beyond the

question of amnestying the Communists.
The Nation, XXII. 329.

The fugitive mauslayer is amnc^tifd, not on the death
df the king, but on the death of the high priest.

Enei/f. Brit., XVIII. 510.

amnion

amnia. . Plural of amnion.
amnicH (am'nik), a. [< L. amnicus, < amnis

}
a

river, akin to Skt. ap, water.] Of or pertain-
ing to a river; fluvial; fluviatile.

amnic- (am'nik), a. [< amnion + -ic.] Same
as aaiiiiolii'.

Amnicola (am-nik'o-la), n. [NL., < L. IHI-

cola, that grows in or by a river, < amnis, a

river, + -cola, < colere, dwell.] A genus of

fresh-water tsenioglossate mollusks, of the

family Kissoida', or made the type of Amnico-
liltii'. There are several species, of small size, generally
distributed throughout the United States.

amnicolid (am-nik'o-lid), . A gastropod of
the family Aiiniicnliilir.

Amnicolidae (am-ni-kol'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

Auniicola + -ida:] A family ,of tssnioglossate

gastropods, typified by the genus Amnicola.
The distinction from Itixxnitlir is not well marked, but
nmiuTous small sjirri.* inhabiting fresh and brackish
wattT havf been referred to this family.

Amnicolinae (am-nik-o-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Amnicola + -ina:] A subfamily of Kissoida>, or
of Amnicolida;, typified by Amnicola. The animal
has a fiat foot without lateral sinuses ; the rachidian teeth
have basal denticles on the anterior surface behind the
lateral margins ; the shell varies from a turreted to a
globular 1 1 trin

; and the operculum is subspiral. The sub-

family includes many small fresh-water species, of which
a large number inhabit the streams and poolsof the United
States.

amnicoline (am-nik'o-lin), a. and n. [< NL.
nmninilinus, < Amnicola, q. v.] I. a. Inhabit-

ing rivers, as an amuicolid ; of or pertaining to

the Amnicolinai; amnicoloid.

II. n. A gastropod of the subfamily Amnico-
liini : an amnicolid.

amnicolistt (am-nik'o-list), n. [< L. amnicola,
one who dwells by a' river (see Amnicola), +
-ist.] One who dwells by a river or upon its

banks. Bailey.
amnicoloid (am-nik'o-loid), a. [< Amnicola +
-aid.] Like an amnicolid; pertaining or re-

lated to the Amnicolida!.

amnigenoust (am-nij'e-nus), a. [< L. amni-

gena, born in a river (as fish) or of a river-god.
< amnis, a river, + -genus, -born, < / "gen, bear.]
River-born

;
born on or near a river. Bailey.

amnion (am'ni-on), M.
; pi. amnia (-a). [NL.,<

Gr. apviov, the membrane around the fetus (also
called ajivelof X"^), al80 the bowl in which the
blood of victims was caught at the sacrifices;
< afiv6f, a lamb: see agnus.] 1. In anat. and
vertebrate zool., one of the fetal appendages;
the innermost one of the membranes which
envelop the embryo of the higher vertebrates,
as mammals, birds, and reptiles; the lining
membrane of a shut sac, familiarly called the

"bag of waters," in which the fetus is contained.
An amnion is developed in those vertebrates only which
have a fully formed allantois ; hence it is absent in the

Ichthyapsula, or fishes and amphibians, but present in all

Sauropsida, or reptiles and birds, and in Mammalia.
The amnion is formed, at a very early period in the life

of the embryo, by a duplication of the epiblast, or external
hlastodermic membrane, which, carrying with it a layer
of mesoblast from the somatopleural division of the latter,
rises on all sides about the embryo, the folded edges com-
ing together over the back of the embryo, and there coa-

lescing to form a shut sac in which the embryo is inclosed.
From this mode of growth, it is obvious that what was the
outer side of the amniotic folds becomes the inner side of
the sac when it has shut, so that the epihlastic layer is in-

ternal, the mesoblastic external ; the process of inversion

being comparable to that by which, in the case of the

primitive trace of the embryo, a layer of epiblast is con-

verted into the lining of the spinal canal. Only that fold

of membrane which is next the body of the embryo com-
poses the amnion prop-
er, the other or outer
fold in contact with the

enveloping primitive
chorion (vitellme mem-
brane or yolk-sac)either
disappearing or taking
part in the formation of
the permanent chorion.
As long as this outer
fold is recognizable as
a membrane, it bears
the name of false am-
nion. The shut sac of

the amnion contains the

liquor amnii, a bland,
albuminous, serous fluid

in which the fetus is im-
mersed. In parturition,

rupture of the sac is fol-

lowed by the "bursting
of the waters." Some-
times a portion of the
sac adheres to the head

VertebrateEmbryo(chick,5thdayof of the child, fitting like
incubation ), shelving .4,*, the inclosing a skull-cap ; such all ill-
amnion; n, o, rudiments of antenor , /V ; tv ,

and posterior limbs, or limb-buds; i,
fant ls Said 111 the lan-

2. 3, first, second, and third cerebral guage of mldwives, Who
vesicles ; la, vesicle of the third ven- commonly Vegard the
tricle ; h, eye ; *, visceral arches and circumstance as a good
clefts; All, allantois, hanging by its t i.i uirll with
pedicle ; Urn. portion o? umbilical omen, to be Ijorn with

H caul. Those verie-



amnion

brates which possess an itniniun arc termed Amniimntn .

those which dn imt, Anamniorutta: UTIDS coincident re-

spectively with Allantitiifea iin<l Attftliantoidea.

2. In entom., a membrane which surrounds the

larva of many insects, as the millepeds (luHdas),
for some time after they are hatched from the

egg. It is regarded by some as the analogue
of the amnion of a vertebrate.

In many insects anil in the higher vertebrates, the em-

liryn acquire! a special protective envelope, the aiiinimi,

which is thrown off at birth. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 67.

3. A reflected portion of a membrane, in ascid-

ians, which lines the inner wall of the ovisac,
and forms a kind of amniotic investment of the

embryo.
It is the cavity left between this amnion and the inner

hemisphere of the blastoderm which becomes the parental
blond-sinus. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 533.

4. In hot., a name formerly given to the fluid

contents of the embryo sac.

Sometimes erroneously written amnios.
False amnion, the part of the original amnionic mem-
brane left lining the chorion after the amnionic sac proper
is formed by a duplication and inversion of a part of the

original membrane. It disappears either by absorption
or by taking part in the development of the chorion.

Also called eenitula (<.

Amnionata (am^ni-o-na'ta), n. pi. [NL. ;

prop. "Amniata or Amniota ; { amnion + -ata.]

A name given by Haeckel to those vertebrates

which have an amnion. It corresponds to Allan-

toidea, and is coextensive with Mammalia and Saurop-
gida of Huxley, or mammals, birds, and reptiles, the am-

phibians and fishes being termed Anamnionata (which see).

Also called Atnniota.

amnionic (am-ni-on'ik), a. [The proper form
would be *amniae; < amnion (amni-ori) + -ic

(-<zc).] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

an amnion; amniotic.

In a number of Insect* belonging to different orders of

the class, an amniottir, investment is developed from the

extra-neural part of the blastoderm.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 220.

amnionless (am'ni-on-les), a. [< amnion, -t-

-less.] Having no amnion
;
anamniotic.

amnios (am'ni-os), n. [= F. amnios.'] An er-

roneous form for amnion.

Amniota (am-ni-6'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

*amniotus, < Gr. as if *a[iwuT6<;, < a/tviov, am-

nion.] Same as Amnionata.

amniotic (am-ni-ot'ik), a. [As Amniota + -ic ;

= F. amnlotique. ] 1 . Pertaining to the amnion
;

contained in the amnion : as, the amniotic fluid.

2. Possessing an amnion; belonging to the

Amnionata, as a mammal, bird, or reptile. See
Amnionata.
Also amnic.

Amniotic cavity, the hollow of the amnion, containing
the amniotic liquid and the fetus. Amniotic folds.
See amnion. Amniotic liquid, amniotic fluid, or

liquor fl-mnll, the liquid in which the fetus is suspended
by the umbilical cord. See ctnmi'on. Amniotic sac. ()
The amnion, invested externally by the chorion ; the lin-

ing of the "bag of waters." ((>) In bot., the embryo-sac.
[No longer used.]

amock, a. or adv. See amuck.
amoeba (a-me'bii), n.

; pi. amoebas, amoeba;

(-baz, -be). [Nil'.,
< Gr. afioijiij, change^ ex-

change, < aueifietv, change, exchange, akin to

L. movers,
;

> E. move, q. v.] 1. [cap.'] A ge-
nus of microscopic rhizopodous Protozoa, of

which A. difflnens, common in all fresh-water

ponds and ditches, is the type, it exists as a mass
of protoplasm, and moves about and grasps particles of

food, etc., by means of pseudopodia, or finger-like pro-

cesses, which it forms by protruding portions of its body.
From thus continually altering its shape it received its for-

mer name of proteun animalcule. Within the body are

usually found a nucleus and nucleolus, and certain clear

spaces, termed contractile vesicles, from their exhibiting
rhythmical movements of contraction and dilatation.

There is no distinct mouth, and food seized by means of

the pseudopodia is engulfed within the soft sarcode-body
and by any portion of its

surface, the apertures
by which the food is

taken in closing up im-

mediately after its re-

ception. Reproduction
takes place in several

ways, but chiefly by fis-

sion, whereby an amoeba
simply divides into two
portions, each of which
becomes a distinct ani-

malcule. Several other

species have been described
;
but there is reason to think

that some of these, at least, may be early forms of other
and more complex animals, or even of plants. The term

appears to have been first used by Ehrenberg in 1830, as

the name of a genus of his Polygatttrica.

2. An animal of the genus Amoeba. 3. Any
single cell or corpuscle of one of the higher
animals; a cell regarded as itself an animal,
and an individual of the morphological grade
of development of an amojboid organism.
[Bare.]
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Amoebae (.a-nuVbe), . pi. [NL., pi. of

In zoiil., the order to which the genus Amoeba

belongs.
Amoebaea (am-e-be'a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of L. amoelioi'us, alternate : see ammbean 1
.] Tne

name given by Ehreuberg to the amoebiform

organisms which he placed in his Poli/i/astrim.

amoebaeum (am-e-be'um), n.
; pi. amaebosa (-a).

[L., neut. of OtlKSbaxiS, < Gr. a/ioifiaio/;, recipro-

cal, alternate, < a/ioijtii, change, alternation : see

amteba.] A poem in which persons are repre-
sented as speaking alternately, as in the third

and seventh eclogues of Virgil.
amoeba-movement (a-me'ba-mov"ment), n. A
movement of naked membraneless protoplasmic
bodies, consisting of rapid changes in external

contour, extension and contraction, and a creep-
ing about as if flowing. See amoeboid move-

ments, under amceboitl, a.

amoeban (a-me'ban), a. Of or pertaining to the

amoebas; amoebous.
Amoebea (am-e-be'a), n. pi. [NL., < Amosba,

q. v.] An order of Ithizopoda, of which the

genus Amoeba is the type. See Amoeba.

amoebean1 (am-f-be'an), a. [< L. amoeb<eus,<. Gr.

afioi/iaiof: see amoebatum.] Alternately answer-

ing or responsive; of the nature of an amoa-
basum (which see). Also spelled amebean.

Aiiuebean verses and the custom of vying ... by turns.

J. Warton.

Erelong the pastoral and town idyls of Theocritus, with
their anurbean dialogue and elegant occasional songs, won
the ear of both the fashionable and critical worlds.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 207.

amoebean2
(am-e-be'an), a. [< Amoebea + -an.}

Of or relating to the Amoebea.

AmoebidaB (a-me'bi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Amoeba
+ -wto.] The typical family of the Amoeba:,

Amoebina, or Anueboidea, mainly represented

by the genus Amoeba, as distinguished from
such amoaboids as are members of Difflugia and

Arcella, or such other rhizopods as the sun-ani-

malcules, as Actinophrys sol, etc.

amoebiform (a-me'bi-f6rm), a. and . [< amoe-

ba + -form.] I. a. Amosba-like; undergoing
frequent changes of shape, like an amoeba

;
re-

lated to the amoebas.

The corpuscle, in fact, has an inherent contractility, like

one of those low organisms, known as an Amoeba, whence
its motions are frequently called amoebiform.

Huxley, Crayfish, p. 177.

II. n. An amoeba, or an animal or corpuscle
of amoeban character. See anweba, 3.

Other genera of the aniaebiforms.
Coves, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 192.

Amoebina (anve-bi'na), n. pi. [NL., < Amoeba
+ -ina.] See Amoeboidea.

amoebodont (a-me'bo-dont), a. [< Gr. a/toifji/,

change, alternation, + 6<5o(>f (odovr-) = E. tooth.}

A term descriptive of a form of lophodont denti-

tion in which the crests or folds of the crowns
of the molar teeth are alternate: opposed to

antiodont.

amoeboid (a-me'boid), a. and n. [< amoeba +
-oid.~] I. a. Of, pertaining to, or resembling
an amoeba : as, amoeboid masses.

It is not uncommon for portions of the protoplasmic
substance to pass into an amoeboid condition.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 335.

The blood-corpuscles of Solen legumen, . . . besides

colorless amoeboid forms, comprise a vast number of oval

ones, deeply stained by haemoglobin.
E. R. LanJcerter, Pref. to Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat, p. 10.

Amoeboid cell. See cell. Amoeboid movements, con-

stant changes of shape of an anueba or other single-celled

organism, as an ovum, a cytode, or a formative cell of any
of the higher animals ; especially, such movements as are

exhibited, for example, by the white corpuscles of the blood

of man, the resemblance of such objects to an amceba be-

ing striking, and their morphological characters being
nearly identical.

II. n. An amoebiform organism ;
one of the

Amasbidce.

Amoeboidea (am-e-boi'df-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Amoeba + -oidea.] An order of amcebiform

rhizopodous Protozoa, of which the genus Amae-

Amcebze (much magnified).
Radiolaria by the absence of a complete calcareous or si-

licious shell. The terms Antaeboidea, Am&bina, Amcebcea,
and Anurbce'(aee Amoeba) are more or less nearly synony-
mous ; but the definition of the groups of amoebiform ani-

mals varies with almost every leading writer. See am&ba.

amoebous (a -me 'bus), w. [< amoeba + -ous.]

Of or pertaining to the genus Amosba; resem-

bling an amceba in structure. Also amoeban.

amoebula (a-me'bu-la), .
; pi. ameebulos (-le).

[NL., dim. of amoeba^ A little amoeba. E. K.

Lank-ester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 840.

amoenomania (a-me-no-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < L.

amtuHug, pleasant (see umene), + manin, < Gr.

among

uavia, mania.] A form of mania in which the

hallucinations are of an agreeable nature.

amoindert, v. t. [< F. nmoiiitlrir, lessen, < a, to,

+ iHohiilrr, < L. minor, less.] To lessen or di-

minish. Donne.
amok (a-mok'), a. or adv. See amuck.

aniole (a-mo'le), . [Mex.] 1. A Mexican name
for the roots of various species of plants which
have detergent properties and are used as a
substitute for soap. 2. The name of several

plants which furnish these roots, in New Mexico
and adjacent parts of Mexico the most common species
is the lechuguilla, A'.i<n~<- tatfrattmtto. In California the

iiaitir is given especially to Chlorogalum ixnitfridianum,
a liliaceous plant having large bulbs coated with coarse

brown fibers, of which mattresses are made. See soap-plaiit.

amolisht, ' * [< OF. amolisx-, stem of certain

parts of amolir, < L. amoliri, remove with an

effort, < a for ab, away, + moliri, exert one's

self upon, move, < moles, a heavy mass: see

molcS. Cf. demolish.] To remove forcibly ; put
away with an effort. [Rare.]

amolitiont, [< L- amolitio(n-), < amoliri, pp.
amolitns, remove: see amolish.] A putting
away; removal. [Rare.]

amollisht, v. t. [< ME. amolisshen, < OF. amo-

liss-, stem of certain parts of amolir, F. amol-

lir, soften, < a- (< L. ad, to) + molir, < L. mol-

lire, soften, < mollis, soft: see moll, mollify.]
To soften

; mollify ; mitigate.
ainollishmentt (a-mol'ish-ment), . [Also writ-

ten amolishment, < F. amollissement : see amol-

lish and -ment.] Softening; mitigation. Donne.

(N. E. n.)
Amomum (a-mo'mum), n. [L., also amomon, <

Gr. afiu/jov, applied to an Eastern spice-plant ;

origin uncertain.] A genus of plants, natural

order Scitaminece, belonging to tropical regions
of the old world, and allied to the ginger-plant.
They are herbaceous, with creeping rootstocks and large

sheathing leaves, and are remarkable for the pungency
and aromatic properties of their seeds. Several species

yield the cardamoms and grains of paradise of commerce,

amonestet, v. t. An old form of admonish.

among (a-mung'), prep, and adv., orig. prep,

phr. [In early mod. E. in two mixed forms:

(1) among, < ME. among, amonge, among,
amange, < AS. among (rare and late), contr. of

usual onmang, prep. ; (2) emong, < ME. emong,
emonge, emang, imong, ymong (enmong, inmong),
< AS gemang(= OFries. mong), prep. ;

both on-

mang and gemang are contractions of the full

form ongemang, prep., originally separated,
on

gemang (orig. followed by gen.), lit. in (the)
crowd or company (of): on, prep., on, in (see

-3) ; gemang, a crowd, assembly: see meng and

mingle. Cf. the extended form amongst.] I.

prep. 1. In or into the midst of
;
in association

or connection with : as, he fell among thieves
;

one among this people.
A practice there is among us to determine doubtful

matters by the opening of a book.
Sir T. Brownt, Vulg. Err.

I stood
Amami them, but not of them.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 113.

She dwelt ainonfl the untrodden ways
Beside the springs of Dove. Wordiicorth, Lucy.

2. In the number of
;
of or out of.

My beloved is ... the chiefest among ten thousand.
Cant. v. 10.

Blessed art thou among women. Luke i. 28.

The years during which Bacon held the Great Seal were

amony . . . the most shameful in English history. Every-
thing at home and abroad was mismanaged.

JHacaiday, Lord Bacon.

3. By the joint action or consent of
;
with the

common aid or knowledge of : as; settle it among
yourselves ;

the mischief was done among you.
You have, avwng you, killed a sweet and innocent lady.

Shak., Much Ado, v. i.

4. To each of; by or for distribution to: as,

he gave five dollars to be divided among them.

What are they [five loaves and two fishes] among so

many ? John vi. 9.

5f. In the circumstances of
; during the time

or term of; in the course of.

I never went to any place among all my life . . . which
I had before . . . thought of.

Baxter, in Tulloch's Eng. Puritanism, p. 306. (!f. E. D.)

II. t adv. 1. Together (with something).

Dogttnr, temper well thi tonge,
& vse not inonny tallis [many tales] ;

For lessynggis [leasings] wyll lepe out amonge,
That oftyn brewis ballys [bales, mischiefs].

The Good Wt/fe wold a Pylgremaije, 1. 85. (E. E. T. S.,

[extra ser. VIII., i. 41.)

2. At intervals
;
here and there.

They [the fowles] sate amonge
Upon my chambre roofe without*.

Upon the tyles over al aboute.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 298.



among
3. Between whiles; at intervals; from time to

time; now and then. 4. During the time;
meanwhile. =Syn. Arnid, In the ittidxtof. Among, Be-

tween, Betwixt. The midst is the middle place ; hence
amid or in the midst of should be used where a person or

thing is in a position which is, or may be imagined to be,
central ; they are naturally the expressions between which
to choose when the noun is in the singular, or a plural noun
stands for that which is virtually one: as, "Lo, I see four
men loose, walking in the midst of the fire" (Dan. iii. 25);
amid the waves. By derivation among suggests a min-

gling ; it may be properly used with collective nouns : as,

ht> disappeared among the crowd. Between is nearly equiv-
alent etymologically to by twain, so applying only to two ;

among refers to more than two
;

it is therefore improper
to say either among them both, or between the three. Be-
twixt is the same as between.

Plac'd far amid the melancholy main.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i. 30.

Where two or three are gathered together in my name,
there am I in the midst of them. Mat. xviii. 20.

He passes to be king among the dead.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

The question hath bin all this while between them two.
Mill,,,,. Eikonoklastes, vi.

What is there now that can stand betwixt me and fe-

licity? Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, v. 4.

amongst (a-mungsf), prep. [An extension

(with excrescent -t as in
against^ amidst, whilst,

etc.) of ME. amonges, an adverbial gen. form of

among.'] Same as among.
A son, who is the theme of honour's tongue ;

Amongst a grove the v<ery straightest plan!
Skalr., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1.

amontillado (a-mon-til-ya'do), n. A name
given to sherry which has little sweetness, and
is light in color and body rather than dark and
rich. See sherry.
amor (a'm6r), re. [Early mod. E. amor (with ac-

cent on first syllable, later accented and pron.
as F. amour: see amour), < ME. amour, amur
(accented on first syllable, earlier on the sec-

ond). < OF. amor, amur, amour, mod. F. amour=
Sp. Pg. amor = It. amore, < L. amor, ace. amo-

rem, love; personified, Love, Cupid, Eros; <

amare, love, perhaps orig. "camare (cf. earns,

orig. "eamrus, loving, loved, dear) = Skt. -\fkam,
love (cf. Tcama, n., love). Cf. amiable, amity,
amour, etc.] 1+. Love; affection; friendship;
especially, love toward one of the opposite sex :

now only in the form amour (which see). 2.

[co/i.] [L.] In ROM, myth., the god of love;

Cupid.
amoradot (am-o-ra'do), n. [< Sp. enamorado
(with prefix en- ignored in the transfer: cf.

eqniv. ML. amoratus) (= It. innamorato, < ML.
inamoratus: see inamorato), pp. of enamorar, <

ML. inamorare, inspire love, < L. in, in, + amor,
love: see)Mor.] A lover.

Mark Antony was both a courageous soldier and a pas-
sionate amorado.

Christ. Relig.'x AjtjH'al to Bar oj Keason, p. 55.

amorcet (a-m6rs'), n. [< F. amorce, bait, prim-
ing, < OF. amors, pp. of amordre, < L. admor-

dere, bite, gnaw at, < ad, to, + mordere, bite:

see mordant, morse, morsel. Cf. E. bait as re-

lated to bite.] Priming ;
the name commonly

given to the finer-grained powder used for

priming the musket or harquebuse, and which
was carried in a separate horn (see morsing-
horn) ; also, the priming of a single charge.
amorean (am-o-re'an), n. [< Heb. 'amoraim,
teachers, expounders.] One of the later Tal-
mudic doctors; one of those compilers of the
Gemara who lived subsequent to the close of

the Mishna.

amorett, amorettet (am'o-ret, am-o-ret'), n. [<
ME. amorette, < OF. amorete, amourete, -ette

(mod. F. amourette (> E. amourette), amour,
= It. amoretto, a little love or cupid), dim. of

amor, F. amour = It. amore, love: see amor
and amour. ] 1 . A sweetheart ; an amorous girl ;

a paramour.
When amorets no more can shine,
And Stella owns she's not divine.

T. Warton, Sappho's Advice.

2. A love-knot.

Nought clad in silk was he,
But alle in floures & in flourettes,
Painted alle with amorettes.

Rom. of the Rare, 1. 892.

3. A love-sonnet or love-song.
His amorets and his canzonets, his pastorals and his

madrigals to his Phyllis and his Amaryllis. Heywood.

4. A trifling love-affair; a slight amour. 5.

pi. Looks that inspire love
; love-glances.

Should . . . Phcebus 'scape those piercing amorets.
That Daphne glanced at his deity?

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

6. A cupid; a little love. See amoretto.
Also written amourette.
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amoretto (am-o-ret 'to), .
; pi. amoretti (-ti).

[It.: see amoret.] l'. A person enamored; a
lover.

The amoretto was wont to take his stand at one place
where sat his mistress.

Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 47.

2. A little love
;
a cupid.

A painting in which amoretti are plentiful.
J. A. Symondi, Greek Poets, p. 335. (A'. E. D.)

amorevolqust (am-o-rev'o-lus), a. [< It. limit-

revolt, loving, < amore, love: see amor.] Lov-

ing; kind; charitable. [Bare.]
He would leave it to the Princesse to show her cordial

and (ttnorepolous affection.

Bp. Hacket, Life of Abp. Williams, p. 161.

amorino (am-o-re'no), n.
; pi.

amorini (-ni).

[It., dim. of amore, love, cupid: see amor.'] A
little love

; a cupid. Applied to figures common in

Roman decorative art, and in Renaissance and modern
styles which are imitative of Roman art ; also to merely
decorative representations of children in works of art.

amorist (am'o-rist), . [< amor + -ist.] A
lover; a gallant; an inamorato. Also written
amourist.

Justle that skipping feeble amorist
Out of your loves seat.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., ii. 1.

Our gay amourists then could not always compose if

they could write their billets-doux.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 168.

a-morningst (a-mor'ningz), prep. phr. as adv.

[< a3 + mornings, adverbial gen. of morning.
Cf. adays.] In the morning; every morning.

Such pleasant walks into the woods
A -mornings.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.

amorosa (am-o-ro'sa), n. [It., fern, of amoroso:
see amoroso.] An amorous or wanton woman.

I took them for amorosa*, and violators of the bounds
of modesty. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 191.

amoroso (am-o-ro'so), a. and n. [It., < ML.
amorosus : see amorous.] I. a. In music, amo-
rous

;
tender : descriptive of passages to be ren-

dered in a manner expressive of love.

II. n.
; pi. amorosi (-si). A man enamored;

a lover
;
a gallant.

It is a gibe which an heathen puts upon an amoroso,
that wastes his whole time in dalliance upon his mistress,

viz., that love is an idle man's business.

Bp. Racket, Life of Abp. Williams, p. 125.

amorous (am'or-ns), a. [< ME. amorous, amorus,
amerous, amerus, < OF. amorous, amoros, F.

amoureux = Pr. amoros = Sp. Pg. It. amoroso,
< ML. amorosus, full of love, < L. amor, love :

see amor and amiable.] 1. Inclined to love;

having a propensity to love
; sexually attracted ;

loving; fond: as, an amorous disposition.

Our fine musician groweth amorous.
Shale., T. of the S., iii. 1.

A prince I was, blue-eyed, and fair in face,
Of temper amorous as the first of May.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

2. In love; enamored: usually with of, for-

merly sometimes with on.

In a gondola were seen together
Lorenzo and his amorous Jessica.

Shale., M. of V., ii. 8.

Sure, my brother is amorous on Hero.

Shak., Much Ado, it. 1.

So amorous is Nature of whatever she produces.
Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy.

3. Pertaining or relating to love
; produced by

or indicating love ; conveying or breathing love.

The spirit of love and amorous delight.
Milton, P. L., viii. 477.

With tender billet-doux he lights the pyre,
And breathes three amorous sighs to raise the fire.

Pope, R. of the L., ii. 42.

=Syn. Loving, tender, passionate, ardent, amatory.

amorously (am'or-us-li), adv. In an amorous
manner; fondly'; lovingly.

With twisted metal amorously impleach'd.
Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 205.

amorousness (am'or-us-nes), n. The quality
of being amorous, or inclined to love or to sex-

ual pleasure ;
fondness

; lovingness.

Amorpha (a-m6r'fa), n. [NL., fern, of amor-

phus, irregular : see amorphous.] A genus of

leguminous plants of the United States, some-
times known as false, indigo or lead-plant. The
species are shrubs of moderate size, having pinnate leaves
and long, dense clusters of blue-violet flowers, which are

abnormal from having only the standard or vexilluro, the
other four petals being wholly absent (whence the name).
The false indigo, A. frutwosa, is occasionally cultivated
for ornament. A coarse sort of indigo is said to have been
made from it in Carolina in early times ; hence ite com-
mon name. Also called bastard or wild indigo.

amorphic (a-m&r'fik), a. Same as amorphous.

amortization
More seldom they [inorganic elements] appear as crys-

tals or crystalline forms, or also as amorphic masses'in
the cell membrane or cell contents.

Behrens, Micros, in Botany (trans.), v.

amorphism (a-mor'fizm), n. [< amorphous +
-ism.] 1. The state or quality of being amor-
phous or without shape; specifically, absence
of crystallization; want of crystalline struc-

ture, even in the minutest particles, as in glass,
opal, etc. 2. The anarchic, communistic sys-
tem proposed by the Russian Bakunin ; univer-
sal and absolute anarchy; nihilism; extreme
communism.
When we penetrate to the lowest stratum of revolu-

tionary Socialism, we meet Bakunin. It is impossible to

go further, for he is the apostle of universal destruction,
of absolute Anarchism ; or, as he himself terms his doc-

trine, of Amorphism.
Orpen, tr. of Laveleye's Socialism, p. 192.

amorphotae (am-6r-fo'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

<j//<ip0cjTof, not formed, < d- priv. + *//o/^wr(if (cf .

ItopfyunKof), verbal adj. of jiopty&uv, fornij
< faptf,

form.] In astron., stars not formed into any
constellation, and therefore not constituting a

portion of any symmetrical figure.

amorphous (a-m6r'fus), a. [< NL. amorphus, <

(Jr. d/iop^of ,
without form, shapeless, misshapen,

< a- priv. + ftopifi^, shape, form.] 1. Having no
determinate form

;
of irregular shape.

He was supremely happy, perched like an amorphous
bundle on the high stool.

George Uliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 4.

2. Having no regular structure
; specifically,

not crystallized, even in the minutest particles :

as, glass and opal are amorphous. 3. Of no
particular kind or character ; formless; charac-

terless; heterogeneous; unorganized.
Scientific treatises . . . are not seldom rude and amor-

phous in style. Hare.

An existing stupendous political order of things ... by
no means to be exchanged for any quantity of amorphous
matter in the form of universal law.

R. Choate, Addresses, p. 301.

4. Characterized by amorphism; founded on
the principles of amorphism ;

nihilistic
;
anar-

chic.

Also amorphie.
amorphously (a-mdr'fus-li), adv. In an amor-

phous manner.

amorphousness (a-m6r'fus-nes), n. The state

of being amorphous ; shapelessness.
Amorphozoa (a-m6r-fo-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

aftofxpof, without form (see "amorphous), + fov,
animal.] De Blainville's name of the sponges
and their allies : so called from the absence of

regular organic structure in their parts. Now
only an inexact synonym of Protozoa.

amorphozoic (a-m6r-fo-zo'ik), a. [< Amorpho-
zoa.] Of or pertaining to the Amorphozoa.
amorphozoous (a-mor-fo-zo'us), a. Same as

amorphozoic.

amorphy (a-m6r'fi), n. [< Gr. d/iop^/a, shapeless-
ness, < a/idfxjx>f, shapeless : see amorphous.] Ir-

regularity of form
; shapelessness ;

want of defi-

niteness. [Bare.]
His epidemical diseases being fastidiosity, amorphy, and

oscitation. Swift,- Tale of a Tub.

amorrowt (a-mor'6), prep. phr. as adv. [< ME.
amorowe, amorewe, a-morwe, earlier on morwen,
on morgen, < AS. on morgen, on morgenne : on,

prep.,E. a3
; morgen, morrow. Cf. a-mornings.]

On the morrow
;
to-morrow.

A-morwe, whan the day bigan to sprynge,
Upros our hoste.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 823.

amort (a-m6rt'), a. [A term due to the phrase
all amort (as if from all, adv., and amort), a cor-

ruption of alamort, < F. a la rnort: see alamort.]

Lifeless; spiritless; depressed: usually in the

phrase all amort.
How fares my Kate ? What, sweeting, all amort I

Shah., T. of the S., iv. 3.

I am all amort, as if I had lain

Three days in my grave already.
Massinger, Parliament of Love, iv. 5.

She danced along with vague, regardless eyes,
. . . all amort.

Keats, Eve of 8t Agnes, at. 8.

His sensitiveness idled, now amort,
Alive now. Browning, Sordello, vi.

amortisation, amortise. See amortization,
amortize.

amortization, amortisation (a-mor-ti-za'-
shon), n. [< ML. amortisatio(n-), admortiza-

tio(n-), < amortisare, admortizare : see amortize.]
1. The act of alienating lands or tenements to

a corporation in mortmain. In old French law, let

ters of amortization could be granted only by the king,
and supposed an indemnity or a tax to be paid by the cor-

poration holding in mortmain. The term was often used
for the tax alone.



amortization

2. Extinction, as of debt, especially by a sink-

ing-fund; a payment toward such extinction.

Also admortizatioii, amorti:emcni.

amortize, amortise (a-mor' tin), v.
; pret. and

pp. amortized, -serf, ppr. amortizing, -ning. \<

ME. amortixt-ii, -risen, -csen, < AF. >i<i-li:<-r.

-eyser (= Sp. amortizur = ML. amortisare, ad-

murtizarc), < antortiz-, OF. amnrtiss-, stem of
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Il.t trans. 1. To ascend; climb; mount.

2. To rise in number, quantity, or value, so as

to reach or be equal to ; come to.

Tin' sum iniKiiiiitrd v thousand pounde.
rn.rli,,!. fill-on, of F.ng., ccv. 188. (A

1

. K. l>.)

3. To be equivalent to
; mean; signify.

Tell me, mayde chaste,
What iniKiiiiitelli this?

Li/beau* Due., 1471. (A'. E. D.)

ampere
no characters by which it can lie denned, but containing a

miscellaneous group of deiitirostral insessorial liirds from

variouB parts of the world, and divided intci the sulifanii-

lies /.''iiitfirhtui"-. l'ijii-'ti'i\ A i/ijK-ii/i"'. PackycephaHncc,
etc. (6) A family of dentirciMnd /iwxwuw. supposed to

lateil to the shrikes and flycatchers, and Including
the suhfamilies Dtcntrint9,CmnptphaffiM9, Gtymnodcrfwv,
Aiii/icli'iin-, ritiri'ini; and 1'iifhi/ri'iilinliiiif. (<) A family
of birds restricted to the Ampelinnt proper with the Pti-

,
and placed between Tyniiutitlit' and Cottn-

certain parts of amortir, deaden, quench, abol-

ish, extinguish, redeem, or buy out, as a rent- 4. To cause to rise
;
rais

*,> = OCat. timortir = lt. ammortire, < L. as amount (a-mount'), . [Modem; <. amount, r.

if 'admortire, < ad, to, + mor(t-)s, death: see

mortal. Of. iniirtmuiit."] I. (roil*. It. To make

dead; deaden; destroy.

1. The sum total of two or more sums or quan-

tities; the aggregate: as, the amount ot 1 and 9

is 16; the amount of the day's sales. 2. A
u.'iUi , uoaucii . uoBwvji -" ~

The gode werkes that men don whil thei ben in gode quantity or Slim viewed as a whole.

lyfe ben al amartited by sin fcilowing.

Chaucer, Parson s lale.

2. In law, to alienate in mortmain, that is, to

convey to a corporation, sole or aggregate, ec-

clesiastical or temporal, and their successors.

See mortmain. 3. To extinguish, as a debt, by
means of a sinking-fund.

Il.t intrang. To droop; hang as dead.

With this rayne went the sayle amartyssynge and hang-

ing hevy. Caxtun, Ovid's Metain., xi. 19. (A'. a. V.)

amortizement. amortisement (a-m6r'tiz-

rnent), n. [< F. amortissement, a subduing,

bringing to an end, in arch, a finishing (ML.
amortisamentum, admortizamentum), < amortir

Ampelideae (am-pe-lid'e-e), n. pi. [NL., fern.

Tp\.oftiipi'li<lrus: see ampelideous.] The name
Here no Papist* were arraigned^,

,,m,
;

Mt
to^a

I opish 1^ by^;unth and othe
J

rg to the natural order

of plants called Vitacece (which see).

ampelideous (am-pe-lid'e-us), a. [< NL. ,-

peudeus, < Gr. a^vMf (-tti-), a vine, dim. of afnre-

/?, a vine: see Ampelis."] In bot., relating or

belonging to the Ampelidete, or vine family; re-

sembling the vine.

Ampelinae (am-pe-li'ne), n. pi. [NL,., < Ampelis
+ -ina;.'] A subfamily of birds, of the family

Ampelidce, or chatterers. It is sometimes taken as

equivalent to Ampelidce (c) (which see), and sometimes re-

stricted to the single genus Ampelit.

AmpeliO (am-pe'li-o), n. [NL., < Gr. a/nre).uw,

a kind of singing bird, also called ouTre/Uf : see

Ampelis."] A genus of cotingine birds of South

America, established by Cabanis in 1845, made

It is not often that a single fault can produce any vast

amount of evil. De Quineeii, Style, i.

3. The full effect, value, or import ;
the sum or

total : as, the evidence, in amount, comes to

tliis.

Often contracted to amt.

amour (a-mor'), n. [< mod. F. amour (with F.

pron. and accent), taking the place of earlier

E. amour, amor (with accent on first syllable),

< ME. amour, amur, < OF. amur, amour, love : by Sundevall the type of his family Ampelio-

see amor, and cf . paramour.'] It. Love
;
affec- nines. A. melanocephata is an example. Also

tion; friendship. 2f. Love toward one of the written Ampelion.

opposite sex. 3. A love-affair; love-making; Ampelioninae (am-pel'i-o-m'ne), n. pi. [NL.,

especially, an illicit love-affair; an intrigue. < Ampelio(n-) + -ina;.'] In Sundevall s classifi-

cation of birds, the second family of his fourth

cohort (Pycnaspidea;) of scutelliplantar oscine

passeres. It contains such genera as Ampelio, Phiba-

lura, Cotinga, Phytotmna, Cephalopterus, etc., and inexact-

ly corresponds to a subfamily Cotingince of some authors.

Lmpelis (am'pe-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. luareMf, a

kind of singing bird, also called auml.iuv, prob.
from its haunting vines, < d^t7j>f,

a vine.] A
genus of oscine passerine birds, type of a sup-

posed subfamily Ampelince, or of an alleged

family Ampelidce. It contains three species, the Caro-

lina waxwing (A. cedmrum), the Bohemian waxwing (A.

especially,
Amour propre (a-mor propr), self-esteem ; self-respect :

sometimes used in an unfavorable sense, meaning self-love,

pride, conceit, vanity, egotism : a French phrase now in

common use.

Doubtless in nearly every field of inquiry emotion is a

perturbing intruder : mostly there is some preconception,
that resists disproof of it.

"

AmpeliS (am'pe-lis), n.

dyH. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 74.

These words were uttered with so much coldness, that

Mr. Emngham's amour propre was deeply wounded.
J. E. Cooke, Virginia Comedians, I. xil.

amourettet, See amoret.

amourist, n. See amorist.

amovability (a-mo-va-bil 'i-ti), n. [< amovable :

see -bility.] Capability of being removed, as

from an office. [Bare.]

. ,

garrulm), and the Japanese waxwing (A.phonncopterw);
the birds are also called chatterers. A synonym of Am-
pelw is Bombycilla. The name was formerly applied, with

great latitude, to many birds properly belonging to vari-

ous other families ; but it is now restricted to the three here

named. See wax-wing.

Amortizement of Buttress (I3th century), Apsidal Chapel.
Cathedral of Amiens.

(-is*-) : see amortize and -menf] 1. The crown-

ing member of an edifice; the architectural

ornament or feature that terminates a facade,

a ridged or pointed roof, a gable, a buttress,

etc. 7iollet-le-Diu>. 2. Same as amortization.

a-morwet, prep- Phr - as adv - A Middle English
form of amorrow.
amotion (a-mo'shon), n. [< L. amotio(n-), <

amovere, pp. amot-us, remove: see amove%.] 1.

Removal ; ejection ; ejectment from possession
or office, as of an officer of a corporation.

The cause of his amotion is twice mentioned by the Ox

Let us retain amenability on the concurrence of the

executive and legislative branches.

Jefferson, Works, IV. 288. ampelite (am'pe-lit), . [< L. ampelitis, < Gr.

amovable (a-mo'va-bl), a. [< a/wow
2 +-able; i^e/Zrjf (gc.y^),akindof bituminous earth used

also amovible, after F. amovible."] Removable, to sprinkle vines in order to keep off insects,

amovalt (a-mo'val), n. [< amove2 + -al. Cf.

removal, (remove"] Total removal.

Amoval of ... insufferable nuisances.

Evelyn, Sylva, p. 342.

\ ujuTie/ioi, a vine.] A species of black earth

abounding in pyrites: so named from having
been used to kill insects on vines. The name
is also applied to cannel-coal and to some kinds

of schist.

amove1
! (a-mov'), v.t. [Early mod. E. amoove, ampelitic (am-pe-lit'ik), a. [< ampelite + -ie.]

< ME. amoeven, ameven, < OF. amover, amouvmr, jn mineral., pertaining to or resembling ampe-
< L. admovere, move t, bring to, apply, incite, i^e.
< ad, to, + movere, move: see a-11 and move.] Ampeloglypter (am"pe-lo-glip'ter), n. [NL.,
To move; stir; excite; affect. < Gr. dprEAof, a grape-vine, + y/twrr^>, a chisel,

And when she say thise poetical Muses aprochen aboute

my bed and enditynge wordes to my wepynges, she was a

lytel amoved and glowede with cruwel eyen.
Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 1.

She nought ameved
Neither in word, or chere, or countenance.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 442.

At all these cries my heart was sore amoved.

Greene, Poems, p. 136. (AT. E. D.)

ford antiquary. T. Warlon, Life of Sir T. Pope, p. 251.
amoTe2

t (a-mov'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. amoved,

-
2. Motion away from; a moving away; re-

Coroners

amount "(a-mounf), v. [< ME. amounten,

amunten, mount up to, come up to, signify, <

OF. amounter, amunter, amonter, amount to, <

amunt, amont, adv., uphill, upward, prop. prep.

phr. a mont, toward or to a mountain or neap
(cf. E. adown), < L. ad montem : ad, to

; montem,
ace. of mon(t-)s, mountain : see mount, momi- amovible (a-m6'vi-
tain. Cf. avale.'} I. intrans. If. To go up ; Same as amovable

rise; ascend; mount.
When the larke doth fyrst amounte on high.

Peacham, Garden of Eloquence, p. 106.

So up he rose, and thence amounted streight.

ampac (am'pak)

odoriferous resin,

cate baths.

ape-
.yt.v$uv, carve, cut.] A genus
of beetles, of the family Ourcu-

lionida!, established by Le Conte
for three North American spe-
cies formerly included in the

genus Saris. They live, in the lar-

val state, in the young canes of cul-

tivated or wild grape-vines and the

Virginia creeper, causing swellings
in the shape of elongate knobs. The
most abundant species, A. sesoitrit

(Le Conte), the grape-vine gall-beetle, is

a small, highly polished, elongate in-

sect of uniform light yellowish-brown
color. The elytra are gently undulated by broad trans

verse impressions.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 37. ampelography (am-pe-log
'

ra-fi), n. [< Gr.

may be amoved for reasonable cause. auTrcAof, vine, 4- -ypa^i'a, < ypdipew, write.] The
*

. ,, , T, L TH__ n __ :: o ~, . *.
r
,

' ',, !J n j p^
scientific description of the vine. Syd. hoc.

Lex.

Ampelopsis (am-pe-lop'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

vine, +m/;<f, appearance: see optic.] A

ppr. amoving. [< late" ME. am'oven, < AF.

amoever, < L. amovere, remove, < a for ab, from,
+ movere, move: see o-13 and move."] To re-

move, especially from a post or station.

She well pleased was thence to amove him farre.

Grape-vine Gall-
beetle (Ampelo-
elypttr sesostrls).
Vertical line shows
natural size.

Sir M. Hale, Hist. Plac. Cor., ii. 3.

see amovable.']'vi-bl), a. [F. :

ile. [Bare.]
:), n. An East Indian tree, a

species of XanthoTi/lum, producing a highly genus of plants, natural order Vitaeece, scarcely
Its leaves are used to medi- distinguishable from Vitu (and united with it

by Bentham and Hooker), except in having no

2. To reach or be equal (to) in number, quan-

tity, or value
;
come (to) as a whole.

Thy substance, valued at the highest rate,

Cannot amount unto a hundred marks.

Spemer, F. Q., I. ix. 54. amparo (fcm-pa'ro), [Sp. and Pg., defense,

protection, <'Sp. Pg. amparar, defend,
. ....,-. .., seize upon, secure,
= It. imparare, learn, acquire, < ML. as if *im-

efense, conspicuous disk at the base of the ovary. A.

,
= Pr. 9uinn/(,(taisthewell-knownVlrginiacreeper,sometimes

secure '

.eaves, climbs by clinging tendrils, and is fre-

e.'"""^-"~, = j.t. unirutwv, j- .n n. w^n***^, N -.. -~ ~
quently cultivated for covering walls and arbors. The

I marks.
parare, < L. in, into, toward, + parare, furnish.] Japanese A. tricmipidata, with simple leaves, is used for

, A document protecting a claimant of land till the same purpose.

3. To rise, reach, or extend, in effect, sub-

stance,
mount
amounted almost

The errors of young men are the ruin of business ; but

the errors of aged men amou nt but to this, that more might
have been done or sooner. Bacon.

His love of

amounted alm<

ampersand."]
in parts of England.

i-pel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ampelis

2 A defect, flaw, or blemish. Hattiwell. [Prov.

Eng.]



Ampere-meter.

ampere

pere, < Ampere, name of a French electrician

(Andr6 Marie Ampere, died 1836). Cf. ohm and
volt.'] The unit employed in measuring the

strength of an electrical current. It is the cur-
rent which flows through a conductor whose resistance is

one ohm, and between the two ends of which the unit dif-

ference of potentials, one volt, is maintained.

ampere-meter (am-par'me'ter), n. In elect.,

an instrument for measuring the .strength of
an electric current in am-
peres. Several forms have been
devised, some of which are essen-

tially galvanometers specially
constructed for this purpose.
Another form (see the cut) con-
sists of a hollow coil of wire tra-

versed by the current to be mea-
sured, which according to its

strength draws within itself a
core supported by a spring and
having an index attached to it;
the scale is so graduated that the

strength of the current is given
directly in amperes. Also called

ammeter, ainperometer.

Ampere's theory. See

theory.

Amperian (am-pe'ri-an),a.
Relating to Andr6 Marie

Ampere, or to his theories.

Amperian currents, in elect.,
the hypothetical electrical cur-
rents by which Ampere explained
the properties of a magnet See
AtnpPre'g theory, under theory.

amperometer(am-pe-rom'-
e-ter), n. [< ampere + -o-

meter.] Same as ampere-
meter.

ampersand (am'per-sand),
n. [Also ampersand, am-

pus-and, amperse-and, am-
passyand, ampussy-and, ap-
persi-and, amperzed, etc.,
also simply ampassy, etc., various corruptions
of and per se and (that is, '& by itself

and').'] A name formerly in use for the char-
acter & or & (also called short and), which is

formed by combining the letters of the Latin
et, and, and which is commonly placed at the
end of the alphabet in primers.
ampery (am'per-i), a. [< amper + -#!.] 1.
Covered with pimples. 2. Weak : unhealthy ;

beginning to decay. [Prov. Eng.J
amphacanthid (am-fa-kan'thid), n. A fish of
the family Amphaeaniliida;.
Amphacanthidae (am-fa-kan'thi-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Amphacanthiis + -tVto.] In ichth., a

family name synonymous with ttiaaitida (which
see).

Amphacanthus (am-fa-kan'thus), n. [NL.,
prop. *amphiacanthtis, ( Gr. awfii, on both sides

(see amphi-),+ anavOa, spine.] A generic name
of fishes remarkable for the development of a

spine along the inner as well as the outer mar-
gin of the ventral fins: identical with Sic/anus

(which see).

amphanthium (am-fau'thi-um), n.
; pi. ampltan-

thia (-a). [NL., < Gr. awfii, about (see amphi-),+ <ivft>c, flower.] In bot., a term proposed for
a dilated receptacle of inflorescence.

phi-. [

ep., = L.
,

. .

of Greek origin, meaning on both sides, on all

sides, around, round about : cognate with and
equivalent to ambi- of Latin origin.

Amphiarctos (am-fi-ark'tos), n. [NL.] Same
as Hywnarctos.
amphiarthrodial (am"fi-ar-thro'di-al), . [<
Gr. aiufii + a/itifjudt/f, jointed (< a/iOpov, a joint,
+ fioof, form), + -ial, with ref. to amphiar-
throsis. ] Of or pertaining to amphiarthrosis, or
to a joint exhibiting that kind of articulation.

amphiarthrosis (am"fi-ar-thr6'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. afujii, on both sides, -1- apBpuai;, articula-
tion : see arthrosis.~\ In anat., a kind of articu-

lation, intermediate between synarthrosis and
diarthrosis, permitting slight motion by inter-
vention of fibrocartilage, as between the bodies
of vertebrae or in the pubic and sacro-iliac artic-

ulations.

Amphiaster (am'fi-as-ter), n. [NL., < Gr. a/tft,

around, + oari/p, a star.] 1. A genus of star-

fishes, of the family Goniasterid<e. A. inni-mi* ^
a beautiful Californian species with short flat arms, flat

disk, and regularly arranged spines and tessellated plates.

2. [I. c.] In embryol., a formation in a matur-
ing ovum of a fusiform figure radiated at either

end, thus resembling two stars joined together,
whence the name. See extract.

In the place where the remains of the nucleus were
seen, there now appears a spindle-shaped body made up

.

amphi-. [E., NL., etc., < Gr. appi-, prefix, a/jfi,

prep., = L. ambi-, etc.: see anibi-.] A prefix
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of granules arranged in lines, while from either end other
lines of granules arc arranged in a radial manner. The
whole presents an appearance closely similar to that seen
wliBii iron tilings are exposed to the'influeiire of :i IKM>.
shnr magnet, while from its ivsemMunrr to tun >l;ii-

joined toL't.-thtT it has received the name umi>hnf*t, ,
.

Xtuiul. Xut. Hint., I., Int., p. xlv.

amphibala, . Plural of amphibalnm.
amphibali, n. Plural of ampliibalim.
amphibalum (am-fib'a-lum), n.

; pi. <iiii/iliili<il(i

(-la). Same as iim/i/tilxtlus.

amphibalus (am-nb'a-lus), n.
; pi. inii/i/ii/nili

(-11). [ML., < Gr. d/i^7?oAor, adj., put around
(ef. d//^//3/J7yua, a cloak), < afifyi, around, + :

iu'/-

l.etv, throw.] An ecclesiastical vestment, not
unlike the casula or chasuble, peculiar to the
Galilean church of the eighth and ninth cen-
turies.

Amphibamus (am-fib'a-mus), . [NL., irreg. <
Gr. afjtyi, around, + [iatveiv, go ; cf. deriv. (if/pa,
Dor. /3d//a, a step.] A genus of stegocephalous
amphibians, of stout, lizard-like form, from the
Carboniferous formations of Illinois. E. J).

Cope, 1865.

amphibia (am-fib'i-a), n. pi. [NL., pi. of am-
phibium, q. v. (also of amphibion), neut. of am-
phibius, < Gr. d^i/Stoc, living a double life :

see amphibious.] 1. In popular language, ani-
mals living both on land and in the water

;
those

which voluntarily and habitually enter that ele-

ment, though not able to breathe under water,
such as frogs, turtles, crocodiles, seals, wal-

ruses, otters, beavers, hippopotami, etc. 2.

[cap.] In rooY., a name variously used, (o) In the
Linnean system (1766), the third class of Animalia, includ-

ing all Keptilia, Batrachia, and various fishes and fish-like

vertebrates. It was divided into three orders : (1) reptiles
furnished with feet and breathing by the mouth (Tettuda,
Draco, Lacerta, Rana); (2) footless serpents, also breathing
by the mouth (Crotalug, Boa, Coluber, Amjuin, Amphis-
i-n'iifi. Ctecilia); (3) finned swimmers (Xante* pinnati),
breathing by lateral brauchieeor gills, comprising 14 genera
of fishes and fish-like vertebrates, as the Marsipobranchia
anASifuali. (6) In Cuvier's system (1817), a tribe of carniv-
orous mammals, intervening between Carnaria and Marsu-
piata, containing the seals and walruses, or pinniped Car-
nimra; thus exactly equivalent to the J'iiiiuimlia of mod-
ern naturalists. Cuvier had earlier (about 1799) placed the

Amphibia next to the Cetacea, both comprising mammals
with feet adapted for swimming, as distinguished from
those with clawsorwith hoofs, (c) A class of ichthyopsidan
vertebrates, corresponding to the order Batrachia of Bron-
gniart and Cuvier, containing animals that breathe both in
the water and in the air at the same or at different periods
of their lives, and have either permanent gills or gills later

superseded by lungs, or gills and lungs simultaneously.
The gills are usually external. Respiration is also usually
effected to some extent by the skin. Limbs are either pres-
ent orabsent, and there are no fins in the adult. The Am-
phibia undergo metamorphosis, the larval forms being
more or less fish-like, the adult developing limbs. They
are anamniotic and anallantoic, oviparous, and cold-
blooded. The heart has two auricles and one ventricle.
The skull is dicondylian, with an unossifled basi-occipital
and a parasphenoid. The Amphibia, have been very gener-
ally called Batrachia, after Cuvier; but the latter term is

now usually restricted to an order Batrachia of the class

Amphibia. The Amphibia include all the animals com-
monly called frogs, toads, newts, efts, tritons, salamanders,
sirens, axolotls, etc. By some they are divided into Anura
and Urodela, the tailless and tailed Amphibia. A more
elaborate division is into four orders : (1) Ophiomorpha or
Gumnophiona, including only the family Cteciliiate; (2)
Urodela ; (3) Batrachia ; (4) the fossil Labyrinthodantia.

amphibial (am-fib'i-al), a. [As amphibious +
-al.~\ Same as amphibian.
amphibian (am-fib'i-an), a. and . [As am-
phibious + -.] I. a. Of or pertaining to am-
phibia in any sense

; specifically, pertaining to
the class Amphibia. See amphibious, 2.

H. n. An animal of the class Amphibia.
Amphibichthyidae (am*fi-bik-thi'i-de), . pi.

[NLi.,<AmphibichtIiys + -idee.'] A family of dip-
nous fishes, typified by the genus Amphibich-
thys : synonymous with Lepidosirenidw. ffofff/.

Amphibichthys (am-fi-bik'this), n. [NL., <

Gr. a^ifitof, amphibious, + IxOv*;, fish.] The
typical genus of Amphibichthyidce : synonymous
with Lepidosiren. Hogg.
amphibiolite (am-fib'i-o-Ht), . [< Gr. a/^i-

Iliof, amphibious, + Wof, a stone.] The fossil

remains of an amphibian. Craig, 1847.

amphibiolith (am-fib'i-o-lith), . Same as am-
phibiolite.

amphibiological (am-fib"i-o-loj'i-kal), . [<

<iij>liibiology + -leal.] Pertaining to amphibi-
ology.

amphibiology (am-fib-i-ol'o-ji), . [< Gr. a/t-

^(/fiof, amphibious, -t- -foyia, < Uyeiv, speak : see

-ology. ] A discourse or treatise on amphibious
animals; the department of natural history
which treats of the Amphibia.
amphibion (am-fib'i-on), .

; pi. amphibia (-S).

[NL., = unijihibiuiii, q. v.] Same as amphibium.
Amphibiotica (am"fi-bi-ot'i-ka), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. afujiipiat;, amphibious, + term. -uT-tK-6f."]

In zoo'l., in Gegenbaur's system of classification,

amphibolid

one of two subdivisions (the other being Cor-
tia) of the Pfoudonevroptera. The Amvlu-
are composed of tile May-flies, dragon-Hies, and re-

of other authors, generally considered as suborders of a
oinveiitional order .W/</-<i^/cm.

amphibious (am-fib'i-us), a. [< NL. amphibius,
< Gr.

ijUf/jatOf, living a double life, < a/ifi, on
both sides, + /3/of, life. Cf. ampMMa.l 1. Liv-

ing both on land and in water; habitually al-

ternating between land and water.
A diver for pearls, a youth who, by long habit in his

trade, was almost grown amphibious.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxxviii.

2. Of or pertaining to the Amphibia; amphibian.
The most completely amphibious animals are those which
do not undergo complete metamorphosis, or which jiossess
lungs and gills simultaneously, being thus capable of both
aerial and aquatic respiration. Amphibious is, however,
rare in this sense, amphibian being the usual technical
term in zoology.
3. Of a mixed nature; partaking of two na-
tures : as, an amphibious breed.

A floating island, an amphibious spot
Unsound, of spongy texture.

W>ml*worth, Prelude, iii.

Not in free and common socage, but in this amphibious
subordinate class of villein socage.

Blackatotie, Com., II. vi.

amphibiously (am-fib'i-us-li), adv. In an am-
phibious manner.
amphibiousness (am-fib'i-us-nes), n. The
quality of being amphibious ; ability to live in
two elements; participation in two natures.

amphibium (am-fib'i-um), n.
; pi. amphibia (-a).

[NL. (also written amphibion, < Gr. afufil/itdv),
sine, of amphibia, q. v.] An amphibious ani-

mal; one of the Amphibia.
Thus is man that great and true amphibium, whose na-

ture is disposed to live not only like other creatures in
divers elements, but in divided and distinguished worlds.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 34.

The children, each one armed with the curved rib of
some big amphibion, are playing ball and bat among the
drift*. Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., II. 133.

amphiblastic (am-fi-blas'tik), a. [< Gr. au$i,
on both sides, + /i/laorof, a germ.] In embryol.,
a term applied to those holoblastic eggs which,
by unequal segmentation of the vitellus (yolk),
produce an amphigastrula (which see) in ger-
minating. Haeckel.

amphiblastula (am-fi-blas'tu-la), n. ; pi. am-
phiblastuhc (-le). [NL., < amphi(cytula) + blas-

tula.'] In embryol., the vesicular morula or

mulberry-like mass which is formed from that

stage in the development of a holoblastic egg
of unequal segmentation known as an amphi-
cytula, following upon the stage called an am-
phimorula. The human egg is an example.
See gastrulation. Haeckel.

Amphibola (am-fib'o-la), n. [NL., fern, of LL.
amphiboluy : see amphibole.] A genus of pul-
monate gastropods with an
operculum and without ten-

tacles, constituting the fami-

ly Amphibolida: : synonymous
with Ampullacera.
Amphibolae (am-fib'o-le), .

pi. [NL., fern. pi. of LL. am-

phibolux : see amphibole.~\ In
Nitzsch's classification (1829),
a group of birds represented
by the family Musophagida;,
the plantain-eaters or turacous. [Not in useJ
amphibole (am'fi-bol), n. [< LL. amphibolus,
ambiguous, < Gr. a/tij>lf}o^of, doubtful, equivocal,

Amphibola attstra-
lis.

jiaAXtiv, doubt, be uncertain, throw around,
i, around, on both sides, + /jaMetv, throw.]

A name given by Haiiy to hornblende, from its

resemblance to augite, for which it may readily
be mistaken: now used as a general term to

include all the varieties of which common
hornblende is one. See hornblende__Amphi-
bole granite, same as hornblende yranite (which see,
under uranitr).

amphiboli (am-fib'o-H), w. pi. [NL., pi. of LL.
amphibolus : see amphibote.] A general name
for birds of zygodactyl form with the toes di-

rected forward and backward in pairs, that is,

two forward and two backward. By Illiger (isii)
considered as a family, but now abandoned as an artificial

group.

amphibolic 1
(am-fi-bol'ik), a. [< amphiboly +

-ic.] Of the nature of amphiboly; amphib-
olous.

amphibolic2 (am-fi-bol'ik), . [< amphibole +
-ic.] In mineral., pertaining to, resembling, or

containing amphibole.
amphibolid (am-fib'o-lid), n. A gastropod of

the family Amphiboliiiee.



Amphibolidae

Amphibolidse (am-fl-bol'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Amphibola + -ida:'] A family of basomma-
tophorous pulmonate gastropods. TIio technical
characters are a short, thick spiral shell closed by all

open-ilium, the whorls shouldered, and gills present,
though rudimentary. The species live in marshes where
the water is brackish, ami have lint partially ai-rial respi-
ration ; they are confined to New Zealand. Also called

Ampltlhtri'riit/t'.

amphiboliferous (am"fi-bo-lif'e-rus), a. [< iiin-

phibole + -i-ferous.] Bearing or containing
amphibole.

Amphibulifi'i-ot/x anilesite anil iloleritc..

c. Brit., XVIII. 749.

amphiboline (am-fib'o-lin), a. [< amphibole +
-ine1

.] In mineral., resembling amphibole.
amphibolite (am-fib'o-lit), . K Gr. a/^/,fo/.o<,-,

doubtful (see amphibole), + -i'teX] A rock be-

longing to the class of the crystalline schists,
and consisting largely of green hornblende,
together with quartz or feldspar, or both. It

is always more or less distinctly in beds like

gneiss.

amphibological (am"fl-bo-loj'i-kal), a. ^am-
phibology.] Of or pertaining to amphibology;
of doubtful meaning ; ambiguous.
A fourth insinuates with a pleasing compliment, a sweet

smile, ingratiates himself with an atnpliilwlufrintl speech.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 574.

amphibologically (am'
i

'fi-bo-loj
/

i-kal-i), adv.
With a doubtful meaning.
amphibologism (am-fi-bol'o-jizm), n. [< am-
phibology + 4m.J An amphibolous construc-
tion or phrase. N. E. D.

amphibology (am-fi-bol'o-ji), n.
; pi. amphi-

bologies (-jiz). [X LL. amphibologia, < LGr.

*a/ut>i/loioyia, < Gr. a/uf>i(lotof, doubtful, ambig-
uous (see amphibole), + -).oyia, < teyetv, speak:
see -ology.] 1. The use of ambiguous phrases
or statements. 2. In logic, a sentence which
is ambiguous from uncertainty with regard to

its construction, but not from uncertainty with

regard to the meaning of the words forming it.

A good example of amphibology is the answer of the oracle
to Pyrrhus: "Aio te Romanos vincere posse." Here te

and Romanos may either of them be the subject or object
of vincere posse, and the sense may be either, you can con-

quer the Romans, or, the Roman* can conquer you. The
English language seldom admits of amphibology. For an

English example, see second extract under amphibolous.
Fallacy of amphibology. See fallacy.

amphlboloid (am-fib'o-loid), a. [< amphibole
+ -oid.~\ In mineral.^ having the appearance
of amphibole.
aniphibolostylous (am-fib'

/

o-16-sti'lus), a. [<
NL. amphibolostylus, < Gr. aujlflotof, doubtful,
+ arvtof, column (style). ] In bot., having the

style not apparent. Syd. Soc. Lex.

amphibolous (am-fib'o-lus), a. [< LL. amphi-
bolus, < Gr. a/Mftifio^of, ambiguous: see amphi-
bole.] Ambiguous; equivocal: now used only
in logic as applied to a sentence susceptible of

two meanings. [Rare.]
Never [was] there such an amphibolous quarrel both

parties declaring themselves for the king.
Howell (?), England's Tears.

An amphibolous sentence ia one that is capable of two
meanings, not from the double sense of any of the words,
but from its admitting a double construction ; as, ...
"The duke yet lives that Henry shall depose."

Whately, Logic, iii. If 10.

AmpMbolura (am'fl-bo-lu'ra), n. [NL. (Ca-
banis, 1847), < Gr. afj</>ijio'Aof, doubtful, ambig-
uous (see amphibole), + oiipa, tail.] In ornith.,
the corrected orthography of Phibalura (which
see). [Not in use.]

amphiboly (am-fib'6-li), n.
; pi. amphibolies

(-liz). [< L. aniphiboKa, < Gr. a/ufa/Mta, am-
biguity, < djU^j'/Jo/lof, ambiguous : see amphibole.']
1. The use of ambiguities; quibbling. 2. In

logic, ambiguity in the meaning of a proposi-
tion, arising either from an uncertain syntax or
from a figure of speech Transcendental amphi-
boly, in the Kantian philosophy, the confusing of conccp.
tions which exist in the understanding a priori (categories)
with those which are derived from experience.

amphibrach (am'fi-brak), n. [<.li.amphibrachys,
sometimes amphibrachtts, < Gr. auijiifipaxvf, short
on both sides, < afujii, on both sides, + fipaxif,
short.] In pros., a foot of three syllables, the
middle one long, the first and last short: as,
habere, in Latin: the opposite of amphimacer.
amphibrachys (am-fib'ra-kis), n. [L. : see

above.] Same as amphibrach.
Amphibrya (am-fib'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of amphibryus : see amphibryoux.] In bo t., the

endogens : a term used by Endlicher.

amphibryous (am-fib'ri-us), a. [< NL. amjrfii-

brijuii, < Ur. duiji!, around, + ftpvetv, swell, grow.]
In bot., growing by additions to all parts of the

periphery. A. Gray.
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amphicarpic (am-fi-kar'pik), a. Sumo as <im-

pntearpovs.
amphicarpous (am-fi-kar'pus), a. [< NL. am-
jiliicar/iiin, with fruit of two kinds (of. Gr. a/i<f>i-

KapTroij, with fruit all round), < Gr. u/ufi, on both

sides, around, + Kapvui;, fruit.] In bot., pro-
ducing two classes of fruit, differing either in

form or in time of ripening.

amphicentric (am-fi-sen'trik), a. [NL., < Gr.

a/*/>/, on both sides, + Ktvr/av, point, center.] In

anat., coming together, as into a center, on both
sides: applied to a bipolar rete mirabile, that

is, one which is gathered again into and gives
off a vessel similar to that one which breaks up
to form the rete : opposed to monocentric.

Amphicentrum (am-fi-sen'trum), n. [NL., <

Gr. a/ufii, on both sides, + ictvTpov, spine: see

center.'] A genus of fossil ganoid fishes of the
Carboniferous strata, without abdominal fins.

amphichiral (am-fi-ld'ral), a. [< Gr. a^i,
around, on both sides, + %eip, hand.] Undis-

tinguishable as to right and left; transform-
able into its own perversion. Also spelled am-
phicheiral. = Syn. Ambidexter, Amphichiral. Ambidex-
ter refers to equal facility in using the two hands

; amphi-
chiral refers to the geometrical similarity of the two sides.

To be amphichiral does not imply being symmetrical, how-
ever, but only the possibility of heing brought into two
forms, one of which is the perversion or looking-glass im-

age of the other.

amphichroic (am-fi-kro'ik), a. [< Gr. au^i, on
both sides, + xp^a, complexion, color.] Having
a double action upon colors used as tests in

chemistry. Erroneously written amphicroitic.
N. E. D.

amphichromatic (am"fi-ki-9-mat'ik), a. [< Gr.

aufyi, on both sides, + xpiJ[id(T-), color : see chro-

matic.'] Reacting both as an acid and as an
alkali upon colors used as chemical tests.

Amphiccelia (am-fi-se'li-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

d/i^imvAof, hollow all round: see a-mphicailfws.']
1. In Owen's classification of reptiles, a sub-
order of Crocodilia, including the extinct croco-
diles which have amphicoelous vertebrae, as
members of the genns Teleosaurus. 2. [Used
as a singular.] A genus of bivalve mollusks.
James Hall, 1867.

amphicoelian (am-fi-se'li-an), a. Amphicoe-
lous

; having amphicoelous vertebras
; pertain-

ing to tile Amphicoelia.
Amphiccelias (am-fi-se'li-as), n. [NL., < Gr.

anQiKoit.os, hollow all round: see amphic<elous.~]
A genus of fossil dinosaurian reptiles with am-
phicoelian vertebrae. A . altus was a huge species sup-
posed to have been able to browse on tree-tops 30 feet high.
A. framllimu*, another species, is supposed to have ex-
ceeded A. altus in length. E. D. Cop?, 1877.

amphicoelous (am-fi-se'lus), a. [< NL. amphi-
ceelus,<. Gr. apdiamAot, hollow all round, hollow at
both ends, < a/uj>i, at both ends, + KoZAof ,

hollow :

see coeliac.] In anat. and cool., hollowed at both
ends : said of vertebrae the centra or bodies of
which are biconcave. This is the usual character of
the vertebree of fishes, and also of the extinct crocodiles

(Teleosauridce, BelodontidfK), and of some birds of the Creta-
ceous period, as of the genus Ichthyornis (Odontotornue).

Amphicoma (am-fik'o-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. afi-

ijiiKouof, with hair all round, < a^'i, around, +
Ko/fl7, hair.] A genus of lamellicorn beetles, of
the family Scarabwidw. The mandibles in this genus
are without teeth on the inner edge, the claveola of the
antenna: are globular, and the legs are ordinary.

Amphicondyla (am-fi-kon'di-la), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. a/a^i, on both sides, + KOV/>VAOC, a knuckle,
mod. condyle.] A name given to the Mamma-
lia, with reference to the pair of occipital con-

dyles which vertebrates of this class possess
in connection with an ossified basioccipital :

opposed to Monocondyla (which see).

Amphictene (am-fik'te-ne), n. [NL., < Gr.

afupi, around, + Krt/f (KTCV-), a comb.] A genus
of tubicolous worms, order Vephalobranchia,
class Annelida, type of the family Amphicteni-
da; : equivalent to Pectinaria.

AmphictenidaB (am-fik-ten'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Amphictene + -ida!.~] A family of polychsetous
cepnalobranchiate annelids, represented by the

genus Amphictene or Pectinaria.

amphictyon (am-fik'ti-on), n. [< L. amphic-
tijunes, < Gr. auQiKTvuv (Demosthenes), common-
ly in pi. Afifucrbovec, more correctly au<j>tKTtovef,
lit. dwellers around, neighbors, < a/j^t, around,
+ "KTiovef (only in this word and mpusriavef, of
same sense), pi. of "KT'IUV, ppr.,< -^/*KT<-, dwell

( > Krifctv, people, establish, found), = Skt. -\/

kshi, dwell, inhabit.] In Gr. hist., a deputy to
an amphictyonic council, especially the Del-

phic : most commonly used in the plural for the
council itself, or the body of deputies (often
with a capital).

amphidromical

amphictyonic (am-fik-ti-on'ik), a. [< Gr.

bufucrvovixAf. pertaining to the amphictyons.]
Pertaining to an amphictyony, particularly to

that of Delphi.
amphictyony (am-fik'ti-on-i), . ; pi. umphicty-
miii'H (-iz). [< Gr. (ijityiKTvovia (or -vela), < afi-

<t>tKTvovt-(, amphictyons.] In Gr. hist., a league
of peoples inhabiting neighboring territories or
drawn together by community of origin or in-

terests, for mutual protection and the guardian-
ship in common of a central sanctuary and its

rites. There were several such confederations, but the
name isspecially appropriated to the most famous of them,
that of Delphi. This was composed of twelve tribes, and its

deputies met twice each year, alternately at Delphi and
at Thermopyla;. Its origin dates back to the beginnings
of Grecian history, and it survived the independence of
Greece. It exercised paramount authority over the famous
oracular sanctuary of the Pythian Apollo and over the sur-

rounding region, and conducted the Pythian games ; and it

constituted, though in au imperfect way, a national con-

gress of the many comparatively small and often opposcil
states into which Greece was divided.

amphicurtous (am-fi-ker'tus), a. See amphi-
cyrtoiis.

amphicyon (am-fis'i-qn), n. [NL., < Gr. a^i, on
both sides, 4- KVUV, dog, = E. hound, q. v.] A
large fossil carnivorous quadruped, whose teeth
combine the characters of those of the dogs
(Canidai) and of the bears ( Ursidat). It occurs

principally in the Miocene Tertiary formation.

amphicyrtous (am-fi-ser'tus), a. [< Gr.
aftijti-

Kvprof, curved on each side like the moon in its

3d quarter, gibbous, < a/upi, on both sides, + nvp-

rof, curved: see curve."} Curved on both sides;
gibbous. Also written amphicurtous. N. E. D.

amphicytula (am-fi-sit'u-la), n.
; pi. amphicy-

titlce (-le). [NL.,<amp/M--l- cytula, NL. dim. of
Gr. KVTOC, a hollow.] In embryol., the parent-
cell (cytula) which results from that stage in

the development of a holoblastic egg known as
an amphimonerula, by the re-formation of a nu-

cleus, and which passes by total but unequal
segmentation of the vitellus (yolk) to the succes-
sive stages known as amphimorula, amphiblas-
tula, and amphigastrula. See these words. The
human egg is an example. This is the usual form of egg
in mammals and sundry other animals. See ijastrulation.

amphidt, amphidet (am'fid, -fid), . [< Gr. a^i,
both, + -id2.] A term applied by Berzelius to
the salts of those acids which contain oxygen,
to distinguish them from the haloid salts. The
amphid salts were regarded as compounds of two oxids,
one electro-positive, the other electro-negative.

Amphidesma (am-fi-des'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

aiitju, on both sides, + rfra/iof, a band, < Selv,

bind.] A genus of lamellibranchiates, con-

taining bivalve mollusks of rounded form with

large siphons, a long tongue-shaped foot, and
a double ligament, one internal and one exter-
nal : a synonym of Semele. Lamarck, 1818.

amphidesmid (am-fi-des'mid), n. A bivalve
mollusk of the family Amphidesmidai.
Amphidesmidae (am-fi-des'mi-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Amphidesma + -ida!.~] A family of bivalve

mollusks, of which the genus Amphidesma is

the type : a synonym of Semelidai.

amphidiarthrodial (am"fi-di-ar-thro'di-al), a.

[< NL. amphidiarthrosis, after arthrodiaf.'] Of
or pertaining to amphidiarthrosis.
amphidiarthrosis (am"fi-dl-ar-thr6'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. afupi, on both sides, + didpBpuaif,

articulation, diarthrosis.] In anat., a mode of

articulation which partakes of the nature of

both diarthrosis and amphiarthrosis, admitting
of free movement in several directions. A fa-

miliar example is the articulation of the lower jaw with
the rest of the human skull, which permits an up-and-down
motion, as in opening and shutting the mouth, and also a

rotatory motion from side to side and forward and back-
ward. Also called double arthrodia.

amphidisk, amphidisc (am'fi-disk), . [< NL.
(iiiii>hi(lisciis, < Gr. a/aj>i, at both ends, + diaitof,

a round plate: see disk.] In zool., one of the

spicules, resembling two toothed wheels united

by an axle, which surround the reproductive
gemmules of Spongilla. Also written amphi-
discus.

amphidromia (am-fi-dro'mi-a), n. pi. [< Gr. aft-

tfiiop6[ua, pi. (see def.), < Sjttlipopof, running
around, < a^i, around, + -dpofjiof, running, <

Spafttlv, run : see Dramas, dromedary, etc.] In
ancient Athens, a family festival in honor of

the birth of a child. It was held in the evening, when
the child was about a week old. The guests brought small

presents and were entertained at a repast. The child was
presented to the company and carried about the family
hearth by two women, and at this time received its name,
to which the guests were witnesses. The door of the
house was decorated with olive-branches for a boy, and
with tufts of wool for a girl.

amphidromical (am-fi-drom'i-kal), a. Pertain-

ing to the amphidromia.



amphidromical

puses and cuttlefishes. Sir T. Rrowne, Garden of Cyrus.

amphidura (am-fi-du'ra), n. A corruption of

aniphithyra.

Amphigaea (am-fi-je'a), n. [NL., < Gr. art,
implying doubt, + yaia, yij, the earth, a land or

country.] In zoiigeog., the Amphigean realm.

amphigam (am'fi-gam), n. [= F. amphignmi:
< NL. amphigamns : see ampliiyanious.} In De
Candolle's classification of plants, one of the

group of cryptogams, including the lichens,

fungi, and algEe, in which sexual organs were
unknown.
amphigamous (am-fig'a-mus), a. [< NL. am-
phigam us, < Gr. art, implying doubt, 4- yauos,

marriage.] In bot., of or pertaining to the am-
phigams; thallogenous.
amphigastria (am-fi-gas'tri-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. art, around, + yaarijp, stomach : see gas-
tric.'} The peculiar stipule-
like accessory leaves on the
lower side of the stem of some
scale-mosses and other Hepa-
ticai.

amphigastrula (am - fi - gas '-

tr6-la), .
; pi. ampkigastrulte

(-le). [NL., < amphi- + gas-
trula.} In embryol., that form
of metagastrula (which see)
which results from unequal
cleavage or segmentation of
the vitellus (yolk).

amphigean (am-fi-je'an), a.

[< Gr. art, around, + yij,

the earth: see geography,
etc.] 1. Extending around the earth : in bot.,

applied to genera or species that are found
around the globe in approximately the same lati-

tude. 2. [cop.] [< NL. AmphiyaM + -an.} In

zoiigeog., a term applied to the temperate South
American realm as one of the prime zoologi-
cal divisions of the earth's land-surface, with
reference to its equivocal or ambiguous zoologi-
cal character. Together with the Dendrogean or tropi-
cal American realm, it composes the Neotropical region
of Sclater.

amphigen (am'fi-jen), n. [< Gr. art, around, +
-yeuix, < / *yev, produce : see -gen. Cf . amphi-
gene.} 1. In bot., athallogen: a name applied
by Brongniart to those cryptogams (the alg,
fungi, and lichens) which increase by develop-
ment of cellular tissue in all directions, and not
at the summit of a distinct axis. 2f. In chem.,
an element, like oxygen, capable of forming
with other elements acid and basic compounds.
amphigene (am'fi-jen), n. [< Gr. d/^fye-wfr, of
both kinds, of doubtful kind, < art, both, +
yhof, kind (see gemis) : named with allusion to
its supposed cleavage in two directions.] Same
as loucite.

amphigenous (am-fij'e-nus), a. [Asamphigen +

Lower side of branch,

v
= showing Amphigastria,

or accessory leaves.
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riijui; < iiniphigouri : sei- iniijiliii/nri/.} ~Of, re-

lating to, or consisting of amphigory; absurd;
nonsensical.

amphigory (am'fi-go-ri), .
; pi. iimjthit/orii-n

(-riz). [Modified from F. ttmpliigoiiri, of un-
certain origin ; appar. a factitious word, based
on Gr. art, on both sides.] A meaningless
rigmarole, as of nonsense-verses or the like

;
a

nonsensical parody.
Amphileptus (am-fi-lep'tus), n. [NL.,< Gr. art,
on both sides, + Xenrdf, small, fine, delicate.] A
genus of ciliate infusorians, of the family Tra-

chelocercida!, having numerous contractile vac-
uoles in two longitudinal series. A. gigai, one of
the largest known infusorians, has a lengthened com-
pressed form with a long neck, and the mouth near the
base of the proboscis.

amphilogism (am-fil'o-jizm), n. [< amphilogy+ -ixm.} A circumlocution. JV. E. D.
amphilogy (am-fil'o-ji), n.

; pi. amphilogies
(-jiz). [< Gr. art^7'a, doubt, debate. < art~
Xojof, uncertain, < art, on both sides, T te-yeiv,

speak: see -ology.} Ambiguity; amphibology.
amphimacer (am-ftm'a-ser), n. [< L. amphi-
macrus, < Gr. artfaKPf, long on both sides, <

art, on both sides, + fiaxpif, long: see macron.
Of. amphibrach.} In pros., a foot of three syl-
lables, the middle one short and the others
long, as in Latin casKtds: the opposite of am-
phibrach.

Amphimonadidae (am'fi-mo-nad'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Amphimonas + -idm.} A family of na-
ked, free-swimming or sedentary, biflagellate
infusorians, typified by the genus Amphimonas.
When sedentary they are attached by a profongation of
the posterior extremity or by a caudal filament. The
two flagella are terminal and of equal size ; there is no
distinct oral aperture, food being taken in at any point of
the periphery of the body.

Amphimonas (am-fi-mon'as), n. [NL., < Gr.

<iu<pi, on both sides, + [iova$ (uovao"-), one, a
unit: see monad.} The typical genus of Am-
phimonadida!.
amphimonerula (am"fi-mo-ner'6-la), .; pi. am-
phimonerula; (-le). [NL., t. amphi- '4- monerula.}
In embryol., the monerula-stage of a holoblastic

egg which undergoes unequal segmentation or

cleavage of the vitellus (yolk), and becomes
successively an amphicytula, amphimorula,
amphiblastula, and amphigastrula (see these

words). It is a cytode which includes formative yolk
at one pole and nutritive yolk at the other ; the two being,
however, indistinguishable, and both undergoing total

though unequal segmentation. See gastrulation.

amphimorph (am'fi-mdrf), n. A flamingo, as
a member of the Amphimorphai.
Amphimorphae (am-fi-m6r'fe), n. pi. [NL. , < Gr.

art, on both sides, + poixjrij, form.] In Huxley's
system of classification, a superfamily of des-

mognathous carinate birds : so called because
intermediate between the anserine birds and the
storks. It contains only the flamingos, Phaenicopteridtr

applied to fungi which are not restricted to any
particular part of the surface of the host. 2f.
In chem., of the nature of amphigen.
Also written amphogenovs.

Amphigenous reaction, in cAem., a reaction which ex-
hibits both acid and alkaline characters.

Amphignathodon (am-fig-nath'o-don), n.

[NL., < Gr. art, on both sides, + yvaSof, jaw,+ oobiij- (bdovT-) = E. tooth.} A peculiar genus
of arciferous anurous batrachians, having teeth
in both jaws, dilated processes of the sacrum,
a brood-pouch, and the general aspect of the
tree-frogs ;

the type of a family Amphignatho-
dontidtB (which see). A. guentheri is an arbo-
real species of the tropical Andean region.
amphignathodontid (am-fig-nath-o-don

'

tid) ,
n .

One of the Ainphignathodontidai.
Amphignathodoritidae (am-fig-nath-o-don'ti-
de), n. pi. [NL.,< Amphignathodon^-)'+ -id(e.}A family of anurous batrachians, typified by the
only certainly known genus, Amphignathodon
(which see).

amphigonic (am-fi-gon'ik), a. Same as amphig-

amphimorphic (am-fi-mor'fik), a. [As Amphi-
morpha! + -ic.} Having the character of or

pertaining to the Amphimorphce.
amphimorula (am-fi-mor'o-la), n.

; pi. amphi-
morula! (-le). [NL., < amphi- + morula.} In

embryol., the morula, or mulberry-like mass,
which results from the total but unequal seg-
mentation of the vitellus (yolk) in that stage in
the development of a holoblastic egg known as
an amphicytula ;

a solid and generally globular
mass of cleavage-cells which are not all alike.
Further stages of development are the amphiblastula and
the amphigastrula. The human egg is an example.

Amphineura (am-fi-nu'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

art, around, + vevpov, sinew, nerve.] A class
or phylum of Vermes constituted by the genera
Neomenia and Cha'todenna, together with the

Chitonida;, the latter being removed from the
Mollusca and associated with the genera named
on account of the similarity in the nervous
system. H. von Ihering, 1878.

Amphinome (am-fin'o-me), n. [NL., < Gr. art,
around, + vo/ify, a feeding, < vc/ieaffai, feed, pas-
ture, act.] A genus of chsetopodous worms,

amphipodous

amphioxid (am-fi-ok'sid), n. An animal of
the

family Aniphiujridir ; a branchiostomid.

Amphioxidae(am-fi-ok'si-de),.^. [NL., < Am-
pli insnx + -

iilti'. } The only known family of lep-
tocardians or acranial vertebrates, taking name
from the genus Aiiipliiojcuti : a synonym of
liraiicliiimtoiiiitlfe (which see).

Amphioxini (am'fi-ok-si'ni), n. pi. [NL., <

.lii/li/iiiij-iif,- + -ini.} Same as Amphioaidfe.
Amphioxus (am-fi-ok'sus), n. [NL., < Gr. art,
at both ends, + ofif, sharp: see oxygen.} The
lancelets, the typical genus of the family Am-
ji/iioxidat, whose body is compressed and tapers
to a point at each end: a synonym of Srnticl/i-

oxtoma (which see). See also cut under la/ici-

let. >

amphipneust (am'fip-nust), n. [< Amphi-
lii'iixta.~\ One of the Amphipneusta.
Amphipneusta (am-fip-nus'ta), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. art, in both ways, + *-n-vcvar6f. verbal adj.
of irvelv, breathe: see pneumatic.} A former
name of a suborder of tailed Amphibia, which re-
tain their gills through life. As constituted by Aler-

rem, the group included, however, the larval forms of some
amphibians which undergo metamorphosis. See Urodela.

Amphipneustea (am-fip-nus'te-a), n. pi. [NL. :

see Aiphijieiista.} A name useS byWiegmann
for the Onchidiidai (which see),

amphipnoid (am-fip'noid), n. A fish of the
family Amphipiio-idai.

Amphipnoidae (am-fip-noi'de), n. pi. [NL., <

Amphipnous + -ida;.} A family of symbran-
chiate fishes. The technical characters arc a cranium
abbreviated behind, branchial apparatus partly behind
the cranium, a scapular arch not directly connected with
the skull, and a double vascular lung-like sac communi-
cating with the branchial cavity. Only one species is

known, the cuchia or Amphipnowi cuchw. It is a com-
mon East Indian fish, of a sluggish nature, and amphibious
hi its mode of life. It has a very long eel-like form.

Amphipnoina (am-fip-no-i'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Amphipnoas + -ina.} The Amphipnoidte, as a
subfamily of Symbranchiido!, having the vent
in the posterior half of the skull, and the scap-
ular arch not attached to the skull. Giinther.
Also written Amphipnoina;.
Amphipnoas (am-fip'no-us), n. [NL.,<Gr. art,
on both sides, + -JTKOOC, breathing, < nveiv,

breathe.] A genus of eel-like fishes distin-

guished by a lung-like respiratory apparatus
which enables the fish to breathe air directly
as well as through the medium of water. It is

the type of the family Amphipnoidte.
amphipod (am'fi-pod), a. and w. [< NL. am-
phiirus (-pod-), having feet in both directions,
< Gr. art, on both sides, + m>i>c (7ro<5-) = E.

foot, q. v.] I. a. Same as amphipodous.
H. . Anamphipodan; oneofthe Amphipoda.

Amphipoda (am-fip'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of amphipus (-pott-), having feet in both di-

rections : see amphipod.} In

zool., an order of sessile-eyed
(edriophthalmous) crustacean

arthropods: sometimes, as by
Dana, united with Isopoda in an
order Choristopoda. The order is

distinguished from other Edriophthal-
mia by having the abdominal region
well developed, and by effecting res-

piration by means of membranous vesi-
cles attached to the bases of the tho-
racic limbs. The iMxlies of the animals
are compressed laterally and curved
longitudinally; some of the legs are
directed forward, the rest backward
(whence the name). The thorax has 8
or 7 segments, the abdomen 7. The
tail is natatory or saltatorial. The 4
anterior locomotive limbs (namely,
from the second to the fifth thoracic
limb inclusive) are directed forward,
the 3 posterior backward. The latter
are called pereiopodf, and are the 3

ambulatory limbs ; behind them, and
strongly contrasted with them, are 3

pairs of fringed appendages, called pUopod*. which are the
true swimming-organs. The body ends behind in a vari-

ously shaped telson. The eyes are sessile, and sometimes
rudimentary. From 2 to about 9 families of the order, the
most extensive of which is the Gammaridce, are recognized
by different authors. The little animals known as sand-

hoppers, sand-fleas, and shore-jumpers are members of
this order, the various forms of which inhabit both fresh
and salt water.

Amfhithol, one of
the Amphipoda,
r, rostrum ; /, tel-

son ; lt>, labrutn ; l>r,

branchiae; as, ooste-

eites; Ylll'i, XIVi,
8th and I4th seg-
ments.

mitting'to offspring the characters ofboth'pa- ĉlto fcnBohte whioh . . . arborescent ... in
); pertaining to amphigony. t\n Amphinomen. Oegenbaitr,Comp. Anat.(traus.),p.l35.

MWOd -

II. n.

amphigony (am-fig'o-ni), n.
' "

opposite of monogony. The word is chiefly used with
reference to those lower animals which may conjugate or
blend their substance ; not ordinarily used of reproduction
in higher animals.

Amphinomidae (am-fi-nom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

locomotory polychsetous annelids, of the order

An amphipod; one of the Amphipoda.
a. [< <tm-

Kirby andin form
;
formed like an amphipod.

. . Spence, 1828.

Chaitopoda, having several postoral segments amphipodous (am-fip'o-dus), a. [< amphipod
included in the head. + -ous.} Having feet in both directions; spe-



amphipodous

eifically, of or pertaining to the Amphipoda,
Equivalent forms are amphipoil, iiiii/ilii/i<nl<i!,

amphipodan.
Amphiporidae (am-ii-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Amphinorux + -(<(.]_
In .-/., afamily of rhyn- ^^ a ,,.,, , ,..^_

ohocoelOUS turbellanans or m-incrtcans having
amphisbsen'ian (am-fis-be'ni-an), .

the proboscis armed with stylets, winch are *
,,,,,, + \ itlllj L ,,.

'

Of or

wanting in the other Ithynchoecela. Also called

Enfiplu.

Amphiporus (am-fip'o-rus), . [NL., < Gr. d/upi,

on both sides, + iro^of , passage, pore.] A genus
of nemerteans, typical of the family A inphi

-

porid(S (which see). A. laclijluru* is ;i Kuropcan
species, A or 4 inches long, found under stones from the

North Sea to the Mediterranean^
amphiprostylar (am"n-pr6-sti'lar), a. Same
as amphiprostyle.

amphiprostyle (am-fi-pro'stil), a. [< L. i-
-f^- jamily Ampi,jsb(mida;.

amphitheatrical

sluggish and mostly nocturnal, of snake-like aspect from worms, of which the genus Ampliixtomum is the
Hi, aii.-rnrc "I limiiV, und able to move either backward or

type. Other genera are Diplostomnm and dttx-

forward.
/1'ittfi vi'ttv

Amphisbaenia (am-fis-be'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., amnhistomoid (am-fis'to-moid), a. [< Amphi---' A suporfamily group of lacer-
st
*
HHHI + _,>,.] Of <

tilians: a svuonvm of Amphisb&noida.
' -'-'- and . [<

'phixliii'Hii
+ -inn.] I. a. Of or pertaining

to the amphisbsena, or to the Amphisbcenoida.
II. H. Same as amphisbwna, 1.

.mphisbaenic (am-fis-be'nik), a. [< amphis-
birna + -:.] Like the amphisbasna; moving
backward or forward with equal ease. An
equivalent form is amphisbamous.

Yoked to it by an amphisbcenic snake.

Shelley, Prom. Unbound, iii. 4.

Of or pertaining to the family

.liiijiliistoniidii' ; amphistomous.

. _rr /,
on both sides,+ or<5ua, mouth : i

Having a mouth-like orifice at either end of the

body, by which to adhere to the intestines of

animals, as some trematode parasitic worms;
amphistomoid.
Amphistomum (am-fis'to-mum), TO. [NL., neut.

of amphiutomus, with double mouth : see amphis-
tomous. ] A genus of trematode parasitic worms,

amphisbaenid (am-fis-be'nid), . A lizard of typical of the family Amphistomidw.

iheUn\yAMphisb<enida. amphistylic (am-fi-stl'lik), a. [< Gr apfa on

pltiprostylos,<Gr. iut+mpiervMc, having a pro- ^jjjpljisbaenidae (am-fis-be'ni-de), n.pl. [NL., both sides, + ort>Ao?, a pillar : seestyte*.] Mav-

style at both ends, < au.^1, on both sides, + n-po- < JmpMebtena + -id<e.~\ The typical family of ing pillars on both sides : applied in ro67. to the

oTKAor, prostyle : neeprostyle.] Literally, having the Ampliisbainoida. It embraces sluggish skulls of sharks, which have supports for both

columns both in front and behind. In arch., ai>- .ulj mostly nocturnal snake-like lizards, such as those of the upper and lowermandibular arches. Huxley.
the genus Amphiibaiiia, which are limbless, and are thus amphitheater, amphitheatre (am-fi-the'a-
distinguished from the Chirotidat (which see).

tfer^ >( _

r-Tne ]atter spelling is now usual in

Amphisbaenoida (am"fis-bf-noi'da), . pi. England, after the F., though formerly amphi-
[NL., < Amphisbama + -oida."] One of the major ttteaier

. Of. p. amphitheatre = Pg. amphitheatro

Plan of Amphiprostyle Temple.

plied to a structure having the plan of an ancient Greek
or Roman rectangular temple with a portico at each end or

in both front and rear, but no columns on the sides or flanks.

Amphipyleae (am-fi-pil'e-e), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

ay(p(7Tt)/of, with two entrances, < aftipi, on both

sides,+ irvty, a gate, entrance.] A division of

Phteodaria (which see), containing those phaBO-

bital septum of the skull. The position of the quad-
rate bone is peculiar ; the skull in general resembles that

of an ophidian; the vertebra) are proccelous, and have
neither zygantrum nor zygosphene ; there is no sacrum ;

and all but one or two of the precaudal vertebra; bear

ribs. The bodies of these lizards are completely snake-

like. AU the representatives of the group are limbless,

excepting members of the genus Chirotet, which have a

pair of small pectoral limbs. The tail is extremely short,

so that the vent is near the end of the body. The integu-
ment is not scaly.

pi.

______
dariaus which have pseudopodal openings at Amphisbsenoidsea (am"fis-be-noi'de-a), n.

the opposite poles of the central capsule : dis- same as Amphisbwnoida.
tinguished from Monopylece. Haeekel. amphisbaenous (am-fis-be'nus), a. Same as

amphipylean (am"fi-pi-le'an), a. Of or per-

taming to the Amphipyte<e.

Amphirhina(a'
of amphirlrinus: see amp
Amphirhina (am-fi-ri'na). n.pl. [NL., neut.

of amphirhinus : see amphirhine.'
vision

.,
.

.']
A prime

amphiscian (am-fish'i-an), TO. One of the am-

including all except the Monorhina (which see) ;

the double-breathers. It is a term expressive rather

of an evolutionary series of animals than of a definite zoo-

logical division.

amphirhine (atn'fi-rin), a. [< NL. amphirhi-

nus, < Gr. a/i$i, on both sides, + file, piv, nose.]

phirhina.
Shouldjaws be absent, the Cephalaspida; wouldapproach

the Marsipobranchii more nearly than any of the other

atnphirhine fishes do.

a'mphiscii (am-fish'i-i), TO. pi. [NL., < Gr. afi-

0<ovaof, pi. afup'uriaoi, throwing a shadow both

ways, < a/upl, on both sides, + aiad, shadow.
Cf. antiscii."] In geog., the inhabitants of the

intertropical regions, whose shadows at noon
are cast in one part of the year to the north and
in the other part to the south, according as the

sun is in the southern or the northern signs.

dan, as adj.] In her., double
; having two

heads.
Huxley, Anat Vert., p. 129. Amphisile (am-fis'i-le), . [NL., < Gr. dfapi or

Remains of Amphitheater of Aries, France.

(semicircular structure) on both sides, < a/uj>i,

around, + Oiarpov, a place for seeing shows,
a theater: see amphi- and theater.] 1. In owe.

Bom. arch., an edifice devoted to the exhibition

of gladiatorial contests and the combats of wild

beasts. Such edifices were elliptical in form, and con-

sisted of a central area or arena surrounded by a wall,

from which, sloping upward and outward, were rows of

seats for the spectators. The earliest amphitheaters were

fishes. The body is much compressed, and is armed
with bony plates connate with the vertebra and spinous

processes ; the tail is deflected downward by the extension

of the armature behind. Fishes of this family have an

elongated tubiform snout, abdominal ventrals with a spine

Amphisile sc.

amphisarca (am-fi-sar'ka), n. [NL., < Gr. a/ifi, a/ifif, around
;
it is uncertain what the last two

on both sides, + odpi- (aapit-), flesh.] Any hard- syllables were intended to represent.] A genus

rinded fruit having a succulent interior and a of fishes, typical of the family Ampliunhda,
crustaceous or woody exterior, as the gourd, formerly referred to the sea-snipes, Fistulamdai

[Rare.]
or Aulostomid&, and by Gunther to the Centrw-

amphisaurid (am-fi-sa'rid), . Adinosaurian cid<e._

reptile of the family Amphisauridte. amphlSllia (am-fis i-hd), . A nsh of the lam-

Amphisauridae (am-fi-sa'ri-de), u. pi. [NL., < ily AmphisWda:

Ampkisaurus + -idai.~] A family of dinosau- AmphlSllldae (am-fi-sil i-de), n. pi. [JNLi., 5
rian reptiles: now superseded by Anchisauridai. Amphisile + -idce.~] A family of hemibrancni-

AmphisaiirUS (am-fi-sa'rus), . [NL.,<Gr. a[uj>i,

*!- Th.h^.

on both sides,+ aavpof, lizard.] A genus of dino-

saurian reptiles with amphicoelous vertebrae.

The name is now superseded by Anchisaurus,
and is a synonym of Megadactylus of Hitchcocl*

amphisbaena (am-fis-be'na), n. [Early mod. E.

amphibene, ME. corruptly
'

alphibena, = OF. am-

phisbeine, mod. F. amphisbene = Sp. anfisbena,

anfisibena = Pg. amphisbena = It. anfisbena, an-

fesibena, < L. ampnisbcena, < Gr. a^iaftatva, a
kind of serpent believed to move with either

end foremost, < d/jifiif,
at both ends, a form

of a^i (see amphi-), + fiaiveiv, go, = L. venire,

come, = E. come."] 1. A fabulous venomous
serpent supposed to have a head at each end
and to be able to move in either direction.

Complicated monsters head and tail,

Scorpion, and asp, and amphfebcena dire,
Cerastes horn'd, hydrus, and elops drear,
And dipsas. Milton, P. L., x. 524.

Two vipers of one breed an amphisbcena,
Each end a sting. Tennyson, Queen Mary, iii. 4.

2. [cap."] [NL.] A genus of lizards distin-

guished by the
obtuseuess of

the head and

tail, typical of

the family Am-
phisbaenidu: The
species, inhabiting
tropical South
America and the
West Indies, are
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made of wood ; the first built of stone date from the time

of Augustus. The Colosseum or Flavian amphitheater at

Koine was the largest of all the ancient amphitheaters,

being capable of containing from 80,000 to 90,000 persons.

Those at X lines and Verona are among the best examples
remaining. The dimensions of the latter are 505i by 403

feet, with a height of 100 feet.

2. Anything resembling an amphitheater in

form, as an oval or circular building with seats

rising behind and above each other around a

central open space, or a natural area sur-

rounded by rising ground; in Jiort., a sloping

arrangement of shrubs and trees.

He surveys all the Wonders in this immense Amphi-
theatre that lie between both the Poles of Heaven.

Addison, Spectator, No. 31B.

and several rays, and a dorsal flu crowded out of place by
the extension of the dermal armature. It is a most re-

markable type, and exceptional among fishes on account

of the peculiar development of the skeleton as a sort of

shell around the body. The body is almost transparent, Ho nf a mnrlprn theater
and the organs, especially the air-bladder, can be dis- 3. The uppermost gallery ol a modern tneater.

tinctly seen through it. The habits of the family are un- amphitheatral (am-fi-the'a-tral), O. [< L. am-
known. Several species inhabit the high seas.

phitheatralis, < amphitheatrum, amphitheater:

amphismela (am-fis-me'la), n. [NL., < Gr. aft- see amphitheater.] Same as amphitlteatrieal.

tpif, on both sides, + p//l??, a surgical instrument, amphitheatre, See amphitheater.
a probe.] A double-edged surgical knife. amphitheatric (am*fi-the-at'rik), a. Same as

amphispermilim (am-fi-sper'mi-um), n.; pi. am- amphitheatrical.
phispermia (-a). [NL., < Gr. atfi, on both sides, amphitheatrical (ain'fi-the-at'ri-kal), a.

+ cm([>/ui, seed.] In bot., a term proposed for an amphitheatricu$, < amphitheatrum: see .

indchiseent one-seeded pericarp; an achenium. - * /^

amphistome (am'fi-stom), TO. [< NL. Amphi-
stomum.] An animal of the genus Amphisto-
m n in or family Amphistomida?.
amphistomid (am-fis'to-mid), . One of the

AmpMstomtdte.
Amphistomidae (am-fi-stom'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,<

Amphistomum + -idee.] A family of trematode

theater.] I. Of, pertaining to, or resembling
an amphitheater.
The first impression on seeing the . . . great amphi-

theatrical depressions is, that they have been hollowed

out, like other valleys, by the action of water.

Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 225.

2. Taking place or exhibited in an amphithe-
ater: as, amphitheatrical contests.



ainphitheatrically

amphitheatrically (am"fi-the-at'ri-kal-i), adv.
In an amphitheatrical manner or form.

amphithect (am'fi-thekt), . [< Gr. auttOycnf,
sharpened on both sides, two-edged, < dfupi, on
both sides, + tt?Krdf, verbal adj. of Wfyetv,

sharpen.] In morphol., having the fundamen-
tal form of an irregular pyramid ; having a fig-
ure whose base is a polygon of unequal sides.

Haeekel,

In the highest and most complicated group, the Hete-
rostaura, the basal polygon is no longer regular but am-
phithect. . . . Ctenophores furnish examples of eight-
sided amphithect pyramids. Enctjc. llrit., XVI. 844.

amphithere (am'fi-ther), n. A fossil animal of
the genus Amphitherium.
Amphitheria (am-fi-the'ri-fi,), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of Amphitheriuiu."] A group of mammals, rep-
resented by the genus AmpTiitherium.
amphitheriid (am-fi-the'n-id), n. A fossil ani-
mal of the family AmphitJtei-iidtK.

Amphitheriidae (am"fi-the-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Ampliitlierium + -ida:.'] A family of fossil

mammals, containing the genus Amphitherium,
referred by Owen to the Inxectivora.

Amphitherium (am-fi-the'ri-um), . [NL.
(De Blainville), < Gr. afuju, on both sides (here
implying douDt), + Ot/piav, a wild beast, < %),
a wild beast, = E. deer, q. v.] A genus of small
insectivorous mammals from the Lower Oolite,
with polyprotodont dentition, but of uncertain
affinities. The genus is known only by several inan-
dibular raini, about an inch long, containing 16 teeth.

Amphithoe (am-fith'o-e), n. [NL.,< Gr. a^i, on
both sides, + 8o6f (fern. 6or/), active, quick, <

tittiv, run.] A
genus of amphi-
podous edrioph-
thalmous crus-

taceans, of the

family CoropM-
idte. Tlie body is

compressed and
curved, and is com-
posed of 15 distinct

segments or so-

mites, the head,
formed of 7 anterior
coalesced segments,
counting as one.
There are 7 free tho-
racic segments, each with a pair of appendages, 6 abdomi-
nal segments, and a small telson. The appendages of the
tirst 3 abdominal segments are many-jointed bristly fila-

ments, while the 3 posterior are styliform and serve as

props when the animal leaps. The name is sometimes
written, incorrectly, Ampithoe urAmphitoe. See cut under
Ainphipoda.

amphithura (am-fi-thu'ra), . Same as amphi-
thyra.

amphithyra/am-fith'i-ra), . [ML., < LGr. a/t-

Qiffupa, pi., a/i<t>ifhpov, sing., neut. of Gr. ajicpi-

dvpof, with a door on both sides, in LGr. being
on both sides of the door, < a/api, on both sides,
+ d'upa = E. door."] In the Gr. Ch., a veil or
curtain within the iconostasis. when drawn across
it closes the opening left by the dwarf folding doors of
the iconostasis, and entirely hides the altar and the cele-
brant from the view of any one not in the sanctuary. Sev-
eral times during the service the curtain is drawn back to
allow the priest to come forward and read certain por-
tions of the service while standing in front of the folding
doors. As the iconostasis was for many centuries much
more open in construction than at present, the amphi-
thyra in early times formed almost as important a part of
the barrier between the sanctuary and the rest of the
church as the iconostasis itself. Erroneously written ain-

phidura. See iconostajrin.

amphitoky (am-fit'6-ki), . [< Gr. "a^iroKia,
< afuf>t, on both sides, + -rckof, producing, <

TIKTCIV, renew, produce, bring forth.] The pro-
duction in parthenogenesis of both male and
female forms. Syd. Soc. Lex.

Amphitrite (am-ft-tri'te), n. [L., < Gr. >Au<t>i-

Tpirn, in myth, the name of a sea-nymph, a Ne-
reid or Oceanid, who was the wife of Poseidon
(Neptune) ; < a/afri (see amplti-) + 77)1717, fern, of

rpirof = E. third; of obscure application. Cf.
Skt. Trita, name of a Vedic deity, and see Tri-

ton.] 1. A genus of marine polycheetous tu-
bicolous worms, of the family Terebellidai and
order Cephalobranchia. They are easily recognized by
their golden-colored setre, disposed in the form of a crown.
They construct and carry about with them slight, regu-
larly conical tubes of sand, glued together by mucus ex-
uded from the skin.

2. A genus of crustaceans. De Haati, 1835.

amphitrocha (am-fit'ro-ka), n. pi. [NL.. neut.

pi. of amphitrochus,< Gr. apii, on both sides, +
T/>x6t, a wheel, ring.] Those larvae of poly-
cheetous annelids which have both dorsal and
ventral rings of cilia.

amphitropal (am-fifro-pal), a. Same as am-
phitropous.

2 3
Amphitropous Seeds.

i, base of plantain-seed; z, section of
same, showing a straight embryo, its radi-
cie next the micropyle ; 3, an ovule : a,
hilum; *, raicropyle.

os XIV
Ainfkithol.

II'-XIY. the appendage of the second-
fourteenth somite ; r, rostrum ; /, telson :

os, oostegite.
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amphitropOUS (am-fit'ro-pus), a. [< NL. ani-

phitropus, < Gr. d/af>i, around,+ -rponof, < Tpexetv,

turn.] In bot. :

(a) Having the
hilum lateral and
intermediate be-

tween the chalaza
and micropyle ;

half-anatropous;
heterotropous:
applied to an
ovule or seed. (6)

Having the embryo curved or coiled, as in all

campylotropous seeds : so used by Richard.

amphitryon (arn-fit'ri-on), n. [< F. amphitryon,
a host, entertainer, in ref. to Amphitryon in

Moliere's comedy of that name, who gives a
great dinner

; < L. Amphitryon, < Gr. 'Apft-

rpiiuv, in myth, the husband of Alcmena and
foster-father of Hercules.] 1. A host; an en-
tertainer.

My noble amphitryon made me sit down.
Lady Herbert, tr. of Buhner's Hound the World, II. 621.

2. [cap.'] [NL.] In zool., a genus of crusta-
ceans.

amphitype (am'fi-tip), n. [< Gr. a/i^i, in both
ways, + Tv-rrof, impression, type.] A photo-
graphic process, described by Sir John Her-

schel, by which were produced pictures that
were simultaneously positive and negative.
Amphiuma (am-fi-u'mS,), n. [NL., a perver-
sion of *ami>ltij>iit'ii>Ha, < Gr. a/i$i, on both sides,
+ irveiifta, breath.] A genus of tailed amphib-
ians with both gills and lungs, and therefore

capable of breathing in both air and water,
typical of the family Amphiumida;. The genus Is

sometimes placed in the family Cryplobranc.hiitliv, with
Menitpoma and Sitboldia. Species occur in North Amer-
ica, as the A mphiuma meant, which sometimes attains a
length of 3 feet, and is called Congo make.

amphiumid (am-fi-u'mid), n. One of the Am-
phiumida;.
Amphiumidse (am-fi-u'mi-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Amphiuma + -ida;.] A family of gradient or
tailed Amphibia, typified by the genus Amphi-
uma, connecting the salamanders with the <-
cilians. They have no eyelids ; teeth on the outer an-
terior margin of the palatines ; no dentigerous plates on
the parasphenoid ; a sphenoid hone ; consolidated pre-

maxiljaries ; the vestibular wall ossified internally ; and
amphicoelian vertebra. It is a small family of large sala-

mander-like amphibians, the type of which is common in
American waters.

Amphiura (am-fi-u'rii), . [NL., < Gr. afupi, on
botn sides, + ovpa, tail.] A genus of sand-stars,
typical of the family Amphiuridte. A. squamata,
also named Ophiocoma neglecta, is a common
British species.

amphiund (am-fi-u'rid), . One of the Amphi-
uridw.

Amphiuridae (am-fi-u'ri-de), . pi. [NL.,< Am-
phiura + -idai.~\ A family of sand-stars with

simple arms. It belongs to the order Ophiuridea and
class Stellerida, and contains, besides Amphiura, such gen-
era as Ophiopholis, Ophiactis, and Uemipholi*.

amphiyorous (am-fiv'o-ms), a. [< Gr. afofii, on
both sides, + L. vorare, devour.] Eating both
animal and vegetable food.

Amphizoa (am-fi-zo'a), . [NL., < Gr. apty'i,

on both sides, + fov, an animal.] A genus of

adephagous Coleoptera, or beetles, typical of
the family Amphizoidre. Le Conte, 1853.

amphizoid (am'fi-zoid), . One of the Amphi-
zoidce.

Amphizoidae (am-fi-zoi'de), n. pi. [NL., < Am-
phizoa + -ida;."] A family of adephagous Coleop-
tera, or beetles, of aquatic habits. The metaster-
num has a very short antecoxal piece ; the suture is indis-

tinct, and is not prolonged beyond the coxa?.

amphodarch (am'fo-dark), . [<Gr. afnQoSap-
XW (not in Liddell and Scott), < afufiodov, a road
that leads around a place or block of buildings,
hence a block of buildings, a quarter of a town
(< a/i$i, around, + 066$, way), + -apxw, ruler, <

apxeiv, rule.] A ruler over a quarter of a town.
N. E. D.

amphogenous (am-foj'e-nus), a. Same as am-
phigenotts.

Amphomoea (am-fo-me'a), . pi. (|NL.,
<Gr.

a/j(f>i,
on both sides, + 5/ioior, old Attic Oftolof, like,

alike: see homeo-, homceo-.'] A term applied by
E. E. Lankester to the chitons, considered as a

"separate archaic grade" of gastropodous mol-

lusks, and as such distinguished from Cochlides,
which are the remaining (unsymmetrical) Gas-

tropoda.
amphort, amphoret (am'for, -for), . [< ME.
amphore, amjore, amfer (also as L. amphora), <

OF. amphore, "am/ore, amfoure = Pg. amphora

amphoteric
= It. anj'ora, < L. amphora: see amphora.'] 1.
A two-handled vessel : same as amphora, 1.

This is an amfrr, or a vessel that sum men clepen a tan-
kard. ">''/, Zach. v. (i (Oxf.).

2. A liquid measure: same as imiiiliora, 1.'.

amphora (am'fo-ra), .; pi. amphora; (-re).

[L., < Gr. u//0o/-iV, a short form of earlier

It r it

Amphorae.
a, Thasian type ; l>, Cnidian type ; <

, Khodian type ; ./. a Komari

evf, a jar with two handles, < dfufi, on both

sides, + <j>opfi(, a-*earer, < Qepetv, bear, carry
(cf. jopeiietv, <fiopciv, bear), = E. bear1 . See ant-

phor, and cf. amber1
.'] 1. Among the Greeks

and Romans, a vessel, usually tall and slender,
having two handles or ears, a narrow neck, and
generally a sharp-pointed base for insertion into
a stand or into the ground : used for holding wine,
oil, honey, grain, etc. Amphora? were commonly
made of hard-baked clay, unglazed ; but Homer mentions
amphora: of gold ; the Egyptians had them of bronze ; anil
vessels of this form have been found In marble, alabaster,
glass, and silver. The (topper of a wine-filled amphora was

Decorated Amphora from Ruvo, Italy.

covered with pitch or gypsum, and among the Romans
the title of the wine was marked on the outside, the date
of the vintage being indicated by the names of the consuls
then in office. Amphora? with painted decoration, having
lids, and provided with bases enabling them to stand in-

dependently, served commonly as ornaments among the

Greeks, and were given as prizes at some public games,
much as cups are now given as prizes in racing and athletic

sports. The Panathenaic amphora? were large vases of this

class, bearing designs relating to the worship of Athena,
and, filled with oil from the sacred olives, were given at
Athens as prizes to the victors in the Panathenaic games.
2. A liquid measure of the Greeks and Romans.
The Greek amphora was probably equal to 24$ liters, and
the Roman amphora to 25j liters in earlier and to 20 liters

in later times.

3. In hot., the permanent basal portion of a

pyxidium. 4. [cap.~\ [NL.] In zool. : (a) A
genus of Polygastrica. Ehreriberg. (b) A genus
of coleopterous insects. WoUaston. Bacchic
amphora. See Bacchic.

amphoral (am'fo-ral), a. [< L. amphoralis, <

amphora.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling an

amphora.
amphoret, . See amphor.
amphoric (am-for'ik), a. [< amphora + -ie.']

Resembling the sound made by blowing across
the mouth of a flask : applied to certain sounds
obtained in auscultation and percussion of the
chest : as, amphoric respiration ; amphoric reso-

nance
;
an amphoric voice, whisper, or cough.

All the sounds called amphoric have a more or less musi-
cal quality, and usually indicate a cavity filled with air.

amphoricity (am-fo-ris'i-ti), n. [< amphoric +
-ity.~\ The quality or condition of being am-
phoric.

amphorophony (am-fo-rof'o-ni), n. [< L.

amphora, Gr. dfafiopevf, a jar, + <JMJVT/, voice,

sound.] Amphoric vocal resonance
;
an abnor-

mal sound of the voice, noticed in auscultation
of the chest, marked by a musical quality, and
found in connection with cavities in the lungs
or with pneumothorax. See amphoric.
amphoteric (am-fo-ter'ik), a. [< Gr. d/^ore/)of,

usually in pi., dfiijxjTepoi, both of two (L. uter-



amphoteric

que), a compar. form of afujiu = L. unibo, both :

gee ambi-.] Partly the oue and partly the other
;

neutral. Nmiirt (1849). Amphoteric reaction, in

ehe.m., a reaction appearing both acid and alkaline in its

effect on colors ust'd as tc.sts.

amphotis (am-fo'tis), .
; pi. auipliotidex (am-

fot'i-dez). [< tir. a/ufwrtc or aui/iurif, < a/ifl, on
both sides,+ ovq (UT-) = E. ear1

.] 1. In Or. <ui-

tiq., a covering of leather or woolen stuff worn
over the ears by boxers. 2. [cap.'] [NL.] In

zoiil., a genus of coleopterous insects.

Ampithoe (am-pith'6-e), n. See Amphithoe.
ample (am'pl), a. [^late ME. ample, < F. <ttpl<;
< L. umplus, prob. < am- for ambi-, around (see
limb/-), + -/iliin for "-jtuluy, full, = E. full

1
: cf.

L. pleitus, full, and see full* and plenty.] 1.

Large in dimensions
;
of great size, extent, ca-

pacity, or bulk; wide; spacious; extended.

All the people in that ample hous
Did to that image bowe their humble knee.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 49.

Of deeper t<x> and ampler Hoods,
Which, as in mirrors, shew'd the woods.

Dryden, To Mrs. Anne Killigrew, 1. 112.

Her waist is ampler than her life,

For life is but a span.
0. W. Holmes, My Aunt.

2. Large in kind or degree ; having full scope
or extent

; copious ;
unrestricted

;
unrestrained :

as, an ample narrative; to give ample praise,
or do ample justice.

Were I alone to pass the difficulties,
And had as ample power as I have will.

Shak., T. and C., ii. 2.

The noble and rich may diffuse their ample charities.

Steele, Guardian, No. 174.

To him we grant our amplest powers to sit

Judge of all present, past, and future wit.

Pope, Dnnciad, ii. 375.

3. Fully sufficient for any purpose, or for the

purpose specified; abundant; liberal; plenti-
ful : as, ample provision for the table.

An ample number of horses had been purchased in Eng-
land with the public money. Macaulay, Hist. I in-. . xiv.

Give ample room and verge enough
The characters of Hell to trace.

Gray, The Bard, ii. 1.

= Syn. Ample, Copious, Plenteous, spacious, roomy, ex-

tensive, extended, wide, capacious, abundant, sufficient,

full, enough, unrestricted, plenary, unstinted. (See lists

under abundant and large.) Ample, in its more common
uses, has reference to the sufficiency of the supply for

every need ; copious carries with it the idea of the unfail-

ingness of the source ; while plenteous usually indicates

largeness of quantity in actual possession: as, ample
stores or resources ; a copious supply of materials ; a plen-
teous harvest.

By their [the philosophers'] long career of heroic defeat,

they have furnished us with a concrete demonstration,
almost superfluously ample, of the relativity of human
knowledge. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 26.

It [the Union] has been to us all a copious fountain of

national, social, and personal happiness. D. Webster.

Like over-ripen'd corn,
Hanging the head at Ceres' plenteoun load.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., 1. 2.

amplectt (am-plekf), v. t. [< L. amplecti, em-
brace, wind around, <. am- for ambi-, around

(see ambi-), + plectere, weave, plait, fold, akin
to plicare, fold, = Gr. v^enttv, weave : see plait
and ply.] To embrace

; clasp.

amplectant (am-plek'tant), a. [More correctly
"amplectent, (. L. amplecien(t-)s, ppr. of amplecti,

embrace, clasp, wind around : see amplect. The
term, -ant instead of -ent is prob. due to the L.

freq. form amplexari, ppr. amplexan(t-)s : see

amplex.] Embracing; clasping; specifically, in

hot., twining about stems or clasping leaf-

stalks: as, amplectant petioles or tendrils.

ampleness (am'pl-nes), n. The state or quality
of being ample; largeness; sufficiency; abun-
dance.

amplext (am-pleks'), r. t. [< L. amplexus, pp.
(or amplexari, freq.) of amplecti, embrace: see

amplect.] To embrace
; clasp.

amplexationt (am-plek-sa'shon), n. [< L. as
if *amplt'xatio(n-), t amplexari, pp. amplexatus:
see amplex.] An embrace.
An humble amplexation of those sacred feet.

Bp. Hall, The Resurrection.

amplexicaudate (am-plek-si-ka'dat), a. [<

Nlj.aiii)>lexicaudatus, < L. amplexus, embracing,
+ cauda, tail : see amplex and caudate.] Having
the tail entirely enveloped in

the interfemoral membrane:
saidof certain bats,

amplexicaul (am-plek'si-kal),
a. [< NL. <i/>i/ili

i

.i

i

ic/inlix,<'L.

amplexus, embracing, + caulis,
a stem : see amplex and caulis.]
In hot., nearly surrounding or

embracing the stem, as the
base of some leaves.
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amplexifoliate (am-plek-si-fo'li-at), a. [< NL.
amplrxifiiliatux, < L. amplexus, embracing, +
folium, leaf: see amplex and foliate.] In hot.,

having leaves which clasp the stem. N. E. D.

ampliatet (am'pli-at), v. t. [< L. umplnttit*.

pp. of ampliarr, enlarge, < amplux, ample: see
tun pit:'] To make greater or more ample; en-

large; extend.

To maintain and ampliate. the external possessions of

your eniphv. I'dall, 1'ref. to the Kynges Maiestee.

ampliate (am'pli-at), a. [< L. ampliatus, pp. :

see the verb.] Enlarged; dilated; in logic,

enlarged in scope by a modifying term. See

ampliation, ampliative.

ampliation (am-pli-a'shon), n. [< L. amplia-
tin(n-), < umpliare: see 'ampliate, t.] 1. En-

largement; amplification. [Bare.]

Odious matters admit not of an ampliation, but ought to

be restrained and interpreted in the mildest sense.

Ayliffe, Parergon, p. 157.

2. In Horn, law, a delaying to pass sentence
;

a postponement of a decision in order to obtain
further evidence. 3. In logic, such a modifica-

tion of the verb of a proposition as makes the

subject denote objects which without suchmodi-
fication it would not denote, especially things
existing in the past and future. Thus, in the prop-
osition, "Some man may be Antichrist," the modal auxil-

iary may enlarges the breadth of man, and makes it apply
to future men as well as to those who now exist.

ampliative (am'pli-a-tiv), a. [< ampliate +
-ive.] Enlarging; increasing; synthetic. Ap-
plied (a) In logic, to a modal expression causing an am-
pliation (see ampliation, 3) ; thus, the word may in "Some
man may be Antichrist" is an ampliative term. (6) In the
Kantian philosophy, to a judgment whose predicate is not
contained in the definition of the subject : more commonly
termed by Kant a synthetic judgment. [

"
Ampliative judg-

ment "
in this sense is Archbishop Thomson's translation of

Kant's word Erweiterungsurtheil, translated by Prof. Max
Miiller "expanding judgment."]

No subject, perhaps, in modern speculation has excited
an intenser interest or more vehement controversy than
Kant's famous distinction of analytic and synthetic judg-
ments, or, as I think they might with far less of ambiguity
be denominated, explicative and ampliative judgments.

Sir W. Hamilton.

amplificatet (am'pli-fi-kat), v. t. [< L. ampli-
ficatus, pp. of amplificare, amplify: see am-

plify.] To enlarge or extend; amplify.

amplification (am*pli-fi-ka'shon),. [< ii.ampli-

ficatio(n-), < amplificare, pp. "amplificatus, am-

plify: see amplify.] 1. The act of amplifying
or enlarging in dimensions; enlargement; ex-

tension.

Amplification of the visible figure of a known object.
Reid, Inq. into the Human Mind.

Specifically 2. In rhet., expansion for rhetori-

cal purposes of a narrative, description, argu-
ment, or other discourse

;
a discourse or passage

so expanded; an addition made in expanding.
The first expression in which he [Dante] clothes his

thoughts is always so energetic and comprehensive that

amplification would only injure the effect.

Macaulay, Dante.

3. In logic, an increase in the logical depth
(comprehension) of a term without any corre-

sponding decrease of breadth (extension), as
the expansion of "plane triangle" into "plane
triangle having the sum of its angles equal to

two right angles," which is equivalent to it with
respect to extension. 4. In micros., increase
of the visual area, as distinguished from magni-
fication (which see).

amplificative (am'pli-fi-ka-tiv), a. [< amplifi-
cate + -ive.] Serving or tending to amplify;
amplificatory ; ampliative.
amplificator (am'pli-fi-ka-tor), n. [L., < am-

plificare, pp. amplificatus, amplify: see am-

plify.] An amplifier; one who or that which

enlarges or makes more ample.
It [the microphone] is really an amplificator of mechani-

cal vibrations of weak intensity which It changes into un-

dulatory currents. (ireer, Diet, of Electricity, p. 107.

amplificatory (am'pli-fik-a-to-ri), a.

ficate + -ory.] Serving to amplify or enlarge;
amplificative.

amplifier (am'pli-fi-er), . 1. One who amplifies
or enlarges.
That great citie Rome, whereof they [Romulus and Re-

mus] were the first amplifiers.
Bp. Bale, English Votaries, ti. 3.

There are amplifiers who can extend half a dozen thin

thoughts over a whole folio.

Art of Sinking in Poetry, p. 89.

2. A lens placed in the tube of a microscope
between the object-glass and the eyepiece.
See microscope.
The Amplifier is un achromatic concavo-convex lens of

small diameter. W, Ii. Carpenter, Micros., $ 82.

amplitude

amplify (am'pli-fi), i: ; pret. and pp. amplified,

ppr. aiii]ilil'i/iH(/. [OIK. inti/i/it'i/iii, iiiiijilifirn,

< OF. (and F.) amplifier = Pr. Sp. Pg. ampfy/loar
= It. amplificare, < L. nuiplifii-ure, enlarge (cf.

niiiplififHH, splendid), < iiHiplux, large, +facere,
make: see ample and -fy.] I. traim. 1. To
make large or larger in volume, extent, capa-
city, amount, importance, etc.

; enlarge or make
more ample.

All concaves ... do amplify the sound at the coming
out. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 140.

"Troilus and Crcssida" was written by a Lombard au-

thur, but miii-h aimtiijit'd by our English translator.

Dryden, Pref. to Fables.

2. To expand in stating or describing; treat

copiously, so as to present in every point of

view and in the strongest lights.

I would not willingly seem to flatter the present [age]

by amplifying the diligence and true judgment of those
servitours who have lafxmred in the vineyard.

Sir J. Davies.

= Syn. To expand, develop, extend, dilate, magnify.

II. intrans. If. To grow or become ample or
more ample.

Strait was the way at first, withouten light,
But further in did further amplify.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, x. 186.

2. To discourse more at length ; speak largely
or copiously ;

be diffuse in argument or descrip-
tion

; expatiate ;
dilate : commonly with on or

upon before an object: as, to amplify on the
several topics of discourse.

You will find him
A sharp and subtle knave ; give him but hints,
And he will amplify.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 2.

When you affect to amplify on the former branches of

a discourse, you will often lay a necessity on yourself of

contracting the latter. Watts, Logic.

Ampligulares (am'pli-gu-la'rez), . pi. [NL.,
< L. ampins, large, + </ula, throat : see ample
and gula, gular."] In Sundevall's classification

of birds, a cohort of Anisodactyli, of an order

Volucres, composed of the families Trogonidce or

trogons, CaprimulgidtB or goatsuckers, and Cyp-

selida^
or swifts : synonymous with Hiantes, 2.

Amplipalates (am^pli-pa-la'tez), n. pi. [NL.,
< L. amplus, large, +palattim, palate : see am-

ple and palate.'] In Sundevall's classification

of birds, a group of fringilline oscine Passeres,

consisting of the grosbeaks and typical finches.

amplitude (am'pli-tud), n. [< L. amplitudo, <

amplus, large : see ample and -tude.] 1. The
state or quality of being ample in size

;
ex-

tension in space, especially breadth or width
;

largeness ;
extent.

It is in the power of princes and estates to add ampli-
tude and greatness to their kingdoms.

Bacon, Essays, xxxix.

The cathedral of Lincoln ... is a magnificent struc-

ture, proportionable to the amplitude of the diocese.

Fuller, Worthies, Lincolnshire.

2. The state of being ample in amount
;
breadth

in a figurative sense
;

fullness
;
abundance

;

copiousness.
It is in those things . . . that the amplitude of the Di-

vine benignity is perceived.
Paley, Nat. Theol. (ed. 1879), p. 412. (iV. E. D.)

3. Largeness of mind; extent of mental ca-

pacity or of intellectual power; breadth of

thought.
If our times are sterile in genius, we must cheer us with

books of rich and believing men who had atmosphere and
amplitude about them. Emerson, Books.

4. In math. : (a) In algebra, a positive real

number multiplied by a root of unity. The
positive real number is said to be the ampli-
tude of the product. (6) In elliptic integrals,
the limit of integration when the integral is

expressed in the usual trigonometric form. 5.

In astron., the arc of the horizon intercepted
between the east or west point and the center
of the sun or of a star at its rising or setting.
At the rising of a star its amplitude is eastern or ortive ;

at the setting it is western, occiduous or occasive. It is

also northern or southern when north or south of the

equator. The amplitude of a fixed star remains nearly
the same all the year round. The sun at the solstices is

at its maximum amplitude, and at the equinoxes it has
no amplitude. Amplitude compass, an azimuth com-

pass whose zeros of graduation are at the east and west

points, to facilitate the reading of the amplitudes of ce-

lestial bodies. Amplitude of a simple oscillation or

vibration, properly, the distance from the middle to

the extremity of an oscillation ; but the term is usually
applied to the distance from one extremity of the swing
to the other. Amplitude of the range of a projec-
tile, the horizontal line subtending the path of a body
thrown, or the line which measures the distance it has
moved ; the range. Hyperbolic or Gudermannian
amplitude of any quantity ,

the angle whose tun

gent is the hyperbolic sine of . Magnetical ampli-
tude, the arc of the horizon betw-een the sun or a star at

rising or setting and the east or west point of the horizon,
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as determined by the compass. The difference between
this and the true amplitude ia the declination of the com-

pMB.

amply (am'pli), adv. In an ample manner;
largely; liberally; fully; sufficiently; copi-
ously ; abundantly.
The details of the rapid propagation of Western 111011-

achism have been amply treated by many historians, and
the causes of its success are sutticiently manifest.

Leckii, Europ. Morals, II. 1114.

ampollosity, n. See

ampongue (am-pong'), w. [F. spelling of na-
tive name.] A native name of the avahi or

woolly lemur of Madagascar.
ampult (am'pul), n. [Early mod. E. also am-
pulle, ampoule, ampell, ample, < ME. ant/ml/i ,

umpmile, ampolle, ampolc, partly < AS. ampulla,
anifialln, ttiiiprlla, a bottle, flask, vial (= OHG.
ampulla, MH(i. aiiipulle, ampel, G. ampel, a lamp,= Icel. ampli, liompull, a jug, = Dan. ampel, a

hanging flower-pot), and partly (. OF. ampole,
ampoule, F. ampoule = Sp. ampulla, a bottle,

bubble, blister, = Pg. ampulla, ampulla, am-
polla,*ampollia, a bubble, blister, = It. umpolla.
< L. ampulla, a bottle, flask, etc. : see ampulla,
which has superseded the older form.] Same
as ampulla, 2 (6).

Ampulex (am'pu-leks), n. [NL., < L. am- for
/iiiibi- (?) + pulex, a flea.] A genus of digger-
wasps, of the family Splieaida;, giving name to
the Ampulieida;. A. suiirica is an example.
Ampulicidae (am-pu-lis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ampulex (-to) + -id(e.] A family of fossorial

hymenopterous insects, named from the genus
Ampulex.
ampulla (am-puTa), n.

; pi. ampulla; (-e). [L.,
a swelling vessel with two handles, prob. an
accom. form of *ampiiolla, dim. of amphora: see

amphora.] 1. In Horn, antiq., a bottle with a
narrow neck and a body more or less nearly
globular in shape, usually made of glass or

earthenware, rarely of more valuable mate-
rials, and used, like the Greek aryballos, bom-
bylios, etc., for carrying oil for anointing the

body and for many other purposes. 2. Eccles. :

(a) In the Bom. Cath. Ch., a cruet, regularly
made of transparent glass, for holding the wine
and water used at the altar. See ama. Also
written amula. (6) A vessel for holding the
consecrated oil or chrism used in various church
rites and at the coronation of kings. The ampulla
used at coronations in England is in the form of an eagle,
of pure gold, richly chased. The famous ampulla for-

merly used in France, kept at Rheims, and reputed to have
been brought from heaven by a dove for the baptism of
Clovis I., was broken at the Revolution; but a portion of
its oil ia said to have been preserved and to have been
used at the coronation of Charles X. Fonnerly ampul.
3. In the middle ages, a small bottle-shaped

Apple- or Idol-shell (Amfullaria cana-
licttlata). South America.

o, operculuni ; s, siphon.

Leaden Ampulla in the Museum at York, England.

(From the "Journal of the British Archaeological Association.")

flask, often of glass, sometimes of lead, used by
travelers, and especially by pilgrims. Some-
times these were used as pilgrims' signs (which
see, under pilgrim). 4. In anat. : (a) The di-

lated part of themem-
branous semicircular
canals in the ear. (ft)

The enlargement of a

galactophorous duct
beneath the areola in

the human mammary
gland. Also called
sinus. 5. In hot., a
small bladder or flask-

shaped organ at-

tached to tie roots
or immersed leaves
of some aquatic plants, as in Utricularia (which
see). 6. In eool. : (a) In Vermes, a terminal
dilatation of the efferent seminal ducts. (6)
In Brachiopoda, one of the contractile mam-
millary processes of the sinuses of the pallial

lobes, as in Linaula. (c) In certain ducks, one
of the chambers or dilatations of the tracheal

tympanum or labyrinth. Seeti/mpanum. There
may be but one ampulla, or there may be one
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on each side. [Little used in this sense.] ((/)

In hydroid polyps, the cavity of a vesicular

marginal body connected by a canal with the

Kastrovascular system, (e) In echiuoderms,
one of the diverticula of the branched ambula-
cral canals; a sort of Polian vesicle of the am-
bulaeral suckers Ampulla of Vater, in anal., the
sac-like space in the wall of the duodenum, ink* which
open the common bile-dnct and the pancreatic duct.

ampullaceous (am-pu-la'shius), a. [< L. am-
puHacciin, < ampulla: see ampulla.] Of, per-
taining to, or like an ampulla ; bottle-shaped ;

inflated Ampullaceous sac, one of the hollow cili-

ated or monad-lined chambers of many sponges. See cuts
under ciliale and Porifera.
Thus is formed one of the characteristic iiiiiiiuniimnix

fact. W. It. Carpenter, Micros., 609.

Ampullacera (am-pu-las'e-ra), . [NL., < L.

iim/iulla (see ampulla) + Gr. Ktpaf, horn.] Same
as Amphiboly. Quay and Gaimard, 1832.

Ampullaceridae (am-pul-a-ser'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Ampullacera + -ida!.~\ Same as Am/ihi-
holida!. Troschel, 1845.

ampullae, . Plural of ampulla.
ampullar (am-pul'ar), a. Same as ampullary.
Ampullaria (am-pu-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < am-
pullarius, fern, of L. adj. :' see

ampullary.']
A

genus of shell-bearing gastropods, typical of
the family Ampullariida. Lamarck, 1801.

Ampullariacea (am-pu-la-ri-a'se-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Ampullaria + -aeea.] A family of gas-

tropods : synonymous with Ampullariida!.
ampullariid (am-pu-lar'i-id), n. A gastropod
of the family Ampullariida;.
Ampullariidae (am-pul-a-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Ampullaria + -idte.~\ A family of twnioglos-

sate gastropods
having a lunf*-
like sac in addi-
tion to the gills,
the muzzle pro-
duced into two
long attenuate
or tentacle-like

processes, the
true tentacles

elongated; and
the eyes pedun-

culated. The shells are subglobular, conic, or dUcoidal
in form, and have entire apertures which are closed by con-
centric opercula. The species are numerous, and are chiefly
found in the fresh waters of tropical and subtropical coun-

tries, many of them being known as apple-shells and idol-

shells. Also Ampidlariadce, Ampullariacea, and Ampul-
laridaf.

Ampullariinae (am-pu-la-ri-i'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Ampullaria + -*'.] The Ampullariida; rated
as a subfamily. Also written Ampullarina;.
Sveainson, 1840.

ampullary (am'pul-a-ri), a. [< L. ampullarius,
n., a flask-maker, prop, adj., < ampulla, a flask:

see ampulla.] Resembling an ampulla ; globu-
lar. Also ampullar.
ampullate (am-pul'at), a. [< ML. ampullatw,
< L. ampulla: see ampulla.] 1. Having the
character of an ampulla; ampullary. 2. Fur-
nished with an ampulla.
ampulliform (am-pul'l-form), a. [< L. ampulla
+ -i-form.] Shaped like an ampulla; flask-

shaped; bulging; dilated.

ampulling-cloth (am-pul'ing-kloth), w. [So
called because in England the oil was anciently
kept in an ampulla; < ampul + -ing

1 + cloth.]
In the Bom. Cath. Ch., a cloth with which to

wipe away the oil used in administering the
sacrament of extreme unction.

ampullinula (am-pu-lin'u-la), .; pi. ampullin-
ulai (-le). [NL., < L. ampulla + -in-a + dim.

-ula.] A stage in the evolution of the Carneo-

spongia; when the lateral ampullae are first

formed.
This stage . . . we propose to call the Ampullinula, be-

cause the name protospongise, as defined by Haeckel, . . .

is not applicable to such an advanced form as this.

Hyatt, Proc. Host. Soc. Nat. Hist., XXIII. 88.

ampullosity (am-pu-los'i-ti), n. [< It. ampol-
losita, < ML. *ampullosiia(t-)s, turgidity,

bom-
bast, < ampullosus : see ampullous.] Inflated

language; bombast; turgidity. Sometimes
written ampollosity.
Didst ever touch such ampotttmty
As the man's own bubble [his speech], let alone its spite?

Broirning, Ring and Book, II. 326.

ampulloust (am-pul'us), a. [= It. ampolloso,
< ML. ampullosus, turgid, inflated, < L. am-

pulla, a flask, fig. swelling words, bombast.]
Boastful ; vainglorious ;

inflated or turgid in

language. N. E. D.

amputate (am'pu-tat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. am-

putated, ppr. amputating. [< L. amputatua, pp.

amuck
of amputare, cut off around, lop off, esp. plants,
prune, < am- for ambi-, around, + putan; lop,

prune, cleanse, < pntux, pure, clean, akin to

/nirux, pure : see jiulc mid pun:] If. To prune,
as branches or twigs of trees or vines. 2. To
cut off, as a limb or other part of an animal
body ;

cut away the whole or a part of (more
commonly the latter): as, to amputate the leg
below the knee.

amputation (am-pu-ta'shon), n. [< L. ampu-
littio(n-), < (impiitare, amputate: see ampu ta te.]

The act of amputating; especially, the opera-
tion of cutting off a limb or other part of the

body, or a portion of it.

amputational (am-pu-ta'shon-al), a. Pertain-

ing to or caused by amputation.
amputator (am'pu-ta-tor), n. }X L. as if "am-

jmtator, < (tmputare: see amputate.] One who
amputates.
ampyx (am'piks), n.

; pi. ampyxes, ampyees (-ez.

-l>i-sez). [< Gr. A^Trvf (a/jvvn-), prob. connected
with avairrvKTof, avdirrvxaf, that may be open-
ed (folded back), < avairriaaetv, fold back, un-

fold, open, < ava, up, back, + irTimaeiv (/ *TTVK

or "KTVX, found in nvKa&iv, wrap up, cover,
"TvX'l, a fold), fold, wrap; the same element
occurs in diptych ana. policy*.] 1. In Gr. antiq.:

(a) A general term for a band or fillet or other
female head-dress worn encircling the head,
particularly when made of metal, or bearing in

Examples of Greek Head-dresses ( Ampyxes).

front an ornament of metal. (6) A head-band
for horses

; also, an ornamental plate of metal

covering the front of a horse's head. 2. [NL.]
A species of trilobite or fossil crustacean, found

chiefly in Lower Silurian strata.

amrita (am-rit'a), . [Also Anglicized am-
reeta ; Skt. amnta (vowel ri) (= Gr. a/ifipoTof
= L. immort-alis : see ambrosia and immortal),
< a- priv. + mrita, dead, < / mar, die.] In
Hindu myth., the ambrosia of the gods ;

the

beverage of immortality, that resulted from the

churning of the ocean by the gods and demons.

amryt, A variant of ambry.
amsel, . See amzel.

amshaspand (am-shas'pand), n. [Pers., im-
mortal rioly one.] In Zoroastrianism, one of

six exalted angelic beings forming the train

of Ahura-mazda, or Ormuzd, the good divinity
of the Persians. Against them stand arrayed
in deadly strife six devs or malignant spirits,
followers of Ahriman, the spirit of evil.

It was easy to foresee that the amshaspands of the
Persian system would be quoted as the nearest parallel to

the archangels of the Holy Scriptures.
Hardwick, Christ and Other Masters, p. 662.

Amstel porcelain, pottery. See porcelain,

pottery.
amt (amt), n. [Dan. Norw. amt, an administra-
tive district, < G. amt, a district, county, juris-

diction, special senses derived from the orig.
one of '

service, office,'= Dan. embede, Sw. embete
= Norw. dial, embcette = Icel. embwtti, service,

office, = Goth, andbaliti = AS. ambiht, ambeht,
service : see ambassade, etc .

,
and embassy. ] The

largest territorial administrative division of

Denmark and Norway: as, the amt of Akershus.
Each of these two countries is divided into 18

amts.

amt. A contraction of amount.
amtman (amt'man), n.

; pi. amtmen (-men).
[< Dan. Norw. amtmand, < amt (see above) +
mand = Sw. man = E. man.] The chief execu-
tive officer of an amt.
amuck (a-muk'), a. or adv. [First used in Pg.
form, amouco, amuco, as a noun, a frenzied Ma-
lay; afterward amuck, amock, amol', almost ex-

clusively in the phrase run amuck- ; < Malay amoq,
adj., "engaging furiously in battle, attacking
with desperate resolution, rushing in a state of

frenzy to the commission of indiscriminate

murder: applied to any animal in a state of

vicious rage" (Marsden, Malay Diet.).] Liter-

ally, in a state of murderous frenzy; indiscrim-

inately slaughtering or killing: a term used in

the Eastern Archipelago. In English formerly as a

noun, but now only as an adjective or quasi-adverb in the

phrase to run am uck. Also written amock, a mok. To run
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from a private col-

lection.

Amulets of va-

amuck
amuck. () To rush about frantically, attacking all who
come in the way. Hee extract.

In Malabar the persons of Rajas were sacred. . . . To
shed the blood of a Raja was regarded as a heinous sin.
and would be followed by a terrible revenge. ... If the
Zamorin [emperor of Calicut] was killed, his subjects
devoted three days to revenge ; they ran mn<'l, as it was
called, killing all they met until they were killed them-
selves. If the Raja of Cochin were killed, his subjects rnn
amok for the rest of their lives.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 1-20.

Hence (&) To proceed in a blind, headstrong manner,
careless of consequences, which are most likely to he dis-

astrous.

Satire's my weapon, but I'm too discreet
To run a-muck, and tilt at all I meet.

I'n/if, Im. of Horace, Sat. i. 69.

[Sometimes written in two words, and treated as a noun
with the indefinite article.

And runs an Indian muck at all he meets.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 1188.]

amula (am'u-la), n.
', pi. amulas, amulce (-laz,

-le). [ML., dim. of L. ama: see ama.] Same
as ampulla, 2 (a).
The archdeacon who follows taking their amulas of

wine and pouring them into a larger vessel.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 609.

amule (am'ul), n. Same as amyl?.
amulet (am'u-let), n. [Formerly also amulette,
late ME. amalette, amlette, < F. amulette = Sp.
Pg. It. amuleto = D. G. Dan. Sw.
amulet = Russ. amuletii, etc., < L.
amuletum (in Pliny), a word of un-
known origin.] Some object su-

perstitiously worn as a remedy
for or preservative against dis-

ease, bad luck, accidents, witch-

craft, etc. Amulets have been used
from ancient times, and are still worn
in many parts of the world. They con-
sist of certain stones, or plants, or of
bits of metal, parchment, or paper, with
or without mystic characters or words.
The gospels and saints' relics have been
used in this way. The Mohammedans
use diminutive copies of the Koran hung
around the neck. From the heathen
and the Jews the custom passed into
the primitive Christian church, where it

was long maintained in spite of the de-
crees of ecclesiastical councils and the

protests of the more intelligent clergy.
rious forms have been found in the catacombs, many of
them inscribed with the word ichthys, fish, because this

represented the initials of the Greek words for Jesus
Christ, Son of God, Saviour. (See ichthys.) They were sus-

pended from the neck or affixed to some part of the body.
See phylactery, 3. =Syn. Amulet, Talisman. An amulet
is supposed to exert a constant protecting power, ward-
ing off evil ; a talisman, to produce under special condi-
tions desired results for the owner.

amuletict (am-u-let'ik), a. [< amulet + -4c.]

Pertaining to or possessing the virtues of an
amulet: as, amuletic medicines.
ainun (am'un), n. [Hind, and Beng. aman,
amun, winter rice, sown in July and August,
and reaped in December.] Same as aghanee.
amurcosityt (am-er-kos'i-ti), n. [< amurcous :

see-osity.] The quality ofbeing amurcous. Ash.
amurcoust (a-mer'kus),a. [< L. amurca, another
form of amurga, < Gr. au6pyr/, usually a/i6pyn^,
the watery part that runs out when olives are

pressed, < ajiipynv, press, squeeze, prob. akin to

ajifkyuv, milk, = E. milk, q. v.] Full of dregs
or lees

;
foul. Ash.

amusable (a-mu'za-bl), a. [< F. amusalle : see
amuse and -able.] Capable of being amused.
Trying to amuse a man who was not amusable.

Mrs. Oaikell, Sylvia's Lovers, v.

He was otherwise not a very (unusable person, and off
his own ground he was not conversable.

Homlls, A Modern Instance, xxii.

amuse (a-muz'), .
; pret. and pp. amused, ppr.

amusing. [Early mod. E. also amuze, ammuse,
ammuze; < F. amuser, < a- (L. ad, to) + OF.
muser, stare, gaze fixedly, > E. mw.se2

, q. v.]
1. trans. If. To cause to muse

;
absorb or en-

gage in meditation
; occupy or engage wholly ;

bewilder; puzzle.
People stood amused between these two forms of ser-

vice. Fuller.

Amuse not thyself about the riddles of future things.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 13.

2. To keep in expectation, as by flattery, plau-
sible pretenses, and the like

;
delude

; keep in

play.
He amuxed his followers with idle promises. Johnson,

Bishop Henry . . . amused her with dubious answers,
and kept her in suspense for some days.

Surtft, King Stephen.
3. To fix the attention of agreeably; engage
the fancy of

;
cause to feel cheerful or merry ;

entertain; divert: as, to tvumxe an audience
with anecdotes or tricks, or children with toys.
A group of mountaineer children amusing themselves

with pushing stones from the top.
H'. Gilpin, Tour of the Lakes.
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It would be arnvmng to make a digest of the irrational

laws which bad critics have framed for the government
of poets. M'li'iti'l'tii. Mnnre's I'.ynm.

While the nation groaned under oppression . . . [Tem-
ple] itiHtixi'd himself by writing memoirs and tying up
apricots. Macaulay, Sir William Temple.
= Syn. 3. AIHIIXI', Diivrt, Knti'i-tiiiit, tt>'<iuih'. occupy,
please, enliven. Amuse may imply merely the prevention
of the tedium of idleness or emptiness of mind : as, I can
iiiuiixt' myself by looking out at the window; or it may
suggest a stronger interest : as, I was greatly amuned by
their tricks. Din'ft is to turn the attention aside, and (in
the use considered here) to something light or mirthful.
Entertain is to engage and sustain the attention by some-
thing of a pleasing and perhaps instructive character, as

conversation; hence the general name rntrrtainmrnt for

lectures, exhibitions, etc., designed to interest in this way.
"Whatever anni>n>x serves to kill time, to lull the faculties
and banish reflection

;
it may be solitary, sedentary, and

lifeless: whatever diverts causes mirth and provokes
laughter ; it will be active, lively, and tumultuous : what-
ever entertains acts on the senses and awakens the under-
standing ; it must be rational and is mostly social.

"
Crabb.

BcfiitUe is, figuratively, to cheat one out of weariness, of
dull time, etc. The word is as often thus applied to the

thing as to the person : as, to beguile- a weary hour
;
to be-

guile one of his cares.

I am careful ... to amuse you by the account of all I

see. Lady Montagu, Letters, I. 110. (N. E. D.)

The stage its ancient fury thus let fall,
And comedy diverted without gall.

Dryden, Art of Poetry, iii. 777.

There is so much virtue in eight volumes of Spectators
. . . that they are not improper to lie in parlours or sum-
mer-houses, to entertain our thoughts in any moments of
leisure. Watts.

The reason of idleness and of crime is the deferring of
our hopes. Whilst we are waiting, we beguile the time
with jokes, with sleep, with eating, and with crimes.

Emerson, Nominalist and Realist.

Il.t intrant. To muse
; meditate.

Or in some pathless wilderness amusing,
Plucking the mossy bark of some old tree.

Lee, Lucius Junius Brutus.

amusee (a-mu-ze'), n. [< amuse + -eel.] The
person amused. Cartyle. [Bare.]
amusement (a-muz'ment), . [< F. amusement :

see amuse and -ment.~\ If. Absorbing thought ;

meditation; musing; reverie.

Here I ... fell into a strong and deep amusement, re-

volving in my mind, with great perplexity, the amazing
change of our affairs. Bp. Fleetwood, Pref. to Lay Baptism.

2. The state of being amused; mental enjoy-
ment or diversion; moderate mirth or merri-
ment due to an external cause.

Among the means towards a higher civilization, I un-
hesitatingly assert that the deliberate cultivation of pub-
lic amusement is a principal one.

Jevons, Social Reform, p. 7.

3. That which amuses, detains, or engages the

mind; pastime; entertainment: as, to provide
children with amusements.

During his confinement, his amutfemfnt was to give poi-
son to cats and dogs, and see them expire by slower or
quicker torments. Pope.
= Syn. 3. Entertainment, Diversion, etc. (see pastime),
sport.

amuser (a-mu'zer), n. One who amuses; one
who provides diversion.

amusette (am-u-zef ), n. [F. (dim. of 'amuse), a

light gun, a toy, amusement, < amuser, amuse.]
A light field-cannon, invented by Marshal Saxe,
designed for outpost service. Larousse.

amusingly (a-mu'zing-li), adv. In an amusing
manner.
amusive (a-mu'ziv), a. [< amuse + -we.] Hav-
ing power to amuse or entertain the mind; af-

fording amusement or entertainment. [Bare.]
A grave proficient in amusive feats
Of puppetry. Wordsieorth, Excursion, v.

amusively (a-mu'ziv-li), adv. In an amusive
manner.

amusiyeness (a-mu'ziv-nes), n. The quality
of being amusive, or of being fitted to afford
amusement.
amyt, n. [< ME. amy. ami, < OF. (and mod. F.)
ami, m., amie, f., < L. amicus, m., arnica, f., a
friend: see amiable, amor. So the fern, per-
sonal name Amy, which is, however, partly
(. F. Aimee, < L. amata, fern, of amatus, beloved,
pp. of amare, love.] A friend.

"Thou bel amy, thou pardoner," he seyde.
Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 32.

Amyclaean (am-i-kle'an), a. [< L. Amyclasus, Gr.

'A/n/laZof, < L. Amyclce, Gr. 'AuitKAai.] Of or per-
taining to Amyclffi, an ancient town of Laconia,
Greece, or to a town of the same name in La-
tium, or to the inhabitants of either. According
to one tradition the inhabitants of the former city, or ac-

cording to another those of the latter, were so frequently
alarmed by false rumors of invasion that a law was made
prohibiting all mention of the subject. The result was
that when the invasion came no alarm was given, and the
city was taken; hence the phrase Amyelcean silence.

Amyclaean brothers, Castor and Pollux, twin sons of
/CHS and I.eda, born, according to one form of the legend,
at Amyelu! in Laconia.

amygdaloid

amyctic (a-mik'tik), a. [< Gr. AutwrunSf, lacer-

ating, < a/ii<aae/v, lacerate, scratch, tear.] Ex-
coriating; irritating. .V. E. I).

amyelencephalic (a-mi^e-len-se-farik or -sef-

a-lik), (i. Same as amyelenfepkalotu.
aiuyelencephalous (a-mi"e-len-sef'a-lus), a.

[< NL. a>iii/<li>icii>/i,tlnx, without sp'inal cord
and brain, < Gr. a/tiie/tof, without marrow, +
iyK0a/.of, brain: see o-l 8 and myelenceplialmi.]
In teratol.

, having neither brain nor spinal cord ;

wanting the myplencephalon.
amyeli, . Plural of amyelus.
amyelia (am-5-el'ia), n. [NL., < Gr. apvefof:
see amyelous.] Congenital absence of the spi-
nal cord.

amyelotrophy (a-mi-e-lot'ro-fi), . [< Gr.

afiiietof, marrowless (see amyelous), + -Tpotyia,

< rptyetv, nourish.] Atrophy of the spinal cord.

amyelous (a-mi'e-lus), a. [< NL. amyelus, <

Gr. afive^of, marrowless, < a- priv. + uveMc,,
maiTow: see myelon."] Without spinal mar-
row : in teratol., applied to a fetus which lacks
the spinal cord.

amyelus (a-mi'e-lus), H.
; pi. amyeli (-11). [NL. :

see amyelous.] In teratol., a monster charac-
terized by the absence of the spinal cord.

amyencephalous (a-ml-en-sef'a-lus), a. A con-
traction of amyelenceplialous.

amygdalt (a-mig'dal), n. [< ME. amygdel, AS.
amygdal, an almond, < L. amygdala : see amyg-
dala.] 1. An almond. 2. A tonsil.

amygdala (a-mig'da-lii), n.
; pi. amygdala; (-le).

[L., an almond
;
ML. and NL., a tonsil : see al-

mond.] 1. An almond. 2. A tonsil. 3. A
small rounded lobule of the cerebellum on its

under side. 4. A small mass of gray matter in
front of the end of the descending cornu of the
lateral ventricle of the brain. Also called the

amygdaloid nucleus. 5. [cap.] In zoiil. : (a)
A genus of echinoderms. (6) A genus of mol-
lusks.

amygdalaceous (a-mig-da-la'shius), a. [< L.

amygdalaceus, similar to the almond-tree, <

amygdala, almond : see almond.] Akin to the
almond: as, a mygdalaceous plants.
amygdalae, . Plural of amygdala.
amygdalate (a-mig'da-lat), a. and n. [< L.

amygdala, almond, + -ate1 .] I. a. Pertaining
to, resembling, or made of almonds.

II. re. 1. An emulsion made of almonds;
milk of almonds. 2. A salt of amygdalic acid.

amygdalic (am-ig-dal'ik), a. [< L. amygdala,
almond, + -ic. ] Derivedfrom almonds Amyg-
dalic acid, an acid (C2oH26i2) obtained from bitter al-

monds.

amygdaliferous (a-mig-da-lif'e-nis), a. [< L.

amygdala, almond, + ferre = E. feeorl.] Pro-

ducing almonds
; almond-bearing: sometimes

used as nearly synonymous with amygdaloidal,
that is, of a rock containing amygdules.
amygdalin (a-mig'da-lin), . [< L. amygdala,
almond, + -j2.] A crystalline principle (C2oH27NO]i + 3H2O) existing in bitter almonds,
and in the leaves, etc., of species of the genus
Prunus and of some of its near allies. It was the
earliest known of the numerous glucoside bodies existing
in plants. Its aqueous solution, mixed with emulsin, is de-

composed, yielding hydrocyanic acid and bitter-almond oil.

amygdaline (a-mig'da-lin), a. [< L. amygda-
lintis, <Gr. a/aryda).ivo<;, < afivyia).t!, almond: see

almond.] 1. Pertaining to or resembling the
almond. 2. Pertaining to the amygdala of the
brain.

amygdalitis (a-mig-da-lTtis), n. [NL., < ML.
amygdala, tonsil (see amygdala, 2), + -itis.] In-
flammation of the tonsils.

amygdaloid (a-mig'da-loid), a. and H. [< Gr.
almond (see almond), + fWof, form.]

I. a. 1. Al-

mond-shaped.
2. Pertaining

to or resem-

bling amygda-
loid. 3. Per-

taining to the

amygdalae; ton-
silar. Amygda-
loid nucleus.
See amygdala, 4.

Amygdaloid tu-
An Amygdaloid (Diabase) with calcite bercle, a promi-

nodules or amygdules. nence in the roof
of the terminal por-

tion of the descending cornu of the lateral ventricle of the
brain, formed by the amygdaloid nucleus.

II. . The name given by geologists to igne-
ous rocks or lavas of various composition, of
which the most obvious external feature is

that they have an amygdaloidal structure. (See
amygdaloidal.) The basalts are the rocks which are



amygdaloid
most liable to be found possessing an amygdaloidal struc-

ture, and especially those older basalts frequently called

mdaphiir. Also called mandluton*.

amygdaloidal (a-mig-da-loi'dal), a. Same as

amygdaloid; specifically,
in geol., having a

cellular or vesicular structure: said of lava,
whether of modern or ancient origin, in which
spherical or almond-shaped (whence the name)
cavities were formed by the expansion of steam
contained in the rocks at the time of its con-

solidation, and which have later become filled

with various minerals, especially quartz, cal-

cite, or the zeolites. The rock having this character Is

called an amygdaloid, and the cavities themselves, as thus
filled by the percolation of heated water through the
body of the rock, are called amjpdti.
amygdalotomy (a-mig-da-lot'6-mi), . [< Gr.

iifivyfia.~t.Ti, an almond (tonsil), -f- To/it/, a cutting,
< -rtfivuv, raueiv, cut.] The cutting of the ton-

sils; excision of a portion of a tonsil.

Amygdalus (a-mig'da-lus), n. [NL., < L. amyg-
dalus, < Gr. afivydatioc,, an almond-tree: see

amygdala.] A genus of plants, the almonds,
properly included in the genus Prunus (which
see).

amygdule (a-mig'dul), . [< amygd(ala) +
-lite.] One of the crystalline nodules found in

amygdaloid (which see).

amyPt (am'il), n. [< L. amylum, starch, < Gr.

d/it<Xov (sc. i/Uvpev, meal: see Aleurites), fine

meal, a cake of such meal, starch, prop. neut.
of auv)j)f, not ground at the mill, < a- priv. +
pvfai, mill, = L. mola, mill : see mill1 and meal?.]
Starch

;
fine flour.

Of wheat is made aitit/1.

B. Googe, tr. of Heresbach's Hush., p. 27 b. (A'. E. D.)

amyl2
(am'il), n. [Formerly amyle, < L. am(y-

lum), Gr. au(v)wv), starch, + -yl, < Gr. vty,
matter.] A hypothetical radical (C5Hn ) be-
lieved to exist in many compounds, as amylic
alcohol, etc. It cannot exist in the free state, two
molecules at the moment of its liberation combining to
form the substance decane, CipHya, a double amyl mole-
cule. Amyl compounds enter into the constitution of ar-
tificial essences of fruits. They were first obtained from
spirit distilled after the fermentation of starchy materials.
Also written amide. Hydrate of amyl. same as amylic
alcohol (which see, under alcohol). Nitrite of amyl,

throughout the body, with consequent relaxation of the
arterioles and lowering of the pressu re of the blood. Thera-
peutically it is used when this effect seems desirable, as in

angina pectoris, in the onset of epileptic attacks, ischemic
megrims, etc. It is generally inhaled through the nostrils,
5 to 10 drops being applied to them on a cloth.

amylaceous (am-i-la'shius), a. [< L. amylum,
starch, + -OMOttf.] Composed of or resembling
starch; starchy.
amylamine (am-il-am'in), n. [< amyl2 + am-
ine.] An organic base produced by treating
amyl cyanate with caustic potash. There are
three amylaniines known, which are regarded as ammo-
nias in which 1, 2, and 3 atoms of hydrogen are respec-
tively replaced by 1, 2, and 3 molecules of the radical amyl.
The formulas of these Iwdies, therefore, are NHo(CsH,i),
NH(C5HU )2, and ,\(CBHU )3.

amylate (am'i-lat), . [< amyl1 + -ate1.] A
compound of starch with a base.

amyl-corn (am'il-korn), n. An erroneous spell-
ing of amel-corn.

amylet, n. Former spelling of amyF*.
amylene (am'i-len), n. [<amyl? + -ene.] A
hydrocarbon (CsHi ) obtained by the dehydra-
tion of amylic alcohol by means of zinc chlorid,
etc. Amylene is a light, limpid, colorless liquid having
a faint odor. At ordinary temperatures it speedily evap-
orates. It possesses anesthetic properties, and has been
tried as a substitute for chloroform, but unsuccessfully,
as it has proved to be extremely dangerous.

amylic (a-mil'ik), a. [< amyl2 + -ic.] Pertain-

ing to amyl ;
derived from the radical amyl : as,

amylic ether Amylic alcohol. See alcohol. Amylic
fermentation, a process of fermentation in starch or
sugar by which amylic alcohol is produced.

amyliferous (am-i-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. amylum,
starch, + ferre = E. Hear1 .] Starch-bearing;
producing starch. N. E. D.
amylin, aniyline (am'i-lin), n. [< amyl1 + -in'2

,

-iwe2.] The insoluble portion of starch which
constitutes the outer covering of the starch-

grains ; starch-cellulose.

amylo-. Combining form of amyl1, Latin amy-
lum, starch, or of amyl%.

amylodextrin (am'i-16-deks'trin), n. [< L. amy-
lum, starch, + dextrin.] An intermediate pro-
duct obtained in the conversion of starch into

sugar. It is soluble in water and colored yellow by
iodine. Its chemical nature and relations to other de-
compositive products of starch are not yet understood.

amylogen (a-mil'6-jen). n. [< Gr. d/nvtov (L.
amylum), starch, 4- -yevfc . see -gen.] That part
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of granulose which is soluble in water; soluble
starch.

amylogenic (a-mil-o-jen'ik), a. Pertaining to
or composed of amylogen: as, an amylogenic
body. See amyloplast.
amyloid (am'i-loid), a. and . [< Gr. d//tvUn>

(L. amylum), starch, + tidot;, form.] I. . Ke-
sembling amylum, or starch Amyloid corpus-
cles, corpora amylacea (which see, under coryyt/x).- Amy-
loid degeneration or Infiltration, in imtkol. , lanlaceous
disease (which see, under lardacemut). Amyloid sub-
stance, lanlocdn (wbich see).

II. n. In l>ot., a semi-gelatinous substance,
analogous to starch, met with in some seeds,
andbecoming yellow in water after having been
colored blue by iodine (Lindley) ;

a member of
the cellulose group of vegetable organic com-
pounds, comprising cellulose, starch, gum, the

sugars, .etc.

amylqidal (am-i-loi'dal), a. Having the con-
stitution of or resembling an amyloid.
Whenever proteid substances or fats, or amyloidal mat-

ters, are being converted into the more highly nxidatrd
waste products urea, carbonic acid, and water heat is

necessarily evolved.

Huxley and I'mcnuou, Physiol., 157.

amylolysis (am-i-lol'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. a/iv-

/oi>, starch, + />.iV<c, solution, < Uttr, dissolve.]
The digestion of starch, or its conversion into

sugar.
amylolytic (am'i-lo-lit'ik), a. [< amylolysis,
after Gr. adj. Xwwdf, < ).veiv, dissolve.] Per-

taining to amylolysis ; dissolving starch : as,
the amylolytic ferment of the pancreas.

It has been known for the last five years that the main
product of the amylolytic action of saliva is maltose.

Science, V. 189.

amylometer (am-i-lom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. a/iv-

fav, starch, + fierpov, a measure.] An instru-
ment for testing the amount of starch in any
substance.

amyloplast (am'i-lo-plast), n. [< Gr. fyivW.
starch, + ff^orof, verbal adj. of nAaaaetv, form.]
A starch-forming corpuscle or granule, found
within the protoplasm of vegetable-cells. These
granules are colorless or but faintly tinged with yellow,
and are the points around which starch accumulates. They
are also called leucoplastids or amyloyenic bodies.

amylopsin (am-i-lop'sin), . [< Gr. afiviav, fine

meal, starch, + oipic,, appearance, + -in2.] A
name which has been given to the amylolytic
ferment of the pancreas. See amylolysis.
amylose (am'i-los), . [< amyl1 + -ose.] One
of the three groups into which the carbohy-
drates are divided, the others being glucose
and saccharose. The principal members of this group
are starch, dextrin, cellulose, and natural gum. They
have the formula C^HioOs, or some multiple of it.

amylum (am'i-lum), n. [L., < Gr. auvZav: see

amyl1
.] Starch.

amyosthenia (a-mi-o-sthe'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
a- priv. + uvf (PM-), muscle, + adevof, strength.]
Inpatltol., a want of muscular strength, or a de-

ficiency of the power of muscular contraction.

amyosthenic (a-mi-o-sthen'ik), n. [< amyosthe-
nia + -ic.] In med., a drug that lessens muscu-
lar action.

amyotrophic (a-ml-o-trof'ik), a. [< amyotro-
pliy.] Connected with or pertaining to muscu-
lar atrophy Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, scle-
rosis of the lateral columns of the spinal cord, in which the
degenerative changes extend to the cells of the anterior
cornua, involving degeneration of the motor nerves and
atrophy of the muscles.

amyotrophy (am-i-ot'ro-fi), . [< NL. *amyo-
trophia, < Gr. a- priv. '+ uvf (/*>-), muscle, +
-Tpotiia, < T/ityeiv, nourish.] Inpathol., atrophy
of the muscles.

amyous (am'i-us), a. [< Gr. d^wc, wanting
muscle, < d- priv. + fjvf (/"*>-), muscle.] Want-
ing in muscle. N. E. D.
Amyraldism (am - i - ral' dizm), n. [< Am.yral-
dus, a Latinized form of F. Amyrault, Amyraut
(Moise Amyraut).] The doctrine of universal

grace, as explained by the French Protestant

theologian Amyraldus or Amyraut (1596-1664).
He taught that God desires the happiness of all men, and
that none are excluded by a divine decree, but that none
can obtain salvation without faith in Christ ; that God re-
fuses to none the power of believing, though he does not
grant to all his assistance to improve this power.

Arnyraldist (am-i-ral'dist), n. One who be-
lieves in Amyraldism, or the doctrine of uni-
versal grace.
amyrin (am'i-rin), n. [< NL. Amyris, a genus
of tropical trees and shrubs, yielding resinous

products.] A crystalline resin, C4OH66O, ob-
tained from the gum elemi of Mexico.

amy-root (a'mi-rot), n. [< amy, native name (f ),+ root1.] The root of the Indian hemp, Apo-
cannabitium.

an-

amyztli (a-mist'li), n. [Native name.] A name
of one of the large otaries or eared seals of the
Pacific coast of North America, probably Eu-
iiu-to/iiiix xti-llt'i-i or Zalophim <iill<-s)iii-i.

amzel (am'zel), . [< OD. amsel or G. amsel =
E. mtzel, q. v.] 1. A name of the ouzel or
blackbird of Europe, Turdus merula or Mrrula
vulgaris. Montagu. 2. A name of the ring-
ouzel of Europe, Turdus torquatus or Merula
torquata. Ttni/.

Also spelled amsel.

an1
,
a (an, a, or an, a). [< ME. an, before a vowel,

occasionally before a consonant ; a, before a con-
sonant (see a2 ) ;

< AS. tin, an, with the reg. adj.
declension in sing, and pi. (pi. one, some, cer-

tain), and the same word as aj one, its use as
an indef. art. being comparatively rare. When
so used, it was without emphasis, and became in
ME. short in quantity (hence E. short an, a),
while the numeral an, retaining its emphasis
and quantity, developed reg. into E. one, pro-
nounced on (as in only, al-one, at-one), in mod.
times corrupted to won and finally to wun : see

one.] The indefinite article. As between the two
forms of this word, the general rule is that an be used
before an initial vowel-sound of the following word, and a
before an initial consonant-sound : thus, an eagle, an an-
swer, also an hour(the h being silent); and a bird, a youth,
a wonder, also a use, a eulogy, a one (these three words
being pronounced as if they began with y or w). But an
is still sometimes used before a consonant-sound, espe-
cially before the weak consonant h ; and in written style,
and in more formal spoken style, an is by many (especially
in England) required before the initial A of a wholly un-
accented syllable, as if such an A were altogether silent :

thus, an hotel, but a hostess ; an historian, but a history ;

an hypothesis, but a hypothetical. In colloquial speech,
and increasingly in writing, a is used in all these cases
alike. As by its derivation, so also in meaning, an or a
is a weaker or less distinct one. (1) In certain phrases,
and with certain nouns, it still has nearly the value of
one : thus, two of a trade ; they were both of a size ; a
hundred, a thousand, a million. (2) Usually, as the indefi-
nite article proper, it points out, in a loose way, an indi-
vidual as one of a class containing more of the same kind :

thus, give me a pint of milk ; he ate an apple : they built
a house ; we see a man

; the earth has a moon ; our sun is a
fixed star. (3) Hence, before a proper noun, it implies ex-
tension of the name or character of the individual to a
class : thus, he is a Cicero in eloquence ; they built up a
new England in America that is, a person like Cicero, a
country like England. (4) A is used, apparently, before
a plural noun, if few or many (now only great many, or
ijood many) stands between: thus, a few apples, a great
many soldiers ; but the plural noun is here historically a
genitive partitive dependent on feie, many. (5) It is used
distributively, or with the meaning of each or eeery, in
such phrases as two dollars a piece, three times a day,
five cents an ounce ; but a or an is here historically a

preposition. See a3. An or a always precedes the noun
to which it belongs, and in general also any other adjective
word qualifying the same noun ; but what and such come
before it : thus, W'Aaf a shame ! svch a beauty : and so also

any adjective preceded byftow, oro, ora, or too: thus,
/""' great a calamity, go rare a case, ajt good a man, too

early a death. Many a is a phrase of peculiar meaning.
See many.
an2 (an, an), conj. [A reduced form of and,
existing from the earliest ME. period, and often
then so written^ but in mod. literature an for
and copulative is admitted only in representa-
tions of dialectal or '

vulgar' speech, and is then

usually printed an'. In conversation, however,
though not in formal speech, the d is generally
dropped, especially before a word beginning
with a consonant, and the vowel may be weak-
ened to the point of vanishing. An' for and, if,

is archaic in literature, and is generally printed
an, in distinction from and copulative.] I. Co-
ordinate use : And

;
same as and, A.

Good is, quath Joseph, to dreme of win [winej ;

Heilnesse on blisse is therin.
Genesis and Exodus, 1. 2067.

An' makes him quite forget his labor an' his toil.

Bums, Cotter's Saturday Night.

II. Conditional use: If; same as and, B.

And mygte kysse the kyng for cosyn, an she wolde.
Piers Plowman (B), ii. 132.

An thou wert my father, as thou art but my brother.
Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, i. 1.

A n I may hide my face, let me play Thisby too.

Shale., M. N. D., i. 2.

Why, an' you were to go now to Clod-Hall, I am certain
the old lady wouldn't know you.

Sheridan, The Rivals, HI. 4.

an3!, prep. [ME. an, (. AS. an, the orig. form of

the usual AS., ME., and mod. E. on; as a prefix

an-, usually on-
;
in reduced form, a, prefix a- :

see on, an-1
,
a3

,
a-2.] An earlier form of on, re-

tained until the last century in certain phrases,
as an edge, an end, now only on edge, on end; in

present use only as an unfelt prefix an- or re-

duced a-. See an-1
,
a-2 .

an- 1
. [< ME. aw-, < AS. an-, orig. form of on-:

in mod. E. reg. on-, or reduced a-: see on- 1 and
-2

,
and cf. n-2.] A prefix of Anglo-Saxon ori-



an-

gin, the same as on-1 and a-2
, occurring un-

felt in (ini'iit, anon, aintn, an(n)eal
l

, an(n)ealz ,

etc., and with accent in anvit (but in this and
some other words perhaps originally and-: see

an-'2 . [< ME. an-, an<l-,< AS. and-: see and- and

a-6, and cf. an-1
.] A prefix of Anglo-Saxon

origin, a reduced form of and- (which see), oc-

curring unfelt in answer.

an-3 . [< ME. and OF. a-, later restored to an-,

< L. an-, assimilated form of ad- before n ; but in

classical L. this assimilation was not prevalent.
In ME. and AF. an- often represents other L.

prefixes, in-, ex-, ob-, etc., also ad- unassimi-

lated: see anoint, annoy, ancheson = enclieason,

etc.] A prefix of Latin origin, usually an as-

similation of ad- before n-, as in annex, an-

nul, announce, etc., but sometimes represent-

ing Latin in-, as in anoint, annoy.
an-4 . [< lj- an-,,01'ig. innbi-: see ambi-.~\ A prefix
of Latin origin, a reduced form of ambi-, oc-

curring (unfelt in English) in ancilc, aneipital,

anfractuous, etc.

an-6 . [< Gr. a.v-, the fuller form of a- priv., pre-
served before a vowel : see a-18 . The nasal is

also lost in the cognate Icel. u- for MM-: see

Mn-1
.] A prefix of Greek origin, the fuller

form of a- privative (a-
18

) preserved before a

vowel, as in anarchy, anarthrous, anecdote,

anomaly, etc.

an-6 . [< Gr. av-, elided form of ova- before a

vowel: see ana-.] A prefix of Greek origin,

the form of ana- before a vowel, as in anode.

-an. [< ME. -a, reg. -ain, -ein, -en, < OF. -ain,

-ein, or before *, -en, mod. F. -ain, -en, fern, -aine,

-enne, = Sp. It. Pg. -ano, fern. -ana, < L. -anus,
fern, -area, neut. -anum, parallel to -enus, -inus,

-inus, -onus, -unus, being -nu-s (= Gr. -vo-f)

preceded by various vowels
;
= AS. -en, E. -en,

suffix of adjectives and pp. suffix : see -en1 and
-en2

,
and cf. -in1

,
-in*1 . With an additional

vowel, the suffix appears in L. as -aneus, in E.

accom. as -aneous, q. v., or disguised in foreign,
q. v. The reg. ME. form of this suffix remains
in dozen, citizen, etc., captain, chieftain, chap-

lain, villain, etc., disguised in sovereign (prop.

soveren); but in mod. E., in many words, -an

has taken the place of the older -ain, -en, as in

human, and is the reg. form in words of recent

introduction, varying with -ane in some words,

chiefly dissyllables, as in mundane, usually dif-

ferentiated from forms in -an, as in humane,
urbane, etc., beside human, urban, etc.] A suf-

fix of Latin origin, forming adjectives which
are or may be also used as nouns. It expresses
various adjective relations, being used especially with

proper names to form local or patrial adjectives or nouns,
as Roman, Italian, Grecian, Ainerican, Fijian, etc. ; terms

indicating party, sect, or system, as Arian, Lutheran,
Wesleyan, Mohammedan, Copernican, Linnean, etc., so in

Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Unitarian, etc. ; and in zool-

ogy, to form adjectives and nouns from names of classes or

orders, as inamtnalian, reptilian, etc. As an English for-

mative it is confined chiefly to words which may be made
to assume a Latin type, having here also the euphonic
variant -ian, especially in proper adjectives, as in Dar-

vrinian, Johnsonian, etc.

ana1 (an'a or a'na), n. pi. [<-ana, q. v.] A
general term for books recording miscellane-

ous sayings, anecdotes, and gossip about a par-
ticular person or subject ;

the sayings and anec-
dotes themselves. See -ana.

But, all his vast heart sherris-warm'd,
He flash'd his random speeches ;

Ere days, that deal in ana, swarra'd
His literary leeches.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

ana2
. [< Gr. avd, prep., at (so much each) : see

aa-.] A word used in medical prescriptions
in a distributive sense, as in Greek, to indi-

cate an equal quantity of each : often written

ad, earlier and more correctly aa, where the
mark above the first a, according to general
medieval practice, represented the omission
of n. See tilde.

ana3
,
n. See anna1

.

ana-. (X L. ana-, < Gr. ava-, prefix, avd, prep., up,

upon, hence along, throughout ; distributively,
at (so much each) (see ana2) ;

in comp., up, up-
ward, throughout, back, again, = Goth, ana =
AS. an, on, E. on: see an3

,
an-1

, on.] A pre-
fix of Greek origin, meaning up, upon, along,

throughout, back, again, etc., as in anabasis.

-ana. [L. -ana, neut. pi. of -anus, a common
adj. suffix, used, for example, to form adjec-
tives from proper names, as Ciceronianus, Cice-

ronian, from Cicero(n-), Cicero: see -an.] A
suffix of Latin origin, in modern use with a eu-

phonic variant, -i-ana, to form collective plu-

rals, as Kealiijeranu, Johnsoniana, etc., applied
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to a collection of sayings of Scaliger, of John-

son, etc., or of anecdotes or gossip concerning
them; also sometimes appended to common
nouns, as hofiana (annals of pugilism); more

recently extended to all the literature of a sub-

ject, as Americana, Shaksperiana, etc. Hence
sometimes used as an independent word, ana.

See ana 1
.

anabamous (an-ab'a-mus), a. [Irreg. < Gr. ava,

upward, + jiaivetv, go: see Anabas, anabasis.]
In ichth., a term applied to certain fishes which
are said to be able to climb trees for a short

distance. See Anabun.

anabantid (an-a-ban'tid), . A fish of the

family Aniilxintiila'.

Anabantidae (an-a-ban'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Anabas (-ban t-) + -idle.] A family of acanthop-

terygian fishes, typified by the genus Anabas,
to which various limits have been assigned,
(a) After the Cuviurian system of classification, a family
characterized by the division of the superior pharyngcals
into small irregular lamella;, more or less numerous, and

intercepting cells containing water, which thus flows upon
and moistens the gills while the flsh is out of water. It

includes the ophiocephalids as well as the anabantids

proper, the osphromenids, and the helostomids. (6)

Among later authors, a family characterized by a com-

pressed oblong body, moderate ctenoid scales, and a su-

perbranchial organ in a cavity accessory to the gill-cham-
ber. It includes the osphromenids and the helostomids
as well as the typical anahantids. (c) By Cope the fam-

ily was limited to Labyrinthici with the second epipha-

ryngeals suppressed, the flrst superior branchihyals with

three laminae, and the second and third developed. Also
written Anabatidce, and sometimes Anabasidce. See cut

under Anabas.

anabantoid (an-a-ban'toid), a. and n. [<

Anabas (-bant-) + -oid.~\ I. a. Having the char-

acters of the Anabantida;, or fishes with laby-
rinthiform pharyngeals.

II. n. An anabantid.

anabaptism (an-a-bap'tizm), n. [< LL. anabap-
tisnius (Augustine), < LGr. *ava]Jaimo[i6f, ava-

fldTTTtaua, rebaptism, < Gr. dvaftavTt^eiv, dip re-

peatedly, LGr. baptize again: see anabaptize.]
1. A second baptism ; rebaptism. N. E. D.
2. [cap.] The doctrine or practices of the Ana-

baptists.
Anabaptist (an-a-bap'tist), n. [< NL. anabap-
tista, < Gr. as if 'avapairTimqc, < dvaflanTi&iv, re-

baptize: see anabaptism.] One who believes

in rebaptism; specifically, one of a class of

Christians who hold baptism in infancy to be

invalid, and require adults who have received

it to be baptized on joining their communion.
The name is best known historically as applied to the fol-

lowers of Thomas Miinzer, a leader of the peasants' war in

Germany, who was killed in battle in 1525, and to those of

John Matthias and John Bockold, or John of Leyden, who
committed great excesses while attempting to establish a
socialistic kingdom of New Zion or Mount Zion at Munster
in Westphalia, and were defeated in 1535, their leaders

being killed and hung up in iron cages, which are still

preserved in that city. The name has also been applied to

bodies of very different character in other respects, prob-

ably always in an opprobrious sense, since believers in the
sole validity of adult baptism refuse to regard it as re-

baptism in the case of pel-sons who had received the rite in

infancy. It is now most frequently used of the Mennon-
ites. See Mennanite.

Over his bow'd shoulder
Scowl'd that world-hated and world-hating beast,
A haggard Anabaptist. Tennyson, Queen Mary, ii. 2.

anabaptistic (an"a-bap-tis'tik), a. [^.Anabap-
tist + -ic.] Of or relating to the Anabaptists
or to their doctrines.

anabaptistical (an*a-bap-tis'ti-kal), a. Same
as anabaptistic.

anabaptistically (an"a-bap-tis'ti-kal-i), adv.

In conformity with anabaptistic doctrine or

practice.

anabaptistryt (an-a-bap'tis-tri), n. [< Anabap-
tist + -ry for -ery.] Same as anabaptism.

Anabaptigtry was suppressed in Munster.
E. Paffit, Heresiography, p. 9.

anabaptize (an"a-bap-tiz'), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

anabaptized, ppri anabaptizing. [< NL. anabap-
tizare, < Gr. avafiawTi&iv, dip repeatedly, LGr.

baptize again, < avd, again, + /3a7m'fe<v, dip,

baptize : see baptize.] To rebaptize ; baptize
again; rechristen; rename.

Some called their profound ignorances new lights ; they
were better anabaptized into the appellation of extin-

guishers. Whitlock, Manners of Eng., p. 160.

Anabas (an'a-bas), . [NL., < Gr. avafidf (ava-

/iavr-), second aorist part, of dvaflaiveiv, go up,
mount, climb, < avd, up, -t- flaivew, go,=L. venire,

come,= E. come, q.

v.] A genus of acau-

thopterygian fishes,

type of the family
Anabantida; (which
see). Anabas scandens

c\imb\ng-fmh (Juntas scanitensi. is the celebrated climb-

anabolic

enabled by

live a long time out of water, to proceed some distance on

dry land, ami to climb trees for a distance of about 6 or 7

feet. SIM- rliiiiliinii-fth.

Anabasidae (an-a-bas'i-de), n.pl. [NL., irreg.
< AntilitiK + -idee.] Same as Anabantida.
anabasis (a-nab'a-sis),

n.
; pi. anabases (-sez).

[L., < Gr. dvdjJaatf, a going up, an ascent, < ava-

[laiveiv, go up: see Anabas. Cf. basis.] 1. A
going up, especially a military advance: op-

posed to catabasis. Specifically, the title of a work
in which Xeimjihon narrates the experiences of the Greek
mercenaries of Cyrus the Younger in his attempt in 401

B.C. to dethrone his brother, Artaxerxes II., king of Persia.

Hence 2. Any military expedition : as, "the
anabasis of Napoleon," l)e Quincey; "General
Sherman's great anabasis," Spectator, Dec. 31,
1864. 3f. The course of a disease from the
commencement to the climax. ./. Thomas.
anabasse (an-a-bas'), n. [F.] A coarse kind
of blanketing made in France and the Nether-
lands for the African market.
anabata (an-ab'a-ta), n. [ML.; informlike Gr.

ava/3aT(if, verbal adj. of avaftaivstv, go up (see

Anabas) ;
in sense like ML. "anabola (corrupt-

ly analabus), anaboladium, anabolarium, a cope
(see abolla).] Eccles., a hooded cope, usually
worn in outdoor processions, frequently larger
and longer than the closed cope. Lee, Eccles.

Terms.
Anabates (an-ab'a-tez^,

n. [NL., < Gr. avafta-

rr/f, one who mounts, < ava/iaiveiv, mount, go up :

see Anabas, and cf. andabata.] A genus of birds

established by Temminck in 1820 upon A. rufi-

caudus, a synallaxine bird of South America.
The name was subsequently applied by authors to various
birds of the same group. Nearly synonymous with Synal-
laxix (which see).

Anabatidae1
(an-a-bat'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Ana-

bates + -ida;.] In ornith., a family of birds

named by Bonaparte, 1849. The name was adopted
by Gray for the South American creepers commonly called

Dendrocolaptidte, including such leading genera as Fur-

narius, Sflerurus, Oxyrhamphux, Dendrocolaptes, etc.; by
Gray made to cover also the nuthatches. The group so

composed is incapable of definition, and the term is little

used.

Anabatidae2 (an-a-bat'i-de), n.pl. [NL., irreg. <

Anabas + -ida:] "In ichth., same as Anabantida;.

Anabatinas (an"a-ba-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ana-
bates + -ina;.] A' subfamily of birds named by
Swainson in 1837: a synonym of Kynallaxina;

(which see).
anabiosis (an"a-bl-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ava-

ftiduv, come to life again: see anabiotic.] Re-

animation; resuscitation; recovery after sus-

pended animation. [Rare.]
anabiotic (an"a-bl-ot'ik), a. [< Gr. avafti6uv,
come to life again. < avd, again, + fiioeiv, live (>

/liariKof, adj.), < [Itof, life.] In med., reviving;
acting as a stimulant.

Anablepina (an'a-ble-pi'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Anableps + -ina.] In Gunther's classification

of fishes, a division of carnivorous cyprino-
donts having all the teeth pointed and the

sexes differentiated, the anal fin of the male

being modified into an intromittent organ.
The group includes the genus Anableps and
several other genera.
Anableps (an'a-bleps),

n. [NL., < Gr. dva-

fiUtreiv, look up, > avd, up, + /iA^irctv, look.]
A genus of cyprinodont fishes unique among
vertebrates on account of the division of the

cornea into upper and lower halves by a dark

Four-eyes (Anableps tetraophthctlmus

horizontal stripe of the conjunctiva, and the

development of two pupils to each orbit, so

that the fish appears to have four eyes, one

pair looking upward and the other pair side-

wise. There are several species of the genus, the prin-

cipal one being A. tftraophthalmus, known as the four-

eyes, inhabiting the sandy shores of tropical American seas.

anabole (an-ab'o-le), n. [NL., < Gr. dvafioMi,
what is thrown up, < avaftiMs.iv, throw up, <

ava, up, + /Idf^civ, throw.] A throwing up;
specifically, in med., an evacuation upward;
an act by which certain matters are ejected

by the mouth, including spitting, expectora-
tion, regurgitation, and vomiting.
anabolic (an-a-bol'ik), a. [< Gr. dvafto^, a

throwing up, rising up, + -ic.] Characterized

by or exhibiting anabolism ; pertaining to an-
abolism in general ;

assimilative ;
constructive-

ly metabolic.



anabolic

This aspect of protoplasm is of constantly increasing
importance, since for the chemist all functions alike ran

only be viewed in terms of those specific anabolic or kata-
holic changes which to the physiologist, on the other

hand, seem mere accompaniments of them.

Kin-ijc. Brit., XIX. 829.

anabolism (an-ab'p-lizm), . [< Gr. dva/3o>.#,
a throwing up, rising up, + -ism.~\ Assimila-

tion; antegrade metamorphosis; constructive

metabolism, or ascending metabolic processes
by which a substance is transformed into an-
other which is more complex or more highly
organized and more energetic. It is one kind of

metabolism, of which catabolism is the other. The pro-
cess is attended with the absorption and storing up of en-

ergy, which is set free or manifested in retrograde meta-
morphosis. The conversion of the nutritive elements of
the food into the tissues of a living organism is a familiar

example.

Anabrus (aii-ab'rus), M. [NL., < Gr. dv- priv.
-I- d/lp6f, graceful, pretty, delicate.] A genus
of wingless orthopterous insects, of the family
Locustidas. It contains several North American species
known as western crickets or stone-crickets, such as A.
simplex, a large, dark-colored, nomadic species, sometimes
appearing in vast numbers on the plains west of the Mis-

sissippi.

anacahuite-wood (an*a-ka-hwe'te-wud), M.

[< ait actth Kite, Mex. name, + wood}.] The
wood of a boraginaceous shrub, Cordia Bois-

sieri, obtained from Tampico, Mexico. It is

reputed to be a remedy for consumption.
anacalypsis (an'a-ka-Urj 'sis), .

; pi. anacalyp-
ses (-sez). [NL., < Gr. dvaicdAv^f, an uncover-

ing, < dva/caXmrrav, uncover, unveil, < dvd, back,
+ Kat-vimiv, cover. Of. apocalypse.] An un-

veiling; a revealing; revelation. [Bare.]
anacamptic (an-a-kamp'tik), a. [< Gr. dvaxd/;-

irreiv, bend back, <! dvd, back, + KOUTTTCIV, bend, >

<ca/i7rr}f, liable to bend.] Reflecting or re-

flected. Anacamptic sounds, sounds produced by re-

flection, as echoes.

anacamptically (an-a-kamp'ti-kal-i), adv. By
reflection: as, echoes are sounds anacamptically
returned. [Bare.]
anacampticst (an-a-kamp'tiks), n. [PI. of

anacamptic: see -ics.] 1. That part of optics
which treats of reflection : now called catoptric*
(which see). 2. The theory of reflected sound.
anacanth (an'a-kanth), . [< Gr. dvdiaivOof,
without a spine, < av- priv. + aitavBa, spine,
thorn: see acantlta.] A fish of the order or
suborder Anacanthini.
Anacanthi (an-a-kan'thi), n. pi. Same as Ana-
canthini.

anacanthine (an-a-kan'thin), a. [< NL. ana-
canthinns : see below.] Of or pertaining to
the Anacanthini; anacanthous.
Anacanthini (an'a-kan-thTnl), n. pi. [NL..
pi. of anacanthinus : see anacanth and -int.]
A group of teleostean fishes to which various
limits have been assigned by ichthyologists.
It is now usually rated as an order or a suborder, char-
acterized by the spineless vertical and ventral fins, the
latter jugular or thoracic when present, and the air-blad-

der, if developed, with no pneumatic duct. The group
contains many edible fishes of the greatest economic im-

portance, as the cod, hake, haddock, whiting, rusk, bur-

bot, etc., among the gadoids, and the halibut, turbot, sole,

plaice, flounder, etc., among the pleuronectids. It is di-

vided by Giinther into A. pleuronectoidei, characterized

by having the two sides of the head unsymmetrical, and
comprising the flatfishes of the family Pleuronectido?,
and A. gadoidei, having the head symmetrical. By later
writers it has been restricted to the forms manifesting bi-

lateral symmetry. By Cope and Gill it has been further
limited to those types which have the hypercoracoid im-

perforate and the foramen between the hypercoracoid and
the hypocoracoid. It thus* includes the families Gadidce
and Macntridce. Also Anacanthi.

anacanthous (an-a-kan'thus), a. [< Gr. dvd-

navffos, spineless: see anacanth.'] 1. Spineless.
2. Specifically, in ichth., having the charac-

teristics of the anacanths; pertaining to the
order or suborder Anacanthini.
anacard (an'a-kard), n. [= F. anacarde, < NL.
anacardium :" see Anacardium.] The cashew-

nut; the fruit of the Anacardium occidental.
See Anacardium. N. E. D.
Anacardiaceae (an-a-kar-di-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Anacarditini + -ace<K.~\ A natural order of

polypetalous discifloral plants, with alternate

leaves, small flowers in panicles, and the fruit

a one-seeded, one-celled drupe. They are trees or
shrubs abounding in an acrid, resinous, milky juice, na-
tives chiefly of tropical and warm regions of the globe.
To this order belong the sumac (Rhus), some of the spe-
cies of which are poisonous to those handling them, the
pistachio, the mango (Mangifera Indica), the cashew
(Anacardium occidentale), the marking-nut (Semecarpus
Anacardium), the varnish-tree of Martaban (Melanor-
rhcea usitata), and the Japan lacquer (Rhtis ivrnictfera).

anacardiaceous (an-a-kar-di-a'shius), a. [< NL.
anacardiaceits : see Anacardiacea;.] In bo t., re-

lating or belonging to the Anacardiacea.
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anacardic (an-a-kar'dik), a. [< anacard + -ir.]

Pertaining to the shell of the cashew-nut. Ana-
cardie acid, C44lI4O7, an acid of an aromatic anil burn-
ing flavor, derived From the pericarps of the cashew-nut.
It is white and crystalline.

Anacardium (an-a-kar'di-um), n. [NL., O(r.
dvd, according to, hence resembling, +
heart: see cardiac.] A genus
of shrubs and trees, natural
order Anacardiacece, natives of

tropical America. They bear a
kidney-shaped drupe at the summit of
a fleshy receptacle, the thickened disk
and peduncle of the flower. In the

cashew-tree, A. occidentals, the prin-
cipal species, this receptacle resem-
bles a pear in shape and size, and is

edible, having an agreeable acid

though somewhat astringent flavor.

The drupes are roasted, and the ker-

nels, having their intense acridity
thus destroyed, become the pleasant
and wholesome cashew-nuts. The tree

yields a gum having qualities like

those of gum arabic, imported from
South America under the name of

acajou.

anacatharsis (an
* a -ka - thar

' -

sis), n. [NL., < Gr. dvandSapaif, a clearing
away, < dvaKodaipetv, clear away, < dvd, up, away,
+ KaOalpetv, cleanse: see catharsis, cathartic.']
In med. : (a) Purgation upward. (6) Cough
attended by expectoration.
anacathartic (au'a-ka-thar'tik), a. and n. [<
Gr. dvaKaOaprtKOf, promoting vomiting, < dvana-

Oaipetv, clear away, cleanse: see anacatharsis.]
I, a. Tin. med., throwing upward; cleansing by
exciting discharges from the mouth or nose, as

vomiting, expectoration, etc.

H. n. One of a class of medicines which ex-

cite discharges by the mouth or nose, as expec-
torants, emetics, sternutatories, and mastiea-
tories.

anacephalaeosis (an-a-sef'a-le-6'sis), . [NL.,
< Gr.

avaiiefa&auMifj ( dvaaeijiafjudctv, sum up, as
an argument, < ava, up, + KctyaMufatv, sum up,

bring under heads, < xe^d/Uuov, one of the heads
of a discourse, prop. neut. of Retyd'fMioc,, pertain-
ing to the head, < Kttyitj], the head : see cephalic.]
In rhet., a summing up; recapitulation of the

principal heads of a discourse
; recapitulation

in general.
anachorett (an-ak'o-ret), n. The uncontracted
form of anchoret.

An Englishman, so madly devout, that he had wilfully
mured up himself as an aiMeharet, the worst of all pris-
oners. Bp. Jlull, Epistles, i. 5.

anachoreticalt (an-ak-o-ret'i-kal), a. [< Gr.

avaxupijriKo^, disposed to retire. IJGr. pertaining
to an anchoret : see anchoret.] Relating to or

resembling an anachoret or anchoret.

anachorism (a-nak'o-rizm), n. . [< Gr. dvd, back,
+ xapa, or x<->Pf, country, + -ism ; formed in

imitation of anachronism.] Something incon-
sistent with or not suited to the character of

the country to which it is referred. [Bare.]

There is a sort of opinions, anachronisms at once and
aiutchorismg, foreign both to the age and the country,
that maintain a feeble and buzzing existence, scarce to be
called life. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. "9.

anachoritet (an-ak'o-rit), . An old form of
anchoret.

anachronic, anachronical (an - a - kron '

ik,

-i-kal), a. [As anachronism + -tc. df. chronic.]
Same as anachronous.

In our last General Convention ... it happened once
that a member, anachronic, moved a resolution having the
old firebrand smell about it, the old clatter of the rack
and chains. Morgan Dix, Am. Church Rev., \ !.l I. 521.

anachronically (an-a-kron'i-kal-i), adv. By
anachronism ; wrongly with respect to date.

anachronism (an-ak'ron-izm), n. [= F. ana-

chronisme, < Gr. dvaxpovta/tuf, < dvaxpovi&iv, re-

fer to a wrong time, only in pass. avaxpavi&aOai,
be an anachronism, < ava, back, against, +
Xp6vo<;, time : see chronic.] An error in respect
to dates; any error which implies the mispla-
cing of persons or events in time

; hence, any-
thing foreign to or out of keeping with a speci-
fied time. Thus, Shakspere makes Hector quote Aris-

totle, who lived many centuries after the assumed date of

Hector. Anachronisms may be made in regard to mode
of thought, style of writing, and the like, as well as in

regard to events.

The famous anachronism [of Virgil] in making jEneas
and Dido contemporaries. Dryden, Epic Poetry.

Thus far we abjure, as monstrous moral anachronisms,
the parodies and lampoons attributed to Homer.

De Quincey, Homer, iii.

But of what use is it to avoid a single anachronism.
when the whole play is one anachronism, the sentiments
and phrases of Versailles in the camp of Aulis r

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

anaconda

anachronist (an-ak'rpn-ist), n. [As niiachroii-
ixm + -ixt.] One who commits an anachron-
ism. !>< <,>i(inci i/.

anachronistic, anachronistical (an-ak-ro-nis'-

tik, -ti-kal), a. [< intnrhnniixt.] Same as tnm-
('l/riniitiix.

anachronize (an-ak'ron-iz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

iiiKicliroiiiytl, ppr. iiiin/-lii-(iiti~i>i(/. [< Gr. ava-

Xpovi&"', refer to a wrong time: sec uii<n-lii'<i

i.im.] To refer to an erroneous date or period ;

misplace chronologically.
anachronous (an-ak'ron-us), a. [As iiHHcliniii-

ixni + -nits, as if directly < Gr. dvd, back, +
Xpovof, time : see anachronism.] Erroneous in

date; containing an anachronism; out of date.

Equivalent forms are anachronic, anachronical,
anarhroiiixtir, and anachronistital.

anachronously (an-ak'ron-us-li), adv. In an
anachronous manner; without regard to cor-
rect chronology.
anaclasis (an-ak'la-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ovd/t/a-

ovf, a bending back, recurvature, reflection of

light or of sound, \ OWZK/OV, bend back, break
off, < dvd, back, + tf.dv, break off, deflect.] In

pros., the substitution of a ditrochee for an
Ionic a majori, so that the second and third of
the four syllables interchange lengths, while
the constituent parts are otherwise unaltered, the rhyth-
mic movement is by this irregularity partially deranged
or broken up.

anaclastic (an-a-klas'tik), a. [< Gr. dvd/c/taoroc,

reflected,
verbal adj. of dva/iAav: see anaclaxis.]

1. Pertaining to or produced by the refraction
of light. 2. Bending back; refracted. 3. In

pros., modified or characterized by anaclasis.
Anaclastic curves, the apparent curves at the bottom of

a vessel of water, caused by the refraction of light. Ana-
clastic glass or vial, a glass with a narrow mouth and
a wide convex bottom of such thinness that when a little

air is sucked out it springs inward with a smart crackling
sound, and when air is blown in it springs outward into its

former shape with a like noise.

anaclastics (an-a-klas'tiks), n. [PL of ana-
clastic: see -ics.] Same as dioptrics.
anaclisis (an-ak'li-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. dvdKAiaif,
a reclining, < dvan'Aiveiv, lean one thing against
another, in pass. dvaMveoflai, recline, < avd, back,
+ Mvetv, lean: see clinic and lean^.] In med.,
the particular attitude taken by a sick person
in bed, which affords important indications in

some cases; decubitus.
anacoenosis (au"a-se-no'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

dvanoivuaif, communication, < dvoKotvovv, com-
municate, make common, < dvd, throughout,
+ KOLVOVV, make common, < KOIVO^ , common : see

cenobite.] In rhet., a figure consisting in ap-
pealing to one's opponent for his opinion on
the point in debate.

anacolutha, . Plural of anacoluthon.
anacoluthia (an"a-ko-lu'thi-a), . [NL., < Gr.

dvaKo'/.ovtiia, inconsequence, < dvaKd/.owof, incon-

sequent: see anacoluthon.] Want of grammat-
ical sequence or coherence

;
the passing from

one construction to another in the same sen-
tence. For examples, see anacoluthon. Also

spelled analcoluthia and anakolouthia.

Anakoluthia requires length or strength, length of sen-

tence or strength of passion. Jour, of Philol., VII. 175.

anacoluthic (an'a-ko-lu'thik), a. [< anacolu-
thon + -ic.] In gram, and rhet., wanting se-

quence; containing an anacoluthon: as, an
anacoluthic clause or sentence. Also spelled
anakoluthic and anakolouthic.

anacoluthically (an^a-ko-lu'thi-kal-i), adv.

r< anacoluthic + -al + -ly^-] In an anacoluthic
manner. N. E. D. Also spelled anakoluthically
and anakolouthically.
anacoluthon (an"a-ko-lu'thon), n.

; pi. anaco-
lutha (-tha). [NL.,^ Gr. dvanu2.awov, neut. of dva-

K6}j)v8of, inconsequent (the Gr. noun is dvano^Mt-

Oia: see anacoluthia), < dv- priv. + dn6'/<.ovdof, fol-

lowing, >E. acolyte, q. v.] In gram, and rhet.,
an instance of anacoluthia; a construction char-
acterized by a want of grammatical sequence.
For example : "And he charged him to tell no man : hut

go and shew thyself to the priest." Luke v. 14. "He that
curseth father or mother, let him die the death." Mat.
xv. 4. As a figure of speech it has propriety and force

only so far as it suggests that the emotion of the speaker
is so great as to make him forget how he began his sen-

tence, as in the following examples :

"If thou beest he But, 0, how fall'n ! how changed !

"

Milton, P. L., i. 84.

"But ah ! Him ! the first great Martyr in this great
cause ! . . . how shall I struggle with the emotions that

stifle the utterance of thy name !" D. Wrbtier, Speech at

Bunker Hill.

Also spelled umikoUithon and
anaconda (an-a-kon'da), n. [In the 18th cen-

tury also spelled anaconda, tinocondo; men-



anaconda

tioned by Kay (1693) in the form anacandaia,
as if the nat ive name in Ceylon ;

but the word
has not been traced in Singhalese or elsewhere. ]

1. A very large serpent of Ceylon, a kind of

python, variously identified as 1'ytlum ntii-ii-

liifus, or P. molurus, or 7'. tigrin ; hence, some In-

dian species of that genus. Also called pimlx'rn
and rock-snake. 2. Used mistakenly by Dan-
din as the specific name of a large serpent
of South America, Boa murina (Linnaeus), It.

anacondo (Daudin), now generally known as
Kiinectt'x tunriiius; hence, some large South
American boa, python, or rock-snake. In
goal, the name is becoming limited to the Ku-
nectes murinus. 3. In popular language, any
enormous serpent which is not venomous, but
which envelops and crushes its prey in its

folds; any of the numerous species of the fam-
ilies lioidte soul Pythonidce ; any boa constrictor.
Anacondas are found in the tropical countries of both
hemispheres, and are generally blotched with black,
brown, and yellow. Some are said to attain a length of

upward of 30 feet, but they are usually found of a length
between 12 and 20 feet. They are not venomous, but possess
great constricting powers, the larger specimens being able
to crush and swallow such quadrupeds as the tiger and
jaguar. One of the species found in Brazil is there called
xucuriu or aucuriuba. The name has been popularly ap-
plied to all the larger and more powerful snakes. The
orthography of the word has settled into anaconda.

anacosta (an-a-kos'ta), . [Sp.] A woolen fab-
ric made in tfolland and exported to Spain.
Anacreontic (an-ak-re-on'tik), a. and n. [< L.

Anacrconticus, < Anacreon, < Gr. 'Avanptuv, a
Greek poet.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or after
the manner of Anacreon, a Greek poet of the
sixth century B. c., whose odes and epigrams
were celebrated for their ease and grace. They
were devoted to the praise of love and wine.
Hence 2. Pertaining to the praise of love
and wine

;
convivial

; amatory.
Constantinople had given him a taste for Anacreontic

singing and female society of the questionable kind.
R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 88.

II. n. [1. e.] [=F. anacreontique.] Apoemby
Anacreon, or composed in the manner of Ana-
creon

;
a little poem in praise of love and wine.

Formerly sometimes written anaereontique.
To the miscellanies [of Cowley] succeed the anacreon-

tiquet. Johnson, Cowley.

anacrotic (an-a-krot'ik), a. [X Gr. dva, up, +
Kp6To;, striking, clapping : cf . avaKporciv, lift up
and clap (the hands).] Displaying or relating
to anacrotism.
anacrotism (a-nak'ro-tizm), n. [< anacrotic +
-ism.'] The secondary oscillation occurring in
the ascending portion of a sphygmographic or

pulse-recording tracing. See sphygmograph.
anacrusis (an-a-kro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. dvanpov-
aif, < avanpoi<eii>, strike back, push back, check
(in music, strike up, begin), < avd + upoveiv.

strike.] In pros., an upward beat at the begin-
ning of a verse, consisting of either one or two
unaccented syllables, regarded as separate from
and introductory to the remainder of the verse.

anacrustic (an-a-krus'tik), a. [< Gr. dvanpov-
(!TiK6q (fitted for checking), with ref. to anaervr-

sis.'] Characterized by anacrusis.

anacusis (an-a-ku'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. av- priv.
+ draixnf, hearing, < anoveiv, hear: see acoustic.]
Deafness from nervous lesion.

anadem (an'a-dem), n. [< L. anadema, < Gr. dvd-

frrifia, a head-band or fillet, < dvaielv, bind up,
wreathe, crown, < dva, up, + Selv, bind. Cf . dia-

dem.] A band, fillet, garland, or wreath worn
on the head: as, "wreaths and anadems," Tenny-
son, Palace of Art. Also spelled anademe : as,

"garlands, anademes, and wreaths," Drayton,
Muses' Elysium, v. [Rare.]
anadiplosis (an"a-di-plo'sis), . [L., < Gr. ava-

(i7r^u(T(f, repetition, < dvatinrhovv, make double
(used only in pass.), < avd, again, + Am'Aovv,
make double, < Snrf.uos, double : see diploe and
diploma.] A figure in rhetoric and poetry, con-

sisting in the repetition at the beginning of a
line or clause of the last word or words preced-
ing, as in the following examples :

"For the Lord thy God bringeth thce into a good land,
a land of brooks of water." Deut. viii. 7.

"The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit, that we
are the children of God : And if rtiilttrrn, then heirs ; heirs
of God, and joint-heirs with Christ." Rom. viii. 16, 17.

anadrom (an'a-drom), . [< Gr. dvdipofiof, run-

ning up, applied to fish ascending rivers, < ava-

fipa/ieiv, run up, < avd, up, + fipa/ieiv, run: see

dromedary.] An anadromous fish
;
one which

ascends rivers from the sea to spawn.
anadromous (a-nad'ro-mus), a. [< Gr. dvdfSpo/iOf :

see tiHitrlriiiii.] Ascending. Applied (a) In zobl.,
to fishes which pass from the sea to fresh water to spawn.
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The movements of anairomowt fishes in our Atlantic

rivers. Science, VI. 420.

(6) In hot., to ferns whose lowest secondary branches ori-

ginate on the anterior side of tin- piniuu.

Anaemaria, anaematosis, anaemia, etc. See
Anemaria, etc.

Anaeretes (a-ner'e-tez), n. [NL.,< Gr. dvaiperw,
a destroyer, murderer, < dvatpeiv, take away, de-

stroy, < avd, up, + aipelv, take. Cf. anareta.] A
genus of South American tyrant flycatchers,
of the family Turannidai. One of the species is A. al-

toffMalVfft, a small bird striped with black and white, and

haying a plumicorn over each eye. Also less correctly
written Anir< !<*.

anaeretic (an-e-ret'ik), n. [< Gr. dvaiperiKOf, tak-

ing away, destructive, < dvaipin/f, a destroyer :

see Anmretes.] In med., anything tending to

destroy tissue Animal anajretics, the gastric juice
and vaccine lymph. Sjid.

Soc. Lex.

anaerobe (an-a'e-rob), n. One of the anaerobia.
anaerobia (an-a-e-ro'bi-a), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of anaerobius: see aiiaerobious. First used
by Pasteur, in F. pi., anaerobies.] A name
given to bacteria which live without free oxy-
gen, in distinction from aerobia (which see).
anaerobian (an-a-e-ro'bi-an), a. Relating to
or characteristic of anaerobia

;
anaerobious.

anaerobic (an-a-e-rob'ik), a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of anaerobia.
anaerobiosis (an-a*e-ro-bi-6'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. in>- priv. + df/p (dep-), air, + fiiuaif, way of

life, < fii6uv, live, < /3('of, life. Cf. aerobiosis.]
Life in an atmosphere which does not contain

oxygen.
anaerobiotic (an-a/e-ro-bi-ot'ik), a. Same as
anaerobious.

It is just the anaerobiotic plants which are most highly
endowed with the property of exciting fermentation.

Eneyc. Brit., XIX. 51.

anaerobious (an-a-e-ro'bi-us), a. [< NL. anae-

robius, < Gr. dv- pnv. + dt/p (dep-), air, + /3/of,

life.] Capable of living in an atmosphere
without oxygen.
anaerophyte (an-a'e-ro-fit), n. [< Gr. dv- priv.
+ dr/p (asp-), air, + pvrov, a plant. Cf. aiiro-

phyte.] In bot., a plant which does not need
a direct supply of air. N. E. D.
anaesthesia (an-es-the'si-a), . [< Gr. dvataQriaia,

insensibility, stupor, < mataSynf, insensible,
not feeling: see anesthetic.] Loss of the sense
of touch, as from paralysis or extreme cold;
diminution or loss of the physical sense of

feeling; specifically, a state of insensibility,
especially to pain, produced by inhaling an an-

esthetic, as chloroform or ether, or by the ap-
plication of other anesthetic agents. Also an-

esthesia, ancesthesis, anesthesia__ Anaesthesia do-
lorosa, a condition in which, though the sense of touch
is lost, great pain is still felt in the affected part.

anaesthesis (an-es-the'sis), n. [<Gr. dv-priv.
+ oio&iaic, feeling. Cf. anesthesia.] Same as
an&sthesia.

anaesthetic, etc. See anesthetic, etc.

anaetiological (an - e *
ti- o -

loj
'
i -

kal), a. [< Gr.
dv-

priv. (-!8) + aitMogical, q. v.] Not retio-

logical; having no known natural cause or rea-
son for being ; dysteleological.

anagennesis (an-a-je-ne'sis), . [NL-, < Gr.

dva^evi^aif, regeneration, < dvayewdv, regener-
ate, < avd, again, + yevvav, generate.] Repara-
tion or reproduction of tissue

; regeneration of
structure.

anaglyph (an'a-glif), . [< L. anaglyphum, <

Gr. dvdy'Avfov, embossed work, neut. of OMfc/tofOC
(sometimes dvoyAfffTOf, >L. anaglyptus Pliny),
embossed in low relief, < dva, up, + fAv</>ew, cut

out, hollow out, engrave: see glyph.] Any
carving or art-work in relief, as distinguished
from engraved incised work, or intagfio. The
term is most generally applied to works in precious metal
or to gems, but it is also applied to ordinary reliefs in
stone, etc. Also called anafflypton.

anaglyphic (an-a-glif'ik), a. [< anaglyph + 4c.]
Pertaining to anaglyphs or to the art of decora-
tion in relief : opposed to diaglyphic. Also ana-

glyptic.

anaglyphical (an-a-glif'i-kal), a. Same as ana-

glyphic. Also anaglyptical.

anaglyphies (an-a-glif'iks), n. The art of dec-

orating in relief. Also anaglyptics.

anaglyphy (an-ag'li-fi), n. [< anaglyph + -y.] 1.

The art of sculpturing in relief, or of carving
or embossing ornaments in relief. 2. Work
thus executed.

anaglyptic (an-a-glip'tik), a. [< LL. anaglyp-
ticus, < Gr. *dva~j )wriK6f, <. dvdyi.mToi;, wrought
in low relief: see anaglyph.] Same as ana-

Same as

[< Gr.

..

anaglyptical (an-a-glip'ti-kal), a.

anaglyphical.

anagram

anaglyptics (an-a-glip'tiks), n. Same as ana-

glyphies.

anaglyptograph (an-a-glip'to-graf), n.

dvdy'Aim-Tos, anaglyptic (see anaglyph), + ;

write, engrave.] An instrument for making a

medallion-engraving of an object in relief, as a
medal or a cameo. E. H. Knight.
anaglyptographic (an-a-glip-to-graf'ik), a. [<

tiiifiijlyptoyraph + -ic.] Of or pertaining to ana-

glyptography Anaglyptpgrapmc engraving, a

process of engraving on an etching-ground which gives to a

subject the appearance of being raised from the surface of
the print, as if embossed. It is frequently employed in the

representation of coins, medals, bas-reliefs, etc.

anaglyptography (an'a-glip-tog'ra-fl), n. [<

anaglyptoi/i-aph.] The art of copying works in

relief
; anaglyptographie engraving.

anaglypton (an-a-glip'ton), n. [< L. anaglyp-
tum, in pi. anaglynta, < Gr. dvdy'Aimrov, neut. of

dvdy'AvKTos (Pliny;: see anaglyph.] Same as

anaglyph.
anagnorisis (an-ag-nor'i-sis), . [NL.,<Gr.
dvayv&piaif, recognition, in tragedy recognition
as leading to the denouement, < dvayvupi&iv,
recognize, esp. in tragedy, < dva, again, -4-

yvupi&iv, make known, gain knowledge of, <

"yvupof (not used, = L. *gnorus, in comp. igno-
rare, know not, ignore ;

cf . gnarus, knowing), <

ytyvixjKEiv = E. know, q. v.] 1. Recognition.
2. The unraveling of a plot in dramatic action

;

denouement
; clearing up.

anagnost (an'ag-nost), n. [< L. anagnostes, <

Gr. dva-yvaarr/f, a reader, < dvayiyvuaKtiv, read,
recognize, know again, < dva, again, + yiyvkaKtiv
= E. know, q. v.] A reader; a prelector; one
employed to read aloud

;
the reader of the les-

sons in church. N. E. D.

anagnostiant (an-ag-nos'tian), n. Same as

anagnost.
anagoge (an-a-go'je), n. [NL., < Gr. dvayayij,
in senses denned below, lit. a bringing up, <

dvdyeiv, bring up, lead up, < dvd, up, + dyeiv,

lead, drive: see agent, act, etc.] 1. In med.,
an upward rejection, as the rejection of blood
from the lungs by the mouth; anabole. 2f.

Spiritual enlightenment; elevation to spirit-
ual insight. Phillips. 3. The spiritual meaning
or application of words; especially, the appli-
cation of the types and allegories of the Old
to subjects of the New Testament. Also ana-

gogy.

anagogetical (an'a-go-jet'i-kal), a. [< ana-

goge -r -etr-ical.] Pertaining to anagoge or spir-
itual elevation

; mysterious ; anagogical.
anagogic (an-a-goj'ik),

a. and n. [<Gr. dvayb>-

yiK6f, mystical, < avayayij : see anagoge.] I. a.

Same as anagogical.
II. n. A mystical or spiritual interpretation,

especially of Scripture.
The notes upon that constitution say, that the Misna

Torah was composed out of the eabalistics and anagogics
of the Jews, or some allegorical interpretations pretended
to be derived from Moses.

L. Addition, State of the Jews, p. 248.

anagogical (an-a-goj'i-kal), a. Of or pertain-
ing to anagoge ; mysterious ; elevated ; spiritual.
In the older writers on Biblical interpretation, applied to
one of the four senses of Scripture, the others being the

literal,
the allegorical, and the tropical. The anagogical

sense is a spiritual sense relating to the eternal glory of
the believer, up to which its teachings are supposed to
lead : thus, the rest of the Sabbath, in an anagogical sense,
signifies the repose of the saints in heaven.

We cannot apply them [prophecies] to him, but by a
mystical, anagogical explication.

South, Sermons, VIII. 161.

The work [the Divina Commedia] is to be interpreted in
a literal, allegorical, moral, and anagogical sense, a mode
then commonly employed with the Scriptures.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 34.

analogically (an-a-goj'i-kal-i), adv. In an ana-

gogical or mystical sense
;
with religious eleva-

tion.

anagogy (an'a-go-ji), n. [As anagoge, with
suffix assimilated to the more common suffix

-y.] Same as anagoge.
anagram (an'a-gram), n. [< F. anagramme, <
NL. anagramma, used, in imitation of program-
ma, E. program, etc., foianagrammatisntus, < Gr.

dvaypa/i/ia.Tirrfi6f, an anagram, < dvaypafiftaTi&iv,

transpose the letters of a word so as to form
another, < dvd, here used in a distributive sense,
+ ypdfifia(T-), a letter: see gram2 , grammar.]
1. A transposition of the letters of a word or

sentence, to form a new word or sentence : thus,
Galenus is an anagram of angelus. Dr. Barney's
anagram of Horatio ^Vc&wn is one of the happiest, Honor
>'*t a Xilo (Honor is from the Nile).

2. A word formed by reading the letters of one
or more words backward

;
a palindrome : thus,

fvil is an anagram of live.



anagram

anagram (an'a-gram), r. (. [< anagram, n.] To
form into an anagram.
anagrammatic (an"a-gra-mat'ik), a. [< NL.
anagram ma(t-) T -ic.'] Pertaining to or form-

ing an anagram Anagrammatic multiplication,
in alg., that form of multiplk-:itiim in which the order
of the letters is indifferent.

anagrammatical (an^a-gi-a-mafi-kal), a.

Same as anagrammatic.
"

We cannot leave the author's name in that obscurity
which the anayramtnatical title seems intended to throw
over it. ... Merlin is only the representative of Dr. Alil-

ner. Southey, Quarterly Rev., XXXIII. 6. (A
T
. E. D.)

anagrammatically (an"a-gra-mat'i-kal-i), adv.
In the manner of an anagram.
anagrammatise, r. See anagrammatize.
anagrammatism (an-a-gram'a-tizm), n. [< F.

anagrammatisme, < Nlj. anagrammatismus, < Gr.

dvaypa[i[iaTiafi.6f, transposition of letters: see

anagram.} The act or practice of making ana-

grams.
anagrammatist (an-a-gram'a-tist), n. [< NL.
anagramma(t-) + -ist.] A maker of anagrams,
anagrammatize (an-a-grain'a-tiz), v.

; pret.
anoTpp. anagraimatized,T>i>r. anagrammatizing.
[= F. anagrammatiser, < Gr. dvaypaft[MTiciv: see

anagram.'] I. trans. To transpose, as the let-

ters of a word, so as to form an anagram.
Within this circle is Jehovah's name,
Forward, and backward, anagramatii'd.

. Marlowe, Faustus, i. 4.

Others anagrammatize it from Eva (Eve) into Vte, be-
cause they say she was the cause of our woe.

W. Austin. Hiec Homo, p. 182.

U. intrans. To make anagrams.
Also spelled anagrammatise.

anagrapnt (an'a-graf), . [< Gr. ava-ypaip^, a

writing out, register, < dvay pdibtiv, write out,
register, engrave, inscribe, < avd, up, + ypd<j>eiv,

engrave, write.] 1. An inventory. Blount.
2. A prescription or recipe. Syd. Soc. Lex.

anagua (an-a'gwa), n. [Mex. Sp.] A name
given in Texas to a low boraginaceous tree.

Ehretia elliptica ; the knockaway. Also spelled
anaqua.
anakan (an'a-kan), n. The native name of a
small Brazilian macaw, Ara severa, about 18
inches long, mostly of greenish coloration, with
black bill and feet.

anak-el-ard (au*ak-el-ard'), n. [Ar. 'anaq al-

ardh (are), the badger, lit. kid of the earth:

'anaq, kid
; al, the ; ardh (arz), Pers. arz, earth,

land.] Same as caracal.

anakolouthia, anakoluthia, etc. [In closer
imitation of the Greek.] See anacoluthia, etc.

anal (a'nal), a. and a. [< NL. aiiatis, < L. anus :

seeas.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the anus.
2. Situated at or near the anus

;
aboral : the

opposite of oral. 3. Ventral and median, as
the fin of a fish, without reference to its posi-
tion with respect to the anus : the opposite of
dorsal.

In zoology its abbreviation is a.

Anal armature, an appendage in insects, the modified
and appendaged terminal abdominal segments, such as
the sting, the ovipositor, etc. Anal dilator, in surg.,
an instrument for distending the sphincter of the anus
to permit an examination of the rectum. Anal flT\ in

fishes, the median ventral unpaired fin : the opposite of
dorsal fin. See cut under fin. Anal forceps, in insects,
a pincer-like anal armature. Anal gland, (a) In birds,
the uropygial oil-gland or ela?odochon. tfegenbaur. [Rare.]
(6) In mammals, any glandular organ situated near or con-
nected with the anus, such as those existing in the J/HS-
telidce. They reach their greatest development in the

skunks, and their secretion is the cause of the fetid odor
of these animals. Anal legs, in entam., legs on the

posterior segments of certain insect larvie, as in many
caterpillars. Anal orifice, the anus. Anal plate, or
anal SCUte, in herpetol., the last ventral plate or scute,
which is situated immediately in front of the anus. Anal
pouch, an induplication or cul-de-sac above the anus of
the badgers, distinct from the anal glands. Anal re-
gion, any part of the body which gives exit to the refuse
of digestion, as in protozoans. Anal spurs, in serpents,
the condensed epidermis of rudimentary hind limbs.
Anal stylet or feeler, one of the two small pointed or-

gans found on the posterior extremity of certain arthro-

pod or articulate animals. Anal supporter, a pad, re-

sembling a truss, for supporting the anus in cases of pro-
lapsus ani.

II. . In ichtn., an anal fin.

analasset, " Same as anlacc.
analav (an'a-lav), n. [< Russ. analavu, a breast-

plate, pectoral cross.] A kerchief having on it

a representation of the cross, the instruments
of the passion, or the like, worn by nuns in
Russia.

analcim, analcime (a-nal'sim), n. Same as
analcite.

Analcipus (a-nal'si-pus), n. [NL. ; less cor-

rectly Analciopus ; < Gr. dva/Ujfr or avaijaf (-tad-),
without strength, < av- priv. + afafy, strength,+ irot'f (Trod-) = E. foot.'] A genus of swallow-
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shrikes, of the family Artamida?, established by
Swainson in 1831. A. sanguinolentus, of Java,
Sumatra, and Borneo, is the leading species.

analcite (a-nal'sit), . [< Gr. dva'AKJif, ava/.ms,
without strength, feeble (see Analcipus), +
-iti-'i.] A zeolitic mineral, a hydrous silicate of
aluminium and sodium, generally found crys-
tallized in trapezohedral crystals, but also mas-
sive. It is of frequent occurrence in trap-rocks, espe-
cially in the cavities of amygdaloids. It melts under the
blowpipe into a semi-transparent glass. The name has ref-
erence to its weak electric power when heated or rulil>e,1.

Also called analcim, analcime.

analect (an'a-lekt), n. [< NL. analectw, < Gr.
dvd/UKTOf

;
select, verbal adj. of dvaAkyeiv, gather

up, < avd, up, + Myeiv, pick up, = L. legere,

gather, read: see legend, lection.'] A small

piece selected from a literary work ;
an extract

;

a literary fragment : usually in plural, analects
or analecta (which see) Analects of Confucius,
a name given to a collection of such sayings of the Chinese
sage Confucius as his disciples, long after his death, could
recall.

analecta (an-a-lek'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
analectus: see analect.'] Selected passages from
the writings of an author or of different authors

;

a title for a collection of choice extracts. See
analect.

analectic (an-a-lek'tik), a. [< analect + -ic.]

Relating to analects, collections, or selections;
made up of selections: as, an analectic maga-
zine.

analemmat (an-a-lem'a), 11. [< L. aiialemma,
a sun-dial which showed the latitude and meri-
dian of a place, < Gr. ti r>//, a sun-dial, a sling
for a wounded arm, a wall for underpropping,

any support, < ava/Mfifldvetv, take up, < ava, up,
+ Jaufiaveiv, fa/ielv, take. Cf. lemma, dilemma.]
1. A form of sun-dial, now disused. 2. In

(/com., an orthographic projection of the sphere
on the plane of the meridian, the eye being
supposed to be at an infinite distance, and in
the east or west point of the horizon. Hence

3. An instrument of wood or brass on which a

projection of this nature is drawn, formerly used
in solving astronomical problems. 4. A tabu-
lated scale, usually drawn in the form of the

figure 8, depicted across the torrid zone on a
terrestrial globe, to show the sun's declination
and the equation of time on any day of the year.
analepsia (an-a-lep'si-a), n. [NL.] Same as

analepsis and analepsy.
analepsis (an-a-lep'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. avd-

?.Vt/"?i a taking up, recovery, < avahapfjaveiv, take

up, get back, recover one's breath: see ana-

lemma.'] Inmed.: (a) Recovery of strength after
disease. (6) A kind of sympathetic epilepsy
from gastric disturbance. Also called analepsia
and analepsy.
analepsy (an'a-lep-si), 11. [< NL. analepsia,
equiv. to analepsis, q. v.] 1. Same as analep-
sis. 2. Reparation or amendment.
The African, from the absence of books and teaching,

had no principle of analepsy in his intellectual furnishing
by which a word, once become obscure from a real or sup-
posed loss of parts or meaning, can be repaired, amended,
or restored to its original form.

Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVI., App., p. xxxii.

analeptic (an-a-lep'tik), a. [< Gr. dvoA^TTdcoV,
restorative, < avd/.r/iptt, restitution, recovery:
see analepsis.] Restoring; invigorating; giv-
ing strength after disease: as, an analeptic
medicine.

Analges (a-nal'jez), n. [NL.;
< Gr. d

not feeling pain, insensible, < av- priv. + ,

pain.] A genus of mites founded by Nitzsch,
type of the family Analgidoe.

analgesia (an-al-je'si-a), . [NL., < Gr. dva/l-

yqaia, painlessness, < dvdXyr/Tof, painless (cf.

dva'AyfK, painless), < av- priv. + akyclv, feel pain,
< d/lyop, pain.] In pathol., the incapacity of

feeling pain in a part, although the tactile sense

may be more or less preserved. Also called

analgia.
analgesic (au-al-jes'ik), a. and . [< analgesia
+ -ic ; according to Gr. analogies, the form
should be analgetic, q. v.] Same as analgetic.

analgetic (an-al-jet'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. dvd?.-

yj/rof, painless (see analgesia), + -ic. Cf. an-

algesic.] I. a. Pertaining to or characterized

by analgesia ;
insensible.

The skin [of a hypnotized patient] is somewhat anal-

getic, with more or less aneesthesia.

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 141.

U. H. In med., anything which removes pain,
analgia (a-nal'ji-a), . [NL., < Gr. dva'/yi/f,

painless: see analgesia.'] Same as analgesia.
analgid (a-nal'jid), . A mite of the family
Anatgidee.

analogium

Analgidse (a-nal'ji-de), . pi. [NL., < Analges+ -ida:] A family of parasitic atracheate aca-
rines, typified by the genus Analges. The skeleton
is composed of sclerites in the soft skin ; the mandibles
are oheUte ; the U-KS are S, each

5-jointed, the first pair
beinK borne on the anterior margin of the body. The
species live on the hairs of mammals and the feathers of
I M re Is.

anallagmatic (an"al-ag-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. dv-

priv.
+ d/xta; /UI(T-), that which is given or taken

in exchange, < iMdaaetv, exchange, < d?./*,of,

other.] Having the property of not being
changed in form by inversion : applied to curves
and to the surfaces of solids, such as the sphere,
which have the property of being their own in-

verse. Anallaytnatie curves and surfaces are quartic
curves and surfaces which have
nodes on thaabsolute. See Iticir-

cular quartic. Anallagmatic
checker, a square composed of

equal squares in two colors, so

disposed that any pair of columns'
have like-colored squares in as

many rows as any other pair of
columns have, and any pair of rows have the same num-
ber of like squares in a single column.
anallantoic (an-al-an-to'ik), a. [< Gr. dv-priv.
(n-18) + allantoic.] Having no allantois.

Anallantoidea(an-al-an-toi'de-a), n.pl. [NL.,
<Gr. di>-priv. + a'/Javroe*<% : see allantois, al/an-

toiil.] Those vertebrates which have no allan-

tois; the Ichthyopsida, or amphibians and
fishes: synonymous with Anamnionata, and op-
posed to Allantoidea.

anallantoidean (an-al-an-toi'de-an), a. and n.

[<Anatlantoidea + -aH.] I. . Havingno allan-

toisj of or pertaining to the Anallantoidea.
IJ. n. One of the Anallantoidea.

analoga, . Plural of analogon.
analogalt (an-ar6;gal), a. [< L. analogiis (see
analogous) + -al.] Analogous. Sir M. Hale.

analogia, . Plural of analogium, analogion.
analogic (an-a-loj'ik), a. Same as analogical.
analogical (an-a-loj'i-kal), a. [<L. analogicus,
< Gr. dva/oyiKof, proportionate, analogous, <

dvd).o)oc: see analogous.] 1. Founded on or

involving analogy: as, an analogical argument.
We have words which are' proper and not analogical.

Reid, Inq. into Human M'ind, vii.

2. Having analogy, resemblance, or relation;
analogous.
There is placed the minerals between the inanimate and

vegetable provinces, participating something analorjiml to
either. Sir M. Bale, Orig. of Mankind.

3. In biol., of or pertaining to physiological,
functional, or adaptative analogy ; having phys-
iological without morphological likeness: dis-

tinguished from homological.

analogically (an-a-loj'i-kal-i), adv. 1. By
analogy ;

from a similarity of relations.

A prince is analogically styled a pilot, being to the state
as a pilot is to the vessel.

Bp. Berkeley, Minute Philosopher, iv. 21.

We argue analogically from what is within us to what
is external to us. J. U. Xeieman, Gram, of Assent, p. 63.

2. In biol., functionally as distinguished from
structurally ;

in a physiological as distinguished
from an anatomical way or manner: contrasted
with nmnologically.

Birds ... are analogically related only according to
the sum of unlike characters employed for similar pur-
poses. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 68.

analogicalness (an-a-loj'i-kal-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being analogical ; fitness to be used by
way of analogy.
analogion (an-a-16'ji-on), .; pi. analogia (-a).
Same as analogium.
analogise, v. See analogize.

analogismt (a-nal'o-jizm), n. [< Gr. dva%o-yio/i6c,,
a course of reasoning, proportional calculation,
< avatoyi&oOai, calculate, consider

;
influenced

by avdt.oyoc. (see analogous), but rather directly
< avd, through, + ^.oyK,ec8ai, count, reckon, con-

sider, < Wj-of, count, reckoning, ratio, etc. : see

logos, logic, etc.] 1. In logic, an argument
from the cause to the effect

;
an a priori argu-

ment. 2. Investigation of things by their

analogies; reasoning from analogy. 3. In

med., diagnosis by analogy.
analogist (a-nal'o-jist), n. [< analogy + -ist.]

One who employs or argues from analogy.
Man is an analogist, and studies relations in all objects.

Emerson, Misc., p. 30.

analogistic (a-nal-o-jis'tik), a. Relating to or

consisting in analogy.
analogium (an-a-16'ji-um), H.

; pi. analogia (-a).

[ML., < MGr. d'va/.6ytov, a pulpit, reading-desk,
< Gr. dva).f-j caffat, read through, mid. of dvate-

yfir: see analect, and cf. lectern.] 1. Eceles., a

reading-desk, especially a movable one : some-
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say that there is an analogy between things, and that one

thing has analogy to or with another.]

Intuitive perceptions in spiritual beings may, perhaps,
hold some analogg unto vision.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor,, iii. ir>.

That there is a real analogy between an individual or-

assumed as true, and consequences are drawn from it until

something conceded is reached, which if it is true involves

the truth of the thing sought, the demonstration corre-

sponding to the analysis ;
in the latter, the construction

sought is assumed as already known, and consequences
are deduced from it until something given is reached.

(6) Algebraical reasoning, in which unknown
quantities are operated upon in order to find

their values. Vieta. (c) The treatment of

problems by a consideration of infinitesimals,
or something equivalent, especially by the dif-

ferential calculus (including the integral cal-

thnes applied to an ambo or a pulpit. 2. The
inclosure of the tomb of a saint. J>n I'mnji .

Also written analogioii.

analogize (a-ual'o-jiz), .; pret. and pp. anal-

ogized, ppr." analogizing. [< analogy + -ize. _ _ aa
The Gr. dvaAoyi&atiat agrees ill form, but not in ganism and a social organism, becomes undeniable when

^iH^^^SSy"! ^SSHiEIHH5qSU. mttan.'i. lo make use ot analogy, rj >

rf tw n{ltu .

Si hut o{ two qualitative relations.

analogous. A'(, Critique of Pure Reason (tr. by Max Miiller).

Also spelled analogise.
Specifically 3. In logic, a form of reasoning culus, the calculus of variations, etci"): often

analogon (a-nal 9-gon), .; p1. analoga (-ga). in wniehj from the similarity of two or more called infinitesimal analysis. This is the com-
[< Gr. avafoyov, adj., neat, ol )of,

a^ thi jn certain particulars, their similarity in mOn meaning of the word in modern times.

gous:seeanato<70s.] An analogue ; something other particuiai
.8

4
ls jnferred. Thus, the earth and Hence (d) The discussion of a problem by

Mars are both planets, nearly equidistant from the sun, means of algebra (in the sense of a system of
not differing

^j
1

^,,"!,^!!"^ symbols with rules of transformation), in oppo-

mkUty" te'nip^rat'ure.'seasons.'d'ay and night, etc.; but the Sltipn
to a geometrical discussion of it, that is,

earth also supports organic life ; hence Mars (probably) a discussion resting directly upon the imagina-
supports organic life is an argument from analogy. See tion of space: thus, analytical geometry is the

r?n^,
conformity;

to the spirit, structure, ^^^^^^ff^l^or general rules of a languageL^similarity
'as

Qf a book digcoursê of the principie8

analogous. Coleridge.

Even the other element of the Jewish system, the ele-

ment of prophecy, is not without its analogon among the

heathen. 0. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, i.

analogous (a-nal'o-gus), a. [< L. analogus, <

Gr. dvd'Aoyoi,' according to a due Xoyof or ratio,

proportionate, conformable, analogous, < ava,

throughout, according to (see ana-), + Uyos, _ _ _ _ ,

ratio, proportion:
see logos and logic.] 1. In respects any of the characteristics of a Ian- ^ science -Analvsis of a plant an examina--

between things morphologically or structurally
unlike : the opposite of Jtomology. Thus, there is

an analogy between the wing of a bird and that of a butter-

fly, both being adapted to the same physiological purpose
of flight, but there Is no morphological relation between
them. Analogy rests upon mere functional (that is,

physiological) modifications ; homology is grounded upon

erefore physiologically i l. Analogy of

resemblance or proportion : sometimes loosely
used for similar. Thus, there is something in the ex-

ercise of the mind analogous to that of the body ; animal

organs, as the wing of a bird and that of a bat, which per-

form the same function, though different in structure, are

analogous. See 4, below.

The effect of historical reading is analogous, in many
respects, to that produced by foreign travel.

Macaulay, On History.

Specifically 2. In diem., closely alike, but dif-

fering in some degree as to each of the more

prominent characters. 3. In bot., resembling
in form but not in

planjrf
structure.

fl^ThuMhe analphabet,' analphabete (an-al'fa-bet, -bet),

JwpaliuuAhe other a^petaL A^Gray.
'

not knowing one'sA B C, < dv- priv. + W^d/Si/ros,

4. In biol., similar physiologically but not an- the ABC, alphabet: see alphabet.] I. a. Not

atomically; like in function but not in struc- knowing the alphabet; illiterate,

ture : the opposite of homologous. See analogy,
5. 5. In logic, from Albertus Magnus down to

modern writers, applied to terms which are ho-

monymous or equivocal in a special way, name-

ly, those in which the identity of sound is not

accidental, but is based upon a trope or upon

anal analysis, See the adjec-
the detection

of the constituents of a compound body, in distinction

from quantitative analysis, or the determination of the

amounts and proportions of the constituents. Spectrum
analysis. See spectrum. =Syn. Assay, Analysis. Seefls-

pllySlOIOglCal^ 1UOU111UHL1OIIB , llulllvlugj' la glvunnvv* ujyun Hfl,f

structural (that is, morphological) identity or unity. Anal-
all ;,'ivs* (an ' a-list') n I" F analvste = Pg.

ogy is the correlative of physiology, homology of morphol- anaiysp (.anaiisi;, . L--*-
^
K,

ogy; but the two may be coincident, as when structures analysta = Sp. It. analuta : formed from the

identical in morphology are used for the same purposes verb analyze, as if from a verb in -ize : see -ist,
.,._,..,!.. ,_,...:,..,, A__,-^ ^ J One who analyzes or who is versed in

analysis, in any application of that word.

The analyst has not very many resources at his disposal
for separating an intimate mixture of several bodies.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 203.

II. n. One who does not know the alphabet ;

one who cannot read.

As late as the census of 1861 it was found that [in Italy]

in a population of 21,777,331 there were no less than 16,-

ic. analytical (an-a-lit'ik, -i-kal), a. and
) first form) . K ML. analyticus, < Gr.

of, analytic, < ovaAurof, dissoluble, verbal

adj. of avaf-veiv, dissolve, resolve, analyze : see
"

is.] I. a. 1. Relating to, of the nature

some other reason.

A term is analogous whose single signification applies
with equal propriety to more than one object : as, the

leg of the table, the leg of the animal. Whately.

In all senses used with to, sometimes with.
=
Syn. Correspondent, similar, like.

analogously (a-nal'o-gus-li), adv. In an anal-

ogous manner.
anal

struction, absolutely unable to read.

Uncyc. Brit., XIII. 460.

Not know-analphabetic (an-al-fa-bet'ik), a.

ing the alphabet ;
illiterate ;

unable to read.
"

i, analyse, etc. See analyzable, etc.

i. [Also written analise, < F. ana-

lyse^ ML. analysis: see analysis, analyze.]

Analysis.
The analyse of it [a tractate] may be spared, since it is

in many hands. Bp. Hacket, Life of Abp. Williams, ii. 104.

of, or operating by analysis: opposed to syn-

thetic, synthetical: as, an analytic mode of

thought.
His [Webster's] mind was analytical rather than con-

structive, and his restlessness of life was indicative of a

certain instability of temper.
H. E. Scudder, Noah Webster, tv.

2. In the Kantian logic, explicatory ; involving
a mere analysis or explication of knowledge,
and not any material addition to it.

In all judgments in which there is a relation between

subject and predicate (I speak of affirmative judgments
raly, the application to negative ones being easy), that re-

The mechanical law, that action and reaction are equal,
has its moral analogue. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 253.

and though it may be very well in giving a relish to thought
for certain palates, it cannot supply the substance of it.

Lmvell, Study Windows, p. 137.

Specifically 2. In pliilol., a word correspond-

ing with another; an analogous term. 3. In

zodl. and bot.
,
an animal or a plant corresponding

in some special and essential attributes or rela-

tions to a member of another group or region,
so that it is a representative or counterpart.
4. In biol., an organ in one species or group
having the same function as an organ of differ-

ent structure and origin in another species or

group. The difference between homologue and analogue
may be illustrated by the relation between the wing of a
bird and that of a butterfly : as the two differ totally in

anatomical structure, they cannot be said to be homo-

logues, but they are analogues, since both serve for flight.

See analogy, 5.

analogy (a-nal'o-ji), n.
; pi. analogies (-jiz). [<

F. analogic, < L. analogia, < Gr. ava/joy'ia, equal-

ity of ratios, proportion, analogy, < ava/lojof,

analogous: see analogous.] 1. In math., an

equation between ratios. This use is obsolete ex-

cept in a few phrases, as Napier's analogies, which are four

important formulas of spherical trigonometry.

2. An agreement, likeness, or proportion be-

tween the relations of things to one another
;

hence, often, agreement or likeness of things
themselves. Analogy strictly denotes only a partial

similarity, as in some special circumstances or effects

pmlicable of two or more things in other respects essen-

tially different : thus, when we say that learning enlightens
the mind, we recognize an analogy between learning and

light, the former being to the mind what the latter is to

the eye, enabling it to discover things before hidden. [We

synthetical. Analytical judgments (affirmative) are there-

fore those in which the connection of the predicate with

the subject is conceived through identity, while others in

which that connection is conceived without identity may
be called synthetical.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (tr. by Max Miiller).

'.iv,
resolve into its elements, analyze, lit.

loosen, undo, (. ava, back, + tJotiv, loosen: see

loosen.] 1. The resolution or separation of

anything which is compound, as a conception,
a sentence, a material substance, or an event, 3. In philol., deficient in inflections, and em-
into its constituent elements or into its causes ; ploying instead particles and auxiliary words to

decomposition.
In the deductive syllogism we proceed by analysis

that is, by decomposing a whole into its parts.
Sir W. Hamilton.

In the associationalist psychology, the analysis of an
idea is the discovery of the different kinds of elementary
sensations which are associated together to produce the

idea.

Analysis is real, as when a chemist separates two sub-

stances. Logical, as when we consider the properties of

the sides and angles of a triangle separately, though we
cannot think of a triangle without sides and angles.

Fleming, Vocab. of Phil.

The analysis of a material object consists in breaking it

up into those other material objects which are its elements,
and it is only when we know something of the properties of

these elements as they exist separately that we regard an

analysis of the whole as satisfactory. Mind, IX. 80.

2. The regressive scientific method of discov-

ery; research into causes; induction. 3. In

math. : (a) Originally, and still frequently, a

regressive method, said to have been invented

by Plato, which first assumes the conclusion

and gradually leads back to the premises. The
thirteenth book of Euclid's Elements has the following

definition, which is not supposed to be by Euclid, but
which is ancient, and perhaps by Eudoxus : Analysis is the

proceeding from the thing sought, as conceded, by conse-

quences to some conceded truth ; synthesis is the pro-

ceeding from the conceded by consequences to the truth

sought. According to Pappus, analysis is of two kinds :

theoretical, so called because used in research into truth,
and problematic, so called because used in the solution of

problems. In the former, the proposition to be proved is

express modifications of meaning and to show
the relations of words in a sentence : as, an

analytic language Analytical chemistry, a meth-
od of physical research in which compound substances are

resolved into their elements. Analytical definition.
See definition. Analytical geometry, geometry treated

e the
i,y meang of ordinary algebra, with a reference, direct orM ill.
indirect, to a system of coordinates. See coordinate. In

ordinary rectangular coordinates, for example, there is

just one point of space for every set of values of the three

variables, x, y, z. If, now, an equation is assumed be-

tween these variables, some of the sets of otherwise pos-
sible values will be excluded, and thus some of the points
of space will be debarred to us, and we shall be restricted

to a certain "locus" or place; and since the number of

independent variables is, in consequence of the equation,
reduced by one, the number of dimensions of the locus

at any one point will be one less than that of space, so

that the locus will be a surface. By the use of such equa-
tions of loci every problem of geometry is reduced to a

problem of algebra, and the whole doctrine of geometry
is mathematically identified with the algebra of three

variables. Thus, to discover that, when four equations
subsist between three unknown quantities, they can be

satisfied simultaneously, amounts to discovering that,

when a certain geometrical relation subsists between four

surfaces, they meet in a common point. The idea of ana-

lytical geometry is exclusively due to the genius of Des-

cartes (1596-1650), who published his Grometrie, contain-

ing illustrations of the new method, in 1636. Analyti-
cal jurisprudence, a theory and system of jurisprudence

wrought out neither by inquiring for ethical principles
or the dictates of the sentiment of justice, nor for the

rules which may be actually in force, but by analyzing,

classifying, and comparing various legal conceptions. The
best known of the analytical jurist* are Bentham and



analytic
Austin. Analytical key, in hot., an arrangement of the

prominent characters of a group of orders, or of genera,
etc., in such a manner as to facilitate the determination
of plants. Analytical mechanics, tin science of me-
chanics treated by the infinitesimal calculus. Analytic
function. See function. Analytic method, in '"''. n

method which proceeds regressively or inductively from
known particulars to the recognition of general principles,
in opposition to the si/nthetic method, which advances
from principles to particulars.

II. n. (only in the first form). 1. One of the
main divisions of logic, which treats of the
criteria for distinguishing good and bad argu-
ments. 2. Analysis in the mathematical sense.

[Bare.] The new analytic of logical forms, a logi-
cal scheme of syllogism by Sir W. Hamilton, based upon
the doctrine of the quantification of the predicate. See

quantification.

analytically (an-a-lit'i-kal-i), adv. 1. In an
analytical manner; by an analytic method ; by
means of analysis. 2. To or toward analytic
methods: as, "persons analytically inclined,"
H. Spencer.

analytics (an-a-lit'iks), n.
pi. [The pi. form

with ref. to Aristotle's treatises on logic, called
TO dva'AvriKa, neut. pi. of ova/.uroiof, analytic:
see analytic.'] 1. Tie name given by Aristotle
to the whole of his logical investigations viewed
as the analysis of thought; specifically, the
name of two of his logical treatises, the Prior
and the Posterior Analytics, the former of which
deals with the doctrine of the syllogism, and
the latter with proof, definition, division, and
the knowledge of principles. 2. Same as

analytic, 2.

analyzable, analysable (an'a-li-za-bl), a. [<

analyze, analyse, + -able.] Capable of being
analyzed.
analyzableness, analysableness (au'a-li-za-
bl-nes), n. The state or quality of being analyz-
able.

analyzation, analysation (an-a-li-za'shon), //.

[< analyze, analyse, + -ation.] ^he act of ana-

lyzing.
analyze, analyse (an'a-Uz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. analyzed, analysed, ppr. analyzing, analys-
ing. [Now usually spelled analyse in England,
but formerly there, as still in the United States,

spelled regularly analyze (as in Johnson's Dic-

tionary), in the 17th century also analize, < F.

analyser= Pr. Pg. analysar = Sp. analizar= It.

analizzare, analyze ;
from the noun, F. analyse,

E. obs. analyse, analysis, the term, conform-
ing to -ize, as also in paralyse, q. v. : see analy-
sis and -ize.'] 1. To take to pieces; resolve
into elements

; separate, as a compound into its

parts ;
ascertain the constituents or causes of

;

ascertain the characters or structure of, as a

plant: as, to analyze a mineral, a sentence, or
an argument ;

to analyze light by separating it

into its prismatic constituents.
But do what we will, there remains in all deeply agree-

able impressions a charming something we cannot analyze.
H. Jamet, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 244.

The analyzing prism is fitted into the body [of the mi-

croscope] above the Wenham prism, in such a manner
that, when its fitting is drawn out, ... it is completely
out of the way of the light-rays.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 68.

Hence 2. To examine critically, so as to bring
out the essential elements or give the essence
of: as, to analyze a poem. 3. In math., to
submit (a problem) to treatment by algebra,
and especially by the calculus,

analyzer, analyser (an'a-li-zer), n. 1. One
who or that which analyzes, or has the power of

analyzing.
Fire is the great analyzer in the world, and the product

ashes. Bushnett, Sermons on Living Subjects.

By this title [man of science] we do not mean the mere
calculator of distances, or analyzer of compounds, or label-
ler of species. if. Spencer, Education, p. 93.

Specifically 2. In optics, the part of a polari-

scope which receives the light after polari-
zation and exhibits its properties: usually a
section or prism cut from a doubly refracting
crystal.
When two instruments, whether of the same or of dif-

ferent kinds, are used, they are called respectively the
"polariser" and the "analyser"; and the two together
are included under the general name of "polariscope."

Spottiswoode, Polarisation, p. 2.

Anamese, a. and . See Annamese.
anamesite (a-nam'e-sit), n. [< Gr. avducaof,
intermediate (< avd, upon, + fteaov, middle), +
-jfe2.] The name given by lithologists to those
varieties of basalt which are of so fine a tex-
ture that the separate crystals cannot be dis-

tinguished by the naked eye. See basalt.

Anamite (an'a-mit), n. Same as Annamese.
anamnesis (an-am-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ava-

, a recalling to mind, < avafu/nrf/aKetv, recall
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to mind, < ava, again, + pi/ivj/aiten', call to mind:
see mnemonic. Cf. amnesia.'] 1. In psychol.,
the act or process of reproduction in memory ;

reminiscence. 2. In rhet., a figure which con-
sists in calling to remembrance something over-
looked. 3. In Platonic pliilnd., the vague rec-
ollection of a state of existence preceding the
present life. Is. Taylor. 4. In med., the account
given by a patient or his friends of the history
of his case up to the time when he is placed un-
der the care of a physician.
anamnestic (an-am-nes'tik), a. and n. [< Gr.

dva/ivt/tmnAf, able to recall to mind, < ava/tvr/aroi;,
that may be recalled, < avafitfivf/aneLv: see anam-
nesis.] I. a. Aiding the memory.
H. . The art of recollection or reminis-

cence. Sir W. Hamilton.
Anamnia (an-am'ni-a), TO. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of anamnius, < Gr. av- priv. + dftviov, amnion.]
In zool., those vertebrates, as fishes and am-
phibians, which are destitute of an amniotic
sac : opposed to Amnionata (which see).
Anamniata (an-am-ni-a'ta), n. pi. [NL., as
.ln/tmnia + -ata.] The more correct form of
AiKimnimiata.
Anamnionata fan-am''ni-o-na'ta), .j>7. [NL.,
< Gr. av- priv. + apviav, amniorij + -ata; more

correctly
A naiunia la."] Vertebrates which have

no amnion, as the Icntkyopsida : synonymous
with Anallantoidea, and opposed to Amnionata.
Also written Anamniota.
anamnionic (an-am-ni-on'ik), a. [< Gr. av-

priv. + apviav, iiiiinioii, + -ic; the more correct
form would be *anamniac.] Same as tuiiini-

niotic.

Anamniota (an-am-ni-6'ta), . pi. [NL., < Gr.
av- priv. + a/tviov, amnion, + -uror: see -iiti.]

Same as Anaamionata.
anamniotic (an-am-ni-ot'ik), a. [As Anamni-
ota + -ic.] Without amnion: as, fishes and
amphibians are anamniotic vertebrates. An
equivalent form is anamnionic.

anamorphism (an-a-mor'fizm), n. [< anamor-

phosis + -ism.'] Saine as anamorphosis, 2 and 3.

anamorphoscope (an-a-mor'fo-skop), . [< Gr.

am/i6p<txjm(; (see anamorphosis) + aiumeiv, view.]
An optical toy consisting of a vertical cylindri-

ananthous

Anamorphosis.

anamorphosy (an-a-inor'fo-si), n. Same as

MUDHOrpkom. Imp. Diet.

anamorphons (an-a-m6r'fus), . [As anamor-
phosis T -oils, after amorphous.'] Distorted;
out of shape. N. E. D.
anan (a-nan'), adv. and interj., orig. prep. phr.
[< ME. anan, ana>n, originally with long a (a),

anan; also anon, anoon, anone: see anon.] I.t

Anamorphoscope.

cal mirror which gives a correct image of a
distorted picture drawn at the base on a plane
at right angles to the axis of the mirror. See

anamorphosis.
anamorphose (an-a-mor'fos), v. t.; pret. and
pp. anamorphosed, ppr.anam&rphosing. [<-
morphosis.] To represent by anamorphosis;
distort into a monstrous projection. N. K. D.

anamorphosis (an-a-m6r'fo-sis or an*a-mor-

fo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. avan&p$uai<;, a forming
anew, < avajiopfyiiuv, form anew, transform, <

avd, again, + fiopiji&eiv, form, < fioptyfy, a form : see

morphology.] 1 . In perspec. ,
a method of draw-

ing which gives a distorted image of the object
represented when it is viewed directly or nearly
so, but a natural image when it is viewed from a
certain point, is reflected by a curved mirror,
or is seen through a polyhedron. 2. In bot., an
anomalous or monstrous development of any
part of a plant, owing to some unusual condition
affecting growth, so that it presents an appear-
ance altogether unlike the typical form, as
when the calyx of a rose assumes the form of a
leaf. Lichens are so liable to this change of form from
modifications of climate, soil, etc., that some varieties
have been placed in three or four different genera.
3. In zool. and 60?., the gradual change of form,
generally ascending, traced in a group of ani-

mals or plants the members of which succeed
each other in point of time. Thus, the earlier mem-
bers of any group observed in the lower geological forma-
tions are by some said to be of a lower type than, and in

point of development inferior to, their analogues in more
recent strata or among living forms

;
but this has been

controverted, especially by opponents of Darwinism.
In senses 2 and 3 also called

adv. At once; immediately; anon.

Go to, little blushet, for this, anan,
You'll steal forth a laugh in the shade of your fan.

B. Jon<m, Entertainments.

II, interj. An interrogative particle signify-
ing that one has not heard or comprehended
what has been said. [Eng.]

Ilat<t. Well, what say you to a friend who would take the
bitter bargain off your hand?
Tony. Anan! Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii.

I
In this sense formerly, and still dialectally, much used in

replying to questions or commands, to gain a slight delay,
though originally implying

"
I will attend to you at once" ;

hence, with an interrogative tone, it came to imply that
the question or command was not understood. It is the
same word as anon.]

ananat (au-an'a), . [See ananas.] A pine-
apple.
ananas (an-an'as), n. [Formerly also anana =
F. and It. ananas, < Sp. ananas, also anana, Pg.
ananaz, the pineapple, < Braz. (Tupi) ananas,
anassa. or nanas, first mentioned as Peruv.,
nanas.] 1. A native name in tropical America
of the pineapple, and of other plants resem-

bling it. The wild ananas of the West Indies is

Bromelia Pingitin. 2. [cap.] [NL.] A small

genus of tropical plants, belonging to the nat-
ural order Bromeliacea;. A. saliva produces the

pineapple. Also called Atianassa.

Ananchytes (an-ang-ki'tez), n. [NL. ; forma-
tion appar. irreg. and not obvious.] A ge-
nus of fossil petalostichous sea-urchins, of the

family Spatangi-
rfff-,

found in the
Cretaceous for-

mation. They are
called in the south
of England "shep-

'

herds' crowns" and
"fairy loaves," and
are especially char-
acteristic of the Ananchytes.

Upper Chalk. They I, A. ovatHS. 2, A. tuberculatus.

have a raised helmet-
like form, simple ambulacra, transversed mouth, an oblong
outlet.

Ananchytinae (an-ang-ki-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Ananchytes + -inte.] A subfamily of sea-urchins,
of the family Spatangida, typified by the genus
Ananchytes, containing many fossil and a few

surviving forms.
anandrous (an-an'drus), o. [< NL. anandrus,
< Gr. avavfjM^, without a man, < av- priv. + avi/p

(avSp-), a man, a male, in mod. bot. a stamen.]
In bot., without stamens: applied to female
flowers. Also formerly applied to cryptogamic
plants, because they were supposed to have no
male organs.
anantherOUS (an-an'ther-us), a. [< NL. aitan-

tlurits, < Gr. av- priv. + NL. anil/era, anther.]
In bot., destitute of anthers.

ananthOUS (an-an'thus), a. [< Gr. avavOtK, <

av- priv. + avfior, a flower, + -oiis.] Destitute
of flowers.



anapaest

anapaest, anapaestic, etc. Same as anapest,

etc., with Latin a; retained.

anapaganize (au-a-pa'gan-Iz), r. t. [< Gr. avd,

again (aw ana-), + paganize, q. v.] To make

pagan again ; repaganize. Soutliey. [Rare.]

anapeiratic (an*a-pi-rat'ik), . [Prop. *a>iu-

l>i
m tic, < Gr. dvaxupaafai, try again, do again,

exercise, < dwi, again, + iretpav, attempt, try :

see pirate, piratic.] Arising from too long or

too frequent exercise : applied to a kind of pa-

ralysis produced by the habitual use of certain

muscles in the same way for a long time, such

as writers' palsy, telegraphers' paralysis, etc.

anapest, [In fustian anapes, an apes, and /.<,

a iiu/icti, corrupted from of Naples.] Of Naples :

applied to fustian produced there.

anapest, anapaest (an'a-pest), . [< L. ana-

pfestus, < Gr. avinrataroq, prop, a verbal adj.,

struck back, rebounding, because the foot is the

reverse of a dactyl (L. dactylus repercussits, anti-

dactylns), (avairaisiv, strike back or again,< avd,

back, + Traifiv, strike, = L. pamre, strike : see

pare.] In pros., a foot consisting of three

syllables, the first two short or unaccented,
the last long or accented: the reverse of the

dactyl.

anapestic, anapaestic (an-a-pes'tik), a. and n.

[< anapest, anapatst, + -ic.] I. a. Pertaining
to or of the nature of an anapest; consisting
of anapests.

II. H. The anapestic measure
;
an anapestic

verse. The following is an example of anapes-
tics:

"And the sheeu of their spears was like stars on the sea

Where the blue waves roll nightly o'er deep Galilee."

Byron, Descent of Sennacherib.

anapestical, anapaestical (an-a-pes'ti-kal), .

Same as anapestic. [Rare.]

anapestically, anapaestically (an-a-pes'ti-
kal-i), adr. In anapestic rhythm,
ariaphalantiasis (an-a-fal-an-ti'a-sis), . [NL.,
< Gr.

dvafya't.avTiaaif^
baldness in front, < avd,

up, + tydt-avBof, *<t>dAavTOf, bald in front.] In

patliol., the falling out of the eyebrows.
anaphora (an-af'o-ra), .

; pi. anaphora! (-re).

[L., < Gr. dvaQopa, a coming up, ascension, a

bringing up, a reference, recourse, an offering,
< avaifiepeiv, bring up, bring back, refer, pour
forth, offer, etc., < avd, up, back, + Qepeiv, carry,

bear, = E. bear1
.] 1. In rhet., a figure con-

sisting in the repetition of the same word or

words at the beginning of two or more succeed-

ing verses, clauses, or sentences : as,
" Where

is the wise f where is the scribe ? where is the dis-

puter of this world?" ICor.i. 20. 2. Inastron.,
the oblique ascension of a star. 3. In liturgies,
the more solemn part of the eucharistic service :

probably so called from the oblation which oc-

curs in it. The anaphora begins with the Sursum Corda,
and includes all that follows, that is, the preface, conse-

cration, great oblation, communion, thanksgiving, etc. In
some of the more ancient forms it is preceded by a bene-
diction.

anaphrodisia (au-af-ro-diz'i-a), . [NL., <

Gr. dvatjipo6iaia, < dva<t>p66m>f, without venereal

desire, < av- priv. + 'JLtpoiirq, Venus. ] The ab-
sence of sexual power or appetite ; impotence.
anaphrodisiac (an-af-ro-diz i-ak), a. and n. [<
Gr. av- priv. + dQpoSiai'andf, venereal : see aph-
rodisiac.] I. a. Tending to diminish sexual
desire

; pertaining to anaphrodisia, or to anaph-
rodisiacs.

II. . That which dulls or diminishes sexual

appetite, as a drug, bathing, etc.; an antaph-
rodisiae.

anaphroditic (an-af-ro-dit'ik), a. [< Gr. dva-

typuoiTot; : see anaphrodisia. ] Agamogenetic ;

asexually produced.
anaphroditous (an-af-ro-dl'tus), a. [< Gr.

dvaippoaiTof : see anaphrodisia.] Without sex-
ual appetite. Syd. Soc. Lex.

anaplastic (an-a-plas'tik), a. [As anaplasty +
-ic.] Of, pertaining to, performed by, or used
in the operation of anaplasty : as, an anaplas-
tic instrument.

anaplasty (au'a-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. ottfor/Uioroff
that may be formed anew, verbal adj. of dva-

TrJidooeiv, form anew, remodel, < avd, again, +
TTAdaaeiv, mold, form : see plastic.] In surg., the

repairing of superficial lesions, or solutions of

continuity, by the employment of adjacent
healthy structure, as by transplanting a neigh-
boring portion of skin. Noses, etc., are thus
restored.

anaplerosis (an"a-ple-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

dva-?.j/puatf, < dvair?.iipovv, fill up, < avd, up, +
-M/povv, fill, < Tr'/Jipr/f, full, akin to L. plenus, full :

see plenty.] The addition of what is lacking;
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specifically, in med., the filling up of a deficiency
caused by loss of substance, as in wounds.

anaplerotic (an"a-ple-rot'ik), a. and M. [< L.

itHttpleroticiis, ( Gr. *dvaiT/7}piimti6(;, fit for filling

up, < dvajr/.r/imin; fill up, restore: see an<i/>ic-

roig.] I. a. In med., filling up; promoting
granulation of wounds or ulcers.

II. n. A substance or application which pro-
motes the granulation of wounds or ulcers.

Anaplotherium, n. Erroneous form of Ano-

plotltcritiiH. lirandr.

anapnograph (an-ap'no-graf), n. [< Gr. dva-

7ri>o/i, respiration (< avaitveiv, take breath, < avd,

again, + irveiv, breathe );
+ ypdtyuv, write.] An

instrument for registering the movements and
amount of expiration and inspiration. N. E. D.

anapnometer (an-ap-nom'e-ter), . [< Gr. dva-

vvoij, respiration (see anapnograph), + uerpav,
a measure.] An instrument for measuring the

force of respiration ;
a spirometer. N. E. D.

anapodictic (an-ap-o-dik'tik);
a. [< Gr. dvav6-

deiKTOf, not demonstrable, < uv- priv. + <'wrofe-

urdc, demonstrable : see apodictic.] Incapable
of being demonstrated by argument.

anapophysial (an-ap-o-fiz'i-al), a. [< anapophy-
sis.] Relating or pertaining to an anapophysis.

anapophysis (an-a-pof'i-sis), n.; pi. anapophi/ses

(-sez). [NL., < Gr. avd, back, + amfytwf, an off-

shoot, process of a bone, < dvo^veiv, put forth,
in pass, grow as an offshoot, < OTTO, from, off

(see apo-), + ^'EH', produce, in pass, grow : see
' ""

In ana t.
,
a small backward projecting

Anarhynchus
.Socialism throughout the south of Europe, and it is the
substance of his doctrines that we meet in those of the
Paris Revolution of the 18th of March.

iirii'-ti, tr. of Laveleye's Socialism, p. 196.

anarchical (a-nar'ki-kal), a. Same as anar-

(an 'ar-kizm), . [< anarchy +
-isHI.] 1. Confusion; disorder; anarchy. 2.

The doctrines of the anarchists
;
the anarchic

and socialistic scheme of society proposed by
Proudhon. See anarchy, 2.

anarchist (an'iir-kist), H. [< anarchy + -ist; =
F. anarchiste.] 1. Properly, one who advocates

anarchy or the absence of government as a

political ideal
;
a believer in an anarchic theory

of society ; especially, an adherent of the social

theory of Proudhon. See anarchy, 2. 2. In

popular use, one who seeks to overturn by vio-

lence all constituted forms and institutions of

society and government, all law and order, and
all rights of property, with no purpose of es-

tablishing any other system of order in the

place of that destroyed ; especially, such a per-
son when actuated by mere lust of plunder. 3.

Any person who promotes disorder or excites

revolt against an established rule, law, or cus-

tom. See anarch and nihilist.

anarchistic (an-ar-kis'tik), a. [< anarchist +
-ic.] Pertaining to, having the characteristics

of, or advocating anarchism.

Secret conspirators and anarchistic agitators.

Appleton's Ann. Cyc., 1884, p. 357.

tween the prezygapophysis and the diapophy-
sis. It is developed especially in the posterior dorsal and
lumbar regions of the spine. Also called an accessory

process. See cut under lumbar.

Anaptomorphidae (an-ap-to-mor'fi-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< Anaptomorphus + -idw.] A family of

extinct Eocene lemuroid mammals of North

America, with two premolars and a dental for-

mula like that of the higher apes.
The most evident lemuroids yet found in North Amer-

ica belong to the family of the Aiiaptomorphidce.
Cope, Amer. Naturalist (1885), p. 465.

Anaptomorphus (an-ap-to-mor'fus),
n. [NL.,

< Gr. av- priv. + dnreiv, fasten, + uopijaj, form.]
The typical genus of the family Anaptomor-
phidce, founded on the jaw of a small species,
A. (Bmulus. A. homunciilus is another species, found in

the Wahsatch beds of Wyoming. The lacrymal foramen
is external, and the symphysis of the jaw is unossifled.

As far as dental characters go, Anaptomorphus comes
closer to man than any of the existing Primates.

Stand. Sat, Hist., V. 493.

anaptotic (an-ap-tot'ik), a. [< Gr. dvd, back,

again, + dxruTOf, indeclinable : see aptote.] In

philol., becoming again uninflected : applied to

languages which have a tendency to lose or have

already lost the use of inflections.

anaptychus (an-ap'ti-kus), .; pi. anaptychi
(-ki). [NL., < Gr. dvdirTvxof, var. of dvanrvKTOf,
that may be opened, verbal adj. of dvaKTvaaciv,

open, unfold, < dvd, back, + irTuaaeiv, fold.] One
of the heart-shaped plates divided by a suture

found in some fossil cephalopods, as goniatites
and ammonites. See aptychus.
anarch (an'ark), n. [Formed after the analogy

chief: see anarchy.] A promoter of anarchy;
one who excites revolt against all government
or authority ;

an anarchist.

Him thus the anarch old,
With faltering speech and visage incomposed,
Answer'd. Milton, P. L., ii. 988.

" A torpedo," cried Zero, brightening,
" a torpedo in the

Thames ! Superb, dear fellow ! I recognize in you the

marks of an accomplished anarch."
It. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 305.

anarchal, anarchial (a-nar'kal, -ki-al), a. [<
a head or chief: see an-

;
lawless

;
anarchical.

[Rare.]
We are in the habit of calling those bodies of men (in-

archal which are iu a state of effervescence.

Landor, Imaginary Conversations, I. 135.

anarchic (a-nar'kik), o. [< anarchy + -ic.] 1.

To put into a state of anarchy or confusion
;

reduce to anarchy ;
throw into confusion.

anarchy (an'ar-ki), . [< P. anarchie, < Gr. dv-

apx'ia, lack of a ruler or of government, anarchy,
< avapxof, without a ruler or chief, < av- priv. +
dpxo(, a ruler, dpxfi, rule, government, < dpxeiv,

rule, be first: see arch-. Cf. monarchy.] 1.

Absence or insufficiency of government ;
a state

of society in which there is no capable supreme
power, and in which the several functions of the

state are performed badly or not at all
;
social

and political confusion.

It seemed but too likely that England would fall under
the most odious and degrading of all kinds of government,
. . . uniting all the evils of despotism to all the evils of

anarchy. Macaulay.

Specifically 2. A social theory which regards
the union of order with the absence of all direct

government of man by man as the political
ideal

;
absolute individual liberty. The most noted

expounder of this theory was Pierre Joseph Proudhon
(1809-1865), whose views have been adopted, with various

modifications, by many agitators.

Proudhon . . . said that
" the true form of the state is

anarchy," . . . meaning by anarchy, of course, not positive

disorder, but the absence of any supreme ruler, whether

king or convention. Rae, Contemp. Socialism, p. 141.

3. Confusion in general.
The late beauteous prospect presents one scene of an-

archy and wild uproar, as though old Chaos had resumed
his reign, and was hurling back into one vast turmoil the

conflicting elements of nature.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 185.

= Syn. Anarchy, Chaos. Anarchtj is an absence of gov-
ernment : chaos is an absence of order.

in, anarcotine (a-nar'ko-tin), . [<
'. d-priv. (a-

1
^) + narcotic + -/H2

,
-iwe2.] A

name proposed for narcotine, because of its

apparent freedom from narcotic properties.
anareta (an-ar'e-ta), n. [ML., prop, "antereia,
< Gr. dvaipcT/if, destroyer, murderer: see Ance-

retes.] In astral., the lord of the eighth house
;

the killing planet.
The length of time which the apheta and anareta, as

posited in each respective figure of a nativity, will be in

forming a conjunction, or coining together in the same
point of the heavens, is the precise length of the native's

life. Sibley, Astrology.

anaretic (an-a-ret'ik), a. [PTop.*ana?retic, < Gr.

dvaipermdc, destructive, with ref. to anareta, q.

v.] In astral., destructive ; killing : with refer-

ence to the anareta.

The anaretic or killing places are the places of Saturn

by anarchy; without rule or government; in

confusion. An equivalent form is anarchical.

Mr. Arnold is impatient with the unregulated and, as

he think-, anarchic state of our society ; and everywhere
displays a longing for more administrative and control-

ling agencies. //. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 231.

2. Relating or pertaining to the theory of so-

ciety called anarchy ; founded on anarchy or
anarchism. See anarchy, 2.

Not only is he [Bakuninl the father of Xihi(ism in Rus-
sia, but he hiis ljueu the apostle of International Anarchic

anaretical (an-a-ret'i-kal), o. Same as anaretic.

Sibley.

Anarhynchus (an-a-ring'kus), . [NL., < Gr.

dvd, up, back, + t>vyx, snout, bill.] A remark-
able genus of plovers, differing from all other

birds in having the end of the bill bent sidewise

and upward, but otherwise quite like ordinary

plovers. A. frontalis, the only species, is a na-
tive of New Zealand. Also spelled Anarrhyn-
I'luis. Quoy (indGaimard, 1833. See cut under

plover.
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Anarnacinae (an-ar-na-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Anarnacus + -inte.~\ A subfamily of toothed

cetaceans, of the family Ziphiidce. it is distin-

guished from Xipliiiaae by the greatly developed incurved
lateral crests of the maxillary bone. It contains the spe-
cies commonly referred to the genus Hyperoodon, which
is a synonym of AnarnacuH.

Anarnacus (an-ar'na-kus), . [NL., < anarnak.

given as a native name of a kind of porpoise.]
A genus of toothed cetaceans, giving name to

the subfamily Anarnacitue: synonymous with

Hyperoiidon.
anarrhexis (an-a-rek'sis), n. [NL., < Or. avap-

pnZtC, a breaking up, < dvap/nryvi>vai, break up,
break through, < ava, up, + pyyvivat, break,
akin to E. break, q. v.] In surg., the rebreak-

ing of a united fracture.

anarrhichadid (an-a-rik'a-did), n. A fish of

the family Anarrhicnadidie.

Anarrhichadidse (an*a-ri-kad'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Anarrhichas (-chad-) + -idle.} A family
of blennioid fishes, typified by the genus Anar-
rhichas.

Anarrhichadini (an-a-rik-a-di'ni), n. pi. [NL.,
< Anarrhichas (-chad-") + -mi.] A subfamily of

blonnioid fishes, same as the family Anarrhieha-
dida;. Bonaparte.
Anarrhichas (an-ar'i-kas), n. [NL., < Gr. avap-

ptxaaVai, clamber up with hands and feet, < ava,

up, + appixaaOat (only in comp.), clamber.] A
genus of blennioid fishes, typical of the family

Wolf-fish (Anarrhichas lupus'].

AnarrhichadidcB, containing A. lupus, the com-
mon wolf-fish (which see), and several closely
related species. Also written Anarhichas, Anar-

rhicas, Anarhicas.

Anarrhynchus, . See Anarhynchus.
anarthria (an-ar'thri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. dvap-

Opia, lit. absence of joints, used only in fig. sense
want of strength, < Gr. avapBpof, without joints,
not articulated, inarticulate: see anarthrous.]
1. Absence of joints or of jointed limbs. 2.

Inability to articulate distinctly in speaking, de-

pendent on a central nervous defect, but not in-

volving paralysis of the muscles of articulation.

anarthric (an-ar'thrik), a. [< anarthria + -ic.]

Pertaining to anarthria; suffering from anar-
thria.

Anarthropoda (an-ar-throp'o-da), n. pi. [NL..
< Gr. dp- priv. + apOpov, a joint, + TTOVI; (jrorf-)

= E. foot. See Arthropoda.] In zool., in some

systems of classification, one of two prime di-

visions (Artliropoda being the other) of the An-
nulosa or ringed animals, namely, those which
have no articulated appendages or jointed

limbs, such as the Annelida and the Gephyrea.
It is conterminous with these two classes, togetherwith the

Chtetognatha (Sagitta). The term is not now current, Ar-

thropoda being ranked as a subkingdom, including crusta-

ceans, myriapods, arachnids, and insects, and all anar-

thropodous ringed animals being contrasted with them
under the name Vermet.

anarthropodous (an-ar-throp'o-dus), a. Of or

pertaining to the Anarthropoda; hence, with-
out articulated limbs.

anarthrous (an-ar'thrus), a. [<NL. anarthrus,
< Gr. avapdpof, without joints, without articula-

tion
;
without the article, < av- priv. + apOpov.

a joint, in gram, the article: see arthritis, etc.]
1. In zool. : (a) Without joints; not jointed;
inarticulated. (b) Having no articulated limbs

;

anarthropodous. 2. In gram., without the arti-

cle : applied especially to Greek nouns so used

exceptionally.
Anas (a'nas), n. [L. nuns (anat-) = Gr. wjrrra,

Epic and Ionic vijaaa, Dor. vacua, = Lith. antis=
OHG. anut, enit, MHG. ant (pi. ente), ent, G.
ente = AS. ened, ME. ened, ende, a duck, ME.
deriv. "endrake, by apheresis drake, E. drake :

see drake*-.] A genus of palmiped lamelliros-

tral swimming birds, typical of the familyAna-
tidai. It was nearly conterminous with Anatidts in the

early systems, as the Linnean, but has been successively
restricted by different authors, till it has come to be applied
only to the mallard, Anas boscax, and its immediate con-

species, as the dusky duck, A. obsnira, of North America.
It was for some time coextensive with the subfamily Ana-
tince, including the fresh-water ducks as distinguished from
the Fuligulince. With Linneeus it was synonymous with
Anseres, exclusive of Mergus, and contained the swans,
geese, etc., as well as the ducks. A form Ananmts is also

found. See cut under mallard.

Anasa (an'a-sa), n. [NL.] A genus of hemip-
terous insects^ of the group Coreinte, containing
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such species as the common squash-bug, A.
tristis.

anasarca (an-a-sar'ka), n. [ML. and NL., <

Gr. ava, up, through (see ana-), + adpKa, ace.

of ffdpf, flesh.] 1. In pathol., a wide-spread
edema or dropsical affection of the skin and
subcutaneous connective tissue. 2. In bot.,
the condition of plants when the tissues be-
come gorged with fluid in very wet weather.
anasarcous (an-a-sar'kus), a. [< anasarca +
-mis.] Belonging to or affected by anasarca or

dropsy; dropsical.
anaseismic (an-a-sis'mik), a. [< Gr. avdaetofta,

avaociou&f, a shaking up and down, < avaaeietv,
shake up and down, < ava, up, + aeietv, shake, >

aetauof,
a shaking: see ana- and seismic.] Char-

acterized by upward movement: applied to

earthquakes, or to earthquake-shocks. Milne,

Earthquakes, p. 11.

Anaspidea (an-as-pid'e-a), . 7*?. [NL., < Gr. av-

priv. + do-m'f (dairii-), a shield.] One of three
divisions of the tectibranchiate gastropods, cor-

related with f'ephalaspidea and Notagpidea. It

includes the families Aplysiido! and Oxynoidw.
anastaltict (an-a-stal'tik), a. [< Gr. avaara'Xri-

icof, fitted for checking, < dvaore&siv, check,
keep back, send back, < ava, back, + areMeiv,
send.] In med., astringent; styptic.
anastate (an'a-stat), . [< Gr. avaoraTof, made
to rise up, verbal adj. of aviaraoQai, rise up, <

ava, up, + "unaoQai, stand.]^ The material result

of anabolism
;
a substance resulting from or

characterized by anabolic processes ; any sub-
stance which is evolved from one simpler than

itself, with absorption of energy. See anabo-
lism.

The substances or mesostates appearing in the former
[series of anabolic processes] we may speak of as ana-

states, those of the latter we may call katastates.

M. Foster, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 19.

anastatic (an-a-stat'ik), a.
[<

Gr. dvdaraTuf,
made to rise up, verbal adj. of avitrraoSai, rise up
(seeanastate),+ -ic; ct.static.] Raised; consist-

ing of or furnished with raised characters : as,
anastatic plates. Anastatic printing <r engraving,
a mode of obtaining a facsimile ofany printed page or en-

graving by moistening the print with dilute phosphoric
acid and transferring the ink from the impression to a

plate of zinc. The plate is then subjected to the action of

an acid, which etches or eats away the surface in all por-
tions not protected by the ink, so that the portions thus

protected are left in relief and prints can readily be taken
from them. Also called zincotrraptty.

Anastatica (an-a-stat'i-ka), n. [NL., < Gr.avd-

oroTof , made to rise up ;
cf. avdaraatf ,

amaking to

rise up, resur-
rection: see an-

astatic.] A ge-
nus of plants,
of the natural
order Crucife-
T<e. A.Hierochun-
tina, the rose of

Jericho, is found
near the Dead Sea
and in the deserts
of Arabia Petaea,
Egypt, and south-
ern Persia. It is

remarkable for the

power the dried

plant has of ab-

sorbing water and
appearing to re-

vive when placed
in it, whence the
common name of

resurrection-plant. This name has reference also to the

popular belief that the plant blooms at Christmas and
remains expanded till Easter. The plants are gathered to

be sent to Jerusalem, where they are sold to pilgrims.

Anastomatinse (a-nas"to-ma-tl'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Anastomus (-mat-) + -ina;.] A subfamily of

birds, of the family Ciconiida;, or storks, form-
ed for the reception of the genus Anastomus.

Bonaparte, 1850.

anastome (an'a-stom), n. A bird of the genus
Anastomus.
Anastominse (a-nas-to-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Anastomus + -inai.] Same as Anastomatinw.

Bonaparte, 1849.

anastomize (a-nas'to-miz), v. i.; pret. and pp.

anastomized, ppr. anastomizing. [As anastomose
+ -ize.] Same as anastomose. [Rare.]
anastomosant (a-nas-to-mo'zant), a. [F., ppr.
of anaxtomoser, anastomose : see below.] Anas-

tomosing; anastomotic. Syd. Soc. Lex., 1879.

[Rare.]
anastomose (a-nas'to-moz), r.

; pret. and pp.

anastomosed, ppr. anastomosing. [< F. anasto-

inoser, < anastomose, anastomosis: see anasto-

mosis.] I. intrans. To communicate or unite

by anastomosis
; intercommunicate, inosculate,

Rose of Jericho
(Anastatica Hierochuntina}.

t, the living plant ; 2, the plant withered ;

3, the same expanded by moisture.

anathema

or run into one another: said chiefly of vessels

conveying fluid, as blood or lymph, as when
arteries unite with one another or with veins.

The ribbing of the leaf, and the anaslomoeimj net-work
of its vessels. Is. Taylor.

In some species they branch and anastomose.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 600.

II. trans. To connect by anastomosis. N.
E. D.
anastomosis (a-nas-to-mo'sis), n. [NL. (> P.

anastomose), < Gr. avaardfuMif, an opening, out-

let, discharge, sharpening of the appetite, < ava-

arofideiv, open, discharge, as one sea into an-

other, furnish with a mouth, sharpen the appe-
tite, < ava, again, + aro/i6eiv, furnish with a

mouth, < ar6fia, mouth : seestofwa.] 1. In zool.

and anat., the union, intercommunication, or
inosculation of vessels of any system with one

another, or with vessels of another system, as
the

arteriesj veins, and lymphatics. In sur-

gery, after ligation of an artery, collateral cir-

culation is established by arterial anastomosis.
Hence 2. The interlacing or network of any
branched system, as the veins of leaves or
the nervures of insects' wings. See cut under
venation.

anastomotic (a-nas-to-mot'ik), a. and . [< NL.
anastomoticus, < Gr. avaaTo^iuriK6f, lit. pertaining
to opening, fit for sharpening, < avaaro/jdeiv,

open: see anastomosis. In the first sense for-

merly also anastomatic, after Gr. oro/iaTind;, per-
taining to the mouth.] I. a. If. In med., hav-

ing the quality of removing obstructions, as
from the blood-vessels. 2. Pertaining to or

exhibiting anastomosis.

In the former [Spatannus], a distinct anastomotic trunk
connects the intestinal vessels with the circular ambula-
cral vessel. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 495.

H.t n. One of a class of medicines formerly
supposed to have the power of opening the
mouths of blood-vessels and promoting circu-

lation, such as cathartics, deobstruents, and su-

dorifics.

Anastomus (a-nas'to-mus), . [NL., < Gr. ava
+ aroua, mouth: see anastomosis.] 1. In or-

nith., a genus of storks, of the family Ciconiidai

and subfamily Anastomatitia;. The name is derived
from the form of the beak, the mandibles separating so as

to leave an interval beween them, and coining together
again or anastomosing at the tip. There are two very dis-

tinct species, the East Indian A. osculant and the African
A. lamelligeruA. The former is white with black wings
and tail, the latter black. Also called Apertirostra, Cheno-

rhamphus, Hiang, Hiator, and llhynchochasina.

2. In ichth., a genus of Salmonidte. G. Cuvier,
1817. [Not in use.]

anastrophe (a-nas'tro-fe),
n. [NL., < Gr. ava-

aTpotyi], a turning back, < avaarpf^eiv, turn back,
< ava, back, + arptyetv, turn. Cf. strophe.] In
rhet. and gram., an inversion of the usual or-

der of words: as,
" echoed the hills " for " the

hills echoed."
anastrOUS (a-nas'trus), a. [< Gr. avaarpof,
without stars, < av- priv. + atrrpav, star.] Not
constituting a constellation Anastrous sign, a

sign of the zodiac, not a constellation corresponding to

such a sign.

anatase (an'a-tas), n. [So named from the

length of its crystals j
< Gr.

avdraatf^ extension,
< avareiveiv, extend, < ava, back, + reivciv, stretch

(> rdai(, tension): see tend, tension.] One of

the three forms of native titanium dioxid
;
octa-

hedrite. In color it is indigo-blue, reddish-brown, and
yellow ; it is usually crystallized in acute, elongated, pyra-
midal octahedrons.

anathemt, " Obsolete form of anathema.
anathema (a-nath'e-ma), n.; pi. anathemas, an-

aihemata (-maz, an-a-tnem'a-ta). [LL. anathg-

ma, < Gr. avafftfia (in the Sepfuagint and the New
Testament and hence in eccles.Gr. andL.), any-
thing devoted to evil, an accursedthing, a curse ;

esp. of excommunication, an accursed or excom-
municated person ;

in classical Greek simply
'

anything offered up or dedicated,' being an-
other form of the regular avath/ua, a votive offer-

ing set up in a temple, esp. as an ornament,
hence also an ornament, a delight ( > LL. ana-

thema, an offering, a gift), lit. 'that which is

set up' ; < dvartSevat, set up, dedicate, offer, < ava,

up, + TtBivat, put, place, set : see ana- and theme.

The forms of anathema are thus distinguished:
anathema, when the dedication is carried out

by the preservation of the object as a pious of-

fering (Luke xxi. 5) ; anathema, when it has in

view the destruction of the object as accursed

(Josh. vii. 12). A relic of the former and origi-
nal sense of the word is found in the anathe-

mata of the middle ages, which were gifts and
ornaments bestowed upon the church and con-



anathema

secrated to the worship of God. The principal
English uses, however, are derived from the
form anathema.'] 1. A person or thing held to

be accursed or devoted to damnation or destruc-

tion.

The Jewish nation was an amitln'ma destined to de-

struction. St. I'aul . . . says he could wish to save them
from it, and to become ;ui anathema, and to he destroyed
himself. Locke, Paraphrase of Rom. i\. :',.

It is Cod's will, the Holy Father's will,
And Philip's will, and mine, that he should burn.
He is pronounced anathema.

Teimi/Min, Queen Mary, iv. 1.

2. A curse or denunciation pronounced with

religious solemnity by ecclesiastical author-

ity, involving excommunication. This species of

excommunication was practised in the ancient churches

against incorrigible offenders. Churches were warned not
to receive them, magistrates and private persons were ad-
monished not to harbor or maintain them, and priests were

enjoined not to converse with them or attend their fu-

nerals. Also called judiciary anathema. The formula,
"which if anybody deny let him be anathema," is com-

monly added to the decrees of ecclesiastical councils, and
especially to the doctrinal canons of ecumenical councils.

It is denied by some theologians that the idea of a curse

properly belongs to the anathema as used in the Christian
church. See excommunication.

In pronouncing anathema against wilful heretics, the
Church does but declare that they are excluded from her

communion, and that they must, if they continue obsti-

nate, perish eternally. Cath. Diet.

Hence 3. Any imprecation of divine punish-
ment

;
a curse

;
an execration.

She fled to London, followed by the anathemas of both.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

Drawing his falchion and uttering a thousand anathe-

mas, he strode down to the scene of combat.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 382.

4. Anything devoted to religious uses Abjura-
tory anathema, the act of a convert who anathematizes
the heresy which he abjures. Anathema maranatha
(mar-an-a'thii, prop. ma-ran"a-tha'). [LL. (Vulgate) ana-
thema, Maran atha, < Gr. apadc/xa, ^apai- ada, prop, sepa-
rated by a period, being the end of a sentence, Gr. TJTO> avo.-

0ffj.a, LL. sit anathema, let him be anathema, followed by
auotlier sentence, Mapdr affa, < Syr. mdrari etha', lit. the
Lord hath come, here used appar. as a solemn formula of

confirmation, like amen, q. v.j A phrase, properly two
separate words (see etymology), occurring in the following
passage, where it is popularly regarded (and hence some-
times elsewhere used) as an intenser form of anathema.

If any man love not the Lord Jesus Christ, let him be
Anathema Maran-alha. [Revised version, "let him be
anathema. Maran atha."] 1 Cor. xvi. 22.

= 3yn. 2 and 3. Curse, Execration, etc. See malediction.

anathematic (a-nath-e-mat'ik), a. [< ML. ana-

thematicus, < LL. anathfma, a curse
; the Gr.

at>a(te,u<mKof, better dvaft?^ar6f, means only
'

pertaining to votive offerings
'

: see anathema.]
Pertaining to or having the nature of an anath-
ema.
anathematical (a-nath-e-mat'i-kal), a. Same
as anathematic.

anathematically (a-nath-e-mat'i-kal-i), adv.
In the manner of an anathema

;
as or by means

of anathemas.

anathematisation, anathematise, etc. See
anathematization, etc.

anathematism (a-nath'e-ma-tizm), n. [< MGr.
ava6e[iaTia/i6f, < Gr. avaBefiari^uv : see anathema-

tize.] The act of anathematizing ;
an excom-

municatory curse or denunciation
; hence, a de-

cree of a council ending with the words, "let
him be anathema." See anathema. [Rare.]
We find a law of Justinian forbidding anathematising to

be pronounced against the Jewish Hellenists.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1839), XIII. 540.

anathematization (a-nath'e-mat-i-za'shon), .

[< ML. anathematizatio(n-), < LL. anathemati-
zare, pp. "anathematizatus, anathematize: see

anathematize.] The act of anathematizing or

denouncing as accursed; excommunication.
Also spelled anathematisation.

Prohibiting the . . . anathematization of persons de-
ceased in the peace of the church.

Barrow, The Pope's Supremacy.

anathematize (a-nath'e-ma-tiz), v.
; pret. and

pp. anathematized, ppr. anathematizing. [=
F. anathematiser, < LL. anathematizare, < Gr.

avaBeuari&iv, devote to evil, excommunicate,
curse, < avddeua: see anathema.] I. trans. To
pronounce an anathema against; denounce;
curse.

The priests continued to exorcise the possessed, to prose-
cute witches, and to anathematise as infidels all who
questioned the crime. Lecky, Rationalism, I. 115.

At length his words found vent, and for three days he
[William the Testy] kept up a constant discharge, anath-
ematizing the Yankees, man, woman, and child.

Irviny, Knickerbocker, p. 222.

II. intrans. To pronounce anathemas ;
curse.

Well may mankind shriek, inarticulately anathematiz-
ing as they can. Carlyle, French Rev., III. i. Q.

Also spelled anathematise.
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anathematizer (a-nath'e-ma-tl-zer), . One
who anathematizes. Also spelled unntltenia-

tisi-r.

anatheme (an'a-them), ii. [< OF. anatlmm:

(Cotgrave), < LL. anathema or anathema: see

anathema.] Same as anathema, in any sense.

[Rare.]
Your holy father of Rome hath smitten with his thun-

derbolt of excommunications and anathernets . . . most
of the orthodox churches of the world.

Sheldon, Miracles (161), p. 129.

Anatidae (a-nat'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Anas
(Anat-), a duck, + -idee.'} A family of birds

corresponding to the Linnean genera Anas and
Mergits, and conterminous with the order Anse-
res or Lamcllirostres, exclusive of the flamingos ;

a family of palmiped, lamellirostral, natatorial

birds, containing the ducks, geese, swans, and

mergansers ;
the Chenomorphce of Huxley. They

are commonly divided into 5 subfamilies : Cyyninw, the
swans ; Anserime, the geese ; Anatinte, the river or fresh-

water ducks ; Fuliyulinie, the sea-ducks; and Mergince,
the mergansers. There are upward of 175 species, repre-
senting about 70 modern genera or subgenera, of all parts
of the world, and commonly called collectively wild fowl
or water-fowl. A distinctive character is the lamellate or
toothed bill, invested with a tough coriaceous integument
hardened at the end into a more or less distinct nail,
whence the Anatidce are sometimes called Unguirostres.
The technical characters are : short legs, more or less pos-
terior, buried beyond the knees in the common integument,
and feathered nearly or quite to the sutfrago ;

tarsi scntel-
late or reticulate, or both ; feet palmate and 4-toed ; hallux

free, simple or lobed ; desmognathous palate ;
sessile oval

basipterygoid facets
;
the angle of the mandible produced

and recurved
; oil-gland present ; two carotids ; the tongue

large and fleshy, with a greatly developed glossohyal bone
and lateral processes corresponding to the lamella of the
bill ; and the trachea sometimes folded in an excavation
of the breast-bone.

Anatifa (a-nat'i-fa), n. [NL., contr. from ana-

tifera, fern, of anatiferus : see anatiferous.} A
genus of thoracic or ordinary cirripeds, of the

family Lepadida!, established by Bruguiere ;

barnacles, goose-mussels, or tree-geese. The
name is derived from some fancied resemblance of the

Lepas anatifera to a bird, whence arose the vulgar error
that the barnacle-goose, Anas or Anger bernicla, was pro-
duced from this cirriped, which was supposed to turn into
the bird when it dropped from the tree upon which it

was fabled to grow. [Disused.] See Lepadidce, Lepas.
anatifer (a-nat'i-fer), n. [< NL. anatifer, ana-

tiferus: see anatiferous."] A barnacle; a goose-
mussel or tree-goose ;

a member of the genus
Anatifa.

anatiferous (an-a-tif'e-rus), a. [< NL. anatifer,

anatiferus, < L. anas (anat-), a duck (see Anas),
+ -fer, (.ferre = E. fiearl.] Producing geese;
that is, producing the cirripeds formerly called

tree-geese or goose-mussels, which adhere to

submerged wood or stone, but were formerly
supposed to grow on trees, and then to drop off

into the water and turn into geese : an epithet
of the barnacle, Lepas anatifera, and of the trees

upon which it was supposed to grow. See Ana-
tifa, Lepas.
Anatiferous trees, whose corruption breaks forth into

barnacles. Sir T. Browne., Vulg. Err. (1646), p. 133.

Anatina (an-a-ti'na), n. [NL., fern, of L. ana-

tinus, of or pertaining to the duck : see anatine. ]

A genus of bivalve mollusks, typical of the

family Anatinidce. Lamarck, 1809.

Anatinpe 1

(an-a-tl'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Anas
(Anat-) + -incE : see Anas.} A subfamily of ana-
tine birds, of the family Anatidce, including the
fresh-water ducks or river-ducks, typified by the
restricted genus Anas. They are separated from the

FuliguKnoe, orsea-ducks, byhaving the hallux simple, not
lobed. The name Anatince has occasionally been used to

distinguish the "ducks," collectively, from other Anatidce,
as the

sw_ans, geese, and mergansers ;
in this use it includes

the Fuligulinw. The Anatince proper include the mal-
lard (Anai boschas), the wild original of domestic ducks,
and many other species, as the widgeon, gadwall, pintail,

shoveler, wood-duck, and the various kinds of teal. See
cuts under Chaulelanmuft, mallard, and widgeon.
Anatinse- (an-a-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., fern, pi.; of.

Anatina.'] In 'conch., a group of bivalve mol-
lusks related to the clams, now restricted to
the family Anatinidce (which see). Lamarck.
anatine (au'a-tin), a. [< L. anatinus, of the

duck, < anas (anat-), a duck: see Anas.'} Re-

sembling a duck
;
duck-like

; specifically, of or

pertaining to the Anatince or to the Anatidce.

anatinid (a-nat'i-nid), n. A bivalve mollusk of
the family Anatinidce.

Anatinidae (an-a-tin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ana-
tina + -idee.'} Lantern-shells, a family of sipho-
niate lamellibranch mollusks, typified by the

genus Anatina, to which various limits have
been assigned. As generally used, it embraces forms
which have the mantle-margins united, the long siphons
partly united, the gills single on each side, and the small
foot compressed. The shell is somewhat inequivalve, thin,
and nacreous inside ; there is an external ligament and
un internal cartilage Httiug into the pit of the hinge, and

anatomize

generally an ossicle is developed (whence the family is

sometimes called Osteodegmaeea). Species are numerous
in the present seas, lint were still more so in the ancient,
especially during the Jurassic epoch. See cut under Pho-
taaomyfa.
anatocism (a-nat'o-sizm), n. [< L. anatocismus.

<. Gr. avaroKiafiof, < ava, again, + ronifciv, lend
on interest, < TUKOC, interest, produce, < TIKTCIV,
second aor. renelv, produce, bear.] Compound
interest

;
the taking of compound interest, or

the contract by which such interest is secured.

[Rare.]
Anatoideae (an-a-toi'de-e), n.pl. [NL., < Anas
(Anat-) + -oidece.} A superfamily of birds,
the dxick tribe in the broadest sense, corre-

sponding to the Lamellirostres of some writers,
the Anseres, Unguirostres, or Dermorhynchi of

others
;
the Chenomorpha: of Huxley.

Anatolian (an-a-to'li-an), a. [< Anatolia, < Gr.

avaroMj, a rising, esp. of the sun, the east.] Of
or pertaining to Anatolia, that is, Asia Minor,
or the greater part of it on the west and north-
west.
Bismarck "would not sacrifice one Pomeranian soldier"

for the sake of the Sultan, or the Sultan one Anatolian
Turk for Bismarck. Contemporary Rev., XLVIII. 687.

Anatolian pottery, pottery made in Anatolia. The name
is given by dealers and collectors to a pottery of soft paste
with a white glaze, supposed to be from the factories of
Kutahia or Kutayeh, in Asia Minor. The pieces are gen-
erally small

;
the decoration is in bright colors, similar to

Damascus or Rhodian ware, but coarser, and the glaze is

less adherent to the surface.

Anatolic (an-a-tol'ik), a. [< MGr. 'Avaro^tKAf,

pertaining to 'AvaroA/a, Anatolia (cf. Gr. dvaro/u-

Kof, eastern), < avaro^, the east : see Anatolian.']
Same as Anatolian. Amer. Jour, of Archceol.,
II. 124.

anatomic (an-a-tom'ik), a. Same as anatomi-
cal.

anatomical (an-a-tom'i-kal), a. [< L. anatomi-

cus, < Gr. avaTOfiiK6s, < avaro/2% = LGr. avaro/iia,

anatomy: see anatomy.'] 1. Of or pertaining
to anatomy ; according to the principles of anat-

omy ; relating to the parts of the body when dis-

sected or separated. 2. Structural or mor-
phological, as distinguished from functional or

physiological : as, anatomical characters.

anatomically (an-a-tom'i-kal-i), adv. In an
anatomical manner; as regards structure; by
means of anatomy or dissection.

anatomico-physiological (an-a-tom'i-ko-fiz'i-

o-loj'i-kal), a. Relating both to anatomy and
to physiology.
anatomiet, n. A former spelling of anatomy.
anatomiless (a-nat'o-mi-les), a. [(anatomy
+ -less."] Structureless; improperly formed;
amorphous, as if anatomically unnatural, or
constructed without regard to anatomy.
Ugly goblins, and formless monsters, anatomiless and

rigid. Ruskin, Stones of Venice, II. vi. 14. (N. E. D.)

anatomisation, anatomise, etc. See anatomi-

zation, etc.

anatomism (a- nat'o-mizm), n. [< F. anato-
misme: see anatomy and -m.] 1. Anatomical
analysis; organization with reference to ana-
tomical structure

;
exhibition of anatomical de-

tails or features, as in painting or statuary. 2.
Anatomical structure regarded as a basis of bio-

logical phenomena ; anatomy considered as the
foundation of the phenomena of life exhibited

by organized bodies. 3. The doctrine that
anatomical structure accounts for all manifes-
tations of vitality ;

anatomical materialism, as

opposed to animism.
anatomist (a-nat'o-mist), . [< F. anatomiste :

see anatomy and -ist.] One who is versed in

anatomy ;
one skilled in the art of dissection.

anatomization (a-nat"o-mi-za'shon), n. [<
anatomize + -ation.] 1. Same as anatomy, 1.

2. Figuratively, analysis; minute examina-
tion. 3f. Anatomical structure.
Also spelled anatomisation.

anatomize (a-nat'o-mlz), r.
; pret. and pp.

anatomized, ppr. anatomizing. [< F. anatomiser:
see anatomy and -ize.~] I. trans. 1. To dissect,
as a plant or an animal, for the purpose of

showing the position, structure, and relation
of the parts; display the anatomy of. 2. Fig-
uratively, to analyze or examine minutely ;

con-
sider point by point.
My purpose and endeavour is, in the following discourse

to anatomize this humour of melancholy, through all its

parts and species.
Burton, Anat. of Mel. (To the Reader), p. 76.

In her the painter had anatomized
Time's ruin. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1460.

3f. In chem., to make an analysis of.

II. intrans. To practise the art of dissection ;

pursue anatomy as an employment, a science,
or an art. [Rare.]



anatomize

He [Keats] no doubt penned many a stanza when he
should have been anatomizing.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 308.

Also spelled anatomise.

anatomizer (a-nat'o-mi-zer), n. One who dis-

sects or anatomizes
; adissecter; an anatomist;

an analyst. Also spelled anatomim-r.

anatomy (a-nat'o-mi), n.; pi. anatomies (-miz).

[Early mod. E. also anatomie, < F. anatomie
= Sp. anatomia = Pg. It. anatomia,(. LL. anato-

mia, anatomy, < LGr. avarofiia, in classical Or.

avaro/ify, a cutting up, dissection, < avaTcfiveiv, cut

up, cut open, (. ava, up, + TCUVSIV, second aor. TO-

ftelv, cut, )TO(iii, MGr. rouia, a cutting, r6fjof, a cut,
a section, tome : see tome. Hence, by misunder-
standing, an atomy, a skeleton : see atomy^.] 1.

Dissection; the act or art of dissecting organ-
ized bodies with reference to their structure;
the practice of anatomizing; anatomization.

2. That which is learned from dissection;
the science of the bodily structure of animals
and plants ;

the doctrines of organization de-
rived from structure. See histology, organ-
ography, organology, morphology, zootomy, phy-
totomy, anthropotomy. 3. Anatomical struc-

ture or organization ;
the formation and disposi-

tion of the parts of an organized body. Hence
4. The structure of any inanimate body, as

a machine ;
the structure of a thing, with ref-

erence to its parts. [Rare.] 5. A treatise

on anatomical science or art; anatomical de-

scription or history ;
a manual of dissection.

6. Figuratively, any analysis or minute ex-

amination of the parts or properties of a thing,
material, critical, or moral. 7f. That which is

dissected or results from dissection
;
a dissected

body, part, or organ. 8. A subject of or for

dissection; that which is or appears to be

ready or fit for dissecting: in various obsolete,

colloquial, or figurative uses. Specifically (a) A
corpse procured or prepared for dissection, (b) An ana-
tomical model ; a model of a dissected body, as in plaster,

wax, or papier niuche, displaying the structure and posi-
tion of parts or organs ; an anatomical cast or waxwork.
(c) The solid or bony framework of a body ;

a skeleton.

The anatomy of a little child ... is accounted a greater
rarity than the skeleton of a man in full stature. Fuller.

(d) A much emaciated person or other living being ; one
almost reduced to a skeleton. [Now only jocose.]

They brought one Pinch, a hungry, lean-fac'd villain,
A mere anatomy, a mountebank. Shak., C. of ., v. 1.

Passion and the vows I owe to you
Have changed me to a lean anatomy.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, ii. 1.

(e) Of persons, the body or any part of it ; the physique,
as if a mere anatomical structure. (/) A mummy; a

corpse, dried and shriveled, (g) Figuratively, the with-

ered, lifeless form of anything material or immaterial ;

meaningless form; shadow without substance. Anat-
omy Act, au English statute of 1832 (2 and 3 Wm. IV., c. 75)

regulating schools of anatomy and the practice of dissec-

tion. Animal anatomy, the anatomy of animals as dis-

tinguished from that of plants; zootomy and anthropotomy
as distinguished from phytotomy. Artificial anatomy,
a term sometimes applied to the art of making anatomical
models. Avian anatomy, the dissection of birds; orni-

thotomy. Clastic anatomy, the art (invented by Au-

zoux, 1825) of making manikins or anatomical models in

papier mache representing the natural appearance of all

the parts in separate pieces, which can be joined as a whole
and taken apart. -Comparative anatomy, (a) The in-

vestigation or study of the anatomy of animals in its spe-
cial relation to human structure, or as exhibiting the rela-

tion of the human type to the types of lower orders. (&) A
comprehensive account of the anatomy of living organ-
isms lower than man, or of any one group alone. [Obso-
lescent.] (c) The examination and comparison of the
structure of all animals, including man, with reference to

morphology, organology, and taxonomy ; anatomy in gen-
eral. Descriptive anatomy, an account of parts and
organs of the Body with special regard to their structure,
position, or relations, but without regard to their mor-
phological significance : the opposite of comparative anat-

omy. It denotes specifically anthropotomy, in its medi-
cal and surgical aspects. Also called special anatomy.
General anatomy, a branch of descriptive anatomy

which treats especially of histology, or the structure and
physical properties of the tissues of the body, without re-

gard to the disposition of the parts and organs composed
of them. Gross anatomy, the anatomy of parts and
organs discernible by the naked eye, and handled without
special appliances ; organology as distinguished from his-

tology : the opposite of minute anatomy. Minute anat-
omy, microscopic anatomy ; the study of parts or organs
requiring the aid of the microscope ; lustological anato-

my. Pathological anatomy, the anatomy of diseased

parts, organs, or tissues, or of organic lesions or malfor-

mations, the latter being more specifically called terato-

loyical anatomy. Quick anatomy*, live anatomy t,

vivisection. Special anatomy, same as descriptive aiuit-

omy. Surgical anatomy, the anatomy of parts and or-

gans with reference to their situation and relative posi-
tion, in view of surgical operations which it may be ne-

cessary to perform upon them. Textural anatomy, a

description of organs with regard to their histological
structure. Topographical anatomy, the descriptive
and surgical anatomy of any particular region of the body,
as of the axilla, the groin, the popliteal space, or the tri-

angles of the neck. Transcendental anatomy, ana-
tomical inductions, theories, and hypotheses with refer-

ence to the type, model, or plan upon which organized
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bodies are constructed : sometimes used with a shade of

criticism, as being "ideal
"
rather than actual or practical

anatomy.

anatopism (a-nat'o-pizm), n. [< Gr. ava, back,
+ T<iTof, a place, + -/SOT.] Faulty or incongru-
ous arrangement; specifically, in art, an in-

harmonious grouping of objects.

anatreptic (an-a-trep'tik), a. [< Gr. avaTptTrri-

/tof, refuting, overturning, < kvarpiiretv, refute,

overturn, < ava, up, -t- rpiireiv, turn.] Refuting;
defeating : applied to certain dialogues of Plato.

anatripsis (an-a-trip'sis). . [NL., < Gr. ava-

rpiifjif, rubbing, < avarpipeiv, rub, chafe, < ava,

again, + rpi/ietv, rub.] In med., friction em-
ployed as a remedy for disease.

anatripsology (an"a-trip-8ol'o-ji), . [< Gr.

avarpiTJiic, rubbing, -f- -/loj la, < >.tj eiv, speak : see

-ology.] 1. In med., the science of friction as a

remedy. 2. A treatise on friction. Dunglison.
anatron (an'a-tron), n. [= F. anatron, < Sp.
anatron, < Ar. an-natrun, < al, the, + natrSn, na-
tron: see natron.'] 1. Glass-gall or sandiver,
a scum which rises upon melted glass in the
furnace. It consists of fused salts, chiefly sulphates and
chlorids of the alkalis, which have not combined with
silica to form glass.

2. The salt which collects on the walls of

vaults
; saltpeter.

anatropal (a-nat'ro-pal), a. Same as anatro-

potis.

anatropous (a-nat'ro-pus), a. [< NL. anatro-

pus, < Gr. ava. up, + Tptnetv, turn : see trope.]
Inverted : in bo t.

, applied to the reversed ovule,

w
I, Anatropous Ovule of Magnolia. 2, Section of same. 3, Section

of Seed of Magnolia, a, raphc ; b, micropyle ; c, chalaza ; if. hilum ;

e, fleshy coat of seed inclosing the raphe ; /". bony testa ; ^, albu-

men, inclosing the embryo above. (Magnified.)

having the hilum close to the micropyle, and
the chalaza at the opposite end. An equiva-
lent form is antitropal.
anatto (a-nat'o), . Same as arnotto.

Anaxagorean (an-aks-ag-o-re'an), a. and n.

[< L. Anaxagoras, Gr. 'Avagaytipa;.] I. a. Re-

lating or pertaining to the person or the doc-
trines of Anaxagoras, a celebrated Greek phi-

losopher, born at Clazomenee, near Smyrna,
about 500 B. C. Anaxagoras taught the eternity of

matter, and ascribed the origin of the world and the order
of nature to the operation of an eternal self-existing prin-

ciple, which he termed nous (coD?), mind or intelligence.

II. n. A follower of Anaxagoras.
Anaxagorizet (an-aks-ag'o-riz), *. i. [< An-

axagoras + -ize,~\ To favor the principles of

Anaxagoras. Cudworth.
Anaximandrian (an-aks-i-man'dri-an), a. and

. [< L. Anaximander, Gr. 'Avai[Mvdpof.~] I.

a. Of or pertaining to the Greek philosopher
Anaximander of Miletus (sixth century B. c.),

or to his doctrines.

II. n. A follower of Anaximander.
Anaxonia (an-ak-so'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
av- priv. + afuv, axle, axis: see axle, axis.] Or-

ganic forms, animal or vegetable, having no

axes, and consequently wholly irregular in fig-

ure: the opposite of Axonia (which see). See
cut under amoeba.
Anaxonia forms destitute of axes, and consequently

wholly irregular in form, e. g. ,
Amoebte and many Sponges.

Eneyc. Brit., XVI. 843.

anazoturia (an-az-o-tu'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. av-

priv. + azote, q. v., + Gr. oiipov, urine.] In

med., a condition of the urine characterized by
marked diminution in its nitrogenous constitu-

ents.

anbury (an'ber-i), n. [Chiefly E. dial.
;
also

written anberry, by assimilation ambtiry, with

prosthetic n, nanberry, by apparent extension

anlebury, angleberry, in earliest recorded form
anburie (Florio) ;

of uncertain origin, but per-

haps repr. "atigberry, < AS. ange, painful (as in

ang-naigl, E. "angnail, agnail, q. v., and angseta,
a boil or wart), + berif, E. berry

1
,
transferred

to pimple or tumor. Hardly an extension of

ancestrally

innjier, q. v.] 1. A swelling, full of blood and
soft to the touch, peculiar to horses and cattle.

2. Club-root, a sort of gall or excrescence in

some plants of the natural order t'rucifcru; and
chiefly in the turnip, produced by a puncture
made, by the ovipositor of an insect for the de-

position of its eggs. [Eng.]
-ance. [< ME. -anee, -auncc, < OF. -aiict, repr.
both L. -ant-ia and -ent-ia, forming nouns from

ppr. adjectives in -;i(/-)x, -cn(t-)s_:
see -an ft,

-vn t. In later F. and E. many nouns in -ance, < L.
-< iitin, were changed to -ence, in nearer accord
with the L. Nouns of recent formation have
-ance < -antia, and -enee < -i-iitin. Extended
-ancy, q. v.] A suffix of Latin origin, forming
nouns from adjectives in -ant, or directly from
verbs, as significance, defiance, purveyance, etc.

;

also used with native English verbs, as in abid-

ance, forbearance, furtherance, hindrance, rid-

dance, etc.

Anceidae (an-se'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Anceus +
-idat.] A family of isopods, named from the

genus Anceus. See GnatliiMte and Prtmizidee.

Ancerata (an-ser'a-ta), n. pi. [NL., improp.
for *acerata,(. Gr. av- (before a consonant prop,
o-) priv., without, + Ktpa;, a horn: see Acera.]
In Blyth's classification of mammals, a term

proposed to distinguish the camels and llamas
from the other ruminant Artiodactyla. The dis-

tinction is a good one, and has been recently insisted upon,
as the structure of these animals is now better known. The
term is precisely equivalent to Tylupoda or I'ltalnni/igrada
(which see), but it is not in use.

ancestor (an'ses-tpr), . [Early mod. E. an-

cestor, ancestour, ancenter, auncestor, etc., < ME.
aneestre, aunsestre, ancessour, avncessour, etc.

(also, without
, ancetre, auneetre, anceter, an-

cetor, aunsetter, etc., > mod. dial, anceter, anster),
< OF. aneestre, and ancesor, anceisor, anceisur,

aneessor, etc., commonly in pi. aitcestres (Cot-

grave), mod. F. anctitres = Pr. aneessor, < L.

anteeessor, a foregoer, in pi. an advance-guard,
in LL. a predecessor in office, a teacher or

professor of law, eccles. a forerunner ( > E. ante-

eessor); < antecedere, pp. antecessus, go before,
< ante, before, + cedere, go: see antecedent.]
1. One from whom a person is descended in

the line of either father or mother; a fore-

father; a progenitor. 2. In law, one, whether
a progenitor or a collateral relative, who has

preceded another in the course of inheritance
;

one from whom an inheritance is derived : the
correlative of heir : sometimes used specifically
of the immediate progenitor. 13. In biol., ac-

cording to the theory of evolution, the hypo-
thetical form or stock, of an earlier and pre-

. mzed
have been directly or in-

directly developed.
The first and simplest plants had no ancestors; they

arose by spontaneous generation or special creation.

Sachs, Botany (trans.), p. 846.

Collateral ancestors, see collateral.

ancestorial (an-ses-to'ri-al), a. [< ancestor +
-ial.~\ Ancestral: as, "his ancestorial seat,"

Grote, Hist. Greece, I. xiv. [Rare.]
ancestorially (an-ses-to'ri-al-i), adv. In an an-
cestorial manner; with regard to ancestors.

Sydney Smith. [Rare.]
ancestor-worship (an'ses-tor-wer"ship), n.

The worship of ancestors.

Ancestor-worship, the worship of father, grandfather,
and great-grandfather, has among the Hindus a most
elaborate liturgy and ritual, of which the outlines are

given in the law-books, and with special fulness in the
Book of Vishnu. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 50.

ancestral (an-ses'tral), a. [Early mod. E. also

ancestrel, ancestrell, auncestrell, < OF. aneestrel,
< aneestre, ancestor: see ancestor and -aZJ 1.

Pertaining to ancestors or progenitors ;
descend-

ing or claimed from ancestors : as, an ancestral

estate; ancestral trees; a king on his ancestral

throne.
Tenure by homage ancestral was merely tenancy-in-

chief by immemorial prescription in the family.
C. H. Pearson, Early and Middle Ages of Eng., xxxiv.

2. In biol., of or pertaining to an ancestor;
being an earlier, and presumably lower or more
generalized, type from which later more spe-
cialized forms of organized beings are asserted
to have been evolved.
The common descent of all the Chalk Sponges from a

single ancestral form, the Olynthus, can be proved with

certainty. Hatckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), 1. 117.

Homage ancestral. See homage.

ancestrally (an-ses'tral-i), adv. With refer-

ence to ancestry ;
as regards descent.

Ancestrally, yellow-rattle is a near relation of the pret-

ty little blue veronicas.
G. Allen, Colin Clout's Calendar, p. 96.

sumably lower type, from which any organized
being is inferred to



aucestrel

ancestrelt, See ancestral.

ancestress (an'ses-tres), n. [< ancestor + -ess.']

A female ancestor. [Kare.]
This aw-fxtffxx is a lady, or rather the ghost of a liuly.

Curlylr, Misc. Ess., II. 274.

ancestrial (an-ses'tri-al), . Same as iiiici-nlniL

.V. K. I).

ancestry (an'ses-tri), n. [< ME. ancestry, IIH-

cfntric,aunce8trii; (iiu'ititry, etc., also, without s,

ancetry, atiHwIri/, ituncctrie, aunsetre,(. OF. un-

nwrie, aacenseric, < a licensor, ancestor: see an-

cestor.] 1. A series or line of ancestors or

progenitors ; lineage, or those who compose a

preceding line of natural descent.

Headless statues uf his ancestry.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

That senior posterity which was such for Homer, but
for us has long ago become a worshipful ancestry.

De Quincey, Homer, i.

Hence 2. Descent from a line of honorable
ancestors

; high birth.

Title and ancestry render a good man more illustrious,
but a bad man more conspicuous. Addison.

3. In tool., the series of ancestors or ancestral

types through which an organized being may
have come to be what it is in the process of
evolution.

ancetryt, '< A Middle English form of ancestry.
Chaucer.
Ancens (an-se'us), n. [NL.] A genus of iso-

pods, based by Risso in 1816 upon the male
form of an isopod the female of which Leach
called Praniza (which see). See Gnathia. Also
written Anc(sus.

anchesont, An earlier form of encheson.

Anchilophus (ang-kil'o-fus), n. [NL., < Gr.

ayx', near, + M^Of, crest.] A genus of fossil

perissodactyl ungulate quadrupeds, of the fam-

ily Lophiodontidw, related to the TapiridtB. Ger-

vais, 1852.

anchilops (ang'ki-lops), . [NL., < Gr. ayx'<--

/(ji/i, a sore at the inner corner of the eye
(Galenus), as if from ayxi, near

; appar. a cor-

ruption of aiyifanl>, tegilops : see aigilops. ] In

pathol., an abscess in the inner angle of the

eye, superficial to the lacrymal sac. When such
an abscess opens at the inner angle it is called

a'gilops.

anchippodontid (ang-kip-o-don'tid), n. A
hoofed mammal of the family Anchippodontida:
Anchippodontidae (ang-kip-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Anehippodus (-odont-) + -idee.] A fam-
ily of fossil perissodactyl ungulate mammals.
It is related to the older forms of the Perissmlactyla, but
differs from them in having the incisor teeth in part
gliriform, the outer ones having persistent pulps and
growing continuously in a circular direction, like those of
rodents.

Anchippodontoidea (ang-kip'o-don-toi'de-a).
n.pl. [NL., < Anehippodus (-odont-) + -oided.]
A superfamily group of perissodactyl quadru-
peds, by which the family Anchippodontidw is

singularly contrasted with all other perissodac-
tyls collectively.

Anehippodus (ang-kip'o-dus), . [NL., <

Anchippus + Gr. b6ov( (btiovr-) = E. tooth.] A
genus of fossil perissodactyls, the type of the

family Anchippodontida; and superfamily An-
chippodontoiflea : synonymous with Trogosus of

Leidy.
Anchippus (ang-kip'us), n. [NL., < Gr. ayxi,

near, + imrof, horse.] A genus of fossil horses,
of the family Anchitheriidte (which see).
anchisaurid (ang-ki-sa'rid), . A dinosaur of
the family Anchisauridte.

Anchisauridae (ang-ki-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Anchisaurus + -idee.] A family of theropod
dinosaurian reptiles, represented by the genus
Anchisaurus. The family includes several genera of the
Triassic period the members of which had amphicoelous
vertebrae, slender pubes, pentadactyl fore feet, and tri-

dactyl hind feet. Formerly called Amphisauridce.

Anchisaurus (ang-ki-sa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

ayxi, ue&r, + o-oi'pof, a lizard.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Anchisauridce. Also called

AmpMsaurns, a name preoccupied for a differ-
ent genus.
anchithere (ang'ki-ther), n. [< Anchitherium.]
An animal of the genus Anchitherium.
The horse can even boast a pedigree in this quarter of

the world, in a right line, through a slender three-toed an-

cestry, as far back as the anchithere of the eocene period.
Edinburgh Rev.

anchitheriid (ang-ki-the'ri-id), n. A hoofed
mammal of the family Anchitheriidte.

Anchitheriidae(i"ig"ki-the-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Anchitherium + -idte.] A family of fossil

perissodactyl ungulate mammals, it shares the
ungulate characters of the Eyuida, or horses, but differs
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from them in having the ulna complete, moderately devel-

oped, anil more or less distinct from the radius; the fibula

complete, though ankylosed with the tibia; the orbit of

the eye incomplete behind ; the upper molar teeth marked
by a deep anterior groove recnteriri^; fnmi the middle of
the inner side and ending in lateral branches, and a pos-
terior groove reentering from the posterior wall; and the
lower molars marked by a V-shaped groove reentering
from the outer wall, and two V-shaped grooves reentering
from the inner wall, the crowns thus having W-shaped
ridges, Hesides the typicalgenus Anchitln'ritnn, the fam-

ily contains the fI>{}i<>liij>j>tt.--\ I'ltralu'jtpttM, and Anckipjnts
of Leidy.

anchitherioid (ang-ki-the'ri-oid), a. Kj4*0JW-
therium + -oz'rf.] Relating or belonging to or

resembling the genus Anclt ithrri iuit.

The only genus of animals of which we possess a satis-

factory . . . ancestral history is the genus Equus, the de-

velopment of which in the course of the Tertiary epoch
from an Anchitherioid ancestor, through the form of Hip-
parion, appears to admit of no doubt.

Huxley, Encyc. Brit., II. 40.

Anchitherium (ang-ki-the'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. o.yxh near, + fofptov, a wild beast.] A ge-
nus of extinct perissodactyl or odd-toed hoofed

mammals, found in the UpperEocene and Lower
Miocene of Europe and the United States, it
was a kind of horse about the size of a small pony, and had
three functionally developed toes. By some naturalists
it is referred to the same family as the modern horse,
Equidce ; but by others it is placed with Palceotherium in
the family Palceotheriidce. It is also, with greater exact-

ness, made the type of a distinct family, Anckitheriidce

(which see). A species is A. aurelianenne. Synonymous
with Hipparitherium.
anchor1

(ang'kor), n. [The spelling has been
changed to make it look like anchora, a cor-

rupt mod. spelling of L. ancora; prop, anker,
in early mod. E. reg. anker, also anchor, ankor,
ancour, etc.,< ME. reg. anker (alaoankre, ancre,
after OF. ancre), < AS. ancor, ancer, oncer = D.
ank&r = OHG. anchar, MHO. G. anker (> Pol.

ankier) = Icel. akkeri = Sw. ankar = Dan. anker
= OF. and F. ancre = Sp. ancla, dncora = Pg.
ancora = lt. ancora, < L. ancora (in mod. spell-

ing corruptly anchora, > E. anchor*, prob. by
confusion with anker2

,
later anchor2

,
where the

"restored" spelling has an actual Gr. basis) =
OBulg. anukyura, anukira =Russ. yakori= Lith.
inkoras = Lett. enkuris = Alban. ankure, < Gr.

ay-Kvpa, an anchor, a hook, connected with ay/cof,
a bend, ayKvAog, cnooked, curved, L. angulus, an
angle, a corner : see angle*, angle3, ankle, anky-
lose, etc.] 1. A device for securing a vessel to
the ground under water by means of a cable.

Anchors are generally
e cie^i made of iron, and con-

vb sist of a strong shank
". at one extremity of
which is the crown c,

from which branch out
two arms b b, curved in-

ward, and each termi-

nating in a broad palm
or fluke d d, the sharp
extremity of which is

the peak or bill. At the
other end of the shank
is the stock e e,& trans-

verse piece, behind which is a shackle or ring, to which a ca-

ble may be attached. The principal use of the stock, which
in nearly all anchors is now made of iron and is placed at

right angles to the curved arms b b, is to cause the arms to
fall so that one of the flukes shall enterthe ground. Accord-

ing to their various forms and uses, anchors are called star-

board-bower, port-bower, sheet, spare, stream, kedge, and
grapnel or boat anchors. Those carried by men-of-war are
the starboard- andport-
bowers,on the starboard
and port bows respec-
tively ; the sheet, on
either side of the ship
further aft

;
and the

spare anchor, which is

usually in the hold.
These are all of equal
or nearly equal size and
weight. To these are
added for various pur-
poses the stream and
kedge anchors, which
are smaller and of va-

rious sizes. Many im-

provements and novelties in the shape and construction of

anchors have been introduced in recent times. The prin-

cipal names connected with these alterations are those of

Lieut. Rodgers, who introduced the hollow-shanked anchor,
with the view of increasing the strength without adding
to the weight ; Mr. Porter, who made the arms and flukes

movable by pivoting them to the shank instead of fixing
them immovably, causing the anchor to take a readier and

firmer hold, and
avoiding the danger
of fouling the ca-
ble ; Mr. Trotman,
who has further im-

proved Porter's in-

vention ; and M.
Martin, whose an-
chor is of very pecu-

Martin's Anchor. liar form,and is con-
structed so as to be

self-canting, the arms revolving through an angle of 30
either way, and the sharp points of the flukes being always
ready to enter the ground. Of the many other forms, all

Common Anchor.

Irl

Trotman's Anchor.

anchor

(except Tyzack's anchor, which has only one arm, iiivi<t<M
on a bifurcation of the shank and arranged to swing be-
tween the two parts) are more or less closely related to the
forms illustrated. The anchor is said to lie a-corkliill when
it is suspended vertically from the cathead ready to be let

go ; apfitk when the cable is drawn in so tight as to bring
it directly under the ship ; ati-ijj or ntn'iffh when it is just
drawn out of the ground in a perpendicular direction ;

and uwagh when the stock is hove up to the surface of tin-

water.

2. Any similar device for holding fast or check-

ing the motion of a movable object.
That part of the apparatus] in the curricle] which fell to

the ground to assist in stopping the carriage was called
the anchor. This was made of wood and iron, or iron

alone, fixed to the axle-tree by two couplings on each side.

E. M. Stratton, World on Wheels, p. 380.

Specifically (a) The apparatus at the opposite end of the
field from the engine of a steam-plow, to which pulleys
are fixed, round which the endless band or rope that moves
the plow passes, (b) The device by which the extremities
of the chains or wire ropes of a suspension-bridge are se-

cured. See anchorage^.

3. Figuratively, that which gives stability or

security ;
that on which dependence is placed.

Which hope we have as an anchor of the soul, both sure
and stedfast. Heb. vi. 19.

4. In arch. : (a) A name for the arrow-head or

tongue ornament used especially in the so-
called egg-and-dart molding, (b) A metallic

clamp, sometimes of fanciful design, fastened

Medieval Tie-rod Anchors.

(From Violtet-le-Duc's " Diet, de 1'Architecture."}

on the outside of a wall to the end of a tie-rod
or strap connecting it with an opposite wall to

prevent bulging. 5. In zool. : (a) Some ap-
pendage or arrangement of parts by which a

parasite fastens itself upon its host.

A powerful anchor, by which the parasite is moored to
its hapless prey. P. H. Gum, Marine Zobl. (1855), 1. 114.

(6) Something shaped like an anchor; an
ancora. See ancora^. 6. An iron plate placed
in the back part of a coke-oven before it is

charged with coal. See anclior-o?en Anchor
and collar, an upper hinge used for heavy gates. The
anchor is embedded in the adjacent masonry, and the col-

lar is secured to it by a clevis. Through the collar passes
the heel-post of the gate. Anchor escapement. See
escapement. At single anchor, having only one anchor
down. Floating or sea anchor, an apparatus variously
constructed, designed to be sunk below the swell of the
sea where there is no anchorage, to prevent a vessel from
drifting. Foul anchor. See foul, a. Mooring an-
chor, a large, heavy mass, usually of iron, placed at the
bottom of a harbor or roadstead, for the purpose 01 fixing
a buoy, or of affording safe and convenient anchorage to
vessels. In the lat-

ter case a floating
buoy, to which a

Mushroom Anchor.

ship may be easily
and speedily at-

tached by a cable,
is fastened to it by
a chain. Mush-
room anchor, an
anchor with a sau-

cer-shaped head
on acentral shank,
used for mooring. Nuts of an anchor, two projections
welded on the shank to secure the stock in place. To
back an anchor (none.), to lay down a small anchor
ahead of a large one, the cable of the small one being
fastened to the crown of the large one to prevent it from
coming home. To cast anchor, to let run the cathead
stopper, thus releasing the anchor from the cathead, and
permitting it to sink to the bottom. To cat the anchor,
to draw the anchor perpendicularly up to the cathead
by a strong tackle called the cat. To drag anchor, to
draw or trail it along the bottom when loosened, or when
the anchor will not hold: said of a ship. To fish the
anchor, to hoist the flukes of an anchor to the top of the
gunwale by an appliance called a fh, in order to stow it

after it has been catted. To lie at anchor, or ride at
anchor, said of a vessel when kept at some particular spot
by her anchor. To shoe an anchor, to secure to the
nukes broad, triangular pieces of plank to give better

holding in soft bottom. To sweep for an anchor, to

drag the bottom with the bight of a rope to find a lost

anchor. To weigh anchor, to heave or raise the anchor
or anchors from the ground ; free a vessel from anchorage
in preparation for sailing.

anchor1
(ang'kor), v. [Early mod. E. reg. an-

ker, < ME. ankren, ancren, < AS. "ancrian = D.
ankeren = G. ankern = Sw. ankra = Dan. an-

kre; cf. F. ancrer = Sp. aiiclar, anoorurnPg.
ancorar = It. ancorare, < ML. ancorarc; from
the noun.] I. trans. 1. To fix or secure in a

particular place by means of an anchor; place
at anchor: as, to anchor a ship. 2. Figura-
tively, to fix or fasten; affix firmly.



anchor
Let us anchor our hopes . . . upon his goodness.

South, Sermons, VIII. 141.

The water-lily starts and slides
1 JMHI the level in little puffs of wind,
Thu' itnf.lnn-d tu till! bottom.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

H. intrant. 1. To cast anchor
;
come to an-

chor; lie or ride at anchor: as, the ship an-
chored outside the bar.

Yon' tall atirlwriiiij hark. Xttak., 1-ear, iv. (i.

2. Figuratively, to keep hold or be firmly fixed
in any way.
Gladly we would anchor, but the anchorage is quick-

sand, k'tni'i-xnn, Experience.

anchor2t (ang'kqr), n. [The spelling has been
changed to make it more like anchoret, and
orig. "anchoreta (cf. anchor1 ) ; prop, anker, in

early mod. E. reg. anker, < ME. reg. anker, nn-

kre, ancre, an anchoret or anchoress, monk or

nun, < AS. ancra, also, rarely, ancer, ancor (in

comp. ancer-, ancor-, once anacor-), m., an an-

choret, also perhaps
*
'ancre, t., an anchoress. =

OS. enkoro = OHQ. einchoro, anchoret, spelled
as if from OS. en = OHG. ein, one (cf. monk,
ult. < Gr. fi6vof, one), but all corruptions of ML.
'anchoreta, anachorita, LL. anachoreta, whence
the later E. forms anchoret and anchorite, q. v.]
An anchoret

;
a hermit.

An anchor's cheer in prison be my scope !

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

anchor3!, Erroneous spelling of anker3 .

anchorablet (ang'kor-a-bl), a. [< anchor! +
-able.] Fit for anchorage. [Rare.]
The sea everywhere twenty leagues from land anchor-

able. Sir T. Uerbert, Travels, p. 40.

Anchoraceracea (ang'kor-a-se-ra'se-a), n. pi.
[NL., < Anchoracera (< L. ancora, improp. an-

chora, anchor (see anchor*, n.), + Gr. nipaf,

horn) + -acea. ] In Milne-Edwards's system of

classification, a tribe of parasitic entomostra-
cous crustaceans, which anchor or fasten them-
selves to their host by means of hooked lateral

appendages of the head. The name is approx-
imately equivalent to one of the divisions of

LenuEoidea (which see).

anchorage1
(ang'kor-aj), . [< anchor 1 + -age;

suggested by F. atierdge, < ancre.'] 1. Auchor-

ing-ground; a place where a ship anchors or
can anchor; a customary place for anchoring.
The fleet returned to its former anchorage.

Southey, Life of Nelson, II. 102.

Early in the morning we weighed anchor and steamed
up the bay to the man-of-war anchorage.

Lady Brasgey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. Iv.

Hence 2. That to which anything is fastened :

as, the anchorage of the cables of a suspension-
bridge.

Anchorage of a Cable of the East River Bridge, New York.

--/. suspension-cable ; Jf, anchor-plate.

3. The anchor and all the necessary tackle for

anchoring. [Rare.]
The bark, that hath discharg'd her fraught,

Returns with precious lading to the bay
From whence at first she weigh'd her anchorarif.

Shot., Tit. And., i. 1
If that supposal should fail us, all our anchorage were

loose, and we should but wander in a wild sea. Wotton.

4. A duty imposed on ships for anchoring in a

harbor; anchorage-dues.
This corporation, otherwise a poor one, holds also the

anchorage in the harbour. R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

anchorage2 (ang'kor-aj), . [< anchor? + -age.}
The cell or retreat'of an anchoret.
Anchorastomacea (ang'kgr-a-sto-ma'se-a), n.

pi. [NL., < L. ancora, improp. anchora, an-

chor, 4- Gr. ar&ua, mouth, + -acea.] In Milne-
Edwards's system of classification, a tribe of

parasitic entomostracous crustaceans, or fish-

lice, representing a division of the Lernceoidea
which contains the Chondraeanthidte. The species
of this group, like the other lemseans, fasten on their host
by stout hooked appendages like anchors.

anchorate (ang'kor-at), a. In goal., fixed as if

anchored.
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anchor-ball (ang'kor-bal), . A pyrotechnical
combustible attached to a grapnel for the pur-
pose of setting fire to ships. Smyth, Sailor's

Word-book.
anchor-bolt (ang'kpr-bolt), . A bolt having
the end of its shank bent or splayed, to pre-
vent it from being drawn out.

anchor-buoy (ang'kor-boi), H. A buoy used to
mark the position of an anchor when on the
bottom.
anchor-chock (ang'kor-chok), . 1. A piece
inserted into a wooden anchor-stock where it

has become worn or defective. 2. A piece of
wood or iron on which an anchor rests when it

is stowed.

anchor-drag (ang'kor-drag), n. Same as drag-
sheet.

anchored (ang'kord), p. a. [Early mod. E. reg.
ankcred, ankored ; < anchorf, ankerl, + -ed2.]

1. Held by an anchor. 2. Shaped
like an anchor

;
fluked

;
forked.

Shooting her anchored tongue,
Threatening her veuomed tt-rtli.

Dr. H. More, Song of the Soul, II. ii. 29.

3. In her., an epithet applied to a
cross whose extremities are turned
back like the flukes of an anchor.

Equivalent forms are ancree, ancred, anchry.
Anchorella (ang-ko-rel'a), n. [NL., dim. of L.

ancora, improp. anchora, anchor: see anchor1 .]

A genus of fish-lice, small parasitic crustaceans,
of the family Lernfeopodidif and order Lerna-oi-
dea : so called from the appendages by which,
like other lernseans, the animal fastens itself on
its host. There are several species, parasitic upon fishes.

The genus is sometimes made the type of a family An-
rhoreilida1

.

Anchorellidse (ang-ko-rel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Anchorella + -id(f.] A family of lernsean

crustaceans, or fish-lice, typified by the genus
Anchorella. Also spelled Anchorelladce.

anchoress, anchoritess (ang'kor-es, -i-tes), n.

[Early mod. E. reg. ankress, ancress, < ME.
ankrcsse, ankrisse, ankres: see anchor

1

*, anker%,
and -ens.] A female anchoret.

She is no anchored, she dwells not alone.

Latiiner, 4th Serm. bef. Edw. VI. (1549).

Pega, his sUter, an Anchoritesi, led a solitary life.

Fuller, Church Hist., li. 96.

anchoret, anchorite (ang'ko-ret, -rit), . [Ear-
ly mod. E. anclntret, -tie, -it, usually -ite, also

anachoret, etc., < ME. ancorite, < OF. anacho-

rete, mod. F. anachorete, < LL. anachoreta,
ML. also anachorita, < Gr. ava^u/nrri/f, a re-

cluse, lit. one retired, < avaxupelv, retire. < ana,

back, + xuPelvi withdraw, make room, \ x&poc,
room, space. The form anchoret has taken the

place of the earlier anchor'2
,
anker'2

, q. v.] A
hermit

;
a recluse

;
one who retires from society

into a desert or solitary place, to avoid the

temptations of the world and to devote himself
to contemplation and religious exercises. Also
anachoret.

Macarius, the great Egyptian anchoret.

Abp. Ussher, Ans. to a Jesuit.

To an ordinary layman the life of the anchorite might
appear in the highest degree opposed to that of the Teacher
who began His mission in a marriage feast.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 111.

= Syn. Munk, Hermit, Anchoret. In the classification
of religious ascetics, monk* are those who adopt a se-

cluded habit of life, but dwell more or less in communi-
ties ; hermits, or eremites, those who withdraw to desert

places, but do not deny themselves shelter or occupation ;

and anchorets, those most excessive in their austerities,
who choose the most absolute solitude, and subject them-
selves to the greatest privations.

anchoretic (ang-ko-ret'ik), a. [< anchoret +
-ic, after anachoreiical, q. v.] Pertaining to an
anchoret, or to his mode of life. Equivalent
forms are anchoretical, anchoritic, anchoritical.

anchoretical (ang-ko-ret'i-kal), a. [< ancho-

retic.] Same as anchoretic.

anchoretish (ang'ko-ret-ish), a. [< anchoret +
-ish1.] Of or pertaining to an anchoret, or to
his mode of life

;
anchoretic. Also anchoritish.

Sixty years of religious reverie and anchoritish self-

denial. De yuincey, Autobiographical Sketches, I. 134.

anchoretism (ang'ko-ret-izm), n. [< anchoret
+ -ism.] The state of being secluded from the

world; the condition of an anchoret. Also
written anchoritism.

anchor-gate (ang'kor-gat), . A kind of heavy
gate used in the locks of canals, having for its

upper bearing a collar embedded in the adja-
cent masonry.
anchor-hold (ang'kor-hold), n. 1. The hold of
an anchor upon the ground. 2. Firm hold in
a figurative sense; ground of expectation or

trust; security.

anchovy
The one and only assurance ami fast anchor-luM of our

souls' health. Caim/rn.

anchor-hoy (ang'kor-hoi), . A small vessel
or lighter fitted with capstans, etc., used for

handling and transporting anchors and chains
about a harbor. Also called rlmiu-lioat.

anchor-ice (ang'kor-is), w. Ice that is formed
on and incrusts the bottom of a lake or river
in-shore

; ground-ice.
anchorite, n. See anchoret.

anchoritess,''. [< anchorite + -ess.] See "(/""-
I X.v.

anchoritic, anchoritical, etc. See anchoretic,
etc.

anchorless (ang'kor-les), a. [< anchor^- + -less.]

Being without an anchor; hence, drifting; un-
stable.

My homeless, anchorless, unsupported mind.
Charlotte Bronte, Villette, vi.

anchor-lift (ang'kor-lift), . A gripping device
for lifting a pole or pile which has been driven
into the mud to serve as an anchor for a dredge-
boat.

anchor-lining (ang'kor-li'ning), . Sheathing
fastened to the sides of a vessel, or to stan-
chions under the fore-channel, to prevent injury
to the vessel by the bill of the anchor when it

is fished or hauled up. See bill-board.

anchor-oven (ang'kor-uv"n), . A coke-oven,
so named from a wrought-iron plate called an
anchor which is placed at the rear of the oven
before it is charged with coal. At the end of the
heat the anchor is emltedded in coke, and when withdrawn
by means of a winch takes all the coke with it.

anchor-plate (ung'kor-plat), H. 1. A heavy
metal plate to which is secured the extremity
of a cable of a suspension-bridge. See cut
under anchorage. 2. In zodl., one of the cal-

careous plates to which the anchors or ancorte
are attached, as in members of the genus Sy-
napta. See ancora^.

anchor-ring (ang'kor-ring), . 1. The ring or
shackle of an anchor to which the cable is bent.

2. A geometrical surface generated by the
revolution of a circle about an axis lying in its

plane, but exterior to it.

anchor-rocket (aug'kor-rok"et), n. A rocket
fitted with an anchor-fiead consisting of two or
more flukes. With a line attached to the rocket-stick
it is used for life-saving purposes, and may be fired either
over a Btranded vessel or beyond a bar on which the water
is breaking. The best rocket of this class is the German
rocket, which has an anchor-head of four palmate flukes

placed at right angles to each other.

anchor-shackle (an^'kor-shak*!), n. Naut.,
the bow or clevis, with two eyes and a screw-
bolt, or bolt and key,
which is used for se-

curing a cable to the

ring of the anchor.
Also used for coupling
lengths of chain-cable.
E. H. Knight.

anchor-shot (ang'kor-
Shot), H. A projectile Anchor-shackles.

made with arms or
flukes and having a rope or chain attached, de-

signed to be fired from a mortar in order to
establish communication between the shore
and a vessel or wreck, or between vessels. It

is used principally in the life-saving service.

anchor-Stock (ang'kor-stok), n. -Naut., a beam
of wood or iron placed at the upper end of the
shank of an anchor transversely to the plane of
the arms. (See cuts under anchor.) its use is to
cause the anchor when let go to lie on the bottom in such
a position that the peak or sharp point of the arm will

penetrate the ground and take a firm hold. Anchor-
Stock fashion, a peculiar way of planking the outside of
a ship with planks that are widest in the middle and taper
toward the ends, somewhat like an anchor-stock. An-
chor-stock planking. See planking.

anchor-tripper (ang'kpr-trip"er), n. A device
for tripping or casting loose a ship's anchor.
anchor-watch (ang'kor-woch), n. Xaut., a sub-
division of the watch kept constantly on deck

during the time a ship lies at single anchor, to
be in readiness to hoist jib- or staysails in order
to keep the ship clear of her anchor, or to veer
more cable, or to let go a second anchor in case
she should drive or part from her first one. Also
called harbor-watch.
anchor-Well (ang'kor-wel), n. Xaut., a cylindri-
cal recess in the forward end of the overhang-
ing deck of the first monitor-built vessels, in

which the anchors were carried to protect them
and the chain from the enemy's shot, as well as
to cause the vessels to ride more easily at anchor.

anchovy (an-cho'vi), .
; pi. anchoeies (-viz).

[Formerly also uncltocie and anchora, earlier



anchovy

tinchoreyc, anchoveyes, ancltove = D. ansjrtvis =
G. anschove = Sw. ansjovis = Dan. ansjos =
F. anchois (> Russ. anchousu = Pol. anezos), <

It. dial. (iHciora, aneioa, anciua, aiichioa, It. ac-

riitijtt, = Sp. unchova, anchoa = Pg. anchma, en-

ehova, anchovy ;
of uncertain origin ;

cf . Basque
anchova, nnchoa, ancliua, anchovy, perhaps re-

lated to Basque antzua, dry, hence lit. a dried

or pickled fish, anchovy. Diez refers the Rom.
forms ult. to Gr. a(j>vr/, commonly supposed to be
the anchovy or sardine.] An abdominal mal-

Anchovy (Stolephorus eHcrasicltolus).

acopterygious fish, of the genus Stolephorus or

Engraulis, family StolephoricUe. The species are

all of diminutive size, and inhabitants of most tropical
and temperate seas. Only one species, S. encrasicholus,
is known upon the European coasts, but fifteen approach
those of the United States. The common anchovy of Eu-

rope, S. encrasicholus, esteemed for its rich and peculiar
flavor, is not much larger than the middle finger. It is

caught in vast numbers in the Mediterranean, and pick-
led for exportation. A sauce held in much esteem is

made from anchovies by pounding them in water, sim-

mering the mixture for a short time, adding a little

cayenne pepper, and straining the whole through a hair

sieve. Anchovy paste, a preparation of anchovy and
various clupeids (sprats, etc.).

anchovy-pear (an-cho'vi-par), . The fruit of

Grias caidiflora, a myrtaceous tree growing in

Jamaica. It is large, and contains generally a single
seed protected by a stony covering. It is pickled and
eaten like the mango.

anchry (ang'kri), a. [Bad spelling of ancry,
< F. ancree, < ancrer, anchor: see anchor^, v. and
n.] In her., same as anchored, 3.

Anchusa (ang-ku'sa), n. [L., < Gr. dy^owra,
Attic c-j-xovaa, alkanet.] A genus of herbaceous

plants, chiefly perennial, of the natural order

Boraginacece. There are 30 species, rough, hairy herbs,
natives of Europe and western Asia. The more common
species of Europe is the bugloss or common alkanet, A.

officinalis. A. Italian, is cultivated for ornament. See al-

Icanet and Alkanna.

anchusic (ang-ku'sik), a. [< anchusin + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to anchusin : as, anchusic acid.

anchusin (ang'ku-sin), n. [< Anchusa + -i 2
.]

A red coloring matter obtained from Alkanna

(Anchusa) tinctoria. It is amorphous, with a resin-

ous fracture, and when heated emits violet vapors, which
are extremely suffocating.

anchyloblepharon, n. See ankyloblepharon.
anchylose, anchylosis, etc. See ankylose, etc.

Anchylostoma (ang-ki-los'to-ma), n. [NL.,
prop. Ancylostoma, < Gr. ayxv^of, crooked, curved,
+ ar6/ja, mouth.] Same as Dochmius, 2.

anciencyt (an'shen-si), n. [Early mod. E. also

aunciencie, etc., for earlier ancienty, q. v.] An-
cientness

; antiquity.
ancient1

(an'shent), a. and . [Early mod. E.
also antient (a spelling but recently obsolete,
after pa tient, etc., or with ref. to the orig. L.),
< ME. auncient, auncyent, aunciant, etc. (with
excrescent -t, as in tyrant, etc. : see -ant2 ), ear-

lier auncien, auncian, < OF. ancien, mod. F. an-

<se=Pr. ancian = Sp. anciano = Pg. anciSo =
It. anziano, < ML. antianus, ancianus, former,
old, ancient, prop, "anteanus, with term, -anus

(E. -an, -en), < L. ante, before, whence also an-

ticus, antiquus, former, ancient, antique : see

antic, antique, and ante-.~\ I, a. 1. Existent
or occurring in time long past, usually in re-

mote ages ; belonging to or associated with an-

tiquity ; old, as opposed to modern : as, ancient
authors ; ancient records. As specifically applied to

history, ancient usually refers to times and events prior to
the downfall of the Western Roman Empire, A. D. 476, and
is opposed to medieval, which is applied to the period from
about the fifth century to the end of the fifteenth, when
modern history begins, and to modern, which is sometimes
used of tlie whole period since the fifth century. In other
uses it commonly has no exact reference to time.

We lost a great number of ancient authors by the con-

quest of Egypt by the Saracens, which deprived Europe
of the use of the papyrus.

/. D' Israeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 67.

The voice I hear this passing night was heard
In ancient days by emperor and clown.

Keats, Ode to Nightingale.

His [Milton's] language even has caught the accent of
the ancient world. Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 154.

2. Having lasted from a remote period ;
hav-

ing been of long duration
;
of great age ; very

old: as, an ancient city; an ancient forest: gen-
erally, but not always, applied to things.

203
I do love these ancient ruins.

We never tread upon them but we set

Our foot upon some reverend history.

Webster, Duchess of Malfl, v. 3.

The Governor was an ancient gentleman of greate cour-

age, of y order of St. Jago. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 10, 1657.

3. Specifically, in law, of more than 20 or 30

years' duration: said of anything whose con-
tinued existence for such a period is taken into

consideration in aid of defective proof by rea-

son of lapse of memory, or absence of wit-

nesses, or loss of documentary evidence: as,

an ancient boundary. 4. Past; former.
If I longer stay,

We shall begin our ancient bickerings.
Skak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1.

Know'st thou Amoret ?

Hath not some newer love forc'd thee forget

Thy ancient faith?

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 4.

5. In her., formerly worn; now out of date or
obsolete: thus, France ancient is azure sem6e
with fleurs-de-lys or, while France modern is

azure, 3 fleurs-de-lys. or 2 and 1 Ancient de-
mesne. See demesne. =8yn. Ancient, Old, Antique, An-
tiquated, Old-fashioned, Quaint, Obsolete, Obsolescent, by-
gone. Ancient and old are generally applied only to

things subject to change. Old may apply to things which
have long existed and still exist, while ancient may apply
to things of equal age which have ceased to exist : as, old

laws, ancient republics. Ancient properly refers to a

higher degree of age than old : as, old times, ancient times ;

old institutions, ancient institutions. An oW-looking man
is one who seems advanced in years, while an ancient-

looking man is one who seems to have survived from a

past age. Antique is applied either to a thing which has
come down from antiquity or to that which is made in

imitation of ancient style : thus, ancient binding is binding
done by the ancients, while antique binding is an imita-

tion of the ancient style. Antiquated, like antique., may
apply to a style or fashion, but it properly means too old ;

it is a disparaging word applied to ideas, laws, customs,
dress, etc., which are out of date or outgrown : as, anti-

quated laws should be repealed ; his head was full of an-

tiquated notions. Old-fashioned is a milder word, noting
that which has gone out of fashion, but may still be thought
of as pleasing. Quaint is old-fashioned with a pleasing
oddity : as, a quaint garb, a quaint manner of speech, a

quaint face. Obsolete is applied to that which has gone
completely out of use : as, an obsolete word, idea, law. Ob-
solescent is applied to that which is in process of becoming
obsolete. Ancient and antique are opposed to modern;
old to new, young, or fresh ; antiquated to permanent or

established; old-faMoned to new-fashioned; obsolete to

current or present. Aged, Elderly, Old, etc. See aged.

In these nooks the busy outsider's ancient times are only
old; his old times are still new.

T. Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd.

His singular dress and obsolete language confounded the

baker, to whom he offered an ancient medal of Decius as

the current coin of the empire.
/. D'Israeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 160.

He was shown an old worm-eaten coffer, which had
long held papers, untouched by the incurious generations,
of Montaigne. /. D'Israeli, Curios, of Lit.

,
I. 73.

While Beddoes* language seems to possess all the ele-

ments of the Shaksperian, there is no trace of the con-

sciously antique in it. Amer. Jour, of Philol., IV. 450.

I was ushered into a little misshapen back-room, having
at least nine corners. It was lighted by a skylight, fur-

nished with antiquated leathern chairs, and ornamented
with the portrait of a fat pig.

Irving, Boar's Head Tavern.

Somewhat back from the village street

Stands the old-fashioned country seat.

Longfellow, Old Clock on the Stairs.

We might picture to ourselves some knot of speculators,
debating with calculating brow over the quaint binding
and illuminated margin of an obsolete author.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 31.

Evidence of it [the disappearance of words from the lan-

guage] is to be seen in the obsolete and obsolescent material
found recorded on almost every page of our dictionaries.

Whitney, Lang, and Study of Lang., p. 98.

II. . 1. One who lived in former ages ;
a per-

son belonging to an early period of the world's

history : generally used in the plural.
We meet with more raillery among the moderns, but

more good sense among the ancients.

Addition, Spectator, No. 249.

2. A very old man
; hence, an elder or person

of influence : a governor or ruler, political or
ecclesiastical.

Long since that white-haired ancient slept.

Bryant, Old Man's Counsel.

The Lord will enter into judgment with the ancients of
his people. Is. iii. 14.

3f. A senior.

In Christianity they were his ancients. Hooker.

4. In the Inns of Court and Chancery in Lon-
don, one who has a certain standing or senior-

ity: thus, in Gray's Inn, the society consists of

benchers, ancients, barristers, and students un-
der the bar, the ancients being the oldest bar-
risters. Wharton.
When he was A undent in Inne of Conrte, certaine yong

tantiemes were brought before him, to be corrected for
certaine misorders. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 62.

Ancient Of days, the Supreme Being, in reference to his
existence from eternity.

ancillary

I beheld till the thrones were cast down, and the An-
dent <tf day* did sit, whose garment was white as snow.

Dan. vii. :.

Council Of Ancients, in I-'irnch hist,, the upper cham-
ber of the French legislature (Corps Legislatif) under the
constitution of 1795, consisting of 250 members, each at

least forty years old. See Corps L>'iiixlutij, umU-r ('//y'* L'.

ancient2
t (an'shent), H. [Early mod. E. also

antient, ancyent, auncient, aunticnt, and even

antesign, corrupt forms of ensign, in simulation
of ancient*: see ensign."} 1. A flag, banner,
or standard

;
an ensign ; especially, the flag or

streamer of a ship.
Ten times more dishonourable ragged than an old-faced

[that is, patched) ancient. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 2.

I made all the sail I could, and in half an hour she spied
me, then hung out her ancient, and discharged a gun.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, 1. 8.

2. The bearer of a flag; a standard-bearer; an

ensign.
Ancient, let your colours fly; but have a great care of

the butchers' hooks at Whiteehapel ; they have been the
death of many a fair ancient.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, v. 2.

This is Othello's ancient, as I take it.

Shak., Othello, v. 1.

anciently (au'sheut-li), adv. 1. In ancient

times; in times long since past; of yore: as,
Persia was anciently a powerful empire.
The colewort is not an enemy (though that were an-

ciently received) to the vine only ; but it is an enemy to

any other plant. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 480.

2. In or from a relatively distant period; in

former times
;
from of old

; formerly ; remotely :

as, to maintain rights ancien fly secured or en-

joyed.
With what arms

We mean to hold what anciently we claim.

Milton, P. L., v. 723.

ancientness (an'shent-nes), n. The state or

quality of being ancient
; antiquity. Dryden.

High-priest whose temple was the woods, he felt

Their melancholy grandeur, and the awe
Their ancientness and solitude beget.

K. H. Stoddard, Dead Master.

ancientry (an'shent-ri), n. [< ancient1 + -ru."}

1. Ancientness
; antiquity ; qualities peculiar

to that which is old. 2f. Old people: as,

"wronging the ancientry," Shak., W. T., iii. 3.

3f. Ancient lineage ; dignity of birth.

His father being a gentleman of more ancientry than
estate. Fuller, Worthies, Durham.

4. Something belonging or relating to ancient
times.

They [the last lines] contain not one word of ancientry.
West, Letter to Gray.

ancientyt (an'shen-ti), n, [Early mod. E. aun-

cientie, ancientie, < ME. ancietite, auneiente, <

AF. anciente, OF. aneiennete =Pr. ancianetat=
Sp. ancianidad = It. anzianila, aneianitade, an-

zianitate, on ML. type *antianita(t-)s, < antiamis,
ancient: seeoneieniiand-fy.] Age; antiquity;
ancientness

; seniority.
Is not the forenamed council of ancienty above a thou-

sand years ago t Dr. Martin, Marriage of Priests, sig. 1. 21).

ancile (an-si'le), .; pi. ancilia (an-sil'i-a). [L.,
an oval shield having a semicircular notch at

each end
; perhaps < an- for ambi-, on both sides

(cf. anfractuous and see ambi-), + -die, ult. <

V *skal, *skar, cut: see shear.] The sacred
shield of Mars, said to have fallen from heaven
in the reign of Numa, and declared by the
diviners to be the palladium of Rome so long as

it should be kept in the city. With eleven other

ancilia, made in imitation of the original, it was given into

the custody of the Salii, or priests of Mars, who carried it

annually in solemn procession through Rome during the
festival of Mars in the beginning of March.

Ancilia (an-sil'a), n. [NL., < L. ancilia : see an-

cille.~\ A genus of mollusks. See Ancillinai.

ancillary (an'si-la-ri), a. [< L. ancillariSf
< an-

cilla, a maid-servant: see ancitte.] Serving as

an aid, adjunct, or accessory; subservient;

auxiliary; supplementary.
The hero sees that the event is ancillary : it must follow

him. Emerson, Character.

In an ancillary work,
" The Study of Sociology," I have

described the various perversions produced in men's judg-
ments by their emotions.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 434.

Ancillary administration, in law, a local and subordi-

nate administration of such part of the assets of a dece-

dent as are found within a state other than that of his

domicile, and which the law of the state where they are

found requires to be collected under its authority in order
that they may be applied first to satisfy the claims of its

own citizens, instead of requiring the latter to resort to

the jurisdiction of principal administration to obtain pay-
ment ; the surplus, after satisfying such claims, being re-

mitted to the place of principal administration. Ancil-

lary letters, letters testamentary or of administration
for the purposes of ancillary administration, granted usu-

ally to the executor or administrator who has been ap-

pointed in the place of principal administration.



ancille

[ME. aiieillc, micelle, ancik, < OF. ancora 1
(ang'ko-ra), n.; pi. aucorte (-re).

e, < L. ancilla, a maid-servant, dim. an anchor: see Motor*.] In :oi>l., c

the anchor-shaped calcareous

and

ancille t, .

ancelle, ancele,,

of ancula, a maid-servant, fern, of aneultis, a

man-servant, < OL. *ancus, a servant, as in the

L. proper name Ancus Martius; cf. ancus, ap-

plied to one with a stiff, crooked arm: see

tingle
3
.] A maid-servant. Cluiiim'.

An'cillinoe (an-si-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ain-illn

+ -ina.] A subfamily of mollusks, of the fam-

ily Olividce, typified by the genus Ancilla. The
head is concealed, the eyes are absent, the tentacles are

rudimentary, and the foot is much enlarged ; the shell is

polished and the sutures are mostly covered with a cal-

lous deposit. Between 20 and 30 living species are known,
iiml numerous fossil ones. Also called Ancillarinos.

ancipital (an-sip'i-tal), . [As ancipitous +
-a!.] 1. Same as ancipitous, 1. 2. In rod/,

and hot., two-edged Ancipital stem, a compressed
stem, with two opposite thin or wing-margined edges, as

in blue-eyed grass (Sixyrinchiitvi).

ancipitate (an-sip'i-tat), . [As ancipitous +
-ate.] Same as ancipital, 2.

ancipitous (an-sip'i-tus), a. [< L. anceps (an-

cipit-), two-headed, double, doubtful (< an- for

ambi-, on both sides (see ambi-), + caput, head:
see capital), + -ous.] 1. Doubtful or double;

ambiguous; double-faced or double-formed.
2. Same as ancipital, 2.

Ancistrodon (an-sis'tro-don), . [NL. : so

called from the hooked fangs ;
< Gr. ayKiarpav, a

fish-hook (< a;>f, a hook, bend: see angle3 ),
+

spicules which are attached
to and protrude from the flat

perforated calcareous plates
in the integument of echino-
derms of the genus Hynaiita.

They are used in locomotion.

ancora2t (ang-ko'ra), a*-.

[It., = F. encore, again: see en-

core.] Again: formerly used
like encore (which see).

ancorae, n. Plural of ancora.

ancoral (ang'ko-ral), a. [< L.

niK'iii'ii/ix. < ancora, anchor:
see anchor'1-.] Relating to

or resembling an anchor, in

shape or use : in zoiil., specifi-

cally applied to the anchors
or ancono of members of the

genus Synujita.
Ancorina (ang-ko-ri'na), n.

[NL.] A genus' of fibrous

sponges, typical of the family
Ancorii/iilti

1

.

[L., ancylotome, ancylotomus (an-sil'o-tom, an-

one of si-lot'9-mus), n. Same as ankylotome.

Ancylus (an'si-lus), n. [NL., < Gr. dyni-Ao^,

crooked, curved: see anglc^.] 1. A genus of

pulmonate gastropods, typical of the family
Ancylida;. The species are fluviatile, and are railed

rivtT-limpets, from the resemblance of the shell to a

p:itell:i or limpet. There are upward of 50 living species.

They live in ponds and brooks, adhering to stones and

iqoatk plants.

2. A genus of hymenopterous insects.

Ancyrene (an'si-ren), a. [< L. Ancyra, Gr. "Ay-

mpa, a town in Galatia, now Angora (see An-

gora); cf. Gr. aynvpa, an anchor, a hook.] Of
or pertaining to Ancyra, a city of ancient Gala-

tia, where a synod was held about A. D. 314, at

which the Ancyrene canons, twenty-five in num-

ber, were passed. Synods of Semi-Arians were
also held there A. D. 358 and 375. Also written

Ancyran. Ancyrene inscription (commonly known
as the Minium, iitum Amyranuin), a highly important
document for Roman history, consisting of an inscription
in both Greek and Latin upon a number of marble slabs

fixed to the walls of the temple of Augustus and the god-
dess Roma (Rome personified) at Ancyra. The inscription
is a copy of the statement of his acts and policy prepared
by the Emperor Augustus himself, which sta

1

synapta,
ncora; or

. B,,
a sin-

. vl.

?.]

./, young
... showing four

(ang-kp-rUl 1- anchors (a. a

[NL., < Ancorina
+ -ida?.*] A family of Fibro-

. _, gnongite, typified by the genus Ancorina.
. >dwr-)= E. tooth.] A genus of venomous

ancoristt(ang'ko-rist),n. [An erroneous form of

serpents, with hooked fangs, belonging to the fmcnoretoianchoresswith&ceom. term, -ist: see
family Crotalida; of the suborder Solenoglypha :

by some authors placed under Trigonocejihalun.
An anchoret or anchoress.

The genus contains the well-known copperhead of North

America, Ancistrodon contortrix, and the water-moccasin,
A. pisciooru. See cut under copperhead.

anchor^, anchoret.]
A woman lately turned an antorist.

FtUler, Worthies, Yorkshire.

Also written ancree, ancred (ang'krii, ang'kerd), a. [F.,

ancree, pp. fern of ancrer, anchor: see anchor*,
t: and n ] In her., same as anchored, 3.

[E. dial., also uncome -ancy. A modem extension of -ance, in imita-

itatement is

often called" the political testament of Augustus. This

inscription was discovered by Augier de Busbecq in 1554,
but was first adequately copied by Georges Perrot in 1884.

ancyroid (an-si'roid), a. [< Gr. ayKvpoeiMjc,, an-

chor-shaped, < ayKvpa, anchor, + eloof, form.]

Anchor-shaped; specifically, in ana*., curved
or bent like the fluke of an anchor : applied (a)
to the coracoid process of the shoulder-blade

(see cut under scapula), and (6) to the cornua
of the lateral ventricle of the brain. Also writ-

ten ankyroid.
and (and, unaccented and: see a 2

), conj.

[< ME. and, ant, an, sometimes a, < AS. and,

rarely end (in AS. and ME. usually ex-ancle, n. See ankle.

ancomet (an'kum), n. \_K. mal., also tincome -ancy. A modem extension ol -ance, in imita-
pres8ed by the abbrev. symbol orligature %'later

(cf. Sc. oncome, an attack of disease, income, tion of the original Latin -ant-i-a, and perhaps ^ (mod &) for L. et and) = Os. endi rarely

en, = OFries. anda, ande, and, an, rarely ond,
also ende, enda, end, en, mod. Fries, an, an, en,

in, enda, inde= OD. onde, ende, D. en = OHG.

any bodily infirmity not apparently proceeding also of -acy : see -ance and -cy, and cf. -ence,

from an external cause), < ME. onkome, a swell- -ency. The two forms seldom differ in force,

ing. as on the arm, earlier ME. oncome, onetime, ancylid (an'si-lid), w. A gastropod of the fam-
an unexpected evil, < ancomen, oncumen, < AS.

ily Ancylida'.

oncumen, pp. of oncuman, come upon, happen, Ancylidae (an-sil'i-de), n. pi.

< on, on, + cuman, come: see come, oncome, in-

come.] A small inflammatory swelling arising

suddenly.
aneon (ang'kou), n.; pi. ancones (aug-ko'nez).

[<L. ancon,<Gr. djwjx, the bend of the arm, akin
7

to a>xof, a bend, aynvpa, anchor: see anchor1
, Ancylinae (an-si-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ancylm

angle3.] 1. In aitat., the olecranon
;
the upper + -ina;.] The ancylids, considered as a sub-

end of the ulna; the elbow. See cut under

forearm. 2. In areli., any projection designed
to support a cornice or other structural feature,
as a console or a corbel. The projections cut upon
keystones of arches to support busts or other ornaments
are sometimes called awwww. See cuts under canlaliver,

console, and corbel. [Rare.]

Also written ancone.

3. The name of a celebrated breed of sheep,

originated in Massachusetts in 1791 from a ram

having a long body and short, crooked legs, and
therefore unable to leap fences. It was also

known as the otter breed, ^aud is now extinct.

anconad (ang'ko-nad), ." [< aneon + -ad3.]

Toward the aneon or elbow.
anconal (ang'ko-nal), a. [< aneon + -al.] 1.

Pertaining to the aneon or elbow. 2. Being
on the same side of the axis of the fore limb as

the elbow: as, the anconal aspect of the hand,

[NL.,
A family of pulmonate gastropods,

typified by the genus Ancylus, and distinguished

by their patelliform shell. The species are in-

habitants of the fresh waters of various coun-

tries, and are known as river-limpets.

family of Limnfpidoe, and characterized by
the flattened and limpet-like instead of spiral
shell.

Ancyloceras (an-si-los'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr.

a-j'KvtAf, crooked, curved, + Kfpac (xepar-), a

horn.] A genus of fossil tetrabrauchiate ceph-

anti, enti, inti, unta, unti, endi, indi, vndi, MHG.

Ancyloceras sfiniferum.

alopods, of the family Ammonitidce, or made
the type of a special family Ancyloceratidai.

,
- One of these ammonites, Ancyloceras callovien-

that is, the back of the hand : corresponding to
gi oocurs iu the Kelloway rockg England.

rotular as applied to the hind limb.
ancyloceratid (an'si-16-ser'a-tid), w. A ceph-

Eqmvalent forms are anconeal and ancone-
alo

*
od of the {^ly Ancyloceratida?.

"s -

Ancyloceratidae (an*si-16-se-rat'i-de), n. pi.
ancone (ang'kon), n. Same as aneon, 1 and 2.

HJj' < AnCyloceras (-rat-) + 4dce.] A family of

fossil cephalopods, typified by the genus Ancy-
loceras.

ancylomele (au"si-lo-me'le), n.; pi. ancylome-
lie (-le). [NL., < Qcc.&ya>)io/uflii, a curved probe,

crooked, + uf//.rt, a surgical probe.]

Same as aneon, 1 and 2.

auconeal (ang-ko'ne-al), a. Same as anconal.
Anconeal fossa of tne numerus, in aiiat.

,
the olecra-

noid fossa, which receives the olecranon or head of the ulna.

The internal condyle is prominent, the anconeal fossa
small. W. H. Fltnver, Osteology, xv.

anconei, . Plural of anconeus.

anconeous (ang-ko'ne-us), a. Same as anconal.

ancones, . Plural of aneon.
anconeus (ang-ko-ne'us), n.

; pi. anconei (-i).

[NL., < L. aneon: see aneon.] A name once

't.
, ,

.

A curved probe used by surgeons. Also spelled

anlcylomele.

Ancylostoma (an-si-los'to-ma), . [NL., < Gr.

a*,Kv)j)c, crooked, curved, -f- arofia, mouth.]
Same as Dochmius, 2.

case that, even, even if, and then, and yet,
and

so (appar. the same word, with conditional or

disjunctive force; the Scand. equiv. to 'and' is

Icel. auk= Sw. och, ock = Dan. OH = AS. edc, E.

eke; not found as conj. in Goth., where the

ordinary copula is jah), conj., orig. a prep., AS.

and, ond (rare in this form, but extremely com-
mon in the reduced form an, on, being thus

merged with orig. an, on: see below), before,

besides, with, = OS. ant, unto, until, = OFries.

anda, ande, and, an, also enda, ende, end,en, in,on,
= OHG. ant= Goth, and, on, upon, unto, along,

over, etc.
;
this prep, being also common as a

prefix, AS. and-, an-, ond-, on- (see and-), and ap-

pearing also in the reduced form an, on (merged
with orig. an, on = Goth, ana = Gr. avd, etc. :

see on), and with a close vowel in AS. oth (for

*onth) = OS. unt (also in comp. n-, as in unte,

unto, n ni HO (= ME. and E. unto), and in imli'l,

unthat for unt that) = OFries. und, ont, unto,
= OHG. unt (in comp. "unze, unz), unto, = Icel.

unz, unnz, unst, undz, until, = Goth, und, unto,
until, as far as, up to (also in comp. unte, un-

til), most of these forms being also used con-

junctionally. The Teut. prepositions and
pre-

fixes containing a radical n tended to melt into

one another both as to form and sense. There

appear to have been orig. two forms of and,

namely, (a) AS. and, ond, OS. ant, Goth, and,
unda-, Teut. *anda-, and (b) AS. end, OS. endi,

etc., Teut. *andi-, the latter being = L.
ante^

be-

fore,= Gr. avrl, against,= Skt. anti, over against,
near, related with ante, end, = Goth, andeis =
AS. ende, E. end : see end, and cf . andiron. See

and-, aw-2
,
on-2

, ante-, anti-, prefixes ult. iden-

tical. For the transition from the prep, and,

before, besides, with, to the. conj. anti, cf. the

prep, with in such constructions as " The pas-

sengers, with all but three of the crew, were

saved," where and may be substituted for iritli.

given to any of the muscles attached to the ancvlotneriid (an'si 16 the'ri-id) n An eden- From the earliest ME. period and has also ex-

ancon or olecranon: now usually restricted to g mamraal ^ the family Ancylothenidw.
iat'"1 !" thfi rpdnned form an: see a2.1 A.

a small muscle arising from the back part of
AncylotheriidaB (an"si-lo-the-ri'i-de), n. pi.

the external coudyle of the humerus, and in- p^ < Ancy iotherium + -idtt.] A family of
serted into the side of the olecranon and upper edentate mammals, typified by the genus Ancy-
fourth of the posterior surface of the ulna. lotherium. It is known only from fragments of a skele-

anconoeus, n. Same as anconeus. ton found in Tertiary deposits in Europe, and is supposed
anconoid (ang'ko-noid), a. [< Gr. ayKOVOU&fa, to be related to the recent pangolins, or Manididce.

curved (elbow-like), < ayxuv, a bend, curve, the Ancylptherium (an'si-lo-the'ri-um), n. [NL..
elbow (see aneon), + eWos, form.] Elbow-like: <Gr. a}*W.of, crooked, curved, + dr/piov, a wild

applied to the olecranon of the ulna. beast.] A genus of large extinct edentate

ancort, n. A former spelling of anchor^. mammals, typical of the family Ancylotheriidw.

isted in the reduced form an: see an2.] A.
Coordinate use. 1. Connective: A word con-

necting a word, phrase, clause, or sentence with

that which precedes it : a colorless particle with-

out an exact synonym in English, but expressed

approximately by 'with, along with, together

with, besides, also, moreover,' the elements
connected being grammatically coordinate.

In our last conflict four of his five wits went halting off,

and now is the whole man governed with one.

Shak., Much Ado, 1. 1.



and
We hove been up and down to seek him.

Shak., M. ..f v., iii. 1.

His fame and fate shall be
An echo and a light unto eternity.

Shelley, Adonais, 1. 8.

Along the heath and near his favourite tree.

Gray, Elegy, 1. 110.

When many words, phrases, clauses, or sentences an; i-nn

nected, the connective is now generally omitted before
all except the last, unless retained for rhetorical dlVi-i.

The connected elements are sometimes identical, express-

ing continuous repetition, either definitely, as, to walk
two and two ; or indefinitely, as, for ever and ever, to wait

years and years.

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time.

Shah., Macbeth, v. a.

The repetition often implies a difference of quality under
the same name: as, there are deacons <i,i'l deacons (that

is, according to the proverb,
" There's odds in deacons");

there are novels and novels (that is, all sorts of novels).
To make the connection distinctly inclusive, the term bath

precedes the first member : as, both in England and in

France. For this, by a Latinism, and . . . and has been
sometimes used in poetry (Latin and French et . , . et).

Thrones and civil and divine.

fi/tlrf>ter, tr. of Du Bartas.

2. Introductive : in continuation of a previous
sentence expressed, implied, or understood.

And the Lord spake unto Moses. Num. i. 1.

And he said unto Moses. Ex. xxiv. 1.

In this use, especially in continuation of the statement

implied by assent to a previous question. The continua-
tion may mark surprise, incredulity, indignation, etc. : as,
And shall I see him again? And you dare thus address
me?

And do you now put on your best attire,
And do you now cull out a holiday
And do you now strew flowers in his way,
That comes in triumph over Pompey's blood ?

Shak., J. C., i. 1.

Alas! and did my Saviour bleed? Watts.

3. Adverbial: Also; even. [Rare; in imita-
tion of the Latin et in like use.]
He that hatith me, hatith and [also, Purv.J my fadir.

Wydif, John xv. 23 (Oxf. ed.).

Not oonly he brak the saboth, but and [but, Purv.] he
seide his fadir God. Wydif, John v. 18.

Hence, but and, and also: common in the old
ballads.

And they hae chased in glide green-wood
The buck but and the rae.

Rose the. lied, and White Lilly,
Child's Ballads, III. 180.

She brought to him her beauty and truth,
But and broad earldoms three.

Lowell, Singing Leaves.

B. Conditional use. [In this use not found
in AS., but very common in ME.

;
cf. Icel. enda

and MHG. unde in similar use : a development
of the coordinate use

;
cf. so, adv. conj., mark-

ing continuation, with so, conditional conj., if.

This and, though identical with the coordi-

nate, has been looked upon as a different word,
and in modern editions is often artificially
discriminated by being printed an: see a 2

.]

If; supposing that : as, and you please. [Com-
mon in the older literature, but in actual speech
now only dialectal.]

For, and I sholde rekenen every vice
Which that she hath, ywis I were to nice.

Chaucer, Prol. to Squire's Tale, 1. 15.

Disadvantage ys, that now childern of gramer-scole con-
neth no more Frensch than can here lift [their left} heele,
<fe that is harm for ham [them] <fc a [if they] scholle passe
the se, & trauayle in strange londes.

Trevisa, tr. of Higden, Polychron., I. Ixix.

And I suffer this, may I go graze.
Fletcher, Woman's Prize, i. 3.

Often with added if (whence mod. dial, an if^

nif, if). Hence, but and if, but if.

But and if that servant say. Luke xii. 45.

and-. [< ME. and-, and-, an-, on-, AS. and-, and-,
often reduced to an-, on- = OS. ant- = OFries.

and-, and-, an-, on- = I), out-= OHG. MHG. ant-,
ent-, G. ant-, ent- (emp- before/) = Goth. and-,
anda- = L. ante- = Gr. avrt-, orig. meaning

' be-
fore' or 'against,' being the prep, and (AS. and
= Goth. and, etc.) as prefix: see and, an-%, ante-,
anti-.] A prefix in Middle English and Anglo-
Saxon, represented in modern English by an-
in answer, a- in alongl, and (mixed with original
on-) by on- in onset, etc.

andabata, andabate (an-dab'a-ta, an'da-bat),
.; pi. andabata;, andabates (-te, -bats)! [L.

amlabata (see def.), appar. a corrupt form for

"anabata, < Gr. avaSari/f, a rider, lit. one who
mounts, < avajlaiveiv, go up, mount: see Anabas,
anabasis.] In Horn, antiq., a gladiator who
fought blindfolded by wearing a helmet with-
out openings for the eyes; hence, in modern
application, one who contends or acts as if

blindfolded.
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With what eyes do these owls and Miml n ,itl<d"rti x look

upon the Holy Scriptures. /; ton, Works, I. sal.

andabatismt (an-dab'a-tizm), . [< L. iiinln-

bata + -MI/I.] The practice of fighting blindly
like an andabata; blind contention.

Andalusian (nn-da-lu'ziau), a. and it. [< An-

dalimia, Sp. Aiida'luria, < Sp. Aiulitlnz, an An-
dalusian, prob. ult. < L. I'lindalii, the Vandals:
see Vandal.] I. a. Belonging or pertaining to

Andalusia, a large division of southern Spain,
or to its inhabitants.

II. ii. 1. An inhabitant of Andalusia in

Spain. 2. A variety of fowl of the Spanish
type, of medium size.

andalusite (au-da-lu'sit), n. [< Andalusia +
-ifc'-.] A mineral of a gray, green, bluish, flesh,

or rose-red color, consisting of anhydrous sili-

cate of aluminium, sometimes found crystal-
lized in four-sided rhombic prisms. Its composi-
tion is the same as that of cyanite and flbrolite. It was
first discovered in Andalusia. Chiastolite (which see), or

made, is an impure variety, showing a peculiar tessellated

appearance in the cross-section.

Andamanese (an"da-man-eV or -ez'), a. and .

[< Andaman + -ese'.'] I. a. Pertaining to the

Andaman islands, or to their inhabitants.

II. H. sing, or pi. A native or the natives of

the Andaman islands, situated in the eastern

part of the bay of Bengal. The Andamanese are ro-

bustand vigorous, resembling negroes, but of small stature,
and are still in a state of savagery.
andante (an-dan'te), a. and . [It., lit. walk-

ing, ppr. of andare, walk, go: see alley^."\ I. a.

In music, moving with a moderate, even, grace-
ful progression.

II. H. A movement or piece composed in an-
dante time : ,s, the andante in Beethoven's fifth

symphony.
andantino (an-dan-te'no), a. and n. [It., dim.
of andante, q. v.] I. a. In music, somewhat
slower than andante.

II. H. Properly, a movement somewhat slower
than andante, but more frequently a movement
not quite so slow as andante.
andarac (an'da-rak), . Same as sandarae.
anclaze (an'da-ze), . [Turk, andaze, endaze, <

Ar. hindaze, an ell.] A Turkish cloth mea-
sure equal to 27 (or according to Bedhouse 25)
inches. Morgan, U. S. Tariff.

Andean (an'de-an), a. [< Andes : said to be
named from Peruv. anti, copper, or metal in

general.] Pertaining to the Andes, a great
system of mountains extending along the Pa-
cific coast of South America, and sometimes re-

garded as including the highlands of Central
America and Mexico.
Andersen's ganglion. See ganglion.
Anderson battery. See battery.

andesin, andesine (an'de-zin), . [< Andes +
-i'w2 .] A triclinic feldspar, intermediate be-
tween the soda feldspar albite and the lime

feldspar anorthite, and consequently contain-

ing both soda and lime. It was originally obtained
from the Andes, but has since been found in the Vosges
and other localities. See feldspar.

andesite (an'de-zit), re. [< Andes + -ite2
."]

A
volcanic rock of wide-spread occurrence, espe-
cially in the Cordilleran region of North Amer-
ica. It consists essentially of a mixture of a triclinic

feldspar with either hornblende or augite. Those varieties

containing the former are called hornblende andesite, the
latter augite andesite. There are also varieties of andesite
which contain a considerable percentage of quartz. The
line of separation between the basalts and rocks called by
many lithologists andesite cannot be sharply drawn. See
baxatt.

andesitic (an-de-zit'ik), a. [< andesite + -ic.~\

Pertaining to or containing andesite.

Andigena (an-dij'e-iia), n. [NL., < Andes +
L. -gams, -born: see -gen, -genous.~] A genus
of toucans, family Bhamphastidte, embracing
several Andean species. J. Gould, 1850.

Andine (au'din or -din), a. [< NL. Andinus, <

Andes. ] Of or pertaining to the Andes; Andean.
Andine plants are especially those of the high alpine
regions of the Andes.

Andira (an-di'ra), n. [NL., from native name.]
A genus of leguminous trees, of about 20 spe-
cies, natives of tropical America. They have pin-
nate leaves, and bear a profusion of showy flowers, followed

by fleshy one-seeded pods. The timber is use<! for build-

ing. A. MTmt>, the angelin- or cabbage-tree of the West
Indies, furnishes the worm-bark, which has strong nar-
cotic properties and was formerly used in medicine as a
vermifuge.

andira-guaca (an-de'ra-gwa'ka),w. [8. Amer.]
The native name in South America of the vam-
pire-bat, Vampyruii spectrum . See Phyllostomi-
d<e, Vampyrus. Also written andira-giiacv.
andiron (aud'i-ern), ii. [Early mod. E. andi-

ron, until/run, aniidi/riin, /iiiiiili/ern, andi/ar (also
with aspirate hinnlii-ii, lunidiroii, lunii/i/r/ni.

Ancient Andirons, from Cobham, Kent,
England.

Andrea Ferrara

mod. E. handiroii, simulating hand; also l<nl-

i/nni, after F. landier), < ME. andyron, earlier

iiniiiliri'ii, nHiiiti/rnc, iniiid/irf (the termination

being popularly associated with ME. iron, irni,

iiron, i/ri'ii, i/rc, E. iron ; cf. ME. briiiidiri-n, lirnml

iron, oronayre, < AS. hranil-ixni, andiron, = D.

hrnndij:i'r, an andiron, also a branding-iron, lit.

'brand-iron'; cf. also AS. brand-rod, andiron,
lit. 'brand-rod'), < OF. andirr, cndicr, later,

by inclusion of the art. le, V, landier, mod.
F. landier, dial, andifr, ninlniii, andi, in ML.
with fluctuating term, aiidcriim, anderia, an-
dcra, aiidn-a, /indeda, andedus, andegula, aii-

gediila, more commonly andena, andenus, the
fluctuation showing that the word was of un-
known and hence prob. either of Celtic or Teut.

origin, perhaps < Teut. *andja-, Goth. andeis =
OHG. enti, MHG. G. cnde = AS. ende,E. end,
the reason of the name being reflected in the
mod. popular adaptation end-iron, q. v. End
is prob. connected in its origin with the conj.
and and the prefix and-, which would thus be

brought into remote relation with the first syl-
lable of andiron : see and, and-, end. But and-
iron has nothing to do, etymologically, with
hand or brand, or, except very remotely, if at

all, with end.~\

One of a pair of

metallic stands
used to support
wood burned
on an open
hearth, it con-
sists of a horizon-
tal iron bar raised
on short legs, with
an upright stand-
ard in front. Usu-
ally the standard is

surmounted by a
knob or other de-

vice, and it is some-
times elaborately
ornamented and
often sheathed

with brass- or silver-work. The standards, before the gen-
eral adoption of grate-fires, were often made very high ;

those for kitchen use had brackets for holding the roast-

ing-spit and hooks upon which kettles could be hung, and
sometimes flat or bracket-shaped tops for holding dishes ;

others were artistically forged in wrought-iron, or had the
whole upright piece carved in bronze or some other costly
material. Seldom used in the singular. Also called fire-

doff.
Her aiidirons

(I had forgot them) were two winking Cupids
Of silver, each on one foot standing, nicely
Depending on their brands. SAa*., Cymbeline, ii. 4.

The brazen andirons well brightened, so that the cheer-
ful tire may see its face in them.

Hawthorne, Old Manse, I. 165.

Andorran (an-dor'ran), a. and . [< Andorra +
-anJ I. a. Pertaining to Andorra.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Andorra,
a small republic, semi-independent since Char-

lemagne, situated in the eastern Pyrenees, be-
tween the French department of Ariege and
the Spanish province of L6rida. it is under the

joint protection of France and the Bishop of Urgel, in Cata-

lonia, Spain.

andr-. See andro-.

andra (an'drS), . [Appar. a native name.]
A species of gazel found in northern Africa,
Gazella ruficollis (the Antilope ruficollis of

Smith), related to the common Egyptian spe-
cies, (r. dorcas.

andradite (an'dra-dlt), . [After the Portu-

guese mineralogist d?Andrada.~\ A variety of
common garnet containing calcium and iron.

See garnet^.
andranatomy (an-dra-nat'o-mi), . [< Gr.

avfjp (avdp-), a man, -f- avarour/, dissection : see

anatomy.'] The dissection of

the human body, particularly
that of the male

;
human anat-

omy; aiithropotomy; androt-

omy. Hooper, Med. Diet.,
1811. [Bare.]
Andreaea (an - dre - e

'

a), n.

[NL., named after G. B. An-

drew, a German botanist. An-
dreas was orig. gen. of LL. An-

dreas, Andrew. See Andrew."]
A genus of mosses constitut-

ing the natural order Aiidre-

ceaceiB, intermediate between ^nanaa attains.

the Sphagnacece and the Brya- anj eh'St capsSc
cece, or true mosses, it is distin- !* its ampnysis ().

guished by the longitudinal dehiscence ' Fro L
f

** a
!'^

of the capsule into four valves ; other- gSa"
6 s

de iJota
wise it closely resembles the genus nique.")
Grinunia.

Andrea Ferrara (an'dre-a fe-ra'rii), n. A
sword or sword-blade of a kind greatly es-



Andrea Ferrara

teemed in Scotland toward the end of the six-

teenth century and later. The blades are commonly
marked ANDREA on one side and FARARA or FERARA
on the other, with other devices. The swords known hy
this name among the Scotch Highlanders were basket-
hilted broadswords. See claymore. It is now asserted by
Italian writers that these were made at Belluno in Venctia
by Cosmo, Andrea, and Gianantonio Ferara, and that the
surname is not geographical, but derived from the occupa-
tion. [Compare It. fen-am, a cutler, an ironmonger, = E.

farrier, < L. ferrarins, a blacksmith : see farrier.} Some-
times called Andrew.

Andrena (an-dre'na), . [NL.: see Anthre-

nus.] A genus of solitary bees, typical of the

family Andrenidce (which see). It is of large ex-

tent, including nearly 200 European species. Its members
burrow in the ground to the depth of several inches, and
are among the earliest insects abroad in the spring. A.
vicina is a characteristic example. Melitta is a synonym.

Andrenetae (an-dren'e-te), n. pi. [NL., as
Andrena + -et-a;.] In Latreille's classification
of bees, the first section of Mellifera, or Antho-

]>hila, corresponding to the modern family An-
drenidte: opposed to Apiarite.
andrenid (an'dre-nid), n. A solitary bee, of the

family AndrenidfE.

Andrenidae (an-dren'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < An-
drena + -idee.'] A family of aculeate melliferous

hymenopterous insects; the solitary bees. The
n ir n t n i LI urchin is elongate and the tongue short, the labium
and terminal maxillary lobes not being lengthened into a
proboscis. The labium is either hastate or cordate, on
which account some authors divide the family into two
groups, Acutilingues and Obtusilinyues. These bees con-
sist of only males and females : the latter collect pollen,
the trochanters and femora of the hind legs being usually
adapted for this purpose. All the species are solitary, and
most of them burrow in the ground, though some five in
the interstices of walls. The cells are provisioned with
pollen or honey, in the midst of which the female deposits
her eggs. The genera and species of the family are nu-
merous.

Andrenoides (an-dre-noi'dez), n. pi. [NL., <

Andrena + -aides.'] In Latreille's system of

classification, a division of Apiarice ; a group
of solitary bees, including the carpenter-bees
of the genus Xylocopa, and corresponding to a

portion of the modern family Aviate.

andreolite (an'dre-6-lit), n. [< Andreas (= E.

Andrew), a mining locality in the Harz moun-
tains, + -lite, < Gr. /U0of, a stone.] A name of
the mineral commonly called harmotome or
cross-stone. See harmotome.
Andrew (an'dro), . [< Andrew, a common
personal name, < ME. Andreu = Bret. Andrew,
Andrea, < OF. Andreu, mod. P. Andrieu, Andre
= Pi.Andriou, Andre= Sp. Andres =:Pg. Andre
= It. Andrea = D. G. Dan. Andreas = Sw. Dan.
Anders, < LL. Andreas, < Gr. 'Avfipeac,, a personal
name, equiv. to avipelof, manly, strong, cou-

rageous, < avijp (dvdp-), a man. The name An-
drew is thus nearly equiv. in meaning to

Charles.] A broadsword : an English equiva-
lent of Andrea Ferrara (which see). St. An-
drew's cross. See cross. St. Andrew's day. See day.

-andria. See -androus.

andro-. [L., etc., andro-, before a vowel andr-,
< Gr. avopo-, avip-, combining form of dvf/p

(avep-, "avp-, avip-), a man, L. fir, as opposed
to a woman, to a youth, or to a god (sometimes,
esp. in later usage, equiv. to, but usually distin-

guished from, avSpimoc,, L. homo, a man, a hu-
man being, a person) ; specifically, a husband,
sometimes merely a male.] An element in

many compound words of Greek origin, mean-
ing man, and hence masculine, male

; espe-
cially, in bot. (also terminally, -androus, -ander,
-andria), with reference to the male organs or
stamens of a flower. See -androus.

androcephalous (an-dro-sef'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

avfip (avdp-), a man, +
Ke<t>a'Af/j head.] Having

a human head : said of a monster such as a
sphinx, an Assyrian bull, etc.

Upon a Gaulish coin, an androcephalou* horse.

Jour. Archceol. An., V. 21.

androctonid (an-drok'to-nid), n. A scorpion
of the family Androctonidce.

Androctonidae (an-drok-ton'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Androctonus + -idee.] A family of scorpions,
of the order Scorpioidea, typified by the genus
Androctomts, and characterized by the triangu-
lar shape of the sternum.
Androctonus (an-drok'to-nus), . [NL., < Gr.

dvdpoKTovof, man-slaying, < dvf/p (avdp-), man, +
KTeivciv, slay.] A genus of scorpions, typical of
the family Androctonidae. Prionurus is synony-
mous.
androdioecious (an'dro-di-e'shius), a. [< Gr.

avr/p (avdp-), male, + dioicious.] In hot., having
hermaphrodite flowers only upon one plant and
male only upon another of the same species,
but no corresponding form with only female
flowers. Darwin.
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androecium (an-dre'shi-um), . ; pi. andrcecia

(-a). [NL., < Gr. dvf/p (avdp-), a man, male, +
oi/tof, a house, = L. ricus, > E. tricfr, a village.]
In bot., the male organs of a flower

;
the assem-

blage of stamens.

androgynal (an-droj'i-nal), a. Same as -

droi/ynous.

androgynally (an-droj'i-nal-i), adv. With the
sexual organs of both sexes

;
as a hermaphro-

dite. [Rare.]
No reall or new transexion, but were andngynatty borne.

Sir T. Bromte, Vulg. Err., iii. 17.

androgyne (an'dro-jiu), . [= F. androgyne,< L.

nndrogynus, masc., aii<lr<>r/i/>ir, fem.
,
< Gr. dvdp6-

jwof, a man-woman, a hermaphrodite, an ef-

feminate man: see androgynous.] 1. A her-

maphrodite.
Plato . . . tells a story how that at first there were

three kinds of men, that is, male, female, and a third mixt
species of the other two, called, for that reason, andro-

yynti. Chilmead.

2. An effeminate man. [Rare.]
What shall I say of these vile and stinking androgynes,

that is to say, these men-women, with their curled locks,
their crisped and frizzled hair? Harmar, tr. of Beza, p. 173.

3. An androgynous plant. 4. A eunuch.

[Rare.]
androgyneity (an'dro-gi-ne'i-ti), n. [As andro-

gynous + -e-ity.] Androgyny ; bisexuality ;
her-

maphroditism.
androgynia (an-dro-jin'i-a), n. [NL. : see an--

drogyny.] Same as androgyny.
androgynism (an-droj'i-nizm), . [As andro-

gynous + -ism.] In bot., a monoecious condi-
tion in a plant normally dioecious.

androgynes (an-droj'i-nos), . Repr. Gr. av-

6p6)wof : see androgyne.] A hermaphrodite ;

an androgyne.
An androgynos was born at Antiochia ad Mieandrum,

when Antipater was archon at Athens.
Amfr. Jour. Phttol., VI. 2.

andro-

female,
common to man and woman, < dvf/p (dvdp-), a

man, + iwf/, a woman, akin to E. queen, quean,
q. v.] 1. Having two sexes

; being both male

Andropogon
A genus of plants, natural order Ericaceae. The
species are hardy shrubs, natives of Europe, Asia, and
North America. They are more or less narcotic, and sev-

androgynous (an-droj'i-nus), a. [< L.

gynus, < Gr. dvdpoywos, both male and f

and female ; of the nature of a hermaphrodite ;

hermaphroditical.
On the opposite side of the vase is an androgynou* fig-

ure. Cat. of Vote* in Brit. Museum, II. 148.

(a) In bot. : (1) Having male and female flowers in the
same inflorescence, as in some species of Carex. (2) In

mosses, having autheridia and archegonia in the same in-

volucre. (6) In zoiil., uniting the characters of both sexes ;

having the parts of both sexes ; being of both sexes ; her-

maphrodite. The androgynous condition is a very com-
mon one in invertebrate animals. The two sexes may
coexist at the same time in one individual, which impreg-
nates itself, as a snail ; or two such individuals may im-

pregnate each other, as earthworms; or one individual

may In- male and female at different times, developing
first the product of the one sex and then that of the other.

2. Having or partaking of the mental charac-
teristics of both sexes.

The truth is, a great mind must be androgynous.
Coleridge.

Also androgynal.
androgyny (an-droj'i-ni), n. [Erroneously
written androgeny (Pascoe) ; < NL. androgynia,
< L. androgynus : see androgynous.] The state
of being androgynous; union of sexes in one
individual; hermaphroditism.

Instances of androgyny . . . depend upon an excessive

development of this structure.
Todd'i Cyc. of Anat. and Phys., IV. 1426. (..V. E. D.)

android, androides (an'droid, an-droi'dez), n.

[< Gr. dvdpoeidf/f, like a man, < dvf/p (dvdp-), a

man, + eldoc,, form.] An automaton resembling
a human being in shape and motions.

If the human figure and actions be represented, the au-
tomaton has sometimes been called specially an androi-
des. Encyc. Brit., III. 142.

andromania (an-dro-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

dvdpopavia, < dvf/p (avdp-), man, -f* [tavia, mad-
ness.] Nymphomania (which see).
andromed (an'dro-med), n. [< Andromeda.] A
meteor which proceeds, or a system of meteors
which appears to radiate, from a point in the
constellation Andromeda.
Andromeda (an-drom'e-da), n. [L., < Gr. 'Av-

dpo/ifdy, in myth, daughter of Cepneus, king of

Ethiopia, bound to a rock in order to be de-

stroyed by a sea-monster, but rescued by Per-
seus ; after death placed as a constellation in
the heavens.] 1. A northern constellation,
surrounded by Pegasus, Cassiopeia, Perseus,
Pisces, Aries, etc., supposed to represent the

figure of a woman chained. The constellation
contains three stars of the second magnitude,
of which the brightest is Alpheratz. 2. [NL.]

The Constellation Andromeda, including its stars down to 5th magni-
tude, according to Heis; the figure from Ptolemy's description.

eral are known to be poisonous to sheep and goats, as A.
Mariana (the stagger-bush of America), A. polijfulia, and A.
ovalifolia. A. floribunda and others are sometimes culti-

vated for ornament.

andromoncecious (an'dro-mo-ne'shius), a. [<
Gr. avfjp (avSp-), male, + moncecious, q. v.] In
hot., having hermaphrodite and male flowers

upon the same plant, but with no female flow-
ers. Darwin.

andromorphous (an-dro-mdr'ftis), a. [< Gr.

avipouoptyos, of man's form or figure, < avf/p

(avdp-), a man, + uopity, form.] Shaped like a

man; of masculine form or aspect: as, an an-

dromorphous woman.
andron (an'dron), n. [L., < Gr. av6pn>, < avfip

(avip-), a man.] Same as andronitis.

andronitis (an-dro-ni'tis), n. [Gr. avipuvtTic,,
also avSpuv, < avfip (avip-), man. Cf. gyixeceum.]
In Gr. antiq., the portion of a house appropri-
ated especially to males, including dining-room,
library, sitting-rooms, etc.

andropetalous (an-dro-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

avfip (avip-), a man, in mod. 'bot. a stamen, +
ntTOMw, a leaf, in mod. bot. a petal.] In bot.,
an epithet applied to double flowers produced
by the conversion of stamens into petals, as in
the garden ranunculus.

androphagi, n. Plural of androphagus.
androphagOUS (an-drof'a-gus), a. [< Gr. avipo-
^aj'Of, man-eating. < avfip (av^P~), a man, + <f>a-

yeiv, eat. Cf. anthropophagous.] Man-eating;
pertaining to or addicted to cannibalism

;
an-

thropophagous. [Rare.]
andropnagus (an-drof'a-gus), n.

; pi. andropha-
ff* (-ji)- [NL., < Gr. avSpoQayor,: see andropha-
gous.] A man-eater; a cannibal. [Rare.]
androphonomania (an*dro-fon-o-ma'ni-a),

>
n.

[NL., < Gr. dv6po<t>6vot, man-slaying (<f avf/p

(avip-), man, + *j>evetv, kill, slay), + fiavia, mad-
ness.] A mania for committing murder ;

homi-
cidal insanity.

androphore (an'dro-for), n. [< Gr. avrip (avip-),
a man, a male, in mod. bot. a stamen, + -^opor,
< <t>ipciv = E. bear*.] 1. In bot., a stamineal col-

umn, usually formed by a union of the filaments,
as in the Malva-
cece and in many
genera of Legu-
minosoe. 2. In

sool., the branch
of a gonoblas-
tidium of a hy-
drozoan which
bears male gono-
phores ;

a gen-
erative bud or
medusiform zo-

. . . i_ T_ .T_Old in WJllCh the
male elements

only are developed, as distinguished from a

gynophore or female gonophore. See gyno-
phore, and cut under gonoblastidium.
androphorous (an-drof'o-rus), a. [< Gr. avf/p

(avip-), a man, + -</>6pof, < </>epetv = E. bearl.] In

Hydrozoa, bearing male elements, as an andro-

phore ; being male, as a medusiform zobid.

Andropogon (an-dro-po'gon), n. [NL., < Gr.

avfip (avip-), a man, + mjyuv, beard, the male
flowers often having plumose beards : see po-
gon.] A large genus of grasses, mostly natives
of warm countries. Several species are extensively
cultivated in India, especially in Ceylon and Singapore,
for their essential oils, which form the grass-oils of com-
merce. A. Nardus yields the citronella-oil ; the lemon-

grass, A. citratug, yields the lemon-grass oil, also known
as oil of verbena or Indian melissa-oil. A. Scliueiianthus of

nlar Amlropnore and section of
flower of Mtl-va sylvtstris.
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central and northern India is the source of what is known
as rusa-oil, or oil of fringer-grass or of geranium. Thrsr
oils are much esteemed in India for external application
in rheumatism, but in Europe and America they are used
almost exclusively by soap-makers and perfumers. The
rusa-oil is used in Turkey for tlir adulteration of attar of
roses. Tlie cuscus of India is the Ion*;, tibruus, fragrant
root of A. viuricatux, which is woven into screens, <.nia-

mental baskets, and other articles. There are about '10

species in the United States, commonly knmvn as broom-

grans or broom-sedge, mostly tall perennial grasses, with
tough, wiry stems, of little value.

androsphinx (an'dro-sfingks), n. [< Or. avfipn-

o-^<;-f,
a sphinx with the bust of a man, < av>/p

(avSp-), a man,+ o-0/yf, a sphinx.] In ane. K</i//>t.

sculp., a man-sphinx ;
a sphinx having the body

Andrusphinx of Thothmes III. (i$th century B.C.),
Boulak Museum, Cairo.

of a lion with a human head and masculine at-

tributes, as distinguished from one with the
head of a ram (criosphinx), or of a hawk (hiera-
cosphinx). See sphinx.

androspore (an'dro-spor), n. [< NL. andro-

sporus. < Gr. avqp (avSp-), a man, male, + air6pof,

attaches itself near or upon an oogonium and
becomes a miniature plant, developing anther-
ozoids.

These antherozoids are not the immediate product of
the sperm-cells of the same or of another filament, but are

developed within a body termed an androspore.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 255.

androtomous (an-drot'6-mus), a. [< NL. an-

drotomus, < Gr. avf/p (av6p-), a man, in mod. bot.
a stamen, + -TO/J.OI;, < re/iveiv, Tcijielv, cut. Cf . an-

drotomy.] In bot., characterized by having
the stamens divided into two or more parts by
chorisis. Syd. Soc. Lex.

androtomy (an-drot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. avjp
(avdp-), a man, + TOJIIJ, a cutting, < TEfiveiv, ra/ielv,
cut. Cf. anatomy."] Human anatomy ;

anthro-

potomy as distinguished from zootomy ;
the dis-

section of the human body. [Bare. ]

-andrqus. [< NL. -andrm. < Gr. -avSpof, term,
of adjectives compounded with avf/p (av6p-), a

man, a male : see andro-.] In bot., a termina-
tion meaning having male organs or stamens,
as in monandrous, diandrons, triandrous, poly-
androus, etc., having one, two, three, or many
stamens, and gynandrous, having stamens situ-

ated on the pistil. The corresponding English noun
ends in -ander, as in monander, etc., and the New Latin
class name in -andria, as in Monandria, etc.

ane (an), a. and n. Scotch and northern Eng-
lish form of one.

-ane. [< L. -anus, reg. repr. by E. -an, in older
words by -ain, -en: see -an.] 1. A suffix of
Latin origin, the same as -an, as in mundane,
ultramontane, etc. In some cases it serves, with a dif-

ference of accent, to differentiate words in -ane, as ger-
mane, humane, urbane-, from doublets in -an, as gerntan,
human, urban.

2. In diem., a termination denoting that the

hydrocarbon the name of which ends with it

belongs to the paraffin series having the general
formula CnH2n + 2 : as

> methane, CH4 ; ethane,
C^HR.
aneal 1 (a-neT ), v . t. The earlier and historically
correct form of anneal 1

.

anea!2t (a-nel'), '. t. [Early mod. E. also an-

neal, aneel, < late ME. anele, earlier anelien, ene-

lien, < AS. *anelian or *onelian (the AS. "one-
Ian usually cited is incorrect in form and un-
authorized), < an, on, on, + "elian (>ME. elien),

oil, < ele, oil: see oil, and cf. anoH.] To anoint
;

especially, to administer extreme unction to.

Also spelled anele.

He was housled and aneled, and had all that a Christian
man ought to have. Morte d'Arthur, iii. 17:,
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anear (a-ner'), prep. /(A/-, as arfi'. and prep. [<
4 + near; of mod. formation, after afar.] I.

adr. 1. Near (in place) : opposed to afar.
Dark-bnw'il sophist, come not anear.

Tennynon, Poet's Mind.
2. Nearly ;

almost.
II. jii-c/i. Near.
.Much more is needed, so that at last the measure of

misery anear us may be correctly taken. Is. Taylor.
.1 n'-nr some river's hank.

./. 1). Long, Mneia, ix. 889. (N. E. D.)

[Poetic in all senses.]
anear (a-ner'). v. t. [< anear, adv.'} To come
near; approach. Mrs. Browning. [Poetical.]
aneath (a-neth'), prep, and adv. [< a- + neath ;
cf. beneath, -and the analogy of afore, before,
ahint, behind.'] Beneath. [Chiefly poetical.]

anecdotage (an'ek-do-taj), n. [< anecdote +
-.'/''] ! Anecdotes collectively ;

matterof the
nature of anecdotes. [Rare.]
We infer the increasing barbarism of the Roman mind

from the quality of the personal notices and portraitures
exhibited throughout these biographical records [History
of the Caesars]. The whole may be described by one
word anecdotage. De Quincey, Philos. of Rom. Hist.

2. [Humorously taken as anecdote + age, with
a further allusion to dotage.'] Old age charac-
terized by senile garrulousness and fondness for

telling anecdotes. [Colloq.]
anecdotal (an'ek-do-tal), a. Pertaining to or

consisting of anecdotes.

Conversation, argumentative or declamatory, narrative
or anecdotal. Prof. Wilson.

anecdotarian (au'
/

ek-do-ta'ri-an), n. [< anec-
dote + -arian.] One who deals in or retails

anecdotes; an anecdotist. [Bare.]
Our ordinary anecdotarians make use of libels.

Roger North, Examen, p. 644,

anecdote (an'ek-dot), n. [< F. anecdote, first in

pi. anecdotes, ML. anecdota, < Gr. avendoTa, pi.,

things unpublished, applied by Procopius to
his memoirs of Justinian, which consisted

chiefly of gossip about the private life of the

court; prop. neut. pi. of avt/crtorof, unpublished,
not given out, < Gr. av- priv. + enSoroi;, given
out, verbal adj. of eiciiiavai, give out, publish, <

ex, out (= L. ex: see ex-), + 6iS6vai, give, = L.

dare, give: see dose and date.] 1. pi. Secret

history; facts relating to secret or private
affairs, as of governments or of individuals:
often used (commonly in the form anecdota)
as the title of works treating of such matters.

2. A short narrative of a particular or de-
tached incident or occurrence of an interest-

ing nature; a biographical incident; a sin-

gle passage of private life.=syn. Anecdote, story.
An anecdote is the relation of an interesting or amusing
incident, generally of a private nature, and is always re-

ported as true. A story may be true or fictitious, and gen-
erally has reference to a series of incidents so arranged
and related as to be entertaining.

anecdotic, anecdotical (an-ek-dot'ik, -i-kal), a.

1. Pertaining to anecdotes; consisting of or of
the nature of anecdotes; anecdotal.

Anecdotical traditions, whose authority is unknown.
Bolingbroke, Letter to Pope.

He has had rather an anecdotic history, . . . lazy as
he is. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxv.

It is at least no fallacy to say that childhood or the
later memory of childhood must borrow from such a
background [the old world] a kind of anecdotical wealth.

//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 10.

2. Given to relating anecdotes.
He silenced him without mercy when he attempted to

be anecdotic. Savage, R. Medlicott, iii. 6.

anecdotically (an-ek-dot'i-kal-i), adv. In an-
ecdotes; by means of anecdote.
anecdotist (an'ek-do-tist),

n. [< anecdote +
-ist.~] One who tells or is in the habit of telling
anecdotes.

anechinoplacid (an-e-ki-no-plas'id), a. [< Gr.
av- priv. (an-B) + echinoplacid, q. v.] Having
no circlet of spines on the madreporic plate, as
a starfish : opposed to echinoplacid. Often ab-
breviated to a.

anelacet, anelast, . See anlace.

anelet, r. t. See aneafi.

anelectric (an-e-lek'trik), a. and n. [< Gr. dv-

priv. (an-6 ) + electric.'] I. a. Having no elec-

tricproperties ;
non-electric.

II. w. 1. A name early given to a substance
(e. g., a metal) which apparently does not be-
come electrified by friction when held in the
hand. This was afterward proved to be due to the con-
ductivity of the substance, the electricity generated pass-
ins otf immediately to the ground.
Hence 2. A conductor, in distinction from a
non-conductor or insulator.

anelectrode (an-e-lek'trod), n. [< Gr. ava, up
(ini-6), + electrode, q. v. Cf. anode."] The posi-

anemochord

tive pole, or anode, of a galvanic battery. See
electrode.

anelectrotonic (an-e-lek-tro-ton'ik), a. [< aii-

electrotonus + -ic.] 'Pertaining to anelectroto-
nus.

anelectrotonus (an-e-lek-trot'o-nus), ii. [< Gr.
av- priv. -t- ijr.tK.Tpov, amber (implying electric,

q. v.), + TOVOC, strain: see tone."] The peculiar
condition of a nerve (or muscle) in the neigh-
borhood of the anode of a constant electric cur-
rent passing through a portion of it. The irrita-

bility is diminished, the electrical potentials are increased,
and the conductivity for nervous impulses is diminished.
The wave of lowered potential which attends a nervous
impulse and gives rise to currents of action diminishes in

going from a region of greater to one of less anelectroto-

nus, and increases in going in the opposite direction. The
nervous impulse itself presumably behaves in the same
way.

Anelytropidae (an'e-li-trop'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Anelytrops (-trap-) + -ida;.] An African fam-
ily of anelytropoid eriglossate lacertilians,

typified by the genus Anelytrops, having the
clavicles undilated proximally, the premaxillary
single, no arches, and no osteodermal plates.

anelytropoid (an-e-lit'ro-poid), a. In zool.,

having the characters of, or pertaining to, the

Anetytropoidea .

Anelytropoidea (an-e-lit-ro-poi'de-a), n. pi.
[NL., < Anelytrops (-troji-) + -oidea.] A super-
family of eriglossate lacertilians, represented
by the family Anelytropidce, having the vertebrae

concavo-convex, the clavicles undilated proxi-
mally, and no postorbital or postfrontal squamo-
sal arches. T. Gill, Smithsonian Bep., 1885.

Anelytrops (an-el'i-trops), n. [NL., < Gr. av-

priv. + lAvrpov, shard (see elytrum), + aip, by,
face (appearance). ] A genus of lizards, typical
of the family Anelytropidce.

anelytrous (an-el'i-trus)', a. [< Gr. ave^vrpoc.,
unsharded (of bees, wasps, etc.), < av- priv. +
l/.vrpov, shard: see elytrum.] In entom., having
no elytra ; having all the wings membranous.
Anemaria, Anasmaria (an-e-ma'ri-a), n. pi.
[NL. (prop. Antentaria), < Gr. avru/iof, bloodless

(see anemia), + -aria.] In Haeckel's vocabu-
lary of phylogeny, an evolutionary series of me-
tazoic animals which have two primary germ-
layers and an intestinal cavity, but which are
bloodless and devoid of a developed coeloma, or

body-cavity. It is a series of gastneads, of which the
type is the gastraea or gastrula-form, includfng the sponges,
acoalomatous worms, and zoophytes. It stands inter-
mediate between the Protozoa and an evolutionary se-

ries which begins with the cceloniatous worms and ends
with the vertebrates. See Haemataria, and cut under gas-
trula.

anematosis, anaematosis (a-ue-ma-to'sis), n.

[NL. (prop, anwmatosis), < Gr. avaifiaTot;, blood-
less (< av- priv. + a't/ta, blood), + -osis.] In

pathol. : (a) General anemia, or the morbid
processes which lead to it

;
the failure to pro-

duce the normal quantity of blood, of normal
quality. (6) Imperfect oxidation of venoug
into arterial blood, (c) Idiopathic anemia.
anemia, anaemia (a-ne'mi-a), . [NL. (prop
ancemia), < Gr. avatfiia, want of blood, < avatftof ,

wanting blood, < av- priv. + aifia, blood : see
words in hema-.'] In patJiol., a deficiency of
blood in a living body General anemia, either a
diminished quantity of blood (as immediately after hemor-
rhages, when it is called oligemia and is the opposite of

plethora) or a diminution in some important constituent
of the blood, especially hemoglobin. It then presents
itself in the forms of oligocythemia, achroiocythemia, mi-
crocythemia, and hydremia, simply or combined. See
these words. Idiopathic anemia, a disease character-
ized by anemia advancing without interruption to a fatal

issue, without evident cause, and associated with fever
and such symptoms as would result from anemia however
produced, as palpitation, dyspnoea, fainting fits, dropsy,
etc. It is more common in women than in men, and most
frequent between 20 and 40 years of age. Also called essen-
tial inalignant or febrile anemia, progressive pernicious
anemia, and aneinatosits. Local anemia, or Ischemia,
a diminished supply of blood in any organ. It is con-
trasted with hyperemia.

anemic, anaemic (a-nem'ik), a. [< anemia, ane-
mia, + -ic.~] Pertaining to or affected with ane-
mia

;
deficient in blood

; bloodless : as, anemic
symptoms ;

an anemic patient.
anemied, anasmied (a-ne'mid), a. [< anemia,
anmnia, + -ed2.] Deprived of blood.

The structure itself is anmnied. Copland.

anemo-. [NL., etc., < Gr. avefio-, combining
form of avcfiof, wind: see anemone.] An ele-

ment in compoundwords of Greek origin, mean-
ing wind.

anemochprd (a-nem'o-kord), n. [= F. anemo-
corde, < Gr. ave/toc, wind, + xP^h a string, chord,
cord. ] A species of harpsichord in which the

strings were moved by the wind; an reolian.

harp. N. E. D.
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anemocracy (an-e-mok'ra-si), n. [< Gr. ave/utf,

wind, 4- -uparia, government, < upareiv, govern:
see -craci/.] A government by the wind. Hijil-

ney Smith. [Humorous.]
anemogram (a-nem '6-gram), n. [< Gr. avefiof,

wind, 4- ypd/j/ja, a writing, (jpaQeiv, write.] A
record of the pressure or velocity of the wind,
automatically marked by an anemograph.
anemograph (a-nem'o-graf), . [= F. anfmo-

graphe, < Gr. &ve/ioc, wind, 4- ypdytiv, write.]
An instrument for measuring and recording
either the velocity or the direction of the wind,
or both.

anemographic (an"e-mo-graf'ik), a. [< aiinno-

graph 4- -ic.~\ Pertaining to, or obtained by
means of, an anemograph.
anemography (an-e-mog'ra-fi), . [= F. am-
mograpnie : see anemograph.] 1. A description
of the winds. 2. The art of measuring and
recording the direction, velocity, and force of
the wind.

anemological (an"e-mo-loj'i-kal), a, [< ane-

mology.] Pertaining to anemology. N. E. D.

anemology (an-e-mol'o-ji), n, [= F. anemolo-

gie, (. Gr. avefiof, wind, + -/.oyia, < t.eyuv, speak :

see -ology. ] The literature and science of the
winds.
anemometer (an-e-mom'e-ter), . [= F. ane"-

mometre, < Gr. ai'e/u>(, wind, 4- iiirpov, measure:
see meter.] An in-

strument for indi-

cating the velocity
or pressure of the

wind; a wind-gage.
Casella's portable ane-

mometer, designed for

measuring the velocity
of air-currents in mines
and ventilating shafts,
consists of a wind-wheel
attached to a counting ar-

rangement. Anemome-
ters for indicating pres-

Caseiia's Anemometer. sure are commonly form-
ed of plane surfaces or

drums exposed to the wind, and so arranged as to yield to
its pressure and indicate the amount by their movements.
Linda's anemometer consists of a glass
tube bent into the form of an inverted

siphon, graduated, partly filled with
water, and mounted as a weathercock.
To one of its open ends a metallic cylinder
of the same bore as the tube is attached at

right angles. The pressure of the wind
blowing into this causes the water to sink
in one arm of the tube and to rise in the
other, and the difference of level of the two
columns of water, which is measured by
the amount of fall plus the amount of rise,
as shown by the graduated scales, gives the
force or pressure of the wind. By the use
of mechanical or electrical appliances ane-
mometers may be made to record as well as
measure variations in the velocity and pres-
sure of the wind. When they record the ve-

locity or direction, or both, they are some-
times called anemographs; when they indi-
cate the direction only, they are called an-
emoscopes; when they automati-
cally record velocity, direction,
and pressure, they are called ane-

mometroffraphs or anemometro- Linds's Anemometer.
graphic registers.

anemometric (an'e-mo-met'rik), a. [< anemom-
etry + -ic.] Pertaining to an anemometer, or
to anemometry.
anemometrical (an*e-mo-met'ri-kal), a. Same
as anemometric.

anemometrograph (an*e-mo-met'ro-graf), .

[< Gr. dxr/jof , wind, 4- ftirpov, measure, 4- ypafyeiv,

write.] An instrument designed to measure
and record the velocity, direction, and pressure
of the wind.

anemometrographic(an''e-mo-met-ro-graf'ik),
a. Of or pertaining to an anemometrograph.
anemometry (an-e-mom'e-tri), n. [= F. ane-

mometrie; as anemometer + -y.] The process
of determining the pressure or velocity of the
wind by means of an anemometer.
anemone (a-nem'o-ne; as a L. word, an-e-mo'-
ne), n. [The E. p'roii . is that of the reg. E . form
anemony, pi. anemonies, which is still occasion-

ally used, but the spelling now generally fol-
lows the L.; < F. anemone = Sp. anemmia =
Pg. It. anemone = D. anemoon = G. Dan. ane-

mone, < L. anemone, < Gr. ave/tuvq, the wind-
flower, < ave/x>f, the wind (= L. anima, breath,
spirit; cf. animus, mind: see anima and ani-

mus), 4- -uvri, fern, patronymic suffix.] 1. A
plant of the genus Anemone, Also spelled anem-
ony. 2. leap.] [NL.] A widely distributed

genus of herbaceous perennials, the wind-flow-
ers, natural order Ranmiculaceai. The flowers are
showy, readily varying in color and becoming double in
cultivation. Several species are frequent in gardens, as
the poppy-anemone (A. Coronaria). the star-anemone (A.

Common Wood-Anemone {Anett
tternorosa}.

anerythropsia

2f. In the end; at the last; lastly. 3f. To
the end

; straight on
; continuously.

[He] would ride a hundred miles an ml to enjoy it.

Richardson, Clarissa, VII. 220. (A
-

. E. D.)
Most an-endt, almost continuously ; almost always ;

mostly.

Knew him ! I was a great Companion of his, I was with
him nutst an end.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress (1678), ii. 115. (tf. E. D.)

anent, anenst (a-nenf, a-nenst'), prep, and
adv., orig. prep. phr. [< ME. aiinit, nlso tmtnit,

anoiit, onont, onond; with added adverbial suf-
fix -e, anentc; with added adverbial gen. suf-
fix -es, -is, anentex, iini-nlix, aiu-ui/itix, etc., contr.

ancns, anence; with excrescent -t, antnixt. HHI-HXI

(cf. again, against, aiming, uiiHimjift); earlier
ME. onefent, onevent (with excrescent -t), < AS.
on-efen, on-efn, on-emn (= OS. in ebluin = MHG.
eneben, neben, nebent, G. neben), prep., beside,
prop. prep, phr., on efen, lit.

' on even,' on a
level (with) : on, E. on; efen, E. even 1

, q. v. Cf.

afornens, forenenst. Formerly in reg. literary
use, but now chiefly dialectal.] I. prfp, 1.
In a line with: side by side with

;
on a level

with. [Prov. Eng.] 2f. In front of; fronting;
before

; opposite ;
over against.

The king lay into Oalstoun,
That is rycht ewyn [even] anent Lowdoun.

Harbour, Bruce, vi. 123.

And right anentt him a dog snarling.
B. Jonxon, Alchemist, ii I.

3f. Against; toward.

Wylde Bestes . . . that slen [slay] and devonren alle
that comen aneyntes hem. Mandeville, p. 298. (N. E. D.)

In respect of or regard to
; as to

;
concern-

rr aHnnf * ^i <timl i t.ii.^- -nritli fro rfc!*.!! I ....,,
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hortr.nsis), the pasque-flower (A. Pvlsatilla), and other still

more ornamental species from Japan and India. The
wood-anemone, A. nemorosa, is a well-known vernal flower
of the woods. There
are about 70 species,
mostly belonging to
the cool climates of
the northern hemi-
sphere. Of the 16
North American spe-
cies, about half a doz-
en are also found in
the Andes or in the old
world.

3. In fool,, a sea-

anemone (which
see). Plumose
anemone, in zool.,
Actinoloba dianthus.

Snake - locked
anemone, in zoiil.,

Sagartia viduata.

anemonic (an-e-

mon'ik), a. Of or

pertaining to ane-

mones, or to the

genus Anemone;
obtained from
anemonin : as,
anemonic acid, an acid obtained by the action
of baryta upon auemonin.
anemonin. anemonine (a-nem'o-nin), . [<
anemone 4- -in 2.] A crystalline substance ex-
tracted from some species of the genus Anemone.
anemony (a-nem'o-ni), n.

; pi. anemonies (-niz).
Same as anemone, 1.

anemophilous (an-e-mof'i-lus), a. [< Or. &ve-

/uor, wind, + QiAof, loving.] Wind-loving : said
of flowers which are dependent upon the wind ing; about: sometimes with as. [Still in use
for conveying the pollen to the stigma in fer- in Scotch legal and ecclesiastical phraseology,
tllization. Anemophilous flowers, as a rule, are small,
uncolored, and inconspicuous, and do not secrete honey,
but produce a great abundance of pollen. The flowers of
the grasses, sedges, pine-trees, etc., are examples.
The amount of pollen produced by anemophilous plants,

and the distance to which it is often transported by the
wind, are both surprisingly great.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 405.

anemoscope (a-nem'o-skop), H. [= F. anemo-

scope,
< Gr. ave/iof, wind, + OKoxeiv, view, ex-

amine.] Any device for showing the direction
of the wind.

whence also in literary English.]
He [Jesusj was an alien, ax amntis his godhede.

Wydif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), I. 33.

I cannot but pass you my judgment anent those six
considerations which you offered to invalidate those au-
thorities that I so much reverence.

King Charles I., To A. Henderson.
Some little compunction anent the Excise.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 279.

II. adv . On the other side
;
in an opposite

place or situation. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Anentera (an-en'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.anemosiS (an-e-mo sis), 11, [NL., < Gr. ave/iof, of anenterus . 8ee dnenteroun.] A name appliedthe wind, 4- -osis. ] In hot.

,
the condition of be- by Ehrenberg to a class of infusorians having no

1"?.Z^ t f
'

-

a CT *10
<

timber of intestinal canal, though supposed to have lev-
era! stomachs (whence the alternative name
I'olygagtrica).
anenterous (au-en'te-rus), a. [< NL. anenterus,
<Gr. av- priv. 4- evrepa, intestines: see enteric.]

exogenous trees, in which the annual layers
are separated from one another by the action,
it is supposed, of strong gales. Many, however,
doubt that this condition is due to wind, and lielieve it

should be referred rather to frost or lightning.

anemotrophy, anaemotrophy (an-e-mot'ro-fi),
. [< Gr. avaiftof, without blood (see anemia),+

rpoififi, nourishment, < rptyctv, nourish.] In

patluil., a deficient formation of blood.

anencephali, n. Plural of anencephalus.

1. Having no enteron or alimentary canal
;
not

euterate: as, anenterous parasites.
Such species have no intestines, no anus, and are said

to be anenterous. Owen, C'omp. Anat., p. 24.

2. Of or pertaining to the Anentera.

anencephalia (an-en-se-fa'li-a), n. [NL., < -aneous. [Accom. of L. -un-e-us, a compound
'inencephalus, without a brain: see anencepha- suffix, < -an- 4- -e-us, as in extraneus, miscel-

!ous.] In teratol., absence of the brain or en- Idneus, subterrdneus, etc.: see -an and -eous.

cephalon. Also aneucepnaly. This suffix occurs disguised in foreign, < ML.
(Juite recently Lebodeff has offered a new explanation foranens.] A compound adjective suffix of

inscription or title,

anencephaloid (an-en-sef a-loid), a. [As anen- The ampiyrapho,,, coins of Haliartus and Thebes
cephalous + -aid.] Partially or somewhat an- Smnis. Chnn., 3d ser., I. 235.

encephalous Syd. Soc. Lex,
anepiploic (an-ep-i-plo'ik), a. [< Gr. av- priv.

anencephalotrophia (an-eu-sef*a-lo-tr6'fi-a), (J8j+ e,,ipl on, q. v.] Having no epiploon
. [NL., < Gr av- pnv. 4- httyOoc, the brain, Or great omentum. Syd. Soc. Lex.
r^\ nourishment, < rpe^etv, nourish.] At- anepithymia (an-ep-i-thim'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

rophy of the brain. av- privf + ,'%', desire, < fi&Mielv, set one's
anencephalous (an - en - sef a - lus ), a. [< NL. heart upon a thing, desire, < M, upon, + Dvufa
anencephalm, < Gr. totYttjaXot, without brain, mind.] In pathol, loss of nornialI appetite? as
< av- pnv. + }</0a/of, brain: see eneephalon.'] for food or drink
In teratol, having no eneephalon; without a Anergates (an-er-ga'tez), . [NL., < Gr. av
brain. An equivalent form is anmcephahc. priv. + e/yyariK, a worker: see ergata.] A ge-
anenceplialus ( an-en-sef a-lus), .; pi. anen- nus of ants, the species of which are represented
cepMh (-h). [NL < Qr.toyiiMeAot, without only by males and females, there being no neu-
bram: see anencephalous.] In teratol., a mon- ters or workers, whence the name.
ster which is destitute of brain. aneroid (an'e-roid), a. and . [< F. aneroids,
anencephaly (an-en-sef a-h), . Same as an- < QT .

-
priv."+ w/p6r, wet, liquid (in class. Gr.

f'Hcrpliatm. vap6f,< vaeiv, flow).+ tWoc, form: see -OK/.] La.
an-end (an-end') prcfi.phr._as adv. [< ME. an-

Dispensing with fluid; of a barometer, dispens-
ende,anende

^

at the end.totheend: a,o,E.on; ing with a fluid, as quicksilver, which is em-
ende, E. end,] 1 . On end

;
in an upright position. pioved in an ordinary barometer.- Aneroid ba-

Make . . . each particular haire to stand an end. rorrieter. See baromfler.
Khak., Hamlet, i. 3(1623). II. . An aneroid barometer.

specincally-(a) A'aut., in the position of a mast when it anerythropsia (an-er-i-throp'si-a), M. [NL.,
is perpendicular to the deck. The topmasts are said to < _' ., ,f,Hv jl ',m jt,,/tr VC.A + J&ir n
In- -,-</ when hoisted up to their usual stations, (b) In i "V.,2 ? ,' T fl>vO 't>

^'
*ea

>

\
^'f '

*

mech., said of anything, as a pile, that is driven in the
direction of its length.

a view.]
Inability to distinguish the color red: a form
of color-blindness.



anes

anes (anz), ndr. [< ME. anes : see once,] Once.

[North. Eng. and Scotch.]
anes-errand (anz'er'and), adv. [Also, cor-

ruptly, cH(Fs-crrtinil, iii simulation of end, pur-

pose; < anes, here in the sense of 'only, sole'

(see once and only), + errand, q. v.] Of set pur-

pose ; entirely on purpose ; expressly. [Scotch.]
anesis (an'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. avcaif, remis-

sion, < avtevai, remit, send back, < avd, back, +
ttvai, send.] 1. In pathol., remission or abate-

ment of the symptoms of a disease. Diinglison.
2. In music: (a) The progression from a

high sound to one lower in pitch, (ft) The tun-

ing of strings to a lower pitch: opposed to

epitasis. Plainer and Barrett.

anesthesia, . See anaisthesia.

anesthesiant, anaesthesiant (an-es-the 'si-

ant), a. and . [< an&stltesia + -ant1
.} I. a.

Producing anaesthesia.

II. . An anesthetic.

anesthesia (an-es-the 'sis), n. Same as antes-

tln'sia.

anesthetic, anaesthetic (an-es-thet'ik), a. and
n. [< Gr. avaiaOr/rof, insensible, not feeling, <

av- priv. + aia&r/Tof, sensible, perceptible; cf.

aiofo/TiKof, sensitive, perceptive : see an-5 and es-

t/ii'tic.} I. a. 1. Producing temporary loss or

impairment of feeling or sensation
; producing

anaesthesia. 2. Of orbelongingto anaesthesia
;

characterized by anaesthesia, or physical insen-

sibility: as, anesthetic effects Anesthetic re-

frigerator, an apparatus for producing local anaesthesia

by the application of a narcotic spray.

H. n. A substance capable of producing an-
esthesia. The anesthetics almost exclusively used for

the production of general anaesthesia are ether, chloro-

form, and nitrous oxid (laughing-gas). Local anesthesia
is often produced by freezing the part with ether spray,
or, in mucous membrane, by the application of cocaine.

anesthetically, anaesthetically (an-es-thet'i-

kal-i), adv. In an anesthetic manner
; bymeans

of anesthetics.

anesthetisation, anesthetise. See anestheti-

zation, anesthetize.

anesthetist, anaesthetist (an-es'the-tist), n.

[< anesthetic + -ist.~\ One who administers an-
esthetics.

The anaesthetist . . . ought always to be provided with
a pair of tongue forceps. Therapeutic Gazette, IX. 58.

anesthetization, anesthetization (an-es-
thet-i-za'shon), n. [< anesthetize + -ation.}
The process of rendering insensible, especially
to pain, by means of anesthetics; the act or

operation of applying anesthetics. Also spelled
anesthetisation, anaisthetisation.

All physiologists, whenever it is possible, try to anaes-

thetize their victim. . . . When the ancesthetizatum is

completed, the animal does not suffer, and all the ex-

periments afterward made upon it are without cruelty.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 766.

anesthetize, anaesthetize (an-es'the-tiz), v. t.;

pret. and pp. anesthetized, anatsthetized, ppr.
anesthetizing, anaesthetizing. [< anesthetic +
-ize.} To bring under the influence of an anes-
thetic agent, as chloroform, a freezing-mixture,
etc.; render insensible, especially to pain.
Also spelled anesthetist and ancesihetise.

anett (an'et), n. [Early mod. E. also annet, en-

net, < ME. anete, < OF. anet, also an^th, s L.

anethum, < Gr. avrfiav, later Attic aviaov, anise,
dill: see anise."] The common dill, Carum (or

Anethum) graveolens.
anethene (an'e-then), . [< L. anethum, anise

(see anet), + -ene.~\ The most volatile part

(CiqHig)
of the essence of oil of dill.

anethol (an'e-thol), n. [< L. anethum, anise (see
anet), + -ol.} The chief constituent (CinHj^O)
of the essential oils of anise and fennel. It exists
in two forms, one a solid at ordinary temperature (anise-
camphor or solid anethol), the other a liquid (liquid ane-
thol).

anetic (a-net'ik), a. [< L. aneticus, < Gr. averi-

K<if, fitted to relax, < averof, relaxed, verbal adj.
of avitvai, relax, remit, send
back, < ava, back, + levat, send.]
In nied., relieving or assuaging
pain; anodyne.
aneuch (a-nuch'), a., adv., or n.

[Msoeneuch,eneugh=E.enough,
q. v.] Enough. [Scotch.]
aneurism (an'a-rizm), . [The
term., prop, -ysm, conforms to
the common -ism; < NL. an-
eurisma (for *aneurysma), < Gr.

aveiipva/ja, an aneurism, < avrvpv-

vctv, widen, dilate, < ava, up,
+ evpvveiv, widen, < tbpif, wide, SmiS:= e>kt. urn, large, wide: see

eury-.~\ In pathol., a localized dilatation of an
artery, due to the pressure of the blood acting
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on a part weakened by accident or disease.
Arteriovenous aneurism, an aneurism which opens
into a vein. Dissecting aneurism, an aneurism which
forces its way between the middle and external coats of

an artery, separating one from the other.

aneurismal (an-u-riz'mal), a. [< aneurism +
-/.] Pertaining to or of the nature of an an-
eurism

;
affected with aneurism : as, an aneuris-

mal tumor. Aneurismal varix, the condition pro-
duced hy the formation of an opening between an artery
and a vein, so that the arterial blood passes into the vein,
and the latter is dilated into a sac.

aneurismally (an-u-riz'mal-i), adv. In the
manner of an aneurism ;

like an aneurism : as,

aneurismally dilated.

aneurismatic (an^u-riz-mat'ik), a. [< NL.
tiiicurisma(t-), aneurism, + -c.] Characterized
or affected by aneurism. N. E. D.
anew (a-nu'), prep. phr. as adv. [< late ME.
anewe, earlier onew, of new, of newe : of, E. a*,

of; newe, new; cf. of old. Cf. L. de novo,
contr. denuo, anew: de, of, from; novo, abl.

neut. of novus = E. new. So afresh.'] As a new
or a repeated act; by way of renewal; in a
new form or manner; over again; once more;
afresh : always implying some prior act of the
same kind: as, to arm anew; to build a house
anew from the foundation.

Each day the world is born anew
For him who takes it rightly.

Lowell, Gold Egg.

Aa our case is new, so we must think anew, and act
anew. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 327.

anfractt, [< L. anfractus, a bending, turn-

ing, < anfractus, bending, winding, crooked, pp.
of an otherwise unused verb *anfringere, bend
around, < an- for ambi-, around (see ambi- and
aw-4 ), + frangere, break: see fracture and fra-
gile. Cf. infringe.] A winding or turning ;

sinu-

osity.
anfractuose (an-frak'tu-6s), a. [< L. anfractu-
osus : see anfractuous.] In hot., twisted or sinu-

ous, as the anther of a cucumber.

anfractuosity (an-frak-tu-os'i-ti), n.
; pi. an-

fractuosities (-tiz). [= F. anfraetuosite : see

anfractuous and -ity.} 1. The state or quality
of being anfractuous, or full of windings and

turnings.
The anfractuorities of his intellect and temper.

Macaulay, Samuel Johnson.

2. In anat., specifically, one of the sulci or fis-

sures of the brain, separating the gyri or con-
volutions. See cut under cerebral.

The principal anfraetuosities sink . . . into the sub-
stance of the hemisphere.

Todd's Cyc. Anat. and Phys., III. 383. (If. E. D.)

anfractuous (an-frak'tu-us), a. [< F. anfractu-
eux, < L. anfractuosus?round about, winding, <

anfractus, a bending, a winding: see anfract.']

Winding; full of windings and turnings ;
sinu-

ous.

The anfractuous passages of the brain.
Dr. John Smith, Portrait of Old Age, p. 217.

anfractuousness (an-frak'tu-us-nes), n. The
state of being anfractuous.

anfracturet (an-frak'tur), n. [< L. anfractus
(see anfract) + -ure, "after fracture, q. v.] A
mazy winding. Bailey.

angariatet (ang-ga'ri-at), v. t. [< LL. angari-
atus, pp. of angariare, demand something as

angaria, exact villeinage, compel, constrain,
ML. also give transportation, < angaria, post-
service, transportation-service, any service to
a lord, villeinage, ML. fig. trouble, < Gr. ayya-

peia, post-service, < ayyapof, a mounted courier,
such as were kept at regular stations through-
out Persia for carrying the royal despatches;
an OPers. word: see angel.] To exact forced
service from

; impress to labor or service.

angariationt (ang-ga-ri-a'shon), n. [< ML.
angariatw(n-), business, difficulty, < LL. an-

gariare : see angariate.} 1. Labor; effort
;
toil.

The earth yields us fruit, . . . not without much cost
and angariation, requiring both our labour and patience.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 43.

2. The exaction of forced service ; impress-
ment to labor or service. Farrow, Mil. Encyc.
angeio-. See angio-.

angekok (an'ge-kok), . [Eskimo.] A diviner
or sorcerer among the Greenlanders.

A fact of psychological interest, as it shows that civil-

ized or savage wonder-workers form a single family, is that
the angekoks believe firmly in their own powers.

Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., II. 126.

angel (an'jel), . [< ME. (a) angel, angele, aun-

gel, aungele, -ellc, with soft or assibilated g (<
OF. angele, angle, aingle, later abbrev. ange,
mod. F. ange= Pr. Sp. angel = Pg. anjo = It. arc-

angel-bed

gelo), mixed with (ft) angel, angle, ctigel, cngle,

lengel, asngle, with hard g, < AS. engel, pi. englas,
= OS. engil = OFries. angel, engel= I). LG. en-

gel = OHG. angil, engil, MUG. G. engel = Icel.

engill = Sw. angel, engel = Dan. engel = W. an-

gel = Gael. Ir. aingeal; < LL. angelus = Goth.

aggilim = OBulg. aniigelii, angelu = Bohem. an-
del= Pol. angiol, aniol (barred I) = Buss, angelu,
angel, (. Gr. a^c/jif, in the Septuagint, New
Testament, and eccles. writers an angel, in the

Septuagint translating Heb. maVdk, messenger,
in full maPdk Yehowdh, messenger of Jehovah ;

in class. Gr. a messenger, one who tells or

announces, connected with ayyeMuv, bear a

message, bring news, announce, report, whence
comp. eidyj'f/lof, bringing good news, evayyiTaov,
a reward for good news, good news, eccles. the

gospel, evangel: see evangel. Cf. OPers. (in

Gr.) ayyapos, a post-courier (see angariate) ;
Skt.

angiras, name of a legendary superhuman race.]
1. In theol., one of an order of spiritual beings,
attendants and messengers of God, usually spo-
ken of as employed by him in ordering the
affairs of the universe, and particularly of man-
kind. They are commonly regarded as bodiless intelli-

gences, but in the Bible are frequently represented as

appearing to sight in human form, and speaking and act-

ing as men.

Angels are bright still, though the brightest fell.

Shok., Macbeth, iv. 8.

O you that speak the language of angels, and should in-

deed be angels amongst us.

Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 33.

Hence (a) In a sense- restricted by the context, one of
the fallen or rebellious spirits, the devil or one of his at-

tendants, said to have been originally among the angels of

God.

They had a king over them, which is the angel of the
bottomless pit. Rev. ix. 11.

(6) An attendant or guardian spirit ; a genius, (c) A per-
son, especially a woman, having qualities such as are
ascribed to angels, as beauty, brightness, innocence, and
unusual graciousness of manner or kindliness of heart.

Sir, as I have a soul she is an angel.
Shak., Hen. VIII., Iv. 1.

For beauty of body a very angel; for endowment of
mind of incredible and rare hopes.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 27, 1658.

2. A human being regarded as a messenger
of God

;
one having a divine commission

; hence,
in the early Christian church, the pastor or

bishop of the church in a particular city;

among the Irvingites, a bishop.
Unto the angel of the church in Smyrna write. Rev. ii. 8.

3. A messenger. [Poetical.]
The dear good angel of the Spring,
The nightingale. B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 2.

The God who knew my wrongs, and made
Our speedy act the angel of his wrath,
Seems, and but seems, to have abandoned us.

Shelley, The Cenci, v. 3.

4. A conventional figure accepted as a repre-
sentation of the spiritual beings called angels,

having ahuman form
endowed with the

highest attributes of

beauty, clothed in

long flowing robes,
and furnished with

wings attached be-
hind the shoulders.

5. [Orig. angel-no-
ble, being a new issue
of the noble, bear-

ing a figure of the

archangel Michael

defeating the dra-

gon. Cf. angelet,

angelot."] An Eng-
lish gold coin, origi-

nally of the value of

6s. Sd. sterling, after-

ward of 8s. and 10*.,
first struck by Ed-
ward IV. in 1465, last

by Charles I. in 1634.

How do you, sir? Canyon
lend a man an angel *

j near vou ]ej out money.

fyetcher, Loyal Subject,
[iii 2.

There's half an angel wrong'd in your account ;

Methinks I am all angel, that I bear it

Without more ruffling. Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 3.

Destroying angels, the name given in the early history
of the MormonChurch to persons believed to have been

employed by the Mormons to assassinate obnoxious per-
sons. See Danite.

angel-bedt (an'jel-bed), . [< angel (of indefi-

nite application) + bed.'} An open bed with-
out bed-posts. Phillips, Diet. (1706).

Reverse.

Angel of Edward IV.. British Mu .

scum. (Size of the original.)



angeleen

angeleen, See angelin.

angelet (an'jel-et), n. [Late ME. angelett, <

OF. angelet, dim. of angele, < LL. angelus, angel.
Cf. ani/rlot.] If. An English gold coin, first

issued by Edward IV., of the value of half an
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se. Reverse.

Angelet of Henry VII., British Museum. (Size of the original.)

angel. See angel, 5, and angelot. 2. A little

angel or child angel. [Rare.]
The angelet sprang forth, fluttering its rudiments of

pinions. Lamb, The Child Angel.

angel-fish (an'jel-fish), n. [< angel + fish ;

with allusion in sense 1 to its wing-like pec-
toral fins, and in the other senses to their

beauty.] 1. A plagiostomous fish, Squatina
angelus, of the family Squati-
nidai. It is from 6 to 8 feet long,
has a flat, roundish head, terminal
mouth, and teeth broad at the base,
but slender and sharp above. The
pectoral fins are very large, extending
horizontally forward from the base.
It is found on the southern coasts
of Britain, and on the coasts of the
United States from Cape Cod to
Florida. Also called monk-fish and
fiddle-filth. See cut under Sqnatina.
2. A cheetodontoid fish, Po-
macanthus ciliaris, having a

strong spine at the angle
of the preoperculum, 14 dor-
sal spines, and a brownish
color with crescentiform

lighter markings on each

scale, the chin, borders, and
tstH^Samatiiu}

spines of the operculum and
preoperculum bright blue, and the fins blue
and yellow. It is a beautiful fish, common in the West
Indies, and appearing rarely along the southern coast of
the United States. Its flesh is very savory.
3. An ephippioid fish, Chatodipterus faber, of
a greenish color with blackish vertical bands,
and with the third spine elongated, it is com-
mon along the southern coast of the United States, where
it is regarded as an excellent food-fish, and is known
as the porgi/, the northern name of a different fish. See
also cut under Chcetodipterm.
4. A general name for any species of fish of
the families Cha'toflontidai and Ephippiidai.
angel-goldt (an'jel-gold), n. [< angel, 5, +
gold.] The name of gold pieces presented by
English sovereigns to those whom they touched
for the cure of king's evil. At first, the coin called
angel was presented ; at a later period, a gold medalet or
touchpiece. See angel, 5, and touchpiece.

The other chaplaine kneeling, and having angel gold
strung on white ribbon on his arme, delivers them one by
one to his Majestic, who puts them about the necks of
the touched as they passe. Evelyn, Diary, July 6, 1660.

angelhood (an'jel-hud), . [< angel + -hood.]
The state or condition of an angel ;

the an-
gelic nature or character. Mrs. Browning.
angelic1

(au-jel'ik), a. [< ME. angelyk, aun-
gelylx, < OF. angelique, F. angelique, < LL. an-

gMcus, < Gr. dyye/l</idf, < ayyehoc,, messenger, an-
gel: see angel.] Of, belonging to, or like an an-

gel ;
suitable to the nature or office of an angel.
Here, happy creature, fair angelic Eve.

Milton, P. E., v. 74.

Angelic hymn, the hymn sung by the angels after the
announcement of the birth of Christ (Luke ii. 14), used in
several Oriental liturgies in the earlier part of the service,
and in the West in the enlarged form known as the Gloria
in Excelsis (except In Advent and Lent) after the introit
and kyrie, and before the collect, epistle, and gospel. It
retained this position in the first prayer-book of Edward
VI., but it was afterward transferred to the closing part
of the office as a song of thanksgiving after communion ;

the American Prayer-Book. however, allows the substitu-
tion of a hymn proper to the season. It is also used in
the Greek Church at lauds and compline. Angelic salu-
tation. See ave.

angelic2 (an -jel'ik), a. [< angelica.] Of, per-
taining to, or derived from the plant angelica.
Angelic acid, a crystalline monobasic acid, C5H8Oo,

having a peculiar smell and taste, which is found in an-
gelica-root (Archangelica officinalis), oil of camomile, and
other vegetable oils.

angelica (an-jel'i-ka), . [ML., se. herba, fem.
of LL. angelicus, angelic (see angelic1 ) : with al-
lusion to the supposed magical virtues possess-
ed by some of the species.] 1. [cap.] [NL.] A
genus of tall umbelliferous plants found in the
northern temperate regions and in New Zea-
land. 2. The popular name of the more com-
mon species belonging to the closely allied gen-

era Angelica and Archangelica. The wild angelica of

England is Angelica iylretri*. The garden angelica of

Europe is Archangelica officinalw, a native of the banks
of rivers and wet ditches m the northern parts of Europe,
where it is also cultivated for its strong and agreeable
lUMiiiatic odor. The tender stalks when candied form an
excellent sweetmeat. The great angelica of the United
States is Archangelica atropurpurea.
3. [cap.] The name of a kind of sweet white
wine made in California.

angelical (an-jel'i-kal), a. [= Sp. angelical, <

NL. angelicalis : see"angelic* and -al.] Same
as angelic

1
.

Others more mild,
Retreated in a silent valley, sing
With notes angelical to many a harp.

Milton, P. L., ii. 548.

angelically (au-jel'i-kal-i), adv. In an angelic
manner: like an angel.
angelicalness (an-jel'i-kal-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being angelic ;
the nature or character of

an angel: excellence more than human.
Angelicals (an-jel'i-kalz), . pi. [< NL. angeli-
cales. pl.,< LL. angelicus, fem. angelica: see on-

gelic'-, angelical.] The name adopted by an
order of nuns following the rule of St. Augus-
tine, founded at Milan about 1530 by Luigia di

Torelli, Countess of Guastalla. Each nun prefixes
to her family name that of a patron saint, and to that the
word Angelica, which when uttered reminds her of the

purity of the angels.

Angelican (an-jel'i-kan), a. and n. [Ult. < LL.
angelicus (see angelic^) + -an. ] I. . Pertain-

ing to or resembling the works of the monk Fra
Angelico (Giovanni da Fiesole), a celebrated

religious painter, who was born in Tuscany in

1387, and died at Borne in 1455.
If you want to paint . . . in the Greek school, . . . you

cannot design coloured windows, nor Angelican paradises.
Kuskin, Lectures on Art, p. 197.

II. n. One of the Angelici.
angelicate (an-jel'i-kat),n. [< angelic

2 + -ate1 .]A salt of angelic acid.

angelica-tree (an-jel'i-ka-tre), n. [< angelica
(with allusion to its medical uses) + tree.] 1.

The American name of Aralia spinosa, natural
order Araltaceee. It is a prickly, small, simple-stemmed
tree, from 8 to 12 feet high. An infusion of its berries in
wine or spirits is used for relieving rheumatic pains and
violent colic. It is common in cultivation. Also called
Hercules'- club.

2. An allied araliaceous shrub, Sciadophyllum
Brownei, of Jamaica.

Angelici (an-jel'i-si), n. pi. [LL., pi. of angeli-
cun: see angelic1 .] A sect of the third cen-

tury, said to have worshiped angels.
angelicize (an-jel'i-siz), r. t.

; pret. and pp. an-

gelicized, ppr. angelicizing. [< angelic
1 4- -ire.]

To make angelic or like an angel. [Bare.]
angelico (an-jel'i-ko), . [Cf. It. angelica, angel-
ic, Sp. angelico, a little angel : see angelica. ] An
umbelliferous plant of North America, Ligusti-
cum actcrifolium, resembling the lovage. Also
called nonAo.

angelifyt (an-jel'i-fi), v. t. [< LL. angelificare,
< angelus, angel, + L. -ficare, < facere, make.]
To make like an angel.

Tile soul . . . refined and angelijied.
Farindon, Sermons (1647), p. 55,

angelin (an'je-lin), n. [Also written angeleen,
and, as Pg., angelim, < NL. Angelina (a genus
of plants), < "angelinus, < LL. angelus : see an-
gel.] The common name of several timber-
trees of tropical America belonging to the ge-
nus Andira (which see). The angelin-tree of

Jamaica, furnishing worm-bark, is A. inermis.

angelique (an-je-lek'), n. [< F. angelique: see

angelica.] 1. The wood of a leguminous tree,
Dicorynea Paraensis, exported from French
Guiana. It is hard and durable, aud valuable
for ship-timber. 2f. A kind of guitar. Pepys,
Diary, June 23, 1660.

angelistt (an'jel-ist), n. [< angel + -tit.] One
who held heretical or peculiar opinions con-
cerning angels. N. E. D.
angelize (an'jel-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. angel-
ized, ppr. angelizing. [< angel + -ize.] To make
an angel of; raise to the state of an angel.

David alone, whom with heav'n's love surpriz'd,
To praise thee there thou now hast angeliz'd.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas.

angel-light (an'jel-lit), n. An outer upper
light in a perpendicular window, next to the

springing of the arch : probably a corruption of

angle-light, as these lights are triangular in

shape, and are, moreover, in one sense, at the
angles of the window. Encyc. Brit. See cut
under batement-light.

angelolatry (an-jel-01'a-tri), n. [< Gr. ayyuoc,+ ?M.Tpeia, service, worship, < Aarpct'tiv, serve,
worship.] The worship of angels.

anger

angelology (an-jel-ol'o-ji), . [< Gr. ay
angel, + -Ao)ia, < >f';i>, speak: see -ology.]
The doctrine of angels; that portion of theology
which treats of angelic beings ;

a discourse on
angels.
The magic of the Moslem world is in part adopted from

Jewish angeloloyy and demonology.
E. Ii. Tylor, Encyc. Brit., XV. 20:i.

The same vast mythology commanded the general con-
sent ; the same angelolo-tn, demonology.

Milman, Latin Christianity, xiv.

There was an angelology, and a worship of angels, on
which the Apostle animadverts with severity.

O. P. Fixher, Begin, of Christianity, xl.

angelophany (an-jel-of'a-ni), .; pi. angelopha-
nies (-niz). [< Gr. ayyeAof, angel, + -tjiavia, <

<i>aiveiv, show, (fiaiveaOai, appeaj". Cf. theophany,
epiphany.] The visible manifestation of an
angel or angels to man.

If God seeks to commune more fully with a man, his

messenger appears and speaks to him. The narratives of
such angelophanies vary in detail. Prof. W. R. Smith.

angelophone (an'jel-o-fon), n. [< Gr. a

angel, + (fxjv!/, voice.] The harmonium or par-
lor-organ. [Eng. ;

rare. ]

angelot (an'je-lot; F. pron. anzh'lo), n. [<
OF. anaelot, a young or little angel (= Sp. ange-
lote), dim. of angele, < LL. angelus, angel. Cf.

angelet, with dift. dim. suffix, and see angel, 5.]
1. The name of a French gold coin, weighing
from 97.22 to 87.96 grains, first issued in 1340
by Philip VI. On its obverse is an angel (whence the
name of the coin) holding a cross and shield ; on its re-
verse a cross, ornamented.
2. The name of a gold coin, weighing about 35
grains, struck in France by Henry VI. of Eng-

Obverse. Reverse.

Angelot of Henry VI., British Museum. ( Size of the original. )

land for use in his French dominions. On its ob-
verse is an angel holding the escutcheons of England and
France.

3f. A small rich sort of cheese made in Nor-
mandy, said to have been stamped with a figure
of the coin. 4. An instrument of music some-
what resembling a lute.

angel's-eyes (an'jelz-iz), . A name given to
the speedwell of Europe, Veronica Chamaidrys.
angel-Shot (an'jel-shot), n. [Cf. F. ange, an
angel, also an angel-shot; in allusion to the

"wings" or segments as they appear during the

flight of the projectile.] A kind of chain-shot,
formed of the two halves or four quarters of a
hollow ball, which are attached by chains to a
central disk inside the ball, and, when fired,

spread apart. See chain-shot.

angel's-trumpets (an'jelz-trum'pets), n. pi.
The large trumpet-shaped flowers of the Datura
suaveolens, a shrubby solanaceous plant from
South America.
angelus (an'je-lus), . [NL., from the opening
words, "Angelus Domini nuntiavit Marias";
LL. angelus, angel: see angel.] In the Bom.
Cath. Ch. : (a) A devotion in memory of the an-
nunciation to the Virgin Mary, by the angel
Gabriel, of the incarnation of the Son of God.
It consists of three scriptural texts describing the mys-
tery, recited alternately with the angelic salutation, "Hail
Mary !

"
(Ave Maria), and followed by a versicle and re-

sponse with prayer, (ft) The bell tolled in the morn-
ing, at noon, and in the evening, to indicate to
the faithful the time when the angelus is to be
recited.

Anon from the belfry
Softly the Angelus sounded.

Longfellow, Evangeline, i.

angel-watert (an'jel-wa'ter), n. [< angel (for
angelica, q. v.) + water.] A mixture originally
containing angelica as its principal ingredient,
afterward made of rose-water, orange-flower
water, myrtle-water, musk, ambergris, and va-
rious spices, used as a perfume and cosmetic in
the seventeenth century.

I met the prettiest creature in New Spring Garden ! . . .

angel-water was the worst scent about her.

Sedley, Bellamira, i. 1.

angely-wood, n. See angili-wood.
anger* (ang'ger), . [< ME. anger, grief, pain,
trouble, affliction, vexation, sorrow, also wrath,
< Icel. angr, masc., now neut. (cf. ongur, fem.
pi.), grief, sorrow, straits, anxiety, = Sw. &n-



anger

gcr = Dan. anger, compunction, penitence, re-

gret; cf. OFries. anijst, ongost = OHG. an-

guxt, MIIG. inif/cst, G. angst, anxiety, anguish,

fear, used adjectiyely, anxious, afraid (> Dan.

angst, n., fear; adj., anxious, afraid; the Ice! .

iiiit/int, anguish, occurring esp. in theological

writers, and resting on the ult. related L. an-

i/iixliii, > E. anguish, q. v.), with different for-

mative from the same root which appears in

Icel. ongr, narrow, strait, = AS. ange, onge,

reg. with umlaut tcnge, engc, narrow, strait,

also anxious, troubled (cf. in comp. anyxmii.

narrow, strait, anxious, angsumnes, and angncs,

anxiety; and cf. angiuegl, E. agnail, q. v.), =
OS. eugi = OHG. angi, engi, MHG. engc, G. etuj

= Goth. aggwus, narrow, strait, =Gr. eyyv$, also

ay%i, adv., near, close, = Skt. anhu, narrow,

strait, / anli, be narrow or distressing, the root

appearing also in Gr. ayxeiv = L. angere, com-

press, strangle, choke (> L. angina, compres-
sion, anxiety, angor, anguish, anxiety, angustux,

narrow, strait, anxius, anxious, etc. : see angor
= anger'

2
, angiist, anguish, anxious, etc.), and be-

ing widely extended in Slavic : OBulg. anzukii,
narrow, Russ. uzi, narrow, uzina, a strait, defile,

etc., OBulg. venzati = Bohem. vazati = Euss.

ryazatf, etc., bind, tie.] If. Grief; trouble;

distress; anguish.
For the deth of whiche childe the anger and sorow was

muche the more. Cotton, Jason, 76b. (N. E. D.)

2. A revengeful passion or emotion directed

against one who inflicts a real or supposed
wrong; "uneasiness or discomposure of mind

upon the receipt of any injury, with a present

purpose of revenge," Locke; wrath; ire.

While therefore the true end of sudden anger is self-

defence, the true end of resentment is the execution of

justice against offenders.
H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 40.

The war-storm shakes the solid hills

Beneath its tread of anger. Whtttier, Our River.

3. An individual fit of anger; an expression of

anger, as a threat: in this sense it may be used
in the plural.

Thro' light and shadow thou dost range,
Sudden glances, sweet and strange,

Delicious spites and darling angers,
And airy forms of flitting change.

Tennyson, Madeline.

4. Pain or smart, as of a sore or swelling. This
sense is still retained by the adjective. See angry, 8.

[Obsolete or dialectal.]

I made the experiment, setting the moxa where the

first violence of my pain began, and where the greatest

anger and soreness still continued. Sir W. Temple.
= Syn. Anger, Vexation, Indignation, Resentment, Wrath,
Ire, Choler, Rage, Fury, passion, displeasure, dudgeon,
irritation, gall, bile, spleen. Vexation is the least forcible

of these words, expressing the annoyance and impatient
chaflng of one whose mood has been crossed, whose expec-
tations have not been realized, etc. Indignation may be
the most high-minded and unselfish

;
it is intense feeling

in view of grossly unworthy conduct, whether toward
one's self or toward others. The other words denote al-

most exclusively feeling excited by the sense of personal
injury. Anger is a sudden violent feeling of displeasure
over injury, disobedience, etc., accompanied by a retalia-

tory impulse ;
it easily becomes excessive, and its manifes-

tation is generally accompanied by a loss of self-control.

Resentment is the broadest in its meaning, denoting the in-

stinctive and proper recoil of feeling when one is injured,
and often a deep and bitter brooding over past wrongs, with
a consequent hatred and settled desire for vengeance ;

it

is, in the latter sense, the coolest and most permanent of

these feelings. Wrath and ire express sudden feeling of

great power, and are often associated with the notion of

the superiority of the person : as, the wrath of Jove, the
ire of Achilles. They are often the result of wounded
pride. Ire is poetic. Wrath has also an exalted sense,

expressive of a lofty indignation visiting justice upon
wrong-doing. Rage is an outburst of anger, with little

or no self-control ; fury is even more violent than rage,

rising almost to madness. The chief characteristic of

choler is quickness to rise ; it is irascibility, easily break-

ing into a high degree of resentful feeling.

"White was her cheek; sharp breaths of anger puff'd
Her fairy nostril out. Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

One who fails in some simple mechanical action feels

vexation at his own inability a vexation arising quite
apart from any importance of the end missed.

H, Si>encer, Prin. of Psyehol., 517.

Burning with indignation, and rendered sullen by de-

spair, . . . they refused to ask their lives at the hands of
an insulting foe, and preferred death to submission.

Irving, Indian Character.

When the injury he resented was a personal one, he
apologized frankly for his anger, if it had transgressed the
bounds of Christian indignation ; but, when he was indig-
nant with falsehood, injustice, or cowardly wrong done to

another, it was terrible to see his whole face knit itself to-

gether with u-rath. S. A. Brooke, F. W. Robertson, II. ii.

To be angry about trifles is mean and childish ; to rage
and be furious is brutish ; and to maintain perpetual
n'i-nth is akin to the practice and temper of devils; but to

prevent and suppress rising resenttnent is wise and glori-

ous, is manly aud divine. wtttt,

Mad ire, and wrathful fury, makes me weep.
Shale., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 3.
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He's rash, and very sudden in chnlfr, and haply may
strike at you. Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

For blind with rage she miss'd the plank, and roll'd

In the river. Ti'imi/mut, Princess, iv.

Beware the fury of a patient man.

Drydta, Abs. and Achit., i. 1005.

anger1
(ang'ger), v. [< ME. angren, angeren,

pain, trouble, vex, < Icel. angra = Sw. Angra =
Dan. angre, in similar sense

;
from the noun.]

I. trans. If. To grieve ;
trouble

;
distress

;
afflict.

2f. To make painful; cause to smart; in-

flame; irritate: as, to anger an ulcer. Bacon.

3. To excite to anger or wrath
;
rouse resent-

ment in.

There were some late taxes and impositions introduced,
which rather angered than grieved the people.

Clarendon.

The lips of young orangs and chimpanzees are protrud-

ed, sometimes to a wonderful degree. . . . They act thus,
not only when slightly angered, sulky, or disappointed,
but when alarmed at anything.

Danmn, Express, of Emotions, p. 140.

= Syn. To irritate, chafe, provoke, vex, enrage, exasperate,
infuriate.

II. intrans. To become angry. [Rare.]
When neebors anger at a plea,
And just as wud as wild can be,
How easy can the barley bree

Cement the quarrel !

Burns, Scotch Drink.

anger2t, An occasional spelling of angor.

angerly (ang'ger-li), a. [< angeri + -iWj =
Icel. angrligr, sad. The adv. is much older:

see angerly, adv.'] Inclined to anger. Byron.

[Now poetic.]

angerly (ang'ger-li), adv. [< ME. angerliche,

angerly, angrely, < anger + -liche, -ly
2

. Cf. an-

grily.'] In an angry manner
; angrily. [Now

poetic.]
Nay, do not look angerly.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

If my lips should dare to kiss

Thy taper fingers amorously,
Again thou blushest angerly.

Tennyson, Madeline.

angernesst (ang'ger-nes), n. [ME. ;
cf. angri-

ness.~] The state of being angry.
Hail, innocent of angerness.
MS. cited by T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry.

Angevin, Angevine (an'je-vin, -vin), a. [F.

(cfT ML. Andecavensis), < Anjou, < L. Andecavi, a

Gallic tribe, also called Andes.'] Pertaining to

Anjou, a former western province of France:

specifically applied (a) to the royal family of

England reigning from 1154 to 1485, the Plan-

tagenets, descendants of Geoffrey V., Count of

Anjou, and Matilda, daughter of Henry I. of

England ; (6) to the period of English history
from 1154 to the death of Richard II. in 1399, or,

according to others, to the loss of Normandy,
Anjou, Maine, etc., in 1204. The contending
houses of York and Lancaster were both of the

Angevin race. Angevin architecture, the architec-

ture of Anjou ; specifically, the school of medieval archi-

tecture developed in the province of Anjou. It is charac-

terized especially by the system of vaulting in which the

vault over each bay is so much raised in the middle as

practically to constitute a low dome.

angica-WOOd (an-je'ka-wud), re. Same as can-

jica-viood.

angiectasia (an"ji-ek-ta'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ayyelov, a vessel, + t/craovf, extension, < eKTeiveiv

= L. exten-d-ere, extend : see extend.'] Enlarge-
ment of the capillaries and other small blood-

vessels of some portions of the body.
angiectasis (an-ji-ek'ta-sis), w. Same as an-

giectasia.

a'ngienchyma (an-ji-eng'ki-ma), . [NL., < Gr.

ayyelov, vessel, + eyxvfta, infusion : see paren-
chyma.'] In bot., vascular tissue in general.

angiitis (an-ji-1'tis). n. [NL., < Gr. ayyelov, a

vessel, + -itis. ] Inflammation of a blood-vessel.

angili-WOOd (an'ji-li-wud), n. [< Tamil angili
+ E. wood 1

.']
The timber of a large evergreen

tree of southern India, Artocarpushirsuta, which
is considered nearly equal to teak in ship-build-

ing and for other purposes. Also spelled a-
gely-wood. See Artocarpus.

angina (an-ji'na, or, more correctly, an'ji-na), n.

[NL., < L. angina, quinsy, lit. strangling, chok-

ing (cf. Gr. ayxovri, strangling), < angere (= Gr.

aYXetv )> strangle, choke : see anger1 and angor.,]

1. Inpathol., any inflammatory affection of the

throat or fauces, as quinsy, severe sore throat,

croup, mumps, etc. 2. Angina pectoris (which
see, below) Angina Ludovici, acute suppurative in-

flammation of the connective tissue about the submaxil-

lary gland : so called from a German physician named
Ludwig (Latin Ludovicu-s), who first fully described it-
Angina maligna (malignant angina), primary gangrene
of the ribaryngeal mucous membrane, originating inde-

pendently of any other disease, such as diphtheria or scar-
let fever. Also called angina ganyrenosa, cynanche ma-

angioscope

E, and iit/-iii *"/<' tfiruat. Angina pectoris (spasm
of the chest), a disease characterized by paroxysms of ex-

tremely acute constricting pain, felt generally in the lower

part of the sternum ;UK| extending over the chest and
down the arm. The pathology is obscure, but in a large
number of cases there seems to be some form of weakness
of the heart, combined with a liability to attacks of gen-
eral arterial spasm.

anginal (an'ji-nal), a. Pertaining to angina.
anginoid (an'ji-noid), . [< angina + -oid.~]

Resembling angina.
anginose (an'ji-nos), a. [< angina + -ose.']

Pertaining to angina, or to angina pectoris.
Anginose scarlatina, scarlatina in which tne inflamma-
tion of the throat is severe.

anginOUS (an'ji-nus), a. Same as anginose.

angio-. [NL. angio-, < Gr. ayyeio-, combining
form of ayyelov, a case, a capsule, a vessel of

the body, a vessel of any kind, < ayy of, a vessel.]
An element of many scientific compound words,
signifying vessel, usually with reference to the
vessels of the body. Less properly angeio-.

angiocarpian (an"ji-o-kar'pi-an), n. [As angio-
carpous + -tare.] An angiocarpous plant.

angiocarpous (an"ji-o-kar'pus), a. [<NL. an-

giocarpns, < Gr. ayyelov, a capsule, a case, a
vessel of the body, a vessel of any kind (< ayyof,
a vessel of any kind), ,4- napvix;, fruit.] In bot. :

(o) Having a fruit inclosed within a distinct

covering, as the filbert within its husk. (6)

Having the receptacle closed, as in gastromv-
cetous fungi, or opening only by a pore, as in

pyrenomycetous fungi and some lichens.

angiocholitis (an"ji-o-ko-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

ayyelov, a vessel, + XA'/, gall, 4- -itis.] Inflam-

mation of the gall-ducts.

angiograph (an'ji-6-graf), n. [< Gr. ayyelov, a

vessel, + -ypd<po, \ ypafetv, write.] A form of

sphygmograph devised by Landois.

angiography (an-ji-og'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. ayyelov,
a vessel, 4- -ypoQia, < ypafaiv, write, describe.]
1. In anat., a description of the blood-vessels

and lymphatics. 2. A description of the im-

plements, vessels, weights, measures, etc., in

use in any country. [Bare.]
angioleucitis (an"ji-o-lu-si'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

ayyelov, a vessel, 4- /UtvcoV, white, 4- -itis.J In-

flammation of the lymphatic vessels.

angiology (an-ji-ol'6-ji), n. [< Gr. ayyelov, a

vessel, + -Aoyia, < Myeiv, speak: see -ology."]

That portion of anatomy and physiology
which deals with the bloodvessels and lym-
phatics.

angioma (an-ji-6'ma), n.
; pl.angiomata (-ma-ta).

[NL., < Gr. ayyelov,"a. vessel, 4- -oma.~] A tumor

produced by the enlargement or new formation
of blood-vessels.

angiomatOUS (an-ji-om'a-tus), a. [< angioma(t-)
+ -OMS.] Characterized by or pertaining to an-

gioma.
angiomonospermous (an

"
ji

- o -mon - o -
sper

'-

mus), a. [C NL. angiomonospermm, < Gr. ay-

yelov, a vessel, + u6vof, alone (see mono-), +
o-rrepua, seed: see sperm."] In bot., producing
one seed only in a pod. N. E. D.

angioneurosiS (an"ji-o-nu-r6'sis), . [NL., <

Gr. ayyelov, a vessel, +' veiipov, a nerve, + -osis.]

In pathol., morbid vaso-motor action, brought
on independently of any perceptible lesion,
whether this involves an abnormal temporary
or lasting contraction of the vessels of the part
(angiospasm) or a relaxation (angioparesis).
The term is not always restricted to functional affections,
but is also sometimes applied to cases in which there is a

gross or evident lesion of the nerves, spinal cord, or brain,
which produces these vaso-motor disturbances.

angioneurotic (an"ji-o-nu-rot'ik), a. [See an-

gioneurosia.~] Dependent on or pertaining to

the innervation of the blood-vessels.

angioparalysis (an"ji-o-pa-ral'i-sis), . [NL-i
< Gr. ayyelov, a vessel, 4- Kapdhvaif, paralysis.]

Paralysis of the muscular coat of the blood-

vessels.

angioparesis (an"ji-o-par'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

ayyelov, a vessel, + irapeaif, paralysis : see pare-
sis.] Partial paralysis of the muscular layer
of the walls of blood-vessels.

angiosarcoma (an"ji-o-sar-k6'ma);
n.

; pi. an-

giosarcomata (-ma-ta). [NL.,<Gr. ayyelov, aves-

sel, 4- aapKuua, sarcoma.] A sarcoma, or tumor,
in which the blood-vessels assume importance
from their number, size, and relation to the

structure of the tumor. Angiosarcoma myxoma-
todes, a sarcoma, or tumor, in which the walls of the

vessels and the tissue immediately surrounding them un-

dergo mucous degeneration. To this form the name cylin-

droma is often applied.

angioscope (an'ji-o-skop), . [< Gr. ayyelov, a

vessel, 4- O-KOTTCW, view, examine.] An instru-

ment for examining the capillary vessels of ani-

mals and plants.
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angiosis (au-ji-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ayyeiov, a

vessel, + -osf's.] Any disease of a blood-vessel.

angiospasm (an'ji-o-spazm), n. [< Gr. ayyeiov,
a vessel, -t- a-naaiia, anaa/im;, spasm.] Spasm of

the muscular wall of a blood-vessel.

angiosperm (an'ji-o-sperm), n. [< NL. aiii/iu-

spermus, < Gr. ayyeiov, a vessel, + airip/ia, seed.

Cf. Gr. evayyei6cmep[w<;, also fvayyeioaTripfiarof,

angiospermous (< ev, in, etc.).] A plant whose
seeds are contained in a protecting seed-vessel.
The term aiy/iosperins is applied to the larger of the two
divisions of exogens, in distinction from the yymnotperm*
(Coniferce, Cycadacete, etc.), the smaller division, in which
the ovules and seeds are naked.

angiospermal (an"ji-o-sper'mal), a. Same as

angiospermo us.

angiospermatous (an* ji-o-spfer'ma-tus), a.

Same as angioxpermous.
Angiospermia (an*ji-o-sper'mi-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< angiospcrmus : gee angiosperm.] In hot., the
second order of the Linnean class Didynamia,
having numerous seeds inclosed in an obvious

seed-vessel, as in Digitalis. The corresponding Oym-
nospermia of the same class included genera with ache-
nium-like divisions of the pericarp, as in the Labiatte,
which were mistaken for naked seeds.

angiospermous (an"ji-o-sper'mus), a. [< NL.
angiospermus : see angiosperm.] Having seeds
inclosed in a seed-vessel, as the poppy, the rose,
and most flowering plants : opposed to gymno-
spermous, or naked-seeded-. Equivalent forms
are angiospermal and angiospermatous.
angiosporous (an*ji-os'po-rus),n. [< NL. angio-
sporus, < Gr. ayj'flov, a vessel, + airdpof, a seed :

see spore.] In bot., having the spores inclosed
in a hollow receptacle : applied to such fungi
as Lycoperdon.
Angiostomata (an'ji-o-sto'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL..
neut. pi. ot angiostomatus : see angiostomatous.]
1 . A suborder of ophidians, comprising serpents
in which the mouth is not dilatable, and which
are provided with anal spurs. .There are two
families, CytindropMd<e and Uropeltidw. 2. In

conch., an artificial group of univalve gastro-
pods whose shell has a narrow or contracted

aperture, as cassidids, strombids, conids, oli-

vids, cyprseids, and others. Also written, cor-

ruptly, Angystomata, and originally Angyosto-
mata by De Blainville, 1818.

angiostomatous (an'ji-o-sto'ma-tus), a. [< NL.
angiostomatus, < Gr. ayyeiov, a vessel, jar (but
L. angere, compress, is appar. intended), +
aToua(T-), mouth.] 1. Having a narrow, that

is, not dilatable, mouth : said specifically of

serpents of the suborder Angiostomata. 2. In

conch., having a narrow mouth or opening, as
the shell in Oliva and Conus,

angiostomous (an'ji-os'to-mus), a. [< NL. aw-

giostomus, equiv. to angiostomatus: see angio-
stomatous.] Same as angiostomatous.
angiotomy (an-ji-ot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. ayyeiov, a

vessel,+ TO/JJJ, a cutting, < re/iveiv, Tapeiv, cut. Cf .

anatomy.] In anat., dissection of the lym-
phatics and blood-vessels.

angle1
(ang'gl), . [< ME. angle, angel, angil, <

AS. angel, angul, ongul, a hook, fish-hook (= OS.
angul = OD. angel, angliel, a hook, fish-hook,
sting, awn, beard (of grain), D. angel = LG.
angel, a hook, = OHG. angul, MHG. G. angel, a
hook, fish-hook, sting, point, hinge (cf.OD. han-

gel, hanghel, hengel, a hook, a hinge, D. hengel,
an angling-rod, G. dial, iidngel, a hook, ear,
joint, these forms and senses being in part those
of a different word, cognate with E. hinge : see

hinge, hang), = Ieel. ongull, a hook, = Dan. Sw.
angel, a hook), with formative -el, -ul, < anga,
onga (rare, and only in glosses), a sting, =OHG.
ango, a sting, hinge, MHG. ange, a fish-hook,
hinge, = Icel. angi, a

sting, spine, prickle, =
Norw. ange, angje, a prong, jag, tooth. The ear-
liest notion seems to have been 'pointed,' but
the word also involved the notion of '

bent,' per-
haps from a different source; of. Gr. ayxv^of,
bent, crooked, curved, = L. angulus for *anculus,
a corner, angle ;

Gr. oynof, a hook, barb, angle,= L. uneus, a hook; bent, curved: see Angle'*,
angle9 , ankylosis, uncous.] 1. A fishing-hook:
often in later use extended to include the line
or tackle, and even the rod. [Now rare.]

Give me mine angle, we'll to the river.

Shale., A. and C., ii. 5.

2f. One who or that which catches by strata-

gem or deceit.

A woman ia bytterer than death, . . . for she is a very
anyle, hir hert is a nett. Coverdale, tr. of Eccles. vii. 26.

3f. [From the verb.] The act of angling.
angle1

(ang'gl), v.-. pret. and pp. angled, ppr.
angling. [< late ME. angle, OD. angelen, D. hen-
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qclcn = G. angeln = Dau. angle; from the noun.]
1. intrans. 1. To fish with an angle, or with
hook and line.

When the weather
Serves to angle in the brook,
I will bring a silver hook.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. -1.

The lawyer In the pauses of the storm
Went angling down the Saco.

tt'fu'ttier, Bridal of Pennacook.

2. To try by artful means to catch or win over
a person or thing, or to elicit an opinion : com-

monly with for.
By this face,

This seeming brow of justice, did he win
The hearts of all that he did angle for.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

II. trans. 1. To fish (a stream). 2t. To fish

for or try to catch, as with an angle or hook.

He angled the people's hearts. Sir P. Sidney.

3f. To lure or entice, as with bait.

You have anijled me on with much pleasure to the
thatch'd house. /. Walton, Complete Angler, i.

Angle2
(ang'gl), n. [In mod. use only as a his-

torical term; < L. Anglos, usually in pi. Angli
(first in Tacitus), repr. the OTeut. form found
in AS. Angle, Ongle, JEngle, reg. Engle, pi. (in

comp. Angel-, Ongel-), the .people of Angel, An-
gol, Angul, Ongul (= Icel. Ongull), a district of

what is now Schleswig-Holstein, said to be so
named from angel, angul, ongul, a hook, in ref.

to its shape: see angle^. Hence Anglo-, Anglo-
Saxon, English, q. v.] One of a Teutonic tribe

which in the earliest period of its recorded his-

tory dwelt in the neighborhood of the district

now called Angeln, in Schleswig-Holstein, and
which in the fifth century and later, accom-
panied by kindred tribes, the Saxons, Jutes,
and Frisians, crossed over to Britain and colo-

nized the greater part of it. The Angles were the
most numerous of these settlers, and founded the three

kingdoms of East Anglia, Mercia, and Northumbria. From
them the entire country derived its name England, the
" land of the Angles." See Anglian, Anglo-Saxon, and
English.

angle3 (ang'gl), n. [< ME. angle, aungel, some-
times angule, < OF. angle = Pr. angle = Sp. Pg.
angulo, It. angolo, < L. angulus, a corner, an
angle, prob. orig. "anculus (cf. ancus, bent,
crooked) = Gr. ayu'v^Mf, bent, crooked, curved,
connected with ayn&v, the bend of the arm,
the elbow (see ancon), aynof, a glen, dell (prop,
a bend, hollow), OJKOJ-, a hook, barb, angle, =
L. uncus, bent, curved, a hook (see tincous);
all appar. < -y/ *an1c, bend (appearing also in

Gr. ayxvpa, > L. ancora, > E. anker1
, anchor^),

Skt. yanch, bend, and prob. connected with the
Teut. group represented by angle1

: see angle1 .]

1. The difference in direction of two intersect-

ing lines
;
the space included between two in-

tersecting lines
;
the figure or projection formed

by the meeting of two lines ; a corner. In geom.,
a plane angle is one formed by two lines, straight or curved,
which meet in a plane ; a rectilinear angle, one formed by
two straight lines. The point where the lines meet is

called the vertex of the angle, or the angular point, and
the lines which contain the angle are called its fides or
/.'/*. The magnitude of the angle does not depend upon
the length of the lines which form it, but merely on their
relative positions. It is measured by the length of a circu-
lar arc of unit radius having for its center the vertex of

Fig. i.

the angle, or point of intersection of the sides. Thus, the
angle FEA, flg. 1, is measured by 32 degrees of the cir-

cumference, or the arc AF. Angular magnitudes are also

expressed in yuadfUHtt of four to the circumference, in
hours of six to the quadrant, in sexagesimal degrees of 90
to the quadrant, (rarely) in centesimal degrees of 100 to the
quadrant, etc. The arc whose length is equal to the ra-
dius subtends an angle of 57' 17' 44".8 nearly. Theoreti-
cally, the measure of an angle is the logarithm of the anhar-
monic ratio made by the two sides with the two tangents
to the absolute intersecting at the vertex. Angles receive
different names, according to their magnitude, their con-
struction, their position, etc. When one straight line in-

angle
tersects another BO as to make the four angles so formed
equal, these angles are called right angles, and each is

measured by an arc equal to one fourth of a circumfer-

ence, or 90 degrees. Thus, ACD, fig. 2, is a right angle.
An angle which is less than a n-M
angle is acute, as ACE. All 06-

tuxe angle is one which is greater
than a right angle, as ECB. A<-nt,'

and obtuse angles are hoth called

ttblique, in opposition to ri-jht an-

gles. A eitrrilini'iir angle is formed
Iiy the meeting of the tangents to
two curved lines at their point of
intersection. Adjacent or contiint-

otw angles are such as have one leg
common to hoth angles, both to-

Fig. z.

gether being equal to two right angles. Thus, in flg. 2,

ACE and ECB are adjacent angles. Conjugate angles are
two angles having a common vertex and common legs,
one being concave, the other convex. A straight angle is

an angle of l.so . A rejtex angle is the same as a convex
angle. (See conjugate angle*, above.) Exterior, external, or
" iitn.'uni angles are the angles of any rectilinear figure with-
out it, made by producing one of the sides at each vertex,
the angles formed within the figure being called interior

angles. When one line intersects a pair of lines in a plane,
of the eight angles so formed, those which are between
the pair are called interior, those without exterior. Of
the interior angles, a pair for different sides of the inter-

secting line, and at different intersected lines, are called
alternate (which see). See radian.

Hence 2. An angular projection ;
a project-

ing corner : as, the angles of a building. 3. In

astrol., the 1st, 4th
T 7th, or

10th house. 4. In
., same

Sisangulus. 5. In her., a charge
representing a narrow band
or ribbon bent in an angle.

[Rare.] Angle Of action, in gear-
ing, the angle of revolution during
which a tooth remains in contact.

Angle of commutation. See com-
mutation. Angle of

Two Angles saltire- CODtaCt. See Con-
wise Interlaced,

of Heraldry." ) ometry. Angle Of
crushing, inphysies.

the angle which the fractured surface of
a crushed pillar makes with the axis of
the pillar. It is constant for any given
material. Angle of curvature, the <

angle which measures the rate of diver- ACS Angle of
gence of a curve from a tangent to it at

'

Crushing.
a given point. It is the angle included
between the tangent and an infinitesimal portion of the
curve. Angle of defense, in fort., the angle formed by
the meeting of the line of defensewith the line of the flank

;

the angle formed by producing the faces of the bastion.

Angle of departure, in ordnance, the angle which a line

passing through the sights of a gun and the target makes
with the tangent to the trajectory of the projectile as it

leaves the gun. This angle differs from the angle of eleva-
tion in consequence of the muzzle being thrown up when
the gun is discharged, and, when there is windage, because
of the rebound of the shot from the sides of the bore near
the muzzle. Angle of depression. See deprextrian.

Angle Of descent, in ordnance, the angle which a tangent
tothe trajectory of the projectile makes with the horizontal

plane passing through the point of first graze or the point
of impact. Angle Of direction, in meek., an angle con-
tained by the lines of direction of two conspiring forces.

Angle Of divergence, in bot., the angle between two
successive leaves on the same stem. It is expressed as a
fraction of the circumference of the stem, which is sup-
posed to be a circle. Angle of draft, for vehicles or

heavy bodies, the angle which the line of direction of the

pulling force makes with the plane over which the body is

drawn. Angle of elevation, Incidence, inclination,
polarization, position, reflection, and refraction.
See elevation, etc. Angle of repose, the greatest angle
of obliquity of pressurebetween two planes which is con-
sistent with stability, as of a weight upon an inclined

plane : its tangent is the coefficient of friction. Some-
times called the angle of friction. Specifically, in arch.,
the angle at which the voussoirs of an arch cease to have
any tendency to slip, or to exert any thrust on the abut-
ment. Ronde let's experiments with well-wrought sur-

faces give angles ranging from 28 to 36. Angles Of
Segond. See craniometry. Angle Of sight, in ord-

nance, the angle between a line drawn through the axis of
the bore and a line drawn from the rear of the base-ring
to the swell of the muzzle or to the top of the sight.
Angle Of the jaw, in anat., the point at which the verti-

cal ninder edge of the ramus meets the horizontal inferior
border. Angle of weather, the angle at which the sail

of a windmill is set. Basilar angle. See craniometry.
Carpal angle. See carpal. Characteristic angle of
a Curve. See characteristic. Chord Of an angle. See
chord. Clearance angle, in ordnance, the angle which a
straight line, passing through the topsof the tangent-scale,
dispart-sight, and muzzle-notch, makes with a line paral-
lel to the axis of the piece. It varies with the position of
the dispart-sight and the taper of the gun. Coracoscap-
ular angle. See coracoscapular. Coronofacial angle
Of Gratiolet. See craniometry. Cranial angle. See
craniometry. Critical angle, in optic*, the limiting
angle of incidence which separates the totally reflected

rays from those which (at least partially) escape into air.

Taft, Light, 117, Dead angle, the space between a
fortification and the nearest point which can be reached
by the fire of its defenders. Within this space an assail-

ant is safe, as the missiles from the fortification pass over
his head. Also called dead space. Dihedral angle.
See dihedral. Eccentric angle. See eccentric. Facial
angle, frontal angle. See craniometry. Genal angle.
See genal. Hour angle, in axtron., the angle between the
meridian of a star and the meridian of the zenith, mea-
sured from the latter toward the west, and usually express-
ed in hours and fractions of an hour. Metafacial angle,
nasobasal angle, occipital angle, parietal angle. See



angle
craniometry. Olfactory angle. See olfaetnn/. Optic
angle. See optic. Position angle, in lulrmi., the in-
clination of any short line, as the line between the two
components of a double star to the meridian. Reenter-
Ing or reentrant angle, an angle of which the apex re-
cedes with reference to the point of view from which it is
considered ; in a polygon, an angle the sides of which, if

produced, would cut the polygon. Solid angle, an angle
which is made by more than two plane angles meeting
in one point, and not lying in the same plane, as the an-
gle of a cube. A solid angle of a cone is measured by the
area of the segment cut off by the cone on the surface

of the sphere of unit radius, having
its center at the vertex of the cone.

Sphenoidal angle. Sec craniome-
try. Spherical angle, an angle on
the surface of a sphere contained be-
tween the arcs of two great circles.

Thus, if AE and CE be arcs of great
circles intersecting each other at the
point E, the angle AEC is the spherical

Spherical Angle angle which they make one with the
other, and it is equal to the angle of

inclination formed by the planes of the great circles AB
and CD. The angle is measured by the angle formed by
the tangents of the two arcs at their point of intersection.
Trisection of the angle. See truection. Vertical

angle. See vertical.

angle-bar (ang'gl-biir), . 1. In carp., a verti-
cal bar placed at the angles or lines of intersec-
tion of the faces of a polygonal window or bay-
window. 2. Same as angle-iron.
angle-bead (ang'gl-bed), n. A round angle-
staff; a plaster-bead or staff-bead.

angle-beam (ang'gl-bem), . A beam, usually
of iron, of which a portion or flange is set at an
angle with the main portion,
angle-bevel (ang'gl-bev'el), n. Same as bevel-

square.
angle-block (ang'gl-blok), n. 1. In bridge- and
roof-building, a block, generally of metal, placed
at the junction of a brace or strut with a chord
or beam, when the two are inclined to each
Other. It forms an abutment for the end of the brace
or strut, and the tension-rods usually pass through it.

2. A swivel dock-block, used to change the di-
rection of a rope when hoisting, etc.

angle-brace (ang'gl-bras), n. In carp. : (a) A
piece of timber having its two ends fixed to
the two pieces forming adja-
cent members in a system of

framing, and subtending the
angle formed by their junction.
When it is fixed between the opposite
angles of a quadrangular frame, it is

called a diagonal brace or diagonal
tie, and when placed near a corner
(a), an angle-tie,

(ft) An instru-
ment consisting of a rectangu-
lar crank-frame, like the car-
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of a portico, having volutes on both front and
flank, with the volutes which would come to-

gether at the angle of the entablature combined
and turned outward on
the line of the diagonal
between the planes of
the frieze on front and
flank. 2. In Rinnan and
ininlirii Ionic arch., the

capital of a similarly sit-

uated column, having
four volutes, of which
each is on a diagonal of

chuk), n. An L-shaped casting, or a short length
of angle-iron, having its outer face planed, and
both sides provided with slots for bolts. One V-
face is bolted to the face-plate of a lathe or to the table

See chuck*.

angled (ang'gld), a. [< angle^ + -ed^.] Hav-
ing angles. Specifically, in her., broken in an angular
direction : said of the boundary of an ordinary or of any
other line usually straight. See beveled.

angle-float (ang'gl-flot), n. A float or plaster-
er's trowel made to fit any internal angle in
the walls of a room.

angle-iron (ang'gl-i"ern), n. A rolled orwrought
bar of iron in the form of an angle, used in iron
constructions. Angle-irons are made with sections in
the form of right angles, with equal or unequal sides

; in
the shape of double angles when they are called channel-
irons ; and in the form of the letters T, I, and Z, from
which they take the names of T-, I-, and Z-irona. They
are used for joining piece to piece in every kind of iron-
work, as well as for forming component parts and principal
members (as the ribs of ships, the V-girders of bridges and

-, Angle-lie.
b. Diagonal brace.

penter's brace (see brace^), but usually much
stronger, carrying a parallel tool-spindle which
ends m a pad (a) or bit-socket of the ordinary
form, and carries a small bevel-wheel gearing
into a second wheel on the axis of a winch-

floors) in all iron structures. Also called angle-bar.

angle-meter (ang'gl-me'ter), n. [< angle^ +
meter%, q. v. See angulometer] Any instru-
ment used for measuring angles ; particularly,
an instrument employed by geologists for mea-
suring the dip of strata

;
a clinometer.

angle-modillwn (ang'gl-mo-dil'yon), n. [<
angle3 + modillion.] A modillion or carved
bracket placed beneath an angle of a cornice in
the direction of its diagonal, or of the line of
its mitering.
angle-plane (ang'gl-plan), . In carp., a plane
whose bit reaches into a reentering angle.
angle-pod (ang'gl-pod), . The name of an
asclepiadaceous vine, Gonolobus Icevis, of the
southern United States.

angler (ang'gler), n. [= OD. angheler (D. lienge-
laar) = G. angler = Dan. angler; < angle1

, v., +
-eri.] 1. One who angles; a fisher with rod

Boring Angle-brace.

handle, by which motion is communicated to
the drill. This tool is chiefly used for boring holes in
positions, as corners, where the ordinary brace cannot be
conveniently applied. For heavy work it is usually mount-
ed in an ordinary drill-frame. Also called corner-drill

angle-bracket (ang'gl-brak"et), n. A bracket
placed at the vertex of an interior or exterior
angle, and not at right angles to the sides.

angle-brick (ang'gl-brik), n. A brick molded
to fit any angle other than a right angle, or used
to ornament a quoin.
angle-capital (ang'gl-kap"i-tal), . 1. InGre-
yian Ionic arch., a capital on the corner column

Angler (Lofhius piscatori

and line. 2. The fish Lophius piscatorius, the
typical representative of the family Lophiidai
(which see). The name was introduced by Pennant in

Anglicize

angle-staff (ang'gl-staf), n. In building, a ver-
tical wooden strip placed at a projecting or
salient angle in an interior, to preserve the
corner, and to serve as a guide by which to float
the plaster when flush with it. When prominent
it is generally made ornamental, and when rounded it
is called an angle-bead or staff-bead.

anglett, n. Erroneous form of aglet.
angle-tie (ang'gl-ti), . See angle-brace (a).
angletwltch (ang'gl-twich), n. [E. dial., also

corruptly angletouch, < ME. angletwitche, angle-
twacnc, < AS. angelticicca, -twecca, -twacca,
-twicce, < angel, a hook, angle, + 'twicca, < twic-

cian, twitch, tweak : see angle1 and twitch,
tweak. Cf. E. dial, twachel, a dew-worm

;
an-

gledog, a large earthworm.] An angleworm;
an earthworm. [Prov. Eng.]
anglewise (ang'gl-wiz), adv. [< angles + W ise2.]
After the manner of an angle ; angularly.

worm.] A worm used for bait in angling; an
earthworm.

Anglian (ang'gli-an), a. and n. [< LL. Anglia,
the region inhabited by the Angles, in a wider
sense England (< L. Angli, Angles : see Angle?),+ -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Angles,
or to East Anglia.

II. n. A member of the tribe of the Angles.
Anglic (ang'glik), a. [< ML. Anglicus, < L. Angli,
the Angles: see Angle^.] Same as Anglian.
[Rare.]

Anglican (ang'gli-kan), a. and n. [< ML. An-
glicanus, < Anglicus, pertaining to the Angles
or to England: see Anglic.] I. a. English.
Specifically (a) Of or pertaining to England
ecclesiastically; pertaining to or connected
with the Church of England.
Many members of the Papal communion have main-

tained the validity of Anglican, orders.

Gladstone, Church Principles, p. 228. (N. E. D.)

(b) High-church ; pertaining to or characteris-
tic of the high-church party of the Church of

England Anglican Church, (a) The Church of Eng-
land, especially as maintaining a Catholic character in in-
dependence of the pope : usually applied, therefore, to the
Church of England since the Reformation. This designa-
tion occurs, however, in a provision of Magim Charta
"that the Anglican Church be free "(quod AngKcana eccle-
sia libera sit).

The sober Principles and old establishment of the An-
glicane Church.

Fell, Hammond's Life, in his Works, I. 12. (N. E. D.)

(b) In a more comprehensive sense, the Church of England
and the churches in other countries in full accord with it
as to doctrine and church organization ; that is, the Church
of Ireland (disestablished 1869), the Episcopal Church in
Scotland, the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United
States, and the churches founded by the Church of England
in the British colonies or elsewhere. See episcopal.

II. n. 1. A member of the Church of Eng-
land, or of a church in full agreement with it.

2. One who upholds the system or teachings
of the Church of England ; especially, one who
emphasizes the authority of that church; a
high-churchman.
Anglicanism (ang'gli-kan-izm), n. [< Angli-
can + -ism.] The principles of the Anglican
Church or of Anglicans.
Anglice (ang'gli-se), adv. [ML., adv., < Angli-
cus, English : see Anglic.] In English ; in the
English language.

Ailfjle-Capital. north porch of the Ereclltheuill, Athens.
r. internal angle ; a, external angle.

movement of certain filaments attached to the head and
mouth. It is found on the coasts of Europe and America
angle-rafter (ang'gl-raf*ter), n. A rafter placed
at the junction of the inclined planes forming
a hipped roof. Also called hip-rafter, and some-
times piend-rafter. See hipl, 4.

angler-fish (ang'gler-fish), H. A fish with ce-
phalic spines modified for attracting other
fishes, or resembling a fishing-pole and line with
bait; any fish of the order Pediculati.

Angles, n. pi. See Angle2 .

angle-shades (ang'gl-shadz), . A British
moth, the Phlogophora meticitlosa.

anglesite (ang'gle-sit), n. [< Anglesea, Anglesey,
< AS. Anglesey (= Icel. Ongulsey), lit. Angle's
island, so called after it was conquered by the
Angles; formerly called Moua; < Angles, gen.
of Angel (see Angle2 ), + eg, ig, island: see ait,

ey*, and island.] A sulphate of lead occurring
in prismatic crystals, commonly transparent
and colorless, with brilliant adamantine luster
and light shades of yellow, green, blue, and
gray. It occurs also in massive forms with granular
structure. The crystals are often found in cavities of the
lead sulphid galena, from the decomposition of which they
have been formed.

angle-splice (ang'gl-splis), . A splice in the
angle of a rail-head or -foot.

(see Anglic) -f- -fy, < L. -ficctre, < facere,
To make English ; Anglicize. [Rare.]

Anglicisation, Anglicise. See Anglicization,
Anglicize.

Anglicism (ang'gli-sizm), n. [< ML. Anglicus
(see Anglic) + -ism.] 1. The state or quality
of being English ;

that which is peculiar to

England in speech, manner, or principle.
If Addison's language had been less idiomatical it

would have lost something of its genuine Anglicism.
Johnson, Addison.

She [England] has a conviction that whatever good there
is in us is wholly English, when the truth is that we are
worth nothing except so far as we have disinfected our-
selves of Anglicism. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 80.

2. An idiom of the English language. 3. A
word or an expression used particularly in Eng-
land, and not in use, or in good use, in the
United States.

Anglicization (ang"gli-si-za'shon), . [< An-
glicize + -ation.] The act or process of making
English in form or character, or of becoming
Anglicized. Also spelled Anglieixation.
Anglicize (ang'gli-siz), r. t, ; pret. and pp.
Anglicized, ppr. Anglicizing. [< ML. Anglicus
(see Anglic) + -izc.] To make English ;

render
conformable to English modes or usages. Also
spelled Anglicise. [Often without a capital.]



Anglicize
The last persons \vhu bear any likeness to the lasa-

glume are the Germans, with their honest, heavy faces

comically anglicized by leg-of-mutton whiskers.

llir,-UK, Venetian Life, xx.

Anglification (ang*gli-fi-ka'shon), n. [< An-

i/lify : see -fication.'] The act of making Eng-
lish, or of bringing into conformity with English
modes and ideas.

Angliform (aug'gli-form), a. [< L. Amjli,

Angles, English (see Angle'
2
),
+ forma, form.]

Resembling English in form : as, "the Angli-
form dialects of the Continent," J. A. H. Mur-
ray, Encyc. Brit., VIII. 391.

Anglify (ang'gli-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. Angli-

ficd, ppr. Anglifmng. [< L. Anglus, sing, of

Angli (see Angle*), + -fy, < L. -ficare, < facere,
make.] To make English ; Anglicize ; espe-
cially, to adopt into the English language and
make a part of it: as, to Anglify French words,
that is, to give them an English form in orthog-
raphy, inflection, or pronunciation. [Bare.]

The shops [in Mauritius] were all French ; indeed, I

should think that Calais or Boulogne was much more
Anijllfed. Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 282.

angling (ang'gling), n. [Verbal n. of angle^, '.]

The act or art of fishing with a rod and line
;

rod-fishing.

We may say of angling as Dr. Boteler said of strawber-
ries :

" Doubtless God could have made a better berry, but
doubtless God never did;" and sw, if I might be judge,
God never did make a more calm, quiet, innocent recrea-
tion than angling. I. Walton, Complete Angler, i. 6.

Anglish (ang'glish), a. and n. [< Angle2 +
^ish1 . The AS. Englisc, orig. "Anglisc, haying
become E. English with much altered meaning,
the terra Anglish has been occasionally used by
recent writers in the original sense of '

English
'

:

see English.] I. a. Anglian; Anglo-Saxon;
English.

fl. . The Anglo-Saxon or earliest English
language. Haldeman.
Anglo-. [First in ML. Anglo-Saxones (see Anglo-
Saxon) ;

the combining form of L. Anglus, pi.

Angli, the Angles, the 'English,' extended to

include the modern English : see Angle2.'] An
element in many compound words, meaning
Angles or English, connected with England:
as, ^</fe>-American ; Anglo-In&i&n.
Anglo-American (ang"gl6-a-mer'i-kan), a. and

. I. a. 1 . Belonging or relating to, or connect-
ed with, England and America or the United
States, or with the people of both : as, Anglo-
American commerce

; Anglo-American relations.

2. Pertaining to the English who have settled
in America, especially in the United States, or
have become American citizens: as, the Anglo-
American population of New York.
H. n. A native or descendant of a native of

England who has settled in America or has be-
come an American (United States) citizen.

Anglo-Catholic (ang-glo-kath'o-lik), a. and .

1. a. 1. Catholic according to the teachings of
the Church of England. The Church of England
maintains that it is Catholic in the same sense and on the
same grounds as those on which the Greek Church claims
to be Catholic, namely : (1) as having retained its organ-
ization in continuous succession from the earliest Christian
centuries in accordance with primitive canons ; (2) as re-

ceiving the doctrinal decisions of the councils acknow-
ledged as ecumenical by both the Greek and the Latin
Church; and (3) as having cauonical jurisdiction in the
countries in which it exists.

2. Laying especial stress on the Catholic char-
acter of the Church of England ; high-church.
Applied to that party in the Anglican Church which in
doctrine and ceremonies most closely approximates to the
I:. .mini Catholic Church, sometimes called the ritualistic,
high, or Pmeyite section of the church.

II. n. A member of the Church of England,
or of any Anglican church

; especially, one who
maintains the Catholic character of the Angli-
can Church. Hence the term has been applied espe-
cially to the high-churchmen of the seventeenth century,
such as Laud, Andrews, Cosin, and Jeremy Taylor, and in
the present century to the adherents of the Oxford move-
ment, such as Rose, William Palmer, 3. H. Newman, Ke-
ble, and Pusey, and later to the revivers of ancient ritual,
known as ritualists.

Anglo-Catholicism (ang"gl6-ka-thori-8izm), n.
The principles of the Anglican Church regarded
as catholic; the principles of Anglo-Catholics.
Anglo-Danish (ang-glo-da'nish), a. Pertain-

ing to the English Danes, or the Danes who
settled in England.
Anglo-French (ang-glo-french'), a. and n. I.
a. English and French

; pertaining to the lan-
Sso called.

n. That form of Old French brought into

England by the Normans and later comers from
France, and there separately developed; Anglo-
Norman.
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Anglogsea (ang-glo-je'ii), n. [NL., < Anglo- +
Gr. yaia, earth, country.] In zoiigeog., the An-

glogsean realm; Nearctic America or Arcta-
merica. Gill.

Anglogasan (ang-glo-je'an), a. In zoogeog., a
term applied by Gill to one of the nine realms or

prime divisions of the earth's land-surface, in-

cluding North America as far southward as

about to the present Mexican boundary in the

lowlands, and to the isthmus of Tehuantepec in

the highlands: synonymous with Arctamerican
or Nearctic.

Anglo-Indian (ang-gld-in'di-an), a. and n. I.

0. 1. Connected with both England and India
;

combining English and Indian characteristics :

as, Anglo-Indian trade; Anglo-Indian words.
2. Relating to or connected with those parts
of India which belong to Great Britain or are

under British protection: as, the Anglo-Indian
empire. 3. Relating or pertaining to the An-

glo-Indians: as, Anglo-Indian housekeeping.
II. n. One of the English race born or resi-

dent in the East Indies.

Anglo-Irish (ang-glo-i'rish), a. and n. I. a. 1.

Connected with both England and Ireland
;
re-

lating to both these countries or to their in-

habitants. 2. Pertaining to the English who
have settled in Ireland, or to their descendants.

3. Of English parentage on one side and of

Irish on the other.

II. n. ]>l. 1. English people born or resident
in Ireland. 2. Descendants of parents Eng-
lish on one side and Irish on the other.

Anglomant (ang'glo-man). n.
; pi. Anglomen

(-men). [< F. anglomane, < anglomanie, Anglo-
mania; in Jefferson's use (def. 2) as if < Anglo-
+ man.] 1. An Anglomaniac. 2. A partizan
of English interests in America.

It will be of great consequence to France and England
to have America governed by a Galloman or an Angloman.

Je/enon, Works (1859), II. 317. (If. E. Z>.)

Anglomania (ang-glo-ma'ni-a), . [= F. an-

glomanie; < Anglo- + Gr. /javia, madness: see

mania.} An excessive or undue attachment

to, respect for, or imitation of that which is

English or peculiar to England, as English in-

stitutions, manners, and customs.

Anglomaniac (ang-glo-ma'ni-ak), n. [<Anglo-
+ maniac, after Anglomania.} One who is pos-
sessed by a mania for all that is English.
Anglo-Norman (ang-glo-nor'man), a. and .

1. a. 1. Pertaining to both England and Nor-

mandy, or to their inhabitants. 2. Pertaining
to the Normans who settled in England after
the conquest in 1066. 3. Of both English and
Norman descent.

II. . 1. One of the Normans who settled in

England after its conquest by William of Nor-

mandy in 1066, or one of the descendants of
such a settler. The term is seldom applied to any
descendants of the Normans of a time later than the
twelfth century ;

after that time they are called English.
2. The Norman dialect of Old French as spo-
ken and separately developed in England.
Anglophobe (ang'glo-fob), n. [< F. anglo-
l>hobe, < Anglo-, English, + Gr. <t>o(ielv, fear.]
One who hates or fears England or the English.
Also called Anglophobist.
Anglophobia (ang-glo-fo'bi-a), n. [< Anglo- +
Gr. -0o/?/a, fear: see -phobia.'] An intense
hatred or fear of England, or of whatever is

English.
Anglophobic (ang-glo-fo'bik), a. [< Anglo-
phobia + -ic.] Pertaining to or characterized

by Anglophobia.
Anglophobist (ang'glo-fo-bist), . [< Anglo-
phobe + -ist.~\ Same as Anglophobe: as, "a
bitter Anglophobist," H. Cabot Lodge, Webster,
p. 267.

Anglo-Saxon (ang-glo-sak'son), n. and a. [<
ML. Anglo-Saxones, more correctly written An-
glosaxones, pi., also Angli Saxones or Angli et

Saxones, rarely Saxones Angli. The term fre-

quently occurs in the charters of Alfred and
his successors (chiefly in the gen. pi. with rex)
as the general name of their people, all the
Teutonic tribes in England ;

but it is sometimes
confined to the people south of the Humber.
The same term is used by foreign chroniclers
and writers in Latin from the 8th to the 12th

century, in the same meaning as by Alfred. In
the Latin charters the gen. pi. varies from An-
glosaxomim (besides Anglorum Saxonum and
Anglorum et Saxonum) through the half AS.
Angulsaxonvm to the wholly AS. Anguteaxna,
the AS. forms (in the Anglo-Saxon charters)
being Angulsaxna, -saxona, -seaxna, -saixna, -sex-

na, and Ongulsaxna, gen. pi. of *Angulseaxan

Anglo-Saxon

(corresponding to West-seaxan, Edst-seaxan,
Kfith-seaxan, -seaxe, Mirlilel-xi'/ixe, Eald-si/iuim.

West-, East-, South-, Middle-, Old-Saxons),
< Angul, Ongol, orig. the name of the district

from which the Angles came, in comp. the com-
bining form of Angle, Eni/lr, pi., the Angles (so
also in Angel-, Ongel-, Oni/iil-i-i/iin, also Angel-
thedd, Angel-folc, the Angle (Anglo-Saxon) peo-
ple, Angel-cyning, their king, Angel-cyrice, the

Angle (Anglo-Saxon) church, Angel-theow, a
man's name, lit. Angle-servant), + Seaxan, Sax-
ons: see Angle2 andSaxon. In the Latin charters
the country is sometimes called Anglosaxonia or

Angulsaxonia, as well as Saxonia. The ML. An-

glosaxonett is a true compound, following such
forms as L. Syrophcenix, < Gr. 2t>/>o0o<v<f, a Syro-
pheuician, i. e., a Syrian Phettician; L. Iiido-

scythits, < Gr. 'lv66aKv8of, an Indian Scythian ;
L.

Indogcythia, < Gr. 'IvSoaxvdia, Indoscythia; L.

Gallograci, the Gallic or Galatian Greeks, Gal-

lohispani, the Gallic Hispanians, the Gauls of

Spain, etc., the form in -o- being the crude form
or stem of the first element, which stands in a
quasi-adjective relation to the second : see -o-.

Cf. D. Angelsakser, n., -saksisch, a., Sw. Angel-
sachsare, n., Angelsaehsisk, a., Dan. Aiigelsach-

ser, n., Angelsacltsisk, a., based on the G. Angel-
sachse, pi. -en, n., Angclsachsisch, a.; all mod.]
I. n. 1. (o) Literally, one of the Angle or '

Eng-
lish' Saxons; sometimes restricted to the Sax-
ons who dwelt chiefly in the southern districts

(Wessex, Essex, Sussex, Middlesex names
which contain a form of Saxon and Kent) of
the country which came to be known, from a
kindred tribe, as the land of the Angles, Engla
land, now England, but usually extended to the
whole people or nation formed by the aggre-
gation of the Angles, Saxons, and other early
Teutonic settlers in Britain, or the whole people
of England before the conquest, (b) pi. The
English race

;
all persons in Great Britain and

Ireland, in the United States, and in their de-

pendencies, who belong, actually or nominally,
nearly or remotely, to the Teutonic stock of

England ;
in the widest use, all English-speak-

ing or English-appearing people. 2. [The adj.
used absolutely.] The language of the Anglo-
Saxons

;
Saxon

;
the earliest form of the Eng-

lish language, constituting, with Old Saxon,
Old Friesic, and other dialects, the Old Low
German group, belonging to the so-called West
Germanic division of the Teutonic speech. The
first Anglo-Saxon dialect to receive literary cultivation
was that of the Angles (Anglo-Saxon ^tingle, Engle) : hence
the name Englisc, Englisc, that is, Anglish, was after-

ward applied to all the dialects, and particularly to the

prevailing one, West Saxon ; it is the origin of the name
English as applied to the modem mixed language. (See
Anglish and English.) A Middle Latin name for the lan-

guage was lingua Saxonica, or lingua Saxonum or Anglo-
mxomtm. The Anglo-Saxon language, in the widest use of
the name, consisted of several dialects : the Northern or

Anglian group, including the Old Northumbrian and the
Midland or Mercian dialects, and the Southern or Saxon
group, including the West Saxon and the Kentish. The
Kentish remains are scanty, the Mercian scantier still and
doubtful, while the Old Northumbrian remains are con-
siderable. The great bulk of the Anglo-Saxon literature
is West Saxon, the two terms being practically synony-
mous except when expressly distinguished as generic and
specific. In the Old or Middle English period the Mid-
land dialect became conspicuous, and it is to it that the
form of modern English is chiefly due. In this dictionary
Anglo-Saxon (abbreviated AS.) includes the whole lan-

guage (but chiefly West Saxon, the Old Northumbrian and
Kentish being discriminated when necessary) from the
middle of the fifth century, or rather from the seventh cen-

tury, when the first contemporary records begin, to the
middle or end of the twelfth century ;

the language from
the conquest (1086) to the end of this period being

'

late

Anglo-Saxon.' See English.

Several of the English scholars who are most active in
the study of early English wage war on Anglo-Saxon.
They attack the word. . . . They are still more hostile to
the suggestion which goes with the word, that the speech
called Anglo-Saxon is different from modern English, so as
to deserve a separate name. They say there has Iwen but
one speech spoken in England by the Teutonic tribes and
their descendants from Csedmon to Tennyson. . . . This
classic Anglo-Saxon differs from our English in phonology,
... in vocabulary, . . . (in] inflections, ... in the deri-
vation of words, . . . [in] syntax, . . . [in] verification (see

alliteration], . . . [and in] the modes of thought. . . . The
former is a synthetic German speech, with its own periods
of early irregular idiom, classic cultivation, decline and fall

into dialects ; the latter an analytic mixed speech of Ro-
manic cultivation, with other periods of growth, and classic

regularity and progress. And a chaos separates the two
languages. It is only when attention is directed to the

history of etymological forms that unity can be plausibly
claimed for them. . . . But while the importance of these
forms in tracing the descent of languages is probably not

overrated, their weight in establishing identity or simi-

larity may easily be. . . . The proposed use of Old English
[in place of Anglo-Saxon] does not distinguish, but con-
founds all the periods of Anglo-Saxon and the two early
periods of English. . . . The reasons urged for this no-
menclature are in great part sentimental. It is thought
to magnify the English language and race to represent



Anglo-Saxon
them as Low German, having: an unbroken history parallel angry (aug'pri), a. [ME. angri/, earlier an-
witli that of tin- High (lei-man, ..11,1 rcachin!; tttrongh a

,,<,,.;<;/,. < <,,,,,,rl + .!.] If. Causing grief or
more famous career to a more venerable antiquity. But. , .'

. ^HMA_' .

Is cap and bells for a i

Americans are taught to believe in mixed races, and it

magnifies the English most in our eyes to represent it in

tli, old fashion, as formed by the junction of two great
lan^naut^. tlir u-arers of the best cultivation of the Teu-
tftiir and Romanic races.

;'. .1. Marrli, in Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., IV. 97-105.

II. a. 1 . Of or pertaining to the Anglo-Sax-
ons: as, the Anglo-Saxon kings; the Anglo-Saxon
language. 2. Of or pertaining to the language
of the Anglo-Saxons; belonging to, derived

from, or having the form or spirit of that lan-

guage: as, the Anglo-Saxon elements of mod-
ern English; the proportion of Anglo-Saxon
words in the Bible or Shakspere; an Anglo-
Saxon style, as contrasted with a Latin style.

3. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of Anglo-
Saxons, or the English-speaking race : as, An-

glo-Saxon enterprise; the political genius of

the Aiii/lo-SnjcoH race.

Anglo-Saxondom (ang-glo-sak'son-dum), .

[< Anglo-Saxon + -dom.] The Anglo-Saxon
domain

;
the whole body of Anglo-Saxons, in

sense 1 (b).

Anglo-Saxonic (ang"gld-sak-son'ik), a. [<
ML. Anglosaxonicus, < Anglosaxones : see Anglo-
Saxon.] Of Anglo-Saxon character or quality ;

Anglo-Saxon in origin or seeming.
Anglo-Saxonism (aiig-glo-sak'son-izm), n.

[< Anglo-Saxon + -ism.] 1. A characteristic or

peculiarity of the Anglo-Saxon race. 2. A
word, phrase, idiom, or peculiarity of speech
belonging to Anglo-Saxon, or of Anglo-Saxon
origin or type. 3. The state of being Anglo-
Saxon in the widest sense ;

that which consti-

tutes the Anglo-Saxon or English character in

the aggregate ;
the feeling of pride in being

Anglo-Saxon.
angnailt, . The more correct form of agnail.
See agnail and hangnail.

angola (ang-go'la), . A common but corrupt
form of angora.
Angola cat. pea, seed. weed. See the nouns.

angon (ang gon), n. [ML. ango, < MGr. ayyav.] choleric, inflamed, tumultuous.

The heavy barbed javelin of the Franks, it is anguiculas (ang-gwik'u-le), n. pi.
described as being not very long, but heavy, and used as

much to drag down the enemy's shield, when fixed in it

by its barbs, as to inflict wounds ;
in this respect resem-

bling the pilum (which see). It was also used as a pike
or lance in close combat.

angor (ang'gor), n. [Early mod. E. also an-

gour and (by confusion with anger1
) anger,

< late ME. angure, < OF. angor, angour, < L. anguicular (ang-gwik'u-lar), a.

angor, ace. angorem, anguish, trouble, lit. a ing to anguiculse.

strangling, < angere (= Gr. ayx"v ), compress,
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fins, but by recent authors restricted to the

common eel, A. vulgarix, and closely related

species. Its species are very diversely estimated, some
authors recognizing about 50, others only 4, the Arctogjean
.1. rtilijnri*, thr Indian .1. maruwrata and A. vwna, and
the Oceanic A. merialitxtwna.

anguillid (ang-gwil'id), n. A fish of the family
--_, Aiii/uillidir, as an eel.

.3. Feeling or showing anger or re-
Anguillidse (ang-gwil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < An-

,ent (with or at a person, at or about a
ffMf/fa + .irfa,.] A family of apodal fishes, exem-

plified by the genus AnguiUa ; the typical eels.

Various limits have been assigned to it by ichthyologists.
As now restricted, the Anguiliidce are characterized by
the presence of pectoral fins, remoteness of the dorsal fin

from the head, confluence of the dorsal and anal fins with
the caudal, presence of small elliptical obliquely set scales,
discrete lateral nostrils, tongue free in front, slender re-

duced pterygoid bones, elongated jaws, and moderately
broad ethmovomerine region. In this sense the family
contains only the genus Anguilla.

inguilliform (ang-gwil'i-form), a. [< NL. an-

guilliformis, < L. anguiUa, an eel, + forma,
form.] 1. Having the form of an eel or of a

serpent ; resembling an eel or a serpent. Spe-
cifically 2. In iehth., having the zoological

trouble; troublesome; vexatious; trying.
Cod had provided a severe and angry education to

chasten the frowardness of a young spirit.
Jar. Taylor, Sermons, III. 167.

2f. Feeling grief or trouble
; grieved ;

troubled
;

sentment

thing) : said of persons.
God is angry u-ith the wicked every day. Ps. vii. 11.

Kather be glad to amend your ill living than to be angry
when you are warned or told of your fault.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.
How he fell

From heaven they fabled, thrown by angry Jove
Sheer o'er the crystal battlements.

Milton, P. L., i. 741.

4. Characterized by or manifesting anger ;

wrathful : as, an angry look or mood
; angry

words
;
an angry reply.

Often a man's own atigry pride
a fool.

Tennyson, Maud, vi.

Of all the Greeks that are thine enemies.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1469.

From the far corner of the building, near the ground,
angry puffs of steam shone snow-white in the moon and
vanished. R. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 54.

6. Having the color of the face of one who is

in anger; red. [Rare.]
Sweet rose, whose hue angry and brave.

Herbert, Virtue.

7. Sharp; keen; vigorous. [Rare.]
I never ate with angrier appetite.

Tennyson, Geraint.

8. In med., inflamed, as a sore
; exhibiting in-

flammation.

[NL., fern,

In Cuvier's classification of fishes, the only
recognized family of Malacopterygii apodes, in-

cluding fishes with an elongated form, a thick

and soft skin, few bones, no caeca, and in most
cases a swim-bladder which is often of singu-
lar shape. It has been disintegrated into many
families, and even different orders.

Anguillina (ang-gwi-H'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Anguilla + -ina.] In Gimther's classification

of fishes, a group of Muraniidce platychista, with
the gill-openings separated by an interspace,

pectoral fins present, nostrils superior or lat-

eral, tongue free, and the end of the tail sur-

rounded by the fin.

an

of

\j~anguilla, an eel.] A genus of nematoid
worms or nemathelminths, typical of the family
Anguillulidai (which see). The common vinegar-eel
is A. aceti ; that of sour paste, A. glutinosa ; that of

blighted wheat, A. tritici. See cut under Sematoidea.

pi. ;
cf . L. anguiculus, m., a small serpent, dim.

of anguis, a serpent : see Anguis.] An old name

es*s8tfiis
was not used as a zoological name. lar eel-like creature of small size.

Of nr nprtnin AngUillulidse (ang-gwi-lu'li-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Anguillula + -idce.] A family of free, that is, not

anguid (ang'gwid), n. A lizard of the family
throttle, strangle, stifle, distress, torment, Anguidw.
trouble : see anguish, angust, and anger1

. In Anguidffl (ang'gwi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Anguis +
- !_ -i A a :i ~a i *.:i:..

" ' "

parasitic, nematoid worms, including the minute
creatures known as vinegar-eels. The family is re-

lated to the Qardiidce, or horsehair worms, and contains

many genera, of which the best known is Anyuiihila.
the medical sense angor is nearly synonymous -ida.] A family of lacertilians, typified by the Anguinae (ang-gwi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Anguis
with the kindred angina.] It. Anguish; intense

bodily or mental pain.
For man is laden with ten thousand languors ;

All other creatures onely feele the angors
Of few diseases.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas (ed. Grosart), The Furies, 1. 607.

Whose voices, angers, and terrors, and sometimes howl-

ings, he said he often heard.

Abp. Ussher, Ans. to a Jesuit, p. 175.

2. In med., extreme anxiety, accompanied witli

painful constriction at the epigastrium, and
often with palpitation and oppression . Dungli-
son.

genus Anguis. It is closely related to the Scincida?,
and contains a number of feeble, fragile, and harmless apo-
dal and snake-like lizards, living in holes or under stones,
and feeding on insects or worms.
ters are : an esquamate tongue whose anterior portion is

retractile, clavicles undilated proximally, postorbital and

postfrontal arches present, and temporal fossae roofed over,
and the body furnished with osteodermal plates having
irregularly branching or radiating channels.

Anguifer (ang'gwi-fer), n. [L., serpent-bear-

ing, < anguis, a serpent (see Anguis), + ferre =
E. bear1 .] In astron., a northern constellation

pictured by a man holding a serpent ; Serpen-
tarius, or Ophiuchus. See cut under Ophiuchus.

+ -in(B.] The slow-worms, or Anguida;, rated as

a subfamily of Scincidce.
iioius or unuerai-uiiea, / / \ r^T /
The technical charac- anguine (ang'gwin), a. [< L. angmneus, < an-

guis, a snake: see Anguis.] Pertaining to or

resembling a snake; snake-like: as, "the an-

guine or snake-like reptiles," Owen, Comp. Anat.
Anguine lizard, a snake-lizard of South Africa, Cha-

nKvwttra angitina. See ChamfPxaitra.

(ang-gwin'e-al), a. [< L. anguineus

a e , iyrtolic rvef tnethi'rd

order having one asymptote and three inflections.

angora (aug-go'ra), . [< Angora (Turk. An- anguiform (ang'gwi-form), a. [< NL. angui- anguineous (ang-gwin'e-us), a. [< L. angui-
_1. -._\ J _.C /~1_ 1/t ,~ T A , -,,.,, f, 4- ^r. ./ T .__ _._!_/ . -_\ I J? _ T Cf

*
--, I

ghur), mod. form of Gr. "Ayicvpa., L. Ancyra, a town
in Asia Minor, giving name to the cat and the

goat so called: see also Ancyrene. The name
coincides with Gr. aynvpa, L. ancora, a hook, an
anchor: see anchor1

.] A light cloth made of

Angora wool, and used for coats and cloaks.
The angora of commerce does not now contain Angora

Angora cat. goat, wool. See the nouns.

Angostura bark. [< Angostura, a town in Ven-

ol, [NL.,
J In La-

treille's system of classification, a group of

^suauuia u<vi.. L, ~.,r~.-,-,...,.- chilognath myriapods, corresponding to the

ezuela, on the Orinoco; lit. a narrow pass; < family
luhdai of Westwood.

Sp. angostura (=Pg. angustura), narrowness, a Anguilla (ang-gwil a), n. [L., an eel (ct. Ur.

narrow pass, < angosto (= Pg. angusto), narrow, W^'f, an eel), dim. of anguis, a serpent: see

< L. angustus, narrow: see angust and anguish.]
See baric2 .

angrily (ang'gri-li), adv. [ME. angrily, angryly,
-liche; < angry + -ly

2
. Cf. angcrly, adv.] In an

angry manner; with indications of resentment.

Rashly and anijribj I promised ; but cunningly and pa-

tiently will I perform. C. Kingnley, The Heroes.

angriness (ang'gri-nes), n. 1. The state of

being angry.
Such an atigrinew of humour that we take fire at every-

thing. Dr. 11. Min-f, Whole Duty of Man, !>.

2. Inflammation and pain of a sore or swell-

ing. [Obsolescent.]

formis, < L. anguis, a snake (see Anguis), +for- neus: see anguine.] Same as anguineal.

ma, form.] Snaky; serpentine; like a snake: Anguinidae (ang-gwin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

said both of shape and of movement: as, an Anguis + -in- + -ida;.] Same as Anguida!.

anguiform motion; an anguiform myriapod; anguiped, anguipede (ang'gwi-ped, -ped), a.

"the anguiform Chilognathans," Eirby, Habits and . [< L. angttipes, < anguis (see Anguis), a

serpent, + pes (ped-)
= E. foot.] I. a. Hav-

ing feet or legs in the form of serpents: ap-

plied to such conceptions as the serpent-footed

giants of Greek mythology.

of Animals (1835), p. 68.

(ang-gwi-for'mez),

A winged anr/uipede giant.
A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 305, note.

II. n. An individual fabled to have serpents'
bodies and heads in the place of legs.

Anguis (ang'gwis), . [L., a serpent, a snake,
lit. a throttler, a constrictor (see constrictor), <

angere, throttle, choke : see anger1 and angor.]
A genus of scincoid lizards, typical of the family

Angttida;,representedby the slow-worm or blind-

worm of Europe, Anguis fragilis, as the best-

^J,T known species. These lizards are perfectly harmless,

though popularly thought to be dangerous. They have
Common Eel (Anfuiiia vuifaris). been supposed to he blind, from the smallness of the eyes.

(From Report of u. S. Fish Commission, 1884.) The body is very brittle, and the tail readily breaks off.

There are apparently no limbs, so that the animal resem-

Anguis.] A genus of fishes, typical of the fam- bles a small snake or worm.

ily Anguillulte : a name sometimes given com- anguish (ang'gwish), . [< ME. anguish, an-

prehensively to the apodal fishes with pectoral guyshe, angwishe, angwische, etc., earlier an-



anguish

yuise, anyuis, anyuixKi; aiigoise, angus, etc., <

OF. angmsse, angoisse, mod. F. angoisse = Pr.

anyoissa = OS]), aiif/oxa (Sp. Pg. angustia) =
It. angoscia, anguish, < L. angustia, straitness,

naiTowness, in class. L. usually in pi. uni/nx-

tice, a defile, strait, fig. straits, distress, diffi-

culty, scarcity, want, poverty, < anyustus, strait,

narrow, difficult (cf . Goth, aggwus = AS. ange,

enge, etc., strait, narrow), < angere= Gi. ayxew,
choke, strangle, stifle : see angust, anyor, and
anger1

.] 1. Excruciating or agonizing pain of

either body or mind
;
acute suffering or distress.

But they hearkened not unto Moses for anguish of spirit.
and for cruel bondage. Ex. vi. D.

When pain and anguish wring the brow,
A ministering angel thou. Scott, Marroion, vi. 30.

In the sternest of his [Achilles's] acts, we read only the

anguish of his grief. De Quincey, Homer, iii.

2. An overwhelming emotion. [Rare.]
He cried in an anguish of delight and gratitude.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

= Syn. Agony, A iig-uish, Pang, etc. See agony and grief.

anguish (ang'gwish), v. t. [< ME. anguyschen,
angwishen, earlier anguisen, anguissen, < OF.
angoisser, anguisser=Pr. anyoissar=Sp. Pg. an-

gustiar= lt. angosciare; from the noun.] To
distress with excruciating pain or grief.

I wish thou hadst not alighted so hastily and roughly ;

it hath shaken down a sheaf of thy hair
; take heed thou

sit not upon it, lest it anguish thee.

Landor, Leofric and Godiva, p. 61.

anguished (ang'gwisht), p. a. [Early mod. E.
also anguisht, < ME. anguished.] Affected by
anguish; expressing or caused by anguish.

On thy cold forehead starts the anguished dew.

Coleridge, Death of Chatterton.

anguishoust, . [Early mod. E., and mod. dial.,
< ME. anguishous, angwwshous, earlier anguys-
sous, angwisous, anguisuse, angussus, < OF. an-

guissus, angussus, later angoisseux (Cotgrave) =
Pr. angoissos = Sp. Pg. angustioso = It. angosci-
oso, < ML.

angustiosus,
(. L. angustia : see anguish

and -ous.] Full of anguish ;
attended with an-

guish. Chaucer.

angular (ang'gu-liir), a. [< L. angularis, < an-

gulus, an angle: see angle3.] 1. Having an
angle or angles ; having corners

; pointed : as,
an angular figure ;

an angular piece of rock
;

angular writing (that is, with the turns sharply
pointed instead of curved). 2. Consisting of
an angle; forming an angle: as, an angular
point. 3. Measured by an angle ; subtending
an angle ; having a divergence expressed in de-

grees, minutes, and seconds: as, angular dis-

tance; angular velocity. 4. Of persons: (a)

Having or exhibiting protuberances of joint or
limb ; acting or moving awkwardly or as if in

angles.
He is anyiilar in his movements, and rather tall.

F. M. Crawford, Paul Patoff, viii.

(6) Stiff in manner
; cranky ; crotchety ;

un-

bending Angular advance of an eccentric, the

angle which measures the arc described by the center of
the eccentric in moving from its position at a half stroke
to that which it occupies at the commencement of the
stroke of the piston. Angular aperture of lenses.
See aperture. Angular artery, in aiiat., the facial ar-

tery which passes near the angle of the jaw, and finally
near the inner angle of the eye ; especially, this latter por-
tion of its course. Angular belting, belting having a
trapezoidal section and used with a grooved pulley. It is

employed, because of its great adhesion, where a narrow
belt or considerable traction is desired. The heavier belts
of this class are made by fastening blocks of leather or
other suitable material, shaped like truncated pyramids,
to the inner face of a strong carrier-belt. Angular bone,
a bone situated at or near the angle of the mandible of
lower vertebrates. Angular capital, an incorrect term
for angle-capital. Angular chain-belt, a chain fitted to
run over a V-shaped pulley. In some forms flat links
are covered with leather, which bears against the sides of
the groove ;

in others there are long links with wooden
blocks wedged into them, whose ends form the bearing
surfaces; these links al-

ternate with shorter ones
which serve merely as
connections. Angular
distance. See distance.

Angular gearing, in

inach., toothed wheels of

irregular outline, used in

transmitting variable mo-

tervals, in astron., those arcs of the equator which
are intercepted between circles of declination passing
through the objects observed. They are measured by
means of the transit instrument and clock. Angular
motion, ia physics,ttie motion of any body which moves
about a fixed or relatively fixed point : as, the angular
motion of a pendulum or a planet : so called because such
motion is measured by the angle contained between lines
drawn from the fixed point to the successive positions uf
the moving body. Angular oscillation. See oscitfa-
(wm. Angular perspective, in drairing, that kind of
perspective in which neither of the sides of the principal
object is parallel to the plane of the picture, and therefore,
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in the representation, the horizontal lines of both con-

verge to vanishing-points. Also called oljliijuf pcrsyecliw.
-Angular processes, in auat., the orbital processes of
the frontal bone near the angles of the eye. The external

angular process is sometimes called the htgal process. See
cut under skull. Angular sections, Unit part of mathe-
matics which treats of the division of angles into equal
parts. Angular vein, in anat., the part of the facial
vein which accompanies the angular artery. Angular
velocity, in Hiech., the angle which a line perpendicular
to the axis of rotation sweeps through in a given unit of
time ; the speed or rate of revolution of a revolving body:
usually expressed in circular measure (which see, under
BMMUnX

angularity (ang-gu-lar'i-ti), w.
; pi. angularities

(-tiz). [Cangular + -ity.] The quality of being
angular in any sense

;
an angular detail or

characteristic.

No doubt there are a few men who can look beyond the
husk or shell of a fellow-being his angularities, awk-
wardness, or eccentricity to the hidden qualities within.

W. Matthews, Getting on in the World, p. 142.

angularly (ang'gu-lar-li), adv. In an angular
manner

;
with angle's or corners.

angularness (ang'gu-lSr-nes), n. The quality
of being angular.
angulate (ang'gu-lat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. an-

gulated, ppr. angulating. [< L. angulatus, made
angular (cf. LL. angulare, make angular), < an-

gulus, angle : see angle3 .] To make angular or

angulate.
angulate (ang'gu-lat), a. [< L. angulatus : see
the verb.] Formed with angles or corners ; of
an angular form; angled; cornered: as, angu-
late stems, leaves, petioles, etc.

angulated (ang'gu-la-ted), p. a. Same as an-

gulate, a.: as, "angulated fore-wings," H. O.

Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 274.

angulately (ang'gu-lat-li), adv. In an angulate
manner; with angles or corners.

angulation (ang-gu-la'shqn), n. [< angulate.']
A formation of angles ;

the state of being an-

gulated.
angulato-gibbous (ang-gu-la-to-gib'us), a. [<
L. angulatus, angulate, + LL. gibbosus, gib-
bous.] Gibbous with an angulate tendency.
N. E. D.

angulato-sinuous (ang-gu-la-to-sin'u-us), a.

KL. angulatus, angulate. 4- sinuosus, sinuous.]
binuous or winding with the curves angled.
N. E. D.

anguli, n. Plural of angulus.
anguliferous (ang-gu-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. angu-
lus, an angle, + ferre= E. bear1 .] In conch.,

having the last whorl angulated. Craig, 1847.

angulinerved (ang'gu-li-nervd), a. [<! L. an-

gulus, an angle, + nervum, nerve, + -ed?.] In

bot., having nerves which diverge at an angle
from the midnerve, often branching repeatedly
by subdivision, as in most exogenous plants;
feather-veined : applied to leaves.

Angulirostres (ang'gu-li-ros'trez), n. pi.

[NL., < L. angulus, an angle, + rostrum, beak.]
In Blyth's classification of birds (1849)j a

superfamily group of his Halcyoides, including
the todies and jacamars, or the two families
Todidce and Galbulidw.

angulo-dentate (ang*gu-16-den'tat), a. [< L.

angulus, angle, + dentatus, toothed: see den-

tate.] Angularly toothed.

angulometer (ang-gu-lom'e-ter), n. [< L. an-

gulus, angle, + Gr. /itrpov, measure.] An in-

strument for measuring external angles ;
a

goniometer. It has various forms. See cut
under goniometer.
angulose (ang'gu-los), a. [< L. angulosus, <

angulus, an angle.] Full of angles; angu-
lous.

angulosity (ang-gu-los'i-ti), re.
; pi. angulosities

(-tiz). [< angulose + -ity.] The state or qual-
ity of being angulous or angular ; angularity.
anguloso-gibbous (ang-gu-16-so-gib'us), a.

Same as angulato-gibbous.
angulous (ang'gu-lus), a. [= F. anguleux, for-

merly angleux, = It. angoloso, < L. angulosus,
full of angles: see angulose.] Angular; hav-

ing corners ; hooked ; forming an angle.
Held together by hooks and anyulous involutions.

Glanville, Seep. Sci., vii. 37.

angulus (ang'gu-lus), n.
; pi. anguli (-li). [L. :

see angle
3
.] 1. In anat., an angle: used in

phrases like angulus oris, the corner of the

mouth; angulus mandibula', the angle of the
mandible or lower jaw-bone ; angulus costat, the

angle of a rib. 2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of
mollusks.

angustt (ang-gusf), a. [< F. anguste (Cotgrave),
< L. angustus, strait, narrow, contracted, small,
< angere, compress, strangle : see anguish, angor,
and anger1

.] Narrow; strait. Burton.

anhidrosis

angUStatet (ang-gus'tat), . t.
; pret. and pp.

aiiyusttth-d, ppr. iiHi/iixtating. [<L. angustatux,
pp. of iiHgtixtare, straiten, narrow, < tiiiyiixtus,
narrow : see angust. ] To make narrow

;
strait-

en; contract.

angUState (ang-gus'tat), a. [< L. <iiiyuxlitln.i.

pp. : see the verb. ] Narrowed
;
straitened.

angustation (ang-gus-ta'shou), n. [< aiiynx-
tate.] The act of making angustate or narrow

;

a straitening or narrowing down.
angusticlave (ang-gus'ti-klav), H. [< L. an-

yiixtielariug, adj., wearing a narrow purple
stripe, < anyustus, narrow, + clarus, a nail, a

knob, a purple stripe on the tunic : see clavus.]
A narrow purple stripe or band reaching from
the shoulder to the bottom of the tunic on each
side, worn regularly by members of the Roman
equestrian order, and sometimes by those of in-

ferior rank who had the means to provide it.

It was woven in the fabric, and is rarely indi-
cated in sculpture.
angustifoliate (ang-gus-ti-fo'li-at), a. [< NL.
aiiyus/ifoliatus, < ii.angustus, narrow, +foliatus,
leaved, < folium, leaf: see folio.] In bot., nar-
row-leaved.

angustirostrate (ang-gus-ti-ros'trat), a. [< NL.
angustirostratus, < L. angustus, narrow, + ros-

tratus, beaked, < rostrum, beak.] In zool., hav-

ing a narrow, slender, or (especially) com-
pressed beak: opposed to latirostrate.

Angustura bark. See Angostura baric, under
bark2 .

angwantibo (ang-gwan-te'bo), n. [Native
name.] The slow lemur of Old Calabar, Arc-
tocebus calabarensis, of the subfamily Nyctice-
biwe, related to the potto, and by some referred
to the genus PerodictlCUS. The tail is rudimentary ;

the inner digits of both feet are opposable as thumbs, the
index digit is rudimentary, and the second digit of the
hind foot terminates in a claw, the rest of the digits hav-
ing flat nails. The pelage is thick and woolly, of a brown-
ish color, paler or whitish below.

anhangt (an-hang'), v. t. [< ME. anhangeti,
a n him i/,' n, no pret., pp. anhanged, a weak verb;
mixed with anhon, pret. anheng, anhong, an-

hunge, pp. anhungen, anhonge, & strong verb
;
<

AS. "anhon, *onhon (Bosworth), perhaps for d-

hon, a strong verb, tang, < aw, on, on (or a-), +
hon, hang: see hang.] To hang.

He bad to take him, and anhang him fast.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 259.

anharmonic (an-har-mon'ik), a. [= F. anhar-

monique; < Gr. dv-priv. (an-6) + harmonic, q.v.]
Not harmonic

;
in geom., a term applied by

Chasles to an important kind of ratio introduced
into geometry by M6bius. Ua,x,y,b are four values
of a unidimensfonal variable (for instance, the positions
of four points on a line), then [ (xa) : (xb) ] x [ (yb) :

(y a) ] is called the anharmonic ratw of the four values.
The intersections of a plane pencil of four lines with a trans-
versal have the same anharmonic ratio, however the trans-
versal may be situated

;
and this ratio is called the anhar-

monic ratio of the pencil. Anharmonie ratios are always
preserved in orthographic projections. By means of these
ratios, metrical properties are defined as projective prop-
erties of the absolute, or conic at infinity. See absolute

, n., 2.

If from the intersection of two lines tangents are drawn to
the absolute, the logarithm of the anharmonic ratio of the

pencil so formed multiplied by jy/ 2 is the angle of the
first two lines. So, the logarithm of the anharmonic ratio
of two points, together with the intersections of their con-

necting line with the absolute, when multiplied by a con-

stant, gives the distance of these points. Anharmonic
property, in geom., a property that is connected with an
anharmonic ratio.

anhelation (an-he-la'shon), n. [= F. anhe'la-

tion, < L. anhelatio(n-), a difficulty of breathing,
panting, asthma, < anhelare, pp. anhelatus : see

anhele.] 1. Shortness of breath; a panting;
difficult respiration ;

asthma. 2. Eager desire
or aspiration. [Rare in both senses.]
These . . . anhelations of divine souls after the adora-

ble object of their love. Glanville, Sermons, p. 813.

anhelet, v. i. [Early mod. E. anheale, < ME.
anhelen, anelen, < OF. aneler, anhelcr, = Pr.
anelar = Sp. Pg. anhelar = It. anelare, < L. an-

helare, breathe with difficulty, pant, fig. pant
for, pursue eagerly ; < an- for ambi-, around,
on both sides, + -helare, in comp., for halare,
breathe. Cf. exhale and inhale. ] To pant, espe-
cially with eager desire and anxiety.
With mostfervent desire they anheale . . . for the fruit

of our convocation. Latimer, 2d Sermon before Conv.

anheloset (an-he'los), a. [As anhelovs + -ose.]
Same as anhelous.

anheloUSt (an-he'lus), a. [< L. anhelits, pant-
ing, out of breath, < anhelare, pant : see an-

hele.] Out of breath; panting; breathing with

difficulty.
anhidrosis (an-hi-dro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. avi-

rfpuf, without perspiration (< av- priv. + i<Sp<if,

sweat, akin to E. sweat), + -osis.] Deficiency or



anhidrosis

absence of peroration. Also written *-

aotic (a

.euiv Jf^ 1 ojjii oiuiv/u..

II. K. Any medicinal agent which checks

perspiration.
anhima (an'hi-mii), n. [Braz.; Sp. anhina. Cf.

nniiinia.] 1. A Brazilian name of the kamichi

or horned screamer, Paliinicdca eornuta. See

Palamedca. Z. leap.] [NL.] The typical ge-

nus of the family AnMmtda. Jirinson, 1760.

Anhimidae (an-him'i-de), . pi [NL., < An-

hima + -ida:] A family of birds, the horned

screamers: synonymous with Palamedeida.

Anhimoidese (an-hi-moi'de-e), n. pi [NL., <

Anh ima + -oidea-.} A group of birds, referred

by some as a superfamily to the order Cheno-

morplur, by others considered as forming an

order by itself. It is conterminous with the

family Anliimulie. See Palamedeidos.

anhinga (an-hing'ga), n. [S. Amer. name.]
1. The American snake-bird, darter, or water-

turkey, Plntim c/nlihiga; a totipalmate natato-
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ani (a'ne), . [Braz name: ''Am Brasihen-

sium," Marcgrave Johnston, Willughby a .1

Ray.] A bird of the genus Crotophaga, sub-

anima

By night ; nightly : used of repeated or habitual

The turnkey now his flock returning sees,

Duly let out aniyliti to steal for fees.

Swift, Morning.

'il), n. [Early mod. E. anile, anill, anele,

...iil,< Pg. ofZ= 8p. anil (formerly also

Mir), < Ar. an-nil, < al, the, + nil, Pers. Hind.

nil, < Skt. nili, indigo, indigo-plant, < nila, dark

blue. Cf. lilac.] 1. A somewhat woody legu-
minous plant, Indigofera Anil, from whose
leaves and stalks the West Indian indigo is

made. It is a common species in Mexico and tropical

America, and is a larger plant than the Asiatic /. tinctoria,

which is the species ordinarily cultivated for the produc-
tion of indigo.

Groove-hilled Ani (Crotophaga sttjctr-ast.

family Crotophagiiue, and family Cuculidce, in-

habiting the warmer parts of America. There

are several species, two of them inhabiting the United

States. The black ani, Crotophaga ani, is about a foot

long, entirely black, with violet, steel-blue, and bronze re-

flections ;
the iris is brown ; the feathers of the head and

neck are lanceolate ; the crest of the bill is smooth or with

few wrinkles ;
and the culmen is regularly curved. It is

or anile ideas," Walpole, Catalogue of Engrav-
ers.

A general revolt against authority, even in matters of

opinion, is a childish or anile superstition, not to be ex-

cused by the pretext that it is only due to the love of free-

dom cherished in excess.

Oladttom, Might of Right, p. 198.

anilia (a-nil'i-a), n. [< anil + -ia.] Same as

aniline.

anilic (a-nil'ik), a. [< anil + -ic.] Pertaining
to or derived from anil : as, anilic acid,

anilide (an'i-lid or -lid), n. [< anil(ine) + -ide.}

de-setun. It occurs from Florida southward. Another

species, C. sidcirontru, the groove-billed ani, is found in

tropical America and northward to Texas. Its bill has

American Snake-bird (Plants a

rial bird, of the family Plotidce and order Ste-

ganopodes. It is related to the cormorants, and inhabits

swamps of the warmer parts of America, from the South

Atlantic and Gulf coast of the United States. See darter,

PMtut.

2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of birds : a synonym
of Plotus. lirisson, 1760.

anhistOUS (an-his'tus), a. [< Gr. av- priv. +
if, a web, mod. tissue.] In anat., having

i or sarco-
! plasma of

individuals sometimes using one large nest in common ;

they lay plain greenish eggs, covered with a white chalky
substance. See Crntophaga.

anicut, See annicut.

anidiomatic, anidiomatical (an-id"i-o-mat'ik,

-i-kal), a. [< Gr. av- priv. (aw-
6
) + idiomatic,

-al.] Contrary to the idiom or analogies of a

language; not idiomatic. [Rare.]
You would not say "two times" ;

it is anidiomatical.

Landor, Imaginary Conversations, II. 278.

anidrosis (an-i-dro'sis), n. Same as anhidrosis.

Aniella (an-i-el'a), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray).] A
genus of lizards.typical of the family Aniellidce.

Its distinguishing features are a body without limbs, and a

nasal shield entering into the labial margin. A. pulchra

ence to the brilliant violet and indigo .

which, with others, are prepared from aniline)

-f- -iw 2
.] I. n. Amidobenzol, Cgl^NHg, tf

which furnishes a number of bril

anhydrate (an-hi'drat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. an-

hydrated, ppr. anhydrating. [< anhydrous +
-ate2.] To remove water from, especially from

a substance naturally containing it
; dehydrate.

It [glycerin] is used like alcohol as an anhydrating me-

dium in the study of protoplasm.
Poulsen, Hot. Micro-chem. (trans.), p. 27.

anhydration (an-hi-dra'shon), n. [< anhy-

drate.'] Removal of water from anything;

dehydration.
anhydremia, anhydraemia (au-hi-dre'mi-a), n.

[NL., prop, anhydrcemia, < Gr. avvfpof, without

water ((.
av- priv. + vfiup (vdp-), water), + aiua,

blood.] A concentrated state of the blood, due
to loss of water.

anhydrid, anhydride (an-hi'drid, -drid or

-drid), n. [< Gr. avuSpof, without water, + -id,

-ide.] One of a class of chemical compounds
which may be regarded as made up of one or

.,
the genus Aniella.

anielloid (an-i-el'oid), a. Pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Anielloidea.

Aniclloiclea (an"i-e-loi'de-a), . pi [NL., <

Aniella + -oidea.] A superfamily of eriglos-

sate lacertilians (lizards), represented by the

single family Aniellid(e, having concavo-convex

vertebrae, clavicles not dilated posteriorly, no

postorbital or postfrontal squamosal arches, no
mterorbital septum, and no cranial columella.

anientl, v . t. [< ME. anienten (more commonly
aiiientishen, etc.: see anientish), < OF. anienter,

anaienter, anientir, aneanter (F. aneantir = ~Pr.

anientar = It. annientare), destroy, reduce to

nothing, < a (L. ad, to) + nient, neant, F. neant

= Pr. neien, ie = It. neente, niente, nothing, <

ML. *neen(t-)s or *necen(t-)s, lit. not being, <

ne, not, or nee. not, nor, + en(t-)s, being: see

ens, entity.] 1. To reduce to nothing or no-
- ' ' ' -**.-

Piers

liant dyes. It was discovered in 1826 by Unverdorben,
as a product of the distillation of indigo, and called by
him crystallin. It did not acquire commercial importance
until 1856, when the purple dye mauve was prepared from

it by Perkin. It is found in small quantities in coal-tar,

but the aniline of commerce is obtained from benzol,

another product of coal-tar, consisting of hydrogen and

carbon, CH6 . Benzol when acted on by nitric acid

produces nitrobenzol ; and this latter substance when
treated with nascent hydrogen, usually generated by the

action of acetic acid upon iron filings or scraps, produces

aniline, which is an oily liquid colorless when pure, some-

what heavier than water, having a peculiar vinous smell

and a burning taste. It is a strong base, and yields well-

characterized salts. When acted on by arsenious acid,

potassium bichromate, stannic chlorid, etc., aniline pro-

duces a great variety of compounds of very beautiful col-

ors, known by the names of aniline purple, aniline green,

violet, magenta, etc. Also called anilia.

II. a. Pertaining to or derived from aniline:

as, aniline colors Aniline oil, a by-product of the

manufacture of aniline, containing aniline, toluidine, and

a number of other organic bases of the aromatic series. It

writing or designs.

anility (a-nil'i-ti), n. [<L. anilita(t-)s, < anilis :

see anile.] T'he state of being anile
;
the old

age of a woman ;
womanish dotage : as, "marks

of anility," Sterne, Sermons, xxi.

anilia (a -nil 'a), n. [< anil, q. v.] A com-

mercial term for West Indian indigo, derived

from the name of the plant from which it is

prepared. See anil.

anima (an'i-ma), n.; pi. anima; (-me). [L.. a

current of air, 'wind, air, breath, the vital prin-

ciple, life, soul : sometimes equiv. to animus,
mind (see animus, and cf. Gr. avcftoc, wind) ;

both from root seen in Skt. -/an. breathe, repr.

in Teut. by Goth, itsanan, breathe out, expire ;

cf. Icel. anda = Sw. andas = Dan. aande,

breathe, Icel. and, breath, life, soul, = Sw. anda,

nemselv

gen). The corresponding acids represent one or more
molecules of water in which the same radicals replace one
half of the hydrogen. Thus, water being H..O, sulphuric an-

hydrid is SOa (or S03O), representing H2p in which H2 is

replaced by the bivalent radical SOo ; while sulphuric acid

is I1._,S04 (or H2SO.>02 ), representing 2H2O in which two

hydrogen atoms are replaced by SOg and two remain.

They are more precisely called acid anhyririds. The ba-

sic anhydrids, in which the hydrogen is replaced by posi-

tive or basic radicals, are commonly called metallic oxidt.

anhydrite (an-hi'drit), . [< NL. anhydrites, <

Gr. dvuopof, without water (see anhydrous), +
-ites : see -ite2.] Anhydrous sulphate of cal-

cium. It is found in the salt-mines of Austria-Hungary,
and in the Harz mountains, also in geodes in Hmwtone ;it

Lockport, N. Y., and in extensive beds in Nova Scotia. It is

usually granular in structure, sometimes crystalline with

cleavage in three rectangular directions. Its color is white

or grayish-white, sometimes with a tinge of bine ; also red.

The villpinite of Italy is tile only variety used in the iirts.

anientisht, v. t. [< ME . an ten tishen, anentischen,

aniientinchen, etc., earlier anientisen, anyentisen,
< OF. anientiss-, stem of certain parts of anientir,

itnifliter : see anient and -isfc2 .] To reduce to

nothing; annihilate.

Ire, coveitise, and hastifness, . . . which three things

yehan nat anientimml [var. antntysched] or destroyed.
Chaucer, Tale of Melibens.

anigh (a-ni'), prep.phr. as adv. andprep. [Mod.,
< -4 +'nigh, after anear, afar, etc.] I. adv.

Nigh ;
near

;
close by.

II. prep. Nigh; near.

anightt (a-nlf), prep. phr. as adv. [< ME.

itnyght, a'nyght, < AS. on niht: see a3 and night.]

At night; in the night-time ; by night.
I broke my sword upon a stone, and bid him take that,

for coming anight to Jane Smile.

"--'., As you Like it, ii. 4.

ghost, =OHG. anto = OS. ando= AS. anda, zeal,

indignation, anger, envy: for the change of

sense, cf. animus and animosity.} Soul; vital

principle ;
the intelligent principle supposed to

preside over vital actions : anciently applied
to the active principle of a drug, as if this were

its soul Anima bruta, the soul of brutes ;
the soul

of animals other than man; the principle of brute in-

telligence and vitality. Anima humana, the human
soul ; the principle of human intelligence and vitality.

Anima mundi, the soul of the world ; an ethereal essence

or spirit supposed to be diffused through the universe, or-

ganizing and acting throughout the whole and in all its

different parts.

The doctrine of the anima nmndi, as held by the Stoics

and Stratonicians, is closely allied to pantheism ;
while

according to others this soul of the universe is altogether

intermediate between the Creator and his works.



animability

animability (an*i-ma-bil'i-ti), H. [< dnimable:

see -bility.'] Capacity of animation
; capability

of being animated.

An aiiimalrilitij of body is acquired (if we may coin a

word). If. Taylor, Monthly Rev., LXXIV. 393. (.V. E. D.)

animablet (an'i-ma-bl), a. [< L. animabilis (a

doubtful reading), "< animare, animate : see ani-

mate, .] Susceptible of animation.

animadversalt (an'i-mad-ver'sal), n. [< L.

animadveriius (pp. ot animadvertere: see an!m ml
vert) + -n?.] That which has the power of per-

ceiving ;
a percipient. [Bare.]

That lively inward aiiiinatlri'mal : it is the soul itself:

for I cannot conceive the body doth animadvert.
Dr. II. Mure, Song of the Soul, p. 422, note.

animadversion (an*i-mad-ver'shon), n. [< L.

(t>iimadversio(n-), the perception of an object,

consideration, attention, reproach,punishment,
< animadvertere, pp. animadversus : see animad-

vert.] If. The act or faculty of observing or

noticing; observation; perception.
The soul is the sole percipient which hath animadver-

sion and sense. Qlanvttle, Seep. Sci.

2. The act of criticizing; criticism; censure;

reproof.
He dismissed their commissioners with severe and sharp

animadversions. Clarendon.

We must answer it, ... with such animadversion on
its doctrines as they deserve.

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 7, 1834.

= Syn. 2. Remark, comment, reprobation, reprehension.

animadversive (an"i-mad-ver'8iv), a. and n.

[< L. animadversus, pp. of animadvertere: see

animadvert.] I. a. Having the power of per-

ceiving; percipient: as, ''the animadversive

faculty," Coleridge.
II. n. A percipient agent. 2f. E. D.

animadversiyeness (an'i-mad-ver'siv-nes), n.

The power of animadverting. Bailey.
animadvert (an"i-mad-vert'), v. i. [< L. ani-

madvertere, regard, observe, notice, apprehend,
censure, punish ; by crasis for animum advertere,
in same senses, lit. turn the mind to : animum,
ace. of animus, the mind (see animus) ; advertere,
turn to: see advert.] If. To take cognizance
or notice. 2. To comment critically; make
remarks by way of criticism or censure ; pass
strictures or criticisms.

A man of a most animadverting humour ;

Who, to endear himself unto his lord,
Will tell him, you and I, or any of us,
That here are met, are all pernicious spirits.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, il. 1.

I wish, sir, you would do us the favour to animadvert

frequently upon the false taste the town is in. Steele.

The gentleman from Lowell animadverted somewhat,
last evening, on the delays attending the publication of

the reports of decisions. R. Choate, Addresses, p. 374.

= Syn. 2. Of animadvert upon: To comment upon, criti-

cize, disapprove, reprehend, blame, censure.

animadverter (an*i-mad-ver'ter), n. One who
animadverts or makes remarks by way of cen-
sure.

animae. . Plural of anima.
animal (an'i-mal), a. and . [First in 16th cen-

tury; (a) animal (anymal, animall) = F. Sp.

Pg. animal = It. animate, adj., < L. animal-is,

animate, living (also aerial, consisting of air),

< antma, a current of air, wind, air, breath, the
vital principle, life, soul: see anima; (b) ani-

mal, n., = F. animal = Sp. Pg. animal = It.

animale, < L. animal, rarely animale, a living

being, an animal in the widest sense, but some-
times restricted to a brute or beast

; hence, in

contempt, a human being; orig. neut. of ani-

malis, adj., as above. In mod. use animal, a.,
'

living, animate,' is inseparably mixed with ani-

mal, n., used attributively in the sense of 'per-

taining to animals.'] I. a. If. Pertaining to

sensation. See animal spirits, below. 2f. Hav-
ing life; living; animate. 3. Pertaining to the

merely sentient part of a living being, as dis-

tinguished from the intellectual, rational, or

spiritual part; of man, pertaining to those parts
of his nature which he shares with inferior ani-

mals.

Good humour, frankness, generosity, active courage,
sanguine energy, buoyancy of temper, are the usual and
appropriate accompaniments of a vigorous animal tem-
perament. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 132.

Faith in God is the source of all power. Before a soul

inspired by this faith, the animal strength of a Napoleon
or a Jackson is only weakness.

J. F: Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 377.

4. Of, pertaining to, or derived from animals.

It may be reasonably doubted whether any form of ani-
mal life remains to be discovered which will not be found
to accord with one or other of the common plans now
known. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 50.
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Animal anaeretics. Sec /m /(/>. Animal charcoal.
same as 6om>-Marfc. Animal economy, the physiological
course of events in the life of an animal ; th< s<-i|iK-nee of

cause and effect observed in the vital activities <>f animals ;

the order of animated nature. Animal electricity, < K <

tricity generated in animal bodies, as, in largequantltles, in

the electric eel, the torpedo, and Muliiiiti-ruru*, or. in small

ijiiiintities, in nervous, muscular, and other tissues. Ani-
mal food, flesh or any other part of an animal which is

eaten. Animal force. See force. Animal function,
any vital activity or physiological process performed in ani-

mal economy ; any organic property < ir character of animals.

Such functions may be grouped In a few broad classes : (1)

Mentality, including all activities of the mind as distin-

guished from those of the body, such as instinct, reason,

intellection, ideation, etc. (2) Sensibility, or feeling; the

capability of responding automatically to external stimuli ;

irritability ; innervatiou : common to all animals in a high
degree as compared with plants. (3) Locomotion, usual in

animals, but unusual in plants. (4) Nutrition, involving in-

terstitial growth and waste and repair : common to plants
and animals, but usually differently effected in the two,
and witli different material. (5) Reproduction, or genera-
tion, a process whereby growth is devoted to the forma-
tion of separate individuals. Functions shared by all or-

ganized beings are called organic or vegetative functions;
no functions are peculiar to animals except those of men-
tality. Other lesser categories of functions are sometimes
named : as, the digestive function

;
the sexual function ;

the function of circulation, of respiration; the function
of the liver, or of any part or organ, that is, the special part
which it takes in the animal economy. Animal heat, the

temperature maintained during life in an animal body, and
requisite for its physiological functions. It varies from
a degree not appreciably different from that of the ele-

ment in which the animal lives to one much higher, the
latter being the case with the higher animals. Difference

in degree of animal heat is the ground of a division of the

higher animals into warm-blooded and cold-blooded, or
Hamatotherma and Hamiatocrya. In the former a very
sensibly elevated temperature is maintained. It is highest
in birds, mounting sometimes to 112 F. In mammals a
usual range is from 96 to 104 F. In man the mean
normal temperature is about 99, any considerable devia-

tion from which is inconsistent with health. Animal
heat is simply a case of chemical combustion ; an analo-

gous process goes on in plants. It is an index of the
molecular motion of the body, and a measure of the work
done by an animal in its vital activities. Animal king-
dom, all animals collectively ; Animalia; one of the three

grand divisions of the realm of nature (imperium natural),
the othertwocomprising plants and minerals respectively.
For scientific purposes it nas been divided into classes, or-

ders, families, genera, species, and groups (with interme-
diate divisions often fonned by prefixing sub- or super- to

these words), whereby the classification and registration of

animals are facilitated. Examples of the primary divisions

are the following : (1) The Linnean system (1786) divided
animals into 6 classes: I. Mammalia; II. Aves ; III. .t<"

phibia ; IV. Pieces ; V. Insecta ; VI. Verma. (2) The sys-
tem of Cnvier (1817)proposed 4 subkingdoms and 20 classes :

I. Vertebrata (Mammalia, Aves, Reptilia, Pisces)', II. Mol-
lusca (Cephalopoda, Pteropoda, Gasteropoda, Acephala,
Brachiopoda, Cirrhopoda); III. Articiuata (Annelides,
Crustacea, Trilobita, Arachnida, Insecta); IV. Radiata

(Echinodermata, Entozoa, Acalepha, Polypi, Infusoria,).

(3) The system of Owen (I860) separated the Protozoa from
Animalia proper as a separate kingdom, the latter being
then divided into subkingdom I., Invertebrata, with 3

provinces, Radiata, Articulata, Molhuca ; and subkingdom
II., Vertebrata. (4) In 1869 Huxley arranged the animal

kingdom in the 8 primary groups Vertebrata, Mollusca,

Molluscoida, Coslenterata, Annulosa, Annuloida, Infu-
soria, Protozoa. No two authorities agree upon the lead-

ing divisions of the animal kingdom, but a system like

the following is now quite generally accepted : Subking-
dom A (with one phylum), Protozoa : class I.

, Rhizopoda ;

class II., Oregannida; class III., Infusoria. Subking-
dom B, Metazoa. Phylum 1, Coelenterata : class uV.,
Spongiozoa; class V., Hydrozoa; class VI., Actinozoa ;

class VII., Ctenozoa. Phylum 2, Echinodermata: class

VIII., Crinoidea; class IX., Asteroidea; class X., Echinoi-

dea; class XI., Holothunidea. Phylum 3, Verities: class

XII., Plathelminthes ; class XIII., Nemathelmintheg ;

class XIV., Qephyrea; class XV., Annelida; class XVI.,
Rotifera. Phylum 4, Arthropoda : class XVII., Crustacea ;

class XVIII., Arachnida; class XIX., Myriapoda; class

XX.
,
Insecta. Phylum 5, Molluscoidea : class XXI.

, Poly-
zoa; class XXII., Brachiopoda. Phylum 6, Mollusca:
class XXIII., Acephala; class XXIV., Pleropoda; class

XXV., Gasteropoda ; class XXVI., Cephalopoda. Phylum
7, Vertebrata: class XXVII., Tunicata; class XXVIII.,
Leptocardia ; class XXIX., Marsipobranchii ; class XXX.,
Elasmobranchii; class XXXI., Pisces; class XXXII.,
Amphibia ; class XXXI II.

, Reptilia ; class XXXIV.
,
A ves ;

class XXXV., Mammalia. Three remarkable genera, Di-

cyema, Sagitta, and Balanoglosaus, are severally regarded
by many authors as types of classes. Animal magnet-
ism, mechanics, etc. See the nouns. Animal power,
the unit of power in men and animals, as man-power,
horse-power, etc. Usually expressed in foot-pounds. See

horse-power. Animal spirits. () According to the doc-

trine of Galen, modified by Descartes, subtile and almost

incorporeal parts of the living body, which penetrate the

pores of the nerves and pass between the brain and the

periphery, acting as the agents of volition and sensation.

Also in the singular, animal spirit, equivalent to nervous
force or action. (6) In modern use, exuberance of health
and life ; natural buoyancy; cheerfulness, animation, gai-

ety, and good humor.

Animal spirits constitute the power of the present, and
their feats are like the structure of a pyramid.

Emerson, Society and Solitude.

II. n. 1. A sentient living being; anindividu-

al, organized, animated, and sentient portion of

matter; in zool., one of the Animalia ; a mem-
ber of the animal kingdom, as distinguished
from a vegetable or a mineral. The distinction

from the latter is sufficient, consisting in organization,
interstitial nutrition, vitality, and animation ; but it is im-

possible to draw any line between all vegetables and all

Animalia
animals. Any criteria which may be diagnostic in most
instances fail of applicability to the lowest forms of ani-
mal and vegetable life

; and no definition which has been
attempted has been entirely successful. Most animals are
]oe< mintory as well as motile ; most plants are fixed. Most
animals exhibit distinct active and apparently conscious
or voluntary movements in response to irritation, me-
chanical or other; most plants do not. Most animals
feed upon other animals or upon plants, that is to say,
upon organic matter; most plan!*, upon inorganic sub-
stances. .Most animals have no cellulose in their compo-
sition, nitrogenous compounds prevailing; while cellulose
is highly characteristic of plants. Most animals inhale

oxygen and exhale carbon dioxid, the reverse of the
usual process in plants; and few animals have chlorophyl,
which is so generally present in plants. Animals have usu-

ally a digestive cavity and a nervous system, and are capa-
ble of certain manifestations of consciousness, sentiency,
and volition, which can be attributed to plants only by
great latitude in the use of the terms. See also extract.

Ordinary animals . . . not only possess conspicuous lo-

comotive activity, but their parts readily alter their form
or position when irritated. Their nutriment, consisting
of other animals and of plants, is taken in the solid form
Into a digestive cavity. . . . Traced down to their lowest

terms, the series of plant forms gradually lose more and
more of their distinctive vegetable features, while the
series of animal forms part with more and more of their

distinctive animal characters, and the two series converge
to a common term. . . . The most characteristic morpho-
logical peculiarity of the animal is the absence of any
such cellulose investment [of the cells as plants possess],
The most characteristic physiological peculiarity of the
animal is its want of power to manufacture protein out of

simpler compounds. lluxley, Anat. Invert., pp. 43-47.

2. An inferior or irrational sentient being, in

contradistinction to man
;
a brute

;
a beast : as,

men and animals. 3. A contemptuousterm for

a human being in whom the animal nature has
the ascendancy Aggregate animals. See aggre-
gate. Animals' Protection Acts, English statutes of

1849 (12 and 13 Viet., c. 92), 1854 (17 and 18 Viet., c. 60),
and 1861 (24 and 25 Viet., c. 97, sections 40, 41), for pre-

venting cruelty to animals. Compound animals. See

compound!.
animal-clutch (an'i-mal-kluch), . A device
for gripping animals by the leg while slaugh-
tering them.
animalcula (an-i-mal'ku-la), n. pi. [NL. : see

animalculum.] 1. Plural of animalculum. 2.

[cp.] A loose synonym of Infusoria.
animalculae (an-i-mal'ku-le), n. pi. An incor-

rect form of animalcula, of which it is assumed
to be the plural. See animalculum and ani-

malculc.

animalcular (an-i-mal'ku-lar), a. [< animal-
cule + -r.] 1. Of or pertaining to animal-
cules. 2. Of or pertaining to the physiologi-
cal doctrine of ammalculism.
An equivalent form is animalculine.

animalcule (au-i-mal'kul), n. [=F. animalcule,
< NL. animalculum, q. v.] If. Any little animal,
as a mouse, insect, etc. 2. A minute or micro-

scopic animal, nearly or quite invisible to the
naked eye, as an infusorian or rotifer

;
an ani-

malculum : as, the \>e\\-animaleule, a ciliate in-

fusorian of the family Vorticellidae ; wheel-am-

malcule, a rotifer; bear-animalcule, a minute
arachnidan of the order Arctisca. See cuts un-
der Arctisca, Rotifera, and Vorticella Proteus
animalcule, a former name of amoeba. Seminal ani-
malcule, a spermatozoon (which see).

animalculine (an-i-mal'ku-lin), a. Same as

animalcular.
animalculism (an-i-mal'ku-lizm), n. [< ani-

malcule + -ism.'] 1. The theory that animal-
cules cause disease. 2. The doctrine or theory
of incasement in the male; spermism; sper-
matism. See incasement.
Also called animalism.

animalculist (an-i-mal'ku-list), n. [< animal-

cule + -ist.] 1. A special student of animal-
cules

;
one versed in the study of animalcules.

2. An adherent of animalculism or the physi-
ological theory of incasement in the male; a

sp_ermist.
See incasement.

animalculum (an-i-mal'ku-lum), .; pi. animal-
cula (-la). [NL., a little animal, dim. of L. ani-

mal, an animal: see animal.'] An animalcule.

animal-flower (an'i-mal-flou'
/
er), n. A zo6-

phyte or phytozoon ;
a radiated animal resem-

bling or likened to a flower, as many of the

Actinozoa: a term especially applied to sea-

anemones, but also extended to various other

zoophytes which at one end are fixed as if

rooted, and at the other are expanded like a

flower.

animalhood (an'i-mal-hud), n. [< animal +
-Aoorf.] The state or condition of any animal
other than man; animality as distinguished
from humanity. [Rare.]

A creature almost lapsed from humanity into animal-

Reader, Nov., 1863, p. 537. (If. E. D.)huod.

Animalia (an-i-ma'li-a), n. pi. [L., pi. of ani-

mal : see animal.] Animals as a grand division



Animalia

of nature; the animal kingdom (which see,

under animal).
animalic (an-i-mal'ik), a. [< animal + -ic.~\

Of or pertaining to animals. [Bare.]
animaliculture (an-i-mal-i-kul'tur), . [< L.

animal, animal, + cultura, culture.] The rais-

ing and care of animals as a branch of indus-

try ; stock-raising. [Rare.]

animalisation, animalise. See animalization,

animalisht (an'i-mal-ish), a. [< animal

Of, pertaining to, or like an animal, especially
an irrational animal

;
brutish. [Bare.]

The world hath no blood nor brains, nor any animalish

or humane form. Cudworth, Intellectual System.

animalism (an'i-mal-izm), n. [< animal +
-ism.'] 1. The state of a mere animal; the

state of being actuated by sensual appetites

only, and not by intellectual or moral forces
;

sensuality. 2. The exercise of animal facul-

ties; animal activity. 3. A mere animal; spe-

cifically, a human being dominated by animal

qualities and passions. [Bare.]

Girls, Hetairai, curious in their art,

Hired animalisms, vile as those that made
The mulberry-faced Dictator's orgies worse
Than aught they fable of the quiet Gods.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

4. Inphysiol., same as animalcuUsm.
animalist (an'i-mal-ist), n. [< animal + -ist.~\

1. A sensualist. 2. In physiol., an animal-

culist. 3. In art, an artist who devotes his

chief energies to tile representation of animals,
as distinguished from one who represents the

human figure, landscapes, etc.
;
an animal-

painter or animal-sculptor.

Fifty years ago he [Barye] brought envy and malice on
his head through the erection in the Avenue des Feuil-

lants in the Turneries gardens of his colossal bronze lion

and serpent. It was then the sneer of animalist began.
The Century, XXXI. 484.

animalistic (an"i-ma-lis'tik), a. [< animalist

+ -ic.'] Pertaining to or characterized by ani-

malism; sensual.

animality (an-i-mal'i-ti), n. [= F. animaliti;
< animal + -ity.~\ 1. "The state of being an ani-

mal; animal existence or nature in man; the

animal as opposed to the spiritual side of hu-

man nature.
Another condition which tends to produce social pro-

gress is the perpetual struggle between the essential at-

tributes of humanity and those of mere animality.
L. F. Ward, Dynam. Sociol., I. 132.

2. la physiol., the aggregate of those vital phe-
nomena which characterize animals. See vege-

We ftnd it convenient to treat of the laws of Animality
in the abstract, expecting to find these ideals realized

(within due limits) in every particular organism.
O. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iv. 42.

Animalivora (an"i-ma-liv'o-ra), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of animalivorus : see animalivorous.']
In goal., a name given to the carnivorous and
insectivorous bats, as distinguished from the

frugivorous species. The term, in its application to

hats, or Chiroptera, is an alternative synonym of Insecti-

vora, which is preoccupied in, and oftener employed for,

another group of mammals.
animalivorous (an"i-ma-liv'o-rus), a. [< NL.
animalivorus, < L. animal, animal, + vorare,

devour.] Animal-eating ; carnivorous
;
of or

pertaining to the Animalivora.

animalization (an-i-mal-i-za'shon), n. [< ani-

malize + -ation.] 1. The act of making into

an animal, or of endowing with animal attri-

butes
;
the act of representing (a higher being)

under the form of an animal, as bearing its

characteristic part, or as having its lower in-

stincts and tastes.

In the theology of both the Babylonians and Egyptians
there is abundant evidence ... of ... the deification of

animals, and the converse animalisation of Gods.

Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 493.

2. The process of rendering or of becoming ani-

mal or degraded in life or habits
;
the state of

being under the influence of animal instincts
and passions ;

brutalization
;
sensualization.

The illusion of the greatest-happiness principle would
eventually lead the world back to animalization.

6. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 182.

3. Conversion into animal matter by the pro-
cess of assimilation.
The alimentary canal, in which the conversion and ani-

malization of the food takes place. Owen, Comp. Anat.

4. The process of giving to vegetable fiber the

appearance and quality of animal fiber. See
animalize.

The present view of animalization is, that it is not pos-
sible to animalize a fabric in any other way than by actu-

ally depositing upon it the uniinal matter in question.

O'Xeill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 66.
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5. Population by animals; the number and
kind of animals in a given place or region.
What the French call the animalization of the depart-

ments. Jour. Kay. Agric. Soc., I. 414. (N. E. D.)

Also spelled animalisation.

animalize (an'i-mal-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. ani-

malizetl, ppr. animaliziny. [= F. animaliser ;

< animal + -ize.~\ 1. To make into an animal
;

endow with the attributes of an animal
; repre-

sent in animal form: as, the Egyptians ani-

malized their deities. 2. To give an animal
character or appearance to

; especially, to ren-

der animal in nature or habits ;
brutalize

;
sen-

sualize ; excite the animal passions of.

If a man lives for the table, . . . the eye grows dull,

the gait heavy, the voice takes a coarse animalized sound.

Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 176.

3. To convert into animal matter by the pro-
cess of assimilation

; assimilate, as food.

Something secreted in the coats of the stomach, which
. . . animalizes the food, or assimilates it.

J. Hunter, in Philos. Trans., LXII. 454. (JV. E. D.)

4. To give, as to vegetable fiber, some of the

characteristics of animal fiber, as when cot-

ton is so treated with albumin or casein, or a

strong solution of caustic soda, that the fiber

shrinks, becomes stronger, and is made capa-
ble of absorbing aniline dyes.
Also spelled animalise.

animally (an'i-mal-i), adv. If. Psychically;
in the manner of tlie anima

;
with respect to the

anima bruta, or to animal spirits. Cudworth.

2. Physically, corporeally, bodily, as opposed
to mentally or intellectually.

animalness (an'i-mal-nes), n. The state of

being an animal
; animality.

animantt (an'i-mant), a. [< L. animan(t-)s, ppr.
of animare, animate : see animate, v.~\ Possess-

ing or conferring the properties of life and soul
;

quickening. Cudworth. [Bare.]

animaryt (an'i-ma-ri), a. Of or pertaining to

the soul ; psychical.
'Tis brought to a right animary temper and harmony.

Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., p. 44.

animastic (an-i-mas'tik), n. and a. [< ML.
animasticus, < L. anima, soul, breath, life : see

anima.] I.f n. The doctrine of the soul; psy-
chology.
The other schoolmen . . . carefully explained that these

operations were not in their own nature proposed to the

logician ; for, as such, they belonged to Animastic, as they
called it, or Psychology.

Sir W. Hamilton, Lectures on Logic, I. ii.

II. a. Psychic; spiritual; relating to soul:

the opposite of material or materialistic.

animasticalt (an-i-mas'ti-kal), a. Same as

animastic.

animate (an'i-mat), v.
; pret. and pp. animated,

ppr. animating. [< L. animatus, pp. of animare,
fill with breath, quicken, encourage, animate,
< anima, breath : see anima.] I. trans. 1. To
give natural life to

; quicken ;
make alive : as,

the soul animates the body.
Communicating male and female light ;

Which twogreat sexes animate the world.

Milton, P. L., vlii. 151.

But it was as impossible to put life into the old institu-

tions as to animate the skeletons which are imbedded in

the depths of primeval strata.

Sfacaulay, Sir James Mackintosh.

2. To affect with an appearance of life; in-

spire or actuate as if with life
; bring into ac-

tion or movement.
But none, ah, none can animate the lyre,
And the mute strings with vocal souls inspire.

Dryden.

3. To move or actuate the mind of
;
incite to

mental action
; prompt.

This view . . . animates me to create my own world

through the purification of my soul. Emerson, Nature.

4. To give spirit or vigor to
;
infuse courage,

joy, or other enlivening passion into
;
stimulate :

as, to animate dispirited troops.
The perfectibility of the human mind, the animating

theory of the eloquent De Stael, consists in the mass of

our ideas. 7. D'Israeli, Lit. Char. Men of Genius, p. 316.

Animated by this unlooked-for victory, our valiant he-

roes sprang ashore in triumph, [and] took possession of

the soil as conquerors. Irmng, Knickerbocker, p. 97.

= Syn. 1. To vivify. 3. To revive, invigorate. 4. To en-

liven, stimulate, inspirit, exhilarate, cheer, gladden, im-

pel, urge on, prompt, incite.

II. intrans. To become enlivened or exhila-

rated; rouse one's self. [Bare.]
Mr. Arnott, animating at this speech, glided behind her

chair. Minn Burney, Cecilia, i. 6.

animate (an'i-mat), a. [< L. animatus, pp.: see

the verb.] 1. Alive; possessing animal life:

as, "creatures animate," Milton, P. L., ix. 112.

animation
No animate creature is so far down in the scale that it

does not illustrate some phase of mind which has a bear-

ing upon the problem of higher beings.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 267.

His eye, voice, gesture, and whole frame animate with
the living vigor of heart-felt religion.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 290.

2. Having the appearance of life
; resembling

that which is alive
; lively.

After marching for about two miles at a very slow rate,
the enemy's flags, which had been visible since leaving the

zeriba, suddenly became animate, and a large force of

Arabs, distant some 500 to 700 yards, sprang up, and ad-

vanced as if to attack the left leading corner of the square.
Nineteenth Century, XIX. 155.

3. Pertaining to living things: as, "animate

diseases," Kirbyand Spence, Entomol. [Bare.]
animated (an'i-ma-ted), p. a. 1. Endowed with
animal life : as, the various classes of animated

beings.
"Infancy," said Coleridge, "presents body and spirit in

unity : the body is all animated." Emerson, Domestic Life.

2. Lively ; vigorous ;
full of life, action, spirit ;

indicating or representing animation: as, an
animated discourse

;
an animated picture.

On the report there was an animated debate.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiv.

Can storied urn or animated bust
Back to its mansion call the fleeting breath?

Gray, Elegy.

animatedly (an'i-ma-ted-li), adv. In an ani-

mated way ;
with animation.

animateness (an'i-mat-nes), n. The state of

being animate or animated.
animater (an'i-ma-ter), n. One who animates
or gives life.

animatingly (an'i-ma-ting-li), adv. So as to

animate or excite feeling.
animation (an-i-ma'shpn), n. [< L. animatio(n-),
a quickening, animating, < animare: see ani-

mate, v.] The act of animating or the state of

being animated, (o) The act of infusing animal life,

or the state of being animated or having life.

Wherein, although they attaine not the indubitable

requisites of Animation, yet they have neere affinity.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

Scarce has the gray dawn streaked the sky, and the
earliest cock crowed from the cottages of the hillside,
when the suburbs give signs of reviving animation.

Irving, Alhambra, p. 137.

(b) Liveliness
;
briskness

;
the state of being full of spirit

and vigor : as, he recited the story with great animation.

Fox in conversation never flagged; his animation and
variety were inexhaustible. A. W. Chambers.

The veteran warrior, with nearly a century of years
upon his head, had all the fire and animation of youth at

the prospecta of a foray. Irving, Granada, p. 108.

(c) The appearance of activity or life : as, the animation
of a picture or statue, (d) Attribution of life to.

Any general theory of life must, if logically pursued,
lead to the animation of all forms of matter.

L. V. Ward, Dynam. Sociol., I. 351.

Suspended animation, a temporary cessation of ani-

mation
; especially, asphyxia. =Syn. (a) Life, existence, vi-

tality, (b) Animation, Life, Liveliness, Vivacity, Spirit,

Sprighthness, Gaiety, buoyancy, cheerfulness, energy,
ardor. The first four words indicate, by derivation, a
full possession of the faculties of life

;
therefore they are

the opposite of deadness or of any semblance of lifeless-

ness. The same idea appears in the next two under the
notion of the possession of the breath of life. Animation
applies broadly to manner, looks, and language : as, ani-

mation of countenance ;
he spoke with animation ; it im-

plies, perhaps, more warmth of feeling than the others.

Life is not expressive of feeling, but of full vital force and

any form of its manifestation : as, his words were instinct

with life ; his delivery lacked life. Liveliness is primarily
suggestive of the energetic exercise of the powers of life in

alertness of mind, freshness of interest, etc. Vivacity ap-

plies especially to conversation, but is used also of manner
and looks ; it belongs mostly to externals. Spirit is vari-

ously compounded of courage, vigor, firmness, enthusiasm,
and zeal, according to the connection ; it implies the best

qualities of the manly man in action. Spriahtliness is

vivacity with mirth or gaiety ;
it is lighter than spirit.

Gaiety is the overflow of animal spirits in talk and laugh-
ter promoted by social intercourse, festivity, dancing, etc.

See mirth, hilarity, gladness, happiness.

At the very mention of such a study, the eyes of the

prince sparkled with animation.
Irving, Alhambra, p. 239.

The king's a bawcock, and a heart of gold,
A lad of life, an imp of fame. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

His [Steele's] personages are drawn with dramatic spirit,

and with a liveliness and airy facility that blind the reader

to his defects of style. Chambers's Cyc. Eng. Lit., I. 621.

The delight of opening a new pursuit, or a new course
of reading, imparts the vivacity and novelty of youth even
to old age. 7. D'Israeli, Lit. Char. Men of Genius, p. 316.

I will attend her here,
And woo her with some spirit when she comes.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1.

Perhaps no kind of superiority is more flattering or al-

luring than that which is conferred by the powers of con-

versation, by extemporaneous sprightliness of fancy, co-

piousness of language, and fertility of sentiment.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 101.

Like our Touchstone, but infinitely richer, this new
ideal personage [Mascarille] still delights by the fertility

of his expedients and his perpetual and vigorous gaiety.
1. D'Iraeli, Lit. Char. Men of Genius, p. 410.



animative

animative (an'i-ma-tiv), a. [< animate + -ive.]

Having the power of giving life or spirit,
animator (an 'i-ma-tqr), . [L., < animare : see

animate, .] One wEo or that which animates
or gives life

;
one who enlivens or inspires. Sir

T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

anime (an'i-me), n. [Sometimes accented like

equiv. F. anting, on the fancy that it is so called
because often "anime" (< L. animatus: see ani-

mate, a.) or "alive" with insects; but E. prop.
anime = F. anime (Cotgrave), now anime, Sp.
Pg. anime (NL. anime, animi, also anijmum), ap-
plied in the middle of the 16th century, and
prob. earlier, to a gum brought from the East

by the Portuguese; afterward applied to a
similar product from the West Indies. The
word, which has not been found native in the
East or elsewhere, is said by Ray and others
to be a Portuguese corruption of amincea, Gr.

apivaia (Dioseorides), a resinous gum, this name
being appar. an adj. (sc. a/ii>pva, myrrh), re-

ferring to a people of Arabia bordering on the
Red Sea, from whom the gum was obtained.
Elemi is a different word.] 1. The name of
various resins, also known in pharmacy as elemi

(which see). 2. A kind of copal, the produce
principally of a leguminous tree, Trachylobium
Hornemannianum. of Zanzibar. The best is that
dug from the ground at the base of the trees, or that
found in a semi-fossil state in localities where the tree is

now extinct.

3. The produce of a very nearly allied tree of

tropical America, Hymencea Courbaril, known
in the West Indies as the locust-tree. It makes
a fine varnish, and, as it burns with a very fragrant smell,
is used in scenting pastilles.

4. Indian copal, produced by Vateria Indica.
See Vateria.

Sometimes called gum anime.

animin, animine (an'i-min), n. [< anim(al) +
-iw 13

.] In chem., an organic base obtained from
bone-oil. Watts.

animism (an'i-rnizm), n. [=F. animisms; < L.

anima, soul (see anima), + -WOT.] 1. The hy-
pothesis, original with Pythagoras and Plato,
of a force (anima mundi, or soul of the world)
immaterial but inseparable from matter, and
giving to matter its form and movements. 2.
The theory of vital action and of disease pro-
pounded by the German chemist G. E. 'Stahl

(1660-1734); the theory that the soul (anima)
is the vital principle, the source of both the
normal and the abnormal phenomena of life.
In Stahl's theory the soul is regarded as the principle of

life, and, in its normal action, of health
;
the body being

supposed to be incapable of self-movement, and not only
originally formed by the soul, but also set in motion and
governed by it Hence it was inferred that the source of
disease is in some hindrance to the full and free activity
of the soul, and that medical treatment should be confined
to an attempt to remove such hindrances from it.

3. The general conception of or the belief in
souls and other spiritual beings ; the explana-
tion of all the phenomena in nature not due to
obvious material causes by attributing them to

spiritual agency. Among the beliefs most characteris-
tic of animism is that of a human apparitional soul, that
is, of a vital and animating principle residing in the body,
but distinct from it, bearing its form and appearance, but
wanting its material and solid substance. At an early stage
in the development of philosophy and religion events are
frequently ascribed to agencies analogous to human souls,
or to the spirits of the deceased.

Spiritual philosophy has influenced every province of
human thought ; aud the history of animism, once clearly
traced, would record the development, not of religion
only, but of philosophy, science, and literature.

Encyc. Brit., II. 57.

The theory of Animism divides into two great dogmas,
forming parts of one consistent doctrine

; first, concern-
ing souls of individual creatures, capable of continued ex-
istence after the death or destruction of the body; second,
concerning other spirits, upward to the rank of powerful
deities. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 385.

animist (an'i-mist), n. [< L. anima, soul (see
anima), + -ist.~\ One who maintains animism
in any of its senses.
animistic (an-i-mis'tik), a. Of, pertaining to,

embracing, or founded on animism in any sense.

animodart, . [Origin obscure
; perhaps repr.

Ar. al-modar, < al, the, + moddr, pivot, tropic,
the axis of the fundament; cf. modaicwar, mu-
dawwar, round, dawwir, turn round : see mudir."]
In astral., a method of correcting the supposed
nativity or time of birth of a person. Also
written animoder, amnimodar.
animose(an'i-m6s), a. [=F.animeux (Cotgrave)= Sp. Pg. It. animoso, < L. animosus, full of cour-
age, bold, spirited, proud, < animus, courage,
spirit, mind: see animus.'] Full of spirit; hot;
vehement. Bailey.

animosity (an-i-mos'i-ti), n.
; pi. animosities

(-tiz). [< ME. animosite, < OF. animosite, F.
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animosite, animosity, = Pr. animus/tut = Sp. ani-

mosidad, valor, = Pg. animox'uludc = It. ani-

mosita, aiiintositwlr, tinimositate, courage, ani-

mosity, < L. aninwsita(t-)s, courage, spirit, ve-

hemence, in eccles. L. also wrath, enmity, < <uti-

mosus: see animose.'] If. Animation; courage;
spiritedness.

Cato, before he durst give the fatal stroke, spent part
of the night in readme the Immortality of Plato, thereby
confirming his wavering hand unto the animosity of that

attempt. Sir T. Bromte, Urn-Burial, iv.

2. Active enmity ; hatred or ill-will which man-
ifests itself in active opposition.
No sooner did the duke receive this appeal from the

wife of his enemy, than he generously forgot all feeling
of animosity, and determined to go in person to his suc-
cor. Irving, Granada, p. 48.

Supposing no animosity is felt, the hurting another by
accident arouses a genuine feeling of regret in all adults
save the very brutal. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol. , 529.

= Syn. 2. Animosity, Ill-will, Enmity, Malice, Hostility,
Hatred, Hate, Malevolence, Malignity, Rancor, Grudge,
Spite. These words differ from those described under
acrimony, anger, and antipathy (which see) in that they
represent deeper feelings or more permauent passions.
la-lriB may represent the minimum of feeling, being a
willing or wishing of ill to another, generally without
disposition to be active in bringing the evil about. /.'/'

in/til is a somewhat stronger feeling, and it often gratifies
itself in trifling and cowardly ways. Animosity is more
intense than enmity ; it is avowed and active, and what
it does is more serious than the covert attacks of enmity
or the hasty attacks of -./"'-. Malice is pure badness of

heart, delighting in harm to others for its own sake. Hos-
tility is less passionate than animosity, but not less avowed
or active, being a state of mind inclining one to aggressive
warfare. Hatred and hate are the general words to coyer
all these feelings ; they may also be ultimate, expressing
the concentration of the whole nature in an intense ill-

will. Malevolence is more casual and temporary than mat-
ice, arUlng upon occasion furnished, and characterized
by a wish that evil may befall another rather than by an
intention to injure. Malignity is malice intensified ; it is

hatred in its aspect of destractiveness or desire to strike
at the most vital interests of another. Rancor is hatred
or malice turned sour or bitter; it is implacable in its

vindictiveness. A grudge is a feeling of sullen ill-will or
enmity, caused by a trifling wrong, and likely to be ap-
peased when it has spent itself in a similar return against
the offender. Spite is sudden, resentful, and generally
quite as well pleased to mortify as to damage another; it

may be as strong as malice or as weak as pique.
The personal animosity of a most ingenious man was

the real cause of the utter destruction of Warburton's
critical reputation. /. D'Israeli, Lit. Quar., p. 397.

That thereby he may gather
The ground of your ill-mil, and so remove it.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3.

No place is so propitious to the formation either of
close friendships or of deadly enmities as an Indiaman.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.
And malice in all critics reigns so high,
That for small errors they whole plays decry.

Dryden, Prol. to Tyrannic Love, 1. 3.

As long as truth in the statement of fact, and logic in
the inference from observed fact, are respected, there need
be no hostility between evolutionist and theologian.

E. R. Lankester, Degeneration, p. 69.

Tempt not too much the hatred of my spirit,
For I am sick when I do look on thee.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 2.

For thou art so possess'd with murderous hate,
That 'gainst thyself thou stick'st not to conspire.

Shak., Sonnets, x.

The deadly energy [of magic versesj existing solely in
the words of the imprecation and the malevolence of the

reciter, which was supposed to render them effectual at

any distance.
T. F. Thiselton Dyer, Folk-lore of Shak., p. 508.

The political reigns of terror have been reigns of mad-
ness and malignity, a total perversion of opinion ; soci-

ety is upside down, and its best men are thought too bad
to live. Emerson, Courage.
He who has sunk deepest in treason Is generally pos-

sessed by a double measure of rancor against the loyal and
the faithful. De Quincey, Essenes, ii.

I will feed fat the ancient grudge I bear him.

Shak., M. ofV., i. 3.

Below me, there, is the village, and looks how quiet and
small !

And yet bubbles o'er like a city, with gossip, scandal, and
spite. Tennyson, Maud, iv. 2.

animus (an'i-mus), n. [L., the mind, in a great
variety of meanings: the rational soul in man,
intellect, consciousness, will, intention, cour-

age, spirit, sensibility, feeling, passion, pride,
vehemence, wrath, etc., the breath, life, soul

(of. Gr. avepof, wind : see anemone), closely re-
lated to anima, which is a fern, form: see ani-

ma.] Intention ; purpose ; spirit ; temper ; es-

pecially, hostile spirit or angry temper ;
ani-

mosity: as, the animus with which a book is

written.
With the animus and no doubt with the fiendish looks

of a murderer. De Quincey, Murder as a Fine Art.

That article, as was to be expected, is severely hostile to
the new version ; but its peculiar animus is such as goes
far to deprive it of value as a critical judgment.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 91.

anion (an'i-on), . [< Gr. dm6v, neut. of avufo,
going up, ppr. of aviivai, go up, < ava, up (see

Anisobranchia

ana-), + Itvw, go, = L. ire = Skt. / i, go: see
iterate and go.] In elect., a term applied by
Faraday to that element of an electrolyte which
in electrochemical decompositions appears at
the positive pole, or anode, as oxygen or chlo-
rine. It is usually termed the electronegative ingredient
of a compound. Sec nuud,-. i-tt/ii.H.

aniridia (an-i-rid'i-ji), n. [NL., < Gr. av-
priv.+

i/itc, (ip5-), iris.] In patlinl., absence of the
iris of the eye, or an imperfection of the iris

amounting to a loss of function .

anisandrous (an-i-san'drus), a. [< Gr. avisos,

unequal (see aniso-), + avj/p (avfp-), male: see

-iiiidi'ous.] Same as anteostemoiitmn.

anisanthous (an-i-san'thus), a. [< Gr. aviaof,

unequal (see aniso-), + avflot, flower.] In hot.,

having perianths of different forms. Syd. Soe.
Lex.

anisate (an'i-sat), a. [< anise + -afel.] Re-
sembling anise.

anise (an'is), . [Early mod. E. also ante, an-

nig, < ME. anys, aneys, annes, < OF. (and mod.
F.) anis= Pr. Sp. Pg. anw= D. am'/*= Dan. Sw.
anis = MHG. ante, enig, G. anis (> Serv. anizh,
anezh, Sloven, janezh), < L. anisum, also spelled
anesum and anethum (> F. aneth, > E. anet, q.

v.), = RUSB. anisu = Bulg. Serv. anason = Ar.
Turk, anisun, anise, < Gr. avrfiov or awrftov, Ion.

avt/aov or awqeov, later Attic avtaov or awtaov,
anise, dill.] An annual umbelliferous plant,
Pimpinella Anisum. It is indigenous in Egypt, and is

cultivated in Spain and Malta, whence the seed is exported.

Anise (Pimpintlla Anisum}.
a, base, and b, top of plant ; f, fruit ; /. section of a carpel.

Anise-seeds have an aromatic smell and a pleasant warm
taste ; they are largely employed in the manufacture of
cordials. When distilled with water they yield a volatile,
fragrant, syrupy oil, which separates when cooled into two
portions, a light oil and a solid camphor. Star-anise, or
Chinese anise, Iltidum anwahnn. Wild anise-tree
of Florida, Illicium Floridanum. See Illicium.

anise-camphor (an'is-kam'for), n. A liquid or

crystalline substance, C10H'J2O, found in the
oils of anise, fennel, star-anise, and tarragon.
Also called anethol.

aniseed, anise-seed (an'i-sed, an'is-sed), n.

[The first form contr. from the second.] 1. The
seed of the anise. See anise. 2. See anisette.

anise-tree (an'is-tre), n. See anise and Illicium.

anisette (an-i-sef), n. [F., < anis, anise, + dim.

-ette.] A cordial or liqueur prepared from the
seed of the anise. Sometimes called aniseed.

It often happens that a glass of water, flavored with a
little anisette, is the order over which he [the lasagnone]
sits a whole evening. Howells, Venetian Life, xx.

anisic (a-nis'ik), a. [< L. anisum, anise, + -ic.]

Pertaining to or derived from anise. An equiv-
alent form is anisoic Anisic acid, CgHgOg, an
acid obtained from aniseed by the action of oxidizing sub*
stances. It is crystallizable and volatile, and forms salts
which crystallize readily.

aniso-. [The combining form of Gr. aviaoc, un-

equal, < av-
priv.

+ iffof, equal.] An element
in compound words of Greek origin, signifying
unequal.
Anisobranchia (a-nl-so-brang'ki-a), . pi.

[NL.,< Gr. aviaoc,, unequal, + [jpayxfa, gills.] In

Gegenbaur's system of classification, a super-
family of gastropods, of the series Chiastoneura,

including a number of forms collectively dis-

tinguished from the Zeugobranchia (which see).
Leading genera of the Animbranchia are Patella, Trnchus,
Littorina, Cyelogtoma, Ringoa, Palndina, and Tiirntella.

In the Anisobranchia the left gill is smaller, and the

right one more largely developed.
Gegtnbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 337.



Anisobranchiata

Anisobranchiata (a-m"s6-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of anisobroiwliiatux: sec niiixii-

braxchiate.] Same as Aiiisobraiicliia.

anisobranchiate (a-ni-so-brang'ki-at), a. [<
NL. anisobraitehiatux, asAnianlirnnrhia- + -atus.J

Having unequal gills ; specifically, of or pertain-
ing to the Anisobrancli i<i .

anisobryous (an-i-sob'ri-us), a. [< Gr. avisos,

unequal, + ftpvov, lit. a growth, < flpiisiv, swell,

grow.] Same as anisodynamous.
anisocercal (a-m-so-ser'kal), a. [< Gr. avisos,

unequal, + nlpnaf, tail: see an-8 and isocercal.]
Not isocercal.

anisodactyl, anisodactyle (a-m-so-dak'til), a.

and . [< NL. attisodaett/kts, unequal-toed, < Gr.

avisos, unequal, + daKTv/.os, a finger or toe : see

aniso- and dactyl.] I. a. Same as anisodactylcrus.
II. . 1. One of an order of birds in the

classification of Temminck, including those
insessorial species the toes of which are of

unequal length, as the nuthatch. 2. One of

the Anisodactyla.
Anisodactyla (a-ni-so-dak'ti-la), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of anisodactylits : eee'anisodactyl.] In
the zoological system of Cuvier, one of four
divisions of pachydermatous quadrupeds, in-

cluding those which have several unsymmetri-
cal hoofs. The term is loosely synonymous with Pe-

rissodactifla, but as originally intended it excluded the

solidungulate perissodactyls, as the horse, and included
some Artiodactyla, as the hippopotamus, as well as all the

Proboscidea, or elephants, mastodons, and mammoths.
It is an artificial group, not now in use.

anisodactyle, a. and n. See anisodactyl.

Anisodactyli (a-ni-so-dak'ti-li), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of anisodactylits : see anisodactyl?] In Sun-
devall's classification of birds, the second series

of an order Volucres, consisting of the five co-

horts Ccenomorphce, Ampligulares, Longiltngues,
oiMelligugcB, Syndactylw, and Peris teroidece. See
these words. By Sclater, in 1880, the term is used as a
suborder of Picai-ice, including twelve families, the Colii-

dce, Alcedinidte, Bticerotidce, Upupidce, Irrisoridce, Meropi-
doe, Motnotidte, Todidce, Coraciidw, Leptogomidce, Podar-
yidte, and Steatornithidee.

anisodactylic (a-m"sd-dak-tirik), a. [< aniso-

dactyl + -ic.] Same as anisodactylous.

anisodactylous (a-nl-so-dak'ti-lus), a. [< NL.
anisodactylus : see anisodactyl,] Unequal-toed;
having the toes unlike, (a) In mammals, of or per-
taining to the Anisodactyla; perissodactyl ; pachyderma-
tous. See cut under peruttodactyl. (b) In ornith.. of or per-
taining to the anisodactyls, or Aninodactyli. Equivalent
forms are anisodactyl, aniaodactyle, and anisodactylic.

anisodont (a-ni'so-dont), a. [< Gr. avims, un-

equal, -r- b&oi's (6<SoVr-) = E. tooth.] In herpetol.,

having teeth of unequal size: applied to the
dentition of those serpents in which the teeth
are unequal in length and irregular in set, with
wide interspaces, especially in the lower jaw.
anisodynamous (a-ni-so-di'na-mus), a. [< Gr.

avisos, unequal, + ibva/uf, power : see dynamic.]
In hot., a term suggested by Cassini as a sub-
stitute formonocotyledonous, on the supposition
that the single cotyledon results from unequal
development on the two sides of the axis of the

embryo. An equivalent form suggested by him
was anisobryous, but neither term was ever

adopted.
anisognathous (an-i-sog'na-thus), a. [< Gr.

avisos, unequal, + yvdBos, jaw.] In zoo'l., hav-

ing the molar teeth unlike in the two jaws : op-
posed to isognathous.

anisogynOUS (an-i-soj'i-nus), a. [< Gr. avisos,

unequal, + ywrj, a female.] In bot., having the

carpels not equal in number to the sepals.
N. E. D.
anisoic (an-i-so'ik), a. [Irreg. equiv. of anisic.]
Same as anisic.

anisomeric (a-ni-so-mer'ik), a. [As anisome-
rous -t- -ic.] In chem., not composed of the
same proportions of the same elements.
anisomerous (a_n-i-som'e-rus), a. [< NL. ani-

somerug, < Gr. avisos, unequal, -f- pepof, part.]
1. In bot., unsymmetrical : applied to flowers
which have not the same number of parts in
each circle.

[When] the number of parts in each whorl is ... un-
equal, as in Eue, . . . the flower is anisomeroux.

R. Bentley, Botany, p. 343.

2. In odontotj., having the transverse ridges of
successive molar teeth increasing in number by
more than one, as in the mastodons.
anisometric (a-ni-so-met'rik), a. [< Gr. avisos,

unequal, + /itrpov, measure.] Of unequal mea-
surement: a term applied to crystals which
are developed dissimilarly in the three axial
directions.

anisometropia (a-m"s6-me-tr6'pi-a), . [NL.,
< Gr. avisos, unequal, + /icrpov, measure, + tn/>,
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eye.] Inequality of the eyes with respect to re-

fractive power.
anisometropic (a-ui*s6-me-trop'ik), a. [< ani-

sometropia + -ic.] Unequally refractive; af-

fected with auisometropia.
Anisonema (a-ni-so-ne ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

avisos, unequal, + vf/fia, a thread, < veeiv, spin.]
A genus of thecamonadine infusorians, typical
of the family Anisonemidte.

Anisonemidas (a-ni-so-nem'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Anisonema + -idee.] A family of ovate or

elongate infusorians inhabiting salt and fresh
water. They are free-swimming or temporarily adher-
ent animalcules with two nagella, the anterior one of
which is locomotory or vibratile and called the tractellum,
the posterior one, called the aubernaculum, being trailed

inactively or used for steering. The oral aperture is dis-

tinct, in most cases associated with a tubular pharynx.
The endoplasm is transparent and granular. Saville Kent.

anisopetalous (a-ni-so-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

avisos, unequal, + TTCTOMV, leaf, mod. petal.]
In bot., having unequal petals.

anisophyllous (a-ni-so-fU'us), a. [< NL. aniso-

phyllus, < Gr. avisos, unequal, + iivl/lov = L.

folium, leaf: see folio.] In bot., having the
leaves of a pair unequal.
Anisopleura (a-nl-so-plo'ra), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. avisos, unequal, + ir^evpd, the side.] A
prime division of gastropods, containing those
which are not bilaterally symmetrical, as are
all Gastropoda excepting the chitons, etc. : con-
trasted with Isopleura.

The twisted or straight character of the visceral nervous

loop gives a foundation for a division of the Aniaopleura
into two groups, to which the names Streptoneura and
Euthyneura have been applied. To the former belong the

great majority of the aquatic and some of the terrestrial

species, while the latter contains only the opisthobranchs
and pulmonifers. Stand. A'at. Hint., I. 294.

anisopleural (a-ni-so- p!8
'

ral), a. [As A niso-

pleura + -al.] Unequal-sided; having bilateral

asymmetry ; specifically, of or pertaining to the

Anisopleura.
anisopleurous (a-m-so-plo'rus), a. [As Aniso-

pleura + -ous.] Same as anisopleural.

Euthyneurous anisopleurous Gastropoda, probably de-
rived from ancestral forms similar to the palliate Opistho-
branchia by adaptation to a terrestrial life.

E. R. LanJaxter, Encyc. Brit., XVI. S60.

anisopogonous (a-m-so-pog'o-nus), a. [< Gr.

awaof, unequal, + noyav, beard.] In ornith.,

unequally webbed: said of feathers one web
or vane of which is markedly different from
the other in size or shape, or both: opposed to

isopogonous.
Anisops (a-m'sops), n. [NL., < Gr. aviaof, un-

equal, + M, uip, face (appearance).] A genus
of aquatic heteropterous insects, of the family
Notonectida;, or back-swimmers, having a slen-

der form and the fourth joint of the antennae

longer than the third. A. platycnemis is a com-
mon North American species.

anisopterous (an-I-sop'te-rus), a. [< Gr. avisos ,

unequal, + Trrcpov, a wing.] With unequal
wings : applied to flowers, fruits, etc.

Anisopteryx (an-I-sop'te-riks), n. [NL., < Gr.

dvdrof, unequal, + Krepvg, wing.] A genus of

geometrid moths, the larvse of which are known
as canker-worms. Two well-known species are A.

veniata, the spring canker-worm, and A. pometaria, the
fall canker-worm, both of which occur in greater or less

abundance from Maine to Texas ; they feed upon the leaves
of the apple, pear, plum, cherry, elm, linden, and many
other trees. See cut under canker-worm.

Anisorhamphus (a-ni-so-ram'fus), n. [NL., <

Gr. awaof, unequal, + pafi<t>o(, beak, bill.] Same
as Bhynchops.

Green-striped Maple-worm (Anisota rubicunda).
a, larva; b, pupa; c, female moth. (All natural size.)

ankle

anisqstemonous (a-ni-so-stem'o-nus), a. [<
Gr. avisos, unequal, + arri/iuv, a thread (arf/fta,

a stamen: see stamen).] In bot., having the
stamens fewer in number than tne petals or

lobes of the corolla : applied to flowers, as in

the order Labiatw. An equivalent word is ani-

sandrous.

anisosthenic (a-nl-so-sthen'ik), a. [< Gr. avi-

aoadevrif, < aviaof, unequal, + aBevof, strength.]
Of unequal strength. N. E. D.
Anisota (an-i-so'ta), n. [NL., < Gr. avisos, un-

equal, + oi'f (<JT-)= E. ear1.] A genus of moths,
family Jiombycidte, established by Hiibner in

1816. The larva feed commonly upon the oak, but A.
ntbicunda (Fabricius) is often injurious to the soft maple.
They undergo transformation below the surface of the

ground to naked pupic. See cut in preceding column.

anisotropal (an-i-sot'ro-pal), o. Same as ani-

so tropic.

anisotrope (a-ni'so-trop), a. [< Gr. avioof,

unequal, + T^OTTOC, a turning, < rpeireiv, turn.]
Same as anisotropie.

anisotropic (a-ni-so-trop'ik), a. [As anisotrope
+ -ic.] 1. Not having the same properties in

all directions
;
not isotropic; eeolotropic. All

crystals except those of the isometric system
are anisotropie with respect to light.

Starch grains behave like double refracting crystals, and
we assume, therefore, that they consist of ... anigotropic
substances. Behrens, Micros, in Botany (trans.), p. 380.

2. In bot., a term applied by Sachs to organs
which respond differently or unequally to ex-
ternal influences.

Equivalent forms are anisotropal, anisotrope,
and anisotropous.

anisotropous (an-i-sot'ro-pus), a. Same as

anisotropic Anisotropous disk. See striated muscle,
under striated.

anisotropy (an-i-sot'ro-pi), n. [< Gr. avisos, un-

equal, + -Tpoiria, < rpeneiv, turn.] The quality
of being anisotropic.
anitrogenous (an-i-troj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. a-

priv. (a-
18

) + nitrogenous, q. v.] Not containing
or supplying nitrogen ;

not nitrogenous.
aniuma(an-i-u'ma), n. [See anhima.] A 11:11110

of the horned screamer, Palamedea cornuta.

anjeela (an-je'la), n. [A native name in Cey-
lon.] A sort of floating house, supported upon
two large canoes, connected by planks, it is

used by the Singhalese both as a dwelling and as a means
of transportation.

Anjou (on-zho'), n. [F., < Anjou, a province of
France: see Angevin.] A slightly sparkling
wine of western France, manufactured in a

region of which Chalonnes-sur-Loire, near An-
gers, is the center.

anker 1

1, n. A former spelling of anchor1 .

anker2
t, A former spelling of anchor2 .

anker3 (ang'ker), n. [= F. ancre = Russ. an-

Jceru, ankerok, < D. G. Dan. anker = Sw. ankare,
a liquid measure, prob. orig. a vat or keg; cf.

ML. anceria, ancheria, a small vat or keg;
origin obscure.] A liquid measure formerly
used in England, and still common throughout
Germany, Russia, and Denmark, having a ca-

pacity varying in different places from 9 to Ifri

gallons. In Scotland it was equal to 20 Scotch

pints. Also spelled anchor.

ankerite (ang'ker-it), n. [After Prof. Anker, of

Gratz, + -ite*.] A crystallized variety of dolo-

mite containing much iron. It consists of carbon-
ates of calcium, iron, magnesium, and manganese, and is

much prized as an ore of iron for smelting and as a flux.

It occurs with carbonate of iron at the Styrian mines and
elsewhere.

ankh (ank), n. [Egypt., life or soul.] In Egyp-
tian art, the emblem of enduring life, or sym-
bol of generation, generally represented as held
in the hand of a deity, and often
conferred upon royal favorites. It

is the crux ansata (which see, under
crux).
ankle (ang'kl), . [(a) Also writ-
ten ancle, < ME. ankle, ancle, anJcel,

ankil, ankyl (a corresponding AS.
form not recorded) = OFries. an-
kel=T). enfceJ=OHG. anchal.enchil,
m.. anchala, enchila, f., MHG. G.
enkel= Icel. okkla, okli = Sw. Dan.
ankel; (b) also with added term. E. by

dial, anclef, ancliff, ancley, < ME. an-

clee, ancloiee, < AS. ancleow, oncleow,
aneleo = OFries. onklef= OD. aenklauwe, D. an-

klaauiv, enklaauw = OHG. anchlao (rare) (the
term, being due, perhaps, to a simulation of AS.
cle6, usually clawu = OFries. kleve = D. klaauw,
a claw) ;

with formative -I, -el, from a simple
base preserved in OHG. encha, einka, leg, ankle,
MHG. anke, ankle (> F. hanche, E. haunch, q.

Ankh carried



ankle

v.); prob. related to L. angulus, an angle, and
Gr. ayKuAof, bent: see angle1

, angle3,
and an-

ki/loxe.] 1. The joint which connects the foot

with the leg. 2. By extension, the slender part
of the leg between the calf and the ankle-joint.
Also spelled ancle.

ankle-bone (ang'kl-bon), . The bone of the
ankle ; the astragalus or huckle-bone.

ankle-boot (ang'kl-bot), . 1. A covering for

the ankle of a horse, designed to prevent inter-

fering. See interfere. 2. A boot reaching a
little above a person's ankle.

ankle-clonus (ang'kl-klo'nus), n. The clonic

spasm of the calf-muscles evoked in certain
cases by a sudden bending of the foot upward
toward the ankle, to such an extent as to render
the tendon of Achilles very tense.

ankled (ang'kld), a. [<. ankle + -cd2.] Having
ankles: used in composition: as, -well-ankled.

ankle-deep (ang'kl-dep), a. 1. Hunk in water,
mud. or the like, up to the ankles. 2. Of a

depth sufficient to reach or come up to the top
of the ankle.

ankle-jack (ang'kl-jak), n. A kind of boot

reaching above the ankle.

He [Captain Cuttle) put on an unparalleled pair of on-

kle-jackn. Dickemi, Dombey and Son, xv.

ankle-jerk (ang'kl-jerk), n. The contraction of

the muscles of the calf caused by striking the
tendon of Achilles just above the heel or sud-

denly stretching it. Also called ankle-reflex.

ankle-joint (ang'kl-joint), . 1. In ordinary
language, same as ankle, 1. 2. In zool. and
anat., the tarsal joint, (a) In mammals, the
tibiotarsal articulation. (6) In other verte-

brates, the mediotarsal articulation. See tar-

sal, tarsus.

ankle-reflex (ang'kl-re'fleks), n. Same as an-

kle-jerk.
anklet (ang'klet), >i. [< ankle + dim. -et.~] 1. A
little ankle. 2. An ornament for the ankle,
corresponding to the bracelet for the wrist or
forearm. 3. A support or brace for the leg, in-

tended to stiffen the ankle-joint and prevent the
ankle from turning to one side. 4. An exten-
sion of the top of a boot or shoe, designed some-
times for protection to a weak ankle, some-
times merely for ornament. 5. A fetter or
shackle for the ankles.

To every bench, as a fixture, there was a chain with
heavy anklet*. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 152.

ankle-tie (ang'kl-ti), n. A kind of slipper with

straps buttoning around the ankle.

ankus, ankush (ang'kus, -kush), n. [Hind.
ankus, Pers. anguzh, < Skt. ankuca."] In India,
an elephant-goad combining a sharp hook and
a straight point or spike. Such goads are often

elaborately ornamented; they are a favorite subject forthe
rich enamel of Jeypore, and are sometimes set with precious
stones. "It forms part of the khillat or 'dress of honor'
given by the Maharaja of Jeypore." Jacobs and llendley,
Jeypore Enamels.

ankyloblepharqn (ang"ki-16-blef'a-ron), n.

[NL., < Gr. dj xi'Xof, crooked (see ankylosis), +
fttefyapov, eyelid.] In pathol., union, more or
less extensive, of the edges of the eyelids. Im-
properly spelled anchyloblepharon.
ankylose (ang'ki-lds), v.

; pret. and pp. anky-
losed, ppr. ankylosing. [< ankylosis, q. v.] I.

trans. To fix immovably, as a joint ;
stiffen.

II. intrans. In osteol., to become consolidated,
as one bone with another or a tooth with a jaw ;

become firmly united bone to bone
; grow to-

gether, as two or more bones; effect bony union
or ankylosis.
In the Sirenia the pelvis is extremely rudimentary, be-

ing composed, in the Dugong, of two sleuder, elongated
bones on each side,

placed end to end, and
commonly ankytoring to-

gether.
W. H. Flower, Osteology,

[p. 291.

The lower incisors of
some species of shrews
. . . become ankylosed
to the jaw.
W. B. Flower, Encyc.
Brit., XV. 349, foot-note.

Improperly spell-
ed ancltylose.

ankylosis (ang- ki-
lo

'

sis), n. [Im-
properly anchylosis,

Strictly "ancylosis, < Extensive Ankylosis of cervical

Gr. aVKvl.uaiS, a Stiff- vertebra of Greenland right whale,
'

.. ,.
' 7 7 . Kalana mysttcetus. 1-7. the first

OI the joints, seven vertebrae united in one mass ;

fteiit nw^nV a, articular surface of atlas for occipi-
eiV, ^TOOK, to | co,,dyle; ,. epiphysis on boHy
S ayiiVAO^, of seventh cervical ; sn, foramen in

crooked, bent (cf.
05 f ' paSMge of front

Anlace.

( From Viollet-
le-Duc's

"
Diet.

du Mobilier
francals.")
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dvKOf, a bend), = L. angiilnn, angle (cf. ancutt,

bent); closely related to E. angle
1

: see angli-i

and ankle.'] 1. In anat. and zool., the consoli-

dation or fusion of two or more bones in one,
or the union of the different parts of a bone;
bony union ; synosteosis : as, the ankylosis of

the cranial bones one with another; the anky-
losis of the different elements of the temporal
bone; the ankylosis of an epiphysis with the
shaft of a bone. 2. In pathol., stiffness and
immovability of a joint; morbid adhesion of

the articular ends of contiguous bones.

He moves along stiffly ... as the man who, as we are
told in the Philosophical Transactions, was afflicted with
an universal anchyloxi*. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

Improperly spelled anchylosis.

ankylotic (ang-ki-lot'ik), a. [< ankylosis : see

-otic.'] Pertaining to ankylosis. Improperly
spelled anchylotic.

ankylotome (ang-kil'o-tom), n. [< NL. anl-i/-

lotomus, < Gr. a-ymAof, crooked (see ankylosix),
+ Topr/, a cutting, < rlpvetv, rafitiv, cut: see tome.\
1. A surgical instrument for oper-
ating on adhesions or contractions,

especially of the tongue. 2. A
curved knife or bistoury.
Equivalent forms are ancylotome,

ankylotomus, ancylotomus.
ankylotomus (ang-ki-lot'o-mus),
n.; pi. ankylotomi (-mi). [NL.]
Same as ankylotome. Also written

ancylotomug.
ankyroid (an-ki'roid), a. Same as

itnri/roiil.

anlacet, anelacet (an'las, -e-las), .

[< ME. an/as, analasse, anlace, ane-
lace. in Latinized form anelacius,

anetatius, OW. anglas; of uncer-
tain origin.] A dagger or short

sword, very broad and thin at the
hilt and tapering to a point, used
from the twelfth to the fifteenth

century. Also spelled anelas.

An anlas and a gipser al of silk

Heng at his girdel.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 367.

His harp in silken scarf was slung,
And by his side an anlace hung.

Scott, Rokeby, v. 15.

anlaut (an'lout), n. [Q., < an. on (= E. on,
q. v.), marking the beginning, + laut, a sound,
< laut, adj., loud, = E. loud, q. v. Cf. auslaut,
inlaut, and umlaut."] In philol., the initial

sound of a word.
anlet (an'let), n. [< OF. anelet, dim. of anel, a

ring: see annulet.'] In her., same as annulet.
Also written andlet, annlet.

annt, . [For annat, annet, appar. with direct
ref. to L. annus, a year: see annat, annate.]
Same as annat.

anna1
(an'a), n. [Anglo-Ind., also spelled ana,

< Hind, and.'] In India, the sixteenth part of a
rupee, or about 3 cents. Under Queen Victoria,
coins of the value of 2 annas (silver), worth 2jd., half an
anna (copper), etc., have been issued.

anna2
(an'a), . [S. Amer.] The Indian name

of a South American skunk. De la Vega.
annabergite (an'a-berg-It), n. [< Annaberg,
a town in Saxony, + -ite2.] A hydrous ar-
seniate of nickel, a massive or earthy mineral
of an apple-green color, often resulting from
the alteration of arsenides of nickel.

annal (an'al), n. [In sense 1, a sing, made
from pi. iiiiinilx, q. v. In sense 2, < ML. anna-
lis (sc. missa), also neut. annale, a mass, < L.

annalis, yearly. Cf. annual.'] 1. A register or
record of the events of a year: chiefly used in
the plural. See annals.
A last year's annal.

Warburton, Causes of Prodigies, p. 59.

2. Same as annual, n., 1.

annalist (an'al-ist), n. [< annal + -ist; =F. an-

naliste.] A writer of annals.

The monks . . . were the only annalists during those
ages. Hume, Hist. Eng., i.

Gregory of Tours was succeeded as an annalist by the
still feebler Fredegarius. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 24.

annalistic (an-a-lis'tik), a. Pertaining to or
characteristic of an annalist.

Written in a stiff animalistic method.
Sir G. C. Lewis, Credibility of Early Rom. Hist., I. 50.

annalizet (an'al-iz), v. t. [< annal + -ize.~] To
record in annals, or as in annals. [Bare.]
The miracle, deserving a Baronius to annalae it.

Sheldon, Miracles, p. 332.

annals (an'alz), n. pi. [Formerly annaks, < F.

annales, pl.J < L. annales (sc. libri, books), a

yearly record, pi. of annalis, yearly (in LL. also

annealing

(innualis, > E. annual, q. v.), < annus, a circuit,

periodical return, hence a year, prob. orig.
"acnus (cf . Umbrian perekiicm = L. perennem :

see perennial), and identical with anus (orig.
"acnus), a ring (>dnlns, also written annulns,
a ring: see annulus), perhaps < \/ "ac, bend,
nasalized "ane in angulus (for "anculus), angle,
etc. : see angle3 .'] 1. A history or relation of
events recorded year by year, or connected by
the order of their occurrence. Hence 2. Any
formal account of events, discoveries, transac-
tions of learned societies, etc. 3. Historical
records generally.

The Tour de Constance [at Aigues-MortesJ . . . served
for years as a prison, . . . and the annalx of these dread-
ful chambers during the rtrst half of the last century were
written in tears of blood.

//. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 177.

= Syn. History, Chronicle, etc. See history, also list un-
der chronicle.

Annamese (an-a-meV or -mez'), a. and n. [<
Annam (said to be < Chinese an, peace, peace-
ful, -t- nam, south) + -ese.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to Annam, its people, or its language.

II. . 1. sing, or pi. A native or the natives
of Annam

;
an inhabitant or the inhabitants of

Annam, a feudatory dependency of China till

1883, when France established a protectorate
over it. Annam occupies the eastern portion of the
Indo-Chinese peninsula, having China proper on the north
and Siam on the west.

2. The language spoken in Annam. it is mono-
syllabic, and allied to tne Chinese. Annamese literature
is written in Chinese characters, used phonetically.
Also spelled Anamese.

Annamite (an'a-mlt), a. and n. [< Annam +
-i'te2.] Same as Annamese. Also spelled Ana-
mite.

annat, annate (an'at, an'at), n. [Early mod.
E. annat, annet, usually in pi., < F. annate, <

ML. annata, neut. pi. of annatus, a year old, <

L. <i mi a.--, a year : see annals."] 1 . pi. The first

fruits, consisting of a year's revenue, or a

specified portion of a year's revenue, paid to
the pope by a bishop, an abbot, or otner ec-

clesiastic, on his appointment to a new see or
benefice. The place of annats is now supplied, in the
main, by "Peters pence." In England, in 1584, they
were vested in the king, and in the reign of Queen Anne
they were restored to the church, and appropriated to the

augmentation of poor livings of the Church of England,
forming what is known as "Queen Anne's bounty."

Next year the annates or first-fruits of benefices, a con-
stant source of discord between the nations of Europe and
their spiritual chief, were taken away by act of Parlia-
ment, llallam.

2. In Scots law, the portion of stipend payable
for the half year after the death of a clergy-
man of the Church of Scotland, to which his

family or nearest of kin have right.

The annat due to the executors of deceased ministers is

declared to be half a year's rent over what is due to the
defunct for his incumbency, to wit : if he survive Whit-
sunday, the half of that year is due for his incumbency, and
the other half for the annat ; and if he survive Michael-

mas, the whole year is due for his incumbency, and the
half of the next year for the annat, and the executors need
not to confirm it. Parl., 2d Sess., Hi., 13th an. Car. II.

annatto (a-nat'6), n. Same as arnotto.

anneal1
(a-nel'), v. t. [Now spelled in imita-

tion of L. words in ann-; prop., as in early mod.
E., aneal, < ME. anelen, onelen, inflame, heat,
melt, burn, < AS. aneelan, onielan, burn, < an,
on, on, + (elan, burn, set on fire, < al, also SI,

fire, a burning (a rare word
;
cf. alfet) ;

cf . ailed,

fire, = OS. eld= Icel. eldr = Sw. eld = Dan. ild,
fire (the vowel short, though orig. long). The
particular sense 'enamel'may have been de-
rived in part from OF. neeler, nieler, later nel-

ler, varnish, enamel, orig. paint in black upon
gold or silver, < ML. nigellare, blacken, enamel
in black, < nigellum, a black enamel (>E. niello,

q. v. ), < LL. nigellus, blackish, dim. of L. niger,
black: see negro.] If. Originally, to set on
fire; kindle. 2t. To heat, fire, bake, or fuse,
as glass, earthenware, ores, etc. 3. To heat,
as glass, earthenware, or metals, in order to fix

colors; enamel. 4. To treat, as glass, earthen-

ware, or metals, by heating and gradually cool-

ing, so as to toughen them and remove their

brittleness.

annea!2t,
v. t. Same as aneal?.

annealer (a-ne'ler), n. One who or that which
anneals.

annealing (a-ne'ling), n. [Early mod. E. also

anealing; verbal n. of anneal^.'] 1. The pro-
cess or art of treating substances by means of

heat, so as to remove their brittleness and at

the same time render them tough and more or

less elastic. In general, these results are obtained by
heating to a high temperature and then cooling very gradu-



annealing

ally. All glassware, china, etc., which is to be subjected
to great chunks of temperature should be thus treated.

The working of iron and steel by hammering, bending,
rolling, drawing, etc., tends to harden them and make
them brittle, and the original properties are restored by
annealing. .Steel plates and dies for bank-note printing
and the like are annealed in a close box with iron filings or

turnings, lime, or other substances, and are thus freed

from carbon and reduced to pure soft iron, in which state

they will readily take, under pressure, the finest engrav-
ing from a hardened plate or die. They are then hardened
again to the degree necessary for their use in printing.
Steel for engraving dies is commonly annealed by heating
it to a bright cherry-red color, and cooling it gradually in

a bed of charcoal.

2. Same as tempering. 3. A founders' term for

the slow treatment of the clay or loam cores for

castings, which, after having been dried, are

burned or baked, and then are slowly cooled.

annealing-arch (a-ne'ling-arch), n. The oven
in which glassware is annealed : called in some
cases a lew. In plate-glass manufacture, the anneal-

ing-arch is called a carquaise ; the front door, the throat ;

the back door, the gumlette (little throat) ; the heating-
furnace, a tisar.

annealing-box (a-ne'ling-boks), n. A box in

which articles are placed in order to be sub-

jected to the action of the annealing-oven or
-furnace.

annealing-color (a-ne'ling-kul"or), n. The
color acquired by "steel in the process of tem-

pering or exposure to progressive heat.

annealing-furnace (a-ne'ling-fer"nas), n. A
furnace in which articles to be annealed are
heated.

annealing-oven (a-ue'ling-uv
;(

'n), n. An an-

nealing-arch.

annealing-pot (a-ne'ling-pot), . A closed pot
in which are placed articles to be annealed or

subjected to the heat of a furnace. They are
thus inclosed to prevent the formation of an
oxid upon their surfaces.

annectt (a-nekf), v. t. [< L. annectere, adnec-

tere, tie or bend to : see annex, v."] To connect
or join. Sir T. Elyot.

It is united to it by golden rings at every corner, the
like rings being annected to the ephod.

Whiston, tr. of Josephus, III. 7.

annectent (a-nek'tent), a. [< L. annecten(t-)s,

ppr. of annectere: see annex, v.~] Annexing;
connecting or joining one thing with another.
Chiefly a zoological term, applied to those animals or

groups of animals which link two or more varieties, fami-

lies, classes, etc., together.

It appears probable that they [Gasterotricha] form an
annectent group between the Rotifera and the Turbellaria.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 171.

Annectent gyms. See gyrus.

Annelata (an-e-la'ta), n. pi. Same as Annel-
lata.

annelid, annelide (an'e-lid), n. and a. I. n. One
of the Annelida or Annelides. Also anneloid.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Annelida or
Annelides.
Also annelidan, annelidian.

Annelida (a-nel'i-da), n. pi. [NL. (with single
I after F. anneles, pp. pi., ringed), prop. Annel-

lida, < L. annellus, more correctly anellm, dim.
of anuliis, a ring (see annulus), + -ida.] 1. The
annelids or Annelides, a class of invertebrate

animals, ofthe phylum Vermes, sometimes called
the class of red-blooded worms. The body is com-
posed of numerous (up to some 400) segments, somites,
or metameres, and limbs are wanting, or, if present, are

rudimentary and consist of the cilia or setse known as para-
podia. A vascular system with red blood is usually pres-
ent ; the integument is soft, and composed of many layers,
the surface being mostly ciliate or setose

; the head is

wanting or rudimentary, and in the latter case consists
of a prostomium which may be cirriferous or tenta-
culiferous. The Annelida are the "

worms," properly so

called, of which the common earthworm, lobworm, and
leech are characteristic examples. Most of the species
are aquatic and marine. The class is differently limited
by different authors, the principal variation among later

writers, however, being in excluding or including the Ge-
phyrea. Excluding these, as is done by the above defini-

tion, the Annelida have been divided into four orders :

(1) Hirudinea, Discophora, or Suctoria, the leeches ; (2)
Oliyochceta. Abranchia, Terricolce, etc., the earthworms
and their immediate allies ; (3) Chattopoda, Polychreta,
Errantia, etc., the free sea-worms; and (4) Cephalo-
branchia, Tubiwltz, etc., the tubicolous sea-worms. An-
other scheme divides Annelida into four subclasses: (1)
Archiannelida, composed of the genus PUytiardiut and its
allies ; (2) Chcctnporia, including (2), (3), and (4)of the forego-
ing schedule

; (3) Hirudineaot Dwcaphara ; and (4) Entero-
pneusta, consisting of the genus BaltmoqlimiiK, which some
authorities class with the ascidians or Chordata.
2. In Huxley's system (1877), a superordinal
division including the Polychaita, Oligoch&ta, Hi-
riulinea, and Gephyrea, with the Myzostomntii
doubtfully added thereto: a group the mem-
bers of which resemble one another generally
in the segmentation of the body indicated at
least by the serially multiganglionate nervous
centers (wanting in most Gephyrea), in the
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presence of cilia and segmental organs, and in

the nature of the larvte, which are set free when
the embryos hatch.

annelidan (a-nel'i-dan), . and a. [< Annelida
+ -an.'] Same as annelid.

annelide, n. and a. See annelid.

Annelides (a-nel'i-dez), . pi. [NL. (F. pi.):
see Annelida.] 1. Bed-blooded worms. La-
marck. 2. Invertebrate animals that have red

blood; the first class of articulated animals,
divided into Tubicota?, Dorsibranchiata, and
Abranchia. Cuvier, 1817. 3. In Milne-Ed-
wards's classification, a similar group of worms,
divided into Suctoria, Terricolw, Tubicolai, and
Errantes. 4. In Gegenbaur's system, a prime
division of Ammlata (itself a class of Vermes),

composed of two groups, Oligoclueta and Chaito-

poda. 5. A synonym, more or less exact, of

Annelida (which see).
annelidian (an-e-lid'i-an), n. and a. Same as

annelid.

annelidous (a-nel'i-dus), a. [< Annelida +
-ous.] Relating to or resembling an annelid.

Also anneloid.

The mud in many places was thrown up by numbers of

some kind of worm, or annelidous animal.

Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, I. 84.

annelism (an'e-lizm), n. [As annel(id) + -ism.]
In zoo?., annelidan or ringed structure or con-
dition.

The great hand-worm is ... of this low type of anuel-
ism. Hartwig, The Sea, xii.

Annellata (an-e-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of annellatus, < L. annellus, anellus, dim. of an-

nus, amm, a ring: see annulus.] A synonym of

the Annelides of Cuvier (see Annelides, 2). Owen,
1843. Also written Annelata.

anneloid (an'e-loid), a. and n. [As annel(id)
+ -oid.] I. a. Same as annelidous.

II. . Same as annelid.

annet1
(an'et), n. [E. dial., also written an-

nett; origin uncertain.] The kittiwake gull,
Larus tridactylus or Rissa tridactyla. See kitti-

waJce. [Local British.]

annet-t, n. Same as annat.

annex (a-neks'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. annexed

(also annext), ppr. annexing. [< ME. annexen,
anexen, < F. annexcr, < ML. annexare, freq. form
of L. annectere, adnectere, pp. annexus, adnexus,
tie or bind to, join, < ad, to, + nectere, bind, akin
to Skt. / nah, bind. Cf. connect.] 1. To attach
at the end

; subjoin ;
affix : as, to annex a codicil

to a will. In law, it implies physical connection, which,
however, is often dispensed with when not reasonably
practicable.
2. To unite, as a smaller thing to a greater;
join ; make an integral part of : as, to annex a

conquered province to a kingdom.
It is an invariable maxim, that eveiy acquisition of for-

eign territory is at the absolute disposal of the king ; and
unless he annex it to the realm, it is no part of it.

A. Hamilton, Works, II. 65.

For next to Death is Sleepe to be compared ;

Therefore his house is unto his annext.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 25.

3. To attach, especially as an attribute, a con-

dition, or a consequence : as, to annex a penalty
to a prohibition.
Next to sorrow still I may annex such accidents as pro-

cure fear. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 221.

Industry hath annexed thereto the fairest fruits and the
richest rewards. Barrow, Sermons, III. xviii.

I desire no stronger proof that an opinion must be false,
than to find very great absurdities annexed to it.

Swift, Sent, of Ch. of Eng. Man, ii.

The Book Annexed, an edition of the American Book of
Common Prayer, containing alterations proposed by a
committee of the General Convention of the Protestant

Episcopal Church appointed in 1880 and reporting in 1883.
This edition was described as the "book which is annexed
as a schedule

"
to the report. Some of the changes pro-

posed became part of the Prayer-Book in 1886 ; others re-

mained for further consideration or ratification in 1889.
= Syn. Add, Affix, Attach. See add and list under affix.

annex (a-neks' or an'eks), n. [< F. annexe,
something added, esp. a subsidiary build-

ing, particularly to a church, < ML. annexa (sc.

ecclesia), fern, of L. annexus: see annex, v.]

Something annexed; specifically, a subsidiary
building connected with an industrial exhibi-

tion; hence, any similar arrangement for the

purpose of providing additional accommoda-
tion, or for carrying out some object subordi-
nate to the main and original object. Also

spelled annexe.
To which I add these two annexes.

Jer. Taylor, Sermons.

annexaryt (an'eks-a-ri), . [< annex + -ari/.J
An addition; a supernumerary. Sir E. Sandys.
annexation (an-eks-a'shon), n. [< ML. annex-

atio(n-), < annexare, pp. annexatus, annex: see

annihilationism

annex, .] 1. The act of annexing or uniting
at the end

;
the act of adding, as a smaller thing

to a greater; the act of connecting; conjunc-
tion ; addition : as, the annexation of Texas to
the United States. 2. That which is annexed
or added.
Pre-eminent among them [Roman conquests] stand the

annexations of Pompeius in Syria, of the elder C;esar in

Gaul, of the younger C'aisar in Egypt.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 329.

3. In law : (a) The attachment of chattels to a

freehold, in such a manner as to give them the
character of fixtures. (6) In Scots law, the ap-
propriating of church lands to the crown, or
the union of lands lying at a distance from the
kirk to which they belong to the kirk which is

nearest to them.
annexational (an-eks-a'shon-al), a. [< annex-
ation + -al.~] Relating to annexation

;
in favor

of annexation.

The strong annexational fever which now rages.
The Nation, April 8, 1869, p. 267.

annexationist (an-eks-a'shon-ist), n. [< an-
nexation + -ist."] One who is in favor of or ad-
vocates annexation, especially of territory ;

one
who aids the policy of annexing, or of being
annexed.
The unconditional annexatwnists . . . now urged im-

mediate appeal to the people.
Westminster Rev., XIX. 346.

annexe, n. See annex.

annexipn (a-nek'shon), n. [Formerly also

annection, adnexion ; = F. annexion, < L. annex-

io(n-), adnexio(n-), a binding to, < annectere,
adnectere, bind to: see annex, >.] The act of

annexing, or the thing annexed; annexation;
addition. [Rare.]
The Kentish kingdome became a prey to many usurpers,

and gave occasion to Ceadwalla, the West Saxon, to seeke
the annexion thereof to his own kingdome.

Speed, Hist. Great Brit., VII. 216.

annexionist (a-nek'shpn-ist), n, [< annexion
+ -ist.~] An annexationist. Summer. [Rare.]
annexment (a-neks'ment), n. The act of an-

nexing, or that which is annexed: as, "each
small annexment," Shale., Hamlet, iii. 3. [Rare.]
annicut (an'i-kut), n. [Anglo-Ind., repr. Ca-
narese anekattu, Tamil anaikattu (cerebral t),

dam-building, < Canarese one, Tamil anai, a

dam, dike, + Jcattu (cerebral t), a binding, bond,
etc. : see catamaran."] In the Madras Presi-

dency, a dam. Also spelled anicut.

annihilable (a-ni'hi-la-bl), a. [=F. annihilate,
< LL. as if "annihilabilis, < annihilare, annihi-
late : see annihilate."] Capable of being anni-
hilated.

Matter annihilable by the power of God.
Clarke, Nat. and Rev. Religion, Pref.

annihilate (a-ni'hi-lat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. an-

nihilated, ppr. annihilating. [< LL. annihilatus,

pp. of annihilare, adnihilare, bring to nothing
(a word first used by Jerome), < L. ad, to, +
nihil, nothing: see n%hil.~\ 1. To reduce to

nothing ; deprive of existence
;
cause to cease

to be.

It is impossible for any body to be utterly annihilated.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 100.

In every moment of joy, pain is annihilated.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 185.

2. To destroy the form or peculiar distinctive

properties of, so that the specific thing no
longer exists : as, to annihilate a forest by cut-

ting and carrying away the trees
;
to annihilate

an army ;
to annihilate a house by demolishing

the structure ; also, to destroy or eradicate, as a

property or an attribute of a thing. = Syn. Annul,
Nullify, etc. See neutralize.

annihilate (a-ni'hi-lat), a. [< LL. annihilatus,

pp. : see the verb.] Annihilated. [Rare.]
Can these also be wholly annihilate }

Swift, Tale of a Tub, Ded.

annihilation (a-ni-hi-la'shon), . [= F. anni-

hilation; from the verb.] 1. The act of anni-

hilating or of reducing to nothing or non-exist-

ence, or the state of being reduced to nothing.
He tells us that our souls are naturally mortal. Anni-

hilation is the fate of the greater part of mankind.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xiv.

I cannot imagine my own annihilation, but I can con-
ceive it, and many persons in England now affirm their

belief in their own future annihilation.

Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 48.

2. The act of destroying the form of a thing or

the combination of parts which constitute it, or
the state of being so destroyed : as, the annihi-
lation of a corporation.
annihilationism (a-nl-hi-la'shon-izm), n. [<
annihilation + -ism.] 1. The denial of exist-

ence after death
;
the denial of immortality.



annihilationism

2. In tlieol., the doctrine that for the incor-

rigibly wicked future punishment will end in

annihilation. See ainnliilalioiiixt.

annihilationist (a-nl-hi-la'shpn-ist), . [< an-
nihilation + -ist.] 1. One who denies the ex-

istence of the soul after death
;
one who denies

immortality. Specifically 2. In tlieol., one
who believes that annihilation is the final doom
of the incorrigibly wicked. Aimihilationiste are of

two classes: those who believe that annihilation will lie

inflicted by God as a peculiar doom upon the wicked, and
those who believe that immortality is not a natural attri-

bute of man, but is conferred by God on those who through
faith become partakers of the divine nature.

annihilative (a-ni'hi-la-tiv), a. [< annihilate
+ -ii-e.] Tending to annihilate

;
destructive.

annibilator (a-ni'hi-la-tor), n. [< annihilate, v.]
1. One who or that which annihilates. 2.
In math., an operator which reduces a given
kind of expression to zero Flre-annihilator, a

fire-extinguisher.

annihilatory (a-ni'hi-la-to-ri), o. Annihilat-

ing ; tending to annihilate or destroy.
annite (an'It), . [< Cape Ann + -ite?.] A va-

riety of the iron mica lepidomelane, occurring
in the granite of Cape Ann, Massachusetts.

anniversarily (an-i-ver'sa-ri-li), adr. In an
anniversary manner ;

at recurring annual peri-
ods. [Rare.]
anniversary (an-i-yer'sa-ri),

a. and w. [< L. <i-

niversarius, returning yearly, < annus, a year
(see annals), + vertere, turn: see verse.'} I. a.

Returning with the revolution of the year ;
an-

nual; yearly: as, an anniversary feast.

The heaven whirled about with admirable celerity, most
constantly finishing its anniversary vicissitudes. ./tor/.

Anniversary day. () in tne Kmn - <?""' Ch. a day on
which an office is yearly performed for the soul of a de-
ceased person, or on which the martyrdom of a saint is

yearly celebrated, (b) In the University of Cambridge,
commemoration-day, an occasion upon which degrees are
conferred since the disuse of the acts. See act, n., 5.

H. n.; pi. anniversaries (-riz). [< ME. anni-

versarie, < ML. anniversarium, ueut. n., also an-

niversaria, fern, n., prop. adj.,< L. anniversaries :

see the adj.] 1. The annually recurring date
of some past event

; more generally, a day set

apart in each year for some commemorative ob-
servance

;
a day for the annual celebration of

some notable event, public or private.
The primitive Christians met at the place of their [the

early martyrs'] martyrdom, ... to observe the anniver-
mry of their sufferings. Stillingjteet.

2. In the Rom. Cath. Ch., the yearly commem-
oration of the day of a person's death, by a
mass offered for his soul, or such commemo-
ration of his death daily for a year.

Anniversary is an office in the Romish Church, cele-
brated not only once a year, but which ought to be said

daily through the year for the soul of the deceased.

Ayli/e, Parergon.

3. The act of celebrating a day on its annual re-
currence

;
a yearly commemoration, or (rarely)

something done or prepared for such commem
oration.

Donne had never seen Mrs. Drury, whom he has made
immortal in his admirable annivermriet. Dryden.

anniverse (an'i-vers), w. [Shortforam'0ersar#,
as if < L. anni versus, the turning of the year;
but this phrase does not occur in use, and ver-
sus is not used in the lit. sense 'a turning.']
Same as anniversary.
And on their [the Trinity's] sacred annicerse decreed
To stamp their image on the promis'd seed.

Dryden, Britannia Eediviva, 1. 29.

annotated (an'o-da-ted), o. [< ML. annodatus,
pp. of annodare, form into a knot, < L. ad, to, +
nodus = E. knot: see node.'] In

her., curved in the form of an S, or
twisted or wrapped around any-
thing, as a serpent around a staff.

Generally used as synonymous
with bowed-embowed, inwrapped,
and nowed.
annO Domini (ail '6 dom'i-ni). A serpent an-

[ML.: L.aHo abl. of annus, year StaTJaS'S
( see annals) ;

LL. Domim, gen. of surmounted by a

Dominus, the Lord, L. dominus,
"

master: see dominant, dominie.]
In the year of the Lord

;
in the year of the

Christian era. Commonly abbreviated A. D. :

as, the battle of Bunker Hill was fought A. D.
(or A. D.) 1775.

anno hejirae (an'6 hej'i-re). [ML.] In the
year of the hejira, or flight of Mohammed from
Mecca (A. D. 622), from which the Mohamme-
dans reckon their time. Commonly abbreviated
A. H. See hejira.
annoisancet (a-noi'sans), . [A mod. spelling
of older anoisance, anoisaunce, < ME. noisance,
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nuisance
; prob. confused with ME. anoicn, an-

noy: see nuisance.'] In laic, & nuisance; any
injury done to a place by encroachment, or by
putting anything thereon that may breed in-

fection.

annominate (a-nom'i-nat), r. t. [Another form
of (innominate, q. v.] To name; especially,
give a punning or alliterative name to. [Rare. ]

How then shall these chapters be annowinated?
Southey, Doctor, viii. 1.

annomination (a-nom-i-na'shon), n. [<L. an-

iiniiiiiiatio(n-), adnomi>iatio(ti-), for 'adyiiomi-
inilin(n-), usually aanominatio(n-) : see aannnii-

nntion.'] 1. The use in juxtaposition of words
nearly alike in sound, but of different mean-
ings; a paronomasia. 2. Alliteration, or the
use of two or more words in succession begin-
ning with the same letter or sound. See agnom-
inalioii.

Geraldus Carabrensis speaks of annomination, which he
describes to be what we call alliteration, as the favourite
rhetorical figure both of the Welsh and English in his
time. Tyrwhitt, Chaucer, iii. 1, note.

Annomination plays an important role in their sen-
tence-relation [parasynthetic compounds], especially in the
first stage of transfer to a simple active signification.

Amer. Jour, of Phitol., II. 198.

anno mundi (an'6 mun'di). [L. : anno, abl.
of annus, year (see annals) ; mundi, gen. of nnin-

'dus, world: see mundane.] In the year of the
world: used in dating events when reckoned
from the estimated era of the creation, as nar-
rated in Genesis i. Usually abbreviated A. M. :

as, the Noachian deluge is said to have oc-
curred A. M. (or A. M. ) 1656 (Archbishop Usher's

chronology).
annotate (an'o-tat), r. ; pret. and pp. anno-

tated, ppr. annotating. [< L. annotate.*, pp. of

annotare, adnotare, put a note to, write down,
< ad, to, -1- notare, note, mark, < note, a note :

see note, v.] I. trans. To comment upon ;
re-

mark upon in notes : as, to annotate the works
of Bacon.

II. in trans. To act as an annotator
; make

annotations or notes.

(Jive me leave to annotate on the words thus.
J. Hive, Orations, p. 26.

annotation (an-6-ta'shon), n. [< L. annota-

tio(n-), adnotatio(n-), < annotare, adnotare : see

annotate.'] 1 . The act of annotating or of mak-
ing notes. 2. A remark, note, or comment
on some passage of a book or other writing :

as, annotations on the Scriptures. 3t. The first

symptoms of the approach of a febrile paroxysm
in intermittent fever. = Syn. Comment, etc. See re-

mark, n.

annotationistt (an-6-ta'shon-ist), . [< anno-
tation + -!'*<.] An annotator.
annotator (an'6-ta-tor), . [< L. annotator,
adnotator, < annotare, adnotare : see annotate.]
A writer of annotations or notes

;
a commen-

tator ; a scholiast.

The observation of faults and beauties is one of the du-
ties of an annotator, which some of Shakspere's editors
have attempted. Johnson, Prop, for Printing Shakspere.

annotatory (a-no'ta-to-ri), a. [< L. as if *an-

notatorius, < annotator: see annotator.] Relat-

ing to or containing annotations.
annotine (an'6-tinX a. and n. [< L. annotinus:
see annotinous.] I. a. In ornith., one year old.

H. n. A bird which is one year old, or which
has molted once.

annotinous (a-not'i-nus), a. [< L. annotinus,
of last year, < annus, a year : see annals.] In

bot., one year old, as branches of the last year.
annotto (a-not'6), n. Same as arnotto.

announce (a-nouns'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. an-

nounced, ppr. announcing. [< late ME. anouncc,
< OF. anoncer, anoncier, anuucier, mod. F. on-
noncer = Pr. Pg. annunciar = Sp. anunciar =
It. annunziare, < L. annunciare, prop, aniiini-

tiare, adnuntiare, make known, proclaim, an-

nounce, < ad, to, + nunciare, prop, nuntiare,

report, give a message, < nuntius, a messenger :

see nuncio. Cf. denounce, enounce, pronounce,
renounce.] 1. To make known formally; pro-
claim or make public; publish; give notice of:

as, the birth of Christ was announced by an an-

gel. 2. To state or intimate the approach, ar-

rival, or presence of.

I beg your pardon, sir, but I thought you would not
choose Sir Peter to come up without announcing him.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

Announced by all the trumpets of the sky,
Arrives the snow. Emerson, Snow-storm.

3. To make known, indicate, or make manifest
to the mind or senses. 4. To pronounce ;

de-
clare by judicial sentence.

annoy
Who model nations, publish laws, announce
Or life or death. Prior, Hymn of Callimachus.

-

Syn. 1. Declare, Announce, Proclaim, Publish, Pnnniil.
:/"'<; to make known, communicate, advertise, report.
To declare is to make clear, so that there will be no mis-
take, to many or to few : as, to declare war. To ///,../.,-.

is to make known, in a formal or official way, to many or
to few ; it is the only one of these words that -sometimes
has the meaning of making known the approach or future
appearance of : as, to announce a new book. To proclaim
is to announce to all, with an endeavor to force it upon
general knowledge : when war has been declared, it is of
ten proclaimed; so, also, it is usual to proc.laiin a block-
ade. To publish is to make public : as, to publiih the bans.
It may be orally or in print, or it may lie to satisfy a legal
requirement : as, to publish a law. To promulgate is to
publish what is of concern to many, but hitherto has been
Known to few : as, to promulgate an opinion, to jtr<tu/!-
gate the gospel, or officially to promulgate a law or edict.

This, then, is the message which w,e have heard of him,
and declare unto you. 1 John i. ">.

A heated pulpiteer,
Not preaching simple Christ to simple men,
Announced the coming doom. Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

The heralds blew
Proclaiming his the prize, who wore the sleeve
Of scarlet. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Tell it not in Gath, publish it not in the streets of Aske-
lon. 2 Sam. i. 20.

A formula for instituting a combined govemment of
these States had been promulgated.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 139.

announcement (a-nouns'ment), n. [< announce
+ -ment, after F. annoncement.] The act of

announcing or giving notice
;
that which is an-

nounced or made known
; proclamation ; pub-

lication; notification.

announcer (a-noun 'ser), n. One who announces
or gives notice

;
a proclaimer.

anno urbis conditae (an'6 er'bis kon'di-te).
[L. ; lit., in the year of the city founded : anno,
abl. of annus, a year (see annals); urbis, gen.
of urbs, a city (see urban) ; condita;, gen. of con-

dita, fern, of conditus, pp. of condere, set up,
establish, found.] In the year from the found-

ing of the city, that is, of Rome, in 753 B. c.

according to the usually adopted chronology:
used with some ordinal number to indicate a
Latin date. Abbreviated A. U.C.

annoy (a-noi'), n. [Early mod. E. anoy, anoye,
also ennoy and abbr. noy, < ME. anoye, anuy,
anuye, anui, discomfort, vexation, weariness,
ennui, < OF. anoi, anui, enoi, enni, later ennuy,
annoy, vexation, grief, tediousness, mod. F.
ennui (> E. ennui, q. v.) = Pr. enoi, enuoi = Sp.
enojo = Pg. anojo, nojo = It. annoja, noja =OK.
aojo, orig. (Milanese dial. ) inodio, < L. in odio,
lit. in hatred, a phrase used in certain common
idiomatic expressions, as in odio ease, be hate-
ful (est mihi in odio, it is offensive to me), in odio

venire, become hateful: in = E. in; odio, abl. of

odium, hatred: see in and odium.] 1. A dis-

turbed state of feeling arising from displeasing
acts or unpleasant circumstances

;
discomfort

;

vexation; trouble; annoyance.
Worse than Tantalus' is her annoy.

Shale., Venus and Adonis, 1. 599.

As thou wert constant in our ills, be joyous in our joy ;

For cold, and stiff, and still are they, who wrought thy
walls annoy. Macaulay, Ivry.

2. A thing or circumstance that causes dis-

comfort
;
an annoyance.

Good angels guard thee from the hoar's annoy.
Shak., Rich. III., v. 3.

(Now chiefly poetic ; the common word in prose is annoy-
ance.}

annoy (a-noi'), r.

anoye, anoie, < 1 ,,-.

anuien, anyen, anuen, < OF. anoier, enoier, anu-

ier, enuier, later ennuyer, annoy, vex, weary,
irk, mod. F. ennuyer (see ennuye) = Pr. enoiar,
enuiar = Sp. Pg. enojar, Pg. also anojar = It.

nojare, annojare, Olt. inodiare; from the noun.]
I.t intrans. 1. To be hateful or troublesome:
followed by to. 2. [By omission of reflexive

pronoun.] To be troubled, disquieted, vexed.
If that thou anoie nat or forthenke nat of al t hi fortune.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 4.

II. trans. To be hateful, troublesome, or
vexatious to; trouble, disquiet, disturb, vex,
molest, harass, plague ; irk, weary, bore, espe-

cially by repeated acts: as, to annoy a person
by perpetual questioning; to annoy the enemy
by raids : in the passive, followed by a t or about,

formerly by of.
It blgan to anoue the puple of the weie and trauel.

Wyclif, Num. xxi. 4 (I'urv.).

Against the Capitol I met a lion,
Who glar'd upon me, and went surly by
Without annoying me. Shak., 3. C., i. 3.

He determined not yet to dismiss them, but merely to

humble and annoy them. Martnilay, Hist. Eug., iv.

= Syn. Molext, Playue, etc. (see teate), trouble, disturb,

disquiet, vex, irritate, fret, embarrass, perplex.

y (a-noi'), r. [Early mod. E. also anoy,
e, anoie, < ME. anoyen, anoien, anuyen,



annoyance

annoyance (a-noi'aus), . [< ME. anoyancc

(rare),< OF. anoiance, <iiiiiiaiicc,<(iiiniei;anuier,

annoy: see ciiinny, i\, and -ance.] 1. The act

of annoying; vexation; molestation.

Formidable means of a/i/i<ni<ni<-t
r

.

Mamitlai/, Hallam's Const. Hist.

2. The state of being annoyed; a feeling of

trouble, vexation, or anger, occasioned by un-

welcome or injurious acts or events.

A careless step leading to accident, or some bungling

manipulation, causes self-comlemnation with its accom-

panying feeling uf ainioiiainv though no one is liy.

H. Spencer, Prill, of Psychol., 517.

3. That which annoys, troubles, or molests.

A grain, a dust, a gnat, a wandering hair,

Any annoyance in that precious sense !

Shak., K. John, iv. 1.

The . . . exercise of industry . . . tempereth all annoy-
ances. Barrow, Sermons, III. xix.

Jury of annoyance, a jury appointed to report upon
public nuisances, .v. /;. I). |Eug.] = Syn. 1. Molestation,
vexation. 2. Discomfort, plague.

annoyancer (a-noi'an-ser), . An annoyer.
Lamb. [Rare.]
annoyer (a-uoi'er), . One who annoys,
annoyfult (a-iioi'ful), a. [< ME. anoyful, <

anoye : see annoy, n.] Giving trouble
;
incom-

moding; molesting.
annoyingly (a-uoi'ing-li), adv. In an annoy-
ing manner.
The Times and other papers commented annoyingly on

"Dog Tear "em," as Mr. has been long nicknamed
from his satirical temper and speech.

li. J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 133.

annoyingness (a-noi'ing-nes), n. [< annoying
+ -ness. ] The quality of being annoying ;

vexa-

tiousness.

annoyment (a-noi'ment), n. [X ME. annoy-
ment, < OF. anoiemeni : see annoy and -ment.]

Annoyance.
annoyoust (a-noi'us), a. [< ME. anayous, anoi-

ous, annoyus, annuyous, etc., < OF. anoious,

anoios, anuieus, enuius, mod. F. ennuyeux = Pr.

enoios = Sp. Pg. enojoso = It. annojoso : see an-

noy, ., and -ous.] Troublesome; annoying.
annoyouslyt (a-noi'us-li), adv. [ME. anoyously;
< aimoyous + -fy

2
.] Annoyingly; vexatiously.

Chaucer, Boethius.

annuaire(an-u-ar'), n. [F.] S&me&sannuary, 1.

annual (an'u-al), a. and . [< ME. annual, usu-

ally annitel, { OF. anuel, annuel, F. annuel = Pr.

Pg. an nual= Sp. anual= It. annuale, < ML. an nu-

alis, yearly, LL. a year old, the regular L. adj.

being annalis, < L. annus, a year: see annals.]
1. a. 1. Of, for, or pertaining to a year; year-

ly: as, the annual growth of a tree; annual

profits ;
the annual motion of the earth.

A thousand pound a year, annual support,
Out of his grace he adds. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 3.

2. Relating to a year, or to the events or trans-

actions of a year: as, an annual report. 3.

Lasting or continuing only one year, or one
season of the year ; coming to an end individu-

ally within the year: as, annual plants or in-

sects.

An annual herb flowers in the nrst year, and dies, root
and all, after ripening its seed.

A. Gray, Botany (ed. 1870), p. 21.

4. Occurring or returning once a year; hap-
pening or coming at yearly intervals: as, an
annual feast or celebration.

Whose annual wound in Lebanon allured

The Syrian damsels to lament hia fate.

Milton, P. L., i. 447.

Annual assay, conference, epact, etc. See the nouns.
Annual income, the sum of annual receipts. Annual

rent, in Scot* law, a yearly profit due to a creditor by way
of interest for a given sum of money ; interest : so called be-

cause when, before the Reformation, it was illegal to lend

money at interest, the illegality was evaded by a stipula-
tion on the part of the lender for a certain rent yearly from
land. Annual value of a piece of property, that which
it is worth for a year's use. It includes what ought to

be received, whether it is actually received or not, and
amounts to the excess thereof above deducted costs or ex-

penses.

II. n. 1 . [< ME. annuel, n.,< OF. annuel, < ML.
annuale, prop. neut. of annualis, a. : see above,
and cf. annueler.] A mass said for a deceased

person, either daily during a year from the day
of his death, or on the recurrence of the day for
a number of years ;

an anniversary mass
;
also

the fee paid for it. Also called annal. 2. A
yearly payment or allowance; specifically, in

Scotland, quit-rent; ground-rent. Also called

ground-annual. 3. A plant or an animal whose
natural term of life is one year or one season

;

especially, any plant which grows from seed,

blooms, perfects its fruit, and dies in the course
of the same year. Annuals, however, may lie carried
over two or more years by preventing them from fruiting,
as is frequently done with the mignonette. Many species
that are perennials in warm climates are only annuals
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where the winters are severe. Winter annuals, frequent
in warm regions with dry summers, germinate from the

seed under the rains of autumn, grow through the winter,
and die after perfecting seed in the spring.

4. A literary production published annually;
especially, an illustrated work issued near
Christmas of each year. The name is more espe-

cially applied to certain publications handsomely bound,
illustrated with plates, and containing prose tales, poems,
etc., which were formerly very popular, but are now no

longer issued. The first one published in London appeared
in 1S22, anil the last in 1856.

annualist (an'u-al-ist), n. [< annual, n.,+ -int.']

An editor of, or a writer for, an annual, or a

publication issued annually. Lamb.

annually (an'u-al-i), adv. Yearly; each year;
returning every year ; year by year.

annuary (an'u-a-ri), a. and n. [= F. annuaire,
< ML. *annudrius (neut. annuarium, an anni-

versary), < L. annus, a year. See annual.] I.t

a. Annual.
Supply anew

With annuary cloaks the wandering Jew.
John Hall, Poems, I. 10.

II. ".
j

pi. annitaries (-riz). 1. An annual

publication.
That standard [of the French meter] is declared, in the

Annuary of the Bureau des Longitudes, to be equal to

39.37079 British imperial standard inches.
Sir J. Herschel, Pop. Lects., p. 440.

2f. A priest who says annual masses
;
an an-

nueler.

annuelert, n. [ME. annueler, < ML. annuala-

rius, < annuale, an anniversary mass: see an-

nual, n.] A priest employed in saying annuals
for the dead. Chaucer.

annuent (an'u-ent), . [< L. annuen(t-)s, ppr.
of annuere, adnuere, nod to, < ad, to, + nuere

(only in comp.), nod, = Gr. veveiv, nod.] 1.

Nodding, as if with the purpose of signifying
assent or consent. Smart (1849). [Bare.] 2.

Serving to bend the head forward : specifically

applied to the muscles used in nodding.
annuitant (a-nu'i-tant), n. [< annuity + -ant.]
One who receives, or is entitled to receive, an

annuity.
annuity (a-nu'i-ti), .; pi. annuities (-tiz). [<
ME. annuitee, "annuyte, < OF. annuite, mod. F.

annuite, < ML. annuita(t-)s, an annuity (cf. L.

annua, an annuity, neut. pi. ), < L . annum, yearly,
< annus, a year. See annual.] A periodical pay-
ment of money, amountingto a fixed sum in each

year, the moneys paid being either a gift or in

consideration of a gross sum received. When the

payment is continued for a certain period, as 10, 20, or 100

years, it is called a certain annuity ; when it continues
for an uncertain period, a contingent annuity; when the

period is determined by the duration of one or more lives,

a life annuity. A deferred or reversionary annuity is one
that does not begin till after a certain period or number of

years, or till the decease of a person, or some other future
event. An annuity in poxsewion is one which has already

begun. Governments often raise money upon annuities ;

that is, for a certain sum advanced, the government con-

tracts to pay a specific sum for life, or for a term of years.

Annuity Act, an English statute of 1813 (53 Geo. III.,

e. 141) which required the registration of all instruments

granting annuities, and regulated such grants. To grant
an annuity, to make a formal contract or testamentary
provision to pay an annuity.

nul (a-nul'), <;
pr. annulling. [Early mod. E. also adnul, <

Annular Gear-
wheel.

annul (a-nul'), <; pret. and pp. annulled,

ppr. annulling. [Early mod. E. also adnul, <

ME. annullen, anutten. adnullen, < OF. anuller,

adnuller, mod. F. annuler = Pr. Pg. annullar
= Sp. anular = It. annullare, < L. annullare,

adnullare, bring to nothing, < ad, to, + nullus,

none, nullum, nothing: see null.] 1. To re-

duce to nothing ;
annihilate ;

obliterate.

Light, the prime work of God, to me is extinct,
And all her various objects of delight
AnmM'd. Milton, S. A., 1. 72.

2. To make void or null; nullify; abrogate;
abolish; do away with: used especially of laws,

decrees, edicts, decisions of courts, or other

established rules, usages, and the like.

Do they mean to invalidate, annul, or call into ques-
tion . . . that great body of our statute law ? . . .to an-

nul laws of inestimable value to our liberties?

Burke, Rev. in France.

The burgesses now annulled the former election of gov-
ernor and council. Bancroft, Hist. TJ. S., 1. 172.

= Syn. 2. Abolish, Repeal, etc. (see abolish); Nullifi/,

Annihilate, etc. (see neutralize); retract, declare null and

void, supersede.

annular (an'u-lar), a. [= F. annulaire= Pg.
annullar = Sp. anular = It. anulare, < L. annu-

laris, prop, anularis, relating to a ring, < an-

nulus, prop, dnulus, a ring: see annulus.] 1.

Having the form of a ring; pertaining to a

ring. 2. In zool. and anat., of or pertaining
to ringed or ring-like structure or form; annu-
late

;
annuloid

;
annulose. Annular auger, an

auger used for cutting an annular channel. The simplest
f i >rm is a tube with a serrated edge, which is kept centered

by a point projecting from a movable plug within, and of

annulation

the size of, the bore of the tube. Annular bit, a boring-
bit which cuts an annular channel without removing the
untouched center. It is used in cutting large holes, and
in the formation of circular blanks, as for wads, buttons,
etc. Annular borer, a tube which serves as a rock- or

earth-boring tool, making an annular cutting, and leaving
a column of rock or earth in the middle. It is usually
armed at the boring extremity with diamonds. See dia-
mond drill, under drill. Annular duct, or annular
vessel, in bat., a cylindrical tube of delicate vascular

tissue, strengthened at intervals on the inner side by a

deposit of material in the form of rings, called annular
ittarkinijK. Annular eclipse, in a^ti'nn., an eclipse of the
sun in which a portion of its surface is visible in the form
of a ring surrounding the dark body of the moon. This
occurs when the moon is too remote from the earth to

cover the sun completely, and at the moment when the
centers of both sun and moon are nearly in a line with the

point on the earth's surface where the observer stands.

Annular engine, or annular-cylinder engine, a direct-

action marine engine, having two concentric cylinders ; the
annular space between them is fitted with a piston, which
is attached to a T- shaped cross-head by two piston-rods.
The cross-head is formed by two plates, with a space be-

tween them in which the connecting-rod vibrates, and its

lower end slides within the inner cylinder and is con-
nected with the crank. Annular finger, the ring-finger.

Then calling for a Bason and a Pin
He pricks his annular finger, and lets fall

Three drops of blood. J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. 50.

Annular gear-wheel, a gear-wheel in which the teeth
are on the inside of an annulus or ring, while its pinion

works within its pitch-circle, turning in

the same direction. Annular liga-
ment, in anat. ; (a) The general liga-
mentous envelop which surrounds the
wrist or ankle, and is perforated for the

passage of tendons, vessels, and nerves.

(6) The orbicular ligament which holds
the upper end of the radius in the sig-
moid cavity of the ulna. Annular
markings. See annular duct, above.

Annular micrometer, a circular mi-

crometer, or ring-micrometer. See micrometer. Annu-
lar pan, the horizontal ring-shaped pan of certain forma
of amalgamators and ore-crushers. Annular process or

protuberance of the brain, an old name of the pons
Varolii : still in use in the form tuber annulare. Annular
saw, a cutting-tool formed of a tube with a serrated end.
It is used for cutting button-blanks. Annular vault, in

arch., a barrel vault covering a space of which the plan is

formed by two concentric circles, or any portion of such
a space. Annular vessel. See annular duct, above.

annularity (an-u-lar'i-ti), n. [< annular + -ity.]

The quality or condition of being annular, or

ring-shaped.
annularly (an'u-lar-li), adv. In the manner or

form of a ring.

annulary (an'u-la-ri), . and n. [< L. annula-

rius, more correctly dnularius, pertaining to a

ring,< dnulus, a ring: see annulus.] I. a. 1.

Having the form of a ring.
Because continual respiration is necessary, the wind-

pipe is made with annulary cartilages, that the sides of it

may not flag and fall together.
Ray, On the Creation, p. 270.

2. Bearing a ring: specifically said of the ring-

finger.
II. n.

; pi. annularies (-riz). The fourth fin-

ger, or ring-finger.
The thumb and annulary crossed.

Labarte, Arts of Mid. Ages (trans.), p. 144. (S. K D.)

Annulata (an-u-la'ta% n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of L. annulatus': see'annulate.] 1. A synonym
of Annelides, Annelida, Annellata, Annulosa, and

Ampnisbatnoida. 2. In Gegenbaur's system of

classification, a prime division of Femes, di-

vided into two main groups, Hirudinea (leeches)
and Annelides, the latter comprising the two

groups of the Oligochaita and the Chaitopoda.
annulate (an'u-lat), . [< L. annulatus, prop.
dnulatus, ringed, < anulus, a ring: see annulus.]
1. Furnished with rings, or circles like rings;

having belts. Specifically 2. In bot., provided
with an annulus or with annuli : applied to a

capsule, stem, or root encircled by elevated

rings or bands. See cut under annulus. 3. In

her., applied to any bearing, such as a cross,
whose extremities end in annulets or rings, or

which is fretted or interlaced with an annulet.

See cut under angle, 5. Equivalent forms are

annulettee, annuletty. 4. Of or pertaining to

the Annulata in either sense of that word. 5.

In entom., having rings or encircling bands of

color, or having raised rings.
annulated (an'u-la-ted), a. 1. Furnished with

rings ;
annulate! Specifically 2. In^o67., hav-

ing or consisting of a ring or rings ; composed
of a series of ringed segments, as a worm ;

an-

nelid; annuloid. 3. In arcJi., furnished with
a projecting annular band or bands Annu-
lated columns, columns standing free or grouped in

clusters and surrounded in one or more places with pro-

jecting rings or bands : a form usual in some styles of

Pointed architecture.

annulation (an-u-la'shon), n. [< annulate +
-ion.] 1. A circular or ring-like formation.

2. The act of forming rings ;
the act of becom-

ing a ring.



annulation

A sketch of the life of a nebula not thus broken up, of

its rotation, tn/n/tluti'in, and final spheration into a nrliti

lous orb. The Ant'Ticatt. VII. 152.

3. The state of being annulate or aunulated.

annulet (an'u-let), . [Formerly also annu-

lette, amdet (&n& anlet,(.OF. annelet, anelet, dim.
of anel, < L. anellus, dim.), < L. annulus, prop.
dnulits, a ring (see ttnnuliix), + -et.] A little

ring.
Pluck'il the ttrasa

There growing longest by the meadow's edge,
And into many a listless annulet,
Now over, now beneath her marriage ring,
Wove and unwove it. Tennyson, Geraint.

Specifically (a) In arch., a small projecting member,
circular in plan and usually square or angular in section ;
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annulose (an'u-los), a. [< NL. annuloxns,<. L.
11111111/11.1, anii/K.i, a ring: see annulus.] Fur-
nished with rings ; composed of rings : as, an-
nuloxe animals.
annulus (an'u-lus), .

; pi. annuli (-li). [L.,

prop. (tnulus, a ring, esp. a finger-ring, a signet-

ring, tn form dim. of the rare anus, a ring, prob.

orig. *acnus and identical with annus, a circuit,

periodical return, a year: see a/mats.] 1. A
ring-like space or area contained between the

circumferences of two concentric circles. 2.

In anat., a ring-like part, opening, etc.: used
in Latin phrases. (See below. ) 3. In hot. : (n)
The elastic ring which surrounds the spore-
case of most ferns, (b) In mosses, an elastic

ring of cells lying between the lid and the
base of the penstome or orifice of the capsule.

Heraldic Annulet.

( From Berry's
"
Diet.

of Heraldry.")

The

Annulets of the Doric Capital.
A, A, annulets, shown enlarged in lower figure.

especially, one of the fillets or bands which encircle
the lower part of the Doric capital above the necking :

but annulet is often indiscriminately used as synonymous
with list, listel, cincture, fillet, tenia, etc. (6) In her.

,
a ring

borne as a charge. It is also the mark of cadency which
the fifth brother of a family ought to bear on his coat of
arms. Also called atUet. See cadency,
(c) In decorative art, a name given to
a band encircling a vase or a similar

object, whether solidly painted, or in

engobe, or composed of simple figures

placed close to each other. Compare
friczcl.

a'nnulettee, annuletty (an"u-

let-a', an'u-let-i), a. [< F.

"annulette, < "annulette : see an-

nulet.] In her., same as annu-

late, 3.

annul!, . Plural of annulua.

annulism(an'u-lizm), n. [< L.

annulus, a ring (see annulus), + -ism.]

quality of being annulated, annulose, or anneli-

dan; ringed structure : specifically said in zool.

of an annelid, annulate, or annulose animal.
Here [among Sipunctilidte] radiUm sets and annnligm

appears. E. Forbes, Hist. Brit. Starfish (1841), p. 243.

annullable (a-nul'a-bl), a. [< annul + -able.]

Capable of being annulled. Coleridge. [Rare.]
annulment (a-nul'ment), n. [< late ME.
anullement, < OF. "anullement: see annul and
-ment.] The act of annulling ; specifically, the
act of making void retrospectively as well as

prospectively : as, the annulment of a marriage
(as distinguished from the granting of a divorce) .

annuloid (an'u-loid), a. and . [< L. annulus,
a ring (see annulus), + -oid.] I. a. 1. Ring-
like. 2. Of, pertaining to, or resembling the
Annuloida Annuloid series, a term applied by Hux-
ley to a gradation of animal forms presented by the Tri-
chogcolice* and Annelida as these are defined by the same
author.

H. n. One of the Annuloida.
Annuloida (an-u-loi'da), it.pl. [NL., < L. an-

nulus, more correctly dnulus, a ring (see annu-

lus), + -oida.] A name applied by Huxley
(1869) to a subkingdom of animals, consisting
of the Scolecida and Echinodermata, an associa-
tion subsequently modified by the same author.
Also called EcHnozoa. [Disused.]
Annulosa (an-u-16'sa), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of anntilosus: see annulose.] 1. In some sys-
tems of zoological classification, a term applied
to invertebrate animals which exhibit annel-
ism or annulism: approximately synonymous
with the Cuvierian Articulata, or the modern
Vermes together with Arthropoda, but used
with great and varying latitude of significa-
tion. 2. A name given by Huxley (1869) to
a subkingdom of animals consisting of the

Crustacea, Arachnida, Myriapoda, Insecta, Chce-

tognatha, sand. Annelida, or crustaceans, spiders,
centipeds, true insects, true worms, and some
other Vermes. Excepting the vermiform members of
this group, it is conterminous with Arthropoda (which
see), and is no longer used.

annnlosan (an-u-16'san), . [< Annulosa +
-an.] One of the Annulosa.

a, sporangia of a fern, showing the annulus closed and open ; b,
detached annulus of Amoss(BfyHmcasfititit4ttt} ; c.a fungus ( -4^a-
ritus) with annulus, a', (a and A greatly magnified.)

(c) In fungi, the slender membrane surround-

ing the stem in some agarics after the cap has

expanded. 4. In rod'/.: (a) A thin chitmous

ring which encircles the mantle in the Tetra-

branchiata, connecting chitinous patches of the
mantle into which the shell-muscles are in-

serted, (b) In entom., a narrow encircling band,
generally of color

;
sometimes a raised ring.

6. In astron., the ring of light seen about
the edge of the moon in an annular eclipse of
the sun. See annular eclipse, under annular.
The sun [at the time of an annular eclipse] will present

the appearance of an annuhis or ring of light around the
moon. Neiecomb and llolden, Astron., p. 173.

Annulus abdominalis or inguinalis, in anat., the ab-
dominal ring. See abdominal. Annulus et baculum,
the ring and pastoral staff, emblems of episcopal authority,
the delivery of which by a prince or by the pope was the
ancient mode of investiture with bishoprics. Annulus
clllariB, the ciliary muscle. Annulus cruralls inter-
nus (intenial crural ring), in anat., the weak spot below
Foupart's ligament, between the femoral vessels and Gun-
bernat's ligament, through which a femoral hernia forces
its way. Annulua duplex, in Horn, antiq., a double ring
given to a soldier for bravery. Double gold rings of the
Roman epoch exist in collections, some of them engraved
with tokens of victory. Annulus ovalis, in human
anat., the raised rim or margin of the fossa ovalis of the
heart. Annulus piscatoris, ecclett., same aafixhermari*
ring (which see, under fifhfrman). Annulus tendino-
SU8, in anat., the fibrous ring around the edge of the tym-
panum. Annulus tympanlcus. in anat., the ring-like
ossification from which is formed the tympanic portion
of the temporal bone.

annumeratet (a-nu'me-rat), v. t. [< L. annume-

ratUJt, pp. of annumerare,adnumerare, count to,
add to, < ad, to, + ntimerare, count, number:
see numerate and number, v.] To add, as to a
number previously given; unite, as to some-
thing before mentioned. [Rare.]
There are omissions of other kinds which will deserve to

be annumerated to these. Wollanton, Kelig. of Nat., i.

annumerationt (a-nu-me-ra'shon), n. [< L. an-

numeratio(n-), adnmneratio(n-j, < annumerare:
see annumerate.] The act of annumerating ;

addition. [Rare.]
Annunciadet (a-nun'si-ad), n. [Also Anunciada,
Annuntiade, Annonciade (after F. Annonciade,
formerly Anonciade, Sp. Anunciada), also An-
nunciata (prop. E. form *

Annunciate), < It. an-

nunziata, formerly anmtntiata (< ML. annun-

ciata), the annunciation to the Virgin Mary,
and hence a name of the Virgin herself

; prop,
fern. pp. of annunziare, < L. annuntiare, an-
nounce : see announce.] Literally, the Annun-
ciate, that is, the Virgin Mary as receiver of
the annunciation; also, the annunciation to
the Virgin: used as a designation of various
orders. See annunciation.

annunciate (a-nun'si-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

annunciated, ppr. annunciating. [< ME. annun-

eiat, anunciat, pp., < L. annunciatus, prop, an-

nuntiatus, pp. of anmtntiare: see announce.]
To bring tidings of

;
announce. [Rare.]

Let my death be thus annunciated.
Bp. Bull, Corruptions of Ch.of Rome.

They do not so properly affirm, as annunciate it.

Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

annunciatet (a-nun'si-at), pp. or a. [See the

verb.] Announced; declared (beforehand).

anocathartic

annunciation (a-nun-si-a'shon), . [< ME. an-

iiiniriacion, -ciinin, iiiiiiiini-i/nci/im, < OF. annon-

ciation, < L. annunciatio(n-), prop, annuntia-

tio(n-), a(lnuntiatio(n-), < annuntiim; announce:
see niiiuiiH-iitti; tiininaiicc.] 1. The act of an-

nouncing; proclamation; promulgation: as,
the iiiiiiiini-iii/inii of a peace ;

"the annunciation
of the gospel," Hiiinnioinl, Sermons, p. 573.

With thf complete establishment of the new religion
I Christianity] and the annunciation of her circle of dog-
mas arises an activity, great and intense, within the strict

limits she has set. Jour. Sjjec. /'ftilu*., XIX. 49.

Specifically 2. The announcement to Mary,
by the angel Gabriel, of the incarnation of

Christ. 3. [c<y>.] Eccles., the festival insti-

tuted by the church in memory of the announce-
ment to Mary that she should'bring forth a son
who should be the Messiah. It is solemnized
on the 25th of March Order of the Annuncia-
tion, (a) The highest order of knighthood (Ordine tntpremo
dell' Annunziata: see Annunciade) of the ducal house of
Sa\ < >y, now the royal house of Italy, dating under its pres-
ent name from 1518, when it superseded the Order of the

Collar, said to have been founded by Count Amadeus VI.
of Savoy in 1362, but probably older. The medal of the
order bears a representation of the annunciation ; its col-
lar is decorated with alternate golden knots and enameled
roses, the latter hearing the letters F. E. R. T., making
the Latin word fert (he bears), an ancient motto of the
house of Savoy, but variously otherwise interpreted. The
king is the grand master of the order. See kiwt of Savoy,
under knot, (b) An order of nuns founded about 1500 at

Bourges, France, by Queen Jeanne of Valois, after her di-

vorce from Louis XII. (c) An order of nuns founded about
1604 at Genoa, Italy, by Maria Vittoria FornarL

annunciative (a-nun'gi-a-tiv), a. [< annunciate
+ -ive.] Having the character of an annuncia-
tion ; making an announcement.
An annunciative but an exhortatory style.

Gentleman * Calling, v. 13.

annunciator (a-nun'si-a-tor), n. [L.,prop. an-

nuntiator, adnuntiator.t. annuntiare : see annun-

ciate, v., announce.] One who or that which an-

nounces; an announcer. Specifically (o) An offi-

cer of the Greek Church whose duty it was to inform the

people of the festivals which were to be celebrated, (b) A
mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, or electrical signaling
apparatus ; an indicator ; a call. In the mechanical an-
nunciators the pulling of a wire causes a bell to ring and
a word or number to be displayed which indicates whence
the signal comes. In the hydraulic systems a column of
water is used to convey an impulse which gives the signal.
In pneumatic annunciators pressure on a bulb or button
sends tlirough a pipe a puff of air by which a bell is rung
and a number displayed. In the electrical systems the
signals are given by closing an electrical circuit by some
suitable means. See cut under indicator, (c) The dial or
board on which the signals are displayed.

annunciatory (a-nun'si-a-to-ri), a. Making
known

; giving public notice.

annus deliberandi (an'us de-lib-e-ran'di). [L.,

year of deliberating: annus, year (see annals);
deliberandi, gen. gerund of deliberare: see delib-

erate.] In Scots law, a year allowed for the heir
to deliberate as to entering upon the estate.

annus mirabilis (an'us mi-rab'i-lis). [L. : an-

nus, year (see annals) ; mirabilis, wonderful : see

marvel, mirabilis.] A wonderful year. Specifi-

cally applied in English history, as in Dryden's poem of
this title, to the year 1666, which is memorable for the
great fire of London, for a victory of the British arms over
the Dutch, etc.

ano-. [< Gr. avu, upward, < ava, up, etc. : see

ana-.] A prefix of Greek origin, signifying up-
ward.
Anoa (an'o-a), n. [Native name.] 1. [NL.]
A genus of bovine ruminant quadrupeds of

Celebes, originally taken for antelopes (see
anoine),^ represented by the sapi-outan or "cow
of the woods," Anoa depressicornis, which is a
kind of small wild buffalo, having straight low
horns, thick at the base and set in line with the
forehead. Ham. Smith. 2. [I. c.] The Eng-
lish name of the same animal. P. L. Sclater.

Anobiidae (an-o-bi'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Anobium
+ -ida;.] A family of beetles, named from the

genus Anobium. See Ptinidie.

Anobium (a-no'bi-um), n. [NL., < Gr. nvu, up-
ward (but here with the sense of its original, ava,

up, in comp. back, again : see ana-), + ftiof, life :

see biology.] A genus of pentamerous coleop-
terous insects, of the family Ptimdce, having an

elongate subcylindric form, 11-jointed antennae
inserted just before the eyes, and deeply exca-
vated metasternum. The genus contains the small
dark-colored beetles, about a fourth of an inch long, which
are known by the name of "death-watch" from the tick-

ing noise they make. See death-tt-atfh.

anocarpous (an-o-kar'pus), a. [< NL. anocar-

pus, < Gr. dwj, upward, + Kapv6f, fruit.] In bot.,

fructifying on the upper surface of the frond :

said of ferns.

anocathartic (an"6-ka-thar'tik), a. [< Gr. avu,

upward, + Ka6aprtK6f, purging : see cathartic.]
Emetic. N. E. D.



anococcygeal

anococcygeal (a"n6-kok-sij'e-al), a. [< L. minx
+ NL. cucci/.r (coeeyg-) + -<-/.] Pertaining to

the anus and to the coccyx: in anat., specifi-

cally applied to a ligament connecting the tip
of the coccyx with the external sphincter of the
anus.

anodal (an'o-dal), a. [< <iodc + -/.] Of or

pertaining to tlie anode or positive pole of a
voltaic current.
Instead <>f eathochil opening contractions being the last

of all to appear, they may precede tlie aiuxlirt opening
contractions, t'aggf, Medicine, I. 335.

anode (an'od), . [< Gr. awjrfof, a way up, < avd,

up, + 6<Wf, way. Cf. cathode.] The positive

pole of a voltaic current; that pole at which
the current enters an electrolytic cell : opposed
to cathode, the point at which'it departs. Fara-

i/ii>/, 1832.

anodic1
(a-nod'ik), a. [< Gr. dvodof, a wayup (see

anode), + -ic.] Proceeding upward ; ascending.
An aiiialir course of nervous influence. Dr. M. Hall.

anodic2 (a-nod'ik), a. [<Gr. avorfof, having no

way, impassable (< av- priv. + 666$, way), + -ic.]

Styptic ;
anastaltic : applied to medicines.

Anodon (an'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. as if *dv66uv,
for the usual avofiovros or av6fiov (gen. avovovroc),
without teeth, < av- priv. 4- 6<5orf (otSovr-) = E.

tooth, q. v.] 1. Same as Anodonta. Oken, 1815.

2. In licrpet., a genus of African serpents, of
the family Dasypeltidce or Ehachiodontidai, which
have no grooved maxillary teeth. /Sir Andrew
Smith, 1829. Also called Diodon, Rltaehiodon,

axi&Dasypcltis. 3. In eiitom., a genus of coleop-
terous insects. 4. [i.e.] [< anodont.] A fresh-
water mussel of the genus Anodonta (which
see). 5. [1. c] A snake of the genus Dasypel-
tis : as, the rough anodon, Dasypeltis scabra.

anodont (an'o-dont), n. [(.Anodonta.] A mus-
sel of the genus Anodonta; an anodon.
Anodonta (an-o-don'ta), n. [NL., < Gr. ai>66ov-

TOf, without teeth: see Anodon.] A genus of

asiphonate lamellibranchiate mollusks, or bi-

River-raussel (Anodonta fragilis]. North Carolina.

valves, of the family Unionidx, in which the

hinge-teeth are rudimentary or null. The species
are very numerous, and are among those called fresh-water
mussels or river-mussels. Many species are found in the
United States ; A. cytfnea, the swan-mussel, is a common
British species. Also called Anodon and Anodonten.

Anodontidae (an-o-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Anodon, 2,+ -idee. ] A family of serpents, named
by Sir Andrew Smith from the genus Anodon, 2.

See Dasypeltidai.

anodyne (an'o-dm), a. and n. [Early mod. E.
also anodin, anadine, < F. anodin, anodyn = Pg.
anodyno = Sp. It. anodino, < L. anodynus, ano-

dynos, a., anodynon, n., < Gr. avudwof, freeing
from pain ($apnanov avufivvov, L. medicamentum
anodynum, a drug to relieve pain), < av- priv. +
bSvvq, dial. eSvvri, pain.] I. a. Having power to
relieve pain ; hence, soothing to the feelings.

[It] is, of any outward application I would venture to

recommend, the most anodyne and safe.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 28.

The anonym draught of oblivion. Btirke.

II. n. A medicine or drug which relieves pain,
as an opiate or a narcotic

; hence, figuratively,
anything that allays mental pain or distress.

Mirth and opium, ratafla and tears,
The daily ff/im/i/m'. and nightly draught,
To kill those foes to fair ones, time and thought.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 111.

His quiet animal nature acted as a pleasing anodyne to
my ... anxiety. O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 43.

anodynous (a-nod'i-nus), a. [< L. anodynus:
see anodyne and -ous.] Having the qualities of
an anodyne.
Anoeae (a-no'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Anoiis + -eat.]A term used by Coues (1862) to distinguish the
noddies as a group of terns, typifiedby the genus
Anoiis, from the other terns, or Sterner. See
cut under Anoiis.

anoema (an-o-e'ma), . [NL., > F. anoeme ; cf.

Gr. avoijiiuv, without understanding, < a- priv. +
vfajjia, perception, understanding, < voslv, per-
ceive, think, < woof , perception, mind : see nous. ]
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A name of the Cobitia ajirrea, the guinea-pig or
domestic cavy: originally, with F. Cuvier, a

generic name of the cavies, and a synonym of
Curiii.

anoetic (an-o-et'ik). a. [< Gr. av6i/rof, incdn-
ceivable (< u- priv. -r vor/rof, perceptible ),+ -ic:

see a- 18 and noetic,] Unthinkable; inconceiv-
able: opposed to noetic (which see). Ferrier.

anogenic (an-o-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. avo, upward,
+

-yev>'i<;, produced (see -gen), + -ic.] In hot.,

growing upward or inward.

anpiet, anoifult, anoioust. Former spellings
of annoy, etc.

anoilt (a-noil'), r. t. [Early mod. E. also atmoil,

tmoyle, moil, < ME. anoi/lrn (with an- for en- as
in the notionally associated anoint, perhaps
influenced by the native verb anele, anealZ, q.

v.), enoylen, < OF. enuiler, later enhuiler, to oil,
< ML. iiiD/care, anoint with oil, < L. in, on, +
oleum, oil : see oil, and cf. aneaft] To anoint
with oil

; specifically, to administer extreme
nnction to.

Children were also christened and men houseled and
annoiled. Holinshed, Clinuu II. 302. (N. E. D.)

Pope Innocentius I., in his Epistle i., ch. 8, saith that
not only priests, but laymen iu cases of their own and
others' necessities, may anoile. Bp. Hall, Works, IX. 89.

anoine (an'o-in), a. and n. [< Anoa + -ine1 .]
1. a. In zool., of or pertaining to the genus
Anoa, formerly regarded as a division of the

genus Antilope, and called the anoine group.
II. n. pi. The name given by Hamilton Smith

to a group of so-called antelopes, typified by the

genus Anoa (which see).
anoint (a-noinf), v. t. [Early mod. E. also an-

noint, anoynte, enoynt, also abbrev. noint (and in

simple form oint, q. v.), < ME. anoynten, enoyn-
ten (present forms due to the pp. and pret.
anoynt, enoynt, from the OF. pp.), present also

enotjne, < OF. enoindre, enuingdre, pp. eiioint, < L.

inungere, prop, inunguere, pp. inunctus, anoint, <

in, on, + unguere, ungerc, smear : see unguent,
nnction, oint, and ointment."] 1. To pour oil

upon ; smear or rub over with oil or any unctu-
ous substance

; hence, to smear with any liquid.

My head with oil thou didst not anoint. Luke vii. 46.

The bees do anoint their hives with the juice of the bit-
terest weeds, against the greediness of other beasts.

Ford, Line of Life.

2. To consecrate, especially a king, priest, or

prophet, by unction, or the use of oil.

Thou Shalt anoint it [the altar] to sanctify it.

Ex. xxix. 36.

I would not see . . . thy fierce sister
In his anointed flesh stick bearish fangs.

Sha/c., Lear, iii. 7.

3f. To serve as an ointment for
; lubricate.

And fragrant oils the stiffened limbs anoint.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil.

anointt. Obsolete past participle of anoint.
Chaucer.

anointed (a-noin'ted), . A consecrated one.
The Lord's anointed, specifically, the Messiah

; by ex-

tension, a king, or one ruling by divine right.

anointer (a-noin't6r), n. One who anoints.
anointment (a-noint'ment), n. [< anoint +
-meat.'] The act of anointing, or the state of

being anointed ; consecration.
That sovran lord, who, in the discharge of his holy

anointment from God the Father, which made him su-

preme bishop of our souls, was so humble as to say, Who
made me a judge or a divider over you ?

Milton, On Def. of Humble Bemonst.

anole (an'pl), n. Samp as anoli.

anoli (an'o-li), n. A lizard of the genus Anoiis

(which see).
anolian (a-no'li-an), a. and n, [See Anoiis.]
I. a. Belonging to the group of lizards typified
by the genus Anoiis.

II. n. A lizard of the genus Anoiis.

Anoliidae (an-o-li'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Anoiis,
Anolius, + -ida;.~\ A family of lizards, named
from the genus Anoiis or Anolius.

Anoiis (an'o-lis), n. [Formerly also annolis ; as
an individual name, now usually anoli; NL.
Anoiis, also Anolius (Cuvier), after F. anolis,
< anoli- anoalli, native name in the Antilles.]
1 . A genus of pleurodont lacertilians, usually
referred to the family Iguaniche, consisting of
small American lizards which have palatal as
well as maxillary teeth, toes somewhat like
those of the gecko, an inflatable throat, and
colors changeable as in the chameleon, which
in some respects they represent in America.
The green anoli, Aiioli* i>riiu'iji<ili. inhabits the southern
United States, and others are found in the wanner parts
of Atni-rir;l.

2. H. c.] Alizardof the genus Anoiis; an anoli.
Anolius (a-no'li-us), n. [NL.] Same as Ano-
iis, 1. Cuvier, 1817.

Anomaliped Foot
of Kingfisher.

Anomalops
anomal (a-no'mal), . [< OF. anomal (Cot-
grave), < LL. anomalus: see anomalous.] In

i/i'inn., an anomalous verb or word. [Rare.]
Anomala (a-nom'a-la), n. [NL., (1, 2) fern,

sing., (3) neut. pi. of LL. anomalus : see anom-
alous.'] 1. A genus of lamelliconi beetles, of
the family Scarabmda;, having 9-jointed anten-
naa and margined elytra. There are several species,
such as the European A. vitis and the American A. luci-

cola, injurious to the grape.
2. A genus of bivalve mollusks, of the family
Corbiculidai : synonymous with Egeta. 3.

[Used as a plural.] A group of decapod crus-

taceans, including the Hippidte and Paguridce:
an inexact synonym of Anomura.
Anomalse (a-nom'a-le), . pi. [NL., fern. pi.
of LL. anomalus: see anomalous.] In ornith.,

inGloger's arrangement of birds (1834), a sub-
order of passerine birds, embracing those which
are devoid of an apparatus for song. It in-
cluded what later writers have called Picarice.

anomali, n. Plural of anomalus.
Anomalidae (an-o-mal'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ano-
mala, 1, + -idai.] A family of coleopterous in-

sects, named from the genus Anomala.
anomaliflorous (a-nom

//

a-li-n6'rus), a. [< NL.
anomaliflorus, < LL. anomalus, irregular, + L.

flos (flor-), flower.] In bot., having irregular
flowers.

anomaliped (a-nom'a-li-ped), a. and n. [< LL.
anomalus (see anomalous) + L. pes (ped-) = E.

foot.] In ornith. : I. a. Syndactylous ; having
the middle too united to the
exterior by three phalanges,
and to the interior by one only.
The kingfisher is an example.

II. n. A syndactylous bird ;

a bird whose middle toe is

united to the exterior by three

phalanges, and to the interior

by one only.

anomalipod (a-nom'a-li-pod),
a. and n. [< LL. anomalus + Gr. Trot'f (iroo-)
= E. foot. Cf. anomaliped.] Same as anoma-
liped.
anomalism (a-nom'a-lizm), n. [< anomalous +
-ism.] An anomaly; a deviation from rule;
an irregularity, or instance of departure from
usual and correct order. [Rare.]
The anomalixiiw in words have been so many that some

have gone so far as to allow no analogy either ki the
Greek or Latin tongue. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, p. 30.

anomalist (a-nom'a-list), n. [< anomalous +
-ist.] In Gr. philoL, one who believes in the
conventional or arbitrary origin of language :

opposed to analogist, or one who argues for its

natural origin. Farrar.
anomalistic (a-nom-a-lis'tik), a. [< anomalist
+ -ic.] 1. Of or pertaining to an anomaly, or
to the anomalists. 2. In astron., pertaining to
the anomaly or angular distance of a planet from
its perihelion Anomalistic month. Seemonth.
Anomalistic revolution, the period in which a planet
or satellite goes through the complete cycles of its changes
of anomaly, or from any point in its elliptic orbit to the
same again. Anomalistic year, the time (365 days, 6
hours, 13 minutes, and 48 seconds) in which the earth
passes through her orbit, which, on account of the preces-
sion of the equinoxes, is 25 minutes and 2.3seconds longer
than the tropical year.

anomalistical (a-nom-a-lis'ti-kal), a. Same as
anomalistic.

anomalistically (a-nom-a-lis'ti-kal-i), adv. In
an anomalistic manner.
anomalocephalus (a-nom'

!

'a-16-sef'a-lus), n.
;

pi. anomalocephaU (-11). [NL., < Gr. avufiafax;,

irregular (see anomalous), + KeipaM/, head.] One
whose head is deformed.

Anomalogonatae (a-nom''a-16-gon'a-te)) pl-

[NL., fern. pl. of anomalogonatus : see anomalo-

gonatous.] In Garrod's system of classification,
a primary division of birds containing those
which have no ambiens. See Homalogonatee.
anomalogonatous (a-nom"a-16-gon'a-tus), a.

[< NL. anomalogonatus, < Gr. dvufiahof, irregular
(see anomalous), + ydvv = E. Knee.] Abnor-

mally kneed
; having no ambiens muscle

; spe-
cifically, pertaining to or resembling the Ano-

malogonata!. Garrod.

anomalopid (a-nom-a-lop'id), n. A fish of the

family Anomalopidce.
Anomalopidae (a-nom-a-lop'i-de), n. pl. [NL.,
< Anomalops + -id.] A family of acanthopte-
rygiaii fishes, typified by he genus Anomalops.
only one species, represented on the next page, is known;
it inhabits rather deep water in the Pacific ocean.

Anomalops (a-nom'a-lops), n. [NL., < Gr. avu-

fia^of, irregular (see anomalous), + uip (UT-),

eye.] A genus of fishes, typical of the family
AnomahpMte: so called from the remarkable



Anomalops
structure manifested by a glandular phospho-
rescent w;u\ liclow the eye. Kner, 1868.

Anomalopspalpebratus.

anomalous (a-uom'a-lus), a. [< LL. anomiiliis.

iiiiiiniiiliix. < Gr. v<!)/z?iof, irregular, uneven, <

(iv-priv. + 6fiaA6f, even, < 6/t6f, same, common,= E. same: see homo- and same.] Deviating
from a general rule, method, or analogy ; irreg-
ular; abnormal: as, an anomalous character;
an anomalous pronunciation.
Though in Sparta kingshipbad survived under an anoma-

lous form, yet the joint representatives of the primitive
king . . . had become little more than members of the
governing oligarchy. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 485.

The Quran attaches much importance to prayer, a fact
which is somewhat anomalous in a system of religion so
essentially fatalistic. Faiths of the World, p. 324.

Anomalous chords, in music, chords which contain ex-
treme sharp or extreme flat intervals. = Syn. Unusual,
singular, peculiar, odd, exceptional, unaccountable. Set

228
There are in human nature, and inure especially in the

exercise of tlie benevolent alt'ertiuns. inequalities, incon-
sistencies, anil anomali?*, of which theoristsdo nut always
take account.

A,-,-/,-//, Enrop. Morals, I. 305.

2. In astron., an angular quantity denning the
position of a point in a planetary orbit, taken to
increase in the direction of planetary motion.
In ancient astronomy it was reckoned from apogee; in early A
modern astronomy, from aphelion, except in cometary or- Anomoean, Anomean (an-o-me an), n. [< Gr.
bits ; but since Gauss, from perihelion. av6/uuof, unlike, < at'- priv. + uu'uuir like: see
3. In music, a small deviation from a perfect liomvco-, liomeo-.] One of an extreme sect of
interval in tuning instruments with fixed notes ;

a temperament Eccentric anomaly (anmnaiia cc-

centri, Kepler), the arc between the major axis and the

anon
genus Dicynodon,tDd the latter the genera Rh tinchosaums
;imi Quaenadan.
2. In Cope's system, a division of therornorphous

'I'ln i nmorplta), containing those
scvi-val surral vi-rtebrse, and the
t uotochordal : contrnsit'd

(whicl

perpei,dlcfilar
-

io it throllgh the planet
'

the circ,e cir.

cumscribing the orbit ; now usually defined by the equa-
'

Ariaus in the fourth century, who held that
the Son is of an essence not even similar to that
of the Father (whence their name), while the
more moderate Arians held that the essence of

tion w = u e sin , where > is the mean, u the eccen- the Son is similar to that of the Father, though
trie anomalv. and r. r.he icepntrrir.v Moon an/imaltr not irlpTiH/ia] \*rifV if \K,. ....II... I I."/:.. X.
the angular quantity whose ratio to 360' is as the time

Also called Aetian, Eu-tric anomaly, and e the eccentricity. Mean anomaly, not identical with it.

doxian, and Eiinnmian.

Anomceanism, Anomeanism (an -o -me' an -

izm), n. [< Aiioi/iu'tin + -ixm.] The doctrines
of the Anomoeans.

to those optical phenomena, observed in many crystals,
which are at variance with what would be expected
from the geometrical form of the crystals: for exam-
le, the double refraction occasionally observed in the
iamond, which, like all Isometric crystals, should be

isotropic. Thermic anomaly, a name given byDoveto
the ditference between the mean temperature of a place
on the earth's surface and the normal temperature of its

parallel. True anomaly, (a) In anc. outran., the arc
of the zodiac between the apparent

Denying alike the homoousian and the homoiousian
theory, he [Eunomius] was dialectically probably the
ablest and most consistent defender of Anomoeanism, or
the doctrine according to which the Son is essentially or
substantially different from the Father.

JSueyc. Brit., VIII. 667.

nt place of the center of anomorhomboid (an"o-mo-rom'boid), n. [< Gr.

,..,. planet.
l

lar rhomboidal mass, as some crystals.

anomalously (a-nom'a-lns-li), adv. In an Anomean, Anomeanism. See Anomcean, Ano- anomorhomboidal (an'o-mo-rom-boi'dal), a.

anomalous mariner; irregularly; in a manner mceanittm. [^.anomorhomboid + -al.] Resembling an ano-

differeut from the common rule, method, or anomeomery (an-o-me-om'e-ri), n. [< Gr. as jnorhomboid ; consisting of irregular rhom-

Vet, somewhat anomalously, as it seems, habitual ve-

racity generally goes with inclination to doubt evidence.
//. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 117.

anomalousness (a-nom'a-lus-nes), n. [< anoma-
lous + -ness.] Tlie quality or condition of being
anomalous.

Anomia (a-no'mi-a), n. [NL.,
if, unlike, dissimilar, f. av-

irreg.
+

< Or.One special sympathy worth noting because of its a HO
alousnes,, is sympathy in yawning unn m88mular < _ ^ +
anomalure (a-nom'S 'n. [< Z^lulu^ ?

imilar: ^"o>^o-, nomeo,.]_ It/Sameas^
An animal of the genus Anomalurus.
anomalurid (a-nom-a-lu'rid), n. A rodent
mammal of the family Anoinaluridai.
Anomaluridse (a-nom-a-lu'ri-de), . pi.

form of the doctrine of atoms, which rejected
the Auaximandrian principle of homeomery Anomura (an-o-mu'ra), n. pi. [NL., neut, pi.

(which see).
* anomurus : see anomurous.] A suborder of

[NL.,
< Anomalurus + -)(?.] A remarkable family
of flying rodents of Africa; the scale-tailed

1Ile
squirrels. They have a parachute like that of the true annmiirl ran n 11

flying squirrels, but less extensive, and the under side
a
fl

of the tail is provided with a series of imbricated scales. .
tne Mmily ,.4c>/

bratula. 2. A genus of bivalve mollusks, typi-
cal of the family Anomiidie, found attached to
oysters and other shells. The shape of its species
depends more or less upon the surface to which they are
affixed. The saddle-shell, Anomia ephipjrium, is well
known. There are numerous species, both fossil and re-

cent, the former going back to the Oolite, the latter found
in every sea.

ii. A bivalve mollusk of

provided with a series of imbricated scales. .
luo "t^"* anomiidw.

They have no postorbital processes, a large anteorbital Anomildae (an-o-mi l-de), n. pi. [NL., < Anomia
+ -Ida1

.] A family of asiphonate lamellibran-
chiate mollusks, typified
by the genus Anomia. The
typical species have thin, un-
equal, irregular valves, the flat-

test of which is deeply notched
for the passage of a muscle to a
calcareous or chitinous plate by
which the shell adheres to other
shells.

anomite (an'o-mit), . [<
Gr. avofiof, without law
(see anomo-), + -ite?,] 1.
A subspecies of the mica
called biotite (which see),

Anomia acturus.

p, p, muscular impressions.

podophthalmous decapodous crustaceans, inter-
mediate between the maerurous and the bra-
chyurous groups, and embracing forms, such
as the hermit-crabs, which have the tail soft
and unfitted for swimming or otherwise anom-
alous. The section is purely artificial, and authors are
not agreed upon its limitation. Families usually ranged
under it are such as Pagurida, Hippidae, Kaninida, Do-
rijipidte, etc. ; the flint of these includes the well-known
hermit-crabs. Also spelled Anomuura.
anomural (an-o-mu'ral), a. [As anomurous +
-al.] Irregular in the character of the tail or

abdomen; of or pertaining to the Anomura:
as, anomural crustaceans. Equivalent forms
are anomonral, anomuran, anomouran, anomu-
rous, anomourous.
anomuran (an-o-mu'ran), a. and n. [As ano-
murous + -an.] I. a. "Same as anomural.

II. n. One of the Anomura; an anomurous
crab, as a hermit-crab.
Also spelled anomouran.

anomurous (an-o-mu'rus), a. [< NL. anomu-
rus, < Gr. avo/jof. irregular, + o'vpa, tail.] Same
as anomural. Also spelled anomourous.

On the same island is found another most remarkable
and very large terrestrial ^nomouroiw Crustacean.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 642.

Scale-tailed Squirrel (AnomalurusfnlgcHs).

foramen, the molars and premolars together 4 on each side
of each jaw, and 16 ribs, that is, 3 or 4 more than are found
in Sciuridw, Tlie animals bear some resemblance to mem-
bers of the genus Oaleopithecus, but have a long hairy tail _

, v^i^,^.
free from the mterfemoral membrane. Several species are Annmnriranpriiat-i tan'if* i

described, as A. fraseri from Fernando Po, and A. fulaen,
Anom

OprancniaLa (an o-l

from the Gaboon; the latter is about 14 inches in 'length J L^L., neut. pi. of at,

with the tail about half as much more, and of a bright-
reddish color.

The curious creatures known as Scale-tailed Squirrels,
which form the family Anomalurida!, may be described
as flying-squirrels with climbing-irons ; the under side
of the tail being furnished . . . with a series of large
horny scales, which, when pressed against the trunk of a
tree, may subserve the same purpose as those instruments
with which a man climbs up a telegraph pole.

Stand. Nat. Hist., V. 131.

Anomalurus (a-nom-a-lu'rus), n.

distinguished by certain optical properties. anomyt (an'o-mi), n. [< Gr. avo/iia, lawlessness,
2. A fossil of the genus Anomites; an extinct < al>0

j" f> lawless: see anomo-.'\ A violation of

species of the Anomiidw or some similar shell.

anomo-. [Combining form of Greek avofiof, <
a- priv. + v6/jof, law: see nome.~\ An element
in compound words of Greek origin, meaning
irregular, unusual.

o-brang-ki-a'ta), .

_ . aiiomobranchiatus": see

anomobrancliiate.'] A group of crustaceans:
synonymous with Stomatopoda (which see).
It includes Mysidat, Squillido?, the opossum-shrimps,
mantis-shrimps, etc. See cut under Squillidte.

anomobranchiate (au'o-mo-brang'ki-at), a.

[CNli.anoniobraitclnatux^Qr. avofiof, irregular,
, gills.] Having the branchite anorn-. . *-

f
, u ^ D - -

llv mum] Js [

alous or iiTegular ; specifically, of or pertaining joy rcceiveth it.

law, especially of divine law
; lawlessness.

The delights of the body betray us, through our over-
indulgence to them, and lead us captive to anomy and dis-
obedience. Glaneille.

anon (a-non'), adr. and interj., orig. prep. phr.
[< ME. anon, anoon, onon, onoon, also anan, onan,
and with dat. term, anone, onane, etc. (ef. equiv.
ME. in oon, in an = OHO. MHG. in ein), < AS.
on an (ace.), on due (dat.), in one, together,
straightway: on, E. on; an, E. otic. Cf. anan,
a mod. dial, form of anon.'] If. In one and the
same direction; straight on. 2. Straightway;
forthwith

;
on the instant

; immediately.
The same is he that heareth the word, and anon with

to the Anomobraiicliiatti.

[NL., < Gr. anomocarpous (an"6-mo-kar'pus), a. [< NL.
i n rh,.

lrreg
-

a
,

r (8ee a Mlous), + ovpa, anomocarpiis, < Gr. avouos, irregular, + xaimAc
1he typical and only genus of the fam- fruit,] In bot., bearing unusual fruit. X. E. D.

ily Anomalunda: Waterliouse, 1842. anomodont (an'6-mo-dont), a. and . [< Ano-
anomalus (a-nom a-lus), n.

; pi. anomali (-11). modontit,.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the
[NL., < LL. anomalus: see anomalous.'] In characters of the Anomodontia.
anat a muscular slip, an inch in length, fre- H. n. One of the Anomodontia.
quently found lying beneath the muscle that Anomodontia (an"6-m6-don'shi-a), n.pl, [NL.,lifts the upper lip and the wing of the nose < Gr.dvoW , irregular, + Mo.' c (orfovr-)= E. tooth.]
(levator^labn supenons alteque nasi). 1. in Owen's system of classification (1866), an

Gr. avufinMa, irregularity, un-
evenness, < avbua.l.oc,, uneven: see anomalous.]
1. Deviation from the common rule or analogy ;

.something abnormal or irregular.

biconcave vertebras, bifurcate anterior trunk-ribs, continu-
ous ischiopubic symphysis, fixed tympanic pedicle, a fora-
men parietale, and the teeth either wanting or limited to
a pair of great tusks. The order includes the two groups
Dicynodontia and Cryptodontia, the former containing the

Mat. xiii. 20.

Hence, like other words of the same literal

meaning, passing into 3. Quickly; soon; in
a short time

; by and by.
Such good men as he which is anon to be interred.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iv. 7.

4. At another time
; again ;

now again.
Sometimes he trots, . . . anon lie rears upright.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 279.

The varying lights and shadows of her temper, now so
mirthful, and annn so sad with mysterious gloom.

Hairthorm', Marble Faun, i\.

5. As a response, same as anan. Ever and anon,
from time to time ; now and then ; time after time.

A pouncet-box, which ever and anon
He gave his nose, and took't nway iifiain.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 3.



anon.

anon. An abbreviation of anonymous,
Anona (a-no'nji), n. [NL., said to be from
iiii-iiiiiia, the Malay name.] A genus of trees or

shrubs, type of the

anormal
That

,/,|,i>r,Hx
person who i* always sayinjj tin- wisest anoplotheriid (an-op-16-the'ri-id), H. A rumi-nd mot delightful things Jut yon are on the point of

, ., \ f fl,,J , ...

saying them yourself. AUn.-h, I'.mkap^ to ivsth, ,,. ass. .ant niammal^of e family AnoplotherUdtf.

Often abbreviated to aimn.

natural order tiiona- anonymously (u-non 'i-mus-li), adc.

ce<e, of about 00 spe- anonymous manner; without a name.
I woiil

M0UWV.

In an

cies, which are, with
two or three exeep-

kin.w \\ Ju'tliLT the edition is to come out ntmim-

Saifi.

tions, natives of trop'i-
anonymousness (a-nou'i-mus-ues), 11. The

cal America, _-t. ./-
>,/<>.i ix\vi-,-t-si>p) -rows in
the West Indian islands,
and yk'Ms an edible fruit

Anoplotheriiclse (an-op"lo-the-ri'i-de), n, pi.
[NL., < Anoplotherium + -ida:]' A family of fos-
sil ruminant quadruped*, of the order Artiodac-
ti/la, foi-med for the reception of the genus
.liiii/i/oilii rittiii, to which Ewytlicriiiiit has been
added by Gervais. Excluding />/./,/.//, as the tyi:
of a different family, the AnoplatturUda are characterized
l>y the comparative uniformity of the teeth and the propor-
tionate-length!) of the fore and hind limbs, the latter being
like those of ordinary walking quadrupeds.

(sour-sop) is cultivated in

The Sour-sop {Anona

state or quality of being anonymous.
The aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiixiii'xx of newspaper writing.

Sir G. C. Lfiris, Authority in .Matters of Opinion, ix. - -. -, r

'kul) H. [< NL anoplotherioid (an-op-lo-the'ri-oid), n. and n.

see anoniim and [^ Anoplotherium + -oid.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Anoplotheriida! ; resembling the an-
oplothere.

II. n. One of the Anoplotheriida', or an ani-
mal resembling the anoplothere.
Anoplotherioidea (an-op'ao-the-ri-oi'de-a), n.

pi. [NL., < Anoplotiieriiint H- -oid-ea] A super-
family group of fossil ruminants, by which the
Anoplotheriida! and Dichobunidai are together
contrasted with the Oreodontida;, being distin-

, r, .A petty anonymous writer.
the West and East Indies

; Anonyx (au'o-niks), n. [NL., < Gr. av- priv. 4-

ahBDed frSt'of*^* eSS
TO?> nail: see onyx] 1. In mammal., same as

colort containinganagree- -lonyx. 2. A genus of crustaceans. Kriiyer,
able slightly acid pulp. 1838.
The genus produces other anophthalmi, . Plural of aiiophtlialmiis, 1.

mon'cVstai'l'aDnle'Sr'bui' anophthalmia (an-of-thal'mi-a), n. [NL.: see

lock's-heait, from A. reti- anophthalmws.] In teratol, congenital absenceluuii s-iieai t, lionivt. rKlt-
j i

----- -

culnta, and the cherimoyer of Peru, from A. Cherimolia. of the eyeball. ,
---- -----

Anonaceae (an-o-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Anona anophth'almus (an-of-thal'mus), .
; pi. anoph- gulsned by having the teeth of both jaws near--' or uite contin+ -acca'.] A natural order of tropical or sub-

tropical trees and bushes, with trimerous flow-

ers, indefinite stamens, and numerous carpels,
allied to the magnolias, and sometimes abound-
ing in a powerful aromatic secretion. The Ethi-

opian pepper, sour-sop, sweet-sop, and custard-apple are
yielded by these trees. The wood in some genera is ex-

tremely elastic and occasionally intensely bitter. Asimina
is almost the only genus representing the order in the
United States.

thalmi
(-ml). [NL., < Gr.

eyes, < av- priv., without, +
ophthalmia.] 1. Aperson exhibiting anophthal-
mia on one or both sides. 2. leap] A genus
of adephagous beetles, of the family Carabida.',
so named from being eyeless. It contains about
50 species of blind cave-beetles, mostly European, though
several are found in the caves of the Ohio valley, such as
A. tellkampfi of the Mammoth Cave in Kentucky.

anonaceous (an-o-na'shius), c_ _[<
NL. anona- ^J^&gff^jgJ^

without ty or quite continuous and uniform in size. GiU.

eye: see Anoplotherium (an-op-lo-the'ri-um), n. [NL.,
< Gr. avoK?.o;, unarmed, '+ (%/oi>, wild beast.]
The typical genus of the family Anoplotheriida',
containing the anoplothere, A. commune, dis-
covered in the Middle Eocene formation of the
Paris basin. The animal was about 4j feet long, with
a tail of about the same length. It has also been found
in the corresponding Eocene strata of Great Britain. It
was named by Cuvier from the fact that its horns never

ceus : see Anona and -accous,]
to the Anonacea!.
anonad (an'o-nad), n. A plant of the natural
order Anonacea;. Lindley.

Of or pertaining ^ pass ^a(
- ^^ In En(1

'

lichei^
*

sys
_

tern of classification, a section of eryptogamic
plants, comprising the Hepaticai (liverworts)

lo'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. avo-

diately; at once. Chaucer.

anonychia (an-o-nik'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. av-

priv. + ovvS- (owx-), nail: see onyx] In tera-

tol., absence of the nails.

anonym (an'o-nim), n. [< F. anonyme, < NL.
anonym
certain
mous
synonym
An anonymous person
The Origin of Species . . . makes an epoch, as the ex-

pression of his [Darwin's] thorough adhesion ...
doctrine of Development and not the adhesio]
anonym like the author of the "Vestiges."

George Eliot, In Cross's Life, II. ix.

anopia (an-6'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. av- priv. +
UTJJ (WIT-), eye.] In teratol., absence or a rudi-

mentary condition of the eyes, attendant on
arrested development of the craniofacial axis.

or lice : synonymous with Mallophaga and Pedi-
culina in some uses of these terms. They are ap-
terous and ametabolous, with a mandibulate or haustellate
mouth. As a major group, A noplura is divisible into two
suborders : (1) the llaiistellata, which have the mouth pro-
duced into a fleshy sucking proboscis armed with hooks,
within which are two sharp stylets inclosed in a chitinous
sheath; and (2) Mandibulata, in which the mouth is pro-
vided with mandibles. The former includes the lice

trasted with Enopla (which see). The Anopia in-
clude most of the larger and better-known nemerteaus.

ra + -form.] Like or related to the Anoplura ;
louse-like.

the ex- The presence or absence of this stylet [of the proboscis] atinTis-irH /nn'rvr, an IY NT / , i.v. < P. Jl
. to the serves to distinguish the two subclasses into which this anopsy/t (an op-Si), . [<. JNL. anopsvi, <. Ur. av-

m of an group of worms, [Nemrrtea] is divided: for the Enopla PnV. + oi/f, sight : see optic.] Want of sight.
are furnished with a stylet, while the Anopia ... are with-
out one. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 216.

3. In zool., a mere name; a name resting upon Anoplognathidaa (an-op-log-nath'i-de), .

no diagnosis or other recognized basis. Cones,
rATT ' ' -' T " '

The Auk, I. 321. [Rare.]
Also spelled anonyme.

anonyma (a-non'i-ma), n. [NL., fern, of anony-
mus : see anonymous.] In anat., the innominate
artery.

Aristotle, who computeth the time of their nnnpsy or
invision by that of their gestation.

5i> T. Browne, Vulg. Err., p. 174.

[NH, (Anoploqnaihus + -idee.] In Macleay's anopsy2
(au'op-si), . [< Gr. avd, upward, +

system of classification, a family of scarabreoid tyis, sight: see optic] In patliol., upward stra-

lamellicprn beetles, forming together with Me- bismus.

[As anorchoua +

name; anouymousness.
A doughty antagonist in a work of anonymity, who

proved to be Alexander Hamilton.

Harper's Mag., LXIX. 474.

mwi&incv v."" y 1CIV *-?v, " ifiMffMjirivwpcfta.
want of appetite, < av'6/>eKTOf, without appetite :

see anorectoiis] Want of appetite.

_-_ ^,, .,,,.
anorexy (an'o-rek-si), n. Same as anorexia.

, unarmed, + NL. Nemertini, anorgana (an-or ga-nii), w. pi. [NL., < Gr. iv6p-

q. v.] A division ofNemertea, containing those > a"f' without instruments, < m-
priv.

+ opya-
[NL., < Gr. av

q. v.] A divi

nemertean worms which have the proboscis .mstrument, organ.] Inorganic objects or

If anonymity adds to the importance of" journalism'
unarmed and the mouth behind the ganglia: ^- A ,

crecy does so still more, for it is more impressive to the distinguished from Hoplonemertini. The group anorganic (an - 01 - gan ik), a. [< br: av- priv.
lagination. Roe, Contemporary Socialism, p. 268. is divided into Schizonemertini and Pal&onemer- (""-") +

.
organic.] Not organic; inorganic.

sec:

imagi

anonymosity (a-non-i-mos'i-ti), n. [Improp. *' anorganism (an-6r'ga-nizm), n, [< Gr.~6r- priv.
< anonymous: see -osity] 'The state of being Anoplopoma (an-op-lo-po'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. .

an;\ * organism.] An inorganic or mam-
,

.
.,

.

1

, unarmed, -f- ira/ia, a lid, operculum.] A mate body.

[< NL anonii- genus of fishes, representing the family Anoplo- lhe characteristic phenomena observed in organisms

< av- priv. + pomidte, differing from most of its relatives in
al 'e not observed '" anorgantims. a. n. /.<>..

bvofia, ^Dolic ovvfia, name : see onym] 1. Want- tne absence of ppercular spines, whence the anorganognosy (an-6r-ga-nog'no-si), . [<
name. It contains the species known as the NL. anorgana, q. v., + Gr. yvuoti;. knowledge.]

. J1_i_l_ !_..! j, . ^ O-* J*.C_ 1 _1 -3 J.T A
"

anonymous. [Kare.]
anonymous (a-non'i-mus), a.

mus, < Gr. avuvv/iof, nameless, "< av- priv.

mg a name
;
not named and determined, as an

animal not assigned to any species. [Bare or
technical.]
These animalcules serve also for food to another anomi-

mous insect of the waters. jtay.
2. Without any name acknowledged, as that
of author, contributor, or the like : as, an anoni/-
mous pamphlet; an ainiiii/mnus subscription.
Among tin.- manuscripts of the English State Paper Of-

fice are three anoiiymotig tracts relating to the same pe-
riod as that covered by the American writings of Captai
John Smith and of George Percy.

Scientific knowledge or study of anorganisms
or inorganic objects.

candle-fish or beshow. See candle-fish, 2.

anoplopomid (an-op-lo-pom'id), n. A fish of
the family Anoplopotmdw. anorganography (an-6r-ga-nog'ra-fi), 11. [<

Anoplopomidae (an-op-lo-pom'i-de), n. pi.
NL. anorgana, q. v., + Gr. -ypa/tla, < ypaijieu',

[NL., snort for "Anoplopomatida;, < Anoplopo- write.] A description of anorganisms or in-

ma(t-) + -idee] A family of acanthopterygian organic bodies; a treatise on any phenomena
fishes, containing only the genus Anoplopoma, of inorganic nature.
and related to the Chirida: The only known anorganology (an-or-ga-nol'o-ji), n. [< NL.
species is the Anoplopoma gimbria, of the west anorgana, q. v., + Gr. -vumo, < Myta>, speak: see
coast of North America. -ology.] The science of inorganic bodies, in-

V"C Till,-,- II i
anoplothere (an-op'lo-ther), . An animal of eluding geology, mineralogy, meteorology, etc.

3 Of unknown r +M, 'M
'

the genu8 -^oplotherium or family Anoplotheri- anormal (a-nor'mal), o. [=F. Pr. Sp. Pg. anoi-.nown name
, whose name is withheld :

,Wrt, _ Cerylne ^ovlotUelei tne D^obune WrrtMi*. '', < ML- anormal^, also miormalis, a perver-
See Diehobuw. sion (taken as < Gr. a- priv. + L. norma, rule;

as, an anonymous author.



anormal

cf. abnormal) of LL. lunniialun, < Gr. avu/ia'Aot;,

irregular: see anomalous.] Not according to

rule; abnormal; aberrant; anomalous; mon-
strous.

anorthie (au-6r'thik), a. [< Gr. av- priv. +
bptiof, straight, right (see ortho-), + -ic.] 1.

Without right angles. 2. In mineral., having
unequal oblique axes; triclinic: as, anorthie

feldspar.
anorthite (an-6r'thit), n. [< Gr. av- priv. +
op66f, straight (see ortho-), + -ite2.] A triclinic

lime feldspar, found in small transparent crys-
tals on Mount Vesuvius, and existing also as a
constituent of some rocks. See feldspar.
anorthitic (an-6r-thit'ik), a. [< anorthite +
-ie.] Pertaining to or containing anorthite:

as, anorthitic lavas.

anorthopia (an-6r-tho'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. itv-

priv. + op66f, straight (see ortho-), + uif> (<JTT-),

eye, face.] In pathol., obliquity of vision;

squinting. N. E. D.

anorthoscope (an-or'tho-skop), n. [< Gr. av-

priv. + opfoi;, straight (see ortho-), + rsiunrtiv,

view.] An instrument for producing a peculiar
kind of optical illusion by means of two disks

rotating rapidly one behind the other. The pos-
terior disk is transparent, and has certain distorted figures

painted upon it; the anterior in opaque, but pierced with
a number of narrow slits, through which the figures on
the posterior disk are viewed. The effect depends on
the persistence of impressions on the retina, the instru-

ment being in principle the same as the zoetrope.

Anorthura (an-6r-thu'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. awpOoc,
erect ((.avd, up, + op66f, right), + oitpd, tail.] A
genus of very short-tailed wrens, of the family
Troglodytidw : a name proposed as a substitute

for Troglodytes (which see).
anosmia (an-os'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. avoafiof,

also avoi/JOf, without smell, < av- priv. + bafifi,

older form 6<S//;;, smell, < b&iv, to smell, akin to

L. odor, smell: see odor.] In pathol., a loss of

the sense of smell.

anosphresy (an-os'fre-si), n. [< Gr. av- priv. +
6<T0pJ7tj<f. smell, < batypaiveadat, to smell, catch
scent of.] Same as anosmia.

Anostoma (an-os'to-ma), n. [NL.,< Gr. avu, up,
+ ar6fta, mouth.]

'

A genus of pulmoiiate gas-
tropods, of the family ifeKcirf<B, naving the last
whorl of the shell turned up toward the spire.
The type is A. ringens (Linnsous). Fischer, 1807.

Anostomatinse (an-os'to-ma-ti'ne), n. pi.

[NL., irreg. < Anostomus (-mat-) (tlie typical

genus) + -tiue.] A subfamily of fishes, of the

family Cliaracinida;. The technical characters are an
adipose fin, teeth in both jaws well developed, dorsal fin

short, gill-openings rather narrow (the gill-membranes
being attached to the isthmus), and nasal openings re-

mote from each other. They are mostly small species
from Brazil and Guiana. Also written A nogtominte.

another (a-nuTH'er), a. and pron. [< ME.
another, usually written an other; orig. and
still prop, two words, an other, not differing
in grammatical status from the definite cor-

relative the other; in AS. simply other: see
aw1 and otherl. The uses are simply those of

other with an preceding. The pronominal uses
are not divided from the adjective uses.] 1.

A second, a further, an additional; one more,
one further: with a noun expressed or under-
stood, (a) Of the same series.

Another yet? A seventh? I'll see no more.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

["The vulgar tu quoque, 'you're another,' which is part
of the slang of the streets, is, as might be expected, not
modern." Davies, Sup. Eng. Gloss.

Jlointer, If it were an other but thon, it were a knaue.
M. Mery. Ye are an other your selfe, sir, the lorde us

both.saue. Udall, Koister Bolster, iii. 5.

"You mistake me, friend," cries Partridge: "I did not
mean to abuse the cloth ; I only said your conclusion was
a lion aequitur."" You are another," cries the sergeant, "an' you come to
that

;
no more a sequitur than yourself."

Fielding, Tom Jones, ix. 6.)

(6) Of the same kind, nature, or character,

though different in substance : used by way of

comparison.
And like another Helen, fir'd another Troy.

Drydeu, Alexander's Feast, 1. 125.

2. A different, distinct (with a noun expressed or

understood) ; especially, of persons, a different

person, some one else, any one else, (a) Dis-
tinct in place, time, or personality, or non-
identical individually.

He winks and turns his lips another way.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 90.

The hero could not have done the feat at another hour
in a lower mood. Emerson, Courage.

My glory will I not give to another. Isa. xlii. 8.

(1>) Of a different kind, nature, or character,
though the same in substance : used by way of
contrast : as, he has become another man.
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{Another always implies a series of two or more, starting
with one, which is uften necessarily expressed : as, he tried

one, and then another; he went one way, and I went an-
"tin / ; they went out one after anotl" i-.

Tis one thing for a soldier to gather laurels, and 'tis

niiiither to scatter cypress. Sirrue, Tristram Shandy, vi. X.

The public mind was then reposing from one great effort

and collecting strength fur u/<i>r/i> r.

blacaulay, Lord Bacon.]

One another, originally a mere collocation of one (as

subject) with another (as object), now regarded as a com-

pound pronoun.
The bishop and the Duke of Gloster's men . . .

Do pelt so fast at one muithrr'n pate
That many have their giddy brains knocked out.

Shak., -2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

This is my commandment, that ye love one another.
John xv. 12.

Bear ye one another's burdens. Gal. vi. 'J.

That is : Bear ye (each one of you) another's burdens. So
each other (which see, under each).

another-gainest, a. Same as another-gates.
tlir P. Kidney.

another-gatest (a-nuTH'er-gats), . [Orig. gen.,
'of another gate,' of another way or fashion:
see another and gate2 ,

and gait. .
The last sylla-

ble came to be shortened, another-gets, whence

by erroneous understanding another-gess, -ghess,

-guess, and by erroneous "correction" (see ex-

tract from Landor) another-guise. The isolated

formanother-gaines, if not a misprint for another-

gaites, shows confusion with another-kiiis, a. v.]
Of another kind; of a different sort: as, "a-
other-gates adventure," S. Sutler, Hudibras, I.

iii. 428.

another-guesst (a-nuTH'er-ges), a. [A corrup-
tion of another-gates, q. v.] Same as another-

gates.
The truth on't is, she's anotherghea Morsel than old

Bromia. Dryden, Amphitryon, iii.

No, no, another-guea lover than I : there he stands.

Goldsmith, Good-Natured Man, ii.

Burke uses the word another-gws, in which expression
are both vulgarity and ignorance. The real term is another-

guite; there is nothing of guessing. Landor.

[See etymology, above.]

another-guisef(a-nuTH'er-giz), a. [An errone-

ous "correction* of another-guess, assumed to

be for another + guise, but really a corruption of

another-gates, q. v.] Same as another-gates.

another-kins, [Orig.gen., 'of another kind':

see another and kind, and cf. another-gates.] Of
another kind

;
of a different sort. [Prov. Eng.]

anotta, anotto (a-not'a, -6), n. Same asarnotto.

Anoura, anouran, etc" See Antira, etc.

Anoiis (an'o-us), . [NL., < Gr. avoof, cpntr.
avovf, silly, without understanding, < a- priv. +
ixiof, contr. vovf, mind, understanding : see nous.~\

A genus of longipennine
natatorial birds, the nod-

dy terns or noddies, of the

subfamily Sterninw and

family Laridai: synonymous with
Gavia. It is the type of a group Anoete,
distinguished from other tenis in having the
tail graduated instead of forked, by the pal-
mation of the toes being very ample, and by
other characters. There are several species,
found upon all warm and tropical seas. They
are of a sooty-brown or blackish color, with

white on the top of the head. The best-known species is

A. stolidity. See noddy.

anoxemia, anoxaemia (an-ok-se'mi-a), . [NL.,
strictly anoxaemia, < Gr. av- priv. + ox(ygen) +
Gr. alua, blood.] Deficiency of oxygen in the
blood. Also anoxyhemia, anoxyhiemia.
anoxyhemia, anoxyhaemia (an-ok-si-he'mi-a),
n. Same as anoxemia.
ans. An abbreviation of answer, n.

ansa (an'sa), .; pi. ansa; (-se). [L.] 1. In

archatol., a handle, as of a vase. Bronze and terra-

cotta vase-handles are often found curiously ornamented,
or bearing inscriptions or

stamps, while the objects
to which they belonged,
being of thinner or less

durable substance, have
perished.

2. pi. In astron., the

parts of Saturn's ring
which are to be seen
on each side of the

planet when viewed
through a telescope :

so called because

they appear like han-
dles to the body of
the planet. 3. In

anat., a looped nerve
or loop-like nerv-
ous structure. Ansse
Vleussensl, in anat.,
several small Strands Of Bronze Ansa, or Handle of a Vase.-
the cervical sympathetic Grzco-Roman work from Pompeii.

Noddy Tern
(Anoiis stoli-

tlus).

answer
cord which sometimes pass in front of and form loops
around the subclavian artery. Ansa hypoglossi, '"

int'il., a loop formeil from the dcseendens Dypogloflfli and
a comiminicans nerve derived from the second and third
cervical urnvs. Ansa lenticularis, in nnnl., a fiuscicu-

lus of white nerve-tissue which passes from the nu-ilian

part of the crusta of the brain under the thalamus to reach
the lenticular nucleus.

ansar, ansarian (an'siir, au-sa'ri-an), n. [<
Ar. ait-iidyir, < ill, the, +

tiiiqir, auxiliary.] A
helper; an auxiliary , specifically, one of those
inhabitants of Medina who befriended Moham-
med when he fled thither from Mecca, A. D.

622.

As for those who led the way, the first of the Mohadjers
tudthoAiuan, . . . God is well pleased with them ; . . .

He hath made ready for them gardens ... to abide in

for aye. Rodu'ell, tr. of the Koran, sura ix., verse 101.

ansate, ansated (an'sat, -sa-ted), a. [< L. an-

xii lux, furnished with a handle ((. ansa, a handle),
+ -ed2.] Having a handle or handles, or some-

thing in the form of a handle.
ansation (an-sa'shon), . [< ansate + -ion.']

The art of making handles, or of fitting them
to utensils. Jour. Brit. Arenisol. Ass., XV. 69.

anse (ans), n. [= F. anse, < L. ansa."] An ansa

(which see) ; specifically, in old ordnance, one
of the curved handles of a cannon.
Anser (an'sfer), . [L., a goose, orig. "hanser,
= G. gans= AS. gus, E. goose, q. v.] 1. A genus
of lamellirostral palmiped birds

;
the geese.

The name is used with varying latitude, sometimes as
conterminous with the modern subfamily . 1 njferin<e, but
oftener of late restricted to the typical species resembling
the domestic goose, such as the Aimer cinereus or Anser
albifroiut of Europe. See goone.

2. Iii astron., a small star in the Milky Way,
between the Swan and the Eagle.
Anseranas (an-ser-a'nas), n. [NL. (Lesson,
1828), < L. anser, goose, + anas, duck: see An-
ser and Anas.] A genus of geese, having the
feet semipalmate. There is but one species,
the Australian swan-goose, Anseranas melano-
leuca.

anserated (an'se-ra-ted), a. In her., having
the extremities divided and finished with the
heads of lions, eagles, serpents, etc. :

applied to crosses. Also gringoU.
Anseres (an'se-rez), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of L. anser: see Anser."] 1. In the
Linnean system (1766), the third or-

der of birds, including all
" water-

birds," or palmipeds, and equivalent
to the series Xatatores of modern naturalists.

2. An order or suborder of birds correspond-
ing to the Lamellirostres of Cuvier, or to the

Chenomorpha; of Huxley : in this sense of nearly
the same extent as the family Ana tida>, or lamel-
lirostral birds exclusive of the flamingos.
Anseridse (an-ser'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Anser
+ -ida:~\ The geese ;

the subfamily Anserinai
raised to the rank of a family.
Anseriformes (an"se-ri-f6r'mez), . pi. [NL.,
< L. anser, goose, + forma, shape.] In Garrod's

classification, a series of birds approximately
equivalent to the Linnean Anseres. See An-

seres, 1.

Angelinas (an-se-ri'ne), . pi. [NL., < Anser +
-ip.] 1. A group of lamellirostral palmiped
birds, more or less exactly equivalent to An-
seres, 2. 2. A subfamily of the family Anati-

<te, including the geese as distinguished from
ducks, swans, or mergansers.
anserine (an'se-rin), a. [< L. anscrinus, < anser,
a goose: see Anser. ] 1. Relating to or resem-

bling a goose, or the skin of a goose : sometimes

applied to the skin when roughened by cold
or disease (goose-flesh).

No anserine skin would rise thereat,
It's the cold that makes him shiver.

Hood, The Forge.

Hence 2. Stupid as a goose; foolish; silly.

3. Specifically, in ornith., resembling a goose
or duck so closely as to be included in the fam-

ily Anatidte; being one of the Anatida;. The
anserine birds, technically, are not only geese and goose-
like species, but swans, ducks, mergansers, etc.

anserous (an'se-rus), a. [< L. anser, a goose,
+ -OMS.] Same as anserine, 1 and 2. Sydney
8m i tli.

anslaightt (an'slat), n. An incorrect form (per-

haps a misprint) of onslaught. It occurs only
in the passage quoted.

I do remember yet that aiulaight; thou wast beaten
And fled'st before the butler.

Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, ii. 2.

answer (an'ser), n. [Early mod. E. also an-

sweare, < ME. anxirt'i; itnxinir, nu*irire, answare,

andswere, andsware, etc., < AS. andswaru, ond-

swaru, f. (= OS. antswor, m., = OFries. ondser,



answer

f., answer, =Icel. aitdsvar, annsrar, neut., an-

swer, response, decision, = Sw. Dan. mixi-ar,

responsibility, formerly answer), <and-, against,
in reply, + *swaru, t. (= Icel. svar, usually
in pi. svor, neut., answer, = Sw. Dan. near,

answer), < *mcaran (only in weak present nice-

rum), pret. swor, swear.= Icel. srara, answer,
respond, = Sw. saara = Dan. scare, answer, re-

spond, = Goth, swaran, swear, prob. orig.
' af-

iirm, assert,' with the subsequent implication,
lost in the verb except in Scand., of 'assert in

reply': see and-, an-%, andsii'car. Hence answer,
v .J 1 . A reply, response, or rejoinder, spoken or

written, to a question (expressed or implied),
request, appeal, prayer, call, petition, demand,
challenge, objection, argument, address, letter,
or to anything said or written.

A soft aiutwt'r turneth away wrath. Prov. xv. 1.

I called him, but he gave me no answer. Cant. V. 6.

Bacon returneil a shuttling anzit't'i- to the Earl's question.
Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

In particular (n) A reply to a charge or an accusation
;

a statement made in defense or justification of one's self,
with regard to a charge or an accusation

;
a defense ; spe-

cifically, in law, a pleading on the part of the defendant,
responding to the plaintiff's claim on questions of fact:

correlative to demurrer, which raises only questions of law.
The word as used in equity nearly, and as used in recent
codes of procedure closely, corresponds to the common-
law plea. (6) The solution of a problem ; the result of a
mathematical operation ;

a statement made in response to
a question set for examination : implying correctness, un-
less qualified.

2. A reply or response in act
;
an act or motion

in return or in consequence, either as a mere
result due to obedience, consent, or sympathy,
or as a hostile procedure in retaliation or re-

prisal.
If your father's highness

Do not
Sweeten the bitter mock you sent his majesty,
He'll call you to so hot an answer of it,

That caves and womby vaultages of France
Shall chide your trespass, and return your mock
In second accent of his ordnance.

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4.

And so extort from us that
Which we have done, whose answer would be death
Drawn on with torture. Shak.

, Cymbeline, iv. 4.

Specifically (a) In fencing, the return hit.

I had a pass with him, rapier, scabbard, and all, . . .

and on the answer, he pays you as surely as your feet hit
the ground. Shak., T. N., iil. 4.

(6) In fugue-music, the enunciation of the subject or theme
by the second voice.

Often abbreviated to am. and a.
= Syn. Reply, rejoinder, replication, response, retort, de-
fense.

answer (an'ser),p. [Early mod. E. also answeare,
aimswer, < ME. answeren, answaren, andsweren,
andswaren, onsweren, onsioaren, ondsweren, ond-

swaren, < AS. andnwarian, andswerian, ondswa-
rian, ondswerian (pret. andswarode) = OFries.

ondswera, onswera, onsera = Icel. andsvara, ann-

svara, mod. anza= Sw. ansvara = Dan. ansvare,
answer, account for; fromthenoun.] I.intrans.
1 . To make answer

; speak or write in reply to a
question (expressed or implied), request, ap-
peal, petition, prayer, call, demand, challenge,
address, argument, letter, or anything said or

written; reply; respond: used with to, or ab-

solutely.
Is thy news good, or bad? Answer to that.

Shak.,JL. and J.,il. 5.

Lives he?
Wiltthou not answer, man?

Shak., A. andC.,iv. 4.

In particular (o) To reply to a charge or an accusa-
tion ; make a statement in defense or justification of one's

self, with regard to a charge or an accusation ; specifically,
in law, to interpose a pleading responsive to plaintiff's
allegations of fact : sometimes used to include also the
interposing of a demurrer : formerly sometimes with with.

Well hast thou aiutwered with him, Kadogaii.
Greene.

(b) To give a solution of a problem ; find the result
; give

an answer, as to a question set for examination : as, he
answered correctly in most instances.

2. To reply or respond in act
;
act or move in

response ;
do something in return for or in con-

sequence of some speech, act, or movement
from another source.

Now play him me, Patroclus,
Arming to answer in a night alarm.

SAot.,T. andC., i. 3.

Oct. Mark Antony, shall we give sign of battle?
Ant. No, Ca:sar, we will answer on their charge.

Shak., J. C., v. 1.

Those who till a spot of earth scarcely longer than is

wanted for a grave, have deserved that the sun should
shine upon its sod till violets answer.

Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 17.

Do the strings answer to thy noble hand? Drudi'ti.

3. To speak in behalf of another
;
declare one's

self responsible or accountable, or give assur-
ance or guaranty, for another

;
be responsible or
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accountable : used with for, rarely absolutely :

as, I will answer fur his safety; I am satisfied,
but I cannot answer for my partner.
Go with my friend Moses, and represent Premium. :unl

then, I'll answer for it, you'll see your nephew in nil his

glory. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

4. To act or suffer in consequence of responsi-
bility; meet the consequences: withfor, rarely
absolutely.
Let his neck answer fur it, if there is any martial law.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 8.

Every faculty which is a receiver of pleasure has an
equal penalty put on its abuse. It is to answer for its

moderation with its life. Kmtrmn, Compensation.

5. To meet, satisfy, or fulfil one's wishes, ex-

pectations, or requirements; be of service:
with for; absolutely, to serve the purpose ;

attain the end ; suit
;
serve or do (well or ill,

etc.).
Long metre aturiversfor a common song,
But common metre does not answer long.

0. '. Holmes, A Modest Request.

6. To conform, correspond ;
be similar, equiva-

lent, proportionate, or correlative in character,
quality, or condition : with to.

As in water face answereth to face, so the heart of man
to man. Prov. xxvii. 19.

Sizar, a word still used in Cambridge, answers to a servi-

tor in Oxford. Swift.
In thoughts which answer to my own. Whittier, Follen.

II. trans. 1. To make answer to; speaker
write in reply to

; reply or respond to.

So spake the apostate angel, though in pain ; . . .

And him thus answer'd soon his bold compeer.
Milton, P. L., i. 125.

In particular (a) To reply to a charge or an accusation
by ; make a statement to, or in reply to, in defense or

justification of one's self with regard to a charge or an ac-

cusation.
I will . . .

Send him to ansuvr thee, or any man,
For anything he shall be charg'd withal.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

(6) To solve
;
find the result of ; give an answer to, as to

a question set for examination : as, he answered every
question.
2. To say or offer in reply, or in reply to

;
ut-

ter, or enunciate to, by way of response.
I will . . . watch to see what he will say unto me, and

what I shall answer when I am reproved. Hab. ii. 1.

That ye may have somewhat to answer them which
glory in appearance. 2 Cor. v. J2.

3. To reply or respond to in act; act or move
in response to or in consequence of: either as a
mere result, in obedience to or sympathy with,
or as a hostile act in retaliation or reprisal
against : as, to answer prayer ;

to answer a sum-
mons

;
to answer a signal, as a ring at the door :

hence, to answer the bell, or the door
;
to answer

the helm (said of a ship when she obeys her
rudder).
Blood hath bought blood, and blows have answer'd

blows. Shak., K. John, ii. 2.

The woman had left us to answer the bell.

W. Collins, Armadale, III. 205.

4f. To be responsible for
;
be accountable for.

Answer my life my judgment,
Thy youngest daughter does not love thee least.

Shak., Lear, i. 1.

5. To act or suffer in consequence of respon-
sibility for; meet the consequences of

;
atone

for; make amends for; make satisfaction for.

And do him right, that, answering one foul wrong,
Lives not to act another. Shak., M. for 41., ii. 2.

If it were so, it was a grievous fault,
And grievously hath Ctesar answer'd it [orig. answered for

it). Shak., J. C., iii. 2.

6. To meet, satisfy, or fulfil one's wishes, ex-

pectations, or requirements with regard to;
satisfy (a claim); repay (an expense); serve

(the purpose) ; accomplish (the end) ;
serve

;

suit.

This proud king ; who studies, day and night,
To answer all the debt he owes unto you.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3.

My returns will be sufficient to answer my expense and
hazard. Steele, Spectator, No. 174.

But, come, get to your pulpit, Mr. Auctioneer; here's
an old gouty chair of my father's will answer the purpose.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

7. To conform to
; correspond to

;
be similar,

equivalent, proportionate, or correlative to in

quality, attributes, position, etc.

Your mind's pureness answers
Your outward beauties.

Massinger, The Renegade, iv. 3.

The windows answering each other, we could just dis-
cern the glowing horizon through them.

W. Gilpin, Tour to Lakes.

8. To meet or confront. [Rare.]
Thou wert better in a grave, than to answer with thy

uncovered body this extremity of the skies.

Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

ant

answerable (an'ser-a-bl), a. [< answer + -able.'}

1. Capable of being answered; admitting of a
satisfactory reply.
Unanswerable is a boastful word. His best reasons are

answerable ; his worst are not worthy of being answered.
Jeremy Collier, Moral Subjects.

2. Liable to give an account or to be called to
account

; responsible ;
amenable : as, an agent

is answerable to his principal.
Will any man argue that . . . he cannot lie justly pun-

ished, but is answerable only to God? Swift.

She's to be answerable for its forthcoming.
Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iv.

3. Correspondent; similar; agreeing; in con-

formity ;
suitable

; proportionate ;
correlative

;

equal. [Obsolescent.]
It was but such a likeness as an imperfect glass doth

give o/wiwraWe enough in some features, but erring in
others. Sir P. Sidney.
A faire dining-roome, and the rest of y* lodgings answer-

able, with a pretty chappell. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 31, 1654.

This revelation . . . was answerable to that of the
apostle to the Thessalonians. Milton.

His Sentiments are every way answerable to his Charac-
ter. Addison, Spectator, No. 303.

answerableness (an'ser-a-bl-nes), n. 1. Capa-
bility of being answered. 2. The quality of

being answerable or responsible; liability to
be called to account; responsibility. 3. The
quality of being answerable or conformable;
adaptability ; agreement.
The correspondency and answerableness which is be-

tween this bridegroom and his spouse.
Harmar, tr. of Beza, p. 196.

answerably (an'ser-a-bli), adv. In due pro-
portion, correspondence, or conformity; pro-
portionately; suitably.
Continents have rivers ansu'erablj/ larger than islands.

Brerewood.

answerer (an'ser-er), . One who answers;
in school disputations, the respondent, that is,
on who takes the initiative by propounding
a thesis which he undertakes to maintain and
defend against the objections of the opponents.
See respondent.
The Answerer is of opinion, there is nothing to be done,

no satisfaction to be had in matters of religion, without
dispute ; that is his only receipt, his nostrum for attain-

ing a true belief. Dryden, Vet. of Duchess of York's Paper.

answeringly (an'ser-ing-li), adv. So as to an-

swer; correspondingly.
answer-jobbert (an'ser-jpb"er), . One who
makes a business of writing answers. [Bare.]
What disgusts me from having anything to do with this

race of answer-jobbers, is, that they have no sort of con-
science in their dealing. Swift, Barrier Treaty.

answerless (an'ser-les), a. [< ansicer + -tess.]
1. Without an answer; having no answer to

give. 2. Unanswered: as, answerless prayers.
3. Containing no sufficient or satisfactory

answer; offering no substantial reply, while

professing to do so.

Here is an answerless answer, without confessing or de-

nying either proposition. Abp. Bramhall, II. 627.

4. Incapable of being answered; unanswer-
able : as, an answerless question, argument, etc.

answerlessly (an'ser-les-li), adv. In an an-
swerless manner

;
with an insufficient answer.

Answered indeed ; but, as he said, . . . answerlessly.
Bp. flail, Married Clergy.

ant1
(ant), n. [Early mod. E. ante, ampte, < ME.

amte, amete, < AS. aimete, osmette (also "emete, >

ME. emete, emette, emet, E. emmet, q. v.)= OHG.
dmeiza, MHG. ameize, G. ameise (MHO. also

emeze, G. emse), ant. Of uncertain origin; per-
haps < AS. a-, E. a-1 (also found accented in
AS. a-cumba, E. oakum), + "maitan (in deriv.

mettan, (cut, engrave, hence) paint, depict; cf.

metere, a stone-cutter, and Or. stein-mete, a stone-
cutter) = OHG. meizan, MHG. meizen, = Icel.

meita, cut. The lit. sense would then be 'the
cutter or biter off'; unless the term be taken
passively, in a sense like that of Gr. lvro/tm> or

Li.insectum, insect, lit. 'cut in.' The G. form
is commonly referred (through MHG. emeze, G.

emse) to G. emsig, MHG. emzic, OHG. emizzig,
emazsig, industrious, assiduous, which agrees
formally, but not in sense, with AS. temetig,

emtig, E. empty, q. v. See mire2 and pismire.']
An emmet

;
a hymenopterous insect of the fam-

ily Formicidce and the Linnean genus Formica,
now divided into several genera. Ants live in

communities, and the internal economy of their nest or
hillock presents an extraordinary example of the results
of combined industry. Each community comprises males
with four wings, females much larger than the males
and possessing wings during the pairing season only, and
barren females, called neuters, workers, or nurses, desti-

tute of wings. The females lay their eggs in parcels of
six or more. The males and females desert the nest and
copulate soon after becoming perfect ;

out the latter are



ant

brought back by the workers, or else found new colonies
\vitli or without

help.
The male, like the drone-bee, be-

ll. . Counteracting acidity.

comes useless after impregnating' the female. The "grabs .

Also
.

tten <"> ti-<icid.

spin a cocoon, and become pupa;, which resemble barley- antacriu (aut-ak rid), a. [< Of, avr- for avri,
corns, and are popularly taken for eggs. Under the names against (see anti-), + acrid.] Having power to

correct an acrid condition of the secretions.

Antarctalian

a struggle : see agony.'] Antagonism ; oppo-
sition.

The inciimmunicable aitlaijony that is between Christ
and Belial. Miltim, Divorce, i. 8._

of uiitu' hrniiil. u/ilx' eijijs, they are an article of import in
antal (an'tal), H. [= F. G. antal, < Euss.some northern countries for nuking formic acid ;

t li ills . . , 1_ J 1_ CVJltOil \/\J -L^.t 1_. I II i '
J I ,>,

they perform mining-ants, carpenters," maso"ns,"ltc". The lmes ' so that 1: the body, exclusive of the head, antalgic (an-tal'jik), a. and w. [< Gr. avr- for
favorite food of ants is honey, particularly the honey-dew could be simplv folded lengthwise, the two mar-

', against (soe anti 1 + a/vnr nain 1 T n
excreted by aphid*; but they also live on fruits, insects gins would be found to be nearly coincident:

a
.','-?g?.

mt '"
,
} ' + a/

?' P*m ' J L "'

and their lame, and dead birds and mammals. They are ovpmnlifipH in rhp hlnpk hniai wmas
torpid in winter. Those of the same or different species

exem l)nl m
V
ne O'ack-Dass, wrasses, and

engage in pitched battles, and capture slavesortake larva; many other species. Gill.

from other nests. Some species have stings, others squirt antae, . Plural of anta 1
.

out an irritant fluid (formic acid). See cut under Atta. antagoget (ant-a-go'je), it. A short form of -
The name ant, or white ant, is also given to insects of the t/,,,,,7, ,

neuropterous genus Termet. See termite. .' ..

ant2t, conj. An old form of and. antagomsation, antagonise. See antagoniza-

Alleviating pain ; anodyne. [Rare.]
H. 11. A medicine or an application fitted or

tending to alleviate pain ;
an anodyne.

antalkali (ant-al'ka-li or -li), n.
; pi. tiutiilkalix

or antalkalies (-liz or -liz). [^ Gr. avr- for avri,

against (see anti-), + alkali, q. v.] A sub-
stance which neutralizes an alkali, and is used
medicinally to counteract an alkaline tendency
in the system,

antagonize : see antago- antalkaline (ant-al'ka-lin or -lin), a. and n. [<
mze.] 1. The state of being mutually op- ,//,/, + .in f . Having the property

are n't, are not, and of am not, and with greater
license also of is not. In the second pronun-
ciation also written ain't or aint.

an't2 (ant). A dialectal reduction of ha'n't, a
contraction of have not and has not. Also writ-
ten ain't, aint, like hain't, haint.

an't3t (ant). A colloquial contraction of an it,
if it. See an2

,
and.

ant-. The form of anti- before vowels in
words taken from or formed according to the
Greek, as in antagonist. In words formed in

English
fore

-anti
L
suffix ui ppr. ^=Ao. -vmie, snifj.-ena, -ana, -ant, contenas witn anotner in combat or in argu- ~r~~^~-',' ' "
later and mod. E.-JH02, by confusion with -ioi, ment; an opponent; a competitor; an adver-

see aflcto..] I. In rhet., a figure which con-
...,i>:.- ~ ......1 ..I \ ;_ T> _ a. j ^ ff-n sllaru in I'liYUnlTnll* flltl w.nvlfj Tl*nl"f] l .1 il i ffi iwn *

.

posed ;
mutual resistance or opposition of two of neutralizing alkalis

forces in action
; contrariety of things or prin- n_ n . Same as aiitdlk

clPles -

. antambulacral (ant-am-bu-la'kral), a. [< Gr.
Among inferior types of creatures antagonism habitu- ~ * - ' --- - * '--- _-^-- \ *i i-.i _____

ally implies combat, with all its struggles and pains.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 498.

2. The act of antagonizing; opposition.
And, toppling over all antagonit
So wax'd in pride, that I believe

Unconquerable.

HM|
'ed myself
Tennyson, Geraint.

avr- for avri, against (see anti-), 4- atnbulacral,
q. v.] In echinoderms, situated opposite the
ambulacral surface, or away from the ambu-
lacra: opposed to ambulacra!: as, an antam-
bulacral row of spines. See cut under Asteri-
id(e.

suffix of verbal nouns), as in E. affiant, < ME.
afia(u)nt, < OF. afiant, < ML. affidan(t-)s, ppr.
of affiddre; E. tenant, < ME. ttna(u)nt, < OF.
tenant, < L. tenen(t-)s, ppr. of tenere. In later
F. and E. many words in -ant, < L. -en(t-)s,
were changed to -ent, to accord with the L.,
as in apparant, now apparent, after L. appa-
ren(t-)s; some waver between the -ant and -ent,
as dependant, dependent, q. v. Words of re-

sary.
Antagonist of heaven's Almighty King.

Milton, P. L, x. 387.

Where you find your antagonist beginning to grow warm,
put an end to the dispute by some genteel badinage.

Chetterfield, Letters.

Trade, as all men know, is the antagonist of war.

Emerson, War.

2. In anat., a muscle which acts in opposition

-ent, < L. -en(t-)s. With adjectives m -ant, -ent,

go nouns in -ante, -ence, q. v.] A suffix of ad-

jectives, and of nouns original^' adjectives,
primarily (in the original Latin) a present par-
ticiple suffix, cognate with the original form

-

sists in repeating the same word in a different
sense: as, while we lire, let us lice; learn some
craft when young, that when old you may live
without craft. 2. In gram., a repetition, after
a long parenthesis, of a word or words preced-
ing it: as, shall that heart (which has been
thought to be the seat of emotion, and which is

the center of the body's life), shall that heart,
etc.

the antagonist of an extensor, which extends it.
= Syn. 1. Adversary, Antagonist, Opponent, etc. (see ad-
versary), opposer, rival, assailant.

II. a. Counteracting; opposing; combating:
as, antagonist forces; an antagonist muscle.
The flexors and extensors of a limb, as also the abductors

avr- for iarri, against, -r- avayuyi], a taking up:
see anagoge.] In rhet., a figure which consists
in replying to an adversary by recrimination, as

when, the accusation made by one party being
unanswerable, the accused person charges his

(AS. -ende) of English -i/io2 as in dominant aml addu
^
tors

.
have to each other the relation of a ntago- accuser with the same or some other crime,

ruling, regnant, reigning, radiant, beaminc etc' Sometimes shortened to antagoge.mi, ut niig, en,.
\\eflndadecisive8trugglebeginningbetweeutheoM- antanhrnHisiar (n.nt"nf rn-A^r'\iiiVI a nnrlSee -M*. , ttgoniit tendencies which had grown up in the midst of "^Pn

.

r d^^(^L^^^''^.""I"'

anta1 (an'ta), n.
; pi. antes (-te). [L., a termi-

nal pilaster, < ante, before : see ante-.] In arch.,
a pilaster, es-

pecially a pi-
laster in cer-
tain positions,
as one of a pair
on either side
of a doorway,
or one standing
opposite a pil-
lar

; specifical-

ly, the pilaster
used in Greek
and Roman ar-

chitecture to
terminate one
of the side
walls of a

building when
these are pro-
longed beyond
the face of the
end wall. A por-
tico in until (that
is, between anise) is

formed when the Anta.

Side walls are thus Elevation and Plan of Portico in Antis.

Their valours are not yet so combatant,
or truly antagonistic, as to fight.

unguisnes or lessens me sexual appetite ;
an

B. Jmuon, Magnetick Lady, iii. 4. anaphrodisiac.
Those who exercise power and those subject to its exer- Also written anti-aphrodisiac.

cise, the rulers and the ruled, stand in antagonistic re- antaphroditic (ant"af-r6-dit'ik), a. and n [<
lations to each other. Calhoun, Vforks, 1. 12. Gr. avr- for avri. against, + ^poiirn, Venus:

11^
n. Something that acts in an antagonis- see Aphrodite.] I. a. 1. Having power to miti-

gate or cure venereal disease, as a drug. 2.
Same as antaphrodisiac.
H. It. 1. A drug which mitigates or cures

venereal disease. 2. Same as antaphrodisiac.

tic manner; specifically, a muscle whose ac-
tion counteracts that of another.

In anatomy those muscles are termed antagonistic*which
are opposed to others in their action, as the extensors to

Brand* and Co*.
anta lectic (ant

*ap.6-plek'tik)
(an-tag-o-nis'ti-kal), a. Same avr- for avri, against, f aW/W

tic: see apoplectic.]

plexy.
intarchism (ant'ar-kizm), n. [< Gr. avr- for

avri, against, + apx^i, government, + -ism. Cf .

anarchism.'] Opposition to all government or

antagonistically (an-tag-o-nis'ti-kal-i), adv. In
an antagonistic manner; as an antagonist.
antagonization (an-tag'o-ni-za'shon), . [< an-

tagonize + -ation.] Antagonism. Also spelled
antagonisation.

a. [< Gr.

<C, apoplec-
Effieacious against apo-

restraint of individuals by law. [Rare.]
'" a antarchist (aut'ar-kist), n. [< antarchism +

n'ou'ells. Undiscovered Country, p. 280. I'f^L^^.Y^^EP,086,

8^ ?
Ocial g ven

!,

ment

or control of individuals by law.

act in opposition to; oppose; counteract; bin-
(ant-ark-ta'li-a), . [NL., < LL.

umns stand be- crepidonm.
tween the anta;.

anta2 (an'ta), n. [Sp. Pg. anta, < Braz. anta.]The native Brazilian name of the common or
American tapir, Tapirus americanus.
antacid (ant-as'id), n. and a. [< Gr. avr- for
avri, against (see anti-), + acid.] I. n. In
therap., an ajkali used as a remedy for acidity
in the stomach.

Le Conte, Sight, p. 33.

In the rabbit a fatal dose of strychnia might be so an-
tagonized by a dose of chloral as to save life.

ijuain, Med. Diet., p. 56.

II. intrans. To act antagonistically or in op-
position. [Rare.]
Also spelled antagonise.

antagonyt (an-tag'o-ni), . [< Gr. iivrayiMia,

adversity, opposition, < avri, against, + aytwia,

Cf. Arctalia.] In zoiigeog., the antarctic marine
realm

;
that zoological division of the southern

waters of the globe which corresponds to the
northern division called Arctalia, and covers
the antipodal ocean up to the isocryme of 44.
Gill.

Antarctalian (ant-ark-ta'li-an), a. [< Antarc-
talia + -an.] Of or pertaining to Antarctalia :

as, the Antarctalian fauna. Gill.



antarctic

antarctic (ant-ark'tik), . [Early mod. K.

uutartic, < ME. antartik, < OF. aiitartiguv = It.

untiirtico, < LL. antarclicitu, southern, < Gr. av-

TapKTiKuf, southern, < avr- for ant, against, oppo-
site to, T 0/M.Ti/itif, northern, arctic: see arctic."]

Opposite to the north or arctic pole; relating
to the south pole or to the region near it : as,

the antarctic pole, current, or ocean Antarc-
tic circle, a circle parallel to the equator and distant

from the south pole 23' 2', which is the amount of the

obliquity of the ecliptic. This circle separates the south

temperate from the south frigid or antarctic zone, and
forms the southern boundary of the region within which
tile snn is always above the horizon at noon and below
it at midnight, or would be so were it not for refraction,

parallax, and the apparent magnitude of the sun's disk.

Antares(an-ta'rez), n. [< Gr. 'AvraptK (Ptolemy),
< avri, against, corresponding to, similar, +
"\prif, Ares, Mars: so called because this star

resembles in color the planet Mars. See Ares.']

A red star of the first magnitude, the middle
one of three in the body of the Scorpion ;

a Scor-

pii. See cut under Scorpius.
antartbritic (ant-iir-thrit'ik), a. and n. [< Gr.

dvr- for avri, against, + apffpiTiK6f, gouty : see

arthritic."] I. a. Curing or alleviating gout.
II. n. A remedy for the gout.
Also written anti-arthritic.

antasthmatic (ant-ast-mat'ik), a. and n. [< Gr.

avr- for avri, against, + do-0/i<m/ir, asthmatic :

see asthmatic.] I. a. Having the property of

relieving asthma, as a medicine.

II. w. A remedy for asthma.
Also written anti-asthmatic.

it-a-trof'ik), a.

sitional force, before, governing the noun expressed or

understood, as in init.'in" u<l"if. nut, <i;hir<i</i, <nit*iii>

iliiin. etc. Such compounds, whether having an adjective

termination, as in the examples just cited, or lacking it,

as in ant' -n-nr, are in tart prepositional phrases like the

Latin "/''' h'/!"xi. nut'' nini-tt'iu (which are also used as

n. [< ante- + act.] A
preceding act. Hailcy.
anteal (un'to-al), . [< L. ante, before: see

ii nte-.] Being"before or in front. [Rare.]
ant-eater (ant 'e" ter), ii. An animal that

feeds upon ants: a name applied to several

mammals and birds. Specifically (a) In Mam malia :

(1) ill. The South American edentate quadrupeds of the

suborder Vi:i-<iiil:ini</in and family MynnecophayidtK, of

which there are three genera and several species, having
a slender elongated head, perfectly toothless jaws, and a

very long extensile tongue, which is covered with viscid

saliva, by means of which the insects are caught. The

principal species are the ant-bear or tamanoir, or the great
or maned ant-eater, Myrmecophaga jubata; the collared

ant-eater or tamandu, Uyrmteophaga tamandua or Ta-

uuindua bimttata or tetradactyla; and the little or two-toed

ant-eater, Cyclothurux didactylus, an arboreal species with
a prehensile tail. (2) The African aardvark, ground-pig,
or ant-bear, OryettnfUt capensis, with probably another

species, 0. (ethiopiuus, of the family Orycteropodidce and
suborder Fodientia. Both are also known as Cape ant-

eaters. See cut under aardvark. (3) pi. The pangolins
or scaly ant-eaters, of the family Manidce and suborder

.S'yHrtwrt/a, including some six or eight species of Asia and

Africa, of the genera Manis, fholidotus, and Smutria. See
cut under pangolin. (4) pi. The Australian marsupials
of the genus Mynnecobius, as M.fasciatns. (5) The mono-
trematous mammal Echidna hystrix, known as the acu-

leated or porcupine ant-eater, and other species of the

tenns, Echidna. See cut under Echidnidfe. (b)l\\ornith.,
an ant-bird, ant-catcher, or ant-thrush. See ant-thrush.

Of the ant-eaters, a South American bird of the

I. a. Efficacious against atrophy or wasting.
II. n. A medicine used for the cure of atro-

phy or wasting.
ant-bear (ant'bar), w. 1. The great or maned
ant-eater of South America, Myrmecophaya

Ant-bear (Myrmecophagajiibata

jubata; the tamanoir. 2. The aardvark,

ground-pig, or Cape ant-eater of Africa, Orijc-

tcropus capensis. See ant-eater, (a) (2).

ant-bird (ant'berd), w. 1. An ant-thrush (which
see) or ant-eater; an ant-catcher. 2. pi. Spe-
cifically, the American ant-thrushes, of the fam-

ily Formicariida;.

ant-catcher (ant'kach"er), n. A name of the
ant-bird or ant-thrush of both hemispheres ; any
ant-bird. See an t-thrnsh, Pittida;, Formicariida:.

ant-COW (ant'kou), n. An aphid, plant-louse,
or some similar insect, kept and tended by ants

for the sake of the sweet fluid which is secreted
in its body and used as food by the ants.

ante1
(an'te), n. [Appar. < L. ante, before, the

ante being put before the players.] In the

game of poker, the stake or bet deposited in

the pool by each player before drawing new
cards

; also, the receptacle for the stakes.

ante 1
(an'te), v. i.: pret. and pp. anteed, ppr.

anteing. [See ante1
, .] In the game of poker,

to deposit stakes in the pool or common recep-
tacle for them : commonly used in the phrase
to ante up.
ante2 (au'te), a. [< F. ente, pp. of enter, in-

graft, < ML. impotare, ingraft, imp.] In her.,

ingrafted: said of one color or metal broken
into another by means of dovetailed, nebu!6,
embattled, or ragul<j edges. Also ente.

ante-. [< L. ante-, OL. antid-, prefix, L. ante, OL.
anti, prep, and adv., before, in place or time,
= Gr. avrt-, avri, against, opposite to, etc., =
Skt. anti, over against, = Goth. OS. AS., etc.,
and-: see and, and-, and anti-."] A prefix of

Latin origin, originally only in compounds or
derivatives taken from the Latin or formed
from Latin elements, as in antecessor, antepenul-
timate, antemeridian, etc., but now a familiar

English formative, meaning before, either in

place or in time. It forms (a) compound nouns, with
the accent on the prefix, in which anfr-has the attributive

ante bellum (an'te bel'um). [L. : ante, before ;

bellum, ace. of bellum, war: see ante- and bel-

licose.] Before the war: often used (joined by
a hyphen) attributively.

antebrachia, . Plural of an tebrachium.

antebrachial (an-te-bra'ki-al), n. [<antebraehi-
um + -al.] 1. In anat., of 'or pertaining to the

forearm. 2. In Chiroptera, situated in front

of the axis of the fore limb: applied to the

volar membrane which extends from the head
to the wrist and forms a small part of the

general expansion of the wing. W. H. Flower.

Usually, but less correctly, written antibra-

chial.

antebrachium (an-te-bra'ki-um), it.
; pi. ante-

brachia (-a). [NL., <? L. ante, before (see ante-),
+ brachium, the arm : see brachial.] The fore-

arm, from the elbow to th wrist. Less cor-

rectly written antibrachium.

antecedaneous (an"te-se-da'nf-us), a. [< ante-

cede + -aneous, after succedaneous, q. v.] An-

tecedent; having priority in time. [Rare.]

Capable of antecedaneoits proof.
Barrou1

, Sermons, II. xxix.

antecede (an-te-sed'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. ante-

ceded, ppr. anteceding. [< L. antecedere, go be-

fore, precede, in space or time, < ante, before

(see ante-), + cedere, go : see cede.] To go be-

fore in time, and sometimes in place, rank, or

logical order
; precede.

It seems consonant to reason that the fabric of the

world did not long antecede its motion.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, i. 82.

Primarily certain individual claims, and secondarily the

social welfare furthered by enforcing such claims, furnish

a warrant for law, anteceding political authority and its

enactments. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 534.

antecedence (an-te-se'dens), . [=F. antece-

dence, < antecedent: see antecedent.] 1. The act

of going before, or state of being before, in

time, place, rank, or logical order; precedence.

Meanwhile, if we are really to think of freedom as abso-

lute and perfect in man a perfect freedom from the neces-

sity of any antecedence we ought logically to think of it

as free from all influence of God or Devil, as Will, that is,

in which the Omnipresent is not present and the Omnipo-
tent has no power. Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 7.

2. In astroii., an apparent motion of a planet
from east to west, or contrary to the order of

the signs of the zodiac. = Syn. 1. Precedence, etc.

See iirinntif.

antecedency (an-te-se'den-si), n. Th
or condition of being antecedent.

radical element, in which ante- retains its original prepo-

Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 308.

There is always and everywhere an antecedency of the

conception to the expression.
Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 137.

antecedent (an-te-se'dent), a. and n. [= F.

antecedent, < L. anteceden(t-)s, ppr. of antecedere,

go before: see antecede.] I. a. Being before
in time, place, rank, or logical order; prior; an-

terior: as, an event antecedent to the deluge.

antecessor

There is a sense of riuht ami rong in our nature, ante-

,;>/ ,il to and independent of experiences of utility.

A. I!. Wutltli;-, Nat. Selee., p. XA.

Antecedent Signs, in /m(A/., the precursory symptoms
of a disease. Antecedent cause, in potAo<.,uie exciting
eauseof a disea.-e. Antecedent probability, the proba-

bility of a supposition or hypothesis drawn trorn reason-

ing or analogy, previous to any observation or evidence
which is considered as giving it a posteriori probability.
See antrt-n/rntlii. i- Antecedent will, in mcta/ili., the

will to do something on condition that something else is

done. = Syn. See fti-i'i-ion*.

II. M. 1. One who or that which goes before

in time or place.
He's everything indeed, . . .

Jly ant'-'-i'tli'iit or my gentleman -usher.

Maesinii,;; city Madam, ii. 2.

Variations in the functional conditions of the parents
are the antecedents of those greater uulikenesses which
their brothers and sistei-s exhibit.

//. Kiirncr.r, Prin. of Biol., 86.

2. In gram. : (a) The noun to which a relative

pronoun refers: as, Solomon was the prince who
built the temple, where the word prince is the

antecedent of who. (b) Formerly, the noun to

which a following pronoun refers, and whose

repetition is avoided by the use of the pronoun.
3. In logic: (a) That member of a conditional

proposition of the form, "If A is, then B is,"

which states, as a hypothesis, the condition of

the truth of what is expressed in the other mem-
ber, termed the consequent: in the proposition

given the antecedent is "if A is." The whole

proposition amounts to the statement that all possible
cases of the truth of the antecedent are included among
the possible cases of the truth of the consequent. (&)
The premise of a consequence, or syllogism
in the first figure with the major premise sup-

pressed. Thus, the argument, "A syllogism has never
existed ill seiinu, therefore it does not exist in intellectu"

is a consequence, its premise is the antecedent, and its con-

clusion the consequent, (c) An event upon which
another event follows. So used particularly by
nominalists. An itii'arntuli 1

antecedent, with J. S. Mill, is

an event upon which another follows according to an in-

variable rule or uniformity of nature. It does not, there-

fore, mean (as might be supposed) an event of a kind
which antecedes every occurrence of another kind of

event. Thus, lightning is not an invariable antecedent of

thunder, for thunder does not always follow it ; and this

although lightning autecedes thunder whenever thunder
is heard.

4. In math., the first of two terms of a ratio, or

that which is compared with the other. Thus,
if the ratio is that of 2 to 3, or of a to 6, 2 or a
is the antecedent. 5. In music, a passage pro-

posed to be answered as the subject of a fugue.
6. pi. The earlier events or circumstances

of one's life
;
one's origin, previous course, asso-

ciations, conduct, or avowed principles.
We have learned lately to speak of men's antecedents^:

the phrase is newly come up; and it is common to say, "if

we would know what a man really now is, we must know
his antecedents," that is, what he has been in past time.

Abp. Trench.

antecedental (an^te-se-den'tal), a. Relating to

what is antecedent 'or goes before Anteceden-
taJ method, a branch of general geometrical proportion,
or universal comparison of ratios.

antecedently (an-te-se'dent-li), ado. 1. Pre-

viously ;
at a time preceding.

We consider him antecedently to his creation, while he

yet lay in the barren womb of nothing, and only in the
number of possibilities. South.

2. In advance of any observation of the effects

of a given hypothesis ;
on a priori grounds.

We are clearly proceeding on the assumption that there
is some fixed relation of cause and effect, in virtue of which
the means we adopt may be antecedently expected to bring
about the end we are in pursuit of.

W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, I. 81.

The known facts as to the periodicity of sun-spots, and
the sympathy between them and the prominences, make
it antecedently probable that a corresponding variation

will be found in the corona. C. A. Young, The Sun, p. 230.

antecessive (an-te-ses'iv), a. [< L. as if *ante-

cessims, < antecessus, pp. of antecedere : see an-

tecede.] Antecedent. [Rare.]
antecessor (an-te-ses'or), n. [< ME. anteces-

sour, < L. antecessor, foregoer, teacher or pro-
fessor of law, predecessor in office (the original
of ancestor, q. v.), < antecedere, go before, pp.
antecessus: see antecede.] 1. One who goes
before ;

a predecessor. [Now rare.]
A venerable regard not inferior to any of his antecessont.

Wood, Athen. Oxon.

Much higher than any of its antecessors. Cartyle.

2. A title given among the Romans (a) to

the soldiers who preceded an army and made
all necessary arrangements as to camping, sup-

plies, the scouting service, etc. ; (b) under the

later empire, to professors of civil law in the

public schools. 3f. In lair, an ancestor; a

predecessor; one who possessed certain land
before the present possessor or holder.
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The anteccffsor was most cuiimiun]) lie that possessed the

lands in King Edward's time before the Conquest.
Brady, Glossary.

The King's most noble progenitors, and the antecessori
of the nonet of this realm.

11. II'. DIJCVH, Hist. Church of Eng., iii., note.

The places [in Domesday] which speak of the anleceisor
and of the rights derived from him to the present owner
are endless. E. A. I'nvninn, Norman Conquest, V. 11.

antechamber (an'te-cham'ber), . l<antt-+ , H_
chamber.] A chamber or an apartment through simple: as, antediluvian ideas,
which access is had to a principal apartment,
and in which persons wait for audience. For-

merly also spelled antichamlx i :

They both were cast into the dungeon's gloom,
That dismal antechamber of the tomb.

Longfellow, Torquemada.

antechapel (an'te-chap"el), n. [<ante- + chap-
el.] An apartment, vestibule, porch, or the like,

mum and deluge.] I. a. 1. Existing before the
flood (the Noachian deluge) recorded in Gene-
sis

; relating to the times or events before the
Noachiau deluge: as, the nnti-<lilneian patri-
archs : by extension, applied to the time pre-
ceding any great flood or inundation, as that
which is said to have occurred in China in the
time of Yao, 2298 B. c. 2. Belonging to very
ancient times; antiquated; primitive; rude;

The whole system of travelling accommodations was bar-
barous and antediluvian. De Quincey, Works, II. 163.

II. n. 1. One who lived before the deluge.
The longevity of the antediluvians. 1\. nil, n.

Hence, humorously 2. One who is very old
or very antiquated in manners or notions; an
old fogy. ~

ante- + dor-
in front of the dorsal

Antechinomys (an-te-ki'no-mis), . [NL.
n" : as, an tedoraa plate.

(Krefft), < ant- for anti- + Echinomys, q. v.] A antefactt (an te-fakt), . [< L. ante, before, +
genus of very small insectivorous marsupials, &?">

& mS done: see /act.]
_

An
act^espe-

of the family Dasyuridce. A. lanigera, inhabiting
central portions of Australia, is about 3 inches long and of
a mouse-gray color above and white below. Its tail is

about 5 inches long, and tufted at the tip. A naked space

ante mortem
prosecute, and the accused had to swear on the day of
ordeal that be was innocent. Wharttm.
antelocation (an"te-lo-ka'shon), n. In jiatltul.,
a displacement forward : applied to displace-
ments of the uterus when the whole organ is

carried forward, as by distention of the rectum
or a post-uterine hematocele.

antelope (an'te-lop), n. [Early mod. E. also

inili/iipc, (iiitnlope, anteloppc, < ME. antelope,
iti/lliijH.; a ii Hop, < OF. antelop, also antclu,
od. F. antilope = Sp. antilope = Pg. anti/n/ii;

el.\ An apartment, vestibule, porch, or the like, ";'VbJ
'

, , .- ,, , ,, r ,
before the entrance to a chapel; the narthex of anteaorsal (an-te-dor sal), a. [<

a chapel ***] In c/iWt., situated in front <

, .

surrounds the teats, but there is no distinct pouch.
antechoir (an'te-kwir), n. [< ante- + choir.]

cially a rite or ceremony, which precedes or

prefigures an event: opposed to postfact.
There is a proper sacrifice in the Lord's supper, to ex-

hibit Christ's death in the
post-fact, as there was a sacri-

fice to prefigure, in the old law, the ante-fact.
Co-pie of the Proceedings of soine Divine* (1641), p. 2.

In arch., a space, more or less inclosed, in front antefix (an'te-fiks), n.
; pi. antefixes, L. antefixa

of the choir of a church; a portion of the nave (-fik-sez, an-te-fik'sa). [< L. antefixum, in pi.
adjoining the choir-screen and separated from antefixa, neut. of a'ntefixus, fastened before, <
the rest of the nave by a railing. Also called

fore-choir. Audslcy.
antechurch (an'te-cherch), . [< ante- +
church.] Same as 'narthex.

antecians, antoecians (au-te'shianz), n. pi. [<
NL. antceci, pi. of antcecus, < Gr. avroiKof, living
on the corresponding parallel of latitude in the

opposite hemisphere, < avri, opposite, + ol/cof, a
dwelling.] In geog., persons or communities
living on corresponding parallels of latitude, on
opposite sides of the equator, and on the same
meridian. Rarely used in the singular. Also
called antceci.

antecommunion (au"te-kp-mun'yon), a. and n.

I. a. Before communion: as, the antecommu-
nion service.

H. n. That part of the communion office in
the Book of Common Prayer which precedes
the communion service proper, and is said on
Sundays and other holy days though there be no
communion. According to the English rubric, it ex-
tends to the end of the prayer for Christ's church militant ;

according to the American, to the end of the gospel ;
the

service concluding in either case with the blessing.

antecoxal (an-te-kok'sal), a. [< L. ante, before,+ NL. coxa, q. y.]
In entom., situated in front

of a coxa : applied to a piece of the metaster-
num. See Cicindtlido!.

antecursor (an-te-ker'sor), n. [L., a forerun-

ner, < anteeurrere, run before, < ante, before, +
currere, pp. cursus, run : see current and course. ne]8 ^ to 8erve ^ ga^o^
Cf. precursor.] One who runs before; a fore- anteflected (an-te-flek'ted), a. [< L. ante, be-
runner; a harbinger. Mount; Bailey; Johnson. fore

,
+ fiectere, bend, + -e<V.] Same as ante-

antecurvature (an-tf-ker'va-tur), n. [Xante- flexed.

Upper figure, from the Parthenon, partly restored: A, antefix
; R,

false antefix; C acroterinm pedestal; D, ir-
1--

joints. Lower figure : E, antenx ii

. nbrices protecting the
terra cotta, Berlin Museum.

ante, before, + fitus, pp. of figere, fasten: see

fix.] In class, arch., an upright ornament,
generally of marble or terra cotta, placed at
the eaves of a tiled roof, at the end of the last
imbrex or tile of each ridge of tiling, to conceal
the joining of the tiles. Antefixes were also often
placed at the junction of the imbrices along the ridge of a
roof, forming a cresting. In some Roman examples the
antefixes were so disposed and combined with water-chan-
nels as to serve as gargoyles.

antedate
Apriordate ;

a'date antecedent to another, or to the body. The term is specially used in relation to the
the true or actual date of a document or event, uterus, when this organ is bent forward at the line of

2f. Anticipation. junction of its body and cervix. Quoin, Sled. Diet.

Why hath not ray soul these apprehensions, these pre-
anteflcied (an'te-flekst), a. [< L. ante, before,+ flexus, bent, + -e(P.] Bent forward; exhibit-

ing anteflection : said of the uterus. An equiva-
lent form is anteflected.

= D. antilope = Dan. antilope = G. antilope (NL.
antilope, Pallas, c. 1775), an antelope, < ML. an-

talopus, anthalopus (also talopus, calopus, and
tatula), < LGr. avf)6^> (-OTT-), a word of Gr. ap-
pearance but prob. of foreign origin, applied
to a half-mythical animal located, in the early
accounts, on the banks of the Euphrates, and
described as very savage and fleet, and having
long saw-like horns with which it could cut
down trees. This is the animal that figures in
the peculiar fauna of heraldry; the present
zoological application is recent. See gazel.]
1. An animal of the genus Antilope or sub-
family Antilopina; especially, the sasin or
common Indian antelope, Antilope cervicapra.
See Antilope, Antilopinw, and cut under sasin.

2. A name sometimes given to the saiga, and
to the cabrit or pronghorn. See these words:
also Antilocapra and Antilocapridce. 3. [cap.]
(Pron. an-tel'o-pe.) Sometimes incorrectly
used for Antilope Blue antelope. Same as Waui-
bok. Goitered antelope. Same as dzeren.

antelopian (an-te-16'pi-an), a. Same as ante-

lopine.

Antelopidse (an-te-lop'i-de), n. pi. Same as

Antilojiiila-.

Antelopinae, n. pi. Same as Antilopince.
antelopine (an'te-16-pin), a. [< antelope +
-ine1 .] Pertaining to the antelope. An equiv-
alent form is antelopian.
antelucan (an-te-lu'kan), a. [< L. antelucanus,
< ante, before, 4- lux"(luo), light: see lucid.]

Occurring before daylight ; preceding the dawn.
Specifically applied to assemblies of Christians held In an-
cient times before daylight, at first to escape persecution,
and afterward from motives of devotion or convenience.
This practice of ... antelucan worship, possibly hav-

ing reference to the ineffable mystery of the resurrection.
De Quincey, Essenes, i.

ante lucem (an'te lu'sem). [L. : ante, before;
litcem, ace. of lux, light: see ante- and lucid.]
Before the light, that is, before daybreak.
antemeridian (an*te-me-rid'i-an), a. [< L. an-
temeridian us, before midday, <" ante, before, +
mertdies, midday : see ante- and mei-idian.] Pre-
ceding noon

; pertaining to the forenoon.
ante meridiem (an'te me-rid'i-em). [L. : see

antemeridian.] Before midday : applied to the
time between midnight and the following noon.
Regularly abbreviated to A. M.
antemetic (ant-e-met'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. avri,

against, + i/fcrtK6f, emetic : see emetic.] I. a.

Restraining or allaying vomiting.
II. n. A medicine which checks vomiting.
Also written anti-emetic.

ante mortem (an'te mor'tem). [L. : ante, be-

fore; mortem, ace. of mors, death: seente-and
mortal. Cf. post mortem.] Before death : often
used

attributively (with a hyphen) in the sense of

existing or occurring before or just before death :

as, an ante-mortem statement or confession.

sages, these changes, those antedates, those jealousies,
those suspicious of a sin, as well as my body of a sickness?

Donne, Devotion, x.

antedate (an'te-dat), . t.; pret. and pp. ante- antefurca (an-ti'Sr'ka), n.; pi. antefurca; (-se).
dated, ppr. antedating. [<fc- + dafcl, v .] 1. [NL., < L. ante', before, +furca, > AS. fore, E.
io date before the true time; give an earlier fork, q. v.] In entom., the anterior forked or
date to than the real one : thus, to antedate a double apodema which projects from the ster-
deed or bond is to give to it a date anterior to nal wall into the cavity of a thoracic somite of
the true time of its execution. an insect.
[The Tweed King] had . . . caused . . . warrants to be an- ant-egg (ant'eg), n. 1 . The egg of an ant. 2.

In popular language, the larva or pupa of an
ant

;
one of the elongated whitish bodies which

ants when disturbed may be seen carrying
about. Such larva? or ant-eggs are a favorite food of

many wild birds, and are extensively used in Europe for

feeding young poultry and game-birds, and also for mak-
ing formic acid. Also called ant-worm, ant-wart, and

tedated, in order that interest might be charged from such
date to the time of payment. N. A. Reo., CXXIII. 381.

2. To be of older date than
; precede in time.

With the exception of one or two of the later prophets,
the Old Testament antedated all written history known at
the beginning of the present century.

The Independent (New York), Nov. 15, 1883.

3. To anticipate ; realize or give effect to (some-
""''

thing) in advance of its actual or proper time, antegrade (an'te-grad), a. [< L. ante, before,
No man can antedate his experience, or guess what fac-

+ yr"du% steP '
.

ct mtegredi, go before, pre-
ulty or feeling a new object shall unlock, any more than cede.] Progressive : opposed to retrograde.
he can draw to-day the face of a person whom he shall sec antejuramentum (an'te-io-ra-men'tum), n. :
to-morrow for the first time. Emerwn, History. pi. antejuramenta (-ta). [ML./< L. ante, before^

antediluvial (an"te-di-lu'vi-al), a. Same as + juramentum, an oath, < jurare, swear: see
antediluvian.

.jury.] In law, an oath taken in ancient times
antediluvian (an"te-di-lu'vi-an), a. and n. [< by both the accuser and the accused before anyL. ante, before, + diluvium, deluge : see dilu- trial or purgation. The accuser swore that he would

Antemural, Coucy-le-Chateau. Aisne, France. ( From Viol!et-le-Duc's
" Diet, de 1'Architecture.")

A, outer court, or esplanade ; R, castle; C, town ; D, castle-moat ;

/;, antemural.



antemundane

antemundano (an-te-mun'dan), a. [< L.

before, + iiiiitidufi, the world: see ante- and
/Hunt/inn'.] Existing or occurring before the
creation of the world.

The supremo, great, intti'itH'/nlttitt' Father!

YUUIIIJ, -Night Thoughts, v. 93.

antemural (au-te-mu'ral), . [< L.

an outwork, < ante, before, + murus, a wall:

see ante- and mural.] In medieval fort., an ad-

vanced work defending the approach to a for-

tified place; a barbacan (which see). The term
is sometimes applied to an exterior wall of a
castle or fortress. See cut on preceding page.
antenarial (an-te-na'ri-al), a. [< L. ante, be-

fore, -t- nares, nostrils.] Situated in front of
the nostrils. W. H. Flower.
antenatal (an-te-ua'tal), . [< L. ante, before,
+ natalis, pertaining to birth : see ante- and na-

tal.'] Happening or being before birth
; per-

taining or relating to times, occurrences, or
conditions previous to birth.

And many an antenatal tomb
Where butterflies dream of the life to come.

Shelley, Sensitive Plant, il.

Some said that he was mad ; others believed
That memories of an antenatal life

Made this where now he dwelt a penal hell.

Shelley, Prinee Athanase.

There has been plenty of theorising as to the nature of
the life to come, but the possibility of an antenatal exist-

ence gets far less attention and far less credit.
Nineteenth Century, XX. 340.

antenatedt (an'te-na-ted), a. [< L. ante natus

(see ante-nati) + -ed2.] Born or in existence
before the time spoken of.

Something of the Evangelical relish was in them, ante-

nated, and in being, before the Gospels were written.

Ilji. Racket, Life of Abp. Williams, ii. 48. (N. E. D.)

ante-nati (an-te-na'ti), n. pi. [ML., in L. prop.
written apart, ante nati: ante, before; nati, pi.
of natus, born, pp. of nasci, be born: see ante-,

natal, and nascent.] Those born before a cer-
tain time : specifically, in Eng. law, applied to

Scotsmen born before the accession of James
I. to the English throne (1603), who on this ac-
count were considered aliens. The post-nati, or
those born after the accession, claimed the rights of na-
tives of England. In the United States the term is ap-
plied to those born in the colonies prior to the Declaration
of Independence.
antenave (an'te-nav), n. [< ante- + nave.] In

arch., same as narthe"x.

ante-Nicene (an-te-ni'sen), a. [< L. ante, be-

fore, + Niccenus, Nicene, < Niciea, < Or. NiKata,
Nice, a city of Bithynia in Asia Minor.] An-
terior to the first general council held at Nice

(Nieeea), in the year 325: as, ante-Nicene faith.

See Nicene. -Ante-Nicene fathers. See father.

antenna (an-ten'a), H.
; pi. antenna (-e). [NL.

application of li.' antenna, also antemna, a sail-

yard ; possibly a corruption, through nautical

use, of a form (cf. the perf . part. pass. avaTerafit:-

vof, spread out) of Gr. avareiveiv, poet, avreiveiv,
stretch out, spread out, < ava, back, + reiveiv,

stretch.] 1. One of the lateral articulated ap-
pendages occurring in pairs on that segment of
the head of an arthropod animal, as an insect,
which immediately precedes the mouth orman-
dibular segment ;

a feeler or ' horn.' They vary
greatly in size, shape, and function. The appendages of
the head, proceeding forward from the mouth-parts, are :

(1) antenna}, (2) antennulte, (3) ophthalmites or eye-stalks.

(a) pi. In Crustacea: (1) Properly, the posterior one of the
two paira of feelers or horns borne upon the head of most
crustaceans, as crabsand lobsters, as distinguished from the
anterior pair, or antennuhe. From their relative size they
are known as the long feelers, in distinction from the an-

tennuhe, or short feelers. When fully developed, the an-
tenna) consist of a number of parts, which, beginning with
the base, are named the bazicerite, the itcapliocerite, the

ischiocerite, the merocerite, the carpocerite, and the (ter-
minal) fnotrttt. The last may consist of a long filament
with many articu-

lations, sometimes
exceeding the
whole length of
the animal's body.
See cuts under
Cypri*, Cyihereidce,
and Limtietis. (2)

Loosely, either one
of the two pairs of
horns or feelers,
that is, either the
antenna} proper or
the antennuhe. (&)
In Arachnida, or

spiders, scorpions,
etc., a chelicere

;

one of the pair of

chelate or subeht'-

late appendages of
the head, situated
between and inur-

phologically in

front of the
.large

hooked or pincer-
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like appendages known as peilipalps. They are adapted
for sei/iim and tearing, anil .sometimes convey a pui>n
duct. They are homologous \vitll the feelers of crusta-
ceans and insects, ami are supposed, in some cases at

least, to represent antennula: as well as antenna: pmprr.
See cuts under t-iu'licera and ycorpioii. (<) In //'*- <-lit ami
MfH'inj">il<{, a horn or feeler; one of the pair of jointed
flexible sensitive appendages of the head, morphologically
situated between the nunith-parts and the eyes, tlnm-li

generally appearing in the adult between or before the

eyes. These chai-acteristir organs are usually tihtmentous
witll many articulations, and are very diverse in form ;

some of the terms used in describing their shapes are fili-

form, denticulate, bipinnate, clavate, geniculate. In Co-

leoptera, divisions have been founded upon the shapes
of the antenna:, as lamellicorn, clavicorn, longicorn, etc.

These organs are almost universally present in some form
or other, though occasionally rudimentary and inconspicu-
ous, in which cases the insects are termed aceroux, as dis-

tinguished from dicerous. The parts of a well-formed
antenna usually recognized are the pedicel, scape, and
nagellum or claveola, the last usually composing most of
the length of the organ. See Hymenoptera, Insecta.

2. An analogous organ on the heads of other

animals, as a feeler or tentacle, like the eye-
stalk of a snail. 3. pi. Projecting horns of iron
or bronze found on some ancient helmets, per-

haps serving only as ornaments, or as badges, or
in some cases to stop ablow from glancingdown-
ward and striking the shoulder Decussate, de-
flexed, deformed, etc., antennae. See the adjectives.

antennal (an-ten'al), a. [< antenna + -al.] Of
or pertaining to antennas; bearing antennte;

antennary.
antennariid (an-te-na'ri-id), . A fish of the

family Antennariidce.

. I, filiform antennae of cucujo firefly of
a

.

zil (Pyrophor,,* lumi,,osus) ; ,, den-

and antennula of a crustacean.

Antettnan'us pictlts.

Antennariidae (an-ten-a-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Antennarius + -idee.] A family of pediculate
fishes with elongate geniculate false arms or

pseudobraehia, provided with three distinct

bones (actinosts), typified by the genus Anten-
narius. They have a compressed but tumid body ;

the
mouth opens upward ; the branchial apertures open in the
lower axils of the pectoral flns ; there are no pseudo-
branchise; and the dorsal mis are represented by (1) at
least one frontal or superior rostral spine or nlament, and
(2) an oblong soft dorsal. The pectoral members are dis-

tinctly geniculated or provided with an elbow-like joint.

They are chiefly inhabitants of tropical seas, and the typi-
cal species are often called frog- or toad-fishes.

Antennariinae (an-ten*a-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Antennarius + -iiue.] A subfamily of pedicu-
late fishes, of the family Antennariidce, with the
head compressed, a rostral spine or tentacle as
well as two other robust spines, and a well-

developed soft dorsal fin. Four genera are known,
the chief of which is A ntennariux. The typical species
are mostly found in coral-groves, where they lurk partially
concealed, but one of the best known, Pterophryne hivtrio,
inhabits the sargassum-weed of the open seas, and makes
in it a nest for its young.

antennariine (an-te-na'ri-in), a. and n. I, a.

Of or belonging to the Antennariinte.

II. n. A fish of the subfamily Antennariinte.

antennarioid (an-te-na'ri-oid), n. and a. [<
Antennarius + -oid.] I. n. A fish of the family
Antennariidce; an antennariid.

II. a. Pertaining to or having the characters
of the Antennariidce.

Antennarius (an-te-na'ri-us), n. [NL., < anten-

na, q. v., in allusion to the antenna-like foremost
dorsal spine. ] Agenus ofpediculate fishes, typi-
cal of the family Antennariidce,v.seA. with various
limits, but primarily embracing numerous trop-
ical species.

antennary (an-ten'a-ri or an'te-na-ri), a. [<
NL. antennarius, < antenna, q.v.] 1. Of, pertain-
ing to, or of the nature of an antenna : as, an an-

tciinary nerve. Specifically 2. Ineutom., bear-

ing antenna? : applied to that segment of the
head of insects which bears the antennae An-
tennary somite, the segment of the head of an arthropod
which bears the antenna1

. Antennary sternum, the
median inferior piece of the antennary somite. Anten-
nary sternite, in crustaceans, the epistoma (which see).
See cuts under Rrachyura and Cyclops.

Antennata (an-te-na'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of aitteiiHiituK: see anteimate.] A group of

annelids, approximately corresponding to the
order Chietopoda (which see).

antependium

antennate (an-ten'at), . [< NL. antennatus,
< antenna, q. v.] Having antennas,
antenniferous (an-te-nif'e-rus), . [< NL. an-
ti'iinn -t- L./erre= E. bcar^.] Bearing antennae

;

antennary, as a segment of the head.
antenniform (an-tcn'i-forin), a.

[<
XL. antenna

+ it. forma, form.] Shaped like an antenna;
resembling an antenna in any way.
The cement ducts can be traced to the disks of the an-

!< uniform organs. lltijrlfij. Anat. Invert., p. 259.

antennula (an-ten'u-la), n.; pi. antennula; (-le).

[NL., dim. of antenna, q. v.] 1. A little an-
tenna. 2. A filiform appendage of an anten-

na, asin some crustaceans. 3. Theappendage
of the segment or somite of the head of an ar-

thropod in advance of that bearing the anten-
nas proper ;

one of the anterior of the two pairs
of feelers of the head of a crustacean. Com-
monly called the short feeler. See cuts under

Copepoda, Cyclops, and Cythereidas.
Also antennule.

antennulary (an-ten'u-la-ri), a. Of or pertain-
ing to an antennula

; bearing antennulas : as, the

antennidarij somite of the head of a crustacean.
antennule (an-ten'ul), . [< antennula, q. v.]
Same as antennula.

antenumber (an'te-num-ber), n. [< ante-+ num-
ber.] A number one less than a given number :

used, in the case of objects arranged in periods
(as, for example, days are in weeks), to express
the fact that the number of objects in a period
is one less than the number which, in counting
the objects, falls upon an object corresponding
to the first : thus, 7 is the antenumber of the oc-
tave. [Bare.]

It is to be considered, that whatsoever virtue is in num-
bers for conducing to consent of notes, is rather to be as-

cribed to the ante-number than to the entire number ; as

namely, that the sound returneth after six or after twelve

[t. e., tones or semitones]; so that the seventh or the thir-

teenth is not the matter, but the sixth or the twelfth ; and
the seventh and thirteenth are but the limits and boun-
daries of the return. Bacon, Sylva Hylvanum, 100.

antenuptial (an-te-nup'shal), a. [< LL. antenup-
tialis, <L. ante, before, + nuptialis, nuptial: see
ante-and nuptial.] Occurring, existing, or done
before marriage ; coming before marriage ; pre-
ceding marriage: as, anantcnuptial&greement;
antenuptial children.

anteocular (an-te-ok'u-lar), a. In entom., in
front of the eyes.
anteoperculum (an'

/

te-o-per'ku-lum), n. [NL.,
< L. ante, before, + operculum: see operculum.]
Inichth., same as preoperculum. [Rare.]
anteorbital (an-te-6r'bi-tal), a. [< L. ante,

before, + orbit, q. v.] Situated in front of the

eyes. Also antorbital Anteorbital foramen, in
mammalian anat., an orifice in the cheek-bone, in front
of the orbit, transmitting the superior maxillary division
of the trifacial nerve, and in some cases, as among ro-

dents, the masseter muscle. It corresponds to the suborbi-
tal foramen of human anatomy. It is frequently a forma-
tion so large and variable as to afford zoological characters,
as is the case in the Jiodentia.- Anteorbital process, in

mammalian anat., a spur of the frontal bone on the an-
terior and upper portion of the margin of the orbit.

antepagment (an-te-pag'ment), n. [< L. ante-

jiagmcntum, also antipaymentum, anything ap-
plied for ornament, <.ante (anti), before, + pay-
mentum, anything joined or fastened, <pangere,
older form pagere, fasten: see pact.] A term
used by Vitruvius to designate decorative mold-

ings enriching the jambs and head of a doorway
or window. To such a feature the term archi-

trave is now commonly applied.
antepagmentum (an"te-pag-men'tum), n. ; pi.

antepagmenta (-ta). Same as antepagment.
antepaschal (an-te-pas'kal), a. [(.ante- + pas-
chal.] Pertaining to the time preceding the
Jewish Passover, or preceding Easter.
The dispute was very early in the church concerning

the observation of Easter ; one point whereof was, con-

cerning the ending of the antepaschal fast.

K. Kelson, Festivals and Fasts, p. 445.

antepastt (an'te-past), n. [<L. ante, before, +
pastus, food, < pascere, feed : see ante- and pastel,

pastor, pasture.] A foretaste; something taken
before a meal to stimulate the appetite. [Bare.]
Were we to expect our bliss only in the satiating our

appetites, it might be reasonable, by frequent antepasts,
to excite our gust for that profuse perpetual meal.

Decay of Christ. Piety.

antepectus (an-te-pek'tus), n. [NL., < L. ante,

before, + pectus, breast.] In entom., the fore-

breast ;
the under side of the prothorax.

antependium (an-te-pen'di-um), n.; pi. ante-

pendia (-a). [ML., \ L. ante, before, + pen-
dere, hang: see ante- and pendant.] The hang-
ing by which the front of an altar is covered;
one of the kinds of frontal. It is frequently made
of silk or velvet, and ornamented with embroidery.



antependium
I -a\v the antfji'-ii'fidiii nf the altar designed for the

famous chapel of St. Lorenzo. XmolU-lt, Travels, xxviii.

A young woman who would get up at five o'clock in the

morning to embroider an anteuendiuni, ami neglect tin-

housekeeping. M iss Braddon, Hostages to Fortune, p. 3.

antepenult (an'te-pe-nulf), n. A shortened
and very common form of aitti'iiniHl/iinn.

antepenultima (an"te-pe-nul'ti-ma), n. [L.,
also speUcddiilr/in n alii ni<i(sc.syllaba, syllable),
the syllable before the penult, < ante, before, +
pasnultimn, penult: see ante- and penult.'] The
last syllable but two of a word, as syl in mono-

syllable.

antepenultimate (an"te-pe-nul'ti-mat), . and
H. [<antc])<'Hultiiiia + -atc 1

. Cf. ultimate.] I.

a. 1. Immediately preceding that one of a se-

ries which is next to the last one
; being the

third from the last of a series : as, the ante-

penultimate joint of a limb. 2. Pertaining to

the last syllable but two.

II. n. The antepenultima.
antephialtic. (ant-ef-i-al'tik), a. and n. [< Gr.

avri, against, + f^mArr/f, nightmare: see anti-

and ephialtes.] I. a. Tending to prevent
nightmare.

II. n. That which prevents or is a remedy
for nightmare.
Also written anti-ephialtic.

antepileptic (ant-ep-i-lep'tik), a. and n. [< Gr.

avri, against, + fjrM^imKo'f. epileptic : see anti-

and epileptic.'} I. . Alleviating or curing
epilepsy.

II. n. A remedy for epilepsy.
Also written anti-epileptic.

antepileptical (aut-ep-i-lep'ti-kal), a. Same as

antepileptic.

anteponet (an-te-pon'), f. t. [< L. anteponere,
set before, (.ante, before, + ponere, set, place :

see ante- and position.] To set before. Bailey.

anteport (an'te-port), n. [< L. ante, before, +
porta, agate.] 1. An outer gate or door. 2. A
hanging before a door.

Also written antiport.

anteportico (an'te-p6r"ti-k6), n. [< ante- +
portico, q. v.] An outer porch or portico.

[Rare.]
anteposition (au"te-po-zish'on), . [< ante- +
position. Cf. antepone.] 1. In gram., the pla-

cing of a word before another word which, by or-

dinary rules, it ought to follow. 2. In bot., the

non-alternation of the members of contiguous
circles in a flower, the corresponding parts be-

ing opposite to each other: otherwise called

superposition.

anteprandial (an-te-pran'di-al), a. [< L. ante,

before, + prandium, a late breakfast, a meal
taken early in the day : see ante- and prandial.]

Relating to the time before dinner; occurring
before dinner.

antepredicament (an"te-pre-dik'a-ment), n. [<
ML. antepra'dieamentum, < L. aiite, before, +
LL. praidicamentum, category.]

In logic, a doc-

trine subservient to knowledge of the predica-
ments. The AntepredicatnentK is a title given hy Al-

bertus Magnus and all later logicians to the doctrine of

the flrat part of Aristotle's book on the Categories. These

antepredicaments are seven, viz., three definitions, two
divisions, and two rules. The definitions are of equivo-
cals, univpcals, and denominatives. The divisions are of

things said into terms and propositions and the eight
modes of inherence. The rules are the dictum de omni
e.t nullo (see dictum), and that which affirms that the dif-

ferences of different genera are different. The word had
been previously applied, in the plural, as a name for Por-

phyry's Introduction to Aristotle's Categories and the
doctrine of the predicables therein contained,

antepretonic (an*te-pre-ton'ik), a. [< ante- +
pretonic.] Pertaining to or contained in the

syllable before the pretonic syllable.
The antepretonic open syllable may have either a heavy

or a light vowel. Amer. Jour. Philol., V. 499.

anteprostate (an-te-pros'tat), a. [< ante- +
prostate.] Lying iii front of the prostate gland.

anteprostatic (an-te-pros-tat'ik), a. Same as

anteprostate.
anterior (an-te'ri-or), a. [L., compar. adj., as if

from "anteriiK, < ante, before. Cf. posterior, ex-

terior, interior, superior, inferior.] 1. Of place :

fore; situated more to the front: the opposite
of posterior. 2. Of time: going before; pre-
ceding; antecedent; prior; earlier.

Intellect is the simple power anterior to all action or
construction. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 295.

3. In soiil. and zoot., nearer the head, as op-
posed to posterior ; cephalal, as opposed to cau-
dal

; oral, as opposed to aboral : thus, the head
is anterior to the neck, which is itself anterior

to the trunk and tail. 4. In human anat., situ-

ated in front, with respect to that side of the

body on which is the face ; ventral, as opposed

to dorsal
; hemal, as opposed to neural : as, the

(interior pillars of the pharynx; the nn/rrinr

walls of the belly; the anterior pillars of the

spinal cord.

The two parts into which the iris divides the eye ate

called the anterior and posterior chambers.

Bmctter, Optics, p. 288. (X. E. D.)

5. In bot., in axillary inflorescence, noting the

side most distant from the axis and nearest

the subtending leaf or bract: as, the nnti-riin-

side of a flower: otherwise called inferior or

lower. [In all its senses usually followed by to

before an object.] =syn. 2. See pn-rimix.

anteriority (an-te-ri-or'i-ti), n. [< ML. anteri-

t-it<i(t-)s, < L. anterior: see anterior.] The
state of being anterior, in advance, or in front

;

the state of being before in time or situation
;

priority.
Our poet could not have seen the prophecy of Isaiah,

because he lived 100 or 150 years before that prophet ; and
this anteriority of time makes this passage the more ob-

servable. Pope, Iliad, xix. 93, note.

anteriorly (an-te'ri-or-li), adv. In an anterior

manner; before, in time or place; previously,
in time

;
in front, in place. See anterior.

The hemispheres [of the brain-cavity of a species of Co-

rodon]
contract anteriorly into the very stout pedun-

of the olfactory lobes. Pop. Sci. Mo., XII. 124.

anterolateral (an'te-ro-lat'e-ral), a. [< L.

*anterus (see anterior) + lateralis, lateral: see

lateral.] Situated or directed anteriorly and
to the side. Huxley Anterolateral groove, a

name sometimes applied to the line along the spinal cord
where the anterior roots of the spinal nerves emerge.

anteroom (an'te-ro'm), n. [< ante- + room.] A
smaller room before a chief apartment, to which
access is had through it

; especially, a waiting-
room used for the temporary reception of visi-

tors, etc.
;
an antechamber.

His ante-rooms were thronged with clients of all sorts.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S. (1876), VI. 239.

anteroparietal (an*te-ro-pa-ri'e-tal), a. [< L.

*anterus (see anterior) + LL. parietalis, parie-
tal: see parietal.] Anterior parietal: applied
to one of the gyri of the brain. See gyrus.

anteroposterior (an''te-ro-pos-te'ri-or), a. [<

L. *anterus (see anterior) + posterior, behind:
see posterior.] Relating to the direction from
front to back or from head to tail

; cephaloeau-
dal Anteroposterior symmetry, in zoiil., the view
that the anterior and posterior limbs of vertebrates are

reversed or symmetrical repetitions of each other, like

right and left limbs, and therefore not serially homolo-

gous, or parts of a series facing all in one direction,
but antitypical homologues or antitypes ; antitropy as op-

posed to syntropy, in viewing intermembral homologies.
See intermtmbral.

antesolarium (an*te-so-la'ri-um), n.; pi. ante-

solaria (-a). [ML., < L. ante, before, + solari-

um: see solarium.] A portico, veranda, or

other projecting structure in front of the solars

or apartments of a medieval dwelling-house.
Audrey.
antestaturet (au'te-stat-ur), . [< F. antesta-

<>T=Sp. antestatura, < L. ante, before, + sta-

tura, a standing: see stature.] In fort., a small
intrenchment or work formed hastily of pali-
sades or sacks of earth, for the defense of a post,
or of works part of which have been captured.
antesternum (an'te-ster-num), n.

; pi. ante-

sterna (-na). [NL.,'< L. ante, before, + NL.
sternum : see sternum.] In entom., the center

of the antepectus ;
the fore part of the middle

of the breastplate of insects.

antestomach (an'te-stum-ak), . [< ante- +
stomach.] In birds, some distensible portion
of the gullet (not a proper crop) in which food
is first lodged.

In birds there is no mastication or comminution of the

meat in the mouth, but it is immediately swallowed into

a kind of antestomach, which I have observed in piscivorous
birds. Ray-

ante-SUppert (an'tf-sup-er), n. [< ante- + sup-

per.] A course displayed but not partaken of,

in anticipation of supper. N. E. I).

antetemple (an'te-tem-pl), n. [< ante- + tem-

ple.] The porch or vestibule before the temple
at Jerusalem. The term has been used to designate
the narthex or vestibule of early Christian churches, and
it has been applied to the nave of a church regarded as

placed before the chancel or sanctuary and outside of its

pale. Its use as designating the pronaos of a classical tem-

ple is not to be commended.

antetype (an'te-tip), n. [As if ante- + type; but

prop, antitype, q. v.] A prototype; a primitive
or early type whence some later form has been
derived. See antitype.
The antetupes in carboniferous times of the modern king-

crab. Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 87.

antevenient (an-te-ve'nient), a. [< L. ante-

renien(t-)s, ppr. of antecenire, come before, <

anthemion

untc, before, + ren ire = Gr. paiveiv = E. conn .
\

Preceding; coming before. Lainh.

anteversion (an-te-ver'shon), n. [<L. antever-

sio(n-), a putting before, < "antevertere, pp. ante-

rersus: see antecert.] A turning forward; spe-
cifically, inpathol., a displacement of the uterus
in which the fundus, or broad upper portion, is

turned toward the pubes, while the cervix or

neck is tilted up toward the sacrum : opposed
to retrorersion.

antevert (an-te-vert'), v. t. [< L. antei-ertere,

precede, anticipate, place before, < ante, before,
+ vertere, turn: see verse.] If. To prevent;
avert.
To antevert some great danger to the public, . . . we

may and must disclose our knowledge of a close wicked-
ness. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience (1654), p. 421.

2. To tip or turn forward
; displace in a forward

direction, as the uterus.

anteverted (an-te-ver'ted), p.
a. Tipped for-

ward; exhibiting aiiteversion : said of the

uterus.

anth-. [< Gr. dvd-, assimilated form of avr- for

avri- before the aspirate.] The form of the

prefix ant- before the aspirate h in words taken
from or formed according to the Greek. In
words formed in English anti- usually remains

unchanged before the aspirate, as in antihyp-

notic, antihysteric, etc.

anthela (an-the'la), .
; pi. anthelte (-le). [NL.,

< Gr. dvOr/Ar/, the downy plume of the reed (L.

panicula), < avOelv, bloom: see anther.] In bot.,

a form of cymose inflorescence, either unilateral

and sickle-shaped or bilateral and fan-shaped,
the lateral axes overtopping the central, as in

Juncus tenuis.

anthelia, n. Plural of anthelioti.

anthelices, n. Plural of anthclijc.

anthelicine (ant-hel'- or an-thel'i-sin), a. [<
anthelif (-ie-) + -(Me 1

.] Of or pertaining to the

antihelix of the ear: as, the antlielicine fossa.

anthelion (ant-he'- or an-the'li-on), n.
; pi. ant-

helia (-a). [NL., < Gr.
avdf/Ztov,"

neut. of dvdr/-

?.<of (with dvr- changed to avd- before the rough
breathing), later form of avrjj'/.iof, opposite to

the sun, < OIT- for avri, opposite to, + )??.(0f,

the sun: see helio-. Cf. aphelion and perihe-

lion.] A solar phenomenon consisting of one
or more faint luminous rings around the shadow
of the head of an observer when projected at

no great distance by the sun when it is near
the horizon on a cloud, fog-bank, grass covered
with dew, or other moist surface. It is some-
times observed in alpine and polar regions, and
is due to diffraction of light.

anthelix (ant'he- or an'the-liks), n.; pi. anthel-

ices (ant-hel'- or an-thel'i-sez). [< Gr. ov^/Uf,
the inner curvature of the ear, < dvO-, avr- for

avri, opposite to, + fA<f, helix : see helix.] Same
as antihelix.

anthelminthic (an-thel-min'thik), a. and .

Same as anthelntintic.

anthelmintic (an-thel-min'tik), a. and n. [<
NL. anthelminticum, < Gr. avS-, avr- for avri,

against, + eh/uvc. (t%/uv6-), a worm, esp. a tape-

worm, a maw-worm; of uncertain origin.] I.

a. In med., destroying or expelling intestinal

worms.
II. n. A vermifuge ; a drug used for destroy-

ing and expelling intestinal worms.
anthem (an'them), n. [Early mod. E. also an-

thym; occasionally spelled anthymne (simulat-

ing hymn), also antheme, antemne; < ME. an-

tem, antim, antym, anteme, antempne, antephne,

dntefne, < AS. antefen, < ML. antifona, anti-

phona, an anthem, an antiphon : see anti-

jilion.] Originally, a hymn sung in alternate

parts ;
in modern usage, a piece of sacred music

set to words usually taken from the Psalms or

other parts of the Scriptures ;
a developed mo-

tet. There are four kinds : () a ntltems for a double choir,

Ill WHICH tile UI1O1 US UCCU^IICS me |HUI1HMM pm^c, mill lll-

verses (usually set to music in four parts and sung by a

part of the choir) are subordinate; (c) verse anthems, in

which solos, duets, and trios are the prominent features,

the chorus being subordinate ;
and (d) solo anthems, in

which a single voice is the prominent feature. The an-

them may or may not have an accompaniment for the or-

gan, or for any number of instruments. It has reached its

highest development in England.
anthem (an'them), i: t. [< anthem, n.] To cele-

brate or salute with an anthem or song. [Used
only in poetry.]

Sweet birds antheming the morn.
K,;<t*. Fane).

anthemion (an-the'mi-on), H.
; pi. anthemia (-a).

[< Gr. avKfuov, a flower, a flower ornament, <

dvft>f, flower: see anther.] In art and archceol.;



anthemion

(a)A characteristic palmctte orhoneysuckle or-

nament, varying in detail, but constant in type.
of very frequent occurrence both in single ex-

amples and in series, in vase-painting, in archi-

tectural sculpture, in jewelry and dress-fabrics,
and in all other decorative work of Greek origin
from very early times, and later in ornament de-

rived from the Greek. This imminent in its original

shape was borrowed by Greek artists from the Orient, anil

was probably first adopted by the lonians. It was much
used upon antt-tlxes, both sculptured and in terra cotta, and
in the composition of acroteria, particularly those of the

tall and slender Greek funeral slabs,
(ft) Any con-

ventionalized flower or foliage ornament, as

those common in Oriental embroidery or Per-

sian porcelain.

Antheiuia.

a, from a Greek vase
; b, from the acroterium of an Attic stele.

anthemion-frieze(an-the'mi-on-frez), n. Same
as anthemion-molding.
anthemion-molding (an-the'mi-on-m61

//

ding),
n. In Or. art, a molding or frieze ornamented
with a series of anthemia, usually in graceful
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< Gr. avQqpoc;, flowery, blooming, < nv9elv, bloom,
< avBof, a blossom, a flower, = Skt. andhas,

herb.] In hot., the essential polliniferous part
of a stamen, generally raised upon the extremi-

ty of a filament. It is usually a double sac formed by
two simple or bilocellate cells, tilled with pollen, and each
IT II njn'iiin^ at maturity by a slit, pore, or valve. The an-

ther is variously attached to the summit of a filament, or

may be sessile. Theoretically it is homologous to the
l>!;itlr of a leaf, the two halves of which are represented
by the cells, the mid-vein by the connective, and the pa-

renchyma by the pollen. Adnate anther, cruciate
anther, etc. See the adjectives.

antheral (an'ther-al), a. [< anther + -al.] Per-

taining to an anther or to anthers.

anther-dust (an'ther-dust), n. The dust or pol-
len of an anther.

antherid (an'ther-id), . Same as antheridium.

antheridia. n. Plural of antheridium.

antheridial (an-the-rid'i-al), a. [< antheridium
+ -a/.] In hot., of or pertaining to an anthe-
ridium.

The A ntheridial disk springing from the leaf form.
S. B. Herrictc, Plant Life, p. 95.

antheridian (an-the-rid'i-an), a. Same as an-

thcridial.

antheridium (an-the-rid'i-um), n.
; pi. anthe-

ridia (-a). [NL., < anthera, anther, + Gr. dim.

-iiuov.] In bo 1., the

organ in crypto-

gamie plants which
answers to the an-
ther in the phaner-
ogamic series, it

assumes various forms
and positions in the
different groups. Also
called antherid.

antheriferous (an-
the-rif'e-rus), a. [<
NL'. anthera + L.

ferre = E. bear1 .]
In bot.:

ducing
(a) Pro-
anthers.

Anthemion-molding. Frieze of the Erechtheum.

alternation of two forms. Sometimes the effect is

diversified by the introduction of flowers or tendrils more
literally expressed, and occasionally birds are represented
perching on the tendrils, as in examples at Athens and Ar-

gos. The most elegant examples of anthemion-molding are

those beneath the capitals of the north porch columns, and
forming one of the friezes, of the Erechtheum at Athens.

Anthemis (an'the-mis), n. [L., < Gr. avBepic, a

flower, also an herb like our camomile (Dios-

corides), < avffoc, a flower: see anther.'] A large

genus of plants, natural order Composite, tribe

Anthemidece. A. Cotula is the mayweed or stinking
camomile ; A. nobilis is the common camomile of Europe
and of gardens elsewhere. The flowers contain a bitter

principle, which has tonic properties, and yield an essen-

tial oil having an aromatic fragrance. They are conse-

quently much used as a light tonic, and also as a fomen-
tation or poultice.

anthemorrhagic (ant"hem-o-raj'ik), a. [< Gr.

av6-, OVT- for avri, against, + aiuappayiKOs, hemor-

rhagic: see hemorrhagic.] Tending to check

hemorrhage ;
hemastatic. Also antJiatmorrhagic

and antihemorrhagic.
anthemwise (an'them-wiz), adv. [< anthem
+ wise2 .] In the manner of an antiphonal
anthem

;
alter-

nately.
Several quires,

placed one over

against another, and
taking the voice by
catches, anthem-
wise, give great
pleasure.

Bafon, Masques.

anthemy (an'-

the-mi), n.; pi.

anthcmies(-miz).

[< Gr. av6e/uov,

equivalent to

avdoc, a flower:
see anther.] In

bot., a term pro-
posed for any
form of flower-

cluster.
j.'u /,,'anther (an

-

therl, H. IX NL.
- L ,1

iinther,

a, anther
same, expanded; .

LiUum ; J, anther of Btrberis, opening

. ling; f>,

versatile anther of

, ,

bV valves ; r, anther of Salanum, opening
by terminal pores; /, swmotd anther of
l'fbalium. ( All magnified.)

/7\ c!
~

<*, branch of Fucus, with antheridia,
() Supporting an- one separated and antherozoids escap-

thers, aS the fila- ing ; *. antheridia of a moss surrounded
hy paraphyses. (Both highly magm-mems. tied. )

antheriform (an'-

ther-i-form), a. [< NL. anthera + L. forma,
form.] Having the form of an anther.

antherogenous (an-the-roj'e-nus), a. [< NL.

antherogenus, < anthera + L. -genus, producing:
see -genous.] In hot., resulting from the trans-

formation of anthers, as the additional petals in

many double flowers : also applied to a double
flower resulting from such transformation.

antheroid (an'ther-oid), a. [< anther + -oid.~\

Resembling an anther.

antherozoid (an"ther-o-z6'id), n. [< NL. an-

thera, anther, + zooides, zooid: see anther and

zooid.] In bot., the minute body produced in

the antheridium of cryptogams by which the

female organs are fertilized. The antherozoids
are slender spiral threads, with a somewhat thickened

apex, which are produced in the antheridial cells ; when
mature they burst the cell and move freely about. See
cut under antheridium.

anthesis (an-the'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. avfojaif, the

full bloom of a flower, < avOeiv, bloom: see

anther.'] The period or act of expansion in

flowers.

I thereupon carefully inspected both these trees [gink-

go], and found that anthems was so nearly synchronous in

the two sexes that I was able on the 5th to pronounce
them ready for fertilization. Science, V. 495.

Anthesteria (an-thes-te'ri-a), n. pi. [Gr. 'Av6e-

arr/pia, the feast of flowers, in the month of 'Av-

SeaTripiuv: see Anthesterion.] In Gr. antiq., the

festival of flowers, the third in order of the
Attic feasts in honor of Dionysus. The observance
lasted for three days, about the middle of the month of

Anthesterion (or toward the 1st of our March), and cele-

brated the opening of spring and the ripening of the wine
of the previous season. The people wore garlands of the
brilliant anemones which deck the Attic plain at that sea-

son, and certain mystic ceremonies and sacrifices were

performed by priestesses in the guise of bacchantes.

Anthesterion (an-thes-te'ri-on), n. [Gr. 'Av-

dsaTijpLuv, the time of flowers, < avBof (stem avSe-,

orig. (ivfter-), a flower, + term, -rr/pt-tiv.] The
eighth month of the ancient Attic year, con-

taining twenty-nine days, and corresponding
to the last part of February and the beginning
of March.
anthicid (an'thi-sid), n. A beetle of the family
.In l li icidif.

Anthicidae (an-this'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Anthi-
cus + -idte. ] A family of heteromerous beetles,

corresponding to the Anthicides of Latreille or

the old genus Xotoxus. They have the anterior coxal
cavities open behind ; the head strongly constricted at
base, ami suddenly narrowed behind; no lateral suture

anthoclinium

of the thorax ; perfect tarsi, with distinct rlaws; normal
eyes; the prothoraxat base nain'urr than the elytra ;

and
the hind coxie not prominent. They are beetles mostly
of small size, generally found oil flowers, though some spe-
cies inhabit sanily places near water.

Anthicus (an'thi-kus), n. [NL.,< Gr. av6m6f,
like a flower, < avdix;, a flower: see anther.'] A
genus of heteromerous beetles, typical of the

family Anthicidte, having the thorax unarmed.
It contains Anthicus fnscus and many other mi-
nute species.
Anthidae (an'thi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Anthus +
-id:] The Anthiiue (which see), rated as a

family.
ant-hill (ant'hil), n. [< ME. amete-hull, < AS.

aemct-hytl, a'inett-hyU : see ant1
, emmet, saulkilfi.]

A mound or hillock of earth, leaves, twigs, and
other substances, formed by a colony of ants
for or in the process of constructing their habi-

tation. The ant-hills erected by the termites, or white

ants, are among the most extraordinary examples of insect

architecture. They are in the form of pyramids or cones
of earth, sometimes 10 or 12 feet high, baked in the sun to

remarkable hardness and consistency. See termite. Ant-
Hill grass, a name given to a species of fescue-grass, Fes-

tuca yylvatica, from its frequent occurrence on ant-hills.

ant-hillock (ant'hil'ok), n. Same as ant-hill.

Anthinae (au-thi'ne),"n. pi. [NL., < Anthus +
-ina;.] A subfamily of oscine passerine birds;
one of two divisions of the family Motacillida;,
or wagtails: sometimesmade a family Anthidte.
The group consists of the pipits, or titlarks, chiefly of the

genus Anthus, with which the subfamily is nearly con-

terminous. Anthince differ from other Motacillidee in hav-

ing the tail shorter than the wing, with broader feathers,
the tarsi relatively shorter, the lateral toes longer, and
the hind claw lengthened and straightened. Four or five

primaries usually compose the point of the wing, and the
coloration is streaky. There are about 50 species, found in

most parts of the world. See Anthus.

anthine 1
(an'thin), a. [< L. anthimis, < Gr. av-

ftvof, pertaining to a flower, < avffof, a flower.]
Of or pertaining to a flower.

anthine2 (an'thin), a. [< Anthince.'] Inornith.,
of or pertaining to the Anthince, or pipits.
anthobian (an-tho'bi-an), n. [< NL. Anthobii
+ -.] A beetle of tfie group Anthobii (which
see) : so calledfrom living on flowers and leaves.

Anthobii (an-tho'bi-i), n. pi. [NL., pi. of an-

thobius, a., < Gr. avdof, a flower, + fiiof , life.] In
some systems of classification (as Latreille's), a

group of scarabseoid lamellicorn beetles, closely
related to the Hoplides, but having the two di-

visions of the labium produced beyond the

mentum,the elytra with rounded tips divaricat-

ing from each other, and the antenna? 9- or 10-

jointed, the last 3 joints constituting the clave-

ola. There are several genera and many species, chiefly of
warm countries, living upon flowers and leaves.

Anthobranchia (an-tho-brang'ki-a), . pi.

[NL., < Gr. avdof, a flower, + /Jpoy^(a,"gills.] A
suborder of nudibranchiate gastropods, with
the branchiae arranged in a rosette about the

anus, whence the name. It includes the family
Dorididai and related forms. Also called Py-
gobranchia.
anthobranchiate (an-tho-brang'ki-at), a. andn.

[< Anthobranchia + -ate*.] I. a. Pertaining to

or having the characters of the Anthobranchia.

H. re. A member of the suborder Antho-
branchia.

anthocarpous (an-tho-kar'pus), a. [< NL. an-

thocarpus, < Gr. dvftof ,
a flower, + KapTror, fruit :

see carpel.] In bot., characterized by thickened
floral envelops: applied to certain fruits. In-

stances of anthocarpous fruits are the checkerberry with
a fleshy calyx, the berry of the yew with a cup-like disk,
and the strawberry with fleshy torus. The epithet is also

applied to such multiple fruits as the mulberry and pine-

apple, which are dense forms of inflorescence with the

fleshy floral envelops matted together about the ovaries,
and to the flg, the cone of the pine, etc.

Anthochaera (an-tho-ke'ra), n. [NL., irreg. <

Gr. avffof, a flower, + xa'Petv! delight.] A ge-
nus of honey-birds, of the family Meliphagida;
and subfamily Meliphaginas, based upon the
mottled honey-eater or brush wattle-bird of

Australia (A. carunculata or A. mellh-ora), de-

scribed as specially fond of the banksias, upon
the blossoms of which it feeds. It has a peculiar cry,
resembling the syl-
lables sooffwmaki
its native name.

Vigors and Hors'

/eW, 1826. Formerly
also called Creadiotl.

anthoclinium
(an - tho - klin

'
i-

um), n.; pi. an-
thocliniii (-a).

a flower, + n'/irt/,

a bed : see Clinic.

etc.] In bot., a
Sectionof Head of Sunflower.

, receptacle, or anthoclinntm.



anthoclinium

name for a receptacle of inflorescence, such as

that of ( 'iii/i/ioxita.

Anthocorinfe (an-thok-o-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Anthomris + -ina:] A subfamily of bugs, of

the family I'imidtlii; containing chiefly minute,
narrowly oval, and narrow-headed species of

a shining-black or dull-brown color, marked
with white.

Anthocoris (an-thok'o-ris), . [NL., < Gr. av-

Bof, a flower, + n6pi<; ,
a bug. ] A genus of het-

eropterous insects, of the family Lugceuhe, or

giving name to a subfamily Anthiicorinie of the

family Cimiddle, having the anteunse filiform.

It contains small black bugs with reddish and
white marks. See cut under flower-bug.

anthocyan (an-tho-si'an), n. Same as antho-

cyanin.

anthocyanin, anthocyanine (an-tho-si'a-nin),
n. [< Gr. avllot;, a flower, + Kuavof, blue, 4- -in-.

Cf. cyanin.] The dissolved coloring matter in

blue flowers.

anthodium (an-tho'di-um), .
; pi. anihodia (-a).

[NL.,<Gr. avQMr/f. see anthoid.] The head, or

so-called compound flower, of Composite.

anthogenesis (an-tho-jen'e-sis), n. [NL.,<Gr.
avffof, a flower, + yevcaif, production.] A mode
of reproduction occurring in some of the plant-

lice, or Pliytnpli tliiria, in which there intervenes
a form furnishing male and female pupte from
which sexual individuals arise. Pascoe, Zool.

Class., p. 264.

anthography (an-thog'ra-fi), . [< Gr. uvBof,

a flower, + -)/>aQ!a, <. ypafeiv, write.] That
branch of botany which treats of flowers; a

description of flowers.

anthoid (an'thoid), a. [< Gr. *av6oct6f/f, contr.

avStlxir/f, like a flower, < avdof, a flower, 4- eldof,

form.] Having the form of a flower
;
resem-

bling a flower.

antholeucin, antholeucine (au-tho-lu'sin), n.

[< Gr. avtiof, a flower, + /fwtof, white, + -in2.}
The dissolved coloring matter in white flowers.

antholite (an'tho-lit), . [< Gr. iivtios, a flower,
+ A/flof, a stone!] In gcol., an impression on
rocks, as on the shales of the coal-measures,
resembling, or supposed to resemble, a flower.

anthological '

(an-tho-loj'i-kal), a. [< antholo-

gri/
1
.] Pertaining to an anthology; consisting

of beautiful extracts, especially from the poets.

anthological2! (an-tho-loj'i-kal), a. [< anthol-

ogy".] Treating of flowers.

anthologist (an-thol'o-jist), n. [< anthology1

+ -ist.] The compiler of an anthology.
anthology1

(au-thol'o-ji), n. ; pi. anthologies
(-jiz). [< Gr. dvOo/to/ia, LGr. also avBoU-,wv, a

flower-gathering, and hence a collection of small

poems, < avOoUyo*;, gathering flowers, < av6of, a

flower, + Myeiv = L. legere, gather, read: see

lection, legend, etc., and cf. anthology^.] 1. A
collection of flowers; a garland. [Rare.]
2. Acollection of poems, epigrams, andfugitive
pieces by various authors. The name was origi-
nally given to Greek collections of this nature, and 'is

hence applied to any literary collection similarly made.
3. In the Gr. Ch., a selection from several of
the official service-books of such parts of the
services as are most needed by the laity.

anthology2! (an-thol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. avffof, a

flower, -T- -l.oyia, < Uyeiv, speak : see -ology.] A
treatise on flowers.

antholysis (an-thol'i-sis), n. [NL.,<Gr. dfflof,

a flower, + ).vat(, a breaking up, a loosening, <

fi.miv, loosen.] In tot., a retrograde metamor-

phosis of the organs of a flower, as of carpels
into stamens, stamens into petals, etc.

anthomania (an-tho-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

avdof, a flower, + fiama, mania : see mania.] An
extravagant fondness for flowers.

Anthomedusa (an"tho-me-du'sa), n. [NL., <

Gr. avDof, a flower, + NL. medusa, q. v.] The
typical genus of the family Anthomedusidte.
anthomedusid (an"tho-me-du'sid), n. An
acaleph of the family AntlumieduttideB.

Anthomedusidae (an"tho-me-du'si-de), n. pi
[NL., < Anthomedusa + -idw.] In sool., a fam-
ily of Hydronwdusinie (which see) whoso me-
dusas become free. They are without otoliths, with
ocelli at the base of the tentacles, gonads on the outer
wall of the gastral cavity, and mostly 4 radial canals.
The polyp-colonies on which these medusa; bud contain
alimentary zooids which are not invested by chitinous
cups. The medusa) bnd mostly on the ordinary alimen-
tary polyps, but exceptionally directly from the hydro-
rhiza.

Anthomorphidae (an - tho - mor '
fi -

de), n. pi.
[NL., <

*
Anthomorpha (?) '(< Gr. m<0of, a flower,+

fio/><t>f/, form) + -ida;.] A family of Hexac-
tiniai with slightly developed muscular system
and long, slightly contractile tentacles without

238 anthotaxis

any circular muscles, the tentacles being con- 1. In entom., flower-loving, as a bee. 2. Of or

si'('(uoiitly non-retractile. Ki-prudm-tiM- organs arc pertaining to the A>illii>i>hilu.

present on all the mum-rims nmiplete septa; accessory Anthophora (au-thof'o-ra), n. [NL., fern. sing.
tt ntiu-lfs an- wanting.

Anthomyia (an-tho-mi'i-a), n. [NL. (Meigen,
1826; improp. Aittliomya, besvoidy, 1830, earlier

in a perverted form, Antliomyza, Fallen, 1810),
< Gr. avffof, a flower, + /wia, a fly, akin to L. HIHX-

ea, a fly: see Musea.] A genus of dipterous in-

(iu sense 2 neut. pi.) of (Mfkopkonu: see antlto-

Turaip-fly (Anthomyia radicum). (Cross shows natural size.)

a, larva; b. pupa, natural size; f, pupa, enlarged. (After Curtis.)

sects, typical of the family Anthomyida;: less

commonly in the perverted form Anthomyza. It

includes numerous species; the larvw of some feed upon
garden vegetables. A. frramea is the cabbage-fly ; A. tri-

uxti'dlata and A. radii-utn are turnip-flies ; A. tuberona at-

tacks potatoes.

Anthomyidae (an-tho-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Anthomyia + -ida;; also in the perverted form

AnthomyeidfE (Anthomyzides, Latreille).] In
some systems of classification, a family of

dipterous insects, corresponding more or less

exactly to the Anthomyzides of Latreille : some-
times merged in Aluscida;.

Anthomyza (an -tho-ml
'

za), n. [NL., a per-
verted form tor Anthomyia.] 1. \nentom. : (a)
Same as Anthomyia. Fallen, 1810. (6) A genus
of lepidopterous insects. Sicainson, 1833. 2.
In ornith., a genus of meliphagine birds, whose

type is A. caruleocejihala of New Zealand,
named by Swainson in 1837. The name, being
preoccupied in entomology, was changed to An-
thornis by G. R. Gray in 1840.

Anthomyzidae (an-tho-mi'zi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Antliomyza, 1, + -ida;.] Same as Anthomyida:
Anthomyzides (an-tho-mi'zi-dez), n. pi. [NL.,
prop. F. pi., equiv. to Anthomyzidae.] In La-
treille's system of classification, a subtribe of

Muscides, corresponding closely to Anthomy-
id(C. It is composed of species having the appearance
of common flies, with 4-jomted abdomen, non-vibratile

wings, and short antenntc ending in a long or linear joint,
with the seta mostly plumose.
Anthonomus (an-thon'o-mus), n. [NL., < Gr.
*
avdavojiru; feeding on flowers (found in passive
sense avn6vo/io (proparoxytone), having its

flowers fed on) ;
cf. avdom^lv, feed on flowers,

< av6of, a flower, + ve/tetv, mid. vc/jcadai, feed,

graze.] A genus of Curculionida, or snout-

beetles, comprising numerous species of rather
small size, distributed over all parts of the

globe except the arctic regions. A few live in the
larval state in the galls made by homopterous, dipterous,

Anthophore. (From Gray's
"Genera of Plants of the
United States.")

Section of the flower of
Silent Ptnnsyl-vanica, en-

larged, showing the antho-

phore (a) within the calyx,
bearing the petals, stamens,

Apple-curculio (Anthonomus quadrigibbus}.

a, natural size ; *, lateral view ; c, dorsal view.

or hymenopterous insects ;
others live between the un-

opened leaves of various trees; while the majority infest
the fruit or seed-pods of plants. The apple-curculip, A.

quadriffibbus (Say), is a familiar example, and is distin-

guished by the four somewhat prominent tubercles on its

elytra, and by its bidentate anterior femora. The larva; of
Anthonomun are more arched dorsally than most other cur-
culionid larva?; they undergo transformation within the
fruit or plant they infest ; and they do not enter the ground.

Anthophila (an-thof'i-la), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

ofantlioplrihis: seeanthophilous.] In Latreille's

system of classification, the melliferous acu-
leate hymenopterous insects ; the bees : a syn-
onym of Mellifera (which see). It is commonly
divided into the two families ApidtB and Andre-

[< NL. an-

, loving.]

anthophilous (an-thofi-lus), a.

thophilus, < Gr. av6of, a flower, +

Mason-bee f Anthophora sftmsa), and tube constructed by the bee.

pliore.] 1. Agenus of bees, of the family ^j>t(J<E/
one of several genera which collect pollen by
means of the hind tibiae, and which are known
as mason-bees. A. spoiisa is an example. See
mason-bee. 2. [I.e.] Plural of anthophorum.
anthophore (an'tho-for), n. [< NL. anthopho-
riiiii. prop. neut. of anthophorwi, < Gr. avOtxjiopof,

bearing flowers, < avftot, a flower, + -0<5/x>f, bear-

ing, < (jicpeiv = K. bear1.] In lot., a form of floral

stipe, produced by the

elongation of the inter-

node between the calyx
and the corolla, and bear-

ing the corolla, stamens,
and pistil, as in the catch-

fly (tiilenc). Also called

anthophorum.
anthophorous (an-thof'o-

rus), a. [<NL. anthopho-
rus, < Gr. av8oifi6pof, bear-

ing flowers: see antho-

phorc and -ous.] Bearing
flowers.

anthophorum ( an-thof'o-

rum), n. ; pi. anthophora
(-ra). [NL.] Same as an-

thophore.

antnophyllite (an-tho-
fil'it), n. [< NL. antho-

. ,.' *-. . .,, . oearing un
pliylllim, a ClOVe (With al- and ovary.

fusion to the color), < Gr.

avffof ,
a flower, + 0M./W, leaf, = L. folium : see

folio.] A mineral, allied to amphibole or horn-

blende, occurring in radiating columnar aggre-
gates. It is orthorhombic in crystallization.

anthophyllitic (an"tho-fi-lit'ik), a. [<antho-
phyintc + -ic.] Pertaining to anthophyllite, or

containing it.

Anthophysa (an-tho-fi'za), n. [NL., < Gr. av-

tiof, a flower, + Qvaa, a breath, bubble.] A genus
of pantostomatous infusorians, of the group Di-

mastiga, containing biflagellate monads which
are united in colonies of several zofiids.

Anthoptilidae (an-thop-til'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Anthoptilon + -idee.] A family of spicateous
pennatuloid polyps without rachial pinnules,
with polyps sessile on both sides of the rachis
in distinct rows, and without cells.

Anthoptilon (an-thop'ti-lon), n. [NL., < Gr.

avdof, flower, + irrDMV, feather, wing.] A genus
of polyps, representing the family Anthoptilidai.
anthorism (an'tho-rizm), n. [< NL. anthoris-

mus, < Gr. a.v6opicfl6f, counter-definition, < av6o-

pi&tv, make a counter-definition, < av6-, avr- for

avri, against, counter to, + opi&tv, limit, bound,
define : see horizon.] In rhet., a description or

definition contrary to that which has been given
by one's opponent.
anthorismus (an-tho-riz'mus), n. Same as an-
tkorism.

anthosiderite (an-tho-sid'e-rit), n. [< Gr. avffof,

a flower, + aiSr/pirr/f, of iron : see siderite.] A
native silicate of iron, of an ocherous-yellow
color, inclining to yellowish-brown, and having
a fibrous radiated structure, found in Brazil.

AnthoSOma (an-tho-so'ma), n. [NL.,< Gr. ovflof,

a flower, + au//a, a body.} A genus of sipho-
nostomous parasitic cmstaceans, giving name
to a family Anthoxouiitlir. A sj>ci-i<'s. ./. smithi.

is found upon sharks.

Anthosomidae (an-tho-so'mi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
<Anthosoma + -ida>.] A family of siphonosto-
mous parasitic crustaceans, typified by the ge-
nus Anthosoma.
anthotaxis (an-tho-tak'sis), . [NL., < Gr.avBof,
a flower, -f- raf($, order, < raaaeiv, arrange, order:



anthotaxis

see tactic.] In bot., the arrangement of flowers

on the axis of growth: same as inflorescence.

anthotaxy (an'tho-tak-si), n. Same as aiitho-

taxis.

anthoxanthin, anthoxanthine (an-tho-zan'-

thin), . [< Gr. avthc, a flower, + favtiuf, yellow
(see jcaiitliin), + -i 2

.] The yellow or orange
coloring matter of yellow flowers and fruit, a

modification of chlorophyl.
Anthozoa (an-tho-zo'a), re. pi. [NL., < Gr.

nvDuf, a flower, + 'Cmv, 1>1. Cv, an animal: see

:oon.] The flower-animals, or animal-flowers ;

a former class or large group of zoophytes, in-

exactly equivalent to the modern class Aeti-

no:oa (which see). By some, who have included the

/'.*?//,'< nuclei- zoophytes, Anthtaua has lieen made the

other and prime division of zoophytes, and has been di-

vided into //i/"V"'"V. Axti'i-<:i't'i. and f/i'lia)iflt<tiila. The
.lutlwaia have also been divided into Actiniirfir, Zoan-

thid(e, Xenitilce, Alcyoninlir, l'>'iui<ttnli<l<r, Titbiporidte,

Caryophyllidw, and Qorffonttdee.

anthozban (an-tho-zo'an), . and n. [< Antho-
zoa + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the

characters of the Anthozoa; anthozoic.

II. . One of the Anthozoa; an anthozoon.

anthozoic (an-tho-zo'ik), a. [<.Anthozoa + -ic.J

Of or pertaining to the Anthozoa; zoophytic.
anthozodid (an-tho-zo'oid), n. [< Anthozoa +
-aid. Cf. zooid.] An individual polyp of a

polypidom ;
an actinozoon of the compound Ac-

tinozoa, formed by budding in a zoanthodeme
;

Anthozoijkls.

End of a branch of red coral of commerce, Corallium rubrum,
with three anthozooids, A, B. C, in different degrees of expansion :

&, mouth ; a, that part of the ccenosarc which rises into a cup around
the base of each anthozoaid.

one of the individual zooids borne upon the
coenosarc of the compound Zoantharia. Thus, in

a piece of coral each of the numerous little animals which
build up the coral mass is an anthozooid.

anthozoon (an-tho-zo'on), n.
; pi. antliozoa (-a).

[NL., sing, of Antliozoa.'] One of the Anthozoa.

anthracene (an'thra-sen), . [< anthrax (an-

thrac-), coal, + -ene.] A hydrocarbon (Ci4H10 )

found in coal-tar, and extracted from the last

portion of the distillate from this substance

by chilling and pressure. It is purifled by redis-

tillation, and forms white crystalline lamina; which melt
at 415 F. It is of great commercial value, being the base
from which artificial alizarin is prepared. See alizarin.

Also written anthracin.

anthraceniferous (an"thra-se-nif 'e-rus), a.

[< anthracene + -i-ferous.] Containing or yield-

ing anthracene.

By whatever means the crude anthraceniferouft mass
has been obtained, it must be submitted to a process of

purification. Ure, Diet., IV. 72.

anthraces, re. Plural of anthrax.

anthracic (an-thras'ik), a. [< anthrax (anilirac-)
+ -tc.] Of or pertaining to the disease anthrax.

Anthracidae (an-thras'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < An-
thrax (An thrac-) + -idee. ] A family of dipterous
insects, of the old group Tanystomata, contain-

ing the genera Anthrax, Lomatia. Botnbylius,
etc. : now called Bombyliidte (which see).
anthraciferous (an-thra-sif'e-rus), a. [< Gr.

avOpal; (avtipaK-) for anthracite, q. v., + L. ferre
= E. bear1 .'] Yielding anthracite : applied to

geological strata.

anthracin (an'thra-sin), n. [< anthrax (an-
thrac-) + -in'2.] Same as anthracene.

anthracite (an'thra-sit), n. and a.
[<

Gr. av-

ffpaKiTTjf, a kind of precious stone, fern. av6paiaTis,
a kind of coal; prop, adj., coal-like

;
< av6pa%

(avdpaK-), a (burning) coal, charcoal, stone-coal :

see anthrax.] I. re. A variety of mineral coal

(see coal) containing but little hydrogen, and
therefore burning almost without flame, it is

nearly pure carbon, containing usually over 90 and some-
times as much as 9f> per cent, of that substance. It is

hard (hence often called hard coal in distinction from ao/f
or bituminous coal), breaks with a conchoidal fracture,
and has a deep-black color and brilliant luster. It occurs
in large quantity in eastern Pennsylvania, where it is ex-

tensively mined, and is almost the exclusive fuel used in

the large cities and manufactories of New York and New
England. It also occurs in the South Wales coal-fields
in large quantities, and in many other localities, but is
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nowhere of so much practical importance as in the eastern
I niti'd Slat,'..

II. a. Coal-black: as, the; fiiitlirticilr hawk,
I rii/n/iiii/ii iinllirachiii.

anthracitic (an-thra-sit'ik), a. [< anthracite
+ -/c.] Pertaining to, having the nature of, or

resembling anthracite.

In the neighborhood of these [igneous] rocks the coal
has been altered into an antlirac-ftic material.

Huxley, Physiography, xiv.

anthracitous (an'thra-si-tus), a. [< anthracite
+ -oiis.] Containing or characterized by an-
thracite. A'. K. It.

anthracnose (an-thrak'nos), . [F., prop. *an-

tliraconosc, < Gr. ai'flpaf, a carbuncle (see an-

thrax), + vuaof, disease.] A disease of grape-
vines which affects the leaves, the young stems,
and the green berries, and is caused by a fun-

gus, Sphaceloma aiitjtc/iiiiim.

anthracoid (an'thra-koid), a. [< Gr. avdpa$

(avftpaK-) (see anthrnx) + Soc, form.] 1. Re-

sembling or of the. nature of anthrax. 2. Re-

sembling the precious stone carbuncle.

anthracokali (an"thra-ko-ka'li), n. [NL.,< Gr.

avOpat; (avQpaK-), coal, -f- NL. cali, kali : see

kali, alkali.] A pharmaceutical preparation
made by adding porphyrized anthracite to a

boiling solution of caustic potash. Sulphur is

sometimes added with the coal. It is used both internally
and externally in cases of scrofula, rheumatism, and cer-

tain herpetic affections.

anthracolite (an-thrak'o-lit), n. [< Gr. avffpai;

(av8pa.K-), coal, + /U'0of, stone. Cf. anthracite.]
Same as anthraconitc.

anthracomancy (an'thra-ko-man'si), re. [< Gr.

avOpa!; (avtipaK-), a coal, + '[Mvreia, divination.]
Divination by means of burning coals.

anthracqmeter (an-thra-kom'e-ter), n. [< Gr.

avdpaj (avdpaK-), charcoal (carbon), + fterpav,
measure.] An instrument for ascertaining the

quantity of carbonic acid present in any gaseous
mixture.

anthracometric (an"thra-ko-met'rik), a. Of or

pertaining to an anthracometer, or to its use.

anthraconite (an-thrak'o-nit), n. [< Gr. av-

(tpaKwv, a heap of charcoal, hot embers (< ovflpof,

charcoal), + -ite2.] The name given to varie-

ties of calcareous spar (calcite), darkly colored

by the presence of carbonaceous matter.

Anthracosaurus (an"thra-ko-sa'rus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. avBpa,!; (avdpaK-), coal, + aavpof, a lizard:

see saurian.'] A genus of extinct amphibians,
of the order Labyrinthodonta, discovered in the
Carboniferous strata of Scotland. The head
measured 18 inches in length. Huxley, 1863.

anthracosis (an-thra-ko'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. av-

8pa% (avdpaK-), KO&l, + -osis.] Apulmonary affec-

tion produced by the inhalation of coal-dust,
as by colliers. The particles, taken into the tissues of

the lungs, are apt to produce more or less inflammation
in the form of bronchitis or diffuse pneumonitis.
anthracothere (au'thra-ko-ther), n. An ani-

mal of the genus Anthracotherium and family
Anthracotheriidai.

anthracotheriid (an"thra-ko-the'ri-id), n. A
hoofed mammal of the family AntJiracotheriida1

.

Anthracotheriidse (an"thra-ko-the-ri'i-de), re.

pi. [NL., < Anthracotherium -f- -ida:.~\ A fam-

ily of fossil omnivorous artiodactyl mammals,
related to the existent pigs and peccaries. It

contains two subfamilies, Hyopotaminai and
Anthracotheriina; (which see).
Anthracotheriinae (an'thra-ko-the-ri-i'ne), .

pi. [NL.,< Anthracotherium + -ina>.] The typi-
cal subfamily of the Anthracotheriida;. It differs

from the other subfamilyllyopotamince in having the four

upper premolars all differentiated from the true molars,
and each with a conical crown and a small inner lobe. It

contains the genera Anthracotherium (Cuvier) and Elo-
therium (Pomel), and perhaps others.

Anthracotherioidea (an"thra
-ko - the - ri - oi '-

de-a), re. /;/. [NL.,< Anthracotherium + -oidea."]

A' superfamily group founded by Gill, 1872, for

the reception of the family Anthracotheriida!.

Anthracotherium (an'thra-ko-the'ri-um), n.

[NL., < Gr. av(>af (avSpoK-), coal', + (typiov, a wild

beast, < tH/p, a wild beast.] The typical genus
of the Anthracotheriina; and Anthracotheriidic

(which see) : so called from having been found
in the Miocene anthracite or lignite of Tuscany.
The extinct . . . Anthracotherium . . . had the typical

dental formula [of artiodaetyls], and this is preserved in

the existing representative of the non-ruminant artiodar-

tyles, the hog. Owen, Comp. Anat., III. 343.

anthraquinone (an'^hra-kwi-non'), . [X an-

thra(cetie) + qmnone.] A product (Ci4HgOq)
obtained from anthracene by the action of oxi-

dizing agents. From it alizarin is prepared.
anthrax (an'thraks), re.

; pi.
anthraces (an'thra-

sez). [< L. anthrax, a virulent ulcer, carbuii-

anthropogenic

cle, also cinnabar, < Gr. avtipa$, a (burning) coal,
a precious stone, a virulent ulcer

; origin uncer-

tain.] 1. In putliiil., a carbuncle of any sort.

Sec phrases below. 2. [cap.] [NL.] A gonus
of dipterous insects, giving name to a family
Anlliracitlii' (which see): now placed in liinnlii/-

liiilif. 3. Lithanthrax, or pit- or stone-coal.

Malignant anthrax, a destructive infectious disease of

brutes, and sometimes of man, which is assnriatril with and
si-mis tn <li 'print upon the presence in the blood and tissues

of a minute organism, Raeillutanthracix. Also called xplc-
nic l','i-<'f, ftni>n/ifi/f<n-/''>'>'i; carbuncle, i/iilf^/n"iif iixhil,f,

i0ooc-4ortav'<ftMaML liurfxni, milzbraiut. Symptomatic
anthrax, an infectious and usually fatal disease, not un-
common in cat tlr. It is characterized by hemorrhage into

the subriitanrons and intermuscular arcolar tissues of the

limbs, and exhibits a
bacillus distinct from
the Bacilhu* anthraci*.
Also called quartcr-
evil, quarter-ill, black-

leg, black quarter, black

spaul, blvody murrain,
raiixcftbraml.

Anthrenus (an-
thre'nus),. [NL.,
< Gr. avBpfjvn, a

hornet, wasp; of.

Beetle and pupTmagnified. avMov, ^Ornet,

a hornet, orig. any buzzing insect; cf. drone.

See Andrenida;.'] A notable genus of beetles,
of the family J)ermestidw, certain species of

which are well known as museum pests. Such
are A. varius (Fabricins) and A. inuxceoritiii, small gray
species spotted with brown, which do great injury to col-

lections of natural history. A. scrophularite, a larger spe-

cies, black, red, and white, is known as the carpet-beetle
and buffalo-bug, and is very destructive to carpets and
other woolen fabrics. See cut under carpet-beetle.

anthribid (an'thri-bid), n. A beetle of the

family Anthribidce.

Anthribidas (an-thrib'i-de), re. pi. [NL., < An-
thribus + -ida;.] A family of rhynchophorous
Coleo'ptera, typified by the genus Anthribus.
These snout-beetles have a strong fold on the inner face
of each elytron, the pygidium in both sexes undivided and
normal, the last spiracle uncovered, the tibia! not serrate,
and the straight antenna; with 10 or 11 joints.

Anthribus (an'thri-bus), re. [NL. (Geoffroy,
1764 ) ,

also A n th ribidus andAn thotribidus, appar.
< Gr. avSof, a flower

;
the second element is not

clear.] A genus of rhynchophorous beetles,

giving name to the family Anthribidce.

anthropic (an-throp'ik), a. [< Gr. av6puTriK6f,
of man, human, < avfipuiroi;, a man, a human be-

ing ; perhaps for *av8ptmos, lit. having a human
face or appearance, < avijp (avip-), a man, -I- in\>

(<j;r-), face, countenance, eye: see andro- and
optic."] Belonging to man; manlike; sprung
from man

;
human.

If we leave the region of formulas and go back to the

practical effect of religion on human conduct, we must
be driven to the conclusion that the future of religion is

to be, not only what every real religion has ever been,
anthropomorphic, but frankly anthropic.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 451.

anthropical (an-throp'i-kal), a. Same as an-

thropic.

Anthropida (an-throp'i-da), n.pl. [NL.] Same
as Anthropoidea.
Anthropidse (an-throp'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

dvSpuTTOf, a man, a human being, + -idte.'\ The
human race, zoologically rated as a family of

the superfamily Anthropoidea; the Hominida:

(which see). The family contains the single

genus and species man (Homo sapiens).

anthropo-. [< Gr. avOpanoc, a man, a human be-

ing: see anthropic.] The first element of many
compound words of Greek origin, meaning man.

anthrop^obiology (an"thro-p6-bi-oro-ji), n.

[< Gr. avdpuTToc, man, + biology.'] Anthropol-
ogy; the biology of man; the life-history of

man, in a broad sense.

To this extensive study, the old anthropology, . . . we
may apply the term Anthropo-biolo^j, or the biology of

man. Smithsontan Rep., 1881, p. 499.

anthropocentric (an'^hro-po-sen'trik), a. [<
Gr. avopuTroc, man, + Kevrpov, center, + -tc.]

Regarding man as the central fact of creation
;

assuming man to be the final aim and end of

creation.

anthropogenesis (an"thro-po-jen'e-sis), n.

[NL.,
'

Gr. dvSpurrof, man, + yiveaic,, genera-
tion.] The genesis, origination, or evolution of

man : applied both to the development of the
individual (ontogenesis) and the development
of the race (phylogenesis). Also called anthro-

poqony, anthropogeny.
anthropogenetic (an"thro-po-je-net'ik), a. [<

Onfbropogenesis.] Of or pertaining to anthro-

pogenesis.
anthropogenic (an'thro-po-jen'ik), a. [< an-

thropogeny. ] Of or pertaining to anthropogeny.
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anthropogenist (an-thro-poj'r-nist), H. [< OH- anthropolite (an-throp'o-lit), . [= F. an thro-

tkropopeny
+ -fetj An adherent of modern polithe, < Gr. avdpuirof, inan, + //flbf, a stone.]

biologk-al doctrines ivspiM-ting anthropogeny. A petrifaction of the human body or skeleton,

anthropomorphous
The treatment he has received either frnm his fellow-

beings or from a power which he is prone tu think of mi-

thropomorpkicaUy. 11. >';/.-,, Prin. of Psychol., 518.

anthropogeny (an -thro -poj'e-ni), n." "[As" if or "of parts of the body, produced by the in- anthropomorphism (an*thro-po-m6r'fizm), .

< Gr. *avUpu-o-; iveia, < avBpunrtryevfc, bora of man, crusting action of calcareous waters, and theiv-
man, + yfvoc, birth.] 1. Same as fore not a true fossil.

[As iiiilliriipnni<iri>hiii(.t + -ism'.]

'

1. The ascrip-
tion of human attributes to supernatural or

(mtkropogettesis.Z. The sum of human know- anthropolithic (an"thro-po-lith'ik), a. Of or divine beings; in tltcoL, the conception or rep-
ledge concerning the development of man. pertaining to anthropol'ites ; characterized by resentation of God with human qualities and
Also called anihropoffoitg. the presence of petrified human remains.

.,<*-; . ; i 1

In this mighty "war of culture," affecting as it does This much, however, is certain that the true develop-
the whole history of the World, and in which we may well ment of human culture dates only from the Antln-n,,,,.
deem it an honour to take part, nu better ally than Anlhm- lithii- Kpoch. llm-rltrl F.vid of Man (trans ) II 1C,

pogeny can, it seems tome, lie brought to the assistance of -,_4.-u_, __i _ / n. -

struggling truth. anthropologlC (an'thro-po-loj 'ik), o. [< an-
Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), Pref., p. xxiii. thnipology + -ic; =F. aiitlim/iiiloi/ii/iif.] Of or

anthropoglot (an'thro-po-glot), . [< Gr. pertaining to anthropology; of the nature of

avSpairoy/.uT-of, nrdpov^'Auaaof, having man's anthropology,

tongue, < avOpuxof, man,+ y/.uaaa= Attic y/urro,
the tongue: see gloss, glo ttis.] An animal which ., ,

has a tongue resembling that of man, as the anthropological (an"thro-po-loj i-kal), a. Per-

affections, or in a human shape. Anthropomor-
phism is founded in man's inability to conceive beings
aliuM- himself otherwise than in his own likeness. It de-
termines the growth and form of all human religions, from
the lowest up to the highest : as where the Scriptures speak
of the eye, the ear, and the hand of God, of his seeing and
hearing, of his remembering and forgetting, of his making
man in his own image, etc.

Such subtle anthropologic wisdom as the ode on the In-
timations of Immortality. Kinysley, Misc., I. 219.

taining or relating to anthropology!' or the nat- ture8 at "ice-

tkropotoffy + -int.] One who studies or is versed
in anthropology.
inthropology (an-thro-pol'o-ji), n. [= P. -

thropologie, < Gr. as if *av6i>uKofa>yla, a speakin
of man, < avOpunoUyof, speaking of man, < avdpo

anthropogony (an-thro-pog'6-ni), . [< Gr ural history of man: as, anthropological facts;

avOpavot'ovia, the begetting of men, the origin of o Aiithropoloaical Society,

men, < avdpunof, man, 4- -yovoc, < / *>ev, produce, anthropologist (an-thro-pol'o-jist), . [< nn-

Cf. theogony.] 1. Same as unthropogenesis.
The word anthropogony, used first by Josephus, means

. . . only
" the generation of man."

HimM. Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 459.

2. Same as anthropogeny, 2.

anthropography (an-thro-pog'ra-fi), . [= P.

antkropographia, < Gr. diYfyxjTroc 4- -ypatyia, < ypa-
ijiciv, write, describe. Cf. Gr. av6puiroypd<p<x;, a

painter of men, a portrait-painter.] A descrip-
tion of man or of the human race; more par-
ticularly, that branch of anthropology which
treats of the actual distribution of the varieties
of the human race, as distinguished by physical
character, institutions, and customs, including

of man, < av6p<jTroMyo, speaking of man, < avfipt,*-

JTOC, man, + teyetv, speak: see -ology.] 1. The
science of man or of mankind, it includes the
study of man's agreement with and divergence from other

customs, etc.; and of the general physical and mental
development of the human race. Anthropology thus in-

for their object. By some it has been divided into -(a)
zoological anthnpoloyy, which investigates man's relations
to the brute creation ; (6) descriptive anthropology, OTetknol-
!W, which describes the divisions and groups of mankind ;

(r) general anthrojioloo-tt, or, as M. Broca calls it, "the biol-

ogy of the human race." As a department of systematic

Although Milton was undoubted; a high Arian in his
mature life, he does, in the necessity of poetry, give a
greater objectivity to the Father and the Son than he
would havejustifled in argument. He was wise in adopt-
ing the strong nntliropomorphunii of the Hebrew Scrlp-

Coleridge, Table-Talk, p. 293.

2. The conception of animals, plants, or nature
in general, by analogy with man: commonly
implying an unscientific use of such analogy.

Descartes . . . deserted the old moderate view which
affirmed that between the highest psychical powers of man
and brutes there is a certain natural likeness and analogy,
and gave rise to the notion that animals are nothing but
wonderfully complex machines an error naturally re-

sulting in the opposite one now so prevalent the error,
namely, that there is a substantial identity between the
finite soul and the souf of man biological anthropomor-
phism. Mivart.

anthropomorphist (authro-po-m6r'fist), .

[As mmuropomorpkout + -int.] One who attrib-
utes human form or qualities to beings other

speech invests the Deity with human form and
attributes

;
an anthropomorphite.

What anthropoinorphMs we are in this, that we cannot
let moral distinctions be, but must mould them into human
shape! Emerson, \. A. Rev., CXXVI. 414.

and

sembling man, or man-like, as one of the higher

language. See ethnography.
anthropoid (an'thro-poid), a. and . [< Gr.

avOpuvoeidt/c,, like a man, in human shape, <

avdpuxor, a man, 4- tMoc, form, shape.] I. a. 1. theology, anthropology deals with questions relating to anthropomorphite (an'thro-po-mdr'fit), n.
Of or pertaining to the superfamily Anthro-

\

gm nature original condition and fall of man, and
_ [< LL. anthropomorphita!, pl.,< Gr. *Mp,"

pi., heretics who believed in a God
authropomor-

~ne who
in hu-

divination. Cf. necromanevX Divination bv man form
'
with human attributes and passions ;

an anthropomorphist; specifically, one of an
ancient religious sectwho held such views. See
Aitidian.Simiida?, as restricted to include only the go-

rilla, chimpanzee, oraug, and gibbon, these be-

ing commonly known as the anthropoid apes.
The gorilla is now generally regarded as the most human

of the anthropoid apes. //. A. Xiflmlxnn.

II. . An anthropoid animal; one of the ***'.

-ter), n. [<. an-

thropometry. Cf. geometer.] One who studies
or practises anthropometry.
As he stands liefore us now, man is an animal . . . ex-

hibiting in his adult form those characteristics which en-
gage the attention of the anatomist, the physiologist, and

Smithso

higher monkeys ;
an ape.

Chronologically this [called by French archroologists the
Epoch of Robenhausen] is regarded as the first epoch of
the appearance of man on the globe, the previous imple-
ment-using animals being probably anthropoid*.

Science, IV. 438.

anthropoidal (an-thro-poi'dal), a. Of anthro-
poid

t, the phys
nian Rep., 1881, p. 499.

Though few profess themselves anthnpomorphiten, yet
we may flnd many amongst the ignorant of that opinion.

Lorkf.

= Byn. A nthropomurphUf, Anthropomorphigt . The for-
mer is properly one who attributes a human body to God,
the latter one who attributes to him human passions.

II. a. Anthropomorphitic.
anthropometric (an

" thro -po -met '

rik), a. [<
anthropometry + -ic.] Pertaining or relating .-.--

to the proportions of the human body
; relating antnropomorpnitic, anthropomorphltical

to anthropometry.
'

(n*thro-po-m6r-fit'ik, -i-kal), a. [<LL. anthro-

pomorphiticvs, < anthropomorphito!, anthropo-
morphites: see anthropomorpliite.] Pertaining
to or characterized by anthropomorphism,
anthropomorphitism (an

* thro -po -m6r '
fi -

tizm), n. [< anthropomorphite 4- -ism.] The

anthropometrically (an'thro-po-met'ri-kal-i),
doctrines of anthropomorphites ; anthropomor-

adv. In an authropometric manner; bv means

Over a hundred anthropometric observations were taken
on individuals of all ages and both sexes. Science, III. 168.

i-met'ri-kal)

metric.

of anthropometry. anthropomorphize (an'thro-po-mor'fiz), v. t.
;

see anthropoid.]
orders, the other
the order Primates has been divided. The group

f ^.MffiBA^tSSlS?^ anthJopome^lan-thro-pom'e-tri), . [= F. I**, and pp. anthropomorphized, ppr. anthropo-
ntorphtxing. [As anthropomorphotiy + -ize.] To
invest with human qualities.

The Pelasgian Zeus became the head of the new Olym-

its posterior lobe much developed and wholly or mostly anthropometrie, < Gr. avfffumof, man, 4- -/jerpia. <

(TOW, measure.] The measurement of the
uman body; the department of the science of

covering the cerebellum ; a lacrymal foramen within the
orbit ; an orbit completed by suture of the malar and ali-

sphenoid bones
;
ears rounded, with a distinct lobule; and,

in the female, strictly pectoral teats, undivided uterusi anthropology which relates to the proportions I"18 '
and a completely anthropomorphized god.

and an imperforate clitoris. Also written Anthmpida.
Anthropoides (an-thro-poi'dez), w. [NL., < Gr.

'

of the human body, either in individuals or in
tribes and races.

.;, like a man: see anthropoid.] 1. Anthropomorpha (an'thro-po-mor'fa), . pi.In ornith., a genus of cranes, of the family [NL., neut. pi. of anthropomorplius : see aiithro-
trrmda;, based by Vieillot in 1816 upon the Nu- pomorphous.] A group of anthropoid apes, the
midian crane or demoiselle, A. rirgo. It is some-
times restricted to this species ; sometimes extended to
the Stanley crane, *4. (Tetrapteryx) paradtecuH or Stanley-
anus; and sometimes made to cover the crown-cranes

'

the genus Balearica (which see). The synonyms of A

The Nation, Sept. 23, 1869, p. 255.

Even with Homer the age of Creation has ceased, the
age of criticism and scepticism has begun. At any rate,
the gods have strayed far away from the region to which
by nature they Irelong. They have become anthropomor-
phized. Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 155.

simians, equivalent to the family Simiida. See anthropomorphology (an"thro-po-mor-fol'-
ii-

a
^i. -ji)? " [< Or. dv6puTr6uop<t>o, of human fonn

*, anthropomorphic (an"thro-po-m6r'fik),. [As (8ee, anthropomorphous),
n- anthropomorphous + -ic.] 1. Relating

'

thropoides proper are": Otus (Ba'rrere, 1745), Scops (Moeii- characterized by anthropomorphism : as, an-
ring, 1762), ISiljia (Leach, about 1818), and Philorchrmon "
(Gloger, 1842).

2. [Used as a plural.] In zool., a name given by
Haeckel to the anthropoid apes: synonymous
with Anthropoidfti.

anthropolatry (au-thro-pol'a-tri), . [= P.

(tnthropoldtrie, ( Gr. avOptimo'/jiTpeia, man-wor-
ship, < avffpairof, man, 4- Aarpeia, worship, ser-
vice: see latria. Cf. idolatry.] The worship of 2. . Resembling man ; approaching man in type ;

man; the paying of divine honors to a human anthropoid: as, anthropomorphic apes.
being. It was'charged by the early Christians upon the anthropomorphical (an'thro-po-mor'fi-kal),
pagans, and by them, in return, charged upon the Chris- a. Of anthropomorphic character or tendency,
tians, because of their worship of Christ. The word, how-

"~
ever, is better known from its employment by the Apolli-
uarians against the orthodox Christians of the fourth and
fifth centuries, who held the doctrine of the perfect hu-

4- -'Aoyia, <

speak: see -ology.] The use of anthropomor-
.

-
, ^- . pnie language. N. E. D.

thropomorphic conceptions of Deity. anthropomorphosis (an"thro-Po-m6r-f6'sis or
We everywhere see fading away the anthropomorphic -mor'fo-sis), n.

; pi. anthrop'omorphoses (-sez).
conception of the Unknown& f< 3 j,^ ^l<;>

< ^fatoZ,
The curiously a,Uhropo,,u,rphic idea of stones being bus-

lothemhuman torm
>
<M^Pf, i human

bands and wives, and even having children, is familiar to torm : see an thropomorpltous.] Transformation
the Fijians as it is to the Peruvians and the Lapp*. into human shape. Baring-Gonld.

'. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 149. anthropomorphotheist (an"thro-po-m6r-fo-
the'ist), n. [< Gr. avQpoxofioptyos, of human
form, T Bear, God, 4- -ist: see anthropomorphous
and theist.] One who conceives God as haying
human attributes. Coues, Buddhist Catechism,
p. 56.[Rare.]

man nature of Christ.

anthropomorphically (an"thro-po-mor'fi- anthropomorphous (an*thro-po-m6r'fus), a.

kal-i), adv.^
In an anthropomorphic' manner; [< NL. anthropomiirplius, < Gr. aityxjjro>op0c?, of

human form, < drf/jurroc, man, + fiop^t/, form.]in or as of the human form.



anthropomorphous

Anthropomorphic ; anthropoid in form : as, an

anthropomorphous ape. Huxley.

anthroponomical (an
" thro -po-nom

'
i -kal), a.

[< iiiitliriipinnnny + -ical.] 'Concerned wit'n the

laws which regulate human action. JV. E. D.

anthroponomy (an-thro-pon'o-mi), . [= P.

anthroponomie,<.GT. dvOpairof, man,+ vo/'or, law:

see nome'2.] The science of the laws which gov-
ern human action.

anthropopathic (an
//

thro-po-path'ik), a. [< anthropophuism (an-thro-pof'u-izm),
anthropopathy + -ic.] Pertaining to anthro-

popathy ; possessing or subject to human pas-
sions.

anthropopathical (an^thro-po-path'i-kal), a.

Same as anthropopathic.
anthropopathically (an"thro-po-path'i-kal-i),
adv. In an anthropopathic manner; as pos-

sessing human passions.

anthropopathism (an-thro-pop'a-thizm), n. [<

anthropopathy + -ism.] 1. The ascription of

human passions to supernatural beings, espe-

cially to the Supreme Being. Also called an-

thropopathy. 2. An expression containing or

implying such ascription.
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The extent to which anthropaphaqtt has been carried

among some nations is, no doubt, mainly due to the in-

-lnki'iice of the appetite once aroused.
K,i,-,ir. Brit., IV. 808.

anthropophobia (an"thro-po-f6'bi-a), n. [< Gr.

avfipu-of, man, + -ipojiia, < tyofielv, fear.] Aver-
sion to man

;
dread of meeting persons.

He has anttiropojthtibin. bfin;; afraid to meet any one
about the house. Alien. <ni'l ,V< <//<,/., VI. 144.

, n.

[Prop, 'tuttkropophyiem, < Gr. ai^pwTro^w/f, of

man's nature (<C avffpimoi;, man, +
<j>w'/, nature, <

fyi'tiv, produce, in pass, grow), + -</.] That

conception of the gods which attributes to them
the possession of functions and desires similar

to those of human beings.

The Jupiter of Homer is to be regarded ... as the i\--

ceptade and butt of tbe principal parts of such earthly,

sensual, and appetitive elements as, at the time of Homer,
anthropophuism had obtruded into the sphere of deity.

QlaMom, Studies in Homer, II. 174.

antiaditis

There are numerous species, much resembling one an-

other, all being small, brown, spotted and streaked birds,
witli slender bill and lengthened hind claw, and the point
of the wing formed, in the typical species, by the first four

jTiuiaries. They are of terrestrial habits, in this and some
other respects resembling larks. The best-known Euro-

pean species are A. prat?nni8, the meadow-pipit; A. ar-

Like the Chaldee paraphrasts, he [ Abu Said) resolves an-

thropopathUitw, employs euphemisms, and makes several

minor alterations.

T. II. Home, Introd. to Study of Holy Scriptures, II. 79.

anthropopathite (an-thro-pop'a-thit), n. [<-
fhropopnthy + -ite*.] A believer in anthropop-
athism; one who ascribes human passions to

the Deity.
Man so habitually ascribes to his deities human shape,

human passions, human nature, that we may declare him
an Anthropomorphite, an Anthropopathite, and (to com-

plete the series) an Anthropophysite.
E. B. Tyler, Prim. Culture, II. 224.

anthropopathy (an-thro-pop'a-thi), n. [= F.

authropopathie, < Gr. dv'dpuiroirdBeta, humanity,
< dv6pu7Toxaf}/if, with human feelings, < frvfipuTrof,

man, + -rraSof, feeling, affection, suffering: see

pathos.] Same as anthropopathism, 1.

In its recoil from the gross anthropopathy of the vulgar
notions, it falls into the vacuum of absolute apathy. Hare.

anthropophagi, n. Plural of anthropophagus.
anthropophagic (an*thro-po-faj'ik), a. [< Gr.

*avtif>u7ro<f>ay wtof (implied in adv. avOpimotyayiKut;},
< avdpuvotydyof : see anthropophagus.] Relating
to or practising cannibalism.

anthropophagical (an"thro-po-faj'i-kal), a.

Same as anthropophagic.
anthropophaginian (an-thro-pof-a-jin'i-an), .

[< antlirupophfigus, q. v., + -in-ian.] A man-
eater; a cannibal. [Humorous.]

He'll speak like an Anthropophaginian unto thee.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 5.

anthropophagism(an-thr6-pof'a-jizm), . [As
anthropophagous + -ism!] The practice or

custom of eating human flesh; cannibalism.
N. E. D. [Rare.]
anthropophagist (an-thro-pof'a-jist), n. [As
anthropophagous + -ist.] 'One who eats human
flesh; a cannibal. N. E. D. [Rare.]

anthroppphagistic (an-thro-pof-a-jis'tik), a.

Pertaining to or characteristic of the anthro-

pophagi; cannibalistic. Southey.
Evidences of [the prehistoric cave-men's] occasional lit-

tle anthropophatfittic failings, in the shape of scraped and

chipped human bones, ... are not infrequent.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 205.

anthropophagite (an-thro-pof 'a-jlt), . [As
anthropophagous + -fe2.] A man-eater; a can-
nibal.

anthropophuistic (au-thro-pof-u-is'tik), n.

[As (inthro/Hiiiliitifiii + -itst-ic.] Relating to or
characterized by anthropophuism.
That introduction of the female principle into the

sphere of deity, which the Greeks seem to have adopted,
after their anthropophuivtic manner, with a view to the

family order among the Immortals.

Gladstone, Studies in Homer, II. 51.

anthropophysite (an-thro-pof'i-slt), . [< Gr.

dvOpuirof, man, + <t>vrjif, nature, + -iff2 .] One
who ascribes a human nature to the gods.
E. B. Tylor.

Anthropopithecus (an"thro-po-pi-the'kus), n.

[NL., < Gr. dvdpuiroc,, man, '+ irith/Kof, ape: see

Pithecus.] A genus of anthropoid apes, of the

family Simiidte and subfamily Simiina;, con-

taining only the chimpanzee : proposed by De
Blainville as a substitute for Troglodytes (Geof-

froy), preoccupied in ornithology. Both these
names are antedated by Himetes (Leach, 1819).

anthroposcopy (an-thro-pos'ko-pi), . [< Gr.

dvOpuTros, man, + -o*K07rm, < rjKoirelv, view.] The
art of discovering or judging of character, pas-
sions, and inclinations from the lineaments of

the body. Craig.

anthroposophist (an
" thro -pos'o -fist), n. [<

anthroposophy + -ist.] One furnished with the
wisdom of men. Kingsley. (N. E. D.)

anthroposophy (an - thro -pos
'
o -

fi), n. [< Gr.

dvOpumif, man, T aoipla, wisdom, < oo^f, wise.

Cf. theosophy.] Knowledge of the nature of

man
; acquaintance with man's structure and

functions, comprehending anatomy and physi-
ology.

anthropotomical (an"thro-po-tom'i-kal), a.

[As anthropotomy + -ic-al.] Pertaining to

anthropotomy, or the dissection of the human
body.
anthropotomist (au-thro-pot'o-mist), re. [As
anthropotomy + -ist.] An anatomist of the
human body. Owen.

anthropotomy (an-thro-pot
'

o-mi), n. [< Gr.

dvOpunof, a man, -t- ropy, a cutting, < rip>eiv,

rafiflv, cut. Cf. anatomy.'] The anatomy or

dissection of the human body ;
human anatomy.

The os innominatum is represented throughout life in

most reptiles by three distinct bones, answering to the

iliac, iscnial, and pubic portions in anthropotomy.
Owen, Comp. Anat.

I should naturally have killed my lion, tempted the ap-
petite of the anthropophagite., and brought home a little

negro boy. T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 178.

anthropophagizet (an-thro-pof
'

a-jlz), v. i. [As
anthropophagous + -ize.] To feed on human
flesh ; practise cannibalism. Cockeram; Illount.

[Rare.]
anthropophagous (an-thro-pof' a-gus), a. [<
L. an thro2>ophagus, < Gr. dv6puircxf>dyo{, man-eat-

ing: see anthropophagus.] Man-eating; homi-
nivorous

; feeding on human flesh.

anthropophagtts (aii-thro-pofa-gus), .
; pi. an-

thropophagi (-ji). [L., < Gr. ovfyjorro^a) of , man-
eating, < dv6pu7rof, man, + faye'iv, eat.] A man-
eater

;
a cannibal

;
a person who eats human

flesh. Commonly in the plural.
The (.'annibals that each other eat,

The Anthropophagi. Shut., Othello, i. 3.

anthropophagy (an-thro-pof 'a-ji), H. [= F.

anthropophagie, < Gr. dwpuTHXjiayia, < dvHpuTio-

f, man-eating: see anthropophagus.] The
eating of men; the act or practice of eating
human flesh

;
cannibalism.

The anthropophagy of Diomedes his horses.
Sir T. Broii'/i'-, Vul. KIT.

16

anthropurgic (an-thro-per'jik), a. [< Gr. a

irovp}6(, making men, C avffpuiroc, man, + epyov
=E. work, n.] Pertaining to or influenced by
the exercise of human power; operated on by
man: opposed to physiurgic (which see). An-
thropurglo eomatology, "the science of bodies, so far
as man ... is able to operate upon them." Quoted in
Kentham's Works, Int., p. 16.

Anthura (an-thu'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. avBof, a

flower, + oi'po, tail.] A genus of isopods, typi-
cal of the family Antlmridai. Leach, 1813.

Anthuridas (an-thu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < An-
thura + -idee."] A family of isopods, typified by
the genus Anthura, in which the body is slen-

der and vermiform, the antennae are short and
4-jointed, and the plates of the swimmeret form
a kind of capsule.
Anthurium (an-thu'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr. &v-

tloi;,
a flower, + ovpd, a tail.] A large genus of

tropical American plants, natural order Ara-

cece, growing epiphytically on forest-trees. The
flowers are arranged on a fleshy spike, rising out of a green
or often richly colored spathe. Its species are extensively
cultivated as ornamental plants in greenhouses.
Anthus (an'thus), n. [L., < Gr. avUof, masc., a
small bird, prob.the yellow wagtail (tr. florus by
Gaza), sipparX iivHor, neut., a flower.] A genus of
oscine passerine birds, of the family Motacilli<ld'

and subfamily .liilliimi'; the pipits or titlarks.

Pipit, or Titlark (Anthns lucttnricittttus).

ftoretwc, the tree-pipit ; A.aquaticus, the rock-pipit ;
and .1

richardi. The most abundant North American pipit is

A. hutomcianus, very generally distributed throughout the
eastern portions of the continent. The Missouri pipit, also

called skylark, is A. spraguei, common on the western

prairies, especially in Dakota, and belongs to a subgenus
Neocoryg. There are several South American species, of
the subgenera Jfotiocoryg and Pediocoryg.

anthypnotic (ant-hip- or an-thip-not'ik), a.

[< Gr. as if *avdmvoriK6c,. See antihypnotic."]
Same as antihypnotic.

anthypochondriac (ant'hip- or an-thip-o-kon'-
dri-ak), a. [< Gr. as if *avdviroxovdpiaK6f. See

antihypochondriac.] Same as antihypochon-
driac.

anthypophora (ant-hi- or an-thi-pof'o-ra), n.

[L., < Gr. avfhrjro^>opd, < avd-, avr- for avri, 'against,
+

vmxpopa, a putting forward byway of excuse,
an objection, < viroQepeiv, hold out, bring under,
< vir6, under, + $epciv, bear, carry, = E. bear1

.]

In rhet., a figure which consists in anticipating
and refuting objections which might be ad-

vanced by an opponent. Also written antihy-

pophora.
anthysteric (ant-his- or an-this-ter'ik), a. and

. [< Gr. as if "avOvareptKOf. See antihysteric.]
Same as antihysteric.

anti-. [< L., etc., anti-, < Gr. avri-, prefix, avri,

prep., over against, opposite to, against, op-
posed to, answering to, counter, equal to, =
Skt. anti, over against, =L. ante, in comp. ante-,

rarely anti-, before, = Goth. OS. AS., etc., and-:

see further under ante- and and-. In a few words
anti- represents L. ante, anti-, as in anticipate,

antibrachial.] A prefix of Greek origin: origi-

nally only in compounds or derivatives taken
from the Greek or formed of Greek elements,
as in antipathy, antinomy, etc. (the earliest ex-

ample in English being anticlirist, which see),
but now a familiar English formative, meaning
primarily against, opposed to. it forms (i) Com-

Round
nouns (with the accent on the prefix), in which anti-

as the attributive force of opposed to, opponent, oppo-
site, counter, as in antichrist, antipope, antichoruti, an-

ticyclone, antipole, etc. (2) Compound adjectives (with
the accent on the radical element), in which anti- retains
its original prepositional force, against, opposed to,

governing the noun expressed or implied, as in anti-

chruttian, antipapal, anticlerical, etc. Such compound
adjectives adopt an adjective termination, as in the ex-

amples just cited
;
or omit it, as in antichurch, antisla-

very, antiprohibitwn, antirent, when it does not exist or is

not readily formed. This mixture of adjective and sub-
stantive forms makes easy the development, from the

compound adjectives, of abstract nouns like antislai'ery,

antiprohibition,^ etc. In form these compound adjectives,
like antichrijitian, anticlerical, anti-Socinian, are thus,

strictly, made up of anti- with a noun and an adjective
termination, as anti- + Christ + -ian, anti- + cleric + -al,

anti- -f Socin(-ux) + -ian, etc. ; but in etfect they are often

equivalent to, and for brevity they may be marked as,

anti- -(- Christian, anti- + clerical, etc. These compounds
are especially applied to persons or parties opposed in

opinion or practice to other persons or parties, or to

things ; in medicine, to remedies producing or intended to

produce an effect or condition opposite to or in correction
or prevention of that implied in the simple word, as anti-

corroHive, antipyretic, antifat, etc. In the etymologies
following, anti- is treated as a mere English formative,
and is not referred to the Greek, except when obviously
taken, in connection with the radical element, directly
from the Greek.

anti-acid (an-ti-as'id), n. and a. Same as ant-

acid.

antiadest (an-ti'a-dez), n. pi. [< Gr. avrtdfo*;, pi.
of dvTiaf, a tonsil, esp. when swelled, < dvriof,

opposite, < iivri, against: see anti-.] The ton-

sils.

antiaditist (an-tl-a-di'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. av-

rmc!ef, tonsils (see above), + -itis.] Inflamma-
tion of the tonsils ; tonsilitis.



antiae

antiae (an'ti-e), . pi. [NL., < LL. antia, the
hair growing on the forehead, forelock, < L. 'tin Ic.

before: see ante-.']
In ornith., exten-
sions of the feathers
on the upper mandi-
ble on either side of

the base of the cul-

men. Also called

frontal points.

anti-albumose(an"-
ti-al-bu mos), . [<
unti- + (Mum(en) + -one.] A product of the

digestive action of trypsin on an albuminoid.
Further digestion converts it into

autipeptone.
anti-anarchic (an'ti-a-n&r'kik), a. [< anti- +
anarchic.'] Opposed to anarchy or confusion:

as, "your antianarchic Girondins," Carlyle,
French Bev., III. iv. 2. [Rare.]
anti-aphrodisiac (au"ti-af-ro-diz'i-ak), a. and

. Same as antaphrodisiac.
'

antiar, antjar (an'ti-ar), . [Javanese.] l.The
upas-tree of Java. 2. One of the arrow-poi-
sons of Java and the adjacent islands, it is

called in full upas-aittiar, and the active ingredient seems
to be a 1:11111 resin exuding (rum incisions made in the . I nii-

arijt toxicaria. Introduced through the stomach or through
a wound, it is a violent poison, producing great prostration,
convulsive movements, cardiac paralysis, and death.

antiarin, antiarine (an'ti-a-rin), n. K antiar
-I- -i 2

.] The active principle (Cj4H2oO5+
2H2O) of antiar, the upas-poison. Also writ-
ten anthiarinc.

Antiaris (an-ti-a'ris), n. [NL., < antiar, q. v.]
An arboreous genus of plants, natural order

Flowering branch of the Upas-tree (AtttiAris toxicaria).

Urticaceoe, suborder Artocarpeee, of the East In-
dies and Malayan archipelago, it includes the
famous upas-tree, A. toxicaria, one of the largest trees in
the forests of Java, the poisonous qualities of which have
been greatly exaggerated. It is harmless except when it

has been recently felled or when the bark has been ex-

tensively wounded, in which cases the effluvium causes a
severe cutaneous eruption. Sacks are made of the bark of
A. innoxia by soaking and beating the trunk till the bark
is loosened and can be removed whole.

anti-arthritic (an'ti-ar-thrit'ik), a. and n.

Same as antarthritic.

anti-asthmatic (an"ti-ast-mat'ik), a. and n.

Same as antasthmatic.

anti-attrition (an'ti-a-trish'on), a. Same as
antifriction.

antibabylonianism (an'ti-bab-i-16'ni-an-izm),
n. [< anti- + Babylonian + -ism.] Denuncia-
tion of the Church of Rome as being the Babylon
of the Apocalypse (Rev. xvii.). [Rare.]

Our Boanerges with his threats of doom,
And loud-lung'd antibabylonianitms.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

antibacchic (an-ti-bak'ik), a. [< antibacchius
+ -ic.] Consisting of or of the nature of an
antibacchius. N. E. D.
antibacchius (an"ti-ba-ki'us), n.

; pi.
antibacchii

(-1). [L.,< Gr. *avn[iaKxetof, < avri, against, op-
posed to, + /Jafcjeiof, a bacchius: see bacchius.]
In pros., a foot of three syllables, the first two
long and the last one short. The metrical ictus is
on the first long syllable, as in amblre in Latin or qrand-
fdther in English. Opposed to the bacchius, in which the
first syllable is short and the last two are long but also
sometimes interchanging meanings with it.

antibacterial (an*ti-bak-te'ri-al), a. [< anti- +
bacteria + -al.] Opposed to 'the theory that,
certain diseases are caused by the presence of
bacteria.

antibasilican (an'ti-ba-zil'i-kan), a. [< Gr.
avri, against, + (laottifa, royal, < fia.ai.Mtic,, a
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king: see basilica.] Opposed to royal state and
power.
antibiliOUS (an-ti-bil'yus), . [< anti- + hil-

ioux.] ( 'ounteractive of bilious complaints : as,
iiiiiilii/iniis pills.

antibiotic (aa'ti-H-ot'jk), a. [< Gr. avri, against,+ ,-SiuriKin; of or pertaining to life, < /1/oiv, live,
< /3('of, life.] Opposed to a belief in the pres-
ence or possibility of life. \ . /.. l>.

antibracnial, ant'ibrachium. BeeanMnMhfei,
null lirtic/iiiini.

Antiburgher (uu'ti-ber-gt-r), n. [< anti- +
/inri/licr, q. v., in the special sense of a speeder
who approved of the burgess oath.] A mem-
ber of one of the two sections into which
the Scotch Secession Church was split in 1747,
by a controversy on the lawfulness of accept-
ing a clause in the oath required to be taken
by burgesses declaratory of "their profession
and allowance of the true religion professed
within the realm and authorized by the laws
thereof." The Antium-gliem denied that this oath could
be taken consistently with the principles of the church,
while the Burghers affirmed its compatibility. The result
was that the church was rent in two, each section estab-

lishing a communion of its own, known respectively as the
(ieneral Associate Synod, or Antiburghers, and the Asso-
ciate Synod, or Burghers. They were reunited in 1820,
after seventy-three years of separation, thus constitniin;
the I'nited Secession Church.

antic (an'tik), a. and n. [Introduced in the

reign of Henry VIII., spelled autick, anticke. n-

tike, antyke, and later antique (with accent on
the first syllable), < F. antique, ancient, stale,
= Pr. antic = Sp. antiguo = Pg. antigo = It.

antico, ancient, old, < L. antiqum, former, ear-

lier, ancient, old, < ante, before: see ante-, and
cf. ancient*. In the 17th century the spell-

ing antique, which then first became common,
was gradually restricted to the literal sense,
with the accent and pronunciation changed in
immediate dependence on the F., while an tick,
antic was retained in the deflected sense: see

antique.] I. a. If. Belonging to former times
;

ancient; antique.
The famous warriors of the flnticlce world
Us'd trophees to erect in stately wize.

Spenser, Sonnets, Ixix.

2f. Having existed for a long time
; old; aged.

St. Proper to former times
; antiquated; old-

fashioned.
Vertue is thought an aiiticff piece of formality.

Bp. Burnet, Rochester, p. 170. (A". E. D.)

4. Fantastic, grotesque, odd, strange, or ludi-

crous, in form, dress, gesture, or posture.
Grottesca, a kind of rugged unpolished painters worke,

anticke worke. Fiona.
How strange or odd soe'er I bear myself,
As I, perchance, hereafter shall think meet
To put an antic disposition on. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5.

The antic postures of a merry-andrew. Addison.
A fourth [Indianl would fondly kiss and paw his com-

panions, and snear in their faces, with a countenance
more antic than any in a Dutch doll.

Severity, Virginia, ii. H 18.

The antic and spiry pinnacles that closed the strait were
all of white marble. Blaekinmd's Mag., XXXII. 983.

II. . If. Aman of ancient times; anancient;
in plural, the ancients.
The soles were tied to the upper part* with latchets, as

is painted of the Antikes.
T. A'., tr. of Conquest W. India, p. 170. (If. E. D.)

Shall there be gallows standing in England when thou
art king, and resolution thus fobbed, as it is, with the rusty
curb of old father A ntick the law ? Shak.

,
1 Hen. I V.

,
i. 2.

2. In art, antic work; a composition consisting
of fantastic figures of

men, animals, foliage,
and flowers incongru-
ously combined or run
together ;

a fantastic,

grotesque, or fanciful

figure. The term is applied
to certain ancient sculptures,
etc.

,
and to such figures as Ra-

phael's arabesques ; and in

architecture to figures of grif-

fins, sphinxes, centaurs, etc.,
introduced as ornaments.

A worke of rich entayle and
curious mould,

Woven with antickes and wyld
ymagery.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 4.

3. A grotesque, fantas-

tic, odd, strange, or lu-

dicrous gesture or pos-
ture; a fantastic trick:
a piece of buffoonery;
a caper.

Two set* of manners could the Youth put on ;

And fraught with antics as the Indian bird
That writhes and chatters in her wiry cage.

Wardtvxrrtk, Excursion, vi.

Antic, Amiens Cathedral. i3th

antichrist

4. A grotesque pageant; apiece of mummery;
a ridiculous interlude

; a mask.
Xot long since

I saw in Brussels, at my being there,
The Duke of Brabant welcome the Archbishop
of Mentz with rare conceit, even in a siulileii.
IVrfnrinM by knights and ladies of his court,
In nature of an antic. Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iii. >.

We cannot feast your eyes with masks and revels

Oroomtlyantuu. lieav. atutFl., Laws ofCindy, ill i.

5. A buffoon; a clown; a merry-andrew.
And point like antics at his triple cmwn.

M<i ,-lmr.', Kuiistus, iii. 1.

Kear not, my lord ; we can contain ourselves,
Were he the veriest antic in the world.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., i.

antict (an'tik), i\; pret. and pp. nutii-ki-it, ppr.
aiilirk'ntij. [< untie, n.] I. tranx. To make an-
tic or grotesque.

The wild disguise hath almost
Antiek'il us all. Shak., A. and ('., ii. 7.

II. iii trans. To perform antics
; play tricks;

cut capers.
antica, M. Plural of anticum.
anticachectic (au"ti-ka-kek'tik), a. and n. [<
iiuli- + cachectic.] I. a. Efficacious against
cachexia, or a disordered bodily condition.

II. w. In nii'il., a remedy for cachexia.
antical (an-ti'kal), a. Same as anticous.

anticardiac (an'-ti-kar'di-ak), a. [< anticardi-
ii in. Cf. cardiac.'] Of or pertaining to the
anticardium.
anticardium (an-ti-kar'di-um), .

; pi. anticar-
(lia (-a). [NL., < Gr. avrmapitov, < avri, over
against, + Kapdia, heart : see cardiac.] The hol-
low at the bottom of the sternum

; the epigas-
trium: also called scrobiculus cordis, or, more
commonly, the pit of the stomach.
anticarnivorous (an'ti-kar-niv'o-riis), a. [<
iin/i- + rarnirorous.'] Opposed to feeding on
flesh; vegetarian.
anticatarrhal (an'ti-ka-tar'al), a. [< anti- +
i-aUirrhitl.] Efficacious against catarrh.

anticausodic (an'ti-ka-sod'ik), a. Same as
anticaugotic.

antipatlSOtic (an'ti-ka-sot'ik), a. [< Gr. avri,

against, + *Kavaunn6^, < Kavo6eoBai, be in a burn-
ing fever (E. also anticausodic, < Gr. avri, against,+ Kavo&ir/f, feverish, < xaiiaof + sliof, form), <

Kaiiaof, a (burning) bilious fever, < Kaietv. burn :

see caustic.] Efficacious against an inflamma-
tory fever.

anticaustic (an-ti-kas'tik), H. [< anti- + caus-

tic.] A caustic curve produced by refraction;
a diacaustic.

antichambert, " An old form of antechamber.
anticheir (an'ti-kir), . [Prop, 'antichir, < Gr.

avrixfip (sc. SaKTv^of, finger), the thumb, < avri,
over against, + %eiP, the hand.] The thumb,
as opposed to the rest of the hand. [Rare.]
antichlor (an'ti-klor), n. [< anti- + chlor(ine),
q. v.] In bleaching, any substance or means
employed to remove or neutralize the injurious
effects of the free chlorine left in cotton, linen,
or paper which has been bleached by means of
alkaline hypochlorites, as chlorid of lime, etc.
The neutral and acid sodium sulphites were first used, but
they are now superseded by sodium hyposulphite or thio-

sulphite, which is both cheaper and more efilcacious. This
antichlor forms, with the chlorine in the cloth, etc., sodi-
um sulphate and chlorate, which are easily removed by
washing.

antichloiistic (an'ti-klo-ris'tik), a. [< anti-

ehlor.'] Of or pertaining to an antichlor.

antichresis (an-ti-kre'sis), . [ML., < MGr.
airrix/l<!t(, reciprocal usage, < avri, against, in

return, + xprjoif, usage, < xp'/o6<u, use.] In civil

law, an agreement by which the debtor gives
his creditor the use of land or (formerly) slaves,
in order thereby to pay the interest and princi-
pal of his debt.

antichrist (an'ti-krist), n. [The spelling has
been altered to bring it nearer the Latin form

;

< ME. anticrist, antecrist, sometimes contr. an-

crist, < AS. antecrist, < LL. antichristus, < Gr.

avrixpioroc,, antichrist, < avri, against, + Xpiar6f,
Christ: see anti- and Christ.] An opponent of

Christ
;
a person or power antagonistic to Christ.

[Most commonly with a capital.]

As ye have heard that antichrist shall come, even now
are there many antichrists. . . . He is antichrist, that de-

nieth the Father and the Son. 1 John ii. 18, 22.

The word occurs in the Scriptures only in the Epistles of

John ; but the same person or power is elsewhere referred

to (2 Thes. ii. 1-12 ; 1 Tim. iv. 1-3 ; 2 Pet. ii. 1). Inter-

preters of Scripture differ in their understanding of these
references. Some suppose them to relate to a lawless but

impersonal power, a spirit opposed to Christianity ; some
to a historic personage or potentate, as Caligula, Titus, the

pope, or Luther
;
some to a great power for evil yet to be



antichrist

manifested and gathered about a central personal agency.
Roman Catholic writers commonly interpret the word ge-
nerically of any adversary of Christ and of the authority
of the church, hut specifically as the last and greatest per-
secutor of tile Christian church at the end of the world.
The name has also been applied to the pretenders to the

messiahship, or false Christ.s (Mat. x\iv. -24), who have
arisen at various periods, as being antagonistic to the
true Christ. Of these as many as sixty-four have been
reckoned, including some of little importance, and also

some, as Mohammed, wh't cannot properly be classed

among them.

antichristian (an-ti-kris'tian), a. and n. [< ML.
anticliristianus, < LGr. avrixpioTtav6f, < ivrirpia-
Tof. see antichrist. Cf. Christian.] I. a. 1. Of
or pertaining to Antichrist.

They are equally mad who say Bishops are so Jure Divino
that they must be continued, and they who say they are so
Antichruttian that they must be put away.

tietilen. Table-Talk, p. 28.

2. Antagonistic to or opposing the Christian

religion.
Babel and Babylon its successor remain in the subse-

quent Biblical literature as types of the God-defying and
antichriMan systems that have succeeded each other from
the time of Nimrod to this day.

Damon, Origin of World, p. 26<i.

II. x. One opposed to the Christian religion.
antichristianism (au-ti-kris'tian-izm), . [<
antichrintiaii +-I.WM.] Opposition to Christian-

ity; conduct or belief opposed to Christianity.
Have we not seen many whose opinions have fastened

upon one another the brand of antiflirMianism?
Decay of Christ. Piety.

antichristianize (an-ti-kris'tian-Iz), v. i. [<
antichristian + -4ze.] To antagonize Christian-

ity. [Rare.]
antichronical (au-ti-kron'i-kal), a. [< Gr. avri,

against, instead of, + xP^of, time (see chronic),+ -al. Cf. Gr. avTixpovia, the use of one tense
for another: see anachronism.] Deviating from
the proper order of time; erroneously dated.

[Rare.]

antichronically (an-ti-kron'i-kal-i), adv. In an
antichronical manner. [Rare.]
antichronism (an-tik'ro-nizm), n. [< Gr. avri-

Xpoviafiuf, the use of one tense for another, <

avri, against, instead of, + xp^vos, time, tense :

see chronic.] Deviation from the true order
of time; anachronism. [Rare.]
Our chronologies are, by transcribing, interpolation, mis-

printing, and creeping in of antichrontenm, now and then
strangely disordered. Selden, Drayton's Polyolbion, iv.

antichthon (an-tik'thon), n.
; pi. antichthones

(-tho-nez). [< L. antichthones, pi., < Gr. av-

rixOovef, pl.;
the people of an opposite hemi-

sphere, < avTLxOuv, sing., an opposite hemi-
sphere

j

in the Pythagorean system of the uni-

verse, avrixffuv (so. 717), an opposite or counter
earth

;
< avri, against, opposite to, + x^v

,
the

ground, the earth : seechthonic. Cf. autochthon.]
1. In Pythagorean astronomy, an imaginary in-
visible planet continually opposing the earth
and eclipsing the central fire, round which it

was supposed to revolve, in common with the
earth, moon, sun, certain planets, and the fixed
stars.

Of the sacred flre, the hearth of the universe, with suns
and planets and the earth's double antichthon revolving
round it, the whole enclosed in a crystal globe with no-
thing outside, ... we find no mention in these verses [of
Hierocles]. W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, II. 268.

2. pi. The inhabitants of an opposite hemi-
sphere.
anticipant (an-tis'i-pant), a. [< L. antici-

pan(t-)s, ppr. of anticipdre, anticipate: see an-

ticipate.] Anticipating; anticipative: in pa-
thol., applied to periodic diseases whose at-
tacks occur at decreasing intervals.

The first pangs
Of wakening guilt, anticipant of hell.

Southey, The Rose.

anticipate (an-tis'i-pat), .
; pret. and pp. an-

ticipated, ppr. anticipating. [< L. anttcipatH.-;
pp. of anticipare, take in advance or before the
time, anticipate, < anti, an old form of ante,
before (see ante-), + -cipare, < capere, take

;
cf .

antecapere, take before, anticipate. < ante +
capere.] I. trans. If. To seize or take before-
hand. 2. To be before in doing something;
take action in advance of; precede, prevent,
or preclude by prior action.

Here art thou in appointment fresh and fair,

Anticipating time. Shak., T. and ('., iv. 5.

Time, thou anticipat'st my dread exploits.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

I was determined ... to anticipate their fury, by first

falling into a passion myself. Goldsmith, Vicar, xiv.
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3. To take, do, use, etc. , before the proper time
;

precipitate, as an action or event: as, the ad-
vocate has anticipated that part of his argu-
ment.
The revenues of the next year had been iniiiri,i,it,;l.

jfaeuuloy, N nurnt's Hampden.
4. To realize beforehand

;
foretaste or foresee

;

have a view or impression of beforehand
;
look

forward to
; expect : as, I never anticipated such

a disaster; to anticipnti- the pleasures of an
entertainment.

I would not antici'/Hite the relish of any happiness, nor
feel the weight of any misery, before it actually arrives.

Addison, Spectator, No. 7.

A reign of terror began, of terror heightened by mys-
tery; for even that which was endured was less horrible
than that which was anticipated.

Macautaif, Warren Hastings.

5f. To occupy the attention of before the

proper time.
I shall not anticipate the reader with farther descrip-

tions of this kind. Swift.

=Syn. 2. To get the start of, forestall. 4. To forecast,
count upon, prepare one's self for, calculate upon.

II. intrans. To treat of something, as in a
narrative, before the proper time,

anticipatedlyt, anticipatelyt (an-tis'i-pa-ted-
li, -pat-li), am. By anticipation.

It may well be deemed a singular mark of favor that our
Lord did intend to bestow upon all pastors, that he did
anticipately promise to Peter.

Barrow, The Pope's Supremacy.

anticonvulsive

Woe fc> him who is guilty of plotting, of nfiV,.
royalism, etc. Carlyle, French Rev., II. iii. 2.

anticlastic (an-ti-klas'tik), a. [< Gr. as if *av-

TjudaaTudf. < avriKt-dv, bend back, < avri, back, +
(c/tav, break (verbal adj. /c/laortic).] An epithet
descriptive of the curvature of a surface, such
as that of a saddle or the inner surface of an
anchor-ring, which intersects its tangent-plane
at the point of contact, and bends away from
it, partly on one side of it and partly on the
other, and has thus in some of its normal sec-
tions curvatures oppositely directed to those in
Others. Opposed to synclaxtic surfaces, which are illus-
trated by the surface of a sphere or of the outer portion
of the anchor-ring.

An interesting case of equilibrium is suggested by what
are called rocking stones, where . . . the lower surface of
a loose mass of rock is worn into a convex or concave, or
initii-laiitie form, while the bed of rock on which it rests In
equilibrium may be convex or concave, or of an anticlastic
form. Thouumn and Tail, Nat. Phil., I. 6.
Anticlastic stress, two simple bending stresses of equal
amounts in opposite directions round two sets of parallel
straight lines perpendicular to one another in the plane of
the plate ; its effect would be uniform anticlastic curvature.
Thomson and Tait, Nat. Phil., I. 638.

anticlimax (an'ti-kli-maks), . [< Gr. avri, op-

Eosite
to, + K?.l/iaS;, a climax : see climax.] A

gure or fault of style, consisting in an abrupt
descent from stronger to weaker expressions, or
from the mention of more important to that of
less important things: opposed to climax.
"*"'"1 J 1

'an-ti-kli'nal), a. and n. [As anticline

pa
bei

re, anticipate : see anticipate.] 1. The act of

eing before another in doing something; the
act of taking up, placing, or considering some-
thing beforehand, before the proper tune, or
out of the natural order; prior action. 2.
Foretaste

;
realization in advance ; previous

view or impression of what is to happen after-

ward; expectation; hope: as, the anticipation
of the joys of heaven.
The remembrance of past, or the anticipation of future

good or evil, could give me neither pleasure nor pain.
Beattie, Truth, I. ii. 3.

3. Previous notion
; preconceived opinion, pro-

duced in the mind before the truth is known
;

slight previous impression ;
forecast.

What nation is there, that without any teaching, have
not a kind of anticipation, or preconceived notion of a
Deity? Derham,

Many men give themselves up to the first anticipations
of their minds. Locke, Conduct of Understanding, 25.

4. In logic, the term used since Cicero (Latin an-

ticipatio) to translate the "prolepsis" (irpdht/tyic)
of the Epicureans and Stoics. It denotes any general
notion considered as resulting from the action of memory
upon experiences more or less similar. Such a notion is

called an anticipation because, once possessed, it is called
up in its entirety by a mere suggestion. It thus acquaints
us with what has not yet been perceived, by a reference
to past perceptions. Hence, with later philosophers, the
word denotes knowledge drawn from the mind, indepen-
dently of experience ; the knowledge of axioms or first

principles. With Bacon an anticipation of nature is a
hasty generalization or hypothesis : opposed to an inter-

pretation of nature. In Kant's philosophy, anticipation
is the a priori knowledge that every sensation must have
degrees of intensive quantity.
5. In med., the occurrence in the human body
of any phenomenon, morbid or natural, before
the usual time. 6. In music, the introduction
into a chord of one or more of the component
notes of the chord which follows, producing a
passing discord. 7. In rhet., prolepsis. = Syn.
2. Antepast, preconception, expectation, prevision, fore-
sight, presentiment.

anticipative (an-tis'i-pa-tiv), a. [< L. as if

'anticipativus : see anticipate and -ive.] Antici-

pating or tending to anticipate ; containing an-

ticipation.

anticipatively (an-tis'i-pa-tiv-li), adv. By an-

ticipation.
Tlie name of his Majesty defamed, the honour of Parlia-

ment depraved, the writings of both depravedly, antici-

patively, counterfeitly imprinted.
Sir T. Brou'ne, Religio Medici, Pref.

anticipator (an-tis'i-pa-tor), n. [< L. as if

"anticipator: see anticipate and -or.] One who
anticipates.

anticipatory (an-tis'i-pa-to-ri),
a. [< antici-

pate + -ory.] Pertaining to, manifesting, or

expressing anticipation; anticipative.
Prophecy being an anticipatortf history.

Dr. H. More, Seven Churches, Pref.

It is very true that the anticipatory conditional has to
do with practical matters chiefly.

Amer. Jour. Philol., IV. 427, foot-note.

anticivism (an-ti-siv'izm), n. [< F. anticivisme :

see anti- and deism.] Opposition or hostility
to the state or condition of citizenship, or to

republicanism; bad citizenship. [Rare.]

from a central axis : applied to stratified rocks
when they incline or dip from a central un-
stratified mass, or when in consequence of

Section of Anticlinal Fold.

crust-movements they have been folded or
pressed together so that they dip each way from
a central plane, which indicates the line parallel
to which the folding has taken place : opposed to

synclinal. Occasionally anticlinic and anticlin-
ical Anticlinal line, or anticlinal axis, in geol., the
ridge of a wave-like curve from which the strata dip on
either side, as from the ridge of a house.

II. n. In geol., an anticlinal line or axis, or
an anticlinal fold

;
an anticlinal arrangement

of strata : opposed f

Among the old rocks of Wales and other parts of west-
ern Britain, it is not uncommon to find the beds thrown
into a succession of sharp anticlinats and synclinals.

Huxley, Physiog., p. 214.

anticline (an'ti-klin), n. [< Gr. avri, opposite,+
iMvuv, incline. Cf . Gr. bvruMvtiv, bend again.]
Same as anticlinal. [Rare.]

anticlinic, anticlinical (an-ti-klin'ik, -i-kal), a.

Same as anticlinal. [Bare.]
anticly (an'tik-li), adv. In an antic manner;
with odd postures and gesticulations; gro-
tesquely. [Rare.]

Scamhling, out-facing, fashion-monging boys,
That lie, and cog, and flout, deprave and slander,
Go anticly, and show outward hideousuess.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 1.

antic-mask (an'tik-mask), n. A mask of antics
;

an antimask (which see).
Our request is, we may be admitted, if not for a mask,

for an antic-mask. B, Jonson, Masque of Augurs.

anticnemion (au-tik-ne'mi-on), n.
; pi. antic-

nemia (-a). [< Gr. dprucv^uov, the shin, < avri,
opposite to, + Kviifui, the part of the leg between
the knee and the ankle, by medical writers con-
fined to the tibia.] The anterior edge of the
tibia

;
the shin. [Rare.]

anticness (an'tik-nes), n. [< antic + -ness.]
The quality or condition of being antic ;. gro-
tesqueness ; oddness, as of appearance.

A port of humorous anticness in carriage.
Ford, Fancies, iv. 2.

anticonstitutional (an"ti-kon-sti-tu'shon-al),
. [< anti- + constitution + -al.] Opposed" to

or conflicting with the constitution, as of a
state; unconstitutional. [Rare.]

Anticonxtilittional dependency of the two houses of par-
liament on the crown. Bolingbroke, On Parties, xix.

anticontagious (an'ti-kon-ta'jus), a. [< anti-
+ contagious.] Counteracting or destroying
contagion.
anticonvulsive (an"ti-kon-vul'siv), a. [< atiti-

+ convulsive.] Efficacious against convulsions.



piower Or the grape-vine ;
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anticorrosive

anticorrosive (an"ti-ko-r6'siv), n. [< anti- +
i-iirnixiri'.] Something used to prevent or rem-

edy corrosion.

Zinc has been shown ... to be an excellent anti-cor-

rosive . . . where decomposed grease, or fatty acid, is tin-

destroying agent. WorknlHtfi Rfct'iptx, -2d ser.. p. 44.

anticosmetic (an"ti-koz-met'ik), a. [< anti- +
cosmetic.] Acting against or counteracting the
effects of cosmetics.

I would have him apply his nnti<-i>*ui>-Hf wash to the

painted face of female beauty.
Lord Lj/ttelton, Misc. Works, II. 128.

anticourt (an'ti-kort), a. [< anti- + court.] Op-
posed to the court: as, "the anticourt party,"
.Sir J. Reresby, Memoirs, p. 153. [Rare.]

anticourtier (an'ti-kor-tier), n. [< anti- + cour-

tii'r.] One who opposes the court, or the acts of

a monarch. [Rare.]
antlCOUS (an-ti'kus), a. [< L. anticus, that is in

front, < ante, before : see ante-, and of. antic, an-

tique.] In bot. : (a) Facing
anteriorly, away from the
axis of the plant. (6) Turn-
ed inward and facing the
axis of the flower: applied
to anthers, and equivalent
to introrse. Also antical.

anticreator (an
'
ti - kre - a*-

tor), n. [< anti- + creator.]
A creator of something of

no value. [Rare.]
Let him ask the author of those toothless satires who

was the maker, or rather the anticreator, of that universal

foolery. Milton, Apol. for Smectymnuus.

anticum (an-tl'kum), n.j pi. antica (-ka). [L.
neut. of anticus, that is in front: see anticous.'

In arch., an unnecessary name for the front o:

a building, us distinguished from posticum, the
rear of a building, etc. The name has been pro-
posed, but without justification, for the pronaos or for a
front porch. [Rare.]

anticyclone (au'ti-si-klon), . [< anti- + cy-

clone.] A meteorological phenomenon present-
ing some features which are the opposites of
those of a cyclone. It consists of a high barometric

pressure over a limited region, the pressure being highest
in the center, with light winds flowing outward from the

center, and not inward as in the cyclone, accompanied
with great cold in winter and with great heat in summer.
See cyclone.

Anticyclone* . . . are now known, by numerous statisti-

cal averages, to be characterized by clear weather, cold in

winter, warm in summer, with weak outflowing right-
handed spiral winds at the surface.

Amer. Meteor. Jour., III. 117.

The cyclone and the anticyclone are properly to b re-

garded as counterparts, belonging to one and the same
great atmospheric disturbance. Encyc. Brit., III. 34.

anticyclonic (an'ti-si-klon'ik), a. [< anticy-
clone + -ic.] In meteorol., of, pertaining to, or of

the nature of an anticyclone ;
characterized by

high barometric pressure and an outward flow
of light winds from a center.

Any region of relatively low pressure is called cyclonic,
and any region of relatively high pressure, anticyclonic.

Ure, Diet., IV. 946.

anticyclonically (an*ti-si-klon'i-kal-i), adv. In
an anticyclonic manner

;
as an anticyclone.

To circulate anticyclonically around the axis of maxi-
mum pressure. Nature, XXX. 46.

antidactyl (an'ti-dak-til), H. [< L. antidacty-
lus, < Gr. dvnrfoKTtiXoc, < dvri, opposite to, + 6dn-

rv/iof, dactyl: see dactyl.] A dactyl reversed
;

an anapest ;
a metrical foot consisting of two

short
syllables followed by a long one, as the

Latin oculos. See anapest.
antidemocratic (an"ti-dem-o-krat'ik), a. [<
anti- + democratic.] 1. Opposing democracy
or popular government. 2. In the United
States, opposed or contrary to the principles of
the Democratic party.
antidemocratical (anti-dem-o-krat'i-kal), a.

Same as antidemocratic.

Antidicomarianite (an'ti-dik-o-ma'ri-an-it), n.

[< LL. Antidicomarianita!, < Gr. dvridutoc, oppo-
nent (< dvri, against, +

ilia/, suit or action,
right). + Maptdfi, Hiapla, L. Maria, Mary.] One
of a Christian sect which originated in Arabia
in the latter part of the fourth century, who de-
nied the perpetual virginity of Mary, holding
that she was the real wife of Joseph, and had
children by him after the birth of Jesus. Also
called Antimarian.
Antidorcas (an-ti-dor'kas), n. [NL., < Gr. ami,
corresponding to, like (see anti-), + dooxdc, a
gazel.] A generic term applied by Sundevall
to the springbok, a kind of gazel of Africa, Ga-
zella (or Antidorcas) euehore.
antidoron (an-ti-do'ron), n. [MGr. avridupov, <

Gr. dvri, against,+ iupov, a gift. ] In the Gr. I'll .
,
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bread forming part of the holy loaf, blessed in

tlie prothesis, but not sacramentally consecrat-

ed, and distributed at the close of the service

to those who have not eommonioated. A similar

praetiee IKIS IIIT\ ailed at times in the Western rhureh, tlie

brrad hearing the name .it /</.'\\,'-/ /,,-,(/./. see <>i:
t: iiu.

antidotal (an'ti-do-tal), n. [< antidote + -al.]

Pertaining to antidotes; having the quality of

an antidote
; proof against poison or anything

hurtful.

Animals that can innoxiimsly digest these poisons Iie-

eome antidotal to the poison digested.
Sir '/'. Unimie, Vuli;. Err.

Snake poison and <rn/i'<Mfi/ remedies.
Tin- American, VI. 205.

antidotally (an'ti-do-tal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of au antidote

; by way of antidote.

antidotaiium (an'ti-do-ta'ri-um), n.; pi. niiti-

doturia (-a). [ML., neut. (also masc. antidota-

rius (sc. liber, book), a treatise on antidotes)
of antidotarius, (. L. antidotum: see antidote.]
1 . A treatise on antidotes

;
a pharmacopoaia.

2. A place where medicines are prepared ;
a dis-

pensatory. Also called antidotary.

antidotary (an-ti-do'ta-ri), a. and . [< ML.
nntidotariun : see antidotarium.] I.t a. Same
as antidotal.

II. n.; pi. antidotaries (-riz). Same as imti-

dotarium, 2.

antidote (an'ti-dot), . [< F. antidote, < L. anti-

datum, also antidotus, < Gr. avriiorav (sc. <pdp/ia-

KOV, drug), neut., also aiT/ilorof (sc. tiootc,, dose),

fern., an antidote, prop, an adj., < avri, against,
+ rforof, given, verbal adj. of otUmu. give, = L.

dare, give: see date.] 1. A medicine adapted
to counteract the effects of poison or an at-

tack of disease.
Trust not the physician ;

His antidote* are poison. Shot., T. of A., iv. 3.

2. Whatever prevents or tends to prevent or
counteract injurious influences or effects,
whether physical or mental

;
a 'counteracting

power or influence of any kind.

My death and life,

My bane and antidote, are both before me :

This in a moment brings me to an end ;

But this informs me I shall never die.

Adduon, Cato, v. 1.

One passionate belief is an antidote to another.

Froude, Sketches, p. 86.

= Syn, Remedy, cure, counteractive, corrective.

antidote (an'ti-dot), p. t. [< antidote, n.] To
furnish with preservatives; preserve by anti-
dotes

;
serve as an antidote to

;
counteract.

[Rare.]
Fill us with great ideas, full of heaven,
And antidote the pestilential earth.

Voting, Night Thoughts, ix.

antidptical (an-ti-dot'i-kal), a. [< antidote.]

Serving as an antidote
;
antidotal. [Rare.]

antidotically (an-ti-dot'i-kal-i), adv. By way
of antidote; antidotally. [Rare.]
antidotism (an'ti-do-tizm), . [< antidote +
-ism.] The giving of antidotes.

antidromal (an-tid'ro-mal), a. In bot., charac-
terized by antidromy.
antidromous (an-tid'ro-mus), a. [< NL. anti-

dromus, < Gr. as if "avriSpo^of (cf. avrtdpo/itiv,
run in a contrary direction), < dvri, against, +
fpauclv, run.] Same as antidromal.

antidromy (an-tid'ro-mi), n. [< Gr. as if *dv-

TiSpo/iia, ("dvridpofjof : see an tidromoua. ] In bot.
,

a change in the direction of the spiral in the

arrangement of the leaves upon the branches
of a stem, or on the successive axes of a sym-
podial stem. Also called heterodromy.
antidysenteric (an"ti-dis-en-ter'ik), a. and n.

[< anti- + dysenteric.] I. a. Of use against
dysentery.

II. n. A remedy for dysentery.
antidysuric (an'ti-di-su'rik), a. [< anti- +
dysuric.] Useful in relieving or counteracting
dysury.
anti-emetic (an'ti-e-met'ik), a. and n. Same
as antemttic.

antientt, antientryt, etc. Former spellings of

ancient, ancientry,
etc.

anti-enthusiastic (an^ti-en-thu-zi-as'tik), .

[< anti- + enthusiastic.] Opposed to enthusi-
asm: as, "the antienthuftiastic poet's method,"
Shafteshuri/.

anti-ephialtic (an"ti-ef-i-al'tik), a. and M.

Same as antephialtk:
anti-epileptic (an'ti-ep-i-lep'tik), a. and n.

Same as antepileptic.

anti-episcopal (an*ti-e-pis'ko-pal), a. [< anti-

+ episcopal.] Opposed to episcopacy.
Had I gratified their antiepitcopal faction at first, . . .

I believe they would then have found no colourable ne-

cessity of raising an army. Kikan Batililce, ix.

Antigaster

anti-evangelical (an'ti-e-van-jel'i-kal), a. [<
anti- + erunrielical.] Opposed to evangelical
principles.
antiface (an'ti-fas), . [< Gr. avri, opposite, +
fun:] An opposite face; a face of a totally
different kind. B. Jonson.
antifat (an'ti-fat), a. and n. [< anti- + fat.]
I. '(. Useful in preventing or counteracting the
formation of fat, or in lessening the amount of it.

II. . Any substance which prevents or re-
duces fatness.

antifebrile (an-ti-feb'ril or -fe'bril), a. and it.

[<'anti- + fi'hrili:] I. . Having the property
of abating fever

; opposing or tending to cure

fever; antipyretic.
II. . An antipyretic (which see).

antifederal, Anti-Federal (an-ti-fed'e-ral), a.

[<<inli- + fnli ;<//.] Opposed to federalism, or
to a federal constitution or party Anti-Federal
party, in /

r
. S. hist., the party which opposed the adop-

tion and ratification of the Constitution of the I
'

n itl .states,
and which, failing in this, strongly favored the strict ci in-

struction of the Constitution. Its fundamental principle
was opposition to the strengthening of the national gov-
ernment at the expense of the States. After the close of

Washington's tlrst administration (1793) the name Anti-
Federal soon went out of use, Republican, and afterward
Deiniieratic Republican (now usually Democratic alone),
lakiiiL' its plaee. Also called Anti-fed^nif^f i><n-t>i.

antifederalism, Anti-Federalism (an-ti-fed'-

e-ral-izm), . [< fi- + federal + -ism.] Op-
position to federalism; specifically, the prin-
ciples of the Anti-Federal party.

antifederalist, Anti-Federalist (an-ti-fed'e-

ral-ist), H. [< anti- + federal + -ist.] One op-
posed to federalism; a member of the Anti-
Federal party. See antifederal.
In the course of this discussion the Anti-Ffdernliatti

urged the following as their chief objections to adopting
the new Constitution : States would lie consolidated, and
their sovereignty crushed ; personal liberty would be en-

dangered, since no security was furnished for freedom of

speech and the liberty of the press, nor assurance adequate
against arbitrary arrest or forcible seizure and the denial
of jury trials in civil cases; standing armies, too, were
placed under too little restraint. Making the President

re-eligible indefinitely was too much like giving a life ten-
ure to the executive office. Schouler, Hist. U. S., I. 55.

Anti-Federalist party. Same as Anti-Federal party
(which see, under antifederal).

antiferment (an-ti-fer'ment), M. [< anti- +
ferment.] A substance or agent having the

property of preventing or counteracting fer-

mentation.
antifermentative (an*ti-fer-men'ta-tiv), a. and
n. [< anti- + fermentative.] I. a. Preventing
or fitted to prevent fermentation.

II. n. Same as antiferment.
The speaker gave in these cases [dyspepsia], as an auti-

fermentative., glycerine. N. Y. Med. Jour., XL. 682.

antifouling (an-ti-foul'ing), a. [<.a>iti- + foul-
ing. ] Adapted to prevent or counteract fouling.
Applied to any preparation or contrivance intended to pre-
vent the formation or accumulation of extraneous matter,
as barnacles, seaweed, etc., on the immersed portion of

ships, or fitted for removing such formations, or the scales

from the interior of steam-boilers, powder from the bores
of guns, etc.

antifriction (an-ti-frik'shon), a. and . [< anti-

+ friction.] I. o. Preventing friction; spe-
cifically, in mech., overcoming or reducing that
resistance to motion which arises from friction.

Antifriction bearing, a hearing in which rolling fric-

tion is substituted for that of sliding contact ; any form of

bearing specially designed to reduce friction. Antifric-
tion block, a pulley-block with antifriction wheels or
roller iwarings. Antifriction box, the box which con-
tains the rollers or balls of an antifriction tearing. Anti-
friction compositions, lubricating compounds of oils,

fats, or greases, usually combined, where the pressure is

great, with certain metallic or mineral substances, as

plumbago, sulphur, talc, steatite, etc. Antifriction
metals, alloys which offer little frictional resistance to
bodies sliding over them, and which are used in machinery
for bearings. They are principally compounds of copper,
antimony, and tin ; zinc or lead, or both, are sometimes

added, and less frequently, or in smaller quantities, vari-

ous other substances.

II. . Anything that prevents friction; a
lubricant.

antigalactic (an-ti-ga-lak'tik), o. and n. [< Gr.

avri, against, + ya^a (yahaKT-), milk: see galac-

tic.] f. a. In med., opposed to the secretion of

milk, or to diseases caused by the milk. Dun-

II. M. Anything tending to diminish the se-

cretion of milk.

anti-Gallican (an-ti-gal'i-kan), a. and . [<
anti-+ Gallican, French: see Gallican.] I. a.

Hostile to France or the French, or to anything
French

; specifically, opposed to the Gallican
church. See Gallican.

II. n. One who is hostile to the French, or to

tlie Gallican church.

Antigaster (an'ti-gas-ter), H. [NL., < Gr. avri,

against, + yaaTi/p, stomach.] A generic name



Katydid-egg Parasite {Antigaster
mirabilis'].

.4, male; B. female. (Vertical line and
cross show natural sizes.)

Antigaster

proposed by Walsh for certain parasitic ////-

Hiciin/iti-rtt, of the family ( 'lmlciiti<l<r, which bend
the abdomen back over the thorax. A. mirniiiHx

(Walsh) is parasitic in the eggs of one of the katydids. Mi-
<-i-u<->-i<tni /it retinerris. Synonymous with Eujft'liinix (which
see).

antigeny (an-
tij'e-ni), n. [<
Gr. avri, against,

vof, race, stock, ( ~~~~~-^^f*^-' j
sex.] Sexual di-

v '

morpliism. I'/ix-

f'H-.

Antignana (au-

te-nya' iiji), n.

A white and a
red wine, made
hi the neigh-
borhood of Tri-

este.

antigorite (an-

tig'o-rit), n. [<

Antigorio (see
def.) + -ite2.]
A variety of ser-

pentine, of a

green color and
a thin lamellar

structure, found
in the Antigorio
valley in Pied-
mont.

antigraph (an'-

ti-graf), . [<
ML. antigra-

phum, < Gr. avrl-

ypcufiov,
a transcript, copy, counterpart, neut.

of avTi)'pa$o(, copied in duplicate, < avri', corre-

sponding to, counter, + ypaQetv, write.] A copy
or counterpart of a writing, as of a deed.

antigraphy (an-tig'ra-fi), n. [For "antigraphe,
< Gr. avriy-poAli, a defendant's answer; also

equiv. to tonypajm, a copy: see antigraph.]
The making of antigraphs ; copying.

antigropelos (au-ti-grop'e-los, -loz), n. sing, or

I>1. [Orig. a proprietary name, formed, it is said,
< Gr. dvri, against, + vypoi;, moist (see hygro-), +
jry/Wf , clay, mud ;

cf . L.pains, a marsh : see palu-
dal.] Spatterdashes; long riding- or walking-
boots for wet weather.

Her brother had on his antigropelos, the utmost ap-

proach he possessed to a hunting equipment.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, I. vii.

antiguggler (an-ti-gug'ler), n. [< anti- + gug-
gle.] A small tube inserted into the mouth of

a bottle or carboy to admit air while the liquid
is running out, and thereby prevent guggling
or splashing of corrosive liquid. E. H. Knight.

antihelix(an'ti-he-liks), .; pi. antiheUces (xa-t\-

hel'i-sez). [< an ti- + helix. See anthelix, which
is the same word compounded in Greek fashion.]
The inner curved ridge of the pinna of the ear.

Also anthelix. See cut under ear.

antib.emorrb.agic (an"ti-hem-o-raj'ik), a. Same
as aiithemorrhagic.

antihyloist (an-ti-hi'lo-ist), n. [<.anti- + hylo-

M.] One opposed to the doctrines of the hylo-
ists. See hyloist.

antihypnotic (an"ti-hip-uot'ik), . [< anti-

+ hypnotic. See anthypnotic, which is the same
word compounded in Greek fashion. ] Counter-

acting sleep ; tending to prevent sleep or leth-

argy. Also anthypnotic.

antihypochondriac (an"ti-hip-o-kon'dri-ak), .

[< atiti-+ hypochondriac. See anthypochondriac,
which is the same word compounded in Greek
fashion.] Counteracting or tending to cure

hypochondriac affections and depression of

spirits. Also anthypochondriac.
antihypophora (au"ti-hi-pof'o-ra), H. [< anti-
+ L. hypophora, < Gr. omttopA. an objection.
See anthypophora, which is the same word
compounded in Greek fashion.] In rhet., same
as anthypophora.
antihysteric (an"ti-his-ter'ik), a. and . [<
anti- + hysteric, Hee aiitltysteric, which is the
same word compounded in Greek fashion.]
I. a. Preventing or curing hysteria.

II. w. A remedy for hysteria.
Also antlii/Kterir.

anti-icteric (au"ti-ik-ter'ik), H. [< Gr. avri,

against, + idrc/jiwif, < lurepos, the jaundice.] In
mril., a remedy for jaundice. DuinjUsnn.
anti-incrustator (an-ti-in'krus-ta-tor), n. A
mechanical, chemical, or electrical appliance
for preventing the formation of scales in steam-
boilers.

anti-induction (an'ti-in-duk'shon), a. Pre-

venting or counteracting electrical induction:
t.iinti-iiidiiriii>ii drvii-es in telephony.

anti-Jacobin, Anti-Jacobin (an-ti-jak'o-bin),
a. and n. Opposed to, or one who is opposed to,

the Jacobins. See Jacobin.

anti-Jacobinism (an-ti-jak'o-biu-izm), it. The
principles and practices of the anti-Jacobins.

anti-Lecompton (an"ti-le-komp'ton), a. In r. N.

hint., opposed to the admission of Kansas under
the proslavery constitution framed by the terri-

torial convention held at Lecompton in 1857:

applied to a minority of the Democratic party.

antilegomena (an"ti-le-gom'e-na), n.pl. [< Gr.

avT/'/f)<iiiii'a, tilings spoken against, neut. pi.
of &VTiAey6[tevof, ppr. pass, of arri/eyeiv, speak
against, dispute : seeu>ttilt>(/y.] Literally, things
spoken against ; specifically, those books of the
New Testament whose inspiration was not uni-

versally acknowledged by the early church, al-

though they were ultimately admitted into the
canon. These are the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Epis-
tles of James and Jude, the Seeond Epistle of Peter, the
Second and Third Epistles of John, and the Revelation.

They are classed by Roman Catholic theologians as den-
terocaiuntifdl (which see).

antilibration (an"ti-li-bra'shon), n, [< anti-

+ libration, q. v.] The act of counterbalancing,
or the state of being counterbalanced, as two
members of a sentence

; equipoise.
Having enjoyed his artful antithesis and solemn antHi-

bffttinn of cadences. De Quincey, Whiggism.

antilithic (an-ti-lith'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. avri,

against, 4- 'AiSmof, of stone, < //flof, stone.] I.

a. In med., tending to prevent the formation
of urinary calculus, or stone in the bladder.

II. n. A medicine that tends to prevent the
formation of urinary calculi.

Antillean (an-ti-le'an), a. Of or pertaining to

the Antilles, a name usually given to all the
islands of the West Indies, the Bahamas ex-

cepted.
antilobium (an-ti-16'bi-um), n.

; pi. antilohia

(-5). [NL., <Gr. avrM/itov, < avri, opposite to,

+"/lo/3(5f, the lobe of the ear: see lobe.] In

mat., the tragus, or that part of the external ear
which is opposite the lobe. See cut under ear.

Antilocapra (an"ti-lo-ka'pra), n. [NL., contr.

fOT*antiu>pocapra,<. antilope, antelope, + L. ca-

pra, a goat.] A genus of ruminants peculiar
to North America, constituting the family An-

tilocaprida;, and containing only the cabrit,

pronghorn, or so-called American antelope,
Antilocapra americana. See Antilocapridie. The
members of this genus have no larmiers, or metatarsal

glands, as in Ce-roidte, but have a system of eleven odnr-

Pronghorn {Antilocapra ajnfricatiaj.

iferous sebaceous cutaneous glands. They have small

hoofs, no false hoofs, slender limbs, a comparatively shoi-t

and stout neck, erect, pointed ears, large liquid eyes sit-

uated directly beneath the base of the horns, extremely
short tail, and a harsh, stiff, brittle pelage devoid of felting

quality. See prmiffhorn.

antilocaprid (an'ti-lo-kap'rid), n. An antelope
of the family Aiitilocapridce.

Antilqcaprid8e(an"ti-lo-kap'ri-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Antilocapra + -idee.] A family of ruminant
quadrupeds framed for the reception of the

genus Antilocapra, containing the so-called
American antelope. It is characterized by forked
hollow horns supported upon a long bony core or osseous

process of the frontal bone, as in the cattle or true hollow-
horned ruminants, yet deciduous, being periodically shed
ami renewed like the antlers of deer. These singular
linrns are composed of agglutinated hairs hardening into
solid ei>nieous tissue, and when sprouting resemble the
skin-covered knolis upon the head of the giraffe. There
air several remarkable osteoloyk-al iieeiiliarities of the
skull, among them the inclosure of the styloid pmci >~ nf

Antilopinse
the temporal bone in a sheath formed by an extension of

the external auditory meatus.

antiloemic (an-ti-le'mik), ii. [< Gr. avri, against,
+ '/.oi/i/Mf, pestilential, < /ot/jfa, pestilence,
plague.] A remedy used in the prevention and
cure of the plague. Sometimes written anti-
Ini ntir.

antilogarithm (an-ti-log'a-rithm), n. [< anti-

+ logarithm.'] In math.: (a) The complement
of the logarithm of any sine, tangent, or secant

up to that of 90 degrees. [Rare^] (6) As com-
monly used, the number corresponding to any
logarithm. Thus, according to the common system,
100 is the antilogarithm of 2, because 2 is the logarithm of
100 ; it is denoted thus : log. -'2, log. -'a, which may be read :

"The number to the log. 2," "the number to the log. a."

antilogarithmic (au-ti-log-a-rith'mik), a.

Pertaining to antilogarithms. Antilogarithmic
table, one in which, the logarithm of a number being
entered as an argument, the number itself is found in the

body of the table.

antilogous (an-til'o-gus), a. [< Gr. avrito-yof,

contradictory: see antilogy.] In elect., an epi-
thet applied to that pole of a crystal which is

negative while being electrified by heat, and
afterward, while cooling, is positive. See pyro-
electricity.

antilogy (an-til'o-ji), .
; pi. antilogies (-jiz). [<

Gr. avrrf.oyia, contradiction, < avri^oyof, contra-

dictory, < avruf-ycw, contradict, speak against,
< avri, against, + Uyuv, speak, say.] Self-

contradiction; contradiction or inconsistency
between different statements by the same per-
son or different parts of the same thing.
Philosophy was thus again reconciled with nature ; con-

sciousness was not a bundle of antilogies ; certainty and
knowledge were not evicted from man. Sir W. Hamilton.

In these antiloyies and apologies, however, a difference

might be perceived : and some of the advocates of Henry
appeared less anxious to attack Rome than to defend
their prince. R. W. Dimn, Hist. Church of Eng., vi.

Antilope (an-til'o-pe), n. [NL. : see antelope.]
1. A genus of Antilmrinte (which see). The term
has been used with such latitude in its application to the
whole of the group Antilopinee, and, when restricted, has
been employed in so many different senses, that it has lost

whatever exact meaning it may have possessed originally,
and has become a loose, fluctuating synonym of the sub-

family name Antilopinte. Even in early usage it appears
to have been applied to several different small gazel-like
antelopes. It is now commonly restricted to the sasin or
Indian antelope, A ntilope cervicapra. See cut under sasin.

2f (an'ti-lop). [/. c.] Obsolete (English) spell--

ing of antelope.

Antilopidae (an-ti-lop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < An-
tilope 4- -idie.] A family of ruminants; the

antelopes: sometimes used as a synonym of

Antilopime. Also written Antelopidce.

Antilopinse (an"ti-lo-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < An-

tilope + -inas.] A subfamily of old-world and
chiefly African ruminants, the antelopes, a

group belonging to the family Bovidas. They dif-

fer from cattle in their smaller size, more lithe and grace-
ful form, slenderer legs, which are comparatively longer
in the shank, and longer neck, with slenderer vertebra,
uplifting the head. The Antilopintr shade directly into
the sheep and goats (Oviiue and Caprince), being separable
from them by no technical character ; but the horns usu-

ally differ from the forms presented by goats and sheep,
though they are so diverse as to be definable by no com-
mon character. Antilopince are specially numerous in

species and individuals in Africa, of which continent they
are the most characteristic animals. Upward of 60 Afri-
can species have been described

; there are many others
in Asia, and a few in Europe. Some 75 species are recog-
nized by naturalists, but probably the number of genuine
species is less than this. Several hundred different names,
generic, specific, nd vernacular, have been applied to
these animals ; and no authors except mere compilers are
agreed upon the division of the group. The antelopes
present the utmost diversity of stature, form, and general
appearance, ranging from the smallest and most delicate

gazels, steinboks, and springboks to the bulky eland, nyl-
ghau, or hartbeest, as large as a cow, horse, or stag, and
include the singularly misshapen gnu (Connochwtes gnu).
The Rocky Mountain goat, Haploce.rus montanus, related
to the Alpine chamois, Rupieapra, tragvs, and the goral, Ne-
morhedus goral, another goat-like antelope, are also placed
in this subfamily. The bubaline or bovine antelopes in-

clude the hartbeest (Alceta-phus caama), blesbok (A, albi-

from), and bontebok (A. pygargus). Four-horned ante-

lopes belong to the genus Tetracerox. The philantomba
and coquetoon Antelopes, the blauwbok, duyker, etc., are

placed in the genus Cephalophu*. The steinboks are spe-
cies of Neotrayim; the singsing, kobus, leche, bohor, etc.,
are of the genera Cervicapra, Kobux, and their immediate
allies. The gazels are a large group, constituting the genus
Gazella (or Dorcas) and others ; they include the springbok
(Antidorcase-uchore), and are Indian, Arabian, and Syrian,
as well as African. The sable or equine antelopes constitute
the genus Hippotraffus. The addax is Addax naaomacitla-
tus. There are several species of Oryx, as 0. leucoryx. The
nylghau is Bwielaphtix tratjocamehtji. The harnessed ante-

lopes (so called from the stripes on the sides), or the bosch-

boks, are species of Tragelaphiis, as T. gcriptun, T. syh-ati-
'">. The koodoo is a large antelope with twisted horns

(Streptriceros kiidit). The eland is Oreas canna. The so-

called saiga antelope is the type of a different family.
Xr/n//</rt! (which see) ; the American antelope also belongs
to a different family, Antilacapridce (which see). See cuts
under addax, eland, tjazel. 'inu, and Haplftcems. Also
written .



antilopine

antilopine (an -til' o -pin), a. [< NL.
/liitti.i: see Antilo/iina:] Of or pertaining to
the genus Antilope, or to the group Antilopinte ;

pertaining or related to an antelope. Specifically
applied by some writers to 11 particular group of antelopes
represented by the Basin (Aatiln/if crrrini/ira), as distin-

guished from other divisions of Antilopintp (which see).

antiloquistt (an-til'o-kwist), n. [<
'

+ -!.] A contradictor.

antiloquy1
t (an-til'o-kwi), .; pi.

(-kwiz). [< LL. antildquium, contradiction, < Gr.

avri, against, + L. loqui, speak. Of. antiloquyl.]
Contradiction.

antiloquy2t (an-til'o-kwi), .
; pi. antiloquies

(-Icwiz). [< LL. antiloquium, L. anteloquium, the

right of speaking before another, also a proem,
preface,

*

ante, before, + loqui, speak.] 1. A
preface ;

a proem. Boucher. 2. A stage-play-
er's cue. Cockeram.
antiluetic (an"ti-lu-et'ik), a. [< anti- + lues,

q. v., + -et-ic.] Same as antisypliilitic.

antilyssic (an-ti-lis'ik), a. [< Gr. avri, against,
+ 'Amaa, rabies, + -ic.] Tending to prevent,
alleviate, or cure rabies.

antilytic (an-ti-lit'ik), a. [< Gr. avri, against,
+ A.vrii(6f, < Avrof, verbal adj. of AI>E<V, loose.
Of. paralytic.] Same as antiparalytic, (b).

antimacassar (an"ti-ma-kas'ar), . [< anti-
+ macassar, for Macassar oil. See oil.'] An
ornamental covering for the backs and arms
of chairs, sofas, couches, etc., to keep them
from being soiled by oil from the hair

;
a tidy.

anti-machine (an'ti-ma-shen'), a. [< anti-
+ machine.] In U. S. politics, opposed to the
exclusive management of party politics by an
organized body of irresponsible politicians ;

in-

dependent. See machine.

antimagistraticalt (an*ti-maj-is-trat'i-kal), a.

Same as antimaaistrical.

antimagistricait (an'ti-ma-jis'tri-kal), a. [<
anti- + L. magister, a ruler: see magistrate.]

Opposed to the office of magistrate. South.

antimaniacal (an*ti-ma-ni'a-kal), a. [< anti-
+ maniacal.] Effective against mania.
With respect to vomits, it may seem almost heretical to

impeach their antimaniacal virtues. Battie, Madness.

Antimarian (an-ti-ma'ri-an), n. Same as An-
tidicomarianite.

antimask (an'ti-mask), n. [< anti- + mask]
A secondary or lesser mask, of a ludicrous char-

acter, introduced between the acts of a serious
mask by way of lightening it

;
a ludicrous in-

terlude. Also antic-mask and antimasque.
Let antiia*l(8 not be long; they have been commonly

of fools, satyrs, baboons, wild men, antiques, beasts, spir-
its, witches, Ethiops, pigmies, turquets, nymphs, rustics,

cupids, statues moving, and the like. As for angels, it

is not comical enough to put them in antimasks.

Bacon, Masques and Triumphs.
On the Scene he thrusts out first an Antimasgue of two

bugbears, Novelty and Perturbation.

ilillnn, Eikonoklastes, xx.

Antimason (an-ti-ma'sn), n. [< anti- + mason,
for freemason, q. v.] One hostile to masonry
or freemasonry ; specifically, a member of the
Antimasonic party.
Antimasonic (an"ti-ma-son'ik), a. [< Antima-
son + -ic.] Opposed to freemasonry Antima-
sonic party, in If. S. hint., a political party which origi-
nated in New York State about 1827, in the excitement
caused by the supposed murder of William Morgan, of
Batavia, New York, in 1826, by freemasons, to prevent a
threatened public disclosure of the secrets of their order.
The movement spread to some other States, and a national
party was organized, but within about ten years it disap-
peared, most of the Antimasons becoming Whigs. Its
characteristic tenet was that freemasons ought to be ex-
cluded from public office, because they woxild necessarily
regard their obligations to the society more than their obli-

gations to the state. Its principles were revived In a so-
called "American party" organized in 1875.

antimasonry (an-ti-ma'sn-ri), . [< anti- +
masonry, for freemasonry, q. v.] Opposition to

freemasonry ;
in particular, the principles and

policy of the Antimasonic party. See Antima-
sonic.

antimasque, n. See antimask.
antimensium (an-ti-men'si-um), n.

; pi. anti-
mensia (-&). [ML. (MGr. avrt/iivaiav), < Gr. avri,
in place of (see anti-), + L. mensa, table, in the
special ML. sense of 'communion-table.'] In
the Gr. Ch., a consecrated cloth on which the
eucharist is consecrated in places where there is

no consecrated altar. It takes the place of the port-
able altar of the Latin Church. The term is sometimes ex-
tended in the Syrian churches to a thin slab of wood con-
secrated for a like purpose. Also written antiminidon.
antimere (an'ti-mer), n. [< Gr. avri, against,+ fitpos, a part.] In biol., a segment or division
of the body in the direction of one of the secon-
dary or transverse axes, all of which are at right
angles to the primary or longitudinal axis.
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When these axes are not differentiated in any way, all

antimeres are alike, and are parts arranged around the
long prime a\is like the spokes and fellies of a wheel
around the axis of the hub : a disposition preserved with
lunch accuracy in many of the lintlinta, aiiion^ which, for

example, the arms of a starfish, the tentacles of a sea-
anemone or coral-animalcule, or the rows of ambulacra of
a sea-urchin are antimeres. Oftener, however, the trans-
verse axes are differentiated, some being shorter, others

longer, giving rise to sides, as right and left, in the di-

rection of the. longer transverse axes, in which ease right
anil left parts arc antimeres. This constitutes bilateral
s\ limit-try. Parts which may be perceived to correspond
at opposite poles of the other (shorter) transverse axes,
constituting dorsahdominal symmetry, are also autimeres ;

but this condition is obscure. Likewise, again, parts along
the primary longitudinal axis, or at its poles, which may
br observed or be conceived to constitute anteroposterior
symmetry, are essentially antimeric; but this condition,
like clnrsaliilominal symmetry, is obscure, while the serial
succession of like parts along the prime axis, as the rings
of a worm, crustacean, or insect, and the double rings of
a vertebrate, is so marked that antimeres of this kind are
not called itntimeres, but mftameres ; such are the ordi-

nary segments, somites, arthromeres, or diarthromeres of

any articulate or vertebrate animal. Antimere is there-
fore practically restricted to such radiating and bilateral

parts as are more or less symmetrical with one another.
See nnliplrural.

antimeria (an-ti-me'ri-a), . [NL., < Gr. avri,

against, opposite, + ptpos, a part.] In gram.,
a fonn of enallage in which one part of speech
is substituted for another. F. A. March.
antimeric (an-ti-mer'ik), a. [< antimere + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to an antimere or to antimer-
ism

;
situated in any transverse axis of a body

and symmetrical with something else in the
other half of the same axis. See antimere.
antinierism (an-tim'e-rizm), n. [< antimere +
-ism.] The antimeric condition

; the state of
an antimere

;
the quality of being antimeric.

See antimere.

antimesmerist (an-ti-mez'me-rist), n. [< anti-
+ mesmerism + -ist.] One who is opposed to
or does not believe in mesmerism. Proc. Soc.

Psy. Res.

antimetabole (an'ti-me-tab'o-le), n. [L., < Gr.

avTi/ierapo'/j/, < avri, against, counter,+ fierafo'/.t/,

mutation: see metabola.] In rhet., a figure in
which the same words or ideas are repeated in
inverse order. The following are examples: "A wit
with dunces, and a dunce with wits," Pope ; "Be wisely
worldly, but not worldly wise," Quarle*.

antimetathesis (an*ti-me-tath'e-sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. avrifierddeatf, counter-transposition, < avri,

against, counter, + /icraBeaif, transposition:
see metathesis.] A rhetorical figure resulting
from a reverted arrangement in the last clause
of a sentence of the two principal words of the
clause preceding; inversion of the members of
an antithesis: as, "A poem is a speaking pic-
ture

;
a picture a mute poem," Crabbe.

antimeter (an-tim'e-ter), n. [< Gr. avri, against,
+ pkrpav, a measure.] An optical instrument
for measuring small angles. [Not now used.]
antirainsion (an-ti-min'si-on), .

; pi. antimii/-

sia (-a). [< MGr. avripivoiov : see antimensium.]
Same as antimensium.
antimnemonic (an"ti-ne-inon'ik), a. and n. [<
anti- + mnemonic] I. a. Injurious to the mem-
ory; tending to impair memory.
n. n. Whatever is hurtful to or weakens the

memory. Coleridge.
antimonarchic (an'ti-mo-nar'kik), a. [< anti-

+ monarchic; = F. antimonarchique.] Same as
anttmonarchical. Up. Benson.
antimonarchical (an^ti-mo-nar'ki-kal), a. [<
tiiiti- + monarchical.] Opposed to monarchy or

kingly government.
antimonarchist (an-ti-mon'ar-kist), n. [< an-
ti- + monarchist.] An opponent of monarchy.
Monday, a terrible raging wind happened, which did

much hurt. Dennis liond. a great Oliverian and antimon-
archist, died on that day; and then the devil took bond
for Oliver's appearance. Life of A. Wood (1848), p. 82.

antimonate (an'ti-mo-nat), n. [< antimony +
-ate 1

.] Same as antimoniate.
antimonial (an-ti-mo'ni-al), a. and . [< anti-

mony + -al.] I. a. Pertaining to antimony, or

partaking of its qualities; composed of anti-

mony, or containing antimony as a principal
ingredient.-Antimonial silver. See (or.-Anti-
monial wine, in med., a solution of tartar emetic in

sherry wine.

II. n. A preparation of antimony; a medi-
cine in which antimony is a principal ingredient.
antimoniate (an-ti-mo'ui-at), . [< antimony +
-ate 1

.] A salt of antimonic acid. Also written
anUmonate.
antimoniated (an-ti-mo'ni-a-ted), a. Combined
or impregnated with antimony ;

mixed or pre-
pared with antimony : as, niiti'monicited tartar.

antimonic (an-ti-mon'ik), a. [< antimony +
-ic.] Pertaining to or derived from antimony.

antimony
Antimonic add, H.SI)O

;) + 2H..,o, a white powder for-

merly used in medicine.

antimonide (an'ti-mo-nid or -nid), n. [< anti-

mony + -ide.] A compound of antimony and
a more positive element or metal. Also called
(intiiiioniitret.

antimoniferous (an'ti-mo-nif'e-nis), a. [<
-

tiiiKiny + L. ferre = E. bear1
.] Containing or

supplying antimony: as, antimoiiifi-ri>nn ores.

antimonious (an-ti-mo'ni-us), a, [< (ititimiiiii/

+ -OM.S'.] Pertaining to, consisting of, or con-

taining antimony. .iiitimoiioitH is a variant.
Antimonious acid, 2HSbo._, i

- aH2o, a weak add, of
whii-h only the soda salt has been obtained in a crystalline
condition.

antimonite (an'ti-mo-nit), n. [< antimony +
-He-.] A native sulpnid of antimony; stibnite.

antimoniuret (an-ti-mo-ni'u-ret), . [< anti-

nioiii(iini) + -uret.] Same as antimoiiiilt:

antimoniureted, antimoniuretted (an-ti-mo-
ni'u-ret-ed), a. [(a)iti>iiiiiiiri-t+-e<ft.] Com-
bined with antimony: as, <iiitiin<iiiiiireteilliydio-

gen.
antimonopolist (an*ti-mo-nop'o-list), *i. [<
anti- + monopoly + -ist.] One who is opposed
to monopolies: one who desires to restrict the

power and influence of great corporations, as

tending to monopoly.
antimonopoly (an*ti-mo-nop'o-li), a. and n.

Opposed to monopolies; the principle of op-
position to monopoly.
The main purpose of the anti-monopoly movement is to

resist public corruption and corporate aggression.
S. A. Ren., CXLIII. 7.

antimonOUS (an'ti-mo-nus), a, [< antimony +
-ottx.] Same as antimonious.

antimony (an'ti-mo-ni), n. [< late ME. anti-

iiiiniy = OF. antimonie, mod. F. antimoine = Sp.
Pg. It. antimonio = Sw. Dan. G. antimonium =
li'n-s. antimoniya = Pol. antymonium, etc., <
ML. antimonium, antimony, a word of unknown
origin, simulating a Gr. appearance, perhaps a

perversion, through such simulation (antimo-
nium, < "atimonium, < "atimodium, < "athimo-
ilium f ), of the Ar. name (with art. al- f ) ethmad,
othmod, uthmud, earlier ithmid, antimony, which
is in turn perhaps an accommodation (through
*inthimmidl) of Gr. arifLfud-, one of the stems of

orijifu (an^ni-, arwfie-, OTififtiS-), also arl^i and
art/ii (*<rri/3<f), > L. stimmi, stibi, and stibium,

antimony, the Gr. name itself being appar. of

foreign or Eastern origin: see stibium. False

etymologies formerly current are : (1) < F. anti-

moine, < Gr. avri, against, + moine, a monk,
as if

' monk's bane '

; (2) < Gr. avri, against, +
/uovof, alone, as if never found alone; (3) < Gr.

avri, instead of, + L. minium, red lead, "be-
cause women used it instead of red lead " as
an eye-paint.] Chemical symbol, Sb (Latin
stibium) ;

atomic weight. 120. A metal of a
white color and bright luster which does not

readily tarnish, having a specific gravity of 6.7.

crystallizing in the rhombohedral system, and
in the mass ordinarily showing a crystalline
structure and highly perfect cleavage. It con-
ducts both heat and electricity with some readiness, but
less perfectly than the true metals, and differs from them
also in being brittle like arsenic. It melts at 430 C. (806*

F.), and volatilizes slowly at a red heat
;
when melted in

the air it oxidizes readily, forming antimony trioxid, ShoO^.
Antimony occurs uncombined in nature to a limited ex-

tent, usually in granular or foliated masses, often with a

botryoidal or reniform surface. Many compounds of anti-

mony are found in nature, the most important of them
being the sulphid, Sb._,s ;i , called gray antimony, antimony-
glance, or stibnite. Dyscrasite is a compound of antimony
and silver. There are also a number of minerals contain-

ing antimony, sulphur, and lead (like jatnesonite), or anti-

mony, sulphur, and silver (like pyrargyrite or ruby silver),
or antimony, sulphur, and copper (like tetrahedrite). The
oxisulphid kermesite or red antimony and the oxids cer-

vantite and stibiconite (antimony ocher) are also impor-
tant minerals. Antimony has few uses in the arts; it

enters, however, into a number of very valuable alloys, as

type-metal, pewter, Britannia metal, and Babbitt metal,
and is used in medicine. Tartar emetic is the tartrate of

antimony and potassium. James's powder is a mixture
of oxid of antimony and phosphate of lime. Antimony
vermilion, a sulphid of antimony suggested but never
used as n pigment. Argentine flowers of antimony,
the tetroxid of antimony. Arsenical antimony. See
allemontitf. Black antimony, antimonious sulphid.
Butter of antimony. See tmtteri. Ceruse of anti-
mony. See ceruse. Diaphoretic antimony, a prepa-
ration chiefly consisting of potassium antimoniate, made
by exposing the neutral antimoniate to the action of car-

bonic-acid gas, or by deflagrating pure antimony with

potassium nitrate. It is used in the manufacture of

enamels, and was formerly administered as a medicine.

Glass of antimony. See glass. Red antimony ore,
an oxisulphid of antimony. Same as JbanHMite. White
antimony, or antimony white, native antimony trioxid,
SboO3 . Yellow antimony, or antimony yellow, a

preparation of the oxids of lead and antimony, of a deep-
yellow color, used in enamel- and porcelain-painting. It

is of various tints, and the brilliancy of the brighter hues
is not affected by foul air.



antimony-blende

antimony-blende (an'ti-mo-ni-blend"), .

Same as tcermesik:
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able contradiction into which reason falls when

antimony-bloom (an'ti-mo-ni-blom'),. Same i^P^^S^r't^
as etuettnntte.

antimony-glance (an'ti-mo-ni-glans"), Same
as stilinili:

antimoralist (au-ti-mor'al-ist),

(') tirthe'existenee . .f atoms or the infinite' divisibility of

matter, (:() to freedom, and (4) to the cosmological argu-

antipathy

Turn now to the reverse of the medal, and there we shall

Bp. Warburton, Sermons, ii.

an'ti-pask), n. [< anti- +
fascli.]

egories: see category, 1), which are valid only
within the limits of possible experience. There

ment for a <lod.

Destruc- Antiochian (an-ti-6'ki-an), a. [< L. Annochwi,

^ [<anti- +
moralist.] ~Aii enemy to or opponent of moral-

ity. Bp. Warburton.

antimycotic (au-ti-mi-kot'ik), a. [< Gr.

against, -r- [ti'KiK, a fungus, + -ot-ic.]

tive to microscopic vegetable organisms, or pre-

venting their development, as carbolic acid.

antinatural (aii-ti-nat'ur-al), a. [< anti-

natural.'] Opposed to nature or to common
sense; non-natural.
This happy ami ** ^^i^^rOle^ v . 301 aTa,' wd named after his father Antiochus.

anti-Nebraska (an'ti-ue-bras'ka), , In ('. ,V. The name !""' <">" ' -osiata.r.t, holding

hist., opposed to the act of 1854 for the or- out against,' \

ganization of Kansas and Nebraska as terri- icvrt, against,

tories, because of its abrogation of the law Pertaining to

the Sunday after Easter day.

(an"ti-pa-tha'se-a), n. pi. [NL.,
. -acea.] A suborder of Actiiiinrin,

of the families Antipathida; and Ge-

rariiitdfe, having the polyps connected by a

cosnenchyma secreting a solid sclerobase or

horny skeletal axis, and their tentacles simple.

L. Aiitiiichiii, ;ilso Aittiocliea, the name of
^sev-

eral ci
'

called
r, OTW! named vu^w* * -

means '

resistant, holding

corallum external and not calcareous.

iharia.

aboutos
of 18-20 (the Missouri compromise) prohibiting

68 B. c.), the founder of a sect of ec ectic pin-
- uht to unite the hilosoh of

slavery in new territories formed m that re-

gion. Anti-Nebraska men, the members of the coali-

tion of Whigs, Democrats, and Freesoilers opposed to the

above-mentioned bill: afterward merged in the Repub-
lican party.

antinephritic (an"ti-nef-rit'ik), a. [< anti- -

nephritic.] In meil.. counteracting inflamma-

tion of the kidneys.
antinial (an-tin'i-al), a. [< Gr. livri, against,

losophers. who sought to unite the philosophy of

Plato with many of the doctrines of Aristotle

and the Stoics. 2. Of or pertaining to the city

of Antioch Antiochian epoch, the name given to

two chronological eras employed in Syria : (a) The Ciesa-

rean era of Antioch, commemorating the victory of Phar-

salia fixed by the Greeks in the autumn of 49 B. c., and

by the Syrians in the autumn of 48 B. c. (b) The mundane
era of Antioch, September, 5493 B.C. , empl< wed by the Syrian

I 'hristians as the date of the creation of the world.

ing to or having the characters of the Antipa-

[NL., < Gr. avri-

properties: see

i, typical of the

see). The species

sea-whips. A. columnaris is an

.Utipathetic (au"ti-pa-thet'ik), a. [< antipa-

thy, on type of pathetic, q. v.] Having a nat-

ural antipathy, contrariety, or constitutional

aversion: with to.

Hence I think its [Greek speculation's] influence on the

whole was dogmatic, and antipathetic to Skepticism.
J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 282.

loop or ventral segment, and half-way between two adja- ^"V',^"c

"
u^s
"
betwee

i

i"tlte'rigorousiy"literarand"the"ai- tipathy ; opposite ;
unlike

;
adverse. 2.

cent nodes. See node.
__ ,, legorical interpretation of the Scriptures. ing antipathy. [Rare.]

[< Gr. fort, oppo- Every one seems to have his antipathic animal.

.tooth.] Having Kingdey, Life, p. 41.

,,. r dentition in which the folds Antipathida (an-ti-path'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

ing the obhgatormess ot the moral law, as it
of ridgeg of the molar crowns are opposite: op- ^JrtfeoflCw + -ida-.] A family of sclerobasic

emancipated from it by the gospel. .4. <J ed to ama,t,o(l nt. corals
. the black corals, corresponding to the

antiOpelmOUS (au"ti-o-pel'mus,, a. [< Gr. old g(mu8 Antipathes. They have a branched fibrous

dw/of, set against, + iretya, the sole.] In axjs and a soft friable eosnenchyma, which peels off after

ornith., having an arrangement of the flexor death, leaving the axial coenosarc looking like a dry sti

pertaining to the antinomians.

II. n. In theol., one who maintains that Chris-

tians are freed from the moral law as set

forth in the Old Testament by the new dispen- tendon
'

s of th% toeg by which the flexor per- antipathise, v. See antipathize.
sation of grace as set forth in the gospel; an

forang auppiies the third toe only, while the antipathist (an-tip'a-thist), n. [< antipathy +
opponent of legalism in morals. Antinomianism

flexor hallucis splits into three tendons, pass- -ist.] A person or thing having an antipathy
has existed in three forms : iu the early church as a species , ,

f
.,

t t another, or being the direct opposite of an-
ing to the first, second, and fourth toes.

The synpelmous, the heteropelmous, and the antiopel-
i, ,.. ,: O the present

Hist., IV. 369.
mons arrangements are entirely peculiar to the present

Stand. Sat.order [Picarw}.

of Gnosticism, in the doctrine that sin is an incident of the

body, and that a regenerate soul cannot sin ; later, m the

Reformation, as a reaction against the doctrine of good
works in the Roman Catholic Church, in the antagonistic

doctrine that man is saved by faith alone, regardless of his A

obedience to or disobedience of the moral law as a rule of antl-OrgastlC (an
*
tl-or-gas tlk), a.

\_<,
arm-

life ; finally, as a phase of extreme Calvinism, in English + orqastic.] Tending to allay excitement or
Puritan theology, in the doctrine that the sins of the elect , p_pa] dp^,.,,
are so transferred to Christ that they become his trans- IT^i/Tr, ti T>5'non f< nnti
gressions and cease to be the transgressions of the actual antlpapal (an-tl-pa pal;, a. \\ at

sinner. The chief exponent of the second form of anti- Opposed to the pope or to popery.
papal.]

antinomianism (an-ti-no'mi-an-izm), n. [< an-
antipapistical (an*ti-pa-pis'ti-kal), a. [< anti-

tinomian + -ism.] The tenets of the antino- + papistical.] Antipapal. Joriin.

mians. See antinomian, n. antiparabema (an-ti-par-a-be'ma), .; pi. anti-

to another, or being the direct opposite of an-

other. [Rare.]
Sole positive of night !

Antipathist of light.

Coleridge, Sibylline Leaves, II. 281.

i-thiz), i'.; pret. and pp.

To feel antipathy or aver-

sion; entertain or show a feeling, disposition,
or opinion characterized by opposition or con-

trariety: the opposite of sympathize. [Rare.]

I must say I sympathise with Milverton and antipa-

thise . . . with Lord Lytton.
A, Helps, Casimir Maremma, p. 39.

trans. To affect with antipathy or hostil-

antinomical (an-ti-nom'i-kal), a.

tinomic.

Kant holds that reason is in itself antinomical.

Caird, Philos. Kant, p. 590.

antinomist (an-tin'o-mist), n. [< antinomy +
-ist.] An autinomian.

Great offenders this way are the libertines and antino-

mutu, who quite cancel the whole law of God under the

pretence of Christian liberty.

Bp. Sanderson, Sermons ad Pop. (1674), p. 2I)S.

antinomy (an-tin'o-mi),w.; pi. antinomies (-miz).

[< L. antinomia, a contradiction between laws,

< Gr. avrivojiia., an ambiguity in the law, < *avri-

vofjiof, against the law (cf . ML. antinomi : see

antinomian), < avri, against, + wfy/oc, law: see

nome.] 1. The opposition of one law, rule, or

principle to another.

It should be noticed that the Westminster Confession

expressly teaches the freedom of will as well as foreordina-

tion, and leaves the solution of the apparent antinomy to

scientific theology. Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 162.

2. Any law, rule, or principle opposed to an-

other.

If God once willed adultery should be sinful, all bis

omnipotence will not allow him to will the allowance that

amples, and corresponding to the parabemata Having a natural contrariety ; antipathetic,
of the apsidal end. J. M. Neale.

intiparallel (an-ti-par'a-lel), a. and n.

anti- + parallel.] I. . Running parallel

[<
ibut

anL,
antir + parallel.] _. ..

in a contrary direction. Hammond.
II. n. In f/eom., one of two or more lines antipathy (an-tip'a-thi), n.

; pi. antipathies
i_ _v !_ ,,! .,..,.],.,. urifl-i tir/- /-ifl-iav litinu .T \ r.._ "P .,,, I ':,.., 1 1, ',. / Ci\* ntmtrnftein f fill*

Still she extends her hand,
As if she saw something antipathmt*
Unto her virtuous life.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iii. >.

which make equal angles with two other lines,

but in contrary order.

Thus, supposing AB and
AC any two lines, and FC
and FE two other lines

to the angle AEF, and the

angle ACB equal to the angle ADE ; then FC and FE are
" '

; with respect to AB and AC ; also these latter

llels with respect to the two former.

anti- + paralytic.] I. a. In mecl. : (a) Effective

against paralysis. [Rare.] (ft) An epithet

applied to the secretion of the submaxillary

gland on one side when the chorda tympani on

the other side has been cut so as to produce a

paralytic secretion on that side. In this sense

also called analytic.
II. n. In nii'd., a remedy for paralysis. [Rare.]

ie lusts 01 uie iiesu. pVj -,

Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, i. 4. counterpart. [Kare.J

(-thiz). [= F. antipathic, < Gr. avrmaStia, < av-

Tiiraffqs, of opposite feeling, < avri, against, +
irdBof, feeling, < nadeiv, suffer, feel.] 1. Natu-

ral aversion; instinctive contrariety or oppo-

cutting the first so as to sition in feeling ;
an aversion felt at the pres-

make the anglejVBC equal ence or thought of a particular object ;
distaste

;

disgust; repagnance.
No contraries hold more antipathy
Than I and such a knave. Shak., Lear, U. 2.

Their natural antipathy of temperament made resent

ment an easy passage to hatred.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 4.

A rival is the bitterest enemy, as autiiathy is rather be-

tween likes than unlikes.
J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 122.

2f. A contrariety in the properties or affections

of matter, as of oil and water. Bacon. 3. An
object of natural aversion or settled dislike.

Let him be to thee an antipathy,
A thing thy nature sweats at and turns backward.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, i. 1.

= Syn. Hatred, DiMke. Anliinithii. liimjuit, Aversion, !!-

luctance, Repugnance. Hatred is the deepest and most



antipathy 2-is antipode

mowt^neralon[an^depeKVs1ipon
antiPetal us

, (an-ti-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. avri, antiphonic (an-ti-fon'ik), a. [< Gr. 'avn^uwiedf
the connection for its strength; it is opposed to liiimi or

agalllst -
+ ~tTa'Aov, leaf, mod. petal.] In hot., (found only in adv. avnfeWM&f), < avriibuvoc: see

a term descnptive of stamens itntiplion.}
" *-*- '

which stand opposite to petals. ". V "
,, tiphony.

antiphlogistian (an'ti-flo-jis'- 'v V \ \* antiphonical (an-ti-fon'i-kal), .

tian), ii. [< iir/- -I- phloyix- ^ ^ jy tiphonir.
MOM.] An opponent of the old
chemical theory as to the ex-
istence of a substance called

phlogiston.

Antipathy expresses most of constitutional
feeling and least of volition : the turkey-cock has an nnlij,-
itthii to the color red ; manypeople have an intense a/>tij>ir-

tluj to snakes, rats, toads. In figurative use, unliiaiiliii is a
,

dislike that seems constitutional toward persons, things,
eonduct, etc. ; hence it involves a dislike for which some-
times no good reason ran be given. Antipathyteoppotei
primarily to sympathy, but often to mere likinji. LUx'tiixt

is the loathing, first of physical taste, then of esthetic

taste, then of spiritual taste or moral feeling. Avcrxi'in istaste, tnen or spiritual taste or moral feeling. Awmofnn tf^^f^!
a fixed disposition to avoid something which displeases, antiphlogistic (an

tf
ti -flo-jis

'-

tik), <i. and ii. [</('- 4- phlo-
gistic.'] I. . 1. In c/icm., op-

. ,,

Pertaining to or marked by an-

Same as an-

disturbs, or annoys: as, quiet people have an <' /*///
noise. It is a dislike, settled and generally strong. Re-
luctance and repugnance by derivation imply a natural
struggle, as of hesitation or recoil ; with reluctance it is

simply the will holding back in dislike of some proposed
aet, while with repuffnance it is a greater resistance or
one accompanied with greater feeling, and generally in

regard to an act, course, idea, etc., rarely to persons or

things. See animosity.

While with perfidious hatred they pursued
The sojourners of Ooshen. Milton, F. L., i. 308.

The hint malevolent, the look oblique,
The obvious satire, or implied dislike.

llinuiah More, Sensibility.

Sir Lancelot leant, in half disgust
At love, life, all things, on the window ledge.

antiphonon (an-tif'o-non), .; pi. (inti/ihona
(-n&). [Gr. : sec antiplion.} Same as inili/tliim.

In the Basilian and Chrysostomic Liturgies, the Introit
is divided into three ti'itifili<nnt.

_ __ _ J. M. A'eale, Eastern Church, i. .%4.

[<.nnti-4-vhlo- aiou"Fi'ower"of
J

'the antiphony (au-tif'6-ni), .; pi. aiitiphonii'n (-nix).
- . f Buckthorn. - - - r*_ __i i -, ... .'.

Section of Antipet-

jens : b. b, b, pet-
inserted upon theposed to the theory of phlogis- thtoa[ofthec

-

lyl .

ton (which see): as, the anti-

phlogistic system. 2. In med., counteracting
inflammation or a feverish state of the system :

as, aiitiphloaistie remedies or treatment Anti-
phlogistic theory, a theory of combustion first ad-
vanced by Lavoisier, who held that in combustion, in-
stead of phlogiston escaping, according to the theory of
Stall), there was a combination with oxygen. The anti-

phlogistic theory of combustion, modified and enlarged, is
the one now universally accepted.

II. H. Any medicine, or application which
tends to check or allay inflammation.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine, antiphon, antiphone (an'ti-fon or -foil), n.

[An extended form of antiphon. < Gr. as if "avri-

Quvia. Cf. symphony.] 1 . Alternate or respon-
sive singing, in which a choir is divided into
two, each part singing alternate verses of the
psalm or anthem: opposed to homophony, '1.

In rfn/niiimirial singing, on the contrary, one singer alter-
nates with the whole choir, as in the chanting of respon-
sories. See responsary.
2. A psalm or an anthem so chanted.
These are the pretty responsories, these are the dear an-

ttftumia that so bewitched of late our prelates and their

chaplains with the goodly echo they made.
Mifin. Areopagitiea.

3. A composition of several verses taken from
different psalms and set to music., ,-_ ___ _ ...

[The earlier E. forms produced mod. anthem, antlphotogenic (an"ti-f6-to-jen'ik), a.

q. v.
;

< ML. antiphona (fern, sing.), < Gr. avri-

<t>uva (neut. pi.), usually avri^uvov (sing.), an-
them, prop. neut. of inrtfovef. sounding in an-
swer, { avri, in return, + <

.u'/,, voice : see plio-
netif, and cf. anthem.

~] 1. A psalm, hymn, or

Cowper speaks of some one having "much the same
aversion to a Papist that some people have to a cat,
rather an antipathy than a reasonable dislike."

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 99.

Reluctance against God and his just yoke,
Laid on our necks. Milton, t. L., x. 1045.

It is no argument against death that life in full energy
has a repugnance to it. Mauddey, Body and Will, p. 323.

antipatriarch (an-ti-pa'tri-ark), . [< anti- +
patriarch.'] Eccles., one who claims the office .. _ ,.,_ . mv
and exercises the functions of patriarch in op- day-hours and other offices, "a" series"^ verses
position to the canonical occupant of the see. from the Psalms or other parts of Scripture,
The Patriarch resides at Damascus, the Latin AiMpatri- either in their original sequence or combined

+ pliotof/enie.'] Preventing the chemical action
of light, as in photography ; rendering light
non-actinic by excluding the chemical rays.

I do not fix the telescope to the objective, but merely
unite the two by means of an antiphottu/rnic tube of red
cloth. Sci. Ainrr. Supp., XXIII. 9169.

arch at Aleppo. J. M. Ntale, Eastern Church, L 125.

antipatriotic (an'ti-pa-tri- or -pat-ri-ot'ik), a.

way of speaking, > E. phrase.]
'

In rhei., the
use of a word in a sense opposite to its proper
meaning, or when its opposite should haveB vuv/i* vjj. i^, i ini i WU1TOHW VI VUllAfcJIXICU _ J i f

from various passages, sung as a prelude or ^
een U8ed

!
lrony> used either in sarcasm or in

*>* *.l..~^ A 4. _J il . ^ *
. IllllTlOl*-conclusion to some part of the service, it is

mined by the musical mode, according to the Gregorian
chant,"***"

1 " "-' '" . . .

only by antiphrasis.

______ _. ,

[< anti- + patriotic.'] Antagonistic to patriots Bometimes especially limited to the verse sung before or y"a
.
"<"" flnd '"> cause to repent that you never dipt

or patriotism, or to one's country.
after 'n

.

e
P.-?'

of the office, the tones of which are deter- yf ,

h
?n

d
!..[

n^e
,!'

loodv llil-'h '"" rt "'Justice, so called

These antipatriotic prejudices are the abortions of folly
impregnated by faction.

Johnson, Taxation no Tyranny, p. 157.

antidnncular (an'ti-pe-dung'ku-lar) a [<

' PP 8 ' tO r

__= ______

,
of their respective anti'phons. (See chant and mode.) antiphrastic (an-ti-fras'tik), a

^^iAS^SKSss^^^i **^ ?
dv - -^-^). <

press by antithesis: see anttplt

South.

IX Gr *avn-

sOf or

Same' as

The antipeduncular pole of the ovary. T. Gill.

antipeptone (an-ti-pep'ton), n. [< anti- + pep-
tone,] One of the products of the digestion of

proteids by the pancreatic fluid; one of the ' uuction at Uolen -

peptones into which an albuminoid body is re- To double an antiphon. See double.

longer chants.

3. A scriptural passage or original composition pertaining to antiphrasis.

sung as an independent part of the service, and antiphrastical (an-ti-fras'ti-kal), a.

set to more elaborate music
; an anthem. 4. antiphraxtic.

An echo or a response. [Rare.] antiphrastically (an-ti-fras'ti-kal-i), adr. In

that is to meet at Hamborough
the

.
manner of antiphrasis; by antiphrasis.

tiphoneto the other malign con- antlphthlSIC (an-ti-tiz'ik), a. and n. [< anti-
Sir a. Wotton, Reliquire, p. 376. + phthisic.'} I. a. Tending to check phthisis

The great synod . .

to me sounds like an

or consumption.
II. n. A medicine intended to check phthisis.

intermittent fever.

II. n. In med., a remedy for periodic diseases,
especially for intermittent fever,

antiperistalsis (an'ti-per-i-stal'sis), n. [NX,.,
< anti- + peristalsis.'] Inverted peristaltic ac-

antiphysical1
(an-ti-fiz'ik, -i-kal),

ivri, against, 4- 0i'ovf, nature (adj.
He [Calvin] thought. . . that the practice of antiphonal ?f6f)-J Contrary to nature

; unnatural.
chanting was superstitious. antiphysic2

, antiphysical2 (an-ti-fiz'ik, -i-kal),
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. l4. a. [< Gr. avri, against, + 0io-a, breath, wind' in

II. M. A book of antiphons or anthems; an
antiphonary.

a.

the stomach.]
carminative.

In med., relieving flatulence;

ti- + peristaltic.'] In med. : (a) Opposed to or nar
il-

checking peristaltic motion. (6) Pertaining to antiphonary (an-tif 'o-na-ri), . and a.

or exhibiting antiperistalsis.
antiperistasis (an'ti-pe-ris'ta-sis), . [NL.,
< Gr. avrmepiaraaif, a surrounding so as to com-
press, a reciprocal replacement, < aimmpuara.-
adai, surround, compass, < avri, against, + vcpti-

[<

city. 2. In med., unfavorable to healing; pre-
venting or checking the process of granulation.

, ,
.

, , irepi- tlphons, however, that is, those proper to the mass have
oraovai, npterrfWU, stand around (> nepiaraatf, a long been published in a separate book called the gradual.
standing around), < irepl, around, + laraadat, arfi-

Th" """"""''"" "* "" <" ~ ' ~i~-*i- _'..>,i!-i.-j

vai, stand.] 1. Antagonism of natural qualities,
as of light and darkness, heat and cold

; specifi-
cally, opposition of contrary qualities by which
one or both are intensified, or the intensifica-
tion so produced. Thus, sensible heat is excited in
quicklime by immersing it in cold water, and cold applied antinlinneto the human body may, by reaction, increase its heat. annpnone, .

antlphonert(an-tif'o-ner),n, [<ME. antiphouere
(also anfenare, amfenare), < ML. (iiiti/ili/iiinriiim :

see
antiphotiary.']

A book of anthems or anti-

phons ;
an antiphonary.
He Alma Redemptoris herde synge,

MT-i.antiphonariuni, < antiphona: see antiphon.^ 3. Impoverishing the blood.
I. H.

; pi. antiphonaries (-riz). A book of an- antipodt, n. An obsolete form of antipode.
tiphons. AS originally compiled by Pope Gregory the antipodal (an-tip'o-dal), a. [< antipode + -a/.]
Great, it contained whatever was sung antiphonally in the 1. Pertaining or 'relating to the antipodes:

tin Church. The liturgical an- situated on or belonging to opposite sides of
the globe.

mass and offices of the Latii

The responsories of the office were also anciently published
by themselves in the responsorial, but now, along witli the
antiphons proper, that is, those associated witli the psalms
of the office, make up the present antiphonary.

II. a. Antiphonal.
Great attention seems to have been paid to the antipho-

nary songs. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 21.

All that I fear is Cynthia's presence, which, with the
cold of her chastity, casteth such an antiperistasis about
the place, that no heat of thine will tarry with the patient.

B. Jonton, Cynthia's Bevels, v. 3.

2. In rhet., a figure consisting in granting whatan opponent states as fact, but denying his in-
ference therefrom.

antiperistatic (anti-per-i-stat'ik), a. [< anti-
peristasis; formed after Gr. 7rEprrar</cof, peri-
static.] Pertaining to antiperistasis.
antipestilential (an'ti-pes-ti-len'shal), a.

[< anti- + pestilential.^ Efficacious against the
plague or other epidemic, or against infection.

Antipestilential unguents to anoint the nostrils with.

Banty, The Plague.

As children lerned her antiphonere.
Chaucer, Prioress's Tale, 1. 67.

(an^ti-fo-net'ik), a. [< Gr. as if

, < avrufiuvtiv, correspond in sound,

The mingling of antipodal races.
G. P. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 104.

Hence 2. At the opposite end or extreme;
diametrically opposite.
A place so antipodal to New England ways and ideas an

was Vicksburg in that day. The Century, XXIII. 163.

A horseman clatters over the loose planks of the bridge,
while his antipodal shadow glides silently over the mir-
rored bridge below. Lotfell, Fireside Travels, p. 19.

Also antipodic, antipodical.
Antipodal cells, in hot., the two cells which are formed
by the nuclei at the base of the embryonal sac and op-
posite to the nuclei whieh, after fertilization, become the

oospore. Antipodal heresy, the heresy of the antipo-
dists. See antipodint.
The positive assertion, with indignant comment, that

Virgil [Bishop of Salzburg] was deposed for anfif>odal
hrr,-*y. Prof. De Morgan, X. and Q., Oth ser., XII. 63.

, corresponding oranswering in sound: antipode (an'ti-pod), .
; pi. antipodes (-podz),

aeeantiphon, anti-, and phonetic.} Correspond- usually as Latin nty.>orffs(an-tip'o-dez). [Por-

ing in sound
; homophonous : applied to words eriy also an tipod, rarely an tipos ; < L. an tipodes,

which rime. pl- : see antipodes.} 1. One of the antipodes,
Moore and Tom Campbell themselves admit -

spinach"
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Is perfectly untiplwiirtic to "Greenwich." globe. 2. One who or that which is in opposi-
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. ill. tion to or over against another.



antipode

In tale or history your beggar is ever the just a/

to your kin;;. Lamb, Decay of Beggars.

Balance-loving Nature
Made all things in pairs,
To every foot its antipode.

Emerson, Merlin, ii.

antipodean (an-tip-o-de'an), a. Pertaining to

the antipodes; antipodal.

antipodes (an-tip'o-dez), . pi. [L. (in ME. as

L.), < Gr. avrru<Se?J nl. of avriirovf, with feet op-

posite, < airi, opposite, 4- iroi'f, pi. iroikf, = E.

foot.] 1. Persons living t diametrically op-

posite points of the globe, so that their feet are

directed toward each other
; persons who live

on the side of the globe opposite to others.

Your Antipodes are a good rascally sort of topsie turvy
Fellows HI had a Bumper I'd stand upon my Head and
drink a Health to 'em. Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 10.

2. Two places on the surface of the globe dia-

metrically opposite to each other; the country
or region on the opposite side of the globe.
3. Figuratively, things opposed to each other :

as a singular, anything diametrically adverse
or opposed to another thing belonging to the

same general order; a contrary. In the latter

sense sometimes used in the singular form an-

tipode (which see).

Can there be a greater contrariety unto Christ's judg-

ment, a more perfect antipodes to all that hath hitherto

been gospel? Hammond, Sermons.

M inds, the antipodes of each other in temper and endow-

ment, alike feel the force of his [Dante's] attraction.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 39.

antipodic (an-ti-pod'ik), a. Same as antipodal.
Ruskin.

antipodical (an-ti-pod'i-kal), a. [< antipode +
-ic-al.~] Same as antipodal.

Nor are the inhabitants of the Antipodical Paradise
less worthy of our admiration.

Blackimod's May., XXII. 602.

antipodism (an-tip'o-dizm), n. [< antipode +
-ism.] The state of being antipodal.

antipodist (an-tip'o-dist), . [< antipode +
-ist.] A believer iri the antipodes, at the time
when such belief was heresy, on account of the

orthodox supposition that the whole surface of

the earth was a flat expanse.
Some have maintained that the antipodist [Virgil, bishop

of Salzburg] was a different person from the canonized

bishop. Prof. De Morgan, N. and Q. ,
6th ser., XII. 53.

antipoint (an'ti-point), . [< anti- + point."]
One of a pair of foci, real or imaginary, to a

plane curve, so related to another pair that if

a quadrilateral be drawn having the two foci of

each pair at opposite angles, the opposite sides

will meet at the circular points at infinity, and
consequently be tangent to the curve.

antipoison (an'ti-poi-zn), n. [< anti- + poison.]
An antidote for a poison; a counter-poison:
as, "poisons afford antipoisons," Sir T. Browne,
Christ. Mor., xxviii. 1.

antipole (an'ti-pol), n. [< anti- + pole
2
.] The

opposite pole ; anything diametrically opposed
to another.

That antipole of all enthusiasm called " a man of the
world." George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xl.

antipope (an'ti-pop), . [< anti- + pope.] One
who usurps or is elected to the papal office in

opposition to a pope held to be canonically
chosen. There have been about thirty antipopes, the
last of whom was Felix V. (Duke Amadeus VIII. of Savoy),
elected by the Council of Basle in 1439.

antiport, . See antcport.

antiprimer (an-ti-pri'mer), n. [< anti- + pri-

ntcA.] An apparatus designed to prevent the

priming or foaming of steam in a boiler, that is,

the escape of spray or water with the steam.

antiprism (an'ti-prizm), n. [< anti- + prism.]
An auxiliary prism; part of a compound prism
placed with its refractive edge in a reversed po-
sition. A prism of carbon disulphid is sometimes used
in spectrum analysis, consisting of a glass core with sides
iniiile of two antiprisms.

antiprostate (an -ti- pros 'tat), w. [< anti- +
prostate, n.] One of the two small glands
(Cowper's glands) situated before the prostate
gland in man and many other mammals. See
prostate.

antiprostatic (an 'ti-pros-tat'ik), n. [< anti-

/iro.it/itr + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the anti-

prostates.
antipruritic (an"ti-pro-rit'ik), a. [< anti- +
pruritit:] Tending to relieve itching.

antipsoric (an-tip-sor'ik), a. and . [< Gr.

dvri, against, + ^upinot;, pertaining to the itch,
< ijjijpa, the itch.] I. a. Efficacious in curing
the itch.

II. . A remedy for the itch.

240

antiptosis (an-tip-to'sis), . [L., < Gr. uvri-

xTuaii; < avri, against, + -riiaii;, falling, case,
< Trmretv, fall.] In gram., the use of one case
for another.

antiputrefactive (an"ti-pu-tre-fak'tiv), . [<
anti- + jiHtnJ'/iclin.] Counteracting or pre-

venting putrefaction : antiseptic.

antiputrescent (an'ti-pii-tres'ent), a. [< anti-

+ jtntresffiit.] Same as a
ntijititref

active.

antipyic (an-ti-pl'ik), a. [< Gr. avri, against,
+ TTIOT, pus, + -ic.] Preventing or restraining

suppuration.

ody for pyrexia or fever; depressing an abnor-

mally high temperature : as, the new antipy-
retic alkaloid.

II. . A remedy for fever
;
an antifebrile,

antipyrin, antipyrine (an-ti-pi'rin), . [As
antipyr(ctic) + -iifi, -ine'*.] The commercial
name of dimethyloxy-quinizin, CnH^NgO, a

complex body belonging to the aromatic series.

It crystallizes in brilliant scales, which dissolve readily in

water. It is a valuable antipyretic.

antiqiiaria, n. Plural of antiquarium.
antiquarian (an-ti-kwa'ri-an), a. and n. [< L.

iintiqiifiriiis (see antiquary*) + -an.] I. a. 1.

Pertaining to antiquaries or to antiquarianism ;

connected with the study of antiquities, particu-

larly of such as are comparatively modern, and
of such as have interest rather as curiosities

than for their inherent or archasological impor-
tance: as, an antiquarian museum.
The question whether Greece did or did not borrow from

this or that barbarian people some rude germs of art which
in Greece alone were taught to grow into flowers and fruit

has little more than an antiquarian interest.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 259.

2. An epithet applied to a size of drawing-
paper, 53 X 31 or 52 X 29 inches.

II. n. Same as antiquary, 1 and 2.

antiquarianism (an-ti-kwa'ri-an-izm), n. [<

antiquarian + -ism.] 1. The character or

tastes of an antiquary.
I have the seeds of antiquarianunn in me.

Bp. Hurd, Letter to Warburton.

2. Antiquarian research. It includes the study of

the past through relics of all kinds, but denotes especially
the study of times which are neither very ancient nor of

great general interest, and the collection of bric-a-brac

and mere curiosities. It implies taste for old things

merely because they are old, independently of any artis-

tic or historic value that they may possess. = Syn. Archce-

olofftf, Antiquarianism. See archteology.

antiquarium (an-ti-kwa'ri-um), n.
; pi. anti-

quaria (-a). [NL.,neut. of L. antiquarius: see

antiquary. Cf. aquarium.] A repository of an-

tiquities. N. E. D.

antiquary (an'ti-kwa-ri), a. and n. [< L. anti-

quarius, pertaining to antiquity, an antiquary,
ML. also a copier of old books, < antiquus,

antique, ancient : see antique and -ary.] I. a.

Pertaining to antiquity ;
ancient

; antiquarian.
Instructed by the antiquary times,
He must, he is, he cannot but be wise.

Shale., T. and C., ii. 3.

II. n.
; pi. antiquaries (-riz). 1. One versed

in the knowledge of ancient things ;
a student

or collector of antiquities: sometimes used in

the sense of archceologist. See antiquarianism.
With sharpen'd sight pale antiquaries pore,
Th' inscription value, but the rust adore.

Pope, Ep. to Addison, 1. 35.

The simple antiquary is not a historian, but it is always
a gam when the historian is an antiquary.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. -208.

2. A dealer in old books, coins, objects of art,

and similar articles. In this and the preceding
sense also antiquarian. 3f. An official custo-

dian of antiquities. This title was bestowed by Henry
VIII. upon Leland, his chaplain and librarian, 1533.

antiquate (an'ti-kwat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. an-

tiquated, fpr.antiqiiaiing. [< L. antiquatus, pp.
of antiquare, restore to its ancient condition, in

LL. make old, < antiquus, ancient: see antique.]
To make old or obsolete

;
make old and useless

by substituting something newer and better.

The growth of Christianity . . . might reasonably in-

troduce new laws and a>iti<inttt>' or abrogate some old
onus. Sir M. Hale, Hist. Common Law of Eng.

Huge charts which subsequent discoveries have anti-

<liiiit,',/. Lamb, Elia, p. 9.

antiquate (an'ti-kwat), a. Same as antiquated,
IL a.

antiquated (an'ti-kwa-ted), p. a. 1. Grown
old

;
obsolete or obsolescent

;
ill adapted to

present use
;
old-fashioned : said of things : as,

an antiquated law.

Is it possible tb:it the present age can be pleased with
that antiquated dialect '; Qoldtmith, Vicar, xviii.

antiquity

2. Advanced in years ;
rendered incapable by

age; superannuated.
old .huiL-t, for su he understood his <niti<iit<it<ii atten-

dant was denominated. Scott, Waverley, II. 1.

-Syn. . 1 nrii'/if. (>('!. .\nfii/"'-. i-tr. S, -,(///.(/>(!.

antiquatedness (an'ti-kwa-ted-nes), n. [< an-

tiquated + -iK'SH.] The state or quality of be-

ing antiquated, obsolete, or old-fashioned.

antiquateneSSt (an'ti-kwat-nes), . [< anti-

quate + -ness.] The state or quality of being
antiquated or obsolete.

antiquation (an-ti-kwa'shon), H. [< L. niitiqiia-

tiu(ii-),(. HittiqiKii'f : si-c int/ii/Htite, '.] 1. The
act of antiquating, or the state of being anti-

quated.
Which must no change nor antiquation know.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xv. 164.

2. In Roman law, repeal, as of a law
; abroga-

tion.

antique (an-tek'), a. and n. [Early mod. E. an-

li/ci; antyke, anticke, antick, later antique, with
accent on the first syllable ;

in the 17th century
the forms were gradually discriminated, antid;
antic being restricted to the sense of ' fantas-

tic,' etc. (see antic), while antique, with accent
shifted in immediate dependence on the F., was
restricted to the lit. sense

;
< F. antique, ancient,

old, < L. antiquus, anticus, former, earlier, an-

cient, old, < ante, before: see ante- and antic.]

1. a. 1. Having existed in ancient times
;
be-

longing to or having come down from antiquity ;

ancient : often specifically referring to Greece
and Rome: as, an antique statue.

The seals . . . which we know to be antique. Dryden.

My copper-lamps, at any rate,
For being true antique, I bought.

Prior, Alma, iii.

2. Belonging to former times, as contrasted
with modern

; having the form and character-
istics of an earlier day ;

of old fashion : as, an

antique robe.
O good old man ;

how well in thee appears
The constant service of the antique world,
When service sweat for duty, not for meed !

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 3.

All the antique fashions of the street were dear to him ;

even such as were characterized by a rudeness that would
naturally have annoyed his fastidious senses.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xi.

3f. Fantastic; fanciful; odd; wild; antic. See

antic, 4.

What fashion'd hats, or ruffs, or suits next year
Our giddy-headed antique youth will wear. Donne.

4. In bookbinding, embossed without gold.
Antique crown, in her., a bearing representing a simple
crown composed of a circular band with rays simply

pointed and of indefinite number. It

is always or, that is, of gold. Also
called Eastern crown. Antique
type. See II., 3. =8yn. Ancient, Old,
Antique, etc. See ancient.

II. n. 1. The style or man-
Antique crown. ner of ancient times, specifi-

<Fr
o"'Heraid

S

'T''*'
c

.
ally ' Greek and Roman an-

tiquity: used especially of art.

In this sense used only in the singular, and preceded by
the definite article : as, fond of the antique; copied from
the antique.

2. Any relic of antiquity ; specifically, an ex-

ample of Greek or Roman art, especially in

sculpture.
To collect books and antiques, to found professorships,

to patronize men of learning, became almost universal
fashions among the great. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

3. The name given by American type-founders
to a style of type of thick and bold face, of the

regular Roman model, in which all lines are of

equal or nearly equal thickness : called Egyp-
tian by British type-founders. The type used for

title-words in this dictionary is condensed antique.

antiqued (an-tekf), a. In bookbinding, finished

in antique style.

antiquely (an-tek'li), adv. In an antique man-
ner.

antiqueness (an-tek'ues), w. The quality of

being antique, or of appearing to be of ancient

origin and workmanship.
antiquist (au-te'kist or an'ti-kwist), n. [< an-

tique (or L. antiquus) + -ist.] 1. An anti-

quary: as, "theoretic antiquists," Pinkerton.

[Rare.] 2. A collector of antiques.

antiquitarian (an-tik-wi-ta'ri-an), n. [< an-

tiquity + -firian.] An admirer of antiquity ;

an antiquary. [Rare.]
I shall distinguish such as I esteem to be the hinderers

of reformation into three sorts: !, Antiquituriara (for
so I had rather call them than antiquaries, whose labours

are useful and laudable) ; !. Libertines; 3, Politicians.

.Milton, Reformation, i.

antiquity (an-tik'wi-ti), .; pi. antiquities (-tiz).

[< ME.anti<jity1it'. d'ntiquitr, < OF. antiquite, an-

tiquiteit, mod. F. antiquitt' = Pr. antiquitat =



antiquity

Sp. antiguedad= fg. aiitii/uidade = It. anticliiifi,

< L. anii(/it<i(t-)n,<. initii/iiiiK : see antique.] 1.

The quality of being ancient
;
ancientness

;

great age: as, a family of great antiquity.
This ring is valuable for its ititln[intti. Juhwnit.

Is not your voice broken? your wind short? . . . siinl

every part about you blasted with antiiiiiitu .'

,S7mit.,2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

2. Ancient times; former ages; times long
since past: as, Demosthenes was the most elo-

quent orator of antiquity.
Nor even so remotely among the mossy centuries did it

pause, but strayed onward into that gray <tnti'iitn ot

which there is no token left save its cavernous tombs, etc.

Iliuethnrnt, Marble Kami.

3. The ancients collectively; the people of an-
cient times.
He lives with aiitiifiiitij and posterity ;

with antiquity,
in the sweet communion of studious retirement ; ana with

posterity, in the generous aspirings after future renown.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 29.

That such pillars were raised by Beth all antiquity has
avowed. Sir W. Raleigh.

4. An old person. [Humorous.]
You are a shrewd antiquity, neighbour Cleuch.

/;. Jun&m.

5. That which is ancient, or belongs to old or

ancient times; something left by or peculiar
to the ancients : generally in the plural : as,
Greek or Egyptian antiquities.
The lectures will have for a common object the history

and antiquities of the country. Everett, Orations, II. 111.

antirabic (an-ti-rab'ik), a. [< anti- + rabies.]

Pertaining to the prevention of rabies or hy-
drophobia.
The Russian ttnttrabic. inoculation institution [in Odessa],

Science, IX. 186.

antiracer (au-ti-ra'ser), . [< anti- + race1 +
-er1 .] A device for preventing the racing of

the screw of a marine propeller when the vessel

pitches so as to throw it out of the water.

antirachitic (an'ti-ra-kit'ik), a. [< anti- +
rachitic.] Tending to cure rachitis or rickets.

antiremonstrant (an"ti-re-mon'strant), . [<
anti- + remonstrant.] One opposed to remon-
strance or to those who remonstrate. Specifi-

cally (with a capital), one of that party in the Dutch Cal-
vinistic Church which opposed the Remonstrants or Ar-
minians. They are also called Counter-remonstrants. See
remonstrant.

antirent (an-ti-renf), a. [< anti- + rent.'] Op-
posed to the payment of rent; opposed, on
theoretical grounds, to the exaction of rent
for land, etc. : as, antirent doctrines Antirent
party, a social and political organization which resisted

(1839 to about 1849) the collection of rent on certain great
manorial estates in the State of New York.

antirenter (an-ti-ren'ter), . [< antirent+ -er1 .]
A person opposed to the payment of rent

; spe-
cifically, a member of the Antirent party.
Antirrhinum (an-ti-ri'num), . [NL., < Gr.

avri, corresponding to, like, + fa, }>iv, nose.]
Agenus of herbs, natural order Scrophulariacece,
natives of the warmer parts of the old world and
North America. The flowers of most of the species
bear a resemblance to an animal's snout ; hence the name.
The snapdragon, A. majuts, is a familiar garden-plant,
with showy flowers, from the Mediterranean. The Mexi-
can A. mattrandioidejf is also frequently cultivated.

antisabbatarian (an'ti-sab-a-ta'ri-an), n. [<
anti- + Sabbatarian.'] One who denies the per-
petual obligation of the sabbath law, maintain-

ing that it was part of the ceremonial, not of the
moral law, and was abolished by Christ

; hence,
one who opposes strictness in the observance
of the sabbath: the opposite of Sabbatarian.
See Sabbatarian, sabbath.

antiscian (an-tish'ian), n. [< L. antisdi, < Gr.

avriaKioi, pi. of avrioiaof, with opposite shadows,
< avri, opposite, + ama, shadow. Cf. amphis-
cian.~\ A person whose shadow at noon is cast
in a direction contrary to that of an inhabitant
of the other side of the equator living upon the
same meridian. See antecians.

antiscii (an-tish'i-I), n. pi. [L. : see antiscian.']
Antiscians.
antiscolic (an-ti-skol'ik), a. [< Gr. avri, against,
+ HK/MI^,

a worm : see Scolex.] Anthelmintic.

Syd. Soc. Lex.

antiscorbutic (an"ti-skor-bu'tik), a. and . [<
anti- + scorbutic.'] I. a. In med., counteracting
scurvy.

II. . A remedy for scurvy, as lemon-juice,
ripe fruits, etc.

antiscorbutical (an"ti-sk6r-bu'ti-kal), a. Same
as antiscorbutic.

antiscriptural (an-ti-skrip'tur-al), a. [< anti-
+ scripture + -al.] Antagonistic to the prin-
ciples or doctrines of Scripture, or to the ac-

ceptance of the Scriptures as inspired.
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antiscripturism (au-ti-skrip'tur-i/.m), . [<
anti- + scripture + -(*!.] Opposition to the

Scriptures. [Rare.]

Atttiycripturismgrowa . . . rife and spreads fast.

. style of Holy Scriptures, p. 146.

antiscripturist (an-ti-skrip'tur-ist), n. [< tin ti-

+ scriptnri' + -int.] One who denies the truth

of Scripture ;
one who does not accept revela-

tion: as, "atheists and aatfMrfptMriMt," Jlni/li.

Style of Holy Scriptures, p. 4. [Rare.]
antisepalous (an-ti-sep'a-lus), a. [< auti- +

Antisepalous Flower of AUhtmilla vulgarit.

a, stamens, alternating with the petals (b) and opposite
to the sepals (O.

sepal + -ous.] In hot., standing opposite to

sepals: applied to stamens.

antisepsis (an-ti-sep'sis), . [NL., < Gr. ami,

against, + triflac, putrefaction: see septic.] The
more or less complete exclusion of living micro-

organisms from those bodies or substances in

which they produce disease, putrefaction, or

fermentation. Such organisms may be destroyed, as

by heat or germicides, or excluded, as by coveringsor clean-

liness, or their activity and multiplication may be restricted,
as by the application of antiseptic substances or of cold.

antiseptic (an-ti-sep'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. avri,

against, + aj/vTUiof, septic: see septic.] I. a.

Pertaining to antisepsis; inimical to the growth
and activity of the micro-organisms of disease,

putrefaction, or fermentation Antiseptic var-
nish, in iMiintiiKi. a glazing used to protect such vegetable
or animal colors as are likely to fade by exposure to the air.

II. n. Anything which destroys the micro-

organisms of disease, putrefaction, or fermen-

tation, or which restricts their growth and mul-

tiplication. Substances used for this purpose are cor-

rosive sublimate, chlorinated lime, carbolic acid, sulphur-
ous acid, etc. See disinfectant and yermicide.

antiseptically (an-ti-sep'ti-kal-i), adv. In an

antiseptic manner; by the application of anti-

septics.
Lister has operated antiseptically.

T. Bryant, Surgery, p. 757.

antisepticise, r. t. See anttsepticize.

antisepticist (an-ti-sep'ti-sist), n. [< antiseptic
+ -ist.] A believer in antiseptic treatment.

antisepticize (an-ti-sep'ti-siz), v. t.; pret. and

pp. antisepticized, ppr. antisepticizing. [(anti-

septic + -ize.] To treat with antiseptic agents ;

apply antiseptics to. Also spelled antisepticise.

I recently sewed up a bad cut on a boy's hand with one
of the three strands of ordinary surgeon's silk, unwaxed
and not antinepticiscd. y. Y. Med. Jour., XL. 617.

antiseption (an-ti-sep'shon), n. [Irreg. < anti-

septic + -ion.] Antisepsis.
antislavery (an-ti-sla've-ri), a. and n. [< anti-

+ slavery.] I. a. Opposed to slavery: as, an

antislavery man; the antislavery agitation.
Mr. Clay, . . . though likewise Anti-Slavery in princi-

ple, was a zealous and most efficient adversary of Restric-
tion. U. Oreeley, Amer. Conflict, I. 76.

II. . Opposition to slavery.
antislaveryism (an-ti-sla've-ri-izm), . [< an-

tislarery + -ism.] Opposition to slavery; the
doctrines of the antislavery party. [Rare.]
antisocial (an-ti-so'shal), a. [< anti- + social.]
1. Averse or antagonistic to sociality or social

intercourse. 2. Opposed to social order, or

the principles on which society is constituted.

antisocialist (an-ti-so'shal-ist), a. [< anti- +
socialist.] Opposed to tfie doctrines and prac-
tices of socialism.
The vitality of these associations must indeed be great

to have enabled about twenty of them to survive the anti-

ftocialijtt reaction. J. S. Mill.

antispadix (an-ti-spa'diks), . [< anti- + spa-
dix.] A specialized group of four tentacles on
the right side of some male cephalopods, as the

nautilus, three of them having their sheaths
united and the fourth standing alone. The
structure is opposite to the spadix; hence the
name.
These four tentacles may be called the anti-spadix.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 674.

antispasis (an-tis'pa-sis), . [< Gr. avTitmaaic,,
< avrimrav, draw in the contrary direction, < avri,

contrary, + mtav, draw.] In pathol., a revul-
sion of fluids from one part of the body to an-
other. [Rare.]
antispasmodic (an"ti-spaz-mod'ik), a. and ..

[< anti- + x/iaxinodic.] I. a. In med., curative
of spasm ; checking or curing convulsions.

antitheist

II. n. In med., a remedy for spasm or convul-

sions, as ether, chloroform, the bromides, etc.

antispast (an'ti-spast), n. [< L. autispastus, <

Gr. avrwTTrnoTof, verbal adj. of avrimrav, draw in

the contrary direction : see antispasis.] IIKIHC.

pros., a tetrasyllable foot, in which the first and
last syllables are short and the middle syllables

long, as ClytiuHHestrfi. It is a combination of

an iambus and a trochee.

antispastic (an-ti-spas'tik), a. and . [< Gr.

avTieiraoTurff, able to draw back, < Avrfowocrrof :

see antispast.'] I. a. 1. In med.: (t) Causing a

revulsion of fluids or humors, (b) Counteract-

ing spasm; antispasmodic. 2. Containing or

consisting of antispasts: as, an antispastic verse.

II. n. In med. : (of) A medicine supposed to

act by causing a revulsion of the humors. (6)
A remedy that counteracts spasm ;

an antispas-
modic.

antispastust (au-ti-spas'tus), n. [L.] Same
as untispast. [Rare.]
antisplenetic (an"ti-sple-net'ik), a. [< anti-

+ splenetic,] Acting as a remedy in diseases
of tne spleen.
antistasis (an-tis'ta-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. avri-

rrraaif, a counter-plea, set-off, opposition, < avdi-

irraoQai, avTiarr/vai, withstand, \avri, against, +
laraaOai, orr/vat, stand.] In rhet., the justifica-
tion of an action by the argument that if it

had been omitted something worse would have

happened.
antistes (an-tis'tez), n.

; pi. antistites (-ti-tez).

[L., an overseer, a high priest ; prop, adj., stand-

ing before
;
< antistare, also antestare, stand be-

fore, < ante, before (see ante-), + stare, stand.]
A chief priest or prelate. [Rare.]

Unless they hail as many antixtite* as presbyters.
Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

antistrophal (an-tis'tro-fal), a. Of or pertain-
ing to antistrophe.
antistrophe (aii-tis'tro-fe), n. [L., < Gr. avri-

arpo^ii, lit. a turning about, < avriorpfipeiv, turn

about, < avri, against, + arpeijieiv, turn. Cf.

strophe.] 1. A part of an ancient Greek choral
ode corresponding to the strophe, which im-

mediately precedes it, and identical with it in

meter. It was sung by the chorus when returning from
left to right, they having previously sung the strophe
when moving from right to left. The strophe, antistrophe,
and epode (the last sung by the chorus standing still), in

this sequence, were the three divisions of a larger choral

passage, which in its turn was treated as a unit and might
be used once or repeated a number of times. This struc-

ture was occasionally imitated in Latin, and has sometimes
been used in modern poetry.

2. In rhet. : (a) The reciprocal conversion of the
same words in consecutive clauses or sentences :

as, the master of the servant, the servant of

the master. (6) The turning of an adversary's
plea against him: as, had I killed him as you
report, I had not stayed to bury him.

antistrophic (an-ti-strof 'ik), a. [< Gr. avri-

arixxjiiKof, < avTiarpotyfi : see antistrophe.] Relat-

ing to antistrophe.
antistrophically (an-ti-strof'i-kal-i), adv. In
inverse order

; by antistrophe.
antistrophon (an-tis'tro-fon), n. [< Gr. avri-

arpotyos (neut. -OK), turned opposite ways, <

avTiaTptyeiv: see antistrophe.] In rhet., the turn-

ing of an argument against the one who ad-

vanced it.

antistrumatic (an'ti-stro-mat'ik), a. [< anti-

+ strumatic.] Same as antistrumovs.

antistrumous (an-ti-strS'mus), a. [< auti-

+ strumous.] In med., useful as a remedy for

scrofulous disorders.

antisyphilitic (an'ti-sif-i-lit'ik), a. [< anti-

+ syphilitic.] In med., efficacious against syphi-
lis, or venereal poison. Also called antiltietie.

Antitactes(an-ti-tak'tez),n.;pl.^nft'tocte(-te).
[Gr. avTiTaKrric_, a heretic (see def.), < avriTaaaeiv,

oppose, resist, < avri, against, + rdaaeiv, set in

order, range, arrange: see anti- and tactic.]

One of those Gnostics who professed to oppose
the will and commands of the Creator, Demi-

urge, or second Maker (the evil one), and,

assuming that it was the latter who gave the

decalogue, held that the moral lawwas not obli-

gatory, and showed their contempt for it by
purposely transgressing its commandments: a
name given by Clement of Alexandria.
antithalian (an - ti - tha '

li -
an), a. [< anti- +

Thalia, the muse of comedy : see Thalia.] Op-
posed to fun or festivity. N. E. D. [Rare.]
antitheism (an'ti-the-izm), n. [<.anti-+ tlie-

isw.] Opposition to theism. [Rare.]
antitheist (an'ti-the-ist), n. [< anti- + theist.]

An opponent of theism; one who denies the ex-

istence of a personal God. [Rare.]



antitheist

The verdict of the atheist on the doctrine of a God is

only that it is nut proven. It is not that it is disprnven.
He is hut an atheist. He is not an nutitln-int.

Chalmers, Xiit. Thfol., I. r.,S.

antitheistic (au"ti-the-is'tik), a. [< inititlninl

+ -ic.] Antagonistic to theism. [Bare.]
That strange burst of (int/tl<t'i*ti<- frenzy.

I'u,,. ,svi. M<i.. XX. 766.

antitheistical (an"ti-the-is'ti-kal), ii. Same as
aittithrirttic. [Rare.]
antitheistically (iiu"ti-the-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In
an antitheistic manner. [Rare.]
antithenar (an-tith'i>-nar), n. [NL., < Gr. avri,

opposite to, + Oh'ap, the part of the hand be-

tween the thumb and forefinger.] In anat.: (a)
A muscle which extends the thumb, or opposes
it to the hand. (6) The adductor muscle of the

great toe.

antithesis (au-tith'e-sis), n.
; pi. antitheses

(-sez). [L., < Gr. avriBeoif, opposition (cf. avri-

ticroc, opposed, antithetic), < avrtrtBivai, oppose,
set against, < ami, against, + riBevat, place, set,

>0r<f: see anti- and thesis.] 1. Opposition;
contrast.

The opposition of ideas and sensations is exhibited to
us in the atititht'xix of theory and fact.

Wheimll, Hist. Scientific Ideas, I. 4.

2. That which is opposed or contrasted, as one
of two opposite judgments or propositions : in

this sense opposed to thesis (which see). Spe-
cifically 3. In rhet., a figure consisting in

bringing contrary ideas or terms into close op-
position ;

a contrast or an opposition of words
or sentiments : as, "When our vices leave us, we
flatter ourselves we leave them"

;

" The prodigal
robs his heir, the miser robs himself" ; "Excess
of ceremony shows want of breeding."

I think one gets a little tired of the invariable this set

off by the inevitable that, and wishes antithesis would let

him have a little quiet now and then.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 422.

antithet (an'ti-thet), n. [< Gr. avri6cTov, an an-

tithesis, neut. of avrlOerof, opposed, antithetic :

see antithesis.] An antithetical statement or

expression ;
an instance of antithesis. [Rare.]

It is sometimes true . . . that sunshine conies after

storm, . . . but not always ; not even often. Equally
true is the popular antithet, that misfortunes never come
single. Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xxvi.

antithetic (au-ti-thet'ik), a. and . [= F. an-

tithetiquef
< Gr. avTi6eruc6f, contrasting, anti-

thetic, < avrifferof, opposed, < avriTiBevcu: see an-
tithesis. ] I. a. Same as antithetical.

The sentences are too short and antithetic.

N. Drake, Essays, II. 20.

II. H. 1. A direct opposite. 2. pi. The
doctrine of contrasts. N. E. D.
antithetical (an-ti-thet'i-kal), a. [As antithetic

+ -a?.] 1. Pertaining to or of the nature of

antithesis
; directly opposed or contrasted : as,

these conceptions are antithetical.

The two great and antithetical intellects which New
England produced in the eighteenth century were Jona-
than Edwards and Benjamin Franklin.

G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, I. 8.

2. Containing or abounding in antithesis
;
char-

acterized by or making use of antithesis.

His [Maeaulay's] works overflow with antithetical forms
of expression. \Vhipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 29.

antithetically (an-ti-thet'i-kal-i), adr. In an
antithetical manner; by means of antithesis.

anti-trade (an'ti-trad), n. [< anti- + trade

(wind).] A name given to any of the upper
tropical winds which move northward or south-
ward in the same manner as the trade-winds,
but above them and in the opposite direction.
These great aerial currents descend to the surface, after

they have passed the limits of the trade-winds, and form
the southwest or west-southwest winds of the north tem-
perate, and the northwest or west-northwest winds of the
south temperate zone.

antitragi, . Plural of antitragus.

antitragic (an-ti-traj'ik), a. < NL. anlitrayi-
cus. q. v.] Pertaining to the antitragus.
antitragicus (an-ti-traj'i-kus), n.\ pi. antitra-

gici (-si). [NL., < antitragus, q. v.] In anat.,
a muscle of the pinna of the ear, situated upon
the autitragus.
antitragus (an-tit'ra-gus), n. ; pi. antitragi (-JI).

[NL., < Gr. avT/rpajof, < avri, opposite to, +
rpdyof, tragus: see tragus.] In anat., the pro-
cess of the external ear, opposite to the tragus,
and behind the ear-passage. See cut under i'nr.

antitrinitarian (an"ti-trin-i-ta'ri-an), a. and H.

[< anti- + triiiilnriitn.] I. a. Opposing the doc-
trine of the Trinity.

II. . One who denies the doctrine of the

Trinity, or the existence of three persons in

the Godhead.
Also written Antitrinituriun, Anti-Trinitarian.
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antitrinitarianism (an
"
t i-t riu-i-ta

'
ri-an-izm ) ,

n. [< aittitriiiitfiriini + -ism.] Denial of the
doctrine of the Trinity. Also written Autitrini-

liiriniiixiii. .Inti-Trtiiitariaiiisiii.

antitrochanter (au"ti-tro-kan'ter), n. [</(-
+ troehantcr.] In mini., an articular facet on
the ilium against which the trochanter major
of the femur abuts, and with which it forms a

joint, as in birds. See cut under sacrririitui.

antitrochanteric (an"ti-tr6-kan-ter'ik), a. Of
or pertaining to the antitrochanter.

antltropal (an-tit'ro-pal), ii. Same as tuititro-

JMHIX.

antitrope (an'ti-trop), . [= F. iintitrope, <

NL. antitrojitis, < Gr. avrl, against, + -rpoirof, <

Tpixeiv, turn.] A part or an organ of the body
set over against another, as one of a pair; a

symmetrical antimere : thus, the right and left

hands are antitropes to each other. Also called

antitype.

antitropic (an-ti-trop'ik), ii. [As antitrope +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to an antitrope, or to

antitropy; symmetrically related in position;

reversely repeated, so as to form a pair.

antitropOUS (an-tit'ro-pus), n. [< NL. antitro-

pus : see antitrope.] In hot., having the radicle

pointing directly away from the hilum of the

seed, as in all orthotropous seeds: applied to

embryos. An equivalent form is antitropal.

antitropy (an-tit'ro-pi), n. [< antitrope + -y'
A
.]

The character of an antitrope ;
the state, qual-

ity, or condition of being antitropic ; reversed

repetition
of a part or an organ.

antitypal (an'ti-ti-pal), a. [< antitype + -al.]

Relating to or of the nature of an antitype.
How am I to extricate my antitypal characters, when

their living types have not yet extricated themselves?

Kingsley, Yeast, Epil.

We still see remaining an antitypal sketch of a wing
adapted for flight in the scaly flapper of the penguin.

A. R. Wallace, Nat. Selec., p. 24.

antitype (au'ti-tip), . [< Gr. avTirmw, neut.
of avrirvirof, corresponding, as the stamp to the

die, < avri, against, corresponding to, 4- ri-vof, a

model, type: see type.] 1. That which is pre-
figured or represented by a type, and there-
fore is correlative with it

; particularly, in theol.,

that which in the gospel is foreshadowed by and
answers to some person, character, action, in-

stitution, or event in the Old Testament.
It is this previous design, and this preordained connec-

tion (together, of course, with the resemblance), which con-
stitute the relation of type anA antitype.

Fairbairn, Typology, I. 46.

He [Melchizedek] brought forth bread and wine, . . .

imitating the antitype, or the substance, Christ himself.
Jer. Taylor.

2. In biol., same as antitrope.

antitypic (an-ti-tip'ik), a. Same as antitypical.
A series of antitypic groups. Cope.

antitypical (an-ti-tip'i-kal), a. [< antitype +
-ical. Cf. typical.] Pertaining to or of the na-
ture of an antitype.
The writer [of the Epistle to the Hebrews] recognizes the

typical, or rather antitypical, character of the Tabernacle
and its services, as reflecting the archetype seen by Moses
in the Mount. Scha/, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 100.

antitypically (au-ti-tip'i-kal-i), adv. By way
of antitype ;

as an antitype.
antitypoust (an-tit'i-pus), a. [< Gr. avrinnrof,

resisting: see aiititypy.] Characterized by an-

titypy ; resisting force
;
solid.

antitypy (an-tit'i-pi), n. [< Gr. avrirvma, the
resistance of a hard body, < mnirmo^, resisting,
< avri, against, + -rim-of, < riirreiv, strike. Cf.

antitype.] In metaph., the absolute impenetra-
bility of matter.

antivaccinationist (an'ti-vak-si-na'shon-ist),
n. One who is opposed to the practice of vac-
cination

; specifically, a member or an adher-
ent of the Anti-Vaccination Society of Great
Britain.

antivaccinist (an-ti-vak'sin-ist), n. [< anti-
+ vaccinist] One who is opposed to vaccina-
tion. Imp- Diet.

antivariolous (an"ti-va-ri'o-lus), a. [< anti-
+ rariolous.] Preventing the contagion of

smallpox.
antivela, . Plural of antivelum.

antivelar (an-ti-ve'lar), a. [< antivelum + -ar.]

Pertaining to the antivelum.
antivelum (an-ti-ve'lum), n.

; pi. antivela (-la).

[NL., < anti- + velum.] The pedal velum of

cephalopods. See extract.

Since, then, in the gastropods the intestine turns to the
cerebral side, we have the velum formed on that side;
whereas, in the eephalopods, the flexure being cm the op-
posite sitlc. we have what we may call the antirt'lnni ni

the pedal side.

J. F. Blake, Ann, Mag. Nat. Hist., 5th ser., IV.

antler-moth

antivenereal (an'ti-ve-ne're-al), a. [< anti-

+ venereal.] Counteracting venereal poison;
useful as a remedy in venereal disease.

antizymic (an-ti-zim'ik), n. [< unti- + ~i/mic.]

Tending to prevent fermentation or putrefac-
tion; antizymotic ; antiseptic.

antizymotic (aii"ti-zi-mot'ik), . and . [<
anti- + ^ijinntic,.] I. a. Preventing or check-

ingfermentation or zymosis; antizymic.
II. H. That which prevents fermentation, as

in browing ;
a preventive of or remedy for zy-

motic disease.

antjar, . See iiiiiim:

ant-king (ant'king), n. A name of the South
American ant-thrushes of the genus Gral-
luriii.

antler (ant'ler), n. [Formerly auntler, antlier,

corruptly ankler (Cotgrave), < ME. auntelere,

hauntelere, < OF. antoillier, later andoiller (and
andouiller, endouillcr), prob. < ML. "antoeula-
ris (so. ramus), the branch or tine of a stag's
horn before the eye, < L. ante, before, + oculus,

eye : see ante- and ocular, and cf . antocular.] 1 .

Originally, the first tine or branch of the horns
of a deer. 2. Any of the principal tines or
branches of a deer's horns : with a descriptive
prefix or epithet. (See below.) 3. Now, when
used absolutely, one of the solid deciduous
horns of the Cervidai, or deer family, which
are periodically shed and renewed, as dis-

tinguished from the permanent hollow horns
of other ruminants. Antlers are of all shapes and
sizes, from the short simple spikes of some species to the
enormous branched or palmate antlers of the stag, elk,
or moose. They are secondary sexual organs, developed
in connection with the rut, and generally only in the
male sex

;
in some Cervutoe, as reindeer, in both sexes.

They consist of a modification of true bone, and are there-
fore radically different from the cuticular or epidermal
structures (horns)of other ruminants. During growth they
are covered with a modified periosteal and epidermal tis-

sue, abounding in blood-vessels, and furry outside ; this is

Stag's Antler in successive years.

a, brow-antler ; b, bez-antler ; c, antler royal ; ft, sur-royal, or crown-
antler.

the velvet, affording a copious supply ofbloodto the rapidly
enlarging osseous tissue. When the antlers are full-grown
the vascular activity of the velvet ceases, a result mechan-
ically facilitated by the development of the boss or bur at
the root of the beam, which to some extent strangulates
the blood-vessels. The velvet then withers and shrivels,
and peels off in shreds, or is rubbed off by the animal.
The horns of the American prongbuck are antlers, inas-
much as they are deciduous and grow in the manner just
described ; but they are cuticular structures, and otherwise
like the horns of cattle. In forestry, the tines of much-
branched antlers, as those of the stag, have special names.
In the first year the stag has only frontal protuberances,
called bassets; in the second, a simple stem or snag, called

spike in the case of American deer; in the third, a longer
stem with one branch, the brou'-antler ; in the fourth,
the bez-, be*-, or bay-antler ; in the fifth, the antler royal
is acquired ; after which the ends of the stag's horns
become more or less palmate, developing the cromi or

sur-royal, whence more or fewer points diverge in sub-

sequent years. The total number of 'points,' counting all

the tines, may be ten. The main stem of a branched ant-
ler is the beam ; the branches, exclusive of the mere points
of the palmated part, are the tines. The order of branch-

ing is different in different species ; in some the division
is dichotomous throughout, as in the mule-deer of Amer-
ica. In general, the tines are offsets of a main beam. The
reindeer is remarkable for the great size of the brow-
antler, which is also usually much larger on one side than
on the other. The most palmate antlers are those of the

European elk and of the American moose.

4. Same as antler-moth.

antlered (ant'lerd), a. 1. Having antlers;
solid-horned: as, the antlered ruminants, dis-

tinguished from the horned ruminants. 2.
Decorated with antlers.

Once more the merry voices sound
Within the antlrml hall.

O. W. Holmes, Island Hunting-Song.

antler-moth (ant'ler-moth), n. A European
species of noctuid moth, Charteas (or Cerapte-
ri/jc) yraminis. The Ian-re are very destructive, some-
times destroying the herbage of whole meadows. Also
called anil' 1

!-



antlia

antlia (ant 'li-ii), .
; pi. antlia; (-e). [L.,

a ma-
rliine to draw up water, a pump, < Gr. avr'/ia, the

hold of a ship, bilge-water, < dur/of, tlie hold of a

ship, bilge-water, a bucket, < dm, up, + *r/r,
hold, lift, = L.*t/a- in pp. tin tits. In tut,; associated
with ./'cjve, bear: MeooMttfW.] The spiral tongue
or proboscis of lepidopterous insects, by which

they pump up the juices of plants. It consists of

the greatly elongated ma.vilhc, which form :i Imii; bipar-
tite suctorial tube. When coilt-d up it forms a liat spiral,
like tlie spring of a watch. See cut under Imtixti'lltun.

Antlia Pneumatica, in tixtrim,, the Air-pump, :i r>n-

stellation in the southern hemisphere, situated ht'tut-en

Hydra and Argo Xavis.

Antliata (ant-li-a'ta), n. ]>>. [NL., neut. pi. of

antliatux: see antUate."] A synonym of l>i/>Ur<i:

a name given by Fabricius to the dipterous in-

sects, from their feeding, like the common fly,

by means of a sucker or antlia. The name is no
longer in use, the term nntlia being now applied exclusively
to the spiral hanstellate proboscis of lepidopterous insects.

antliate (ant'li-at), . [< NL. antliatits, < L.

antlia.'] Furnished with an autlia.

ant-lion (ant'U"qn), n. A neuropterous insect
of the section 1'lanipennia, family Myniiiii'im-
tiilin, and genus Myrmeleon, as, for example,
M. formiearius. The name is specifically given to the

larva, which has attracted more notice than the perfect
insect, on account of the ingenuity displayed by it in
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antral (an'tnil), a. [< anti-tun + -/.] Of or

pertaining to an aiitrum or sinus; cavernous,
as a bone.

antret (an'ti-r), n. [Prop, (inter (orig. printed
ini/iir in lii->l extract), < F. outre, < L. niitniui, <

Gr. avrpov, a cave. ('!'. imli-iini."] A cavern; a
cave.

Antrex vast, and dcscrN idle. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

A vein of gold, . . .

With all its lines abrupt and angular.
Out-shooting sometimes, liken nirtt'iir-star,

Through a vast iniii;-. Kmi*, Kudymion, ii.

antritis (an-tri'tis), . [NL., < aiitntm (see

def.) + -itif.] Inpatliol., inflammation ofthean-
trum of the upper maxillary bone. See an trum .

antrorse (an-trors'), a. [< NL. antrorsits, < L.

*antero- (appar. base of (interior, < ante, be-

fore) + versus, turned, < rrrtfre, turn. Cf. /-

li-iirxe, retrorxc, etc.] In lot. and sofil., bent
or directed forward or upward : especially, in

ornith., applied
to the bristly feathers which fill

the nasal fossffi of such birds as crows and jays.

antrorsely (an-trors'li), adv. Forward; in a
forward direction; anteriorly.
antrorsiform (an-tror'si-form), n. [< NL. tin-

tromnii, forward, + L. forma, form.] In ielith..

having that form which results from a regular
increase in the height of the body forward to

the head, as in the gurnard, toad-fish, etc. T.

Hill, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus. (1884), p. 357. See
cut under tnitil-Ji/ih.

Antrostomus (an-tros'to-mus), M. [NL., <

Gr. avrpov, a cavern, + arA/ta, mouth.] A genus
of fissirostral and setirostral non-passerine in-

sessorial birds, of the family Caprinnili/iiln,

Ant-lion (Myrmtleon fonnicaritis}. Perfect insect and larva,

preparing a kind of pitfall for the destruction of insects

(chiefly ants). It digs a funnel-shaped hole in the driest

and finest sand it can find, working inside the hole and
throwing up the particles of sand with its head. When
the pit is deep enough, and the sides are quite smooth ami

sloping, the ant-lion buries itself at the tottom with

only its formidable mandibles projecting, and waits for

its prey. The moment a victim falls in, the larva seizes

it with its mandibles and sucks its juices.

antocular (ant-ok'u-lar), a. [< L. ante, before,
+ oculus, eye. Cf. antler.] Situated in front
of the eye ;

anteoeular.
antoeci (an-te'sl), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. avromot,

pi. of avroiKOf : see antecians.~\ Same as ante-

Hans.

antcecians, n. pi. See antecians.

antonomasia (an-ton-o-ma'zia), n. [L., < Gr.

avTovo/jaoia, < avrovofia&iv, call by another name,
< ami, instead of, + bvo/iaeiv, name, < 6i>o/ta,

name, = L. nonien = E. name.'] In rhet., the
substitution of an epithet, or of the appellative
of some office, dignity, profession, science, or

trade, for the true name of a person, as when
his majesty is used for a king, his lordship for a

nobleman, or the philosopher for Aristotle
;
con-

versely, the use of a proper noun in the place of

a common noun : as, a Cato for a man of severe

gravity, or a Solomon for a wise man.
antonomastic (an-ton-o-mas'tik), . [< an-

tonomafia, after Gr. bvo/uurriKfy."] Of, pertain-
ing to, or marked by antouomasia.
antonomastical (an-ton-o-mas'ti-kal), a. Same
as antonomastic.

antonomastically (an-ton-o-mas'ti-kal-i), adv.

By means or in the manner of the figure an-
touomasia.

antonym (an'to-uim), . [< Gr. "avruvvfiof (cf .

avruvi'uia, a pronoun), < avri, against, + 6vopa,
dial, dw/ia = E. name: see onytn."] A counter-
term

;
an opposite ;

an antithetical word : the

opposite of synonym : as, life is the antonym of

death.

antorbital (aut-or'bi-tal), a. [< L. ante, before,
+ orbita, orbit.] Same as ante-orbital.

The ftntorbital, or lateral ethmoidal, processes of the

primordial cranium. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 133.

Antosiandrian (an-to-si-an'dri-an), n. [< ant-

for anti- + Osiandrian.] A name applied to the
orthodox Lutherans who opposed the doctrines
of Osiander. See Osiandrian.

antozone (an-to'zon), n. [< ant- for anti- +
ozone."] A substance, formerly believed to be
a modification of oxygen, whose chief peculiar-
ity is that it combines with ozone and reduces
it to ordinary oxygen. It has been proved to
be hydrogen dioxid, H2O2 .

antozonite (an-to'zo-nit), n. [< antozone + -zte2.]
A variety of fluorite or fluor-spar, found at

Wolsendorf, Bavaria. It emits a strung "dor, at one
time supposed to be due to antozone, but since shown to
be caused by free fluorin.

antra, . Plural of anti-urn.

Chuck-will's-widow (AHtrostomtts

named from the cavernous mouth, garnished
with long rictal vibrisste. The nostrils are oval with
a raised rim, but not tubular ; the wings are short and
rounded ; the tail is long and rounded ; the tarsus is short
and feathered, the middle claw pectinate ; the plumage is

very lax and mottled ; and the eggs are usually marbled.
The type of the genus is the Carolinian chuck-will's-widow
( . 1 . farolinenxix), and the genus is usually made to include

all the true night-jars or goatsuckers of America, such as

the whippoorwill (A. vnc(feru>), the poor-will (A. imt-

talli), and others of the wanner parts of America related

to and resembling the old-world sjwcies of Capriiu /.;.

proper. John Gould, 1838.

AntroZOUS (an-tro-zo'us), n. [NL., < Gr. av-

T/IOV, a cave, cavern, + toi', animal: 8ee2o<V.]
A remarkable genus of bats, of the family Tes-

pertilionida! and subfamily Plecotitue. They have

separate ears, a rudimentary nose-leaf, and the incisors

and premolars both only one on each side alwve and two
on each side below. A. jmlliiliiK, the only species, is a com-
mon bat of California anil Arizona. Harrison Alien, 1802.

antrum (an'trum), n.
; pi. antra (-tra). [NL.,

< L. antrum, < Gr. avr/mv, a cave.] A name of

various cavities in the body, but when used
alone signifying the antrvun Highmorianum
(cavity of Highmore, also called sinu.i maxil-

la ris), a cavity in the superior maxillary bone,
lined with mucous membrane and communi-

cating with the middle meatus of the nose.
Antrum buccinosum, tlie cochlea of the ear : so called

from its resemblance to a whelk, a shell of the genus
Hiifi-ittirut. Antrurn pylori, a small dilatation of the

stomach at its pyloric end. Also called lewer cvl-tl>'-*n<'.

autrustion (an-trus'ti-on), n. [F., < ML. an-

truntio(ii-), prob. < OflG. an, on, in, + trimt,

protection, nelp, also a protector, = E. ti-n.il,

q. v.] One of certain vassals who, early in the

seventh century, enjoyed the protection of the

Frankish kings and became their companions
in the palace and in the field. The antrustions cor-

responded to the Anglo-Saxon royal thanes, and formed
one of the earliest classes of French nobility.

The military service of the [Frankish] chiefs was paid
fur by them [the kings] in grants of land. . . . These

grantees (usually the companions of the king, under the
name of Antntslions) . . . became possessed of vast do-

mains and corresponding power.
.sv,v/.-. stud. Mel. Hist., iii.

antrustionship (an-trus'ti-on-ship), . The
office or state of an antrustion : as, "the Frank
aiitrimtiouxhiji," Encyv. Brit., IX. 121.

anurla

ant-shrike (ant'shrik), n. A passerine bird of
the family l''orinimriida' (which see) and sub-

family Tltainitojiliilina' ; a South American bush-
shrike.

ant's-WOOd(antz'wud), M. A West Indian name
of a sapotaceous shrub, Jiuinclia runentii.

ant-thrush (ant'thrush), M. 1. A South Ameri-
can passerine bird, or ant-bird, of the family
l-'oriiiii-iii'iiilu; or, in a more restricted sense, of

the subfamily Formii-iiriinte (which see). 2.

A breve; an East Indian bird of the family
I'it/iila; having little relation with the fore-

going ;
in the plural, the breves or pittas. See

rn/idir. 3. Originally, as used by the transla-

tors of Cuvier, a species of either of the fore-

going families, and also of others
; any bird of

the indeterminate genus Myothera of Illiger.
Hence the name has usually had no more exact significa-
tion than ant-bint, or ant-catcher, or ant-eater, as applied
to a bird.

ant-tree (ant'tre), n. A name given to species
of Triplaris, a polygonaceous genus of trees

of tropical America, the fistulous branches of

which serve for the habitation of ants.

ant-wart (aut'wart)^ n. Same as ant-egg, 2.

ant-worm (ant'werm), n. Same as ant-egg, 2.

ant-wren (ant'ren), n. A South American pas-
serine bird, of the family Formieariida' (which
see) and subfamily Formieivorince. See cut un-
der Formicivora.

Anubis (a-nu'bis), n. [L., < Gr. "Avov/]t, <

Egypt. Anepu or Anup, Coptic Anob or Anouo.~\
1. An Egyptian deity, represented with the
head of a dog or jackal, and identified by the

later Greeks and Romans with their Hermes or

Mercury. 2. In zool.: (a) A generic name of

the fennec of Bruce, Anubis zerda, a kind of fox,

the Ciniix :<-r<l<i of Gmelin, the Fenneeus zoaren-
sis of some authors, supposed to be the animal
taken for a jackal in certain Egyptian hiero-

glyphs. (6) [/. .] The specific name of a very
large kind of baboon, the Cynocephalii.i tniiibi.i

of western Africa.

Anura 1
(a-nu'ra), n. [NL., fern. sing, of anu-

rus, tailless: see anurous."] 1. Agenusof very
short-tailed wren-like birds of India, generally
referred to the genus Testa. Hodgson, 1841.

2. A genus of leaf-nosed bats, of the family
Phyllostomut iil/i'.

Also written Anoura.
Anura2 (a-nu'ra), . ]>l. [NL., neut. pi. of

it mints, tailless':' see anurous."] An order of

Amphibia, the fia-

trachia salientia, or

batrachians prop-
er, as frogs and
toads

;
salient ovip-

arous amphibi-
ans, tailless when
adult, provided
with well-devel-

oped legs, breath-

ing air by lungs,
and undergoing
complete metamor-

phosis from the

tadpole state, in

which they are
tailed and limbless,
and breathe water

by gills. Called Anura
in distinction from Uro-

(Ifla, and Theriomorpha
in contrast Ui Ichthyo-
morpha. The vertebrae
are diversiform and
from 7 to 10 in number.
The Anuraliave a well-

formed sternum, and a
below ; x, the pectoral and a pelvic

Skull of Frog (Ka

A, from above ; B, fro

, the girdle-bone oros- arcn llle gkin jg ,,'aked,
en-cemture ; Z, the temporomastoia ;.

, yill, exits of olfactory, trigemi-
and serves to some ex-

nal, and vagus nerves ; Ep, exoccipital ;
tent as an organ of

Fr, I'a, frontal and parietal ; Na, na- piration ; it is shed as
sal ; M*, maxilla ; PI. palatal ; Pmx, m serpents Small vari-

ohcT'oj quadVa
P
toul'f '^o'nfS ously disposed teeth are

the vouiers. usually present ; the

tongue is present (in

Phawroglmm), or apparently absent (in Aglossa). There
are upward of 500 species of this very homogeneous group,
for which some 130 genera and from 5 to 26 families are

adopted by different authors. The typical frogs are of the

family Itanidie ; the tree-frogs are Ili/Hilir; the toads,

Bufonidce; and the aglossal Surinam toad is the type of a

family Pijriaa. Also written Anoura. See cute under
<>i/i*tt<,-ititin. Jiniift, and temporomaxtoid.

anuran (a-nu'ran), n. [< Anura% + -an.] One
of the Anura, Also written anouran.

anuresis(an-u-re'sis),w. [NL.] Sameaswna.
anuria (a-nu'ri-a), . [NI^., < Gr. av- priv. +
ovfiov, urine.] Absence of micturition, whether
from suppression or from retention of urine.

Also called antirexi*, /.//.



Anurida

Anurida (a-nu'ri-da), . [NL., appar. < Or. rir-

priv. +ovp<i, tail, +'-irf.] A genus of C'ol/i m

bola, typiealof the family .luiiriiliiln: A. muri-

tinin is a species found under stones on the sea-

coast.

Anurididae (an-u-rid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < .(-
riiln + -iV?.] A family of apterous ametabo-
lous collembolous insects, typified by the genus
.tmirifln, related to Poilurida- and often merged
in that family.
Anurosorex (an"u-ro-s6'reks), w. [NL., < HIIU-

riiK, tailless, + L. 'sorex, shrew: see anurunx and

Sortf.]
A genus of terrestrial shrews, of the

family Soricidie, with 26 white teeth, very small

ears, and rudimentary tail. It contains a mole-
like species from Tibet, A. squamipes.
anurOUS (a-nu'rus), a. [< NL. nun run, Itiilless,

< Gr. av- priv. + oiipd, a tail.] Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Anura. Alsowrit-
ten anourous.

anury (an'u-ri), n. Same as ainirin.

anus (a'nus), . [L., prob. orig. the same as

dnitu, (iiiniin, a ring : see annittus.] The termina-
tion of the digestive tube or alimentary canal

;

the end of the enteron of any animal
;
the ori-

fice through which the refuse of digestion is

voided. The anus is usually on a part of the body away
from the mouth, but it is sometimes coincident with the

latter. It is usually a circular orifice, provided with a

sphincterial arrangement by which it may be shut ; but it

is sometimes a cleft or chink, the direction of the axis of
which distinguishes zoological groups : thus, it is longi-
tudinal in turtles, and transverse in lizards and snakes.
In many vertebrates and other animals the anus serves
for the discharge of the excretion of the kidneys and of

the products of the generative organs, as well as of the
refuse of digestion. See mml.

-anus. [L., a common adj. suffix, whence E.
-mi : see -an.] A suffix of Latin adjectives and
nouns thence derived : common in New Latin

names, especially specific names.
anvil (an'vil), . [Early mod. E. anvil, anvlll,

anvile, anvitd, andvile, anvelde, anfeeld, andfelde,

etc., < ME. andvell, anvylde, anveld, anvylt, an-

velt, anfeld, anfelt, anefeld, anefelt, etc., (. AS.

anfilt, anfilte, onfilte, earliest form onfilti, = OD.
(dial.) aenvilte = OHG. anafalz, these, the ap-
par. orig. forms, appearing with variations in

OD. aenbilt, ambilt (OFlem. also aenbilckt), aen-

belt, aenbeld, aenbeeld, aembeld, mod. D. aaii-

beeld, aambeld = Flem. aenbeeld, aembeeld (ap-

par. simulating D. Flem. beelden, form) = LG.
anebelte, anebolte, ambult, ambolt (> Dan. am-

bolt) = OHG. anabolz (appar. simulating the

synonymous OHG. anaboz, MHG. aneboz, G. am-
boss, an anvil, a different word, < OHG. ana-,
G. an- (= AS. an-, on-, E. on), + bozan = AS.

bedtan, E. beat), an anvil; perhaps < AS. an-,

on-, E. on, + -jilt, -Jilte, -filti, reduced from an

orig. type *-faldithi, with formative *-tJti, -tit, <

"faldan, fealdan, = Goth, falthan = OHG. fal-

dan, faltan, MHG. G. falten, fold (with a secon-

dary form in OHG. falzen, MHG. G.fallen, fold,

groove, join; cf. G. falz-antboss, a copper-
smith's anvil); being thus lit. that on which
metals are 'folded,' bent, or welded under the
hammer : see an-1

,
on-1

,
and fold

1
. A similar

reduction of form occurs in AS. fylt, < feal-

deth, foldeth, hylt, hielt, hilt, < healdeth, holdeth,
and also in AS. felt, E. felt

1
,
and AS. hilt, E.

hilt, if, as is supposed, they are derived respec-
tively from fealdan, fold, and healdan, hold

;
so

AS. gesynto, <
*
gasunditha, health, inwit = Goth.

inwmditha, wickedness.] 1. An iron block
with a smooth face, usually of steel, on which
metals are hammered and shaped. The black-
smith's anvil commonly has a conical or pointed horizontal

projection called a beak or horn, for working curved or
annular pieces, and holes for the insertion of different
sizes and shapes of cutters, swages, etc. The gold-beater's
anvil is for the first hammering a simple block of steel, and
for the second a block of marble. Anvils for steam-ham-
mers are called anoil-blocks, and are of iron faced with
steel, and supported on wooden piling.

2. Figuratively, anything on which blows are
struck.

The anvil of my swonl. Shak., Cor., iv. 5.

3. In anat., one of the small bones of the ear,
the incus (which see). See cuts under ear 1 and
tympanic. 4. In firearms, the resisting cone,
plate, or bar against which the fulminate in a
metallic cartridge is exploded. If'ilhelni, Mil.
Diet. 5. Milit., a small pennon on the end of a
lance. Farrow, Mil. Encyc To be on the anvil,
to be in a state of discussion, formation, or preparation,
as when a scheme or measure is forming, but not matured.

Several members, . . . knowing what '<? on th? n aril,

went to the clergy and desired their judgment. Su'ift.

anvil (an'vil), v. t.; pret. and pp. anri/i-d or aii-

rillt-d, ppr. aiirilinf/ or tinrillina. [< inn-il, .]

To form or shape on an anvil. [Rare.]
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Armor, anvifCtl in the shop
of passive fortitude.

Fli-trltfi-(itiifl M:i~.iingerf), Lover's Progress, iv.

anvil-block (au'vil-blok), . [= D.
lilok = Flfin. <ifilH-rhll>li>k.~\ The metal block
or anvil upon which ;i strain-hammer falls.

anvil-cupper (au'vil-kup"er), n. A machine for

making the inner cup or case of a cartridge,
which contains the fulminate.

anvil-dTOSS (an'vil-dros), H. Protoxid of iron.

anvil-vise (an'vil- vis), n. A compound tool

consisting of a vise of which one jaw forms an
anvil.

anxietude (ang-zl'e-tud), n. [< LL. tti/,riftitii<>.

equiv. to the usual itnxietas : see anxiety.] Anx-
ictv. [Hare.]

anxiety (ang-zi'e-ti), n.
; pi. anxieties (-tiz). [<

l'\ <iHfi<'lti (Cotgrave), < L. anjcivtu(t-)s, < ansiitx,

anxious: see anxious.] 1. The apprehension
caused by danger, misfortune, or error

;
concern

or solicitude respecting some event, future or

uncertain
; disturbance, uneasiness of mind, or

care, occasioned by trouble.

To be happy is not only to be freed from the pains and
diseases of the body, but from anxiety and vexation of

spirit.

2. In jiathol., a state of restlessness and agita-

tion, with general indisposition, and a distress-

ing sense of oppression at the epigastrium. = Syn.
1. Care, Concern, Solicitude, etc. (see care), foreboding,
uneasiness, disquiet, inquietude, restlessness, apprehen-
sion, fear, misgiving, worry.

anxious (angk'shus), . [< L. anxitts, anxious,

solicitous, distressed, troubled, < angere, dis-

tress, trouble, choke : see anguish, angor, and -

MT1.] 1. Full of anxiety or solicitude
; greatly

troubled or solicitous, especially about some-

thing future or unknown
; being in painful sus-

pense : applied to persons.
Eternal troubles haunt thy anxious mind,
Whose cause and cure thou never hop'st to find.

Dryden, tr. of Lucian, iii. 268.

Anxioun and trembling for the birth of Fate.

l'l>r, R. of the L.,ii. 142.

2. Attended with, proceeding from, or mani-

festing solicitude or uneasiness: applied to

things : as, anxious forebodings ;
anxious labor.

His pensive cheek upon his hand reclin'd,
And anxious thoughts revolving in his mind.

D-ryden.

A small, neat volume of only eighty-seven pages, . . .

with a modest and somewhat anxious dedication.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., III. X>.

3. Earnestly desirous or solicitous : as, anxious
to please; am0*todoright. Anxious is followed

by for or about before the object of solicitude. The for-

mer is generally used when the thing is something desired
to happen or be done

;
the latter of a person, creature, or

situation: as, anxiousfor his release; anxious about his

health or about him. =Syn. 1. Careful, uneasy, unquiet,
restless, troubled, disturbed, apprehensive.

anxiously (angk'shus-li), adv. In an anxious
manner

; solicitously; with painful uncertainty;
carefully ;

with solicitude.

anxiousness (angk'shus-nes), n. [< anxious +
-nets.] The state or quality of being anxious

;

great solicitude ; anxiety.
She returns [to her cards] with no little anxi/ou&ne*8.

Steele, Spectator, No. 79.

any (en'i), . andjjrott. [The pron. is that of the

early mod. E. eny ; < ME. any, anie, ani, eny,

enie, eni (also contr. ei, eic, art, atie), < AS. ainig,
modified form of *anig (which reappears in

ME. ony, E. dial, and So. any, = OS. enig,

enag = OFries. enig, enich, ienig, eiig, ang, any,
= D. cenig, any, only, sole, = OHG. einag, MHG.
einec, eineg, G. einig, one, only, sole), < an, one,
+ -ig, E. -j/

1
: see one and -y

1
. Any is thus an

adj. deriv. of one, or rather of its weakened
form an, a, in an indeterminate unitary or,
in plural, partitive use. The emphatic sense

'only' coexists in D. with the indeterminate,
and is the only sense in G.] I. a. In the sin-

gular, one, a or an, some
;
in the plural, some :

indeterminately distributed, implying unlim-
ited choice as to the particular unit, number,
or quantity, and hence subordinately as to qual-
ity, whichever, of whatever quantity or kind

;

an indeterminate unit or number of units out
of many or all. The indeterminate sense grows out of
its use in interrogative and conditional sentences : as, has
he anil friend to speak for him? is there atiif proof of
thiitv 'if you have any witnesses, produce them.

Who will shew us an;/ good? Ps. iv. 6.

If there be any in this assembly, any dear friend of

i';rs;trX to him I say, that Brutus' love to Cassar was no
less than his. Shak., 3. C., iii. 2.

\
In affirmative st-ntences, anif, being indeterminate in ap-
plication, in effect has reference to every unit nf tin- surt

im-ntioiieil. ;ind thus may be nearly equivalent to > , //

anything
:!<. "in/ schoolbnj would know that ; antf attempt to evade
the law will be resisted: so in anybody, any one, anything,
etc.

It suffices me to say, in general, . . . that men here, as

elsewhere, lire indis[ioseii to innovation, and prefer ant/

antiquity. "// usaj;r. nun livery productive of ease or

prolit, to the unproductive service i,f thought.
A'm-'/vm, Literary Ethics.

When unit is preceded by a negative, expressed or implied,
the two are together equivalent to an emphatic negative,
none- at all,' 'not even one': as, there has never been any
doubt about that.

Neither knowcth any man the Father, save the Son.
Mat. xi. 27.

It cannot in tnm sense lie called a form of solar energy.
Dawmn, Nat. and the Bible, p. 130.)

II. pron. [By omission of the noun, which is

usually expressed in an adjacent clause, or is

implied in the context.] In the singular, one,

some; in the plural, some: indeterminately
distributed in the same uses as the adjective,
and used absolutely or followed by of in parti-
tive construction : with reference to persons,
any one, anybody; in the plural, any per-
sons.

Who is here so rude, that would not be a Roman? If

any, speak ; for him have I offended. Shalf., J. C., iii. 2.

I have not seen you lately at any of the places I visit.

Steele, Spectator, No. 348.

I In this sense it might formerly have a possessive.

Yet the brave Courtier . . .

Doth loath such base condition, to backbite
Anieg good name for envie or despite.

.S>'?wer, Mother Hub. Tale.l

any (en'i), adv. [< ME. any, eny, ony; prop, the
instr. case of the adj. ] In any degree ;

to any
extent

;
at all : especially used with compara-

tives, as any better, any worse, any more, any
less, any sooner, any later, any longer, etc.

A patrician could not be tribune at Rome, anif more
than a peer can be chancellor of the Exchequer in England.

E. A. freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 301.

Also, in negative and interrogative sentences, used abso-

lutely: as, it didn't rain any here; did it hurt him any?
[CoIloq.J

anybody (en'i-bod'i), pron. [< any + body,
person.] 1 . Any person ; any one : as, has any-
body been here? I have not seen anybody; any-
body can do that. 2. Any one in general; a

person of any sort; an ordinary person, as

opposed in slight contempt to a somebody : in

this use with a plural: as, two or three any-
bodies. 3. Any one in particular; a person of
some consequence or importance, as opposed
to a nobody: in direct or indirect interroga-
tions: as, is he anybody? everybody who is

anybody was present.
anyhow (en'i-hou), adv. [< any, adv., + how, in

indef. sense. Cf. somehow, nohow.~\ 1. In any
way or manner whatever

;
howsoever.

They form an endless throng of laws, connecting every
one substance in creation with every other, and different
from each pair anyhow taken. Wheicelt.

2. [Continuatively, as a conj."] In any case
;
at

any rate
;
at all events

;
however that may be ;

however: as, anyhow, he failed to appear; any-
how, I don't believe it can be done.

anything (en'i-thing), pron. [< ME. anything,
enything, anything, usually written apart, any
thing, eny thing, < AS. cenig thing: see any and
thing. In mod. use still written apart when the
stress is on thing.~\ A thing, indefinitely ;

some-

thing or other, no matter what: opposed to

nothing : as, have you anything to eat ? I do not
see anything; give me anything.

It is the proper thing to say any thing, when men have all

things in their power. Dryden, Ded. of the Medal.

(From its indeterminate signification, anything is often
used colloquially in comparisons, as emphatically com-
prehensive of whatever simile may suggest itself or be

appropriate, especially in the comparative phrases att...

as anything, like anything, equivalent to 'exceedingly,'
'greatly.'

O my dear father and mother, I fear your girl will grow
as proud a anything. moAordElOfi, Pamela, II. 57.

His bosom throbb'd with agony, he cried like anything.
Barham, lugoldsby Legends, II. 135.]

anything (en'i-thing), adv. [< ME. anything,
enythiiii/, oni/tliing, oni/tlii/iigc, (. AS. ainige thinga,
earliest form cengi thinga, lit. by any of things:

ainige, instr. of eenig, any; thinga, gen. pi. of

tiling, thing, the noun beingtaken later as instr.

or ace., with agreeing adj.] Any whit; in any
degree ;

to any extent
;
at all.

Will the ladies be n</tl'/i>t familiar with me, think you?
B. Janson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

If anything, if in any degree; if at all; if there is any
difference : as, // ai/iitjiiii:/, be is a little better to-day.

// inii/tliing, we were comparatively deficient in these

respects, //. Spe-wer, .Social Statics, p. 429.



anythingarian

anythingarian (en"i-thing-a'ri-an), n. [< any-
Iliing + -ill-inn, q. v. Cf. nolliiiii/nrian.] One
who is 'anything' in belief

j
one who professes

no particular creed; an indifferentist, espe-
cially in religious doctrine.

anythingarianism (eu"i-thing-a'ri-aii-izm), .

[(anythtngarian + -imn.] The holding and ad-

vocacy of no particular creed ;
indifferentism.

anyway (en'i-wa), f/c. [<// + wy.] 1. In

any way or manner; anyhow.
These foure are all that <mi/ n-'it/ dealt- in that en

ation of niens manners. .ViV /'. Kidney, Apol. for F
uisider-

>r Poetrie.

How should I soothe you anyivay,
Who miss the brother of your youth?

'/VH/I.I/IW/I, To J. S.

2. [Continuatively, as a conj.] In any case;
at any rate; at all events; anyhow.

I think she was a little frightened at first ; but anyway,
I got to know who she is. W. Black, White Heather, xiv.

anyways (en'i-waz), adv. [< any + ways, adv.

gen. of way, as in always, but prob. suggested
by anywise. Cf. noways and nowise.] 1. In any
way or manner

; anyhow. 2. [Continuatively,
as a con;'.] In any case; at any rate; at all

events; anyhow. [Colloq. in both senses.]

anywhatt, pron. [< any + what, indef. Cf.

Kouieiohat.] Anything.
anywhen (en'i-hwen), adr. [< any + when.
Cf. anywhere, anyhow.] At any time; ever:

as, "anywhere or anywhen," De Quincey. [Dia-
lectal or rare.]
There if anywhere, and now if anytchen.

R. Bomorth Smith, Carthage, p. 338.

anywhere (en'i-hwar). adr. [< any + where.

Ct. someirhere, nowhere.] In, at, or to any place :

as, to be or to go anywhere.
anywhither (en'i-hwiTH*er), adr. [< any +
trliither. Cf. anywhere.'] In any direction

;
to

any place.

Inveigle . . . men anywhither. Barrow, Works, I.

anywise (en'i-wlz), adv. [< ME. anywise, anige

wise, in full form in or on any wise, < AS. on

asnige wisan, in any manner: see on, any, and
wise2

,
and cf. otherwise, nowise.] In any way

or manner
;
to any degree.

Neither can a man be a true friend, or a good neighbor,
or nni/unms a good relative, without industry.

Barrow, Sermons, III. xix.

Aonian (a-6'ni-au). a. [< L. Aoniuw, < Aonla, <

Gr. 'Aovia, a name for Boeotia in Greece.] Per-

taining to Aouia, an ancient mythological and
poetical name of Boeotia, or to the Muses, who
were supposed to dwell there

; hence, pertain-
ing to the Muses; poetical Aonian fount, the
fountain Aganippe, on a slope of Mount Helieon, the
" Aonian mount," sacred to the Muses, hence called the
"Aonian maids."

Aonyz (a-on'iks), n. [NL. (Lesson, 1827), prop.
Anonyx, < Gr. av- priv. + i>w, nail, claw.] A
genus of otters, including species with the claws

rudimentary or obsolete, and the digits much
webbed. A. Inlandi is an African species; A. leptonyx
(sometimes made type of a genus Leplonyx) inhabits Java,
Borneo, and Sumatra; .1. indigitata is found in India.
Also written Anonyx.

aor. An abbreviation of aorist.

aorist (a'o-rist), . and a. [< Gr. ao/xorof (sc.

Xpovos, time, tense), the aorist tense, < ao/woTor,

indefinite, unbounded, < a- priv. + opiarof, de-

finable, verbal adj. of opi&iv, bound, define : see

horizon.] I. n. In gram., a tense of the Greek
verb expressing action (in the indicative, past
action) without further limitation or implica-
tion

; hence, also, a tense of like form or like

signification in other languages, as the Sanskrit.
There are in Greek two aorists, usually called the first and
second

; they ditfer in form, but not in meaning.
II. a. 1. Indefinite with respect to time. 2.

Pertaining or similar to the aorist.

The English active present, or rather aorist, participle
in -ing is not an Anglo-Saxon, but a modern form.

O. P. Marsh, Lectures on Kng. Lang., p. 649.

aoristic (a-o-ris'tik), a.
[<

Gr. do/wo-raor, <

a6purrof: see aorist.] Pertaining to an aorist
or indefinite tense

; indeterminate as to time.

aoristicalt (a-o-ris'ti-kal), a. Same as aoristic.

aoristically (a-o-ris'ti-tal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of an aorist.

In most languages, verbs have forms which exclude the
notion of time, . . . and even the forms grammatically
expressive of time are, in general propositions, employed
aoruiticaUy, or without any reference to time.

O. P. Marsh, Lectures on Eng. Lang., p. 300.

aorta (a-6r'ta), n.
; pi. aortce (-te). [NL., < Gr.

aoprij, aorta, < aeipttv, raise, lift, pass, aeipeadat,
rise. Cf. artery.] In anat., the main trunk of
the arterial system, issuing from the left ven-
tricle of the heart, conveying arterialized blood
to all parts of the body except the lungs, and
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giving rise, directly or indirectly, to all the ar-

teries of the body except the pulmonary. I In

name is chiefly given to such an artery in those higher ver-

tebrates which have a completely fonr-chanihered heart.

The aorta commonly gives off immediately the great \

of the head, neck, and anterior limbs, and ends by forking
to supply the posterior limbs. In the embryo it communi-
cates with the pulmonary artery by a duct (ductiis arte-

riosus), which is normally closed at liirth. In man the
aorta is divided into //*-<//////. ii-nn^n /*-. ;unl ./.,*., //<////'/

portions. The MBMtdinpMttA rises and then curves o\cr
to the left, forming the traitww portion or nrrli nf tin'

aorta, whence spring the innominate and left carotid ami
left subclavian arteries; it then descends upon and a little

totheleftof the bodies of the vert el inc. form ini: tlie./.

inn aorta, divided into the tlim-tn-^' ;MI!;I ahovr the dia-

phragm and the abdominal aorta below it ; it ends usually
opposite the fourth lumbar vertebra by bifurcating into the

right and left common iliac arteries. The thoracic branches
are numerous, but small and chiefly intercostal ; the abdom-
inal branches are the eteliac, superior and inferior mesen-

teric, renal, suprarenal, spermatic, and others. The aorta
is provided at its beginning with three scmilunar valves,
which prevent regurgitation of blood into the heart. See

aortic, and cuts under circiilritimi. >'inhry<>. heart, thornjc.

Cardiac aorta. See extract below. Definitive aor-
ta, the aorta as denned above. Primitive aortse, the
first and paired main arteries of the embryo, conneetnl
with the omphalotnesenteric vessels. See extract.

The heart of the vertebrate embryo is at first a simple
tube, the anterior end of which passes into a cardiac aor-
tic trunk, while the posterior end is continuous with the

great veins which bring back blood from the umbilical
vesicle. The cardiac aorta immediately divides into two
branches, each of which ascends, in the first visceral arch,
in the form of a forwardly convex aortic arch, to the under
side of the rudimentary spinal column, and then runs

parallel with its fellow to the hinder part of the Inxly as
& primitive subvertebral aorta. The tvfu prii/iifif '/"//, r

soon coalesce, in the greater part of their length, into one
trunk, the definitive subvertebral aorta, but the aortic

arches, separated by the alimentary tract, remain distinct.

Huilfii. Anat. Vert., p. 90.

aortal (a-6r'tal), . [< aorta + -al.] Same as
aortic. [Rare.]
aortic (a-6r'tik), a. [< aorta + -ic.] Belong-
ing or pertaining to the aorta. Aortic arch, (a)
The permanent arch of the aorta. See aorta, (b) One of

the five or more pairs of arterial arches of the embryo of
a vertebrate, formed by forkings of the primitive cardiac

aorta, and reuniting to form the primitive and finally the
definitive subvertebral aorta, or aorta proper. There is a

pair of such aortic arches to each pair of visceral arches of
the neck. In the higher vertebrates the two anterior pairs
disappear; the third pair is modified into the carotid ar-

teries supplying the head ; the fourth pair becomes the
arteries supplying the anterior limbs and the permanent
arch of the aorta in man, the innominate and right sub-
clavian on the right side, and the left snbclavian and
arch of the aorta on the left ; in the fifth pair in man
the right side is obliterated, and the left forms the per-
manent pulmonary artery, the descending aorta, and the
ductus arteriosus, which is the
communication between the fifth

and the fourth arches. In branchi-
ate vertebrates most of these
arches are permanent, becoming <

the blood-vessels of the gills.

Aortic bulb, the enlargement at
the beginning of the cardiac aorta.

Aortic compressor, in sury.,
an instrument, used in cases of

amputation at the hip-joint, for

compressing the aorta, in order to
limit the flow of blood from it to
the divided femoral artery. Aor-
tic orifice, aortic aperture, of

the diaphragm, the hole of the

diaphragm, between its right and
left pillars, through which the aor-

ta passes from the thorax into the
abdomen ; it also gives transit to
the thoracic duct, and usually to an

azygous vein. Aortic valves, the
three scmilunar valves at the ori- which give off the arches

gin of the aorta from the left ven- ?-5 " ch *>
"",

tricle of the heart, guarding the to fo^ rf the descending
orifice and preventing regurgita- or dorsal aorta,

tion into the ventricle. Aortic
vestibule, the part of the left ventricle adjoining the
root of the aorta.

aortitis (a-6r-tl'tis), n. [NL., < aorta + -itis.]

In med., inflammation of the aorta.

aoudad (a'o-dad), . [Also audad (the spelling
aoudad being F.), repr. the Moorish name au-

dad.] The wild sheep of Barbary ;
a ruminant

Diagram of primitive
Aortic Arches in mam-
mals, birds, and reptiles.

a, common trunk of

primitive aorta, dividi
into two branches, b,

Aoudad (Amntotragus trafelaphits}.

Apanteles
of the subfamily Ovinai and family Bovidfe, in-

habiting northern Africa. It is of a light-brownish
color, with very large horns curving outward ami l>ark

ward, and a profusion of long hair hanging from the throat
and breast and almost reaching the ground between the
fore legs. A full-grown individual stands about :i feet
1ii*.:li at the withers, and its horns sometimes attain a

length of 2 feet. Tile animal is common, i^ otten kept in

confinement, and readily breeds in that state. The aou-
dad is also known as the beardeil ai-iittli ami / "//./ i<n,u-

_tlon; it is the te&xA of the Arabs, the ui/n!nn *'< i,nn'ti' :

ft>'

of the French, and the Ovis trar/daphu* (Desmarcst) or

Am*otrtff9tt tngttttftaa of naturalists.

aoul (a'b'l), n. [Russ. aulu, a village (of the

Caucasians).] Among the people of the Cau-

casus, a village or a village community ; hence,
a Tatar camp or encampment.
The aoul consisted of about twenty ^ents, all constructed

on the same model, and scattered about in sporadic fash-
ion without the least regard to symmetry.

D. M. Wallace, Kussia, p. :o.

a entrance (a o-trons'). [F. : see outrage.]
To excess or to the utmost; with extreme ve-

hemence; without limitation or reserve: as,
to fight a outrance. Often, incorrectly, a Vou-
tranee.

ap (ap), n. [W. ap, < OW. map, mod. W. mob, son,
orig. *maqui = Ir, mac, son: see mac.] Son: a
word occurring in Welsh pedigrees and as a pre-
fix in surnames, equivalent to and cognate with
Mac (which see ) ,

as in Welsh Gruffuddap Owa in,

Griffith, son of Owen, Aprhys, Apthomas, etc. :

in the Anglicized forms of Welsh names often
reduced to P- or B-, as in Preece, Price (Ap-
Rhys, Ap-Rice), Powell (Ap-Howell), Sevan
(Ap-Evan), Bowen (Ap-Owen), etc.

ap-'. Assimilated form, in Latin, etc., of ad-
before p, as in approbation, appellate, etc.

;
in

older English words a "restored" form of Mid-
dle English and Old French a-, the regular re-

duced form of Latin ap-, as in appeal, appear,
approve, etc.

ap-*. The form of apo- before a vowel, as in ap-
agoge, apanthropy, etc.

apace (a-pas'), prep. phr. as adv. [ME. apace,
iijiiins, apas, a pas, lit. at pace; in pregnant
sense, at a good pace, with a quick pace ;

< 3

+ pace.] If. At a footpace; leisurely.

Vp ryseth fresshe Canacee hirselue,
As rody and bryght as doth the yonge sonne. . . .

And forth she walketh esily a pas,
Arrayed after the lusty seson sote (sweet]
Lyghtly, for to pleye and walke on fote.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 388.

2. At a quick pace; with speed; quickly;
swiftly; speedily; fast.

He comet 1 1 to hym apaas. Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 465.

Great weeds do grow apace. Shak., Rich. III., ii. 4.

Within the twilight chamber spreads apace
The shadow of white Death. Shelley, Adonais, viii.

Apache-plume (a-pach'e-plom*'), n. A name
given in New Mexico to the Fallucia paradoxa,
a low rosaceous shrub with long plumose car-

pels.
a paesi (a pa-a'ze). [It. : a, to, with, < L. ad,
to; paesi, pi. ofpaese, country, land: see pais,

peasant.] With landscapes: applied to tapes-
tries, especially of Italian make, majolica, and
other objects decorated with landscapes.

ne apagoge (ap-a-go'je), n. [NL., < Gr. intaywyti,

,* a leading away, < anayetv, lead away, < OTTO,

away, + ayeiv, drive, lead: see act, n.] 1. In

logic: (of) Abduction (which see), (b) The
demonstration of a proposition by the refutation
of its opposite (from Aristotle's f/ elf TO advvarav

inrayuyfi, reduction to the impossible) : com-
monly called indirect proof. 2. In math., a

progress or passage from one proposition to

another, when the first, having been demon-
strated, is employed in proving the next,

apagogic (ap-a-goj'ik), a. [< apagoge + -ic.]

Of the nature of or pertaining to apagoge. (a)

Proving indirectly, by showing the absurdity
or impossibility of the contrary: as, an apa-
gogic demonstration, (b) Using mathematical

apagoge.
The apagogic geometry of the Greeks.

Encyc. Brit., XV. 629.

apagogical (ap-a-goj'i-kal), a. Same as apa-
gogic.

apagynous (a-paj'i-nus), a. [Irreg. < Gr. an-af,

once, + yw>i, woman.] In bot., same as mono-

carpoiM. [Not used.]

Apalachian, See Appalachian.
Apaloderma (ap'a-16-der'ma), n. See Hapalo-

apanage, See appanage.
Apanteles (a-pan'te-lez), . [NL., < Gr. a- priv.
+ iravre'Ar/c,, all complete, perfect, < -df, vdv, all,



Apanteles
+ rf /.or, end, completion, < Tf'Aeiv, complete : see

teleology.] A genus of parasitic Hymenoptera,
family Braconidcp, separated by Forster from

Apnnteles alette, much enlarged.

, male fly ; A, head of larva ; <-, jaw of larva ; ct, cocoon ;

of antenna.
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The determination of social morality is apart from the.

assignment of motives for individual morality, and leaves
untouched the cultivation of individual perfection.

!'. l-Mm-lc, Introd. to \V. K. clilford's Lectures.

(d) Absolutely : as, jesting apart, what do you
think of it? 2. In pieces, or to pieces; asun-
der: as, to take a watch apart.

As if a strong hand rent apart
The veils of sense from soul and heart.

\\'li inter. The Preacher.

apart1
* (a-parf), *. *. [< apart*, adv.] 1. To

put apart; set aside. 2. To depart from;
quit.

apart2t (a-part/), prep. phr. as adv. [Early
mod. E. a parte, ME. in fuller form aparty,
apartie ; < as + part or party. Cf. apart*.]
In part ; partly.
That causeth me a parte to be hevy in my herte.

Caxtmi, Reynard (Arber), p. 25. (..V. E. D.)

a parte ante (a par'te an'te). [ML. : L. a for

ab, from; parte, abl. of par(t-)s, part; ante,
before: see ante-.] Literally, from the part
before : used with reference to that part of (all)
time which, at a given instant, has elapsed.

Apatornis
or does not exhibit feeling; specifically, an ad-
herent of the moral philosophy of the Stoics.
See stoicism. [Kare.]
Mcthinks it becomes not a dull Apatliint to object that

we should be disquieted with perpetual feares if any par-
cel of our happiness should not be lock'd up within our
own liruasts. Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., p. in.

apathistical (ap-a-this'ti-kal), . [< apiilltiitl +
-ic-al.] Like an apathist ; apathetic. [Rare.]

Fpntenelle was of a good-humored and apatliistical dis-

position. W. Seward, Anecdotes, V. 262.

apathy (ap'a-thi), . [< L. apathia, < Gr. aira.-

Heia, insensibility, < djra(%, insensible, impas-
sive, < a- priv. + Trdtfof, suffering, sensation, <

TtaSelv, suffer, feel.] Want of feeling ; absence
or suppression of passion, emotion, or excite-

ment; insensibility; indifference.

As the passions are the springs of most of our actions,
a state of apathy has come to signify a sort of moral iner-
tia the absence of all activity or energy. Fleming.

Blessed, thrice and nine times blessed be the good St.

Nicholas, if I have indeed escaped that apathy which
chills the sympathies of age and paralyzes every glow of
enthusiasm. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 294.

a parte pOSt (a par'te post). [ML. : L. a for =
Syn. Indifference, Insensibility Impassibility, 'A

a. 110,1 ue pui, \u pai e post;, \_iau. : Jj. a lor =
Syn. Indifference, Insensibility Impasnbility, Apathy,

Microgaster (Latreille). Its species infest various ""> trom; parte, abl. of par(t-)s, part; post, af- Stoicism, Unconcern, Phlegm, Calmness, torpor, coldness,
lepidopterous larvie, and form egg-like cocoons, either

singly or in masses, attached to the bodies of their vic-

tims. A. aletife (Riley) preys on the cotton-worm.

apanthropy (a-pan'thro-pi), n. [< Gr. imav-

Hpuiria, < OTrdwpuTrof, unsocial, < air6, from, +
avffpairoc, man: see anthropic.] An aversion to
the company of men

;
a love of solitude

;
in

ter : see post-.] Literally, from the part after :

used with reference to that part of (all) time
which follows a given instant.

aparthrodial (ap-iir-thro'di-al), a. [< apar-
throsis. Cf. arthrodial.] Of or pertaining to

aparthrosis.

apartkroset

ed by a dislike of society.
apar,apara(ap'ar, ap'a-ra), n, [S.Amer.] The

coolness, unfeelingness, lethargy, immobility. (See list
under indifference.) Indifference denotes absence of feel-

ing, passion, or desire toward a particular object : as, in-
difference to pain or ridicule. Apathy commonly implies
a general want of feeling, a complete indifference in regard
to anything, due to want of interest or attention, as in the
case of a repressed or sluggish intellect, or of extreme ill-

ness or affliction. Insensibility and impassibility suggest
the lack of capacity for feeling, or an absence of suscepti-
bility, being qualities rather than states of mind. Indif-
ffrmce arising from impassibility relates more particu-
larly to internal, that arising from insensibility to external,

apffpov, a joint.] 1. In surg.,' Ais-

mataco-; the tolyVeutine or three-banded arma-
art
^ation-2

In anat diarthrosis.
impVessionsVTnVfoTml^VoTeVve^-n^TeTr^uVd aS

apartment (a-part'ment), . [< F. apparte- radical than the latter. Indifference may be an entirely
ment, < It. appartamento, a room, an apart- Pr per state under the circumstances ; insensibility and

ment, < appartare, also spelled aiiartare, sopa- l"^"**''"'
1
''.'' ill

'V;,
hvilys llt u'"st to ' pitied; unconcern

rate, Wuraw Oj-rtKg- see<*W M^B^JSSS^SS^BSA room in a building ;
a division in a house or the concealment especially of painful feeling by force

separated from others by partitions. 2. pi. A ' wi"' Unconcern is absence of solicitude. (See care.)

suite or set of rooms; specifically, a suite of fXtit'utTon'al'dSm
9*1 f

f'T-''?
1 temPeramcnt

:.''.
is

rooms assigned to the use of a particular per- of being aroused by uiythlng! "c^mSisa tranquillit
son, party, or family. 3. A flat (which see), resulting from the mastery of the will over passions and

4f. A compartment. feelings that perhaps are strong and keen, and hence is

apartmental (a-part-men'tal), a. Of or per- "^commendable.^^^^rni
-

o^oa^m^ts - ^^^"S^f^s^^ss^apartment-house (a-parf ment- hous), . A he had for years encountered the half-hidden sneers of
building divided into separate suites of rooms, ma- Bret Harte, Argonauts, p. 128.

intended for residence, but commonly without
facilities for cooking, and in this respect dif-
ferent from a flat, though the two words are.
often used interchangeably (see flaft): also

distinguished from tenement-house (which see).
apartness (a-part'iies), . The state of being
apart ; aloofness.

apartyt (a-par'ti), prep. phr. as adv. Same as
aparfi.

Apar, or three-banded Armadillo
( Tolypetttes tricincius}.

Unbelief might result from the insensibility engendered
by a profligate life.

tritinctug), a small species capable of rolling it-

self up into a complete ball. It is also notable for
walking on the tips of the fore claws, the two outer toes
being much reduced, while the third is greatly developed.

. There are other species of Tolypeutes (which see).

aparejo (a-pa-ra'ho), n. [Sp., a pack-saddle; a
particular use of aparejo, preparation, harness, apasst, v. i. [ME. apassen, < OF. apasser, < a-
gear, tackle, pi. aparejos, apparatus: see ap- (< L. ad, to) + passer, pass.] To pass on; pass
parel.] A kind of Mexican saddle formed of by ; pass away. Chaucer.
leather cushions stuffed with hay, used in the apastron (ap-as'tron), n.

; pi. apastra (-tra)western United States. [NL., < Gr. OTTO", from, + aarpov, star: see 'as-

apanthmesis (ap-ar-ith-me'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ter*.] In astron., that part in the orbit of a
terapfBfaimt, < aTrapidfieiv, count off, count over, double star where it is furthest from its pri-
< 07T6, off, + apidpelv, count, < api6ft6f, number : mary.
see arithmetic.] 1. In rhet., enumeration of Apatela (ap-a-te'la), n. [NL., < Gr. aitarr/Mc,,
parts or particulars. 2. In logic, division by guileful, wily','< airart/, guile, deceit.] A genus
pjirts.

'

apart 1
(a-parf), ado. or a. [< ME. apart, < OF.

a part, mod. F. A part= Pr. a part = Sp. Pg.
aparte = It. a parte, < L. ad partem : ad, to, at ;

about If inches, and has gray fore wings dotted with
blackish, and white hind wings with small dark spotsThe caterpillar is about 1J inches long, black, marked
with red and yellow ; it feeds on the leaves of the apple
peach, raspberry, strawberry, grape, willow, and other
vegetation.

Apatelse (ap-a-te'le), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Apa-
tela.] A group of moths, named from the ge-
nus Apatela.
apatellte (a-pat'e-llt), n. [< Gr. dn-ar^df, il-

lusive, deceitful (see Apatela), + -ite%.] A
hydrous sulphate of iron, found in clay, in
small friable yellow nodules, at Auteuil, Paris

,,
:

,*t

ent amongst the Persians in their apathetic (ap-a-thet'ik), a. [< apathy, after

rtT
S
rfT^idother^

them
' 8ometime

pathetic.] Characterized by

partem;
ace. of par(t-)s, part, side. Apart is

thus ong. a prep. phr. like E. aside, ahead, etc.,
and may like these have a quasi-adj. construc-
tion. Ct.aparft.] 1. To or at one side; aside;
separately; by itself; in distinction (from) ;

in-

dependently (of) ; adjectively, separate, (a) In
place, motion, or position.

Lay thy bow of pearl apart,
And thy crystal shining quiver.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

Artabasus .

O. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 139.

I threw myself on my bed, . . . resisting no longer, but
awaiting my fate with the apathy of despair.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 146.

The victors set fire to the wigwams and the fort.
This last outrage overcame even the stoicism of the sav-
aB6 - Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 370.

Still less respectable appears this extreme concern for
those of our own blood which goes along with the uncon-
cern for those of other blood, when we observe its meth-
ods. H. Spencer, Sins of Legislators, ii.

One likes in a companion a phlegm which it is a triumph
to disturb. Emerson, Clubs.

Sir, 'tis (It

You make strong party, or defend yourself
By calmness, or by absence ; all's in anger.

Shaic.,Cor.,m. 2.

apatite (ap'a-tlt), n. [< Gr. a-n-drri, illusion,
deceit, + -ite*, apatite having been often mis-
taken for other minerals.] Native calcium

erally crystallized in hexagonal prisms, which
are sometimes low or even tabular, some-
times elongated, and occasionally of great size.
It varies in color from white to green or Line, rarely to yel-
low or reddish. Apatite occurs in metalliferous veins and
in metamorphic and granitic rocks. In Canada and in
Norway extensive deposits of it are mined for the sake of
its phosphates, which are useful as fertilizers.

Apatornis (ap-a-tor'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. cm&n/,
deceit, + bpvtc,, bird.] A genus of extinct Cre-
taceous birds found in western Kansas. As de-
scribed by Marsh (1873), they are related to Ichthyornii to
which they were first referred. A. celer, the typical spe-
cies, was of about tlie size of a pigeon.

_ , ., . fflulL, _,

of noctuid moths, containingsuch species as the j
North American A. oblinita. This moth expands PnosPnate with calcium fluorid or chlorid, gen-

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, v.

Death walks apart from Kear to-day !

Whittier, Summer by the Lakeside.

I'hou livest still,
Apart from every earthly fear and ill.

William Mnrris, Karthly Paradise, I. 408.

(6) In purpose, use, character, etc. : as, to set
apart, or lay apart, for a special purpose.
The Lord hath set apart him that is godly for himself

iv. :).

, having
or exhibiting little or no emotion; devoid of

strong feeling or passion; insensible.
Better the narrow brain, the stony heart,
The staring eye glazed o'er with sapless days,
The long mechanic pacings to and fro,
The set gray life, and apathetic end.

Tennyson, Love and Duty.
=Syn. Passionless, unmoved, unfeeling, indifferent.

apathetical (ap-a-thet'i-kal), a. Same as //-
thi'lic.

apathetically (ap-a-thet'i-kal-i), adv. In an
(c) In thought ; in mental analysis: as, to con- apathetic manner.
siderone statement apart from others; apart apathist (ap'a-thist), n. (< apathy + -ist.] One
:rom a slight error, the answer is right. affected with" apathy; one who is destitute of

Kyed Emperor (Apahtra lycaon, Fabricius).
. larva, dorsal view : e. pupa, dorsal view ; e, male butterfly, w

partial outline of female. { Natural size. ) [See page 256.]



Apatura

Apatura (ap-a-tu'rji), . [NL., < Gr. 'Airarovpt/

(also 'AiTciTovpoi;, -Tovpia), an epithet of Aphrodite,
as presiding at the festival called Aputuria.]
A genus of diurnal lepidopterous insects, be-

longing to the family \i/iplnilida; containing
many beautiful butterflies, remarkable for their

iridescent colors. Tin; purple emperor, A. in'*, is a

gorgeous British species, one of the most beautiful of the
Trilic. with ihirk win^s glancing in certain lights into rich

purplish-blue. It is also called the purple high-flier, from
its habit of mounting to great elevations. [See cut, p. 255.)

Apaturia (ap-a-tu'ri-ii), M. ;;/. [LL., < Gr. 'Aira-

rnrpia (see def.) ;
the origin was unknown to an-

cient writers, the word being crudely explained
from aitarr/, deceit, with a story to suit

; prob.
< o- copulative (rt-19) + <j>parpia (see phratrin)
in some form assimilated to 7rar)?p = E. father,
or perhaps + irar/ip (in comp. -vmuji) itself.]
In Gr. hint., an annual festival held in states

of Ionian origin. At Athens it was celebrated in the
month of Pyanepsion (November-December), and was a
reunion of the phratritc or elans, or of all of the same kin.
in which matters of common interest were settled, and
children bora within the year were formally received and
registered. The festival lasted three days, and was ob-
served by feasting, sacrifices, and other formalities.

apaumee, n. See appanmee.
apayt, appayt (a-pa'), v. t. [< ME. apayen,
apaien, etc., < OF. apaier, apayer, apaer = Pr.

apagar, apaiar, appease, < L. ad, to, + pacare,
pacify, < pax (pac-), peace : see -H and pay,
and cf. appease. ] 1. To pay; satisfy; content.

Hin ne'er gives a fee ;

He gratis comes, and thou art v/e\\-appay'd,
As well to hear as grant what he hath said.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 914.

2. To requite ; repay.
Appay his wrong with timely vengeance. Qiiarlr'*.

ape (ap), n. [< ME. <ipe, < AS. apa = Fries, apa
= D. aap (pi. open) = LG. pe=OHG. affo, MHG.
affe, G. aj/'e

= Icel. apt= Sw. apa=Dan. abe, ape ;

not a native Teut. word, but prob. (like IT. Gael.

ap, apa, W. ab, epa, OBohem. op, mod. Bohem.
opice, Sloven, opica, Upper Serbian vopica,
OBuss. opica, Russ. ooeziyana) borrowed in very
early times (appar. with loss of orig. initial k)
from the East; cf. Gr. K^TTOC, also Kqfiof, Keiiroc.

(see Cebiw), Skt. kapi, ape. The Skt. name is

usually referred to Skt. \f *kap, kamp, tremble.]
1. A monkey; a quadrumanous animal

;
some

animal of the old order Quadrumana ; a member
of one of the modern families Simiidte, Cynopi-
thecidw, and Cebida;, especially one which at-

tracts attention by mimicking man. 2. More
specifically, a tailless monkey ;

a monkey with
a very short tail; amagot, maeaque,orpig-tailed
baboon : as, the Barbary ape (Inuus ecaudatus) ;

the Celebes black ape (Cynopifhecus niger).
3. Technically, a man-like monkey; a simian

proper, or a member of the modern family
Simiidce, forming a kind of connecting link be-
tween man and the lower animals, and hence
termed anthropoid (which see). These apes are
catarrhine simians without cheek-pouches or developed
tail, and having a dental formula identical with that of
man. The species are few, being only the gorilla, chim-
panzee, orangs, and gibbons.
4. An imitator

;
a mimic.

O sleep, thou ape of death. Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 2.

If be be glad, she trinmplis ; if he stir,
She moves his way, in all things his sweet ape ; . . .

Himself divinely varied without change.
Chapman, Gentleman Usher, iv. 1.

5. A mischievous or silly mimic ; hence, a fool
;

a dupe.
Thus she maketh Absolon hir ape.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 203.

Hoys, ape*, braggarts, Jacks, milksops !

Shak., Much Ado, v. 1.

Barbary ape, the tailless ape or magot of Barbary, Maca-
c.uts tnwu, now Inuun ecaudatus, a member of the family
Cynopithec.iclw and subfamily Cynopitheciiue. Though l>e-

longing to the same division of the eatarrhine monkeys
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living representative of its tribe within European limits.

To lead apes In hell, the employment jocularly as-

si^iifl to old maids in the next unrld.

I must dance barefoot on her wedc
And, for your love to her, /<</ "i" *' '"

Mnk.. 'I', of the.s., ii. 1.

To put an ape In one's hood*, to play a trick upon
one

; dupe one. Chaucer. To say an ape's paternos-
tert, ty

chatter with cold.

ape (ap), r. t.
; pret. and pp. aped, ppr. iijiiiig.

[< upc, >t.] To imitate servilely; mimic, as an
ape imitates human actions.

Cumc on the stripling ! How he apes his sire !

Ambitiously sententious. Addition, Cato, i. 2.

I regret
That I should ape the ways of pride.

Bryant, The Yellow Violet.

= Syn. Mimic, etc. See i in ilnlr.

apeak (a-pek'), prep. plir. as adv. or . [For-
merly also apeek; < a3 + peak, a point ; after F.
d pic, vertically.] Naut., in a nearly vertical

position or relation
; pointing upward, or in an

up-and-down direction. An anchor is said to lie

atH'tilf, and a ship to be hove, apeak, when the cable and
ship are brought, by the tightening of the former, as nearly
into a perpendicular line with the anchor as may be with-
out breaking it from the ground. A yard or gaff is apeak
when it hangs obliquely to the mast. Oars are apeak when
their blades are held obliquely upward, as in a boat with
an awning, while the crew are awaiting the order to

"give way."

ape-baboon (ap'ba-bon*), n. A macaque

Barbary Ape (/units tcauctatus).

as the baboons, this ape is notable for its intelligence
and docility, and has been the "showman's ape "from time
immemorial. From the circumstance that it inhabits the
Rock of Gibraltar it acquires additional interest as the only

(which see).

ape-bearer (ap'bar'er), n. A strolling buffoon
with an ape. [Bare.]

I know this man well : he hath been since an ape-fearer.

Shak., W. T., iv. 2.

Apedicellata (a-ped"i-se-la'tii), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. a- priv. + NL. pedicellus, pedicel, + -ata.]
An order of echinoderms in Corner's system of
classification. See Gephyrea.
apedom (ap'dum), n. [< ape + -dom.] The
state of being an ape, or of being apish.
This early condition of apedom.

De Quincey, Works, XIV. 85.

apehood (ap'hud), . [< ape + -hood.'] Same
as apedom.

There's a dog-faced dwarf
That get* to godship somehow, yet retains
His apehood. ftrmpning.

apeiret, i'. A Middle English spelling of appair.
apelet (ap'let), n. [< ape + -let.] A young or
little ape: as, "her apelet playing about her,"
Spectator. [Bare.]
apellous (a-pel'us), o. [< Gr. a- priv. + L.
. pellis, a skin.] Destitute of skin.

ape-man (ap'man), . A name given to a hy-
pothetical ape-like man, or speechless primi-
tive man, intermediate in character between
the highest anthropoid apes and human beings,
and conjectured by Haeckel to have been the

progenitor of the human race. See Alalvs.

Apennine (ap'e-nin), a. [< L. Apenninus, also

Appenninus,Apeninus (sc. mons, mountain), an

adj. formed, perhaps, from a Celtic word seen
in Bret, penn =W. pen = Ir. benn= Gael, beinn,
a head, height, mountain : see benS.] Appella-
tive of or pertaining to a chain of mountains
which extends throughout Italy from the Mari-
time Alps to the southern extremity of the pe-
ninsula.

apepsia (a-pep'sia), . [NL., < Gr. aireil>ia, <

an-Enrof, undigested, < a- priv.+ mTrrof , digested,
cooked, < KevTetv, digest, cook: see peptic.']
Defective digestion ; indigestion ; dyspepsia.
apepsy (a-pep'si), . Same as apepsia.

aper (a'per), n. One who apes.

apercu (a-per-su'), . [F., glance, sketch, out-

line, < aperqu, pp. of apercevoir, perceive, de-

scry, discover : see appereeive.] 1. Aflrstview;
a hasty glance; a rapid survey. 2. A sum-

mary exposition ;
a brief outline ;

a sketch.

Twenty pages suffice to impart the elements of Chinese

writing ; and a short apercu of the literary history of the

country is added to the volume. Science, III. 760.

3. A detached view
;
an isolated perception of

or insight into a subject, as into a system of

philosophy.
At best Hegelism can be apprehended only by apercut,

and those who try to explain its bottom secret* have not

got it. O. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 157.

aperea (ap-e-re'a), n. [NL.] A name of the
restless cavy, Cavia aperea.

aperient (a-pe'ri-ent), a. and n. [< L. aperi-

en(t-)s, ppr. of aperire, open, uncover (opposed
to operire, close, cover, in comp. co-operire,

cover, > ult. E. corer, q. v.), < a for ab, off,

away (operire, < o- for ob, to), + -perire, prob.
identical with -perire in romperirc, ascertain, re-

perire, find, being the form in comp. of parere,

parire, get, produce, bring forth: see parmt.

aperture

Cf. npirt.] I. a. In nied., gently purgative;
having the quality of opening the bowels; lax-
ative

;
deobstruent.

II. w. A medicine which gently opens the
bowels ; a laxative.
Also nperi tire.

aperiodic (a-pe-ri-od'ik), a. [< Gr. a- priv. (a-18)
+ periiidir.'] Without periodicity.
An intermediate stage called the iipi-rimlir state is pass-

ed through. Encjic. lln'l., X. 50.

Aperiodic galvanometer. See uatraimmrirr.

aperispermic (a-per-i-sper'mik), a. [< Gr. a-

priv. (- 18
) + perisprnn + -;>.] In bot., a term

descriptive of a seed that contains no albumen
(perisperm) ; exalbuminous.

aperispermous (a-per-i-sper'mus), . [< Gr. d-

priv. (a-
18

) + perisperm + -ous."\ In fio/.,same
as aperispermic.
aperitive (a-per'i-tiv), a. and . [Formerly also

ii/ipcritive, operative, after F. ojjeri'ri/'=It. iipi-ri-

tiro, < ML. aperitirus; fuller form of afifrlirr.

q. v.] Same as aperient.
A per Set. [L. ; cf. typerse: see ampersand."]
1. A by itself; a as a letter or word. 2. A
person or thing of preeminent excellence; Al.
Chaucer.

Behold me, Baldwin, A per .-' of my age,
Lord Richard N'evill, carle by marriage
Of Warwick. Mir. for Mags. , p. 371.

apertt (a-pert'), a. [< ME. apcrt, aperte, < OF.
apert, < L. (ipertus, pp. of aperire, open: see

aperient.] Open; evident; undisguised: as,

"apert confessions," Fotherby, Atheomastix, p.
358.

The proceedings may be apert, and ingenuous, and can-

did, and avowable. Donne, -Devotions.

apertt (a-pert'),
adv. [< ME. aperte, apert; from

the adj.] Openly. Chaucer.

apertiont (a-per'shon), w. [< L. apertio(n-), <

aperire, pp. apertus, open: see aperient.] 1.

The act of opening ; the state of being opened.
[Bare.]
Either by ruption or apertion. Wisfinan, Surgery.

2. An opening ;
a gap ;

an aperture ;
a pas-

sage.
A iH'1-tinHx, under which terra I do comprehend doors,

windows, staircases in short, all inlete or outlets.

Sir a. Wotton, Remains, p. 33.

Apertirostra (a-per-ti-ros'trii), n. [NL., < L.

aj>ertux, open (see apert), -)- rostrum, beak.]
Same as Anastomus, 1. Vatid de Patte.

apertiyet (a-per'tiv), a. [< F. apertif, < ML.
apertivim, < L. apertus, pp. of aperire: see api-ri
and -ive.] 1. Open; manifest. 2. Aperient.
apertlyt (a-pert 'B), adv. Openly.

In all their discourses of him [Richard III.] they never
directly nor indirectly, covertly or apertly, insinuate this

deformity. Sir ft Buck, Hist. Rich. III., p. 79.

apertnesst (a-pert'nes), n. Openness; frank-
ness.

apertometer (ap-er-tom'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < ap-
ert(ure) + Gr. utrpov, a measure.] An instru-
ment used to measure the angular aperture of

the object-glass of a microscope.
Prof. Abbe has also made an important contribution to

the practical part of this inquiry by the invention of an

apertometer. W. B. Carpenter, Micros.
, Appendix, p. 850.

apertort (a-per'tor), n. [L., an opener, a be-

ginner, < aperire, pp. apertus, open : see aperi-

ent.] In anat., that which opens; specifically,
a muscle that raises the upper eyelid.

apertural (ap'er-tur-al), a. [< aperture + -/.]
Of, pertaining to, or containing apertures.
[Bare.]
The inferior or a-pe.rtural side.

K. R. Lankester, Eueyc. Brit., XIX. 847.

aperture (ap'er-tur), w. [< L. apertura, an open-
ing, < apertus, pp. of aperire, open: see apert
and aperient.] If. The act of opening out or

unfolding.
Made . . . difficult by the aperture and dissolution of

distinctions.

Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant, Int., p. 8.

2. An opening; a hole, orifice, gap, cleft, or

chasm; a passage or perforation; any direct

way for ingress or egress.
An aperture between the mountains.

W. GUpin, Tour to Lakes.

3. In geom., the space between two intersect-

ing right lines. 4. In optics, the diameter of

the exposed part of the object-glass in a tele-

scope or other optical instrument. The aper-
ture of a microscope is often expressed in degrees ; and in

this case it is called the annular aperture, that is, the

angular breadth of the pencil of light which the instru-

ment transmits from the object or point viewed : as, a

microscope of 100 aperture. Abdominal apertures.
See abdomen, 1. Aperture-sight (as of a rifle), another
name for the open bead-sight. Branchial aperture.
See branchial.



apertured

apertured (ap'er-turd), a. [< aperture + -erf2.]
Provided with au aperture; perforated. [Rare.]
Each luilf of the coupling is aju'rlmvil nrar its free end.

Sci. Amer., N. S., XLVIII. 18.

apery (a'pe-ri), ii.
; pi. (t/ieries (-riz). [< <ij +

-PCI/.] 1. A collection of apes ;
a place where

apes are kept. 2. The qualities or tricks of

apes ;
the practice of aping ;

imitation.

I saw there many women, dressed without regard to the
season or the demands of the place, in apery, or, as it

257 apheretic

unseen, obscure (see aphanite), +
jrrtpvf, a wing.] A genus of recently extinct
birds which formerly inhabited Mauritius. They
were of ralline affinities, long-billed, incapable of flight,
and otherwise abnormal. The tibia was about 6 inches
long, the bill nearly as long, and the tarsus 3 inches. A
painting of the living bird exists, and many of the bones

,

looked, in mockery, of European fasliiuiis. -u it -/ '\~~
M ;:,. fuiltr, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 145.

a
P;"

anasla (af-a-na si-a), n.

apes-on-horseback (aps'on-hors'bak), n. The
name of a variety of the common European
daisy. Belli,? perenmis.
Apetalae (a-pet'a-le), H. pi. [NL. (so. pltmtce),
fern. pi. of apctalus, without petals: see apeta-
lous.] Plants destitute of petals ;

in the natu- . ,

ral system of botany, a division of dicotyledo- APllanerl (a-fan e-n), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. a-pnv.
nous plants in which the corolla, and often ^"t^M* +

S66 1'han
-\

^term ap-
the calyx as well, is absent.

I. a. Of, pertaining to, or resembling aphasia;
suffering from aphasia.

II. . A person affected with aphasia.
He [the lecturer] spoke next of the frequent retention of

some recurring utterance by aphanet, such as "Come un-
to "if-" Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 170.

aphelexia (af-e-lek'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

[NL., irreg. < Gr. ^ll
>
smoot

.

n
> Plain (see Aphelinus),+ i

They are also called
[ncompieta, and are divided into tlie Monochlamydece, in
which the corolhi alone is absent, as in the elm, nettle, etc.,
and the Achlamydne, in which the caly* and the corolla
are both absent, as in the willow, oak, etc.

apetalous (a-pet'a-lus), a. [< NL. apetuliix,
without petals, < Gr. a- priv. + irfrafav, a leaf,
in mod. bot. a petal: see petal.'] In bot., hav-
ing no petals or corolla

; pertaining to the apnanesite (a-fau e-sit), n

even, smootn, plain (see Jp/ieluius),+ tfif, con-

, unseen,"obscure (see aphanite), ? -asia,
dition, habit: see hectic.] Absence of mind;

as in aphasia, etc.] Obscurement, as of know- re
_
ve"e -

ledge ;
a state of obscuration. [Rare.] aphelia, n. Plural of aphelion.

aphelian (a-fe'li-an), a. [< apheli(on) + -an.]
Pertaining to the aphelion ;

furthest from the
sun.

Aphelinus (af-e-H'nus), . [NL., < Gr. aQeMK,
smooth, simple, plain, also lit. not stony, < a-

plied by Maggi to some exceedingly minute or-

ganisms found in water, and made visible under
the microscope only by the use of various hard-

Apollonius of Tyana foresaw even the great aphanasia,
the fifteen hundred years' eclipse of common sense and
reason. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 758.

Apctahe.
apetalousness (a-pet'a-lus-nes), n, [< apeta-
lous + -tu'ss.] The state or quality of being
apetalous.

; (a'peks), n.
; pi. apices (ap'i-sez) or apexes

ening and coloring reagents : contrasted with
Phaneri, such as bacteria.

The Aphaneri are thought to be harmless.
Smithsonian Rep., 1881, p. 418.

[Irreg. < Gr. i

unseen, obscure, + -ite%. Ct.'aphanite.] A min-
eral, an arseniate of copper, so named from
the difficulty of recognizing it by its crystals :

same as clinoclase.

tera (af-a-nip'te-ra), n. pi. [NL.,
of aphanipterits : see aphanipterous.]

An aberrant order of dipterous insects, the
fleas and chigoes, degraded by parasitism. The
abdomen is not distinct , _ ,.__
vided with abortive wings in the form of a pair of mi-
nute scales) ; the mouth is haustellate, consisting of two
long mandibles, a slender labrum, sheathing labial

0/pc.A. \ j^rvoy, n.
, pi. t(^/toc.> yap i-sez; or apexes

(a'pek-sez). [< L. apex (apic-), point, tip, sum-
mit, perhaps < apere, fit to, fasten to : see apt,]
1. The tip, point, or summit of anything, (a) In
bot. : (1) The end furthest from the point of attachment or
base of an organ. (2) An early name for an anther, (ft)The nucleus, or first whorl, of a univalve shell, (c) In
geoin., the angular point of a cone or conic section

; the
angular point of a triangle opposite the base.

The stare are the apexes of what wonderful triangles !

Thoreau, Walden, p. 13.

(d) In
yeol.,

the top of an anticlinal fold of strata [Penn-
sylvania coal-mines.) [This term as used in the U. S. Re-
vised Statutes has been the occasion of much litigation, aphanipterous (af-a-nip'te-rus) a IX
It is supposed to mean something nearly equivalent to atihaniuterui < Gr "tuSmvlic indistinct Ana
outcrop (which see); but precisely In what it differs from

(V"""^K ' M*'> yr " a"?"W> moi, met, 01

outcrop has not been, neither does it seem capable of be-
ing, distinctly made out.) (e) In mining, the landing-

Aphelinus mytilasfutis. ( Cross shows natural size. )

priv. + ^e/Ueiif, stony ground.] A genus of
minute parasitic hymenopterous insects, of the
family Chalcidida;. Its species infest either plant-
lice or bark-lice, particularly the scale-bearing species
(Dtaspinai). A. mytttaspidis (Le Baron) infests the com-
mon mussel-shell bark-louse of the apple-tree,

aphelion (a-fe'li-on), n.
; pi. aphelia (-a). [For-

merly also aphelium, < NL. aphelion, earlier
and more prop, aphelium, formed by Kepler
after apoaamm, anoaeum (see apogee), < Gr. as

the pupas are inactive. The order is coextensive with the
single family Pulicidce, or fleas and chigoes. See Pulicidce
and cut under chigoe. Also called Aphanoptera, Suctoria,
and Siphonaptera.

NL.
- , .-, , obscure
(see aphanite), + n-rtp&v, a wing, = E. feather,
q. v.] Of or pertaining to the Aphaniptera;.

,

point at the top of a slope. [Pennsylvania coal-inines.l characterized by indistinct or abortive wings2 in Bom. anttq., a symbolic ornament which aphanistic (af-a-nis'tik), a.
the flamens and some other priests were re-

quired by law to wear. It consisted of a small cone

olive-wood^urroujided with a lock of wool, and was sc-
apfcanjte (af'a-nit)," ... nV*Urtnio // n

point of a planet's or of a comet's orbit which
is most distant from the sun: opposed to peri-
helion.

apheliotropic (a-fe"li-o-trop'ik), a, [< Gr. aQ-
for OTT- for OTTO, from, + f/A>?, sun (see aphelion),+ -Tpomntif, < Tpeveiv, turn.] In bot., turning
away from the light : applied to shoots or other
parts of plants: opposed to heliotropic.

Apheliotropic movements are comparatively rare in a
well-marked degree, excepting the sub-aerial roots.

Dartcin, Movement in Plants, p. 564.

cured on the head by fillets or adjusted to a cap. ,

Of the heart, the lower pointed portion of the heart.

apex-beat (a'peks-bet), . The pulsation of
tlie chest-walls over the apex of the heart.

apll-. [Gr. a<t>-, assimilation of cm- for into- be-
fore the aspirate.] Assimilation of ap- for apo-
before the aspirate, as in apheresis, aphelion,
etc.

unseen, obscure

conspicuous, <

see fancy), + -ite%. See aphanesite.] A very
fine-grained variety of diorite (which see), or
one in which the component minerals, chiefly
triclinic feldspar and hornblende, cannot be
distinguished with the naked eye.

aphacia (a-fa'si-a), n. [NL.,< Gr. d- priv. + aphanitic(af-a-nit'ik),a. [< aphanite + -ic.] Of
</>aK6f, lentil, taken for 'lens': see Jens.] In lera- the

na_ture
of aphanite.

tol,, absence of the crystalline lens from the aphanitism (a-fan'i-tizm), TO. [< aphanite +
eye. Also written aphaJcia. -ism.] The condition of being aphanitic ; cryp-
aphacic (a-fas^ik), a. [< aphacia + -ic.] Per- tocrystallization.

taining to aphacia ; lacking the crystalline lens. Aphanoptera (af-a-nop'te-ra), n. pi. Same as
Also written aphakic. Aphaniptera.
aphacous (a-fa'kus), a. [< aphacia + -ous.] aphanozygOUS (af-a-noz'i-gus), a. [< Gr. a</>a-Same as aphacic. Also written aphakows. *W> indistinct (see aphanite),+ t.vy&v (=I,.jugum
aphaeresis, aphaeretic, etc. See apheresis, etc. = E - yoke) for fryuiM, cheek-bone.] Having the
aphaereton (a-fer'e-ton), n. [< Gr. a<^upeT6v,

cheek-bones invisible when the skull is viewed
neut. of d(taperof, taken away, verbal adj. of from above. N. IS. D.
d<t><upeiv, take away: see apheresis.] A part of Apharyngea (af-a-rin'je-a), TO. pi. [NL., < Gr.
a matrix or square array of symbols, compris-

"- priv
;
+ <t>apv/^, throat (pharynx).] A divi-

ing the whole of certain rows and certain col-
umns and omitting the rest. See matrix.

... [< Gr. fyav/ie, in-
distinct (see aphanite), + -ist-ic.] In mineral,,

SSfV^!'a#^7<*jgKS^ at,heliotropically (a-fe"li-o-trop'i-kal-i), adv.

'- priv +S t
n a direc"on away fr

Pm the sun.
'

apheliotropism(a-fe-li-ot'ro-pizm), n. [(.aphe-
liotropic + -ism.] In lot., a tendency to turn
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Aphasreton.

aphagia (a-fa'ji-8), n. [NL., < Gr. a- priv. +
-(fmyia, < -0<zyof, < fyayeiv, eat, devour.] Inability
to swallow.

aphakia, aphakic, etc. See aphacia, etc.

Aphalara (a-fal'a-ra), n. [< Gr. a- priv. + </>d-

/iiimi', part of a helmet.] The typical genus of
Aphalarince. Forster, 1848.

Aphalarinae (a-fal-a-ri'ne), . pi [NL., <

Aphalara + -hue.] A subfamily of phytoph-
thirian insects, of the family Psyllida;, typified
by the genus Apluilara. The petiolus cubiti is as

from the sun or the light: opposed to

(which see). Darwin.

(af-e-lis'kus), TO. [NL., appar. <

even, smooth, simple (see Aphett-
dim. -iscus.] A genus of extinct lemu-

roid or insectivorous mammals, having quadri-
tuberculate lower molars, the fourth lower
molar without internal cusp, and the cusps
opposite. A. insidiosus, the type-species, is
from the Wahsatch beds of New Mexico. Cove
1875.

aphemia (a-fe'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. a- priv. +
<t>r//a;, a voice, speech, fame (= L. fama, > E.
fame, q. v.), < tyavat, speak. Cf. aphasia.] In
pathol., aphasia, in its general sense; specifi-
cally (a) ataxic aphasia ; (6) anarthria. See
aphasia and anarthria, 2.

aphemic (a-fem'ik), a. [< aphemia + -4c.] Per-

of planarians or rhabdocoelo'us turbella- $?* * or re
?
embling aphemia; character-

rians, containing such as have no pharynx, and *tL&
suffer>"g from aphemia

are thus distinguished from the Pharunaea
aP?iengescope (a-fen'jes-kop), n. [< Gr. A^mr,

apharyngeal (af-a-rin
'

je-al), a. Having no
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aphasia (a-fa'zia), TO. [NL., < Gr. a^aaia, speech- |^ objSste

maglC lantern for^^^g
(a-fer'e-sis), n. [< L.

taking away, < dij>ai-
4- alpsli/, take.] 1.
letter or an unac-

cented syllable from the beginning of a word.
Examples in English are round, adv., for around, vantage'

l<te, squire for esquire, 'mid for amid, 'pan for
The most common form of apheresis is that

i faculty of using and understanding writ-
ten and spoken language, independently of any
failure of the intellectual processes or any dis-
ease or paralysis of the vocal organs. Ataxic
aphasia, when uncomplicated, is inability to expressones ideas in spoken words, while the patient understands
perfectly what is said to him, and reads and writes. The
name nmiiMic aphasia has been applied to cases where
the patient is unable to recall the word which he wants """""i. *"<>!/.,_ nuipumuuji.
though able to speak it when found. Senwry aphasia is apheretic, aphaeretic (af-e-ret'ik), a.
*me the patient fails to comprehend spoken or written

most cases on a lesion of the inferior frontal convolution
almost always on the left side of the brain. See airraiihia
alaha, alexia, anarthria, and aphonia.

for admnta
upon, etc.

'

called aphesis (which see).

2f. In med. : (a) The removal of anything nox-
ious, (b) Large and injurious extraction of
blood. 3f. Insurfl., amputation.
pheretic, ftphsretic (af-e-ret'ik), a. [< Gr.
a<t>atpeTtK6f, < adiaipcTor, verbal adi of atbataciv

i^ aj>
"-
eri'si^ t

In/r1

^ ^*?*{$apheresis ; shortened by the omission of the
first syllable : thus, vantage is the apheretic
form of advantage.



apheretically

apheretically (af-e-ret'i-kal-i), adv. After the
manner of an ai>heresis; by omitting the first

syllable. Also spelled ajihim'tically.

aphesis (af'e-sis), n. [NL., < Or. aijieaif, a let-

ting go, let go, let loose, < afti-vat, let go, send

off, < OTTO, off, T livai, send.] The gradual and
unintentional removal of a short unaccented
vowel at the beginning of a word; a special
form of apheresis, as in squire for esquire, down
for admen, etc. J. A. H. Murray. (N. E. D.)
apheta (af'e-tii), n. [ML., < Gr. atyerr/c,, one who
lets go, hence one who lets go a military engine,
and, according to Du Gauge, one who starts

the chariots in a race (cf. atyertipia, the starting-

place, MGr. iityeroBvpavoinTric,, one who opened
the barriers to start the racing-chariots), hence
in astrology the planet which starts a human
being in his career, < a<j>ero(, let off, let loose,
verbal adj. of afyikvai, let off: see aphesis.'} In

astral., the planet dominating the life of the

native; the planet which is lord of the house
that rules the matter inquired after; the proro-
gator, significator, or hyleg.
The aphetic place is the situation of the Apheta, Hyleg,

prorogator, significator, or giver of life, for they all have
the same meaning. Sibley, Astrology, p. 433.

apheter (af'e-t6r), . [< Gr. d^er^p, equiv. to

a<j>-n/<;, one who lets off a military engine : see

a/ilieta.} That which loosens or sets free.

[Bare.]
This katastate is, as it were, the fuse or trigger whose

action fires the massive charge of the muscular gun, and
might receive the name of apheter.

M. Foster, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 20.

aphetic1
(a-fet'ik), a. [< Gr. a^rnxof, < o^erof,

let loose, set free: see apliesis and apheta.}
Produced by or resulting from aphesis.

aphetic2 (a-fet'ik), a. [< apheta + -ic.} Same
as aplietical.

aphetical (a-fet'i-kal), . [< aphetic
2 + -a/.]

In astral., pertaining to the apheta, or planet
significative of life Aphetical places (translation
of Greek roirot afarutoi), the places in which the apheta
may he found. The rules given in Ptolemy's

' ' Tetrabiblos
"

(iii. 10) are intricate and vague.

aphetically
'

(a-fet'i-kal-i), adv. In an aphetic
manner.

aphetically2 (a-fet'i-kal-i), adv. In the manner
or position of the apheta.
aphetism (af'e-tizm), n. [< aphetic

1 + -igm.}
An aphetized form of a word

;
a form resulting

from the loss of a weak initial vowel, as down
for adown.

aphetize (af'e-tiz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. aphetized,

ppr. aphetizing. [< aphetic
1 + -ise.} To render

aphetic ;
shorten by aphesis.

aphid (af'id), n. [< aphis (aphid-)."] An aphid-
lan; a plant-louse; a member of the genus
Aphis or family Aphidid<e (which see). In the

plural, the plant-lice : a general or indetermi-
nate term for the members (a) of the genus
Aphis, (b) of the family Aphididw, or (c) of the
suborder Pliytophthiria.

Aphides (af'i-dez), n. pi. [NL,., pi. of Aphis,
q. v.] Same as Aphididw.
aphidian (a-fid'i-an), n. and a. [< Aphis (Aphid-)
+ -Jan.] I. . An insect of the family Aphidi-
dw; an aphid; a plant-louse.

II. a. Pertaining to the genus Aphis or to
the family Aphididee.
aphidid (af'i-did), n. One of the Aphididte; an
aphis.
The Fenesica larva actually feeds upon the aphidids.

Science, VII. 394.

Aphididae (a-fid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Aphis
(Aphid-) + -idee.'} A family of hemipterous in-

sects, of the suborder Phytophthiria ; the true

plant-lice, as typified by the genus Aphis,amH as

distinguished from the false plant-lice, or Psyl-
lidce, and other phytophthirian insects. They
are all injurious to vegetation, living on the juices of

plants, which they suck, and also producing a great va-

riety of galls. Almost every plant has lice peculiar to

it, immense numbers of which live upon it. The genera
are very numerous. See cuts under Aphis. Also called

Aphides.

Aphidii (a-fid'i-i), n. pi. [NL., pi. of aphiditis
(also used to designate a genus of hymenopter-
ous insects), < Aphis (Aphid-), q. v.] In La-
treille's system of classification, the second
family of homopterous hemipterous insects,
commonly called plant-lice, inexactly equiva-
lent to the modern family Aphidida, including
the thysanurous genus Tkrips, etc., as well as
the PsyllidcB or false plant-lice, and excluding
the Coceida or scale-insects. [Not in use.]
aphidious (a-fid'i-us), a. [< aphid + -ious.}

Pertaining to or of the nature of aphids.
Aphidiphaga (af-i-dif'a-ga), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of aphitliphagus : see aphidiphagous.} A
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group of insects more or less exactly corre- Aphodius (a-fo'di-us), n. [NL., < Gr. ,>.r,,,i,s ,
n ^s:*T *-;!!' ^ n u<i.'i,<i.-/r),./.k <,nnN

excrement, evacuation, and lit. departure, (.spending to Latreille's Aphidiphagi (which see).
Tneyare small beetles with rounded bodies, strong \viims,

hard elytra, securiform maxillary palps, and clavate an-
tennffi. See Cm-ciiiellid(f.

Aphidiphagi (af-i-dif 'a- ji), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of apltidiplmftus: see apMaiphagovs.} In La-
treille's system of classification, the second

family of trimerous Cok-optera, consisting of the
old genus Coednella, and corresponding to the
modern family Coccinellidai ; the lady-birds;
small beetles which habituallyfeed upon aphids.
[Not in use.]

aphidiphagous (af-i-dif'a-gus), a. [< NL. a/ilii-

diiihnyux, \ Aphis (Aphid-) + Gr. -^aj-of, < tftayeiv,

eat.] Of or pertaining to the Aphidiplnajn ;

hence, preying upon or devouring aphids.
aphidivorous (af-i-div'o-rus), a. [< NL. Aphis
(Aphid-) + L. vorare, devour.] Same as aphi-
diphagous.

aphilanthropy (af-i-lan' thro-pi), n. [< Gr.

a<l>i)idvti/xjiro<;, not loving man, \ a- priv. + <fu/.dv-

QpuiTof, loving man : see philanthropy.} 1. Want
of philanthropy; lack of benevolence. [Bare.]

2. Inpathol., preference of solitude to soci-

ety, the first stage of melancholia.

Aphis (a'fis), n. [NL. (Linnwus), the sing, per-
haps from the pi. aphides (see -iff2 ), which may
have been taken (if so, prop, aphides, but now
treated as aphides) from Gr. aipeiieic,, pi. of

Geranium Plant-louse (Aphis pelargonii) : the apterous agamoge-
netic form, magnified ; appendages of only one side shown.

, unsparing, lavish (as if in allusion to
their extreme prolificness or voracity), < d- priv.
+ QriieoOat, spare.] 1. A genus of small plant-
sucking insects, of the family Aphididte and or-

der Homoptera. They multiply by parthenogenesis and
very rapidly. From a pair of honey-tubes, near the end of
the abdomen, they emit a saccharine fluid, known as honey-

Apple-tree riant-lou&e (Affit's matt). (
Cross and small figure show

natural sizes. )

dew and aphis-sugar, which is greedily devoured by ants.

They are very destructive to tender plants, upon which
they congregate in enormous numbers.
2. II. c.} A plant-louse. [In this sense the

plural aphides (af'i-dez) is used.] Woolly aphis.
See Kriosoma.

aphis-lion (a'fis-li'on), . A name for the larva
of a lace-winged fly of the family Hemerobiida;.

aphis-sugar (a'fis-shug*'ar), n. Honey-dew, a
secretion peculiar to insects of the genus Aphis,
voided from their anal siphuncles.
aphlaston (a-flas'ton), n. [Gr. a^aarav."} Same
as aplustre.

aphlogistic (af-lo-jis'tik), a. [< Gr. aQU-yiarof,
not inflammable, < d- priv. + ^/o/iorof, inflam-
mable: see phlogiston.} Flameless Aphlogistic
lamp, a lamp in which a coil of platinum wire extending
above the wick is kept constantly red-hot by the slow com-
bustion of alcohol-vapor, heated first by the name of the

wick, but after this is extinguished by the incandescent
wire.

aphnology (af-nol'o-ji), . [< Gr. fyvot, usu-

ally aijievof, revenue, riches, wealth, abundance
(cf. Skt. apnas, income, property; akin to L.

opes, wealth, copia, plenty, etc.), + -\oyia, <

Ae-yetv, speak: see -ology.} The science of

wealth; a treatise on the science of wealth;
plutology. [Bare.]
The title ought to have been Aphnology. Aphnos, or

aphenos, expresses wealth in the largest sense of general
abundance and well-being. Sir J. Ilerschel.

Aphodiidae (af-o-di'i-de), . pi. [NL., < A/ilm-
dius + -ida\} A family of beetles, named by
Macleay in 1819 from the genus Aphodinn.

, , .
,

-K&, from, away, + odof, way.] A genus of
scarabseoid lamellicom beetles, related to the
dung-beetles of the genus <;>tri/i><'x, sometimes
giving name to a family Apliodiida: [to species
are mostly small, haum; strintc elytra, concealed meta
thoracic fpinu-ra, toothed front til.he and spurred hind
tlbbe, and 9-jointed antemue. over .MI North American
species niv described, Including several introduced from
IJiiupe, such as the comparatively large black .-I. ./

Aphododeridae (af'o-do-der'i-de), . y//.
SIT

.l/ilin //mil ridd'.

Aphododerus (af-o-dod'e-rus), H. See Aphrr-
aodemt.

aphonia (a-fo'ni-a), . [NL., < Gr. d^uv/a,

speechlessness, < a<j>uvof, speechless, voiceless :

see aphonous.} In pathol., loss of voice through
a morbid condition of tke larynx or its immedi-
ate innervation; dumbness; speechlessness.
It is a condition in which one wants to speak and knows
how to do so, but cannot produce a vocal sound, though
he may whisper. Also ^A"/iv.

aphonic (a-fon'ik), a. and . [< ti/ihoiiia + -ic.}

1. a. Pertaining to or characterized by apho-
nia: speechless; dumb.

II. H. A person affected with aphonia.
aphonous (af'o-nus), a. [< Gr. tuJKWof, voice-

less, < a- priv. 4- tyuvij, voice : see phonic.} Des-
titute of voice

;
voiceless.

aphony (af'6-ni), n. Same as aphonia.
aphona (a-fo'ri-ii), . [NL., < Gr.

afopia,
ste-

rility, dearth, < <i(io/f, not bearing, < a- priv. +
^opof, bearing, < Qtpciv = E. &Mf*.] Sterility;
unfruitfulness.

aphorism (af'o-rizm), n. [= F. aphorisme, <
Gr. a(j>o/>i0fi6f. a definition, a short pithy sen-

tence, < aQopiZeiv, define, mark off, < OTTO, off, +
Apifctv, divide, bound, < opof, a boundary: see

horizon.} 1. A definition or concise statement
of a principle.

The aphorim . . . formulated by Linnteus in regard
to plants. Qitatrefayen, Human Species (trans.), p. 50.

2. A precept or rule expressed in few words; a
detached sentence containing some important
truth : as, the aphorisms of Hippocrates, or of
the civil law.

The three ancient commentators on Hippocrates . . .

have given the same definition of an aphvritnn, i. e., "a
succinct saying, comprehending a complete statement,"
or a saying poor in expression, but rich in sentiment.

Fleming.
= Syn. Aphorism, Axiom, Maxim, Precept, Dwtwti, Apo-
thegm, Saying, Adage, Proverb, Truism, Byuwd, Saw, all

concur in expressing a pithy general proposition, usually in
one short sentence ; but the longer the form the less ap-
plicable do these names become. An aphorism is a truth,
pointedly set forth, relating rather to speculative princi-
ples, ethics, or science than to practical matters, and form-
ing a brief ami excellent statement of a doctrine: thus,
"Moderation is the silken string running through the

pearl-chain of all virtues," and " Maladies are cured by
nature, not by remedies," are aphoritrmg. "Life is short,
and art is long," is from the first aphorixmof Hippocrates.
An axiom is a self-evident truth, and is therefore used as a
basis for reasoning. "A straight line is the shortest dis-

tance between two points
"

is one of the axioms of mathe-
matics ; "The greater good is to be chosen before the less"
is an axiom of morals. The number of axioms is neces-

sarily limited
;
of aphorisms, maxims, etc., unlimited. A

inaxim is a truth which, while not so definite and neces-

sarily true as an axiom, yet equally acceptable to the

mind, refers rather to practical than to abstract truth,
stating one of the fundamental rules of conduct, civil

government, business policy, and the like : as, it is a sound
itnLi'hti that one should risk in speculation no more than
he can afford to lose. It suggests a lesson more pointedly
and directly than aphorism, and differs from precept in

that a precept is a direct injunction, whereas a maxim is

a mere statement of a truth from which a precept may be
deduced. It would be a precept to say, "In speculation
risk no more than you can afford to lose." A dictum is

not a precept, but an opinion given with authority, as
from superior knowledge : as, a dictum of the critics

; a dic-

tum of Carlyle's. An apothegm, in common matters what
an aphorism is in higher, is essentially a terse proposition
that makes a vivid impression on the mind: thus,

" In the

adversity of our best friends we always find something
that doth not displease us

"
;
this is called by Dean Swift

a maxim, but is more properly an apothegm. "Heaven
helps those that help themselves," and

"Ht who fights and runs away
May live to fight another day

"

(Goldsmith, Art of PoctryX

are apothegms. A xaifintf is a lower grade of apothegm; each
is likely to he found associated with the name of the author :

as, the apothegms of Socrates ;
a saying of Poor Richard.

Each is a felicitous expression current for its own sake,
but deriving additional popularity from the celebrity of

its author.
" Herein is that MT//iX</ true, One soweth, and

another reapeth," John iv. 37; "The little and short '.'/-

ings at wise and excellent men are of great value, like the

dust of gold or the least sparks of the diamond," Twabon.
Adage and proverb are habitual sayings, generally of long

standing, embodying the common sense of mankind on

ordinary subjects. The adage is often the more vener-

able by age and the more dignified in its character: as,

"Necessity knows no law." A sailing may easily become
an admir.

'

l'rnrrrl> as used in the Bible is often a saying:
as, "Physician, heal thyself,"Luke iv. 23; but in the mod-



aphorism
crn sense prarerb often appears in some concrete flgura-
tivr and homely form: as, "Too many cooks spoil the
broth "; "Every till) must stand on its own bottom." A
/,/-</< i.s ;i trutll too obvious to need explanation or proof ;

it is a word nf relative application ; what would be a tn<-

i*m ti> one iiii^lit be ail f/.i-i<i/i/ or an i//</*m-/.--//i to another.
A byirtird is a cant term or phrase, in every one's mouth
like a proverb, but applied in disparagement. Saw is a

contemptuous term for an expression that is more com-
mon than wise, or for a trite or foolish saying reiterated

to wearisomeness.

aphorismt (af'o-rizm), v. i. [< aphorism, .]

Same as a/pkanee, [Rare.]
There is no art that hath been more cankered in her

principles, more soiled and slubbered with iiiiliun'.-onii/:/

pedantry, than the art of poliev.

Miliua, Kef. in England, p. 33.

aphorismatic (af'o-riz-mat'ik), . [< apho-
rixm. + -<itic.~\ Same as aphorismic.
aphorismer (af 'o-riz-mer), . One who ex-

presses himself in aphorisms. [Bare.]
The tribe pf aphorismer* and politicasters.

Milton, Ref. in England, p. f>li.

aphorismic (iif-o-riz'mik), a. [< aphorism +
-f'c.] Relating to aphorisms; having the form
of an aphorism; containing aphorisms. An
equivalent form is aphorismatic.
The style of Junius is a sort of metre, the law of which

is a sort of balance of thesis and antithesis. When he gets
out of this (tit/wrixmic metre into a sentence of five or six

lines long, nothing can exceed the slovenliness of the Eng-
lish. Coleridge, Table-Talk, p. 264.

aphorist (af'o-rist), . [< aphor-ism + -int.] A
writer of aphorisms.
He took this occasion of farther clearing and justifying

what he had written against the aphorixt*.
R. Nelson, Life of Bp. Bull, p. 246.

aphoristic (af-o-ris'tik), a. [< Or. a<fx>picm>i6,
fit for defining, sententious, (.atfmpi&iv: see apho-
rism.] Having the character of aphorisms; re-

sembling aphorisms ;
in the form of an apho-

rism
;
stated in short, unconnected sentences

;

abounding in aphorisms. An aphoristic style is one
which is fragmentary in its outward form, but methodical
in its reasoning.

The method of the book is aphoristic. De Quincey.

The Sanscrit law-books are sometimes in aphoristic prose,
sometimes in verse, sometimes in a mixture of both.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 10.

aphoristical (af-o-ris'ti-kal), a. Same as apho-
ristic.

aphoristically (af-o-ris'ti-kal-i), adv. In or by
aphorisms ; briefly and pithily.
These being carried down, seldom miss a cure, as Hip-

pocrates doth likewise aphorixticaUy tell us. Harvey.

aphorize (af'o-riz), v. i.; pret. and pp. aplio-
riscd, ppr. aphorizing. [< Gr. a$opit.tiv : see

aphorism.'] To utter aphorisms; write or speak
in aphorisms; especially, make an excessive
use of aphorisms. Coleridge.

aphract (af'rakt), a. [< Gr. atfpaM-uf, old Attic

aipaptiToc, unfenced, unfortified, < a- priv. + ijipaK-

r<Sf, verbal adj. of Qpdaauv, fence in, fortify.]
Open; undefended or unguarded. [Bare.]
We And the war galley of the Phoenicians represented

on the walls of the palaces unearthed by Layard and his
followers in Assyrian discovery. . . . The vessel repre-
sented is a bireme war galley which is aphract, that is to

say, has the upper tier of rowers unprotected and exposed
to view. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 805.

aphredoderid (af-re-dod'e-rid), n. A fish of the

family ApkredoderidtB.
Aphredoderidae (af "re-do-der'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Aphredoderus + -idiK.~\ A family of teleoceph-
alous fishes having the vent in the neck or

breast, the ventral fins post-thoracic and witli
about 7 rays, but without spines, and a short
dorsal fin of 3 or 4 spines in front. In Giinther's
system of classification, the family represents a primary
group of Acanthoplerygii, characterized by the developed
dorsal and anal flns and the position of the vent in front
of the ventrals. Two species, called pirate orpirate-perch,
are known to inhabit the fresh waters of North America.
Also Aphododeridce.

Aphredoderus (af-re-dod'e-rus), n. [NL. (Le-
sueur, in Cuvier and Valenciennes, 1833) ;

a
corrupt form, afterward given as Aphrodedcrus
(Agassiz), as if < Gr. a^p<i%, foamy (< <z0p<if,

foam, + fMof, form), -4- itpri, neck, throat, later
as ApliixliKleri/s (Jordan, 1877) in allusion to the
position of the vent, < a^o<Sof, departure, evacu-
ation, excrement (< ano, off, + 6<Wf, way), +
Septj, neck, throat.] The typical genus of fishes
of the family AphrcdodcridfE. Also Aphodode-
niK.

aphrite (afrit), n. [< Gr. a$p6c., foam, froth, 4-

-ifc2 .] A subvariety of calcium carbonate or

calcite, popularly known asfoam, ciirtli-fi>am,oi

foaui-Kptir, occurring in small masses, solid, or
tender and friable, it is composed of lamella; or
s< ;ilt-s of a pearly luster, and has varieties which shade
insensibly into argentine.
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Aphriza (af'ri-za), n. [NL. (Audubon, 1839),
a false formation', < Gr. a</>/>6f, foam, + (deiv, (f/v,

live.] A genus of plover-like birds, of the fam-

ily Aphri-idir, related to the oyster-catchers and
turiistonps, having feet with four toes like the

latter, and the general appearance and changes
cil' plumage of the sandpipers. It contains

only the surf-bird, A. rirgata. See surf-bird.

Aptirizidae (af-riz'i-de), H. pi. [NL., <'A]iliri.:>i

T -f'rfrt'.] A family of birds, intermediate be-
tween CluirtnlriidiK and Hcematopodidce. The
typical genus is Apliriza. Cones, 1884.

Aphrizinae (af-ri-zi'ne), 11. pi. [NL., < A/ihii-ti
+ -iiuc."] A subfamily of birds, containing the

genus Aplirizn ; the surf-birds.

aphrizite (af'ri-zlt), n. [< Gr. aQpi&iv, foam,
be foamy (< iifypoi;, foam), + -zfe2 .] A variety
of black tourmalin.

Aphrqdisia (af-ro-diz'i-a), . pi. [L., < Gr.

'Afyiofima, neut. pi. of 'Afpoilmof, pertaining to

Aphrodite, < 'AfyioSiTi/: see Aphrodite."] A festi-

val in honor of Aphrodite or Venus periodical-
ly celebrated in various localities of ancient
Greece. Those of Paphos in Cyprus, of Cyth-
era, and of Corinth were the most famous.

aphrodisiac (af-ro-diz'i-ak), a. and . [< Gr.

atypofiiaiaKof, venereal, < Vuffoiiaiof, pertaining to

Aphrodite, < 'AfypoSirTi, Venus: see Aphrodite."]
1. a. Exciting venereal desire; increasing the

appetite for sexual pleasures ; hence, erotic
;

sensual.

II. n. Any drug or preparation which ex-
cites sexual desire.

aphrodisiacalt (af"ro-di-zi'a-kal), a. Same as

aphrodisiac.
aphrodisian (af-ro-diz'i-an), . [< Gr. 'A<t>po6i-

ovof : see aphrodisiac,."] Given up to sexual

pleasures ;
devoted to sensual love.

They showed me the state nursery for the children of
those aphrodisian dames, their favourites.

C. Reads, Cloister and Hearth, Ivi.

Aphrodite (af-ro-di'te), . [< Gr. 'A^poSirr], the

goddess of love, Venus; traditionally said to

mean '

foam-born,' < a<f>p6f, foam, the second ele-

ment -SirJi being unexplained.] 1. The Greek
goddess of love and beauty, identified by the
Romans with their Venus, who was originally
a deity of much less importance. By one legend
she is fabled (as Aphrodite Anadyoitiene) to have sprung
from the foam of the sea. She was the personification of
female grace, and from her prototype, the Phenician As-

tarte, represented the re-

productive and germinal
powers of nature.

2. [NL.] In cool.: (a)
A genus of chaatopo-
dous annelids, typi-
cal of the familyAph-
roditid(E(which see).
The species are known as
sea-mice ; the common
sea-mouse is A. acnl>'iitn.

Also written Aphrodita.
See tea-mouse,

(ft) A
genus of lepidopter-
ous insects. Uiibner,
1816. (c) A genus
of bivalve mollusks.
Also written Aphro-
dita. Isaac Lea.
3. [I. c.] A variety

pf meerschaum. It

is a hydrous silicate
of magnesium.
Aphroditidse (af-ro-

dlt'i-de), n.pl. [NL'.,
< Aphrodite, 2 (a), +
-ido3."\ A family of
free marine chsetop-
odous annelids, of which the genus Aphrodite is

the type. There are numerous other genera.
Also Aphroditacea, Aphroditw.
Another type altogether is shown by the scale-bearing

annelids, Aphroditidai ; the upper parapodia, or false feet,
carry large scales, which lie over the back of the animal
and form an imbricated covering, serving the double pur-
pose of protection and respiration.

Stand. Sat. Hist., I. 230.

Aphrophora (af-rof'o-ra), H. [NL., < Gr. a<j>po-

ijiopof, foam-bearing, < a<t>p6f, foam, + -^o/>of, <

<t>ipeiv= E. ftear1 .] A genus of homopterous in-

sects, of the family Cercopidie : so called because
the larva is enveloped in the frothy or foamy
substance known as cuckoo-spit. The genus is

closely related to Ptyclus, and species were for-

merly placed in Ptyclus or Tettiyonia.
Aphr'ophorida (af-ro-for'i-dii), . pi. [NL., <

A/iliropliortt + -i<ld.~] Same as Apliropliori/m'.
Aphrophorinas (af"ro-fo-ri'ne), . pi. [NL., <

Aphrophora + -ilia;.']

'

In cntom., the froth-

opy of the Cnidian Statue by
Praxiteles, Vatican Museum.

apiary

bearing hoppers; a subfamily or other division
of the great family CereopUUB, represented by
the gi'tici-u .l/i/ii'ii/ilnim, Lfpyrnnui, 1'tt/elim, and
many others, and containing a great many spe-
cies of medium or small size, very generally
distributed over the world, and especially af-

fecting pines and willows.

aphrosiderite (af-ro-sid'o-rit), . [< Gr. a<f>p6f,

foam, + aidr/pof, iron, + -ite2.] A ferruginous
chloritic mineral occurring in soft dark-green
scales.

aphtha (af 'thji), n.; pi. aphtha: (-the). [NL., < L.

n/i/it/ui', pi., < Gr. aifffai, pi. of a<f>Ua, an eruption,
ulceration, < airreiv, set on fire, inflame.] In

pathol., an eruption ;
an ulceration : used espe-

cially in the plural to denote small round ulcers,
sometimes becoming confluent, and said in some
cases to be preceded by vesicles which break.
They occur upon the tongue, gums, inside of the lips, and
palate. When Mycttderma vini (Oidium albicans) is found
in these ulcers, the disease is called thrush, or milk-ihrwth.
Also'aptha. Aphthae epizobticse, foot-and-mouth dis-

ease (which see, under /""/).

aphthalose (af'tha-los), n. [As aphtli(it)al(ite)
+ -one."] Same as aphthitalite.

Aphthartodocetae (af-thar"t6-do-se'te), n. pi.

[< LGr. *'AtfttiapTo6oK7j~ai. < Gr. atpOapros, uucor-

rupted, incorruptible (< a- priv. + tp8apr6f, verbal

adj. of tfiOeipeiv, destroy, ruin, corrupt), + donelv,
think. Cf. Vocetce."] A Monophysite sect which
existed from the sixth to the ninth century, or
later. They held that the body of Christ was incorruptible
even before the resurrection, and that he suffered death
only in a phantasmal appearance. From this they are
sometimes called jPJtanftuuMft, a name more properly be-

longing to the Docetre (which see), who denied even the

reality of Christ's body.

Aphthartodocetism (af-thar"t6-do-se'tizm), .

The doctrines of the Aphthartodocete.
Justinian himself lapsed into heresy, by accepting the

doctrine that the earthly body of Christ was incorruptible,
insensible to the weaknesses of the tlesh, a doctrine which
had been advanced by Julian, bishop of Halicaruassus,
and went by the name of ApMnartodooetlm.

EM-UC. Brit., XIII. 796.

aphthitalite (af-thit'a-llt), n. [< Gr. (ujfiiToi;,

unchanging, unchangeable (< d- priv. + ^ftrof,
verbal adj. of

</>f)ieiv, commonly folvstv, destroy,
change), + aXf, salt, + /U0of, a stone.] A na-
tive potassium sulphate found on Mount Ve-
suvius in delicate crystallizations. Also called

aphthalose and Vesuvius-salt.

aphthoid(af'thoid), a. [< aphtha + -oid.~] Re-
sembling an aphtha or aphthre.
aphthong (af'thong), 11. [< Gr. &(j>6oyyoe, voice-

less, < a- priv. + <p86yyoi;, voice, sound, < ijtOeyyc-

a6ai, sound.] A letter or combination of let-

ters which in the customary pronunciation of a
word has no sound. [Bare.]
aphthous (af'thus), a. [= F. aphtheitx, < NL.
(ij>lithosiis,<ajihtlia,q.v.'] 1. In pa thol., of the
nature of or characterized by aphthas. 2. In

liot., appearing as if covered with aphthae.
Aphyllae (a-fil'e), . pi. [NL., fern. pi. (sc.

plan tin) of aphyllws, leafless : see aphyllous."] A
section of cryptogamic plants without leaves,
comprising lichens, fungi, and algaa. Same as
thalluqcns. [Not used.]
aphyllose (a-fil'6s), a. Same as aphyllous.

aphyllous (a-fil'us), a. [< NL. aphyllus, < Gr.

a^i'A/iof, leafless, < a- priv. + QrM.ov = L. folium,
a leaf.] In lot., destitute of leaves: applied
to flowering plants that are naturally leafless,
as most Cactacccc, and to thallogenous crypto-
gams.
aphylly (a-fil'i), n. [< NL. 'aphyllia, < Gr. as if

*a^t)A/.('a, < a^uA?.of, leafless : see aphyllous.] In

bot., the state of being aphyllous; an entire

suppression of leaves, as ordinarily occurs in
most Cactacca; etc.

apian (a'pi-an), a. [< L. apianus, of bees, <

apis, a bee: see Apis1
.] Of or pertaining to

bees.

Apiariae (a-pi-a'ri-e), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi. of
L. apiarius: see apiarian."] In Latreille's sys-
tem of classification, a division of melliferous
aculeate hymenopterous insects: opposed to

Andrenctcc, and corresponding to the modern
family Apida; (which see).

apiarian (a-pi-a'ri-an), a. and w. [< L. apia-
riiix, relating to bees, abee-keeper, < apis, a bee :

see -4pf'*l.] I. a. Relating to bees, or to bee-

keeping.
II. . A bee-keeper; an apiarist.

apiarist (a'pi-a-rist), . [< apiary + -ist."] One
who keeps an apiary ;

one who keeps bees, or
studies the nature of bees

;
a bee-keeper or bee-

master.

apiary (a'pi-a-ri), . ; pi. apiaries (-riz). [< L.

apiarium, a bee-house, beehive, neut. of apia-



apiary

rius, relating to bees : see r</>i(tri(n>.] A place
where bees are kept ;

a stand or shed for bees
;

a bee-house containing a number of beehives.

apiaster (a'pi-as-ter), . [NL., < LL. apinslra,
the bee-eater, a bird commonly called merops ;

< apis, a bee, + -aster.] In ornitli., an old name
of the bee-eater; in 1760 made by Brisson a

generic name for the bee-eaters
;
now the spe-

cific name of the European bee-eater, J/<r/
apiaster. See cut under bee-eater.

apical (ap'i-kal), a. [< L. apex (apic-), apex, +
-a?.] Relating to the apex or top; belonging
to the pointed end of a cone-shaped body.
Apical cell, (a) In but., the single cell which 111 most
of the higher cryptogams constitutes the growtng^Mdnt
(punctual vei/rtatumis). (6) In zool., a cell at the apex of
the segmented ovum of some embryos, as sponges: the

opposite of basal cell.

apically (ap'i-kal -i), adv. At the apex or tip.

apicated (ap'i-k'a-ted), a. [< NL. apicatus (cf.
L. apicatus, adorned with an apex or priest's

cap), < apex (apic-) : see apex and -ate1 .] Hav-
ing a conspicuous apex.

apices, Plural of apex.
Apician (a-pis'ian), a. [< L. Apieianwt, < Api-

ciii.-s.] Referring to or resembling Apicius, a
celebrated Roman epicure in the time of Tibe-
rius

; hence, relating to the skilful preparation
of delicate viands

; dainty in regard to food.

apicifixed (ap'i-si-fikst), a. [< L. apex (apic-),

apex, + frits, fixed, + -ed%.] In hot., attached

by the apex, as an anther (in some cases) to the
filament.

apicillary (ap-i-sil'a-ri), a. [< NL. as if *api-
cillus, dim. of L. apex (apic-), apex, + -ary.]
Situated at or near the apex.
apickabackt, apickbackt, adv. Same as pick-
aback.

apiculate (a-pik'u-lat), a. [< NL. amculatus,'
apiculus, q. v.] fn hot., tipped with a short

and abrupt point : applied to a leaf or any
other part which is suddenly terminated by a
distinct point or apiculus.
apiculated (a-pik'u-la-ted), a. Same as apicu-
late.

apiculi, n. Plural of apiculus.

apiculture (a'pi-kul-tur), n. [< L. apis, a bee,
+ cultura, culture. Cf. agriculture.] The rear-

ing of bees.

apiculturist (a'pi-kul-tur-ist), n. [< apiculture
+ -ist.~\ One who engages in apiculture, or the

breeding, care, and improvement of bees.

apiculus (a-pik'u-lus), .; pi. apiculi (-11). [NL.,
dim. of L. apex (apic-), a point : see apex.] In

bot., a small point formed by the projection of
the midrib beyond its leaf.

Apidae1
(ap'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Apis*- + -if/a-.]

A family of melliferous or anthophilous acu-
leate hymenopterous insects; the typical bees,

Honey-Bee (Apis mflli/ica}, typical of Apida.
i, queen ; a, neuter worker; 3, drone. (Slightly reduced.)

with the mouth-parts short and stout, as dis-

tinguished from the other bees, or Andrenido;,
which have a long trunk. The family contains Apis
(the hive-bees), Bombtu (the bumblebees), and many other
genera of social bees, besides a number of solitary ones, as

Xylocopa (the carpenter-bees), etc. See bee, Apisi, and
cuts under A nthuphora and carpenter-bee.

Apidae2 (ap'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Apus + -ida;.]
Same as Apodidw.

apiece (a-pes'), prep. phr. as adv. [Early mod.
E. also apeece, apcce, a piece, a pcece, a pece,
< ME. a pece : a, E. a3

; pece, piece ;
the prep, (a3 )

being merged in popular apprehension with the
article (a

2
) and the noun extended in meaning :

see a3
,
a2

,
and piece.] For each piece, article,

thing, or person ; for each
;
to each ; each : as,

they cost a dollar apiece; there is an orange
apiece.
Neither have two coats apiece. Luke ix. 3.

In earnest, pray, how many men apiece
Have you two been the death of?

Ford, Broken Heart, i. 2.

apiecest (a-pe'sez), adv. [< a3 + pieces.'] In or
to pieces.

Yield up my sword? That's Hebrew ;

I'll first be cut apieces.
Beau, and Fl., Little French Lawyer, ii. 1.

apiin (a'pi-in), n. [< L. apivm, parsley, + -j2.]A gelatinous substance obtained from common
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parsley by boiling it in water. The filtered

solution, on cooling, deposits ;ipiin.

apikedt, . [ME., < - + pil.-nl, />///', trimmed,
fit. picked: see a-1 and />//r, ;m-A

:

.] Trimmed;
cleaned from dirt.

Ful frcssh and newe here gere a/iiked was.

ClUHUtr, I:.-M. 1'nil. toC. T., 1.305.

apilary (a-pil'a-ri), a. [< Or. (i- priv. + TriAof.

a cap, + -ary.'] Characterized by abnormal
suppression of the galea or upper lip : applied
by Morren to the flowers of certain bilabiate

plants, as Calceolaria.

apinoid (ap'i-noid), a. [< Gr. amvi/f, without
dirt (< a- priv. + ir/vof, dirt), + fMof, form :' see

-oid.'} Free from dirt: sometimes applied to

scirrhous cancer, from the cleanliness of the
surface of a section.

Apiocrinidae (ap'i-o-krin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Apiocrinus + -ida;.] The pear-encrinites, con-
sidered as a family of crinoids, typified by the

genus Apiocrinus. The same or a similar group
is variously called Apiocrini'lcn, .-Ipiocritiitidea,
and Apiocrinoidea.
apiocrinite (ap-i-ok'ri-nit), n. [< Apiocrinus
+ -ite'2.] A pear-encrinite ;

a member of the

genus Apiocrinus.
Apiocrinus (ap-i-ok'ri-nus), n. [NL., < Gr. axi-

ov, a pear, -I- npivov, a lily: see crinoid.] A
genus of brachiate fossil crinoids, or encri-

nites; the pear-encrinites, or pyriform stone-

lilies, of the family Encrinidie and order Cri-
iioidea. Oneof thespeciesis,4.ro(ttn<i#. They
occur in the Cretaceous and Oolite formations.

Originally written Apiocrinites.

apioid (ap'i-oid), . [< Gr. amoeidfa, pear-
shaped, < airiov, a pear, + cl/hf, form.] A plane
curve so drawn that the distance of any point
in it from a given fixed point, increased by a
constant, positive, and proper fraction of its

distance from another given fixed point, gives
a positive constant. It is that one of a pair
of Cartesian ovals which is within the other.
See Cartesian.

apiol (ap'i-ol), n. [< L. opium, parsley, + -ol.]
An organic substance, forming long, white,
brittle, needle-like crystals, extracted by distill-

ing parsley-seeds with water. It melts at 86

F., and boils at about 572 F. It is used as an
emmenagogue. Also called parsley-camphor.
apiologist (a-pi-ol'o-jist), . One versed in

apiology.
apiology (a-pi-ol'o-ji), n. [< L. apis, a bee (see
.l/(/.s-l), + Gr. -)j>yia,<. /.tjetv, speak: see-ology.]
A systematic or scientific study of bees.

Apiomerinae (ap*i-6-me-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Apiomerus + -MMR.J A subfamily of heterop-
terous insects, of the family Redumidce, typified
by the genus Apiomerus. It is a large group in

America, with several species peculiar to the
United States.

Apiomerus (ap"i-o-me'rus), >/. [NL., < Gr.

&TTIOV, a pear, + ji^/jof, thigh.] A genus of

heteropterous insects, of the family Reduviida?,

typical of a subfamily Apiome-
ritue. A. crassipes (Uhler) is

a species widely distributed
in the United States.

Apion (ap'i-on), . [NL., <

Gr. aviov, a pear.] A genus of

weevils, of the family Curcu-

lionida; thelaryre of which are

specially injurious to clover.

Apionin8B(ap*i-o-ni'ne), n.pl.

[NL., < Apion + -inn'.] In en-

torn., a subfamily of rhynchophorous beetles, of
the family Curculionidte or weevils, typified by

Apiomfrus cr,

the genus Apion, and characterized by straight
antennas, a lateral fold on the inner surface of
the elytra, a horizontal pygidium, and an abdo-
men alike in both sexes. The species are most-

ly very small.

Apios (ap'i-os), n. [NL., so called from the

shape of the tubers ;
< Gr. amoc, ,

a pear, also a

pear-tree ;
cf. aviov, a pear, djr<of, a kind of

euphorbia, perhaps the sun-spurge.] A North

States, and is called ground-nut or wild bean ; its tubers,
though numerous, are small.

Apis1
(a'pis), n. [L., a bee

; perhaps = Gr.

e/iirif, a gnat ;
cf. OHG. imbi, impi, a swarm of

bees, MHG. imb, imme, G. imme, a bee.] A
genus of melliferous or anthophilous aculeate

hymeuopterous insects, the type of the family
Apido3 and of the suborder Mellifera or An-

thophila; the hive-bees. The genus was formerly
coextensive with these groups, but is now by successive

aplanogamete
detachments of other wnera limited t.. tin- hiv.--l.ee (Apis
mellifca) ami its iniin.-.liate relatives. See /*('. all. I cut
un.lel- .\t>i<t'f\ .

Apis- (A'pis), H. [L.. < Gr. 'Aff.c, < Egypt, llnpi,
lit.

' hidden. '] Tlie sacred bull of the ancient
Egyptians, to which
divine honors were
paid. The hull sou-jlit

out by the priests fur this

purpose was required to
lie lilaek with a triangular
white spot on the fore-

head, and with num. n>us
other marks which de-
mit.-. I the true Apis,

apish (a'pish), a. [<

ape + -Mi 1
.] Having Apis.

the qualities of an """"Y^VHuSlSs^et
1^ Ne"

ape ; inclined to im-
itate in a servile manner; hence, foolishly fop-
pish, affected, or trifling : as, apish manners.
A kimle of birds as it were of an aiiixlt kiude, ready to

imitate what they see done.

Holland, tr. of Camden's Britannia (1637), p. 543.

apishamore (a-pish'a-mor), n. [Origin not as-

certained.] In the western United States, a sad-
dle-blanket made of the skin of a buffalo-calf.

apishly (a'pish-li), adv. In an apish manner
;

with silly imitation
; foppishly.

Sin is so apithly crafty, as to hide itself under the col-

ours and masks of goodness and honesty.
Jer. Taylor, Artif. Handsomeness, p. 15.

apishness (a'pish-nes), . [< apish + -ness.]
The quality of being apish ; mimicry ; foppery :

as, "the apishness of foreign manners. War-
burton, Sermons.
We were not bom to revel in tbeopttkntM of ridiculous

expense of time. Ford, Line of Life.

Apistes (a-pis'tez), n. [NL., also Apistus, <

Gr. ainoroc, not to be trusted, incredible, < a-

priv. + morof, to be trusted, verbal adj. of

neidfiv, prevail upon, in pass. ircideaOat, believe.]
A genus of fishes, typical of the subfamily Apis-
Una;.

Apistinae (ap-is-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Apistes
+ -('.] A subfamily of fishes, of the family
Scorpamidce, exemplified by the genus Apistes,

having the vertebrce typical in number (10 ab-
dominal and 14 caudal), and the dorsal fin com-
mencing on the nape or head. They are char-
acteristic of the Indo-Pacific region.
apitpatt (a-pit'pat), prep. phr. as udi\ [<

3

4- jiilpat. Cf. pit-a-pat."} With quick beating
or palpitation ; pit-a-pat.

Welcome, my bully, my buck ; agad, my heart is gone
apilpat for you. Conyreuf, Old Batchelor, ii. 2.

apivorous (a-piv'o-rus), a. [< L. ajris, a bee, +
rorare, devour.] Bee-eating; feeding on bees.

aplacental (ap-la-sen'tal), a. [< NL. aplacen-
talis, < Gr. <i- priv! (a-iS/'-f placenta, q. v.] Hav-
ing no placenta ; implacental : applied to those
mammals in which no placenta is developed dur-

ing gestation. The aplacental mammals comprise the
Monotremata and Mamupialia, the two lowest orders of

mammals, including the duck-mole, porcupine ant-eater,
kangaroo, etc. The young are born at a much more imma-
ture stage of fetal development than in the placental mam-
mals, and are so helpless that they are unable even to suck,
and in most cases have to be fixed by the mother herself

upon the teats, while the milk is forced into their mouths
by a muscle which is spread over the mammary gland.

Aplacentalia (ap"la-sen-ta'li-ii), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of aplacentalis : see aplacental.] Same
as Implacentalia.
Aplacentaria (ap"la-sen-ta'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of aplacentariiis, < <3r. a-priv. (a-

1
^)

+ placenta, q. v. Cf. aplacental.] Same as Im-

placentalia.

aplanatic (ap-la-nat'ik), a. [Prop, aplanetic,
< Gr. aTrhdvj/rof, not wandering, < a- priv. 4-

7r/.aw?Tof, wandering: see planet.] Without
aberration : in optics, applied to a lens or com-
bination of lenses, as in a telescope, which

brings parallel rays to a focus without spherical
or chromatic aberration Aplanatic line, a Car-

tesian oval : so called because it is the section of a sur-

face refracting light from one focus to another without
aberration.

aplanatically (ap-la-nat'i-kal-i), adv. In an

aplanatic manner; as regards aplanatism, or

the absence of spherical aberration.

aplanatism (a-plan'a-tizm), n. [< aplanat-ic +
-ism.] In optics, the condition of being free

from spherical aberration.

aplanetic (ap-la-net'ik), a. Same as aplanatic.

aplanogamete ( ap"la-np-gam'e-te),
n. [< Gr. a-

priv. + Tr'Advo(, wandering, roaming, + yafWTf],

a wife: see a-18 and planogamete.] In hot., a,

conjugating cell of the Conjugate, in distinction

from the platiotjamete (the ciliated and mobile

zoospore) of the Zoosporece. See gamete.



aplasia

aplasia (a-pla'si-il), . [NL., < Gr. a- priv. +
-'/naif, formation, < rr'sdoaetv, form, mold.] De-
fective or arrested development in a tissue or

an organ.
aplastic (a-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. a-'/.aarof, not

capable of being molded (< a- priv. + -/ao-nif,

molded), + -ic: see n-1" and plustii:] Not

plastic ;
not easily molded.

aplatisseur (a-pla-to-sor'), . [F., < aplnlir

(aplatiss-), crush, flatten, < I't (L. ail) + plat,

flat.] A mill for crushing grain to be used as

food for cattle.

Apleuri (a-plo'ri), n. pi. [NL., pi. of aplfurux,
< Gr. d- priv. + Tr/nyxz, rib.] A name proposed
by Owen for a suborder of ribless plectogna-
thous fishes, consisting of the families Oxtrii-

ciontidie and Oymnodonttda.
aplite, . See haplite.

aplo-. Improper form of liaplo-, adopted in some
zoological and botanical names. See hapto-.

Aplodes, . See Haplodes.
aplomb (a-ploii'), n. [F., self-possession, assur-

ance, lit. perpendicularity, < a plomb, perpen-
dicular, plumb: a (< L. ad), to

; plomb, plumb,
plummet: see plumb.] Self-possession spring-

ing from perfect confidence in one's self; as-

surance.
The staple figure in novels is the man of aplomb, who

sits among the young aspirants and desperates, quite
sure and compact, and, never sharing their affections or

debilities, hurls his word like a bullet when occasion re-

quires, knows his way, and carries his points.

Saurian, Letters and Social Aims, p. 72.

aplome, . See liaplome.

Aplopappus, n. See Haplopappuy.
aplostemonous, a. See haplostemonous.

aplotomy, n. See haptotom//.

aplustre (ap-lus'tre), . [L., also aplustrum,
chiefly in pi. aplus-

triaoraplustra; LL.
also amplustre ; < Gr.

aifi^MOTov, the charac-
teristic ornaments of
the stern of a ship.
Cf. acrostolium.]
The ornament rising
above the stern of

ancient ships. Though
varying much in design,
these ornaments were
often very graceful, par-
ticularly in Greek ex-

amples. A usual form
was a sheaf or plume of

volutes, variously com-
bined. The aplustre rose

immediately behind the

steersman, and is often represented as supporting a flag.
As a conspicuous part of the ship, it was often removed as
a trophy by captors. Also called aphlagton.
About two hours later Arrius stood under the aplustre

of the galley. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 141.

Aplysia (ap-lis'i-a), . [NL. ;
cf. L. apli/sia;

pi, < Gr. turfofflat, pi., prop. gen. sing., a-x'kv-

aias G7r6yyo,
a sponge, so
named from
its dirty-gray
color, < Gr.

inrhvaia, n'lthi-

ness, < air'Av-

rof, unwash-
ed, <d- priv. +
nvlwoV, verbal

adj. of 7T/t uvetv, wash.] A genus of gastropodous
mollusks, the sea-hares, having an oval oblong
form with four tentacles, and somewhat resem-
bling slugs. Its numerous species are remarkable for
the function of secreting a fluid of violet color (due to the
presence of iodine), which they discharge when molested.
One of the best known is A. depilan*, the depilatory sea-

hare, so called because it was supposed that the fluid it

discharged was capable of removing hair or preventing its

growth. Also written Laplyttia, by an original mistake
(Linnanis, 1707), followed by many writers.

aplysiid (ap-lis'i-id), n. A gastropod of the

family Aplijsiida;.

Aplysiidae (ap-li-si'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Aply-
sia + -idw.] A family of tectibranchiate gas-
tropods, of which the genus Aplysia is the type,
having the shell rudimentary or wanting. Be-
sides Aplysia, there are several other genera, as Dolabella
and Notarchtut, and the species are numerous. Also incor-
rectly written Aplyftiadce and Aplysulai. The same group
is also n;iiin-l A/i/</iii<-/'<i, .\i>lii*nuta, and Apliixiunce.

apneumatic (ap-nu-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. iarvei-

fiarof, not blown through (< d- priv. + Trref-

H>I(T-), breath, blowing), 4- -ic: see a-18 and
pneumatic.] Uninflated; collapsed: applied
to the lungs.
apneumatosis (ap-nu-ma-to'sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. mrvebfiarof, not blown through (see npin-K-
niiilif), + -i/sin.] An uiiinnated condition of

Aplustre of an ancient Greek Ship.

Depilatory Sea-hare (Aplysia depila
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portions of the lungs, especially that condition
of tabular dist ribution which results from bron-
chitis. It is chiefly confined to infancy and early
childhood.

Apneumona (ap-nu'mo-na), n. pi. [NL.,
ueut. pi. of a/iiK'iii<iH : sec apnffumonovs.] An
order of holothurians

;
one of two orders into

which the class llolnthiii'/iiilut is divisible (the
other being Itipiiei/invii/i or Pn&tmoitophora).
They have no organs of respiration, nor Curieriim organs.
The order contains those holothurians which are hermaph-
rodite, as Kt/iiai/ta. It is divisible into two families, Sy-
iKiptnlif ;unl OnofaofaMtto. See cut under Synapta.

Apneumones (ap-nu'ino-nez), . pi. Same as

Apneiimiina.
apneumonous (ap-nu'mo-nus), n. [< NL. ap-
in'Hiitiiii,(. <!r. ajrvsbfujv. without lungs (breath),
< a- priv. + irvei'fiuv, lung (Trvevfia, breath).]

Having no respiratory organs; specifically,

pertaining to or resembling the Apneumona.
Apneusta (ap-nus'ta), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi. of

upucHstus, < Gr. airvevGTof, without breath, < a-

priv. 4- "Trvftwrof, verbal adj. of KVEIV, breathe.]
A suborder of opisthobranchiate gastropods:
a synonym of Abrancliia or Dermatopnoa (which
see). See also Sacoglossa.

apnoea (ap-ne'a), n. [NL., < Gr. airvoia, want
of wind, < ammof, without wind, breathless, < d-

priv. + irvelv, blow, breathe.] In pathol., par-
tial privation or suspension of respiration ;

want
of breath. Specifically, it denotes the inhibition of res-

piration by the presence of an abnormally great quantity
of oxygen in the blood. It is also improperly used by some
to denote the opposite condition, that of asphyxia.

apnceal (ap-ne'al), a. Characterized by apnoea.
apnoeic (ap-ne'ik), a. Same as apnceal.

apo-. [L., etc., apo-, < Gr. OTTO-, prefix, ami, prep.,
= L. ab = Skt. apo = AS. of, E. of, off, etc. : see
ab- and of, off. Before a vowel the prefix be-
comes ap-, Gr. aw-

;
before the rough breathing,

aph-, Gr. d^-.] A prefix of Greek origin, mean-
ing off, from, away from (in respect to place,

time, or origin).

apobates (a-pob'a-tez), n.
; pi. apobatce (-te).

[Gr. cmo
t3aT>K, lit. one who dismounts, < 071-0-

palveiv, step off from, dismount, < 0x6, off, +
fiaiveiv, verbal adj. /3ar<if, step, go.] In Gr.

antiq., a warrior who rode into action on a

chariot, standing beside the charioteer, and
leaped off and on, according to the exigencies
of the fight, while the chariot was in motion.
This method of fight-

ing was a tradition in

Greece from the heroic

age, but in historic
times the practice was
preserved only in Bceo-
tia and in Athens, par-
ticularly as a feature of
the Fanathenaic pro-
cession in the latter

state.

In the Theseion
[frieze] . . . there are

figures to be found re-

sembling in form, atti-

tude, armour, and dress
the apobatte, who leap
on to their chariots in

the Parthenon frieze.

A.S.Murray, Greek
[Sculpture, I. 244.

apoblast (ap
'
o -

blast), n. [< Gr.

air6, off, + /Maorof,
germ.] In Mol., a so-called directive corpuscle ;

a small temporary body formed in an unim-
pregnated ovum as a result of cell-division.

See extract.

Resting on the dividing upper sphere are the eight-
shaped "directive corpuscles," better called "prseseminal
outcast cells or apoblasttt," since they are the result of a
cell-division which affects the egg-cell before it is impreg-
nated, and are mere refuse destined to disappear.

K. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 637.

apocalypse (a-pok'a-lips), . [< ME. apocalipse,
-ly/is, etc., abbr. pocalyps, < L. apocalypsis,
< Gr. airond/.-mliis, an uncovering, revelation, <

a-rroKaZvirTciv, uncover, reveal, < av6, from, +
xaAi'Trrav, cover.] Revelation

; discovery ; dis-

closure; specifically (with a capital letter), a
title of the last book of the New Testament,
usually called the book of Revelation, and in

the English version the Revelation of St. John
the Divine.

apocalypt (a-pok'a-lipt), n. [< Gr. as if "diroKa-

'/.'vTTTj/r, a revealer, < dn-osaAt'reu', reveal : see

apocalypse, and cf. apocalyptist.] The author
of the Apocalypse. Coleridge. [Rare.]

apocalyptic (a-pok-a-lip'tik), a. and n. [< Gr.

mroKa'/.vTTTiKOf, < a-xoKa'/.i'TTTfiv: see apoeali/pxi'.]
I. a. 1 . Containing or pertaining to an apoca-
lypse or revelation

; specifically, relating to or

Apocarpous Fruit

(achenia) of Thalic-
trum antmonoiiits
(rue-anemone).
(Gray's

" Genera of
Plants of U. S." )

Apobates. Frieze of the Parthenon,
British Museum.

apocopate

simulating the book of Revelation in the New
Testament. 2. Given to the explanation or

application of prophecy.
As if (forsooth) there could not be so much as a few

houses fired, . . . but that some (tpwtiliiptic ignoramus or
other must presently find, and pick it out of some abused.

martyred prophecy of Ezekiel, Dank-1. <>i- tlte Kcvelation.
Hui/Hi. Sermons, V. !n.

Apocalyptic number, the number WiC, spoken of in Rev.
xiii. is.

II. 11. Same as apocalt/ptist.
The divine apoeatyftio, Li;ttilfitl, Misc., p. 107.

apocalyptical (a-pok-a-lip'ti-kal), a. Same as

apocalyptic.

apocalyptically (a-pok-a-lip'ti-kal-i), adv. In
an apocalyptic manner; in, or in relation to,
the Apocalypse ; by revelation.

apocalypticism (a-pok-a- lip
'

ti-sizm), . [<

apocalyptic + -/.] 1 . In tlieol., the doctrine of

the second coming and personal reign of Christ

upon the earth: so called from its supposed
justification in the Apocalypse or Revelation
of St. John. See millenarianism.
The old Christian eschatology is set aside ; no one has

dealt such deadly blows to Chiliasm and Christian apoca-
lypliciim as Origen. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 842.

2. Excessive fondness for interpreting the

prophecies of the Apocalypse; tendency to
theorize over-confidently as to the events of the
last days, on the ground of a favorite individual
or polemical explanation of the Apocalypse.
apocalyptist (a-pok-a-lip'tist), n. [As apoca-
lypt + -ist.J 1. The writer of the Apocalypse.

2. An interpreter of the Apocalypse.
Also apocalyptic.

apocarpous (ap-o-kar'pus), a. [< NL. apocar-
pus, < Gr. air6, from, + Kapnof, fruit.] In bot.,

having the carpels of the gy-
no3cium separate. Applied to an
ovary or a fruit composed of one or
more simple and distinct pistils, as
in the Ranunculaceas and many Ro-
Kacece.

apocatastasis (ap"o-ka-tas'ta-
sis), . [< Gr. a-OKaTaoTaaif,
the period of a star, return,
restoration, < anoKoBccravaL, re-

store, return, reestablish, <

air6, from, + Kafftardvai, estab-

lish, < Kara, down,+ laravai, set,
cause to stand, = L. stare, stand.] Reestablish-

ment; full restoration
;
final restitution. Used

specifically to denote (at) In atftron., the periodic circu-
lation of a planet, as bringing it back to the point from
which it had set out. (b) In med., the restoration which
is indicated by the cessation or subsiding of an abscess or a
tumor, (c) In theol., the final restitution of all things, in
which all the wicked of all time will be fully restored to the
favor of God. The doctrine of snch a restitution, founded
on Acts iii. 21 and other passages of Scripture, has appeared
in the Christian church at different times during the past
seventeen centuries, and forms an important feature of
the creed of modern Universalists. See restitution. Also
spelled apokatasta&is.

apocatharsis (ap'o-ka-thar'sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. inroKaOapaif, that which is cleared off, < OTTO-

KaOaipeiv, clear off, cleanse, < dirA, off, + KaSai-

peiv, cleanse: see cathartic.] In med., same as
catharsis. Dmiglison.
apocathartic (ap'o-ka-thar'tik), a. and . [<
Gr. /nroKaffaarutdf, clearing off, cleansing, < dTro-

KaBaipeiv, clear off: see apocatharsis.'] I. a.

Same as cathartic, 1.

II. . A cathartic.

apochromatic (ap"o-kro-mat'ik), a. [< Gr.
air6, from, + ^pa^a(T-), color, + -ic.] An epi-
thet descriptive of an improved form of lens
devised by Professor Abbe of Jena, constructed
of new kinds of glass which allow of a more
perfect correction of chromatic and spherical
aberration than has hitherto been possible. The
kinds of glass employed are chiefly remarkable in that
their dispersion for different parts of the spectrum is near-

ly proportional : hence a lens constructed of them is not
subject to the limitation of an ordinary achromatic lens of

being strictly achromatic for two colors only. Another de-
fect of ordinary lenses, that their spherical aberration is

not corrected for all rays, is also largely overcome.

The elimination of these errors realizes an achromatism
of higher order than has hitherto been attained. The ob-

jectives of this system maybe therefore distinguished from
achromatic lenses in the old sense of the word by the term
apochroinatiztn, and may be called apochrvmatic objectives.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., Feb., 1S87, p. 28.

apochromatisra (ap-o-kro'ma-tizm), n. [< apo-
chromat-ic + -ism.] The condition of being
apochromatic. See above.

apocopate (a-pok'o-pat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

apocopated, ppr. apocopating. [< apocope +
-ate2.} In gram., to cut off or drop the last

letter or syllable of (a word).
apocopate, apocopated (a-pok'o-pat, -pa-ted),
p. a. Cut off: applied (a) in gram., to a word
from which the last letter or syllable has been



apocopate

out off, or to the part thus removed
; (ft) in

math., to a series of quotients constituting a

continuant, when the first or last member of the
series is cut off.

apocope (a-pok'o-pe), n. [L., < Gr. aironairf/, a

Cutting Off, < ilTTOKOTTTeiV, CUt Off, < QTO, off, +
K6jTTetv, cut.] 1. In tjram., the cutting off or
omission of the last letter or syllable of a word,
as in th' for the, f for in. 2. In sura., a wound
with loss of substance

;
ablation

; amputation.
3. [cap.] [NL.] In zool., a genus of plec-

tospondylous fishes, of the family I'yprinidie.
It contains several species of western North
America, such as A. couesi. E. D, Cope, 1871.

apocrenic (ap-o-kren'ik), a. [< Gr. 0x6. from,+ Kpi/vri, a spring, + -tc.] Obtained from
springs: used only in the following phrase.
Apocrenic add, an uncrystallizable brown gummy

acid, soluble in water, existing in certain mineral springs,
and in the vegetable mold of soil together with crenic
acid, from which it is formed by oxidation.

Apocreos (a-ppk're-os), n. [LGr. air&npeuf, a
season of fasting; cf. inrunpaniv, abstain from
flesh, < Gr. airA, from, + upt-ac, flesh.] In the Gr.
Cli.: (a) Sexagesima Sunday: so called be-
cause abstinence from flesh begins from that

day. (6) The week preceding Sexagesima, in
some respects analogous to the carnival of
western Europe.
apocrisary (a-pok'ri-sa-ri), n.

; pi. apocrisaries
(-riz). Same as apocrisiari/.

apocrisiary (ap-o-kris'i-a-n), n.
; pi. apocrisia-

ries (-riz). [< LL. apocrisiarius, also apocrisa-
rius, < Gr.

iariitftiaif, an answer, < airoicpiveoOai,

answer, mid. of inronpivuv, separate, distin-

guish, < air6, from, + Kplveiv, separate, dis-

tinguish, = L. cernere, separate, distinguish:
see critic and crisis."] Formerly, the title of va-
rious diplomatic or ministerial officers; espe-
cially (a) of the representatives of the see of
Rome and other chief sees at Constantinople ;

(ft) of the papal representatives at the court of

Charlemagne and his successors, until the title

was given to an imperial officer, after which
the former were called legates or nuncios.

apocrustict (ap-o-krus'tik), a. and n. [< Gr.

axoKpovartKAf, able to drive off, repellent, < im&-

upovoToe, driven off, verbal adj. of aironpovetv,
beat off, drive off, < anA, off, + Kpovetv, beat,
strike.] I. a. In med., repelling; astringent.

II. . An astringent and repellent medicine.

apocrypha (a-pok'ri-fa), . pi., also used as sing.
[In ME. as a quasi-adj., in lit. sense ; < LL. apo-
crypha,neut. pi. (sc. scripta) of apocryplms, < Gr.

aTroKpvttxx; (neut. pi. (nrbiipvtya, sc. ypafipaTa or

/3(/}A/o), hidden, concealed, obscure, recondite,
hard to understand; in eccles. use, of writ-

ings, anonymous, of unknown or undetermined
authorship or authority, unrecognized, unca-
nonical, spurious, pseudo-; < (nroKpinrTetv, hide

away, conceal, obscure, < inr6, away, + Kpinrreiv,

hide, conceal: see apo- and crypt.] 1. A writ-

ing or statement of doubtful authorship or au-

thenticity : formerly used, in the predicate, as a
quasi-adjective.
The writynge is Apocripha whanne the auctor therof is

unknowe.
Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychron., V. 105. (If. E. D.)

That . . . Kings enjoy'd their Crowns by Right descend-
ing to them from Adam, that we think not only Apocrypha,
but also utterly impossible.

Locke, Government, II. i. 11. (N. E. D.)

Specifically 2. Eccles.: (a) A name given in
the early church to various writings of uncer-
tain origin and authority, regarded by some
as inspired, but rejected by most authorities or
believers. Such books were either works acknowledged
to be useful and edifying, but not established as canonical,
or else heretical writings absolutely rejected by the church.

(6) [cap.] A collection of fourteen books sub-
joined to the canonical books of the Old Testa-
ment in the authorized version of the Bible, as

originally issued, but now generally omitted.
They do not exist in the Hebrew Bible, but are found with
others of the same character scattered through the Sep-
tuagint and Vulgate versions of the Old Testament. They
are : First and Second Esdras (otherwise Third and Fourth
Esdras or Ezra, reckoning Nehemiah as Second Ezra or
Esdras), Tobit or Tobias, Judith, thcRestof Esther,Wisdom
of Solomon, Ecclesiasticlis, Baruch (as joined to Jeremiah),
parts of Daniel (namely, Song of the Three Children, the
History of Susanna, the Destruction of Bel and the Dragon),
the Prayer of Manasses, and First and Second Maccabees.
Most of these are recognized by the Human Catholic ( 'hurch
as fully canonical, though theologians of that church . .(ten

distinguish them as deuterocanonical, on the ground that
their place in the canon was decided later than that of the
other books, limiting the name Apocrypha to the two
(hist) hooks of Esdras and the Prayer of Manasses, and
other books not in the above collection, namely, Third
and Fourth Maccabees, a book of Enoch, an additional or
151st Psalm of David, and eighteen Psalms of Solomon.
With these sometimes are included certain pseudepi-
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graphic books, such as the Apocalypse of Baruch and the
Assumption of Muses. The name Apocrypha is also occa-
sionally made to embrace the Antilcgomcna of the New
Testament. TbeGrcek Church makcsnotlistiiiction anionur
the books contained in the Scptuagint. In the Anglican
and Lutheran churches, the AiH>crypha are read fur ex-

ample of life and instruction of manners, but not for the
establishing of any doctrine. See uiitilrtimiiena and deu-

apocryphal (a-pok'ri-fal), a. and . [< NL.
apOOryphoKt,* LL. itporryplin : aeettpocri/pha.]
I. 11. 1. Of doubtful authorship, authenticity,
or inspiration ; spurious; fictitious; false.

The
apocryphal^ relics uf saints and apostles which then

burdened the shrines of Greek churches.

Tieknar, Span. Lit., I. 185.

Specifically 2. Eccles.: (a) Of doubtful sanc-

tion; uncanonical; having no ecclesiastical

authority.
Jerome . . . saith that all writings not canonical are

apocryphal. Hooker.

(b) Of or pertaining to the Apocrypha: as, "the
A/iocryplial writers," Addison.

II. n. A writing not canonical; a book or

passage of uncertain source, authority, or
credit. [Rare.]
Nicephorus and Anastasius, . . . because they were

interpolated and corrupted, did rank these epistles in the
number of apocryphal*. Hammer, Eccles. Antiq., p. 419.

apocryphalist (a-pok'ri-fal-ist), n. [< apocry-
phal + -int.] An advocate of the canonicity of
the Apocrypha.
apocryphally (a-pok'ri-fal-i), adv. In an apoc-
ryphal manner

; uncertainly ; equivocally ;

doubtfully.
apocryphalness (a-pok'ri-fal-nes), n. [< apoc-
ryphal + -ness.] The state or quality of being
apocryphal or of uncertain authenticity.
apocryphicalt (ap-o-krif'i-kal), a. [< apocry-
plia + -ic-al.] Apocryphal. Sp. Butt, Cor. of
Ch. of Rome.
Apocynaceae (a-pos-i-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Apocynum + -acea.] A natural order of dicoty-
ledonous plants, having for its type the genus
Apocynum, or dogbane. It is very nearly allied to
the order Asclepiadacetz, from which, however, it is distin-

guished by the fact that its stamens are free from the

style and stigma, and Its anthers contain granular pollen.
The species are largely tropical, and have a milky juice
that is often acrid and sometimes very poisonous. In-
dia-rubber is obtained from several species in Africa, India,
and South America. The order furnishes woods that are
used for carving and furniture, several fiber-plants, barks
valuable in medicine, and some edible fruits. It includes
the ordeal-tree of Madagascar (Cerbera Tanghin), the
milk-tree of Demerara, the cream-fruit of Sierra Leone,
and the periwinkle (Vinca), oleander (Xerium Oleander),
Cape jasmine (Jthynchoftpennitm), and plants of the ge-
nus A llamanda which are cultivated in gardens and green-
houses.

apocynaceous (a-pos-i-na'shius), a. [< NL.
apocynaceus: see Apocynacea:] Of or pertain-
ing to the Apocynacete.
apocyneous (ap-o-sin'e-us), a. [< NL. apocy-
neus, < Apocynum, q. v.j Same as apocynaceous.
Hooker.

apocynin (a-pos'i-nin), n. [< Apocynum + -i2.]
A bitter principle derived from dogbane, Apocy-
num cannabinum.

Apocynum (a-pos'i-num), n. [NL., < L. apocy-
non, dogbane (Aconitum lycoctonum, Linnaeus),
< Gr. a-xAnwov, a

plant, Cynanchus erectus, < cnrA,

from, away, T /crow (KW-), a dog, = E. hound.]
Dogbane, a genus of perennial herbs, type
of the natural order Apocynaceee (which see),
and including three species, of which two, A.

androscemifolium and A. cannabinum, are North
American. The common name of the latter is Indian
hemp, from the use of its fibrous and extremely tough bark
by the American Indians for making nets, etc.

apod, apode (ap'od, -6d), a. and n. [< NL.
apux (apod-), < Gr. airovf (airofl-), footless, < a-

priv. + Trouf (irai-) = E. foot.] I. a. Footless ;

apodal.
II. n. An apodal or apodous animal

;
an ani-

mal without feet, or supposed to have none
;
a

member of one of the several groups called

Apoda or Apodes.
Apoda (ap'o-da), n.

yl. [NL., neut. pi. of apm
(apod-),< Gr. OKOVC, (avo6-), footless: see apod.]
In zool., a name given to various groups of ani-

mals, (a) As used by Aristotle, the third division of

Zuotoka, or air-breathing animals which bring forth their

young alive. It included the whales. This probably origi-
nal use uf the word still lingers in some systems. See (b).

(b) Those placental mammals which have no feet, as dis-

tinguished from the Pedota (which see). (<) In irlilli.,

same as Apodftt. (d) In Cuvier's system of classification,
the second order of echinoderms, contrasted with Pedi-
CfUata. It is a heterogeneous group, consisting of the
following genera : Molptvlia, .V/m/*, PriafHliU, Lithoder-

7rtw, Siphuncttlit*, Jlottellia, ThalaifSfina ; the first a holo-

thurian, the second a crelenterate, the rest gephyreans.
(e) With Van der Hoeven, an order of cchinoderms. See

Gephyrea. (/) In Claus's arrangement, an order of holo-

apodictic

thiirians, containing the families St/nai/lt'ilit and Mol-
1'niiiiilai, the last of which constitutes bis suborder Pneu-
numopkora. (./) In Macleay's system of chissincation, a
division of Annelida, including those which have no feet
or .listim-t head : opposed to /WW ,,,,M. It is.livi.led into
three groups, the Lumbricina, .\V,,,,-rlimi. and Ilinnliin-ii
ortheeartbwunns. ncmerteaus. and leeches. (/,) An order
at Amphibia, sameai Qumnophiona or OpAtomorpAa, con-
stitutcd by the family 1'ieriliidie alone. (/) A group of
degraded parasitic cirripeds. having a vermiform body,
a suctorial month, no thoracic or abdominal limbs (and
consequently no cirri), anil a rudiniciitan peduncle repre-
sented by two separate threads bearing the characteristic
antenniform organs. There is but one genus, I'roteole-

pan (which see).

apodal (ap'o-dal), a. [< apod or Apoda + -rtl]

Having no feet, or supposed to have none
; foot-

less: applied specifically in sool. to members
of the several groups called Apoda or Apodes,
especially to the fishes so called.
apodan (np'o-dan), . [< Apoda.] One of the
.l/niilii or Apodes.

apodeictic, etc. See apodictic, etc.

apodeipnon (ap-6-dip'non), . [< Gr. airoiei-

irvov, the after-supper service, < an6, off, + fci-

TTVOV, the evening meal.] See complin.
apodema (a-podVma), n. ; pi. apodemata (ap-
6-dem'a-ta). [NL., < Gr. av6, from, off, + (Stymf,

body, frame.] A name given to the plates of
e hit i n which pass inward from the integuments
of crustaceans, and divide as well as support
their internal organs. Also

ajiodeme.
apodemal (a-pod'e-mal), a. Having the char-
acter of an apodema V as, an apodemal parti-
tion; an apodemal chamber. Also apodema-
tous.

apodemata, n. Plural of apodema.
apodematous (ap-o-dem'a-tus), a. Same as

ll/KI/lcllKll.

apodeme (ap'o-dem), n. Same as apodema.
apoderm (ap'o-derm), n. [< NL. apoderma, <

Gr.
air6dep[iaj

a hide stripped off, \ airodepeiv,

skin, flay, < air6, = E. off, + Aipeiv, skin, flay, =
E. (ear1

. Cf. derm.] One of the egg-membranes
of the mites called trombidiids, developed only
under special conditions.

apoderma (ap-o-der'ma), n.
; pi. apodermata

(-ma-ta). [NL.] Same as apoderm.
Apodes (ap'o-dez), n. pi. [NL., masc. pi. of

npus (apod-) : see apod.] 1. An order of fishes
to which very different limits have been as-

signed. (a) In the classification of Uniueus (1758), a
group of osseous fishes without ventral fins and com-
prising a heterogeneous assemblage of representatives of
various modern orders, (b) In Bloch and Schneider's sys-
tem (1801), some one of several orders of fishes, the name
heing repeated under several so-called classes which were
distinguished by the number of tins. As thus used, the
word was a descriptive rather than a distinctive term.

(c) In Cuvier's system, a section of the malacopterygians,
the name being applied adjeetively to such forms as are
destitute of ventral fins. The true eels, symbranchiate
eels, Gymnonoti, typical 0]>hidioidea, and Ammadytoidea
were referred to this group. ((/) By various later writers
the name was used as a distinctive ordinal name. By T.
Miiller the Ophidioulea and AiniHodytttidea were elimi-
nated. By Gill, iu 1861, the order was restricted to the

typical and symbranchiate eels, and later (1884) to the
true eels, or teleost fishes with the intcrmaxillaries atro-

phied or lost, the supermaxillaries lateral, and the hody
anguilliform and destitute of ventral tins. These char-
acters are correlated with various others which justify
the isolation. The principal families are the Anguillidce,
Ophichthyida, and Mwramida.
2. In De Blainville's system of classification,
a division of his Entomozoaria ; the apodal, as

distinguished from the chsetopod, entomozoans.
It includes the leeches, and is approximately equivalent
to the Hirudinea of mndern naturalists, hut contains many
intestinal worms.

Apodia (a-pod'i-S), . pi. [NL., < Gr. <57rot>r

(airoi-), without feet: see apod.] In Gegen-
baur's system of classification, one of two
divisions of Holotliuroida (the other being Ex-

podia), established for the reception of 'the

genus SyHapta and allied forms.

apodictic, apodeictic (ap-o-dik'tik, -dik'tik),a.
and . [< L. ajtodictictis, < Gr. airo6eiKTin6f, de-

monstrative, demonstrating, < axodeiKrof ,
demon-

strated, verbal adj. of airoieinvdvai, demonstrate,
point out, show, < ami, from, + oeaerbvat, point
out, show, = L. diccre, say: see diction.] I. a.

1. Demonstrative; incontestable because de-

monstrated or demonstrable; of the nature of

necessary proof.
The argumentation is from a similitude, therefore not

apodictick, or of evident demonstration.
Dr. J. Hobinmit, Eudoxa (1058), p. 23.

There is one character which will be considered deci-

sive, and that is the apodictic certainty belonging to

mathematical conclusions.
11. 11. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 202.

2. In logic, a term descriptive of a form of

judgment in which the connection of subject
and predicate is asserted to be necessary; as-

serting its own necessity. Thus, "Two spheres



apodictic

whose centers are distant from each other by less than the
sura of their radii mnxt intersect

" would be an apodictic

judgment. Such judgments may be false. This use of the
word appears to have originated with Kant.

II. n. The logical doctrine of demonstration
and of science.

Apodictic, we may assume, is in like manner the formal

study of what constitutes knowledge strictly so called,
the nature of the principles on which knowledge rests,
the special marks distinguishing it, and the method by
which knowledge is framed.

H, Ailamson, Encyc. Brit., XIV. 785.

apodictical, apodeictical (ap - o - dik
'
ti -

kal,

-dik'ti-kal), a. Same as apodictic, apodeictic.

apodictically, apodeictically (ap - 6 - dik
'
ti -

kal-i, -dik'ti-kal-i), adr. 1. Demonstratively;
so as to be evident beyond contradiction.

Kant's marvellous acuteness did not prevent his tran-

scendental from being apudeictically resolved into absolute
idealism. Sir W. Hamilton.

Apathetically, we should say, if a is the cause of |3, then
all A which possesses a possesses ; thus reasoning from
cause to causatum. R. Adamson, Encyc. Brit., XIV. 789.

2. By, or in the manner of, an apodictic judg-
ment. See apodictic, 2.

apodid (a-pod'id), . A member of the family
Apodidte.
Apodidae (a-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Apus
(Apod-) + -idee."] A family of phyllopod crusta-

ceans, constituted by the genera Apus, Lepidu-
rus, etc. Sometimes called Apidce, Apusidtt.
See cut under Apus.

apodioxist (ap"o-di-ok'sis), re. [NL., < LGr.
airo<Ji<jf<f, expulsion, < cnroSiuKeiv, chase away, <

aTrrf, away, T Sianuv, chase, pursue.] In rhet.,

rejection of an argument, with professed scorn
or impatience, as irrelevant.

apodixis, apodeixis (ap-o-dik'sis, -dik'sis), n.

[< L. apodixis, < Gr. aw6ieit;i<;, demonstration,
proof, < airo6etKvuvai, demonstrate : see apodic-
tic.] Full demonstration

;
absolute proof.

This might taste of a desperate will, if he had not after-
wards given an apodixis, in the battle, upon what platform
he had projected and raised that hope.

Sir G. Buck, Hist. Rich. III., p. 60.

apodon (ap'o-doii), n. An improper form of

apodan.
apodosis (a-pod'o-sis), . [L., < Gr. air66oaic,, a

giving back, return, answering clause, < avoSt-

a6vai, give back, < a7r<5, from, away, + SuS&vai,

give, = L. dare, give. Cf . dose.'} 1. Ingram.,
the concluding part of a conditional sentence

;

the consequent which results from or is depen-
dent on the protasis, or condition

;
the conclu-

sion. Thus, in the sentence, If it rains, I shall not go, the
first clause is the protasis, the second the apodosi*. When
the protasis is introduced by such conditional conjunctions
as notwithstanding, tho^lgh, although, the apodosis predi-
cates something opposite to what might have been looked
for : as, Although we were few in numbers (protasis), we
overthrew the enemy (a^odom). By some grammarians
the term is not restricted to conditional sentences, but is

extended to others similarly constructed : thus, in a simile
the apodosis is the application or latter part.
2. In the Gr. Ck., the last day of a church festi-

val when prolonged throughout several days.
It is sometimes coincident with or later than the octave,
but generally earlier.

apodous (ap'o-dus), a. [< apod + -ous.] Foot-
less; apodal.
apodytermm (ap"o-di-te'ri-um), n. :

pi. apody-
teria (-a). [L., < Gr. inroSirrfiputv, < airofiveaOai,
undress one's self, mid. of inroSveiv, strip, un-

dress, < ami + 6'veiv, get into, put on.] An
apartment in Greek and Roman baths, or in
the

palsestra^ etc., where the bathers or those

taking part in gymnastic exercises undressed
and dressed.

apogaeumt, apogeumt, apogaeont, apogeont
(ap-o-je'um, -on), n. [ML., NL. : see apogee.]
Original forms of apogee.

Thy sun in his apogteon placed.
Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, ii. 67.

It is not yet agreed in what time, precisely, the apogeum
absolveth one degree. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

apogamic (ap-o-gam'ik), a. Same as apoga-
mous.
The author could not detect any act of impregnation [in

a parasite on the olive], and believes that reproduction is

apogamic. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. 298.

apogamons (a-pog'a-mus), a. [< NL. apoga-
mus, < Gr. airo, away from, + yaftof, marriage.]
In not., of the nature of or characterized by
apogamy.
De Bary thinks that in forms where obgonia are found

without male pollinodia they must be considered as repre-
senting a distinct apogainoitx species.

Smithsonian Rep., 1881, p. 403.

apogamously (a-pog'a-mus-li), adv. In an
apogamous manner

; by apogamy.
Those [spores] which are formed probably or actually

without a sexual process in a word, apogamously but
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which may be considered ... to be homologous with
those which are actually sexually produced.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 431.

apogamy (a-pog'a-mi), n. [< NL. apogamia, <

upogamus : see apoi/tiniintn.] In but. : (a) Gener-

ally, the absence of sexual reproductive power,
the plant perpetuating itself only by vegetative
means, as buds, bulbs, etc. (6) In the higher
cryptogams, the immediate development of the

perfect plant from the prothallus without the
usual intervention of sexual organs.
apogeal (ap-o-je'al), a. [As apogee + -al.] Re-

lating or pertaining to apogee ;
in apogee ;

be-

ing furthest from the earth.

Simultaneously the apogeal side [of the moon] was turn-

ed from the influence of both bodies [earth and sun].

WinchM, World-Life, p. 381.

apogean (ap-o-je'an), a. [As apogee + -an.]

Pertaining to or connected with the apogee :

as, apogean (neap) tides, which occur when the
moon has passed her apogee. Also apogeic.

apogee (ap'o-je), . [< ML. NL. apogceum, apo-
geum, apogceon, apogeon, < Gr. atroycuov, av6yuov
(so. fiaarriiia, distance), a planet's greatest dis-

tance from the earth, neut. of airdyaiof, airdyciof,

from the land, from the earth (> L. apogevs, from
the land), < air6, from, + yij, poet, yala, earth,
land: see geography, etc.] 1. That point in the
orbit of a planet or other heavenly body which
is at the greatest distance from the earth

; espe-
cially, that particular point of the moon's orbit.
The ancients regarded the earth as fixed in the center of

the universe, and accordingly assigned to the sun, with the

planets, an apogee ; but now that the sun is recognized as
the center of our system, the terms perihelion and aphelion
are employed to denote the least and greatest distance of
the planets from that orb. Strictly, therefore, the sun Is

in its apogee when the earth is in its aphelion. In the
Ptolemaic astronomy, the mean apogee of the epicycle is

the point of the epicycle furthest from the center of the

eqnant ; the true apogee of the epicycle is that point of it

furthest from the earth ; and the fixed apogee of the epi-

cycle is that point of it furthest from the center of the
eccentric.

2. Figuratively, the highest or most distant

point ;
climax

;
culmination.

It [Bruges] had by no means reached its apogee, but was
to culminate with Venice. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 37.

apogeic (ap-o-je'ik), a. [As apogee + -4c.]

Same as apogean.
apogeotropic (ap"o-je-o-trop'ik), a. [< NL.
apogceotropictis, < Gr. air6yaa>(;, atr6yeiof, from the

earth, + -TpoKitt6f, turning: see apogee and
tropic.] In bot., characterized by apogeotro-
pism ; shooting upward ;

inclined to turn away
from the ground.
The sheath-like cotyledons, whilst young, are strongly

apogeotropic. Darwin, Movement in Plants, p. 499.

apogeotropism (ap
//

o-je-ot'ro-pizm), n. [As
apogeotropic + -ism.] A tendency to turn or
bend in opposition to gravity, or upward and
away from the earth, as opposed to geotropism
(which see) : said of stems or other parts of

plants. Darwin.

apogiatura (a-poj-a-to"ra), n. See appoggiatura.
Apogon (a-pp'gon), n. [NL., < Gr. avuyuv,
beardless, <d-priv. + iruyuv, beard.] 1. A ge-
nus of acanthopterygian fishes, typical of the

Apogonina. Lacepede, 1802. Also called Amia.
2. A genus of dipterous insects. Holiday.

apogonid (ap-o-gon'id), w. A fish of the fam-

ily Apogonidai; a chilodipterid.

Apogonidae (ap-o-gon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Apo-
rion + -ida;.] A family of acanthopterygian
fishes : same as Chilodipteridai and Apogonina.
Apogonina (ap"6-go-ni'na), ii.pl. [NL., < Apo-
gon + -ina.] In Giintlier's classification of

fishes, the fifth group of Percida, having the
cleft of the mouth oblique or approaching the
vertical line, and two dorsal fins. It contains fishes

which inhabit the sea or fresh waters and possess decidu-
ous scales which are generally of large size.

apograph (ap'o-graf), n. [< Gr. amiypa^of, also
neut. a.Tr6ypa<f>ov, a copy, < ainfypa^of, copied, <

aTToypdijteiv, copy, transcribe, write off, < OTTO, off,
+ ypatyetv, write.] A copy or transcript.
These [Hebrew manuscripts] have been divided into two

classes, autographs and apographs. The former, written

by the original authors themselves, have long ago perished.
The latter, taken from the autographs and multiplied by
repeated transcription, exist in considerable numbers.
T. II. Ilorne, Introd. to Study of Holy Scriptures, II. 88.

apohyal (ap-6-hi'al), . [< Gr. inr&, from, + Jiy-

(oid) + -Ofcj lii ornith., an element of the

hyoidean arch, borne upon the basihyal and
bearing the ceratohyal: now usually called the
ceratoliranciiial.

apOlOUS (a-poi'us), a. [< Gr. airoiof, without

quality or attribute, < a- priv. + jroiof, of what
nature or sort.] Having no active qualities ;

neutral, as water or starch.

Apollo

apojove (ap'o-jov), n. [= F. apojnve, < NL.
upojovium, < Gr. a-n-6, from, + L. Jov-, Jovis,

Jove, Jupiter: see Jove.] That point in the
orbit of a satellite of Jupiter which is furthest
from the planet. Airy.

apokatastasis, n. See apocatastasis.

apolar (a-po'liir), a. [< Gr. a- priv. (-18) + po-
lar.] Having no pole : in anat., applied to those
nerve-cells which are not known to have, or are

supposed not to have, any radiating process.
Kesults of observation positively prove the existence of

two fibres in the case of cells which had previously been
regarded as unipolar and apolar. lleale, Bioplasm, 243.

apolaustic (ap-o-las'tik), a. and . [< Gr. cnro-

AavariKOf, agreeable, < imakavarlx;, enjoyable, <

oTroAatev, enjoy, appar. < air6, off, + "Aai'ftv, a
verb not used.] I. a. Pertaining to taste or

enjoyment ; agreeable.
Perhaps for brevity and distinctness' sake we may call

the first its apolaustic and the second its dynamic char-
acter. Mind, XII. 63.

II. n. The philosophy of taste. Sir W. Ham-
ilton.

Apolemia (ap-o-le'mi-a), n. [NL. ;
formation

uncertain.] A genus of physophorous Sipho-
nophora, or oceanic hydroids, founded by Esch-
scnoltz in 1829. It is sometimes referred to the family
Agalmidfe, sometimes made type of a family Apolemiidce.
A. uvaria is a dioecious species inhabiting the Mediter-
ranean.

Apolemiadse (ap"o-le-mJ'a-de), n. pi. [NL.]
Same as Apolemiidce.
Apolemiidae (ap'o-le-mi'l-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Apolemia + -ida;.] A family of physophorous
siphonophores, typified by the genus Apolemia.
Apolites (ap-o-H'tez), n. [NL., appar. < Gr.

aTro/UYtfc, a non-citizen, exile, < a- priv. +
7roA(T!?f, a citizen: see politic.] 1. Same as

Pitangus. Sundevall, 1830. 2. A genus of

Coleoptera. Laporte.
Apollinarian (a-pol-i-na'ri-an), a. and . [< L.

Apollinaris, < Apollo, q. v.] I. a. Appellative
of or pertaining to the votive games instituted
at Rome in honor of Apollo, 212 B. c., in order
to conciliate his favor in the war against the

Carthaginians, and to obtain from him protec-
tion for the republic.

II. n. One of a religious sect deriving their
name from Apollinaris the Younger, bishop of

Laodicea, in the fourth century. Apollinaris de-
nied the proper humanity of Christ, attributing to him a
human body and a human soul, or vital principle, but
teaching that the Divine Reason, or Logos, took in him the

place which in man is occupied by the rational principle.
Later the sect maintained that even the body of Christ
was of one substance with his divinity, that he was in-

carnate from eternity, and that his divinity suffered on
the cross. After breaking up into different sects, the

Apollinarians were finally merged in the Monophysites.
Also called Apollinarist.

Apollinarianism (a-pol-i-na'ri-an-izm), n. [<

Apollinarian + -ism.] The doctrines of the

Apollinarians.
Hefele himself ... is compelled to admit that Nesto-

rius accurately held the duality of the two natures and the

integrity of each, [and] was equally explicitly opposed to
Arianism and Apollinarianism. Encyc. lint., XVII. 356.

Apollinarist (a-pol-i-na'rist), . [< ML. Apol-
tinarista,<.Apotiinaris : see Apollinarian.] Same
as Apollinarian.

Apolline(a-porin), a. [< L. Apollineus, < Apol-
lo (Apollin-) : see Apollo.] Related or pertain-
ing to the myths or cultus of Apollo.
Even in Apolline oracles, such as the Delphic, the artifi-

cial method was employed along with that by inspiration.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 808.

Apollinic (ap-o-lin'ik), a. Same as Apolline :

as, "Apollinic (Delphic) religion," Encyc. Brit.,
XX. 360.

Apollino (a-pol-le'no), . [It.] A statue of

Apollo in the Tribuna at Florence, in which the

god is represented as a youth.at rest in an easy
and graceful leaning attitude, with the right arm
thrown over the head. It is a copy of an original of

the fourth century B. c., and is the type of a series of such

representations.

Apollo (a-pol'6), n. [L.,< Gr. 'AiroM.uv, Apollo ;

a name derived by the Greeks from ancdMvai,
destroy (see Apolli/on) ; but the origin is uncer-

tain.] 1. In Gr. and later in Rom. myth., one
of the great Olympian gods, the son of Zeus

(Jupiter) and Leto (Latona), representing the

light- and life-giving influence, as well as the

deadly power, of the sun, and often identified

with the Sun-god, Helios. He was the leader of the

Muses, god of music, poetry, and healing, and patron of

these arts
;
a mighty protector from evil, all-seeing, and

hence the master of prophecy ; also the destroyer of the

unjust and insolent, and ruler of pestilence. In art he
was represented in the full majesty of youthful manhood,
in most of his attributions unclothed or but lightly draped,
and usually characterized by the bow and arrows, the lau-

rel, the lyre, the oracular tripod, the serpent, or the dol-



Apollo
pliin. He was the father of /Esrulapius, to whom he
granted his art of healing. Apollo was honored, Imth
locally and generally, under many special titles, of whirh
each had its particular type in art and literature : as,

Apollo.
Central figure of the western pediment of the Temple of Zeus

at Olympta ; 5th century B. C.

Apollo Citharordns (Apollo who sings to the accompani-
ment of the lyre), equivalent to Apollo Musagetes, the
conductor of the Muses ; Apollo Sauroclonog (the Lizard-

killer), etc. Apollo Belvedere, a celebrated antique
statue of Apollo now preserved in the Belvedere gallery of
the Vatican palace at Rome, and esteemed one of the
noblest artistic representations of the human form. It
was discovered at Porto d'Anzio, Italy, among the ruins
of ancient Antimn, near the end of the fifteenth century.
Delian Apollo, the Apollo of the central Hellenic

sanctuary of Delos. The statue held a bow in one hand,
and figures of the three Graces in the other. Delphinian
Apollo, Apollo of the dolphin ; Apollo as the protector of

sailors, navigation, and the marine: identified with the
Delphian Apollo, or Apollo of Delphi (Pythian Apollo).
Phoebus Apollo, Apollo as the god of radiant light.

Pythian Apollo, the Apollo of Delphi, or the Pythian
sanctuary ; Apollo as the slayer of the monster Python,
whom he supplanted on Parnassus.

2. [I. c.} In entom., a butterfly, Papilio apollo..
,

Apollonian (ap-o-16'ni-au), a. [< Gr.

wof, adj., also proper naine, < 'Ax6'Afa>v, Apollo.]
1 . Possessing the traits or attributes of Apollo.

2. Devised by or named after Apollonius of

Perga, an ancient Greek geometer, celebrated
for his original investigations in conic sections.
He flourished under Ptolemy Philopator, 222-
205 B. c Apollonian parabola, hyperbola, ellipse,
the ordinary conic sections, whose three names are due to

Apollonius.

Apollonic (ap-o-lon'ik), a. Same as Apollo-
nian, 1.

Apollonius's problem. See problem.
Apollyon (a-pol'ion), . [LL.,< Gr. '

prop. adj. airoAAiuv, destroying, ppr. of drro/U

Aveiv, usually airo'A/.irvat, destroy utterly, < im6,
from, + oAAvvai. destroy.] The destroyer: a
name given (only in Eev. ix. 11) to the angel of
the bottomless pit, answering to the Hebrew
Abaddon.

apologetic (a-pol-o-jet'ik), a. and n. [< LL.
apologeticus, < Gr. airotoyi/riKof, fit for a defense,
< ano'Aoyeiadat, speak in defense, < OTTO, from,
away, + *Aoyeia0m, speak, < Uyof, speech, <

teyuv, speak: see apology.'] I. a. 1. Of, per-
taining to, or containing a defense; defend-
ing by words or arguments ;

said or written in
defense : as, an apologetic essay. 2. Making
apology or excuse; manifesting regret for or

excusing some fault, failure, deficiency, imper-
fection, etc., in one's own conduct or that of
another: as, an apologetic reply; an apologetic
manner Apologetic fathers. See father.

II. n. An apology; a defense. [Bare.]
It looks as if he wrote an apologetic to the mob on be-

half of the prisoner. Roger North, Examen, p. 305.

apologetical (a-pol-o-jet'i-kal), a. Same as

apologetic.

apologetically (a-pol-o-jet'i-kal-i), adv. In an
apologetic manner

; by way of defense or ex-
cuse.

apologetics (a-pol-o-jet'iks), n. [PI. otapologet-
ic, after LL. apologetica, neut. pi. of apologe-
ticus : see apologetic.] That branch of demon-
strative or argumentative theology which is

concerned with the grounds and defense of
Christian belief and hope.

Apologetics defends and vindicates Christianity, as the
perfect religion of God for all mankind, against the at-
tacks of infidelity. Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 4.

apologise, apologiser. See apologize, apolo-
gizer.
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apologist (a-pol'o-jist), n. [= F. apolngiste; <

((/;/(/!/.] 1. One who speaks or writes in de-
fense of anything ; one who champions a per-
son or a cause, whether in public address or by
literary means; one who makes an apology or
defense.
There is one difficult duty of an historian, which is too

nftt-ii passed over by the party-writer ; it is to pause when-
ever he feels himself warming with the passions of the
multitude, or becoming tin- blind r//W<//( of arbitrary
power. /. ll'lgrarli. Curins. of Lit., IV. 390.

Specifically 2. Eccles., a defender of Chris-

tianity ;
in particular, one of the authors of the

early Christian apologies.
apologize (a-pol'o-jiz), >.; pret. and pp. apolo-
;/'-/, ppr. apologizing. [< apology + -i~r.] I.
intrans. 1. To make an apology or defense;
speak or write in favor of some person or

thing; offer defensive arguments. 2. To make
an apology or excuse

; acknowledge or express
regret for a fault : followed byfor : as, he apolo-
gizedfor his delay in replying.

Il.t trans. To make or write an apology for
;

defend.
Therefore the Christians, in his time, . . . were apolo-

gized by Plinie the second. Dr. G. Beiuon.

Also spelled apologise.

apologize! (a-pol'o-jl-zer), n. One who apolo-
gizes; one who makes apologies or excuses.
Also spelled apologiser.

apologue (ap'o-log), n. [< F. apologue, < L.

apologus, < Gr. inrdAoyof, a story, tale, fable, <

oird, from, + \kynv, speak, Myof, speech.] A
story or relation of fictitious events intended
to convey useful truths

;
a moral fable

;
an alle-

gory. An apologue differs from a parable in that the
latter is drawn from events which occur among man-
kind, and is therefore supported by probability, while the
former may be founded on supposed actions of brutes or
inanimate things, and therefore does not require to be
supported by probability, ^sop's fables are good exam-
ples of apologues.

apologuert (ap'o-log-er), . [< apologue + -er1 .]
One who writes apologues ;

a fabler. Burton.

apology (a-pol'6-ji), .
; pi. apologies (-jiz). [=

F. apologie, < LL. apologia, < Gr. airoAoyia, a

speech in defense, < diratjiyeioBat, speak in de-
fense: see apologetic, and ef. apologue."] 1.

Something said or written in defense, vindica-

tion, or excuse ; specifically, a defense or justi-
fication of a doctrine, system, course of con-

duct, etc., against objections or criticisms.

I shall neither trouble the reader nor myself with any
apology for publishing these sermons. Tillotson.

Bishop Watson's "
Apology for the Bible" is a good book

with a bad title. R. Hall.

2. An excuse, usually accompanied by an ex-

pression of regret, for some fault.

Apologies only account for what they do not alter.

/. D'Israeli.

3. That which imperfectly serves a given pur-
pose ;

a temporary substitute
;
a makeshift.

He wears a wisp of black silk round his neck, without
any stiffener, as an apology for a neckerchief. Dickens.

4t. An apologue.
A pretty apology of a league that was made betwixt the

wolves and the sheep.
TopseU, Four-Footed Beasts, p. 578. (If. E. D.)

= Syn. 2. Apology, Excuse, Plea. Apology has in this
sense the force of an admission that one has been, at least

seemingly, in the wrong ; it therefore pleads any extenu-
ating circumstances, or, more often, offers a frank acknow-
ledgment as the best that can be done toward making
matters right. Excuse may mean a defense, or an expla-
nation simply : as, his excuse was quite sufficient

;
or it may

be a mere attempt at justification : as, it was only an ex-
cuse ; or it may be a begging to be released from a claim :

as, "they all with one consent began to make excuse,"
Luke xiv. 18. A plea consists, according to the occasion,
of an appeal for leniency, or of justificatory or exculpatory
argument or persuasion.
Our English Martyrologer counted it a sufficient apology

for what meanness might be found in the first edition of
his "Acts and Monuments," that it was "hastily rashed
up in about fourteen months."

C. Mather, Introd. to Mag. Chris.

Weakness is thy excuse,
And I believe it. Milton, S. A., 1. 829.

Hellenic art and philosophy were and remain an uncon-
scious plea for humanity in its own right.

t'altlis of the World, p. 301.

apolytikion (ap"o-li-tik'i-on), n.j pi. apolytikia
(-a). [MGr. avoAvrimov, < Gr. airoAvriKOf, dis-

posed to acquit, < air6/.vrof, loosed, free, verbal

adj. of axoAveiv, loose from, let go, dismiss, <

atro, from, + Aveiv, loose.] In the Gr. Ch., a
dismissal hymn.
Apomatostoma (a-po-ma-tos'to-ma), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. a- priv. -t- Trufja(T-), a liil, + aro/ia,

mouth.] A suborder of pectinibranchiate or
ctenobranchiate mollusks, composed of the
families Involuta, Volutacea, and Coronata.

Menke, 1830. Also written Apomastoma. F6-

rnssac, 1819.

apophyge

apomecometer (ap"<i-me-kom'e-ter), . [< Gr.

av6, from, away, + fujicof, length, a long dis-

tance, + /itr/iov, measure.] An Instrument used
in measuring heights, constructed on the same
principle as the sextant.

apomecometry (ap"o-me-kom'e-tri),. [As
ii/iiniii miiirti i' + -i/.] Tlie art of measuring ele-
viitiiins and distances.

apomorphine (ap-o-mor'fin), . [< Gr. a7r6,

from, + mor/Mia + -tin 2.] An artificial alka-

loid, C17H17NO<j, prepared from morphine.
The hydrochumte is iist-d in nn-dirim- us a pmvui'fnl
i niftic. It i^ usually Administered hypi'dmim-ally. Also
(as Nt-w Latin) <ii'iin,i-/>hiit<i . <//M//ory,A/,/. f,,i''t'n>tn,-j,j,in.

aponeurography (ap"o-nu-rog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.

Smntbpuaif, aponeurosis, + -ypafyia, < ypafaiv,
write, describe.] A description of apoueu-
roses.

aponeurology (ap*o-nu-rol'o-ji), . [< Gr. OTTO-

vei'ixMit;, aponeurosis, + -?.o} ia, < Afyetv, speak:
see -ology.J 1. The anatomy of aponeuroses.

2. A treatise on aponeuroses.
aponeurosis (ap o-nu-ro'sis), n.; pi. ajjoneu-
roses(-sez). [NL., < Gr. airovei'i>uai<; (Galen),
the end of a muscle where it becomes tendon, <

inravevpovaOai, become a tendon, < OTTO, from, +
vevpov = li. nerrus, sinew, tendon, nerve: see
nerre and neuralgia.'] In anat., any fascia or fas-
cial structure

; especially, the tendon of a mus-
cle when broad, thin, flat, and of a glistening
whitish color, or the expansion of a tendon cov-

ering more or less of the muscle, or a broad, thin,
whitish ligament. The name was given to these struc-
tures when they were supposed to be expansions of nerves,
any hard whitish tissue being then considered nervous.
In present usage aponeurosis is nearly synonymous with
fatna, but is oftener applied to the fascia-like tendons of
muscles : as, the aponeurosi* of the oblique muscle of the
abdomen.

aponeurosy (ap-o-nu'ro-si), n.
; pi. aponeurosies

(-siz). Same as aponeurosis.
aponeurotic (ap"6-nu-rot'ik), a. [< aponi'um-
sis: see -otic.'] Having the nature of an apo-
neurosis; relating to the thin and expansive
sheath of a muscle

;
fascial

;
tendinous.

aponeurotomy (ap*o-nu-rot'o-mi), n. [< Gr.

aTTovevpuatf, aponeurosis, + topi], a cutting, <

Tt/tvEtv, ra/jeiv, cut. Cf. anatomy.] 1. In anat.,
dissection of the aponeuroses. 2. In surg.,
section of aponeuroses.
apoop (a-p8p'), prep. plir. as adv. or a. [< <j3 +
poop."] On the poop; astern.

She . . . could get along very nearly as fast with the
wind ahead, as when it was a-poop.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 96.

apopemptic (ap-o-pemp'tik), a. [< Gr.

TTTIKOC,, valedictory, < airoTTtfineiv, send off, dis-

miss, < a/r<5, off, + irifivetv, send.] Valedictory.
apopetalous (ap-o-pet'a-lus), a. [< NL. apo-
petalus, < Gr. air6, from,'4- TTITOAOV, leaf, in mod.
bot. petal.] In hot., having the corolla com-
posed of several distinct petals : equivalent to

the more common term polypetalous.
apophantic (ap-o-fan'tik), a. [< Gr. fmoijtavTi-

n6<;, declaratory, < aTc<x^alveiv, declare. Cf. apo-
pliasis.] Containing or consisting of a declara-
tion. statement, or proposition ; declaratory.
apophasis (a-pof 'a-sis), . [LL. ,

< Gr. air6^aaif,
a negation, denial, < inrotyavat, deny, < area, from,
off, + 0dj>a( = L. fart, say.] In rliet., denial
of an intention to speak of something which
is at the same time hinted or insinuated;
paralipsis (which see).

apophlegmatict (ap'o-fleg-mat'ik), a. and n.

[< Gr. airo<t>'Ae) [laTinof (Galen) ;
cf. inro<l>/.y/iaTi&iv,

promote the discharge of phlegm or mucus : see

apophlegmatisni.] I. a. In med., having the

quality of exciting discharges of phlegm or mu-
cus from the mouth or nostrils.

II. ). Anything which promotes the dis-

charge of phlegm or mucus
;
an expectorant.

apopnlegmatismt (ap-o-fleg'ma-tizm), n. [<
LL. apophlegmatismos, <! Gr. a7rb^/7//arr/JOf, <

a7ro<t>foy/jaTi&tv, promote the discharge ofphlegm
or mucus, < a-6, from, + Qtey/ia, phlegm, mu-
cus.] 1. Something which excites discharges
of phlegm. 2. The action of apophlegmatic
medicines.

apophthegm, apophthegmatic, etc. See apo-
tlifiim, etc.

apophyge (a-pof'i-je), n. [NL. (cf. F. /<-

pliyijv, s L. apupTiygis), < Gr. avo(j>vy^, lit. an es-

cape, < oTro^Evyeiv, flee away, escape, < and, from,

away, + <j>eiryeiv, flee.] In arch.: (a) That part
of a column of one of the more ornate orders
which is molded into a concave sweep where
the shaft springs from the base or terminates
in the capital. Sometimes called the acitpe or

spring of the column. See order. (4) The hoi-



apophyge

low or scotia beneath the echinus of the Doric

capital, occurring in some archaic examples,
and relinquished as the style advanced. Also
called apophysis and coiii/r.

apophyllite (a-pof'i-lit or ap-o-fil'it), . [So
named because of its tendency to exfoliate (cf.

Gr. uiro^u/tt/few, strip of its leaves), < Gr. iixi'i,

off, from, + jiMov (= L. folium, a leaf) + -ite2 .]

A mineral allied to the zeolites, occurring in

laminated masses or in tetragonal crystals, and

having a strong pearly luster on the surface of

perfect cleavage, parallel to which it separates
readily into thin laminte. It exfoliates iilso under
the blowpipe. From its peculiar luster it is sometimes
railed irlttliiiiiti/itliitlitiilp, that is, fish-eye stone. It is a

hydrated silicate of calcium and potassium, containing also

some nuorin.

apophyllous (ap-o-fil'us), a. [< Gr. air6, off,

from, + (fi'u'A'Aov
= Li. folium, a leaf.] In but., hav-

ing distinct leaves
; eleutherophyllous : applied

to a perianth with distinct sepals and petals :

opposed to yamophyllous.
apophysary (a-pof 'i-sa-ri), a. [< apophysis +
-ary.] Having the character of an apophysis
or outgrowth ; apophysial.

Ill Magas the apophifttary system is composed of an
elevated longitudinal septum reaching from one valve to

the other. Encyc. Brit., IV. 190.

apophysate (a-pof'i-sat), a. [< apophysis
+

-ate 1
.] In hot., having an apophysis.

apophyses. n. Plural of apophysis.
apophysial (ap-o-fiz'i-al), a. [< apophysis +
-/.] Pertaining to or of the nature of an apo-
physis ; growing out from, as an apophysis.

apophysis (a-pof'i-sis), n.
; pi. apophyses (-sez).

[< Gr. anfyvaic, an offshooL the process of a bone,
< airo<t>veo6ai, grow as an offshoot, < OTTO, off, from,
+ (pveaOai, grow, > Qiatf, growth: see physic.']
1. In anat. : (a) Any process of bone

;
an out-

growth of bone
;
a mere projection or protuber-

ance, which has no independent ossifle center,
and is thus distinguished from an epiphysis
(which see) ; specifically, any process of a ver-

tebra, whether it has such a center, and thus is

epiphysial in nature, or not : in the former case,
a vertebral apophysis is called autogenous or

endogenous; in the latter, exogenous. The princi-
pal vertebral apophyses are distinguished as anapophyain,
diapophysiz, epapophysij, hemapophyxw, hypapophysix,
metapophysit, neurapophyxis, parapopht/nis, pleurapophy-
sis, and zygapophysis. See these words,

(ft) A process
or outgrowth of some organ of the body, as the
brain : as, apophysis cerebri, the pituitary body.
See cut under brain, (c) In chitons, a process
of one of the plates, inserted into the mantle.

2. In tot., a swelling under the base of the
theca or spore-case of some mosses, as in species
of Splaehuum. See cut under Andreiea. 3. In

geol., a term applied to the arms which often
extend outward in a horizontal direction from
the main mass or dike of an intrusive igneous
rock. 4. In arch., same as apophyge Arthro-
dial apophysis. See arthrodial.

apoplectic (ap-o-plek'tik), a. and n. [< L. apo-
plecticus, < Gr. ajronvl^/nv/cdf, apoplectic, < inc6-

v>.?/KTof, disabled by a stroke: see apoplexy.']
I. a. 1. Of the nature of or pertaining to apo-
plexy ;

affected with apoplexy : as, an apo-
plectic fit; an apoplectic patient. 2. Predis-

posed or tending to apoplexy : as, an apoplectic
person ;

an apoplectic habit of body. 3f. Serv-

ing to cure apoplexy: as, "apoplectic balsam,"
Addition, Travels, Italy.

II. . A person affected with or predisposed
to apoplexy.
apoplectical (ap-o-plek'ti-kal), a. Same as

apoplectic.

apoplectiform (ap-o-plek'ti-form), a. [< L. apo-
pleetus, apoplecticus (see apoplectic), + forma,
form.] Resembling apoplexy ;

of the nature of

apoplexy.
In the gravest forms of specific cerebral disease, an apo-

plectif'orm seizure followed by fatal coma may usher in
the attack with no premonitory symptoms.

E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 63.

apoplezt (ap'o-pleks),
n. [< L. apoplexis, < Gr.

oTroir/^fff, var. of a7ro7r?.?/f/a : see apoplexy.]
Apoplexy.

Repletions, apoplex, intestate death.

Drydt'H, Juvenal, S;it. i.

How does bis fii>n/,lfj- f

Is that strong on him still?

B. Joiutun, The Fox, i. 1.

apoplexedt (ap'o-plekst), a. [< apoplex
+ -erf2.]

Affected with apoplexy or paralysis.

Sense, sure, you have,
Else could you not have motion ; but, sure, that sense
Is apoplex'd. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.
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apoplexioust (ap-o-plek'shus), a. [< apoplexy
T -oils.] Consisting in or having the character
of apoplexy: as,

''

ii/io/i/r.i'ionx and other con-

generous diseases," Arouthnot.

apoplexy (ap'6-plek-si), n. [< ME.
'

(and abforev.
fi'iplf.rir),

< !'. ii/Hi/ili-sic, < L. apo-
plexia, < Gr. {moTr'/.tftia, apoplexy, < aKoTr'Ar/k-uc,

disabled by a stroke, stricken with apoplexy,
verbal adj. of aTTOTr'Ayaauv, disable by a stroke,
< iiiro, off, from, + Tt'At/aaeiv, strike.] In putliol.,
a sudden loss or impairment of consciousness
and voluntary motion, caused by the rupture
of a blood-vessel in the brain, an embolism,
or other cerebral shock. [Sometimes incor-

rectly used to denote hemorrhage into the tis-

sues of any organ.]

apora, . Plural of aporon.
aporeme (ap'o-rem), . [< Gr. inr6piifia, a mat-
ter of doubt (also with Aristotle a dialectical

syllogism of contradiction), < imopelv, be in

doubt: see aporetic."] An argument to show
that a question presents a doubt or difficulty.

aporetic (ap-o-ret'ik), a. and n. [Formerly
aporetiquc, < F. aporetique (Cotgrave), < Gr.

dirofwyra-of, inclined to doubt, < intopeiv, be in

doubt, < airopoc, in doubt, at a loss: see aporia.]
I.t a. Inclined to doubt or to raise objections.

II. n. A skeptic ;
one who believes that per-

fect certainty is unattainable, and finds in

every object of thought insoluble difficulties.

aporetical (ap-o-ret'i-kal), a. Same as aporetic.

aporia (a-po'ri-'a), n.
; pi. aporice (-).

_
[LL., <

Gr. cnropia, difficulty, doubt, puzzle, < airopof, in

doubt, doubtful, at a loss, lit. impassable, with-
out passage, < a- priv. + jropof, way, passage :

see pore
2
.] 1. In rhct., a professed doubtwhere

to begin or what to say on account of the va-

riety of matter. 2. An equality of reasons
for and against a given proposition. 3. In

pathol., febrile anxiety ;
uneasiness.

Also apory.
aporimet, aporimt (ap'o-rim), n. [< Gr. a- priv.
T iropi/wf, finding a way, able to provide, <

Trtipof, way, passage: see pore2 ,
and cf. aporia."]

Same as aporon.
Aporobranchia (ap"o-ro-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. an-opof, without passage (see apo-
ria),+ jipayxla , gills-] 1. In Latreille's system
of classification, an order of Arachnida having
no apparent respiratory apparatus, by which
the Pycnogonidw alone were distinguished from
other arachnidans: synonymous with Podoso-
mata of Leach's system. 2. In Do Blainville's

system of classification, an order of his Para-

cephalophora, containing the pteropods, which
are divided into the Thecosomata and Gymno-
somata. Also Aporobranchiata.
aporobrancbian (ap"o-ro-brang'ki-an), a. and
n. I. a. Pertaining to or having the characters
of the Aporobranchia.

II. n. One of the Aporobranchia.
Aporobranchiata (ap*o-r6-brang-ki-a'ta), n.pl.

[NL., as Aporobranchia + -ata.] Same as Apo-
robranchia, 2.

aporobranchiate (ap
" o - ro - brang

'
ki -

at), a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the

Aporobranchiata.
aporont (ap'o-ron), .; pi. apora (-ra). [NL.,
< Gr. aTro/mv, neut. of artopoc, doubtful, difficult :

see aporia.) A very difficult or insoluble

problem. Also called aporime.

Aporopoda (ap-o-rop'o-dji), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

axopoe, without passage (see aporia), + irovf

(nod-) = E./oot] In Latreille's system of clas-

sification, a prime division of his Condylopa, by
which the crustaceans, arachnidans, and myria-
pods are collectively contrasted with Hexapoda,
or insects proper. It was defined as "insects" with
more than six feet and destitute of wings. Savigny also
uses the name. It is synonymous with the Hyperhexapoda
of Westwood.

Aporosa (ap-o-ro'sa), n. pi. [NL., pi. of apo-
rosus, not porous (see aporose); cf. Gr. a-rro/mc,

without passage : see aporia.] A group of corals
of the sclerodermic section, having the coral-
lum or calcareous cup solid, and not perforated
with minute apertures. Edwards and Haime,
1850.

aporose (ap'o-ros), a. [< NL. aporosus, < Gr. a-

priv. + NL. 'jiorosus, porous, < L. porus, pore:
see jtore

2
."] 1. Not porous. 2. Belonging to

the group of corals called Aporosa ; eporose.

In the simple n;row corals the calcification of the base
and side walls of tile body gives rise to the cup, or them.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 146.

aporrhaid (ap-o-ra'id), n. A gastropod of the

family Aporrhuidce.

apostasy

Aporrhaidae (ap-o-ra'i-de), n. pi [NL., < Ap-
orrhitix + -iV/'.] A family of entobranchiiitc

tM-niiiglossate gastropods, of

which tliere are few living spe-
cies. Its members ;tiv characterized

by a tlat foot, a broail muzzle, elongate
tentacles, eyes on the outer sides of the

tentacles, teeth in seven longitudinal
rows, a turreted shell with the aper-
ture more or less produced in front.

and an alate outer lip.

Aporrhais (ap-o-ra'is), . [NL.,
in form < Gr. aoppaif, a vari-

ous reading for ai/joppoii;, a kind
of shell-fish: see hcninrrliiii<l.~\

A genus of gastropods with
effuse channel-like lip-spines,

represented by the pelican's-
foot or spout-shell (which see)
of northern Europe, and typ- %S$$tfZ,.
ical of the family Aporrliaida'.

aport (a-port' ), prep. phr. as adv. [<
3 + port*.~\

Naut., to or on the port side of a ship, as in the

phrase hard aport. Hard apart .' as a command, in-

structs the helmsman to turn the tiller to the left or port
side of the ship, thus causing the ship to swerve to the
right or starboard.

apory (ap'o-ri), n. [< LL. aporia : see aporia.'}
Same as aporia.

aposaturn (ap'o-sat-ern), n. [Also, as NL.,
aposaturnium, < Gr. im6, from, + L. Saturnus,
Saturn. Cf. apojore.'] The point in the orbit
of any one of the satellites of Saturn most re-
mote from the planet. Airy.
aposepalous (ap-o-sep'a-lus), a. [< NL. opo-
scpalus, < Gr. ami, from, '+ NL. sepalum, sepal.]
In hot., having a calyx composed of distinct

sepals: polysepalous.
aposepidin (ap-o-sep'i-din), n. [< Gr. inr&, away,
+ aijTteiv, make rotten (see septic), + -id 4- -in2

.']

Same as leucin.

aposiopesis (ap"o-sl-o-pe'sis), n. [L., < Gr.

aTrofftuTrqaiS, < airoatuTrdv, become silent, < air6,

off, from, + aiuirav, be silent.] In rhet., sud-
den reticence

;
the suppression by a speaker or

writer of something which he seemed to be
about to say ;

the sudden termination of a dis-

course before it is really finished. The word is

also applied to the act of speaking of a thing while pre-
tending to say nothing about it, or of aggravating what
one pretends to conceal by uttering a part and leaving the
remainder to be understood: as, his character is such but
it is better I should not speak of that.

aposiopestic (ap'o-sl-o-pes'tik), . [For apo-
stope tic, in irreg. imitation of aposiopesis. ]
Same as aposiopetie. [Rare.]
That interjection of surprise . . . with the aposiopestic

break after it, marked thus, Z da.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 27.

aposiopetie (ap'-'o-si-o-pefik), a. [< aposiope-
sis (-pet-) + -ic, after LGr. aium/riKof, taciturn.]
Pertaining to or of the nature of aposiopesis.
apositia (ap-o-sit'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. fmoatria,
< cmfatrof, abstaining from food, < air6, away,
from, + alroc, food.] A loathing of food. Dtm-
glison.

aposporous (a-pos'po-rus), a. [< NL. aposporus,
< Gr. a.Tc6, from, away, + airopof, seed : see spore.]
Of, pertaining to, or characterized by apospory.
In the aposporous Ferns and Mosses and in the Chara-

cete the oophore is developed as a bud from the sporo-
phore. Encyc. Brit., XX. 431.

apospory (a-pos'po-ri), n. [< NL. *apoporia, <

aposporux: see aposporous.~] In the higher
cryptogams, the production of the prothallus
immediately from the sporangium without the

ordinary intervention of spores, or from the
leaf itself, without either sporangium or spore.
apostacy, . See apostasy.

apostasis (a-pos'ta-sis), n. [< Gr. airfaTams,m med. a suppurativo inflammation, a transi-
tion from one disease to another, lit. a stand-

ing away from: see apostasy.] 1. In old med.:

(a) The termination or crisis of a disease by
some secretion or critical discharge, in opposi-
tion to metastasis, or the termination by trans-
fer to some other part. (6) An apostem or
abscess, (c) The throwing off or separation of
exfoliated or fractured bones. 2. In hot., a
term proposed by Engelmann for the separ?
tion of floral whorls or of parts from each other

by the unusual elongation of the internodes.

apostasy (a-pos'ta-si), n.
; pi. apostasies (-siz).

[< ME. apdstasie,(F. apostasie, <LL. apontnxin,
< Gr. OTrooram'a, late form for inr&aTamf, a stand-

ing away from, a defection, revolt, departure,
distance, etc., in med. a suppurative inflam-

mation (see aposlasis), < atyicTaaflai, aTroar^vai,

stand away from, < air6, away, off, + "icraofiat,

,
stand: see stasis.] 1. An abandonment



apostasy

of what one has professed; a total desertion

of, or departure from, one's faith, principles,
or party. 2. In theol., a total abandonment of
the Christian faith.

It is a mistake ... to brand as apotttacy any kind of

heresy or schism, however criminal or absurd, which still

assumes to itself the Christian name. Cath. Diet.

3. In Bom. Cath. eccles. law: (a) A persistent
rejection of ecclesiastical authority by a mem-
ber of the church, (li) An abandonment with-
out permission of the religious order of which
one is a member, (c) A renunciation of the
clerical profession by one who has received

major orders. 4. In meil., same as apostasis.
Also spelled apostacy.

apostate (a-pos'tat), . and a. [< ME. apostate
(also, as in"AS., apostata, <LL.), < OF. apostate,
F. apostat, < LL. apostata, < Gr. diroardrw, a de-

serter, rebel, apostate, < a<j>iorao6ai, airooryvat,
stand off, desert: see apostasy.'] I. . 1. One
who is guilty of apostasy ;

one who has forsaken
the church, sect, party, profession, or opinion
to which he before adhered (used in reproach) ;

a renegade ;
a pervert.

He [the Earl of Strafford] . . . felt towards those whom
he had deserted that peculiar malignity which has, iu all

ages, been characteristic of apostates.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

2. In the Horn. Cath. Ch., one who, without
obtaining a formal dispensation, forsakes a
religious order of which he has made profession.
=Syn. A'eophyte, Convert, Proselyte, etc. See convert, and
list under renegade.

II. a. Unfaithful to religious creed, or to
moral or

political principle ;
traitorous to alle-

giance; false; renegade: as, "the apostate
lords," Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

apostatet (a-pos'tat), v. i. [< apostate, .] To
apostatize.
Had Peter been truly inspired by God, ... he would

not have apostated from his purpose. Fuller.

apostatical (ap-os-tat'i-kal), a. [< Gr. dmxmrn-
K6f, rebellious, < airoar&T}/; : see apostate."] Apos-
tate

; guilty of or characterized by apostasy.
An hereticall and apostatieall church. Bp. Hall.

An assembly of prelates, convened by Archbishop Usher
in 1626, declared that the religion of Papists is supersti-
tious and idolatrous ; their faith and doctrines erroneous
and heretical ; their Church, in respect to both, apostati-
cal. Lrcky, Eng. in 18th Cent, vi.

apostatize (a-pos'ta-tiz), v. i.
; pret. and pp.

apostatized, ppr. apostatizing. [< ML. aposta-
tizare, < LL. apostata, apostate: see apostate
and -ize.] To abandon one's profession or

church; forsake one's principles; retrograde
from one's faith; withdraw from one's party.
Also spelled apostatise.
He apostatized from his old faith in facts, took to believ-

ing in semblances. Carlyle.
The English certainly were not converted to Christian-

ity: did the Britons apostatize to heathendom?
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 131.

apqstaxis (ap-os-tak'sis), w. [< Gr. airooTafa,
< aTTorrra&iv, drip, distil, < cnr6, away, from, +
OTOEW, drip.] 1. In med., the defluxion of any
fluid, as of blood from the nose. 2. In hot., an
abnormal discharge of the juices of plants, as
the gumming of the plum.
apostemt, apostemet (ap'os-tem, -tm), n.

[Early mod. E. also apostom and apostume
(whence by further corruption impostume, im-

posthume, after OF. empostitmc),< ME. aposteme,
apostym, < OF. aposteme and apostume, < L. apo-
stema, < Gr. airoarii/L/a, distance, interval, an ab-

scess, < atjiiaTaaOai, cnroaTijvcu, stand off, (. 0x6, off,
+ "taraadai, aTrjyai,

stand : see stasis.] An ab-
scess; a swelling filled with purulent matter.
Also apostcmate, and, corruptly, apostume, apos-
thumc, impostume, imposthume.
apostematet (a-pos'te-mat), v. i. [< ML. *apo-
stematus, pp. of "apostemari, < L. apostema : see

apostem.'] To form into an abscess; swell and
fill with pus.
apostematet (a-pos'te-mat), a. and . [< ML.
*apostematus, pp.: see the verb.] I. a. Formed
into an apostem; festering.

II. n. Same as apostem.
ni no convulsions, pricking aches, sir,

Ruptures, or aportrmatts t

Middleton (mid others), Tlie Widow, iv. 2.

apostemationt (a-pos-te-ma'shon), n. [< OF.
apostemation, < ML. aposten>atio(n-), < "aposte-

*Mri,\>p.*apostematus: seeapostemate,,t\] The
ition of an apostem ;

the process of gather-
ing into an abscess. Also, corruptly, imposthu-

'irttt.

apostematoust (ap-o-stem'a-tus), a. [< L. apo-
stema^-), apostem, '+ -ous."] Pertaining to an
abscess; having the nature of an apostem.
apostemet, See apostem.
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a posteriori (a pos-te-ri-6'ri). [ML. : L. a for

all, from; posteriori, abl. of posterior, nout. ;-
ti-rius, compar. of posterns, after, subsequent:
see posterior.] Literally, from the latter or

subsequent; hence, in lot/if, from a conse-

quent to its antecedent, or from an effect to its

cause: used of reasoning which follows this

order, formerly called itmOMtwtio i/uin, or iiu-

jirrliT/ ih niniixtriitiim. The phrase is also used ad-

jcctivcly : as, n posteriori reasoning. As applied by Kant
and all modern writers to knowledge, it is equivalent to

.from '.i'i'i-i< //<('. or ,-mi>irical ; and it is opposed by him
to a priori, that is, from the intellect independently of all

experience. See o priori.

Inversely, the elaborate Homeric use of Cretan tradi-
tional fables furnishes an a posteriori argument that Ho-
mer did seek this island. lie (Juitieey, Homer, i.

aposterioristic (a-pos-te'ri-o-ris'tik), a. [< a

posteriori + -ist-ic.] 1. Empirical; inductive.
2. Having a somewhat empirical or induc-

tive character. [Rare.]
aposthumet, " A corrupt form of apostem.
apostil, apostille (a-pos'til), n. [< F. apostille :

see postil.] A marginal note or annotation;
a comment.
He scrawled apostilles on the margins to prove that he

had read with attention. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 249.

apostil (a-pos'til), v. t.
; pret. and pp. apostilcd,

apostilled, ppr. apostiling, apostilling. [< F.

apostiller ; from tne noun.] To annotate by
marginal observations or comments.

apostille, . See apoxtil.

apostle (a-pos'l), . [Early motl. E. also by
apheresis postle, < ME. apostle, apostel, apostell,

apostill, etc., and by apheresis postle, pastel, <

AS. apostol = OFries. apostol, apostel = D. G.
Sw. Dan. apostel, the ME. form being mixed
with OF. apostle, later apostre, mod. F. apotre,
=s Pr. apotro = Sp. apostol = Pg. It. apostolo, <

LL. apostolus, an apostle, also a notice sent to
a higher tribunal or judge (def. 4), = Goth.

apaustaulus, apaustulus= Russ. apostolii = Pol.

apostol (barred /), etc., an apostle, < Gr. OTTO-

orofof, a messenger, ambassador, envoy, eccles.

an apostle, a book of lessons from the apostolic
epistles (def. 3), lit. one who is sent away, <

AnoriUMK send away, send off, esp. on a mis-

sion, < air6, off, away, + areAs.eiv, send.] 1. A
person sent to execute some important business :

among the Jews of the Christian epoch, a title

borne by persons sent on foreign missions, espe-
cially by those commissioned to collect the

temple tribute; specifically adopted by Christ
as the official title of twelve of his disciples
chosen and sent forth to preach the gospel to

the world (Luke vi. 13) ;
afterward applied in

the New Testament to others who performed
apostolic functions, as Paul and Barnabas, and
once to Christ himself (Heb. iii. 1). in the Cireek
Church this title is given "not only to the Twelve, but to
the Seventy Disc_iples, and to other Apostolic men who
were the companions of the Apostles properly so called."

(./. M. Neale.) In later usage the title has been given to
the first Christian missionaries in any part of the world,
and to the pioneers of any great moral reform : as, St.

Augustine, the apostle of the English ; St. Boniface, the

apostle of Germany ; St. Francis Xavier, the apostle of the
Indies ; John Eliot, the apostle to the Indians ; Theobald
Mathew, the apostle of temperance.
2. In the Mormon Ch., the title of an official

whose duty it is to be a special witness of the
name of Christ, to build up and preside over the

church, and to administer iu all its ordinances.
There are twelve of these officials, who rank next after the

president and his two assistants, and constitute a Presid-

ing High Council charged with the penal regulation of the
affairs of the church and the settlement of important
matters.

3. In the liturgy of the early church, and in

the modern Greek Church, the lesson from the

epistles, usually taken from the writings of

St. Paul ; also, a book containing these lessons,

printed in the order in which they are to be
read. 4. In law, a brief statement of a case
sent by a court whence an appeal has been
taken to a superior court. This sense belonged to
the Latin apostolus among the Roman jurists, and was
commonly used until a late date in the tribunals of the
Roman Catholic Church.

5. Naut., a kuighthead or bollard-timber where
hawsers and heavy ropes are belayed Acts of
the Apostles. See act. Apostles' Creed, an early con-
fession of faith, of universal acceptance in the Christian

church, preserved in substantially its present form from
the close of the fourth century, but in its precise wording
from about A. D. 500. Apostles' gems, in Christian sym-
bolism, various gems assigned to the twelve apostles ac-

cording to the twelve foundations of the New Jerusalem

(Rev. xxi. 14, 19, 20). Thus, to St. Peter was assigned jas-

per ; to St. Andrew, sapphire ; and so on according to the
order of their calling (Mat. x. 2, 3, 4), except that St.

Thomas and St. Matthew interchange, and Matthias takes
the place of Judas. Apostles' ointment, an ointment
formerly used which was supposed to derive its virtues

chiefly from the fact that it was composed of twelve iugre-

apostolic
dients (resins, gums, wax, oil, vinegar, verdigris, etc.), cor-

rapondlng in Hiuul.fr to th.' apustlo.

apostle-mug (a-pos'1-mng), . A mug deco-
rated witli figures of the twelve apostles, usu-
ally in relief, sometimes in high relief, each
figure occupying a niche or compartment.
apostleship (a-pos'1-ship), . [< apostle +
-xliiji.] 1. The office or dignity of an apostle.

2. The exercise of the functions of an apostle.
Apostleship of prayer, in the limn. <w//,. at, a to-

Vout union for the promotion of piety and ;!ootl works
among the faithful, and the furtherance of the general in-

tnvsts of tlie church, by means of prayer, especially liy <lr-

votion to the Heart of Jesus. It was founded in the Jesuit
house of studies at Valo, diocese of Le Puy, in France, in

1844, and was approved by Pope Pius IX. in 180. ami again
finally by Leo XIII. in 1879. It numbers many millions
of associates of every condition of life throughout the
world.

apostle-spoon (a-pos'l-spon),'H. A spoon hav-
ing on its handle, usually at the end, the figure
of one of the apostles.
A set of twelve of these

spoons, or sometimes a small-
er number, often formed a
clu-istenhig gift in the six-

teenth and seventeenth cen-
turies. The old apostle-
spoons which still exist are

generally of silver gilt.

Now, by my faith, a fair high
standing-cup

And two great 'pottlt-sjmou*.
one of them gilt.

MnlilMun, Chaste Maid, iii. 2.

apostolate (a-pos'to-
lat), n. [< LL. aposto-
latus, office of an apos-
tle^ apostolus, apostle.]
1. The dignity or office

of an apostle.
That the apostolate might

l>e successive and perpetual,
Christ gave them [the apos-
tles] a power of ordination.

Jer. Taylor, Episcopacy
[Asserted, 3.

The ministry originally co-
incided with the apostolate.

Scltaf, Hist. Christ. Church, Apostle-Spoons.

[I. 60.

Specifically 2. The dignity or office of the

pope ;
the holder of the apostolic see : used as a

title in the early middle ages, as the title Holi-
ness is employed at the present time Catholic
Apostolate, a name adopted by an ecclesiastical congre-
gation ami certain pious societies founded by Vincent
Pallotti, a Roman priest, in 1835. Such societies com-
prise communities of secular priests, with lay brothers

attached, devoted to the work of missions : communities
of religious women, occupied with the instruction and
care of poor girls; and associations of devoted lay men
or women of any condition, who by their alms and prayers
share in the above-mentioned and other good works.

apostolesst, it. [< ME. apostolesse, apostlesse, af-

ter OF. 'apostlesse, apostresse; cf. ML. apostola,
fern. : see apostle and -ess.] A female apostle.

Apostolian (ap-os-to'li-an), 11. One of a sect
of Mennonites in the Netherlands, founded in

the seventeenth century by Samuel Apostool,
a minister of Amsterdam. Also Apostoolian.

apostolic (ap-os-tol'ik), a. and n. [= F. aposto-

liquc, < LL. agostolicus (ML. also apostoliealis),
< LGr. anooTof.inof ,

< Gr. aTroaro/.of : see apostle.]
I. a. 1. Pertaining or relating to or character-
istic of an apostle, or more especially of the
twelve apostles ;

of the apostles or an apostle :

as, the apostolic age. 2. According to the doc-
trines of the apostles ;

delivered or taught by
the apostles : as, apostolic faith or practice.

3. An epithet of the Christian church, sig-

nifying her identity with the primitive church
of the apostles. See apostolicity. 4. Pertain-

ing to or conferred by the pope : as, apostolic

privileges ; apostolic benediction. Apostolic
benediction. See benediction. Apostolic Brethren.
See II., 1

(<.), and Apostoline. Apostolic canons, certain
ordinances and regulations belonging to the first cen-
turies of the Christian church, and incorrectly ascribed
to the apostles. A collection of them, containing fifty

canons, translated from the Greek by Dionysius Exiguus,
appeared in Latin about the year 500, and about fifty

years later the Greek text, with thirty-five additional

canons, making the whole number eighty-five, was pub-
lished by John of Antioch ; they are all commonly printed
at the end of the Apostolic Constitutions. Apostolic
church. See apostolic see. Apostolic Constitutions,
a collection of diffuse instructions, relating to the duties
of clergy and laity, to ecclesiastical discipline, and to cere-

monies, divided into eight books. Unlike the apostolic
canons, they seem to have been practically unknown in

ttie West until their publication in the sixteenth century,

though existing in ancient MSS. in some libraries; like

the canons, they profess to be the words of the apostles,
written down by Clement of Rome. Controversy has ex-

isti-d with regard to their precise age, composition, and
authoritative character. They are now generally sup-
posed to be considerably later than the time of the apos-

tles, but to have been in existence, in the main, by the
end of the third and the beginning of the fourth cen-

tury. Apostolic council. See council. ApOStOllC fa-



apostolic

there. See father. Apostolic king, a title granted by
the pope to the kings of Hungary, lirst conferred on St.

Stephen (A. D. 1000), the founder of the royal line of Hun-

gary, for what he accomplished in the spreading of Chris-

tianity. The title was renewed by Clement XIU. in 1758,
in favor of the Austro-Hungarian royal house, and was
abolished in 1848, but was ivassnincd as aiislnlii' majesty
in Ls.">l, and restricted to the emperor in his character of

kin;; of Hungary in 1SBS. Apostolic see, a name origi-

nally applied to certain churches, particularly to those at

Antioch, Rome, and Ephrsns. tirninsr founded by apos-
tles ; now, howcvt-r, specially appropriated by the Church
of Rome, on the ground that it was founded by St. Peter
and that its popes are his successors. Apostolic suc-
cession, an uninterrupted succession 01 bishops, and
through them of priests and deacons (these three orders of

ministers being called the it /'/ixtnlir orders), in the ehnrch,

by regular ordination from the first apostles down to the

present day, maintained by the Roman Catholic, Greek,
Oriental, and Anglican churches to be historical and to

be essential to the transmission of valid orders. Catho-
lic Apostolic Church, a name adopted by the sect popu-
larly known as Irvingites. See Innnffite.

II. n. [cap."] 1 . A member of one of various
sects (also called Apostolicals or Apostolici)
which professed to revive the doctrine and
practice of the apostles, (a) One of a sect which in
the third and fourth centuries condemned marriage and
individual ownership of property, (b) A member of an
anti-sacerdotal sect of the twelfth century, in Germany
and France, which denounced the corruption of the papal
hierarchy, and rejected many of the doctrines of the Ro-
man Church, (c) One of the Apostolic Brethren of north-
ern Italy, in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, who
assumed a vow of poverty, denounced the papacy, and
foretold its destruction and the inauguration of a new age
under the dispensation of the Holy Ghost. Their first

leader, Sagarelli, was put to death in 1300 ; their second,
Dolcino, who made war against the papacy, in 1307.

2. A title of bishops in early times, afterward
limited to primates, and finally to the pope.
apostolical (ap-os-tol'i-kal), a. and n. Same
as apostolic Apostolical notary. See notary.

apostolically (ap
- os - tol

'
i - kal -

i), adv. In an
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ter or letters regularly sounded and written, and omitted

only in poetical or colloquial speech, as in o'er for over,

don't for dp mit, etc. ;
or (c) of a letter regularly sound. -d

but not written, as in the possessives <-ti tnrli X/ar'x, .///, >'*,

etc., and so formerly often in similar plurals now written
in full, as c/Hm7<i'*, /o.n'\, ./i<m'.sr.s-. The apostrophe is now
extended to all possessives (except of pronouns) as a mere
sign of the ease, as boy'tt, Iwn'g, etc., also when the suffix

is omitted, as in coimcieiice' sake, and in plural possessives,
as boi/x', Iwnx' ; and it is still used in some unusual or pe-
culiar plurals, as many D. D.'s and LL. D.'x, a succession
of <*X four 9', etc.

3. The sign (') used for other purposes, espe-
cially, single or double, as a concluding mark
of quotation, as in " 'Well done,' said he." See

quntntion-mark.
apostrophic 1

(ap-o-strof'ik), a. [< apostrophe
1

+ -e.] In rhet., pertaining to, resembling, or
of the nature of an apostrophe.
apostrophic2 (ap-o-strof'ik), a. [< apostrophe

2

+ -ic.] In gram., pertaining to the apostrophe.
apostrophize 1

(a-pos'tro-fiz), v.
; pret. and pp.

apostrophized, ppr. apostrophising. [< apostro-
phe1 + -ize. Cf. ML. apostrophare, ) F. apos-
tropher.] I. trans. In rhet., to address by apos-
trophe.
There is a peculiarity in Homer's manner of apontro-

phizinff Eumscus, and speaking of him in the second per-
son. Pope, Odyssey, xiv. 41, note.

II. intrans. To make an apostrophe or short

digressive address in speaking; speak in the
manner of an apostrophe.

Also spelled apostrophise.

apostrophize2 (a-pos'tro-fiz), v. i. [< apostro-
phe^ + -ize^\ In gram. : (a) To omit a letter

or letters. (6) To mark such omission with
the sign (').

apostrophyt, n. See apostrophe1 .

apostumet, A corrupt form of apostem.
Apotactic (ap-o-tak'tik), n. Same as Apotacttte.

apothem
one of the worshipful companies of London, incorporated
by royal charter in 1617. It is empowered to grant a li-

ci-nse to practise medicine. Apothecaries' Hall, the
hall of the corporation of apothecaries of London, where
medicines are prepared and sold under their direction.

Apothecaries' weight, the system of weights formerly
iu i irrat Britain, and still in the I'nitcd States, employed
in dispensing drugs, differing only in its subdivisions from
troy weight. The table is as follows :

Dr*m. Scruple*. Grtini.

: 96 = 288 = 5760
= 8 = 24 = 480

'

3 = 60
20

1 pound (ft) = 12
1 ounce (X)
1 dram (3)
1 scruple (3)

apothecia. n. Plural of apothecium.
apothecial (ap-o-the'sial), a. [< apothecium +
-al] Pertaining or relating to an apothecium.

Apothecial reactions for the most part take place either

externally on the epithccium or internally on the hyme-
llial gelatin. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 559.

apothecium (ap-6-the'gium), n. ; pi. apothecia
(-gia). [NL.,< (Jr. an-oftyw?, a storehouse: see

apoiliec.] In bot., the fruit of lichens, usually
an open, rounded, shield- or dish-shaped body
attached to the surface, as in gymnocarpous
lichens, or globular and immersed in the sub-
stance of the thallus, as in the angiocarpous
series Of genera. An apothecium consists of an ex-

ciple and the included hymenium. The exciple is com-
posed of a layer of cells (hypothecium) with or without an

ance with the doctrines of the apostles.

apostolicism (ap-os-tol'i-sizm), n [< apostolic
The quality of being apostolic; pro-'..,'

i publicity,
The quality of being apostolic ;

one of the four
qualities of the true church as given in the

Constantinopolitan Creed, A. D. 381, namely,
unity, sanctity, catholicity, apostolicity.

Apostoline (a-pos'to-lin), n. [< ML. Aposto-
linus, < LL. apostolus, apostle.] A member of
a religious congregation of men established
in Milan in the fifteenth century, and follow-

ing the rule of the Hermits of St. Augustine.
They were also called Ambrosians, from the church of
St. Ambrose at their mother house, and Apostolic Breth-
ren of the Poor Life, whence they have been sometimes
confounded with the Apostolics. (See Apostolic, n., 1 (c).)

They were for a time merged with the order of Barnabitcs,
and were finally suppressed in the seventeenth century.

Apostoolian (ap-os-to'li-an), re. See Apostolian.
apostrophe1

(a-pos'tro-fe), n. [Formerly also

apostrophy = G. apostrophe = F. apostrophe =
Sp. apostrofe = Pg. apostrophe = It. apostrofe,
apostrofa, < L. apostrophe, (. Gr. inroaTpofyi/, a turn-

ing away, < airooTptfatv, turn away, < inru, away,+ arptyetv, turn. Cf. strophe.] 1. In rhet., a di-

gressive address
;
the interruption of the course

of a speech or writing, in order to address brief-

ly a person or persons (present or absent, real
or imaginary) individually or separately ; hence,
any abrupt interjectional speech. Originally
the term was applied only to such an address
made to one present.
At the close of his argument, he turned to his client, in

an affecting apostrophe. Everett, Orations, I. 277.

2. In 60*., the arrangement of chlorophyl-gran-
ules under the action of direct sunlight (light-

apostrophe), and in darkness (dark-apostrophe) :

in the first case upon the lateral walls of the
cells, so that their edges are presented to the

light ;
in the latter, upon the lateral and basal

cell-walls: used in distinction from epistrophe
(which see).

apostrophe2 (a-pos'tro-fe), n. [In form and
pron. confused with apostrophe1

; prop. *apo-
stroph = G. apontroph = Sw. Dan. apostrof= F.

apostrophe = Sp. apoxtrofo = Pg. apostropho =
It. apostrofo, in E. first in LL. form apostrophus,
< LL. aposli'oplniH, apostrophos, < Gr. an^or/w^of,
the apostrophe, prop. adj. (sc. trpoautiia, accent),
of turning away (elision), < airoarptyeiv, turn
away: see apostrophe1 .] 1. In gram., the omis-
sion of one or more letters in a word. 2. In

writing and prin ting, the sign (') used to indicate
such omission. The omission may be (a) of a letter or
letters regularly written but not sounded, as in tho' for

though, lio'd for lived, aim'd for aimed, etc. ; (6) of a let-

for a special use, s

verbal adj. of inrordaaetv, set apart, assign spe-
cially, < air6, from, -f- rdaaeiv, arrange, ordain : see

tactic.'] One of a community of ancient Chris-
tians who, in imitation of the recorded acts of
certain of the first followers of Christ, added to
the ascetic vows of the Encratites, ofwhom they
were a branch, a renunciation of all personal
property: probably the same as the early Apos-
tolics. See Apostolic, n., 1 (a).

apotelesmt (a-pot'e-lezm), n. [< Gr. imorktea/ia,

result, effect, event, the result of certain posi-
tions of the stars on human destiny, < airorefeiv,

complete, accomplish, < tnr6, from, + reheiv,
< TE/tof, end.] 1. The result; the sum and
substance. N. E. D. 2. In med., the result or
termination of a disease. 3. In astrol., the
calculation of a nativity. Bailey.

apotelesmatict (ap"o-tel-ez-mat'ik), a. [< Gr.

cmoTMaiiaTiKoc,, < diroreAeo/ja : see apotelesm.]
Relating to astrology ; pertaining to the casting
of horoscopes.
apothect (ap'6-thek), n. [Early mod. E. also

apothecke, and corruptly apothect, oppatheke,
etc., < OF. apotheque, apoteque, displaced in
later F. by the borrowed boutique, a shop, < Pr.

botica, later boutiga, a shop, = Sp. Pg. botica,

apothecary's shop, Sp. also bodega, a wine-cel-

lar, shop, grocery, Pg. bodega, a public house,
eating-house, = It. bottega, dial, potega, pntiga,
a shop, = D. apotheek = G. apotheke = Dan. Sw.
apothek, an apothecary's shop, < L. apotheca, a
repository, storehouse, warehouse, ML. a shop,
store, < Gr. cnroOt/nr/, a repository, storehouse, <

diroTiBlvai, put away, < dv6, away, + ridivai, put,
~) dr/mi, a case, box, chest : see apo- and tlwca.~\
A shop ; especially, a drug-shop.
apothecary (a-poth'e-ka-ri), .

; pi. apotheca-
ries (-riz). [Early mod. E. also by apheresis
pothecary, poticari/, etc., < ME. apothecarie,
apothicarie, etc., by apheresis pptecarie, poti-
carie, etc., < OF. apotecaire, apoticaire, mod. F.

apothicaire, = Sp. Pg. boticario, apothecary, =
It. bottegajo, a shopkeeper, = D. G. Dan. apo-
theker = Sw. apothckare, < LL. apothecarius, a

warehouseman, ML. a shopkeeper, apothecary,
< L. apotlteca : see apothec.~\ One who prac-
tises pharmacy ;

a skilled person who prepares
drugs for medicinal uses and keeps them for
sale ; a pharmacist. In England and Ireland the
term is now specifically applied to a member of an inferior
branch of the medical profession, licensed, after examina-
tion by the Apothecaries' Company, to practise medicine
as well as to sell and dispense drugs. In Scotland, how-
ever, as in the United States, an apothecary is simply a
pharmacist qualified by examination and license to com-
pound, sell, and dispense medicines. See druggist.
Apothecaries' Act, an English statute of 1815 (56 Geo.
III., c. 104) regulating the business of apothecaries, the
examination of drugs, etc. Apothecaries' Company,

Apothecia. (From Sachs's "Lehrbuch der Botanik.")

A, vertical section of apothecium of Anaptychia ciliaris (much en-
larged) : r, cortex ; ff, gonidia ; nt, medullary layer ; h, hymenium ; y,
suuhymenial layer and exciple. B, Usnta barbata, and C, Sticta
fuhiionacea, with apothecia, a.

additional subhymenial layer. The hymenium consists
of asci (otherwise tliecse or thekes), which are the spore-
bearing organs, usually intermingled with slender erect
filaments (paraphyses).

apothegm (ap'o-them), n. [First in E. as apo-
thegm, but later also written apophthegm, = F.

apophthegme =:&]). apotegma = Pg. apophtegma,
apotegma = It. apotegma, apoftegma, < ML. "apo-
ihegma, *apoplithcgma, < Gr. amtyfey/ia, a terse,

pointed saying, < anoijtfly/eaSai, speak out plain-
ly, < hv6, from, + <$iyytafia.i, cry out, utter.] A
short, pithy, instructive saying; a terse remark,
conveying some important truth

;
a sententious

precept or maxim. Also spelled apophthegm.
Of [Sir Richard] Blackmore's attainments in the ancient

tongues, it may be sufficient to say that in his prose he
has confounded an aphorism with an apophthegm.

Macaulay, Addison.
= Syn. Aphorism, Axiom, Maxim, etc. See aphortem.

apothegmatic (ap'o-theg-mat'ik), a. [< Gr.

airotpdeyuaTiKdc,, sententious, ( airotpdeyfia, apo-
thegm.] 1. Pertaining to or having the char-
acter of an apothegm ; containing an apothegm
or apothegms ;

sententious. 2. Given to the
use of apothegms.
Also spelled apophthegmatic.

apothegmatical (ap*o-theg-mat'i-kal), a. Same
as apotlicgmatic. Also spelled apophthegmatical.

apothegmatist (ap-o-theg'ma-tist), n. [< Gr.

air6^6eyfia(r-), apothegm, + -ist.~\ A collector
or maker of ap-c<* "ems. Also spelled apoph-
thegmatist.

apothegmatize (ap-o-theg'ma-tiz), v. i. ; pret.
and pp. apothcgmatized, ppr. apothcgmati.ing.
[< Gr. ajro^9fyfia(T-), apothegm, + -i:e.] To utter

apothegms. Also spelled apopMhegmati:e.
apothem, apotheme (ap'o-them, -th'em), . [=
F. apotheme, < NL. apothema, < Gr. as if *av6-

Oefjui, < airoTmevai, set off, put aside, deposit: see

apothesis."] 1. In geom., a perpendicular let

fall from the center of a regular polygon upon
one of its sides. 2. In pliiirtiuit'i'itUes, the more
or less completely insoluble brownish substance



apothem

deposited when vegetable infusions, decoctions,
tinctures, etc., are subjected to prolonged evap-
oration by heat with access of air. The sub-
stance or substances out of which it is in this

way formed constitute the so-called extrtictire.

apothema (a-poth'e-ma), n. [NL. : see apo-
tlu-nt.] Sume as apotln-m.

apotheme, . See apothem.
apotheosis (ap-o-the'6-sis or ap"o-the-6'sis),
n.

; 'pi. apotheoses (-sez). [LL., < Gr. aTrotteuaif,
a deification, < awoHcociv, tnrodeovv, deify, < d;ro,

from, + fedf, a god.] 1. Deification; conse-
cration

; specifically, under the Roman empire,
the formal attribution of divine honors to a de-
ceased emperoror other member of the imperial
family.
A regular custom was introduced, that on the decease

of every emperor who had neither lived nor died like a ty-
rant, the senate, by a solemn decree, should place him in
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apotropaion (ap"o-tro-pa'yon;, n.
; pi. aputro-

ptiiti (-ya). [NL. prop, 'apotropii'iim, -icon,

repr. Gr. airorpfaaiov, neut. of axorpdjraiof, avert-

ing evil, < aiTOTpoiT!/, a turning away, averting,
< &mrparen>, turn away, avert: see apotropous.]
In 6V. antiq., any sign, symbol, or amulet re-

puted to have the power of averting the evil

eye or of serving in any way as a charm against
bad luck. In art, the representation of an eye, as on
punted vases, was often introduced in this character; and
figurines of comic, indecent, or terrifying subjects and eari-

apparatus
Wine of its own nature will nut nmnval and freeze;

only it will lust- tbu strength and become aiipiillfd in ex-
tivmityof cold.

ll,,tliti,,l, tr.'nf I'liny.

appal, appall (a-pal'), . [< appal, appall, r.]A state ot terror; affright; dismay; consterna-
tion. [Rare.]

Him (Ajax] viewed the Greeks exulting, with ap/ial
The Trojans. ('<,u<i,t>,-, Iliad, vi.

Appalachian (ap-a-lach'i-an or -la'chi-an), a.

[Named from the AppalaoKss, an Indian tribe.]
Appellative of or pertaining to a system of
mountains in eastern North America, extending

the number of the gods ; and the ceremonies of his apo-
re blended with those of his funeral. Gibbon.

ropous ovule Which when erect or ascending
has its raphe toward the placenta, or averse

pendulous:

divided into many

sive division. The name Appalachian was first applied by
the Spaniards to the extreme southern part of the system.

theosis were 1

In order to invest themselves with a sacred character,
the emperors adopted the religious device of an apotheosis.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 272.

2. Figuratively, excessive honor paid to any
great or distinguished person; the ascription
of extraordinary virtues or superhuman quali-
ties to a human being.

Exerting himself in laudation, almost in apotheosis, of
the republican heroes and martyrs.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 399.

3. The personification and undue exaltation of
a virtue, a sentiment, or an idea.

The apotheosis of chivalry, in the person of their apos-
tle and patron, St. James. J'rescott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

apotheosize (ap-o-the'o-siz or ap"o-the-6'siz),
v. t.

; pret. and pp. apotheosized, ppr. apotheosiz-
ing. [< apotheosis + -ize.~\ 1. To consecrate
or exalt to the dignity of a deity; deify. 2.
To pay excessive honor or ascribe superhuman
qualities to

; glorify ; exalt.

apothesis (a-poth'e-sis), n. [NL. (L., in arch.,
the same as apophyge), < Gr. airdSeatf, a laying
up, a putting back or away, a storing up, a set-

ting or disposition of a dislocated or fractured

limb, also the same as apodyterium, q. v., <

airoTiBerai, put back or away, < O.TTO, away, +
riBivai, put, set, place : see apo- and thesis.]
In surg. : (a) The reduction of a dislocation or
fracture. Hooper, (b) The disposition proper
to be given to a fractured limb after reduction.

Dunglison.
apotome (a-pot'o-me), n. [NL., < Gr. cmoro/if/,
a
cutting off, a piece, the larger segment of a

tone, < aTTorefiveiv, cut off, < inr6, off, + rtfivciv,

ra/jeiv, cut. ] 1. In math., a term used by Euclid
to denote a straight line which is the difference
between two straight lines that are rational (in
Euclid's sense, that is, are either commensur-
able with the unit line, or have their squares
commensurable with the square on the unit

line) and that are commensurable in power
only (that is, have their squares commensur-
able, but are themselves incommensurable).
Apotomes are of six incommensurable classes. To define
these, let o denote the length of the minuend line, called
by Euclid the whole, and let TT denote the length of the
subtrahend line, called by Euclid the adapted line (irpoo--

qp^ogoygq). The apotome is o TT. It is & first apotome if

o and j/o2 rr2 are commensurable with the unit line. It

is a second apotome if T/O'^TT'^ is commensurable with o
and TT is commensurable with the unit line. It is a third

apotome if j/o2 n-2 is commensurable with o, but neither
o nor TT is commensurable with the unit line. It is a fourth
apotome if o is incommensurable with 1^02^2, but is com-
mensurable with the unit line. It is a fifth apotome if

l/oS ir2 is incommensurable but ir commensurable with
the unit line. It is a sixth apotome if neither -/o2 w2,
o, nor TT is commensurable with unity. The first apotome
of a medial line is the difference of two medial lines, com-
mensurable in power only, whose rectangle is a rational
area. The second apotome of a medial line is the difference
of two medial lines, commensurable in power only, whose
rectangle is a medial area.

2. In the Pythagorean musical system, the
greater of the two half steps or semitones into
which the whole step or whole tone is divided.
Its vibration-ratio is iifj.

apotomy (a-pot'o-tm), . Same as apotome.
apotrepsis'(ap-o-trep'sis), n. [NL.,< Gr. OTTO-

rpEi/)(f, aversion, a turning away, < aTrorpeneiv,
turn away: seo aputropous.] In med., the reso-
lution of an inflammatory tumor. [Rare.]
apotropaia. . Plural of apotropaion.
apotropaic (ap"o-tro-pa'ik), a. [< apotropaionT -ic.] Possessing the property of an apotro-
paion; having the reputed power of averting
evil influences.

The sacrifice [to Mars] of the "October horse," in the
Campus Martina, . . . had also a naturalistic and apotro-
paic character. Encyc. Erit., XV. 570.

the leaves of two plants, Vibnrm'nn ow/'o ulrx and Ilex

ApOUSt, n. bee Apus. Cassine, sometimes used asji substitute for Chinese tea.

also apale,
le same asapiml/,

, ,--., , , ^ ,
'loser association

In Gr. antiq., one using the strigil; one scrap- with pale: see appal, pale2, .,
and pull

2
.] An

ing dust and perspiration from his body, as a old spelling of appal.
bather or an athlete. Famous representations appalementt, n. [< appale + -meat.] An old
in art are a statue by Polycletus and one by form of appalment.
Lysippus. appall, t'. and n. See appal.
My own impression of the relief [at Athens] of Apoxii- appalling (a-pa'ling), p. a. Causing or fitted

omenoi is that the style had been influenced by Praxiteles, to cause dismay or horror: as, an appallingA S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 334, note, accident
;
an appalling sight.

apozem (ap'o-zem), n. [< L. apozema, < Gr. OTTO- All the avenues of enquiry were painted with images of

(e/M, a decoction, < inro^eiv, boil till the scum is appalling suffering, and of malicious diemons.

thrown off, < inr6, from, + C,eiv, boil.] In med., Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 243.

a decoction or aqueous infusion of one or more appallingly (a-pa'ling-li), adv. In a manner to
medicinal substances to which other medica- appal or transfix with fright; shockingly,
ments are added, such as salts or syrups, appalment (a-pal'ment), n. [<.appal + -ment."\

[Rare.] The state of being appalled; depression occa-

apozemical (ap-o-zem'i-kal), a. [< apozem + sioned by fear; discouragement through fear.

-i'eoJ.] Pertaining to or having the nature of Also spelled appallmcnt, and formerly appaln-
an apozem. [Rare.] incut. [Rare.]
appairt (a-par'), v. [< ME. apairen, apayren, The furious slaughter of them was a great discourage-

apeiren, apeyren, and by apheresis^aire, peiren,
ment and appalement to the rest. Bacon, Hen. VII., p. 35.

reduced from ampairen, anpairen, more cor- appanage (ap'a-uaj), . [< F. appanage, appe-
rectly empeiren, whence later empair, mod. im-

pair, q.y.] I. trans. To deface; damage; make
worse

; impair ; bring into discredit
;
ruin.

It is a synne and eek a gret folye
To apeyren any man or hym defame.

Chaucer, Prol. to Miller's Tale, 1. 39.

H. intrans. To degenerate ;
become weaker;

grow worse
; deteriorate

; go to ruin.
It shulde not apaire. Chaucer, House of Fame, L 766.

appal, appall (a-pal'), v.
; pret. and pp. ap-

palled, ppr. appalling. [Early mod. E. also ap-
paule, apawl, < ME. appallen, apallen, < OF.
apallir, appallir, to grow pale, also apalir, ap-
palir (whence, or according to which, the later-

appearing E. appale, q. v.), = It. appallidire,
grow pale, < L. ad (> It. a, F. a), to, + pallidus, France could little afford to see Normandy separated
> It. pallido, OF. pale, pallc, mod. F. pale, pale : from its body, even though it was to form an apanage of

see palft and pale%.] I.f intrans. 1. To grow
one of its own princes.

nage (Cotgrave), apanage, now only apanage (>
E. also apanage), < OF. apaner= Pr. apanar, <
ML. "appanare, apanare, furnish with bread, <
L. ad, to, + pants (> F. pain), bread.] 1. Origi-
nally, in the feudal law of France, that which
was granted to the sons of the sovereign for their

support, as lands and privileges, and which re-
verted to the crown on the failure of male heirs.
In Scotland, at a later date, appanage was the patrimony
of the king's eldest son, upon whose death or succession
to the throne it reverted to the crown. In England, the
duchy of Cornwall is sometimes regarded as an appanage of
the Prince of Wales ; in addition, he and other members
of the royal family receive from Parliament allowances
amounting to 158,000 out of the annual income derived
from the hereditary crown lands surrendered to Parliament
in the time of William IV.

pale or become dim.
Hir liste nat appalled for to be.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 357.

2. To become weak in quality, or faint in

strength; fade; fail; decay.
Therewith her wrathful courage gan appall.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 26.

Like the Fire, whose heat doth soon apitalr.

Tofte, Alba, ii., Pref. (N. E. D.)

3. To become faint-hearted; lose courage or
resolution

;
become dismayed. 4. To become

weak, flat, stale, and insipid; lose flavor or taste,
as fermented liquor.

I appalle, as drinke dothe or wyne, when it lesith his

colour, or ale whan it hath stande longe. Palsgrave.

pale; blanch.
The answer that ye made to me, my dear, . . .

Hath so appalled my countenance.

Wyatt, To his Love.

2f. To cause to become weak or to fail; weaken;
reduce.

But it were for an olde appalled [var. palled] wight.

'. A. Freeman, Norm. Conq., III. 78.

2. Whatever belongs or falls to one from one's
rank or station in life.

"I prefer respect to admiration," said Flora; "but I fear
that respect is not the appanaye of such as I am."

Disraeli, Coningsby, iv. 8.

3. A natural or necessary accompaniment ;
an

endowment or attribute.

Where, save the rugged road, we find
No appanage of human kind.

Wordsworth, Pass of Kirkstone.

4. A dependent territory ;
a detached part of

the dominions of a crown or government : as,
India is now only an appanage of Great Britain.
Also written apanage, and sometimes appe-

nage.
appanagistt (ap'a-na-jist), n. [< F. apanagiste :

see appanage and -ist.] A prince to whom an
appanage was granted. Penny Cyc., II. 144.

apparaget, n. [< OF. aparage, < aparer, < a, to,
+ par, equal. Cf. mod. F. parage, rank, and E.

peerage.'] Noble extraction: nobility; rank;
quality. JV. E. D.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 102. apparailet, . and v. A Middle English form
All other thirst appall'd. Thomson, Seasons, of apparel.
Severus, being appalled with age, . . . was constrained apparatet (ap'a-rat), n. Same as apparatus.

to keep his chamber. Stow, Chron., The Bomaynes. Such ttpparate a

'

nd order for puMic saL.
rinces.

3. To deprive of courage or strength through Sheldon, Miracles, p. -271.

fear; cause to shrink with fear; confound with apparatus (ap-a-ra'tus), n. sing, and pi.; pi. also

fear; dismay; terrify: as, the sight appalled rarely apparatuses (-ez). [L., pi. apparatus,
preparation, equipment, gear, < apparatus, pp.
of apparare, adparare, prepare/ ad, to, + para-
re, make ready, prepare : see pare and prepare."]

the stoutest heart.

Every noise appale me. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2.

Does neither rage inflame nor fear appal?
Pope, Imit. of Hor., II. ii. 308.

4f. To cause to become weak, flat, or stale, or
to lose flavor or taste, as fermented liquor.

An equipment of things provided and adapted
as means to some end; especially, a collection,

combination, or set of machinery, tools, instru-



apparatus

ments, utensils, appliances, or materials in-

tended, adapted, and necessary for the accom-

plishment of some purpose, such as mechani-
cal work, experimenting, etc. : as, chemical,

philosophical, or surgical apparatus.
The whole military apparatus of the archduke was put

in motion. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 17.

Specifically (a) In plnjsiol., a. collection of organs which,

though ililfering in structure, all minister to the same func-

tion : us, tin' respiratory apparatus : the digestive appa-
ratus, (b) A collection of materials for any literary work :

as, critical apparatus for the study of the Greek text of the

New Testament. Apparatus belli (Latin), materials of

war; amimmitiim ; military stores. Apparatus SCUlp-
toris (New Latin), the Sculptor's Workshop, a constella-

tion situated in that region of the heavens which lies im-

mediately to the east of the large star Fomalhaut, or a

Piscis Australis. It barely rises above the horizon in the

northern hemisphere.

apparel (a-par'el), v. t.
; pret. and pp. appareled

or apparelled, ppr. appareling or apparelling.

[Early mod. E. also aparel, aparrell, etc., < ME.
aparailen, apparailen, -aylen, -eilen, -eylen, etc.,

and by apheresis parailen, < OF. aparailler,

apareiUer, F. appareiller, dress, prepare, = Pr.

aparelhar = Sp. aparejar= Pg. apparelhar = It.

apparecchiare, < L. as if *adpariculare, make
equal or fit, < ad, to, + "pariculus ( > It. parecchio
= Pg. pare/ho = Sp. parejo = Pr. parelh = F.

pareil, equal, like), dim. of par, equal: see par.]
If. To make ready; prepare; fit out; put in

proper order.
For ther he wolde hire weddying apparaile.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2473.

2. To dress or clothe; adorn or safcoff; deck
with ornaments.

Behold, they which are gorgeously apparelled, and live

delicately, are in kings' courts. Luke vii. 25.

It is no greater charity to clothe his body, than apparel
the nakedness of his soul.

Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, ii. 8.

She did apparel her apparel, and with the preciousness
of her body made it most sumptuous. Sir P. Sidney.

You may have trees apparelled with flowers by boring
holes in them, putting into them earth, and setting seeds

of violets. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 504.

3. To furnish with external apparatus; equip:
as, ships appareled for sea.

apparel (a-par'el), n. [Early mod. E. also

aparel, ap'ivrrel, etc., and parel, parrell, etc., <

ME. aparel, apparail, apareil, and by apheresis

parel, < OF. aparail, apareil, aparel, preparation,

equipment, F. appareil, preparation, provision,
= Pr. aparelh = Sp. aparejo = Pg. apparelho
= It. apparecchio ; from the verb.] If. Prepa-
ration

;
the work of preparing or providing.

2. Things prepared or provided ;
articles or

materials to be used for a given purpose ; ap-

paratus; equipment. Specifically (at) The furni-

ture, appendages, or attachments of a house. (6) Naut.,
the furnishings or equipment of a ship, as sails, rigging,

anchors, guns, etc.

The carpenters were building their magazines of oares,

masts, c&c., for an hundred gallys and ships, which have all

their apareil and furniture neere them.

Evelyn, Diary, June, 1645.

3. A person's outer clothing or vesture ;
rai-

ment
;
external array ; hence, figuratively, as-

pect; guise.
Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy,
But not express'd in fancy ; rich, not gaudy :

For the apparel oft proclaims the man.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 3.

At publick devotion his resigned carriage made religion

appear in the natural apparel of simplicity. Tatter.

4. Eccles., an ornament of the alb and amice,
found as a simple fringe or colored stripe earlier

than the tenth century,
most extensively em-

ployed and elaborate in

workmanship during the
thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, and still used
in the form of pieces of

lace sewed upon silk. The
apparels of the alb are either

oblong quadrangular patches
on the wrists and on the skirt

before and behind, or bands
completely encircling the skirt
and wrists. The apparel of the
amice is on the outside part,
which is turned down like a
collar. It was often in orphrey-
work adorned with precious
stones so disposed as to form
sacred emblems. = Svn. 3. Rai-

ment, costume, attire, clothes,

garb, habiliments.

apparelmentt, . [< ME. apparatUement, apa-
riii/tment, < OF. aparcilleinent= PT. aparell/aiiicii,

aparellamen = OSp. iiparejamieiito = Pg. appa-
relhamento = It. apparecchiamento : see apparel
and -went] Equipment; clothing; adornment.

Chaucer, Boethius.

Part of the Apparel of the
Alb of Becket, in the cathe-
dral of Sens. France. (From
Viollet-Ie-I)uc

>s"Dict. du Mo-
bilier fran9ais.")
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apparencet, apparencyt (a-par'ens, -en-si), .

[ME. appareiwe, apparent, apareiive, -aunce,
also appareneic, < OF. uparcnce, uparance, F.

appareiici' = Pr. apparenciu, n/xn'rittsa = Sp.

aparienria = PS- appareiteia = It. appari'iima, <

L. apparentia, appearance, in ML. also simnla-

tion,<apparen(t-)s, apparent: see apparent. Cf.

appearance.] 1. Preparation; making ready.
2. Superficial seeming ;

external semblance;
appearance: as,

" vain and gaudy apparencies,"

Jip. Wren.

Outward apparance is no authentic instance of the in-

ward desire's. Middleton, Family of Love, i. 2.

3. The quality of being apparent to the senses

or to the mind; apparentness. 4. The posi-
tion of being an heir apparent. N. E. D.

apparent (a-par'ent), a. and n. [< ME. appa-
rant, -aunt, aparant, also by apheresis parent,
< OF. aparant, -ent, F. apparent = Pr. appa-
rent = Sp. aparente = Pg. It. apparente, < L.

apparen(t-)s, ppr. ot apparere, adparere, come in

sight, appear : see appear and -anti.] I, a. 1.

Exposed to the sense of sight ; open to view
;

capable of being seen, or easily seen ;
visible to

the eye ;
within the range of vision.

By some apparent sign
Let us have knowledge at the court of guard.

SAat.,lHen. VI., ii. 1.

As we rapidly approached the land the beauty of the

scenery became more fully apparent.
Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. ii.

2. Capable of being clearly perceived or un-

derstood
;
obvious

; plain or clear
;
evident : as,

the wisdom of the Creator is apparent in his

works.

At that time Cicero had vehement suspicions of Caesar,

but no apparent proof to convince him. North.

3. Having the character of a mere seeming or

appearance, in distinction from what is true or

real : as, the apparent motion of the sun
;
his

anger was only apparent.
For the powers of nature, notwithstanding their appa-

rent magnitude, are limited and stationary.

Buckle, Civilization, I. 46.

Culture inverts the vulgar view of nature, and brings the

mind to call that apparent which it uses to call real, and
that real which it uses to call visionary. Emerson, Nature.

4f. Probable
; likely : as,

" the three apparent
candidates," H. Walpole. Apparent day, the real

or true solar day, as distinguished from the mean day.
See day. Apparent declination, the declination of the

apparent place of a star. Apparent diameter of a
heavenly body, the angle which its diameter subtends
at the eye, that is, the angle made by lines drawn from
the extremities of its diameter to the eye. Apparent
double point, in math., a point on a curve in space
which appeai-s to be double to an eye placed at a given
point. Apparent easement. See easement. Appa-
rent or intentional ens. See ens. Apparent figure,
the figure or shape under which an object appears when
seen at a distance. Apparent horizon. Same as visible

horizon (which see, under horizon). Apparent magni-
tude. See magnitude. Apparent noon, the instant at

which the center of the sun crosses the meridian. Ap-
parent place Of a star, etc., the place on the celestial

sphere where it would appear but for refraction ;
some-

times the place where it does appear. Apparent posi-
tion, in optics, the position in which an object appears to

be when seen through glass, water, or any other diffract-

ing medium, as distinguished from its true position. See

refraction. Apparent right ascension, the right as-

cension of the apparent place of a star. Apparent time,
the hour-angle of the sun. Heir apparent. See heir.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Clear, distinct, manifest, patent, unmis-
takable. 3. Ostensible.

Il.t n. An heir apparent.
K. Hen. Draw thy sword in right. . . .

Prince. I'll draw it as apparent to the crown,
And in that quarrel use it to the death.

Shak., S Hen. VI., ii. 2.

apparently (a-par'ent-li), adv. 1. Openly;
evidently to tne senses or the intellect.

I would not spare my brother in this case,
If he should scorn me so apparently.

Shak., C. of E., iv. 1.

2. Seemingly ;
in appearance, whether in real-

ity or not
;
as far as one can judge : as, he is

apparently well
; only apparently friendly.

The motions of a watch, apparently uncaused by any-
thing external, seem spontaneous.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 65.

apparentness (a-par'ent-nes), n. The state or

quality of being apparent; plainness to the

eye or to the mind ;
visibleness

;
obviousness.

apparisht (a-par'ish), v. t. [Late ME. appa-
rysshe, < OF. apariss-, stem of certain parts of

aparir, aparer, < L. apparere, appear: see ap-
pear.] To appear. Caxton, Golden Legend.
(N. E. D.)
apparition (ap-a-rish'on), re. [< F. apparition,
< ML. apparitio(it-). an appearance, epiphany,
also attendants, L. only in sense of attendance,
attendants, < apparere, adparere, pp. apparatus,

appeachment

adparitus, appear, attend, wait upon, serve : see

uppi-ar, apparent, and apparitor.] 1. The act

of appearing or coming into sight ; appearance ;

the state of being visible ; visibility.

When the holy churchman join'd our hands,
Our vows were real then ; the ceremony
Was not in apparition, but in act.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, v. 3.

The sudden apparition of the Spaniards. Prcscott.

Louis XIV. appeared [at Cliambord] on several occa-

sions, and the apparition was characteristically brilliant.

//. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 39.

2. That which appears or becomes visible
;
an

appearance, especially of a remarkable or phe-
nomenal kind.
Let us interrogate the great apparition that shines so

peacefully around us. Emerson, Nature.

Miss Edgeworth taught a contempt of falsehood, no
less in its most graceful than in its meanest api>aritions.

Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 131.

Specifically 3. A ghostly appearance ;
a spec-

ter orphantom : now the usual sense of the word.

Tender minds should not receive early impressions of

goblins, spectres, apparitions, wherewith maids fright
them into compliance. Locke.

4. In astron., the first appearance of a star or

other luminary after having been obscured:

opposed to occultatwn Circle of apparition, or

of perpetual apparition, the bounding circle of that

part of the heavens which is always visible ; that circle

of declination which is tangent to the horizon. =Syn. 3.

Specter, Phantom, etc. See ghost.

apparitional (ap-a-rish'on-al), a. [< appari-
tion + -al.] 1. Resembling an apparition ;

hav-

ing the nature of a phantom; spectral. 2.

Capable of appearing; endowed with material-

izing qualities Apparitional soul, a thin, unsub-
stantial human image conceived, in certain phases of

primitive thought, as the cause of life and mind, capable
of quitting the body for a time or altogether, and so leav-

ing it insensible or dead, and when thus absent from it

appearing to other individuals asleep or awake.

Closely allied ... to the primitive notion of the appa-
ritional soul, is the belief in the soul's existence after

death. Encyc. Brit., II. 55.

That the apparitional human soul bears the likeness of

its fleshly body, is the principle implicitly accepted by all

who believe it really and objectively present in dream or
vision. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 406.

apparitor (a-par'i-tor), n. [L., a servant, esp.
a public servant (li'ctor, scribe, military aide,

priest, etc.), < apparere, adparere, attend, serve :

see apparition.] 1. In Horn, antiq., any officer

who attended magistrates and judges to execute
their orders. 2. Any officer of a civil court,
or his servant or attendant. 3. Any one who
puts in an appearance ;

an appearer. [Rare.]
The Higher Court ... in which . . . every Human

Soul is an apparitor. Carlisle, Past and Present, p. 211.

4. Eccles., a messenger or an officerwho serves
the process of a spiritual court; the lowest
officer of an ecclesiastical tribunal.

He swallowed all the Roman hierarchy, from the pope
to the apparitor. Ayli/e, Parergon.

When my great-grandfather wished to read the Bible to

his family, . . . one of the children stood at the door to give
notice if he saw the apparitor coming, who was an officer

of the spiritual court. Franklin, Autobiog. , pp. 8, 9.

5. The beadle in a university, who carries the
mace.

appaumee (a-po-ma'), a. [F., < & (< L. ad, to)
+ pamne, the palm of the hand : see palm.] In
Tier.

, open and extended so as to show
the palm with thumb and fingers at

full length : said of the human hand.
Also spelled apaumee.

v. t. See apay.
ippi
E. also apeacli, < ME. appechen, ape-
chen (and by apheresis pechen, > mod.
E. peach2, q. v. ),

reduced from earlier empechen,
whence the usual mod. form impeach, q. v. Cf.

appair, impair.] 1. To impeach.
He did, amongst many others, appeach Sir William Stan-

ley, the lord chamberlain. Bacon, Hen. VII.

Nor can'st, nor dar'st thou, traitor, on the plain

Appeach my honour, or thine own maintain.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 300.

2. To censure; reproach; accuse; give accu-

satory evidence.

And oft of error did himselfe appeach.
Spenser, F. Q., II. xi. 40.

appeachert (a-pe'cher), n. [< ME. apecliowre

(Prompt. Parv.), < AF. enpechour, OF. empe-
cheor: see appeach and -er.] An accuser.

appeachmentt (a-pech'ment), n. [< appeach
+ -ment. Cf. impeachment.] Accusation; im-

peachment; charge.
The duke's answers to his appeachments, in number thir-

teen, I find very diligently and civilly couched.
Sir H. Wotton.

(t. v. . .

appeacnt (a-pech'),^. t. [Early mod. ARightHalld



appeal

appeal (a-peT), *' [Early mod. E. also apeal, and
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a/>l>i'll, (i/icll, < ME. iippclt-ii, fijictcii, < OF. iipder, effected. (<-/) The right of removal to
F. appelcr = Pr. u/ipclttr = Sp. apelar = Pg. <i]>- court, (e) Formerly, a vindictive acti

IH-U//I- = It. <i/>i>illiir<, < L. appi-llilrc, itd/it-llare, suit of a party injured when the supposi
address, appeal to, summon, accuse, accost by
name, n secondary form of H/I/K //</< . adpeUere,

mode of procedure by which such removal is

a higher
vindictive action at the

posed crimi-
nal had boon previously acquitted on an indict-
ment or pardoned. Tin: appellant raised an action

Man to man will I appeal the Norman to the lists.

Scott.

2. In taw: (a) To remove, as a cause, from a
lower to a higher judge or court. See appeal,
n., 2 (b).

Causes of any importance were appealed from the Scul-
dasco to the Uastaldo. Browjlumt.

(6) Formerly, to charge with a crime before a
tribunal

j accuse; institute a criminal prosecu-
tion against for some heinous offense : witli of
before the offense charged : as, to appeal a per-
son of felony.

I appeal you of murder. B. Jonson.

In November, 1817, William Ashford appealed Abraham
Thornton, to answer for the alleged murder of appellant's
sister. JV. and Q., 6th ser., XI. 252.

llacaulay, Hist. Eng., xxix.

3. A summons to answer to a charge; a chal-

lenge.
Nor shall the sacred character of king
Be urged to shield me from thy bold appeal.

Dryden.
4. A call to another to sanction or witness; a
reference to another for proof or decision : as,
in an oath a person makes an appeal to the
Deity for the truth of his declaration. 5. Re-
sort or recourse for decision.

Every milder method is to be tried before a nation makes
an appeal to arms. Kent.

In the community of nations, the flrst appeal is to physi-
cal force. Macaulay, Utilitarian Theory of Government.
Commission of Appeals. See .-.,,,,,,,,\Wo,,i. syn. 1.
Petition, Suit, etc. (see prayer), solicitation, application.

If a Frenchman apiH-aled an Englishman, the English- appealable (a-pe'la-bl), a. [< appeal + -able.'}man had the choice of dther mode of trial f. Capable bf being appealed; admitting of
freeman, Norm. Conq., IV. 423. , removable to a higher tribunal for de-

3f. To address
;
offer up, as an appeal.

They both uprose and tooke their ready way
Unto the church, their praiers to appele.

Spenser, F. Q., III. ii. 48.

II. intrans. 1. To call for aid, mercy, sym-
pathy, or the like

;
make an earnest entreaty,

or have the effect of an entreaty.
Against their merit if this age rebel,
To future times for justice they appeal.

Dryden, Art of Poetry, iii. 755.

The deepening expression of pain on Philip's face . . .

cision.

Pressure on the bench to make as many decisions as
possible in a given time tends . . . to engender appealable
decisions and prolong litigation. The Century, XXX. 330.

2. Liable to be accused or called to answer
by appeal : applied to persons : as, appealable
for manslaughter. 3. That may be appealed
(to). N.E.D.
appealantt (a-pe'lant), . [< appeal + -ant1 .

Cf. appellant.'} One who appeals; an appel-
lant.

appealer (a-pe'ler), n. [(appeal +-eri. Cf.

appellor.} 1. One who appeals, or carries his
2. In law, to refer to a superior judge or court cause to a higher court. 2. An appellor; an
for the decision of a cause depending ; specifi- accuser or informer.
cally, to refer a decision of a lower court or i should become an appealer, or every bishop's espie.
judge to a higher one, for reexamination and Foxe, Book of Martyrs (Thorpe),
revisal. appealingly (a-pe'ling-li), adv. In an appeal

I appeal unto Caesar. Acts jccv. 11. ing or entreating manner ; beseechingly.
3. To refer to another person or authority for appealingness (a-pe'ling-nes), . The quality
the decision of a question controverted, or for boing appealing, or of awakening sympathy,
the corroboration of testimony or facts

;
in gen- Pity; or *ne l^ke -

Ready sympathy . . . made him alive to a certain ap-
pealingnens in her behaviour towards him.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxv.

appear (a-per'), v. i. [Early mod. E. also apear,
appeer (and by apheresispear, >mod. dial, pear),
< ME. apeeren, aperen, appieren, < OF. aperer,
apperer (Roquefort), aparir, reg. inf. apareir,
aparoir = Pr. aparer = It. apparire, apparere, <
L. apparere, adparere, appear, < ad, to, + po-
rere, appear, come in sight (a secondary form

eral, to refer to some tribunal explicitly men-
tioned or implied.

I appeal to the Scriptures in the original.

Honley, Sermons, I. i.

I appeal from your customs. I must be myself.
Emerson, Self-Keliance.

4. To have recourse
;
resort for proof, decision,

or settlement : as, to appeal to force.

Not prevailing by dispute, he appeals to a miracle, re-

storing to sight a blind man whom the Britons could not
cure. Milton, Hist. Eng., iv.

[In all senses, with to or unto before the tribunal whose
judgment is asked, and from before that whose decision is

rejected.]

appeal (a-pel'). . [Early mod. E. also appel,
appell, apell; < ME. apeel, apel, apele (and by
apheresispefe, > mod. E. peal, q. v.), < OF. apel,
F. appel, appeal ;

from the verb.] 1. An address
or invocation; a call for sympathy, mercy,
aid, or the like

;
a supplication ;

an entreaty :

as, an appeal for help ;
an appeal for mercy.

Whenever yet wi

of parere, produce): see apparent and parent.}
1 . To come or be in sight ;

become visible by
approach or by emerging from concealment

;
be

exposed to view.
And God said, . . . Let the dry land appear. Gen. i. 9.

The angel of the Lord appeared unto him in a flame of
flre out of the midst of a bush. Ex. iii. 2.

In each cheek appears a pretty dimple.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 242.

appease

appearance (a-per'ans), . [Early mod. E. also
/'/""'"'"'''. < -ME. apiH-rainicc, -nix; the same

as ii/i/iiin'iicc (q. v.), conformed to /</xw.] 1.
The act of coming into sight; tin- act or becom-
ing visible to the eye: as, the appearance of the
sun above the horizon. 2f. The state of be-
ing in sight ; visibility. [Rare.]

lie's built a bower, made it secure,
Wi' carbuncle and stain- ;

Tho' travellers were never sae nigh,
Appearance it had nane.

VIIUHII Akin, in child's Ballads, 1. 180.

3. A coming into presence ; the act of present-
ing one's self: as, his sudden appearance sur-

prised me.
The duke does greet you, general ;

And he requires your haste-post-haste apiiearance,
Even on the instant. , Sliak., Othello, 1. 2.

your appeal denied ?

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

2. To stand in presence, as parties or advocates
before a court

;
make appearance.

We must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ.
2 Cor. v. 10.

2. A proceeding taken to reverse a decision 3- T come or be placed before the public ;

by submitting it to the review of a higher au- come to the notice of the public : as, the actor

thority: as, an appeal to the house from a de- appeared only once a week; his history appeared
cision of the chair. In law: (a) Sometimes in

I.
880 - 4 - TO be obvious; be known, as a

used in the above general meaning, so as to subject of observation or comprehension; be
include writs of error, certiorari, etc. (6)

clear or made clear by evidence.

Strictly, the removal of a cause or suit from a !t dotn not yet appear what we shall be. 1 John iii. 2.

lower to a higher tribunal, in order that the lat- 5. To seem; have a certain semblance or ap-
ter may revise, and, if it seems needful, reverse pearance ;

look : as, he appeared to be wise
;

it
or amend, the decision of the former, in modern
usage an appeal implies not merely a preliminary objec-
tion, but a proceeding for review after a decision has been
rendered. As now used, it is a proceeding derived from
the courts of equity. The mode of review at common law
was formerly not to remove the cause, but only to bring
up specific points or questions by writs of error. This was
changed in England by the judicature acts of 1873-5, and
there is now one Court of Appeal for all cases. In Scotland
the highest appellate court is the Court of Session. The
Judgment* of both these courts may be appealed to the
House of Lords. In the United States the appeal has been
to a great extent substituted for the writ of error. The
highest appellate courts are, for federal questions arising appeart (a-per ),

n. [< appear, V.} Appearance,
in either federal or State courts, the United States Su- Here wm I wash it in the morning's dew,preme Court ; for other questions, the supreme courts, Which she on every little grass doth strew
courts of appeal, or courts of error of the various States, rn .iivpr rtrons undnid th<> aim's irimrnr
the practice being wholly regulated by statutes.

(c) The
P
JSr, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 4.

appears to me that this is unsafe ; he appears
very old.

They disfigure their faces, that they may appear unto
Mat. vi.men to fast. Mat. vi. 16.

Months to the old man appear no longer than weeks to
the young man. H. Spencer, Prill, of Psychol., 91.

6f. To be understood; be intelligible: as, "Do
I now appear f" Cotgrare Appearing gratis, in

chancery practice, the act of a defendant in causing his ap-
pearance to be entered to defend a suit without waiting
to be served with a process. = SVn. 5. Look, etc. See seem.

4. Au object as seen or perceived ;
a phenom-

enon
;
the immediate object of experience.

The term appearance is used to denote not only that
which reveals itself to our observation as existent, but
also to signify that which only seems to be, in contrast to
that which truly is. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., ix.

Surely, it must 1J a miraculously active principle that
can snatch up from transitoriness and oblivion the varie-

gated play of fleeting and fading appearance*, anil con-
struct therefrom the world of steady experience of which
we have knowledge. Mind, IX. 350.

5. Something believed to have a supernatural
character

;
an apparition : as, an appearance in

the sky. 6. That which appears or is obvious
;

outward show or seeming ;
semblance as apart

from reality or substance: as, there is an ap-
pearance of trouble yonder; appearances are

against him.

Judge not according to the appearance. John vii. 24.

Men are governed by opinion : this opinion is as much
influenced by appearances as by realities.

A. Hamilton, Works, I. 168.

7. Outward look or aspect ;
mien

; build and
carriage ; figure : as, a man of noble appear-
ance.

Much have I heard, . . .

And now am come to see of whom such noise
Hath walk'd about, and each limb to survey,
If thy appearance answer loud report.

Milton, S. A.,1. 1090.

8. pi. Indications; look.

My master heard me with great appearances of uneasi-
ness in his countenance. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 3.

0. The act of coming before the public; the
act of coming into public notice : as, he made
his appearance as a historian; the appearance
of a book. 10f. Seeming; probability; likeli-

hood.

There is that which hath no appearance. Bacon.

1 1 . In law : (a) The coming into court of either
of the parties to a suit

;
the being present in

court as a party to a pending proceeding ;
the

coming into court of a party summoned in a
process, either in person or by his attorney,
usually expressed by a formal entry by the

proper officer to that effect
;
the act or proceed-

ing by which a party proceeded against places
himself before the court and submits to its juris-
diction. (6) In Scots law, the stating of a de-
fense in a cause. Where a defender in writing, or by
counsel at the bar, states a defense, he is said to have ap-
peared.To put in an appearance, to appear in per-
son. =Syn. 3. Arrival, presence. 6. Guise, show, pre-
tense, pretext, color. 7. Air, look, manner, demeanor.

appearer (a-per'fer), n. 1. One who or that
which appears, in any sense of that word.
[Rare.]
Owls and ravens are ominous appearer*. and presignify

unlucky events. Sir T. Broirne, Vulg. Err., v. 21.

Specifically 2. In law, one who formally ap-
pears (in court, etc.).

appearingly (a-per'ing-li), adv. Apparently;
seemingly; according to all outward signs.
[Rare.]
A flourishing branch shall grow out of his appearingly

sere and sapless root. Bp. Hall, Paraph, of Isaiah.

appeasable (a-pe'za-bl), a. [< appease + -able.']

Capable of being appeased, quieted, calmed, or

pacified; placable.
The tumult of a mob, appeasable only by . . . bloodshed.

G. P. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 30.

appeasableness (a-pe'za-bl-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being appeasable.
appease (a-peV), r. t.

; pret. and pp. appeased,
ppr. appeasing. [Early mod. E. also apease,

apeace (conformed to peace), apaise (and by
apheresis pease), < ME. apesen, apeisen, apaiscn,
< OF. apeser, apeisier, apaisier (F. apaiser = Pr.

apaziar), pacify, bring to peace, < a, to, + pais,

peis,pes, mod. F. paijc, peace: seepeace, and cf.

apay, appay, of which appease is thus a doublet.]



appease

1. To bring to a stato of peace; pacify ; quiet

by allaying anger, indignation, strife, etc.

o (Jod! if my deep prayers cannot (t/i/'ft-^' tine,
lint thou wilt be aveng'd on my inisili vds.
Yet execute tliy wrath mi me alone.

,:. Uich. III., i. 4.
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a naming, < appellare, accost, appeal to, name :

see appeUate, V., and ai>i>ral.] If. The act of

appealing from a, lower to a higher court or

authority; appeal.

2. To allay ; calm, as an excited state of feel-

ing; remove, as a passion or violent emotion.

The signori . . . earnestly exhorted the principal citi-

zens to use their good offices to soothe tile people and dji-

peaKC the general indignation. J. Adam*, Works, V. 70.

The function of official priests was to aji/mme the wrath
of God or purchase Ms favor.

Tlii-iKlniv riifkff, Sermons, Int.

3. To assuage or soothe, as bodily pain; satisfy,
as an appetite or desire: as, to appease the
smart of a wound, or one's hunger. =Syn. To sat-

isfy, hush, quell (see list under aUayl); propitiate, concil-

iate.

appeasement (a-pez'ment), . [< appease +
-iiii-itt. Ct'. OF."(and P.") apaiscment, > ML. ap-
peisamentttm.] The act of appeasing, or the
state of being appeased, or in peace ; pacifica-
tion. [Rare.]
For its appeasement and mitigation.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 223.

Being neither in number nor in courage great, partly by
authority, partly by entreaty, they were reduced to some
good <i]'ii>'<ix'-/n<'iit. Sir J. Ilayward, Edw. VI., p. 54.

appeaser (a-pe'zer), n. One who or that which
appeases or pacifies.

appeasive (a-pe'ziv), a. [< appease + -4ve.]

Serving or tending to appease ; mitigating ;

quieting.
appel (a-pel'), n. [F. : see appeal, n."] In fen-
cing, a smart stroke with the blade on the sword
of an antagonist on the opposite side to that
which he engaged, generally accompanied with
a stamp of the foot, used for the purpose of

procuring an opening. Willielm, Mil. Diet. See

feint.

appellability (a-pel-a-bil'i-ti), . [< appella-
ble: see -bility.] The state or quality of being
appealable.
appellable (a-pel'a-bl), a. [< L. as if *appella-
bilis, < Ofpeuare, appeal: see appeal. Cf. appeal-
able.] Capable of being appealed ; appealable.
appellancy (a-pel'an-si), . [< appellant: see

-cy.] Appeal ; capability of appeal. Todd.

appellant (a-pel'ant), a. and n. [< F. appelant,'
L. appellan(t-)s, ppr. of appellare, appeal : see

appeal, and cf. appealant.] I. a. Appealing;
relating to appeals ; appellate.
The first having an appellant jurisdiction over the sec-

ond. Hallam.

II. . 1. In law : (a) One who appeals or re-
moves a cause from a lower to a higher tribu-
nal. (6f) One who prosecutes another for a
crime, such as felony or treason. 2. One who
looks to any tribunal for corroboratiou or vin-
dication. 3f. One who challenges or summons
another to single combat.

This is the day appointed for the combat ;

And ready are the appellant and defendant.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 3.

Answer thy appellant, . . .

Who now defies thee thrice to single tight.

Stilton, S. A., 1. 1220.

4. Eccles., one of the French clergy who, in
the Jansenist controversy, rejected the bull

Unigenitus, issued in 1713 by Pope Clement
XI. against Quesnel's

" Reflexions morales sur
le Nouveau Testament," and appealed to the
pope "better informed," or to a general coun-
cil. 5. One who appeals or presents a request.
Each of them is now a humble and earnest appellant

for the laurel. Swift, Tale of a Tub, Epist. Ded.

appellate (ap'e-lat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. appel-

lated, ppr. appellating. [< L. appellatus, pp.
of appellare, address, appeal to, sue, accuse,
accost, name: see appeal. ] To call by a name

;

call; name; entitle. [Rare.]
The vast Pacific Ocean, commonly . . . apjiettated (as the

saying is) and annominated the South-sea.
A. Tttcker, Light of Mature (1765), I. 465. (A

r
. E. D.)

appellate (a-pel'at), a. and n. [< L. appellatus,
pp. : see the verb.] I. a. Pertaining to appeals ;

having cognizance of appeals : as, an appellate
court.

Appellate stands in contradistinction to original juris-
diction, and as the latter implies that the case must com-
mence in the Supreme Court, so the former implies that
the case must commence in an inferior court, not having
final jurisdiction ; and, therefore, liable to be carried up
to a higher, for final decision. Calhoun, Works, I. 321.

H.t n. A person appealed or prosecuted for
a crime

; an appellee.
appellation (ap-e-la'shon), n. [= F. appella-
tion, < L. appellatio(n-), an accosting, an appeal,

There is such a noise i' the court . . . with their several
vniees of citations, n fiiii'/titl <'"//\, allegations, eertitlcates,
etc. . r,.,luxtm, Kpiro-iie.

2t. The act of appealing for aid, sympathy, etc.;

entreaty. 3. The act of naming; nomencla-
ture. 4. The word by which a person or thing
is called and known; name; title. 5. In ln<ii<;

the acceptation of a term to denote an existing
tiling. Formal appellation. See formal. =Syn. 4.
l>< .v/'//m//m/, etc. (see natui1

, n.), cognomen, epithet.

appellative (a-pel'a-tiv), a. and n. [=F. ap-
pcllntif, < L. appeuativMS, < appellare, name,
call: see appeal and appellation .] I. a. 1.

Having the character of an appellation ; serving
to name or mark out

; serving as a distinctive

denomination
;
denominative : as, hydrochloric

is a term appellative of a certain acid. 2. In

gram., common, as applied to a noun
; general;

denominative of a class : opposed to proper.
Nor is it likely he [St. Paul] would give the common ap-

pellatiDe name of "Books" to the divinely inspired writ-

ings, without any other note of distinction.

Bp. Bull, Works, II. 401.

II. n. 1. In gram., a common name in dis-

tinction from a proper name ; a name standing
for a whole class : thus, the word man is the

appellative of the whole human race, fowl of all

winged animals, tree of all plants of a particu-
lar class, etc. 2. Title; appellation; nick-
name.
There in the rosary] also the blessed Virgin Mary, after

many glorious appellatiea, is prayed to in these words.
Jer. Taylor, Diss. from Popery, p. 218.

appellatively (a-pel'a-tiv-li), adv. In an ap-
pellative manner; in gram., according to the
manner of appellative nouns

;
in a manner to

express whole classes or species : as, the name
Hercules is sometimes used appellatively, that

is, as a common name to signify a strong man.

appellatiyeness (a-pel 'a-tiv-nes), n. The
quality of being appellative. Fuller.

appellatory (a-pel'a-to-ri), a. [< L. appellato-
rius, < appellaior, an" appellant, < appellare, pp.
appellatus, appeal: see appeal.] Containing an

An appellatory libel ought to contain the name of the
party appellant. Ayli/e, Parergon.

appellee (ap-e-le'), n. [< F. appele (< L. appel-
latus), pp. ofappeler: see appeal and appellate.]
In latv, the person against whom an appeal is

brought ;
the respondent in an appeal.

appellor (a-pel'or), n. [ME. apelour, and by
apheresis pelonr, < OF. apelour, appelour, ape-
leur, earlier apeleor, apelor, < L. appellator, ace.

appellatorem, appellant, < appellare, pp. appel-
latus, appeal: see appeal.] In law: (a) The
person who institutes an appeal, or prosecutes
another for crime. [This term is not now ap-
plied to the plaintiff in appeal from a lower
court, he being called the appellant.] (b) One
who confesses a felony, and turns king's or
state's evidence against his associates. Whar-
ton. (c) One who challenges a jury. Wnarton.
appenage, . See appanage.
append (a-pend'), v. [The intrans. use is the

earlier, < ME. appenden, apenden, appenten, apen-
ten, and by apheresis penden, penten,<. OF. apen-
dre, appendre, hang up, hang by, depend on, ap-
pertain or belong to; in trans, use mod.,< F.

appendre, < ML. appendere, intrans., LL. trans.,
hang, L. appendere, adpendere, appendere,weigh,
consider, < ad, to, + pendere, intrans., hang,
pendere, trans., hang, weigh : see pendant, poise,
and cf. depend, dispend, expend, spend, perpend,
suspend.] I.f intrans. To belong; pertain.

Holy orisoun . . . appenditli specially to penitence.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

II. trans. 1. To hang or attach as a proper

Sart,
possession, or accompaniment, as a pen-

ant
; suspend : as, a seal appended to a record.

If amulets do work . . . upon those parts whereunto
they are appended. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 5.

Conceive ... a pig's tall . . . appended to the back of
the head. Qoldimith, Citizen of the World, iii.

2. To add, as an accessory to the principal
thing; subjoin; annex.
One hundred passages from the fathers appended in the

notes. J. U. Jfeti'inan, Development of Christ. Doct.
, p. 22.

To hunt out mediocrity and feebleness, and append cor-
rect dates to their forgotten effusions, is an exercise of

philanthropy which is likely to be little appreciated.
Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 33.

= Syn. To join, superadd, affix.

Appendicularia

appendage Oi-pen'dilj), n. [< append + -age.]
1. That which is appended to something as a

proper part of it; a sub-
ordinate attached part of

anything. Specifically -
(a) In mint, and zmtl., any
limb, member, or peripheral
part of the body diverging
from the axial trunk : an ap-
pended orappendicular part.
See cut under -l/v >'<t<>--

laria. (b) In hot., any sub-

sidiary part superadded to
another part, as hairs and
glands to a stem or leaf, or
nectaries ami corona to the
corolla : applied especially to

processes of any kind, (c)

Naut., a small portion of a
vessel extending beyond the
general form, as shown by
the cross-sections and the
water-sections.

2. Something added to
a principal or greater
thing, though not neces- Appendages.

Sary to it, as a portico * anther of //</ , 2, flower

fn a liniian ofboMgej 3. stamen of Alys-O a nOUSO. sum: a , a, a, appendages.

Modesty is the appendaae
of sobriety, and is to chastity, to temperance, and to hu-
mility, as the fringes are to a garment.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.
In case of a union, the smaller kingdom would be con-

sidered only as an appendaije, and sacrificed to the in-
terests of the larger. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

= Syn. Adjunct, attachment, appurtenance, addition, con-
comitant.

appendance, appendence (a-pen'dans, -dens),
n. [< F. appendance, < appendre : see append,
appcndant, and -ance.] 1. The condition of

being appendant. [Rare.] 2f. Something an-

nexed; an appendage.
High titles, rich coats, long pedigrees, large revenues,

. . . the just . . . appendances of civil greatness.
Bp. IlaU, Remains, p. 29.

appendancyt, appendencyt (a-pen 'dan -si,

-den-si), n. [< appendant, -ent: "see -cy.] The
condition of being appendant.
Abraham bought the whole field, and by right of appen-

dency had the cave with it. Spelman, De Sepultura, p. 176.

appendant, appendent (a-pen'dant, -dent), a.

and . [< F. appendant, ppr. of appendre : see

append.] I. a. 1. Hanging to; annexed; at-

tached; concomitant: as, a seal appendant to
a paper. 2. In law, appended to something by
prescription: applied to a right or privilege
attached to a principal inheritance : thus, in

England, an advowson, that is, the right of pa-
tronage or presentation, is said to be appen-
dant or annexed to the possession of a manor.
Appendant advowson. See advowson, 2. Common

appendant. See common, n., 4.

II. n. That which belongs to another thing,
as incidental or subordinate to it

;
an adjunct ;

a dependency.
appendical(a-pen'di-kal), a. [< appendix (-die-)
+ -al.] Of tie nature of an appendix. N. E. D.

appendicatet (a-pen'di-kat), v. t. [< appendix
(-die-) + -ate2.] To append ;

add to : as, "divers

things appendicated. Sir M. Hale.

appendicationt (a-pen-di-ka'shon), n.
[<

ap-
pendicate + -ion.] An appendage or adjunct.
Sir M. Hale.

appendicatory (a-pen'di-ka-to-ri), a. [< ap-
pendicate + -ory."\ Pertaining to or of the na-
ture of an appendix. W. Taylor.
appendices, n. Plural of appendix.
appendicle (a-pen'di-kl), n. [< L. appcndicula,
dim. of appendix : see appendix.] A small ap-
pendage.
appendicular (ap-en-dik'u-lar), a. [< NL. ap-
pendicularius,<.ii. appendicuta : see appendicle.]
Having the character of an appendicle ; appen-
diculate : specifically, in anat., opposed to axial :

thus, the whole skeleton of a vertebrate is di-

vided into the axial and the appendicular skele-

tons, the latter being that of the limbs or appen-

The Endoskelcton is divided into an axial portion, be-

longing to the head and trunk, and an ap2>endicular por-
tion, belonging to the limbs.

W. II. Flower, Osteology, p. 9.

Appendicularia (ap-en-dik-u-la'ri-ii), n. [NL.,
fern, of appcndicularius : see appendicular.'] 1.
The typical genus of the family Appendicula-
riida;. A. fabellum is about one fifth of an inch long,
exclusive of the tail, with an oval or flask-shaped body, and
has the power of rapidly secreting a mucilaginous cuticiilar
investment in which it becomes incased.

2. [/. c.
; pi. appendieularia; (-e).] A member

of the above genus.
The simplest members of the [ascidian] group, and those

the structure of which is most readily comprehensible,
are the Appendicularice ; minute pelagic organisms, which



Appendicularia
arc fcmml in all latitudes, ami are propelled, like tadpole:*,

liy tin- flapping of it loin; caudal appendage.
Hiirlrii. Anat. Inn-rt.. ]>. sin.

Appendiculariajlabellum, magnified.

I, the entire animal, with the caudal appendage forward in its

natural position ; II, side view of body, the appendage forcibly bent
backward : -/, body ; />', appendage ; a, mouth ; b, pharynx ; c, an
atrial opening ; ci, the corresponding stigma with its cilia ; f, anus ;

f, rectum ; g, esophagus ; h, i, stomach ; *, testis ; /, urochord ; m,
cellular patch at side of oral end of body ; n, endostyle ; /, ganglion ;

q, ciliated sac ; r, otocyst ; j, posterior nerve, with r, its ganglia ; en,
endoderm ; fc, ectoderm.

Appendiculariae (ap-en-dik-u-la'ri-e), n. pi.
Same as AppmdievwrUekB.
appendicularian (ap-en-dik-u-la'ri-an), n. [<

Appendicularia + -an.] An animal of the genus
Appendicularia ; one of the Appendiculariidai.

appendiculariid (ap-en-dik-u-la'ri-id), . A
tunicate, or ascidian, of the family Appendicu-
lariida'.

Appendiculariidae (ap-en-dik
/
'u-la-ri'i-de), .

pi. [Nit., < Appendicularia + -MO.] Afamily of
tunicates, or ascidians, of a low grade of organi-

zation, permanently retaining a form and struc-

ture which characterize only the embryonic or

larval stage of other ascidians. They are named
from their tadpole-like shape and long tail or appendage,
by the vibration of which they move about. The family
corresponds to a suborder Copelata of some naturalists, as

distinguished from Acopa.

Appendiculata (ap-en-dik-u-la'ta), M. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of
appenilicttlatus

: see appendic-
ulatc.] A name given by E. R. Lankester to

a phylum or prime group of the animal king-

dom, including those forms which have lateral

locomotive appendages and usually a segment-
ed body. It is a loose and inexact synonym of

Arthropoda, together with Botifera and Chceto-

poda. See Arthropoda.
appendiculate (ap-en-dik'u-lat), a. [< NL. ap-

pctuliculatiis, < L. appcndiciila'<: see appcndicle.]
1. Provided with appendages; having the

character of an appendage orappendages ;
form-

ing an appendicle. Used especially in botany, being
applied, for instance, to leaves, or to organs appended
to leaves, leaf-stalks, etc. : thus, the pitcher-like appen-
dage of the leaf of the Nepenthes dwtulatoria, or pitcher-

plant, is said to be appendiculate. See cuts under ap-

peiiitarje. and nsrit/juw.

2. Pertaining to or having the characters of

the Appendiculata.
Appendirostres (a-pen-di-ros'trez), n. pi.

[NL., contr. for "appendicirostres,^ L. appendix,

appendix, + rostrum, a beak.] In Blytn's sys-
tem of classification (1849), a group of birds,
the hornbills, Bucerotida:, as distinguished from
the Arculirostrcs, the hoopoes or Upupida.'.

appendix (a-pen'diks), .; pi. appendixes or

appendices "(-dik-ses or -di-sez). [< L. ap-

pendix, rarely ampendii, an appendage, appen-
dix, addition, < appendere, hang: see append.']
1. Something appended or added

;
an adjunct,

concomitant, appendage, or accessory.

Normandy became an appendix to England.
Sir M. Hale, Hist. Common Law of Eng.

Specifically 2. An addition appended to a
document or book relating to the main work,

usually consisting of explanatory or statistical

matter adding to its value, but not essential to

its completeness, and thus differing from a

supplement, which properly is intended to sup-

ply deficiencies and correct inaccuracies. 3.

[As a Latin word
; pi. appendices.] In anat.,

a process, prolongation, or projection. See the

phrases following Appendices eplplolcse (appen-
dages of the epiploon), small folds of peritoneum cov-

ering the large intestine and containing fat. Appendix
auriculae, the appendage of the auricle of the heart, an
ear-like projection, from which, in human anatomy, the

auricle itself derives its name. Appendix CfflCl, in anat.,
the vermiform appendix. Appendix enslformiS, the

ensiform appendage of the breast-bone ; the xiphoid car-

tilage or appendix. See cut under skeleton. Appen-
dix vermlformls, or vermiform appendix, a blind
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process given off from the nccum, varying in man from
3 to (i inches in len-th. See cut innl< T //('<*'///. Ap-
pendix VeSiCffi (appeiidair uf the Madder), a hernia "f

tin.- nun-mis membrane "f tile bladder fchrOUffb the muscu-
lar mat. -Syn. 2. .!/'/"'"'''> X"/'/'' 1'""'"'- Boefuffpfnntiit.

appendixious (ap-en-dik'shus), . (X appendix
+ -i-iHi*. (.'f. ML. appi'ndirhi.t, supplementary.]
Pertaining to or of the nature of an appendix ;

appendicatory. Hriitliaiii. [Rare.]

appense (a-pens'), a. [< L. appenmts, pp. of

it]i}}<
-mil n- : sec np/M'iid.] Hanging from above;

specifically, in hot., pendulous : applied to

ovules attached to the sides or angles of the

ovary, and drooping. [Rare.]

appenset (a-pens'), v. t. [< OF. appetiser, ap-
pend (a seal), < L. as if "appensare, freq. of

appendere, pp. appensus, append: see append.']
To append (a seal).
We haue caused . . . our seale thereunto to be ap-

ftntti. Ilnkluyt'i Voyages, II. 158. (A
T
. E. D.)

appentt, i>. i. An old form of append.
appentice (a-pen'tis), n. [< ME. *apentice (by
apheresispentis, pentice, whence, by corruption,
penthouse, q. v.), < OF. apentis, F. appetis,( ML.
appendiciiiiii, appcnditium, appentice, < LL. ap-

pendicium, an appendage, < appendere, append :

see append, appendix.] In arch., any lean-to

Appentice.

Chapter-house of the Cathedral of Meaux, France.

roof ; especially, a kind of open shed of a sin-

gle slope supported on posts or columns, or on
brackets let into a wall, or otherwise, to afford

protection from the weather to a door, window,
flight of steps, etc., over which it projects or
forms a hood.

apperceive (ap-er-seV), v. t.; pret. and pp.

apperceived, ppr. apperceiring. [Early mod.
E. also apperceave, apparceice, < ME. apercei-

ven, aparceiven, aparceven, < OF. apercereir,

aperceroir, aparcevoir, F. opercecoir= Sp. apcr-
cibir= Pg. aperceber, < LL. "appercipere, < L. ad,

to, + percipere, perceive : see perceire.] To be
conscious of perceiving; comprehend (what is

perceived); loosely, to perceive; notice: used

specifically of internal perception or self-con-

sciousness. See apperception.
apperceivingt (ap-er-se'ving), n. [ME. aper-

ceyrynge; verbal n. of apperceive.] Percep-
tion. Chaucer.

apperception (ap-er-sep'shqn), . [< NL.
apperceptio(n-) (Leibnitz), < LL. "appercipere,

pp.'apperceptus: see apperceive andperception.]
1 . That act of the mind by which it becomes
conscious of its ideas as its own; perception
(which see) with the added consciousness that

it is
"
I " who perceive.

It is well to make a distinction between perception,
which is the inner state of the monad, representing exter-

nal things, and apperception, which is consciousness, or
the reflexive knowledge of this interior state, which is not

given to all souls, nor always to the same soul.

Leibnitz, Nature and Grace, tr. by N. Porter, 4.

The Leibnitzo-Wolfflans distinguished three acts in the

process of representative cognition : (1) The act of repre-

senting a (mediate) object to the mind ; (2) the representa-
tion, or, to speak more properly, representamen, itself as

an (immediate or vicarious) object exhibited to the mind ;

(3) the act by which the mind is conscious immediately of

the representative object, and through it mediately of

the remote object represented. They called the first per-

ception ; the last, apperception ; the second, idea.

Sir W. Hamilton, Reid, p. 877, note.

Hence, by a slight modification 2. With Kant
and most English writers, an act of voluntary
consciousness, accompanied with self-con-

sciousness: especially in the phrase pure ap-

perception.

My theory, like Kant's, lays apperception, anglice re-

flection, at the basis of philosophy.
Hodgson, Phil, of Reflection, I. 224.

3. In the psychology of Herbart (1776-1841),
the coalescence of the remainder of a new
isolated idea with an older one, by a modifica-

tion of one or the other. 4. Apprehension;
recognition.

appetence
The recognition or u/., r,'f/,>inn of these truths hymen.

Jtauriri: (.V. E. D.)
Active apperception, s, , atOm. Pure appercep-
tion, in tlit- J\<nitiiiti /<////">., tin: liarc consciousness of
st-lf. the ini-i-i- "I" or "I tliink." S.-i- *rlj'-,-<,,i*r;<,ii*neu.

Unity of apperception, that unity ,,t ,-,ms, -i.msnun
by virtue of which its contents (perceptlooa, thoughts,
it..) coexist for it; the pure self or "1" to which the
enntenU of "lit- ainl tin- same mini) must be referred.

apperceptive (ap-er-sep'tiv), a. [< app<-m/i-
tion, after /irriv/>tin:] Pertaining or relating
to, or of the nature of, apperception.

It is after all nothing but our apperceptive faculties,

potentially idealized, that are made to serve for the emi-
aciousness of a universal subject. Mind, IX. 381.

Apperceptive union, the uniting of one idea with an-
other by a voluntary act of consciousness.

apperilt (a-per'il), . [< ap-1 + peril.] Peril;

danger; risk.

Let me stay at thine apperil. , Shak., 1. of A., i. 2.

Is there no law for a woman that will ran upon a man
at her own apperil? Middleton, Michaelmas Term, i. 1.

appersi-andt (ap'er-si-and'), . Same as am-
persand.
A shrivelled cadaverous piece of deformity in the shape

of an izzard or an apj^ergiand.
MaMin, Man of the World, iii. 1.

appertain (ap-er-tan'), f. i. [Early mod. E.

also appertain; apertain, < ME. apperteinen,

aperteiiif/i, n/ifrteiien, < OF. apartenir, F. appar-
tenir, < LL. a/iperliiiere, belong to, < L. ad, to,
+ pertinere, belong, pertain : see pertain.] To
belong or pertain, as a part (to the whole), a
member (to a class), a possession, or an attri-

bute
; belong by association or normal relation.

Hang mournful epitaphs, and do all rites

That appertain unto a burial.

Shale., Much Ado, iv. 1.

The Father, to whom in heaven supreme
Kingdom, and power, and glory appertains.

MUton, P. L., vi. 815.

In giving him In another, it [love] still more gives him
to himself. . . . He does not longer appertain to his fam-

ily and society ; he is somewhat ; he is a person.
Kmernan, Essays, 1st ser., p. 161.

I am much inclined to suspect that the fossil upon which
the genus Ornithopterus has been founded appertain* to
a true Bird. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 232.

= Syn. See pertain.

appertainance (ap-er-ta'nans), n. [< appertain
-\- -ance. Cf.appertenanceandappurtcnance.] 1.

The quality or state of appertaining. [Rare.]
The noblest elevations of the human mind have in n/>-

pertainance their sands and swamps.
Landor, Imaginary Conversations. (N. E. D.)

2. A thing which appertains ;
an appurtenance,

appertainment (ap-er-tan'ment), . [< apper-
tain + -ment.] That which appertains or be-

longs ;
an appurtenance ;

an external or adven-
titious attribute. [Rare.]

We lay by
Our aitprrtainments. Shale., T. and ('., ii. 3.

appertenancet, appertenencet, apperti-
nencet, Old forms of appurtenance.
appertinentt (a-per'ti-nent), a. and n. [Same
as appurtenant, after the"L. appertinen(t-)s : see

appurtenant.] I. . Belonging; properly relat-

ing; appurtenant.
All the other gifts appertinent to man.

ShaJc., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

II. n. That which appropriately belongs to

something else
;
an appurtenance.

You know how apt our love was, to accord
To furnish him with all appertinents
Belonging to his honour. Shalt., Hen. V., ii. 2.

appetet, r. t. [ME. appeten, < OF. appeter, <

L. appetere, adpctere, strive after, try to get, <

ad, to, + petere, seek, aim at: see petition.]
To crave or long for; covet; desire. Chaucer.

appetence, appetency (ap'e-tens, -ten-si), n.

[= F. appetence, < L. appetentia, < appeten(t-)s,

adpeten(t-)s : see appetent.] 1. The act of seek-

ing or craving after that which satisfies the

affections, passions, or tastes ; desire
;
inclina-

tion; propensity.
I know not to what else we can better liken the strong

appetence of the mind for improvement, than to a hunger
and thirst after knowledge and truth.

Everett, Orations, II. 277.

They had a strong appetency for reading. Merivale.

Specifically 2. Strong natural craving for

that which gratifies the senses ; appetite ; ani-

mal desire: as, "lustful appetence," Milton, P.

L., xi. 619.

The innate aversion to any poison known to modern
chemistry can, by persistent disregard, be turned into a

morbid appetency, vehement and persistent in proportion
to the virulence of the poison.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 518.

3. A mental tendency toward an end; a voli-

tion or desire.

I shall occasionally employ the term appetency in the

rigorous signification, as a genus comprehending under it

both desires and volitions. Sir W, Hamilton.
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a.,adj adjective.
abbr abbreviation.
abl ablative.

ace accusative.

accom accommodated, accom-
modation.

act active.

adv adverb.
AF Anglo-French.
agri agriculture.
AL Anglo-Latin.
alg algebra.
Amer. American.
anat anatomy.
anc ancient.

antiq antiquity.
aor aorist.

appar apparently.
Ar Arabic.

arch architecture.

archicol archaeology.
arith arithmetic.

art article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
astrol astrology.
astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beng Bengali.
biol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
hot. botany.
Braz Brazilian.
Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.
liulg. Bulgarian.
carp carpentry.
Cat Catalan.
Cath Catholic.

caua. causative.
ceram ceramics.
at L. confer, compare.
ch church.
Chal Chaldee.
chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin Chinese.
chron chronology.
colloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

CODID composition, com-
pound.

compar. comparative.
conch conchology.
con] conjunction.
contr contracted, contrac-

tion.
Corn Cornish.
craniol craniology.
cranium craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat dative.
def definite, definition.

deriv derivative, derivation.
dial dialect, dialectal.

diff different.

dim diminutive.
distrib distributive.
dram dramatic.
c ly i win dynamics.
E. East.
E English (usn ally mean-

ing modern English).
eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.
econ economy.
e. g L. exempli gratia, for

example.

E. I'M! East Indian.
elect electricity.

embryol embryology.
Eng. English.

engin engineering.
entom entomology.
Epis Episcopal.
equiv equivalent.
esp especially.
Eth Ethiopic.
ethnog ethnography.
ethnol ethnology.
etym etymology.
Eur European.
exclam exclamation.

f., fern feminine.
F French (usually mean-

iivj modern French).
Flem Flemish.
fort fortification.

freq frequentative.
Fries Friesic.

fut future.
G QeTm&n(u#uallymean-

ing New High Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.
gen genitive.

geography.
geology.

geom geometry.
Goth Gothic (Moesogothic).
Gr Greek.

gram grammar.
gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.
her. heraldry.
herpet herpetology.
Hind Hindustani.
hist history.
horol horology.
hort horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.
hydraul hydraulics.
hydros hydrostatics.
Icel Icelandic (usually

meaning Old Ice-

landic, otherwise call-

ed Old Norse).
ichth ichthyology.
i. e L. id eat, that is.

impers impersonal.
impf imperfect.
impv imperative.
improp improperly.
1 1 M 1 Indian.
ind indicative.
Indo-Eur Indo-European.
Indef indefinite.
Inf. infinitive.

instr. instrumental.

JnterJ interjection.
intr., intrans. . . .intransitive.
Ir Irish.

irreg irregular, irregularly.
It Italian.

Jap Japanese.
L. Latin (usually mean-

ing classical Latin).
Lett Lettish.
LG Low German.
lichenol lichenology.
lit literal, literally.
lit literature.
Lith Lithuanian.

lithog lithography.
lithol lithology.
LL Late Latin.

m., masc masculine.
M Middle.
111:11- 1 1 machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
manuf manufacturing.
math mathematics.
MD Middle Dutch.
ME Middle English (other-

wise called Old Eng-
lish).

mech mechanics, mechani-
cal.

med medicine.
mensur mensuration.
metal metallurgy.
metapli metaphysics.
meteor. meteorology.
Mex Mexican.
MGr Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.
MHG Middle High German.
milit military.
mineral mineralogy.
ML Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.
MLG Middle Low German.
mod modern.
mycol mycology.
myth mythology.
n noun.

n., neut. neuter.
N New.
N North.
N. Amer North America.
nat natural.
naut nautical.

nav navigation.
NGr New Greek, modern

Greek.
NHG New High German

(usually simply G.,

German).
NL New Latin, modern

Latin.
nom nominative.
Norm Norman.
north northern.
Norw Norwegian.
numis numismatics.

Old.
obs obsolete.
obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (other-
wise called Church
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.
OD Old Dutch.
ODan Old Danish.

odontog odontography.
odontol. odontology.
OF. Old French.
OFlem Old Flemish.
OGael Old Gaelic.
OHO Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.
OLG Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPruss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.
ornith ornithology.
OS Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.
osteol osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTeut Old Teutonic.
p. a participial adjective.
paleon paleontology.
part. participle.
pass passive.
pathol pathology.
pert. perfect.
Pers Persian.

pers person.
persp. perspective.
Peruv Peruvian.

petrog petrography.
Pg Portuguese.
phar pharmacy.
Phen Phenician.
philol philology.
philos philosophy.
phonog phonography.

photog photography.
phren phrenology.
phys physical.
physiol physiology.
pi., plur plural.

poet poetical.
polit political.
Pol Polish.

poss possessive.
pp past participle.
ppr present participle.
Pr Provencal (usually

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).
pref prefix.
prep preposition.
pres present.
pret preterit.
priv privative.
prob probably, probable.
pron pronoun.
pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop properly.
pros, prosody.
Prot Protestant.

prov provincial.
psychol psychology.
q. v L. quod (or pi. iptce)

vide, which see.
refl reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.
repr representing.
rhet rhetoric.
Rom Roman.
Rom Romanic, Romance

(languages).
Russ Russian.
8 South.
S. Amer .South American.
sc L. scilicet, understand,

supply.
Sc Scotch.
Scand Scandinavian.

Scrip Scripture.
sculp sculpture.
Serv Servian.

sing singular.
Skt Sanskrit.
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

8p Spanish.
subj subjunctive.
superl superlative.
surg surgery.
surv surveying.
Sw Swedish.

tyn synonymy.
Syr. Syriac.
techno! technology.
teleg telegraphy.
teratol teratology.
term termination.
Teut Teutonic.
theat theatrical.

theoL theology.
therap therapeutics.
toxicol toxicology.
tr., trans transitive.

trigon trigonometry.
Turk Turkish.

typog typography.
ult ultimate, ultimately.
v verb.
var variant.
vet veterinary.
v. i intransitive verb.
v. t. transitive verb.
W Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
Wallach Wallachian.
W. Ind West Indian.

zoogeog zoogeography.
zobl zoology.
loot zootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang.
a as in fate, mane, dale.
a as in far, father, guard.
4 as in fall, talk, naught.
a as in ask, fast, ant.
a as in fare, hair, bear.
e as in met, pen, bless.
e as in mete, meet, meat.
6 as in her, fern, heard.
i as in pin, it, biscuit.
I as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.
o as in note, poke, floor.
6 as in move, spoon, room.
6 as in nor, song, off.
u as in tub, son, blood.
u as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty : see Preface pp
ix, x).

u as in pull, book, could.

u German u, French u.

oi as in oil, Joint, boy.
ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates its abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. xi.

Thus:

3 as in prelate, courage, captain.
as in ablegate, episcopal.
as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.

u as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates that, even in the
mouths of the best speakers, its sound is

variable to, and in ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short w-sound (of but,
pun, etc.). See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

a as in errant, republican,
e. as in prudent, difference,

i.
as in charity, density,

p as in valor, actor, idiot,

ji as in Persia, peninsula,
e as in the book,
u as in nature, feature.

A mark (~) under the consonants t, d,
s, z indicates that they in like manner
are variable to ch, j, sh, zh. Thus :

J as in nature, adventure.
(} as in arduous, education.
s as in leisure.

z as in seizure.

th as in thin.
TH as in then.
ch as in German ach, Scotch loch.

n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mou-
illr ) 1.

' denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent.

(A secondary accent is not marked if at its

regular interval of two syllables from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

<read/rom; i. e., derived from.

> read whence ; i. e., from which is derived.
+ read and ; i. e., compounded with, or

with suffix.

= read cognate mth; i. e., etymologically
parallel with.

V read root.
" read theoretical or alleged ; i. e., theoreti-

cally assumed, or asserted but unveri-

fied, form.
t read obsolet*.
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